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CLUB CONVENTION MEETS IN SANTA ANA RESIDENT ARTISTS SCORE MANY SUCCESSES

Delegates From Eighty Music Clubs in California Hold Interesting Sessions Ensemble Organizations and Soloists Impress Large Audiences With The
—Excellent Programs Prepared for This Occasion—Large Delegation ^ Excellence of Their Artistry—People's Symphony Orchestra Gives

From San Francisco and Other Northern California Centers— f^"" ^94,,|iiTschaikowsky Program—Christine Paauw Scores Success

—

Encouragement of Resident Artists is Principal Topic cyA '^'2>iC ^^" Francisco Trio and Florestan Trio Give Programs

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

When this issue of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review will be in the hands of

our subscribers the fifth annual conven-
tion of the California Federation of

Music Clubs wi'.l have passed into history

at Santa Ana. As usual the publiciLv

department of the Federation neglected
this paper shamefully. Had it not been
for the fact that our good friend Mr.
Gustlin, vice-president of the Federation,

supplied us with some preliminary news.
we would have been entirely without in-

formation and would have had to make
up our own stories. Why is it that this

paper can work from year to year in the
interests of leading musical organizations
and put at their service its columns and
influence and for some reason or other it

cannot secure the litt'.e courtesy of atten-

tion at the time of the convention. We
asked certain secretaries of the clubs to

occasionally furnish us with news and for

the life of us we can not even get an
occasional item without actually hunting
for it all over the State. If our columns
are not worth anything to the Federation
the sooner we know it the better and we
will offer them to someone more appre-
ciative.

In order to send every music club in

the Federation a copy of this paper we
wanted to get a revised list. We were
told we couid not get the list, but if we
handed over literature or copies of the
paper to the president these copies or
literature would be forwarded. Now, it

would not have been necessary to ask for

such list, because with a little effort we
could secure a list of tae clubs, which
does not happen to be a secret. We only
wanted to save a little time. But, no.

We are alright as long as we wish to

contribute our services and time to the

cause, but we are all wrong when we
want a little favor. Well, now that this

is off our chest we can continue to boost
the cause of the California Federation of

Music Clubs.

The editor of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review will be able to attend the closing
days of the convention, and he is rather
proud to represent the Musicians' Club
of San Francisco whose President, Vin-
cent de Arrillaga, has appointed him as
the first delegate of the Musicians' Club
ever attending a State convention of

music ciubs. Indeed, thanks to Mrs.
Birmingham's excellent missionary work,
the Musicians' Club of San Francisco has
become one of the few members of the
Federation among the Northern California
clubs. We are glad to bring the music
clubs a message from the Musicians' Club
of San Francisco.

Of course what all artists in California
will be awaiting with interest will be the
action that the clubs will take in regard
to the recognition—the REAL recognition
—of resident artists. The time has come
when the clubs owe it to themselves, their
members and the artists residing in this
State to take a definite stand in thig
matter. This paper is willing to furnish
a list of representative artists whose
ability skill and reputation is beyond
criticism. If the clubs should maintain,
through their representatives, that the
rank and file of the members are unwil-
ling to listen to resident artists, we should
favor a vote among the MEMBERSHIP
regarding their attitude, and we feel if

the matter is properly presented the
great majority of the members will be in
favor of encouraging resident artists.

But even if such opinion should be un-
favorable to the artists, which we do not
think it will be. then it becomes necessary
to ORGANIZE ALL THOSE MUSIC LOV-
ERS WHO ARE IN FAVOR OF RESI-
DENT ARTISTS. This paper will not
rest until recognition for the resident
artists is secured. But we feel confident
that the California Federation of Music
Clubs is inclined to favor greater encour-
agement of the resident artists than they
have hitherto revealed.
The next issue of the Pacific Coast

Musical Review will be devoted prin-
cipally to the proceedings at the fifth

convention of the California Federation

The last few weeks have been so active

musically that a number of important
events by resident artists have not been
reviewed in this paper. The reason for

delaying publication . of these affairs is

due to the fact that rather than deal with
them in a perfunctory and brief manner
we preferred to delay the report and so

our readers will find a record of important
musical events of a local nature, but
nevertheless of an artistic character,
which have taken place in San Francisco
recently.

Eighth People's Symphony Concert.

—

The eighth concert of the People's Sym-
phony Orchestra took place at Scottish

THK I'l.ON/.AI.IOt aitKTKT
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II >e\t Sunday Afternoon (April !.'»»

aeenient of Selby C. Onpenhelnier

of Music Clubs, and we feel certain that
our readers will be greatly interested for

it will contain material which is of value
to everyone sincerely devoted to the in-

terests of music in this state. The pro-
gram is exceedingly well compiled and
the artists chosen include some of the
most competent in the State as well as in

the world, as the Flonzaley Quartet is one
of the attractions as is also the Philhar-
monic Orchestra of Los Angeles and the
Noack Quartet.

The Musical Blue Book of California,
which will be published by the Musical
Review Publishing Co. early in October,
will represent a complete resume of

musical activities in California. Its spe-
cial intention is to get the resident artists

in close contact with managers and music
clubs. If you really wish to become ac-

quainted with those elements who are
able to secure for you remunerative en-
gagements and artistic recognition we can
not imagine a better opportunity to ob-
tain adequate recognition than through
the medium of this publication. To
neglect being represented in this book is

to intentionally lose one of the best
chances to become known among the very
people who can do you the most good.

Rite Auditorium on Thursday evening,
March 22nd, before a large and apprecia-
tive audience. The program consisted
e.xclusively of Tschaikowsky numbers as
follows: Symphony Pathetique, Serenade
Melancholique, Marche Slav. The follow-
ing review which appeared in the San
Francisco Call over the signature of
Charles Woodman shows the impression
received by one of the hearers:
Neither Alexander Saslavsky, the con-

ductor; the Symphony Association nor
anyone else need apologize any more for
the People's Symphony Orchestra—not
after the "all-Tschakiowsky" program it

gave at Scottish Rite auditorium Thurs-
day evening. As far as those in the audi-
ence were concerned, and it included a
fairly representative number of San Fran-
cisco's prominent music lovers, Saslavsky
himself, as director and soloist, and the
fifty-six musicians under his baton were
given overwhelming demonstrations of
popular approval and praise.
Robert C. NeweH, president of the asso-

ciation, gave an illuminating address on
the French horn with which A. Heineman
played measures illustrative of the way
it functions and its melodious tones. Ac-
cording to custom. Newell also spoke on
the character of the great Russian com-
poser and the themes of his "Pathetique"

symphony, which were played by the
orchestra prior to the performance of the
entire work.

With his solo number, the "Serenade
Melancholique," for which Guilio Min-
netti conducted the orchestra with ad-
mirable skill, Saslavsky fully justified
Newell's introductory remarks, in which
he referred to the conductor as a "dis-

tinguished Russian musician who honored
San Francisco by his presence and work."
though he has been one of the famous
artists of this country for many years.
Incidentally, Newell told how, when a boy
in Russia, Saslavsky played the serenade
for and was commended by Tschaikow-
sky. He created a furore when he played
it last night in tones so smooth, broad and
deep as to give one the impression that
he was inspired by the spirit of the mas-
ter.

I never heard the symphony played bet-
ter—seldom as well. Every movement
was loudly applauded and the last two so
vociferously that the entire ensemble had
to rise twice in acknowledgment. Newell
recalled the tact that Saslavsky was con-
cert master with Damrosch when he gave
the first performance of the work in this
country, shortly after the composer's
death. The "Marche Slave" was equally
well done. In fact, it was thrilling. The
only thing the audience seemed disap-
pointed about was that Saslavsky could
not be induced to play an encore. C. W.
The ninth educational concert by the

orchestra is set for April 12.

Christine Paauw's Concert—Christine
Paauw, colorature soprano, gave a con-
cert under the management of Selhy C.
Oppenheimer at the Colonial Ball room
of the St. Francis Hotel on Monday eve-
ning, March 12th in the presence of a
good sized audience that seemed to enjoy
every moment of the program, if one
may judge by the measure of applause
accorded this artist. Mme. Paauw is a
native of Holland and has to her credit
an enviable European reputation prior to
her visit to America. Her San Francisco
concert was due to the fact that she re-

sided here temporarily and her program
showed that she is an experienced artist
whose laurels were won justly. Mme.
Paauw's voice is a colorature soprano of
considerable range and flexibility with a
certain hardness in the high tones which
so many vocal artists from Germany,
Russia. Holland, Sweden and Norway
seem to reveal. This character of the
voice is no doubt due to the language of
these countries which is in the main
gutteral and which unquestionably exer-
cises a certain influence on the tone pro-
duction.

As may be seen from the appended pro-
gram Mme. Paauw has a very extensive
repertoire at her disposal and she sings
it with taste and judgment. Unfortun-
ately we could only hear the first part of
the concert, but we certainly were con-
vinced of the fact that the artist sings
with enthusiasm, abandon and conviction.
Her enunciation was not always what we
have a right to expect from experienced
artists, but those who came to hear evi-

dently were pleased with her efforts.

Lincoln S. Batchelder both as accompan-
ist and soloist added to his reputation he
already has established tor himself here
and was entitled to the recognition ac-

corded him by his hearers. The complete
program was as follows: (a) Voi che

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

T)uo-Art.

Sherman,Pay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

GEORGIA KOBER
AMEHICAIV PIANIST

Studio: Sa.'i.Mn Sutter St.

I. Kearny 5903. WednesdaTS and Tliursdars

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de A rrlllaea, Director

A. I.. Artleuea, Pr ss.; Louia Alegrrla. VIce-Prea.

llnexrelled faclIItU m for tile ntudy of music In all
llM branchea. Lar^e Pipe Orgao. Recital Hull

2:115 m CKSON STREET
San Franelaeo, Cal. Phone West 4737 1

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Director

3^2 >VaslilnE<on Street Telephone Killnioi

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADV.4NCED PUPILS .ACCEPTED

Pupil of Mnie. V. SlepnnolT (Oeriln), M. Slevetfing,
and E. Boher
Kohler & Tfan
Kearny 5154.

Schn
e Dldc, n'rd. & Sot. Mo
Rea. phone Piedmont 7U<

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of i'lnmi. Orcnn, Harmony. Orennlal and Mnaical
Director of FIr.t Preahylerinn ( horcb. Alameda. Home
Studio: 111T PAIUi STREET. Al.AMEDV. Telephone Ala-
meda IS.*?. Thuradnya. Mcrrlmnn School. 507 Eldorado Ave.,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 277<k.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY. Director

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERJCKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Teacher of Sinking. Coniple
Ine. 27:10 Pier • t. Tel. FUlmore 4:>r>3.

of Operatic Train-

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

a and Tetrazzi
ipils vocally ar
English, Fien<

studio—IU4 Colunibua Ave., Phone Garfield ^'2

—Endorsed by Bono
n Uramaiic Deporti
?nd Spanish spoken.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
S.VN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

>luNic Couraea Thorough and ProereaalTe
Public School Mnalc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
H. B. Pnamorc—Stndii
S. F.! 25:10 t'oilcee A
rado Road, Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

JACK HILLMAN Baritone

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
Dli

CO^"rERT COACH—VOCAI. TRCHXItirE
^ER-OICTION
nbylerinn Choral Society.

W«
RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert

3urs during the season 1923-1924 will please register
fith the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are
ble to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
nd managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
re eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orsanlat Temple Emanu El, Flrat Church of Chriat Sci-
entist, Director LorInK Club. S. F.. Wed., 1817 California
St., Phone Franiclin 2«03: Sat.. Firat Chriatlan Science
Church, Phone Franlclin 1307; Rea. atndio, 3142 Lenlaton
Ave., Berlceley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI.4NIST—ACCOMPANIST

nber ITnlveraity Extenaion Faculty
t Phone Pacificsth 883.

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
San Jose. Cal.

Confera De^reea, Awnrda Cert Iflcatea, Complete Coliese
Conaervntory and Academic Couraea In Piano, Violin.
Harp, 'Cello. Voice. Harmony, Counterpoint, Canon and
Fugue and Scieace of Mnaic. For partlculara Apply to
Slater Superior.

For Rent From May 15 to Sept. 15

$100 A Month
IlcHldrnce Studio—Four Rooms—Two Grand IMaaoa
Rcferencea Required—For Particninra Addreaa

EDITH BE.VJAMIX
:t404 CIny Street Telephone Fillmore 8S4T

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

ThorouBb Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 IMne St. Phone Douslaa <!«24

E. HAROLD DANA

1 Studio
IIX{ GREKX STRRET

Voice Plopement. llreath Control
Proper Production

hone ProNpcct SltO for A|i|>ointmen

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

JOSEPHIINE WILSON-JONES
Dramatic Si>prano—Pupil of i.amperti, Oarcln. Vocal
Studio, .'4.-> Sutler Street, San Frnnciaco. Realdcnce, 4857
Parii Douievard. Onltland.
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

DON'T ALWAYS THINK OF YOURSELF

There is a certain element in the musical jiro-

fession which thinks it can not get along in life

unless it always looks out for itself and does not
care what becomes of anyone else. It is this ele-

ment that does not only make it difficult to pub-
lish a music journal for the benefit of the profes-

sion and the musical public, but that also stands
in the way of any progressive measures which a

certain enterprising and far-sighted element of

the community is anxious to inaugurate. This
clement includes those who refuse to advise their

pupils to attend concerts, because they might
learn something that lessens their estimation for

their teacher. It includes people who refuse to

encourage choral societies, because they are
afraid that the director might want to give sing-
ing lessons and thus entice a pupil away from
them. It includes teachers and artists who refuse
to encourage an enterprise intended to secure for

a community operatic seasons, because they are
afraid that whoever is in charge might take away
money from people that should be spent in music
lessons. It also includes managers who oppose
any public-spirited enterprise, because they them-
selves have nothing to do with it.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review specially has
to contend with an element which is entirely

enamored with its own individual affairs and
which does not care a tinker's imprecation
whether the rest of the profession is getting
along. There isn't a teacher, student or music
lover who does not realize the necessity of a

music journal. It is just as necessary for the
musical profession to have an organ of publicity
which defends it against unjust legislation and
against attacks from the outside as any other pro-
fession. In a way a music journal is just as im-
portant for the musical people as a daily paper is

for the public in general. And yet there are a
number of teachers and professional musicians
who think that a music journal ought to be pub-
lished for their own private benefit and only sec-

ondly for the musical public at large. Now, every
one knows that the Pacific Coast Musical Review
has struggled for twenty-one years to fight for
the profession. And yet when our solicitors ask
for support in the way of advertisements we hear
arguments like these: "The Musical Review is

pro-German," or "The Musical Review publishes
pictures of people who are not worthy and writes
captions under them that are not deserved," or
"The Musical Review forgot to publish some-
thing about my last concert."

support a music journal that is published for the
benefit of the MAJORITY, and not for the spe-
cial benefit of the few. This paper has endeavored
to be of service to the ENTIRE MUSICAL
PROFESSION AND PUBLIC. We would like

to do much more for the individual teacher and
artist, but they don't let us, because they do not
support this paper sufficiently to justify us' to
publish a larger paper so that we can devote more
space to the efforts of individuals. The great ma-
jority comes FIRST. The individual comes sec-
ond. As long as we have scarcity of space, we
must devote this to the interests of the majority.
If the individual teachers or artists wish to secure
lienefit from these columns, they must support
the paper in a manner to enable it to print enough
pages to include these efforts.

A music journal should not be judged by the
successes it achieves for a few teachers or artists,

but by the conditions it creates for the majority
of the musical profession and musical public,
Twelve years ago this paper saved the profession
what would have amounted by this time to mil-
lions of dollars in state taxes not to say anything
about inconvenience and injustice, when it suc-
cessfully and single-handed fought the State li-

cense bill for music teachers. Four years after-

wards this same bill was introduced again, but
the California Music Teachers Association made
it unnecessary for this paper to again take up the
cudgel in the defense of the profession. Two or
three years ago this paper suggested to the music
teachers that they need not pay any city license,

if they proved to the Board of Supervisors that
the license was unjust and that they possessed
sufficient political influence to back up their con-
tention with votes. Upon this suggestion Frank
Carroll Giffen, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham and
other members of the Music Teachers Associa-
tion of San Francisco succeeded in having the
municipal teachers' tax removed. Tliousands of
dollars were saved to the profession.

This paper has consistently fought for the verv
best Symphony concerts which this city can sup-
port. It fought for four years, contrary to the ad-
vice of some of its best friends, against the con-
certs given under the direction of Henry Hadley
and succeeded in securing an improvement in the
engagement of Alfred Hertz. It has since per-
sistently fought for the continuance of Mr. Hert?
as conductor of our symphony orchestra, and now
thousands of music lovers enjoy the concerts, the
teachers are more prosperous and the city enjovs
a great musical reputation. We have consistently
and persistently espoused the cause of the Cham-
ber Music Society of San Francisco from its very
inception, when daily papers and many music
lovers refused to tell the truth about its efficiency

and the good it did for the community. Now the
Chamber Music Society, thanks to the enthusi-
asm of Elias M. Hecht, has made San Francisco
famous in the East and is now about to enter
upon a trip to Honolulu.

We have persistently and consistently fought
the battle of the American artist, composer and
teacher. We have fought for the resident artist

until we have made enemies of visiting artists

and managers. Even this week the editcr of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review is attending the an-
nual convention of the California Federation of

Music Clubs for no other purpose than to fight
for the recognition of resident artists of ability.

We have tried to be as generous as possible to

the resident teacher and students. And what are
the thanks we get? Arguments why this paper
should NOT be supported instead of arguments
why EVERYONE OUGHT TO HELP US
MAKE THIS PAPER SO BIG THAT IT CAN
WIN EVERY BATTLE IT FIGHTS FOR
THE PROFESSION IN AS SHORT A TIME
AS POS.SIBLE. We are accused of being pro-
German, when we are nothing but pro-music.
Because we are indignant at the injustice done
Mine. Johanna Gadski by prevaricators and mean
and spiteful persons who accuse that artist of in-

discretions of which she is absolutely innocent,
we are called pro-German.

songs and opera in English? Is this pro-German,
too? Is our fight for the retention of Alfred Hertz
whom thousands of music lovers admire and love
pro-German. "What on earth has got into some
people anyhow? And then we are told we should
not caption pictures with favorable inscriptions, be-
cause such artists do not deserve it. Who says they
don't deserve it? If we refused to give recognition
to every artist and teacher in California whom an-
other artist or teacher does not consider worthy, we
would have mighty little to say about anybody.
Fortunately the majority of the profession is not so
small nor narrow to demand of us to publish only
the pictures and names of teachers and artists they
themselves approve. Not everybody is wrong. Some-
body must be right occasionally.

.-Xml then we come to those artists and teachers
who are indignant at us, because we happened to
forget to publish something about their concerts or
have delayed in publishing it. Some of those possi-
bly belong among the number whom others accuse
us of noticing when we should ignore them. Some-
liow they never seem to remember the notices and
reviews we DID NOT FORGET TO PUBLISH.
Why is it necessary to always remember the un-
favorable things ; why not occasionally remember
something that we have done and which was appre-
ciated? We have hereabouts teachers, artists and
managers who support this paper to a very modest
extent, possibly an extent commensurate with their

income, but we are ready always to extend cour-
tesies far beyond the justification ofathe support we
receive. We do not make conditions of restricting

complimentary notices to the amount of inches paid
for by the artist, teacher or manager. But they seem
to hold US responsible for EVERY POUND OF
FLESH. If we received the support, we could be
more generous, because we could publish a larger

paper. But to refuse us advertising support, because
we don't publish more about local artists ' and
teachers, while at the same time preventing us from
publishing a sufficiently large paper to print all the
news, is certainly a very peculiar way of looking at

things.

Then we ha\e people living in interior cities who
claim that our editorial articles are restricted too
much to San Francisco and Los Angeles? What do
you think of this? The problems of San Francisco
and Los Angeles are the problems of every city in

California. Our fight for resident artists, our en-
deavors to prevent politicians from taxing music
teachers to death, our encouragement of young stu-

dents and prospective artists, our fight for American
artists and composers, our persistent efforts to en-

courage the establishment of music festivals and
choral societies apply to EVERY COMMUNITY
IN THIS STATE. We would pay more attention

to interior cities if they accomplished more in the

way of big musical endeavors. Let our interior cities

engage California artists of standing at a remunera-
tion commensurate with their ability. Let interior

communities engage the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra or the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-
tra. Let interior communities engage the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco or similar organiza-

tions from Los Angeles and see whether we would
not devote editorial space to them. But as long as

they do not do anything worthy of editorial comment
why should we worry.

What do you think of members of the profes- What about our fight for American artists,
sion who argue like this when they are asked to American teachers, resident artists, and singing

Either the musical profession and public wants a
nnisic journal or does not want it. If it wants it we
should receive the whole-hearted support in the

shape of advertising and subscription patronage. If

no wants us to publish a music journal the best way
to stop us is to refuse us that patronage which we
think we are entitled to. It is not a question of

PRIV.ATE recognition of what each individual can
get out of the paper, but of what is the best for the

commimity at large. And anyone who considers his

private affairs more important than the affairs of

the profession or the musical public is not the kind
of a musician worthy of the support of a music
journal. If he feels that we can not get his support
unless we pay special attention to himself at the ex-

pense of someone else just as worthy or worthier

WE DON'T WANT HIS SUPPORT. Neither do
we want the support of those people who become
angry because we ask them to pay for the debts

they incurred with this paper. We have far more
use for the artist or teacher who does not advertise
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or subscribe for lliis paper, because he can't afford

it, than we have for those who advertise and don't

pay. Well, this is about all for this week, and we

think it should last for a while.

CONCERT AT THE MUSICIANS' CLUB

The San Francisco Musicians' Club presented a pro-

gram of compositions by John Laurence Seymour, last

Tuesday evening at their club rooms at 533 Sutter Street.

Mr. Seymour is a young Californian from Los Angeles,

who has studied at the University of California and
abroad. He has recently returned from Italy and the

concert Tuesday evening was the first presentation of

his work since his return. Mr. Seymour made a few

remarks about his work. He regards opera as his

principal field, but recently he has taken up chamber
music.

The first part of the program was comprised of three

Elegiac Tone Poems for viola and piano, expressive of

the "beauty of lite we experience in its sadder mom-
ents." These pieces were played by Julius Hang and
Raymond White. Part two was comprised of three

songs sung by Mrs. Flora Howell Bruner with Vincent

Arrillaga at the piano.

Part three was an Arthurian Suite for clarinet, bass

clarinet, viola and piano, consisting of nine pieces

depicting scenes from Tennyson's "Idylls of the King."

It was played by Messrs. Randall, Shamis, Seymour
(the composer, who is also a violinist) and White. The
music is of the modern school. There is much simul-

taneous use of different keys. It is more scholarly than
inspired, more logical than truthful. For example, in

the "Love of Guinevere," Mr. Seymour told us that he
used two keys simultaneously to express duplicity of

character. It is logical to suppose that two keys might
express duplicity but the result was only cacophony
which might mean anything or nothing and which
proved that the logic is not true.

KARL RACKLE.

IVIme. Rose Relda Cailleau presented fifteen of her
pupils at the last studio recital before the public con-

cert which is to take place at the Palace Hotel on April

25th. This event took place on Saturday afternoon,

March 31, and the program was as follows: (a) Tommy
Lad (Margetson), (bl Duna (McGill). Martin O'Brien;

(a) Will o' the Wisp (Spross), (b) Anhelo (Anna
Case), Miss Margaret O'Brien; (a) Just a' Wearin'
(Bond), (b) Open Secret (Woodman), Miss Doreen
Tittle; (a) Madrigal (Chaminade), (b) You Dear and I

(Clarke), Mrs. D. Cohen; (a) Dreamin' Time (Strick-

land), (b) Pettis Roses (Cesek), Miss Eleanor Spreckels;

(a) Aria from Sonnambula (Bellini), (b) The Wren
(Benedict), Miss Gertrude Sheusen; (a) Noon and Night
(Hawley), (b) Love's in My Heart (Woodman), Mrs.

A. B. Price; (a» Lilac Tree (Gartlan), (b) Row, Row
(Strickland), Miss Elizabeth Terry; (a) Elegie (Mas-
sanetl, (b) Conseils a Nina (Wekerlin). Miss Geraldine

Watt; (a) Star (Rogers), (b) In My Garden (Liddle).

Miss Alice Wilson; (a) Si mes vers (Hahn), (b) Aria
from Herodiade (Massenet), Mrs. L. Woolams; (a) Gray
Dove (Saar), (b) A Birthday (Woodman), Miss Marie
CuUen; (a) Automne (Massenet), (b) Today (Huerter),

Miss Elizabeth Magee; (a) Traeume (Wagner), (b)

Strida la vampa (Verdi), Miss Caroline Breuner; (a)

Dawn (Curran), (b) Robin's Song (White), Miss Beulah
Masterson. At the piano Miss Hazel Nichols.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Address communications to

the Question Editor, Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Room 801. Kohler & Chase Building, San Francisco.

1. What does Fg in an orchestral score mean?—L. T.

It means the bassoon. It is an abbreviation of the

word Fagott, which is the German name of the bassoon.
2. When was Gounod's "Redemption" written?—A. V.

It was first performed August 30th, 1883, at the Birm-
ingham (England) Festival of that date.

3. Is Debussy's "Iberia" an opera?—E. G. O.

No. It is the second number of an orchestral suite of

three pieces called "Images."
4. Was Georg Schumann related to Robert Schumann?

—N. A. J.

No.
5. What were Paderewski's encores at his San Fran-

cisco recital?—B. A.
Impromptu in A flat (Schubert) ; Hark, Hark the Lark

(Schubert-Liszt-; Spinning Song (Mendelssohn); Second
Rhapsody (Liszt); Minuet (Paderewski) ; Etude (Liszt);
C sharp minor Waltz (Chopin). Information for answer
No. S was given by Arthur Agard.

Note: I have a communication from an anonymous
correspondent who differs from me on one of my
answers in the issue of March 17th. First. I must ask
all correspondents to be good enough to give me the
courtesy of their confidence and enclose their names and
addresses. The reason is obvious. No names will ever
be published and no conlidence betrayed. Anonymous
communications are invariably thrown out.

This correspondent informs me that the "Jewels of
the Madonna " was first produced in Munich instead of
Berlin, as I answered. However, I have substantiated
my statement by half a dozen authorities, including
Krehbiel, Kobbe. Mason, and McSpadden, and they all
agree that the "Jewels" was first produced in Berlin.
So my answer was correct after all. I am quite liable
to make mistakes, however, and will always consider
it a favor to be corrected by my readers.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW

By Elita Huggins
1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

Gounod's Oratorio The Redemption was given by the

conservatory of music of the College of the Pacific on
the afternoon of Easter Sunday. Charles M. Dennis
was the skillful director, with Miles A. Dreskell the
efficient concertmaster. The quintet of soloists com-
prised Juanita Tennyson, soprano: Ardis Carter, con-

tralto; Chester Herold, tenor; and Frank Towner and
Ronald Hunt, Baritones. The colleges chorus and the

A Capella choir assisted by the college orchestra and
the five soloists brought the number of participants

close to one hundred and fifty.

The outstanding feature of the prologue was the

splendid singing of The Earth Is My Possession by the

beautifully drilled A Capella choir. The famous chorus
Unfold, Ye Portals Everlasting, was well given, as was
also the grand final chorus. The Word Is Flesh Become.-

Mrs. Tennyson was at her best in From Thy Love as a

Father, her obligate notes ringing bell-like above the

well sung chorus. Mrs. Tennyson and Miss Carter did

beautiful work in Lovely Appear.

The work of the men soloists lay chiefly in recitatives,

which were given with smooth sureness. Chester Her-

old's lyric tenor, Frank Towner's mellow baritone, and
the sympathetic voice of Ronald Hunt were all especially

suited to the demands of the oratorio. Walline Knoles
and Kenneth MacKenzie sang in pleasing style the

parts of the two thieves. Miss Eleanor Short and Allan

Bacon gave good assistance as accompanists.

The musical services at the Scottish Rite Temple on
Maundy Thursday and Easter Sunday were most im-

pressive. LeRoy V. Brandt, organist and choirmaster

for the Bodies, arranged the programs in keeping with

the spirit of the services. For Maundy Thursday he
gave as an organ solo the Prelude to Widor's Symphony
in C minor and Verdi's Ave Maria, transcribed for the

organ by Harry Rowe Shelley. The Scottish Rite choir

sang At Eventide May There Be Light, by Stebbins.

The music was more joyous in character on Easter

Sunday. A new departure was effected, in that instead

of an organ prelude, a vocal one was given by the

choir—the immortal Easter hymn. Jesus Christ Is Risen
Today, to the setting by Lyra Dividica. Christ Arose,

by Lowry, was also sung, and Granier"s Hosanna was
given as a solo by Edwin J. Furgeson. The conclusion

of the musical setting to the service was a variation on
the Dresden Amen, played by Mr. Brant.

William Edward Johnson directed an excellent pro-

gram for the Easter services at the Christian Church.
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth from The Messiah
was well given by Miss Daisy Ostenberg. A ladies'

quartet composed of the Misses Ida Taylor, Betty Steele,

Daisy Ostenberg and Alice Brunk sang He Is Risen by
Gabriel, followed by the duet Hosanna by Granier,

delightfully sung by Miss Taylor and Arthur Johnson.

Miss Brunk and Miss Steele sang the effective duet
Magdalene by Warren. Mr. Johnson sang Buzzi Peccla's

Gloria with great feeling. The choir in its numbers
probably reached its best in the closing anthem. They
Have Taken Away The Lord by Stainer. Mrs. Richard
M. Bartie, who presided at the organ, did most efficient

work.

The sixth and last of the undergraduate recitals at

the conservatory of music of the College of the Pacific

will be given Tuesday night in the college auditorium.

A group of talented students comprising Pearl Hummel,
pianist; Helen Barber, contralto: Bernice Bogert, vio-

linist; Marian Temple, pianist; Grace Conner, reader;

Rose Van Valin, cellist, and Walline Knoles, baritone,

will present the following interesting program: Piano

—

(a) Nocturne in E flat (Chopin), (b) Song of the East,

(Cyril Scott), (c) To the Sea (MacDowelU, Miss Pearl
Hummel; Songs— (a) Salutation to the Dawn (Steven-

son), (bl Cradle Song (Kreisler), (c) Dusk in June
(Foster), Miss Barber with Miss Bernice Rose at the

piano: Songs— (a) Old French Song (Tschaikowsky),
(b) Romance (Gliere), (c) A Negro Croon (Hartman),
Miss Bogart with Miss Marian Temple at the piano;

Piano— (a) Lotus Land (Scott), (b) The Eagle (Mac-
Dowell), (c) Consolation, E major (Liszt), Miss Temple;
Reading, Tragedy of Nan (Cutting from the third act)

(Masefield), Miss Conner; Sonata for Cello. Adagio
sostenuto—Allegro (Beethoven), Miss Van Valin, Miss
Rose at the piano; Songs— (a) Hear Me, Ye Winds and
Waves (Handel), (b) Where'er You Walk (Handel), (c)

Left (Gustlin), (d) Mary (Richardson), Mr. Knoles with
Miss Olive Bryson at the piano.

Miss Georgia Kober, pianist, will play tor the members
and guests of the Santa Clara County Branch of the

League of American Pen Women at the Women's Club-

house on the Stanford Campus on Saturday afternoon,

April 7th. Miss Kober is the head of the Sherwood
School of Music ot Chicago and is passing a year in

Palo Alto. She appeared for a number of years with
such organizations as the Thomas orchestra as the
soloist and with Charles Dalmores, Mischa Elman and
other internationally famous artists.

Music will be one of the main features at the dedica-

tion of the new Campbell Grammar School. Edward
Towner, director of the band department at The Insti-

Kohler & Chase
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tute of Music, who has cnarge of the Campbell Grammar
School band, will give several numbers with the band,
among them being the Star Spangled Banner. Blossoms
Bright March (Southwell), Festival Ovei'ture (Southwell)
and Les Cloches de St. Malo (Rimmer). This last

number will be given with a chimes solo and band
accompaniment.

Miss Olive Burgess, a vocal pupil of Henry Bickford
Pasmore, head of the singing department at The Insti-

tute, will sing The Swallow (del' Acqua). Miss Burgess
formerly taught in Campbell and there won her way to
the hearts of the patrons of the school by her sweet and
well trained voice.

JOSEPH BONNET IN ORGAN RECITAL

The musical public is greatly interested in the single
recital ot Joseph Bonnet, the renowned French organ
virtuoso, to take place at the Exposition Auditorium,
next Wednesday evening, April 11. This distinguished
organist created a profound impression when he first

played on the great municipal organ in this city in the
latter part of 1919, and since that time he has continued
to meet with unqualified success wherever he has
appeared.

I3onnet stands among the greatest organists of the
age and he was recently decorated by the French
government with the Cross of the Legion of Honor. He
has prei)ared a most interesting program for his only
San Francisco appearance and he will open the evening
with the Sonata in D Minor No. 1, by Guilmant. His Bach
number will be the Prelude and Fugue in D Major, and
he will play Cesar Franck's "Piece Heroique" and the
Finale to the First Symphony of Louis Vierne. Com-
positions of his own will be the "Matin Provencal" and
his Berceuse, and another group will include composi-
tions by Du Mage, de Grigay, William Byrd, Palestrina
and Buxtehude.
San Francisco's favorite tenor. Charles F. Bulotti,

will be the vocalist ot the evening and he will be
accompanied by Uda Waldrop. There is a large demand
for seats at Sherman. Clay and Company's, and the
recital will be under the direction of the Auditorium
Committee of the Board of Supervisors, J. Emmet Hay-
den, chairman.
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RAISA AND RIMINI COMING SOON

Those who attended the pertormances of The Jewels
of the Madonna and The Girl of the Golden West given
here last season by the Chicago Opera Company un-
hesitatingly proclaim Rosa Raisa as one of the foremost
dramatic sopranos. This prima donna will soon visit
California, for the first time appearing as a recital artist
in the tar West and under the management of Selby
C. Oppenheimer. She will sing two programs in con-
junction with the baritone, Rimini at the Curran Theatre
on Sunday afternoons, April 22nd and 29th, which will
be the only appearances of these artists in northern
California this season.
Upon the concert platform Mme. Raisa is equally at

home as she is in opera so that it would be difficult to
state whether she excels as a singing actress or as an
interpreter of songs. Through the opulence of her
glorious tones as well as through the dramatic intensity
of her portrayals, Madame Raisa's emotional tempera-
ment enables her to penetrate into the soul of the songs
of France, Germany, Russia and England giving each
thefr traditional and authentic interpretation.
The appearance of Madame Raisa by herself would

be a sufficient attraction but with her talented husband,
Giocomo Rimini, the illustrious baritone, who will also
be recalled by local audiences with genuine pleasure, it

is quite sate to predict that these impending recitals
will be among the outstanding musical feasts of this
very brilliant season.
Both artists will be heard in operatic excerpts, duets

from several of the operas in which they have been
acclaimed the world over and in groups of songs in
Russian, English and other languages. The complete
program for the first Sunday will be as follows: Bolero
from Vespri Siciliano (Verdi), Mme. Raisa; Drinking
Song from Hamlet (Thomas), Mr. Rimini; Group of
Russian Songs— (a) Autumn (Arensky), (b) O Cease
Thy Singing (Rachmaninoff), (c) Be It Bright Day
(Tschaikowsky). Mme. Raisa; Duet—Squillo Soavi
(Denza), Mme. Raisa and Mr. Rimini: Group of English
Songs— (a) Ashes of Roses (Woodman), (b) Happiness
(Hageman), (c) At the Well (Hageman), Mme. Raisa;
(a) Aria from Fedora (Giordano), (b) Warrior Song
(Brull), Mr. Rimini; Aria from Ernani (Verdi), Mme.
Raisa; Duet from Don Pasquale (Donizetti), Mme. Raisa
and Mr. Rimini.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

A tremendous triumph has been scored by Allan Pol-
lock, the celebrated international star, in his enter-
taining play, "A Bill of Divorcement," and a second
week of this notable attraction begins at the Alcazar
with the matinee April 8th.

Enthusiastic applause has greeted Pollock at every
performance, and as many as fifteen curtain calls have
been demanded by the audience during the past week.
"A Bill of Divorcement" contains a good measure of

comedy, although it is a play of distinctly dramatic
tinge. It deals with a proposed law that permits divorce
in the case of insanity, and mirrors in true fashion the
return in 1935 of a husband, long confined in an asylum
for supposed lunacy, and the complications that arise
when he finds that his wife has divorced him and about
to be married to another.

Pollock has established himself as a sterling actor by
his clever rendering of the important role of the hus-
band in this vehicle, and individual tiiumphs have been
scored by every member of his supporting company.
Mary Duncan, Cliff Thompson and Marie Dunkle are

new faces, and Nana Bryant has a splendid opportunity
in the leading feminine characterization. Others in the
cast are Ketta Sunderland, Emmett Vogan, Leigh Wil-
lard and Norman Feusier.

SCANDINAVIAN SINGERS CONCERT

The eleventh annual concert of the United Scandina-
vian Singers of San Francisco will take place this Satur-
day evening at Scottish Rite Auditorium, Van Ness
Avenue and Sutter street, when a very interesting pro-
gram will be presented, under the direction of Axel
Pihlstrom. The many men of this big chorus have
excellent voices that have been splendidly schooled and
they will be heard in songs of Hallstrom, Dudley Buck,
Paulus, Hartman, Gounod and other standard composers.
Edna Fischer Hall, contralto, will be the soloist of the
evening, and other numbers will be contributed by the
Arion Trio, composed of Joyce Hol'.oway Barthelson,
piano: Josephine Holub, violin, and Margaret Avery,
violoncello. Dancing will conclude the evening.

Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau presented a number of
her students at her regular monthly pupils' recital in her
studio in the following excellent program on Saturday
afternoon, February 24: (a) My Laddie (Thayer), (b)
Pirate Dreams (Huerter), Miss Myrtle McLaughlin; (a)
Sylvia (Speaks), (b) Sonny Boy (Curran), Mrs. Alan
Van Fleet; (a) Marcheta (Scherzingerl. (b) Velia from
Merry Widow (Lehar), Miss Naomi Connelly: (a) Love
(Huerter). (b) Star (Rogers), Mrs. Price; (a) Duna
(McGill), (b) Thou Art So Like a Flower (Chadwick),
Miss Katharine Smith; (a) In a Blue Moon (Fisher),
(b) Homing (Del Riego), Miss Elizabeth Magee; (a)
I Passed by Your Window (Brahe). (b) You Dear and I

(Clarke), Miss Alice Wilson: (a) Dreamin' Time, (b)
Jasmine Bud (Strickland), Miss Geraldine Watt;' (a)
Tes yeux (Rabey), (b) Curley Headed Babby (Clutsam),
Miss Sue Thorne; (a) Venitian Song (Tosti), (b) A
Poor Finish (Waller), Miss Marie Cullen; (a) Musette
Aria from La Boheme (Puccini): (b) Lite and Death
(Taylor). Miss Caroline Breuner; (a) Visi d'Arte from
Tosca (Puccini), (b) Filles de Cadix (Delibes), Miss
Beulah Masterson; (a) Trees (Rasbach), (b) Aria from
Sapho (Gounod), Miss Corinne Keefer. At the piano
Miss Relda Marie Cailleau and Mme Rose Relda Cailleau.

Music Composers, Attention!
WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING PRIZES:

$150.00 for the most attractive unpublished
anthem submitted.

$100.00 for the second most attractive un-
published anthem submitted.

$75.00 for the third most attractive unpub-
lished anthem submitted.

All anthems submitted must be in our
hands not later than July 1, 1923.
Send for our special announcement folder

outlining all conditions and rules of the
competition.

Lorenz's 5th Anthem Competition
We publish about two hundred anthems a year. By

our method of distribution, each anthem is sung by
not less than 20,000, in some cases, by as many as
35,000 singers within about two months of publication.
The demand for so many new anthems every year
constitutes a large opportunity for anthem writers,
and this anthem contest is our earnest invitation to
them to embrace it.

LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
216 W. 5th St., Dayton, O. 70 E. 45th St., New York

218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 11

at 8:20 o'clock
The City of Sjin Prnnrlxia Presents

Joseph

BONNET
The Great French Organ Virtuoso

One Recital Onh

Charles F. Bulotti
SAN FRANCISCO'S FAVORITE TENOR

As.slstlnK .\rtlsl
I n.V «.VI,nROP AT THK PIANO
Reserved Seats 50c, 75c and 81.00

On sale at Sherman, Clay & Company's
Direction Auditorium Committee

Board of Supervisors

Walter
PIANIST-

Frank Wenzel
-ACCOMPANIST—COACH

«•>

Studio: 601 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Res: 1916 Golden Gate Ave. Fillmore 4733

San Francisco, Jan. 26-28

Alfred Hertz

ANIL DEER
COLORATURA SOPRANO AND

VOICE SPECIALIST

Announces
that owing to changes in Studio schedule
necessitated by her concert engagements
she will remain in San Francisco during

JUNE—JULY—AUGUST
STUDENTS' WAITING LIST

NOW OPEN
Address: 79 Central Ave., San Francisco

Selby C. Oppenheimer Attractions

'^' The Flonzaley Quartet
SCOTTISH RITE HALL

NEXT SUNDAY AFTERNOON
"Quartet G Major, Arnold Bax, Quartet E Minor,

op. 59, No. 2, Beethoven, Two Sketches op. 15,
Goossens."

Tickets—$2, $1.50, $1. (Tax extra).
Now on sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s.

RAISA RIMINI
Two Joint Recitals by the World's
Greatest Dramatic Soprano and the

Famous Baritone

CURRAN THEATRE
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS, APRIL 22-29

Tickets—$3, $2.50, $2, $1.50, $1 (Tax extra
Tickets now on sale at

Sherman, Clay & Co,'s, San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are j<iu snlisHeil ivilli your teaeherf
<'aii he iilaee >m»u before the imhile;
-\re you sntisfled with your iiroirreNsf
Is he n FiKldist. or Charletnn;
Are you sure your teacher knows hoivf

'j'vW*'"
"'""'" '""''"K "BREATH f "TONGUE?"

If In douht. eonsult Mr. BoRart, who studied Inburope with the teachers of Sembrick. Scalchi,
llisiiham. etc.

Pupils iirepareil for Opera. Oratorio. Church and

:)7« SITTER STREET—DouRlas »2.W
221S I.AKIC STREET—Bayvlew -ISTl

Evenlnj^M hy appointment
Rend llr. Hoearfs article In this paper of March

24. in2:l, about "Chnrletans"

The Eve of St. Agnes
FREDERICK JACOBI

New York, March 6

Dirk Foch

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg.,—Kearny 6454 Residence Studio:—2720 Filbert St.,—West 8152
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The Most Significant Fact of All
{Begardins THE AMPICO]

T would be the natural thing for a concert pianist to

record his playing for the reproducing device used

in the piano he uses in concert—not only because of his

preference for the piano itself, but because he is usually

bound to the manufacturer by close ties of friendship.

To either break or strain those ties takes courage—the

courage of strong conviction. It is significant to note

the large number of master pianists who have broken

all precedents in the world of music by recording their

art for the Ampico in preference to the reproducing
device used in the piano they use in concert. The fol-

lowing is a partial list of them

:

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
MISCHA LEVITZKI OLGA SAMAROFF

ERNEST VON DOHNANYI
GEORGE McMANUS RICHARD STRAUSS

FANNY BLOOMFIELD ZEISLER
YOLANDA MERO GERALDINE FARRAR

* Rachmaninoff
"I have never before recorded for any reproducing instrument.

Now I have played my works for tlie Ampico because of its absohite

faithfulness, and its capacity to preserve beautiful tone painting.

It goes far beyond any reproducing piano in these particulars, which
a pianist must demand in considering a perpetuation of his art."

Sergei Rachmaninoff.

* Levitzki
"For a number of years I have been keenly interested in the possi-

bilities of the Reproducing Piano. I believe I have heard them all,

not once, but many times, but until I heard the Ampico, I never
found one that I thought adequately duplicated the artist's playing.

"It is for this reason that I have decided to record my playing

for the Ampico e.xclusively."

Mischa Levitzki.

"Positively Uncanny"
Says A Ifred Hertz, director of the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

"I surely was delighted witli tlie excellent performance. The
mysterious way of starting the instrument was positively uncanny.
I enjoyed enormously tlie whole recital, as I always do when
Godowsky plays. I am usually against encores of the same selec-

tion, but I thoroughly enjoyed each repetition of Godowsky 's playing
as given last night by the Knabe Ampico."

At Carmel-by-the-Sea
At this charming spot on the California Coast is to

be found what is probably the most notable colony of
artists, writers and musicians in the world. No com-
munity could possibly be found, more exacting in its

standards, more critical in its judgment. The interest
of this group centers in their club, where within the
past month they have installed a KN.MJE. With all

the world to choose from, they have chosen this com-
panion of great masters to be the center of their own
activities. .\^ a A t!i Ji*'

Henceforth this House shall

be known by this sign,

•KOHLER- er •CHASE •

San Francisco KNABE AMPICO Oakland

Resident Artists Give Fine Concerts

Sonata Recital at 8. F. Conservatory.

—

The second of a series ot three Sonata
recitals was given at the San Francisco
Conservatory, 3435 Sacramento Street, on
IMoncIay evening, March 26th by Ada
Clement, pianist, and Artur Argiewicz,
violinist, assisted by Rena Lazelle, so-

prano. The program consisted of the

Sonata by Bloch; Songs—To Music
(Schubert), The Trout (Schubert), Devo-
tion (Schumann), Snow Flowers (Schu-

mann), A Thought Like Music (Brahms)
and The Smith (Brahms); Sonata No. 10

in F major (Mozart). Owing to the fact

that we had to attend the concert of the

San Francisco Trio at the St. Francis
Hotel on the same evening we missed
the opening number, namely, the Bloch
Sonata. A friend who hoard this work
assured us that owing to its ultra modern
character we might not have liked it any-

way, so he thought we should be glad we
missed it. Nevertheless we should have
been interested to hear it from such two
able artists as Miss Clement and Mr.
Argiewicz.

This was the first opportunity we had
to hear Miss Lazelle, and we certainly

were most favorably impressed both with
the quality and timbre ot her voice and
the intelligent use she makes ot it. Miss
Lazelle possesses a voice of fine flexibil-

ity and clearness. She uses it with ex-

actitude as to intonation, tone placement
and emotional coloring. Her songs were
principally of the classic order and all of

them were Interpreted with scholarly
adherence to their significance and with
decided emphasis of their beauties. Miss
Lazelle is beyond question an artist of

high rank and a vocalist ot vast technical
and artistic resources. She is a most
valuable addition to San Francisco's musi-
cal colony.
The program concluded with the Sonata

No. 10 in F major by Mozart, excellently
interpreted by Artur Argiewicz and Ada
Clement. It is a delight to listen to such
music when interpreted as these two art-

ists do. for they are so sincere in their

musicianship, so facile in their technical

execution, and so musicianly in their

phrasing that they are able to obtain from
a Mozart work every particle of artistic

balance. It was certainly a very able

performance.

San Francisco Trio Concert.—The San
Francisco Trio gave the third and final

concert of the season at the Italian Room
of the St. Francis Hotel before a crowded
house. The organization consists of Elsie

Cook Hughes, pianist, William E. Laraia,

violinist, and Willem Dehe, cellist. Eva
Koenig-Friedhofer mezzo-soprano was the

assisting artist. The opening number of

the program consisted of Trio in C major,

with mezzo-soprano solo entitled Prelude

to Keat's Endymion by George Edwards.
Mr. Edwards is one of the most resource-

ful and ingenious of our young composers
and has adapted the idiom of the ultra

modern school. Judging from the stand-

point of technical proficiency the mem-
bers ot the trio certainly acquitted them-
selves nobly of their tasks, for the diffi-

culties encountered in this work, specially

in so far as they concern tone color

effects, contrast in shading, carefully

drawn intonation and precision in attacks

necessitated by frequent changes of keys
and other intricacies, usually associated

with the modern school of composition,
are many and tedious ones.
As a theoretician Mr. Edwards has no

superiors that we know ot but we must
confess to an inability to thoroughly
grasp the significance and purpose of this

ultra modern school that deals with in-

tangible problems of sentiment. And
because we do not consider our personal
opinion as final we feel in justice bound
to retrain from going into details when
we do not understand the objects which
these composers are trying to reveal.

May be some day we will be less dense,
but in the meantime we are certainly

most bewildered. The audience evidently
enjoyed Mr. Edwards' work for the ap-

plause was spontaneous and heart-felt.

He was called out again and again and
finally was induced, together with Mme.
P>iedhofer to sing as encore quite a
pleasing and well conceived song, also by
Mr. Edwards, which had considerable
heart appeal and was melodic without
being superficial. Mme. Friedhofer sang
with fine quality of voice and with intelli-

gent phrasing and appealing sympathy.
The trio played furthermore Bee-

thoven's Trio in B flat major op. 97 which

we were unable to hear on account ot

attending another event. William Laraia,

with Mrs. Hughes at the piano, played

the Mozart Concerto. E flat major, in a

manner that justly brought him the cor-

dial appreciation of his audience. Mr.

Laraia draws a smooth tone of more
quality than quantity and studies his

scores carefully. The Trio is a worthy
institution well deserving of hearty en-

couragement.

Marion Ramon Wilson Concert.—Mar-

ion Ramon Wilson, mezzo-contralto, gave

her first concert ot the season 1923 at

Century Hall on Tuesday evening, March
20th on the same evening when Moisei-

witsch held forth at Scottish Rite Audi-

torium. Her audience, while not exces-

sively large was thoroughly in accord

with the singer's message if one has a

right to judge by applause. Miss Wilson
exhibits originality ot delivery and in-

terpretation, a voice of great vigor and
resonance and she possesses a repertoire

ot unusual extent and variety. She is

evidently imbued with the spirit of her

work for she thrusts herself body and
soul into her interpretations. The follow-

ing program was heartily applauded. In

Questa Tomba (Beethoven), Voce di Don-

na—from the Opera La Gioconda (Pon-

chielli), Connais tu le pays?—Romance
from the Opera Mignon (Thomas). II est

doux, il est bon—Air de Salome from
Herodiade (Massenet), Adieu, forets

—

the Opera Jeanne d'Arc (Tchaikovsky);

(a) All mein Gedanken, mein Herz und
mein Sinn (Richard Strauss) (b) Fus-

sreise (Hugo Wolf), (c) Traume (Richard

Wagner) ; (a) Les Papillons (Ernst

Chausson), (b) Nell (Gabriel Faure) ; (a)

Melisande In the Wood (Alma Goetz), (b)

O For A Breath O' The Moorlands (Wil-

liam Arms Fisher), (c) "Would God I

Were the Tender Apple-Blossom" (Old

Irish); (a) The Parting (Frederick

Maurer), (b) "I'd Roam the World Over
With You" (Old Irish), (c) Work! (Ger-

trude Ross).

The San Francisco Music Teachers'
Association held its regular monthly
meeting on Monday evening. March 26th

at 22 Presidio Terrace. The honor guest

was Pir-o-Murshid Inayat Khan, the
noted Sufi mystic, philospher and musi-
cian. Inasmuch as his grandfather is

known as the Beethoven of India, the
address of Inayat Khan proved to be
most Interesting. A deligjitful program
was arranged, which was rendered
by Mrs. Lorraine Sands Mullin, soprano.
Miss Sarah Kreindler, violinist, and Mrs.
E. E. Young, pianist.

Elizabeth Simpson's pupils were heard
in the fourth class recital of the present
season on Saturday afternoon, February
24th at Miss Simpson's beautiful Berke-
ley studio, a program of unusual excel-

lence being very artistically rendered.
A group of talented children opened the
program, some of them being presented
by teachers in Miss Simpson's normal
class, and the remainder of the program
was as follows: Romance and Valse for

two pianos (Arensky), Miss Helen Mer-
chant, Miss Margaret Pish: Berceuse
(Palmgren), Dragon Fly (Palmgren),
Predication aux Oiseaux (Liszt). Mrs.
Ethel Long Martin; Bourree (Bach-Saint-
Saens), Miss Margaret Lyman; Danse
Negre (Cyril Scott), Miss Valentine Mc-
Gillicuddy: Berceuse (Grieg). Miss Max-
ine Blakemore: Variations, A major
(Paderewski), Miss Margaret Fish; Noc-
turne (Schumann), Miss Eleanor Cham-
berlain; To a Waterlily (MacDowell),
Miss Myrtle de Vaux; Scenes from Child-
hood, No. 4 (Schumann), Miss Jacqueline
Otto; Ballade, Op. 47 (Chopin), Miss
Helen Merchant; Capriccio Brillante
(Mendelssohn). Miss Margaret Fish. Or-
chestral accompaniment on second piano
by Miss Simpson.

Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, mezzo con-
tralto, whose artistic work is attracting
mucli attention this season, shared the
honors of the evening with Prio-Murshid-
Imyad Kahn, the mystic of India, at the
last meeting of the San Francisco Music
Teachers' Association held at the home
ot Mrs. E. E. Young in Presidio Terrace.
Mme. Whitcomb sang a group of Mrs.
Mackaye Cantell's songs and a charming
French group. Mrs. Whitcomb also
scored a decided artistic success at the
Palace of Fine Arts on Sunday, March
18th.
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THE LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS

Frank La Forge:

Ernesto Berumen:

Arthur Kraft:
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Ernest Bloch
The Eminent Composer, Director of the Cleveland Institute
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gogy, Form, Counterpoint, Harmony and Fugue, Beginning
June Twenty-fifth.

Recitals at Aeolian Hall (in connection with the Duo-Art
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young artists public appearances, will continue through the

summer.
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concert.
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14 W. 68th St., N. Y.
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LOS ANGELES CALENDAR

MO\n.\V. APRIL nth
(feorftln Kobfr. roeilnl Ebell Club, I,. A.

TI'KSUAV, APRIL. 10«h
Cecil ^InrKULTlte SImunilH, recltnl Ebell Club. I.. A.

WKUVESDAY, APHII. 11th
W. J. lloonler. fonoert Gamut Club, I.. A.

TIllHSDAV. APRIL 12th
I OK ViiBelcM Trio, •oncert Ebell Club. L. A.

(I.ubovlskl. viollnlKt. Moy .MeDonald Hope, planlnt.
Ilyu llroUHOn. 'eelllHtl.

Apparently mus:c must have its seasons like kite-

flying which suggests that grown-ups are much like

children. On March 30th. the Los Angeles Chamber
Music Society played to us for the last time this season,

the remaining concert on April 19th—please note this is

on a Thursday evening—being in the hands of very dis-

tinguished visitors, the London String Quartet. Let us

hope that all music lovers will talk Chamber Music

throughout the summer and insure good support for the

local organization next fall.

The program was: The String Quartet, D. Major.

No. 2 (Borodine); Madam Noy (Arthur Bliss), Soprano

—Monnie Hayes Hasting and Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon.

Harp, Viola, Double Bass; Octet, opus 166 (Franz

Schubert-. The Octet includes Sylvain Noak, first vio-

lin; Henry Svedrofsky, second violin; Emil Ferir, viola

and Ilya Bronson, violoncello; Max Fuhrmann, bassoon;

Pierre Perrier, clarinet; Karl Chlupsa, French horn and
Ernst Huber, double bass. With Borodine we enter a

new musical realm. The tonal quality is something like

Smetana. but the music is original and beautifully re-

fined. In the quartet each voice is given its full value.

It is difficult to detect the outside world in this music

except a certain romantic quality in the Notturno. This

is as romantic as Dohnanyi. but Borodine's passion is

more spiritualized. Nothing in this exquisite movement
was finer than the duet tor 1st and 2nd violins, and
nothing throughout the whole work was more impressive

than the playing of Svedrosky, a wonderfully subtle

artist.

Monnie Hayes Hastings singing of old Madam Noy. a

"witchery poem" set to music by Arthur Bliss, a young
English composer, caused her audience to demand an
encore, whereon she sang it again to our great delight.

The melody runs all over the scale in a most delightfully

improbable manner, and so thoroughly did singer and
musicians (who were led by Maquarre) enter into the

fantastic and humorous spirit of the work that we should

like to hear them do more next season. Miss Hastings

has a lovely voice, the gift of interpretation and a

captivating presence. Franz Schubert's Octet wound
up the program. This is an unusual form, and the

French horn naturally dominates the music and sets its

character. The Scherzo is one of the most sprightly

rustic movements I have heard. The last movement is

full of charming sentiment we associate with Schumann,
LLOYD DANA.

SOHMER
Gupid

THE first successful small grand was a SOHMER.
Iniilt 39 years ago. It was the realization of the

long-hoped-for Orarui uf small dimcTisions possessing
the musical and artistic qualities inhccnt in the Grand
of larger size.

The Cupid Grand of today is the logical result of that
pioneer effort and the developitiert which followed.

Tlierr are more S,,limrr Pmnns m uie in Greater
AVw Ynrk Hum uny other iirtisth .tlilke.

Confilttf Fumishcn of Successful Homes
BROADWAY, BETWEEN SEVENTH AND EICHTK

Exclusive SOHMER llepresenlatiiies

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

Levitzki
This great musician, one of the masters of the piano of the

present day, may be heard outside of the Concert Stage, only

Ampico
For he records for this instrument Exclusively,

end that you hear him on the

KNABE

^FlTZGERMJ)fBaMUSIC COj
HILL STREET VP'^AT 7S.7-72.Q

Los Angeles

Edward Johnson appears at the Philharmonic Audi-
torium April 3rd. in an unhackneyed program, which
includes Old English airs, Scotch ballads, peasant songs,

and an aria from Andrea Chenier (Giordana). The popu-
lar tenor was heard here last year, singing with Mary
Garden in the Chicago Grand Opera Company's produc-
tion. The Love of Three Kings, and the title role of

Tannhauser. At present he is a member of the Metro-
politan in New York,

Guiamar Novaes. Brazilian pianiste, will close the

Philharmonic Matinee Course witli her recital of Satur-

day afternoon, the 7th inst L. E. Behymer has attempt-

ed for tour years to bring this brilliant artist to the

Coast, and now Los Angeles residents will have an
opportunity to judge the value of her title—a second
Carreno.

The College of Music, U. S. C. faculty presented under
Dean Skeele. a musical program at their meeting of

March 28th. Appearing on the program were: Dean
Skeele. organist; Adelaide Trowbridge, pianist; Davol
Sanders, violinist; Horatio Cogswell, baritone; Ruth
Marie Smith, pianist; Lillian Backstrand, soprano;

Dorothea Stuthman, pianist.

Hubert Graff has been engaged by Constantin Baka-
leinikoff as solo harpist for the Kinema Orchestra. Graff

presented in March, an unusual program of forty non-

professional harpists, at the Gamut Theatre.

The London String Quartet will appear at the Los
Angeles Chamber Music Society's last concert of the

season, April 19th, Thursday evening. Composed of

James Levy (at the present time unable to travel be-

cause of ill health; Arthur Beckwith taking his place

temporarily). Thomas W. Petre, H. Waldo Warner, and
C. Warwick-Evans, the quartet was organized in 1908

and made its first appearance in London in 1910. In that

city during ten years, 150 concerts were given, War-
ner's compositions are a feature of the chamber music
society.

Harry Girard, baritone, gave a pupils' recital in the
Egan Theatre, March 30th. Leona Hunter, mezzo-so-
prano, and Helena Hall, contralto, made up the program.
Girard is assisted in his teaching by Agnes Cain Brown
and will present another student program during the

last of this month.

Genevra Johnstone Bishop gave a lecture-recital on
the Passion Play of Oberammergau for the last March
meeting of the Tuesday Afternoon Club of Glendale.
Assisting her with the songs were Ernest Morrison.
Edna Maxmiller and Gladys White.

Dr. Frank Nagel offered an opera reading of Madame
Butterfly at the Masonic Temple on the 2nd inst. As-
sisting artists were Marguerite Vogel in the title role,

Lillian Snelling Farquhar as Suzuki, Raymond Harmon
as Pinkerton, and Amos Dorsey Cain as Sharpless.

Dean Gray, baritone who for two years toured with
the Ruth St. Denis Coiupany, sang for the Wednesday
Afternoon Club of Alhambra, April 4th.

Th» Philharmonic Orchestra gives its thirteenth sym-
phony concert in the Auditorium. April 6th and 7th. W.
H. Rothwell, conductor has chosen the Beethoven Fifth
for the symphony. Euphorion. an entirely new number
by Paolo Gallico. composer and piano teacher of New
York, will be a feature of the program. Gallico was the
recent winner of the JIOOO prize of the American Federa-

L. E. Behymer
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tion of Music Cluba, submitting his oratorio, The Apoca-
lypse. Bertha and Henry Svedrofsky will be the solo-

ists, playing Bach's Concerto for two violins and orches-
tra. Tl>e same composition was played by them at one
of the Hollywood Bowl concerts directed by Hertz last

summer.

Evelyn Paddock Smith gave a piano recital in con-
junction with the Arts and Crafts Day of the Santa
Monica Bay Woman's Club. She is a pianiste of merit,
has won favorable praise in the Northern cities, and
now selects Santa Monica for her home.

The Gamut Club will celebrate a birthday anniversary
on April 4th, with a musical program arranged by
Charles C. Draa. The club is nineteen years old, and the
only organization in the city of a social-musical nature.

L. E. Behymer has acted as president for the past seven
terms. Among the most prominent artists secured for

the program are May McDonald Hope, pianiste. Amos
Dorsey Cain, baritone: Basil Ruysdael. basso; Doris
June Struble, musical reader; Maurine Dyer, soprano;
Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson, accompaniste; and members
of the Orpheus Quartet.

Winifred Hooke has arranged a piano recital tor the

5th inst., in the Ebell auditorium. Being an exponent of

the moderns, she will include on her program several

new works of Debussey, Scriabine, Cowell, as well as
the classics from Liszt, Bach and Chopin. Winifred
Hooke it was who introduced for the first time here
Cesar Franck's Variations Symphoniques, playing it

with the Philharmonic Orchestra.

The Flonzaley Quartet will play only one concert here,

that being on April 7th in the Bovard auditorium, U. S. C.

This will make the last of a series of music events
which the Women's University Club has offered this

season, and lovers of chamber music will find the pro-

gram most inviting. Following are the selections

announced: F minor quartet (Beethoven), Andante
Cantabile (Tschaikowsky), Londonberry Air, and Puck
by Josef Speaight.

Josef Rosenfeld's Ambassador Sextet played its regu-

lar Sunday night concert in the hotel lobby just before

the Stanford Glee Club gave its Easter concert at the

Ambassador.

Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus gave a song recital on Easter
morning at the South Pasadena home of Mrs. J. F. Toi--

rance. .Accompanying her on the piano was Grace
.Andrews, and on the organ, Adolph Tandler.

Calmon Luboviski and May McDonald Hope will

appear in a joint recital in Yuma Arizona on April 10th.

Luboviski gave a concert April 3rd at Glendale High
School with the Ampico. and on the 4th at the Holly-

wood Women's Club, and on the 6th he presented a

program at the High School in Monrovia,

The Orpheus Four, a ma'.e quartet under the direction

of Samuel Glasse, will form part of the program for the

Hoosier recital, to be given in the Gamut auditorium on
April 11th. Since its recent return from tour, this will

be the first time the quartet has appeared in an entire

program.

The Zoellner Quartet returned March 28th from its

twelfth concert tour of the East, having played forty-six

concerts in the nine weeks' absence from this city.

During the tour, the quartet introduced for the first

time to American audiences, a Fantasie for string quar-

tet by Frances Ralston, and Serenade Tendre, by Jongen.
Throughout the summer, the members will devote their

interest to the school founded by them, The Zoellner

Conservatory of Music.

Otto Herschler, Dean W. F. Skeele, Dr. R. B. Mixdell

gave an organ recital in the Bovard Auditorium. U. S. C.

Monday evening under the auspices of the local chapter
of the American Guild—of Organists. On the 12th of

April, Sibley G. Pease, secretary of the guild, has
arranged for four different organ recitals for school

children. At the First Presbyterian Church, with Mr.
Sibley G. Pease as organist First Presbyterian Church
Hollywood. With Mr. Wm. Kilgrove as organist. Boyle
Heights, M. E. Church. Mrs. Elizabeth Lee Van Armen,
organist, and at the Ashbury M. E. Church, with E. B.

Gowan as organist. Members of the Southern California
Branch of the American Guild of Organists will convene
here during the last week of June, the local chapter
acting as host. For this convention Sibley Pease of

Philharmonic Orchestra
OF LOS ANGELES

FOUNDED BY W. A. CLARK, JR. CAROLINE E. SMITH, MANAGER
WALTER HENRY ROTHWELL, CONDUCTOR

THIRTEENTH SYMPHONY CONCERT
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Soloists—MME. and HENRY SVEDROFSKY—Violinists

PROGRAM
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IlAdl
P tOL V (. tl.I ICU
\\ \(.M It
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STEINWAY
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When you buy a Stcintvuy you know that you
will never have to buy another piano. Vou liiion

thnt It will retain its unrivaled tone iierfecliou for

n llfetiiue, that If Puderewski himself came to your
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cb.

Steinway Uprights from $925
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Extended Time Payments

BIRREL
448 COMPANY

Droadw^ 'vfte Steinway House

1027 North Bonnie Brae Street, is attempting to supply
organists from the entire state of California with the
necessary information.

Maud Reeves Bernard, organizer and director of the
Euterpean Quartet, presented a recent concert at the
Raymond Hotel in Pasadena. She also was principal
soloist for the Easter services at the United Presby-
terian Church, singing on the same program as J. H.
Johnson, tenor; G. M. Vail, basso: and Reta Nelson, alto.

Myra Bell Vickers presented her pupils in a costume
recital before the Highland Park Woman's Club. March
30th. Those participating were: Gertrude Kochring,
Nelle Mitchell, Mildred Masser, Velva Swartz, Thelma
Swartz, Gladys Hommat, Otto Ploetz and Paul Vickers.

Mme. Newrcombe
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STUDIO 214, MUSIC ARTS BLDG., Phone
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Etecta Felt Ferry, mezzo-soprano, is to leave for a
concert tour which will extend to Chicago. She is a
pupil of Bertha Vaughn.

May Robeson will give a program of Russian music
for the Hollywood Woman's Club, at its meeting of
April 4th. This pianiste is quite active at present,
coaching under May MacDonald Hope, maintaining a
studio at Monrovia and filling engagements as accom-
paniste. She is planning for May. a program which will
be in the nature of a survey of piano literature.

William Tyroler, pianist-coach, and Alice Lohr,
soprano, will appear in joint recital April 24th, in the
Ebell Auditorium.

Cecile Marguerite Simonds, the six-year old violiniste,
will give a recital in the same auditorium on the 10th
inst.

Raymond Harmon, a tenor who has appeared Jointly
this season, will present a recital of his own in the
Ebell on April 18th.

Alfred Bonnet, French organist, is to play in the
Bovard Auditorium, U. S. C, on the 17th inst.

Helen Hammond, Mary Christine Albln, Marjorie
Vorhes, will give vocal, piano, and violin selections for
the Junior auxiliary of the Wa-Wan Club, on the 7th
inst.

The West Ebell Club was furnished with a musical
program April 3rd. Those taking part were Fern
Haynes and Mrs. Howard Schumann, pianlstes; Mmes.
George Cooper, Elridge Myers, and Leonard Casey, with
vocal selections.

Amo Dorsey Cain and Mrs. Amo Dorsey Cain pre-
sented a pupils' recital in the Stillwell Hotel on the
evening of April 1st.

Alfred Mirovitch, whose similar plans of last summer
were interrupted by a tour of the Orient, will conduct
a Master Class in Los Angeles, beginning .lune 10th
and e.xtending over a period of six weeks. His present
concert tour will end May 23rd, with an appearance at
the Hollywood Woman's Club.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
studio:—545 Sutter Street

CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACH ING

nenl —L. E. Behymer, 70S /ludilo

Telephone Kearny 3598
Building, Los Angeles

The Raisa-Rimini joint recital will be given in the
Philharmonic Auditorium April 24th. Rosa Raisa, the
Russian prima donna, has w-on pronounced success both
in America and abroad; Giocomo Rimini, baritone has
appeared with her in the same opera companies abroad.
Both artists are members of the Chicago Grand Opera
Company, and possess extensive repertoires.

Olga Steeb, pianiste. will be soloist for the Woman's
Symphony Orchestra when the second concert of the
season will be given in the Philharmonic Auditorium
April 18th. She will play the fourth piano concerto in
G major of Beethoven—the first time this composition
has been interpreted with an orchestra in Los Angeies.
Olga Steeb has just returned from a successful tour of
the East and North.

Brahm van den Berg, pianist, was featured soloist of
the Ambassador Sextet concert Sunday night, March
25th. He appeared through the courtesy of the Fitz-
gerald Music Company, featuring a composition, Cap-
riccio on the Ampico.

An entire MacDowell music program was given in the
MacDowell club rooms on March 26th. Dr. Alexis
Kali and Lillian Ruthoff played the first movement from
the Second Concerto, as arranged for two pianos. Ethelyn
Harrison Forshner. pianiste, furnished the musical set-
tings for a group of MacDowell's poems, and Virginia
Delia Rovere, soprano accompanied by Marjorie Chapin,
gave a number of shorter songs.

Winifred Hooke, pianiste, and exponent of modern
music, will appear in recital at the Ebell Club on April
5th, and will include on her program a composition by
the CaiitorniaD, Henry Cowell. The concert is in the
nature of a farewell, as the pianiste departs for Europe
shortly.

Mrs. Carl Johnson, contralto, appeared before the Wa
Wan Club, February 21st. On the same program, which
was given in costume, was Barbara Kierulft, harpist.

Guimar Novaes gives a piano recital Saturday after-
noon, April 7th. in the Philharmonic Auditorium. She
is a Brazilian in her early twenties and has won phe-
nomenal success since she was first heard here in 1916.
She appears locally under the management of L. E.
Behymer.

Gertrude Ross has had her songs included on the pro-
grams of a number of noted artists this season. Louis
Graveure, in a New York recital of February 22nd,
presented Serenade with success and will include it in
next season's repertoire. Florence Easton, Florence Mac-
beth, Estelle Heartt-Dreyfus, and Theo Karle also are
presenting compositions from the pen of this Los
Angelf_-s composer,

Violet O'Connell gave a violin recital in Hollywood
March 17th. She is a resident of Alhambra, studying
under Maud Irvine, who accompanied on the night of
her recital.

Doris June Struble gave a piano recital in Bakersfield
on March 26th. This appearance marked the beginnng
of a month's tour, to extend as far as Chicago

Margaret Goetz and Grace Freebey, in addition to their
operalogue presentations, have arranged a series of
artist-pupil recitals for the months of April and May. In-
cluded tor appearance are Mrs. W. L. Porterfield, con-
tralto, who also gave a recital in Santa Ana on the 2.ith
of March. Evelyn Mansfield, soprano, Isabel Narre and
Lynne Merril, pianistes.

Jules Lepske, vioIinist,will appear in recital next season
under the management of France Goldwater. He is now
one of the first violinists of the Philharmonic Orchestra
and has filled occasional solo engagements during his
three years' residence in this city.

Viola Ellis, contralto, gave a recital in the Maryland
Hotel of Pasadena on the afternoon of March 26th.

California Theatre.—Liszt's Symphonic Poem, "Les
Preludes,'' is the feature of the concert arranged by
Carii Elinor at the California Theatre for Easter
week. This is the first rendition in Los Angeles other
than by the Philharmonic Orchestra, and is character-
istic of Mr. Elinor's constant effort to broaden the scope
of his programmes and aid in the popular understanding
and appreciation of good music well played. An addi-
tional treat on the programme is the appearance of the
young coloratura soprano. Miss Georgia Stark, singing
H. Lane Wilson's "Carmena," a song sparkling with
Andalusian color, written in characteristic Spanish
waltz style and rhythm, offering an exceptional oppor-
tunity for displaying vocal technic. Her second number,
"The Wren,' by Benedict, a clever musical invention
that affords the singer a chance for some charming
effects, is in well selected contrast to "Carmena."
The programme closes with "Syncopated Impres-

sions," arranged by Mr. Elinor, a delightful mosaic of
syncopated harmony from the current popular tunes
Mr. Elinor's arrangement reveals intricate characteris-
tics and new and subtle orchestral effects. The musical
setting for the super picture, "Souls For Sale," ar-
ranged by Mr. Elinor, is extremely well done and rounds
out a most enjoyable programme tor the music lover

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Secretary ond .Manaser of
K. Altl, Room 1004 Kohler
& Chaae nidg., San Franciaco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Trlelihone DouKlan 1878

Siellojelica
COLORATURA SOPRANOl

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAt^ FRANCISCO

PRIZE FOR MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS

Mr. W. A. Clark, Jr., President of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles announces a musical contest
open to composers of the State of California and offers
a prize of $1000.00 for the best symphony or symphonic
poem for orchestra, and a prize of $500.00 tor the best
chamber music composition (trio, quartet, quintet, etci.

Rules of the Contest
1. Contestants must be American citizens and resi-

dents of the State of California.
2. The works submitted must be original composi-

tions and must not have been published or performed

4. Each manuscript should bear plainly marked on its
titie page a motto but NOT THE NAME OF THE COM-
POSER. A sealed envelope containing the name of the
composer and bearing on the outside the same motto
as is placed on the title page should accompany each
manuscript.

5. The judges will be Walter Henry Rothwell, Henry
Schoenefeld, Charles Wakefield Cadman, Homer Grunn
and Dr. Humphrey J. Stewart. A majority decision will
rule. Should no manuscript be of sufficient merit to
justify the awarding of the prize, the judges will have
the privilege of re-opening the contest within one year.

6. It is understood that the prize-winning manuscripts
will be the property of the Philharmonic Orchestra of
Los Angeles which will have the right of first perform-
ance: however, the composer will have the privilege of
copyrighting the work and collecting royalties from
sources other than the Philharmonic Orchestra of Los
Angeles.

7. The Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles will
not be obligated to a performance of the prize-winning
orchestral composition, but should a performance be
decided on the composer will be required to supply the
necessary orchestral parts.

8. Manuscripts must be submitted not later than
September 1, 1!»23, to Caroline E. Smith. Manager of the
Phiharmonic Orchestra, 424 Auditorium Build ng Los
Angeles, Calif.

Miss Umer first received recognition when she composed
and orchestrated the music for the 1916 Parthenia at the
University of California. Since that time she has
studied composition and harmony in the Ecoie Normale
de Musique. Paris, having been awarded the George
Ladd Prix de Paris scholarship at the University of
California in 1919.

Mr. Laraia has distinguished himself as violinist with
the San Francisco Trio, concert master of the Peoples'
Symphony Orchestra, head of the violin department at
Mills College. He is a native of San Francisco, a gradu-
ate of the Conservatory of Bologna, Italy, later having
studied with the great master Cesar Thomson in Brus-
sels. While in Europe he won much distinction as
soloist and he will be welcomed in this capacity by his
San Francisco admirers.

FLONZALEY QUARTET ON APRIL 15

When the Flonzaley Quartet give their only San
Francisco concert at Scottish Rite Hall, next Sunday
afternoon, April 15, under the management of Selby C.
Oppenheimer, local music lovers will have the oppor-
tunity of hearing one of the greatest chamber music
organizations appearing before the public today. The
programs that this ensemble presents are at all times
on a plane with their high artistic ideals and performed
in a manner which has evoked enthusiasm and apprecia-
tion from the press and public alike.
At their coming San Fiancisco concert the Flonzaley

Quartet will render a program of classics in which the
artistic perfection for which they are justly famous
will have full scope. The numbers to be played will be
as follows: Quartet in G major by Arnold Bax the
English composer whose work has created so much
discussion in the past few years; Beethoven's majestic
Quartet in E minor. Op. 59 and two sketches from the
opus 15 quartet of Eugene Goossens which the author
has subtitled "By the Tarn" and "Jack o' Lantern."
Tickets for the Flonzaley Quartet are on saie at

Sherman, Clay & Company.

CHALIAPIN COMING

RESIDENT ARTISTS IN JOINT RECITAL

Miss Catherine Urner, soprano, and William F. Laraia.
violinist, will be heard in joint recital on Monday eve-
ning, April 23rd at the Fairmont Hotel. The artists
will have the able assistance of Else Cook Hughes at
the piano. The proceeds of the recital will go toward
the endowment fund of Mills College, and the Music
Club of the college together with a group of prominent
patrons are sponsoring the event. The concert is under
the management of Alice Seckels.
Miss Urner is Director of the Vocal Department of

M.lls College. In addition to her work as soloist she is
widely known for her compositions, which include songs
piano sketches, organ fugues and string sextettes, trios!
and a symphonic poem of the California -Missions for
full orchestra. This latter work is now under consid-
eration for presentation in Paris by Golschmann, one
of the younger conductors of the modern French school.

The mere announcement that the famous Russian
baritone, Feodor Chaliapin would return to San Fran-
cisco to fullfil his engagement lost through illness last
month and that he would appear at the Exposition Audi-
torium on Sunday afternoon, May 20th, and Monday
evening. May 28th has already brought to Manager Selby
C. Oppenheimer's oflice hundreds of inquiries regarding
seat reservations and the best method of securing good
places to hear the most famous of present day singers.
Chaliapin, following his fateful California trip returned

immediately to Chicago, where with recovered voice he
created renewed sensations as the featured star of the
special engagement of the Russian Grand Opera Com-
pany in that city. He is now closing his season's work
with the Metropolitan Company of New York and within
memory no singing artist has ever received such com-
plete and unanimous praise from all critics and public
as has tliis marvellous Russian.

Mail orders for the Chaliapin concerts should be sent
to Manager Oppenheimer in care of Sherman, Clay &
Co.. now. They should include the full amount of the
value of the tickets plus the government tax and for
the convenience of a prompt return of the tickets self-
addressed envelope.
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sapete—Canzone from Le Nozze di Fi-

garo (Mozart), (b) Amarilli, mia bella

(Caccini), Madam Paauw; (a) Komm.
wir wandeln i Peter Cornelius), (b) Jlond-

nacht (Sehuman), (c) Vergebliclies Stand-

clien (Brahms), (d) Maria's Wiegenlied

(Max Reger), Madam Paauw; Ou va la

jeune Indoue from Lakme (Deiibes).

Madam Paauw; (a) Aufschwung (Schu-

mann), (b) Warum? (Schumann), (c)

Rhapsodie G Minor (Brahms). Mr. Bat-

chelder; Recit et air de Lia from L'en-

fant prodigue (Claude Debussy). Madam
Paauw; (a) Le soir (A. Thomas), (bl

Vilanelle (Dell' Acqua). (c) Crepuscule

(Massenetl. Madam Paauw; (a) The Rose

and the Nightingale (Rimsky-Korsakow).

(b) Deep in Love (Rachmaninoff), (c)

Last Dance (Harriet Ware). Madam
Paauw; Ombre legere from Le pardon

de Ploermel (Meyerbeer), Madam Paauw.

Eva Garcia's Piano Recital—Eva Gar-

cia, the delightful and exceptionally

gifted pianist gave a most successful

piano recital at the Hotel Oakland Ball-

room on Tuesday evening. March 13th.

under the management of Zanette W. Pot-

ter. H. Arthur Garcia, violinist, was her

assisting artist. The appearance of Miss

Garcia always creates a very favorable

impression upon us. for she demonstrates

in no small degree our contention that

very worthy artists are residing right

among us. On this occasion she again

reflected credit upon the profession. Her
program was extensive and varied and
she brought to her work every ounce of

seriousness, care and sincerity of which
she is capable. Technically she brought

out the most difBcult passages with ease

and exactitude, while from an emotional

sense she emphasized the sentiments of

every composition in a manner most con-

ducive to artistic interpretation.

Specially worthy was her grasp and
execution of the Bach-Taussig Toccata
and Fugue which she played with mascu-
line force and yet with that fine quality

of tone that infused musicianly phrasing

into the interpretation. Miss Garcia

never pounds and she colors her runs and
octave passages in a manner to give them
unusual grace. No wonder her large

audience bestowed upon her that measure
of approval which only a sincere artist

is entitled to receive. H. Arthur Garcia,

although we were unable to remain until

his appearance, reports credit him with

adding to the art'stic value of the con-

cert.

The complete program was as follows:

Toccata and Fugue (Bach-Taussig). Miss
Garcia; Seguidilla (Castilian Dance)
(Albeniz). Romance (La Forge). Study C
minor (Revolutionary) (Chopin), Waltz
C sharp minor (Chopin), Scherzo B fiat

minor (Chopin). Miss Garcia: Hejre Kati
(Hubay). Ave Maria ( Schubert-Wilhelmj).
H. Arthur Garcia: Arabesque No. 1 (De-

bussy), Arabesque No. 2 (Debussy). The
White Peacock (Griffes), The Fountain
(Douillet), Rhapsody G minor(Brahms),
Miss Garcia.

Miss Garcia is a pupil of Pierre Douil-

let's, whose composition she played and
whose influence upon her artistic training
she readily concedes.

Florestan Trio Concert—The Florestan
Trio appeared at Scottish Rite Auditorium
on Monday evening, March 19th. The
event was one of the Music Lovers' Con-
certs, featuring American Artists only,
which are being given under the direc-
tion and management of Ida G. Scott, The
Florestan Trio consists of Lajos Fenster,
violin, Dorothy Pasmore, violonce'.lo, and
Frank Moss, piano. This combination of
artists represents some of the very best
artistic material that can be had in this
State or any other. Tlie program in-
cluded: Trio op. 8 (Brahms), Sonata tor
violin and piano (Cesar Franck), Lajos
Fenster and Frank Moss; Trio op. 1

(Korngold).

Although the audience was not as large
as the occasion warranted the enthusiasm
that prevailed amply compensated the
artists tor their excellent work. The in-

terpretations of these representative
classics of both the old and new school
showed that the musicians comprising
this trio are fully alive to the possibilities
of the compositions they had chosen for
performance. Their reading was intelli-
gent and uniform as to interpretative

conception and their technical grasp of
the various diflSculties was thoroughly
in conformance with established stand-

ards.

In the Sonata both Mr. Fenster and Mr.
Moss acquitted themselves most credita-
bly and invested their interpretation with
that intensity of emotional emphasis and
that precision of phrasing which this
work demands. The concert was in every
respect a worthy musical event and one
of the enjoyable occasions of the season.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert an(J Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

'1302 Broadway .... Oakland

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.W FRAXCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haiglit and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UJloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (43<4)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

ADELE ULMAN
TE.%CHER OF VOICE AND PI.VXO

Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teneher for

.>lr!i. Xoilh llraudt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore lr.22

Mrs. William Steinbach EDWIN HUTCHINGS
VOICE CULTLRE

Stadio:
go: KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

Swn FmnelMoo Phone; Kewrpy t4^^

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITO.XE — VOICE CUI/rHRE
Authorized to Toaeh Mine. Schnen-

Renc'N Method
1314 LeavetiTTorth St. Phone Pro.spect l)2.-»3

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

Studio: 1537 Euelld Avenue, Berkeley.
Phone Berkeley tllHH).

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

90.'; Kohler & Chniie Bill. Tel. Suiter 7:<H7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COtlPOSITION

Studio, 603-604 KOHLER & CH.^SE BLOG.
Phone Keorny .••4.V4

MRS. CHA.RLE5 POULTER
SOPRANO St. Andreira Church
Voice Culture, Piano. S88 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chaae Bldg.,
WedneitdaTfi Tel. Kearnj !>454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Pledn

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

itudio .36 Gafrner Building. :<76 Sutter St.
Tel. DouKlas 42»3. Rc«. Tel. Kearny 2.140

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
AnnoDneeM the opening of her new Reni-
denee Studio, Clark AptH., Apt. 2<t— l.'ts

Hrde St.. San FrnneUeo. Phone ProMpeet
SOai. Fridays. !»U2 Kohler & Chawe Bid?.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADU.\TE OF SCHOLA C.VNTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MAHV'g OATHEDRAb

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEA( IIKII

Pupil of
lie RcHxke and Percy Rector Stephens

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO
St. Phone FUlniore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Manter Classes for Violin

Studio Iluildlne, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 7.->7

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
Music School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRj\LTO

Teacher of SlnKlnc. 32 Loretta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mod., Kohler <&
Chnse Rldg.. S. F. Telephone Kcsrny .VtiM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & Waahlngton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Nonh Brandt. Piano

MARION RAMON WILSON *»;-,

DRAM.ATIC CONTRALTO tlon.
Opera Succeases In Europe: Concert Sue-
cesses In -America. Address 1^01 California
St., San Frnnelwco. Telephone Prospect 3620

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
no Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
ind Church AVork. Vocal instrnc-

2.-..ln Cinr St.. Phone West 4Sn0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTIOIV
Studio: 1U09 Kohler A ChaHe Bldg.

Telephone Kearny 5454
Rea. Tel. Bayview 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PI.\NIST. ACCOMPANIST

»Nn TEACHER
Studio: 41116 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 4iri2 Hoive St., Oakland
Tel. Pied. .MII2

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOW.SKI
TEACHKIR OF VOICE

242.S Pine S*. Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 .Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRA2ER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Ghanning Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pied. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1195

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1679

ANTOINE DE VALLY
22U1 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE F^ERRTEr

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3T01 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 229'

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED A.ND MOUTHPIECE M.\KER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter «JH

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COIVIPANY,

THE COIVIPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

THE LITTLE HANON, By Robt. J. Ki„g
A new work patterned after tfaoMe contained in the famoUH "Hanon Vi
PlanUt." It Nbould serve the «ame purpOHe for the coinparntlve beglnne
the larger one had bo MueeeifHfaliy aeeompllHhed for the more advanced.

Cheerfully sent for inspection to anyone.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Sttmmy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Chestnut Street
Telephone Prospect 4032

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CULTURE

Discovery Concerts!

Every Sunday morning at 12:30

P. M. these Discovery Concerts

are given at the Granada and

California Theatres.

/*J™"J»*Si Patrons are invited to

S^QtllCnilT remain for the picture

Qonstance Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 6454

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie
Telephone Franklin 5400

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed hy Wae:er Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler « Chase Bids.
2S1814 Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 131t)

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

WE INVITE A HEARING

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
^/-^ilgy^BAllen@S

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION ENDORSES RESIDENT ARTISTS
Persistent Campaign for Recognition of Resident Artists Ends With Passing of Resolution to Recommend to Music Clubs and

Managers to Include in Courses at Least Two Resident Artists During a Season—Fifth Annual Convention Held
at Santa Ana a Brilliant Success—Fine Programs Rendered—Those in Charge of Convention Entitled

to the Highest Praise for Efficient Preparation—Mrs. Lillian Birmingham Presided With Dignity

BY ALFRED METZGER

The fifth annual convention of the California Federa-
tion of Music Clubs, which took place at Santa Ana on
April 4, 5, 6 and 7 has gone into history and to the
credit of those in charge of the convention be it said

that it was in some respects the most successful and
most far reaching of all the gatherings which the music
club clans held so far. It is with a great deal of

rejoicing and gratification that the editor of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review listened to the resolution recom-
mending to the eighty odd clubs of California, and to

the managers belonging to the Federation, to include in

the itinerary of concerts during a season at least two
resident artists of California. This resolution in itself

will prove invaluable in the attitude of the musical
public toward resident artists, for the combined mem-
bership of the music clubs represents alone over ten
thousand music loving people and the influence of these
ten thousand upon their relatives and friends practically

reaches every one interested, in music. It is a great
victory for the resident artists and the Pacific Coast
Musical Review can not conceal its pride in the part it

took to secure this recognition from the California
Federation of Music Clubs.

music clubs of the Federation w.ll be fearless and thus
establish a real standard for the recognition of resident
artists which will prove of invaluable benefit to music
in California. It may even lead to an adoption of this

principle everywhere in this country and automatically
eliminate imposition and charlatanism in the profession.

The Wednesday Evening Reception
An informal reception to delegates and guests was

held at St. Ann's Inn, Santa Ana, on Wednesday eve-

ning, April 4th. Nearly one hundred delegates were in

attendance, which, of course, were augmented by many
friends and guests. The membership of the federation
really justifies the attendance of 300 delegates, but
evidently the distance being so far from many cities

and the delegates paying their own expenses had some-
thing to do with the attendance being only one third of

the actual delegation. At 8.30 o'clock there was a per-

formance of Arthur Sullivan's Cantata the Golden
Legend which was presented by courtesy of the Orange
County Choral Union at the Temple Theatre and which
was interpreted in an exceptionally artistic and efficient

manner by Mrs. H. M. Sammis. soprano; Miss Edith
Cornell, contralto; Mrs. A. L. Knlpe, contralto; Earl

America! America!
God mend thine every flaw.

Confirm thy soul in self-control.

Thy liberty in law!

Oh, Beautiful for patriot dream
That sees beyond the years,

Thine alabaster cities gleam
Undimmed by human tears.

America! America!
God shed His grace on thee.

And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining sea.

After the conclusion of the anthem the Rev. F. T.
Porter delivered a very impressive invocation. Clar-
ence Gustlin. chairman of the local convention board,
extended the greetings in that graceful, well enunciated
and happily worded style that made him the outstanding
popular figure of the convention. Mayor J. G. Mitchell
of Santa Ana delivered the address of welcome extend-
ing to the assembled delegates the freedom of the city,

but admonishing them not to exceed the speed limit in
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Although the principal fight has been won. the cam-
paign is not yet entirely finished. For unless the artists

included for uresentation before the music clubs of

California are indeed worthy of recognition, that is to

say are comparable in efficiency, reputation, experience

and musicianship to other artists recommended to the

music cUibs for engagement, this fight will have to be

fought all over again, for the music clubs will justly

maintain, in case the artists selected fall short of artistic

expectations, that if these are examples of resident art-

ists it is unjust and unfair to expect the clubs to recog-

nize and remunerate tliem on a basis established for

visiting artists. All personal ambitions and convictions

regarding an artist's accomplishments must give place

to serious consideration of his or her artistic skill as
compared with visiting artists. Mere self-confidence in

one's ability should not be regarded as proof o( positive

efficiency. The best way in which to decide upon the

eligibility of resident artists to be placed side by side

with visiting artists ot distinction, is the evidence of

past successes and experience. And by this we do not
mean successes as represented by the adulation and flat-

tery of friends, but by undisputable endorsement of press
and public in communities of unquestionable musical
standing and preferably away from home, not necessarily
away from the home State, but assuredly away from the
home city. And these successes should be based upon
appearances for which admission has been charged. In

other words only resident artists of similar experience
and a like measure of success as visiting artists are
justified to regard themselves, or to expect to be
regarded by others, on an equality with visiting artists.

We trust tliat our resident artists, their friends and the

Meeker, baritone; Ray Miles, tenor; Mrs. Ruth Parkin-
son, accompanist, and Harry Warne, organist. A chorus
of fifty voices aroused the audience to genuine enthusi-

asm because of its tone quality, precision of attacks and
intelligent phrasing. The hosts of the reception were
the Santa Ana Musical Association, the Orange County
Choral Union and the Orange County Music Teachers'
Association.

Proceedings of Thursday, April 5th

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham called the Convention to

order at the Temple Theatre at 9; 30 o'clock, after which
the assembly sang America The Beautiful, words by
Katherine Lee Bates and music by Samuel A. Ward.
Mrs. Abbie Jamison of Los Angeles directed the singing

and Clarence Gustlin ot Santa Ana, was at the piano.

This composition has been selected as the official song
ot the National Federation ot Music Clubs and all mem-
bers ot the Federation are asked to memorize the words,
which are as follows;

Oh beautiful for spacious skies

For amber waves of grain.

For purple mountain majesties
Above the fruited plain!

America! America!
God shed His grace on thee.

And crown thy good with brotlierhood

From sea to shining sea!

Oh, beautiful for pilgrim feet

Whose stern. Impassioned stress,

A thoroughfare for freedom beat
Across the wilderness!

their transactions, for there was a terrible judge In

Orange County, whose name made automohillsts tremble
and whose jail sentences for speeding are famous
throughout the land. Mayor Mitchell need have had no
fear, for at this as well as preceding conventions of all

characters no speedometers are necessary, for as a rule

the schedule runs all the way from half an hour to an
hour behind. Mrs. Lir.Ian Birmingham of San Francisco,
president of the California Federation of Music Clubs,
ably responded in the name of the assembled delegates,

creating an excellent Impression and saying as usual,

the right thing, at the right time, in the right place. In

the absence of Mrs. Carroll Nicholson (this time we
made sure we were right before speaking ot Mrs. Nichol-

son's absence, for last time at the Music Teachers'
Association Convention we said she was absent, when
she was there). Miss Ethel Congdon proceeded with the

report on credentials showing that seventy-one delegates
were in attendance. Mrs. Nicholson was to have pre-

sented the report on program, she being the chairman
of the program committee.

In the absence of John C. Manning of San Francisco,

director of the extension department. Miss Eva Francis
Pike of Los Angeles, the assistant director, presided,

with that efficiency and sincerity which has made her

such an influential factor at these conventions. Mrs.

Cecil Frankel, chairman ot the National Federation ot

Music Clubs, extended the greetings of the National
Federation with that helpful, optimistic and whole
hearted attitude which has p'.aced her in a position ot

national importance and which makes her such a

dependable pillar of strength in the Federation. The
(Continued on Pagrc- 7. Col. 1)
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

ShermanMay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

GEORGIA KOBER
AMERICAN PIANIST

Stadia: SOn-M.'i Sutter St.

Tel. Kearnr 5903, WedneMdaTS and Tbnrsdajs

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrEBnUt Tempte Bmana EU Flrat Chnrch of ChrUt Scl-
entUt. Director Lorlng Club. S. P„ Wed. 1617 CalKornU
St., Phone Franklin S603i Sat.. Flrat ChriatUn Science
Cknreh, Phone Franklin 1307 1 Res. atodio, 3142 LenlatOB
Ave., Berkeler. Phone Piedmont 2428.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

aclBc 8W2S

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrilt, Oakland

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Singlne. Complete Course of Operatic Train
ins* 2780 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALI.^N VOCAL TEACHER

Fornler Prima Dor na w th Carus o and Tetra 7ini—Kr dorsed by Bor 01. C Daches p jplls voca llv and
ramati line nt—Italian English, fr nch

For Rent From May 15 to Sept. 15

$100 A Month
ReHldenrv Sliidin—Four Kooiiix—Ttv» Grand IMnnox
Referencen Required—For Piirtieulnrn AddreDX

KDITH IIK\JA>H\
3404 (lay Street Telei.hone Fillmore 8.S47

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaea, Director

*A. L. ArtlfiTuea, Prea.; Loula Aleeria, VIce-Prea.
Unexcelled faellltlea for the atady of maalc In all

Ita branches. Laree Pipe Orean. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
Saa Fraaclaco, Cal. Phone Weat 4737

Phone Garfield 227U

Manning School of Music
JOIIIV C. MANNING, Director

3242 Waahlnsli Telephone Fllln

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Pupil of Mme. V. Stepanoir (Berlin), M. SleveklnE,
and E. Robert Srhmltx (New York). Studio: lOOS
Kehler & Cbaae Bide., Wed. A Sat. Morninss. Tel.
KearnT S4EV4. Rea. phone Piedmont 700.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAP'AEL, CALIFORNIA

Music Conraefl Tboroueh and Prof^rreaslTC
Public School MuhIc. Accredited Diploma

THE PASMORE SYSTEM OF VOCAL TECHNIQUE
H. D. Pasmore—Studloa: Suite 506 Kohler & Cbaae Bldg.,
S. P.: 2.'>.t0 ColIcEe Ave., Berkeier. Reaidence 201 AWa-
rado Road, Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSfi"ELDT, Pianiat
207 Cherry St.. Bet. Washington S: Clay. Tel. Pac. ll.iOO

JACK HILLMAN Baritone

antelln HOBS.

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
CONCERT COACn—VOCAL TECHNiaUE

SUPKR-DICTTON
Director Calvary Presbyterian Choral Society.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thoroueh Vocal and Dramatic Training

Pine St. Phone Douelns 0824

E. HAROLD DANA
Soloist. First Church of Christ
ancisco. California, .Announces
.studio at

1133 GRF.EN STREET
I'oice Placement, Breath Contri

Proper Production
one Prospect 800 for Appointm

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Furthc We lOOO.

Teacher of Pla ny. OrEanUt I ad Hnalcal
Director of First Presbyterian Church. Alameda. Ho
fltadio: 1117 PARir STREET. ALA9TKDA. Telephone Ala-
teda ISB. Thursdays, Merrlman School. S07 Eldorado Aye,
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770u

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are
able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
are eligible for registration.

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

ice Studio 1330 Pine St Tel. Prospect 02IB
'ward Tuesdays. Address 300 Smalley Ave,

JOSEPHINE WILSON-JONES
raniatic Soprano—Pupil of Lamperti, Garcia. Vocal
tudlo. .'',4.' Sutter Street. San Francisco. Residence, 4057
ark Boulevard, Oakland.
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MUSIC CLUBS AND RESIDENT ARTISTS

Both the California Federation of Music Clubs
and the distinguished artists residing in Cali-

fornia are to be congratulated upon the passage
of the resolution which recommends to the clubs
of the Federation, as well as to the managers
supplying the clubs with artists, that the season's
intinerary should include at least two artists of
distinction residing in California. This resolution
means that the California Federation of Music
Clubs places the artists of reputation residing in

California exactly upon the same basis as distin-

guished artists residing elsewhere, but visit Cali-
fornia occasionally. It is a final elimination of any
discrimination that existed among the music
clubs against artists residing in this State on ac-

These artists, who are only beginning to be-

come known, or who are endeavoring to establish

a reputation for themselves, are not entitled to be
placed side by side with distinguished artists

visiting this State. They must first make a name
for themselves. The artists not as yet having
established a reputation for themselves have been
taken care of by the music clubs for a number
of years. Indeed most of the artists engaged by
music clubs for concert purposes belong in this

class. Some of them are not entitled to anj' re-

muneration, for the fact that they receive their

opportunities to appear in public and discover

whether they are fitted for a concert career is

worth considerably money in itself. It is equiva-

lent to the money which any business enterprise

usually is compelled to invest and sometimes
lose in an endeavor to discover wdiether the publ'C

will support it. The music clubs furnish to the

embryo artist an opportunity free of charge for

which a business house usually is compelled to

spend thousands of dollars.

But this resolution, passed at the fifth annual
convention of the California Federation of Music
Clubs, refers only and solely to artists who either

have come to California from elsewhere and who
have established for themselves a reputation for

artistic proficiency, after gaining many artistic

triumphs in various parts of the world ; or from
artists born in this State, but having conquered
for themselves an artistic career either on this

Coast or abroad. In other words it is intended to

make residence in this State something of advan-
tage instead of making it a penalty. It is one of

the most far reaching decisions ever made by the

California Federation of Music Clubs, which
should be duly appreciated by every artist of dis-

tinction residing in California. The Pacific Coast
Musical Review naturally feels much gratified

over the part it had in winning this victory for

the resident artist, and it will continue this cam-
paign by following up the success of this deci-

sion. While the resolution recommends every
club and manage affiliated with the Federation only

two artists a season it does not limit this decision

to this number. .A club may engage more resi-

dent artists than two if it so desires and if its

members are in sympathy with this encourage-
ment of resident artists ; but the resolution cer-

tainly expects every club in the Federation to en-

gage at least two artists of distinction, residing
in California, during a season.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review will now
endeavor to influence those clubs in the Federa-
tion that do not engage any artists at all to take
sufficient interest in the distinguished artists re-

siding in California to raise sufficient funds to

engage at least two or three of such artists during
the course of a music season. In this way they
will not only assist the resident artists, but they
will increase their membership who will take
more interest in the programs. It is all very well
for a music club t(5 give young aspiring artists a

chance to appear in public, but it is far more im-
portant to give artists, who have established a

reputation at home and abroad, a chance to make
a living. A music club which does not consider
this -problem seriously and act in accordance with
fairness and justice is not practicing what the

National Federation preaches and does not do its

share toward SUPPORTING and ENCOURAG-
ING American artists and composers.

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA ASSOCIATION

In conformance with the prediction of the Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review there resulted from
the introduction of three separate operatic proj-

ects the organization of the most feasible of these
three projects, namely, that of the San Francisco
Opera Association with Gaetano Merola as con-
ductor. Details of the object of this organization

have been published in the daily papers and will

be set forth in greater detail in next week's issue

of this paper. In the meantime we wish to call

attention to the announcement of Mr. Merola re-

garding the establishment of a permanent opera
chorus. This chorus is not only to be used for

operatic purposes, but also to give occasional per-

formances of choral works and assist in the i)res-

entation of great musical feasts such as the Ninth
Symphony by Beethoven, Before his departure
for Europe Alfred Hertz asked Mr. Merola to

organize such a chorus and make it a permanent
institution.

Now. we trust that the vocal teachers and
students will co-operate with Mr. Merola in this

great work. Let us, for the time lieing, forget

personal envy, petty jealousies and unworthy
suspicions and see whether there are sufficient

BI(i teachers in San Francisco to place the good
of the community above their own selfish pur-
poses. Mr. Merola wishes to organize this chorus
not for the purpose of securing singing pupils,

nor to take pupils away from other teachers, but
for the purpose of giving San Francisco the foun-
dation for a big chorus which will be ready for

an}' artistic emergency. Such chorus will be of

inestimable value to the teachers, for it aflfords

their jjupils opportunity for practical experience,
and it will prove of even greater value to the
students, for it secures for them a repertoire and
experience which they can not possibly attain ex-

cept through such masters as Mr. Merola.

There is altogether too much conceit rampant
among young students—conceit that gives them
an idea that they can enter an operatic career as
leading or secondary artists without first having
thoroughly finished a period of apprenticeship by
means of which they have attained practical ex-

perience sufticient to appear on a level with other
professional artists. A good voice, several years'

study and an attractive personality are not
enough to secure recognition as an operatic artist.

There must also be PRACTICAL EXPERI-
ENCE. And this experience can never be gained
except through such opportunities as Mr. Merola
offers. Everything worth while having requires
hard work to attain. Anything easy to attain is

not worth having. And so if you really wish to

make an operatic career your eventual aim—if

yon really wish to become sooner or later an
operatic artist—Mr. Merola offers you a chance
which all the money in the world can not buy
for you, and he offers it to you right at your door.
If vou don't accept it you will regret it all vour
life.

MEROLA STARTS OPERA CHORUS

Those who wish to join the gran(i opera chorus
which is to form one of the features of the eight prod-
uctions to be given under the auspices of the San
Francisco Opera Association next September may now
apply to Gaetano Merola for a hearing. The chorus is

now being organized and Mr. Merola will listen to

voices on Tuesday and Friday afternoons between two
and tour o'clock at Room 705 Kohler & Chase Building.
Inasmuch as the minor roles for the operas to be pre-

sented will be chosen from those who apply for the
chorus those of our young vocalists who are eager to

obtain experience in grand opera repertoire and per-

formance will find this opportunity specially valuable.
As already announced in the daily papers eight per-

formances will be given during the period of two weeks
and the leading roles have been entrusted to some of

the principal artists of the Metropolitan Opera House,
New York. Rarely has there been offered a more valu-

able chance to secure practical experience in grand
operatic singing and deportment.

CHAMBER MUSIC AT DOMINICAN COLLEGE

Perhaps the greatest achievement of recent musical
activities will be the concert to be given by the inter-

nationall.v-known London String Quartet at the Domini-
can College on Saturday evening, April 14th at 8:15,

under the management of Jessica Colbert. This quartet
is considered unrivalled in chamber music and has met
with unanimous success throughout its tour of the
United States and Canada.

"Almost one felt the floor last evening at the close

of each number of the London String (Juartet, so gently
had one been borne into ethereal regions and if the four

artists and their instruments had disappeared fi'om the

stage one would not have been greatly surprised upon
first "coming back," so completely did they melt into

their melodies as they played.

"It was last season that the quartet toured the United
States, for the first time, by the way, with Beethoven
programs given in observation of the 150th anniversary
of the birth of the great composer. Whether surging
into the richness of a full orchestra, or receding softly

into a vanishing whisper, there was a delicate precision

and a grace of movement that held the audience en-

tranced."—Stockton Daily Evening Record.
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NEW YORK CONTINUES TO HEAR GOOD MUSIC

German Grand Opera Company Creating a Sensation

—

Van Hoonslraaten Elected Associate Conductor
of New Philharmonic Orchestra

BY ROSALIE HOUSMAN
[Editorial Note—The following letter was delayed in

transmission owing to an accident. The aeroplane which
carried this letter was burned and some of the mail bags,

including the one containing this letter were saved.

After being rescued it was forwarded by the post office

authorities by mail. The events recited in the letter took

place early in February.—A. M.]

The most discussed event of the week is the election

of Van Hoogstraaten, a Hollander, and the husband of

the well-known pianist. Elly Ney, to the leadership of

the Philharmonic, the oldest symphonic organization in

America, and for the first halt of the season, sharing
equally with Mengelberg. the responsibility of the

season s work. His work, of which New York has heard

a bit, during the summer at the Stadium series, and at

several Rvents during the past season, has been most
favorably commented on by press and public. His con-

ducting shows a warm musical feeling, attention to de-

sign and detail, and a simplicty of manner. He knows his

orchestra, gets fine results, often quite vital and com-
pelling, and it is to be hoped that he will be given the

opportunity to develop into a dependable, and splendid

conductor. New York needs new blood—in Hoogstraaten
I think they have found the right man.

The German comrany at the Manhattan is having a

successful season, and is also giving New York a taste

of the Ring, a feast which has been missing from our
musical programs for a number of seasons. It has been
crowded to the doors, and though the scenic investure is

less adequate, and the orchestra a scratch one
picked up here, the performances show the real

mood of the music, and have the right spirit. Much
of the credit is due to Leo Bloch, the composer-con-
ductor, and his assistant Moericke. The principals are

excellent vocally, and even the words are clearly dis-

tinguishable above the heavy orchestra. It would not
be surprising it a number of the artists were to remain
here.

One of the most unusual programs has Just been given

by Ethel Leginska who is visiting her native shores
after a temporary residence in England. Her playing is

as beautiful as ever. There is exquisite clarity, warm
resonance, charm and poetry in her classic group, par-

ticularly in her Chopin. In the moderns, and she went
far on that much traveled road, the imaginative quality

was most in evidence. It included three of her own
things, as well as some delightful Goosens and Berners.
The Valses Sentimentales of Ravel were piquantly
played with subtle colorings. Of her own, the Scherzo
has been heard befor.e and improves much on better
acquaintance. There was an amusing dance of the Little

Clown, and a less intriguing Slumber Song. The best
of her own was an Etching, called at Night, which was
genuinely musical. The Goosens were not so new,
though interestingly done. Two baritones held forth on
Washington's birthday—Werrenrath in a popular pro-

gram at Carnegie Hall, and at Aeolian, Louis Graveure
gave an eclectic one. Both halls were well filled with
holiday crowds—each artist satisfied his public. Both
did of their best, which says much—were liberal of en-

cores and sang favorites. There were many novelties on
the Graveure program, which appealed to to me very
much. He has courage to present Schoenberg, Jarnach,
Grauer, Ravel and others as first performances in a way
which would have delighted the composers, could they
have been present. His diction in all languages is

supreme. Werrenrath's Kipling group strikes a sym-
pathetic chord in the listener's ear, and as he makes
every word distinguishable, it was a double delight. It

was a successful occasion.

I regret I could not attend the Casella concert, as I

know I missed a treat. His playing, which I have enjoyed
a number of times before, is clear, delightful and very
sincere. And he has introduced many modern works to

the New York public which might never have had a
chance before. This time it was Castelnuove-Tedesco,
and the Strawinsky Piano Rag music, the former. I hear
being of the greater musical value. I expect to hear him
again soon, and can then be more explicit.

Guy Maier, without his twin, Pattison, bravely gave a
solo recital on Tuesday evening, February 20th. at
Aeolian Hall and won his spurs as a soloist. His indi-
viduality, so cleverly blended in the two piano work,
standi out strongly, rhythmically, and independently,
and it is to be hoped he will do the solo work again.
The program was quite conservative.

The all-Chopin program of Mme. Novaes included the
funeral march sonate, the Fantasie Op. 49, and a mis-
cellaneous group and the crowded house who heard her
were deeply impressed with the charm, poetry and
Imagination of her playing. It sought out the many
inner beauties of the composer, and made them an in-

gredient of the interpretations. Her vision of the phrase
Is large. Her sense of rhythm and color beautiful and
her musical feeling clairvoyant.

Of a Kreisler recital what can one say without bor-
rowing adjectives and falling short of the supply. His
concerts are sold out a month in advance at least. There
is always something for each individual—the classics,
and the smaller works of great charm. To the audience
it did not matter what he played; that he did, was
ample reward, and they kept him at it till the lights
went out.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW

By Elita Muggins
1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

SAN JOSE, April 2, 1923.—An organization working
solely for the good of the community has been formed
during the past week and will be known as the San
Jose Musical Association. Dr. Charles M. Richards,
whose musical reputation is more than local, has been
selected head of the association. Plans made for the

season of 1923-24 will bring six artists to San Jose, the
schedule including the following attractions:

Madam Matzenauer of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany; Harold Bauer, pianist; Efrem Zimbalist, violin-

ist; Reinold Werrenrath, baritone; The San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, or the Philharmonic Orchestra of

Los Angeles, and the San Francisco Chamber Music
Society.

As the association is contracting with the preceding
artists with no thought of profit for itself, all money re-

maining above the actual cost of securing the per-

formers will be used to improve future courses or in

presenting an additional number without expense to the
subscribers.
San Jose is the only city of its size, and of many much

smaller, which has not already formed its own musical
association and presented its own artists. In establish-

ing such an association here, we are simply giving this

city its rightful place in musical circles of the country.
The personnel of the association board of governors is

as follows: Charles M. Richards, president; D. M. Bur-
nett, vice-president; Chester Herold, secretary-treasurer.
The other members of the board are: Dr. W. W. Kemp,
president of the State Teachers' College; Charles M.
Dennis, dean of music at the College of the Pacific; Mrs.
Howard Tennyson and Mrs. Daisie L. Brinker.

Miss Georgie Kober, pianist, gave a delightful hour
Saturday afternoon, April 7, tor the Santa Clara County
Branch of American League of Pen Women and their

guests In the Faculty Women's club house on the Stan-
ford Campus. Miss Kober has a marvellous tone and
plays with a style of most subtle and delicate refine-

ment, combined with almost masculine virility and
breadth. She accompanied her numbers with word pic-

tures that made the program extra enjoyable.
Her program was divided in two parts, a Debussy and

a Russian group. The Debussy numbers were Sarabande,
Claire de Lune, Cathedral Engulfed and Prelude. Then
followed Minuet-Waltz (Palmgren); At the Convent
(Borodier); Prelude B mjnor (Rachmannow) which was
announced had never been played before in public;
Concert Etude G Flat (Moszkowski). As an encore,
Tschaikowsky's Meditation was played.

Miss Kober, who is spending a year or more in Palo
Alto, is the head of the Sherwood School of Music of
Chicago. She left for Los Angelus Sunday to appear in

recital at the Ebell Club, Monday the 9th, and in Pasa-
dena later in the week.
Music lovers are looking forward to a concert sched-

uled for early in May in Palo Alto when, assisted by
Mrs. Helen Engle Atkinson, violiniste, sister-in-law of
James Swinnerton, the Casar Pranck sonata for violin
and piano will be featured.

Juanita Tennyson, coloratura soprano, and Maxine
Cox, pianist, of San Jose, assisted by the Steinway Duo-
Art, presented a program in Hollister in the High School
auditorium Friday evening, April 6, which was enjoyed
by a large and enthusiastic audience. Most of the pro-
gram was made up of the list of the music memory con-
test held in Hollister that week. The following is the
program in full: Prelude in C sharp minor and Melody
in F (Josef Hofmann) ; Duo-Art Soloist; Song of Thanks-
giving (Alliston); Like a Rosebud (La Forge) Juanita
Tennyson; Duo-Art accompanist; In the Cave of the
Wind (Lth) Maxine Cox; Sylvia (Oley Speaks); From
the Land of the Sky Blue Water (Cadman); By the
Water of the Minnetonka (Lieurance) Juanita Tennyson,
Duo-Art accompanist; Swan (Saint-Saens) Duo-Art Solo-
ist; Come Sweet Morning (arranged by A. L.) ; Slumber
Song (Greichaninow) Juanita Tennyson, accompanied
by Maxine Cox.

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz, at its April
meeting, had the second of two programs on Mozart and
Haydn. Mrs. Marie L. Cain was piano soloist, and gave
the Mozart sonata No. 18 (C minor). With Mrs. E. C.
Rittenhouse, violin, and Francis Hamlin, viola, she gave
a Mozart Trio in E flat. There were two groups of
songs. Mrs. C. R. Basom sang With Verdure Clad, and
two other numbers. Miss Abra Batcheldor gave Haydn's
Spirit Song. There was a paper on Mozart by Miss Au-
gusta Cole. The two next programs, closing a very suc-
cessful year, will be Beethoven ones.

The sixth and last of the series of Undergraduate
Recitals given at the College of the Pacific was per-
formed by Pearl Hummel, pianist. Helen Barber, con-
tralto; Bernice Bogert, violinist; Marian Temple, pian-
ist; Grace Conner, reader; Rose Van Valin, violincellist,
and Walline Knoles, baritone, before a very large and
enthusiastic audience Tuesday, April 3. An exceptionally
varied and worthwhile program was done by the young
performers, all of whom showed much native talent, ex-
oellent training and fine stage presence. During the
series of Undergraduate recitals, thirty-four membei-s
of the lower classes of the conservatory were heard.
This is the largest number of undergraduates to appear
in public performance in the history of the school.
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An artistic recital of four of the pianoforte pupils of

Mrs. Daisie L. Brinker was held in her studio Tuesday
evening, April 2, the parents and friends of the per-

formers being the guests. The following interesting
program was well given: Indian Love Song and Indian
Dance (Homer Grunn), Phoebe Plate; Two Venetian
Scenes, Love Song and Gondolieri (Nevin) Alice Bald-
win; Romance in F (Rubinstein), Eastern Dance (Cyril

Scott), Patty Edwards; Romance in Gb (La Forge),
Butterfly (Grieg), Katherine Wastell.

Calvary Episcopal Church of Santa Cruz makes a
great deal of its Good Friday music. For twenty or more
years there lias always been a cantata on that evening,
one of the settings of the Passion. This year Dubois'
Seven Last Words of Christ was chosen, and was ren-

dered exceedingly well. The soloists were: Sopranos,
Mrs. T. P. Williams and Mrs. A. Falk; Tenors, Lowell
Rountree, E. W. Wells; Baritones, William Grover, Ger-
ald Bartlett. There were twenty-five singers. Mrs. Hope
H. Swintord, A. A. G. O., who presided at the organ and
was also director, did most efficient work . The Easter
music at the church was the Choral Communion Service
of Calkin in G, the creed from Eyre in Bb.

One of the most pleasing musical events of the season
in Los Gatos was in the parish house of St. Luke's Epis-
copal church Wednesday evening, April 4th, under the
direction of Mrs. E. H. Norton. The program was: Piano
solo, Mrs. Ham of Saratoga; Reading The Organ Builder,
Mrs. George Place; Baritone solo, (a) Gypsy Trail, (b)
Bells of the Sea, Dr. J. A. Collins; Soprano solo, (a)

Forgotten, (b) In the Heart of a Rose, Mrs. F. G. Conn;
Ladies' quartet, Clochette, Mrs. Harold Stanfield, Mrs.
Ralph D. Robertson, Miss Maude Anderson, Miss Caro-
line Bailey; Solo, (al Sacrament, (b) Litlle Mother of
Mine, Mr. William Pengilly, with Dr. Charles M. Rich-
ards at the piano; Ladies' Chorus. Venetian Suite
(Nevin), (a) In a Gondola; (b) Morning in St. Mark's
Square, (c) Love Song, (d) Farewell, Mrs. J. A. Case,
Mrs. Von Rosen, Mrs. E. H. Norton. Mrs. G. S. McMur-
try, Mrs. Harold Stanfield, Mrs. Ralph D. Robertson,
Miss Maude Anderson, Miss Caroline Bailey, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Blakey at the piano; Vocal solo (a) In an Old-
Fashioned Town, (bl Born of a Pain Undying, (c) The
Swallows. Mrs. .loseph Hewit, with reading of descrip-
tive poem before each song by Mrs. George Place; Duet,
Madame Will You Walk? Elizabeth Hunter and Arthur
Van Druten; Solo, (a) Vale, (b) Long Ago in Alcala,
William Pingilly, with Dr. Richards at the piano.

Catherine Urner and William F. Laraia will give a
Joint recital on Monday evening, April 23rd, at the Fair-
mont Hotel. These artists will have the able assistance
of Elsie Cook Hughes at the piano. The concert is spon-
sored by a distinguished list of patrons and by the Mills
College Musical Club, the proceeds to be used towards
the endowment fund of Mills College. Alice Seckels is

managing the event.
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Edward Johnson's concert at the Oakland Auditorium
Theatre, on March 30, under Miss Potter's manage-
ment, was one of the most successful which this intrepid
yet wise manager has given. Other musical duties pre-
vented my hearing the program, which was as follows:
Se nel ben (1645-1681) IStradella), Phillis Has Such
Charming Graces (Old English). Aria from "Andrea
Chenier" (Giordano), Silvestrik. Melodie Populaire De
Basse Bretagne (Ducoudray). Se la vedessi, Emilian
Peasant Song (Grimandi) I tuoi capelli, Italian Trench
Song (Gui). Leezie Lindsay. Ballad from Scotch
Minstrelsy (Kreisler). Le Songe. Schurkowsky (Rubin-
stein), L'ane blanc. Klingsor (Hue). E'en Little Things.
Tomaseo (Wolf). Angeleca. Di Giacomo IPizzetti), I

Hold Her Hands. Tagore (Russell). Dame Nature. Kook
(Leoni), Twilight, Teasdale (Glen), Love's Philosophy,
Shelley (Quilter). Accompanist. Ellmer Zoller.

This remarkable season is now drawing to a close.
and Miss Potter may well congratulate herself. Not
only has her acumen in "sizing up" her Oakland clientele
been almost uncanny, but her ability to secure the
artists to satisfy that clientele is worthy of all praise.
The season closes with a recital by the brilliant Brazilian
pianist. Guiomar Novaes. on the 20th of April—a fitting
climax to a season of happy memories.
For next season, Miss Potter will manage a series of

concerts by the San Francisco Chamber Music Society,
and her list for the Artists' Concert series contains
the best attractions. Persons wishing to subscribe to
this series would do well to engage season seats now.
These are expected: Queena Mario, soprano. October;
Lite Schipa. tenor. November; Elena Gerhardt. Decem-
ber; the Duncan Dancers. January; Emilio de Gogarza.
February; Harold Bauer and Pablo Casals. March;
Jeanne Gordon, contralto. April. Miss Potter will also
manage Sousa and his band, Pavlowa, Chaliapin, the
sensational baritone, Mme. Schumann-Heink and Galli
Curci.

The concert of the Oakland Orpheus, Edwin Dunbar.
Crandall. director, at the Oakland Auditorium Opera
House, attracted the usual huge audience on Tuesday
evening. April 3. This was the second concert of the
twenty-ninth season, and eighty-one men—the full mem-
bership—were on the stage. The choruses were given
with that notable unanimity which has always char-
acterized the work under Mr. Crandall's experienced,
tasteful and vigorous direction; and whether dramatic
effect was sought, or brilliant, or intense or tender, it

was accomplished forthwith. Constant rehearsals
throughout the year have this result. I think I have
never heard more lovely pianissimo than these four
score men achieved more than once last Tuesday even-
ing. This seems to me a test of control, even more than
when full voice, without stridency is being used. In
this also, as well as the nuances between, the Orpheus
excels.

Miss Mabel Riegelman was the soloist, and exquisite
was her singing from beginning to end. Miss Riegel-
man is so perfectly the artist that each song means
a new embodiment, so to speak. In the Hansel and
Gretel aria she was truly a child, while Un bel di found
her a woman, and a Japanese woman with Japanese
traditions at that. It may sound absurd, but I felt that
not even little Tamaki Miura gave quite the subtlety
of Interpretation of her race as did our own Californlan
singer on this occasion. Miss Riegelman sang many
songs, and almost numberless encores, for the audience
was unwilling to permit her to retire from the platform.
Mrs. Bessie Beatty Roland played entirely delightful

accompaniments for the chorus, and entered perfectly
into the moods of the soloist.

Owing to the fact that certain community. University
and public school events are to occur the second week
in May in Berkeley, it has been found that "Music
Week" plans must be changed. Berkeley will, therefore,
hold the latter festival from April 22 to 28! inclusive.
Alameda County Music Week is arranged for the second
week in May. but this is a busy world, fellow citizen, and
there are no unoccupied hours, not to consider days.
and then weeks. However, there wlil be various, musical
events given In Berkeley during the week of May 6-13.

In Oakland and Alameda many plans are being made,
and the details will soon be ready for public perusal.
The committees have been far from idle. The word idle-

ness will be obsolete anyway before long. Already it is

obsolescent, and leisure goes along with it. Yet big
"extra" things get done somehow, and by the busiest
persons, usually.

The Berkeley 'Violin Club gave a recital at the Berke-
ley Piano Club rooms Saturday afternoon, March 24.
The members were assisted by Miss Lo!a Fitzpatrick,
soprano, and the following piano accompanists: Alice
McCurdy, Mrs. Margaret Kolf and Claire McClure. The
violinists who played were Helen Chakurian. Dorothy
Dunyon, and Carol Donnan. A charming program of
classic and modern compositions was given, including a
Valse Serenade by Antonio de Grassi, which Miss
Cbakurian played.

Edward Johnson, tenor, gave the third concert of the
season, before the Berkeley Musical Association at
Harmon Gymnasium on the evening of March 20. A
crowded auditorium and an enthusiastic reception was
the compliment paid this singer. I was not present, being
busy elsewhere, but I have heard unstinted praise, not
only for Mr. Johnson's voice but for his masterly in-
terpretations.

The fourth concert in this series was given on March
29, when Mr. Alfred Cortot. the distinguished French
pianist, had a great success with a similar audience.
His interpretation of the great B fiat Minor Sonata of
Chopin was intensely interesting, with the French
temperament and schooling behind it. One found many
points differing from the conceptions of all the other
famous pianists who play this work.
Even the well-worn Carnaval, which, one feels, can

scarcely have anything new to reveal, has some in-
triguing differences—a French filagree overlay on Ger-
man metal. Of course the Debussy set. the Children's
Corner, was most amusingly given, delighting every-
body.
The brilliant Etude en Forme de 'Valse (Saint-Saens)

was engagingly given, with splendid rhythmic swing
whenever such passages were possible in the make-up
of the composition. Another Saint-Saens composition
(for the left hand alone), a short work by Albenlz, and
Liszt's Second Rhapsody, concluded the program.

Mme. Caro Roma is to sing some of her own songs
for the Music History section of the Adelphlan Club
on Friday. April 27. Mrs. F. J. Collar, soprano, Mrs.
Franklin Crane, contralto, and the Adelphlan Quartet will
be heard in several of Mme Roma's successful works.
Mme. Roma's church song. I am Thy God. is simple and
devotional, and will be liked by choir singers.

Yesterday (Sunday) at the Palace of Fine Arts, San
Francisco, another notable program was given, with
young artists presenting their various accomplishments.
Miss Eva Garcia, the successful pianist of Oakland,
Mr. Arthur Garcia, violinist, also of Oakland. Miss Leigh
O'Sullivan. soprano, and Miss Marie Dillon, harpist,
presented this program: (a) A Star (Rogers), (b) Thank
God for a Garden, (del Riego). (c) Irish Traditional
Group, arr. by Miss Dillon. Miss O'Sullivan. harp obli-
gato; (a) Seguidilla (Albenlz). (b) Nocturne (F sharp)
(Chopin), (c) Romance (La Forge), (d) Rhapsodie No.
12 (Liszt). Miss Garcia; harp solo; (a) Hejre Kati
(Hubay), (b) Ave Maria (Schubert-Wilhelmj), Mr.
Garcia: I Heard a Cry (Fisher) (b) Bally-Nure (County
Antrim), (c) I Know Where I'm Goin', (County Antrim),
(d) Bitterness of Love (Dunn), Carol Jarboe at piano;
Sing, Sing, Bird on the Wing (Nutting), Ensemble.
The executants were all well received by the large

audience. Miss Garcia repeated in part the success
which she achieved at her concert at the Auditorium
Theatre in Oakland, already noted in this paper. The
surety, clarity and variety of her touch, as well as her
intelligent and very musical interpretations commend
her. Miss O'Sullivan. making a specialty, or at any rate
a feature, of Irish songs, gives these with unction.
Miss Dillon and Mr. Garcia played admirably. These
Sunday concerts attract discriminating audiences, who
go afterwards to view the pictures.

Those who are interested in American folk music and
who believe that the songs of the American negroes
are as much our heritage as are the melodies of the
American Indians would enjoy hearing the California
Jubilee Quartet, four educated negroes, in their negro
spirituals. Nathaniel Dett and H. C. Burleigh, both of
their race, have written beautiful new songs, typifying
race characteristics, Somebody's Knocking at the Door,
by Dett, and the touchingly beautiful Deep River by Bur-
leigh being famous examples. There are, of course, many
others which come to mind, and they repay study.

Edna Horan, a very skillful and talented young
violinist, pupil of Slgmund Beel, has appeared in vari-
ous important musical functions of late with distinct
artistic success. One of the most recent events was a
recital at the studio of her teacher in the Studio Build-
ing on Post street in the presence of students and
members of the Violin Club in Berkeley. On this oc-
casion she scored an unusually fine success and made
an excellent impression, because of her fine, big, smooth
tone, her fluent technic and above all her musicianly
interpretations. She played: F sharp minor Concerto
(Vieuxtemps). Chaconn e CVltali), Perpetuum Mobile
(Novacek). Sicilienne et Rigaudon ( Francoeur- Kreis-
ler), My Heart Ever Faithful (Kreisler).
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The Most Significant Fact of All
{llegardmg THE AMPICO]

IT would be the natural thing for a concert pianist to

record his playing for the reproducing device used
in the piano he uses in concert—not only because of his

preference for the piano itself, but because he is usually
bound to the manufacturer by close ties of friendship.

To either break or strain those ties takes courage—the
courage of strong conviction. It is significant to note
the large number of master pianists who have broken
all precedents in the world of music by recording their
art for the Ampico in preference to the reproducing
device used in the piano they use in concert. The fol-

lowing is a partial list of them

:

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
MISCHA LEVITZKI OLGA SAMAROFF

ERNEST VON DOHNANYI
GEORGE McMANUS RICHARD STRAUSS

FANNY BLOOMFIELD ZEISLER
YOLANDA MERO GERALDINE FARRAR

' Rachmaninoff
"I have never before recorded for any reproducing instrument.

Now I have played my works for the Ampico because of its absokite
faithfulness, and its capacity to preserve beautiful tone painting.
It goes far beyond any reproducing piano in these particulars, which
a pianist must demand in considering a perpetuation of his art."

Sergei Rachmaninoff.

* Levitzki
"For a number of years I have been keenly interested in the possi-

bilities of the Reproducing Piano. I believe I have heard them all,

not once, but many times, but until I heard the Ampico. I never
found one that I thought adequately duplicated the artist's playing.

"It is for this reason that I have decided to record my playing
for the Ampico e.xclusively."

Mischa Lcvit:ki.

"Positively Uncanny"
Says A Ifred Hertz, director of the

Sa?i Francisco Symphony Orchestra

"I surely was delighted with the excellent performance. The
mysterious way of starting the instrument was positively uncanny.
I enjoyed enormously the whole recital, as I always do when
Godowsky plays. I am usually against encores of the same selec-
tion, but I thoroughly enjoyed each repetition of Godowsky 's playing
as given last night by the Knabe Ampico."

At Carmel-by-the-Sea
At this charming spot on the California Coast is to

be found what is probably the most notable colony of
artists, writers and musicians in the world. No com-
munity could possibly be found, more exacting in its

standards, more critical in its judgment. The interest
of this group centers in their club, where within the
past month they have installed a KNABE. With all

the world to choose from, they have chosen this com-
paiiion of great masters to be the center of their own
activities.

Henceforth this House shall

be known by this sign,

Kohler & Chase
San Francisco

Sacramento

KNABE AMPICO
Oakland

San Jose

NEW YORK'S WANING SEASON

Final Concerts in the Different Series

—

Friends of Music Give Schubert
Mass—Items of Symphony and

Recital Programs

By ROSALIE HOUSMAN
NEW YORK, April 7. 1923.—The Schu-

bert Mass in E flat, which was the fin.al

production ot the Friends of Music of
this season proved to be a choral work of
no great importance and though there
were several soloists, the music they had
to sing, was purely of choral significance.
Mr. Bodansky led the orchestra and the
chorus which, trained by Stephen Town-
send, sang with a beautiful tone, a clear,

clean attack and much expression. The
soloists, all from the opera, were Mme.
Sundelius. Miss Telva, Messrs. Meader,
Bloch and Schlegel.

The Symphony Society's last concert,
on Sunday afternoon, at Aeolian Hall,
marked the conclusion of its forty-fifth

year, and introduced another American
novelty, in E. B, Hill's second Stevenson
Suite which proved to be charming and
was well liked. Mr. Damrosch was tre-

mendously applauded, and was obliged
to bow to the applause frequently. The
rest of the program, the Mozart in C,
which has been on the Carnegie series,

the Ravel Daphnis and Chloe and several
songs with orchestral accompaniment,
sung by John Barclay, proved delightful,

and a fitting farewell to a pleasant season.

I understand that Chaliapin filled the
Metropolitan at his last recital, where
about 4000 applauded to the echo. The
comments of the press were that be was
in glorious voice, and thrilled his auditors.

The German opera keeps it promises.
The two performances which were an-

nounced for the week were Martha with
Claire Dux as guest, and The Merry
Wives with Ivogun. Both performances
took place as scheduled, drew big houses,
and were excellently cast and sung. Their
season has been very successful, and is

now on a safe financial basis, so there
will be a tour next season, with the newly
organized State orchestra, and it is also

announced, that Stransky. who has been
the Philharmonic conductor for a number
of years, will lead a few of the perform-
ances on the tour.

This is also Mengelberg's last week
with the Philharmonic, and except for the
two announced performances of the Bee-
thoven Ninth, it is the end of the season
for that organization, too. There have
been no new works on the programs, and
both Lamond and Llhevinne were soloists.

The orchestra has been playing superbly,
and all possible praise is due Mengelberg
for the present perfection of the orches-
tral tonal beauties. He plays upon them,
as upon a giant instrument and his fine

musicianship and sterling sincerity are
bound to impress themselves upon the
pliable ensemble. Finer shadings, or
more flexible rhythmic qualities, are not
to be imagined.

The Metropolitan Opera season is draw-
ing to a close, no new performances are
announced, and the revival of L'Africaine
is a success. No announcements for next
season have been made, as yet.

One cannot say enough in praise of the
stunning performance ot Peer Gynt,
which is now at the Schubert Theatre,
and is a Theatre Guild Production. Those
three words in themselves tell a story,
and set a standard which is in itself, an
achievement. The title part is played by
Joseph Schildkraut, who was the lead
also, in Liliom. which the Guild produced
a year ago. He brings to the part, the
finest shades of great acting, grace of
body, and of speech, an inner light, which
vitalizes the character, and illumines
every line. It is the sort ot thing which
baffles a criticism and brings forth only
praise and commendation. The rest of
the cast is on the same high level with
special mention for the Solvejg of Miss
Selena Royle, the Asa of Miss Louise
Closser Hale (seldom has a death scene
been so affecting as hers) and the Troll
King of Mr. Chas. Halton. The scenic
investure is the work of the new Russian
director, Theodore Komisajarsky. who
has handled the details with keen imagi-
nation, and with a subtle power of sug-
gestion, which brings out all the beauties
ot the text and helps the growth ot the
play within the spectator. Scenes like
the Norwegian wedding, and the Mad
House were remarkable. The costumes
were Lee Simonson's and matched the

technical director's plans in every way.
The Grieg music was, of course, used and
the Solvejg's song, sung off stage, en-
hanced the situation, dramatically. The
whole was a privilege to see and a lasting
memory of a great play greatly done.

Sunday. April 15, at 4 p. m., Warren D.
Allen. University Organist, assisted by
Holton White, violinist, will give the fol-

lowing program; Chorale-Prelude, Der
Tag. der ist so freudenreich (Bach);
Minuet and Romanze (From the Fourth
Symphony) (Louis Vierne); Violin solos.

Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky), Fan-
taisie dialoguee (Boellmann). Tuesday.
April 17, at 4:15—The organ numbers
from Sunday's program will be repeated.
Thursday, April 19, at 4:16—Sonata, No.
3 in E minor, op. 50 (Guilmant; Chant
indoue (Rimsky-Korsakow), Capriccio in

F (Handel-Karg-Elert), Berceuse (Joseph
Bonnet), Fanfare (Lemmens).

Mills College Endowment Concert

—

Thursday, April 19th; Lisser Hall, 8:15.
Mills College Trio—Mary Elizabeth Jump,
violin; Karolina Jump, 'cello; Frances
Elizabeth Kellogg, piano. Program—Trio
Opus 49 (Mendelssohn), Allegro agitato.

Allegro appassionato. Mills Trio; Violin
Concerto in E minor (Mendelssohn), Al-

legro molto appassionato, Mary Elizabeth
Jump: Piano Concerto in A minor
(Grieg), Allegro moderato. Adagio,
Frances Elizabeth Kellogg; Orchestra
part on organ by Mr. Wm. W. Carruth.

Miss Christine Howells, the delightful
young flutist, returned from New York
recently after nine months' absence. She
studied with Barrere and played on vari-

ous occasions, but concentrated her en-
ergy on thorough expansion of her musi-
cal horizon which the prevailing musical
atmosphere assisted her in accomplish-
ing. Miss Howells will again devote her-
self to teaching and concert work and
will no doubt play a prominent role in
the season's musical activities.

Miss Ives, the energetic and successful
young manager, who has organized music
courses in San Jose and other interior
cities, and who has been appointed man-
ager for the Chamber Music Society of
San Francisco, was one of the busy at-

tendants at the convention ot the Cali-
fornia Federation of Music Clubs in
Santa Ana last week. She has booked the
Chamber Music Society with L. E. Behy-
mer and also a number of the clubs, and
her trip has made her many friends be-
cause ot her genial disposition and enthu-
siastic musical attitude.

Miss Mildred Mattice. soprano, pupil of
Mackenize Gordon, sang for Stanislas
Bem and his orchestra at the Hotel Whit-
comb last Sunday night and created an
excellent impression with her pleasing
voice and sincere musical phrasing. Her
selections included: Aria from Die Toden-
stadt (Korngold), Tes yeux (Rabey), Si
mes vers (Hahn), O mio babino caro
(Puccini), Down in the Forest (Ronald),
Morning (Ole Speaks).

Helen Hughes, a most attractive and
gifted young dramatic soprano soloist,
who is studying with Mackenzie Gordon,
is gradually forging ahead among the
truly prominent vocal artists residing in
California. She has a beautiful ringing
voice, a charming personality and the
peculiar knack of appealing to the hearts
of her hearers. She has been specially
successful before the public in recent
months.

STUDENTS CHAMBER CONCERTS

The fourth and last of this year's series
of Students Chamber Concerts, which are
being given under the direction of John
C. Manning at Scottish Rite Auditorium,
will take place next Friday evening,
April 20. The attraction will be the
Berkeley String Quartet, consisting ot
Antonio de Grassi, first violin; Robert
Rourke, second violin; E. Towler, viola
and Willem Dehe. cello. This is one of
the finest ensemble organizations in the
State and the announcement of its ap-
pearance ought to prove a great incentive
for music lovers to attend this event. The
program will be: Quartet for strings G
major Op. 64 (Haydn) ; Andante Cantabile
(Tschaikowsky), Canzonetta (Mendels-
sohn). The soloist on this occasion will
be Miss Helen Colburn Heath, the excep-
tionally artistic and widely known soprano
soloist. She will sing compositions by
Haydn, Gretchaninow. Homer, Watts and
Vidal. Surely a more attractive program
can hardly be given. We shall review the
preceding event of these concerts wherein
Mr. Manning participated in our next
issue.
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county directors, or tliose who were present, presented
tlieir reports showing a most encouraging growth in the
influence and size of the federation. Mrs. Samuel Clif-

ford Payson. director of San Diego County, led the dis-

cussion of this report in her effervescent, brilliant and
convincing style. Then followed the roll call of the
clubs showing many absent. We were indeed greatly
surprised to find so few clubs represented from the
vicinity of the convention city, specially from Los An-
geles. It is evidently necessary to cultivate a more
tolerant spirit among members of the California Federa-
tion of Music Clubs so that personal prejudices or con-
victions are not permitted to overshadow the principle
that club loyalty, club enthusiasm and club patriotism
must come first and personal grievances, mostly imagin-
ary, must be relegated into the back ground. The very
life of this wonderful organization depends upon co-

operation and submission to the rule of the majority.
Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison, one of the most illustri-

ous pioneers and leaders in the musical club movement
of California, delivered an address on "What Does the
Federation Give You?" "What do You Give the Federa-
tion?" It was an eloquent plea for the fundamental
principles upon which the federation rests. For unless
you go into this federation movement with the avowed
intention of service—of giving something of yourself
toward the happiness and contentment of your fellow-

men, instead of joining to get only personal advantages,
you are not a loyal member of the California Federation
of Music Clubs. This was practically the gist of Mrs.
Jamison's inspiring message, and it is to be hoped the
delegates present will spread this gospel wherever they
go. Mrs. Birmingham spoke on the problems of the
Extension Fund. There are two phases of discussing
financial problems by officers of a club convention. One
is what they actually say, and the other what they
really think. It is safe to assert Mrs. Birmingham, being
a lady, did not say all she thought.

The afternoon session convened at 1:30 o'c'ock with
Mrs. Birmingham and Mr. Gustlin presiding. Miss Alice
Eggers. chairman of the Junior Clubs, and a member of

the Alameda County Music Teachers' Association, pre-

sented a very interesting report of the Junior Clubs
which we would be delighted to publish in its entirety
if space permitted us. Ella W. Duflield, associate chair-

man of the Junior Clubs, of Los Angeles, presented a
report of junior and juvenile clubs which also added to

the very valuable information given and to the realiza-

tion of the excellent work the federation is doing. Mrs.
M. M. Gardner of Mill Valley. California, delivered an
exceedingly interesting and valuable address on the
Junior Clubs extension, laying her subject most ably
before the convention. Howard Mann of Eagle Rock,
California, pupil of Miss H. L. Johnston sang Indian
Love Song by Homer Grunn, the distinguished Los An-
geles composer. The interpretation of this song brought
out its artistic character in a most effective manner. J.

V. Breitwieser, A. M. Ph. D., from the department of

education of the University of California delivered one
of the finest addresses of the Convention on The Social
and Psychological Value of Music. His convincing and
Illuminating ideas made a deep and lasting impression
upon the delegates.

One of the most interesting and most encouraging
sessions of the convention was that of the American
Music Department. L. E. Behymer, director, of Los
Angeles, presided. In the absence of Miss Olive Hyde,
of the San Francisco Musical Club, chairman of the
Contest Committee, Mrs. Edith Wing Hughes, assistant
chairman of the Lyric Club of Los Angeles, presented
the report of the contest committee which announced
the winners of the State Contests recently held in San
Francisco and Los Angeles. According to this report
the winners in San Francisco were: Piano—.\ileen

Fealy, pupil of Mrs, Oscar Mansfeldt and Miss Marion
Frazer; Voice—Corrinne Keefer, contralto, pupil of Mme.
Rose Relda Cailleau.

The winners in Los Angeles were: Voice—Ruth
Williams, Long Beach, pupil of William Conrad Mills,
dramatic soprano: Paul Russell. Claremont. pupil of
Ralph H. Lyman, Pomona College, tenor; Violin—iEmma
Hardy, Balboa, pupil of Lalla Fagge, Los Angeles. An
excellent program was presented by several of these
contest winners. Ruth Williams of Long Beach sang
Aria from Jeanne d'Arc by Tschaikowsky in a manner
that earned her enthusiastic applause for her voice and
interpretation. Corrinne Keefer of San Francisco sang
Romanza from La Gioconda (Ponchiellil, Cry of Rachel
(Salter), Song of the Open (Frank La Forge). Her
rich, well cultivated and intelligently used contralto
voice delighted her listeners. Emma Hardy of Balboa,
violinist, played the first movement of the second Vieux-
temps concerto with fine technic and discriminating
phrasing. Aileen Fealy, pianist of San Francisco, was
the sensation of the program. She played Alvorada
del graciosa (Ravel), Reflection in the Water (Debussy),
and Rhapsodic No. 6 (Liszt). She received a tremend-
ous ovation for her brilliant technic, her musicianly
reading and her virtuoso-like assurance.
At the evening session the annual American Program

was presented at the Temple Theatre. The feature of
this program consisted of three numbers from the Arthu-
rean Suite op. 14 by John Laurence Seymour, tone poems
after Tennyson's The Idylls of the King, for a clarinet,
bass clarinet, viola and piano. This work, which is
written in the most radical ultra modern style, was
interpreted with great skill and facility by: J. C.
Vox. clarinetist, Charles Jenner, bass clarinet, Mrs.
Marcel Reitman Frank, piano and Walter H. Potter,
piano. Miss Dorothy Pasmore. as is always the case,
received a most cordial welcome, and thoroughly de-
lighted her hearers with a most musicianly rendition of
a Concertino tor cello by Attilio Ariosti, most ably

arranged by Albert Elkus. She also iilayed with fine
sentiment Legende Chinois by H. B. Pasmore. Frank
Moss, played the accompaniments with well merited
success and with unquestionably artistic efl'ect.

Miss Bernice Brand of San Diego sang a group of
charming songs by Alice Barnett entitled: Mood, Con-
stancy, Days That Come and Go and Drums of the Sea.
She possesses a fine, flexible voice and sings with depth
of emotional expression. Frank Moss created exeep-
tional enthusiasm with his musicianly skill in the rendi-
tion of the Charles T. Griffes Sonata, but we heard from
all sides that the composition itself is not grateful to
present. We would have preferred to have Mr. Moss
play some of the standard piano works which could have
given the Federation delegates a higher idea of his
mastery of the emotional phases of pianistic art, al-
though the technical and academic intellectuality of his
work was finely illustrated in the Grilles Sonata. Ellen
Page Pressley of San Francisco delighted her hearers
with the following group of songs entitled Vignettes of
Italy by Wintter Watts: Addio, Naples. Night Song of
Amalfi. Ruins of Paestum, From a Roman Hill, Villa
Serbelloni, Bellaggio, Stresa. Miss Pressley, endowed
with a clear and true soprano voice and a most charming
personality, won her hearers instantly and was enthusi-
astically hailed. Clarence Gustlin of Santa Ana pla.ved
the accompaniments most effectively. Sol Cohen played
three of his own violin compositions entitled Mirage,

JII.SS lOHINNE KEEFER
SuloiNi First PreNliyterinn Church, Oakland, Puiifl of

.Mnir. Ra»<- Relda Cailleau, and Winner of
San Praneiseo ConleNi of California Fed-

eration of .Uunic Clul>.« for Voice

Hob Goblins and Concert Waltz, earning the well justi-
fied pludits of his listeners. Anna Priscilla Risher's
song group— (a) The Storm, (b) Sail White Dreams, (c)
Little Fishing Boat and (d) Slumber Sea was very
excellently interpreted by the Madrigal Octet of Los
Angeles, consisting of Edith Wing Hughes, first soprano.
Pearl Berry Boyd, first soprano, Thelma Benson, second
soprano, Mary Teitsworth, second soprano, Ethel Gerber
Loucks, first alto, Reba Rice, first alto. Letitia Williams,
second alto, Cornelia Glover, second alto. The compo-
sitions are exceedingly ingenious and well constructed
and contain both melody and sentiment. The ladies
comprising the Madrigal Octet are well trained and
skillful vocal artists whose voices blend excellently and
who phrase, with taste and judgment. Dr. H. J. Stew-
art's Legends of Yosemite were presented with adequate
scenic investure and in costume by Mrs. Lillian Birming-
ham and Jack Edward Hillman. Both artists bringing
out the picturesqueness and the romantic spirit of the
work with telling effect. Mrs. Birmingham was at her
best and Mr. Hillman charmed the audience with his
voice and declamatory vocal skill.

Proceedings of Friday, April 6th.

The session began at 9:30 o'clock at the Temp'.e
Theatre with Mrs. Birmingham presiding. After the
reading of the minutes there was an open forum in-

cluding a discussion on the question concerning the
engagement of resident artists. This discussion was lead
by Lucille Crews .Marsh and participated in by a number
of prominent delegates. It resulted in the drawing up
of the resolution in favor of resident artists mentioned
in the beginning of this report. Miss Adelaide Trow-
bridge, of Los Angeles, member of the State Board of

Directors of the Music Teachers' Association of Califor-

nia, delivered a most interesting address on The Rela-
tionship between the Federation and the Music Teacher
As part of the time allotted to the Educational Depart-
ment Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison, chairman of the
course of study, introduced her report convincing every-
body of the remarkable progress made during the year
in this valuable department of the federation. At noon
there was luncheon at Saint Ann's Inn which was
attended by all visitors interested in public school music.
The speakers on this occasion were: Miss Estelle
Carpenter of San Francisco, Adelaide Trowbridge Dora
Gibson, Margaret Wickes and others. The Senior High
School Glee Clubs, of the Santa Ana High School, Miss
Margaret Wickes, director, made an excellent impression
with their precise, well intoned and skillfully phrased
rendition of The Fairy Pipers (Brewer) and June
Rhapsodie (Daniels).

The afternoon was exclusively devoted to an entire
program of school music. Mrs. Emma Bartlett, chairman
ol public school music, presided. The chairman intro-
duced the report on public school music which gave an
astoundingly successful account of the work accom-
plished by the federation in this department The
Kinder Band of South Pasadena—Miss Phoebe Ray
Wadsworth, supervisor of Music Elementary Schools
South Pasadena and Petite Etna Monroe, conductors'
rendered three selections most effectively. Frances
Wright, associate professor of public school music of
the University of California. Southern Branch gave an
exceedingly instructive and enlightening address on
Public School Music and its Relation to the Private
School Music Teacher. The Junior High School Glee
Club of Santa Ana, under the direction of Miss Edith
Cornell, rendered a group of delightful selections two
of which were arranged for trio by Abbie Norton Jami-
son, and five of which were composed by Mary Green
Payson of San Diego, in a manner that revealed splen-
did training on the part of the director and exceptional
adaptability on the part of the students.
The sensation of the afternoon was the orchestra of

the San Diego High School under the direction of Nino
Marcelli. These young musicians played Poet and
Peasant Overture (Suppe), Adoration (Felix Borowsky)
and Hungarian Dances 5 and 6 (Brahms) in a manner
so precise in rhythm, attacks and tempi and so intelli-
gent in phrasing that it was simply unbelievable except
you heard it with your own ears. Mr. Marcelli is
entitled to the highest praise for the work he has done
with these students. They p'ay tastefully, correctly and
uniformly. It is by far the best school orchestra we
have ever heard. San Diego is indeed lucky to have
such an instructor as Nino Marcelli in its midst.
The Bella Musical Junior Club of the Inglewood High

School played Polonaise by Mentor Crosse with Emil
Baffa and Neva Abshier at the first piano and Leora
Ridley and Harold Crow at the second piano. This
number was also directed by Nino Marcelli and justly
aroused the prolonged enthusiasm of the audience. The
San Diego High School has reason to feel exceedingly
proud of the lasting impression for uniform excellence
which their representatives left with the delegates of
the convention.

The afternoon session closed with a program of Music
in the Church. Mrs, Grace Widney Mabee. chairman,
presided. Mrs. Mabee is also chairman of the same
department in the National Federation of Music Clubs.
This much informed and very intelligent exponent of
this phase of music delivered an address on the Ideals
for Church music of the Federation and laid stress upon
the unsatisfactory condition in the churches wherein
music is being shamefully neglected. Mrs. .Mabee
showed convincingly how necessary it is to have the
best of music in the churches, and she mentioned cer-
tain churches that are doing excellent work upon the
basis of the ideals of the federation. C. Albert Tufts
played three organ solos: Prelude and Fugue (Krebs),
Fantasietta avec variations (Dubois) and Toccata (Dig-
gle) and revealed an extraordinary skill in securing the
greatest artistic results from a limited instrument. His
ability to express himself artistically is certainly most
exceptional. Mrs. F. W. Slabaugh sang Easter Morn,
(Gertrude Ross) and The Lord is My Light (Clarence
Gustlin) in excellent voice and with fine effect regarding
the inner meaning of the two works, both by eflicient
composers.

Mrs. Holmes Bishop, soprano, Mrs. F. W. Slabaugh,
contralto. Raymond Miles, tenor, and Maurice Phillips,
basso, comprising the quartet of the First Congrega-
tional Church of Santa Ana, sang several compositions
with fine vocal material, delightful blending of voices
and excellent interpretation. The program was con-
cluded by Leslie Brigham. baritone, singing several
oratorio arias with a voice of splendid resonance and
with fervor and clarity of diction.

The Banquet
L. E. Behymer acted as Toastmaster at the banquet.

He certainly knew how to make everybody feel happy
and among the delegates making brief aadresses, limited
to five minutes or less, were: Clarence Gustlin, who
called on several members entrusted with the arrange-
ments of the convention: special credit being due to
The Santa Ana Musical Association, The Orange County
Choral Union, and the convention Board—T. H. Warne,
treasurer, Mrs. Ella Campau, Mrs. Nat N'eff, Mrs. W. B.
Snow. Miss Charlotte Dresser, Miss Edith Cornell, Miss
Leila Ritner. Miss Marjorie Warner, A. H. T. Taylor,
Jessie Albright, Charles Wollaston, J. A. Miller and C.
W. Householder. Mrs. Charles F. Smith, chairman of
the hospitality committee, received special praise for her
indefatigable work in behalf of the delegates as did also
Mrs. Theo. Winbigler, chairman of the decoration com-
mittee whose tasteful floral decorations at the banquet
and the delightful fruit baskets in the rooms of the
delegates were thoroughly appreciated. Among those
who spoke at the banquet in addition to L. E. Behymer

(Continued on Page 10, Col. 1.)
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LOS ANGELES, April 10.— I spent an evening last

week with Hugo Kireklioffer whose name perhaps is

more tamiliar than any other connected with music in

Los Angeles and particularly Hollywood. His efforts

with the community chorus there and in other places in

Southern California has given him a publicity value

but seldom attained with the general public. Plus

that he is endowed with a personality that rings true

and a hearty laugh that begets confidence. We discussed

the general music conditions for fifteen years back

—

reminisced on the times when he first landed on the

coast and took his first musical position with the Holly-

wood High Scliool at a mighty small salary. The

results he has attained have been those that come with

hard work and loyalty to the public. I wish some of

the many musicians now in Southern California could

have been present to hear the discussion the net result

of which was that we are both agreed that the pro-

fessional musician, is indeed, sadly abused in Southern

California in 1923.

We discussed some fine musicians known to each of

us by name and by facts who are just barely eking out

an existence and some of whom have been very very

close to the cushion and scores ot whom are in debt and

never will get out. They owe the butcher the baker

and the advertising man. They arrive here full of

hope and thrilled with the boom talks ot Southern

California—sunshine and happiness. Pupils are waiting

on every corner and profitable engagements are being

turned down every day. Where do these false ideas

spring from? Personally I think that the hope is father

to the thought and the prospect of sunshine and fiowers

outweighs good judgment.

Kirckotfer told me of writing an old friend in Cleve-

land just a tew days previous. The old friend is thrilled

with the idea of coming South and expects much.

Other friends in other lines of endeavor were successful.

Why not he. Why should there not be a demand for

an accomplished musican and teacher. What Kirck-

otfer wrote was to the effect that it he earned bread

and butter in Cleveland, to stay there because it was
extremely doubtful it he would make dry bread here.

That was not lack of loyalty to Los Angeles—but the

plain unvarnished truth without the glitter and the

emotional appeal.

Every now and then the head lines talk about Los
Angeles being the center of art and music! Absurd.

Los Angeles is the center ot Hickville. Our art and

music attainments are ninety per cent bluff. Only a

very small percentage of our population is cultured.

Very few parents are paying more than a dollar a lesson

for the musical education of the offspring. Some few
thousands are—and some few teachers are doing well

—

but compare that percentage with the supposed to be

million population!

The truth is there are more musicians and music
teachers who have spent years of study in Europe and
in our big Eastern cities—musicians whose educations

costs thousands of dollars—that are struggling out a

mere pittance here—than in any other spot in the

world today.

What is tlie answer? The answer is that as long as

sixty per cent of the growth here is from Iowa, Kansas,
and middle west farmers— it is wrong to import artists

and instructors qualified to make their living from the

sons and daughters of cultured people. The musical
clubs of California have a very serious situation to face

in which they can be of great help. Stop insulting

artists by telling them they can receive a lot ot free

publicity or offering them a fee less than they would
receive in a main street cabaret. We have a glut of

artists—hut a scarcity of appreciative managers in clubs
or elsewhere. We have the musicians and they have
stiff upper lips but ninety per cent of them are flat broke.

Los Angeles the center of music and art. Maybe.
One brilliant young thing told me the other day that
Paderewski was a famous IVIilwaukee brewer! And
there are others.

The little bird prognosticator referred to last week
was right and the rain came and dampened most of the
Easter IVIusic services. The Hollywood Bowl serv-
ice with the assistance ot about titty of the children and
some ot the choir was beautiful in its simplicity and
sincerity. The crowd numbered over three thousand
Instead of the forty thousand who would undoubtedly
have been present it the rain had only held off for a few
hours. It was too damp for the musicians and their
instruments although many were present. Hugo Kirck-
hoffer led the singing to the accompaniment of an
organ. A larger (rowd was present at Mt. Rubidoux
near Riverside inasmuch as many left for the scene
the night before and so braved the early morning
showers. The Virginia Hotel Long Beach service under
the direction of Madame Prindell was well attended
and notwithstanding the adverse conditions was most
successful.

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Alusic

Levitzki
This great musician, one of the masters of the piano of the

present day, may be heard outside of the Concert Stage, only
on the

Ampico
For he records for this instrument Exclusively.

We recommend that you hear him on the

KNABE

iFTfZGERALD^MMUSICCOJ
HILL STREET nP^AT 78.7~7Z9

Los Angeles

At the California Theatre—The same musical program
was held for the second week in conjunction with the
Rupert Hughes picture, "Souls for Sale," which is prov-
ing a big attraction at the popular playhouse. Next week
Managing Director Fred Miller will present an all

McDowell program in tribute of the MacDoweli Club of

Allied Arts. Claire Forbes Crane, concert pianist, will

be the guest artist and will play MacDowell's Second
Concerto with the California Theater Concert Orchestra,
Carli D. Elinor, conducting.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium Bldg., Los Angeles

DE LARA GRAND OPERA COMPANY

Rehearsals are progressing rapidly for the production
of II Trovatore which is to be presented on April 24th
in the Gamut Theatre, by the De Lara Grand Opera
Company, under the direction of Manuel Sanchez De
Lara, conductor.
The leading soprano role ot Leonora will be sung by

Dorothy Grosse, a popular dramatic soprano of South
Pasadena. Miguel Laris, tenor, will sing the role ot
Manrico; Harry Ershoff. Russian baritone, will sing the
role of Count di Luna; Billie Carson, contralto, will sing
the role of Azucena; Forest Bell, basso, will sing the
role of Ferrando; May Montana, lyric soprano, will take
the part of Inez, Leonora's companion; Douglas Cole
will take the part of Ruiz, second tenor, and Elleck
Caminker will sing the part ot an old gypsy—second
baritone.

II Trovatore was given last year with great success
by this company in Los Angeles and Long Beach, and is

being produced again now by special request. Besides
the performance at the Gamut Theatre on April 24th it

will be repeated in the Pasadena High School Audi-
torium on April 26th.

13TH CONCERT BY PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony Thrills Large Audience

—

Bertha Fiedler-Svedrofsky and Henry Svedrofsky
Delight With Bach Double Concerto

BY ALFRED METZGER
We never pay a visit to Los Angeles, during the course

ot the regular concert season, without attending one of
the symphony concerts. This time we were fortunate
enough to witness a concert of one of the thirteenth
pair which had as its orchestral feature the incompar-
able Fifth Symphony by Beethoven. We were pleased to
find a very large house assembled and the enthusiasm
was spontaneous and universal. As we have had oc-
casion to mention several times the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles is one of the very finest or-
ganizations of its kind in the country, which means in

the world, and the beauty of tone, exactitude of phrasing,
conciseness of intonation and uniformity of attacks rep-
resent one of the most delightful experiences to witness.
On this occasion the Fifth Symphony by Beethoven gave
the artist-musicians an exceptionally fine opportunity to
display their skill and musicianship.
Walter Henry Rothwell conducted with sincerity,

energy and a love for his work. If the attitude of the
audience may be taken as a criterion for Mr. Rothwell's
ability to sound the depths of a composition then he
certainly succeeded in obtaining the desired results.
The applause was hearty and convincing and several
jecalls were justified until finally the entire orchestra
had to respond to the force of the ovation. Words are
feeble to describe the grandeur and beauty of this
symphony. Neverth.eless unless a conductor unden-
stands his duty and the orchestra is able to respond to
the suggestions of the conductor, even the Fifth Sym-
phony of Beethoven may lose much of its artistic effect.
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On this occasion the graceful, flowing melodies and the

ever-recurring climaxes of magnificent regal dimensions
succeeding in touching the very soul of the listeners. The
ovation was indeed well justified.

There was a new work by an Italian-American en-

titled Symphonic Episode "Euphorion." The composer's

name is Paolo Gallico and he is a former pupil of Mr.

Rothwell's. There can not be any doubt regarding the

fact that Mr. Gallico is a master of his craft. He under-

stands the technical requirements of composition to the

very minutest detail. His scoring is not only ingenious

and individualistic, but it is wonderfully skillful in its

discriminating distribution among the various groups of

instruments. There are certain chords and phrases,

usually found among the followers of the ultra-modern
school, possibly tor the simple reason that wherever
tone color effect is the principal issue the originality of

ideas is greatly restricted. There are certain progres-

sions and chord effects in this modern school which

every composer seems to employ, and which he is

justified to employ.

In naming this work an episode Mr. Gallico chose

well. It is all there is to it.. Therefore the technical

aspect of the composition overshadows its emotional

phase, wherefore the writer does not appreciate its

musical value. It is purely and simply a mathematical
example of cleverely put together musical idioms, but

does not contain either inspiration nor big musical

thoughts. It is an episode, as already stated, and further-

more a purely technical episode. It contains the usual

dischords dissonances, cacophonies, muted effects and

peculiarly shaded tone color nuances which mean noth-

ing from an emotional sense. At times the work is

ridiculously difficult and glaringly discordant. It almost

seems as if the composer endeavored to write down
a difficult passage just to find out whether the musicians

in the orchestra are able to play it. So while Mr. Gallico

is most assuredly a skillful and ingenious arranger of

notes and a judge of scoring he has no soulful appre-

ciation of real sentiments and stirring emotions. There-

fore those naturally cold at heart will enjoy this work
while those eager to be moved will find much lacking

in it

We certainly were delighted with the performance

of Bach's Double Concerto for two violins and orchestra

in D minor so excellently interpreted by Bertha Fiedler-

Svedrofsky and Henry Svedrofsky. Both artists are

thoroughly competent to cope with the technical and
emotional difficulties which this work calls for. It is.

of course, essentially a technical work, and to add to it

a depth of musicianly sympathy requires the utmost
artistry of expression. That both these violinists suc-

ceeded in emphasizing both the technical and emotional
aspects of the work proved that they are musicians far

above the ordinary. In short they are both artists who
understand the intricacies of their instruments and
know how to secure the best effects with the least

effort. The hearty applause accorded ruem by the

audience was ample evidence for the success they
achieved.

The concluding number of the program consisted of

the Entrance of the Gods into Valhalla from The Rhine-
goid by Wagner. This is one of the most majestic and
inspiring works composed by that giant of the music
drama. The Philmarmonic Orchestra responded splen-

didly to the demands of this occasion, and while it is

possible to obtain more thrilling climaxes in this work,
provided they are built up slowly and gradually per-

mitted to accelerate in tempo, instead of being started

somewhat too impetuously, still the effect was unmis-
takable and the precision of the performance was de-

cidedly enjoyable. It was an excellent concert and the
delegates of the California Federation of Music Clubs
Convention, who were assembled on this occasion, were
among the most enthusiastic and most demonstrative
members of the audience. Mr. Rothwell may well feel

gratified with the result of this concert.

UNIFORMS AND CRINOLINES AT RIVOLI

By Alfred Metzger
Evidently Ferris Hartman and Paul Steindorff are

giving the musical public the kind of production it wants
for the Rivoli Opera House is again exhibitng large
audiences after a brief interval of slackening in attend-
ance. When Johnny Comes Marclng Home is one of

the disti!J.ctive Tivoli successes with plenty of catchy
and spirited songs alternated with witty sayings and
plenty of comedy and hence the public is pleased to

bestow upon this production its favor. The performance
is well mounted, the chorus sings with virility and in

excellent vocal condition and orchestra as well as minor

rolls are in splendid hands. Paul Steindorff conducts
with his old-time dash and knowledge of the score and
Ferris Hartman is taking care of the stage with well-
known adherence to detail and ensemble effects.

Robert Carlson in the role of General William Allen
portrays the best character in his career and permits
his voice to ring out with sonority and accuracy. Paul
Hartman interprets the role of Felix Graham with his
usual well thought-out dramatic skill. John Van sings
and acts the role of Colonel John Graham in a manner
to accentuate its most delightful phases. E. John Vale in
the role of Major Geoffrey Martin reveals a splendid
tenor voice that has been well trained and is being
used by an intelligent artist. Although this role should
be sung b.v a baritone Mr. Vale's robust tenor does not
mar its artistic advantages.

George Kunkel in the role of Uncle Tom does some
exceedingly clever character work. Muggins Davies
is attractive, acts convincingly and effectively and
dances enchantingly as Cordelia Allen. Bessie Tannehill
as Mrs. Constance Pemberton adds to the ensemble of
the production by reason of her intelligent acting and
her discriminating vocal effort. Lillian Glaser looks
charmingly, sings delightfully and deports herself real-

istically in the role of Kate Pemberton. Other roles that
are well sustained are impersonated by Walter Barnow,
Alfred Coutts. Josephine Welch, Etta Moran and Elfrieda
Steindorff.

Ferris Hartman has one of his very finest character
impersonations in Jonathan Phoenix. It is evident that
he has made deep study of this character. He em-
phasizes its pathetic as well as humorous side and is

natural on both. He never fails to gain a laugh when
the occasion demands and he also succeeds in accentu-
ating the emotional side of the role. Notwithstanding
the fact that the character is that of a spy, and an
individual not exactly worthy of respect, Mr. Hartman's
impersonation robs the part of any offensive quality it

may nossess. As usual the distinguished comedian earns
the lion's share of the applause.
When Johnny Conies Marching Home will remain on

the boards for another week when it will be followed
by that exceedingly entertaining musical comedy Mme.
Sherry.

MABEL RIEGELMAN TRIUMPHS IN OAKLAND

Mabel Riegelman, the distingished prima donna
soprano, was soloist at the second concert of the
twenty-sixth season of the Oakland Orpheus Club which
took place at the Auditorium Opera House, Oakland, on
Tuesday evening, April 3, before a capacity audience.
Miss Riegelman sang two groups of songs, namely: I

—

(a) Nur wer die Sehnsucht kennt (Schubert), (b) Gretel
(Pfitznerl. (c) Vous dansez. Marquise (Lemaire), (d)
Vn bel di from Mme. Butterfiy (Puccini). II— (a) The
Dove (Folk Song of Tuscany) (Kurt Schindler), (b) The
Little Bells of Sevilla (Homer Samuels), (c) The Little
Brown Owl (Wilfrid Sanderson), (d) Arietta from
Romeo and Juliet (Gounod).
Miss Riegelman was in excellent voice. She sang

with that spirit and vitality which forms such a splendid
part of her artistic work, and she aroused her audience
to the highest pitch of enthusiasm. She received nu-
merous recalls and as encores to the first group she
sang: Rain (Curran) and The Cuckoo Clock (Schafcr).
After the second group she sang: Minor and Major
(Spross), Absent (Metcalf) and upon special request she
again sang The Cuckoo Clock. She obtained delightful
effects from this latter song which brought out her
individuality of style in a most emphatic degree. Alto-
gether it was a genuine triumph which only the finest
artists enjoy.

MARGARET HEDGER MAULE
EXPERIENCED INSTRUCTOR I.V NORMAL

COURSE IN MUSIC
PI.\NO ORGAN

VOICE CULTURE
139 S. Los Robles, Pasadena, California

Tel. Fair Oaks l.'(41

De Lara Grand Opera Company
MANUEL SANCHEZ DE LARA, Conductor

Presents "11 Trovatore" on Tuesday EvenLne, April
2-lth, at (inmut Theater, Los .\neelrs, and on Thurs-
day EvenioK, .\pril 2(i1h, at Pasadena High School
-Vudltorinm.
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(Continued from Page 7, Col. 3.)

and Clarence Gustlin were: Mrs. Lillian Birmingham,
Mrs. Cecil Frankel, Ray C. B. Brown, Carrie Jacobs Bond.
Mrs. Caroline E. Smith, Miss Antoinette Ruth Sabel,

Frank H. Colby, Nino Marcelli, .Alfred Metzger and
others whose names we are not able to remember at

this time. After the banquet the delegates visited the

concert of the Flonzaley Quartet as guests of the Santa
Ana Musical Association where they had a chance to

admire the exquisite artistry of these four musicians
in a program of classic compositions. Inasmuch as we
shall again refer to the work of these artists at their

San Francisco concert it is not necessary to go into

details at this time.

Proceedings of Saturday, April 7.

The final day of the convention began with the ses-

sion at the Temple Theatre at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs.

Lillian Birmingham presiding. A number of resolutions

were read including one recommending the music clubs

and managers to include two artists residing in Cali-

fornia in the next season's itinerary. Another resolu-

tion extended thanks to the press and others who as-

sisted in making the convention such a success. Then
there were resolutions dealing with certain laws regard-

ing the educational department of the state in so far as

music is concerned. All resolutions were approved with-

out a dissenting vote later during the session.

George Edwards, chairman of the publicity depart-

ment, being absent Mrs. .Josephine Wilson, assistant

director of the department, of San Francisco, read the

report which dealt with the publicity and the Bulletin

of the Federation. Mr. Edwards very facetiously re-

ferred to the financial condition of the Bulletin and
added that in case the Bulletin would ever make any
money he would prefer to resign from the position as

editor as it would be a sure sign of its artistic deterior-

ation.

Ray C. B. Brown, music editor of the San Francisco
Chronicle, spoke intelligently and convincingly on the

problem of Criticism and Publicity saying that the press

agent in exaggerating the merits of artists and in claim-

ing everyone to be the greatest in the world is gradually

arousing a feeling of skepticism in the minds of the

public which eventually is bound to prove injurious to

artists as well as to music in general. He sponsors more
moderation in the tone of advance notices and publicity

campaigns and more adherence to the actual facts,

instead of employment of extravagant adjectives un-

justifiable by the actual circumstances, and a more
dignified attitude of the manager toward the artist.

One of the most enjoyable phases of the convention
was the singing of the choruses from the Cantata Rose
Maiden by Cowen by the Broadway Department Store

Chorus of Los Angeles, consisting of eighty-two mem-
bers. Miss Antoinette Ruth Sabel, director of the chorus,

is entitled to lavish praise for the excellent results she

has attained in training inexperienced vocalists to sing

accurately and artistically in four parts. It is remark-
able what this energetic and truly efficient musician is

able to accomplish. Her address on Industrial Music
was inspiring and convincing and she certainly is doing

a wonderful work in the musical development of the

State.

During the afternoon the delegates enjoyed an auto-

mobile ride to Laguna Beach where the visitors were
the guests of the Laguna Beach Art Association for

tea and a visit to the art gallery. During the evening
the delegates were the guests of the Los Angeles Phil-

harmonic Orchestra at their regular Saturday evening

concert which wiil be reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

CHALIAPIN RETURNING IN MAY

Since the unfortunate cancellation of his tour in Cali-

fornia a short while ago, Feodor Challapin, the famous
Russian basso, entirely recovered from the effects of

his attack of Laryngitis has been making musical his-

tory in both Chicago and New York. To his credit he

has placed ten operatic performances in Chicago's great

Auditorium theatre, each one of which have found the

available space in the huge opera house much too limit-

ed to hold the throngs that struggled to hear him. In

addition to these operatic performances, Chaliapin was
heard in eight recital appearances, and the same story

of enormous crowds, and hundreds turned away each
time was the result. In New York. Chaliapin is now
closing the Metropolitan Opera Company's present sea-

son in a more vivid blaze of glory than has ever attended
the final operas by this institution before. Carnegie
Hall and the vast Hippodrome have been far too small

to hold the crowds that have assembled for his recitals.

No such enthusiasm for a singer has ever before been
displayed by the American public, and audiences and
critics alike agree unanimously that Chaliapin is the
greatest vocalist of the day, if not of all time.
Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer. who returned to his

patrons over $10,000 when Chaliapin disappointed in

February, has induced the famous Russian to make a
special trip across the continent next May to appear in

tills city, and because of the artist's desire to keep
faith, Chaliapin has consented to sing here at the Expo-
sition Auditorium on Simday afternoon. May 20th. and
again on Monday night. May 28th. These two recitals

will be great musical events here, and Oppenheimer is

being besieged witli advance mail orders for the events.

ROSA RAISA AND GIACOMO RIMINI

The waning music season will bring to San Francisco
as one of its closing yet most important attractions no
less famous operatic stars than Rosa Raisa-Qiacomo
Rimini, who will be heard in two joint recitals at the
Curran theatre on tlie next two Sunday afternons of

April 22nd and 29th. Both of these great singers are

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street

Management —L. E. Behymer, 705 Audi

Telephone Kearny 3598

Building, Los Angeles

popular in San Francisco, where they are of course
known best from their operatic triumphs as leading

members of the Chicago Grand Opera Company. As a
recitalist Raisa is considered one of the best of the

opera stars. She made her debut at the Teatro Reggie
in Verdi's first opera, "Oberto" and immediate success
destined her to become, one of the leading singers. Raisa
is an accomplished linguist, speaking fluently French,
Italian, Russian. Polish, Spanish, English and German
and her song programs are given in various tongues.

Rimini is an Italian, a native of Verona and was
chosen by Toscanini for the title role in Verdi's Falstaff,

when he conducted that opera in Milan some years ago.

Critics have declared Rimini one of the most versatile

of all present day concert and opera baritones, for,

equipped with unusual musical intelligence, he is adept
in nearly every important baritone role, and a concert
singer of unusual style and brilliance.

The two Raisa-Rimini recitals in San Francisco, will

he the only appearance of these stars in Northern Cali-

fornia this season, and will be given under the manage-
ment of Selby C. Oppenheimer. Programs replete with
arias, songs and duets, have been arranged. The first

program, that of Sunday afternoon, April 22nd, ( includes
the duets Squille Soavi by Denza, and the famous duo
number from Donizetti's Don Pasquale. Mme. Raisa's
numbers include the Bolero from Verdi's Vespri
Siciliani: the aria from Verdi's Ernani, a group of Rus-
sian songs by Arensky, Tschaikowsky, Rachmaninoff,
etc.. English works by Woodman, Richard Hageman,
and others, while Rimini will render the Drinking Song
from Hamlet. Brull's Warrior Song, the aria from Gior-

dano's Fedora, and other selections. For the last con-

cert an entirely different program will be arranged.
Raisa-Rimini tickets are now on sale at Sherman,

Clay & Co.

THE FLONZALEY QUARTET

The only concert to be given in San Francisco this

season by the Flonzaley Quartet will bring a full house
to Scottish Rite Hall tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon.
This world-famous chamber music organization belongs
among the foremost ensemble combinations. This year
marks the eighteenth consecutive season of the quartet
as a unit and from it's inception, Adolfo Betti, first

violinist, Alfred Pochon, second violinist, and Iwan
d'Archambeau, cellist have devoted their lives and tal-

ents to its development. Louis Bail'y. the violist, has
been a member of the Flonzaley Quartet for the past
five years.
Tomorrow's program is one of special interest. The

first number to be played will be the quartet in G major
by Arnold Bax. Bax is one of the members of the mod-
ern English school of composition of which Frank
Birdge is considered the leader. Bax, Percy Grainger
and Cyril Scott are of the same group. Bax was born in

London in 1883 and studied at the Royal Academy of

Music. He is a composer of Symphonic Poems, has
written two important works for chorus and orchestra,
a ballet, several song cycles, chamber music, piano
sketches and songs. The quartet to be played tomorrow
is considered one of his most impressive works and the
profound students who comprise the Flonzaley Quartet
have expressed themselves as considering it one of the
finest of modern compositions.
The majestic Beethoven Quartet in E minor. Op. 59,

No. 2 will also be given tomorro\v. This is one of the
most important of the Beethoven "Chamber Music Fam-
ily," and is accepted as the standard of the great genius
of Bonn. The final offering tomorrow will be two
sketches for string quartet from the Op. 15 of Eugene
Goossens, the eminent British conductor-composer,
whose skilled baton is now being wielded over the Lon-
don Symphony Orchestra.
Tomorrow's concert will begin at 2:45 and will posi-

tively be the only concert by the Flonzaley Quartet this

season and is given under the management of Selby C.
Oppenheimer.

CONVENTIONALITIES
A Few Interesting Paragraphs of a Personal Nature
Gathered at the Fifth Annual Convention of the
California Federation of Music Clubs.

Clarence Gustlin—Vice President of the California
Federation of Music Clubs and President of the Santa
Ana Musical Association surely did not observe the
eight hour day during the course of the convention. If

ever there was a busy individual it was Mr. Gustlin.

And the most remarkable thing of all was that he never
lost any of his good nature, his kindliness, his will to

help everybody, his generosity and his almost unbe-
lievable patience. If there is any such thing as a
genius among those who are hosts then Mr. Gustlin is

such a genius. He surely deserves the European trip

which he is about to make and we wish him all sorts

of luck, a pleasant journey and a real rest.

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham was a very faithful and loyal

as well as industrious presiding officer. She was always
on time, saw that the program went along with precision

and despatch and left no important matters unfinished.

She took a special interest in the discussion referring
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to the recognition of resident artists, and these artists

have to thank her for most of the energy responsible
for the passage of the resolution putting the California
artists on the musical map.

Mrs. Josephine Wilson in her introductory remarks
prior to reading the official report of George Edwards
the chairman of publicity, paid such enthusiastic compli-
ments to the newspaper profession that both our good
friend Ray C. B. Brown and ourselves could not help
blushing. The best thing of Mrs. Wilson's admiration
for newspaper people is the fact that she is sincere for

she married a newspaper man.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Who wrote the "Light of Asia?"—H. W.
Dudley Buck.
2. What is a bariolage?—E. S.

Bariolage is a French word which means variegation,

medley of colors, motley. It is therefore applied to a
musical medley. Another use of the word in music is

to signify a passage for the violin, etc., in which the

open strings are more especially used.

3. Should a young child's practice be supervised or is

it better to leave him to practice alone?—H. P. H.
Mark Hambourg says that no child should be left to

practice by himself. I think that is good advice though
for the majority of parents it is impractical. I suppose
most children are left to do their practicing by them-
selves because they have no one to supervise them.
The ideal condition is for the child to have a parent or

guardian who is musically educated and capable of

directing the practice, and many shining lights in music
were fostered under such a condition. Mark Hambourg
himself is a case in point, and no doubt his own experi-

ence is responsible for his unqualified assertion. But
the majority of children studying music do not have
such advantage. If the child sees the teacher frequently,

say three or four time a week, certainly not less than
twice, he may be trusted to do his practicing alone.

However, if it is possible for him to have some one with
him, I think it is better than to leave him to himself.

4. Please mention a good book of Octave Studies tor

the Piano, interesting and of medium grade.—R. G.

Carl Preyer: Twenty Progressive Octave Studies,

Op. 30.

5. Will you kindly tell me how one can become a
member of the Musicians Club? Also where do they
meet and how often? What are the dues?—M. L.

Send for application to the President, Vincent
Arrillaga, 2315 Jackson Street. The club rooms are at

533 Sutter Street; they have a luncheon every Wednes-
day and a dinner once a month. The dues are $3.00 a

quarter. Only men are eligible to membership though
concerts and dinners are given to which ladies are

invited.
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ALCAZAR THEATRE

Public demand is responsible for the

announcement by Thomas Wilkes that

Allan Pollock will continue for a third

and positively last week in his tremen-
dously powerful play, "A Bill of Divorce-

ment," beginning with the matinee Sun-

day, April 15th.

This world discussed production is

being presented in San Francisco in a
manner which has won the enthusiastic
approval of all the critics. It is being
staged here in such a manner as to make
it certain that it is in every way the
equal of the New York presentation.

Pollock plays his original characteriza-

tion of Hilary Fairfield. It is a strong
role, difficult and requiring the utmost
acting effort. It is faultlessly portrayed
by the star, and similarly the supporting
characterizations are assumed in fine

fashion.

Nana Bryant is clever emotionally and
so rises to the prominent role of Margaret
Fairfield with unusual naturalness. Mary
Duncan, new to the Alcazar, assumes
the part of Sydney in a delightful way
and her reception has been second to that

only of Pollock himself. Every member
of the company lias been carefully

chosen and the scenic features are per-

fect in their realism.

The Alcazar has been enjoying good
patronage with the Pollock production
and it will be gratifying to the public to

know that it has been extended for a
third week.

MUSICAL EVENTS MILLS COLLEGE

The calendar of Mills College is filled

with music dates for April and May, three
of them being given in connection with
the Alameda County Music Week cele-

bration.

For Thursday evening, April 12, Miss
Catherine Urner and her class in Vocal
Music have sent out cards announcing
a Vocal Recital and Reception at 8:15 in
Alumnae Hall.

The following Thursday, April 19, the
Mills College Trio will give a concert in

Lisser Hall. The members of the trio

are Miss Frances Kellogg, a senior major-
ing in music, who is at the piano, and the
Misses Karolina and Mary Jump, who
play the cello and the violin. The pro-
ceeds of this concert will be added to the
Million Dollar Endowment Fund for

Teachers' Salaries.

Monday, April 23, Miss Catherine
Urner, vocalist, and Mr. William Laraia,
violinist, both members of the Music
faculty at Mills College, will give a public
concert in the ballroom of the Fairmont
Hotel.
The three events scheduled for Music

Week include a concert of original com-
positions. May 4, ballroom of Hotel Oak-
land, an evening of interpretations of
classical composers, Lisser Hall, Mills
College Campus, Saturday, May 5, and an
organ concert, Sunday evening. May 6.

by William W. Carruth.
The program for May 4 will be given

by students in the Theory of Music, and
that on May 5 by the students in prac-
tical music.
Luther B. Marchant is chairman of the

Mills music department which includes
the following teachers:
Edward F. Schneider. Frederick M.

Biggerstaff. William J. McCoy. William
W. Carruth, Arthur Weiss. William F.
Laraia. Catherine Urner. Alice C. Bum-
baugh. Connell Keefer. Lauretta V.
Sweesy, Elizabeth Richardson.

Vocal Recital, by Pupils of Catherine
Urner, Alumnae Hall, Mills College.
Thursday, April 12th, 8: 15 p. m. Chorus,
The Gateway of Ispahan (Arthur Pootel.
The Class; (a) Plaisir d'Amour (Martin-
elli). (b) But Lately in Dance (Arenskyl.
(c) Pilgrim's Song (Tschaikowsky). Mil-
dred Butler; (a) Her Rose (Whitney
Coombesl. (b) Songs My Mother Taught
Me (Dvorak). Marion Handy; (c> Chan-
son de Florian (Godard). Lenore Glen;
(d) Snow (Signid Lie), Ethel Dawson:
(a) Stars With Little Golden Sandels
(Franz), Elizabeth Smith; (b) Se tu
M'Ami (Pergolese), Edythe Guiberson;
(c) 'Neath the Moon (Von Fielitz), (dl
Un Pajarito—Spanish Song of California
(arranged by Gertrude Ross), Vilas Derr;
(a) Elegie (Massenet), Jean Worthing-
ton; (b) Farewell (Franz), Helen Wall;
(c) Duna (Josephine McGill). Mary Chad-
dock; (d) The Banjo Song (Sidney
Homer), (e) All Through the Night (Old
Welsh), Rose Dorn; (a) Memory (Canz).
(b) Ljttle David Play On Your Harp

(Grant-Schaffer), lone Hallock; (c) Thou
Art So Like a Flower (Chadwick),
Corinne Costin; (d) Chanson Triste
(Duparc), Ruth Chapman; (e) Der Ring
(Schumann). Helen Weimar; (a) My
Lovely Celia (Old English), (b) Gial Sole
dal Gauge (Scarlatti), Nathalie Wollin;
(c) O del mio dolce ardor (Gluck), (d)
The Shepherd Lehl (Rimsky-Korsakoff 1,

(e) Aria—Habenera (From Carmen)
(Bizet), Omo Grimwood; Chorus—The
Hamadryads (McCoy), The Class.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FRANCI.SCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve Syatem and Associated Savings

Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
CapitalActually PaidUp 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 2Ist Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGIIT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West>ortal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4J4)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

ADELE ULMA.N
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Cominonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Mm

211 Scolt St.

ory Teacher for

Mrs. William Steinbach EDWIN HUTCHINGS
VOICE CULTURE

Stndio:
902 KOHLER « CHASE BLDG.

^iin Fmnelweo Phonet Kearny 54JM

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mnie. Sehoen-
Renc'n Method

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone ProNpeot 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley 6006,

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Cliase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
B05 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-604 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny %4.'M

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrewa Chnreh
Voice Cnltnre. Piano. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chase Bids..
Wednesdays Tel. Kearnj M54.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Realdence and Stadlo, 612H HUleKasa Ave..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 500S.

MARION RAMON WILSON t^^r
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO ll«n.

Opera Sncceanen In Europe: Concert Snc-
reaaea In America. AddreMM isoi Califnrnln
St.. San Frnnclwco. Telephone Prowpect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stadlo 36 GafTner Ralldlag. 37(t Sntfer S(.
Tel. Donelaa 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearnr 2340

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OReANIRT ST. MARY'S CATHBDBAb

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHKR

Pupil o(
lie Reszke and Percy Rector Stephena

Studio— 54."> Suiter Street
Res. Stndio—664 Second .Avenue

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Saeramento St. Phone Fillmore 848

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque. Paris

Studloi 3107 WashinKtoB Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Classes tor Violin

Stndio Bulldlngr. 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Tearher of Slnelne. 32 Lorelta J

moot. Tel. Piedmont 364. Mon.,
rhnse Ride.. S. F. Telephnne Ke

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Ret. Clay A WashluKtoa

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
no Soloist. Temple Emann El. Con-
and Church Work. Vocal Inntmc-
25311 Clay St« Phone West 48H0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

Rea. Tel. BayvlcTT 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 41116 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

ReHldenoe: 4153 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
Music School

34.35 Sacramento St., San Francisco

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHBIR OF VOICE

S42S Pine SI- Tel. ^Vest 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone Welt 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MRS. H. I. KRICK
479 Forest St., Oakland. Tel. Pled. 3554

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 421t

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1i95

MACKENZIE CORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 167*

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2:01 Scott St. Phone Weat 134T

ANDRTTEH^m?
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5464

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 2291

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Suttar (SH

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

THE LITTLE HANON, By Roht. J. K,„g
A new work pnttrmed afler «ho»« contalnrd In the (amoua "1

Pianist." It nhould nerve the «nme pnrpoae tor the eomparnllv
the larger one haa HO «ncc«s»loIly accomplished for the more ad'

Cheerfully sent for inspection to anyone.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Reprcseyxtativc for the Clayton F. Siaiimy Publications

nnon Vlrtuoao
brelnner that

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Chestnut Street
Telephone Prospect 4032

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAl, CULTURE

Artist pupils available for all occasions
500 Kohler & Chase BldK. Kearny 4891

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you «n<i»«fle«l with your teaeher?
<"«n he place you before the puhlief
Are you NatiHtled with your pruKress?
iH he a FaUdiK*. or Charlelanf
Are Ton sure your teaeher knows how.
I» he alwayH talking "BREATH?" "TONGLEf

'JAWf
If in douht. eonHUlt Mr. Bopart, wKo studied in

Europe with the teachert* of Semlirlek, Scalchi,

Uixpham, etc.

PnpilH prepared for Opera. Oratorio. Church and

37« SITTER STREET—Douglas »258
1:21s I..AKE STREET—Bayvlew 4871

EvenlngM by appointment
Mr. BogarfN article in thin paper of March

24. IIIUS, about "Charletau»"

Con

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements

through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wager Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Stndio« SOT Kohler A Chase Bldg.

2518H Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie

Telephone Franklin 5400

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

^WilgyBAlleD®!
MASON & HAMUN PIANOS -

Oakland—1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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BRILLIANT GRAND OPERA SEASON ASSURED

Enthusiastic Meeting at St. Francis Hotel Results in Pledges by Promi-
nent Music Patrons to Guarantee Expenses of San Francisco

Operatic Season by Means of Disposing of Twenty-Five Four
Dollar Tickets to Seven Hundred Opera Enthusiasts In

the Bay Region—Resident Artists to Appear

BY ALFRED METZGER

If the enthusiasm and co-operative spirit

that prevailed at the luncheon given at

the St. Francis Hotel Italian Ballroom on
Wednesday noon. April 4th is any criter-

ion by which to judge the success of the
grand opera season to be given by the
San Francisco Grand Opera Association
at the Civic Auditorium next September,
the Pacific Coast Musical Review does
not hesitate for a moment to predict that
the season will be one of the most artistic
and financially most successful ever pre-
sented in this city. The writer was in-

deed most gratified to note among nearly
two hundred people in attendance promi-
nent social patrons of music as well as
many of the leaders from the rank and
file. This is positive evidence that the
musical public is united in its purpose to

make this season a brilliant success from
every possible angle.

We thoroughly enjoyed the address of
Milton Esberg whose confidence in the
outcome of the enterprise was well justi-

fied by the plans that were presented
later on. Mr. Esberg is one of the most
substantial, most reliable and most sin-

cere patrons of music that San Francisco
has reason to feel proud to count among
its residents, and his confident talk help-
ed not a little to concentrate the energy
and enthusiasm of those assembled. An-
other dynamic force in this splendid un-
dertaking is Timothy Healy. a prominent
attorney who is sacrificing some of his

valuable time to make this operatic
organization a lasting success. Mr.
Healy's address breathed the spirit of
enthusiasm and assurance and proved
beyond a doubt that he is the right man
in the right place. His enthusiasm proved
contageous and the hearty applause that
punctuated the conclusion of his speech
was ample evidence for the confidence
his hearers repose in him.

Of course, the address of the event was
that of Gaetano Merola. We know of no
artist or musician in general who posses-
ses the business instinct, the conciseness
of expression, the courage of his convic-
tion and the absolute unselfishness and
pride in his art that Merola possesses.
His explanations ot the enterprise were
so lucid, his faith in the musical loyalty
ot San Francisco so profound, his belief
in the feasibility of the financial success
of the institution so plain that everyone
felt in sympathy with his enthusiasm and
pledged himself to support him to the
utmost extent of his or her capacity. Mr.
Merola, the artistic spirit of the enter-
prise, explained the purpose of thii< opera
season in terms of which the following
is a brief resumme:

"Although I have directed opera in the
most important music centers in Italy,

France, England and America, I have
never been in any place where there are
so many naturally beautiful voices as
there are in San Francisco. I may safely
say that ninety-five per cent of an operatic
organization could be found right here in
California. For this reason the organiza-
tion of a San Francisco Opera Company is

only a logical recognition of the excep-
tional talent to be obtained here. Among
those who place business ability above
artistic proficiency I am called a dreamer.
I plead guilty to the charge. The opera
season I gave at Stanford University last
year was the realization of one of my
dreams. I was told that I was an excel-

lent conductor and artist, but not a busi-
ness man, because the income was some-
what below the expenses. If I had been
less of a dreamer and artist and the in-

come had been greater than the expense
I would have been hailed as a great busi-
ness man.

"This time a number of good friends
and music enthusiasts have taken the
responsibility of the business portion of
the enterprise from my shoulders. I shall
be enabled to fulfill^he realization of my

ists to accept engagements with the San
Francisco Grand Opera Association;
Beniamini Gigli, leading tenor ot the
Metropolitan Opera Co., New York, who
will appear for the first time in the Pa-
cific West on this occasion; Giovanni
-Martinelli, leading tenor of the Metro-
politan Opera Co.. New York, who created
a sensation at Stanford University last
season and who will have an opportunity
to further distinguish himself.
"Armando Tokatyan, a young tenor

from South .America, one of the members
of the Metropolitan Opera Co. of New
York, who will appear tor the first time
on the Pacific Coast; Giordano Paltrinieri,
another tenor from the Metropolitan
Opera House, who was heard here to
great advantage with the Scotti Opera
Company; Giuseppe de Lucca, one of the
most distinguished baritones ever creat-
ing a lasting impression at the Metropoli-
tan Opera House, whose Rigoletto is

specially admirable; Gandolfi. a baritone
highly recommended by one in whose
judgment 1 repose the utmost confidence,
who has recently created a sensation at

.\SHI.EV I'KTTIS
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dreams and artistic principles and leave
the business details in the hands of

others. It is. after all, the best way, for

it enables me to concentrate my energy
upon the artistic side of the enterprise
which will prove to San Francisco opera
lovers that this city can give as fine opera
as any city in the world, including New
York, Paris, London or Berlin. To prove
my contention I need only say that I have
secured the consent of the following art-

the Royal Opera in Madrid, who will come
specially to San Francisco from Europe
to join this organization; Adamo Didur,
one of the finest basses in opera and a
member ot the Metropolitan Opera Co;
Louis D'Angelo, basso, who was heard
heard here with much pleasure as a
member of the Scotti Opera Company.
"Among the prima donne we shall have

above all Queena Mario, a disciple of
Marcella Serabrich, who is not a stranger

to San Francisco, having sung here both
with the San Carlo Opera Co. and Scotti,
but having recently scored such successes
at the Metropolitan Opera House that she
may easily be mentioned among the great-
est artists of the day in opera; Bianca
Sar ya, the excellent dramatic soprano
who made such an excellent impression
at Stanford University last year and who
is singing this year at Ravinia Park and
who will be among the Metropolitan
forces next sea.son. (Mr. Merola an-
nounced the tact of Saroya's addition to
the Metropolitan forces as being a secret
at that time, but now the news is evi-
dently pretty well known!. San Fran-
cisco people will be specially gratified to
hear that Doria Fernanda, who recently
signed a contract with the Chicago Opera
Association, will be a member of this
company. In addition to these I am
negotiating with another artist of reputa-
tion whose name I shall not announce un-
til I receive confirmation ot her ability to
accept the offer.

"The repertoire will include the follow-
ing operas: Boito's Mefistofele with Gigli
and Didur; (there is no record ot this
opera ever being presented in San Fran-
cisco before in its entirety); .\ndrea
Chenier by Giordano; Trilogy—II Tabarro,
Suor Angelica and Gian Schicchi by Puc-
cini. This will be the first time Puccini's
three one-act operas will be heard in San
Francisco. Additional operas will be
selected from a repertoire including
Manon Lescaut, Mme. Butterfly, La Bo-
heme, Rigoletto, Aida and Pagliacci.
"We have evolved plans by means of

which we shall be able to remodel the
Civic Auditorium in a manner to reduce
acoustic faults to a minimum and improve
the seats by means of raising them like
they are in a regular theatre. Our prices
will be within the reach of all. There will
be seats for one dollar and up to tour
dollars, no higher. The four "dollar seats
will be practically disposed of to those
who pledge themselves to buy $100 worth
of tickets. The arrangement will be such
that anyone will be able to see and hear
from every part of the house. The boxes
will be placed along each side of the
auditorium. We shall engage the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and a
chorus of 150 voices from this city. The
minor roles will also be sung by resident
aitists. We shall prove that there is

ample talent in and about San Francisco
that only awaits an opportunity to obtain
adequate training and experience to
prove itself capable to vie with artists ot
distinction."

Mr. Merola will be assisted by Wilfred
Pelletier, assistant conductor from the
Metropolitan Opera House; Arturo Cas-
glia, chorus master; Natale Corossio, bal-
let master, and .Armando Agnini, stage
manager. The latter will come here from
New York five weeks before the opening
of the season to prepare the productions
and train the singers in the minor roles.
The headquarters of the San Francisco
Opera Association are located at 457
Phelan Building and among those identi-
fied with the original organization plans
are: Mrs. Marcus Koshland, Mrs. M. C.
Sloss, Mrs. M. C. Porter. Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Healy. Mrs. Ernest Simpson,
Alfred Hertz, Lawrence W. Harris,
Charles K. Field. Gaetano Merola. Milton
H. Esberg, A. W. Widenham, Selby C.
Oppenheimer and others.

Special appointed committees are now
at work disposing of the seat allotments
amounting to $100 worth of $4 seats per
person among 700 people. $20,000 had
already been pledged before the above
named luncheon and by the time this
paper will reach our readers it is safe to
say that nearly one half of the required
amount will have been pledged. The
enthusiasm of those attending this lunch-
eon was genuine and contageous, and we
do not doubt for one moment that it will

quickly spread throughout the entire
community.

h
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Mrs. Noah Brandt at Her Steinway

ShermanMay&Co.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco

Fourteenth and Clay Streets, Oakland
Sacramento • Stockton • Fresno • Sanjose

GEORGIA KOBER
AMERICAN PIANIST

Studio: 30.'.-S4n Sutter St.

Tel. Kearny S093. WedneHdays and Thursdays

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

. Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
or MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

4D0LF GREGORY, Director

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrsanUt Temple Emana E:1, Flrat Church of Christ Sci-
entist. Director Lorlns Clob. S. F^ Wed^ 1617 California
St„ Phone Franklin 2603 1 Sat^ Flrat Chrlatlan Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1307) Res. studio, 3142 Levrlston
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 2428.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

ne Pacing 8825

The College of the Holy Names
Complete Conse

Lake Rlerrltt, Oakland
torr Course—Piano. Harp, Violin,
onnterpninl. HarmnnT, Hlatory

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
uf sinking. Co

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALI.AN VOCAL TEACHER

For Rent From May 15 to Sept. 15

$100 A Month
Ilexidenre .S iidio—Kou Rooms—Ti> o Grand Pianos 1

1

Reterenoe Re«iulred —For Partic ulars .\ddress II
EDITH BENJAMIN

:<4<M Clay St reet Teleiihone Fillmore eS47

iibus Ave., Pbo

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaea, Director

A. L. Artlpoes. Pres.t Louis Alesrrla, VIce-Pres.
Uneicelled tacllltles (or the study of music In all

Its branches. Large Pipe Organ. Recital Hall.
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individual side of our policy. That is to say we
have not always been able to extend to the
profession, which so generously stood by us, that
service to which it was entitled. This was due
to the fact that the paper was not sufficiently large
to give us the necessary space for all our plans.
San Francisco and the bay cities are perfectly
able to support a paper thoroughly capable to
attend to matters of general concern as well as
adequately give individual service IF THE EN-
TIRE MUSICAL PROFESSION AND PUB-
LIC WOULD CO-OPERATE WITH US.

Entered aa aecond-cla S. F. Poatolllce,

SUBSCRIPTIONS
4nnaallr In Advance Inelading PoataBst

United Statea _ •».«>•
Porelcn Conntrlea

TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

LET US CO-OPERATE

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is now in its

twenty-second year of continuous existence. It

has been founded and conducted upon a basis of

accomplishing the greatest amount of good for

musical progress on the Pacific Coast. The writer

when assuming the editorship of this publication

had no idea of establishing what is known as a

money-making enterprise. To say that he was
right in his assumption will be easily understood
by anyone familiar with the musical conditions in

the Bay Cities. But he did accomplish something
for the good of the musical profession and public

during the twenty-two years of editing and publish-

ing this journal. We have persistently hammered
away at these principal policies which we have
set ourselves to successfully defend : Keeping the

musical profession out of the clutches of grasping
politicians who always seek ways and means to

secure jobs by taxing somebody or something;
Seeing to it that California has a chance to en-

courage first class symphony orchestras under
adequate leadership; Assisting in the establish-

ment of an adequate State Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation ; Assisting in the maintenance of a proper

California Federation of Music Clubs ; Fighting
the difficult and up-hill battle shoulder to shoulder

with the resident artist ; Getting recognition for

California composers and teachers; Finding
means and ways to erect an adequate concert hall

and musicians' building; Finding ways and
means to reduce the evil of charlatanism in the

profession ; Giving support to movements tending
to secure for San Francisco an Opera House and
Opera Company worthy of its musical standing;
Giving correct reports of the remarkable musical

achievements of California and its principal cities.

The writer used to report musical events for

daily papers in San Francisco. He left one of

these to establish this journal, because one of the

managers would not permit him to edit a music
page. It was then contended by the business

managers of daily papers that there was no money
in the musical profession, hence there was no use
publishing a music page. Today our daily papers
have not only regular music pages, but some of

them are so greedy that they endeavor to urge
our advertisers to leave us and use their columns
instead, after we had given twenty-two years of

our life to convince the daily papers that there is

not only money but influence in catering to the

iriusical profession. It is but natural that in

endeavoring to fulfill our duty toward the musical
public and the musical profession, in trying to

solve the numerous problems that confronted us
in California we have occasionally neglected the

We feel that we have done all there is humanly
possible to accomplish in the twenty-two years
wherein we have been active in musical journal-
ism. W'hether we receive credit for it or not we
feel confident that we have victoriously finished

some of the fights we have fought in behalf of

the musical profession and public. We know that
we have never regarded the financial support in

any other light but to give the people the best
that is in us and utilize the money to publish as

good a journal as could be done under the cir-

cumstances. We feel that we have done our
duty and that our work is finished as far as the
publication of a journal of this limited size is

concerned. There is nothing that could keep us
any longer in San Francisco or vicinity, unless
we are enabled to continue in our efforts in behalf
of music and musicians in the bay region upon a
larger scale than has hitherto been permitted us
to do.

We have permission to take our readers into our
confidence to this e.xtent that we have been
offered a very lucrative position elsewhere in this

State and an opportunity to dispose of our inter-

est in this paper. The offer is so flattering that

we hesitated to refuse its acceptance oflf-hand.

We asked permission to think the matter over
for a period of three or four months, and if at

that time we still should feel inclined to accept
we would do so. Inasmuch as it is not necessary
to enter upon our new duties until October 1st

of this year such time limit for either acceptance
or rejection of the offer was allowed us. We
thoroughly believe that the bay region and the

rest of California can support a weekly music
journal containing from twenty to twenty-four
pages. But if the musical profession and public

feels that it does not wish to support such a

journal, we feel our work in this vicinity is fin-

ished and the appeal made to us to assist in

building up certain other sections of the Coast
should not go by unheeded on our part. Before

we make a definite decision therefore we wish to

discover whether we are needed in this vicinity

any longer.

The fight in the interests of the resident artist

is not finished by any means. Only the prelim-

inary skirmishes have been won. There is still

another fight we intend to begin, namely, for

recognition of our ABLE CALIFORNIA
TEACHERS. We think it is absolutely silly to

go East or to Europe before a pupil is thoroughly
ready for such a trip. Furthermore most of the

so-called master classes by teachers who reside

here transiently are of no value to most of the

pupils who take advantage of such classes, for

it is impossible to learn anything in so brief a

time. We have here a great fight before us. The
opera venture which is now being launched with

Gaetano Merola at the head requires considerable

co-operation and enthusiastic support before it

has come to a successful conclusion. The prob-

lem of efficient musical instruction is still one
that needs continuous watching and stimulating.

Indeed, there are many problems to be solved in

California which a music journal of adequate size

and influence can assist in launching and attain-

ing. Among these belongs the establishment of

a concert hall and musicians' building.

Now, we have this proposition to make. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review feels that it is

wanted by the great majority of unselfish and
broad minded members of the profession and also

the musical public. It is true there are people

who don't like us and who would be happy to see

us leave. But upon investigation we find that all

our "enemies" are such because of personal griev-

ances that have nothing whatever to do with our
attitude toward public matters. Either we have
said something they didn't like, or we have
offended a friend, or we have forgotten to make
mention of one of their concerts, or we have done
something they personally didn't like. We have
not discovered ONE INSTANCE so far when
such unfriendly attitude was ascribed to any
opposition to some of the big problems wc have
been discussing in these columns.

There has been, however, a just grievance on
the part of some of our best friends and sup-
porters. We have not been able of late to extend
to our patrons that service which they are en-
titled to. To give such service regularly we need
a bigger paper. This journal should contain
weekly an entire page of special articles on im-
portant musical subjects. The editorial page
should always contain a page of discussions. We
should have one page of European, one page of
Eastern and one page of brief Pacific Coast news
items. We should have a page of Studio News
every week. We should have a page of interest-
ing items concerning resident artists and their
work. And last but not least we should publish
at least one article a week from the pen of a

distinguished artist.

Now, all of this is possible with a paper of from
twenty to twenty-four pages. And we can pub-
lish such a weekly paper, if we can add THREE
THOUSAND more subscribers to our subscrip-
tion list and TWO HUNDRED more advertisers
to our advertising pages. Since there are in this

vicinity 3000 teachers, 30,000 pupils, 50,000 people
attending symphony, chamber music, and other
concerts and opera performances and hundreds
of public school music teachers we feel that the
percentage of additional support we need is so
small that it is not impossible to secure it, pro-
vided the profession and public is sufficiently

interested to have a REAL music journal. In
subsequent issues we shall outline a campaign
to begin with our first issue in May and continue
for three or four months. If we find that our
services are wanted we shall stay here, although
financially we could not hope to equal the income
that is promised us elsewhere. If we find that
we are not wanted any longer, there is no use
devoting the rest of our life to a hopeless cause.

ALFRED METZGER.

Miss Lesta Andrews has been winning laurels in
musicales and concerts across the bay with her lovely
contralto voice and artistic portrayal ot lyric and dra-
matic songs and arias. Miss Sadie Carey is here from
Honolulu studying singing with H. B. Pasmore. She
made a very successful appearance at the Greek Theatre
last season. Mr. Kany is a U. C. student. He has studied
in Vienna and is continuing with Mr. Pasmore with en-
thusiasm for the "system."

LOS ANGELES NEWS

The Ebell Club gave a musical program on March 19th
on which were presented Laura Reed Yaggy, violiniste;

Alice Forsythe Mosher. soprano; Mrs. Guy Bush, pian-
Iste. Illustrating the study of Russian music, Thursday
afternoon, the 22nd inst.. Flora Myers Engell will give
songs by Rachmaninoff and Bleichman. Mrs. W. A.
Mabee will sing compositions of Rimsky-Korsakoff and
Gretchaninoff. Dr. Alexis Kail will lecture with authority
on this subject, since before his two years' residence
here he was founder and head of the People's Conserva-
toire of Petrograd.

Margaret Rose Sheet, pianiste, provided the music
for the Hermosa Beach Woman's Club at a meeting ot

March 12th.

Hans S. Linne has sent word to his fellow members
of the Gamut Club that his opera, Venus in Silk, will

receive its first presentation in Berlin, March 28th.

Linne was a former musical conductor in this city, but
went abroad for wider recognition.

Constance Balfour, Harold Proctor, Edward Smythe,
Mile. Clara Enid Deeds were soloists at the musicale
given by the British Overseas Club on March 20th.

Caroline M. Hermann directed her orchestra in a group
of old English airs.

Mischa Levitzky met with such success in his piano
solo at the recent Symphony concert that he decided to

return for a recital program. He was presented March
31st in the Philharmonic Auditorium, and played selec-

tions from Brahms, Liszt, Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin
and Rubinstein.

Dudley Bernays, baritone, accompanied by Edwin
Tinney, sang tor the Wednesday Morning Cub at its

last meeting.
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THE FLONZALEY QUARTET

Last Sunday afternoon Scottish Rite Hall was the

scene of a memorable musical event. The Flonzaley

Quartet gave its only San Francisco recital this season.

The name Flonzaley stands tor the premier string quar-

tet; its inception and age give it such place. It is one

of the wonders of contemporary musical affairs. A
moment's consideration of the origin and career of the

organization makes one realize the wonder of it. \ou

would say it Is impossible to find four men in the world

who are willing to submerge their personalities and for-

get their personal interests as absolutely as is required

of them to devote their whole time and energy to

quartet playing. Vet this seemingly impossible thing

is a reality in the Flonzaleys. These four men, Messrs.

Betti Pochon, Bailly, and d'Archambeau. do nothing

but play together. They do not play in any other organ-

izations nor do they play as soloists. They are a

quadernlty—a four-in-one. And .they have been at it

for eighteen years! To be exact, it must be said that

the original violist was replaced five years ago by

Mr Bailly When you consider the complexity of hu-

man nature, the demands modern lite makes upon us

as Individuals, and the inscrutable action and reaction

ol the thing called temperament, with which musicians

of all people are supposed to be abundantly endowed,

you must acknowledge this eighteen year old organiza-

tion to be one of the wonders of the world.

The performance of the Flonzaleys completely fulfills

what is expected of such a unique organization. They

play as one man. The quality of tone is absolutely

homogeneous, the balance is perfect, and the theme or

melody, whether given upon this or another of the tour

instruments, always floats out with the exact force

needed to give it proper expression. The precision is

perfect; the nuancing and flexibility of rhythm are done

with absolute agreement.

The afternoon's program was very interesting, it

began with the quartet of Arnold Bax. This work con-

sisting of but three movements instead of the usual

four, is ol the modern English School. Its San Francisco

hearers found it good for it was applauded loudly and

long and the players were recalled half a dozen times

on it It is called Quartet in G major, and can justly

claim that tonality; for. in spite of intricate tonal ex-

cursions, it gives the impression of that key. Many

modern works give no impression of tonality whatever.

The outstanding feature of this composition is rhythm.

The first and last movements are particularly imbued

with exhilarating swing and accent. The middle move-

ment, a Lento, is broadly melodious and quaint in its

The second number on the program was the second

Rasoumowsky Quartet of Beethoven. This work of the

master's so-called second period, shows him m his

full maturity. It impresses with its power and mastery.

The reading which the Flonzaleys gave it left nothing

to be desired. It was a great performance of a great

work The audience recalled the performers over and

over again until they responded with a Scherzo by

Mendelssohn as an encore—a delicious and piquant

performance.
The last number on the program was another sample

of contemporary English music—two sketches by Eu-

gene Goosens. These sketches are music pictures. The

first one, entitled "By the Tarn," is just what the name

signifies. You are standing by a pool; you look into its

depths and see the sedge and reeds that surround it.

The picture is presented by means of tones instead of

with pencil or brush. A curious droning accompaniment

made out of a third is heard first in the 'cello and later

In the first violin. There is a suave and Debussy-like

melody. The second sketch, entitled "Jack o' Lantern,"

might be called a moving picture. Again we are looking

upon a pool or a marsh. "Vaporous night approaches.

The glitter and flitter of ignis fatuus dances over the

scene. The music painter has the advantage over the

brush painter in that he can give actual movement to

his dancing fire.

The recital was so well received that the players

were recalled again and again, and added three more

encores after the completion of the program.
KARL RACKLE.

NEW YORK HAILS JACOB! AS COMPOSER

Of keen interest to the readers of the 'West, is, I am
sure, the news of the success of Frederick Jacobi's

symphonic poem, the Eve of St. Agnes. It had been

heard here a short while ago, under Artur Bodansky, at

two Carnegie Hall concerts, and was directed this time

by Dirk Foch, who has been the leader of the City Sym-

phony, which has Just given its first successful season

of orchestral concerts. It had been scheduled for an

earlier performance, but the fact of its performance in

San Francisco, prevented, and the score fortunately

arrived before the end of the season. It was very well

received by a large audience, and is one of the few

newer works to get a deserved rehearing. Critical com-

ment was most interesting, and among some of the

things which the various commentators wrote were the

following. The Times "A five minutes ovation followed

the playing of Frederick Jacobi's St. Agnes, demanding

the composer to acknowledge the applause. "In the

Tribune one read: "It proved interesting then (refer-

ring to the previous performances) and so proved again,

and it was faithful to its subject." The Evening Tele-

gram thought it had more "charm and is built on a saner

foundation than much of the music of younger Ameri-

cans." Deems Taylor, in the World, commented, especial-

ly on the clarity of the music, and on its faithfulness to

the poem. The dilTerent divisions were easily discernible,

and it is "well built, excellently scored, reaching a cli-

max, though rather Straussian in its sonority, is none

the less effective." ROSALIE HOUSMAN.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW

By Elita Huggins
1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

SAN JOSE, April 17, 1923.

The London String Quartet gave a recital Friday eve-

ning. April 13th, at the State Teachers' College, under
the management of Jessica Colbert in the 1922-1923

concert course. This is the quartet's second visit to

San Jose, they having played here in December of 1921.

A large and appreciative audience greeted them. The
quartet is made up of James Levey, first violin, who is

temporarily being replaced by Arthur Beckwith from
London during his illness; Thomas W. Petre, second
violin; H. Waldo-Warner, viola; C. Warwick-Evans,
'cello. Following is the program presented: Beethov-

en's Quartet in A major, op. 18. No. 5; Fairy Suite, The
Pixey Ring Op. 23 (H. Waldo-Warner, the viola player);

Three recall numbers were given, arrangements by

Frank Bridge of two old English songs, Sally in Our
Alley, Cherry Ripe, and for the finale a movement from
the Peter Pan suite, by H. Walford Davies. A most
enjoyable evening.

Mischa Levitzki, the eminent young pianist, was the

gue.st of Grover T. Bacon, resident manager of Kohler
& Chase, on Saturday. He edlighted a small audience

with an impromptu program, playing a group which in-

cluded a Chopin Ballade, Op. 47. Valse Humoresque,
Op. 12 (Stojowski), and several of his own compositions

After he had finished playing these nembers, he hart

them immediately re-enacted on the Ampico. from rolls

he had previously made, giving him an opportunity to

eritize his own work. Mr. Levitzki. together with

Messrs. George Q. Chase and Leon M. Lang, of San
Francisco, were luncheon guests of Mr. Bacon, after

which the trio departed for Del Monte where Levitzki

plans remaining for a short time. He expressed great

admiration for California and tor the Santa Clara 'Valley.

"If my work permitted it," he said, "I should make my
home in California."

The San Jose Music Study Club met at the home of

Mrs. Stanley Hiller on the morning of Wednesday, April

11th. After a business session a very interesting and

well rendered program was presented by Mrs. Stanley

Hiller, pianiste, and Mrs. J. Elmer Morrish, soprano.

The program was opened with a group of compositions

written for the harps-'chord: Gavotte from the G major

suite, Le Tambourine (Jean Philippe Rameau) and

Scarlatti's A Major Sonata. Mrs. Morrish then gave a

group of three songs consisting of Be Ye In Love With
April-tide (Ward-Stephens), Day Is Gone, (Margaret

Lang), Spring Song (Arthur Hyde), after which Mrs.

Hiller played Schumann's Papillion.

Owing to the serious illness of Thomas Vincent

Cator. composer of the score of The Beggar of Bagdad,

which was to have been given its premier here on the

2.ith and 26th of this month, the production of the

opera at this time has had to be postponed, according to

Perry Newberry, author of the libretto. Mr. Newberry
has been coaching the cast of local people for several

weeks, and said that while the dramatic rehearsals have

been progressing satisfactorily, the music has been at

a standstill, due to Mr. Cator's illness, and as there is

no prospect of his being able to direct rehearsals of the

singers in the immediate future, it will be impossible

for the cast to continue work. It is hoped that San Jose

may yet have the honor of having the premier of this

delielitful opera before it is taken to New York for its

professional showing by Newberry and Cator.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Shearer, late of Buffalo, N. Y., on

the evening of Monday, April 9th, gave, at the Santa

Cruz Congregational Church, an organ and soprano

recital of more than usual interest. Mr. Shearer, who is

a Scotchman, is an Associate of the Royal College of

Organists, and a pupil of Widor. He has occupied excel-

lent positions in Montreal and in the United States hut

has decided to give his time to recital work. He has

a clear, detached style, quite refreshing and different

from the usual type of organ playing. He gave a pro-

gram varying from Bach to Debussy. Mrs. Shearer has

much intelligence and an excellent repertoire. Her
voice is a pleasing one and both artists bring attractive

personalities in their work.

The Lyceum Club of Santa Cruz, which has recently

finished its winter course of concerts, is negotiating with

the most prominent impresarios of San Francisco for

attractions for the season, 1923-24. The club is deter-

mined to get the best for the music lovers of the town.

Jessie Christian, coloratura soprano, and Thurlow
Lieurance, composer of Indian music, were both on the

recent course.

The American Guild of Organists is to present LeRoy
V. Brant, organist, assisted by Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant,

mezzo-soprano, and Miss Alice Hitchcock, accompanist,

in recital at the First Methodist Church in San Jose,

on Monday evening. April 23rd. The recital is to be

given for the benefit of the convention fund of the

Guild, it being the desire of the San Jose members to

send a delegate to the convention of organists to be

held in southern California late in July. Among the

numbers to be heard in the program of the evening will

be the great G minor fugue of Bach; the Suite Gothique

by Boellman: the Prelude to the C minor Symphony by

Widor. together with lighter numbers. Mrs. Brant will

Kohler & Chase
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render Brahm's Sapphic Ode, numbers of Grieg, Ger.Tian

and other notable composers. The artists of the eve-

ning are all from The Institute of Music of San Jose,

where Mrs. Brant is voice teacher. Miss Hitchcock the

accompanist, and Mr. Brant, teacher of piano, organ and
is also director. Mr. Brant is organist for the Trinity

Episcopalian Church, the Scottish Rite Temple, the

Friendship Mason Lodge, all of San Jose, and is regent
of the San Jose sub-chapter of the organists guild, and
has been connected in many ways with the musical
growth of the city.

Miss Marie Mace, teacher of music in the sixth, sev-

enth and eighth grades at the Campbell grammar school,

recently directed a music festival in that school. Miss
Mace is a student of public school music at The Institute

of Music.

The Santa Clara County Music Teachers' Association
he'.d its regular monthly meeting on Tuesday evening,

April 10th. at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s new home on
South First Street. The Music Teacher's convention to

be held here in July was the all-absorbing topic of the

meeting, after which a most interesting violin program
was given by Nicoli De Lorenzo and Benjamin F. King,
playing Bach's Double Concerto for two violins, with

Mrs. Benjamin King at the piano. Mr. De Lorenzo fol-

lowed this with a Bach number without piano accom-
paniment: a fugue of the First Sonata for violin alone.

Miss Lucille Fox, soprano, sang a group of songs at

the meeting of the American Association of University
Women, Saturday afternoon, April 14th at the home of

Mrs. Wilmer J. Gross. Following is the program pre-

sented: I Know Where I'm Goin' (.\ntrim). Wind and
Lyre (Rogers). The Dairy Maids (La Forge), Silver

(Victor Harris), by the Fountains (Ware). The Naughty
Little Clock (De Koven). Miss Bernice Rose was the
accompaniste.

The Nevin Club met at the studio of Miss Iva Brown,
Monday evening, April 9th. The program was in-

tended for a strictly Nevin one, but several requests
were played until tour extra numbers were added. A
brief biography of Nevin was given, after which the
following program was well interpreted: (a) Narcissus,
(b) Rosary, Alma Reed: Barchetta, Anita Seeman;
From suite, A Day In Venice, (a) Dawn, (b) Gondoliers,
(c) Love Song, (d) Good-Night, Hazel Goldeen; Not-
turnio. Miss Brown: la) Danse Negro (Scott), (b)

Juba Dance (Dett), (c) Valse C Minor (Chopin), Valse
G (Chopin).

A delegation of members of the DeMolay band played
in San Francisco, Saturday night at ceremonial of the
order. They were directed by Edward Towner, head of
the band department of The Institute of Music.
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SCHMITZ-GAUTHIER RECITAL

Two distinguished French artists. E. Robert Schmitz,
brilliant young pianist, and Mme. Eva Gauthier, gittetd
French Canadian mezzo-soprano, will give a joint recital
at the Columbia Theatre Sunday atteinoon, April 29, at
2:30. tor the benefit of the American Field Service
Fellowships for French Universities. It is a singularly
appropriate thing that the Franco-American Musical
Society, with which both Mr. Schmitz and Mme. Gauthier
are affiliated, should be one of the first organizations to
sponsor the cause of the American Field Service Fellow-
ships for French Universities, for one of tSe aims of this
society is the establishment of a better musical relation-
ship between France and America, expressed through
the American Music Library which it maintains in Paris
at 15 Boulevard des Italiens, where foreign conductors
may obtain American scores, which had hitherto been
unavailable, or too expensive to permit purchase in
quantity.

Schmitz is known to music lovers of San Francisco
by reason of his appearance here two years ago with
the symphony orchestra, when the brilliance of his
performance took musical circles by storm and resulted
in his returning to the city a few weeks later to give
two more recitals. During the war, Schmitz served as
a captain of infantry, and received the French war
cross lor gallantry in action. Mme. Gauthier, who is

known to San Franciscans by reputation only, is making
her first apearance here. Her beautiful mezzo voice
has been heard in many other parts of the world, how-
ever, and everywhere she has been acclaimed.
The program to be given in San Francisco by Mme.

Gauthier and Mr. Schmitz promises to be an unusually
interesting one. It is as fol'ows:

EVA GAIITHIER

The Gifted Freneh-Canailliin Mezxo-Soprano. Who
AVllI Mnke Her First Appearance in Thi» City
at the Columbia Theatre, Sunday Afternoon.
April 2»th, In a Joint Recital With E. Robert
Hehmitz, the DiMtlnguiNhed French rianlMt

Carnival (Schumann), E. Robert Schmitz: Folk Songs:
(a) The Three Ravens (English), (John Ireland), (bl
Reynardine (Irish), (Herbert Hughes), (c) Ye Banks
and Braes (Scotch), (Alexandre Georges), (d) The Night-
ingale (American), (Howard Brockwayl, Aria—Una
Voce Poco Fa (Rossini), (Barber of Seville), Eva Gau-
thier; Nocturne, C minor (Chopin), Etude No. 5, Op. 10
(Chopin), St. Francis de Paule Walking on the Waves
(Liszt), E. Robert Schmitz; American: (a) So-fei Gath-
ering Flowers (Charles T. Griffes), (Wang-Chang-Ling),
(b) Wings of Night (Wintter Watts), (Sara Teasdale),
(c) Leila (Bainbridge Crist), (From the Burmese by
Powys Mather), Eva Gauthier; Chimes of Saint Patrick's
(Emerson Whithorne), Times Square (Emerson Whi-
thorne), Jeux d'eau (Ravel), Toccata (Saint-Saens), E.
Robert Schmitz; French: (a) L'isle Heureuse (E. Cha-
brier). (b) Green (Verlaine), (C. Debussy), (c) Chanson
triste (H. Duparc), (d) Je te Veux (Valse Chantee).
(Erik Satie-Shield), Eva Gauthier.

The late Edward H. Krehbiel, of the New York Tri-
bune, dean of American musical critics, devoted to Mme.
Gauthier an entire chapter of his book, "Eighth Notes,"
which he completed shortly before his death.
By H. T. Parker, musical critic of the Boston Tran-

script, Mme. Gauthier is hailed as "the high priestess
Of modern song. ' Though her understanding of mod-

ernism in music is unequalled, she is gifted with a
limitless aesthetic outlook which enables her to inter-
pret successfully the music of various periods and
schools.

Mme. Gauthier's rich voice is so tuned and colorful
as to express the most exquisite emotional demands
made upon it. from the lyrics of Beethoven, through the
fertile field of modern French, Italian and Russian vocal
music, to the mysterious and alluring folk-music of the
Orient and the Malay Straits, of which she has made a
special study at first hand, and is regarded as the fore-
most exponent thereof.
Mme. Gauthier was born in Canada, the daughter of

an astronomer of note. She received her musical train-
ing in that country, and in France and England. She
has travelled throughout Europe as well as through the
Orient and other parts of the world.

Tickets tor this recital are on sale at popular prices
at Sherman, Clay & Company's store, and at the Colum-
bia Theatre. The artists will appear also in a recital
at Wheeler Hall. University of California, Berkeley on
Saturday night, April 28. These two recitals mark the
completion of a tour of the country, the proceeds series
being devoted entirely to the endowment fund of the
American Field Service Fellowships for French Universi-
ties, and to the maintenance of the Franco-.^meiican
Musical Society's Library of American Music in Paris.

LA FORGE-BERUMEN CONCERTS

Two public concerts were recently included in the
activities of the La Forge-Berumen Studios. The sixth
concert in the series of Noonday Musicales given at the
Aeolian Hall, took place last Friday, April 6th at 12
o'clock. Erin Ballard, the talented young pianist, gave
a group of solos including Harmonious Blacksmith by
Handel and Novelette by Schumann and was received
with much enthusiasm. Miss Ora Hyde sang an Aria
from La Forza del Destino by 'Verdi. Miss Hyde's voice
is a soprano of lovely quality and she sings with good
style.

Another very talented young pianist. Elinor Warren,
from Los Angeles, delighted the audience with Prae-
ludieum by Mac Dowell, Meditation by Tschaikowsky
and On the Mountain by Grieg. Irene NicoU, from
San Francisco, who has a contralto voice of unusual
depth and range sang Colombine by Polwdoski, Un
doux lien Delbruck and Le Soir and Le Captif by Gret-
chaninow. Florence Barbour again demonstrated her
worth as accompanist. Helen Schafmeister gave a fine
account of herself by displaying splendid sense of
rhythm and lovely touch in Schumann-Liszt "Dedica-
tion." She also appeared with the Duo Art Piano play-
ing "Dance Negre Op. 58. No. 5" by Cyril Scott.
Arthur Kraft and Lawrence Tibbett closed the pro-

gramme with "Solenne in quest' ora" from "La Forza
del Destino" with Florence Barbour at the piano. Their
voices blend beautifully in this duet and they won much
applause.

The annual Mail concert given by Mr. Frank La Forge
took place last Sunday evening. April 8th at the DeWitt
Clinton High School. The piano numbers were the
contributions of Erin Ballard and Elinor Warren.
Arthur Kraft, tenor, with Kathryn Kerin at the piano,
gave Scarlatti's Gia il sole dal Gange, O Sleep why dost
thou leave me? by Handel and Pastorale by Veracini.
He also sang in his usual finished style Mr. La Forge's
Like the Rosebud and To a Messenger and Le Reve
iManon) of Massenet and II Ne-lge by Bemberg. Esther
Malmrose delighted the audience with an interesting
group which included O quand je dors. Comment disai-
ent-ils? and Die Lorelli of Liszt. Miss Malmrose pos-
sesses a beautiful soprano voice and gives fine inter-
pretations.

Lawrence Tibbett, from Los Angeles, baritone, created
quite a sensation with his beautiful voice, excellent
interrretation and clear diction. He sang Retreat and
Before the Crucifix by La Forge and Le Soir and Le
Captif of Gretchaninow, assisted admirably by Kathryn
Kerin at the piano. He closed the progianime with a
dramatic rendition of Eri Tu from Un Ballo in Maschera
of Verdi. Verna Rabey, coloratura, delighted the audi-
ence with Come unto these yellow Sands of La Forge
and Voci di primavera of Strauss.

The first of a series of Senior Recitals in the College
of the Pacific attracted a large crowd in the auditorium
on the evening of Tuesday, April 10th. Bonnylee Stew-
art, pianist, and Agnes Ward, mezzo-soprano, presented a
short, varied and interesting program in a very com-
mendable fashion. Miss Stewart exhibited a very fluent
technique, a remarkable memory, and a fine musical
equipment. Miss Ward has a mellow voice of wide range,
excellent intonation and smooth production. The follow-
ing is the program: Adieu Forets (Jeanne d'Arc),
(Tschaikowsky), Miss Ward; (a) Chromatic Fantasy
and Fugue (Bach), (b) Prelude (from Prelude, Aria and
Finale), (Cesar Frank), Miss Stewart: (a) None But the
Lonely Heart (Tschaikowsky), (b) In the Shadow of
the Bamboo Fence (Fay Foster), (c) Spring's a Love-
able Lady (Elliot), (d) With the Angels (Sibella), (e)
Love is the Wind (McFadyen), Miss Ward; (a) Etude,
Op. 10, No. 10 (Chopin), (b) Etude, Op. 25. No. 11
(Chopin), (c) The Marionette Show (GoDssens), Miss
Stewart.

ANIL DEER
COLORATURA SOPRANO AND

VOICE SPECIALIST

Announces
that owing to changes in Studio schedule
necessitated by her concert engagements
she will remain in San Francisco during

JUNE—JULY—AUGUST
STUDENTS' WAITING LIST

NOW OPEN
Address: 79 Central Ave., San Francisco

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THEIR MAJESTIES,

THE KING AND QUEEN
OF BELGIUM

Principal Assistant to Eugene Ysaye, for
Many Years Professor of Violin at

the Liege Conservatory of Music

Will Be in San Francisco This Summer and
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and qualifica.

ions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

Music Composers, Attention!
W^E OFFER THE FOLLOWING PRIZES:

$150.00 for the most attractive unpublished
anthem submitted.

$100.00 for the second most attractive un-
published anthem submitted.

$75.00 for the third most attractive unpub-
lished anthem submitted.

All anthems submitted must be in our
liaiids not later than July 1, 1923.
Send for our special announcement folder

outlining all conditions and rules of the
competition.

Lorenz's 5th Anthem Competition
We publish about two hundred anthems a year. By

our method of distribution, each anthem is sune by
not less than 20,000, in some cases, by as many as
35,000 singers within about two months of publication.
The demand for so many new anthems every year
constitutes a large opportunity for anthem writers,
and this anthem contest is our earnest invitation to

LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
216 W. 5th St.. Dayton. O. 70 E. 45th St., New York

21« S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

The Metropolitan put on the last revival of the season
when they added L'Africaine to their lists. They gave
it a sumptuous production, and a superb cast. Gigli.
Ponselle. Rothier. Jidur and Queena Mario made up
the principal characters and Bodansky conducted. The
staging was sumptuous, there was a ballet in the fourth
act and all other details were on the same scale Of
the music itself there is little to say, except that it is
old-fashioned overlong and has a few favorite melodies
which seemed to please the large audience. It gave the
leading singers ample opportunity to be vocally effective,
and they made the most of their tasks. But why such
antiques when Meistersinger and such are clamoring
for a hearing? It is to be hoped that Gatti will take a
hint from the visiting German companies who are pack-
ing the theatres with just that which undoubtedly the
public want.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg.,— Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,—West 816z
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The Most Significant Fact of All
[Kegardtng THE AMPICO]

T would be the natural thing for a concert pianist to

record his playing for the reproducing device used

in the piano he uses in concert—not only because of his

preference for the piano itself, but because he is usually

bound to the manufacturer by close ties of friendship.

To either break or strain those ties takes courage—the

courage of strong conviction. It is significant to note
the large number of master pianists who have broken
all precedents in the world of music by recording their

art for the Ampico in preference to the reproducing
device used in the piano they use in concert. The fol-

lowing is a partial list of them

:

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
MISCHA LEVITZKI OLGA SAMAROFF

ERNEST VON DOHNANYI
GEORGE McMANUS RICHARD STRAUSS

FANNY BLOOMFIELD ZEISLER
YOLANDA MERO GERALDINE FARRAR

* Rachmaninoff
"I have never before recorded for any reproducing instrument.

Now I have played my works for the Ampico because of its absoUite

faithfulness, and its capacity to preserve beautiful tone painting.

It goes far beyond any reproducing piano in these particulars, which
a pianist must demand in considering a perpetuation of his art."

Sergei Rachmaninoff.

*Levitzki
"For a number of years I have been keenly interested in the possi-

bilities of the Reproducing Piano. I believe I have heard them all,

not once, but many times, but until I heard the Ampico, I never
found one that I thought adequately duplicated the artist's playing.

"It is for this reason that I have decided to record my playing
for the Ampico exclusively."

Mischa Levitzki.

"Positively Uncanny"
Says A Ijred Hertz, director of the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

"I surely was delighted with the excellent performance. The
mysterious way of starting the instrument was positively uncanny.
I enjoyed enormously the whole recital, as I always do when
Godowsky plays. I am usually against encores of the same selec-

tion, but I tiioroughly enjoyed each repetition of Godowsky's playing
as given last night by the Knabe Ampico."

At Carmel-by-the-Sea
At this charming spot on the California Coast is to

be found what is probably the most notable colony of

artists, writers and musicians in the world. No com-
munity could possibly be found, more exacting in its

standards, more critical in its judgment. The interest

of this group centers in their club, where within the

past month they have installed a KNABE. With all

the world to choose from, they have chosen this com-
panion of great masters to be the center of their own
activities.

Henceforth this House shall

be known by this sign,

Kohler & Chase
San Francisco

Sacramento

KNABE AMPICO
Oakland

San Jose

CHALIAPIN COMING IN MAY

Although the first concert to be given
in San Francisco by Feodor Chaliapin,
the great Russian Basso, is still a month
off. Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer, under
whose direction the great singer will ap-
pear here at the Exposition Auditorium
on Sunday afternoon. May 20th and Mon-
day night. May 28th, announces that the
advance mail order reservations indicate
that both of Chaliapin's appearances will

bring to the great hall record breaking
crowds. The successes which this bril-

liant Russian has achieved in the past
year in the United States has established
an entirely new mark in the matter of
the public's appreciation of a master
singer. Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
will continue to receive mail orders for
the Chaliapin concerts and announces
that the regular ticket sale will com-
mence at the box office of Sherman, Clay
& Co., on Monday morning, April 30th.

STANFORD UNIVERSITY MUSIC
Spring Quarter, 1923—Sunday, April 8.

at 4 P. M.—Warren D. Allen, University
Organist assisted by Sara Bibby Brown,
soprano rendered the following pro-
gram: Offertory for Easter Day (Ba-
tiste), The Bells of St. Anne de Beaupre

Miss Deer adds zest and spirit to her
performance by giving her hearers an
opportunity to grasp the inner meaning
of any song she may render. Fine enun-
ciation in English as well as other langu-
ages and a certain knack of emphasizing
the right sentiment in a right way, never
exaggerating, never employing grotesque
extravagances, and yet utilizing a certain
energy of action and dramatic gesture
which assists greatly in lending charm
to her interpretations.

Miss Deer furthermore does not select
trash for her programs. She employs
the classic school as well as some modem
works. She appeals to the serious music
lovers as well as to those enjoying a
lighter literature. But everything she
does, whether it be heavy or light, she
devotes to it that care and precision of
interpretation which lends the song the
invaluable support of individualism. We
know of no artists appearing before music
clubs who are more serious, who take
greater delight in their work, who possess
greater natural qualifications and who
are better fitted to give pleasure than
Miss Deer, and we trust that she may be
successful in securing that public recogni-
tion which her unquestionab'e artistry
and pleasing personality so richly deserve.

A. M.

ANIL DOBR
The DellKhtful Callfornlii Soprano Soloint Who Scored Well

Merited Trlumphx Before Mnalc Cluba of the North-
neat ThiH SeaNon and Whone ProKroinn Are Well

Compiled and ArtlHtically Interpreted

(Alexander Russell) ; Aria from "The
Messiah" (Handel); Dawn, Night, (Cyril

Jenkins): Christus resurrexit (Oreste
Ravanello). Tuesday, April 10, at 4:15
P. M.— The organ numbers from Sun-
day's program will be repeated. Thurs-
day, April 12, at 4:15 P. M.—Hosanna!
(Chorus magnus) (Th. Dubois); In

Friendship's Garden (Rollo F. Maitland);
Quasi lento (from the Sonata for violon-

cello and piano) (G. Guy Ropartz) ; With-
in a Chinese Garden (R. S. Stoughton);
Salutation (Harrison C. MacDougall).

ANIL DEER'S VOCAL ART

Fine Judgment In Program Selection and
Interpretation—Refinement of Style

and Temperament

The other day we had the opportunity
to hear for the first time the excellent

vocal accomplishments of Anil Deer, a
California cantatrice who is not as well
known as her artistic merit justifies. Miss
Deer belongs to those staunch disciples of

the art who devote themselves to their

work with every ounce of energy and
enthusiasm at their disposal. The pos-

sessor of a beautiful voice, well placed

and used with the utmost discrimination

GJERDRUM'S PUPILS RECITALS

Two recitals of unusual interest have
been given by pupils of Henrik GJerdrum
this month. On March 9th, eight of the
youngest piano pupils gave a program at

the studio of Mr. GJerdrum, 2321 Jackson
street and on March 16th, ten pupils in

the intermediate grade gave a recital at

the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Ramac-
ciotti, 2310 Steiner street. Mrs. Lillian

Hoffmyer Heyer. mezzo-soprano, assisted
with several songs and her beautiful sing-

ing was greatly appreciated by the large
number of friends gathered. The pro-
gram given by the pupils was on the lat-

ter occasion as follows: Rondo (from
Sonata C major), (Mozart), Adela Gant-
ner) : Elfin Dance (Keats), Helen Gra-
ham; Brisie d' ete (Sanderson), Bessie
O'Shaughnessy; Impromptu Valse (Bach-
mann). John and Vallejo Gantner; Etude
in G minor (Heller). Dorothy Dunnigen;
Pizzicati (Sylvia), (Delibes), Constance
Ramacciotti; Dance a la Gavotte (Johan-
ning), Lucinda Hanify and Maud Weiden-
muller; Mazurka (Borowski), John Gant-
ner; Am Strande (Posca), Maud Wleden:
muUer; Scarf Dance (Chaminade), Her-

.

man Goldberg.
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RAISA NOT TO SING SUNDAY

Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer has just received ad-
vices from Madame Rosa Raisa. the soprano of the
Chicago Opera Company who was scheduled to give
recitals at the Curran Theater the next two Sunday
afternoons, that a sudden necessary switch in the ar-

rangements of her tour would make it an absolute im-
possibility for her to reach San Francisco in time to

appear next Sunday. Raisa wires that she hppes to ar-

range her Eastern engagements in such a way that she
may be able to fulfill her San Francisco engagement of
April 29th, but even that is more or less uncertain at the
present time, Raisa would have faced a big crowd at the
Curran Theater, Sunday, but as Oppenheimer says there
is nothing to do but accept the dictum of the prima-
donna and consider the first concert at least cancelled.
Those holding tickets for this event may redeem them
at Sherman, Clay & Co. any day during the week or at

the Curran Theatre on Sunday afternoon.

THE LONDON STRING QUARTET CONCERT

It was gratifying to note a large audience attending
the concert of the London String Quartet, which took
place at the Plaza Theater on Tuesday evening, April
17th. If there is any means by which to discover the
real musical status of a community it is by the at-

tendance at chamber music concerts. And yet the
excellent character of this organization and the splen-

did reputation it enjoys should have attracted a crowded
house and would have done so if the publicity pre-

ceding the concert would have been in accordance with
the merit of the event.

The London String Quartet consists of the following
artists; James Levey, first violin; Thomas W. Petre,

second violin; H. Waldo Warner, viola, and C. Warwick-
Evans, cello. Arthur Beckwith from London is tempo-
rarily replacing Mr. Levey during his illness. The pro-
gram presented on this occasion was as follows: Quar-
tet in A major. Op. 18 No. 5 (Beethoven); Quartet in

A No. 8 (Biscay! (J. B. McEwing), dedicated to the
London String Quartet; Quartet in F, Op. 96 (Negro)
(Dvorak).
While it is Impossible to definitely decide which artist

or musical organization is the best in the world there
is no difficulty in deciding whether or not there can be
a better one. We do not hesitate to say that it is im-
possible to interpret chamber music more effectively
more tastefully and conscientiously than is done by the
London String Quartet. Particularly admirable is the
tone quality of the organization and the "oneness" of

Its phrasing and expression of sentiments. There is a
certain authority in interpretation of the classics as
well as the ultra modern style. While we found the
McEwen work somewhat erratic in its purpose, the in-

terpretation given It by the musicians was sufficiently
Interesting to give prestige to the work.
We were specially delighted with the interpretation of

Beethoven which proved a very scholarly and at the
same time a very individualistic and authoritative style

of interpretation. The enthusiasm which the audience
exhibited was indeed well justified.

KOHLER & CHASE HOLD ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meeting of the firm of Kohler & Chase,
which took place at Knabe Hall of the Kohler & Chase
building on Wednesday evening, April 4th, was a most
pretentious affair. Department heads and employes
numbering more than a hundred people were assembled
and actually commemorated the anniversary of Leon
M. Lang's connection with the firm. Among those
present were George Q. Chase and Mrs. Quincey A.
Chase and Mr. McCormick, vice-president of the First
National Bank. A number of interesting addresses were
made in which the executive ability and skill of Mr.
Lang as manager and organizer were extolled. Mr.
Chase paid a specially fine compliment to Mr. Lang's
efficiency.

Mr. Bacon, manager of the San Jose store of Kohler
&^ Chase, was the chairman of the meeting and intro-
duced the various speakers with that knowledge of their
standing which only can be had. through thorough ac-
.quaintance with them. Lang, in his address, emphasized
the various qualifications that make up fine salesmanship
and he placed loyalty to the firm and satisfying the
customers above all else. The various department heads.
Including Mr. Davis, Mr. Harlan, Mr. Bray, Mr. Chamber-
lain, Mr. Blake and others whose names we can not
recall contributed to the Interest of the occasion by
speaking on subjects associated with the business of the
firm. One keynote could be observed throughout the
meeting, namely, that the house of Kohler & Chase has
never enjoyed greater prosperity than it does right
now, and everyone seems to be eager to contribute even
more the next year.

MADAME SHERRY AT THE RIVOLi OPERA HOUSE

Beginning next Monday evening the Hartman-Stein-
dorff Co. will present the ever delightful comedy Mme.
Sherry. Those who are already familiar with the fun
and music of this sensation of former days need no
further recommendation in order to attend these pro-
ductions. Those not familiar with the entertainment
may well take the word of us who know it that they
will make no mistake to set aside a date tor attending
the Rivoli. Ferris Hartman will have a role specially
*uited^ to his splendid sense of humor, while in Myrtle
Dingwall the company will have a prima donna whose

• charm and fine voice will make many new converts to
the Hivoli cause. All the members of the company will
have fine chances to be at their best.

JOINT RECITAL

E. Robert Schmitz
Eminent French Pianist

Eva Gauthier
French-Canadian Mezzo-Soprano

(First Time in San Francisco!

COLUMBIA THEATER
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 29, AT 2:30

TICKETS—$2.00, $1.50, $1,00, SOc.
.\o «nr Tnx

On Sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, San Francisco,
and at Columbia Theater

Proceeds of this recital will be devoted to endowment fund of American Field
Service Fellowships for French Universities, and to the Franco-American Musical
Society's Library of American Music in Paris.

Mr, SrhnilK and Mine. Gauthier will elve a recital at Wheeler Hall.
Berkeley, Saturday Kvenlnfc. -\l»ril an

RESIDENT COMPOSERS' PROGRAM AT FAIRMONT

The Pacific Musical Society will give a program con-
sisting of works of resident composers at the Fairmont
Hotel on Thursday evening, April 26th, and judging from
the selection much care has been taken to choosee from
among the best. Among the names represented are Uda
Waldrop, Albert Elkus, Domenico Bresc;a, Dorothy
Crawford, Antonio De Grassi. and Mary Carr Moore. It

is also interesting to note that some of the composers
will preside at the piano, namely, Dorothy Crawford,
Albert Elkus and Uda Waldrop. The solists will include
Antonio de Grassi, violinist, Anna Young, soprano,
Jascha Schwarzmann, cello, and Marguerite Raas-
Waldrop. Mrs. Moore's composition consists of a trio

for women's voices to be sung by Mrs. A. W. Hilbach, Mrs.
Ward Dwight, and Mrs. H. M. Olsen. Mrs. H. F. Stoll
will be at the piano. Signer De Grassi's work will be in-

terpreted by the Berkeley String Quartet. The com-
plete program will be as follows:

Trio for Women's Voices (Mary Carr Moore) Mrs.
Alfred W. Hilbach, Mrs. Ward Dwight, Mrs. H. M.
Olsen, Mrs. H. F. Stoll at the piano; violin compositions
(Domenico Brescia). .Antonio de Grassi; The L^nknown,
Girl Climbing Ladder, A Melody of Old Design, Query,
Oh, to be in England (Dorothy Crawford!, .4nna Young.
Dorothy Crawford at the piano; Concertino (Paraphrase
of Sonata No. 3. (Ariosti) (Albert Elkus), Jascha
Schwarzmann, Albert Elkus at the piano; Spray, The
Dream Ship. When You Go. A Fairy Lullaby. Spring
Night (Uda Waldrop), Marguerite Raas-Waldrop. Uda
Waldrop at the piano; Menuetto all Antica. Prologue of
Nature (Antonio de Grassi) from Spirit of Sempervireus,
Berkeley String Quartet—Antonio de Grassi, Robert
Rourke, Edward "Towler. Willem Dehe, assisted by
Mertianna Toweler at the piano.

BELGIAN VIOLINIST TO COME HERE

Fdouard Deru, the famous Belgian violinist, will be
in San Francisco and will accept pupils beginning August
15th. He is violinist to the King and Queen of Belgium,
and professor at the celebrated Liege Conservatory of
Music. Until the last few years Mr. Deru was associ-

ated with Eugene Ysaye in Brussells as his principal
assistant and concert master and associate conductor
of his orchestra. The two Belgian violinists have often
been heard in concerted works in Paris. Brussels, Lon-
don and New York. Naturally San Francisco would be
most fortunate to be able to keep such a distinguished
artist and great teacher as one of her musical colony.
All information and arrangeemnts for lessons may be
obtained from Miss Beatrice Anthony, 1000 Union street,

or telephone Franklin 142. Oakland students may ad-
dress her at 744 Lakeshore avenue or telephone Lake-
side 4133.

JOSEPH BONNET'S ORGAN RECITAL

Joseph Bonnet, the eminent French organist, gave an
excellent recital at the Exposition Auditorium on Wed
nesday evening, April 11th, under the auspices of tlie

Mayor and Board of Supervisors, and under the di-

rection of the Auditorium Committee—J. Emmet Hay-
den, chairman; Charles Powers and Edwin G. Bath.
Although several thousand people were in attendance
the excellence of the concert justified a crowded house.
Mr. Bonnet is, according to our ideals, one of the
greatest organists of the time. His manipulation of the
stops, his skill in pedalling, his splendid dramatic power,
his fine knack of attaining thrilling climaxes and his
judicious use of the swell pedal are among the fore-
most features of his virtuosity. We enjoyed every
number and so did the large audience.
Charles F. BuUotti, tenor, was the soloist and he surely

reflected honor upon our resident artists by his beautiful
voice of even quality and smooth timbre and his in-

telligent interpretation, together with his appealing mode
of vocal declamation. He was justly entitled to the
ovation he received. Uda Waldrop played the accom-
paniments in his best mood He thoroughly supported
the soloist with every ounce of artistry and musicianly
judgment. ALFRED METZGER.

The Dominican School of Music of San Rafael has
been doing wonderful good for music in Marin County.
Its concert and lecture course for the season of 1922-
1923 proved a great incentive for the art both among
the students and the public. During this month Mischa

Levitzky, the London String Quartet and the Arntzenius
Sisters, the latter in folk songs and dances, have de-
lighted large audiences in the beautiful new auditorium
of the Dominican College. This evening Jean MacMlllan,
dramatic reader will be heard. For May the following
announcements are made: Wednesday afternoon at 4
o'clock. May 2, lecture; May 5, Saturday evening, Frank
Thompson, Dickens program; May 12th, Saturday even-
inf, Kajetan Attl, harpist; May 19, Saturday evening,
Theodore Maynard, lecture on Francis Thompson.

Herman Heller, the well-known orchestral conductor,
founder of the Sunday morning concerts at the California
Theatre and one of the most energetic exploiters of the
best of music for the public, has been engaged by Sid
Grauman for the Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles.
He will have an orchestra of sixty-five men. Mr. Heller
attracted crowded houses on Sunday mornings to the
California for four years and we feel certain that he will
duplicate his triumph in Los Angeles. He was the first

musician to engage soloists of international reputation
at photoplay theatres. He has always stood for the best
music being none too good for the masses an<; one of his
reasons for leaving San Francisco is due to the fact that
the photoplay houses are committed to jazz. We don't
blame him. The Metropolitan Theatre has a seating
capacity of 4000, being the largest motion picture house
west of New York.

Miss Lillian Gtaser, for ten months prima donna
soprano of the Hartman-Stelndortf Co., four of which
were spent in Oakland and six in San Francisco, has
decided to return East. She has been asked by De
Wolff Hopper to again join his forces in a revival of the
Gilbert and Sullivan operas and it is more than likely
that she will accept this offer. During the time of her
engagement with the Hartman-Steindorff Company Mlsg
Glaser enjoyed much popularity because of her excellent
voice and charming appearance. She has sung in from
twenty to thirty operas and thus has acquired a splendid
repertoire. During the Oakland engagement the operas
were changed every week while in San Francisco the
changes were every two weeks. After a vacation iu
Southern California Miss Glaser will go East by which
time she will have come to a decision whether to join
the De Wolff Hopper forces or appear under other
auspices.

The San Francisco Music Teachers' Association will

hold their regular monthly meeting on Tuesday evening,
April 24th, at the Twentieth Cetnury Club House, 271^
Derby street, Berkeley, when they will he the guests of
the Alameda County Music Teachers' Association. A
splendid program will be presented by Mrs. E. E. Bniner,
soprano, Frank Carroll Giffen, tenor, and John C. Man-
ning, pianist.

Miss Margaret Bruntsch, the distinguished contralto
soloist, who has made such an excellent impression since
her return from Europe, will give a program for the
Adelphian Club of Alameda on Tuesday evening, April
24th. She has selected a very representative array of
vocal compositions and she will be assisted on this oc-
casion by Alexander Saslvasky, violinist.

Joseph George Jacobson's intermediate classes of
pupils gave a recital at their teacher's studio, 2833 Sac-
ramento street, on Friday, March 30th. Those who ap-
peared on this occasion were: Antoinette Ratbman,
Vera Aldestein. Ivonne Brand, Enid Tanslow, Iris Rosen-
baum, Melba Golumb and Sadie Rabinovich. Myrtl^
Harriet Jacobs, a talented eleven-year-old pupil of Mr.
Jacobson, played on Sunday, April 1, at the Granada
Theatre and surprised her audience with her clever
interpretation and technic. She was heartily applauded
and responded with an encore.

Bernard Joseph Katz, a very gifted and precocious
piano student of Louis Felix Raynaud, gave an excellent;

program at the Greek Theatre of the ITnlversity of Cali-
fornia on Sunday afternoon. March 18, which occasion
was one of the regular Half Hours of Music. The young
pianist played compositions by Mendelssohn, Bach,
Mayo, Chopin, Amani, Leschetltzky and Rachmaninoff
and enthused the large audience in attendance with the
fervor of his interpretations and the fluency of his
technic.
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The Los Angeles Trio at their fifth concert gave us

some of the finest ensemble playing of the season. A
trio must needs be fine especially one which includes

pian . but the magnificent artistry of May MacDonild

Hoie, pianiste and founder of the org uiization. makes

of the piano the soul of this trio 'nstead of a metallic

n urderer of the more gent'e stringed instruments. The
program wcs: Trio No 1 G Major (Haydn); Sonata for

Piano and ViolDncello, Op. 19 G Minor (Rachmaninoff);

Trio C Minor Op. 108 (Brnhii s).

This is gay and delightful Haydn. Music has not yet

concerned itself with effect, rather was it as simple an

expresficn of love and gratitude as the worship of local

deities an ong the rural simpliutles of early Greece.

The quality of Luboviski's playing, of classical tradition,

invaiiably resrecting the sc-re, yet endawing it with

the passion i f a true musician, comes at each hearing as

a fresh surprise.

What a feeling of age. of weariness, one experiences

in this Rachmaninoff Sonata! It was a good program
arrangement that ed us directly from Haydn, the age

of innocence, in whom loveliness bubbles up unconsci-

ously as tr m s me clear, exhuberant flowing spring, at

cnce into the troubled beauty of Rachmaninoff s dream.

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

NELL LOCKWOOD
Nell Lockwood, Contralto, who has been delighting Los Angeles

audiences with her recitals during the winter, will appear in

concert at the Mary Louise Tea Room for the Professional

Woman's Club on April 23. In this concert—ai in all of her

recitals and in her home—she will use the sweet toned

KNABE

HILL STREET '^^^ AT 7S^7-T29
Los Angeles

An K.xeuiplary EuNenible OrKanixaliun Which iM

Delif^htine \mh AngrelCH MunIc L.overH With ItH
Splendid FrogrraiuH—The PerHonnel iH .May
MneDonald Hope. I'lano, Calnion Lu-
bovlMky. Violin, and llya BronMon,

Cello

What a life, llya Bronson's cello made live in our ears

—

a despairing dream—a life which has no contact with
nature on the surface, a subterranean river flowing
through caverns of unearthly beauty, lighted fitful'y with
phosphorescent flame. All is a sad illusion yet it

breathes the passion of a strong nature. To a man with
this in his soul, outward life could have little signifi-

cance. Musically, the beauty of the sonata is largey
contained in the piano chords and their unusual resolu-
tions. The melody is a string on which the chords are
hung like darkly gleaming jewels.

In the Brahms trio the powers of each artist were
called upon.. Brahms brings out a string quality that
delights the ear of your true lover of Chamber Music.
It was here. Undoubtedly, we cannot give too much
credit to these three musicians. They manage to come
before their audience so thoroughly prepared that they
can lose themselves in the compositions, and the choice
of program is invariably very high. LLOYD DANA.

G. H. O'Brien, of New York city, is supervising a series
of four Spring Morning Musicales which are to be given
at the Ambassador Hotel Thursdays, beginning April
19th, at 11 A. M. The first program will be given by
Viola Ellis, contralto, and Robert Raymond Lippitt,
pianist. Charles Wakefield Cadman, composer-pianist,
and John Smallman, baritone, will appear April 26th.
On May 3rd, Hallett Gilberte, composer-pianist, and
Alice Forsythe Mosher, lyric soprano, will give a recital;

and Mischa Violin, violinist and Helena Lewyn, pianist,

conclude the series. May 5th.

The Zoellner Quartet gives its fifth concert of its

chamber n usic series in the Ebell -Auditorium the 23rd
inst. A delightful program is planned, including the

Hayden Quartet, Opus 76, No. 1: Aus Meinem Leben
by Smetana; and a Serenade by Binding, Opus 56—tor

two violins and piano.

Alice Forsythe Mosher, lyric soprano, sang for the
Hollywood Community Sing last Tuesday night, the
17th inst. One of the features of her program was the
song by Sol Cohen, Trees of Gethsemane, when the
composer accompanied with his own violin ohligato.

The Philharmonic String Quartet played before a large
audience of club members on April 13th, at the Morosco
Theatre. It was not a long program, but one of merit,

the two numbers being excellent interpretations of

Beethoven and Dvorak. Those compromising the quar-
tet were Sylvain Noack, Henry Svedrofsky, llya Bronson,
and Bmile Ferir.

The American Music Optomlsts meet April 26th, at

the home of Mrs. Frank Colby, for the annual election

of oflicers. The musical program will feature, in accord-
ance with the aims of the society, American composers,
those represented being George Edwards, Charles Wake-
field Cadman, Fannie Dillon, and Gertrude Ross. Ray-
mond Harmon, tenor, Edith Lillian Clark, pianist, and
Sylvia Harding, violiniste, wi 1 appear en the program.

The De Lara Opera Company will produce II Trovatore
in the Gamut Theatre of this city on April 24th. and in

the Pasadena high school auditorium on the 26th inst.

The cast for the production is announced as: Dorothy
Grosse. soprano, as Leonora: Miguel Laris, tenor, as
Manrico; Harry Ershoff, baritone, as Count de Luna;
Bille Carson, contralto, as Azucena; Forest Bell, basso,

takes the part of Ferrando; May Montana, lyric soprano,
has the role of Inez; Douglas Cole plays Ruiz, the second
tenor; EUeck Caminker, as second baritone, will sing
the old gypsy's role.

Joseph Carl Briel has left tills city, to remain away
for about two months. He goes to New York to work
on the music score for the next Griffith photoplay pro-

duction. The White Rose. And the same week that we
lose one famous composer, another returns from a sec-

ond transcontinental tour—Charles Wakefield Cadman,
who at present is engaged on the orchestration for his

opera. The Witch of Salem.

Dorothy Jardon, the Chicago Grand Opera star, who
sang, from Carmen at Loew's State Theatre for two
weeks, remained another week at the same theatre. On
her last program she sang two short songs, one being
Victor Schertzinger's Adolay.

Mr. and Mrs. J. Spencer-Kelly gave a program for the
Whittier Woman's Club the 18th inst., with Mrs. Samuel
Bristol accompanying at the piano. Two songs from
Joseph Carl Briel. written to the lyrics of Lucile Spencer
Kelly and Robert Louis Stevenson, were features of the
program.

Paul Breckenridge is launching a new venture, namely
the organization of a new light opera company, which
will be known as the Colonial Opera Company. Breck-
enridge has only recently returned from the Orient,

where he sang baritone rol^s with several companies,
including the Savage and Aborn. The material for bal-
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let, orchestra, principals, and cliorus of the productions,
will be gathered from resident artists, it is stated,

Grace Carrol Elliot will present an evening of music
at the Gamut Theatre the 23rd inst. Under her concert
direction will appear Adelaide Gosnell, pianiste; Purcell
Mayer, violinist; and Erwin Yaekel, accompanist.

The Woman's Symphony Orchestra gives it second
and final concert of the season in the Philharmonic the
evening of the ISth inst., when Olga Steeb plays as

piano soloist. This organization, dating from 1894. was
first directed by Harley Hamilton, and gave as its

premiere concert a complete Hayden symphony. Since
that time, the programs have included, always at least,

one movement from a symphony, never once swaying to

hint of modern music. For the past nine years Henry
Schoenefeld has been director of the orchestra, and Mrs.
Foy Neher is now filling her third term as president.

JOHN SMALLMAN--BARITONE
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Concerts—Recital*—Inntroction

Featarlng .AU-Amerlean Program
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Rosa Raisa and Giocomo Rimini close the PhiUiar-

raonic artists series, with their concert on the evening
of April 24th. Both have been heard here before, in

the casts of Othello, and Jewels of the Madonna, but

this is their first joint recital, locally. Raisa withstood
privation and hardships in Italy before her voice came
to the attention of Madame Marchesi, and later Madame
Canipanini (sister of Tetrazzini). From that time on,

Iiowever, her success has been pronounced, her debut

, in Aida with the Chicago Opera Company, and her
Phone 2S185 appearances in Italy, Covent Garden, La Scala, South

America, and Mexico City. Rimini already had achieved

operatic success abroad when he joined the Chicago
Opera Company with Canipanini then as director. The
program for the recital here includes Russian and Eng-

lish songs, the famous Drinking Song from Hamlet, aria

from Fedora, aria from Ernani and two duets.

Sylvain Noack, assistant conductor of the Philhar-

monic Orchestra, directs a group from the same body,

with the orchestration of the Fifth Beethoven Symphony.
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The Philharmonic Orchestra popular concert of Sun-

day afternoon, the 15th inst.. was the last of the season.

It left us with a host of melodies, a tendency toward
philosophical introspection (the program was a Tschai-

kowsky-Wagner), and a feeling of pity tor the many
who were absent. It was a program essentially tor

popular taste, but the student who eagerly follows

musical scores was caught unawares and drifted into

enjoyment of the afternoon mood. With the exception

of the third movement of the Pathetique Symphony

—

the march-scherzo—which won loud applause for its

dynamic orchestration, the program was idyllic. There

was the Introduction to Act III and the Prelude and
Love Death from Tristan and Isolde, with its poignant

undercurrent of tragic love. O- W. Hoffman, as on a

previous occasion, scored with his English horn solo.

The Meistersingers was a fit farewell, a little more
technical, yet upholding the general tone of the program.

It is a brilliant work by which to remember this year's

"pop" concerts.

The last Symphony Concert is to be played Friday

afternoon and Saturday evening, April 20-21, with the

Debussy Apres Midi d'un Faune for the first time on

these programs. The Symphony No. 1 in C Minor, Opus
88 of Brahms, and the Strauss tone poem. Death and

Transfiguration, comprise the remainder of the program.

Indications are that the coming performance of

Verdi's "IL TROVATORE" scheduled for Tuesday. April

24th at the Gamut Theatre, and for Thursday, April 26th

at the Pasadena High School Auditorium, will be

great successes. In both performances the leading

soprano role of Leonora will be sung by Dorothy Grosse,

dramatic soprano of Pasadena. Others who will take

principal roles in Los Angeles are Billie Corson, con-

tralto, who will sing part of Azucena; Miguel Laris.

tenor, who will sing the role of Manrico; Harry Ershoff,

baritone, who will sing role of Count di Luna; and

Forest Ball, basso, who will sing part of Ferrando. In

Pasadena, the cast of characters will be the same, with

the exceptions of the Mezzo-soprano, who will be Vivian

Clarke, in the role of Azucena, and Carlo Guidero, tenor,

in the role of Manrico. Manuel Sanchez de Lara who is

director in chief of the company, will be conductor of

both performances of II Trovatore.

Miss Winifred Hooke is now planning for a trip to

Europe this summer. However she will only be there

for a short visit, as she intends to be back in Los
Angeles, September 1st.

PASADENA NEWS

De Lara Grand Opera Company
MANUEL SANCHEZ DE LARA, Conductor

ProMentM "II Trovatore" on Tuesday Evening. .April
-4th, at Gamut Theater, Lof* AngeleK. and on Thurs-
day Evenlne, April a«th, at Pasadena High School

Unless you are known to everyone who engages artists
or who attends concerts you can not possibly secure
engagements, '/our mere say-so does not constitute
proof of your experience and success. Therefore make
your name valuable by advertising.

Alice Coleman Batchelder, pianist, and the Selling

String Quartet were heard in a chamber music program
at the Vista Del Arroyo, Thursday afternoon. April 12th.

The personnel of the quartet was made up of Oscar
Selling, first violinist, Morris Stoloff, second violinist,

Allard de Ridder, viola, and Franz Lusschen. 'cellist.

With the Quartet, it is Mrs. Batchelder's intention to

give a series of concerts next season, and the one of

this month was to be somewhat in the nature of an
introduction to the proposed series.

The Pasadena Community Orchestra, under the baton
of Will Rounds, conductor, gave an excellent concert at

the high school, April 12th. Vibian Strong Hart, colora-

ture soprano, was the soloist, with Lois Wall as her

accompanist. Mme. Hart's solos included. Ah. fors e

lui, from La Traviata, The Spirit Flower (Campbell-

Tipton). Villanelle (Del Acqua). Spring and You (Dr.

Frank Nagel), and Come unto These Yellow Sands (La
Forge). Kamenoi Ostrow (Rubinstein), and The Dance
of the Hours from La Oioconda (Ponclelli), were given

X QTiehlKKELCompany 1^
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%Birkel Company
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by the orchestra. Arthur Farwell conducted his own
Academic Overture, entitled Cornell.

Harold Porter Smyth, pianist. Junia Wolff, soprano.
Dr. Roscoe G. Dickinson, 'cellist, Reginald Bland, vio-

linist and Judith Bland, accompanist, presented the pro-
gram for The Music Memory Contest at the Thomas-
Jefferson School. April 13th.

LAMANDA PARK NEWS

Martin E. Robinson, director, arranged the musical
festival for The Hartzell Memorial Church, April 20th

and 21st. The sacred opera. Queen Esther, was given
by a chorus of seventy-five voices, supported by an
orchestra. The choir was assisted by some of the
leading soloists of the other churches. After the pre-

sentation of Queen Esther, a beautiful operette. The
Months and Seasons was given by the Sunday School,
under the direction of Mr. Robinson.

The California Theatre Orchestra, under Carli Elinor's
able direction, is presenting this week an all MacDowell
program that is extremely well selected to show to best
advantage the orginality in melody and resourcefulness
in command of modern harmony that are the character-
istics of this foremost American composer. Mr. Miller
has very generously donated the entire receipts from

SQI^
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the sale of some six thousand tickets to aid in the

establishment of a MacDowell Colony in Southern Cali-

fornia, similar to that at Peterboro and this gracious

act makes the program of even greater interest to the

public.

The program opens with the Village Festival from the

Indian Suite. Based on the melodies of the American
Indians, barbaric in rhythm and played with rough vigor

it fittingly depicts their festivities. To a Wild Rose
from Woodland Sketches is a simple and plaintive

melody, the natural beauty of which has been enhanced
by the transcription for strings arranged by Mr. Elinor.

Claire Forbes Crane, Guest Pianiste. has se'.ected the

Largo in D minor from the second piano concerto to

display the melodic brilliancy and modern harmonic
invention of this great American composer and plays

the number impressively and with brilliant effect. Con-
gratulations. Mr. Elinor, on the beauties of this All-

American program!

MANY IMPORTANT CONCERTS IN NEW YORK

Production of Mona Lisa Among Novelties of Early

March—German Opera Co. Arouses Great Interest

—Mr. and Mrs. Josef Lhevinne in Joint

Recital—Walter Damrosch Resumes
Baton

BY ROSALIE HOUSMAN
NEW YORK, March 5.—The outstanding novelty

of the week of February 25, was the first American
production of the Mona Lisa. As its title tells us, it has

to do with the story of the famous picture, which, though
of course, but an imagined one. is very dramatic and
effective. The only incongruity is, to me, the placing

ot the story between a prologue and epilogue which are

modern, and which jar. The story, gruesome as it is. is

capable of standing alone. The new artists were Barbara
Kemp and Michael Bohnon, both from Berlin, and who
have been Identified abroad with the opera. Mme.
Kemp is Mona Lisa, her make up, is amazingly like the

picture—her smile uncanny. Much of the success of the

performance was due her and her remarkable acting.

Musically, the opera was disappointing The vocal line

was a declamation, which frequently shrieked instead

of singing. There was a noisy orchestra on whom most
ot the burden fell, and Bedansky did much with it, to

make it as expressive as possible, and though the mount-
ings were sumptuous in the style of Titian's old paint-

ings, and the rest of the cast (among whom one must
mention Meader and Peralta for their small parts well

done) was effective, even Taucher, the hero, still one felt

that as an opera it was weakest in its musical dress.

However, one performance is not a Judgment though
one does feel that Schillings, though a modern man, is

unimportant in the line following the two Richards.

At the Manhattan I had the opportunity of hearing a

stirring performance of the Meisteringers, a boon, in

these days of too much music which was conducted
by Leo Blech in masterly fashion, and when one realizes

that he had but a scratch orchestra, one is greatly im-

pressed. The names of the artists were practically un-

known, but after having been heard they will become
famous. Of that there is no doubt, and it is whispered
that the Met may annex a few. In the role ot Sachs
was a man of gorgeous voice, Frederich Schoor, well

known at home. It has a wonderfully sympathetic
quality, richness, and in the Wahn aria was beautifully

expressive. The acting was noble, simple on a par with
the singing. In Robert Hutt they had a fine Walter, in

Desider Zador, a clever Beckmesser, and the David of

Paul Schwarz was ideal. As guest, Miss Claire Dux sang
the Eva with Just the right spirit. Three weeks more at

the Lexington are announced with other well-known
operas.

Josef Lhevinne and his wife gave a Joint recital at

Carnegie Hall, on Friday night the IGth, where they
joined forces in a suite of dances of the modern French-
man Vuillemin, as well as in a Mozart senate, while
Mr. Lhevinne played Beethoven and Chopin groups
beautifully.

To chronicle the concerts of interest and importance
is to first mention the return of Walter Damrosch, and
that his soloist was Rachmaninoff, playing his second
concerto. A program of such importance brought a

crowded house and an ovation to both men. The pianist-

composer was in his best form, his touch warm and
resonant, and the concerto is a grateful one to play and
hear. The novelty was Beata Regna, of Tomassini, one
of the Italian Symphonists, inspired, the notes tell us,

by the Fra Angelico Angels, and so was becomingly
dressed in the Gregorian manner, fitting to the subject.

It was effectively scored, and was well worth hearing.

On Sunday night, February 25, at the DeWitt Clinton
High School, where the Evening Mail holds weekly con-

certs, with artists of International reputation, they had
two soloists, whose names are of special interest to the
West. Mme. Gadski was the vocalist, Mr. Pettis the
pianist, and the two artists had a very large and most
enthusiastic audience. It is the policy of the paper to

encourage music, by giving of the best, and in so doing
to create an audience for Carnegie and other halls. By
eight the hall is packed, many are turned away and the
doors are closed. Mme. Gadski had a program ot stand-
ard songs, as the audiences are being treated to the
best of music, and was in fine voice, awakening tre-

mendous enthusiasm. In Mr. Pettis she had a good
foil. He was in particularly poetic mood, and fine in his
mixed group, as later with an all-Amerlcan one, kept the
audience's interest alive and expectant. In the latter,

he played his own Mirror, My Pagan Prelude, and de
Grassi's Rhapsodic Prelude. They took with the mixed,

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 35M
Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Angeles

but intensely musical audience. Both artists asked me
to extend personal greetings to their many friends.

The Philadelphia orchestra introduced a new Ameri-
can work, Ernest Schelling's Victory Ball, music written
with imagination, and a splendid appreciation of the
modern orchestra. He bases it on a poem of rCoyes, and
gave the tympani section of the orchestra a virtuoso
chance. It is significant music and will, I hope, be heard
again. The soloist was Moisewitsch, playing a new
(to America) concerto, by Tcherepnin. I cannot say
that it expresses much of musical interest, though it

gives the soloist unlimited opportunity of showing off, and
the surprising thing is, its lack of national color. The
pianist was greatly applauded, and deserved it.

There have been no novelties on the Mengelberg pro-
grams, but there is always great enthusiasm for him
and for what he does^ The Heldenleben had place of

honor on the programs.

Nyiroghazi returned from his western trip, and gave a
brilliant recital at Aeolian Hall on Tuesday evening, the
27th of February. His playing Is especially noticeable for

its ease and fluency, while the depths are still un-
touched. But he is very young, and has already much
power and command of tonal color. I think he has a
great future, and is well worth watching.

The Friends of Music repeated the Lied der Erde of
Mahler on their series at Town Hall. Mme. Cahier
again singing the contralto role, and Urlus the tenor one.
It caused quite as much comment as before, and may be
winning friends. I find it mediocre, as I did last year,

frequently a beautiful bit, but in the midst of a desert of

commonplaces, long drawn out. It was splendidly given,

and Bodansky handled his orchestra in masterly fashion.

At the third concert of the London String Quartet
they presented as a first performance a charming suite

of Walford Davies. a Welshman, called Peter Pan. which
had imagination, charm, and a thorough understanding
of the strings. It was liked immediately. In the quintet
of Schubert which demands two celli, Felix Salmon
assisted and though this is a particularly long work It

was so beautifully given as to make one enjoy it all. The
quartet had a big house, and deserved in full measure
the enthusiasm their playing evoked.

All New York is mourning the death of the well known
dean of critics. Krehbiel. which occurred during the
past week. He has always been known for his broad-
mindedness, his vast knowledge of the fundamentals of

music and for his just appreciation of the things that
count. He will be very much missed.

At the concert of the Beethoven Association on Mon-
day evening. March 12th, the Letz quartet, with the
assistance of Artur Schnabel and his wife. Therese
Schnabel. gave a classic program and won the approval
of a crowded house. The Letz men first gave a virile

reading of the heavenly F major, op 59, of Beethoven,
certainly one of the most beautiful pages in quartet
literature, and it was done with precision, tonal con-
trasts and much appreciation of its beauties. The work
of Horace Britt, who is their cellist, stood out strongly
and firmly, as a strong support. Later with the pianist,

they played the F minor quintet of Brahms with a good
blending of individual parts. Mme. Schnabel. contralto,

sang a number of Schubert songs, with distinction in

phrasing and diction and made much of what is not
naturally a beautiful voice. But for the understanding
she brought to it. she was appreciated and applauded.

Chaliapin has again come and gone, doing Mephisto-
phele and Boris again, amid the thunderous applause of

the biggest audiences of the Metropolitan's season. No
singer, except possibly Jeritza has evoked such enthusi-
asm as he has this season and he is the greatest singing
artist at the opera now. The revival of L'Africaine,
which is promised for next week, has Gigli as the prin-

cipal singer, with Ponselle as opposite and an otherwise
distinguished cast.

Over at the Lexington, the German Opera Company is

packing the place with its splendidly done Wagnerian
performances, which are supplying a lack that New York
has felt for many seasons. There will be revivals of
Freischutz, Fidelio. and Hansel and Gretel. before the
company goes on a short tour. Their season, begun
under the worst financial difficulties, has resulted in

success of all kinds, and is now, on a substantial basis,

having been underwritten by a number of business
people.

The Scola Cantorum, under Schindler, gave another
concert, in which many old Spanish songs, edited by
the director, were sung, as well as some lovely Pale-

strlna and music of his period. Mr. Schindler gets
beautiful tonal values from his chorus, distinction of

interpretation, and delicacy of inflections. It deserved
the large audience, which greeted the work warmly.

There is going to be another orchestra next year in

this already over-crowded city which is being organized
by some of the men of the former National Symphony
and a few of the present Philharmonic desks. It has

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert BnxaKeBacatB
and Instruction Applj to
Secretarx and Mnnnser

Western Representative of Lyon A. Healy Harps

Telephone Dou^laa 1678

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

filed incorporation papers, has, on dit, good social back-
ing, and announces eight dates for Carnegie, as well as
the most important fact—the conductorship of Josef
Stransky, who, unquestionably, has a very large personal
following. There has been much dissatisfaction over his
resignation and it is thought likely that he will attract
many to hear him. No name has as yet been definitely
decided upon.

Among the recitals of the week none was more en-
joyable than that of the German baritone of the Metro-
poUtan—Paul Bender, who gave a fine program on
Tuesday evening, the 20th. His singing has the finest
distinction, for the phrase, the musical values and above
all, for the composer's intention. He gave a number of
Loewe ballads as encores and remarkably sung, too, as
well as a thoroughly representative program of classic
songs, to which he added a number of America's best.
For that he deserves our special thanks.
Although Rachmaninoff was ill he played to a packed

house on Saturday afternoon, March 24th, and gave a
most Interesting program, lengthened by innumerable
encores. His playing seemed warmer, more plastic than
it was on other occasions, and, as always, thrilled his
listeners. Particularly lovely was his playing of the
Beethoven Appassionata.

It Is absolutely impossible to become thorouohly
musical without keeping Informed about what Is going
on in music. Therefore, a subscription to the Pacific
Coast Musical Review represents part of your musical
education.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. How many string quartets did Beethoven write?
—A. A.

Sixteen.

2. What is the oldest conservatory in the United
States?—M. F.

Conservatory ot the Peabody Institute, Baltimore,
founded In 1867.

3. What Is meant by the Small Orchestra?—J. C. S.
A symphony orchestra with trombones and tubas (and

perhaps clarinets and drums) omitted, and with only
two horns and two trumpets.

4. Is Hans Richter still living?—D. H.
No; he died six years ago, at Bayreuth, December 6th,

1916.

5. What is the chord of the Extreme Sixth?—L. B.
The chord of the Augmented Sixth.
Note:—A communication from E. C. D. supplements

the answer to question No. 5 of the issue of April 7th,

in regard to Paderewski's encores. The second encore
was "My Joys." (Chopin-Llszt), and after the Chopin
Waltz, Cracovienne Fantastique (Paderewskl), vas
added.
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ALCAZAR THEATRE

The delicately artistic acting o£ Allan

Pollock, the Alcazar's distinguished visit-

ing star, will be found particularly well

suited to his second vehicle, "A Pinch
Hitter," which will be staged for the first

time in the West, beginning with Sunday
Matinee, April 22nd. By way of contrast

to his first offering. "A Pinch Hitter is a

comedy of the most amusing sort, said to

be written in bright and breezy fashion,

and filled with almost continuous laugh-

ter. It was originally produced at the

Henry Miller Theatre. New York, with

Pollock in the star role, and proved one

of the gayest comedies of the season.

The mirth making possibilities of "A
Pinch Hitter" may best be realized when
it is known that Pollock, in the role of

Dennis Lestrange, accepts a commission
to become a co-respondent in a divorce

case in order that he may accommodate a

lady. The play is replete with amusing
situations and there are good parts for

the members of the supporting company.
Nana Bryant will be found attractively

cast and Mary Duncan and Cliff Thomp-
son, who came with the star will have
important roles. In the cast also will be

Ancyn McNulty in a character part. Mak-
ing his first appearance at the Alcazar in

more than two years, will be Thomas
Chatterton, one of the most popular actors

ever to appear at the O'Farrell Street

Playhouse.
This week Pollock's initial offering. "A

Bill of Divorcement" continues to crowd
the Alcazar. It is a powerful play, and
all of the critics have agreed that it is

being presented in faultless fashion, furn-

ishing an artistic triumph for the Alcazar.

MADAME VOUGHT PICKS WINNERS

During a series of ten recitals which
Madame Stella Raymond-Vought is giving

at the Fitzgerald Memorial Church in an
endeavor to pay for the recently newly
installed organ, she has been accredited

with presenting two artists, who imme-
diately afterwards have been awarded
highest honors in contests which they
have entered, namely, E. Harold Dana,
baritone, who won highest honors from
Titta Ruffo and Miss Corinne Keefer,

contralto, recently awarded a scholarship

at tile annual convention of music teach-

ers in Santa Ana. Both of these artists

were Californians. Madame Vought will

present another program at the above
Church on Monday evening. April 30th,

when a high class program of piano,

cello, vocal and whistMng numbers will be
rendered. A new artist who will probably
be in great demand shortly is Robert
Romani. Australian bass-baritone, who
will sing several operatic gems, in a mas-
terly fashion. The program in its entirety
appears as follows:

Star Spangled Banner—Entire Audi-
ence, Marie Rambo at the organ; Con-
certo, G minor (Mende'ssohn), Edna Lin-
kowski (artist pupil of George Kruger).
George Kruger at second piano; Soprano
Solos: (a) Care Selve (Handel), (b)

The Winds in the South (Scott), (c) Twi-
light (Glenn), Lucile White (artist pupil
of Mme. Vought). E. P. Illingworth at the
piano; Bass Solos. (a) Hear Me Ye
Winds—"Scipio" (Handel), (b) When the
Swallows Homeward Fly (White), (c)

Toreador Song—"Carmen" (Bizet), Rob-
ert Romaine. E. P. Illingworth at the
piano; Contralto Solos: (a) Aria—Ah,
Mein Sohn—The Prophet (Meyerbeer),
(b) Butterflies (Seller), (c) Spring (Hil-

dach), EUe Rademann M'Uer, Maybel
Sherburne West at the Piano: Cello
Solos: (a) Serenade (Popper), (b) Ber-
ceuse (Simon), (c) Tarantelle (Popper).
Dorothy Dukes Dimm. Martha Dukes
Parker at the piano; Whistling Solos:
(al Merrily I Roam (Waltz Song). (Sch-
leiffarth), (b) By the Waters of Min-
netonka (Lieurance), (c) At Dawning
(Cadman)7 Mme. Scheila Wuerkert, Pro-
fessor Theodor Irwin at the piano; Bari-
tone Solos: (a) The 'Call of Life (Ayl-
ward), (b) Your Eyes (Tours), (c) Dio
Possente (Faust), (Gounod), Robert D.
MacLure, Maybel Sherburne West at the
piano; Concerto (Chopin), Maybel Sher-
burne West; Marie Rambo (pupil of May-
bel Sherburne West) at second piano.

NOVAES TO PLAY MONDAY

San Francisco will have its first oppor-
tunity of hearing Guiomar Noaves. the
greatly discussed Brazilian pianist in the
Ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on
Monday afternoon. April 23rd. This fam-
ous artist, who when thirteen years old
was sent by the Brazilian government
to Paris to compete tor entry in the

Conservatory has been before the public
as a virtuoso but a scant ten years yet
in this time she has established a well
merited reputation which ranks her
among the greatest pianists of the day.
As her program reveals Madame Novaes
prefers the classics and tlie composers of
the romantic period and plays very little
of the modern school of music with the
exception of Debussy and some of the
French composers. Monday afternoon's
event will be the final concert in the
Alice Seckels' Matinee Musical Series and
will start at three o'clock.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel, Bayview/ 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

i302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach EDWIN HUTCHINGS
VOICE CULTLRE

Stndio:
»02 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

'"" Fmnnlm-o Phone; Kearny M»4

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.\RITONE — VOICE CULTURE

AuthorlKed to Teaeb Mme. Schnen.
Rene'o Slelhod

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospeet 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SA'VTNCS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

, Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. ond 7lh Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haii-ht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UJloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4J^)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

ADELE ULMA.N
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Paciflc 33

Laura Wertheimber

2211 Seott St.

atory Teacher for
. Noah Ilrandt

Telephone Pllln

Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO asd HARMONY

Institute ot Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

IIO.I Kohler £ Chaae Bid. TeL Suiter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-804 KOHLER & CH.^SE BLDG.
Phon- Kearny M.%4

MRS. CHARLES POULTER
SOPRANO St. Andrena Church
Voice Culture, Piano. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2078. Kohler A Chaae BIdK..
Wedneadays Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY
PIANIST AND TBACHBR

Realdence and Slodlo, 6128 HllleKass Are..
Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 509S.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Sueeeanei* In Euriipe; Concert Snc-
reNNen in .\nierlon. \<ldreNM ISOl Cnliftirnin
St.. San Frnnclnco Telephone Prp.pect :i620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 UnlTney Bulldlugr, 376 Sutter St.
Tel. Donelas 42:«. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

Kearny 5454.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROAMI8T ST. MARY'S OATHlSDilAl.

Piano Dcpartaeat, Haurilu Seh»«l
Oegun uuH Piano. ArHllwara Mnalcwl gollearw

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

Pupil of
De Reaxke and Percy Rector Stephens

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PUNO

Stndloi lOOS Kohler Jk Ckaae Bids.
Phone Kearny 5454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone FUlmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Courlqne, Paris

Studios 3107 WaahtngtUn Street
Phone Plllmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater Claaaea for Violin

Studio Building, 1373 Poat Street
Tel. Prospect 757

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement MunIc School)

343K HacrHmenio *!. Photi*' Klllm»re H»M

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SlngluK. 32 Lorelta Ave., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler A
Chase Bldgr.. s. F. Telephone Keami- .M.M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST, Bet. Clay A WashlnictoD

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist, Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2.'.3» Clay St., Phone West 4800.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: lOOB Kohler Ji: Chase Bide.

Telephone Kearny .'.454

Rea. Tel. Bayrlew 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMP.VNIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 4lftC Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 41.'.2 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHUIR OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. West 7

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douelas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell SL Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 Caiifornis St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1(95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Paciflc 167«

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134J

andreTeWRTEE
'

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. .S454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 366j

BOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

EMIL HAHL
Res.: 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 229'

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter (IH

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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G SCHIRIVIER JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voces, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

THE LITTLE HANON, By Robt. J. King
A new work potterned after «ho»e contained In the famoua "Hnnon VlrtnMO
PianUt." H ahould Her^e the aame pnrpone for the comparatlTe brglBner that

the larger one han no »ucc«ri»fallT aecompli»hed for the more advanced.

ClieerfuUv sent for inspection to anyone.

henry' GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPAIVIST

1128 Cheatnut Street
Telephone Proapect 4032

JOHN WHITCOMB NASH
VOCAL CULTURE

Irttat pupila

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

n he

u natlHlted nilh you
place you hcfore th
n natlxflcd nilh you
rnddlKt. or Chnrleti

your tcnche
In he nlway» talking "UREATHf" '•TOXGUEf

'JAWf"
If in doubt, connult Mr. BoKurt, »vho studied in

Europe with the teachers of Semb.-ick, Scalchi.

Ulxpham, etc.

PuiiilN prepared for Oiiera. Oratorio, Church and
Concert.

:17I1 SUTTER STREET—DouBlos 9256
2218 LAKE STREET— Bayview 4871

EvcnlntfH hy aiiiiolntnient

Read >lr. Roprart's nrtirlc in thi« paper of March
24, Hi2:l, about "Charletaus"

QonStance 'Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs ne.xt season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wager Swayne

lecial Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A Chase Bldg.
2^181^ Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone BerlEeley 1310

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie

Telephone Franklin 5400

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing
that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

1
r̂
!^ -?

WE INVITE A HEARING

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
^/'WUg>'BAllen® ra

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

SHEET music
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SAN FRANCISCO CLUBS GIVE FINE CONCERTS

City's Music Clubs and Similar Organizations Enjoy Splendid Season-
Many Programs of Unquestionable Artistic Value Given During

First Months of the New Year—Excellent Resident Artists

Heartily Applauded By Large Audiences—Ensemble
Organizations Also Enjoy Enthusiastic Receptions

BY ALFRED METZGER

Owing to lack of space we were com-
pelled to delay publication of reports of

the proceedings of the Pacific Musical

Society and the San Francisco Musical

Club during the months of February and
March. However, since the efforts of

these organizations are of the utmost
importance to the musical life of the

community we feel that their programs
should not be ignored. And to do justice

to those who are in charge of the con-

certs we shall now include in this review

some of the events beginning with Febru-

ary 15th. while we shall report the con-

certs taking place after April 7th in the

next issue of this paper.

COSTUME RECITAL— The partic-

ipants in the program of the San Fran-
cisco Musical Club on February 15th add-

ed very much to the interest of the occa-

sion by appearing in costumes, thereby
paying their respects to St. Valentine.

The work of Mrs. Robert Goodale,

diseuse, was especially enjoyed as it was
quite a change from the regulation pro-

grams of instrumental and vocal music.

She was very charming in her Chinese
costume for the Chinese Mother Goose
rhymes, as she was also in the quaint
Japanese numbers. She was assisted by
Miss Gertrude Smith, Mrs. Arthur Hack-
ctt. Mrs. John P. Coghlan, Mrs. Byron
McDonald, with Mrs. William Poyner,
violinist, and artistically accompanied by
Mabel Sherbourne West at the piano.

The four Dreamers' Tales played by
Marian de Guerre Steward were exquisite

bits of coloring for the piano and were
executed most beautifully. Mrs. Ellen
Page Pressley, whose singing is always
enjoyed, showed great dramatic possi-

bilities in her interpretation of the Vign-
ettes of Italy by Wintter Watts. Her
voice is one of beauty and showed to

great advantage in this interesting col-

lection of songs. She was accompanied
by Miss Ethel Alexander.

M. G. McF.

ANNIVERSARY CONCERT— Friday
evening, February 23rd being the thir-

teenth anniversary concert of the Pacific
Musical Society, those taking part in the
program made their numbers more in-

teresting by appearing in costumes of the
period for which the compositions were
intended. The first and final numbers of

the program played by Miss Josephine
Holub. violinist. Miss Margaret Avery,
cellist, and Mrs. H. C. Barthelson, pianist,

were more than worthy of the enthusi-
astic applause received. Each member of

the trio proved herself an artist of abil-

ity. Mrs. Philip V. Hein, ably accom-
panied by Mrs. David Hirschler, sang II

Baccio by Arditi and Ye Merrie Birds by
Gombert very artistically. The Gavotte
by Gluck-Brahms and Caprice Gluck-
Saint-Saens were played by Miss Isabel
Arndt and thoroughly enjoyed by the
audience. Miss Arndt displayed pianistic
ability in her artistic interpretations of
these compositions.

Mrs. Katherine Ostrander, accompanied
by Mrs. Anna Morse, sang Masse's Drink-
ing Song in a pleasing fashion. Two De-
bussy numbers, arranged for four hands,
were effectively rendered by Mrs. Charles
Cross and Mrs. David Hirschler. Miss
Edna Koran, accompanied by Miss Hazel
Nichols, proved herself to be a violinist
of exceptional merit in her playing of

three beautiful compositions for the
violin. The Dance of the Blessed Spirits.

a flute solo, was daintily played by Miss
Melva Farwell. The singing of .Abraham
Levin, artistically accompanied by Mrs.
Abraham Levin was well received and
very much enjoyed. He sang with great
style and feeling and displayed a voice
of beauty and resonance.

M. G. McF.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY—One of
the most interesting and most musicianly

programs given by the Pacific Musical
Society during the present season took
place at the Fairmont Hotel on Friday
evening, March 9th. The opening num-
ber consisted of a composition entitled
Sur la Mer by Vincent d'Indy and inter-

preted by Miss Etta Morsehead. This
artist succeeded in extracting from this
composition every particle of sentiment
and proved herself both from a technical
and emotional point of view thoroughly
proficient in the exposition of adequate
pianistry. The features of the program
were the choral numbers interpreted by
a chorus of able ladies under the direc-
tion of Albert Elkus. They sang as their
first group Four Slavic Folk Songs (Jos-
eph Zuk), Shepherd and Shepherdess, In
Death United, The Miraculous Well, and
Had They But Known. They also closed
the program with a rendition of Debus-
sy's ultra modern conceit entitled The
Blessed Damosel. During the first num-
ber Mrs. Isabel Arndt was the assisting
artist while Mrs. Roy Folger presided at
the piano. The group of four songs was
interpreted with fine musical instinct,

delicate and intelligent phrasing and pre-

cision of attacks as well as correctness
of intonation and uniformity of reading.
Miss Arndt proved a most delightful as-

sistant. While Mrs. Folger played the
accompaniments ably.

The concluding number. The Blessed
Damosel by Debussy is exceedingly diffi-

cult both from the standpoint of vocal
requirements and variety of expression.
It is therefore with much pleasure that
we can testify to the excellent work done
by the Pacific Musical Society Choral
under the direction of Albert Elkus. The
unusual and difficult modulation and
changes of keys were gratifyingly ex-
ecuted by these capable singers. Anna
Young, who sang the part of the Damosel,
was in excellent voice and revealed her
extraordinary taste and artistic instinct
by phrasing and tonal work of excep-
tional worth. Mrs. M. E. Blanchard as
the narrator also contributed in no' small
degree to the truly artistic character of
this performance. Allan Bier presided at

the piano with that dignity and pro-
ficiency which only a pianist of the ut-

most qualifications is able to display.
The personnel of the Pacific Musical

Club Choral is as follows: Miss Muriel
Barneson, Miss Eleanore King, Mrs.
Charles P. Butte, Miss Marcella Kneer,
Mrs. Selah Chamberlain, Mrs. L. Lazarus,
Mrs. F. Frank Cheatham, Miss Constance
Littlejohn, Miss M. Fitzgerald, Miss
Lillian Littlejohn, Mrs. Arthur Good-
fellow, Miss Alan Lowry, Miss Lucy
Hanchett, Mrs. Stanley Morsehead, Miss
L. W. Harris, Miss C. Rogers, Mrs. Leon
B. Jones. Mrs. John Rosseter, Mrs. J. R.
Kentzel, Mrs. H. H. Scott.

Rebecca Holmes Haight, cellist, and
Ethel Palmer, pianist, interpreted Sonata
for cello and piano by Saint-Saens in a
manner that revealed the musicianship
of both these artists. Miss Haight im-
pressed her audience with the smooth-
ness of her tone, the virility of her ex-
ecution and the thoroughness of her
technic. There is a certain individuality
of style about Miss Haight's interpreta-
tion that reveals unusual application of
poetic sentiment, while Miss Palmer ap-
peared to sense the various musical
moods of Miss Haight in a manner to
assist in creating that excellent ensem-
ble which the two artists presented.
Anna Young, soprano, was the soloist

and sang the following group of songs:
Soldier's Bride (Rachmaninoff), Nuit
d'etoile (Debussy), Gavotte from Manon
(Massenet), and The Captive Lark
(Ronald). This exceptionally gifted and
intelligent artist employed her delightful
voice in a manner to obtain the finest
artistic effect from every one of the com-
positions she had selected for interpreta-
tion. The enthusiastic approval of her
audience was indeed well merited. Isa-
belle Arndt played the piano accompani-
ment very tastefully and discriminat-
ingly. A. M,

THE BEAI'TIFi:i, XEW HECITAl. H.\I,I. OF THE DOMIXIC.4N COLLEGE
FamouN Edaoatlonal liiHtitutlon of San Rafael MalntainM One of the Most Bea

tifnl and .VcnuatlrallT Perfect Recital Hnlln In the State—Under the
AiiHplceN of the Colieee an Excellent Concert Coorite '\Vaa

Given at ThU Hall During the Seaaon 1822-1023

Thursday Evening, March 22 the Pacific
Musical Society gave another of its ex-
cellent concerts at the Fairmont Hotel.
The initial number on the program was
interpreted by Miss Eva Deutsch and
Miss Adele Davis who played two com-
positions for two pianos, namely. Suite
No. 2 tor two pianos (Rachmaninoff) and
Rhapsodie for two pianos (Schmidt).
Comprehensive interpretation of two-
piano compositions represents an art by
itself which is not given that attention
which it should receive. The two pianists
who thus undertook to espouse the cause
of two-piano music are entitled to the
gratitude of all serious music lovers. They
acquitted themselves most creditably of
a very difficult task and both as to
technic, exactness of ensemble, fluency of
phrasing and matching of artistic ideas
these pianists surely gave an excellent
account of themselves.
Josephine Wilson-Jones, one of the

vocal artists recently locating in San
Francisco, sang two groups of songs

(Continued on page 11, column 1)
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Dominican College School of Music
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E. HAROLD DANA

fns of a Studio
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Miss Elizabeth Westgate
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Director of First Presbyterian Church, Alameda. Home
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RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
are eligible for registration.
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PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

JOSEPHINE WILSON-JONES
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UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS OF JAZZMANIA

While there have been occasional discussions

concerning the status of so-called "jazz music"
we do not believe that the public interest in San
Francisco had been thoroughly aroused as to the

pros and cons (specially the cons) of this ques-
tion until the Pacific Coast Musical Review pub-
lished its scathing editorial a few weeks ago. In-

deed the effect was so surprisingly sudden that

the management of a motion picture theatre with-
drew its advertisement from this paper because
of its interest in this form of music. Further-
more we find that our good friend Redfern Mason
of the San Francisco Examiner is getting com-
munications from anti-jazzists and so far has
already devoted two or three double-column
leaders on his Sunday page to the subject. The
Musical Courier of New York in its issue of April
14th is publishing an editorial in black type
tepidly defending jazz playing.

Therefore if the management of a theatre is

endeavoring to advertise in journals of wide cir-

culation and influence, it seems to us that the
havoc wrought by this Musical Review editorial

at home and abroad ought to convince even the
most skeptical that the Pacific Coast Musical
Review is read. And if a theatre refuses to ad-
vertise in journals of wide appeal, then it does
not act in the best interests of its house when it

ceases advertising in a paper that appeals to a
large circle of readers simply because the man-
agement becomes irritated on account of an arti-

cle that does not please it. When such photoplay
theatre discovers that something is not quite
right with its attendance such prejudicial and in-

tolerant attitude toward publications or individ-
uals may have something to do with the falling

off of the business. In business and politics per-
sonal prejudices must give way to working soltly
for the best interests of the cause. If this appar-
ent principle is not followed disaster or failure
must eventually be the result of such a fallacious
policy.

We find both Redfern Mason and one of the
editorial writers in the Musical Courier defending
jazz to a limited extent. But it is evident they
are referring to a phase of this mania which is by
no means that characteristic which we find ob-
jectionable. If the modern conception of jazz
playing, such as is practiced at most motion
picture theatres in San Francisco (for we have
found this objectionable distortion only at lead-
ing photoplay theatres in this city, not at such
leading theatres elsewhere and specially not in
Los Angeles) were merely a question of syncopa-

tion there would be no cause for resentment.
But the question of syncopation, melodic line and
rhythm is not why we are waging this campaign
against it. There is syncopation in the finest
classics. Dvorak's New World symphony con-
tains elegant passages of so called "rag-time"
which is only one of the innumerable titles for
syncopation. We regard melodic outline and
rhythm as absolutely indispensable to music if it

is intended to be a truly popular entertainment.
But jazz, as it is practiced today, is not by any
means a matter of syncopation or melodic out-
line. It is a deliberate distortion of music as an
art, an ugly caricature of beautiful emotional
expression, a deliberate attempt to ruin and spoil

some of the finest compositions written in musi-
cal literature and an insult to the intelligence of
anyone—whether professional or layman—who
enjoys music in its pure and unadulterated form.

It is evident from the articles we have read
that neither Mr. Mason nor the gentleman who
wrote the editorial in the Musical Courier (whom
we suspect to be our friend Patterson) really re-

ferred to the phase of jazz playing which we con-
demn. It will be remembered that we never ob-
jected to the so-called rag-time which for a while
formed the craze in this country. But when
"composers" of popular music began to deliber-

ately steal standard compositions, both of an
operatic and concert nature, we certainly thought
it about time to enter an objection. And as we
predicted at that time this deliberate robbery and
desecration of good music sounded the death
knell of rag-time until today it is impossible to

make money on the sale of such songs or instru-

mental pieces. Naturally the demise of rag-time
left a vacancy for something else and jazz be-
came rag-time's successor. But while rag-time
was adapted essentially to songs, jazz is really

only applicable to dancing. We are now speaking
of jazz in the popular sense, not what theorists

or its apologists want it to be. It was inspired
as an accompaniment to dancing and dancing of

the worst kind. If music really arouses senti-

ments equivalent to the meaning it expresses then
jazz certainly arouses the lowest form of dancing,
and that in itself ought to be sufficient evidence
for its inherent uselessness.

Furthermore in rag-time syncopation is the un-
derlying fascination. It never appealed to vul-

garity or coarseness. It won out through merit,

until composers less original and less skillful

than others resorted to plagiarism and deliberate

robbery of other people's works, when it became
decadent. As long as jazz was used for the ac-

companiment to dancing, even the vicious and
immoral kind, it did no harm in a general way.
As long as it was intended to appeal to the taste

of intoxicated people prior to prohibition, it re-

tained its place in the artistic gutter. But when
it is taken from its proper sphere, because pro-
hibition has destroyed intoxication in public

places, and consequently the desire to dance to

immoral tunes, and is placed upon programs
which should be legitimately musical, those who
endeavor to mix legitimacy with illegitimacy are

offending public taste. And because certain peo-
ple have a preference for immoral dancing, im-
moral pictures, immoral literature and immoral
music is by no means any reason why such im-
morality and illegitimacy should be flaunted be-

fore the eyes of the majority of the public which
does not like jazz music.

Let us see what jazz really means to the people
at large. It is a monotonously tedious repetition

of certain slides, runs, staccato notes, key
changes, additional chords, discords, cacaphonies
and trickeries of various kinds including mute
effects, assisted by the most outlandish noises

that an ingenious percussion "artist" is able to

invent. That is what it really means to the peo-
ple. We have listened carefully to jazz music
for a number of years and we can honestly say
that, with a few exceptions (like Paul Ash at the

Granada theatre) the interpretation of every so-

called jazz composition sounds exactly alike and
if we were not told the title of it we actually

would think that in most cases it was the same old

composition. Such titles as "Aggravatin' Papa,"

and the various hues of "Blues," are not by any
means in the minority. We still have to hear of
a really sensible title to a song or instrumental
piece regarded as jazz in its popular aspect. Now
the title and the words in this so-called jazz
surely indicate the character of the music. If we
are wrong we arc ready to admit it, whenever we
are convinced.

Some of the titles we have read and heard are
shamelessly indecent and intentionally so. How
can you write decent music to indecent words, we
mean, of course, vulgarly indecent? Then watch
the actions of the musicians while they play such
jazz. Of all the domfools in the world a musician
who plays jazz with his shoulders, head, body
and hair is surely the last word in jackazzity.
Does this add dignity to musical performance?
It is almost unbelievable what people will do for
money. The musicians who degrade their art to
this extent remind us of a line from the Weber
and Field burlesques. One of the comedians asks
another: "What would you do for a thousand
dollars?" And he answers: "I am ashamed to tell

you."

We have repeatedly referred to Mr. Ash as one
of the exceptions among those who interpret jazz,
because he and his orchestra invest their inter-
pretations with a certain element of artistry; but
when Mr. Ash says he is elevating jazz by play-
ing The Rustle of Spring or Mendelssohn's
Spring Song in jazz arrangement we come to the
parting of our ways. Good music has nothing in

common with jazz. The latter may be made
more palatable, but it can never be artistic. An-
other characteristic of jazz is the arrangement.
But such arrangement if it is to be musical must
be done by a very clever musician. Unfortunately
only a small minority of arrangers are clever
enough to obtain satisfactory results. Others ab-
solutely obscure the melodic line and theme of a
composition and when the "band" plays out of

tune besides, and vies with the various individual
members of noisy extravagances, we have noth-
ing but a disgraceful exhibition of indecent music.
We know of no instance when the interpretation
of jazz music coincided with the score as origin-

ally written by the composer. If it did so coincide
jazz would already be a dead issue.

Numerous musicians have told us, and we have
also been informed through the telephone and by
mail, that Jack Partington of the Granada theatre
is the power behind jazz in the photoplay the-

atres of this community, that if he wished it jazz
would be impossible at theatres in this city. If

this is true it is surprising that such a brilliant

man who understands so well the art of show-
manship, to whose ingenuity the musical acts at

the Granada owe their picturesque and attractive

setting, whose family is so distinctly musical

—

one of his sisters being a noted vocal artist at the
Metropolitan Opera House, and another having
the distinction of enjoying a well-merited repu-
tation as critic—should be so erroneously com-
mitted to a defective musical policy. Is it not a
fact that Herman Heller used to crowd the Cali-

fornia theatre at eleven o'clock in the morning
with an e-xcellent program well performed? Even
at times when the audiences were not so large

the attendance was bigger—much bigger—than
it is now at eleven o'clock with a small orchestra

and so-called Discovery Concerts of which events
we shall speak in another issue. Is it not possible

that a big orchestra under adequate leadership,

playing the best of music, would attract more
people than bad music played by a small orches-

tra and even good music interpreted by an in-

adequately sized orchestra.

In Los Angeles they have large orchestras
under able leadership and the attendance is much
bigger than it would be under less auspicious
musical circumstances. If the jazz orchestra is so

popular why does it not attract large audiences at

eleven o'clock in the morning? If the majority of

the public wishes jazz why is it that the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra can crowd the
Exposition Auditorium with ten thousand people,

and a jazz orchestra, at the same prices of ad-

mission, would not draw enough to pay the mu-
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sicians? Can Mr. Partington explain this to us?
Now, there is excellent music played by an ex-
cellent orchestra under the direction of an able
conductor—Mr. Lipschultz—at the Loew War-
field. Many people tell us about the fact that the

Warficld has the best music and that they prefer

to attend the Warfield for this reason. Now the
Warfield could cut out their jazz orchestra with-
out losing one patron and saving considerable
money.

friends will stick to this plan they will sooner or
later abolish jazz entirely from the motion picture
theatres.

It is generally conceded by musicians who
know that the money expended on a good jazz
orchestra could employ a first class orchestra of

forty or fifty men who could play the best music
under able direction. Does Mr. Partington, and
other photoplay theatre managers, mean to tell

us that the jazz orchestra and jazz music at-

tracts enough people on its own accord to justify

the huge expenditure of such money? We do not
believe it. If the California, Granada and War-
field theatres—to mention the biggest ones

—

would dispense entirely with jazz and resort to

the straight orchestra of forty or fifty men which
would interpret good music—not necessarily
classic or so-called high-brow music—but good
music pleasing to the people, like overtures,
waltzes, marches and occasionally suites and se-

lections from light and grand operas—together
with a soloist selected from our leading resident
artists in a short program, they would attract ex-
actly the same number of people. But the music
must be played' under a conductor who is suffi-

ciently proficient to get snap, dash and rhythm as
well as melody from his orchestra.

Such a brief program, without vaudeville and
jazz, but IN CONNECTION WITH A FINE
PICTURE (not a bad picture) will crowd any
motion picture theatre in San Francisco. The
management would save thousands of dollars

now practically squandered on the swill of the
art, and would earn the gratitude of all intelli-

gent people whether they are rich or poor, pro-
fessional or laymen, students or artists, society
people or just workmen. In the depths of our
hearts all of us enjoy the best of its kind whether
it is music or a moving picture, with the excep-
tion of those of us who have cultivated depraved
tastes. Why is it necessary to force upon us that
which we don't like, simply because we have
learned to enjoy the photoplay theatre as a
means of entertainment? Because Mr. Parting-
ton honestly believes that the public really likes

jazz music is no evidence that he is right. If jazz
music could stand on its own feet, like good
music always can, and earn its way without as-
sistance from moving pictures, then there would
be sense in Mr. Partington's contention. But as
long as a jazz orchestra can not attract an audi-
ence at eleven o'clock on a Sunday morning, like

Mr. Heller and his fifty men were able to do, all

arguments in favor of jazz as a popular attrac-
tion prove futile.

Los Angeles has taken away from San Francisco
Herman Heller, Ulderico Marcelli, Gino Severi,
Leo Strachan and Maurice Lawrence, and Seattle

has. taken Oliver Wallace. Were it not for the War-
field there would not be in San Francisco today one
good-sized orchestra under capable leadership to

present really fine music. Gyula Ormay, who is one
of our foremost musicians, is giving excellent se-

lections which are praised everywhere, at the Im-
perial theatre, but his orchestra should be bigger.
Of course, this paper has not the means to cause a
change, but it is just possible that Mr. Partington
and his colleagues will sooner or later find out that
we are right. We trust it will not then be too late

for them. In the meantime we can not help those
members of the profession, music clubs, teachers'
associations, students and the concert-going public,
who express to us their indignation by phone and
letters. There is one remedy which they can apply
if they wish, and which the writer personally will

be glad to assist them in, namely, TO STAY
AWAY FROM THE THEATRES WHOSE
MUSIC THEY DON'T LIKE AND ATTEND
THOSE THEATRES WHERE THEY ENJOY
THEMSELVES WITHOUT BEING AN-
NOYED. Of course, if a photoplay is specially

fine, one can stand the annoyance of jazz, or go
either before or after the musical program. If our

A NEW DEPARTMENT

We herewith announce the opening of a new
department in The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view, a department in which matters of general
musical interest will be treated. This department
will be under the personal care of LeRoy V.
Brant, Director of the Institute of Music of San
Jose. Mr. Brant is well qualified to take up this
work. He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Music
and Associate of The American Guild of Organ-
ists. He is certificated by the State of California.
He has for several years past conducted a de-
partment similar to the one wliich he will here
open in the San Jose Mercury-Herald. We offer
our readers through the medium of Mr. Brant
the benefit of many years of experience in the
lines of teaching, choir work and general musical
activity.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW

By Elita Muggins
1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

SAN JOSE, April 24.—Mrs. Charles P. Braslan. presi-
dent ot the San Jose Music Study Club, was responsible
for the delightful musical programs heard at the con-
vention o£ the San Francisco District Federations of
Women's Clubs held here a fortnight ago. The choruses
which played an important part, were under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Antoinette Lohf, with Mrs. George A. Penni-
man accompanist.
An informal reception Wednesday evening, April 11.

at the Hotel Vendome, opened the convention, the music
for the evening being the following vocal duets by Mrs.
Miles Dreskell and Mrs. Stanlely Hiller: Sweetly,
Sweetly Sang the Bird (Rubinstein); The Wanderer's
Night Song (Rubinstein); The Passage Birds' Farewell
(Hildach). with Mrs. Howard Huggins at the piano.
Thursday morning Mrs. Elizabeth Aten Pugh gave an

organ voluntary, Gounod's Triumphal March (from
Queen ot Sheba). In the afternoon the federation chorus
sang Love's Old Sweet Song (Molloy) ; Sweet and Low
(Barnby) ; O Dear, What Can the Matter Be (Old English
Folk Song). At the close of the business session Mrs.
Reuben Walgren gave the following interesting group of
Indian songs: Zuni Indian Music (Troyer); Blanket
Song, Sunrise Call, Cliff Dwellers' Hunting Song, and
Lullaby (Lieurance); Miss Ruth Burlingame at the
piano. At the reception in the evening Mrs. Wallace
Deming, soprano, delighted the audience with her rendi-
tion of Carew's The Piper of Love, and Will o' The Wisp
(Spross). Mrs. Avenal Ross at the piano.
Friday afternoon the Music Study Quartette, composed

ot Miss Lulu E. Pieper, Miss Nella Rogers. Mrs. Sanford
L. Bacon, Mrs. Mary Webster Mitchell, with Mrs. Daisie
L. Brinker at the piano, were heard in four numbers;
Processional (Cesar Franck) ; Love's Spring Song
(Massenet); Invocation (Rogers); Indian Matin Song
(Cadman).
Friday evenining the A Capella Choir of the College

of the Pacific, with Charles M. Dennis, director, gave a
choice program: O Gladsome Light (from the Russian
Liturgy) (A. Gretchaninow) ; Come. Dorothy, Come
(Swabian Folk Song); Cargoes (Lutkin). Juanita Tenny-
son closed the program with two lovely vocal numbers:
To the Sun (Pearl Curran), Wings of Night (Wintter
Watts), Mrs: Stanley Hiller at the piano.
The successful convention came to a close with a

drive to Palo Alto where the delegates were entertained
at luncheon, after which Warren D. Allen, organist ot
the Memorial Church, Stanford University, presented
the following program: Chant de Printemps (Joseph
Bonnet) ; Echoes ot Spring (Transcribed by Edward
Shippen Barnes) (Rudolph Friml) ; May Night (Selim
Palmgren) ; Spring Song (Mendelssohn) ; Faith in
Spring (Transcribed for organ by W. D. Allen)
(Schubert); Rhapsody in D major (Rosseter G. Cole).

The final concert in the 1922-1923 Colbert concert
course was given Thur.sday evening in the Morris Elmer
Dailey assembly hall of the State Teachers' College.
Madame Wilson-Jones, soprano: Kajetan Attl, harpist;
and Anthony Linden, flutist, all ot San Francisco, gave
an unusual program to a large and appreciative
audience.
Madame Wilson-Jones quite captivated the audience

with her numbers. Songs by Dvorak, Chaminade,
Liddle, Holzel, Lynes. Batien, Clarke and Massenet, the
last two with flute obligato, were beautifully interpreted.
My Prayer (Holmes) was given for recall.

Mr. Attl, a great favorite with San Jose audiences,
besides being accompanist for all the vocal and flute
numbers gave five short selectons by Donizetti, 'Tedeschl,
Renie, Hasselmans-Schnecker, and Zabel, giving for
recall another Tedeschi number. Dance of the
Marionettes.
Mr. Linden, in addition to playing two obligatos. gave

Huber's Larghetto, and two cadenzas from Mozart's
concerto tor flute and violin, arranged by Reinecke. For
recall he gave a little talk on the flute, and played un-
accompanied The Little Shepherd from Debussy's suite,
The Children's Corner.

Kohler & Chase

2Cnabp Amptro

SAN JOSE HEADQUARTERS
185 So. First Street

ALFRED LANINI
Expert Maker of Violins, Violas and Cellos

With European Experience
Artistic Repairing Rare Old Violins For Sale

591 E. ST. JAMES STREET
San Jose, California

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OffcrM CourMt^ft in All Brani'bfM nt MumIc at
All SliigcH of .Idvaiic-enient

SAN JOSE CALIPORMA

ALLAN BACON
Head of Piano and Or^an DepnrtmentM.

Collree of faclHo. San Joxe
Concert Oreanist Pianoforte Lecture RecltnU

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
San Jose. Cal.

CenferH Decrees, AnardN CertlflcateN. Complete Collegre
CoBMervatory and Academic CourMCH In Piano, Violin.
Harp. 'Cello. Voice. Harmony, Counterpoint. Canon and
Fu^ue and Science of MuhIc. For particulars Apply to
SiJlter Superior.

The program in full was: (a) A Sketch (Renie), (b)
Entre-act from Lucia (Donizetti), (c) Valse (Hassel-
mans-Schnecker), (d) Fountain (Zabel). (e) Spanish
Patrol (Tedeschi) Mr. Attl: (a) Songs My Mother
Taught Me (Dvorak), (b) In My Garden (Schumann),
(c) The Silver Ring (Chaminade), (d) The Swiss Girl's
Lament (Holzel), Madame Wilson-Jones: (a) Larghetto
(Huber), (b) Two Cadenzas (Reinecke), Mr. Linden:
Bartered Bride Fantasia (Smetana), Mr. Attl: (a) June
Roses (Lynes), (b) Love's Enchantment (Batien), (c)

A Dedication (Clarke), Elegie (Massenet), Madame
Wilson-Jones.

Mrs. Flora Cooper von SchuckCnan and Mrs. Hope
Swinford of Santa Cruz recently entertained their music
club and friends with an evening of music; the occasion
being a two-piano recital. The first part of the program
was the Schumann A. Minor Concerto, Mrs. Swinford
playing the solo part. For the second halt Mrs. Cooper
von Schuckman led with the first piano in Grieg's Peer
Gynt Suite. Tschaikowsky's Song Without Words, and
Danse Macabre (Saint-Saens).

The recital given Friday evening by the local chapter
ot Mu Phi Epsilon at the First Methodist Church was a
decided artistic success, the large audience enjoying
the highly meritorious program. Mu Phi Epsilon is a
national honorary musical sorority, celebrating its tenth
birthday next November, with over forty chapters work-
ing to realize and maintain the ideals of the organization.
Membership requirements are unsually strict, and only
musicians of unquestioned talent and proven abilty may
become members ot this society. Although every chap-
ter's" home is in some educational institution of high
musical rank, membership in a chapter is not limited
to students of the school, and many musicians of pro-
fessional standing are proud to affiliate. Such artists as
Schumann-Heink, May Peterson, Kathleen Parlow,
Carrie Jacobs Bond. Rosa Raisa and Emmy Destinn
have been duly initiated as honorary members of the
national organization.
An organ selection by Flora Vest, groups of vocal

numbers by Lucile Fox, Marie Brown and by a trio

composed of Ethel Rand. Jean Madsen and Agnes Ward;
piano solos by Dorothy Knoles, two beautiful violin

numbers by Marjory M. Fisher, with organ accompani-
ment played by Myrtle Shafer, and an exceedingly bril-

liant masterful and splendid rendition of Mendelssohn's
Capriccio Brilliant by Miriam Burton and Myrtle Shafer
playing piano and organ, constituted the program, one
deserving of the highest praise, and which was en-
thusiastically received.

A highly successful recital was given at the First
Methodist Church Monday night when Leroy V. Brant,
A. A. G. 0., assisted by Mrs. Leroy V. Brant, mezzo
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oprano. appeared under the auspices of the American
luild ot Organists. The program of the evening was
rilliantly rendered and dramatically interpreted. Mrs.
[rant's melodious and well-trained voice formed a fitting

ehicle for the rendition of her numbers. Particularly

^ell given was the difficult Sapphic Ode of Brahms, and
lie tenderly conceived In The Boat by Grieg. Mrs. Brant
vidently has the insight which enables her to interpret

he great masters in their more abstract moments.

As an organist, Mr. Brant belongs to the conservative
chool. Not for him was the fluctuating registration

t some of the modern players, but a severely conceived,

imply rendered interpretation of the organ numbers
fhich was at the same time pleasing and a relief from
he more restless stop arrangements. Judging from the

pplause which his playing called forth, his conception
if the interpretation of his numbers pleased immensely.
ie prefaced the playing of the Bach, Widor and Boell-

nan numbers with a few explanatory remarks, which
nabled the untrained lover of music to better under-

tand these involved compositions.

Miss Alice Hitchcock played Mrs. Brant's accompani-
nents in a most pleasing manner. The three artists

vere from The Institute of Music of San Jose. Fol-

owing is their program: (a) The Great G Minor Fugue
Bach), (b) Marche Nuptiale (Harris), Leroy V. Brant:

;a) Daffodils a-Blowing (German), (b) In the Boat
[Grieg).

Members of the Mu Phi Epsilon sorority gave their

ji-monthly halt-hour of music at the Young Women's
[Christian Association Monday afternoon at 4:.'!0 o'clock.

Sthel Rand, Agnes Ward, Jean Madsen, Dorothy Bresse

ind Cornelia Buttles rendered the following program:
Ifocal trio (a) Down in Derry, (b) Love Me If I Live

(Foote), (c) Irish Love Song (Lange), Ethel Rand,

fVgnes Ward. Jean Madsen: Violin Soli (al Indian

Lament (Kreisler) (b) Brindisi Valse (Alard), Agnes
Ward; Piano Soli (a) Russian Dance (Cyril Scott), (b)

American Polonaise (Carpenter), Dorothy Bresse; Vocal

rrio (a) I'm Wearin' Awa', Jean (Foote), (b) The
Morning Wind, (c) Die Mammy Coon. Accompanists,
Cornelia Buttles and Dorothy Bresse. The growing popu-

larity ot these half-hours of music has induced the as-

sociation to throw open its doors that outsiders may
llso enjoy these programs.

Alice Metcalt, formerly of San Jose, who has been
connected with the Jessica Colbert Agency for the past

two years, has been appointed Associate Manager ot the

agency. Her many friends in this vicinity will be pleased

to learn of her advancement in her chosen work.

The second Senior Recital attracted a large audience

to the College ot Pacific Auditorium Tuesday evening,

April 17. Ethel Rand, soprano, and Dorothy Bresse,

pianist, presented a well-built program in a thoroughly

capable and interesting manner. Miss Rand made her

particular appeal through the use of a beautiful pianis-

simo in her upper register, clear enunciation, splendid

phrasing, and revealed an unusually thorough musician-

ship. Miss Bresse's performance ot the Grieg Ballade

in G minor was an extremely well finished piece of

work. In accuracy, contrast of tone color, pedal effects

and interpretation. Miss Bresse eclipsed any senior per-

formance of recent years. Both young women possess

the gift ot stage presence and gave pleasure to their

hearers.

The Elk's Concert Orchestra, under the leadership of

Dr. Charles Richards, will give their third annual concert

Wednesday evening. May 2, in the Morris Elmer Dailey

assembly hall ot the State Teachers' College. Miles

Dreskell, violinist, will be the soloist. The following

Interesting progi-am will be given; Overture Prince

Methuselah (Strauss); Largo from Symphony No. 5 in

E Minor, New World Symphony (Dvorak); (a) Dagger
Dance, (b) Indian Invocation (from Natoma) (Victor

Herbert): Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso (Saint-

Saens), Mr. Dreskell with Orchestra: Girl ot the Golden

West Potpourri (Puccini): Ballet of the Flowers (1)

Red Rose, (2) Marguerites, (3) Jasmine, (4) Heather,

(5) Violets, (6) Lily of the Valley, (7) Daffodils, (8)

Gardenia. (9) Mignonette, (10) Bachelor Buttons, (11)

Hollyhocks, (12) Poppies (Henry Hadley).

The London String Quartet gave a recital in the

Stanford Assembly Hall on the evening of Thursday,
April 12, before a very large audience. This was the

last concert of the current (the eleventh) season ot the

Peninsula Musical Association. Miss Alice W. Kimball

is the secretary of this organization.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Louis Bennison, the eminent American star, who has
just returned from a year's tour ot the Antipodes, comes
to the Alcazar tor a season beginning with the matinee
Sunday, April 29th, in the season's greatest comedy hit,

"Lawful Larceny."'

Bennison needs no introduction to San Francisco. He
is one ot the most popular players ever to appear in

this city, and his rise to stardom has endeared him to

his many friends in the bay region. He will have the

dominating role in "Lawful Larceny," which was written

by Samuel Shipman and produced with pronounced
success at the Republic Theatre, New York. The play

is distinctly a fun maker and Bennison is always at his

best as a comedian. Filled with sparkling lines and
situations with unexpected twists, the piece is novel

and unique in the extreme.
Supporting the star will be an augmented company

headed by Nana Bryant, who will have the leading

feminine characterization. In the cast will be found

Mary Duncan, Netta Sunderland, Thomas Chatterton,

Cliff Thompson. Norman Feusier, and Ancyn McNulty.

Allan Pollock closes his most successful season at the

Alcazar with the performance Saturday night. April

28th. His second play, "A Pinch Hitter," is proving a

real laugh getter at the O'Farrell street playhouse.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AT CONSERVATORY

Three concerts were given on Monday evening by
pupils ot the San Francisco Conservatory (Ada Clement
Music School). At the school Miss Rena Lazelle, head
ot the vocal department, presented twenty-two pupils in

a voice recital. At the B'nai B'rith lodge a program was
given by Marcus Gordon, pianist; Selma Margolis,

violinist; Emilio Gavilan, baritone soloist; Walter Levin,

accompanist, and the school orchestra. At the Hillside

Club in Berkeley a program was given, under the

auspices of the University ot California by Herbert
Jaffe, pianist; Melva Farwell, flutist; Ruth Meredith,
pianist; Jack Moulthrop, violinist, and Andrew Robert-
son, bass soloist.

On Monday evening, April 30th, members of the

Adillian Club ot the Conservatory will give a concert at

Masonic Hall, 1748 Haight street, tor the benefit ot All

Saints' Episcopal Church.

MADAME SHERRY A HIT AT THE RIVOLI

Snappy Musical Comedy Attracts Large Audiences

That are Not Niggardly With Their Applause-
Much Laughter and Catchy Melodies

BY ALFRED METZGER
If you like to listen to catchy tunes and bright comedy

we can not think of a more advantageous evening to

spend than to attend the performance of Madame Sherry

now delighting large audiences at the Rivoli Opera

House. Considered from the standpoint of all around

excellence it is perhaps the best production so far given

by the Hartman-Steindorff Comic Opera Co. There is

a certain co-operation between the various members ot

the company which seemed to have been lacking here-

tofore, and we say this without intending to reflect upon

any individual member that might have been participat-

ing at previous productions. Ot course the writer was

specially pleased to welcome back Myrtle Dingwall, as

youthful as ever and with a voice of velvety flexibility

and an effervescent, breezy style that fits in snugly with

the character of Yvonne Sherry the sophisticated con-

vent graduate.
Miss Dingwall belongs to that school ot light opera

prima donne that possess the instinct of combining

artistry with personality and that thrust their magnet-

ism beyond the footlights and take a hold of the heart-

strings of their audiences. Another newcomer is Violet

May, a very charming blonde, good to look upon and

also good to listen to. She has a very good voice which

she uses to fine advantage, (and it she could divest

herself ot certain slurring or portamento effects would

add to the enjoyment ot those listeners who appreciate

flawless singing) and deports herself with an ease that

makes her fit in snugly with the rest ot the company,

Dixie Blair continues to be a valuable acquisition to the

organization. She emphasizes the tunny episodes of her

role as Catherine, has a very delightful Irish brogue,

and never becomes coarse even during tho tipsy scene.

Her voice is pleasing and her dramatic deportment very

natural and unforced.

John Van in the role ot Edward continues to please

the audiences with his voice and Myrtle Dingwall sees

to it this time that he works tor his living. By this we
mean that he adds some much needed spirit to his

histrionic efforts. He even begins to dance with a cer-

tain element of abandonment that was not noticeable

before. Paul Hartman has an opportunity to do some
very clever acting in the line of dialect comedy and cer-

tainly takes fine advantage of such opportunity. George

Kunklel is equally unctuous in the role ot Leonard

Gomez. Muggins Davies is charged with effervescence

and pep in her splendidly interpreted role ot Pepita,

and she, together with Paul Hartman, have a very ef-

fective dance which gets them an enthusiastic encore.

Ot course, Ferris Hartman in the role ot Theophilus

Sherry adds to his reputation as an exemplary light

opera comedian. He emphasizes his lines in a manner
to extract every particle ot humor from them whenever
necessary and he recites the well known philosophical

verses We Are Only Poor Weak Mortals After All with

effective emphasis. Hartman does everything he under-

takes well and in this case he adds another triumph to

his array of artistic conquests. Robert Carlson and
Eltrieda Steindorff add vocal solos to the performance.

Chorus and orchestra under Paul Steindortt's experi-

enced guidance complete the ensemble, while costumes

and scenery add pleasure for the eye. You will not re-

gret it you follow our suggestion and attend the per-

formance of Madame Sherry at the Rivoli.

Unless you are known to everyone who engages artists

OP who attends concerts you can not possibly secure

engagements. Your mere say-so does not constitute

proof of your experience and success. Therefore make
your name valuable by advertising.

ANIL DEER
COLORATURA SOPRANO AND

VOICE SPECIALIST

Announces
that owing to changes in Studio schedule

necessitated by her concert engagements

she will remain in San Francisco during

JUNE—JULY—AUGUST
STUDENTS' WAITING LIST

NOW OPEN
Address: 79 Central Ave,, San Francisco

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THEIR IMAJESTIES,

THE KING AND QUEEN
OF BELGIUM

Principal Assistant to Eugene Ysaye, for

Many Years Professor of Violin at

the Liege Conservatory of Music

Will Be in San Francisco This Summer and
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and qualifica-

ions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel.

Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

SELBY C. OPPE.VHEIMKR PRESENTS

Chaliapin
THE WORI.D'.S (iHF'^.VTEST SIXGEK
TWO E.\TR.\ORDI\ARV RECITALS

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM
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Monday Evening, May 28

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

For Rent From May 15 to Sept. 15

$100 A Month

3404 Clay Street
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ttculnrH AddreHH

EDITH BENJAMIN

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA

TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO
j:—Kohler & Chase BIdg.,—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: -2720 Filbert St„—Wesi 815z
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Mischa Levitzki arid the Ampico

Mischa Levitzki Writes

A Letter To San

Francisco

April II, 192J.

To San Francisco: "It has been a privilege to play for you

this season. Your reception at all three of my appearances

is a delightful memory, and I am looking forward to my
return appearance here, which I hope will be in the near

future. In the meantime, however, I feel that, thanks to the

Ampico, I play to a great many of you, all but in person.

The influence of this wonderful instrument in the home is

inestimable. I have heard and compared all of the repro-

ducing pianos, and to me the supremacy of the Ampico is

unquestionable. The selection of the right reproducing

piano should not be entered into lightly. It is too important.

It is just as important for you as for the artist, and should

only be made after careful comparison."

Mischa Levitzki

COMPARE
TpHE suggestion of Levitzki that you compare all reproducing
A instruments comes with unusual authority from a great artist

who followed exactly that same course himself. In the end he was
forced by strong conviction to turn his back on the reproducing
device installed in his favorite concert piano—a most courageous step.

He, with Rachmaninoff and several other great masters who fol-

lowed the same course, have paid the highest tribute to the Ampico,
and furnish testimony too eloquent to be ignored.

The Ampico is placed at your disposal, just as it was for Levitzk
and Rachmaninoff—for any comparison you may choose to make
Then follow your own judgment as did Levitzki, Rachmaninoff
Godovvsky, Moiseiwitsch, Dohnanyi, Schnabel. Rubinstein, Samaroff
Leginska, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Ornstein, Mirovitch, Nyiregyhazi,
Maier, Pattison, La Forge, Farrar, Kreisler and scores of their

fellow artists.

Kohler & Chase
KNABE AMPICO

San Francisco

Sacramento
Oakland

San Jose

URNER-LARAIA CONCERT

Misg Catherine Urner, soprano, and
William F. Laraia, violinist, gave a Joint
vocal and violin recital at the Fairmont
Hotel on Monday evening, April 23rd,
under the direction of Alice Seckels. An
appreciative audience listened to a rep-
resentative program of vocal and instru-
mental compositions. Miss Urner is bead
of the vocal department of Mills College
and the proceeds of the concerts were
utilized to swell the endowment fund.
Owing to the tact that the San Francisco
Musical Club held its annual banquet on
the same evening many music lovers
unable to be present would have been
able to attend and thus add to the en-
thusiastic audience.

Miss Urner was heartily applauded for
her vocal selections and expressed her-
self with individuality of style and an
enunciation that earned her many com-
pliments. She sang with that eonfldence
and poise which only an experienced
vocalist is able to cultivate. Mr. Laraia
added to the artistic excellence of the
concert by playing a few violin compo-
sitions well known to concert-goers
which he interpreted with that fluency
for which he has become known. Mrs.
Elsie Cook Hughes played the accom-
paniments for both Miss Urner and Mr.
Laraia with that depth of musicianship
and delightful coloring which forms such
a splendid background for a soloist to
depend upon.

The MInetti Orchestra, under the
astute direction ol Giulio Minetti, will
give one of its delightful concerts at
Scottish Rite Hall on Thursday evening.
May 17th. Mnie. Rose Florence, the dis-
tinguished soprano soloist, will be as-
sisting artist as will also Tarnia Akoun-
ina, violinist. A specially interesting
program has been prepared by Mr. Mi-
netti and it will be found that another
exemplary concert has been added to the
series of artistic successes of the Minetti
Orchestra.

Mrs. A. F. Bridge presented her pupils
in a well rendered program at her studio,
1920 Scott street, on Sunday afternoon,
April 8th, The following pupils were
heard: Misses Virginia Ratto, Esther
Folli, Ruth Heany, Ruth Hannan, Ora
Lambert, Ramona Leonard, Helen Leith-
old, Erma Keithley, Edith Parks, Bernice
Glasson, Jessie Clyde, Phoebe Sieroty,
Mrs. John Baker and Mrs. S. Leon.
Everyone of these thoroughly trained
students reflected much credit upon her
teacher, and several of them exhibited
voices of unusual beauty and timbre
which made such an excellent impression
upon their audience that hearty and pro-
longed applause rewarded the young
artists for their successful interpreta-
tions.

Gertrude Ross, the widely known com-
poser-pianist of Los Angeles, gave a re-
ception in honor of Jack Hillman during
the latter's visit to Los Angeles at the
time of the annual convention of the
California Federation of Music Clubs on
Sunday afternoon, April 8th. About fifty
prominent Los Angeles musicians were
in attendance who were glad to meet
Mr. Hillman and listened with pleasure
to his interpretations of eight songs of
which three were by Miss Ross, namely.
My Madonna, The Open Road and Dawn
in the Desert. That same evening Mr.
Hillman broadcasted from the Los An-
geles Times Radio Station singing Pro-
logue from Pagliacci, Trees by Rasbach,
The Open Road by Ross and Just a
Wearyin' For You by Carrie Jacobs Bond,
the last two songs with the composer at
the piano. On Monday evening, April 9th
Carrie Jacobs Bond gave a dinner in
honor of Mr. Hillman. His trip south
brought Mr. Hillman several requests to
appear before some of the music clubs
next season. The Los Angeles Times in
commenting upon Mr. Hillman's singing
said: "Carrie Jacobs Bond and Gertrude
Ross, distinguished composers, whose
songs are sung around the globe, honored
KHJ, The Times studio, with a visit last
night. Jack Hillman, noted baritone, of
San Francisco, sang Just a Wearyin' For
You, by Mrs. Bond, with the composer
playing the accompaniment. Inspiring
and beautiful was the voice of the singer
and the tender notes touched by Mrs.
Bond at the piano. Equally beautiful and
direct from the heart were the songs of
Gertrude Ross, sung by Mr. Hillman to
the composer's accompaniment. The

composer also favored with a piano solo,
The Ride of the Cowboy, one of her se-
lections which has a thrill to the theme
and a wholesome, sincere sentiment.''

Stanislas Bern, the excellent cellist and
director, is meeting with brilliant suc-
cess at the Hotel Whitcomb where his
Sunday concerts evoke specially enthu-
siastic comment. Last Sunday Miss
Yvonne Landsberger was the soloist and
contributed a number of excellent vocal
solos which brought her enthusiastic ap-
plause because of her naturally fine voice
and intensity of emotional coloring.
Blanche Hamilton Fox will be the soloist
tomorrow evening when the program
will be as follows: March, Emperor (C.
Friedemann)

; Overture, Fingal's Cave
(P. Mendelssohn); Waltz, Vienna Life (J.
Strauss) ; Vocal Solo, My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice (Saint-Saens) ; Blanche
Hamilton Fox. Selection, Sari (Kalman);
Three Dances, Nell Gwyn (E. German);
Vocal solos—The Fragrance of the Rose
(Clough-Leighter), The Crimson Petal
(Auilter), Aprile (Tosti), Blanche Hamil-
ton Fox; Melody (Brig. Gen. Charles G.
Dawes), La Gioconda (A. Ponchielli),
Largo from New World Symphony (A.
Dvorak), Vocal solo, Cavalleria Rusticana
(Mascagni), Blanche Hamilton Fox;
Grand Opera Selection shrd cmf cmf
Grand opera selection, Migon (Thomas).

The San Francisco IVIusical Club elect-
ed its new officers for the ensuing year
recently with the following gratifying
result: Mrs. Horatio F. Stoll, president;
Mrs. James Pressley, first vice-president;
Mrs. Charles Camm, second vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. A. T. Fletcher, treasurer;
Mrs. William B. Bosley, business secre-
tary; Mrs. Daniel C. Deasy, recording
secretary; Mrs. Gleen Woods, corres-
ponding secretary; Mrs. Parker Steward,
librarian.

MUSIC IN NEW YORK

By Rosalie Housman
New York, March 28, 1923.

Unfortunately, I could not hear the
first American performance of Lazare
Saminsky's Symphony of the Summits, as
I was away on a short lecture trip. But on
my return, I found, upon inquiries that
it had sounded very well, was concise,
strongly constructed, and most effective
music. The composer, who conducted it
himself, Mengelberg giving place on this
occasion, was warmly greeted by the
large audience, and there were many
favorable comments in the press. Mr. Sanx-
insky is one of the well-known Russians
who have found a home here as well
a public and publishers.

I came back in time to hear Fernanda'
Pratt's recital at Aeolian Hall the after^
noon of March 20th. There was a large
audience, much enthusiasm and beautiful
flowers, all a deserved tribute to one ot
the loveliest voices heard in many a day
Known in the Bast by the picturesque
name of Doria Fernanda, she is yet truly
western, with the golden tints of warmth
and light in her radiant personality a
is in her voice. She sings with a musical'
feeling, a clear understanding of the
texts, and with charm. The Spanish
songs, to which she seems so tempera-
mentally suited, were specially welcome
in the hackneyed season's offerings, and
in The Marsh-Hymn ot Ashley Pettis, she
scored one of the hits ot the afternoon.
There is no doubt of her artistic success,
whether it is on the concert stage or the
opera, as she seems to be at home at
either. She had again put California on
the musical map.

It was good to hear the Freischutz
agam after many years. Its melodies
seem as fresh as the day they were
written, though there are occasional mo-
ments when things seem to be a bit stiff.
But it is so joyous, so imbued with the
folk-spirit and, above all, so richly scored,
that it is worth a dozen Mona Lisa's and
others of that type. It was adequately
cast Hutt as Max and Miss Sinemeyer as
Agathe doing the leads. Moricke con-
ducted, which says much.

The Haensel and Gretel which was also
on their repertoire during the week
brought a sold-out house and children
everywhere who certainly showed inter-
est and appreciation, frequently and audi-
bly. The opera requires no extraordinary
cast, but does need good staging and in
every way they gave a good performance
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Articles of General Musical Interest

These artloles are prepared for The Paeifio Coast
isleal Review by I.eRoj- V. Brant, dlreetor of The
stltute of Miisle of San Jose. Mr. Brant tvill be
eased to treat here subjects of general musical
tereNt. Anyone desirinK: an article on any liar-
•uiar sul>ieet may communicate with Mr. Brant,
re Tbe Institute of Music, South Second street

A BIRD'S MUSICAL INSTINCT

The question of the musical instinct of animals is one
upon which musicians do not agree very well. We all

know that most dogs howl at the sound of a violin, and
that cats do not favor the piano to any extent. Beyond
that we are not prepared to go.

I should like to relate to you an incident which I my-
self have witnessed which would indicate that a bird
has a sense of pitch, of rhythm, and a memory which
can be cultivated.

Mrs. Nye Farley, residing in Santa Clara, has a canary
•which she has taught to whistle. Mrs. Farley, be it

known, is a trained musician, numbering among her
other accomplishments the ability to whistle.. By
whistling the selection, "Listen to the Mocking Bird,"
over and over to her canary she taught the bird to per-
fectly duplicate the melody, up to a certain point. The
performance would go as follows, substituting the melody
for the words that I here give:

"Listen to the mocking bird, listen to the mocking
bird! The mocking bird is singing o'er her grave. Lis-
ten to the mocking bird, listen to the mocking bird!
Tweet, tweet, tweet, trilllllU" and so on. The bird would
get so tar, and then burst off into his own more familiar
style of song.

The peculiar part of the whole matter is that the bird
would go so far, when I first heard him. Later on, about
a year or so, I again heard him, and he had memorized
another half dozen bars of the music! Would not this
indicate to anyone that the bird has a musical memory,
and that that memory may be cultivated? It is a well-
known fact that the German Rollers are taught to sing
small phrases, but please bear in mind that this bird
has actually memorized all but a few notes of the song
I have mentioned, and that his intonation is good and
his rhythm perfect.

This is an isolated instance of musical memory in a
bird. As such we cannot justly draw any definite con-
clusions. But the incident might set us to thinking and
observing, might it not?

CHALIAPIN AS A PROGRAM MAKER

Feodor Chaliapin, the great Russian basso, who will
positively appear in San Francisco at the Exposition
Auditorium on Sunday afternoon. May 20th. and on
Monday night. May 28th, in two extraordinary recitals
is strongly opposed to including operatic arias on his
recital programs, as he considers it unintelligent for a
singer to draw upon his operatic repertoire for a con-
cert, when the literature of song is so rich and varied.
Chaliapin. following a Russian custom, and one he has
adhered to since his advent on the concert platform
never announces his programs in advance, but sings
from the numberless gems of his vast list, as the spirit
moves him, and according to what he considers is most
desired by his auditors. To hear the artist render such
gems as The Volga Boatman. When the King Goes Forth
to War, The Song of the Flea, The Two Grenadiers, etc.,
one can understand why Chaliapin confines himself in
recital strictly to selections of this kind, for, as he says,
"There may be in opera a tew rare pages that are suffi-
ciently lyrical in character to survive being transfered
from opera to concert, but why should one use even
these when the world's wealth of pure song is so im-
mense that no singer in a lifetime can explore more
than a portion of it."

The Chaliapin concerts will be great events here.
Thousands will gather to hear the distinguished Rus-
sian, whose appearances everywhere have met with
wildest enthusiasm, and been accorded superlative
praise. The recitals will be given under the manage-
ment of Selby C. Oppenheimer. The ticket sale will start
at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s store in San Francisco on
Monday morning.

ELLIS CLUB CONCERT IN LOS ANGELES

The Ellis Club is giving its most pretentious program
at the Philharmonic .\uditorium on Wednesday evening,
April 25. Felicien David's symphonic ode, "The Desert,"
will be the outstanding offering on the program. This
composition is in three parts, and included in its
rendition are a recitation and a lovely tenor solo. Hobart
Bosworth will speak the lines, while Ralph Laughlin
will carry the tenor solo part. The Philharmonic
Orchestra has been especially engaged to play the ac-
companiment for "The Desert,' with Sylvain Noack as
concert master. It has been our intention to review the
work of this organization at some length. It is always
a pleasure to attend their concerts— if not for the music
—for the humor of it all. Some of the members have
been getting out the stiff front and the high choker for
many many years. The old boys take their efforts just
as seriously as they did thirty years ago! To see George
Steckel and the rest of the bassos, after the piece de
resistance, is to know that he seen his dooty and he
done it. Woof! Too late for a serious review this week—but look tor a story on the old, the good old boys,
next week.

MUSICAL INFLUENCE OF DOMINICAN COLLEGE

New Recital Hall of the School of Music Is the Scene
of an Excellent Concert Series Which Is Greatly

Enjoyed by Students and Music Lovers

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Pacific Coast Musical Review intended on variofis

occasions to compliment the authorities at the Domini-
can College in San Rafael for the splendid achievements
attained by the Dominican College School of Music. The
writer spent a most pleasant afternoon at this school
some time ago and took a'.ong with him fine recollec-

tions of the systematic and efficient educational plan
that is being followed at this institution. Indeed, we
took such deep interest in the form of tuition employed
there, and explained to us by one of the sisters in charge
of music, that we asked for a set of the books and other
study material in order to give our readers a more in-

telligent idea of the effectiveness of the curriculum. On
account of the fact that a thorough study of these
books require more time than we have had at our com-
mand recently, we shall have to ask the indulgence of

our readers until such time when our examination is

completed.
At the time of our visit we also saw the new recital

hall. It is a very tastefully constructed and acoustically

perfect auditorium. It is a pity we have nothing like

it in San Francisco. Its seats exceed a thousand, and
while at the time of our visit no organ had been in-

stalled, provision tor such an instrument was made. We
also heard one of the young students sing. Her name is

Miss Marcella Knierr and she possesses a beautiful

dramatic soprano voice which has been trained in a
manner to enhance its fine timbre and to sound free

and clear. This young lady also sings with excellent
judgment and phrases her periods in a manner to ac-

centuate their meaning. It was a decidedly intelligent

performance and justifies interest in the singer's future.

Miss Irene Chisen. pianist and accompanist, played
tor Miss Knier and revealed a complete control of the
technical and emotional phases of pianistic art. She
proved a splendid aid to the soloist and in her own
work showed careful study and comprehension of the
compositions entrusted to her care for adequate exposi-
t'-on. Miss Knier sank Vol che sapete and 11 est doux
11 est bon. In extending these complimentary remarks
we speak of course of the work of students, and wish
to emphasize the fact that there can not be any doubt
regarding the thoroughness of their training and the
musicianly style of their expressions.
We also admired the beautiful homes that serve as

residences tor the students and the artistically arranged
grounds and school buildings. There is no doubt but
that the Dominican College is an educational institution
of the highest rank. For the first time in its history
Dominican College introduced a complete concert and
lecture course, the beautiful recital hall giving an ex-
cellent opportunity for these ambitious plans. Mischa
Levitzky is one of the more recent attractions enjoyed
at San Rafael. The entire season proved an enjoyment
and education to the students as well as to the music
lovers of Marin County and the Sister to whose far-
sighted judgment the success of this enterprise must
be ascribed has indeed every reason to feel satisfied
with the response which everyone readily gave to the
appeals of the Dominican College for recognition and
appreciation of its endeavors.

S. F. MUSICAL CLUB'S ANNUAL BANQUET

Two Hundred Members of Famous Organization
Assemble at Palace Hotel and Listen to Many

Addresses and an Unusually Interesting
Program

By ALFRED METZGER
The San Francisco Musical Club gave its annual

banquet at the Palace Hotel on Monday evening. April
23rd, and judging by the attendance and the enthusiasm
that prevailed throughout the evening there is prevalent
a spirit of co-operation and comradeship which is indeed
conducive to the growth and perpetuation of this or-
ganization. Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, President of the
California Federation of Music Clubs, and also Presi-
dent of the San Francisco Musical Club, acted as Toast
Misti-ess and as is always the case conducted the pro-
ceedings with an originality of procedure and a pre-
cision of programmatic arrangement that added zest
and snap to the evening's events.

Ordinarily the custom of introducing the speakers in
rhyme is a tedious and occasionally a silly affair, but
the way Mrs. Birmingham applied her poetic muse was
not only entertaining, but revealed unusual skill in ar-

rangement of rhymes as well as in the emphasis of
the characteristics of the speaker who was being intro-
duced. As is customary at annual banquets Mrs. Birm-
ingham first called on the various ladies who assisted
her during her administration in the conduct of the
affairs ot the club. And these included: Mrs. Thomas
Inman. Mrs. Mabel Coghlan, Mrs. Charles Curry, Mrs.
Wilson and Miss Augusta Gillespie. Mrs. Coghlan made
an exceptionally brilliant address, elegantly worded
and containing beautiful sentiments that will long linger
in the memory of those who heard the speaker.

In courtesy to the President-elect, Mrs. Horatio F.
Stoll was called upon to address the assemblage and
received a most enthusiastic welcome. Mrs. Frederick
Crowe, President of the Pacific Musical Society, Mrs.
Alvina Heuer Wilson, President of the San Francisco
Music Teachers' Association, and Vincent de Arrillaga,
President of the Musicians' Club, delivered brief ad-
dresses. Redfern Mason, music editor of the San
Francisco Examiner, Ray C. B. Brown, music editor
of the San Francisco Chronicle, Miss Cora Winchell,
music editor of the San Francisco Journal and Alfred

Metzger, editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, also
contributed their share to the oratorical efforts ot the
evening.

After the conclusion of the addresses a music pro-
gram was presented. The same was opened by Frederick
MacMurray, who gave two selections tor the viola, ar-
ranged by himself. Mrs. Ellen Page Pressley. sang an
aria from Manon by Massenet with that graciousness of
style and clearness of voice which has made her so many
friends. Elsa Behlow Trautner, the possessor ot a very
flexible and clear colorature soprano, sang the Titania
aria from Mignon by Thomas with most effective poise
and phrasing. Miss Modesta Mortensen interpreted two
violin solos with technical skill and musical judgment
and received hearty recognition tor her artistry. Miss
Eileen Fealy gave a brilliant interpretation of Liszt's
Sixth Rhasodie adding much to her gradually increasing
reputation. Mrs. Marguerite Raas Waldrop sang in a
very tasteful and refined manner a song byUda Waldrop
entitled Every Time I Look at You, with the composer
presiding at tbe piano, adding zest to the performance.
It was one ot the most charming features of the pro-
gram. Emil Breitenteld and Victor Lichtenstein con-
cluded the program with their exceedingly humorous
description ot moving pictures with music but with-
out pictures. It certainly created a sensation and proved
the hit of the evening.
Mrs. Lillian Birmingham has the satisfaction to know

that another unforgettable evening has been added to
the San Francisco Musical Club's great array of success-
ful entertainments.

SEASON'S FINAL MATINEE MUSICALE

Large Audience Admires Excellent Pianistic Art of
Guiomar Novaes in the Colonial Ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel This Week

Although the writer was unable to attend the concert
of Guiomar Novaes at the Colonial Ballroom of the St.
Francis Hotel last Monday afternoon he is able to in-

telligently review the concert inasmuch as he Heard this
distinguished pianist in Los Angeles a short time ago.
The brilliant and well justified success that rewarded
Mme. Novaes for her splendid artistic accomplishments
in the South also crowned her efforts in this city. An
unusually large audience attended this last one of Alice
Seckels' Matinee Musicales and showed by its en-
thusiasm, as reported to us by friends, that the charm-
ing and attractive personality of the artist as well as her
numerous musical advantages combined to make her a
favorite from the very start.

There is represented in this pianist the essence of
distinguished virtuosity. She combined a number of
musical characteristics each one of which entitles her
to a place among the elect. Her technic is singularly
clean cut and precise. Her touch is limpid, yet firm and
capable ot powerful results. Her phrasing is one of
the most delightful features of her playing. She colors
her octave passages and her chromatic scales and runs
in a manner to caress the ear. Such works as
Schumann's Carnival are specially well adapted to re-

veal her artistry at its zenith. She is an intellectual
artist and at tbe same time tempers this intellectuality

with virile emotionalism. She never sobs on the piano,

but expresses herself in a manner easily comprehended
by those to whom musical expression is a response to

their own inner feeling.

We particularly enjoyed her Chopin interpretation
which lacked the saccherine effeminacy which so many
pianists think they must apply to Chopin, and yet she
never permitted herself to degenerate into melodramatic
force or undue vitality. It would be difficult to imagine
a more effective reading of the Scherzo than Novaes
gives it. There is prevalent throughout her recital that

inexplicable atmosphere of thoroughness and proficiency

which always surrounds the true artist and the disciple

chosen by the muses to deliver a real message.

EMINENT PIANIST DELIGHTS NOTRE DAME

Mme. Marie von Unschuld, Distinguished Viennese
Piano Virtuosa, Assisted by Her Daughter Made-

leine Interpret An Excellent Program

Mme. Marie von Unschuld, the eminent Viennese
pianist. Court Pianist to her Majesty the late Queen
Elizabeth ot Roumania, and her daughter and pupil,

Madeleine, a gifted juvenile pianist, gave the following

program at Notre Dame College ot Music in San Jose
on Monday afternoon, March 19th: Scherzo B flat minor
(Chopin), Prelude, The Tolling Bell (Chopin-Unschuld),
Turkish March (Beethoven-Rubinstein), Mme. Marie
von Unschuld: Sonata A flat major, op. 26. Andante con
Variazioni (Beethoven), Rhapsodie N'o. 10 (Liszt),

Madeleine: Echo Study (Paganini-Unsculd). Scenes
from Childhood (Schumann), La Campanella (Paganini-
Liszt), Mme. Marie von .Unschuld; Valse lente

(Brahms), Concerto G minor. Scherzo (Saint-Saens),
Madeleine; The Wanderer (Schubert-Liszt), Rhapsodie
No. 11 (Liszt), specially arranged and edited by Mme.
von LTnschuld). Mme. Marie von Unschuld.
Mme. von Unschuld is giving these concerts tor the

benefit of -Austrian people who are suffering from post
war conditions, and we are creditably informed that she
is an artist of high distinction. The beneficiaries ot

tliese concerts are principally children who have lost

their fathers in the war. Both technically and musically
the artist made a deep impression upon faculty and stu-

dents, and her little daughter proved herself endowed
with unusual talent. She obtains a very big tone, con-
sidering her being only fourteen years ot age, and her
interpretation is intelligent beyond her years. Mme.
von Unschuld is a resident of Washington, D. C. where
her husband is a member ot the Austrian Embassy. She
is not only a distinguished artist but a refined and
highly cultured woman.
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LONDON STRING QUARTET

The twelfth and last concert of the Los Angeles

Chamber-Music Society's series was given over to the

London String Quartet, composed of Arthur Beckwith,

first violin: Thomas W. Petre, second viilin; H Waldi

Warner, viola: and C. Warwick-Evans, violoncello. The

program was: String Quartet in C. Opus 59, No. :i

(Beethoven); String Quartet. Opus 23, H. Waldo War-

ner; String Quartet in F, Opus 96 (Negro), Anton

Dvorak.
The Beethoven is one of his very iDveliest works. We

quickly became aware of a different tonality than is

usually heard. Their playing is not broader than that of

Flonzalev Quartet, not always as rich, but this is more

than made up for by their masculine tone. I cannot

find the word to fit the qual'ty. but I mean SDmething

the farthest removed from that hrneyed sweetness

which is the temptation of mus-cans who play together

a great deal. The Andante is stilking'y original even

in this age of originality and the kst nioven ent is per-

haps the- most brilliant fugue ever wr'tten for strings.

H Waldo Warner's Fairy Suite, "The Pixie Ring is

not distinguished for its musical content except in the

last movement, but is delightfully e:fln and humorous.

It is a treat to be allowed to laugh at humorous mu3:c

and to hear it played humorously. How few conductors

recognize humor when it is written into a score In this

case it was obvious, and the composer-violist was

heartily applauded and smiled not unlike one of his own

"'Dvorak's Negro Quartet is all that his New World

Symphony just tails to be for my ears. It is beautiful

writing throughout and was played with such remark-

able understanding that those who were fortunate

enough to hear it will have a standard of quartet

quality to last them through a lifetime. The Lento-that

lovely lament of an enslaved people— is among the finest

things in modern music and oh how these four men

"'T^he two developments upon Cherry Ripe and Sally

in Our Alley by Frank Bridges, who was violist in this

quartet before Mr. Warner, are so well known on the

Victor Records that they were demanded and played

as encores. I am still humming Sally in Our Alley and

striving vainly to recapture the ravishing web of har-

mony in the second part. In its way it is as lovely as

Haydn's Emperor Quartet.

I came away from this concert in that state of exalted

excitement which only exceptional music can induce.

Splendid as our own quartet is. it is just as well this

concert came at the season's end.

Now-All together for the next season.^^^
^^^^

PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

The final concert of the Philharmonic Series was a'so

one of the season's best. The symphony chosen to linger

in our memories as the last one heard was Brahms-

Symphony No. 1 in C Minor. Ophus 68, tollowedhy

Debussy—Prelude a I'apres-midi d'un faune (The Atter-

noon of a Faun) after the Eclogue of Stephane Mallarme.

and Strauss—Tone Poem. "Death and Transfiguration.

The Brahms Symphony furnished material for a mas-

terly interpretation, one of the finest I have heard Mr.

Rothwell give. In the first movement is very little

Brahms, the composer of beautiful love-breathing songs.

There seems here nothing but music. He wrote evidently

thinking mostly of the possibilities of the instruments,

and the movement is one of the wonders of symphonic

writing. The Andante is Brahms of the songs in beauti-

ful sustained melodies. The third. Allegretto, is gentle

and graceful, while the fourth is an emotional and musi-

cal triumph. At the conclusion ot the symphony, Mr.

Rothwell received an ovation, and upon repeated calls

Mr. W. A. Clark, founder and guarantor of our wonder-

ful orchestra came out upon the stage amid storms of

applause.
Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, unlike

much of the music by this great modern, is a stricf.y

thematic piece of writing, built upon a constantly re-

curring theme which is taken up by flute, clarinet and
oboe in so haunting a manner that it can never be

forgotten. This number was delicately played, and
greatly appreciated.

Strauss's great tone poem—Death and Transfiguration
—was a fitting number with which to close a concert
series. Mr. Rothwell's magnificent brass section is heard
to advantage in the triumphant transfiguration theme

—

one of the loftiest themes that ever came into the heart
of a composer.
The audience demonstrated its approval of the

season's work in no uncertain manner, and thus ended
our orchestra season for another summer. It is to be
hoped the Hollywood Bowl concerts will be resumed
this summer to tide us through the period of musical
starvation. LLOYD DANA.

That there will not be a dearth of the finest musical
attractions for Los Angeles next season is assured by
another concert series of world-famed artists announced

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

Sylvain Noack
Sylvain Noack is considered by many critics one of the finest

violinists in the United States. He is concert master of the Los

Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra — owns, uses and heartily

KNABE
"T/ie Perfect Product of American Art"

Mr. Noack is accepting pupils at his studio, 120 S. Oxford,

Los Angeles.

by George Leslie Smith, manager of Philharmonic

Auditorium and H. M. MacFaflden, manager of the

Elwyn Concert Bureau. These managers have com-
pleted plans to bring to the Auditorium next season

nine big concert attractions by direct affiliations with

the Wolfsohn Musical Bureau of New York, the oldest

and largest agency in America.
This list of internationally known stars include Mme.

Margaret Matzenauer, prima donna contra'to of the

Metropolitan Opera Company; Clarence Whitehill, bari-

tone of the Metropolitan who has sung most of the lead-

ing roles this season in the Wagnerian operas; Jascha

Hiefetz, considered by. many as the world's greatest

violinist; Maria Ivogun, the latest European sensation

in opera and concert, one ot the world's leading colora-

tura sopranos, who has recently taken Irew York by

storm in her recital work and as guest artist with the

German Opera Company; Mario Chamlee, our own Los

Angeles tenor who has reached the very principal ot

success as leading tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany: the famous quartet of 'Victor artists, known
wherever 'Victor records are heard, these noted singers

include Olive Kline. Elsie Baker, Royal Daanum and

Lambert Murphy, all popular favorites.

The comic opera production (vast pocket edition) ot

Mozart's "Impresario" with Percy Heinnes, in the lead-

ing role supported by an all-star cast. Moritz Rosenthal,

distinguished Polish pianist, who returns after seventeen

years ot European triumphs: Max Rosen, young Rus-

sian violinist who almost caused a riot by his marvelous
playing here two years ago with the Philharmonic

Orchestra, and last but not least on the list or celebri-

ties, Reina'.d Werranrath. American baritone too well

known to require introducing to local music lovers.

This formidable array of talent will he heard on

Monday evenings during the music season starting with

a combination of talent on Monday night, October 22,

that will make even the most blase patron sit up and
take notice for it will include Mme. Matzenauer, Mme.
Elizabeth Rothwell and Clarence Whitehill, supported
by the entire Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Walter
Henry Rothwell, in a program ot excerpts of Wagnerian
operas.
The local management of these concerts believe that

the student and masses should have an opportunity

to hear the best music at prices within their means and
announce that by their direct co-operation with the New
York Bureau they have been able to arrange this splen-

did series at very low prices tor season tickets.

Hallette Gilberte, composer-pianiste who is wintering

in Pasadena, has a number of his songs included in the

repertoire of Viola Ellis. The latter is a resident ot

Los Angeles, and was recently pronounced by Mme.
D'Alvarez to possess one of the great contralto voices

of the world.

Eleanor Hornby Woodward, dramatic soprano, has

returned from the East, where she filled successful con-

cert engagements. A cancellation of her engagement
as church soloist in New York was made necessary by

her departure for California, i'.lness ot her daughter

being the cause.

Gloria Mayne presented an all-Indian song recital at

the Cahuenga Parent-Teacher Association, March 21st.

She win repeat the program for the Highland Park
Ebell, and the Lancaster Woman's Clubs during April.

The Music Teacher's Association met in the Tajo

Building, March 19th, and Jennie Winston, Bertha

Vaughn, J. P. Poulin, Lillian Backstrand led the vocal

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

70S Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE
JuMt iMsued for the Piano

"SPANISH serenade:" and "RIDE: OF THE) COWBOY"

ALMA STETZLER
VOICK culture:—coaching in REIPEIRTOIRB

OPEIRA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS
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CALMON LUBOVISKI
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Available for Concerts and Recitals
Limited dumber of Advanced Puplla Accepted
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ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tueiiday, Wednesday. Friday .Afternoonji
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SYLVAIN NOACK
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Los Angeles Chamber Music Society
ELEVE.NTH CONCERT
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De Lara Grand Opera Company
MANUEL SANCHEZ DE LARA, Conductor
esents "II Trovatore'' on Tuesday Evening, A|
th, at Gamnt Theater. Los Angeles, and on Thu
y Evening, April 2Uth, at Pasndeaa High Sch

Round Table discussion. Cordellia Smissaert. pianiste,

and G. Raymond Meniiennick, violinist, were soloists ot
the musical program.

Maud Elizabeth Ricliards sang two ot her own com-
positions at a reception given recently in the Hollywood
home of Dr. and Mrs. Guido Castles. Evelyn Lane
honored the principal guest. Prince Ramchandra of
Bombay, by singing The Song of India.

Frieda Peycke, with a group of pianologues, and tlie

Orpheus Four in vocal selections, entertained the
Kiwanis Club on March 15th.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte was given a reception by the
Los Angeles Music Culture Club, Sunday night, the 15th
inst., in the Kanst Art Gallery. Those appearing on
the accompanying musical program were Gilda IVIar-

chetti, dramatic soprano; Mme. Marguerita d'Aleria,

pianiste; and Dr. Bruce Gordon Kingsley, opera lecturer.

Daisy Jean, Belgian 'cellist, has given a series of six-

teen Southern California engagements under the direc-
tion of Frank L. Grannis (in charge of the Southern
California Music Company Artists' Bui-eau). She ap-
peared on the Grauman Discovery program of March
11th, meeting with unusual success.

Homer Simmons, pianist, has been engaged by Havrah
Hubbard for a tour of the East. Hubbard is a lecturer
and music critic and has presented successfully a series
of operalogues.

The Los Angeles Conservatory of Music gave a pupils'

recital at the Highland Park Branch, March 16th. Those
participating were: Inez Marston. voice; Evelyn Pick-
rell and Florence Taylor Black, violin; Faith Hitchcock,
Elizabeth Allen. Mary de Lano, Irene Gates, piano. Two
more recitals will be given by the school this month.
On March 27th, Florence Hayes and Lora Call will be
presented, and on the 29th inst., Elizabeth Allen and
Inez Sitton will give a program.

Doris Struble gave a pianologue at the last meeting
ot the Wa Wan Club's Junior Auxiliary, March 28th.

Lora May Lamport, soprano, and Eunice Landrum,
pianiste, were on the same program.

Walter Fisher Skeel, A. M. Perry, Arnold Wagner
Vincent Jones, were among those of the U. S. C. College
of Music faculty who were installed as members of the
local chapter of National Music honor society, during
ceremonies held at the university in March.

The Los Angeles Trio gave its fifth concert of the
season in the Ebell Auditorium, April 12th, its members
displaying even smoother ensemble playing than at their

last appearance. The audience was large, and thor-

oughly appreciative.
M,ay McDonald Hope, Calmon Luboviski, Ilya Bronson

—their music was a glimpse of pure beauty. Three
numbers to the program, each played with consummate
skill and understanding: Trio No. 1 G Major. Hayden;
Sonata for Piano and Violoncello, Op. 19 G Minor, Rach-
maninoff; Trio C Minor Op. 108, Brahms. The Scher-

zando movement of the Rachmaninoff Sonata was de-

cidedly the success of the evening. The violoncello and
piano composition abounded in odd rhythms and mellow
tones and a loud ovation followed it.

The finesse ot the trio is the foundation of understand-
ing underlying all its work. Such closely knitted en-

semble playing has the semblance of one voice urging,

of one voice typifying the beauty of sound. Both the

trio numbers brought out this fact, the Finale of Hayden
and the presto movement ot the Brahms. In the first.

May McDonald Hope did some particularly commendable
piano phrasing. But to point out the merits of each
artist is impossible. Another such an event is dated
for May 3rd, of which the program is: Trio B flat Major
No. 7 (Beethoven), for violin and violoncello; Paasaeag-

lia, Handel-Halvorsen; Trio, A Minor, Op. 50, Tschai-

kowsky.

James Campbell, Jr., pianist, and Norma Hewlett, so-

prano, appeared in a joint recital in Santa Barbara last

week.

Margaret Monteville Juny presented her music class

Mme. Newcombe
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in a recital last Thursday evening, April 26, in the Music
Hall of the Music-Arts Building.

Mrs. Lily Link Brannon gave a Studio Recital for five
of her pupils last Saturday afternoon April 21, at her
studio in the Walker Theatre Building.

Hazel Elwell, soprano, was one of the featured so-
loists on tile anniversary program given last week by
the Pasadena Shakespeare Club.

Ann Thompson, pianist, presented a program at the
Downey's Women's Club Friday, April 13.

Charles Wakefield Cadman has returned to Los
Angeles and will remain until the opening of his concert
season next October. Mr. Cadman has just completed
an interesting and successful tour of the Middle West
and Pennsylvania, and is enthusiastic over the welcome
accorded him and Princess Tsianina by audiences and
critics. While in Chicago he had the pleasure ot seeing
his opera "Shanewis" presented by the opera in Our
Language Foundation.

Ponselle's Program—There should be a thrill for
music lovers, musical amateurs and music students in
the program which Rosa Ponselle will give as her first
Los Angeles concert on May 7. Eastern critics have
exhausted all the adjectives in recording the brilliance
of this flaming personality, who became a famous prima
donna in one night as co-star with Caruso at the Metro-
politan Opera House four years ago. William Tyroler
will assist her here. Ponselle's program will be: Aria,
"Pace, Pace Mio Dio" (Verdi) (From "La Forza del
Destino"), "Odorava I'April" (Parelli), "Danza Fanciulla"
(P. Durante), "Maria Wiegenlied" (Max Rieger), "Chan-
son Norvegienne'' (Felix Fourdrain), Aria "Suicidio! in
questi fieri momenti" (from "La Gioconda") (Ponchielli),
"My Lovely Celie." (Giles Higgins), "Eros" Grieg;
"Homage to Spring" (Alexander MacFadyen).

Loew's State Concert Orchestra under the direction
of Riemer will offer for the overture selections from
"The Prince of Pilsen," one of the most popular of
operettas. "The Serenade," by Titl, will be rendered as
a duet by F. Mitz. playing the French horn and J. Dotzel
the flute.

Zoellner Recital—A program of contrasts was offered
as the fifth concert by the Zoellner quartet at the Ebell
club house. The program opened with the Haydn quar-
tet. Op. 64 No. 5, followed by a Serenade Op. 56 by
Sinding. Smetana's quartet named by him "From My
Life" concluded the program. An extended review will

appear in next week's issue.

Raisa-Rimini Concert Off.—Owing to an unfortunate
series of circumstances the Eastern management felt

called upon to cancel the Raisa-Rimini Pacific Coast
tour. Los Angeles patrons who hold tickets for Tuesday
evening. April 24, will please bring same to the Audi-
torium, west box oflSee, where adjustment will be made.

John Smallman will prescent eight of his artist pupils

in four recitals which are to be held at the Ebell Club
Auditorium at intervals of three weeks beginning Friday
evening May 11, when he will introduce Louis Yackel,
tenor, with Eleanor Brayan, contralto. Lorna Gregg will

be at the piano and violin solos will be given by Morris
Stolotf. For the second recital Friday evening. May 25,

he will introduce George Gramlich, tenur, with Mary
Alice Whipple, soprano. For the third event on Friday
evening, June 8, he will present Marion Bean Badenoch,
soprano, with Robert Maile, baritone, and for the fourth
recital on Friday evening, June 22, he will offer Erma
De Mott, soprano, and Mildred Messer, contralto.

Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Guido Castles gave a reception
on .\pril 23 at their Hollywood residence. Castle Sans
Souci, in honor ot Dr. Robert Wallace Douglas, American
baritone. Dr. Douglas has been baritone soloist with
the Metropolitan Opera Company for seven years.

Among his musical achievements was his portrayal of
Valentine while supporting Caruso in "Faust."

Olga Steeb, guest soloist of the Woman's Symphony
Orchestra, received an enthusiastic welcome at the
concert given by that organization at the Philharm'onic
Auditorium. Miss Steeb gave a beautiful interpretation
of the Beethoven Concerto in G major, and received
admirable support from the orchestra under the baton
of Henry Schoenefeld. As an encore the soloist played
Mendelssohn's Wings of Song.

The Califoinia Theatre concert arranged by Carli

Elinor tor this week is extremely well balanced and
of broad musical appeal. The feature number, Liszt's

Polonaise in E. Major, a typical and beautiful work, is

having its first orchestral rendition in Los Angeles.
This was originally written by Liszt as a piano solo

and it is one of the most brilliant and colorful of his

works. The semi-martial chivalry ot this form of com-
position is reproduced extremely well and the entire
plan and melodic conception are thoroughly character-
istic. Mr. Elinor has chosen for his second number
Beethoven's Minuett with solo violin and duet passages
as relief—a work more frequently heard as a violin

solo. The transcription tor strings which he has ar-

ranged is charmingly done and its dainty beauty is quite

in contrast to the brilliant Polonaise. The concert closed
with another ot the "How Many Do You Recall" series

which Mr. Elinor has made so popoular and this medley
of harmonies of by-gone days is cleverly done, both in

scoring and interpretation.
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AMERICAN GUILD GIVES NEW YORK CONCERT

German Opera Enjoys Continued Popularity— Interna-

tional Guild Gives First Performances of Several

Important Works and Starts Commotion

BY ROSALIE HOUSMAN
New York, March 10. 11)23.

The third public concert of the International Guild

(they have also been holding private lectures tor

their subscribers) was held at the Klaw Theatre, on the

evening of March 4th, and the house was crowded, with

serious musicians, who came anxious to hear the novel-

ties scheduled, as well as the well known soloists, who
assisted. Of these, the best known was Leo Ornstein,

who played a Nocturne and a Sonata, neither one of the

sort to make one squirm or profane the night. Melodic

or conventional they were not—neither were they as

revolutionary as some of his earlier music. Rather

would I say they were evolutionary, as they had a far

firmer basis and logic, and a more subtle understanding

than the Wildmansdance, and others from his pen. They

are strong stuff with something in them which is in our

Age of Steel as Ornstein is, as far as I can judge, a child

of his time. Pianistically, he was interesting, though

why he should decide to play a Haydn theme and

variation for an encore is too much for me. The Bela

Bartok second quartet which opened the concert was

tremendously interesting, imaginative, virile ad uncom-

promisingly modern. It is masterly writing, logically

made, at times polytonic, never ugly for mere ugliness,

and holds the listener's attention throughout. Bartok

is representative of young Hungary, politically and musi-

cally emancipated. But though Lucy Gates sang the

most important numbers, they were followed by the

Senate for harp and piano, composed by Carlos Salzedo,

in which he played the piano and his pupil Marie Miller

the harp. In this music the composer had availed him-

self of many of the new sounds which he has discovered

in his instrument and has blended them remarkably with

tlie piano, getting delight and new tonal conbinations

to charm our ears. Musically, too, his message is im-

portant. But all the racket was started by the Hyper-

prism of the founder of the Guild, Varese, who enlisted

the services of several horns, trombones, a clarinet, a

flute, trumpets and about fourteen varieties of percus-

sion which were played by the faculty and scholars of

the Dalcroze Eurythmic school. The composer con-

ducted. In all fairness to Mr. Varese's very evident

sincerity I must state that the wild laughter and hysteria

which started almost as soon as the music, was un-

avoidable. Certainly the first sounds were wildly

strange and the audience quite visibly expressed them-

selves. So I found it very difficult to listen fairly, as

the noise around was great, but though some of the

results seemed foolish on first hearing, the evident

endeavor of the composer to throw off all known formuli

and express himself in a new territory were so sincere

that, for this reason alone, the performance was justi-

fiable. Whether it will be done again (it was repeated

that same night) is an entirely different story; there

may be something genuine in the attempt.

It is very likely that the coming tour tor the benefit

of the Field Service has been discussed in the West.

E. Robert Schmitz and Mme. Eva Gauthier are planning

going there in the near future. The idea was started

most auspiciously in New York at Carnegie Hall, on

March Bth, when the same artists, as well as Casella,

Rothier, tlie French-American quartet and Carlos Sal-

zedo shared a splendid program. The purpose of the

tour is to collect funds to endow Fellowships in both

French and American universities, in honor of the 127

young Americans who gave their lives to the Cause,

before we joined. In looking over the list. I was proud

to note that there were several Californians, which fact

should stimulate our interest. At this particular concert

one heard the two Sketches of our own Grittes. splen-

didly done; Schmitz and Casella in the latter's Puppa-

zetti for two pianos, the exquisite Introduction and

allegro for harp, winds and strings, which should be

heard more often, Mme. Gauthier in representative

American songs and other equally interesting music.

The purpose is worthy of social as well as musical

support.

The performance of Frederick Jacobi's Eve of St.

Agnes was delayed a week owing to the delay in getting

the syore and parts from San Francisco, where it was
recently heard. It had been already heard under

Bodansky and was given here by the City Symphony
Orchestra under Dirk Foch. It made a splendid im-

pression on a large audience who made the composer
acknowledge it from his lege on second hearing. (X

heard it at its first performances), my impressions of

its fine orchestral values were confirmed and its musical

beauties improved on renewed acquaintance. There is

a tender quality in the love music which bespeaks
deeply felt joy, and the directness, the sincerity, and the

sympathy were expressed in the performance. Press

comments were very cognizant of the importance of

the music.

The American Guild's last public recital at Town Hall,

March 7th (there is to be a semi-public one at the

Library in April) brought a good sized house to hear as

representative a program as has been heard this winter.

Opening with Powell's violin senate, which he and
Stoessel played with understanding, went the gamut of

modernism and ended with the sonata for two pianos of

Ornstein in which Mme. Leginska and the composer
participated. The Powell work has a future, though
it looks back musically, as well as ahead, and I hope it

will be heard again. Mme. Gauthier did two groups of

songs of Sreinert's and Vaugns, neither of great impor-

tance, though the former's Laquer Prints seemed tar
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more interesting. Samuel Gardner, composer-violinist,

whose music I have reviewed, played quite a number of

his own things, to the great delight of the audience,

and he encored the Canebrake. Of the two-piano senate

of Ornstein, on first hearing, I can truthfully say it is

far too long, especially the first movement, but though
the others are very discordant, and even violent, they

show a power and force which cannot be denied. It

was splendidly played by the composer and Leginska

—

the guild deserves credit for having included it, in spite

of the lack of interest of those present.

Other operatic notes of importance was the appear-

ance of Mme. Kemp as Kundry, and the debut of the

Russian artiste, Ina Bourskaya as Carmen, which suited

her most remarkably vocally and temperamentally. Her
voice is rich, dark, and emotionally expressive, her act-

ing strong.

The musical comedy field has been growing a fine

crop, and with Miss Peggy Wood, in the Clinging Vine at

the Knickerbocker, Henry Savage has a sure fire hit

and a play of lusty growth. The operetta has a real plot

—one might be tempted to say it is a play with music,

the balance is so good, and certainly Zelda Sears, who
provided it, has good situations and clever lines. The
music by Harold Levey, is tuneful, fairly original and
adequate. The supporting cast are worthy of their de-

lightful star, and specially worthy of comment were
Louise Galloway, Reginald Pasch, and Charles Derick-

son. The staging was rather attractive and, on the

whole, one must say that in the Clinging Vine Broadway
has the best musical comedy seen in many a long

day.

The Schuberts, over at the Ambassador, are starring

Tessa Kosta in Caroline, one of those sweet perform-

ances which are just the thing for the flapper and the

tired business man. The tunes are catchy, attractive

and well sung—the piece is delightfully staged. It is one
of those Southern tales with delightful old negro ser-

vants (capably played by Mattie Koon and Ben Linn),

a colonel (Harrison Brockbank) and all the rest of the

family. The hero (a most romantic person) was well

sung and played by Harold Murray and Helen Ship-

man, as the daughter, added plenty of pep. Miss Kosta
was a picture and sang with much charm.

H.ADLEY'S THIRD SYMPHONY PLEASES NEW YORK

New York Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestra
Gives Excellent Concerts—Beethoven Association

Presents Classic Program

BY ROSALIE HOUSMAN
New York, March 17th, 1923.

As I am leaving on a short lecture tour, which takes
me into Pennsylvania, I cannot make this report other

than brief, but I can point out a few highly interesting

concerts which have happened during the past week
(March 12-17). Perhaps the news that will be of most
interest would be the performance (and a very splendid

one) of Henry Hadley's third symphony which was a
feature of the Sunday concert at Carnegie (March 12th)

and which was conducted by Willem Mengelherg. The
composer was recalled to the stage several times to

acknowledge the applause. The orchestra played beauti-

fully, with a rich, glowing tone and elasticity. And the

Philadelphia men, on Tuesday, the 13th, bringing the

Schubert in C, as well as Till Eulenspiegel, and two
Oriental Impressions of the Bostonian Henry Eicheim,
drew a packed house and great applause. Sometimes
Stokowski is capricious, as he was with the rhythms of

the Schubert, but in spite of that, he infuses so much
vitality into the orchestra, that the performance fairly

glows with color. He made the Till quite amusing, quite

a contrast to the reading which was given it on Thurs-
day evening, March 15th. by Monteux and his excellent

Bostonians. That organization has the loveliest wood-
wind choir I have ever heard and he brings out of it a

depth of tonal values which is firm yet flexible. His
"Till" was sarcastic, biting, thoroughly French in spirit

and entirely in legendary tone. The audience "ate it up"
and the audiences of the Boston symphony are particu-

larly reserved and distingue. There was also the Chaus-
son symphony in B flat. Loeffler's Tintagiles (which he
heard from a box) and which was so well received that

the composer acknowledged the applause from there.

Onegin was Damrosch's soloist of the week, winning
all who heard her, with her personal charm, and magni-
ficent voice. It is one of the greatest I ever heard.

Mengelherg, true to his love of Mahler, performed the

seventh Symphony and those present were either bored
to tears by its length (an hour and a halt) or thoroughly
enjoyed it. This is a muted question. To many Mahler
is empty and dull, futile and poor in ideals, but there

are many who proclaim him great and it is but fair to

give the public the deciding voice.

At the opera, the season's routine goes on, as always,
with packed houses to tell of the continued popularity

of Verdi, Puccini and others. At the Lexington, where
German opera holds sway, there are also packed houses,

and good performances of Wagnerian classics. It has
been announced that the company goes on tour next
season, and will have Josef Stransky as guest conductor.
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At the final concert of the Carnegie series Mr. Dam-
rosch gave an old "novelty" in the shape of the triple

piano concerto of Bach which was done by Schnabel,
Maier and Pattison. It has rarely been heard in the
concert halls and that is surprising, as it is one of the
loveliest of the ensemble numbers Bach wrote, with a
deep and human note, which is very appealing. It was
superbly played.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Tell me who Goosens is? W. A.

Eugene Goosens is the "bright particular star of mod-
ern English music," "England's leader of anti-bochism

in music." He is of Belgian descent and was born in

1893, the son of the former conductor of the Carl Rosa
Opera Company. He studied at Bruges, Liverpool, and
the Royal Academy of Music in London; was violinist

in Sir Henry Wood's Queen's Hall Orchestra, assistant

conductor of opera at Covent Garden under Beecham,
and conductor of the Manchester Symphony Orchestra.

His works include "Kaleidoscope." "Four Conceits,"

"Nature Poems," "Hommage a Debussy," "The Curse,"'

"The Eternal Rhythm," and two sketches for string

quartet, "By the Tarn" and ".lack o' Lantern,'' per-

formed here this season by the Flonzalef Quartet.

2. Is the Gong of Chinese origin? D. S.

Yes. The Chinese until recently were the only people
who knew the secret of tempering bronze for the manu-
facture of gongs. A French chemist discovered that

bronze becomes malleable by being heated and then

plunged into cold water, and gongs are thus treated

after casting and are then hammered. The gong is said

to have been introduced into Europe from the East at

the time of the French Revolution, when it was used as

a funeral bell.

3. What is the Line of Continuation? A. H. J.

A term used in the working of figured basses. When
a chord is followed by one or more of its other positions,

a line, called the Line of Continuation, is drawn under
them, signifying the continuation of the same harmony,
instead of figuring each position of the chord.

4. What is a Csardas? L. L. P.

The Csardas, or Czardas, is the national Hungarian
dance. It consists of two movements, a "Lassu" or slow
movement and a "Friss" or quick movement. These
two movements alternate as the dancers wish, a sign
being given to the musicians when the change is desired.

5. Who is the head of the Music Division of the Li-

brary of Congress? T. C.

Carl Engel of Boston, appointed in 1921.

Note—I have a question from a person signing him-
self A Singer. May I ask this person to be good enouf;li|

to read the heading of this column and note the rule hi

regard to anonymous communications. If he will exteiut

me the courtesy of his confidence I shall endeavor Ml,

answer his question.—QUESTION EDITOR. •(
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which included: Dove Song from Mar-
riage of Figaro (Mozart), Er der Herr-
lichste (Scliumann), Du blst wie eine

Blume (Liszt). Solvejg's Song (Grieg).

Harli! Harli! The Lark (Schuljert); .J'ai

pleure en reve (Hue), Si mes vers

(Hahn), and Down Here (Brahe), Mrs.
Jones delighted her audience with her
smoothness of voice and her exceedingly
discriminating and tasteful mode of in-

terpretation and her authoritative phras-

ing gained by evident experience. Mrs.

Jones is unquestionably a serious artist

who grasps the significance of serious

compositions and who interpets the same
according to artistic principles. Judging
from the hearty expressions of approval
Mrs. Jones made an excellent impression.

H. B. Randall, clarinetist, and Mrs. Lud-
wig Rosenstein, pianist, interpreted a

duo concertant for clarinet and piano by
Weber in a truly musicianly and crafts-

manlilce manner. Both proved themselves
to be musicans of unusual artistic calibre.

Mr. Randall has .a remarkably smooth
tone and excellent expression, while Mrs.

Rosenstein is a pianist of thoroughly de-

veloped artistic instinct and delightful

technical equipment.
Frank Wenzel accompanied Mrs. Jose-

phine Wilson-Jones according to the rules

of musicianly requirements.

Thursday Evening, April 12, the Pacific

Musical Society gave another one of its

enjoyable programs, every number elicit-

ing hearty applause from the audience.

Owing to the fact that numerous other

events prevented our being present on
this occasion we delight in printing the

program in full. However, we wish to

say that Mrs. Margaret Jarman Cheese-
man, the possessor of an excellent so-

prano voice, and an artist of experience
and intelligence, was specially success-

ful in arousing genuine enthusiasm. The
complete program was as follows: A
Parthenay (Chanson Tourangeaine ),

I'Etoile du Matin (Chanson Alsacienne),
Chanson Mexicaine (Mexico), Tambourin
(du XVIII siecle) (Old French), Sere-

nade Basque (France), Phileas Goulet.

Mrs. Arthur Duclos at the piano: Air

Varie and Minuet (1681-1764) (Mattheson-
Bauer), Rondo a Capriccio (Beethoven),
Intermezzo (Brahms), Scherzo (Brahms),
Lois Adler; Where Dancing Was Loudest
(Tschaikowsky), Nightingales Sing No
More in the Grove (Gretchaninoff), Dan-
son la Gigue (Poldowski), Aria, Oh, Stella

Vagabonda (from Adrianna Lecouvreur)
(Cilea), Margaret Jarman Cheeseman.
Louise Gilbert Lofgren at the Piano;
Marionettes (MacDowell), Gold Fish
(Debussy), Rhapsodie, C Maior (Doh-
nanyi). Lois Adler; Ay, Ay, Ay—Song of

Argentina (Friere), Chanson Bachique
from "Hamlet" (Thomas), Fate (Mary
Carr Moore), Salaam (Agnes LangI, In-

victus (Bruno Huhn), Phileas Goulet.

LOS ANGELES TRIO CONCERT

The last concert of the series will be
given by the Los .Angeles Trio—May Mc-
Donald Hope, pianist and founder; Cal-

mon Luboviski. violin, and Ilya Bronson,
violoncello—at the Ebell Club House, Los
Angeles, on Thursday evening. May 3, at

eight-thirty o'clock, when a program of

unusual interest and beauty will be
given. It will include:

Trio in B flat No. 7 by Beethoven.
Passacaglia by Handel-Halvorsen (For

violin and violoncello alone).
Trio A minor Op. 50 by Tschaikowsky

(To the memory of a great artist). The
first and greatest Classic Trio ever
written, and the last and the greatest
Romantic Trio ever written, while the
DDvelty Duo the Passacaglia by Handel
arranged by Halvorsen, an exquisite bit,

is se'.dom heard.
The Trio has given five concerts this

season in a most creditable manner.
They have established an organization
presenting only the best in chamber
music and have succeeded in attracting
large and interested audiences.
Though founded seven years ago by

May McDonald Hope, the organization
has not become so we'l known until this
season and every concert giv«n has seen
a growth in attendance. The programs
have been arranged so as to give the
greatest variety possible and though the
finest of the classical masters have pre-
dominated, many novelties have been in-
troduced, including the Vincent D'Indy
Trio, the Sonate by Dohnanyi, The
Goosens Trio with Jay Plowe, Flutist,
and the entire Sonate by Rochmaninoff
presented here for the first time.

Edith Benjamin, the unusually intelli-

gent and experienced soprano soloist, has
been meeting with well-merited success
in the bay region throughout the course
of the season. She gave a most enjoyable
program at the Co-related Arts Recital
Hall in the Fine Arts Palace recently to
which have been added a number of
events at public and private musical
functions of importance. Miss Benjamin
is accompanied by Miss Marian Prevost,
an unusually gifted pianist and accom-
panist. She certainly deserves her suc-
cesses and the enthusiasm she arouses
is ample indication of her artistry.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach EDWIN HUTCHINGS
VOICE CULTURE

Stodlo;
002 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

«i»n FmnHfioo Phonfi Kfrny MtM

KURT VON GRDDZINSKI
B.tRITOIVE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mme. Sohoen-
Rene'a Method

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.^NCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

' Banlis ol San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921 ,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7ih Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and UMoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4/^)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

ADELE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Paciflc 3:i

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Brandt
311 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 15:

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

I IMS Kvfeicr * Chjii
Phone ItearnT 54M

Joseph George Jacobson

2833 Sacran

PIANO
nto St. Phone FUImore S48

Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET. VOICE
B05 Kohler & Chaae Bid. Tel. Salter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stndio, a03-«04 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny M.'H

MRS. CHARLES POULTEB.
SOPRANO St. Andrena Chnrch
Voice Cnltnre. PUno. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 207S. Kohler & Chase Bids..
Wedneadaya Tel. Kearny 5454.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MAR;0N RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera SucceaafM In Europe; Concert Snc-
ceaaea In America. AildreHH IMO] California
St.. San FrancUco. Telephone Proapert 3«20

Mary Coonan McCrea
TBACHER OF SINGING

Studio 3« Gaflner Balldln^. 370 Sutter St.
Tel. Douglau 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearnr 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

vearn7 5454.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OReANIST ST. MARY'S CATHBDRAIr

PlaBo DcpartlBeat. Ha^Aa Seha*I
ftrgaa aad Plana. Arrtllaaa Mnaleal Cnllega

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

Pupil of
De Reazke and Percy Rector Stephena

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Haater Claaaea tor Violin

Studio Dnlldlne, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Proapect 757

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SloKlusr. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Men., Kohler A
Chaae Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny 5454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST. Bet. Clay A nrashlnKton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mm. Noah Brandt, Plana

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Sololat, Temple Bmana Bl. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Inatmc-
tlon. 2539 Clay St., Phone Went 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Stadio: 1000 Kohler & Chane Bids.

Telephone Kearny 54.54
Re . Tel. Bayview 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

ANn TEACHER
Studio: 4106 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

ReMldence: 4152 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Vlollnlnt and Teacher

Head of Violin Department Ada Clement
Music SchcKil

3435 Sacramento St.. San FrancUco

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHI5R OF VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. Weat 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37S Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Keamy 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, CaL

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1363 Grove St. Tel. West 4571

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Paciflc 1676

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRFTE^inCT
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332]

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3661

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Keamy 6464

EMIL HAHL
Res.; 2756 Baker St. Tel.: Fill. 229i

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter UK

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
fiiiid.-imcntui iiiiinIc itrinolpleH in a definite nnd lucid way, eomntenelni;

«t-)?rude pEeoeN l)ut proicreHHini!: rol>idly in their exiioNltl»n of technieal
rexalon i>r<>iiicni« nnd tlie creation of good ta«te.

I»Kifli:. (lOo.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Cbeatnnt Street
Telephone Prospect 4032

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you satlftfleU

Can he pi
Are you

vi<h yon
tefore th
Tith yuuiNHfd

Is he n FaddiHt. oi
Are yon sore your teat-her knows ^ovft „.,„,..
Is he always talklni? "BREATH?" "TONGUE?"

*'JAW ?

If In donbt.
Europe Tcith

t Mr. Bofcart, nho studied In
nehers of Sembrick, Scalchl,

Bisphani, etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

37« Sl'TTER STREET—Doujcrlas 0256
2218 LAKE STREET—Bayvlew 4871

Eventni^N by appointment
Read Mr. Boeart'H article in this paper of March

24. maa. about "Charlctous"

Qonstance <tAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately betore the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wager Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler & Chase Bids.
2518% Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley X31«

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie

Telephone Franklin 5400

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

VICTOR talking MACHINES

WE INVITE A HEARING

Wilg>'BAUer)@
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose^—199 South First

sheet music
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EMINENT ARTISTS PRESENT IDEAL PROGRAM

E. Robert Schmitz, Piano Virtuoso, and Mme. Eva
Gauthier, Mezzo Soprano, Enchant Music Lovers

With Their Matchless Art

BY ALFRED METZGER
It would, indeed, be difficult, if not impossible, to

suggest two artists who are able to interpret a pro-

gram of compositions more carefully or judiciously se-

lected, and interpreted with finer mastery of the funda-
mental principles of interpretative art than E. Robert
Schmitz, pianist, and Mme. Eva Gauthier, mezzo soprano,
succeded in rendering at the Columbia Theatre on Sun-
day afternoon, April 29th. To miss witnessing such a
genuinely artistic performance means to sustain a loss

that can never be replaced in one's artistic experience.
Every moment of the two hours during which these
artists retained the wrapt attention of their hearers was
charged With joyous manifestation of the acme of refined

artistry and thorough comprehension of the various
technical requirements necessary to adequately sustain

the highest artistic ideals.

E. Robert Schmitz, from the very first time we had the
pleasure to hear him, impressed us with his sincerity of

style, his thorough grasp of the elemental beauties of

tone color effects and his comprehensive treatment of

the newest school of composition. Mr. Schmitz launches

PAII. STEIXDOHFP
The DlNtlnKUlMhed Conductor of the Rivoli Opera
HoDHe Ooniiian}' Who t'ontrlbiitea Hueh to the

SuccesK of That Kxeellent OreaiiUatlon

himself into his artistic mission with such whole-souled
determination to coax the finest sentiments from the
works he has chosen that positively submerges his per-
sonality into the atmosphere which the composer in-

tends to convey. It is for this reason that his audiences
follow him with such concentrated attention and with
such delight in the effects he obtains.

Mr. Schmitz opened the program with an interpreta-
tion of Schumannls Carnaval that accentuated the
artist's innermost poetic and romantic instinct and that
lend an exceptional charm to the beautiful phrases of
this immortal work. Mr. Schmitz belongs to that rare
coterie of virtuosi who are equally proficient in the ex-

position of the old as well as new form of musical
literature. This was further evidenced by Mr. Schmitz'
exceptonally suave and refined reading of the Chopin C
minor Nocturne and Etude No. 5 from Op. 10. We can
not imagine a more scintillating bit of cameo-like color

changes than the exquisite rendition of these Chopin
works under the fairy finger-tips of this splendid
virtuoso.

The famous Liszt rapturous description of St. Francis
Walking on the Waters gave this artist further oppor-
tunity to cause us to marvel at his brilliant and im-
peccable technic while some of the newer works by

^^'hithorne, Ravel and Debussy permitted us a glimpse
into the impressionistic precinct of the ultra modern
creative mind. If anyone is able to acclimatize the
writer to the vagaries of modern pianistic literature E.

Robert Schmitz would be the artist whom we would
choose to bestow upon us the blessings of such conver-
sion.

Occasionally, during the course of our activities as
chronicler of musical events, we receive a shock of

pleasant surprise. This time it was Mme. Eva Gauthier
who administered the thrill. The possessor of a light,

clear and singularly sympathetic lyric mezzo soprano
whose pliable timbre and quality are manipulated by
the artist in a manner to fit every possible mood Mme.
Gauthier leads us into a very niche of contrasting
emotions and holds us spellbound with the versatility of

her expressions. The simplest and apparently most
elementary phrases are given new meaning and appar-

ently Intricate and complicated phrases are robbed of

their complexity by means of the ease of her vocal ex-

pression. The modern school that apparently lacks in

melodic invention the artist beautifies by means of

faultless diction and the utilization of a declamatory
style that accentuates the emotional significance of the

work. In every respect Mme. Gauthier is an ideal con-

cert artist and a dignified vocalist of whom the musical
world has only a few and whose contributions to artistic

endeavor are invaluable and therefore doubly enjoyable.

Surely those who attended this concert deserve to be
heartily congratulated upon the wisdom that inspired

them to follow their inclinations.

NEW LIGHT OPERA GIVEN FIRST READING

Original Composition by Thomas V. Cator, Composer,
and Louis B. Jacobs and Perry Newberry,

Librettists, Delights Critics, in Alameda

I
A private reading of a new light opera in three acts,

not yet named, but otherwise almost fully completed,

was given at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Hill in Alameda
on Sunday afternoon. May 6th. The opera had its

inception when Perry Newberry conceived the notion of

combining the Cinderella and the .Alladin stories; and

so perfectly do they blend that the wonder is (as we
always say of brilliant ideas) that it was not thought of

long ago. It was Mr. Newberry, I believe, who wrote the

lyrics for most of the songs, or for many of them at

any rate. The dialogue, sparkling with clean wit. and
perfectly delightful absurdities, is the work of Louis B.

Jacobs and Perry Newberry, and it is accomplished with

enormous cleverness. Of the music by Thomas V. Cator

I shall have pleasure in speaking later in this discur-

sive article.

THERE IS A PLOT! The story coheres. The char-

acters fit the story instead of the story being cut to fit

the characters, and this, too, is unusual in a work of

this kind. Mr. Newberry's device of the "inset"—

a

shallow stage on the main stage— at the beginning of

each act, is used as a sort of symbolic presentation of

what is to follow, and should be an engaging feature.

The inset at the beginning of the opera prepares the way
tor the first act; so that when the curtain rises on the

first scene, the "atmosphere" is already suggested.

The characters—and I am purposely "mixing them up"

so that it may be seen how well they blend—include

.Alladin, Cinderella, Dinky Didus, the Caliph of Bagdad

and his ugly daughter, the .Akound of Swat, .\ddima,

the mother of Alladin, the mother and step sisters of

Cinderella, dozens of others; and they actually fulfill

their destinies in the story, as I have hinted. The
scene is laid in Bagdad, and the curtain rises—after the

inset—on a colorful street with bazaars and with

"mosques and minarets" in the distance. A beauty

shop, which is the scene—or at least the cause—of

several complications in the course of the work, ap-

pears on the left. Is that not a happy beginning?

It is pleasant to record that Mabel Riegelman is being

negotiated with for the part of Cinderella, a role well

calculated to display her charm and her grace and her

brilliant dramatic ability. Stanley Engense has been

selected for the tenor part of .\lladin, who loves

Cinderella, although he thinks his heart is set on

"another." This matter is one of those which is cleared

up without any blow to the sensibilities, and helps the

coherence of what I have been constrained to call the

plot. Dinky Didus arrives on the first scene as the

hind legs of a camel, and in that somewhat restricted

position proclaims himself star comedian. When re-

leased he has the freedom of the stage. What a first-class

comedian will make of this role, through the three acts,

with Mr. Jacobs' situations and dialogue, one can only

imagine, and hardly that. His adventures are past belief

funny, and one sees him emerge from them all with un-

diminished vigor.

The husband-hunting stepmother of Cinderella is a

good part full of possibilities in the right hands. In

point of fact all the singers have worthwhile roles, even

the minor ones. The dialogue is a laughable mixture of

oriental imagery and clean.cut American slang—an irre-

sistible combination.
Now I come to the portion of which I like best to

speak—the music. Thomas V. Cator is too well known
to Musical Review readers, and to the Pacific Coast
in general, to need further introduction. At the piano
on the afternoon of the reading Mr. Cator played the
entire opera, suggesting the orchestration by a word
here and there; and this gave a very good exposition
of what the opus is. The music never loses the melodic
line, except in one or two dances where certain rhythms
and other effects are desired and planned for. It thus
remains true to the conventions (and necessities) of

light opera. But the melodies and the harmonies are
overlaid w-ith oriental colors, brilliant and shifting, and
done with great art; so that the music constantly sug-

gests the East, without in any way disturbing the
listener's enjoyment of what he expects of such work as
this.

The prelude and the overture are tinted thus, and,
except for one or two numbers, these hues are every-
where apparent. The exceptions noted are written in an
idiom entirely American, and afford, I suppose, a neces-

sary contrast. There are lovely, suave, graceful songs
for Cinderella, which Miss Riegelman's fine intelligence

LIZETTA KALOV.\.

The A\ idely KnotTn Rn.s
Heeentlr Returned Fr
Southern Callfornfa a
operative Art MUNi<

Ian Violin VlrtuoHa, Who
m n SuceeKNfui Tour In
id Who HeadH The Co-
StudioM In Berkeley

will enhance; and, tor Alladln, solos of gleaming beauty
and full of interest. There is a duo for Cinderella and
Alladin, which is a gem of pure ray. There are at least

two waltz songs which will be treasured. A contralto

solo in the last act is full of warmth and sweetness.
The choruses are written with skill, though one had to

add one's imagination to what the piano was able to

give of these. I cannot enumerate all the music numbers,
of course. The one called Fragrance is original, delicious

and refreshing. It will always be redemanded, I feel

sure. Throughout the reading Mr. Engense sang the
Alladin solos, and his ringing, robust tenor proved well

suited to them.
The opera is to be put into rehearsal at once, and

will be given a presentation during a ten weeks' season
of comic opera at the Auditorium Opera House in Oak-
land. An exceptionally fine company is being engaged
which will interpret a series of the latest and most suc-

cessful light operas.

I am waiting for a composer and librettist to write'

a light opera with Puritan America as the setting. To
offset the sober garb and behavior of the Puritans—and

(Continued on page 10, column 2)
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

Sherinan,pay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts.. San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno • San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

GEORGIA KOBER
AMERICAN PIANIST

Studio: 3ar>-S4n Sutter St.

L Kearny 5903, Wednesdays and Thursdays

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 343S Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaea, Director

A. L. Artl^nes, Trea.; Louis Alesrla, Vlce-Pres.
Unexcelled facilities for the study of music In all

Its brancbes. Laree Pipe OrBan. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
Saa Praaclsco, Gal. Pbone West 4T37

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3X42 WasblnElon Street Tclepbone Fillmore 395

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Pupil of_M me. V. StepanolT (Berlin), M. Sleveklns,
nd E. Rober

Kohicr & Cha
Kearny 5454.

Sch
e BldE., W
Res. phone Pled

ork). Studio: 1005
& Sat. Mornlnss. TeL

7«e.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Organ. Harmony. Orsanlat and Maaleal
Director of Flrat Prenbyterlan Chttrob, Alameda. Home
Stndio: 1117 PARV STREET. ALAlflKDA. Telephone Ala-

"chool. 507 BIdorado Atc^

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Otfictnl orfj;anist Ksposltion Auditorium, orf?anl.si
and chuir director St. LukeN E:i>iMeoi>al Cliurch
orpanlNt CoTieref:;ation Ileth I»«rnel. Plniio nnd

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

Lll.l-iAN iilKMlNGHAM
Contralto

ofSinslne. Complete Course of Operatic Train-
Tel. FUlmore 4553,

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

—Endorsed by Bonci.
in Dramatic Deportme
and Spanish spolten.
studio—1414 Columbus

ith Caruso and Tetrazzii
caches pupils vocally an—Italian, English, Frenc

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
SASi RAFAEL, CALIFORMA

Music Courses Tfaoroush and Prof^resslvc
Puhllo <i<'hool Mnslr. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 5<H) Kohler & Chase BldE.,

S. F.I 2.'S30 ColleKe Are., Berkeley. Residence 291 AWa-
rado Bond. Berkeley,

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Prepnrlnsr Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSn'ELDT. Pianist
207 Cherry St.. Bel. \Vashlnc:ton A- CIny Tel. Pac. »30<1

MADAM MACKAY-CANTFLL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAL TECHMQUE

StTpER-DICTIOX
Director Calrnry Presbyterian Choral Society.

Further Intormadon. West inOO.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

THE NEWSPAPERS' MUSIC PAGES

A\'hen the Pacific Coast Musical Review began
it.«i aggressive fight in behalf of the musical pro-

fession of California twenty-two years ago not

one daily paper in San Francisco thought it worth
while to publish a weekly music page. It is true

the San Francisco Examiner used to have a

limited department for music set aside in its Sun-
day magazine section under the supervision of

H. H. Bosworth. uncle of Hobart Bosworth, the

famous moving picture star. Mr. Bosworth was
an e.xcellent critic and the writer became one of

his staunchest friends. Prior to this, other papers

published an occasional music department. For a

number of years Dr. H. J. Stewart wrote a music
column for the Evening Post. But all these con-

cessions to musical interest were spasmodic and
neither enthusiastic nor really of much value to

music or the musical profession.

The writer was musical editor for the San
Francisco Morning Call begining in 1900, later

wrote for the Bulletin and still later for the Eve-
ning Post when Thomas Garret was editor, and
we occupied that position at the time of the

earthcpiake. Although we repeatedly urged edi-

tors and business managers of the papers with

which we were connected to establish a music
page in order to encourage musical progress, our
pleas were consistently refused and the excuse

advanced that a music page would be of no finan-

cial value to a daily paper. It was due to this

inability to convert the daily newspapers to the

cause of music that we decided the time to be
ripe to establish an "official" organ for the musical
profession and musical public. THERE WAS
A.T THAT TIME NO OTHER MUSIC JOUR-
NAL PUBLISHED WEST OF CHICAGO, nor
did the daily ])apers pay serious attention to the

efforts of resident artists, teachers or students. At
that time San Francisco had no permanent sym-
phony orchestra, no chamber music societ\' that

attracted sufficient patronage to sustain it finan-

cially in a manner to assure its permanency, no
Statewide music teachers' association, no State
federation of music clubs, nor any of the numer-
3US aids to musical progress and the encourage-
ment of musical taste which are now blessing the
musical life of California. THE PACIFIC
COAST MUSICAL REVIEW BEGAN TO
FIGHT FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF ALL
THESE OBJECTS IN ITS FIR.ST NUMBER.
Phis statement can be verified by looking up the
Sles of the paper and read our declaration of

policy.

these twenty-two years THE PACIFIC COAST
MUSICAL REVIEW has had its share in this
development, and we do not think we uttter a
falseliood when we say our share has been great,
l>ecause we happened to start the movement. No
paper, be it ever so great, can win a fight single
handed. If it says so it simply states something
that is not true; indeed, something that is phy-
sically impossible. Fights for the good of music or
anything else can only be won through CO-
OPERATION. But unless either a journal or an
individual STARTS a fight for improvement
there is no chance for co-operation, for while
many have an IDEA to do something, such idea
is of no value UNTIL DEEDS FOLLOW
WORDS. And many a time it requires consider-
able courage to start an innovation, for no matter
what you want to do in behalf of music, some one
will always put an obstacle in your way by be-
littling your efforts, by saying that you demand
the impossible and by natural envy which in-

spires certain people to regard a movement un-
worthy, UNLESS THEY THEMSELVES
LAUNCH IT. For this reason an individual
often hesitates to take the lead, when a music
journal, possessing the advantage of addressing
thousands of people, can go ahead fearlessly and
inspire others with the courage of their convic-
tions. In other words a music journal can infuse
confidence where formerly there existed doubt.

But the winning of battles in behalf of the
musical profession and public necessitates more
than just writing about it in the paper. It re-

quires a great deal of time and personal political

action to arouse the enthusiasm of the profession
and to change ingrained prejudices. And natural-
ly such personal efforts take away time that
should be devoted to the business management
and constructive policy of the paper itself. It is

for this reason—the impossibility for us to fight

personally for the profession and at the same time
concentrate our undivided energy upon the man-
agement of this paper—that the Pacific Coast
Musical Review has not grown quicker and more
substantially. In other words in our enthusiastic

fight for the good of music we have neglected our
personal fortunes. This is not a complaint.
Neither is it intended as braggadocio or conceit.

We merely wish to state these cold facts as an
introduction to what we are about to write.

The daily newspapers a few years ago at last

began to publish music pages. But not because
they wanted to help the profession. Oh, no. Only
because they found interest in music so vastly

improved that it became necessary to satisfy their

readers. For those interested in music who sub-
scribe for daily papers—CIRCULATION BE-
ING THE FOUNDATION UPON WHICH
THE DAILY NEWSPAPER BUSINESS IS
BUILT—had a right to their news, just the

same as those interested in sporting events had
a right to theirs. The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view, having been partly instrumental in creating

a musical interest, naturally claims also to be
partly responsible for the fact that daily papers
find it expedient to publish music pages to gratify

those subscribers interested in the musical news.

Some of the daily papers have also discovered

that there is money in the musical profession, for

they are now soliciting advertisements from
music teachers, music schools and artists. Since

it is the purpose of this paper to assist a teacher

and artist in earning as large a livelihood as his

talents and efficiency justifies, and since publicity

represents the means by which such income
may be obtained, we feel that any teacher or

artist or music school ought to take advantage
of this opportunity to establish a name by means
of publicity in the daily press. Of course, we refer

only to those whose means allow them to add this

expense to their appropriations. We do not like

the idea that some of our advertisers whom we
have convinced to patronize this paper, and who
have been using the columns of this paper, should
permit themselves to be coaxed into stopping

their advertisement with us and giving their sup-

port to a daily paper instead.

as a so-called prospect list, and tries in every way
possible to secure this patronage. If it can be
done by advising the advertiser to stay with this
paper the solicitor does not object to this condi-
tion. But if he can only secure such advertiser
by advising him to stop with us and use the
columns of the daily paper such solicitor will en-
deavor to convince the advertiser of the futility
of using the columns of this paper and the great
advantage to be derived from advertising in a
daily paper. The advertiser being human will
occasionally stop his advertising with us and give
his support to the daily papers, believing he is

now on the way to become rich.

The advertiser is conscientious and does not
believe he is doing himself or this paper an in-

justice. The solicitor is sincere, for it is his duty
to get all the business he can. But we like to
state a few facts which the musical profession
ought to know and which possibly never occur
to it. The Pacific Coast Musical Review, being a
purely musical journal, must depend SOLELY
upon musical people and the music trade for its

existence. It does not, like a daily paper, obtain
its support from all sources of advertising income.
Were it not for the support of the musical people
a music journal could not exist. A daily paper
can e.xist with or without the support of musical
people. Furthermore, if an artist or teacher ad-
vertises in a daily paper for the purpose of obtain-
ing courtesies, he is in duty bound to advertise
IN ALL DAILY PAPERS. If he does not, then
the daily papers he does not advertise in will con-
sider it a slight, and naturally will in some way or
other convince him that he made a mistake to

advertise in a rival paper and not in theirs. And
since the teacher and artist has not the income or

means to advertise in ALL daily papers he will

come out of his investment on the debit side of the
ledger, for he is bound to lose the friendship of

that daily paper in which he does not advertise.

If he can advertise in ALL daily papers then it

will be to his advantage to spend any amount of

money to maintain this valuable publicity. Now,
regarding returns. While the Pacific Coast
Musical Review does not claim the circulation a

daily paper does, we certainly maintain that we
reach EVERY MUSIC LOVER WHO READS
THE MUSIC PAGE IN A DAILY PAPER. We
reach prospective pupils who HAVE THE
MONEY TO PAY LIVING PRICES FOR
LESSONS. We reach the managers and music
clubs who engage artists. The music page of a

daily paper is seen only in the vicinty of San
Francisco in so far as it relates to the musical

news. In the country editions the music pages
and reviews are usually omitted. The Pacific

Coast Musical Review is read in every city of

size in California, and even in certain communi-
ties in Oregon and Washington. We positively

guarantee that if an advertiser does not get any
direct results from ,his advertisement in this

paper, he will not get any such results from his

advertisement on the music page of a daily paper.

For in addition to the advertiseinent in this paper

the editor quite frequently recommends artists

for engagements and teachers to those seeking in-

struction. While we can not guarante that those

to whom we recommend such artists and teachers

will seek the services of all those we recommend
we KNOW THAT THEY ALWAYS SELECT
ONE OF THOSE WE RECOMMEND.

If the musical life in California has grown
better and if musical taste has advanced during

Every advertising solicitor of a daily paper uses

the columns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review

In return for the patronage received by the

Pacific Coast Musical Review we constantly

launch and foster movements intended to increase

the earning power of teachers and artists. In this

way we indirectly assist musicians. We do not

publish scandals about artists or teachers which
injure the professsion indirectly. We do not de-

stroy the good name and reputation of artists and
teachers simply because it would make good news
copy. This paper stands one hundred per' cent

on the side of the artists and teachers. We can

not please everybody. The. reader himself or

herself can not please everybody. People become
offended because they imagine they have been
neglected, or because they disagree with us.

Nevertheless we continue to work sincerely and
persistently in the interests of the profession. We
work day and night, Sundays and holidays to
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further the interests of the profession. In so

doing we may occasionally neglect to further the

interests of a single advertiser. But we are only

human and we are not omnipotent.

So we naturally would like to keep all our ad-

vertisers in our columns with the assurance that

we will do the best we can for the profession and

also for themselves individually, if they help us

to pay attention to them. If through some reason

or other they decide to discontinue their adver-

tisement with us, whether because times are bad

or their funds are low, they will always enjoy the

courtesies of our columns. But if after this they

intentionally withdraw their support from this

paper which needs it, and transfer it to a daily

newspaper which does not need it at all, we cer-

tainly get peeved and such members of the pro-

fession need not expect the personal assistance

of this writer nor the support of this paper in any

artistic endeavor they may undertake. They must

depend upon the support of that paper to which

they have transferred their affections. If there

were another music journal in San Francisco and

vicinity that would need the support of such

artists and teachers, we would have no resent-

ment if they would withdraw their support from

us and transfer it -to our colleague. But certainly

a few dollars a month makes no difference to a

daily newspaper while it adds to the meager sup-

port which a music journal receives from the pro-

fession.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor.

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Cbase Building,

San Francisco.

1. What is meant by the Harmonic Minor Seventh?

—

N. H.
The Harmonic Minor Seventh is the seventh harmonic,

or partial tone, generated by a given fundamental. In

the case of a vibrating string, it is the tone produced by

one-seventh of the length of the string, and is a minor

seventh above the t"ne produced by the whole length ot

the string. It is slightly flat, being a little less than the

true minor seventh.

2. ^ive me the name ot a book of anecdotes about

music—T. C. S.

F. J. Crowest: Musicians' Wit, Humor, and Anecdote.

3. I have seen Caruso called a tenor "di mezzo

carittere." What is the meaning of that?—A. W.
The words mean literally tenor "of half character." It

is a conventirnal phrase which the Italians apply to a

fu'l and powerful dramatic tenor with a voice quality

almost like that ot a baritone; it means practically the

same as a robust tenor.

4. Is the Festival Theater at Bayreuth running at

present, and is Cosima Wagner still living?—H. R.

The Festival Theater is not running now; the present

economic condition ot Germany makes it practically

Impossible. Cosima Wagner is still living; the rumor ot

her death in 1919 was untrue. Only a few weeks ago the

Musical Courier printed an editorial about her and the

Wagner fami'y from information received directly from

persons in touch with them.

5. What is a villanella?—M. A. G.

A rustic Italian part-song without accompaniment.

Originally it was a country dance accompanied with

singing, but the singing gradualy rose in importance

until the dancing was displaced altogether and the

villanella became a separate form.

NOTE—The Music Department of the San Francisco

Public Library has supplied additional information on

the third question ot last issue in regard to the pro-

duction of American Opera in Europe. "Poia" by Arthur

Nevin was produced in Berlin in 1910; "Dame I^ibellule"

(a ballet) by Blair Fairchild, was produced in Paris in

1921.
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Edited By Elita Muggins
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Telephone San Jose 1581

Osborne Putnam Stearns, one of the ablest directors

of motion picture orchestras in this country, and an

arranger of exceptional accomplishments, who con-

ducted an orchestra of forty men at the State Theatre

in Boston, and an orchestra ot fifty at the Academy of

Music in New York, is at present in San Francisco. If

any ot our photoplay theatres have any ambition or

enterprise at all they will take advantage of Mr. Steam's
presence and endeavor to keep him in this city.

Mme. Lizetta Kalova and Alexander Kosloff returned

recently from Los Angeles, having received a most de-

lightful impression about the musical activities in the

South. Mme. Kalova and Mr. Kosloff filled several suc-

cessful engagements in Los Angeles, San Diego and
Santa Barbara and were asked to return for additional

engagements next fall, showing the excellent impression

made. Mme. Kalova will be soloist with the Philhar-

monic Orchestra of Los Angeles under the direction of

Walter Henry Rothwell early in October, and will visit

a number of Southern California cities under the man-
agement of France Goldwater.

SAN JOSE, May 8, 1923.—The thirteenth annual con-

vention of the Music Teachers' Association of California

will be held in San Jose, July 4, 5, 6 and 7, six hundred

teachers planning to convene here tor a four-day pro-

gram. Mr. Z. Earl Meeker, state president, came from

Los Angeles last week for a conference with the ofli-

cers of San Jose chapter and the convention committee.

He reports great interest all over the state in the com-

ing event.
Activities will start on the night of July 4 with a

banquet. A trip through Stanford University to attend

an organ recital by Warren D. Allen is planned tor one

of the days. Announcements will soon be made as to

programs and visiting artists, which will be of interest

to all musicians. Sessions will be open to the public

for a nominal fee. The local chapter is alive to the

responsibility and privilege ot entertaining some six

hundred or more music teachers and hopes to have the

interest and support of all local music lovers.

The convention committee consists ot Homer DeWitt
Pugh, chairman. Miss Marjory Fisher, Mrs. Howard
Tennyson, Mrs. Daisie Brinker, Allan Bacon and Charles

M. Dennis.

The Elks' Concert Orchestra gave its third annual

Spring concert Wednesday evening, May 2, in the

Morris Elmer Dailey assembly hall of the State

Teachers' College. Dr. Charles M. Richards is the con-

ductor of this splendid organization, with A. V. Schu-

bert, concertmaster.
Miles A. Dresskell, head of the violin department of

the conservatory of the College ot the Pacific, was the

soloist of the evening, playing Saint-Saens' Introduction

et Rondo Capriccioso with great artistry. For recall,

Mr. Dresskell responded with Massenet's Meditation

from the opera Thais. The orchestral accompaniments

to these solos were particularly well played.

The opening overture was that ot Prince Methuselah,

an operetta by Johann Strauss, brilliantly played. The
program, well arranged, was brought to a close with a

novelty in the shape of the unique Ballet of the Flowers

by Henry Hadley. A dozen different flowers are por-

trayed by characteristic music, a colorful display of

floral photographs in a music portfolio.

The programs contained well expressed notes which
helped greatly in the enjoyment ot the music. The fol-

lowing numbers were given: Overture Prince Methuse-

lah (SItrauss) ; Largo from Symphony No. 5 in E minor.

New World Symphony (Dvorak); (a) Dagger Dance,

(b) Indian Invocation (from Natoma) (Victor Herbert)

;

Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso (Saint-Saens), Mr.

Dresskell with Orchestra; Girl ot the Golden West
Potpourri (Puccini); Ballet of the Flowers (1) Red
Rose, (2) Marguerites, (3) Jasmine, (4) Heather, (5)

Violets, (6) Lily ot the Valley, (7) Daffodils, (8) Gar-

denia, (9) Mignonette, (10) Bachelor Buttons, (11)

Hollyhocks, (12) Poppies, (Henry Hadley).

Edward F. Schneider, San Jose's noted composer-

teacher, will present four of his pianoforte pupils from

San Francisco and Oakland, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s

new recital hall, on the evening of Friday, May lUh.

The musical will be invitational, and those who heard

the fine work of Mr. Schneider's pupils at the recital

given at the Vendome two years ago will be especially

anxious to attend. Three of the young women present-

ing the program Friday evening are college students.

The selections will be by Brahms, Chopin, Rubinstein

and Paderewski. Miss Omo Grimwood of Mills College

will give a group of vocal numbers.
Mr. Schneider is at present composing the music for

the ceremony ot the Cremation of Care, to be given this

year in the Bohemian Club grove. What will be re-

membered with great pleasure was the presentation of

his symphonic poem Sargasso, played last fall by the

San Francisco Symphony orchestra at the opening of

the Colbert concert series. Sargasso has been played

five times during the musical season just closing, a

record for the work of any composer.

The Half-Hours of Music given at the Y. W. C. A.

twice a month by members of the Mu Phi Epsilon

Sorority, are becoming more popular each time. The
program given Friday afternoon. May 4th, by Miss
Genevieve Burcham, soprano, and Miss Bernice Rose,

pianist, was as follows: (a) Prelude, (b) Nocturne, (c)

Etude (Chopin), Bernice Rose; (a) The Island, (Rach-

maninow), (b) Lilacs (Rachmaninow), (c) Slumber
Song (Gutchaninow), Genevieve Burcham; (a) Lento

(Cyril Scott), (b) Ballade (Brahms) Bernice Rose; (a)

Stars with Golden Sandals (Robert Franz), (b) Out of

My Soul's Great Sadness (Franz), (c) Spring's Loveable

Ladye (W. Keith Elliott) Genevieve Burcham.

Mrs. Lester Cowger, soprano, artist pupil ot Wni.

Edward Johnson, will give a song recital Friday evening.

May 15th, at the Christian church. Fifth street, San
Jose. Mrs. Cowger, who is the soloist of the First

Church of Christ Scientist ot Palo Alto, will be assisted

by Wm. Riley Smith, organist, who will play a group

of organ solos, Mrs. Percy Pogson of Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, will be the accompanist for the evening.

This is the sixth in a series of recitals given by Mr.

Johnson from the studio. The program presented at

this time will be as follows: (a) My Sweet Repose

Kohler & Chase
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(Schubert), (b) Who Is Sylvia (Schubert) (e) Spring

Faith (Ries), (d) Brilliant Butterfly (Carapra), Mrs.

Cowger; Waltz Song (from Romeo et Juliette)

(Gounod), Mrs. Cowger: (a) Fugue on Saint Anns

Hymn (X S. Bach), (b) The Grandmother, (Gordon B.

Nevin), (c) March Heroique (C. Saint-Saens), Wm.
Riley Smith; (a) The Wounded Birch (Gretehaninow),

(b) Cradle Song (Gretehaninow), (c) Thou Billowy

Harvest Field (Rachmaninow), Mrs. Cowger; (a) Tally

Ho! (Franco Leoni), (b) Daddy's Sweetheart (Liza

Lehmann) (c) The House that Jack Built (Sidney

Homer), (d) Smile Thro' Your Tears (Bernard Ham-
ble), Mrs. Cowger.

Allan Bacon, A. A. G. O., organist of the College of the

Pacific, and Warren D. Allen, A. A. G. O.. organist of

Stanford University, will be heard in recital at the first

Pacific Coast Organists' convention to be held in Los

Angeles June 26, 27 and 28, under the auspices of the

California Chapters of the American Guild of Organists.

Mr. Bacon is also named on the convention committee.

Recitals, talks from prominent organists and discus-

sions of various phases of the profession will make this

conference one of utmost interest and profit to those

interested in the work.

jl
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SAN JOSE LETTER

(Continued from page 4, column 3)

The Richards Club, tlie popular men's singing society

it San Jose, gave its third annual Spring concert Mon-

lay evening. May 7th. in the Morris Elmer Dailey as-

lembly hall o£ the State Teachers' college. Dr. Charles

H. Richards, the accomplished conductor, directed with

ikill at the pianoforte. The Arion Trio, composed o£

rosephine Holub, violin. Margaret Avery, violoncello,

ind .Joyce Holloway Barthelson, pianoforte, all of Oak-

and. were the guest artists. The following interesting

program was given: Margarita (Chadwick) ;
(a) Im-

nortal Music (Bobyn), (b) Elysium (Speaks), (c) Peggy

(Cox): Trio in C minor—Allegro Appassionato (Men-

Jelssohn), Arion Trio; (a) The Long Day Closes (Sulli-

iran), (b) In Picardie (Osgood), (c) On the Sea (Dudley

Buck): (a) Spanish Dance (Rehteld), (b) Songs My
Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), (c) Czardas (Monti). Vio-

lin Solos, Miss Holub; (a) The Mill (Jensen) (b) In

Vocal Combat (Dudley Buck) ; (a) Londonderry Airs

(Kreisler-Grainger) (b) Rondo (Haydn) Arion Trio; (a)

Song of Brother Hilario (Cox) (bl Winter Song (Bul-

lard) ; Negro Songs and Spirituals (a) Rain Song (Cook),

(b) I'm Gwine to Sing in de Heavenly Choir (Milligan),

(c) Exhortation (A Negro sermon) (Cook).

Orley See, violinist, assisted Warren D. Allen, Uni-

versity organist, at the regular recital in the Memorial
Church, Stanford University. Sunday afternoon. May 6.

Mr. See played an Andante from a Bach Concerto, ar-

rangements of Bizet's Adagietto, and Debussy's En
Bateau. Mr. Allen's selections included Preludio Fes-

tive by Bosei. and two pieces by Sigfrid Kerg-Elert. en-

titled Cansona, and Pax Vobiscum. At the recitals Tues-

day and Thursday afternoons, Mr. Allen will feature

numbers selected from the works of Mozart.

Mrs. Flora Cooper von Schuckman of Santa Cruz and
Oakland, gave a musical at her Santa Cruz home, the

afternoon of Thursday, May 3rd, the occasion being a
two-piano recital, Mrs. Cooper von Schuckman first

piano, Mrs. Howard M. Huggins of San Jose, second
piano, assisted by Mrs. Juanita Tennyson, coloratura

soprano, also of San Jose. The following program was
given: Peer CSynt Suite No. 1, (a) Morning Wood, (b)

Ase's Death, (c) Anitra's Dance, (d) In the Hall of the

Mountain King, (Grieg), Mrs. Cooper von Schuckman
and Mrs. Huggins; (a) Yesterday and Today (Spross),

(b) Spring Tide (Green). Mrs. Tennyson; (a) Nocturne
Op. 9 No. 2 (Chopin), (b) Buona Notte (Nevin). (c)

Arabesque (2nd) (Debussy), Mrs. Cooper von Schuck-
man and Mrs. Huggins; (a) Ma L'il Batteau, (b)

Dreamin' Time, (c) L'il Jasmine Bud (Strickland),

Mrs. Tennyson; Suite Op. 1.5. (a) Romance, (b) Valse.

(c) Polonaise, (Arensky), Mrs. Cooper von Schuckman
and Mrs. Huggins. Mrs. Tennyson's recall numbers
were The False Prophet (Scott) and Berceuse (Gret-

chaninow). Mrs. Huggins was the accompanist.

Wm. Edward Johnson, baritone, was heard in a group
of songs in Oakland, Monday, May 7th, at the Sorop-
timists' luncheon at Hotel Oakland. Mr. Johnson was
accompanied by Mrs. Gertrude Rost, the club's oflicial

accompanist.

Leda Gregory Jackson, soprano, and Batti Bernardi.
tenor, of Australia, gave a joint recital Friday evening.
May 4th, at the First Methodist Church, with Maxine
Cox. accompanist. Following is the program: (a) Song
of the Thrush (Risher), (b) Clavelitas (Valverde). (c)

La Partida (Alvarez), Leda Gregory Jackson; Che gelida
Manina (from La Boheme) (Puccini), Batti Bernardi;
(a) Ah fors'e lul (from La Traviata)) (Verdi), Mrs.
Jackson; (a) Possession (Bulkeley), (b) Take a Pair
of Sparkling Eyes (Sullivan), (c) Midst the Petals
(Woodford-Finden). Mr. Bernardi; (a) Together (C.

Urmy-D B. Moody), (b) Day and Night (Williams),
(c) Birth of Morn (Leoni), (dl Fragrance (Cator-New-
berry). Mrs. Jackson; Ah, Moon of My Delight (Liza
Lehman), (b) O Could I Call the Years Back (Stewart-

North). Mr. Bernardi; Parigi, o cara (from La Traviata),

Mrs. Jackson and Mr. Baruardi.
Delightful local color was given to the program by

Mrs. Jackson's charming rendition of Together, com-
posed by our esteemed musician, singer and song-
author. David B. Moody, who has woven tuneful melo-
dies around a number of lovely lyrics. In this instance
he has set to music the beautiful words from the pen
of our beloved Clarence Urray. also' composer and poet.

Another local color selection was a dainty solo from
the opera The Beggar of Bagdad, composed by Perry
Newberry and Thomas Vincent Cator of Carmel, for-

merly of San Jose. Miss Cox played the pianoforte ac-

companiments with skill and helpfulness, adding much
to the evening's enjoyment.

Preparations for the annual music festival at the Col-

lege of the Pacific are well under way. Haydn's Crea-

tion by the College Chorus and Orchestra, assisted by
Marian Brown, soprano, Hugh Williams, tenor, and
Wm. Edwards Johnson, baritone, will be the first at-

traction May 27th. Jessie Christian, coloratura soprano,

of the Chicago Opera Company will give the last num-
ber of the artist series May 29th, and June 1st an eve-

ning of American music will be given by members of

the faculty.

The Municipal Band Concerts at Alum Rock Park be-

gan Sunday, May 6th, under the leadership of Will H.

Lake. The band will play from 2 to 5 p. m. on Sundays
and holidays during the summer months. The first pro-

gram o£ the season was as follows: March. The Arcade
Girl (Pryor); Patriotic Patrol, Spirit of America (Zam-

ernik) ; Selection, Mile. Mischief (Ziehrer) ; Solo for

trombone, performed by E. C. Breith; Overture William

Tell (Rossini); (a) Fox Trot. Peggy Dear (Freed); (b)

Novelette, In the Springtime (Goldman); Songs from

Blossom Time (Romberg); Duet for flute and horn

(Tit!). Messrs. Harner and Estrada; Intermezzo. Pas

Des Fleurs (Delibes) ; Finale, Gateway City (King).

The Richards Club of San Jose, assisted by Juanita

Tennyson, soprano. Maxine Cox, pianiste. will give a

concert in Los Gatos. Friday evening. May 11th, at

8:30. in the Strand Theatre.

Ida Walker Parsons, mezzo-soprano, artist pupil of

Wm. Edward Johnson, assisted by May Miller Walker,

pianiste, gave a successful program recently over the

radio from the Claremont Hotel station, Oakland. The
following numbers were given: (a) Forbidden Music
(Gastaldon). (b) Rose in the Bud (Foster) Ida Walker
Parsons; Second Mazurka (Benj. Goddard) May Miller

Walker; (a) An Open Secret (Woodman), (b) All for

You (Brown). Ida Walker Parsons: (a) Valse de Ballet

(Ed. Poldini). (b) Petite Serenade (Meyer Helmund),
(c) Second Waltz Brillante (Benj. Godard), May Miller

Walker; (a) My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice (from Sam-
son et Dalila), (b) A Spirit Flower (Campbell-Tipton),

(c) Gray Days (Johnson), (d) A May Morning (Denza),

Ida Walker Parsons.

Blanche Ashley gave studio recitals by some of her

pupils at her studio. 706 Kohler & Chase BIdg.. on

Saturday afternoon. May 5th. The students were ably

assisted by Tozina von der End. violoncellist. As a de-

lightful surprise to everyone Phyllida AslUey was pre-

vailed upon to play after the conclusion of the program
and distinguished herself by interpreting the Tenth
Hungarian Rhapsodic by Liszt and Fireflies by Phillipe.

She received a genuine ovation for her truly splendid

pianistic art. The pupils acquitted themselves most
creditably by playing the following extensive program
in a manner revealing diligent study and careful train-

ing: (a) Grieg—March of the Dwarfs, (b) Grieg

—

Anitra's Dance, (c) Chopin—Prelude C minor. Robert
Kinney; (a) Serge Prokofietf—Vision Fugitive, (b)

Handel (Sarabande). (c) Brounox—Chinese Suite, Joan
Goodwin; Grieg—To Spring, Raymond Lillie; (a)

Chopin—Etude, op. 25, No. 2. (b) Moszkowski—Jong-

leuse. Elsie Kaufman; (a) Bach—Invention No. 13. (b)

Chopin—Polonaise Militarie, Cyril Willets; (a) Chopin
—Prelude No. 1, (b) Bach—Minuet, (c) Debussy—Coin

des Enfants, Yolanda Marl; (a) N. Stcherbatcheff

—

Mazurka, (b) Paderewski—Au Soir, Frank Schafer;

(a) C. Ph. Em. Bach—Solflgetto. (b» Paderewski—Kra-

kowiak. Harriett Lohsee; (a) Schumann—The Poet
Speaks, (b) Group of Songs—Kathryn Smith; Berlioz-

Adler (Piano Trio)—Rakoczy March. Cecelia Hearther
—Joan Goodwin. Robert Kinney; (a) Beethoven—Min-

uet in E flat, (b) Chopin—Prelude, (c) Paderewski

—

Nocturne, Eva Wolpert; (a) Florent Schmitt—Zigan-

iana, (b) Mendelssohn—Caprice, Esther Gowick; (a)

Heller—Warrior's Song, (b) Heller—Rivulet, (c) Bee-

thoven—Minuet. Fordyce Osborn; (a) Chopin—Waltz.

(b) Rubinstein—Melodie, Helen Houlihan; Chopin

—

Preludes, Cecelia Hearther; Chopin—Selected, Dorothy
Johnson; (a) Grieg—Spring, (b) Paderewski—Craco-
vienne, Dorothy Le Dieu; Phyllida Ashley, Awakening.
Kathryn Smith, 'Cello Obligate—Tozina Van der Ende,

the Composer at the piano. MSS. first time: Mendels-

sohn—Concerto. G minor. Elsie Kaufman, orchestra part

at second piano, Blanche Ashley.

Among the numbers of this program will be found a

composition by Phyllida Ashley, entitled Awakening.
This number received its first public presentation on
this occasion and created an excellent impression, se-

curing for the composer a hearty and prolonged ovation.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

Studio:— Kohler & Chase BIdg..—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,—We»i 815z

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THEIR MAJESTIES,

THE KING AND QUEEN
OF BELGIUM

Principal Assistant to Eugene Ysaye, for

Many Years Professor of Violin at

the Liege Conservatory of Music

Will Be in San Francisco This Summer and
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15 th
For particulars regarding terms and qualifica-

ions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice

Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel.

Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

CHALIAPIN
The World's Greatest Singer

Two Extraordinary Recitals

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM

Sunday Afternoon, May 20
Monday Evening, May 28

Tickets Now on Sale

At Sherman. Clay & Co.'s. San Francisco

MAIL ORDERS payable to Selby C.

Oppenheimer, care above

Lower Floor: 15 rows, $2.50; next 10 rows,

$2.00; balance. $1.50, $1.00; upper floor: 5 r*vs,

$2.00; balance, $1.00. (Tax 10% added). Manage-
ment Selby C. Oppenheimer.

DALCROZE EURYTHMICS
SIX WEEKS' SUMMER COURSE

IN BERKELEY
By

ELSIE HEWETT McCOY
CLASSES FOR ADULTS AND CLASSES

FOR CHILDREN

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church

—

Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointinent Only

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concerts and Recitals
AddresN: 471 ItTth Avenue

Tel. Pao. «M2

Unless you are known to everyone who engages artists

OP who attends concerts you can not possibly secure

engagements. Your mere say-so does not constitute

proof of your experience and success. Therefore maks
your name valuable by advertising.
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Mischa Levitzki and the Ampico

Mischa Levitzki Writes

A Letter To San

Francisco

April J I, ig23.

To San Francisco: "It has been a privilege to play for you

this season. Your reception at all three of my appearances

is a delightful memory, and I am looking forward to my
return appearance here, which I hope will be in the near

future. In the meantime, however, I feel that, thanks to the

Ampico, I play to a great many of you, all but in person.

The influence of this wonderful instrument in the home is

inestimable. I have heard and compared all of the repro-

ducing pianos, and to me the supremacy of the Ampico is

unquestionable. The selection of the right reproducing

piano should not be entered into lightly. It is too important.

It is just as important for you as for the artist, and should

only be made after careful comparison."

Mischa Levitzki

COMPARE
THE suggestion of Levitzki that you compare all reproducing

instruments comes with unusual authority from a great artist

who followed exactly that same course himself. In the end he was
forced by strong conviction to turn his back on the reproducing

device installed in his favorite concert piano—a most courageous step.

He, with Rachmaninoff and several other great masters who fol-

lowed the same course, have paid the highest tribute to the Ampico,
and furnish testimony too eloquent to be ignored.

The Ampico is placed at your disposal, just as it was for Levitzki

and Rachmaninoff—for any comparison you may choose to make.
Then follow your own judgment as did Levitzki, Rachmaninoff,
Godowsky, Moiseiwitsch, Dohnanyi, Schnabel, Rubinstein, Samaroff,

Leginska, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Ornstein, Mirovitch, Nyiregyhazi,

Maier, Pattison, La Forge, Farrar, Kreisler and scores of their

fellow artists.

Kohler & Chase
KNABE AMPICO

San Francisco

Sacramento
Oakland
San Jose

FLOSSIE SOULE GRIGSBY, PIANIST

Flossie Soule Grigsby, an accomplished
pianist, will give a piano recital for the
Examiner Radio Station this evening.
She received her musical training under
the noted pianist and pedagogue, George
Kruger, at the King Conservatory of
Music, San Jose, from which institute
she graduated with honor and then took
up special studies under Kruger in San
Francisco. Flossie Soule Grigsby pos-
sesses a musical touch, fluency and a
splendid technic and interprets the ideas
of the composer in a charming individual
way all her own. No doubt the many
Radio fans will be interested in hearing
this young lady in their homes over the
radio. The progam will be as follows;
Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 14 (Mendels-
sohn) ; Marche of the D\#arfs, Op. 54, No.
3 (Grieg) ; I Love Thee, Op. 41, No. 3

certo No. 2 for Violin, D minor (Bruch),
(First time in San Francisco), First Move-
ment. Adagio, ma non troppo, Mrs. Edna
Mae Stratton Nies, Violiniste, Miss Arline
Elizabeth Lynch at the piano; Serenade
(Under the Balcony) for String Orchestra
with Cello Obligato (Wuerst), Mr. Harry
B. Tobey, Cellist: Two Slavonic Dances
(Dvorak); Prelude—The Masterslngers
(Wagner).

Yvonne Landsberger, the well known
and successful young soprano soloist,

sang at the Palace Hotel Palm Court last
Sunday evening, April 29th. Her num-
bers were Chanson Provencale (Del
'Acqua) and Dawn (Curran). As usually
she sang with temperament and spirit
and received a most cordial recall.

Williana Gwln, prominent pupil of
Esther Mundell, well known local vocal

le nrini.iiit Orcheslr
Movinis Pic«ure Ppl

of Seventy Me

HIilRinAIV HELLER
Leader, Who Han Made HIkIi Clasx »lii<

eeH of the Greut AVeNt and Who Dlreet)
at The Metropolitan Theatre in Lo:

(Grieg) ; Valse E-major, Op. 34, No. 1

(Moszkowski) ; Sous Bois, Op. 6 (Staub);
Etude G-flat major. Op. 10, No. 5 (Black
key Etudel, (Chopin); The Rosary
(Nevin); Valse Caprice, Op. 7 (Newland).

The Zech Orchestra of which William
F. Zech is the able conductor, will give its

first concert of the season, 1923, at Cali-
fornia Hall on Tuesday evening. May
15th. The soloist will be Miss^Edna Mae
Stratton Nies and Miss Arline Elizabeth
Lynch will be tlie accompanist. An
exceptionally fine and interesting program
has been prepared for this occasion and
the following numbers will testify to the
excellence of the event; Overture, Eg-
mont (Beethoven); Symphony B niinor
(unfinished) (Schubert), (a) Allegro
moderato, (b) Andante con moto; Con-

teacher, has been giving some successful
concerts in Paris. The following is from
the Paris Herald;

"William Gwin, prominent American
tenor, sang at the American Woman
Club recently before a large audience and
was enthusiastically received. He proved
himself to be a serious and refined artist.
His readings are the result of keen ap-
preciation of tile poetic content of his
songs and his work bears tile stamp of
distinctive charm. Mr. Gwin is now on
a tour of the northern countries of Eu-
rope illustrating lectures on French
music dating back to Richard-the-Lion-
Hearted and up to the revolution of 1793.
This concert tour is under the patronage
of the French Government and its object
is for the establishing of a closer artistic
entente between France and neighboring
nations."
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Articles of General Musical Interest

Thexe articles are prepared for The Pacific Con
Musical Review hy l>eRoy V. Brant, dlreolor of t:
Institute of MuNic of San Jonc. Mr. Brant will
pleased to treat here HubJectN of general niuNic
interest. Anyone desirlnp: an article on any pa
tlcular Kubjcet may conimnnlcate with Mr. Brai
care The Institute of Music. South Second stre
at San Salvador, San Jose.

AN ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION OF MODERN
MUSICAL TENDENCIES

I realize that the title of this article in itself sets the
stamp of boldness on me, as a writer. Yet I desire to

state that I do not feel that I am bold in attempting to

discuss the matter of the musical tendencies of the day.
I do not mean to convey to the mind of the reader any
thought that I arft authoritative in what I say. I realize

that there is all the room in the world for differences

of opinion on the matter of modernism in music. That
which I shall say is, in a way, a questing after truth.

It is not said in a dogmatic spirit, but rather as sug-
gestive of certain trends of thought, it is said more to

make the reader think for himself about the matter than
to state anything as a certified fact.

It will be well, in the beginning, to see what elem£nts
enter into music. There is the physiological, first of all,

for hearing is a thing of the body, and as such must be
considered as occupying first place in our discussion.

Then, there is the question as to what our music is

based on, and in what way the tendencies of the day
differ from the more established order of things. And.
last of all, we must carefully consider just what artistic

worth these tendencies appear to have.
Anything having to do with music must be considered

in relation to the physiological structure of the ear. It

is in the ear that we determine what is unpleasant, or

dissonant, and what is pleasant, or consonant. The
mind has something to do with this, also, in that we may
become educated to certain things, but in the last

analysis this education is largely a matter of becoming
able to follow certain musical threads, and the matter
of dissonance is determined by the ear itself.

Sound enters the ear through a little duct in the head,
impignes on the eardrum, is transmitted by a series of

little bones to a fluid in which swim a series of nerve
endings, and the excitation of these nerve endings re-

sults in what we know as hearing. These nerve end-

ings are known as Corti's fibres. We do not know in

exactly what manner these fibres make us aware of

sound, but I will give you the hypothesis held by Corti,

Helmholtz, and other physiologists and physicists of

note. There are several hundred of the fibres, of differ-

ent lengths and thicknesses. It is believed that a sound
of a certain pitch will excite a certain fiber which is

itself attuned to that pitch. Two sounds would excite

two fibres, and so on. Now, it is believed, if the fibres

vibrate in a steady rhythm a pleasing result is experi-

enced, while if the fibres vibrate at an uneven rhythm
the hearer becomes conscious of an unpleasant sensa-

tion, which we call dissonance. Such a sound would be

the barking of a dog, the roar of a lion, or other like

sound. An example of the first would be the tone of a

violin, in its simples form a single tone.

(Continued next week)

PONSELLE AT PINNACLE OF HER ART
Rosa Ponselle, a leading dramatic soprano of the

Metropolitan Opera House, and William Tyroler. assist-

ant conductor of that institution, will be heard in con-

certs at the Curran Theatre, Sunday, May 13 at 2:30
and the Civic Auditorium, Wednesday, May 23 at 8:30.

The Curran prices are $1.00 to $2.50 and those at the

Auditorium 50c and $1.00 with some of the best seats

at $2.00.

Ponselle and Tyroler appeared before a capacity and
delighted house at the Philharmonic Auditorium, Los
Angeles, last Monday night. Carl Bronson of the Times
went into ecstacies in praising the voice and the beauty
of Ponselle. Before coming to Los Angeles, and not-

withstanding that the Metropolitan has many great
sopranos, including Galli-Curci, Alda, Bori, Jeritza,

Easton and others, Ponselle's popularity is such that the
management presented her in three of the seven operas
just given in Atlanta, Georgia.

Ponselle's concert notices are always excellent. Here
is one selected at random from the hundreds of those
received by Manager Frank W. Healy: Rosa Ponselle,
dramatic soprano, at her initial appearance Friday
evening, was given an ovation that few artists have been
accorded by an Oklahoma City audience. Ponselle has
reached the very pinnacle of her art. With a freshness
and beauty of tone unsurpassed, she completely cap-
tivated her audience from the first note of the aria from
Forza Del Destino, by Verdi to the last sweet tones of
Swanee River.

Ponselle's voice is flawless. Her notes from low A to
high C were full, clear, delicately colored, and resonant.
Throughout the whole extent of her register, was that
same warmth of tone, absolute accuracy of pitch, and
that beautiful quality from the lowest note to its top-
most height. Her enunciation is perfect, and her art
exquisitely delicate, individual and radiant. She has the
perfection of a finished artist, together with a charming
personality.

One of the outstanding numbers of the entire program
came after the first group when she was given such
enthusiastic applause that she graciously responded
with Tosti's Good-bye to Summer. No more perfect
interpretation of this number could have been given,
and the audience was thrilled. At the conclusion of the
group, which closed the scheduled program, the audi-
ence remained seated, demanding enthusiastically just
one more.

MUSICAL REVIEWS SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN

It affords us great pleasure to announce that the plan
associated with our big drive for subscriptions during
May, June and July has met with practically universal
approval. The prizes aggregating THREE THOUSAND
DOLLARS to be distributed among the students or
teachers that obtain for us three thousand subscribers
during three months evidently have aroused the am-
bition and enterprise of many young aspirants for musi-
cal honors. What we regard as the most desirable
musical prize ever offered in any contest consists of a
scholarship course of twenty lessons (instrumental or
vocal) from a leading pedagogue in return for one
hundred subscribers and additional lessons for more
than one hundred subscribers. In addition to paying for
such course the Pacific Coast Musical Review, upon be-
ing informed by the teacher that a student having taken
advantage of such course is specialy talented, will start
him or her on a career by publicity and by giving op-
portunities to continue lessons, and when ready to secure
opportunities for public appearances.

Other prizes will be talking machines of $100, $75, $50
or less in accordance to the number of subscribers a
student will be able to secure for us. There will also
be vacation trips to various parts of California. Then
the prizes will include violins or other musical instru-
ments, the value of which will be in accordance with
the number of subscriptions secured. Most desirable
prizes will consist of season tickets to the grand opera
season of the San Francisco Opera Association for 1923
and also season tickets for the concert series of 1923-

1924, Selby C. Oppenheimer having declared himself
ready to co-operate with us in this subscription
campaign.

What will no doubt prove to be a most useful and
worth while prize will be the starting of a savings
account in the Anglo California Trust Company repre-
senting a third of the amount secured for subscriptions.
In this way anyone who secures one hundred subscribers
will be started with a $100 savings account, anyone who
secures fifty subscribers will be started with $50 and
so on. The special advantage of this subscription cam-
paign is that NO ONE WILL HAVE ANY WORK WITH-
OUT SECURING A PRIZE. If a student can only secure
five subscribers he or she will receive a prize worth
five dollars.

If a student or teacher has any friends interested
in music it should not be difficult to induce them to

subscribe for the Pacific Coast Musical Review. To
thoroughly understand and appreciate good music it is

necessary to know what is going on in music, and also
to read intelligent reviews on concerts and operatic

performances. Parents who spend money on children

for a musical education want to see them progress and
become known as early as possible. This paper always
pays special attention to pupils' recitals. Many a Cali-

fornia artist now known nationally or internationally

received his or her first encouragement through the
columns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

It is to the direct interest of managers, teachers,

students and music lovers to see this paper obtain as

large a circulation as possible. No daily newspaper is

wilting to devote the space and attention to music,
especially activities of resident artists, teachers and com-
posers which the Pacific Coast Musical Review is will-

ing to do. During twenty-two years of successive pub-

lication this paper has proven that it is entitled to the

confidence of the musical profession and music lovers.

While it has not pleased everybody, it surely seems to

have pleased the majority. We have never ignored an
artist because he did not advertise. We have never
knowingly injured anyone. Evidence for the worthiness
of this paper is contained in its twenty-two years of

continued activity.

We shall try to make the paper more interesting by
publishing new departments. In this way we shall

write shorter articles, but more of them, and in order to

make the paper of use to everybody, or to as many
artists, teachers and students as possible, we wish that

all would co-operate with us to send us news in as short

paragraphs as the occasion demands. We can not tell

what you are doing unless you let us know about it. If

you wish to keep thoroughly well informed about musical

activities at home and abroad you simply have to read

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, for it has the space
and the writers to tell you all about what is happening
or what is about to happen in music.

Students and teachers participating in this campaign
will find that compared to daily papers few people out-

side the profession, students and parents of students are

already subscribing for this paper, hence they wilt not

be told too often "I already subscribe for this paper."

They will be glad to know about it and read it. The
subscription price is only $3 a year, or a little over five

cents a week. No one who has enough money to pay for

lessons or attend concerts or opera will find five cents a

week too extravagant a price to pay for his or her

musical news. It is furthermore to the interest of resi_

dent artists, or students who expect to become artists

some day to help this paper to be thoroughly circulated

and widely read in California, for its liberality in ex-

tending courtesies to prospective and experienced artists

is well known. The more people read this paper the bet-

ter known will be the artists mentioned in its columns
and the more engagements will they eventually secure.

By assisting the Pacific Coast Musical Review you will,

therefore, also assist yourself.

We are having printed matter prepared to distribute

among teachers and students and of course wish to

secure a large a list of those interested in music as we
can obtain.

" Further announcements will also appear

in this paper In the meantime we would like to list the

names of teachers and students who are interested in

helping us to obtain three thousand more subscribers

during May, June and July.

For those who are especially ambitious, and who think
they can secure more than five hundred subscribers for
us (this includes music schools and music dubs) will be
able to win either a grand or upright piano or a player
piano. In fact there is nothing worth while in the way
of prizes that a student or teacher is unable to earn. It

all depends upon his or her popularity among friends
or energy to secure subscriptions.

ALFRED METZGER.

THE FIREFLY CROWDS RlVOLl OPERA HOUSE

Bright Prim I Opera Presents Myrtle Dingwall, Ferris
Hartman, George Kunkel, Robert Carlson, and

Other Members at Their Very Best

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Rivoli Opera House has been attracting the larg-

est houses of the season during the course of the pres-
entation of the Firefly which had its first production
last Monday evening. The energetic campaign that has
been waged hy Mayor .Tames Rolph Jr., J. Emmett
Hayden and a Citizens Committee in behalf of the re-

tention of the Hartman-Steindorff Comic Opera Co. in
the interests of good music has proved most successful
and evidently the combined interest of music lovers
and theatre goers is aroused as one may easily note
from the large attendance that is rewarding the excel-
lent work of the cast. It is not difficult to secure the
hearty support of the reople of San Fi-anc'sco. pr ivided
they are given what they like. As long as productions
are of fine material, ate presented in competent crafts-
manlike manner and appeal musically and "humorously"
to the people large houses will be the result. But if

productions are given with inadequate support and in

a manner not appealing to the public the people will

not patronize them. San Francisco theatre goers are
not sentimental, sympathetic nor even forgiving. They
want the best presented in the finest way at the lowest
possible prices. There are times when our theatre
goers are even willing to pay high prices for excellent
productions. But they have no pity for anyone that
presents theatrical performances either by incompetent
or partially incompetent casts. Nothing in the world
will make the public forgive a manager who is weak
enough to Include inefficient talent in his company. And
any manager who thinks otherwise will sooner or later
experience the resentment of the public.

In making the above remarks we are not referring
to any particular company, nor is it our intention to

criticize anyone. We are merely stating the facts as
we see them. San Francisco is a wonderful "show-town"
for first cfass productions presented in first class style.

It is a terrible "show-town" for productions of ques-
tionable quality presented in careless fashion, even at
small prices. Evidently The Firefly, as presented by
the Hartman-Steindorff Co., has caught the fancy of our
theatre lovers. .Judging from the attendance, the en-
thusiastic applause, the demand for encores and the
rippling laughter the audiences are thoroughly enjoy ng
themselves. And that is the keystone to an organiza-
tion's success. People go to the theatre to be enter-

tained and anyone that can entertain them will reap the
reward of their patronage.

One of the most grateful, and at the same time one
of the most difficult, light opera roles ever written is

that of Nina in the Firefly. The prima donna role de-

mands a vocal artist of high class with soubrette effer-

vescence. Myrtle Dingwall is such a prima donna. Her
voice has an excellent chance to reveal itself in its most
flexible quality and the young vocal artist does not hesi-

tate to put her very soul into her phrases. Every one
of the splendid arias allotted to this part is sung with
authority, taste, vivacity and musicianship. Miss Ding-
wall justly deserves the enthusiasm she arouses. We
were glad to note that in the last act she chose for her
interpolated numbers songs thoroughly within her ca-

pacity, and she sang the Cavalleria Rusticana Aria and
Will o' Wisp with every ounce of sentiment and dis-

crimination. It was a splendid performance.

Ferris Hartman in the role of Jenkins, the effeminate
private secretary, brought out every point of humor and
a few that other comedians are not able to accentuate.
His topical song about Some Little Bug Will Get You
is one of the best things Hartman has ever done. It

naturally gets many encores and the distinguished
comedian is always ready to furnish something new. If

you think you can sit through the rendition of this song
without laughing heartily it is necessary that you go
and hear it. If you don't laugh at this song, there is

something radically wrong with your disposition, and
nothing will ever cure you.

George Kunkel in the role of Herr Franz has a part
that is specially suited to his style of histrionic art.

He interprets it throughout with dignity and never ex-

aggerates the iines unduly, which is not as easy with
dialect parts as many may imagine. Robert Carlson in

the role of John Thurston has one of the most effective

roles he so far interpreted. His fine voice has a chance
to assert itself. John Van as Jack Travers is improving
constantly. His voice is getting freer and he acts with
more freedom and naturalness.

Violet May as Geraldine does some very pleasing
singing and looks charming. Muggins Davies is as
vivacious and electrifying as ever in the role of the
French maid. Paul Hartman as Pietro adds to the en-
joyment of the production, while Dixie Blair in the
dignified part of Mrs. Oglesby shows how versatile an
actress she is. Elfrieda Steindorff, Lillian Leonard and
Walter Barnow complete the excellent cast. Scenery
and costumes are as usual very colorful and picturesque.
Paul Steindorff and his orchestra complete the musical
excellence of the performance. Everyone ought to hear
and see The Firefly at the Rivoli Opera House.
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Los Angeles Oratorio Society.—Samson and Delilah,

given by the Los Angeles Oratorio Society at the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium on May 1st, was a heroic attempt

on the part of both conductor and chorus to overcome

difficulties, some of which were inherent in the work

chosen, others due to the failure of those members of

the Philharmonic Orchestra who were engaged to play

the orchestral score to master the music in the one

rehearsal which their agreement allowed, them.

We felt we were present at a tragedy. Nothing in

Mr. Smallman's demeanor betrayed the handicaps under

which he labored. The chorus did its best under the

circumstances, but into a large body of people working

at a disadvantage inevitably creeps in a feeling of fail-

ure. The audience was loyal to the society, and no

musical organization in Los Angeles deserves better of

its audience. The truth is the society deserved a better

vehicle than this rather incongruous opera stripped of its

stage color, and certainly deserves better support from

local instrumentalists. John Smallman is an excellent

director, but he has never received adequate orchestral

support.
. . , . ^ „

Madame Sprotte was the one convmcing soloist. Her
warm personality, her musical sensitiveness, her oper-

atic training, all came to her aid, her singing of the

song which brought about Samson's downfall was warm
and cooing. She well understands the accents which

shake the lover's soul. Samson—has there ever been

a satisfactory Samson—alas, sung he ever so well-

is always a little ridiculous. Arthur Hackett, though he

sings smoothly, is scarcely the man to impersonate a

giant. Ettore Campana was far more convincing, sing-

ing the part of High Priest in a fine masculine manner,

despite a noticeable vocal defect. Henri de La Platte,

who was not enjoying the best of health strove man-

fully, but his singing seemed to lack point and rhythm.

The star of the performance was unquestionably Lorna

Gregg, accompanist, who on a day's notice, attacked

the piano score with that grand oratorio style of hers

and supplemented by Ray Hastings, organist, who was
called upon to do much playing at sight, added greatly

to the heroic acting which characterized their musical

tragedy. Undoubtedly the audience as a whole was
scarcely aware of the misfortunes which accompanied

the performance, so excellently were the weak places

covered.
There is so much wonderful choral music which we

never hear—Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Cesar Franck

—

supplementing the glorious and fitting works of Handel

and Haydn, that the society would do well to stick to

its true sphere and avoid those works which require

acting and costume, and if necesary those requiring

orchestra. Anent the failure of the orchestra to play its

part, 1 quote the following from the excellent article by

Bruno David Ussher in the last issue of Los Angeles

Saturday Night. Mr. Ussher said in part:

Altogether, the problem ot orchestral accompaniment
at choral concerts is a serious problem, financially and

artistically, for our choruses. As a rule, members of the

Philharmonic Orchestra form the instrumental ensemble,

and this was also planned for "Samson and Delilah."

For economical reasons the choral clubs cannot afford

to engage the orchestra members tor more than one

rehearsal. At the one preceding this concert difiiculties

encountered ordinarily by the shortness ot rehearsal

time, more or less, unfamiliarity of players with the

music and with the conductor, were greater than usual,

as a number of the members ot the Philharmonic Or-

chestra were prevented by other engagements to attend

and had sent substitutes, several of them, apparently,

substitutes in the fullest sense ot the world. Moreover, a

tew players failed to attend the rehearsal and had in.

tended to play at the concert without rehearsal. The re-

sult was distressing and Mr. Smallman took a justified

stand.

As remarked, here is involved an artistic problem

which needs solution for the sake ot choral growth in

this city. For its solution the co-operation ot the in

Fitzgerald's for the Advancemetit of Music
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teacher is no'thing short ot remarkable. In his studio, as

well as tor all his concerts, Mr, Lott requires the famous
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strumentalists is necessary. With all due respect to the

members ot the Philharmonic Orchestra at large, it

must be stated that in view ot their general efficiency

one must doubt whether they—all ot them and always

—

have given ot their best goodwill and interest during
rehearsals and concerts of this nature. Surface evidence
makes one doubt it. To recall a recent instance, the

performance of David's "The Desert," mentioned in a
review of the Ellis concert. There occurred astonish-

ingy ragged orchestra playing and bad intonation.

So far as "Samson and Delilah" is concerned one must
grant that it is difficult music to play. But what is to be

done? The Los Angeles Oratorio Society can not afford

to pay the high rates 'demanded for a second rehearsal.

The players themselves are obviously handicapped by
this one-rehearsal, make-shitt system. The Los Angeles
Oratorio Society or any other choral club is not giving

these concerts for commercial purposes, but tor the

sake of artistic endeavor, tor the sake of making this a

more musical city, in short, for the love of music. They
cannot be expected to risk a deficit by the expense of a

second rehearsah

What could be done? Members of the Philharmonic
Orchestra consider themselves artists? Could they not
tor the sake ot artistic perfection play two rehearsals

for the same high tee they receive tor one? Must they
commercialize their art at the expense ot perfection?

This is a small sacrifice and would morally and ma-
terially in due time benefit them. It would be a sacrifice

not often demanded and which would involve small
financial loss. Undoubtedly, the choral society, in case
ot a surplus might be glad to pay to the orchestra a

bonus as large as possible for that second rehearsal,

perhaps, pay all in full it box office receipts permitted.

What are the orchestra players of Los Angeles going to

do about it? It should be with them as much a matter ot

honor as ot sacrifice tor art's sake, not merely labor at

so much an hour. What will be their answer? If it is a

question ot "so much an hour,'' then they must change
their attitude and give value in full as they are paid,

Georgia Kober, noted Chicago pianist and teacher, will

present an interesting program at the Ebell Club Tues-
day evening. May 15th. The program will include se-

lections from Bach, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Scriabine,

Rachmaninoff, MacDowell and Debussy, the Beethoven
Sonata, Opus 27, and compositions by Tschaikowsky,
Arensky, Richard Strauss, Palmgren and Moszkowski.

Miss Ann J. Eachus presented four ot her advanced
pupils. Miss Margaretha Lohmann, Miss Josephine

Heintz, Miss Helene Morgan and Miss Berenice Morri-

son, in a piano recital on Friday evening. May 4th, at

the Gamut Club. The program was composed of music
rarely heard here. The program follows: Prelude and
Fugue, E Minor (Mendelssohn), Margaretha Lohmann;
Intermezzo, Op. 116, No. 6 (Brahms), "The Fountain of

the Aqua Paola" (Charles Griftes), Josephine Heintz;

Etude (Chopin), Helene Morgan; Paganini Etude
(Liszt); "Scherzo" (Chopin); "Ballade," Op. 10, No. 1

(Brahms), Margaretha Lohmanu; "Rigaudon" (Mc-

Dowelll), "Spinning Song" (Mendelssohn), "The Juggler"

(Moszkowski), Etude, Op. 15, No. 9 (Bortkiewiez), Etude,

Op. 15, No. 8 (Bortkiewiez), Etude, Op. 15, No. 7

(Bortkiewiez), Berenice Morrison.

Elsie Mannion, violinist, Ruthellen Miller, soprano
and Ivy Mae Travis, acompanist, have just returned from
an extended trip into the Palo Verdes and Imperial

Valley, where they presented two straight concert pro-

grams and four costume programs, specializing in the
- old fashioned and Spanish costumes—and numbers in
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keeping with their costumes. The trio were very much
appreciated and will accept return engagements in the

fall.

Julia Robinson, soprano, of great dramatic power,
sang an aria from Massenet's Herodiade and also a

duet with Henry La Bonte, tenor, at Grauman's Dis-

covery Concert on Sunday morning. May 6th. Eliza-

beth Copeland, pianist, played several selections, one
being Moszowski's Caprice Espagnole.

Alfred Kastner, harpist of the Philharmonic Orchestra,

played several selections at a program given by the

Breon and Darrow School of Ballet on Friday evening.

May 4th, at the Masonic Temple, 6840 Hollywood
Boulevard.

The Los Angeles Conservatory of Music gave a May
festival program at the Highland Park branch Tuesday,
presenting thirty piano pupils, all under ten years of

age, assisted by Betty Jane Cox, reader. Last evening
Blendia Hardesty and Irene Mathais offered piano recital

in the Kramer Studio and on Friday evening. Lettie

English and Dorothy Smith, pianists, will be heard in

the same studio. E. B. Va'entine of the violin depart-

ment completed the violin contest last night.

Brahm van den Berg, pianist will play three groups of

compositions at the tea musicale to be given by the

HoUj'WOOd Auxiliary of the Children's Hospital at the

Writer's Club, 6700 Sunset Boulevard on Tuesday, May
8th. at 3 p. m. The members of the committees in charge
are: Miss Josephine Haldemann, Bernice Voight, Helen
Voight, Beatrice Chambers, Clara Louise Walker, Vilma
Mclnnes and Grace Stroud and Mesdames Frederick W.
Tenney, Morris Mumper and Gordon Pollock. The
hostesses will be Mrs. Albert Crutcher, who will speak
on the work of the Children's Hospital; Dr. Margaret
Roberts, Mesdames John P. Mead, Grantland Seaton
Long, Gurdon Wattles, Harry Haldeman, Alexander
Barrett, Chester T. Hoag, William J. Todd, Miss Mary
P. Moll and William De Mille and Miss Lila Swift.

Mme. Newcombe
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The Burbank Choral Club (Charles Leroy Munro,
conductor and Myrtle Radcliffe Hart, accompanist)
will present an interesting program at the Thomas A.
Edison School edifice, on Mothers' Day, May 13. 1923,

at 3:30 p. m. The program is as follows: Hail Smiling
Morn (Spoflorth-Leslie), Burbank Choral Club; violin

solos, Josef Rosenfeld: Sunset Trail (Cadman), Burbanlc
Choral Club; Double Quartette—An Old-Fashioned Dear
(Cecil Osik Ellis); Nightfall in Granada (Bueno), Bur-
bank Choral Club; Vocal Solo—Mother O' Mine (T.

Tours), Charles Leroy Munro; A Hundred Years from
Now (Carrie Jacobs Bond), Burbank Choral Club; Home,
Sweet Home (Payne), Burbank Choral Club.

Miss Evalyn Sutphen who will be graduated from
the College of Music, University of Southern California,

in June, will give her senior piano recital next Tuesday
evening in the Old Chapel of the University when she
will be assisted by Miss Isabel Smith, soprano, and M'ss
Elizabeth Mottern, accompanist. This is the first of a

series of senior recitals which are to be made social

events of the commencement season. On Friday eve-

ning. May 11th, Miss Mabel Culver, organist, will give

the second of the series, in the First Congregational

Church, when she will be assisted by Mrs. Annie Mot-
tram Craig, dramatic soprano and a member of the

faculty.

The last program of a series of four delightful Spring
Morning Musicales will be given at the Ambassador
Hotel, under the direction of Mr. G. H. O'Brien of New
York City, on Thursday morning, May 10th. Mischa Ve
Olin, the Russian Viol'nist. and Helena Lewyn, pianist,

artists appearing on the program are making their first

public appearance in Los Angeles. The London Times
has this to say in praise of Miss Lewyn: "She has

played in nearly all the great symphony orchestras

both here and in England and Germany. While in

England she had the great honor of being summoned
to play before royalty. The forceful interpretation of

the masters, combined with charming personality assure

Miss Lewyn of great success."

Russian gems, tragic, dramatic and some with their
quota of humor, "Lieder" of Strauss. Schumann. Schu-
bert, works by French masters and a song or two in
English, but all interpreted as only Chaliapin interprets
his every selection.

The Chaliapin ticket sale is now in progress at Sher-
man, Clay & Co.'s store in San Francisco.

California Theatre—The program for the concert at

the California Theatre this week is one of the most at-

tractive Carli Elinor has offered this season. The con-

cert opens with Rossini's famous Overture to William

Tell, a brilliant work offering a fine opportunity for an

interpretation in rapport with its historic background.

Mr. Elinor's scholarly interpretation accents the sym-

phonic construction of this old favorite and displays to

great advantage the native beauty and brilliance of the

composition with its contrasting moods of calm and

storm.
Mr. Elinor has chosen tor the second selection an

arrangement for strings, wood winds and organ of the

"Intermezzo Sinfonico" from Mascagni's best known
work, Cavelleria Rusticana. and its spiritual quality and

beauty is greatly enhanced by the contrast afforded with

the overture preceding it.

These two selections chosen from the list of com-

positions used in the Public School Music Memory Test

terminating the latter part of this month are of par-

ticular interest to the youngsters on that account. The
closing offering, a special arrangement by Mr. Elinor

aptly titled "Classic Jazz," is a clever orchestration of

present day syncopated rhythm, in which several of the

reigning favorites are ingeniously woven into an allur-

ing whole.
«

CHALIAPIN'S ADMIRABLE DICTION

Here is an appreciation of Chaliapin that should be of

special interest to the vocalist: "One of the most strik-

ing features of his technique is the remarkable fidelity

of word utterance which removes all sense of artificial-

ity, so frequently associated with operatic singing. His

diction floats on a beautiful cantilena, particularly in

his mezzo-voce singing, which is one of the most telling

features of his performance. There is never any striving

after vocal effects, and his voice is always subservient to

the words. This style of singing is surely that which

Wagner so continually demanded for his interpreters:

but it is the antithesis of that staccato 'Bayreuth bark'

which a tew years ago so woefully misrepresented the

master's ideal of fine lyric diction. The atmosphere and

tone-color which Chaliapin imparts to his singing are of

such remarkable quality that one feels his interpretation

of Schubert's 'Doppelganger' must of necessity be a

thing of genius, unapproachable hy other contemporary

singers. The range of his voice is extensive, for though

of considerable weight in the lower parts, his upper

register is remarkable in its conformity to his demands.

The upper E natural with which he finishes that great

song 'When the King Went Forth to War,' is uttered

with a delicate pianissimo that would do credit to any
lyric tenor or soprano. Yet his technique is of that high

order that never obtrudes itself upon the hearer. It is

always his servant, never his master. His readings are

all his own, and it is his absence of all conventionality

that makes his singing of the 'Calumnia,' aria from

'II Barbiere,' a thing of delight, so full of humor is its

interpretation, and so satisfying to the demands of the

most exacting 'belcantist.' The reason is not far to

seek, for his method is based upon a thoroughly sound
breath control, which produces such splendid cantabile

results. Every student should listen to this great

singer and profit by his art."

As announced Chaliapin will appear in San Francisco,

under Selby C. Oppenheimer's management, in two re-

citals at the Exposition Auditorium on Sunday after-

noon. May 20th, and Monday night. May 28th. and to

say that these recitals will be different from any yet

heard in this city is but putting it mi'.dly. The great

Russian sings from a repertoire of over 300 songs, most
of which are used publicly exclusively by him. Native

MME. CAILLEAU'S PUPILS' RECITAL

Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau gave her pupils' recital at
the Palace Hotel ballroom on Wednesday evening. April
25th. As usual a large audience that crowded the
spacious auditorium assembled and testified by means
of frequent enthusiastic expressions of approval its

pleasure over the participants' artistic efforts. .'Vt least

seven hundred music lovers were thus enabled to

express their delight in the work of these young aspir-

ants for musical honors. The opening number of the
program consisted of an ensemble number entitled
Snowflakes by Cowen which was sung by a number of

the students who further on in the program were
allotted solo numbers. The voices blended excellently
and the interpretation was uniform and intelligently

thought out.

Miss Kathrin Smith, lyric soprano, a young vocalist
possessing a fresh and youthful voice, sang Pale Moon
(Logan) and When Love Is Kind (Old English) very
pleasingly and effectively. Miss Doreen Tittle, a soprano
of delightful quality, sang Love Sends a Little Gift of

Roses (Oversall-Openshaw) and Until (Sanderson) with
a very discriminating style of phrasing. Miss Alice

Wilson, lyric soprano, revealed a clear, ringing tone, a
voice of much carrying power and expression that gives
much promise for future distinction. She sang In My
Garden (Liddle) and Star (Rogers); Miss Mary Cul-

len. lyric soprano, interpreted A Birthday (Woodman)
and Gray Dove (Saar) with appealing interpretation

and with a voice of exceptional sympathy.
Miss Gertude Shenson. colorature soprano, made an

excellent impression by singing Aria from Sonnambula
(Bellini) and The Wren (Benedict) with an unusually

flexible voice possessing much warmth in the middle

position and fine resonance in the low tones. Her over-

tones in the high register were easy and clear and she

received a spontaneous ovation. Miss Sue Thorne, lyric

soprano, revealed much progress since her appearance

last year. Her high tones are ringing and she is sing-

ing with individuality of expression, showing also de-

velopment in her vocal powers by rendering the follow-

ing compositions: O'si les fleurs (Massenet) and A
Heart That's Free (Robyn). Miss Geraldine Watt, lyric

soprano, showed many advantages including a fine stage

presence, intelligent delivery, discriminating interpreta-

tion and specially delightful pianissimo singing. She
sang Elegie (cello obligate) (Massenet) and Jasmine

Bud (Strickland). Miss Zociena Van der Ende played an

excellent cello obligato drawing a pliant, big tone.

Miss Margaret O'Brien, lyric soprano, interpreted

Will 0' the Wisp (Spross) and A Poor Finish (Waller).

She exhibited a clear and even voice well modulated

and containing charming overtones. Miss Eleanor

Stadegger. soprano, by rendering The Year's at the

Spring (Beach) and Se saran (Arditi) impressed her

hearers with the intelligence of her style and the pre-

cise rendition of the colorature passages. Martin

O'Brien, tenor, exhibited a smooth and velvety quality

of voice, concise diction and a musical understanding

in phrasing. His selections were Duna (McGilU and
Tommy Lad (Margetson). Miss Elizabeth Magee, mezzo
soprano, interpeted Voi le sapete from Cavalleria Rusti-

cana (Mascagni) and A Madrigal (Victor Harris) with a

voice of impressive dramatic character and very whole-

some warmth of interpretation. Her voice is even in all

positions and her declamations most artistic.

Miss Caroline Breuner, mezzo soprano, possesses a

soulful and flexible voice qualified to attain fine tone

color effects and her phrasing is accentuated by ju-

dicious expression. She sang Quando men vo from La
Boheme (Puccini) and Life and Death (Taylor). Miss

Beulah Masterson. lyric soprano, proved herself a very

intelligent singer, revealing a voice of rich quality and

timbre. She sang the colorature passages very fluently

and invested her selections with an abundant amount
of temperament and style. The overtones in her high

notes were specially pleasing. She rendered Vissi d'arte

from La Tosca (Puccini) and Les filles de Cadiz (Deli-

bes). Miss Corinne Keefer had the honor to close the

program. She possesses a contralto voice of unsual

quality and has the poise and bearing of a real artist.

She interpreted the Erlking with exceptionally fine

phrasing and delightful diction. Her voice is rich, im-

pressively sonorous and its sympathetic quality may be

easiest described by the expression "there is a tear in

it." Miss Hazel Nichols played the accompaniments in

a manner to emphasize the best qualities exhibited by
the singers.

.

Alma Schmidt-Kennedy, the able and well-known
piano pedagogue, gave another of her delightful student

musicales at her studio. 1537 Euclid avenue. Berkeley,

on Sunday afternoon, .\pril 22nd. The participants were:

Miss Alice Reinhart. Miss Elizabeth Ruben. Miss Helen
Marion Matthew, Miss Charlotte Hanni, Miss Margaret
Moloney and Miss June Beckman. Everyone of these

well prepared pianists acquitted herself most worthily

in the following program: (a) Two Part Invention (No.

13) (Bach), (b) Birdling (Grieg), Miss June Beckman;
Fantasie (D minor) (Mozart), Miss Margaret Moloney;
(a) Entrance (From Forest Scenes (Schumann), (b)

Punchinello (Schuett), Miss Helen Marion Matthew;
(a) Canzonetta (Schuett), (b) Nocturne (Grieg), Miss
Elizabeth Ruben; (a) Menuet (E flat major) (Mozart).

(b) Rustle of Spring (Sinding), Miss Charlotte Hanni;
(a) Murmuring Zephyrs (Jensen-Niemann), (b) Anitra's

Dance (Grieg), (c) Menuet (Bizet), Miss Alice Reinhart.
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DALCROZE EURYTHMIC COURSE IN BERKELEY

The coming of Elsie Hewitt McCoy to Berkeley this

summer, where she will conduct classes in Dalcroze
Eurythmics, is looked forward to by many as a rare

opportunity. Mrs. McCoy, who has for the last eight

years been teaching eurythmics in the northwest, with
studios at Seattle and Tacoma, was graduated from the

school in Helleran. but returned last year for a period

of study under Emil Jaques-Dalcroze in Geneva where
the school is now situated. Two of Mrs. McCoy's pupils

from Seattle are now studying in the main school in

Switzerland.
Even now there are many who ask "What are Dal-

croze Eurythmics?" It is a question not easy to an-

swer exhaustively in a few words. Evolved in the first

instance by M. Dalcroze. when a professor in the Con-
servatoire, as a means of putting life into his harmony
lessons, the idea has so grown, that it is now expressed
in a regular system, "tor developing the musical under-
standing, by sight and hearing, first by rhythms and
then by simple musical phrases, which the pupil will

presently interpret with his whole body." So it is that
when the uninitiated is introduced to a class in train-

ing, she may be forgiven if she thinks she has stumbled
by mistake into a dancing school, rather than into a
school of music, but a dancing school where each move-
ment of the body and limbs is so beautifully regulated,

and all so perfectly co-ordinated tlie one with the other
that at first sight it only suggests the perfection of sim-
plicity in motion and repose. For all that it is in the
first instance a school of music though the education
is not confined to the training of the musical sense.

In a comprehensive article published in the Educational
Supplement of the February 3rd London Times it says
in closing that the greatest feature of Eurythmic teach-

ing is that it teaches the pupils to forget themselves, to

sink into self consciousness {inseparable from dancing
taught as such) in the interpretation of the music. The
absence of "posing" beautifies and ennobles all that they
do, but M. Dalcroze does not want bis disciples to show
off, only to bear forward the banner of music and prove
it is the most powerful instrument of education.

J. J. Finley. professor of education at the Manchester
University, England, speaks of the accomplishment of
Dalcroze as an extraordinary and unparalleled achieve-
ment, that he has invented a technique by which the
human body can take its place side by side with the
piano and violin as a master instrument, and goes on
to say that since the days of the Greeks, he is the first

musician to have realized what a wonderful addition
we make to our orchestra when we add our very selves,

bodying forth direct from our innermost feeling the
rhythms which the composer so imperfectly symbolizes
in the score.

MINETTI ORCHESTRA TO CLOSE SEASON

The Minetti Orchestra, an excellent ensemble or-

ganization ably directed by Giulio Minetti, will give the
final concert of its present season at Scottish Rite Au-
ditorium next Thursday evening. May 17th. The soloist
for this occasion will be Mme. Rose Florence, mezzo
soprano, one of the most refined and discriminating
vocal soloist residing in California who has earned well
merited artistic laurels in Europe as well as in the East
and in this State. Another soloist will be Tanya Akunin,
a fifteen-year-old violinist. Benjamin S. Moore, whose
accompaniments are among the very finest heard in this
city during the course of a season will be the accom-
panist. The following excellent program will be inter-
preted: Overture to The Merry Wives of Windsor
(Nicolai): Aria from damson and Delilah (Saint-Saens),
Rose Florence: Symphony in G minor (Mozart); Con-
certo in G minor for violin (Bruch), Tanya Akunin.
soloist; Intermezzo from Carmen (Bizet); Vocal solos

—

Phidyle (Duparc), Over the Steppe (Grechaninoff), 'T
is Spring (Wolf), Rose Florence; Prelude to the Deluge
(Saint-Saens), Eunice .lurgens, soloist; Waltz—Tales
from the Vienna Woods (Strauss).

Herman Heller, the energetic and brilliant orchestral
director, who inaugurated the large moving picture
theatre orchestra in the moving picture theatres of the
Pacific West is conducting a seventy-piece orchestra at
the Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles, and is meeting
with the same success which crowned his efforts in this
city. Under his direction Sunday morning concerts are
given which attract large crowds, and Mr. Heller once
more demonstrates that the public enjoys the best of
music presented in the best possible manner, and that
those who imagine that jazz music is any attraction are
certainly on the wrong road. May Mr. Heller's success
continue and become contageous.

Uda Waldrop, the splendid organist, pianist and com-
poser, gave an excellent program for the Grand Opening
Organ Recital and Sacred Concert at St. Boniface
Church on Sunday, April 29th. He was assisted by
Charles Bulotti, who was in excellent voice. The pro-
gram was one of the very finest ever given in a church
in this city and both organist and vocalist added to
their large host of friends and admirers by rendering
the following program: Prelude (Improvisation), Uda
Waldrop; O Come Let Us Worship—tenor solo, Charles
Bulotti, chorus, St. Boniface's and St. Anthony's choirs,
at the organ, R. F. Tilton; Cantabile (Tschaikowsky),
Uda Waldrop; Ave Marie (Gounod), Charles Bulotti,
at the organ, Uda Waldrop; Marche Funebre (Guil-
mant), Uda Waldrop: Chant Seraphique (Guilmant),
Uda Waldrop; Ave Verum (Mozart), St. Boniface's and
St. Anthonys choirs, at the organ, R. F. Tilton: Tantum
Ergo (Hamma), St. Boniface's and St. Anthony's choirs;
Alleluja Chorus (Handel), St. Boniface's and St.Anthony's
choirs, at the organ, Uda Waldrop) ; Postlude—Torch-
Light Procession (Guilmant), Uda Waldrop.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:-545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598
Management —L. E. Behymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Los Angelei

NEW LIGHT OPERA

(Com page 1, ulun 4)

though their garb was sober it must have been charm-
ing, and quiet behavior did not of necessity bespeak a
dull mind—why not the arrival at Plymouth of a ship
owned by glorious pirates, bearing great chests of bril-

liant garments and barbaric jewelry, stolen from a more
gorgeous country? In comic opera anything may happen.
And for fun—could anything be funnier than some of
our Puritan ancestors and their ideas? E. W.

Mrs. Wilson-Jones, the well known dramatic soprano,
gave a concert in Berkeley during music week on Wed-
nesday afternoon, April 25th, of which the Berkeley
Gazette had the following to say:
A most delightful contribution to the events of Music

Week took place at the Cora Williams Institute, Wed-
nesday afternoon, in the contest given by Mrs. Wilson-
Jones, dramatic soprano. Receiving with Miss Williams
was Mrs. Gilbert Moyle, of the program committee. Mrs.
Wilson-Jones possesses a voice of remarkable purity and
range, a technic which must be an inspiration to all
singers, in addition to a most striking individual per-
sonality which reaches the heart. The program of Wed-
nesday ranged from the Jewel song from Faust—taught
her by Gounod himself—down to her own composition.
My Prayer, which fell upon the listeners like a bene-
diction. The intervening numbers of varied demands
upon vocal skill and emotion embraced Grieg's Solvejg's
Song—taught her by Grieg—Harriet Ware's Hindoo
Slumber Song, Oley Speaks; Star Eyes and others num-
bering sixteen in all. A new song "Going Home" set to
Dvorak's New World Symphony, with words of a Negro
spiritual by an Oakland resident. Arms Fisher, met
with great favor.
The ease and perfect control throughout the changing

types of compositions proved the singer to be an artist
of true tone-production as well as of dramatic power.
The selection of Mrs. E. H. Duncan as accompanist
added to the joy of the performance. Mrs. Wilson-Jones
has been heard in San Francisco, in a series of recitals
with Attl, harpist with the San Francisco Symphony,
this concert marking her initial appearance in Berkeley,
which she has recently adopted as her permanent resi-
dence as well as the center of her musical activities.

Lizetta Kalova, the well known Russian violin virtuosa
and Toan Kalmykoff, the famous Russian artist, held
open house at the Co-operative Arts Studio in Berkeley
on Sunday, April 8th. There was a most brilliant gath-
ering of over one hundred artists from both sides of the
Bay. The proceedings were inaugurated by a Benedic-
tion delivered by Rev. W. Sakhovich, a Russian priest,
and choir, followed by an excellent program including
piano solos by Elsie Cook Hughes, soprano solos by
Dorothy R. Talbot, piano selections by Alexander Kos-
loft and also musical contributions by A. Ergin. Among
the guests were in addition to the artists already men-
tioned; Mme. Marianna Tcherkaskaya, the noted star of
the Petrograd Imperial Opera, whose fame ranks with
that of Feodor Chaliapin and the famous dramatic
reader Hedwig Reicher. The resident artistic colony
was represented by Lydia Stutevant, Mrs. G. Moyle,
Mme. Betty Drews, Willem Dehe, Mr. and Mrs. Adams
Armer. Mr. and Mrs. Angor, Mr. and Mrs. Aronovici,
Mme. Cannon, Mr. and Mrs. Pratt and many others.
Mme. Kalova and Mr. Kalmikoff are offering their studio
to artists of all branches of art and those who were
unable to attend on this occasion are invited to meet-
ings every Sunday afternoon at five o'clock.

San Francisco Lodge No. 21, Independent Order of
B'nai BTith. gave an excellent musical program, ar-
ranged by Cantor B. Liederman of Temple Israel, re-
cently. The soloists included: William W. Carruth, or-
ganist, Mrs. A. J. Hill, soprano. Cantor R. R. Rinder,
baritone, Blanche Hamilton Fox, contralto, Rebecca
Holmes Haight, cellist, and Cantor B. Liederman, tenor.
It would be difficult to hear a finer array of artists in
one program, and those in charge of this program are to
be congratulated for giving such an excellent musical
treat to the members of that Lodge. The complete pro-
gram was as follows: Funeral March (Chopin), William
W. Carruth, organist; Soprano solo—He That Dwelleth
in the Secret Place of the Most High (MacDermid),
Mrs. A. J. Hill; Baritone solo—The Lord Is My Shepherd
Dvorak), Cantor R. R. Rinder; Contralto solo—Abide
With Me (Liddle), Blanche H. Fox; Cello solo—Arioso
(Bach), Rebecca Holmes Haight; Tenor solo—How
Long Wilt Thou Forget Me (Pflueger), Cantor B, Lieder-
man; Postlude—Marche Religieuse (Guilmant).

Augusta Hayden, the well known and successful so-
prano soloist, will be assisting artist at the Hotel Whit-
comb Sunday evening concert, which events are being
given every week by the Whitcomb Hotel Orchestra
under the direction of Stanislas Bem. Miss Hayden will
be soloist at tomorrow's event for which an exception-
ally fine program has been prepared as will be seen
from the following excellent array of compositions:
March—Pomp and Circumstance (Edward Elgar), Waltz
—Wiener Burger (Ziehrer), Selection—Madam Sherry
(Karl Hoschva), Vocal solo (a) What's in the Air Today
(Eden), (b) Homing (Del Riego), (c) Daffodils a Flow-
ing (German), Augusta Hayden; Overture, Tannhauser

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelliii 1078

Siellojelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO]

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCOCO ^^^

(R. Wagner"), Peer Gynt Suite (E. Grieg); Vocal solo

—

(a) Spring Night (Schumann), (b) Cradle Song (Mac-
Fadyen), Augusta Hayden; Caprice on Spanish Themes
(N. Rimsky-Korsakoff) ; Berceuse (Godard) ; Vocal solo—Lungi del caro bene (Sechi), Ouvre tes yeux bleux
(Massenet), Chanson de I' Adieu (Tosti), Augusta
Hayden: Grand Opera Selection, Faust (Gounod).
Miss Hayden's accompanist will be Leo Shorr, a very

capable pianist and accompanist, who has recently re-
turned from a five months' trip to the Orient.

Paul Revere Lodge, No. 462, F. & A. M., gave an ex-
cellent program at Masonic Temple on Friday evening,
May 4th. The program was in charge of H. M. Simons
and all present complimented Mr. Simons on the ex-
cellence of the artists and the delightful character of
the program which was as follows: Selection—Paul Re-
vere Orchestra; Bobby Bumps, a cartoon comedy; in the
Garden of My Heart, Dunna (E John Vale); Bruce
Wilderness Tales, a scenic film; I Cried Over You—Now
Its Your Turn to Cry Over Me, Carolina iu the Morning,
Mrs. M. O. Kingston; Uneasy Feet, a comedy featuring
Lloyd Hamilton; Your Eyes Have Told Me So, Until, E.
John Vale; Whaling in the Artie, presentation and lec-
ture by Arnold Liebes; Selection—Paul Revere Orches-
tra. Films through courtesy of Herbert Rothchild En-
tertainment and H. Liebes and Company.

Georgia Kober, the distinguished American pianist,
assisted by Helen Engel Atkinson, American violinist,
will give a piano recital at the Palo Alto Woman's Club
House on Friday evening. May ISth, under the manage-
ment of Louise E. Taber of San Francisco. Miss Kober
is at present filling a number of engagements in South-
ern California where she is meeting with brilliant suc-
cess. A splendid program has been prepared for this
occasion and those who decide to attend Miss Kober's
Palo Alto concert will surely experience much enjoy-
ment. The program will be as follows: A Group of Pre-
ludes—Bach, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Rachmaninow, Mac-
Dowell, Debussy; Sonata (piano and violin) Cesar
Pranck); Chopin—Etude, Ballade. Nocturne, Scherzo:
William H. Sherwood—Exhilaration, Henry Cowell—
Chiaroscuro, (Dedicated to Miss Kober), Walter Kell.-r—Canon (Imitation), (Dedicated to Miss Kober);
Tschaikowski— Meditation, Palmgren—Menuette-Waltz,
Schubert-Ganz- (From Rosamonde) Ballet Music; Doh-
nanyi—Etude Orientale, Moszkowski—Concert Etude.

U. S, CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
The United States Civil Service Commission an-

nounces the following open competitive examination:
Music Teacher

The receipt of applications will close on June 19. The
examination is to fill vacancies in the Indian Service.
\at an entrance salary of $760 a year, plus the increas»-
of $20 a month granted by Congress, and vacancies in
positions requiring similar qualifications. Furnish. .1

quarters, heat, and light are allowed appointees trcr
of cost. At each boarding school there is a commiin
mess, and meals are furnished at cost.
Applicants must have graduated from a four ye.-irs'

high-school course. In addition they must have had :it

least three years' experience as music teacher, and e\
perience in vocal training of mixed choruses, quartets,
and other musical organizations, and in giving instru-
mental lessons, particularly on the piano. The compl.'-
tion of each year of study in piano and vocal music in
a recognized conservatory of music will be accepted in
lieu of one year of the required experience.
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EAST BAY OPERA ASSOCIATION

Sponsored by a group of society leaders

'and influential citizens. Oakland is to

have a summer season of light opera, ac

cording to plans announced yesterday

through the East Bay Opera Association.

The program as announced calls tor the

services of Gaetano Merola. the famous
conductor and impresario who staged

a season of grand opera at Stanford

Stadium last year and who will supervise

the musical end of the productions. Other

names mentioned in connection with the

project are Mabel Hiegelman, the famous
grand opera prima donna: Jefferson De
Angelis. comedian; James Liddy. an Oak-

land boy, last seen in the Henry W.
Savage production of "The Merry
Widow"; Georgia Knowlton, Paula Ayers,

a nationally known contrato, and Harry

Pheil. a tenor, recently featured by the

Dunbar Opera Company.
Among the local people appearing as

sponsors for the proiect are: Mrs.

Wallace M. Alexander. Miss Annie Flor-

ence Brown, Miss Matilda Brown, Mrs.

Josephine M. Pernald. Mr. George Friend,

Dr. Herbert J. Samuels, Joseph J. Ros-

borough, Mrs. Oscar Fitzalau Long, Mrs.

Ergo A. Majors. Mrs. Newton Koser. Mrs.

Frank Colton Havens, Mrs. Robert Lewis

Hill. Mrs. W. H. Langdon, Mrs. Thomas
G. Hutt, Mrs. Frederick Kahn, Miss Eliza-

beth Westgate, Mrs. Herman Kruse, Mrs.

A. S. Lavenson, Miss Louise A. Maguire,

Mrs. Thomas Mitchell Potter, L. Cameron
Eraser and Mrs. Oscar Sutro.

Organization ot the association has

reached the point, according to announce
ment made yesterday, where Louis B
Jacobs, who launched the Hartman
Steindorff season at the Auditorium las'

year, has been engaged as managing di

rector and George Lask, the well-known

producer, secured to produce the operas.

Victor Herbert, the famous composer,

has written the officials of the association

expressing his commendation ot the

project. It is the plan ot Jacobs to open

the engaement at the Audtorium Theatre

tor a ten-week period starting July 9th.

Among the wel-known operas to be pro-

duced are: Naughty Marietta. Sari. The
Blue Paradise, Katinka, The Pink Lady,

and Sweethearts.
A feature of the engagement will be the

premiere of a new comic opera written

by Perry Newberry, the novelist, and

Thomas Vincent CatoT, called The Beggar
ot Bagdad. Offices of the association have

been established at the Hotel Oakland.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

A mammoth production of "The Mas-
querader," with Louis Bennison, San
Francisco's own star, in the principal

role, will be the attraction at the Alcazar

beginning with the matinee Sunday, May
13th. Guy Bates Post made famous the

dual characterization in this spectacular

drama and great preparations have been
made for its presentation here. Benni-

son will be seen in two distinct parts

calling for rapid transition and requiring

all ot his 'well known talent and artistry

in their portrayal. He is called upon to

be a proud, domineering although phy-

sically weak member of Parliament one
moment, and then, with a lightning

change, becomes a strong, forceful

straightforward young Westerner.
The Masquerader is one of the most

powerful plays written in recent years
and has been a sensation wherever it has
been staged. It is the work of John
Hunter Booth and is based upon the novel
by Katherine Cecil Thurston. Our own
Richard Walton TuUy presented it to

Broadway. The play is in a prologue and
three acts and requires a total of nine
scenes. From the prologue, showing a

London fog, to the last curtain, it is said
to furnish the spectator with one thrill

after another. The suspense is sustained
throughout, and the dramatic moments
are lightened now and again by comedy
touches.
Supporting Bennison in this great scenic

production will be Nana Bryant, who
will have the leading feminine role, and
a greatly augmented company headed by
Thomas Chatterton.

by Grieg, accompanied on the second
piano by Myrtle Gable.
Helen Hughes and Emily Sees, two

young violinists will assist Mr. Kruger
with the rendition ot the double violin
concerto by Bach and the former will also
play the Ballade and Polonaise by Vieux-
temps. The talented pianiste, Edna
Linkowski, will render some solos by
Mendelssohn and Moszkowski, while
Joseph Salvato will interpret the C-minor
Concerto by Beethoven and Norman
Smith will end the program with the
Rhapsodie d'Auvergne by Saint-Saens.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach EDWIN HUTCHINGS
VOICE ci;l,tvrb

StDdIo:

802 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.
Phon..! KrnrnT MiM

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banlfs ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Frzoicisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $30,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Riiiiht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (43<i)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

ADCLE ULMAN
TEACHER OP VOICE AND IM.4NC

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 3.1

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Ml
211 Scott St.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI Evelyn Sresoyich Ware

CONCERT AT THE SEQUOIA CLUB

A concert of unusual interest will be
given by George Kruger, the eminent
San Francisco pianist at the Sequoia
Club Hall, 1725 Washington street, on
Thursday evening. May 17th. A program,
consisting of compositions, seldom heard
in public, has been arranged. Mr. Kruger
himself will play the A-minor Concerto

BARITO>E — VOICE CULtTURE
Authorized to Teach itline. Schoen-

Rene'H .Melhoil
1314 LeBTenTCortb St. Phone Pronpect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley eoO«.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Cliase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
005 Kohler & Chaae Bid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stndlo, e03-eo4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnz^ ri4.V«

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrena Charch
Voice Cnltnre, PUno. 588 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chaae Bids..
Wednesdaya TeL Kearny !MS4.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Pledn

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Socce«i*e« In Europe: Concert Soc-
ceaaea In .America. Addrexn ISUl California
St.. San Frnnclwco. Telephone Prowpecl .'tftSO

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announcea the openInK of her new Resi-
dence Studio, Clark .\pt«.. Apt. 26—138
Hyde St., San Frnnclaco. Phone Prospect
B03I. Fridays. »02 Kohler ic Chase Bldg.
Kearny ."MM.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROANIST ST. MARY'S CATHBDRAIr

Piano Department. Haviitn Seh««I
t>Tga« and Piano. ^rrtHaaw Mnslcsl rollege

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

Pupil of
De ResT.ke and Percy Rector Stephena

Studio. 703 Heine Bide -lOS Stockton St.

Be«. Studio—004 Second Avenue

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
studio Building;,

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
Music School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Slnslne. 32 Lorelta Ace., Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Man., Kohler «
ri.»«e Bl«lc.. «i F Telephone KcarnT ^4^4.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emana El. Con-
cert and Chorch Work. Vocal Inntrac-
tlon. 2B3n riBT «t- Phone Went 4«»0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIAXO INSTRUCTION
Stndlo: IV09 Kohler & Chase Bld^.

Telephone Kearny S454
Rew. Tel. Bnyvlew 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PI.ANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TE.\CHER
Studio: 41(10 Piedmont Ave. TeL Pled. 2750.

Residence: 4152 Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. .1402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher, Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. 3435 Sacramento
St., and 121 21st .Vve.. Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OP GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHUR OF VOICE

2428 Pine St Tel. West 7011

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37« Sutter Street Phone Douglas 2«9

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berl<eley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1463 Fulton Street. Fillmore 2657

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608.W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1199

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
301 Spruce Street Pacific 1678

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello BlTd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter <>U

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keys
'reNentH fiinilamf ntul iiiuKir priiit-llileN In n definite nnd lurid war, c>onint«nelnK
vlth Urxt-icrnde plereM liul iiroKreMHlnK rapidly in thi-ir expoaitlon uf lechnlenl
ind expreHHion prolileiiiM and the ereation of Kood taste.

PUICE, «0c.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Stimmy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

112S Chealnnt Street
Telephone PrOHpect 4032

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are y
Is hv

iHfleil with yoor tencber?
s you befitre the publlef
iHaed nith your progretiiM?

n Fa«ldif*(. or Churletnnf

l/^hJ**aIway» tnlklni? "DREATHf" "TOXCrEf"
'JAWf"

If In doubt, consult Mr. RoKnrt, who Htndied In
Europe with the teneheri* of Sembrlck, Sealchi.
BlHpham. etc.

PnpllH prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

370 SVTTER STREET—Douglas 9250
2218 liAlvE STREET—Bayvlew 4871

EvenluKM by appointment
Read Mr, Boeart'N article In thin paper of March

24, 1»2.^, about "Charletaus"

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5464

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should
announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end ot this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by TVagrer Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

StDdlos 807 Kohler & Chase Bids.

2518H Btna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley ISIO

PONSELLE
Soprano Sensation

nullum Tjroler AsxiKtlnB

CURRAN, SUNDAY, MAY 13

yi.no to «3.50

CIVIC AUDITORIUM, MAY 23
50e to 92.00

Tickets at Sherman, Clay & Company
Management Frank W. Healy

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,
are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland—1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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PONSELLE ELECTRIFIES LARGE AUDIENCE

Prima Donna Dramatic Soprano of the Metropolitan Opera House Sustains

Reputation of American Artists by Interpreting Representative

Program of Operatic Arias and Songs in a Manner to Display
Gratifying Versatility and Exemplary Vocal Intelligence

BY ALFRED METZGER

Although Rosa Ponselle, who appeared
at the Curran Theatre last Sunday after-

noon for the first time in concert in San
Francisco, is known under an Italian

name and reveals a style of beauty that

bears witness to the apparent justifica-

tion of her Latin nationality, still her
command of the English language and
the absolute lack of any dialect in her
English pronunciation leads us to sus-

pect that Miss Ponselle is a native

not advertise her better so that she would
have become known BEFORE she made
her personal appearance. For if the music
lovers of California had known the actual
artistic accomplishments of this exception-
ally fine artist sufficiently ahead of her
visit, the Curran Theatre would have been
packed, and the audience at the Civic
Auditorium concert which will take place
on Wednesday evening. May 23rd, would
not have had to wait until Miss Ponselle

Gertrude: ross

The DiNtin»niiNhed ralifnrnia ConipoNer. \Vho HaN FlnUhed a
CompoNltlon. "The ViHion ot Sir Laanfal,'* Dedicated to the

t^hell Club, l,«H AneeleH. and to lie PreHented
\>3ct Monday iSee Pnnre 0, Column 1>

American. And if we are correct in our
assumption America has no reason to
feel ashamed of this daughter of the
muses. If all American artists possessed
the same temperament, the same quality
of voice and the same intelligence of vocal
art the cause of the American artist in con-
cert and opera would have been won long
ago. In addition to her humorous artistic

qualifications Miss Ponselle possesses
that rare quality of enthusing her audi-
ence to the verge of cheering and waving
of handerchiefs.
There can be no question in the mind

of anyone present at the concert last

Sunday but that Rosa Ponselle has made
a deep and extraordinary impression
upon her audience and that as far as
San Francisco is concerned her fame has"
spread West of the Rocky Mountains. It

is a pity that her New York managers did

had introduced herself personally to San
Francisco concert-goera.

But since New York managers and most
of the artists can not be swayed from their

convictions that Eastern music journals

are sufficiently read on the Pacific Coast to

make artists known out here before they
visit the Pacific West these artists will

have to undergo disappointments before
their art is generally appreciated. We do

not mean to say that Rosa Ponselle had
a small audience. On the contrary, con-

sidering the lack of judgment displayed
by her New York managers in arranging
for her Pacific Coast publicity, there was
a larger audience in attendance than is

usually the case among artists who visit

us for the first time. But an artist like

Miss Ponselle should sing even at her
first appearance before a sold-out house,

and in a city like San Francisco where

we have thousands of students and sym-
phony and opera attendants this would
not be a difficult object to attain. But
the public always hesitates to attend the
concert of an artist who is not sufficiently

known to them, even though the ex-

traordinary space our resident managers
obtain in the daily papers for their at-

tractions give them an idea of their dis-

tinction.

Rosa Ponselle wins her audience be-

fore she opens her mouth to sing. Her
personality is regal in beauty and grac-

ious in poise. She at once puts herself
at ease with her listeners whose hearts
go out to her. She is generous almost to

a fault with her encores and her willing-

ness to gratify the insatiable greed of a
portion of her hearers. The charm and
spell of her personality is not marred by
her artistic performance. Although we
would specify her voice as being a mezzo
soprano rather than a dramatic soprano
(its quality being of a more limpid and

tear remains to be seen. In any event
her vigorous, healthy and discriminating
support and breathing form one of the
finest phases of her vocal equipment. If

you want to hear a big, ringing, flexible

and youthful vocal organ ring in your
ears with accurate intonation and ex-
quisite shading as to emotional values
you certainly will become one of the
worshippers at Rosa Ponselle's shrine.
This artist is one of the few whose voice
is big enough to be heard to advantage
in the Civic Auditorium.
Miss Ponselle included two operatic

arias on her program. The first of these
consisted of Pace, Pace mlo Dio from
Verdi's La Forza del Destino and the
other was Suicidio in questi fieri momenti
from Ponchielli's Gioconda. In these two
compositions Miss Ponselle displayed her
fine dramatic instinct as well as her su-

perior vocal powers. It was evident that
her great reputation is based upon her
operatic career. Most of the songs inter-

FEODOR GHALIAPI>^

The Much DlHcuMMed RuKKlan SIneer. WhoH
Here for the FIrMt T

lighter character than a dramatic
soprano usually exhibits) it is a voice of

Bcintillating beauty, of enchanting flexi-

bility and of unusual range. Her high
notes are taken with extraordinary ease,

but at no time do they remind you of the

strident and vigorous tones of a dramatic
soprano. They are ringing with silver

tone and are exact as to intonation and
emanate free from the throat.

Throughout her rendition of her varied

and representative program Miss Pon-
selle rarely made use of the covered
tone. Her high tones were never covered
as far as we could ascertain. At present
this fact does not injure her tone produc-
tion nor does it in any way create un-
favorable vocal results. Whether the
diva will be able to continue this wide
open mode of tonal emission without
showing early signs of tonal wear and

preted by the artist belonged to the
lighter form of vocal literature and she
displayed the versatility of her artistry
by alternating humor with pathos and
throwing in an occasional romantic senti-

ment. Including her encores Ponselle
gave a wide range of contrasting and di-

versified compositions revealing a variety
of emotional range expressing practically
every human sentiment a composition is

capable of. Therefore we are ready to
regard Miss Ponselle as belonging among
the concert artists who are entitled to
the respect and esteem of the musical
public.

William Tyroler, pianist, predominated
as accompanist. While he seemed to
fathom the spirit of the soloist's con-
ception of a song he made the impression
of being more academician than senti-

(Continued on page 11, column 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steele, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Steinicjay is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

"Duo-Art.

ShermanMay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Siockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

GEORGIA KOBER
ABIERICAN PIANIST

Studio: 30r.-54n Sutter St.

Tel. Kearny 5003, Wednesdays and Thursdays

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaga. Director

A. L. ArtlBues. Pres.: Louis Alcerla, Vlee-Pres.

Unexeelled facilities for the study of music in all

its branches. Large Pipe OrEao. Recital Bail.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco. Cel. Phone AVeat 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Director

3242 Washington Street Telephone Flllnioi

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist

and E. Rober
Kohler & Cba
Kearny 5454.

Schmitz (New Vork>.
e Bide., Wed. & Sat. Mo
Res. phone Piedmont 7UI

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orean. Harmony. Orennlnt and Mnnlcal
Director of First Prenbyf erlnn Church. Alameda. Home
Stndio: 1117 PARU STREET. AI^AnEDA. Telephone Ala-
i«da 155. Tbaradaya, Merrlman School. 597 Eldorado Avc^
Oakhind. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OP MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Director

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

St Exiiosil ion Auditorium, orj^nniNt
l.ulse's E:plscapai Church,
lleth Israel. Pinno and
i coach. Available for

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

of Singlne. Complete Course of Operatic Traln-
I IMcrce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALLiN VOCAL TEACHER

!nd Spa

rima Don na with Caruso and Te
d by Bon !i. Coaches pupils voca
lie Depor an, English,
sh spoker

ColunibuM Av

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
SAN BAFAKI^, CALIFORNIA

^Inslc Courses Thorouirfa and Proffressive
Public School Music, Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 5U« Kohler A Chase Bldg.,

S. F.i 2.',30 Colleee Are., Berkeley. Residence 201 Alva-
rado Road, Ilerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

St.. Re \Vl A Clay. Tel. Pnc. ft.'iOfl

MADAM MACKAY-CANTKLL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAI> TECHNIQUE

SI'PEn-DlCTIO\
Director Cnlvnry PrcNbyterlan Choral Society.

Fnrther Information. Went IftOO.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register
with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are
able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
are eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN
Emann E\, First Church of Christ Scl-
.oriuK Club. S. F., n'ed„ ]«17 California

St.. Phone Franklin 2«03: Sat., First Christian Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1.307; Res. studio. 3142 Lenlston
Aye., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242K.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

studio: firo Pacific SS25

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt. Oakland

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Drnmatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Douglas 8024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON iS. CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES
<;nrrln. Marchesi

Studio. 2025 Durant Ave..
Phone Berk. 408a-%V

I
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

OUR ATTITUDE TOWARD LOS ANGELES

In this week's Los .-Kngeles letter, the Pacific

Coast Musical Review representative refers to a

remark of a Los ,\ngelcs publication comment-
ing on a previous letter of his wherein he spoke

in critical terms of certain musical conditions in

Southern California. This remark published in

another paper spoke of such criticism as a "knock
from San Francisco." The Pacific Coast Musical

Review has always been fair to every city it

reaches on the Pacific Coast. When Los Angeles
needed improvement in its symphony orchestra

we did not hesitate to call attention to this fact.

When San Francisco required suggestions con-

cerning musical progress we never hesitated to

apply the stimulant of criticism. When Seattle

muddled up its symphony situation we tried to

suggest co-operation and improvement. In no
sense did we ever publish anything regarding
musical conditions in other cities except in an
endeavor of friendly suggestions for necessary

improvement.

No music journal (not even that published in

Los .Angeles) has written so frequently and so

heartily in recognition of the best work done in

Southern California than the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review. The proof of the fact that our policy

has been appreciated is shown by constant
growth of circulation and advertising patronage.
Above all we have never published any deroga-
tory remarks addressed to our colleagues of the

musical press, nor have we knowingly permitted
Dur representatives to use slighting references to

other music journals. We are heartily in sym-
pathy with every music journal published on the
Pacific Coast and advise artists at every oppor-
tunity to use their advertising columns. If artists

3r teachers do not wish to advertise in other
iournals, surely we can not be expected to force

them to do so. But we always have been and
ilways expect to be on the friendliest personal
terms with our colleagues Frank H. Colby and
David Scheetz Craig for whom we entertain the
lighest esteem.

When a few years ago Mr. Pryibil of the Pa-
:ific Coast Musician came to .San Francisco to

secure additional patronage, both from the adver-
:ising standpoint and the subscription angle, wc
lot only refused to put obstacles in his way, but
lelped him in every possible manner to secure
:he support he was after. If such support could
lot be continuously maintained by the Pacific

^oast Musician, it was not our fault, for at no
:ime did we suggest to any artist or teacher to
stop his or her patronage in the Los .Angeles
Japer and give it to us. That is not the way we

do business: and when afterward we met Mr.
Pryibil he used to tell us that in his opinion we
were a poor business man. Well, we rather are
a little less proficient in business than assume
the dog-in-the-manger attitude toward our con-
temporaries. If we can not work out our salva-
tion on a fair, square and straightforward basis',

the sooner wc get out of this business the better
we like it.

The establishment of a Los Angeles office of
the Pacific Coast Musical Review was the result
of a steady demand in the South to reach the
Northern musical field in a way that would bring
the two musical sections of California into closer
touch. Before our estal)lishing such branch in

Los Angeles the prominent Los .Angeles musi-
cians and their activities were not known in San
Francisco, and vice versa. There has been es-
tablished by this time a closer bond, the result
of which was seen in the union of the various
music teachers' associations of California into
one State organization, and the addition of many
music clubs from Northern California into the
California Federation. Thanks to the efforts of
the Pacific Coast Musical Review in encouraging
this constant fusing of mutually interested ele-
ments more cordial relations have been estab-
lished between the various musical elements of
the South and the North of California.

During the regime of Bruno David Ussher, and
now under the regime of Sherman Danby, we
vested full authority in those who edit the various
departments. Whenever they find it expedient to
comment either favorably or unfavorably on cer-
tain musical conditions we publish such remarks
exactly as they are forwarded to us. ^\'e desire
to stimulate our writers to do their best, and they
can only then do their best when they are unham-
pered by unnecessary restrictions. Therefore,
when Mr. Danby, who is a resident of Los .An-
geles, finds it expedient to criticise certain ele-

ments for an attitude which he thinks injurious to

the welfare of his community, we permit him to

use his discretion. No doubt, the publication that
referred to a "knock from San Francisco" must
have known that the article was written in Los
Angeles, by a resident of Los .Angeles and pub-
lished in our Los .Angeles department. It could
therefore under no circumstances have been a
"knock from San Francisco." The writer there-
fore deliberately falsified, and did so intentionally,
with malice and with a desire to stir up resent-
ment against this paper. Of course, since our
patrons know our motives and our principles no
harm can be done. Nevertheless such writers
that deliberately employ falsehoods to further
their own ends are dishonest at heart and are a

detriment to the community wherein they reside.

If they refuse to employ fair play toward non-
residents, they are just as likely to be unfair
toward their own fellow citizens. If you find

anyone treating other people unfairly behind
their back, this same person will treat vou also
unfairly behind your back. There is no exception
to this rule.

But aside from the dishonest and unfair atti-

tude of writers who knowingly employ falsehood
to gratify their spite, this constant stirring up of

strife and ill feeling between the two metropoli-
tan centers of California is one of the most de-
plorable habits that one can adopt. Both Los
Angeles and San Francisco have so many advan-
tages, and in so many respects are worthy of the
admiration of the country and the world that
these cheap, petty, provincial and undignified ef-

forts to belittle one another's achievements prove
unworth)' of both communities. While vou may
find a narrow-minded individual now and then
that re.sorts to undignified means, the great ma-
jority of the public instigated by the leaders of

the communities is not given to petty jealousv.

Both Los .Angeles and San Francisco belong to

California. To dedicate their glorious achieve-
ments to the welfare of the State ought to be
their main desire. We find Los Angeles splen-

didly progressive in many musical matters. In
certain respects its efforts in this direction sur-

pass those of San Francisco. On the other hand
San Francisco may pride itself in the accomplish-

ments of certain musical measures which arc
.somewhat in advance of similar measures em-
ployed in Los Angeles. And so we find both com-
munities rapidly forging ahead under the banner
of musical progress, and nothing will be impossi-
ble for these communities as long as they co-oper-
ate in the constant growth and expansion of their
artistic prosperity. California as a State must
naturally benefit by the success of these two great
cities. Co-operation is the only road to success.
Bickering and nagging gets you nowhere.

PROMPT INTEREST IN SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN

Gradually our plan to add three thousand more sub-
scriptions to the Pacific Coast Musical Review list is

assuming completion which will permit us to bring it in
concrete form before the musical public. Already a
number of leading teachers have volunteered their de-
sire to act on the Advisory Board. When the list is

completed we shall publish it. More than fifty students
have registered their desire to participate in the cam-
paign during which $3000 worth of valuable prizes will
be distributed. Thanks to the hearty co-operation of
Kohler & Chase we shall be enabled to offer a KNABE
GRAND PIANO as the first prize to anyone who is able
to secure the largest number of subscribers. But every-
one who will participate in this contest will receive a
valuable prize for his or her efforts. THERE WILL BE
NO LOSERS.

Considerable printed matter has to be prepared for
such a huge contest which will be made known to FIVE
THOUSAND students and teachers. Then, too, it is our
intention to confer with all the music houses who ad-
vertise in this paper regarding the kind of prizes it is

wise to add to those already decided upon. Among
those prizes are: Scholarship of twenty instrumental
or vocal lessons from a leading pedogogue or music
school; Talking Machines; Vacation Trips; Savings ac-
count at the Anglo California Trust Co.: Season tickets
to the Grand Opera Season of the San Francisco Opera
Association for 1923; Season tickets for Selby C. Oppen.
heimer's array of artists; Season tickets for the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra Concerts; Season
tickets for the season of chamber music concerts by
the Chamber Music Society of San Francisco; Violins
and other musical instruments; Advertising in the Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review.

There will be other prizes to be announced later.

Every teacher or student seriously interested in music
should participate in this campaign, for it is to his or
her personal interest that the circulation of a music
journal includes as many readers as possible. During
the twenty-two years of its publication the Pacific Coast
Musical Review has fought many battles for the good of
music. It has always helped those who are genuinely
in favor of better musical conditions. It will continue
to fight for the best interests of music. We may occa-
sionally offend selfish individuals whose interest is cen-
tered in their own personality, or who resent forgetful-
ness on our part to mention their efforts as frequently
and as prominently as they think we should. But anyone
to whom music means something bigger than a means
to make money, will unquestionably feel that this paper
earns their support

The more people read a music journal the more are
able to listen intelligently to concerts, to know what is

going on musically in their communities, to become ac-
quainted with the success of their fellow citizens and
the young people round about them, to appreciate the
big thingg accomplished by managers and artists, to
follow the activities of music clubs and to watch grad-
ually the growth and expansion of musical taste and
efforts on the Pacific Coast. This paper is not restricted
in its scope to purely local matters. It embraces prac-
tically the entire musical world. While we pay more
attention to the Pacific Coast territory than the outside
world, we do not ignore Eastern and European happen-
ings.

Presently we shall introduce to our readers a new
policy in the form of new departments. These depart-
ments will include the realm of the studio, the music
club, music news at home and abroad, interesting educa-
tional articles by promient musicians, a bit of humop
and anectodes, and other departments of special interest
to the professional as well as the layman. We feel that
such a paper is entitled to the hearty support of every-
one and we shall continue to try to please the majority
of our readers as we have done in the past. So, if you
are interested in this subscription campaign, and wish
further particulars call or phone to this office and leave
your name, address and telephone number, in case you
can not get in direct touch with the writer, who will

then communicate with you. These articles are merely
preliminary announcements: the complete plan will be
published and circulated as soon as it is thoroughly
prepared. Owing to the delay occasioned by the selec-
tion of suitable prizes and negotiations among music
houses it will become necessary to extend the period of
this campaign throughout the months of June, July and
August. We can not prolong it any longer, however,
inasmuch as it will then be too close to the concert
season, when everyone will be very busy.

Now then, it is our intention to add THREE THOU-
SAND subscribers to our list during June, July and
August and thus help to make the musical season of
1923-24 the GREATEST MUSIC SEASON IN CALIFOR-
NIA'S HISTORY.
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SHERMAN, CLAY & CO.'S EXTRAORDINARY RISE

Unprecedented Growth of Business During Last Five

Years Justifies a Capitalization of More
Than Seven Million Dollars

Music circles of both a professional and trade char-

acter read with great interest an announcement on the

financial pages of the daily papers last week that Cyrus

Peirce & Co. ot San Francisco were offering for sale an

issue of $3,000,000 of Sherman, Clay & Co. 7% cumula-

tive prior preferred stock. Inasmuch as the musical

public is greatly interested in the leading music houses

of the Pacific West we thought our readers would like

to read the particulars regarding the causes that lead to

this announcement and so called on P. T. Clay, Presi-

dent of Sherman. Clay & Co. to obtain the most es-

sential information regarding this extraordinary growth

of financial backing of Sherman, Clay & Co.

Before going any further it may be interesting to our

readers to know that this is the first time The Crocker

National Bank of San Francisco participated in the sale

ot any stock, and also the first time that Cyrus Peirce

and Co. offered tor sale the stock of a regular business

concern. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the

business thus selected as the first one to secure such

endorsement must possess singularly unusual character-

istics of financial security. After fifty-three years of

consecutive growth of financial prosperity, and after

these years ot concentrating all stock issues among the

immediate families ot the owners of the business, Sher-

man, Clay & Co. offers for sale $3,000,000 worth of stock

for which it guarantees SEVEN per cent interest per

year.

In 1908 Sherman, Clay & Co.'s gross sales were
$1,965,481.66. During the year 1922 these gross sales

amounted to $7,695,097.81. This means that during the

last fourteen years the gross sales of the business have

increased approximately SIX MILLION DOLLARS, or

nearly a half million dollars a year. The biggest growth

of the business began in 1919 when the gross sales in-

creased to such an extent that, notwithstanding the pro-

portionate Increase of the earnings, it has not been
possible to provide the required new capital out of

earnings. For this reason the present mode ot financing

became necessary. To show how rapidly the business

has grown during the last five years may be gathered

from these figures: From 1908 to 1918 (inclusive) the

gross sales increased from $1,965,481.66 to $4,758,315.08.

But from 1918 to 1922 (inclusive) the gross sales in-

creased from $4,758,315.08 'to $7,695,097.81. In other

words during the first TEN years the sales increased

about three millions, but during the last FIVE years

the gross sales increased also about three millions, or

twice as quickly. It is therefore natural that this new
financial plan has become necessary.

Sherman, Clay & Co. do a wholesale and retail musi-

cal merchandise business. It is one of 'the largest busi-

ness enterprises ot its kind in the United States. Its

retail stores are located in San Francisco, Oakland,

Sacramento, Stockton, Fresno, San Jose, Vallejo, Port-

land, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Bakersfleld, Santa Rosa,

Watsonville and Reno. Its mall order business is large,

ex'tending over the entire Pacific Coast and Western
States and to Alaska, Hawaii and the Orient. In addition

to its retail activities in the musical merchandise field,

the Company does a large volume ot wholesale business.

Sherman, Clay & Co. is one ot the most important sheet

music publishers in the United States. This business

has grown since 1915 to proportions which involve the

publishing ot millions of copies, thereby advertising San
Francisco throughout the world among millions of

people.

In no year, except during the conflagration year ot

1906, has the firm sustained an operating loss. In 1906

the only operating loss in the history of 'the business

was caused by the city-wide disaster and the defaulting

of certain insurance companies. By July 31st, 1907. all

losses incurred in 1906 had been wiped out and the busi-

ness showed a profit besides. The tangible assets ot the

company at the conclusion of this financing will be

$7,629,509.49. In 1919, in order 'to provide themselves

with a future permanent home in San Francisco, Sher-

man, Clay & Co. purchased the property at the North-

east corner of Post and Stockton streets. This property

is today worth conservatively in excess ot $775,000. It

has a frontage of SO fee't on Post street, 122 feet on
Stockton street, and 100 feet in the rear. Other San
Francisco real estate owned by the company has a value

ot approximately $50,000. At the conclusion of this

financing this property will be clear of all encumbrance,
and according to the terms of 'the Prior Preferred Stock,

cannot be encumbered in the future without the con-

sent ot the holders of 75% ot the outstanding Prior

Preferred Stock.

The present management ot Sherman, Clay & Co. has
remained unchanged for many years with the exception
'that in 1920 L. S. Sherman, who had been president of

the company since 1892, became chairman of the Board,
Major C. C. Clay, Vice-President from 1892 to his death
in 1905, was succeeded in the Vice-Presidency by his

son, P. T. Clay. In 1920. when L. S. Sherman became
chairman of the Board. P. T. Clay became, and now is,

President ot the Company, and F. R. Sherman, the son
of L. S. Sherman, became and now is. Vice-President
of the Company. F. W. Stephenson, since 1905. has been
Secretary. Andrew G. McCarthy is Treasurer.
For the past nine years the earnings of the business

before interes't and federal taxes have averaged over
$490,000 per annum, and during the past five years the
earnings before interest and federal taxes have aver-

aged $640,000 per annum. The dividends on this issue

of stock amount to $210,000 per annum. Net quick assets
shall be maintained in an amount equal to $125 per
share of this prior preferred stock outstanding.
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Edv/ard Faber Schneider, San Jose's noted ccmposer-
teacher, presented four ot his pianoforte pupils Friday
evening. May 11, at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s recital hall.

Miss Omo Grimwood of Mills College sang a charming
group ot three numbers. Miss Grimwood is a pupil of

Catherine Urner. Several San Jose pianoforte teachers

are being coached by Mr. Schneider. The recital Friday
evening showed teaching ot the superior sort. Three
of the young women presenting this splendid program
are attending college, and one knows that when a student

is carrying a full college course, not a great deal of time

is left for piano study. All the more credit goes to them
for their work showed great artistry. All ot the players

brought out a beautiful singing tone, their fine phra,Bing

being wonderfully well accomplished. They exhibited

perfect poise, freedom of all evidence of nervousness
being noticeable.

Miss Grimwood's vocal numbers were greatly enjoyed.

For recall she gave a delightful interpretation of

Matinata by Elizabeth Mills-Crothers. The program in

full: Theme—Variations. Qp. 14 (Paderewski) Miss

Marian Handy (Mills College); (a) Barcarolle (Rubin-

stein), (b) Staccato Etude (Rubinstein), Miss Dorothy
Thomas (Mills College); (a) O Del Mio Dolce Ardor
(Gluck), (b) The Shepherd Lehl (Rlmsky Korsakoff),

(c) Habanera (Carmen) (Bizet), Miss Omo Grimwood
(Mills College); (a) Ballade Op. 118. (b) Intermezzo

Op. 118, (c) Capriccio Op. 116 (J. Brahms), Miss Isabel

Becker (Mills College); (a) Nocturne Op. 15, No. 2. (bl

Scherzo, Op. 20, No. 1 (Chopin), Miss Anita Hough (Oak-

land).

Violet Silver, the talented young violinist, has returned

tD San Jose after several years in New York spent in

study, and is planning to divide her time between San
Francisco and here, already establishing c'asses in both

cities. Miss Silver has had several very flattering offers

to appear in repertoire in vaudeville which she has re-

fused, preferring her classes and concert work. She has

been quite active s'nce her return having played at

several musicales in San Francisco, also appearing in

radio programs.

Miss Silver was just a child a little over f,-)ur years

ago when she left for study in New York, where she was
awarded a scholarship. Two years were spent at the

Frank Damrosch Institute of Music, to lowed by two
years with Leopold Auer. Th's last was made possible

by a number of prominent San Francisco women who
were interested in her owing to her unusual talent. It

was her good fortune while in New York to play for

Kreisler, who predicted an enviable future for her. San
Joseans are indeed glad this gifted girl is returning to

her childhood home.

A very interesting recital was that given at College

of the Pacific Tuesday evening. May 8th. Two young
men, Russell Bcdey, pianist, and De Marcus Brown,

reader, both of the class of 1923, furnished the fifth

senior recital of the series. The largest crowd of the

season greeted the young men and by their applause

attested to the pleasure given by both performers. Mr.

Bodley is a very virile pianist, showing his ability

through a wide range ot numbers and pleasing par-

ticularly through his interpretation of a group of modern
numbers of which the Juba Dance by Dett was the most
appealing and the Klavierstuck by Schonberg the most
unusual.

Mr. Brown's work is well known to San Jose audi-

ences as his interpretation ot different parts in the

Pacific Players Little Theatre productions has won him
a wide circle of admirers. He gave great pleasure in a

group of short numbers, three of which were by Ralph

Westerman, a senior in the college. In his portrayal ot

different characters in The Giants' Stair. Mr. Brown
proved beyond a doubt his ability to depict emotion and

delineate character.

The recital program for last Sunday, May 13th, at the

Memorial Church, Stanford University, took the form

ot a sacred concert in which Warren D. Allen, the

University organist, had the co-operation of the Elks'

Concert Orchestra of San Jose under the direction ot

Dr. Charles M. Richards. The program included orches-

tral numbers and several compositions with organ and

orchestra combined, the most important being the

Symphony in D minor by Guilmant. The prcgram in full

was as follows; Prelude in C sharp minor (Rachmani-

now); The Swan (Saint-SaensI ; Symphonic in D minor.

Op. 42, for organ and orchestra—Largo e maestosa

Allegro, Pastorale (Guilmant); After Sundown (Frimll;

Vesper Hymn (Bortnianskyi. Tuesday afternoon. May
15, at 4:15. the following interesting program will be

presented; Sonata. No. 1, in C minor (Mende'ssohnI

;

Aria in D, originally from an orchestral suite, this

number has been popularized in the transcription tor

violin known as the Air on the G string (Bach ) ;
Clair de

lune (Karg-Elert) ; Variations de concert (with pedal

cadenza by Bonnet). On Thursday afternoon. May 17th,

Mr. Allen will be heard in the following program: ('hant

de Printemps (Joseph Bonnet); Echoes of Spring

(transcribed by Edward Shippen Barnes (Rudolf Friml);

May Night (Selim Palragren); Spring Song (Mendels-

sohn; Faith in Spring (transcribed for organ by W. D.

Allen (Schubert) Rhapsody in D major (Rossetter G.

Cole).
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The Monday Musical Club ot Santa Cruz had a large

attendance for its May meeting, held on the eveniiiK ot

the 7th. The subject ot study was Beethoven, wlms?
music will also furnish the program for the June ni.-i-t-

ing the last ot the season. The program presented in-

cluded the sonata for piano and violin. No. 3, in E Hat.

played by Mrs. Harold Bellus and Francis HamMn; the

Romance in F, by Mr. Hamlin; the piano sonata. Op.

Sla, Les Adieux, L'Absence et Le Retour, by oiio

Kunitz; song, Knowest Thou the Land, by Mrs t', K.

DDwling; Gavotte, piano duo. Mr. Kunitz and Mrs. liciiie

Swinford; paper by Mrs. A. van Kaathoven, nail by

Mrs. Raymond Coats. The annual meeting for Ilie

election of officers will be he'ld during the week.

The San Jose Music Study Club held an open meeting

on Wednesday morning. May 9th, in Sherman, Clay &
Co.'s recital hall. This c'.ub has been meeting in the

studio of Miss Marjory Fisher during the past year or

more, but since Sherman, Clay & Co. have moved into

their spacious new quarters six weeks ago this or-

ganization has met and will continue to hold its meet-

ings in their new recital hall. The program on th'B

cccasion was three groups of two piano duos by Mrs.

Charles McKenzie, first piano, Mrs. Howard M. lliiL-sins.

second piano, and a group of five vocal numbers by Mrs.

Miles A. Dresskell, soprano. The two piano nunibi is in-

cluded the four movements of Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite

No. 1, Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2 (Chopin), Minuet (I'ad-

erewski). Arabesque No. 2 (Debussy), closing tlie pro-

gram with the Arensky Suite Op. 15. Mrs. Drcssliel.

whose name on a program always gives pleasure. w:is

heard in Bird ot the Wilderness (Horsman). I.itil.-

Birdies (Buzzi-Peccia). Charity (Hageman). Tli. i uii

nin' Little Thing (Hageman), Song of the Open i La

I
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Forge). Mrs. Dresskell was obliged to repeat the La
Forge number. Mrs. McKenzie played the accompani-
ments with skill and helpfulness, adding much to the

program.

The Richards Club, assisted by Juanita Tennyson,
soprano, and Maxine Cox, pianist, gave an enjoyable

concert at the Strand Theatre, Los Gatos, Friday eve-

ning, May 11th. Hearty and insistent applause evidenced

the keen appreciation of the large audience. Dr. Charles

M. Richards is the leader of this splendid organization.

Following is the well arranged program presented: Mar-
garita (Chadwick): (al Immortal Music (Rohynl, ,(b)

Elyseum (Speaks), (c) Medley From the South (Pike);

soprano solo (a) Caro mio Ben (Giordani 1744-1798 (bl

Chanson Non'egienne (Foudrain). Mrs. Tennyson: Songs
of the Sea (a) Three Fishers (Leater) (b) Sea Fever
(Andrews), (c) On the Sea (Buck); Piantorte solo, Cave
of the Winds (Loth), Miss Cox; (a) Song of Brother

Hilario (Cox), (b) Good Bye (Tosti). (c) In Vocal

Combat (Buck); soprano solo— (a) To the Sun (Pearl

Curranl. (b) Slumber Seng (Gretchaninow), Mrs. Tenny-
son; Group of Negro Sangs and Spirituals, (a) Rain
Song (Cook), Having a night oft. his old woman being
gone, Mr. Simmons invites some of his cronies in for the

evening. The chief topic of ccnversatiDn is the weather
and certain infallible signs of rain, characteristic of the

negro superstition: (b) Exhortation—a Negro Sermon
(Cook), (c) I'm Gwine to Sing in the Heavenly Choir
(Milgan), (d) Swing Along (Cook).

Mrs. Leroy V. Brant in Songs—The Knights Templar
on Wednesday evening last were greatly delighted with

a group of songs sung by Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, singing

teacher at The Institute of Music. Mrs. Brant's clear

voice, her admirable teehnic, and above all her artistic

interpretation delighted her audience. On Thursdjy
evening she prepared for the Order of the Amaranth
of which she is also an officer. The occasion was a flower

ball, with a mus''cal program before the dancing. She
sang My Laddie, by Thayer; Caddy's Plaiddy, by Millard,

and Daffadills A-BIowing by Germain. Miss Alice Hitch-

cock, an artist pupil of LeRoy V. Brant, played her ac-

companiments and rendered with a great deal of fire

Chopin's Military Polonaise. Her piano playing was
greatly appreciated for its depth and briliance, and
her accompaniments marked her as talented in this

difficult art.

The recital of the violin students at The Institute of

Music Wednesday night was one marked with c'eanness
of teehnic and excellent expression. Nine numbers, pre-

sented by students at all stages of advancement, were
heard. The work, done under Josef Halamicek. head of

the violin department, showed the care which marks
the work as insisted on at the Institute. Careful bowing,
a good selection of material, and apt expression, com-
bined to make the recital a success. These who par-

ticipated in the musicale were: Owen Clarke Jones,
Gladys Partington, Arthur Mayo, June Keller, Merton
Carlyon. Helen Sowders, Henry Triana, and Conley
Plummer.

Warren D. Allen, University Organist of Memorial
Church, Stanford University, assisted by Esther Houk
Allen, contralto, will be heard in an unusually interest-

ing program Sunday afternoon. May 20, at 4:00 p. m.
when the following numbers will be given: Prelude
and Fugue in A minor (J. S. Bach) ; Aria from Israel in

Egypt (Handel); Canon in B minor (Schumann); Eve-
ning Hymn The Day is Ended (with violin obligato
played by Elizabeth Peirce) (J. C. Bartlett); Sunset
Shadows (George W. Andrews) ; Pilgrim's Chorus
(from Tannhauser) (Wagner). On Tuesday afternoon.
May 22 at 4 : 15 Mr. Allen will play Minuet from the
Symphony in G minor (Mozart); Morning Song (Sam-
uel J. Riegel); Adorn Thyself, Fond Soul (Bach); Suite
in D major. Prelude—Andante—Finale (Edward Ship-
pen Barnes). Thursday, May 24th at 4:15 the follow-
ing numbers will be given by Mr. Allen: The Pilgrim's
Progress (Part 5) (Ernest Austin); In Springtime
(Ralph Kinder); Chanson, from the Seven Sketches for
Organ (Edward Shippen Barnes) ; Stately Procession
(Eric Delamarter).

Wm. Edward Johnson, director of music at the Chris-
tian Church. San Jose, arranged an impressive program
for Mothers' Day services. The numbers given were
an organ prelude At Evening (Kinder) ; Soprano solo.
My Mother, Betty Steele; Ladies Quartette, The Half
Has Never Been Told; Offertory Anthem, Rock of Ages
(William Reed) by the choir; Duet, Rock Me to Sleep

Mother (Leslie) Miss Taylor and Miss Ostenberg; Bari-

tone solo, Mother, My Dear (Treham) Wm. Edward
Johnson. Mrs. R. M. Bartle presided at the organ.

The Lyceum Club of Santa Cruz hopes to have a very
interesting program of concerts for the next winter
season. A letter is to be sent out asking for subscrip-

tions for tlie course, which will have, if the response
makes it possible, the following attractions: Arthur
Middleton, the Metropolitan baritone; the San Francisco
Chamber Music Society; the Pasmore Trio, and the

mixed quartette of which Carl Anderson is the head.

The rapidly increasing number of subscriptions which
are coming in to the box office of Jessica Colbert at

Sherman, Clay & Co., for the 1923-24 series of the Col-

bert Concert Course are interesting from two angles.

First, because of the fact that they show the existence

of a wide circle of music lovers in and around San
Jose and secondly because that circle is expressing its

approval of the selection of artists for the coming sea-

son—as they realize it is by no means an easy task to

choose the great from the near-great. Her representa-

tive here expresses the belief that within the next tew
weeks the majority of the seats in the Morris Daley
Assembly Hall will be reserved by those who wish to

make sure of their choice.

The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Alfred Hertz, will open the season the latter

part of October or early November. Following will be
a joint recital by Paul Althouse, one of the leading

tenors of the Metropolitan Opera Company, and Arthur
Middleton, one of America's greatest baritones, in De-
cember. Marie Sundelius, prima donna soprano of the
Metropolitan Opera Company will give the third concert
in January, and Renee Chemet, one of the greatest
woman violinists in the world wi'l conclude the series

in February. This will be Jessica Colbert's fourth season
here and has already become an accepted part of the
social life of the city.

S. J. Mustol, formerly of this city, is meeting with
unusual success, in his w-ork as supervisor of music in

the Santa Ana public schools and also for his personal
work as a musician. Professor Mustol is well known
throughout this county where he w'orked along musical
lines for some ten years, and was director of music at

the University of Santa Clara and in the Santa Clara
schools. Special honor was paid him recently by the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra when the leader

of that musical organization surrendered his baton to

Professor Mustol during the playing of one of his own
compositions.

The Fourth of the series of senior recitals now being
given at the Conservatory of the College of the Pacific

brought out two exceptionally talented performers in

Agnes Ward, violinist, and Jean Madsen. pianist. A
program of high standard and splendid interest pleased
a large audience Tuesday evening. May 1st. Miss Madsen
is a pianist of the brilliant type with accurate technique
and musical interpretation. Miss Ward's tone, bowing
and intonation are excellent and she made a splendid

impression with Hubay's Hejre Katj. Miss Madsen's
best number was the Saint-Saens' Valse Etude.

RECITAL AT HOLY NAMES COLLEGE

An excellent students' recital was given at the Holy
Names College Auditorium in Oakland by a number of

splendidly trained students on Tuesday evening. May
Sth, in the presence of a large and demonstrative audi-

ence. The opening number of the program consisted of

Clair de lune (Debussy) and Rigoudon (MacDowell) in-

terpreted by Mary Murphy in a manner that revealed
commendable taste in phrasing and technical execution
that has undergone adequate and intelligent training.

Lalitte Costigan played a harp solo by C. Schuetze
entitled In the Garden which showed her to be endowed
with a grasp of emotional coloring and a knack of se-

curing a fine tone from her instrument which no doubt
is the result of adequate instruction.

Norine Mahone played two piano compositions. One
of them belonging to the modern school by H. Balfour
Gardiner entitled De Profundis and another by Concone
name Witches' Dance. Both compositions were ex-

cellently and discriminatingly interpreted both as to

teehnic and phrasing. An ensemble number by Nevin
entitled An Soir was interpreted with gratifying intona-

tion and unanimity of bowing and expression by Violins

—Irene Kilgore, Helen Slattery, Helene Pogue, Angelica
Alfaro and Margaret Breier; Harp—Lalitte Ccstigan;
Piano—Mary McCarran.
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Lalitte Costigan, who had made such a deep impres-
sion with her harp playing, added to her success with
the skillful interpretation of two piano compositions

—

Prelude op. 28 No. 21 (Chopin) and La Castagnette (H.
Ketten). She exhibited a very pleasing touch, a fluent

teehnic and a discriminating mode of interpretation.

Dolores Gaxiola also distinguished herself wtih two
piano interpretations—Nocturne op. 15 No. 1 (Chopin)
and Egyptian Dance (Rudolf Friml). She showed the
possession of assurance and diligent study. Her phras-
ing was artistic, tasteful and showed the contrast be-

tween the character of the two works. After the con-
clusion of the successful interpretation of these piano
compositions Miss Gaxiola revealed talent as a vocalist,

exhibiting a pliant, sympathetic soprano voice used to

fine advantage in Hildach's Spring.

The H'gh School Glee consisting of a number of

young vocal students, sang Cadman's I Hear a Thrush
at Eve with unusually clever interpretation and with
excellent intonation. Colette Traverse proved herself to

be a pianist of decided accomplishments, showing easy
adaptation to technical facility and a commendable
sense of interpretative faculties. She played Guitarre
(Moszkowsky) and Prelude (The Anvil) (Chopin). A
Vocal Quartet consisting of Dolores Gaxiola, Bernice
Kisich, Lalitte Costigan and Colette Traverse sang
Mother by E. R. Ball with an effective realization of the
sentiment of the composition.

Bernice Kisich concluded the program with a bril-

liantly rendered interpretation of Nocturne op. 15 No. 2

(Chopin) and Tarantelle in G sharp minor {J. L.

Nicode). She proved herself very receptive to the ex-

pression of artistic ideas. Angelica Alfara played the
accompaniments very intelligently and appropriately.

One thing impressed itself on the mind of those who at-

tended this concert, namely, that the students had been
trained to attain confidence in their efforts. There was
no nervousness, no lack of resolution, no self conscious-
ness. Every student was sure of her work and played
with ^ confidence and natural assurance that added
much to the success of the event. The faculty of the
Holy Names School of Music is entitled to well merited
felicitations upon the success achieved by the students
on this occasion.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Are harmonics on the harp notated in the same
way as harmonics on the violin?—J. U. D.

Yes. The harmonic mark, a small circle (o) placed
above the note, is used to indicate harmonics in the
music of all instruments on which harmonics are pro-

duced.

2. Wliat instrument is meant by the "bull fiddle?"

—

A. H. T.

The double bass; the bass of the strings of an orches-

tra.

3. Who wrote the song "Over the Hills at Break of

Day?"—P. N.
Adam Geibel.

4. What opera did Sullivan leave unfinished?—E. D.

"The Emerald Isle," completed after Sullivan's death
by Edward German.

5. Can you explain why the tone of the ohoe is so

much more peneti-ating than that of the clarinet?—D.

W. G.

Difference in tone quality directly depends upon the

presence or absence or relative strength of upper partial

tones, i. e., tones produced by halves, thirds, fourths,

fifths, etc.. of the. vibrating medium and blended with
the fundamental tone; and the presence or absence or

relative strength of these upper partial tones depend
upon the structure of the instrument and the manner in

which vibrations are produced. The oboe is conical in

shape and is played by means of a double reed; a num-
ber of the jigber upper partial tones are thus made
relatively very prominent, and this gives the oboe tone
its penetrating power. In the case of the clarinet, the tube
is cylindrical and the reed is single; as a result the
even-numbered partials are not produced at all; so that

the clarinet tone contains only the odd partials—the
third, fifth, seventh, etc.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concerts and Recitals
AddrcNH: 471 37th Avenue

Tel- Pnc. l.na

Unless you are known to everyone who engages artists

or who attends concerts you can not possibly secure
engagements. Your mere say-so does not constitute
proof of your experience and success. Therefore make
your name valuable by advertising.
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Mischa Levitzki and the Ampico

Mischa Levitzki Writes

A Letter To San

Francisco

April II, igzj.

To Snn Francisco: "It has been a privilege to play for you
this season. Your reception at all three of my appearances

is a delightful memory, and I am looking forward to my
return appearance here, which I hope will be in the near

future. In the meantime, however, I feel that, thanks to the

Ampico, I play to a great many of you, all but in person.

The influence of this wonderful instrument in the home is

inestimable. I have heard and compared all of the repro-

ducing pianos, and to me the supremacy of the Ampico is

unquestionable. The selection of the right reproducing

piano should not be entered into lightly. It is too important.

It is just as important for you as for the artist, and should
only be made after careful comparison."

Mischa Levitzki

COMPARE
THE suggestion of Levitzki that you compare all reproducing

instruments comes with unusual authority from a great artist

who followed exactly that same course himself. In the cm] he was
forced by strong conviction to turn his back on the reproducing
device installed in his favorite concert piano—a most courageous step.

He, with Rachmaninoff and several other great masters who fol-

lowed the same course, have paid the highest tribute to the Ampico,
and furnish testimony too eloquent to be ignored.

The Ampico is placed at your disposal, just as it was for Levitzki
and Rachmaninoff—for any comparison you may choose to make.
Then follow your own judgment as did Levitzki, Rachmaninoff,
Godowsky, Moiseiwitsch, Dohnanyi, Schnabel. Rubinstein, Samaroff,
Leginska, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Ornstein, Mirovitch, Nyiregyhazi,
Maier, Pattison, La Forge, Farrar, Kreisler and scores of their

fellow artists.

Kohler & Chase
KNABE AMPICO

San Francisco

Sacramento
Oakland
San Jose

HOTEL WHITCOMB SUNDAY
CONCERT

On Sunday evening. May 13th Hotel
Whitcomb gave one of Us delightful con-
certs with an augmented orchestra under
the direction of Stanislas Bern. The pro-
gram contained a number of excellent
orchestral composition including such
works as Elgar's March Pomp and Cir-
cumstance, Ziehrer's Waltz Wiener Buer-
ger, Wagner's Tannhouser Overture.
Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite, Rimsky-Korsak-
offs Caprice on Spanish Themes and a
selection from Gounod's Faust. Mrs.
Bern revealed that splendid violinistic
virtuosity which she has maintained in
artistic circles tor a number of years and
her vitality affected the orchestra in a
manner to endow it with spontaneous
vitality and fire. A large audience thor-
oughly enjoyed this excellent perform-
ance and Mr. and Mrs. Bem are entitled
to the gratitude of the Whitcomb Hotel
management for the enthusiasm and effi-
ciency which they put into their work.
Augusta Hayden, soprano, was the solo-

ist on this occasion. She sang three
groups of songs, including: (a) What's
in the Air Today (Eden); (b) Homing
(Del Riego), (c) Daffodils a Flowing
(German); (a) Spring Night (Schuman),
(b) Cradle Song (MacFadyen); (a)
Sungi del caro bene (Godard), (b) Guvre
tes yeux bleux (Massenet), (c) Chanson
de I'Adieu (Tosti). Miss Hayden created
just enthusiasm with her fine voice qual-
ity and her sincerity of expression. She
sang with much taste and was recalled
time and time again. In addition to her
artistic triumph she proved to possess
splendid poise and dignity of bearing.

Orchestral accompaniment on second
piano, Miss Simpson.

H. B. Pasmore's talented pupil Gladys-
Mary Campbell sang very successfully
at a concert given in Nevada City on
Saturday evening, May 12th, by Miss
Dora Dooley, pianist, in honor of her
sister, Mrs. Edward Kinne, violinist and
singer of San'la Rosa who is visiting in
Nevada City. The esthetic dancing of
Miss Mary Oliver contributed to making
the concert one of the most artistic af-
fairs ever given in the Northern city.
On the following day Miss Campbell sang
to the violin obligato of Mrs. Kinne, 'the
Bach-Gounod Ave Marie in the Catholic
Church. After the service the congrega-
tion gathered about the portals of the
church in order to express to Miss Camp-
bell their apprecia'tion of her beautiful
voice and singing.

Ray C. B. Brown, music editor of the
San Francisco Chronicle, has been elected
a member of the honorary and advisory
board of the Franco-American Musical
Society. His name was proposed for
membership by E. Robert Schmitz, dur-
ing the French pianist's recent visit here,
and formal notification of unanimous
election by the board of directors was
received from New York last Sunday.
Brown is the flrs't, and. thus far. the only
American music critic to be thus hon-
ored.

Harold Pracht, associated with the
Wiley B. Allen Co., and one of San Fran-
cisco's best known baritones, surprised
his many friends early in April by the
announcement of his marriage to Miss
Hortense Haas. The wedding was strictly
a private one being attended by only
'the nearest relatives and friends. No
doubt our readers gladly join the Pacific
Coast Musical Review in wishing the
couple a very happy and prosperous jour-
ney through life.

Lolita McFarland, lyric soprano, one
of Mme. Johanna Kristoffy's artist pupils,
is meeting with remarkable success
wherever she appears. In addition to
having a beautiful voice which she uses
with great ease and intelligence, she also
possesses a charming personality, and a
delightful stage presence. Miss McFar-
land recently appeared as soloist before
the San Francisco Chamber of Com-
merce, the San Francisco Commercial
Club, The Lions' Club of Berkeley, The
Downtown Merchants' Association, and
the Varsity College Night Entertainment
of Berkeley. Miss Jane Sargent Sands
proved herself on each of the above oc-
casions a very capable and indispensible
accompanist.

Irving Krick, the well known and very
talented young pianist, has been very
busy of late. On April 22nd he played
with much success at 'the T & D Theatre
in Berkeley. Then he appeared on a pro-
gram given by Alameda County 'talent in
Martinez on May 5th, during Alameda
County Music Week. These young artists
were sent to Martinez to entertain Con-
tra Costa County music lovers. On Mon-
day and Tuesday evenings the young
pianist played at one of the leading mov-
ing picture theatres in Oakland. On
Tuesday afternoon. May 8th, he played
under the auspices of the music depart-
ment of the 20th Century Club in Berke-
ley on 'the same program with Mrs. Mary
Carr Moore, Orley See and Mrs. E. E.
Bruner On Thursday, May 10th, he
played for the Newark Country Club in
Newark. On Friday, May Uth, he ap-
peared on a radio program tor the Mer-
cantile Trust Co. of San Francisco. Irving
and Jeanne Krick played at the Masonic
Tem^ple in Oakland on Tuesday evening.
May 15th during an entertainment and
banquet given by the Knights Templar.

Mrs. Nellie Strong Stevenson closed
her course of Illustrated Talks on Modern
Music this week at the Forum Club par
lors with an analysis of ultra modern
composers. During the season Mrs
Stevenson has played some seventy-five
or more piano illustrations, the greater
number of the solo pieces from memory
and the orchestral works in piano ar-
rangements for four hands with the as-
sistance of Mrs. Cecil von Seiberlich
Bowley. The members of the class had
no difficulty in understanding Mrs. Stev-
enson's explanations. They have been
enthusiastic in their appreciation and in-
tend to continue this interesting form of
study for general music lovers next sea-

Mrs. Ethel Long Martin, pupil of Eliza-
beth Simpson, gave a delightful concert
on Monday evening. May 7th, at Miss
Simpson's Berkeley studio as a feature
of the Alameda County Music Week cele-
bration. A large audience was present,
and the following program was most en-
thusiastically received: Gavotte (Gluck-
Brahms)

; Romanze Sherzino, from Fas-
chingsschwank (Schumann); Etude, A
flat (Chopin), Etude, G flat (Chopin),
Ethel Long Martin; Birthday Song
(Woodman), Song of Joy (Cadman), Mrs.
Asa Henion, Mrs. Laura Baker Fake, ac-
companist; Berceuse, Dragon Fly (Palm-
gren). Coming of Spring, Etude Mignonne
(Schuett), Prelude G minor (Rachmanin-
off), Mrs. Martin; The Winds in the
South (Scott), The Rain (Curran), Mrs.
Henion; The Bird-Sermon (Liszt), Fan-
tasie Hongroise (Liszt), Mrs. Martin;

' Jeanne Krick, pianis't and pupil of Mrs.
H. I. Krick, played for the Priscilla Club
of Berkeley on Wednesday afternoon,

I
May 9th, and also played on Friday eve-
;ning. May 11th, on a radio program for
the Mercantile Trust Co. of San Fran-
cisco with her brother Irving Krick.
Helen Goodfellow, another pupil of Mrs.
Krick's, played on Wednesday, May 9th,
for the Priscilla Club and will play on
May 29th for the Oakland Tribune. La
Vona Pritchard, also a Krick pupil, will
play on the same occasion. Lloyd
Kramer, son of Mrs. P. J. Kramer, newly
elected Oakland school director, anolh..r
pupil of Mrs. Krick, played on the Bov
Scouts program in Oakland on Frirhiv
May 11th.

Joseph George Jacobson introdm -1

three of his pupils in the following iii.i

gram at the Hotel Oakland in Oakland
on May 8th: (a) Prelude (Bach), (l,i

Sonate (Beethoven), (c) Erotik (Jacob-
son), (dl Prelude (Chopin), (e) hov
Dream (Lisztl, (f) Prelude C sharp min.ir
(Rachmaninoff), Gladys Ivanelle Wilson-
(a) Prelude (Bach), (b) Nocturne'
(Chopin), (c) Song Without Words (Mpii-
delssohn), (d) Butterfly (Lavallee), Myr-
tle Harriet Jacobs; (a) Prelude (Bach).
(b) The Caravan (Jacobson), (c) Valse
Chromatique (Godard), (d) Marceau in
A flat (Wollenhaupt), (e) Rhapsodic No
6 (Liszt), Sam Rodetsky.

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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Olrtistic Supremacy

oAgain Tiecogmzed
By

Feodore Chaliapin
THE WORLD'S GREATEST SINGER, WHO WILL BE

HEARD IN TWO EXTRAORDINARY RECITALS
IN SAN FRANCISCO

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 20th

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 28th
(Management Selby C. Oppenhcimer)

ONE RECITAL EACH IN

PORTLAND, OREGON, WED. EVENING, MAY 23rd

SEATTLE, WASH., FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 25th

(Management Steers & Conian, Portland)

Chaliapin uses the Baldwin Piano on his

entire American tour.

310 gutter Street, ^an ^ranrisco
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MISUAI. fAI^ENDAR FOR AA EElv MAY 20
MOIVDAV, MAV St

Oi-rtniilc H01.H. proeniiii Ebell Club, L. A.

Musiv Ti-aeherH' AMKOelativn. Charles E,
IVnilierton illreeli* McDowell Club, L. A.

MaiBOret »luu«oii nnd Lawrence Tlbbett on
Gertrude Ro»« proBrnm Ebell Club, L. A.

IjOM Anirelet* Trio Concert - ~ 1^- A.
TUESD.AY, MAY 23

Calnion LubovlNki and Raymond Harmon In
Joint recital Women*s Club, Riverside, Cal.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
Alice ForMyllic Mo«her sln(;s Gertrude Ross

comiioxitlons _ EbeU Club, L. A.
ERID.AY, MAY 25

Frieda Pcyckc, in rccitnL M. E. Church, Pasadena
D«ma Glircy, in recital Zoellner Conservatory, L. A.
lOditii Lillian Clarice and Carolyn Handley,

studio recital Studio, L. A.

LOS ANGELES, May 15.—A few weeks ago I wrote

an article endeavoring to call attention to the fact that

Los Angeles is overgrown with a middle, class popula-

tion not yet in sympathy with music at least to the

extent of paying proper rates for musical education or

patronizing any of the arts as becomes a city of this

size. This article caused considerable comment and
plenty of folks enjoying normal reason have been kind

enough to express appreciation and a willingness to

assist this publication in such constructive measures as

may help the teacher and the resident artist.

There is no use talking. Los Angeles is in an artificial

state. Eventually she is going to take her place in music

with other cities of like size but that time is not yet.

The same conditions that apply to our ridiculous method
of city government, our provincialism, our street cars,

apply to music. We are young and enjoying a remark-

ahle boom but that does not mean that our population

has settled down to a valuation of the more serious side

of mental and character development. A certain publi-

cation has referred to my previous article as a "knock"

from San Francisco. Silly. Just as absurd to continue

to jolly the public and shout the hurrahs when cold

facts prove us still in the infant class.

If I were an attorney and had to brief a statement of

facts to support the contention that—more music
teachers are barely existing in Los Angeles and more
resident artists of acknowledged standing receive less

for their services in Los Angeles than in any other city

in America half its size—I could produce tacts that

would make the judge and jury sit up and take real

notice. That is the trouble. The boomer shouts the

hurrah and the boomited joins in the chorus. The for-

mer intentionally closes his eyes to the truth and the

latter has not had time to wake up.

Let us therefore be fair. We have a large number of

cultured and refined people in Southern California and
a big sprinkling of men and women who have really

accomplished something in the arts, a fair percentage
of successful and well-to-do professional and business

men but also a large percentage of the middle class and
lower middle class, particularly from the Middle West,

SOHME.R

l.L cause of their rare beauty,

tfohmer Period Grands are

objects of art that outwardly

reflect the exquisite musical

qualities which have won

world tame for Sohmer.

Complete FumjsheR of Sui

Los Angeles

SOHMER Representatives

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

John Smallman
John Smallman, conductor of the Los Angeles Oratorio Society

and one of the foremost Concert Baritones and teachers of the

Pacific Coast, recently directed the Oratorio Society in a re-

markably successful presentation of "Samson and Delilah." Mr.
Smallman is an enthusiastic admirer—and uses in his studio and
in all his Concerts the

KNABE
lie ivill aciepi sliidenls during the summer in

his Los Angeles Studio

|FFrZGERALD|B|MU5ICCOJ
HILL STREET XP'^AT 7S.7-7ZQ

Los Angeles

that have never heard of the Philharmonic Orchestra

or have ever spent more than a dollar for a music

lesson for the young one—if the boy or girl does receive

any introduction to music. The sale of phonographs last

year in Los Angeles was better than in any other city

in America. There is hope in that because from canned
beans we often develop more advanced tastes. Piano

sales showed a big increase. The deficit of the Phil-

harmonic this year, it is said, will not be as large as in

former years. The Hollywood Bowl and Hertz has been

a big stimulus. Still the fact remains that there are

more music teachers on the ragged edge in Los Angeles

than in any other large city and when Hugo Kirckhoffer

wrote to his friend fn Cleveland advising him that if

he was making bread and butter there—to stay there

—

because there are too many teachers here fighting for

the butter—or the cream—the genial Hugo was hitting

the nail right on the head.
It is some jump from Los Angeles to Chicago but I

would like to call attention to the silver anniversary of

Harrison Wild, for twenty-five years director of the

Apollo Club of Chicago. I happen to know a little of the

harmony that exists there between musicians and of

the helping hand that Wild has often extended and in

turn received. I refer to this to illustrate the utter

provincialism—the dollar in my mitt—attitude of those

members of the Philharmonic who considered an extra

rehearsal for the Oratorio Society and the sending of

substitutes purely a matter ot "business." Little sym-
pathy has been aroused for these musicians since John
Smallman refused what undoubtedly would have been
their unsatisfactory services. It is true these musicians

were within their legal rights as the society does not

own a big exchecquer and could ill afford to pay the

additional tee demanded for an extra rehearsal. It does

seem though as if those who owe so much to music
could have paid off a mite ot their indebtedness with

a kindly act and a helping hand.
Now let's hike back to Chicago and Harrison Wild.

There are many thousands on the Pacific Coast who
know him well. The celebration ot the silver anniver-

sary in the form of a banquet was attended by over two
hundred prominent musicians and was held May 7th at

the Auditorium Hotel. I extract from a tribute paid by
Miss Lina McCauley: "Theodore Thomas, Frederick

Stock and Harrison Wild are the three men who have
done most to make Chicago the great musical center it

now is." Congratulatory telegrams and letters were
read from all sections of the country, including several

from California with our own Los Angeles leading. The
keynote of the entire evening was expressed in the

harmony of the various interests represented. Too often

musicians are apt to become self-centered and critical

ot others. There is a lesson in this anniversary gather-

ing that could be used to advantage right here. For
the benefit of many ex-Chicagoans now in the Southland

I append some of the details. Appearing on a short

program were Elsa Harthan Arendt, Stella Roberts and
Theodore Harrison. Albert C. Cotsworth discussed Mr.

Wild as an organist and choirmaster, Herman Devries

as a critic and Lina McCauley evolved the musical de-

velopment of Chicago in the past quarter of a century.

In response Harrison Wild emphasized the co-operation

he had received not only within his own organization

but from musicians generally.

Sylvain Noack conducted twenty-five principal mem-
bers ot the Philharmonic Orchestra tor Violet Romer in

Pasadena and the Philharmonic quartette ot which he

is founder gave an interesting concert for the Friday

Morning club within the past few weeks. On Wednes-
day, May 16th, the quartette appeared in Prescott,

L. E. Behymer
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Ariz., on the 21st Mr. Noack appears in Hollywood and

on June 1st in Long Beach.

Sylvain Noack has encouraging news from his tal-

ented pupil Carolyn De Fevre who is studying with Carl

Flesch in Berlin. This news also confirms the tour of

Carl Flesch in America during the coming season. Be-

fore coming to this country Noack was assistant to

Carl Flesch and also a member o£ his quartette.

Zoellner Conservatory students were heard in two
widely separated cities. On Monday evening. May 7th.

Florence Duvall gave a violin recital at Pomona Col-

lege, Claremont, before a large and enthusiastic audi-

ence. On Tuesday, May Sth, Olive Englund, piano, and
Florence Foster, violin, gave a recital in Los Angeles at

the Sentous Junior High School eliciting warm praise

for their splendid work. The three young artists showed
they had received a very thorough training. Having
worked under the Zoellners (Amandus Zoellner. Joseph
Zoellner, St., and Joseph Zoellner, Jr.) the past three

years enables them to give every evidence of the splen-

did instruction they have received from their inter-

nationally known teachers.

Ann Thompson, pianist. Earl IVIeeker, baritone, and
Catherine Jackson, harpist, furnished a delightful pro-

gram for the Pomona Ebell Club last Friday, May llth.

Mme. Newcombe Prindell presented the artists. The
program was as follows: Caro Mio Ben (Giordani), Chi

la Zin Zorella (Paisiello), Credo, Othello (Verdi), Mr.
Meeker; Deux Chansons (Dubez). Ballade (Hassel-

mansl. Miss Jackson; Wolf Dance (Cadman), The Flute

God (Grunnl, Puck (Phillippe), Valse Brilliante (Mana
Zucca), Miss Thompson; La Harpe (Eolienne) (Gode-
froid). Premiere Arabesque (Debussy), Bonrie (Bach),
Miss Jackson; Long Ago (MacDowell), My Menagerie
(Fay Foster). The Shepherdess (Kurt Schindle), The
Last Song (James Rogers), Mr. Meeker.

Gertrude Ross, the beloved California composer and
pianiste, whose compositions have won national renown,
has just finished her new composition The Vision of Sir

Launfal, poem by Lowell, and has dedicated this lofty

Mme. Newcombe

PRINDELL
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Publicity

Personal Representative of Distinguished Artists
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work in loving tribute to the Ebell Club. Mrs, Ross
will present this tor the first time at the Ebell Club on
Monday afternoon. May 21st. The artists who will assist

her are. her young daughter Corinne, who will make her
debut as a reader; Margaret Fischer Monson, mezzo-
soprano, and Lawrence Tibbett, baritone who will re-

turn from Xew York on the 19th inst. In addition to

this composition, each of the assisting artists will alsp

present a group of solos. The entire program of Mrs.
Ross' compositions with Mrs. Ross at the piano is as
follows: Part 1—A Golden Thought, The Goblins, A
Roundup Lullaby, Work, Lawrence Tibbett; Two West-
ern Sketches, Spanish Serenade, Ride of the Cowboy,
Gertrude Ross; Delight of the Out-of-Doors, Sunset in

the Desert, Two Spanish-California Folk Songs, Car-

mela, Old Maid's Song, Margaret Fisher Monson. Part
2—The Vision of Sir Launfal, Sir Launfal and the Leper
sung by Lawrence Tibbett; descriptive songs by Mar-
garet Fischer Monson and the narrative read by Corinne

Ross.
Mrs. Ross is a splendid type of American woman-

hood and is an an excellent example of what clean con-

structive thinking can accomplish. With a daughter
grown, Mrs. Ross is yet only on the threshold of the

big things she hopes to do. Gertrude Ross is as free

from the temperamental outbursts, popularly ascribed

to musicians, and gushings about "Art" as the galloping

cowboys whom she sings about. Artistic living as ap-

plied to her daily lite is what concerns Mrs. Ross, and
her surroundings, her tolerance, her capacity for work
is a reflection of this breadth of vision, this keen desire

for others to see the light as she see it.

Mrs. Ross has been a professional accompanist tor

years and has accompanied such famous artists as Mme.
Schumann-Heink, Clarence Whitehill, Elsa Ruegger,

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte and many others. During

the season of the Philharmonic Orchestra Concerts in

Los Angeles, Mrs. Ross conducted analytic classes of

the programs and they are regarded as unusually in-

teresting and educational. As if all this is not enough

for one woman to do and excel, Mrs. Ross is also a

lecturer who knows her subject well and at the Ebell

Club on Thursday, the 24th of May she will talk on

The Aims and Ideals of American Composers. Appear-

ing with her on this program will be Mrs. Randolph

Hill, Sol Cohen, the violinist; Alice Forsyth Mosher,

the lyric soprano; George Campbell, cellist; Marguerite

Ritter, pianiste, and Hallett Gilberte, the eminent com-

poser.

The Los Angeles Chamber Music Society announces

twelve concerts tor next season, the first to take place

on Friday evening, October 26 and on alternate Fridays

with the Philharmonic orchestra concerts as in the past.

The programs in the main will be presented by the local

artists who form the ensemble. They are the Philhar-

monic quartet, Sylvain Noack, first violin; Henry Sved-

rosky, second violin; Emile Ferir, viola, and Uya
Bronson, violoncello. In L'Ensemble Moderne are Emile

Ferir, viola; Henri De Buescher, oboe, and Blanche

Rogers-Lott. piano; and in L'Ensemble Classique,

Henry Svedrosky, violin, Emil Ferir, viola; Fritz Gail-

lard, violoncello, and Blanche Rogers-Lott, piano. Other

musicians appearing will be Alfred Kastner, harp; An-

dre Marquarre, flute; Pierre Perrier, clarinet; Ernest

Huber, double bass and others. The Society will again

present the London String Quartet, on its way to Hono-

lulu and Australia, and the Chamber Music Society of

San Francisco will close the series in April.

Miss Florence Middaugh, contralto, was soloist on two
interesting programs during the last week. On Tuesday
evening at the Garden Court Apartments a recital pro-

gram was given and on Thursday evening at Fresno, she

was the soloist at a concert given by the Fresno Male
Chorus. Miss Middaugh will again be the soloist for the

Los Angeles Oratorio Society when it presents the Ode
to Music at the Hollywood Bowl on the 27th inst.

Miss Frieda Peycke presents her gifted pupil, Miss

Gretchen Stutzel, in a program of musical readings at

the Kramer studios Tuesday night. May 22.

Music Week Festival—On May 19th the executives of

State and City will officially proclaim and inaugurate

Music Week in Los Angeles. This Festival will hold

forth to the 26th and will open with a pageant over

three miles long of band floats, childrens' choruses,

mounted guards and heralds—a spectacle of beauty,

light and splendor. More than 2300 professional instru-

mentalists have offered their services to make Music

Week the greatest in the history of the State. Thirty

concerts every noon and night are scheduled at Persh-

ing Square and other parks in Los Angeles. Among
those groups who will take part in this share of Music
Week entertainment are Grauman's Orchestras from the

Metropolitan. Rialto and Hollywood Egyptian Theatres.

Loews State Orchestra, the California Theatre Orches-

tra of 50 pieces, the Elks Band, the Police and Fire-

men's Band, the Los Angeles High School Band, the

Salvation .\rmy and Shrine Bands.

At the Hollywood Bowl at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon,

May 20th, the Hollywood Community Chorus, in charge

of Mrs. J. J. Carter, will present a community sing in-

cludi'ng 50,000 voices, the greatest ever held at the Bowl.

On the program tor that afternoon there will appear

the Los Angeles Industrial Chorus, under Miss Ruth A.

Sable, 500 N'egro voices blended in Southern melodies.

Such nationally known artists as Charles Wakefield

Cadman and i\Irs. Carrie Jacobs Bond will participate.

The Los Angeles Rotary Club will carry the spirit of

music into the Orphan Asylums, hospitals. Home for

the Aged. Soloists, glee clubs, band and choral societies

will visit every institution of this kind in the city.

>^ CmehlRKELCompamj |1#
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A thousand concerts are planned for Music Week and
these concerts will be offered to the lovers of music
without a charge of any sort being made. One of the

officials in explaining the purpose of Music Week said:

"The War showed the world the value of music. In

camp, on the front line and back home America said

it with a song. Poor in national airs, a nation ricB in

sentiment spontaneously seized the melodies of the

people and incorporated them into its work, to make
play of it. Two years ago Los Angeles felt the inspira-

tion and capitalized it into a week of song. It was then
an experiment, but the favorable reaction of an entire

populace showed that music was an integral part of life.

The beautiful home of Mrs. Frederick K. Stearns, at

722 Cresent drive will be the scene of a splendid benefit

concert. May 22, when Madame Estelle Heartt Dreyfus,

well known contralto, will give a musical program from
11 to 12 o'clock. The proceeds of the concert will go
toward the building of the Beverly Hills Women's Club.

Leopold Godowsky, famous pianist, is returning next
week from the Orient, following a concert tour around
the world on which he has been absent many months.

Sylvain Noack conducted twenty-five members of the

Philharmonic Orchestra tor Violet Romer, artistic

dancer of Pasadena, on April 20th.

The Philharmonic Quartet of which Mr. Sylvain

Noack is founder and first violinist, will give interesting

concerts June 1st in Long Beach, and May 21st in Holly-

wood. The Philharmonic Quartet gave a concert in

Prescott, Arizona, May 16th.

Helena Lewyn, pianiste. and Mischa Velin, violinist,

gave a joint recital recently at the Ambassador Theatre,

closing the series of Spring Morning Musicales given
under the direction of Mr. G. H. O'Brien of New York
City.

The Carl Bronson Singers will hold forth at the

Gamut Theatre, presenting an unusually interesting

program under the direction of Miss Marion Bronson,
who will herself sing some of the scenes from Madame
Butterfly, with Ruth Bronson as Suzuki. Carl Bronson
will give a short talk on atmosphering art with the

forces. Others appearing on the program are Lucy
Merz, who with Ruth Bronson will dance some of their

interpretative classics; Harold Salisbury, the baritone,

will sing a group of songs; Miss Lucile Stanley will

perform a violin group. Miss Laura DuVal will sing the

Charpentier aria from Louise, Miss Frances R. Young,
contralto, will sing some Hindu songs; Mr. Harrison
Hopkins will sing a tenor aria, and Miss Nell Stegner
will preside at the piano.

Sibley G. Pease, secretary of the Organist's Guild,

has announced that a convention under the auspices of

the Guild will be held in Los Angeles the last week in

June, to which all organists of the State of California

are invited.

Calmon Luboviski, violinist, will give a recital the
evening of May 2Sth at the Ebell Club auditorium. He
will be assisted by May McDonald Hope, pianiste. Mr.
Luboviski will present two of his artist pupils on the
same program, Lois Putlitz. aged 12, and Harry Zagon,
aged 15. With them, Mr. Luboviski will play the Vivaldi
Concerto tor three violins and piano.
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California Theatre—One o£ the finest theatre concerts
heard in Los Angeles is presented by Carli Elinor this
week at the California theatre. Opening the program is

a colorful selection from Puccini's masterful opera La
Boheme. Puccini's music is modern without being ultra-
modern, and as played by Elinor, tlie score contains
melodies of the most appealing kind. The second selec-
tion is number 5 of the suite of Hungarian dances by
Brahms. This dance is particularly well adapted to an

orchestra of the type of Elinor's and the conductor has
given the selection all that can be asked for. November
Rose, the closing number on the concert program is

one of the new type of fox trots that are becoming a
rage with the lovers of the modern dance. The melody,
animated and easily remembered, is harmonized so as
to accentuate the melodic pattern but its chief reason
for popularity is the varied and seductive rhythms.

YOUR PROGRAM

By Anil Deep
The compiling of your concert program is a difBcuIt,

though pleasurable, task, involving thought and re-
search that it may be artistic, educational and of gen-
eral interest. A few of the main factors follow. The
first consideration is to select songs which suit you

—

your voice, temperament and, as far as possible, per-
sonality. Grade your ability and never sing any number
which taxes all you possess: or you will never be able
to impart that finished and satisfying lustre so neces-
sary to your audience's full enjoyment. Sing no song
because others do, sing it only if you like it so well you
would rather be singing that, at the time, than any
other song written; in this way only can you find its
life and soul, for a fine song contains and should ex-
press both.

Beware of transposed versions; with few exceptions
a song, particularly a well written one, is suitable only
for the type of voice tor which it was originally in-
tended. This is especially true of our old classics. Their
writers understood voice and wrote accordingly. The
program should include songs by our noted American
composers, some of our local composers being among
the best of them.
A few light numbers always include, they add piquan-

cy and vim to any program, besides which they are
like small diamonds set in your platinum ring (be sure
they are diamonds and not paste) and throwing into
full relief your stone of many carats. This stone i. e.

your large or heavy number, should never be selected
haphazard, nor should it be a number you have only
been personally acquainted with for a few months. You
should have known and worked on it from three to
five years at least if you expect to extract its true es-
sence. So, you sing it, not as a number learned but
as one you individually conceived and extemporaneously
present. This should be true in a relative manner of
each and every song you sing.

Classics, yes, not alone the old reliables, but if your
choice of songs be well selected, they should all be, in
their way, classics, if not of this generation, a tew
later. In compiling, use contrast, life itself is made of
such; the darkness of night makes the sunlight seem
doubly bright.

Once your numbers are selected, sing, sing, sing them
over hundreds of times, not always with an instrument
accompanying you. Sing your whole program away
from it, this way you can be sure of commanding its
control and not vice versa. Then, if the real love be in
your heart, you will enjoy a happiness beyond all
earthly ones; the happiness of feeling you are giving out
that which has been showered on you.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street

Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Angele.

Telephone Kearny 3598

CHALIAPIN SINGS DIVERSIFIED PROGRAM

Impressed with the unusual interest shown in Rus-
sian songs, and assured by Manager Selby C. Oppen-
heimer, who conferred with him in Los Angeles last
week, that he will be greeted in San Francisco by audi-

ences of nearly ten thousand people at each of his
recitals in the Exposition Auditorium, tomorrow after-
noon and again on Monday night. May 28th, Feodor
Chaliapin, the superb Russian singing artist, has con-
sented to deviate in a measure from his usual program
policy of following inspiration in the choice of his songs.
When Oppenheimer explained to Chaliapin that there
had been so many requests from singers and students
to know just what songs and arias might be given to-
morrow, so that they might familiarize themselves with
the Russian musical texts, the famous Russian consent-
ed to mark in his "Word Book'' some forty songs and
arias, from which he will choose the twenty-five or odd
songs that he will use tomorrow, thus restricting his
program from selections from a full two hundred com-
positions to a limit of the choicest morsels in his reper-
toire. In choosing these forty Chaliapin says it still
leaves him the opportunity to follow his mood, or as he
puts it himself, "The dictation of his heart."

His list contains three of Moussorgsky's greatest
songs, including the Dance of Death and Midnight
Burial of a Friend. Among the others that are marked
are Tschaikowsky's Night and the Nightingale, Racham-
ninoff's aria from the quaint gypsy opera Aleko, love
melodies by Glazounow, Dargomijinski, Kennemann,
Rubinstein, Korganoft, Lisbin, etc. Then there will be
the famous Volga Boatman's Song, Glinka's Midnight
Review and Schumann's Two Grenadiers. When the
King Goes Forth to War and The Song of the Flea, the
two remarkable Russian compositions which Chaliapin
has given on all of his programs in this country, will
of course be included in the fare that he will serve to
San Franciscans. Works by Beethoven, Schubert and
Grieg, as well as Mozart's lovely Register aria from Don
Juan are also promised gems.
Max Rabinowitsch, the celebrated Russian pianist,

will serve in the double capacity of accompanist and
assisting artist at the Chaliapin recitals. Rabinowitsch
is said to be a pianist of unusual gifts, and to capably
uphold the standards and traditions of the Chaliapin
entertainments. His programmed contributions for to-
morrow include Goldstein's paraphrase on a Strauss
Waltz, a Chopin Valse and an etude by Scriabin.
Chaliapin will appear three times on the program, which
is oftener than is his habit of appearing on recital pro-
grams anywhere, for each group in which he sings con-
sists sometimes of as many as a dozen selections. To-
morrow's program promises a memorable day for those
who attend, and it is promised that for his recital on
May 28th, Chaliapin will render a program almost en-
tirely different from tomorrow's event, yet including
those of his numbers which register immediate popu-
larity.

Tomorrow's tickets are obtainable at Sherman, Clay
& Co.'s store today. In the morning four ticket win-
dows will be opened at the Auditorium at ten o'clock,
and at one-thirty eight doors will be opened so as to
handle the throngs expeditiously and to avoid crowding.

Articles of General Musical Interest

^ PocillcThese arli.
Muxlrnl Revieiv by LeRoy V. Brant, director of TheInstitute of Music of San Jose. Mr. llrant Ti-IU bepleased to treat here subjects of general musical
Interest. Anyone desiring an article on any par-
i'^rJi "'';''''.'.. "!"' ^"""""nicnte with Mr. Brant,care The Institute of Music, South Second streetat .San Salvador, San Jose.

AN ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION OF MODERN
MUSICAL TENDENCIES

(Continued from last week)
The line between dissonance and consonance is not

at all sharply drawn. When we sound a single note we
have as nearly a perfect consonance as it is possible
to get. When we sound the note with its octave we still
have a good consonance. When we sound the fifth, the
third, the sixth, we still have consonance, though
not so perfect. When we sound the minor seventh we
enter the realm of dissonance, though this same minor
seventh used in combination with certain other tones
produces a beautiful effect. When we use the ninth we
have still more dissonance, though that is still one of
the most beautiful of chords, when properly used. And
so we might multiply instances, and point out no more
than that which has already been suggested, that dis-
sonance is largely relative.

Yet, it would appear, there must be some point at
which the benefits of dissonance are overbalanced by its
bad features. And here is where the whole argument
of the racdernist begins. More of that later.
We next proceed to the matter of the outstanding

features of our present system of music. I think it would
be safe to say that any thoughtful musician would say
that tonality is the greatest single feature of our present
system; that is, the system of Bach, Beethoven, and
Brahms. By tonality, I mean the setting of some par-
ticular note as the keynote about which a composition
is evolved.

It appears to me that it is unnecessary to argue as
to the benefits we have derived from our system of
tonality. The beautiful effects, the shades of contrast,
the suggestions of strength, which we have been able

/^ KAJETAN ATTL
/JT ^B\ SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

^jp SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

l^Hp^^W/ ^or Concert Elnsaeements

^ y Secretary and Manager of
\ y K. A (II, Room 1004 Kohler
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Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelas 1678

SieHajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO 1

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDG
SAN FIXANCISCO

IL €:
to derive by the use of this system speak tor them-
selves. Still, the world moves on, and modernists tell
us that we must throw overboard much of that which
we have cherished in music, among other things our
system of tonality. And what do we answer?

It appears to me that we are facing a period in com.
position when the field of tonality is to be greatly en-
larged. Almost every great composer, acknowledged as
such, has gone further along these lines than his prede-
cessors. Beethoven surely went boldly ahead of the mark
set by Mozart, and Brahms went even further than Bee-
thoven. I may say in passing, however, that the question
as to whether Beethoven produced more beautiful music
than that of Mozart is one which is open to debate. How-
ever that may be. it is almost sure that there are effects
to be had, and beauties to be experienced, by the en-
larging of the fields of tonality, and that our modern
composers, and those yet unborn, will search out these
fields, and use that material which they find. Some of
our modernists tell us, however, that we must entirely
do away with the idea of tonality. They say that we
should use a twelve-toned scale, and consider nothing as
a keycenter. It appears to me that in this the advocate
of the system defeats his own end. He desires greater
freedom, and he desires new effects. If he has no
keycenter he is not taking on himself a new garment,
but using that which was discarded by the mighty Bach
several hundred years ago. In the days of long ago
there was no such thing as tonality, and although the
lack of tonality as it then existed and the same thing as
it would now be suggested differ in some respects in the
main essentials the two system would be alike.
On tlie other hand the employment of tonality, but in

a much freer manner, will give to future composers a
device for novelty, and also doubtless real artistic
beauty, such as they will find will produce the effects
they so much desire. I do not state this as a settled
fact, but merely as my opinion reached after a good
deal of thought.

THE LORING CLUB

The fourth and concluding concert of the forty-sixth
season of The Loring Club is announced for the evening
of Tuesday, May 22, at the Scottish Rite Auditorium.
The program contains a number of important compo-

sitions for men's voices, among these being Arthur
Foote's Bedouin Song and The Farewell of Hiawatha
(in which the solo will be sung by James E. Ziegler).
The Song of the Sou-wester and The Little Admiral by
Charles Villiers Stantard, the soloists in those two
being P. H. Ward and George Krull and Rheinberger's
Saint John's Eve.
Among the compositions new 'to The Loring Club

programs to be sung on this occasion are Edwin Schultz'
Forest Harps, the tenor soloist in which will be G. A.
Rogers, and Barnby's Sweet and Low as arranged for
chorus of men's voices by John Hyatt Brewer.
Another feature will be Mair's Suorai's Song, an mv.tr-

com^panied chorus sometimes in eight parts; while I). li,

Moody's setting of Clarence Urmy's lyric Dusk is ni
special interest in that this is a setting of lines of a
California poet by a member of The Loring Club; and
by request Henry Hadley's The Musical Trust will be
included in the program. Mr. Ziegler will sing a group
of songs by Wallace A. Sabin and Frederick Mauer,
accompanied by the composers.
The accompaniments will be Benjamin Moore, piano,

and eight strings with William F. Laraia as principal
violin, the concert being directed by Mr. Sabin.
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ROSA PONSELLE'S TRIUMPH
iC.ntinued from page 1. column 4)

mentalist in his piano work. His Wag-
nerian transcription lacked positiveness

and torce. Teclinically. too, he did not

always overcome obstacles with ease and
craftsmanship. But as accompanist he

proved quite a dependable pillar for the

soloist to lean upon. The second Ponselle

concert will take place at the Civic Audi-

torium on Wednesday evening. May 23rd

when the following program will be pre-

sented: Aria from William Tell (Ros-

sini), Rosa Ponselle; (a) Nel Cor Piu

non mi sento (G. Paisiello), (b) Chi Vuol

la Zingarella (1741-1S16) (G. Paisiello),

(c) Stille Thranen (Schumann), (d)

Celle je le prefere (Fourdrain), Rosa
Ponselle; Wotan's Farewell and Magic
Fire Music from Die Walkure (Wagner-
Tyroler), William Tyroler; Aria, Ernani
Involami from Ernani (Verdi), Rosa
Ponselle; (a) Spinning Song from The
Flying Dutchman (Wagner), (b) Dedica-

tion (Schumann-Liszt), William Tyroler;

(a) At the Ball (Tschaikowsky), (b) A
Memory (Rudolph Ganz), (c) The Piper

of Love (Molly Carew), Rosa Ponselle.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

"Johnny Get Your Gun," a rollicking

comedy of thrills and satire, which had
Its premier at the Alcazar, will again be

the attraction at that theatre beginning

next Sunday matinee. May 20th. The play

was written especially for Louis Benni-

son, who is now filling a starring engage-
ment at the O'Farrell street playhouse.

It is the work of Edmund Lawrence
Burke, and after a noteworthy success

here, it was presented in New York, en-

joying a long run.

Bennison won fame and success with

this vehicle throughout the country and
in it he will be found at his best. He will

be seen as Johnny Wiggins, a big-hearted

cow-puncher who turns stunt rider for a
movie outfit. His delineation of this part

gained for him the commendation of the

dramatic critics of the nation and started

him on the road to stardom.

Fun of the bright breezy sort, mingled
with distinctly novel and original situa-

tions and rapid fire developments com-
bine to make "Johnny Get Your Gun" an
unusual entertaining offering. Indeed,

there are said to be laughs in nearly

every line.

Nana Bryant will have a delightful

role as the leading feminine characteriza-

tion, and an augmented cast is required.

This week Bennison is giving a clever
interpretation of the dual role in "The
Masquerade!-," which is enjaylng good
business. The final performance will be
given Saturday night.

THE ONLY GIRL AT THE RIVOLI

An Unusually Entertaining Farce to Be
Feature at Hartman-Steindorff

Comic Opera Co.

The exceptionally successful musical
farce. The Only Girl, will be the next
Rivoli production. This is the third of

a series of the lighter productions which
Ferris Hartman and Paul Steindorff are
to stage during the spring and summer
season. The Only Girl is unique among
light operas by reason of the fat't that it

combines a consistent and humorous plot
with an exceptionally brilliant score. The
piece may be described as a musical rom-
ance. The plot concerns a woman-hating
author and a man-hating female com-
poser. Through circumstances they are
drawn together and eventually disillu-

sionize each other. The big comedy
scenes in the piece, however, take place
in the disillusionment which follows the
marriage of three idealistic bachelors.
The scene in which they describe the
merits of their fiancees and the follow-
ing scene in which they relate their ad-
ventures after marriage are among the
funniest ever written tor the American
stage.

The enormously popular song. When
You're Away, is one of the musical num-
bers in The Only Girl. Another song
which has attained wide popularity is the
topical number called When You Got a
Ball and Chain Around Your Ankle. The
Only Girl is the sort of a show that is
guaranteed to provide a laugh a minute.
It is ideally adapted for theatre parties.

It your organization has not yet taken
advantage of the generous profit-sharing
terms offered by the Rivoli, it will pay
you to get in touch with Mr. Grandjean,
the Treasurer, at the earliest possible
moment. Attention of the Rivoli patrons
is also called by the management to the
fact tha't the regular Sunday matinee has
been eliminated and a special bargain
matinee substituted for Wednesday, at
which all seats are placed on sale at 25
and 50 cents.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.
MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:

902 KOHLER A CH.l$E: BLDG.
^RII PrnnolN<*o Phone: Kenrny K4!M

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FKAXCISCO BANK)

SAVINCS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and .\ssociated .Savings

Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees* Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haiglit and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter \^7A}
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.
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DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, e03-«04 KOHI.ER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny^ &454

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrews Chareb
Voice Cnltnre. Piano. S88 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 2079. Kohler & Chase Bids.,
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny 54rV4.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Pledn

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.tMATIC CONTRALTO

cesses In America. Address I.SOI California
St.. San Francisco. Telephone Prospect :{ti20

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annoances the opening of her new Resi-
dence Stndio, Clark Apt*.. .\pt. 28—138
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone Prospect
0O31. Fridays. »02 Kohler iS: Chase Bids.
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SOPRANO .\ND TE.ACHER

Pupil of
De Reszke and Percy Hector Stephens

Studio. 703 Heine Blde» 408 Stockton St.
Res. Sttidio—004 Second Avenue

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

Phone Filln

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Classes for Violin

Studio BulldinE, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 7.'»7

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement .Mu»ic School)

34.^r» Saerameino wt. Phone h'lllniore SftW

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SInKlnE. 32 Lorclta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler .£
Chase Bldg„ S. F. Telephone Kearny .%4M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololMt, Temple Gmana El. Con-
cert and Church \Vork. Vocal Instrnc-
tlon. 3.1311 Clay St., Phone Weat 4800.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACC(>MP.\NIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 4100 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 4I.',3 Howe St, Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3492

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher. Head of Aiolin Dcpt.,

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.\CHI5R OK VOICE

S42S Pine St- Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1463 Fulton Street. Fillmore 2657

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1S95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE PtFirtieFt

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park ."469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blvd. Phone Pacific 3561

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYWAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED .\.ND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St, Sutter 6356

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished Amepican Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

espotiltlon of technical

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
'reNentf* fiinilanicntui muNic prfnciplCN In a definite and lueld way, commenelne
vlth flrnl-Krade pleeen bul i>roKre»»lnB rapidly I

ind exprcMHlon prolileniN and ihe creation of eood taMte.
PKICk;. OOc.

HENRY GROBE, 135-1S3 Kearny Street.

Representath'C for the Clayton F. Suinmy Publicolions.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCtlltlPANIST

1128 Cheatnot Street
Telephone Proapect 4932

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you Nntiftfled with your teacher?
Can he place you before the public?
Are you MatUfled with your progreuft?

'JAWf"
If in doubt, consult Mr. Boga

Europe 'fvith the tenchem of
BlHpham, etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio. Church and
Concert.

24. 1»2», about "Chnrlela

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 6464

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should
announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-
mediately before the end of this season and during the
summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by WasTC Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A Ckase Bldv-

2518H Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 181<»

PONSELLE
Sensationally Successful Singer

AT BARGAIN PRICES
SOc to $1.00

Front Rows, Main Floor, $2.00

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, AT 8:30 P. M.

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM

Tickets at Sherman, Clay & Company
Management Frank W. Healy

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,
are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamhn Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

^gy'BAUeD®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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CHALIAPIN'S VOICE AND ART MAKE SENSATIONAL IMPRESSION
Six Thousand Cheering Music Lovers Pay Homage to Distinguished Russian Basso—Artist Mingles Beauty of Voice With

Emphatic Emotional Declamation and Very Plastic Facial Expression—Does Not Indulge in Needless Exaggera-
tions—Tone Production, Breathing, Diction and Intonation Represent Highest Ideals of Vocal Art—Is

Master in Attaining Thrilling Climaxes—Predominates in Exploitation of Russian Folk Songs
and Operatic Arias—Reveals Striking Contrasts in Alternating Pathos and Humor

BY ALFRED METZGER

About six thousand mu.sic lovers assembled at the

Exposition Auditorium last Sunday afternoon to welcome
Feodor Chaliapin, announced prior to his visit as Russia's

greatest singer. Since we have not heard every great
singer hailing from Russia and since there are many
great Russian artists of all varieties of musical en-

deavor we do not know whether Chaliapin is Russia's

greatest singer, furthermore we do know it is impossible
to regard any artist as the greatest in the world. But
we do know that Chaliapin is certainly a master of his

craft and an artist of rare accomplishments, even of

genius, after hearing him last Sunday. Right in the
beginning we must say that we received a pleasant sur-

prise when Chaliapin began to sing. Judging from other
so-called acting Russian singers more especially after
hearing Vladimir Rosing, we expected that Chaliapin
would employ the same exaggeration, the same top-

heavy dramatic frenzy, the same disregard for vocal
beauty that some of these ultra modem vocalists have
displayed. It was with a deep sense of relief that we
found Chaliapin following strictly within the legitimate
lines of artistic vocal expression.

In the first place he has a magnificent, rolling, res-

onant and flexible bass voice of a somewhat heavier
timbre than that of a basso cantante and a somewhat
lighter quality than that of a basso profundo. However,
the vastness of the auditorium may have affected the
volume and compass of the voice so that in a smaller
space it may assume the characteristics of a profundo
voice. But above all notwithstanding the ponderous
character of the voice it was handled with a lightness of
"touch" as it were and an eveness in passing from the
low to the middle and from the middle to the high
tones which only the greatest artists reveal in their
performances.

There are so many excellent Qualities in Mr. Chalia-
pin's vocal expressions and there are so many students
that should be able to appreciate these qualities that
we are greatly tempted to enumerate them in the order
of their introduction to our senses. First of all we noted
a magnificent mezzo voce and judiciously covered high
tones. It is easy enough to sing loud, but to sing soft
and retain the color and sonority and character of voice
—that is the acme of singing. The high tones of even
the greatest bassos are not always pure and clear, but
those of Chaliapin are the essence of vocal beauty,
flexibility and pliancy. His head tones are examples of
tonal purity and the resonance of his middle and low
tones is indeed a feast to behold. At no time does
Chaliapin's voice lose its robust character as a genuine
basso, and nevertheless it is applied with equal effect
to dramatic and lyric situations.

The variety of his expression is a marvel to behold.
There is nothing in the gamut of emotions that does
not receive realistic interpretation at the hands of this
great singer. Humor and pathos, tears and laughter,
sorrow and satyre all receive their attention in a man-
ner that is never lost by his audience which hangs
eagerly on every tone that escapes his throat. And
while Chaliapin occasionally emphasizes specially ac-
centuated sentiments with vivid facial expression and
occasional dramatic gestures, he never exaggerates
these elocutionary accents unduly, nor in a manner to
mar the artistic finesse of his delivery. Whatever ges-
ture or mimicry is employed by Chaliapin is merly an
attempt to put on a little heavier color when the occa-
sion demands. And this slight difference between exag-
geration and natural verisimilitude of emotional ex-
pression represents the highest form of declamatory
art. The difference between artistic "vulgarity" or
"coarseness" and refinement is so small that most mod-
ern singers fail to remain on the straight line.
Another most admirable trait in Chaliapin's vocal art

is his truly extraordinary breath control. His sustained
tones are marvels of evenness and exactitude of pitch.
In the Volga Boat Song he begins one of these sustained
tones, holds it in one breath and before ending attains
a truly thrilling crescendo—all in one breath. He did
this several times during the afternoon and every time
with a perfection of execution that was truly admirable.

Another decidedly remarkable trait of Chaliapin's vocal
art is bis diction. At the time the Russian Opera Com-
pany was here we received the impression that the
Russian language was unpleasantly gutteral and nasal.
No such impression could have been received from
Chaliapin's enunciation. It was musical, and reminded
one somewhat of the Italian. And by the way when
singing in Italian Chaliapin strangely enough became
occasionally just a bit nasal in his enunciation, while in
Russian this quality never asserted itself.

Of course his Russian folk songs and operatic arias
proved to be the most authoritative and moat impressive
phase of his performance. Without undue exaggeration
he obtains the depth of emotionalism that other so-called
modern Russian artists only obtain with the most an-
noying exertion of muscular power. His attainment of

humorous effects is the acme of refinement, as for

pho

ianlHt Who
Ovnlion After Playing the
iient of the TNehaikowMky
I H llh the People's Sym-

ehe» Re

instance in his matchless interpretation of the Song of

the Flea which might so easily become coarse but
which under Chaliapin's skillful treatment attains a
most unique phase of refined humor. His manner of

laughing in itself is a work of art.

In addition to his thoroughly artistic expression and
exemplary mode of singing Chaliapin was the personifi-

cation of graciousness and gentility. A disarming smile
wreathed his countenance every time he entered the
stage and notwithstanding the apparent greed and
rapacity of his audience that seemed never to get
enough Chaliapin never for a moment lost his equanim-
ity and good nature. He is singer, actor, gentleman and
showman combined. No wonder the auditorium rang
with the cheers of the audience and huge crowds sur-

rounded the stage after the conclusion of the program
overwhelming the great basso with ovations and demon-
strative exhibition of admiration.
Max Rabinowitsch played the accompaniments. He

proved to be an artist of rare attainments during his

task of accompanying Chaliapin. He accentuated every
nuance of emotion. He followed the spirit of the com-
position. He fathomed the depths of the artist's varying

moods. In short his pianistic assistance was more in the
form of an ensemble performance than a detached in-

strumental interpretation besides the soloist's vocal
effort. As soloist, however, Mr. Rabinowitsch did not
quite attain the heights that distinguished his accom-
paniments. The Strauss waltz lacked definite accents
and suave phrasing. In addition it was somewhat too
fast. Technically the artist is certainly most facile.

He employs the explosive touch the hammer-like
application of the finger tips on the keys, instead of
the newer school of pressure-touch which really pro-
duces a more soft and velvety tone quality. Technically
nothing is too difficult nor too swift for him. He plays
quick chromatic runs and octaves with a velocity and
accuracy truly astounding. It is only in his deliberate-
ness of phrasing and adequate accentuation in solo
numbers wherein we can not always agree with him.

Mr. Chaliapin selected his songs from a repertoire of
seventy-six. Following are the numbers he interpreted:
Song—A Toast to the Sun and to Love (Glazounow),
Aleko (Rachmaninoff), The Two Grenadiers (Schu-
mann), The Midnight Review (Glinka), The Govern-
ernmont Clerk (Dargomizhsky), Oh Could I But Express
in Song (Malashkin), My Dwelling Place (Aufenthalt)
(Schubert), Aria, Pretty Lady from Don Giovanni
(Mozart), In Questa Toniba (Beethoven), Russian Con-
vict Song (Folk Song arranged by Karatigin), She
Laughed (Lishin), When the King Went Forth to War
(Koeneman), Volga Boat Song (Russian Folk Song
adapted by Kennemann), Mephisto's Song of the Flea
(Moussorgsky), and a Russian Folk Song which is not
in the book. Altogether he sang fifteen songs and two
or three encores after the conclusion of the program.

We should like to add that we have never heard In
Questa Tomba sung more impressively. It was a won-
derful demonstration of legato singing, The Two Grena-
diers and She Laughed (Sie lachte) were heard here
by Dr. Wullner, but Chaliapin gave them an entirely dif-

ferent interpretation and yet just as impressive and
gripping, attaining truly thrilling climaxes. The Govern-
ment clerk was indeed an example of humorous inter-
pretation. You simply could not help laughing. If you
Iiave not heard Chaliapin sing that bouffo aria from
Don Giovanni you really have no conception what
.Mozart singing means when done by a great basso. It

was the acme of limpidity and grace. It was irresisti-

ble. Schubert's Afenthalt seemed to us a bit too heavy
and also a bit too fast. Somehow the purely lyric char-
acter of the song and its dainty poetry was not quite
attained by the artist. In the Russian Boat Song, The
Volga, Chaliapin attained quite an effect in crescendo
and diminuendo describing the approach, the passing
and departure of the boatman. It was splendidly done.

MARION FRAZER'S ARTISTIC SUCCESS

Miss Marion Frazer. the exceptionally gifted young
pianist, who has forged ahead so rapidly in this part
of the State, "joth as artist and teacher, was the soloist
with the People's Symphony Orchestra under the direc-
tion of Alexander Saslavsky recently and scored a de-
cided triumph. She played the first movement of the
Tschaikowsky concerto and aroused her audience to
well justified demonstrations of enthusiasm. Her tech-
nical as well as emotional faculties thoroughly fitted
her to give this brilliant composition an adequately
artistic interpretation. The enthusiasm she aroused was
real as could easily be ascertained from the spontaneous
and prolonged applause. Anna Cora Winchell had this
to say of Miss Frazer's interpretation in her review of
the concert published on April 27th in the San Francisco
Journal: "Miss Marion Frazer, still a very young girl,

if one may judge by her unsophisticated manner, played
the Tschaikowsky B fiat minor concerto. Its technical
exactions are tremendous and the young, supple fingers
demonstrated a remarkable combination of strength and
flexibility. Passages which challenge experience were
given with clarity and double octaves were taken with
a rapidity almost unbelievable and with great evenness.''
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

ShermanMay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

GEORGIA KOBER
ame:rican pianist

studio: 30r>-Mr. Sutter St.

Tel. KearnT 5903, IVeanesdays and Thursdaya

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillasa, Director

A. I.. Arttsues, Pres.t LouU Aleerln, Vtce-Prea.

Unexeelled facilities for the Mtudr of music in ail

its brnnelics. Large Pipe Orgran. Recital Hail.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco, Cal. Plione n'est 4737

Msinning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 Washlnston Street Telephone Fiilmor

DOUGLAS SOULE.-Pianist

and E. Robert Schmltx ( Nen York). Studio: IU05
Kohler & Chase Bide., Wed. & Sat. MornlnKS. Tel.
Kearnr S4&4. Res. phone Piedmont 7««.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacb«r of Plnno. Orsan, Harmony. OreanLit and Mnvlcal
Director of Flmt Prenbyterlan Chnrch. Alameda. Home
Stvdio: HIT PART STRRETT. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
«da 155. ThnrBdaya. Merrln

Oakhuid. Telephone Piedmont 2T7a.
chool, 5(»7 Eldorado Ave.,

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.

ADOLF GREGORY, Direotor

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

OllU'lal organist I':xnosltIon
and choir director St. Lulcc
orgianist ConiC^reeatlon Beth

Auflltorlum, OTstmlHt
's Episcopal Church,
Israel. Plnno and

>ach. Available for

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

Teacher of Singing. Complete Course of Operatic Traln-
Ing. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

—Endorsed by Bon
in Dramatic Depor
3nd Spanish spoke
studio—4U4 Coloni

th Caruso and Tetrazzlnl
•aches pupils vocally and
—Italian, English, French

ve„ Phone Garfield 227U

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
SAN R.VFAEI,, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thoroueh and Prosrressive
Puhllc School Music. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

MADAM MACKAY-CAISTELL
COXCERT COACH—VOCAI, TECHNIQUE

SIIPER-DICTIOV
Director Calvary Presbyterian Chornt Society.

Furthe Inforn AVe 1000.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register
with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are
able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
are eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrpanUt Temple Emanu Bi, First Church of Christ Scl-
entUt, Director Loring Club. S. F., U'ed„ 1617 California!
St.. Phone Franlflla 2«(Ktt Sat.. First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307 1 Res. studio* 3142 Lewlstoa i

A^e.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242N.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrltt, Oakland

Complete Conservnlory Course—Piano. Harp, Violin,
Tello. Voloe. ronnterpolnt. Harmony. Hlwtory

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training:

740 Pine St. Phone DouElas 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON &. CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES

Phone Berk. 4e80-W
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

FRESNO STEPS INTO LINE

As will be seen by reading the letter on page
;en of this issue the San Joaquin Valley tnusical

rerritory has been added to the field included by
:he Pacific Coast Musical Review. While the
jrincipal city in this territory is Fresno, the
rorrespondcnt, Lilian Turney Hays, will include

:en cities in her district. Like Mrs. Huggins, our
San Jose correspondent, includes a number of

:ities in the Santa Clara X'alley and as far South
IS Santa Cruz. The territory of which Fresno
s the center is specially fertile in musical en-
leavors and really must be included among the
Host musical centers in California. For a long
;ime the Pacific Coast Musical Review wanted
epresentation in that vicinity in order to show
;hc otlier communities in California what Fresno
ind vicinity accomplishes in music. We know
:hat our readers will be surprised at the spirit

ind enterprise which is so characteristic of the
San Joaquin \''alley. and we feel that in Mrs.
Hays we have the right representative.

OUR SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN

Our plans and preparations for our big sub-
scription campaign to be conducted during June,
ruly and .\ugust are now completed. The prizes
set aside for students and teachers who will par-
ticipate in this campaign to the extent of adding
:hree thousand subscribers to our list in Northern
California are surely worth working for. If any-
Jne has any ambition at all he or she should be
5ager to secure the first prize of a $1575 Knabe
jrand piano, while other prizes include, plaver
iianos. upright pianos, talking machines, violins
ind other instruments. Not one of the least im-
aortant prizes is a scholarship of from $100 to as
ligh as $500 for either vocal or instrumental
nstruction by a leading pedagogue or music
school. In the case of advanced pupils taking ad-
ifantage of this scholarship we shall accept the
ivord of their teacher combined with our own
judgment regarding their talent, and if sufiicient-

!y talented we will help them to start a career.
rhe prizes will also include season tickets for
:he grand opera season of the San Francisco
Opera Association for 192.^, under the direction
jf Gaetano Merola, next September, and also for
;hc symphony concerts, chamber music concerts
ind the series of concerts under the direction of
^elby C. Oppenheimer. In next week's issue we
'hall publish a whole page announcement giving
:he details of the subscription campaign and we
:rust that every student will be sufficiently awake
:o take advantage of the opportunities offered in
this campaign. If only fifty students and fiftv
teachers participate, the number of subscribers

Articles of General Musical Interest

These articles are prepared for The Paelflc Coast
nluslenl Review Ijy I.eRoy V. Rrant, director of The
Instltnte of Jlnslc of San Jose. Mr. Brant will he
pleased to treat here suhjects of general musical
interest. Anyone desiring an article on any par-
ticalar subject may communicate with Mr. Brant,
care The Institute of Bluslc, South Second street
at San Salvador. San Jose.

(Conclusion)
The matter of tonality is one which as but little to

do with the physiological side of the question. TonaUty
has to do with musical education. Not so the matter
of dissrnance. Dissonance is a state which we cannot
alter. It e.\ists because there are laws of nature which
make it exist, and these laws we cannot change. One
can easily see that a person brought up with a different
conception of tonality to that which we have would
think our system of music strange or crude. But no
matter where one received one's musical education one
could not escape the fact that a tonal relationship of
say 13 to 12 is unpleasant.

It. therefore, appears to me that we cannot go as far
in the use of free dissonance as some of our modernists
would have us think. We to'erate dissonance only inso-
far as it receives a compensation from a melodic line.
If we can hold a clear conception of two or more
melodies moving together in our minds we can excuse a
harsh dissonance which may be temporarily caused by
those melodies. But if the thread of the me'lodies be so
intricate that we cannot follow them we have no longer
an excuse for the use of the dissonance, and we should
not use it.

We have theorists of the present day who build up a
system of tonality on strange and unusual, and d'ssonant
chords. Any physicist will te'l us that our system of
music is founded on Nature's chord, the major triad.
We cannot improve on Nature's rivers, or Nature's
mountains. Can we better Nature's music?
However that may be, we have long believed that

dissonance was to be used as a relief from consonance.
It is a tact that in many of our modern compositions
consonance is used as a relief from dissonance. I be-
lieve this to be wrong. One reason for my belief is based
on the physiological aspect of the matter; that is, the
demands on the nerve centers is too great. Anyone who
has ridden from San Francisco to San Jose on the train
just as the sun was setting, when the train was going
by the picket fence that lines the right of way in some
places, will remember the unpleasant effect of the flick-

ering of the light. If we may translate this circumstance
Into the language of hearing, we will have much the
same thing happening to our ears when we have too
much dissonance as befell our eyes when we experienced
the flickering produced by the picket fence. Suppose
the right-of-way had been lined by beautiful trees, planted
closely together. The same thing would have happened
to our eyes. Yet, a tree here and there, to break the
monotony of the landscape, is truly beautiful.

Is it hard to draw our conclusion?
I must acknowledge that I cannot see the beauty of

some of the compositions of the day. Those of the most
decided tendencies towards dissonance I cannot under-
stand; that is. as to beauty. But I have tried to over-
come this prejudice, and present to my readers certain
facts of which they may not have thought which will
suggest to them lines of thought which will cause them
to think through this matter for themselves. Out of all
this striving for new things some good is bound to come.
In every bushel of chaff there are certain grains of
wheat. It is certain that time alone will fan the flour
for us, and leave there that wheat which is of true
kernel, sound and fertile.

MINETTI ORCHESTRA CONCERT

By Alfred Metzgep
The Minetti Orchestra gave its third concert of the

season at Scottish Rite Auditorium on Thursday eve-
ning. May 17th in the presence of a very large and
unusually enthusiastic audience. The more we watch
Giulio Minetti conduct an orchestra, the more do we
become convinced that he is a bom conductor who
knows exactly how to obtain the maximum of artistic
effects from a body of capable musicians. No one real-
izes what it means to train from sixty to seventy youth-
ful players in a manner to secure the genuinely artistic
results that characterized this latest performance of
the Minetti Orchestra. Surely Mr. Minetti was entitled
to the ovations and floral tributes that were so liberally
bestowed upon him.
The introductory number of the program consisted of

Nicolay's Merry Wives of Windsor Overture which was
interpreted with a precision of attacks and sprightliness
of rhythm that many a professional could not attain.
One of the most difBcult composers to interpret is Moz-
art, and yet both as to delicacy of phrasing, precision
of intonation and tastefulness of coloring these young
musicians attained astounding results. The Deluge by
Saint-Saens, with violin obligato by Eunice Jurgens,
who played with fine tone and impressive emotional
emphasis, also aroused just appreciation. The conclud-
ing number was Strauss' Tales From the Vienna Woods
Waltz which was given an exceptionally effective
reading.
The vocal soloist was Rose Florence, the exceptionally

artistic and well equipped soprano soloist. Mme. Flor-
ence sang as her first number an Aria from Samson and

Delilah and later a group of songs including; Phldyle
(Duparc), Over the Steppe (GretchaninoffI, and 'Tis
Spring (Hugo Wolff). She certainly left a most excel-
lent impression with her hearers. She is a vocal artist
of exceptional refinement of style, has a voice of fine
timbre and flexibility, sings with thorough knowledge
of the qualifications that combine to create genuine
artistry, and gives evidence of having prepared her
songs with every ounce of judgment and effective em-
phasis of the most charming phrases. It was the per-
formance of a full fledged artist who gives prestige to
any program on which she may appear.
The surprise of the evening was little Tania Akoun-

ine, a youthful Russian violinist, pupil of Nathan Landa-
berger, who took the house by storm with her excellent
rendition of Bruch's violin concerto in G minor. The
youthful violinist draws a fine, smooth tone, has a.

truly remarkable control of technical requirements and
plays with a judgment in phrasing that is rare even in
more experienced artists. The young artist possesses
exceptional temperament and reveals all the qualifica-
tions that justify predictions of a brilliant future. She
was accorded a tremendous ovation and was supported
by the orchestra in a manner that would have done
credit to an organization of professional musicians.

MUSIC CLUB CONTESTANTS SENT EAST

The winners in the California State Contest of Young
Artists recently conducted by the California Federation
of Music Clubs are being sent East partly by the clubs
themselves and partly through private efforts. The
winner of the State Contest for piano was Aileen Fealy
whose expenses for her trip to Ashville, N. C, where
she will participate in the National Contest of the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs, is being defrayed by
the following clubs and organizations: The Musical As-
sociation of San Francisco, the Musicians' Club of San
Francisco, the San Francisco Musical Club, the Pacific
Musical Society, the California Club Choral, the Chan-
ning Auxiliary, the Forum Club, the Corona Club, the
Spinners Club, the Berkeley Piano Club, the Etude
Club of Berkeley, the Twentieth Century Club Choral,
the Wednesday Morning Choral of Oakland the Senza
Ritmo Club of Oakland, the Mill Valley Musical Club
and the Merced Music Club.
This is unquestionably the first time that so many

of the representative musical and other organizations
of Northern California have joined their efforts for the
advancement of the young California musician (in other
words the resident artist) and it is already apparent
that the definite stand taken by the California Federa-
tion of Music Clubs in behalf of resident artists is bear-
ing fruit. The State Contest, of which Miss Fealy was
the first prize winner for piano, was preliminary to the
National contest to be held in Ashville on June 9th,
under the auspices of the .National Federation of Musi-
cal Clubs. These contests are held every two years tor
the avowed purpose of aiding American bom and Ameri-
can trained musicians.
Miss Fealy, a San Franciscan, although but eighteen

years old, won not only the State piano contest, but
also first prize in the San Francisco hearing over the
contestants of all departments. She has studied with
her aunt, Mrs. P. F. Weeks, who was her first teacher,
and with Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, Marion Frazer and has
coached with Wager Swayne. She is a member of the
San Francisco Musical Club and the Pacific Musical
Society.

Corinne Keefer, contralto, who won the Northern
Califomia contest tor women's voices, is having her
expenses defrayed through the efforts of her teacher,
Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau who in the short period of
ten days sold $300 worth of tickets for a concert given
by Miss Keefer and Mme. Cailleau at the Fairmont
Hotel last Wednesday evening which was crowded to
the doors and which will be reviewed in the next issue
of this paper. At the same time we shall be pleased
to publish the names of the patrons and patronesses.
Southern California is raising money to send Ruth

Williams, winner of the Southern California contest for
women's voices, and Paul Russell, State winner for
men's voices, to Ashville to participate in the National
contest. It is evident that the public spirit of California
has positively asserted itself in the important problem
of fostering and encouraging musical talent developed
and trained and flourishing in its midst.

INTERESTING LECTURE ON HEBREW MUSIC
Victor Lichtenstein, the well known and exceptionally

well informed musician and lecturer, gave the last of
a series of exceedingly valuable discourses at the head-
quarters of the Musicians' Club of San Francisco on
Sutter street, Friday evening. May 18th. A very large
audience was in attendance which showed by its close
attention and well applied applause that it thoroughly
understood and valued the lecture on The Jew in Music
which Mr. Lichtenstein so ably exploited. The special
feature of the lecture was reference to the works of
Ernest Bloch, the eminent composer of the new school
whose arrangements and new ideas of Hebrew music
form such an important part of latter-day musical litera-
ture. Mr. Lichtenstein proved himself thoroughly com-
petent and well equipped to do his flne subject the ut-
most justice, and his remarks showed evidences of au-
thority and conscientious study.
The musical illustrations were rendered by Cantor

Reuben Hinder of Temple Emanu El and by Mrs. Lich-
tenstein. The former, by reason of his expert knowl-
edge of ritual service, imbued his interpretations with
the fervor and sincerity of him who understands his
art from beginning to end. Mrs. Lichtenstein displayed
a remarkably flne volc« used with excellent Judgment
and an interpretation that denoted intellectual applica-
tion and judgment of artistic values. '
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CHALIAPIN FAREWELL MONDAY NIGHT

The last chance to hear Feodor Chaliapin, the Russian
vocal giant, in America this season occurs at the Expo-
sition Auditorium next Monday night, and some twelve

thousand music lovers from San Francisco and all

Northern California will take advantage of the oppor-

tunity of hearing the most famous of present day artists.

Chaliapin himself, enamored of California, and of San
Francisco in particular, has told his manager, Selby
C. Oppenheimer that he finds it possible to sing at his

very best in this city, and that the notable concert of

last week will be more than repeated is assured. He
has promised many songs, arias and compositions on
Monday night that he did not sing last week, and will

also include many of those delightful favorites which
evoked such storms of enthusiasm last Sunday. That
the Auditorium will be crowded should be self-evident.

That Chaliapin is an extraordinary vocal artist is

verified by the unanimously enthusiastic opinion ex-

pressed after his recital last week. Never in the history
of concert-giving in the west has an artist received
more universal acclaim. It has been said before that
the city became excited over the appearances of singers
and instrumentalists: but in this case, such excitement
seems just a bit more apparent. From the moment
Chaliapin appears upon the stage, until the conclusion
of his final song, he holds his audience completely in

the palm of his hands, and inspires thrill after thrill by
his remarkable interpretations. A critical analysis of

his superb work by the writers of the San Francisco
press reveal a concensus of opinion that has rarely been
bestowed upon a singer here, and proves at once the
exalted position of the artist in the world today.
Max Rabinowitsch, the renewed pianist from Russia,

who established a definite success last Sunday, will

again serve as assisting artist and accompanist for
Chaliapin, his program contributions including the
Eugen Onegin paraphrase, Balakirew's The Lark and a
work by Borodine. As before Chaliapin will announce
his songs by number from the platform, the audience
referring to books of words and English translation of
all songs which will be distributed free to them.
The ticket sale continues at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s

in San Francisco today and all day Monday until five-

thirty, after that tour windows at the Auditorium will

be opened to take care of the last minute throngs.

GRAVEURE CLASSES FILLING

San Francisco's special adaptability as a convention
city was definitely fixed when the Democrats left here
loud in their praises of the hospitality accorded them.
of the climate encountered, by them and by the special
fitness of the city in many ways to house big gather-
ings. Now comes another phase of the unique position
San Francisco holds among the country's cities, and
this time it is as the ideal place to hold the most im-
portant music classes ever undertaken in the United
States. From all corners of the country will come the
foremost singers, teachers, artists and students, to spend
a part of their summer around the bay studying with
the peerless baritone, Louis Graveure, who has chosen
this city, above all others to conduct a series of Master
Vocal Classes. In choosing San Francisco Graveure
measured well the distance from the center of popula-
tion, and determined that even considering the long
distance many of his pupils would have to travel, the
advantage of study in the west would more than coni-
'Pensate tor the time lost in making the journey. The
Graveure classes will not alone be one of the greatest
advertising benefits ever accorded San Francisco, but
will give rare opportunity to California students to
study with the famous master, right at home. Graveure,
whose classes will be under the management of Selby
C. Oppenheimer will start his activities on Monday,
July 16th. and remain here for five weeks. Master
pupils as well as Auditors will be accepted, the details
of arrangement being available by application to Oppen-
heimer at his office in the Foxcroft Building, 68 Post
Street.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. Has Stransky resigned as conductor of the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra, and if so, has his suc-
cessor been chosen?—L. N.
Stransky has resigned as conductor of the New York

Philharmonic Orchestra in order to take charge of the
newly-organized State Symphony Orchestra. Two men
have been chosen to succeed him, both Dutchmen

—

Willem van Hoogstraten, to conduct the first half-sea-
son, and Mengelberg. who was a guest conductor last
year, to conduct the second half-season.

2. How much money is spent in the United States on
musical education?—C. F.

Last year $6,546,750.00 was spent. Prof. Farnsworth
of Columbia University is the authority for these
figures.

3. Who wrote the new opera "Mona Lisa"?—P. B.
Max Schillings.
4. What was the date and place of Maud Powell's

death?—H. S.

January 8, 1920, Uniontown, Pa.
5. What does Hailing mean?—T. E. O.
The Hailing is the most characteristic dance of the

Norwegians. It is of the character of a country dance
For a description of it, see Grove's dictionary
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Edited By Elita Muggins
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SAN JOSE, May 22, 1923
The First California De Molay band, under the capa-

ble leadership of Edward Towner, gave a brilliant con-

cert in the Morris Dailey auditorium of the State
Teachers' College on the evening of May 10. The pro-

gram was a pleasant intermingling of classical num-
bers, with several light fantastic musical novelties as
well as a collection of old southern melodies. George
Eardley, one of the cast in My Word, Matilda!, the
senior play of the State Teachers' College, gave a vocal
number, as did also Miss Elizabeth Cameron and her
French Maid Chorus, also a part of My Word, Matilda.

Ed Moore sang A Perfect Day with an accompaniment
by the band, followed by two violin solos by Conley
Plummer. D. T. Hakin played two original composi-
tions for the pianaforte. A Russian Dance and An Old
Love Song, which were well received.
The selections played by the band, ranging in variety

from William Tell to such homely and time-honored
numbers as Dixey and Old Black Joe, were well inter-

preted, showing that they are one of the finest musical
organizations of its character in the State. These boys
have played in many places, the most notable, perhaps,
being at the Shrine convention last year in San Fran-
cisco, where they received a wonderful ovation.
Edward Towner, the band's leader and director, or-

ganized the band in January of 1922. Mr. Towner at-

tended a meeting of the San Jose chapter of the Order
of De Molay and suggested starting a band. Twenty-
five boys showed up. Five of them had played instru-
ments before, but only two of them had played in bands.
At this first meeting, five were trying to play snare
drum, two attempted to solve the mysteries of the bass
drum, and about six saxaphone players. The rest of
the sections had one or two boys in them. At the next
practice the sections were better balanced, new boys
had come in joining the weak sections and several of
the drummers and saxaphonists had changed instru-
ments. New members kept coming in until the band's
membership reached fifty. They improved steadily due
to hard practice and the untiring work of Edward
Towner. They are contemplating a concert tour of the
LTnited States this summer.

Mischa Ve Clin, the famous Russian violinist, who
has deserted the concert stage for a brief tour on the
Orpheuni circuit, is .delighting audiences at the Ameri-
can Theatre for tour days this week. W. J.Beatty, who is

very active in promoting better music for motion picture
houses, never misses an opportunity in bringing artists
to his theatre. Learning that Mr. Olin had this week
free, he at once took advantage of the opportunity. Mr.
Olin is heard in Schubert's Serenade and Kreisler's
Tambourin Chinois, accompanied by the Knabe-Ampico.
His third number is Zigeunerweisen (Gypsy Airs) by
Sarasate, accompanied by Beatty's American Symphony
Orchestra. For recall Mr. Olin is playing his own ar-
rangement of My Old Kentucky Home, unaccompanied,
a most charming number.
Born in Russia, Mr. Olin was educated in Germany,

graduating from the Berlin Conservatory at the age of
fourteen, at which time he appeared with the Philhar-
monic Orchestra in Berlin, with Otto Nikish, director.
After a few months spent in England he returned to
the Royal Academy of Music to compete in the
Mendelssohn Concourse, and succeeded in winning
first prize. Mr. Olin. who is now a citizen of the United
States and saw service in the World War, has shortly
returned from fresh triumphs in South America where
he has been toui-ing for the past two years. Shortly be-
fore his engagement on the vaudeville circuit he was
heard in two recitals in Carnegie Hall, New York, also
playing in Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago.

Wm. Edward Johnson, baritone, sang a group of songs
appropriate for Mother's Day for the Soroptimists at
their weekly luncheon Monday, May 14th, at Hotel
Oakland. Mrs. Gertrude Ross was the accompanist.

Esther Houk Allen, contralto, and Samuel Savannah,
violinist, assisted by Warren D. Allen, pianist, gave a
very fine program at Castilleja School, Palo Alto. Sun-
day, May 6th, when the following numbers were given:
(a) On Wings of Song (Mendelssohn-Achron), (b) Slav-
onic Dance, No. 2 in E minor (I>vorak), Mr. Savannah:
(a) Faith in Spring (Schubert), (b) Nur Wer die
Schnsucht Kennt (Tschaikowsky), (c) My Love Is Like
the Lilac Tree (Brahms I, Mrs. Allen: Suite in D minor,
op. 44 Allegro risoluto. Canconetta con variazine. Rondo
a la rusee (Edouard Schuett). Mr. Savannah: (a) The
Sea (Grant Schaefer), (b) Fairy Went a-Marketing
(Arthur Goodhart), (c) My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice
(Samson et Delilah) (Saint-Saens), Mrs. Allen.

Marian Ives, who has been associated in San Jose for
the past several years with different musical courses
for concert managers, is here making preparations for
promotion of the newly organized San Jose Musical
Association headed by Dr. Charles M. Richards. This
association is inaugurated for the purpose of bringing
internationally famed artists to our community.

A very unusual recital was that given at the College
of the Pacific Tuesday, May 15, when the A Cappella
Choir of the college, under the direction of Charles M.
Dennis, gave the sixth annual concert. The program.
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both educational and entertaining, was given a splendlA
performance.

j
The A Cappella Choir is, perhaps, the only organizll^

tion of its kind on the Pacific Coast. The piano is nob
used even in rehearsals and the result is a form of pure
choral work that is ravishing in its effect. In tone
quality, balance of parts, delicacy of shading and nuance,!
the Choir aims at the highest possible standards and the
charm of the selections performed add further to the
enjoyment of its program.

The program Tuesday evening opened with foj
Palestrina sacred numbers, in which the Choir did
finest work. Four Russian choral numbers were
the performance of which further established the repu-"
tation the Choir has achieved tor adequate performance
of this singularly impressive type of music. Four charm
ing folk-songs followed which were thoroughly enjoyed
by the audience. Dett's O Holy Lord, a Negro spiritual
and Come, Dorothy, Come, a Swabian Folk Song, mak
ing strongest appeal. These numbers, full of remolf
modulations, demanding much in expressiveness, provec
thoroughly the musicianship of the Choir.
Agnes Ward, violinist of the class of 1923, gave an ex

cellent performance of two brilliant numbers, ably ac
companled by Jules F. Moullet.

I

el

Warren D. Allen, University Organist, Memorla
Church. Stanford University, will be heard In an inter
esting program Sunday afternoon. May 27, at 4 o'clock
Mr. Aliens numbers will include The Pilgrim's Prog
ress (Part 5) Pilgrim's Journey to the Palace Beautifu
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;Ernest Austin); In Springtime (Ralph Kinder);
Vdorn Tliyselt Witli Giadness, O My Soul (Bach);
3horale in A minor (Cesar Pranck). Tuesday, May 29,
it 4:15 Mr. Allen will play: Choral-Improvisation on
Clearer, My God, to Thee (Sigfrig Karg-Elert); Russian
Boatman's Song on the River Volga (arranged for organ
)y Clarence Eddy): Canon in B minor (Schumann):
>adle Song (Franz Schubert 1797-1828); Fantaisie
Symphonique (Nossetter G. Cole). Thursday, May 31,
It 4:15: Funeral March on the Death of a Hero (from
he Sonata, op. 26 Beethoven) ; Song of Sorrow (Gordan
}. Nevin); Epic Ode (Ralph H. Bellairo) Dreams
Traume) (Richard Wagner); Stately Procession (Eric
)elamarter.
The program on Sunday, June .3, will be presented by

he A Cappella Choir o£ the College of the Pacific, iji-

ected by Charles M. Dennis.

The second annual concert of the San Jose high school
irchestras and band was given Friday evening. May 18,
n the high school auditorium. With the exception of
wo vocal solos by Ed Ferguson, the entire program
fas given by high school students under the leadership
if George T. Matthews, musical director. In the first
lumbers when the band and the first and second or-
hestras were combined, there were seventy-flve youth-
ul musicians on the stage. Their instrumentation in-
ludes all the symphony instruments, with flute, oboe,
assoon, French horns, clarinets, trumpets, trombones,
ympani, drums and all the strings. There were thirty-
ix violins in all, beside violas, cellos, three string
asses. The band has also full instrumentation. The
rogram was given by the first and second orchestras,
he band, the military brass band, several selections
eing played by the symphony orchestra alone, also
umbers by the boys' glee club. Great credit is due
Ir. Matthews for the range of selections and their
xcellent rendition. The program was the following:
a) March The Cup Winner (Toeaben), (b) Selection
"annhauser (Wagner). First and Second H. S. Orches-
ras; Duet Serenade (Titl) Marie Straight, Flute. Emil
lodenschatz, French horn, G. T. Matthews at the piano;
Iverture, Merry Wives of Windsor, (N'icolai) First
Irchestra: Tenor Solos (a) Kashmiri Song (Woodford-
'inden) (b) I Love a Little Cottage (O'Hara) Ed. Fer-
uson, Mrs. Muriel Berry at the piano; Characteristic
Pance Moon Madrigal (Willeby) First Orchestra; Over-
iire. The Bridal Rose (Lavallee); Patrol, Knights of
lid (Kiefer) High School Band: Songs— (a) Break,
Ireak, Break, (Fearis). (b) My Mammy's Voice (Loomis)
ligh School Boys' Glee Club, Miss Cleo Parmalee, dl-
ector; (a) Fantasia, Maritana (Wallace), (b) March The
lew Colonial (R. B. Hall), (c) Star Spangled Banner,
[igh School Band. Mr. Ferguson sang Mary (Richard-
on) for recall. The Glee Club responded with an extra
umber, an amusing parody. Just a Song at Midnight,
ith cleverly rendered Meows.

The recital featuring the blind piano student, Manuel
.Ivernaz, given at The Institute of Music last Thursday
vening proved to be one of the most interesting held at
lis school for many weeks. A large crowd assembled
t the Institute parlors, and interest was at a high pitch
iroughout.
Preceding young Manuel's playing three other pri-
lary students performed. They were Donald Kapp
enevieve Kelly and Jack Rappaport. After they had
nished Le Roy V. Brant, the director of the Institute
nd the teacher of Alvernaz, explained the Braille nota-
on, and later passed around samples of the books and
ther sheets. Questions were freely asked, and an-
wered, concerning the Braille and also concerning the
lind boy's work. After the recital many of those pres-
nt came forward and talked with the twelve-year-old
Id. It was announced that it was exactly one year
ince he had taken his first music lesson from Mr. Brant,
aving at that time no previous knowledge of either
lusic or Braille. The boy plans to become a concert
ianist, and judging from the style of his playing he
111 be able to do so. Following is his program: Water
ily (Ducelle), Donald Kapp: Folk Song (Martin), Jack
appaport; Pastorale (Burgrauller), Genevieve Kelly
xplanation of the Braille Notation—In the Balloon
schytte). The Swing (Stamaty), The Orchestra (Con-
Me), The Soldier's March (Concone), Fantasy (Moz-
rt). Invention (Bach), Manuel Alvernaz; Exhibition of
le Braille Material; By the Spring (Gurlitt), Northern
trains (Gurlitt). Grandfather's Birthday (Gurlitt)
lumber Song (Gurlitt), Sunshiny Morning (Gurlitt)'
.untmg Song (Gurlitt), Manuel Alvernaz.

Chester Herold, tenor, was one of the featured soloists
t a Sunday morning radio church service broadcastedom a San Francisco station. May 20. His numbers in-
luded Be Merciful Unto Me, O God (W. Berwald)

House of Jacob (Benedict), How Beautiful Upon the
Mountains (Harker). Miss Gladys Salisbury played the
organ accompaniments.

Grover T. Bacon, resident manager of Kohler &
Chase, gave a recital Monday afternoon. May 21, to the
piano pupils of Miss Alma Williams of the State
Teachers' College, playing several groups of numbers
on the Knabe-Ampico that these young students were
studying. This is the third time Miss Williams has
taken her classes to hear Ampico programs, it having
proven so very instructive.

Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell, Miss Reynolds and Ed. Fer-
guson gave a program of vocal numbers for the Neigh-
bors of Woodcraft last week at Elks' hall during their
convention.

The Holy City, by Alfred Gaul, was given two per-
formances at Trinity Church Sunday. May 20 and Mon-
day. May 21. A large choir was assembled under the
direction of LeRoy V. Brant, director of the Institute of
Music of San Jose, who is organist and choirmaster at
Trinity Church. The soloists tor the occasion were
Miss Lulu Pieper, soprano; Mrs. Santord Bacon, con-
tralto; Roy Thompson, tenor, and Frank Towner, bari-
tone. Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, singing teacher at the In-
stitute, assisted her husband in the directing of the
choir.

The production was highly artistic in finish, and
unusual in some respects. The tremendous chorus for
a double choir which is usually omitted was performed
with fine effect. Particularly good were the three fugue
choruses, of which the one just mentioned is perhaps
the best. List, the Cherubic Host, for female quartette
and chorus and baritone obligate was also excellently
done. All the choruses were up to a high standard of
merit, and showed a large amount of careful work and
training on the part of the director.

Mrs. Lester Cowger, soprano, artist pupil of William
Edward Johnson, assisted by William Riley Smith,
organist, and Mrs. Percy Pogson, accompanist, gave a
recital at the Christian church on the evening of Tues-
day. May 15. The selections given by Mrs. Cowger were
admirably suited to her nch and sympathetic voice and
were well diversified and colorful. Mrs. Pogson's ac-
ccmpanying was very fine. Mrs. Pogson, who has made
her home in Melbourne, Australia, for the past thirteen
years, will be remembered as Miss Ida Sedgwick, who
was very active in local musical circles. William Riley
Smith of the College of the Pacific and organist of First
Church of Christ Scientist, San Jose, gave three beauti-
ful organ numbers played with splendid technique and
expression. For a recall number to her last group, Mrs.
Cowger delighted the audience with Way Down Upon
the Swanee River. The program as presented, (a) My
Sweet Repose (Schubert), (b) Who is Sylvia (Schubert),
(c) Spring Faith (Ries). (d) Brilliant Butterfly
(Campra), Mrs. Cowger; Waltz Song (from Romeo et
Juliette) (Gounod), Mrs. Cowger: (a) Fugue on Saint
Anne's Hymn (J. S. Bach), (b) The Grandmother (Gor-
don B. Nevin), (c) March Heroique (C. Saint-Saens),
Wm. Riley Smith; (a) The Wounded Birch (Gretchani-
now), (b) Cradle Song (Gretchaninow), (c) Thou Bil-
lowy Harvest Field (Rachmaninow), Mrs. Cowger: (a)
Tally Ho! (Franco Leoni) (b) Daddy's Sweetheart (Liza
Lehmann), (c) The House that Jack Built (Sidney
Homer), (d) Smile Through Your Tears (Bernard
Hamble), Mrs. Cowger.

An Hour of IVIusic, given by a group of Castilleja
pupils, Palo Alto, April 22, was a very enjoyable affair,
those appearing on the well arranged program show-
ing excellent instruction. The program as presented
was: March (Schumann), Nancy Schoenwald; Boat
song (Heller), Margaret Kirkup; Wood Nymph's Harp
(Rea), Ruth Woolsey; Bay Breezes (Concone), Winne-
fred Hickey; The Book (Karganoff) Lois Wild; (a)
Minuet (Beethoven), (b) Hide and Seek (Schytte)
Samuel Smith; (a) May, Dear May (Schumann), (b)
Gypsy Boy (Schytte). Harold Smith; (a) Minuet
(Bach), (b) Scherzottino (Goodrich). Elizabeth Eiiin;
Goblins (Wright). Ruth Woolsey: Ghost Story (Gurlitt).
Dorothy Houston: (a) Jack in the Pulpit (Wright), (b)
Sleep Song (Wright), Betty Olsen; The Night Wind
(Dutton), Edith Tough; Child Falling Asleep (Schu-
mann), Nini Jago; Birdling (Grieg). Anna Taylor; The
Pipers (Gounod), Marjorie Morrison; (a) Serenade
(Olsen), (b) Tarantelle (Heller). Constance Morse;
(a) Spring Mood (Haydn), (b) From the Long Ago
(Dutton). Elizabeth Nourse.

The Trinity Boys' Choir was augmented by the admis-
sion of thirteen choristers on Whitsunday, bringing
the number of boys in this organization now up to 28.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler A Cha«e BIdg..—Kearny 6454 Residence Studio; -2720 Filbert St,—We»t Site

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THE KING AND

QUEEN OF BELGIUM
Professor of Violin at the Liege

Conservatory of Music
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and qualiflca-

tons, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice'
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel,
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 413

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

-OTPfn^

Pupil of Kilian, Munich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna
Studio: 1753 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

John Ribbe
Solo Pianist

Studio No. 1

683 Sutter Street San Francisco

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie
Telephone Franklin 5400

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concertx and Recitals
AddreHK; 471 UTlh .\venQe

Tel. Pge. tt.ta

Trinity Church is one of the few churches in the State
which has a boys' choir, and although the director does
not endeavor to do without female voices, the boys'
department is a novel but artistic addition to the re-
sources of the choir. The boys have been trained under
Le Roy V. Brant, director of The Institute of Music of
San Jose, organist and choirmaster at Trinity Church.
The new choristers sang the celebrated hymn Rejoice.
Ye Pure in Heart, as an offertory number the day of
their admittance.
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Mischa Levitzki and the Ampico

Mischa Levitzki Writes

A Letter To San

Francisco

April II, 1923-

To San Francisco: "It has been a privilege to play for you

this season. Your reception at all three of my appearances

is a delightful memory, and I am looking forward to my
return appearance here, which I hope will be in the near

future. In the meantime, however, I feel that, thanks to the

Ampico, I play to a great many of you, all but in person.

The influence of this wonderful instrument in the home is

inestimable. I have heard and compared all of the repro-

ducing pianos, and to me the supremacy of the Ampico is

unquestionable. The selection of the right reproducing

piano should not be entered into lightly. It is too important.

It is just as important for you as for the artist, and should

only be made after careful comparison."

Mischa Levitzki

COMPARE
THE suggestion of Levitzki that you compare all reproducing

instruments comes with unusual authority from a great artist

who followed e.xactly that same course himself. In the end he was

forced by strong conviction to' turn his back on the reproducing

device installed in his favorite concert piano—a most courageous step.

He, with RachmaninofE and several other great masters who fol-

lowed the same course, have paid the highest tribute to the Ampico,

and furnish testimony too eloquent to be ignored.

The Ampico is placed at your disposal, just as it was for Levitzk

and Rachmaninoff— for any comparison you may choose to make.

Then follow your own judgment as did Levitzki, Rachmaninoff

Godowsky, Moiseiwitsch, Dohnanyi, Schnabel, Rubinstein, Samaroff

Leginska, Bloomfield-Zelsler, Ornstein, Mirovitch, Nyiregyhazi

Maier, Pattison, La Forge, Farrar, Kreisler and scores of their

fellow artists.

Kohler & Chase
KNABE AMPICO

San Francisco

Sacramento
Oakland

San Jose

Are you planning to spend the Summer Vacation in Los Angeles?

If so, you uill be glad to know that

TWO MASTER CLASSES
in VOICE and PIANO

will be conducted by two well known teacbers

featman (§viffitf)

**Recognized authority on Voice Produc-

tion and the Art of Singing—Teacher

of Teachers throughout Europe

and America."

July 2nd to August 11th

mtxth iWirobitcl)
Pianist—Composer—Teacher

(Graduate Petrograd Conservatory of
Music—only concert pianist of the

Essipoff School in America.)

June 11th to July 21st

—

—

For Detailed I

L. E. BEHYMER, Manager RENA MacDONALD, Associate

705 Auditorium Bide.. Los Angeles, Calif.

THE ONLY GIRL AT THE RIVOLI

By Alfred Metzger
In selecting the musical comedy The

Only Girl for presentation the Hartman
Steindorff Comic Opera Co. made no mis-
take, for this exceptionally funny and
melodious entei'tainment is charged with
interest and situations that are c'everly

created and exceptionally well presented.
It is one of those up-to-date musical plays
that comhine novel situations with music
of a light but classy order and contains
a series of surprises and interesting situ-

ations. Ferris Hartman is taking care of

a juvenile part and doing it in a manner
to delight those who rejoice in the com-
bination of humor and sympathetic love
scenes. In Mr. Hartman tliere is graph-
ically demonstrated the age-old adage

—

once an artist always an artist—and the
histironic ability of Ferris Hartman sim-
ply can not be surpassed.
John Van as Corksy combines an ever

increasingly pleasing tenor voice with
also constantly improving histrionic ahil-

ity. He is thoroughly at ease in the part.
Paul Hartman as "Fresh" adds to the
breezy atmosphere of the performance.
Robert Carlson as "Bunkie" has ample
opportunity to reveal his fine, ringing
voice and his conscientious submergence
into the role. George Kunkel as the
valet has a minor ro'e wliich he essays
with all the seriousness at his command.
One of the bright spots of the perform-
ance is Myrtle Dingwall whose excep-
tionally beautiful voice is heard on vari-

ous occasions and whose convincing his-

trionic art is one of the delights of the
performance. Miss Dingwall has con-
quered for herself a lasting place in the
affections of the public.

Rene Lowrie as "Birdie" looks charm-
ing and acts convincingly. Dixie Blair
as Margaret is one of the high lights of
the performance, obtaining every ounce
of effect from the comic situations and
acting with a thoroughness testifying to
her natural adaptability. Violet Maye as
Jane adds to the general pulchritude of
the cast and sings with pleasing voice.
Muggins Davies in the role of "Patsy" is

as irresistible as usual enacting her part
with convincing naturalness and bubbling
good humor. Elfrieda Steindorff sings a
number of arias with increasing taste

and Lillian Leonard as Ruby adds charm
to the ensemble. Chorus and orchestra
as usual complete the musical balance.

The San Francisco Music Teachers'
Association will hold its regular monthly
meeting on Tuesday evening. May 29th,

at 3107 Washington street. The program
will be interesting as it will be im-

promptu, members being asked to come
prepared to contribute to the evening's
entertainment.

Erwin V. Holton, tenor, will be soloist

for the McNeil Club of Sacramento, of

which Percy A. R. Dow is the director,

next Tuesday evening, May 29th. He will

sing two groups of songs and one solo

number with the chorus. No doubt he
will meet with his usual artistic sue
cess.

Atha Hillback, soprano, will be soloist

at the Hotel Whitcomb Sunday evening
concert, tomorrow. She will sing three
groups of songs including: Shepherd!.'
Thy Demeanour Vary (Brown), Th«j'
Lass With the Delicate Air (Arne).
Three Songs From Eiland (Fielitz), 11

'

Baccio (Arditi). Eugenia Mem will play
a violin solo, Sicilienne el Rigaudon
(Francoeur-Kreisler). The orchestra is

under the direction of Stanislas Bem. J

ATTENTION MUSIC STUDENTS!—-
There are a number of students with ex-

ceptional talent who have no opportunity
to obtain the necessary training to utilize

such talents. Participation in the Pacific

Coast Musical Review's monster subscrip-
tion contest will not only enable such
students /to secure the necessary funds
for their lessons, but wll give them a
chance to start a career. This paper will

furnish the teacher and the publicity to

obtain engagements. For particulars ad-
dress Subscription Contest Editor, Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review, 801 Kohler
& Chase Building, San Francisco.

m
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"J Model for Singers of If'orthy Ambitions."—W. J. Henderson, New York "Sun."

The Distinguished Baritone,and Model Recitalist

LOUIS

GRATEURE
VOCAL MASTER CLASSES
FOR ARTISTS—TEACHERS—STUDENTS

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
for a period of five weeks, beginning

July 16th, 1923
IT IS ADVISABLE TO MAKE EARLY APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THESE CLASSES AND

FOR PRIVATE INSTRUCTION, FULL INFORMATION, RATES, CONDITIONS, TERMS AND
ARRANGEMENTS APPLY DIRECT TO

SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER, Manager, Foxcroft Building, 68 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.

A conductor of rank One of the elect!
,nn. B. Z. o. StC. m'Mnt

VLADIMIR SHAYITCH
conducting the Berlin Philharmonic, BerHn Symphony,

Dresden Philharmonic and Leipzig Symphony Orchestra

is enthusiastically acclaimed by public and by press.

prfMMion that are

nerliner TaiseMa t, Febr.

Shuvitch IH one ot the
Pathetique he made the

notiun and |ion'«r of ex-
nith.

tjf Tschaiko

24th, 1923.
audience Vladimir Shavitch

ed the rhilharmonic Orchestra in Beethoven-
he all-Russian program included the Scheche-

sky-Korsakoff and the Fourth Symphony

, the la
sky; both

being i nbued

also belongs Vladimir Shavitch, who. how-
is to me to be one of the Foremost among
with an artist's soul, entirely given to the
OH InMitlrntion of the moment, he combines a

which betrays exact German classical
Therefore the Overture "Romeo and

DUgh given with deeply felt emotion still

clarity and sharp definite
in the

titly

nduetor of Rnnk.

Allg. MuKik Mf^.. Uerllu. March 9th. 1923.
Vladimir Shavitch at the head of the Berlin Syii

phony Orchestra gave us a performance of the Tscha
ktjwsky B minor Symphony that was well forth hea
ing. It was a pleasure to watch with what natura
ness and simplicity the young conductor iinpoMed h
will upon the oreheMtra. And what he imposed w;
right: elaHtle and full of life the rhythm, the tern
authoritively correct, and strikingly obvious his sens

Febr.. 11th. 1923.
jughout with understanding

and elan. He also has grace and stage presence, and
in him we encountered a personality worth meeting.

SiKnnle. Berlin. March 7th, 1923.
Emotionally felt to the last degree, iuHplred through

a MtronK nnturnl musical Inntlnct conducted by spar-
ing, but significant gestures, the Overture "Romeo

: able pr to the full.

DRESDEN
Drewd. NeneHttt Nnchr., Febr. 14th, 1923.
Vladimir Shavitch, in a concert with the Philhar-

monic Orchestra, conducted a purely Russian program
of which Tschaikowsky Fourth Symphony and the
Schecherezade by Rimsky-Korsakoff were the promi-
nent parts. Both these works presented by

vhat
nded

"sophisticated"
i and genuine than ever
luHpired interpretation.

The soloi-st, Frau Melanie Ki
rchestrated songs by Rachr
vith her usual effectiveness.

DieMdener Nachrlchten. Febr. 12th. 1923.
At the concert of the Philharmonic Orchestra Vladi-

mir Shavitch conducted a program that was remark-
able for its conciseness: Tschaikowsky. Rachmani-
noff. Balakireff. Rimsky-Korsakoft. Th
Symphony rose to the full splendo " .

The strongly impressive motive of Fate appeared lik
of bronzi

ty.
ke

its rhythmical accuracy, that
characterizes the whole first part. A spirited inspira-
tion pervaded the whole, powerful clImaxeN were
reached on a large scale prepared by the ingenuous
hand of the conductor. In the Andantino Shavitch al-
lowed the different groups of instruments to revel in
the most i^lorioux HhadeM of eolorlni; and the melodi-
ous fineness of this movement dawned upon us in
delightfully Moft beauty.
The rded th

shar
uUu

ell-

SnehH. VolkMztR.. Dresd.. Febr. 10th, 1923.
The conductor, a thorough musician of deep

tional power, who NtandN above hlM taHk, scor

I.BIPZIO
IVeneste Xachr.. March 8 th. 1923.
unusually gifted conductor was in

in the person of Vladimir Shavitch who
Leipzig Symph y Orchestra

r of the baton
and of the s(

a.rkable technic

Xeue Leipxieer Zeltun?. March Sth. 1923.

Tschaiko
Orchestra

sky prograi
lum-Saal
n by the Leipzig Symph
nir Shavit h. Shavitch has
bility. ma iters his scores
Kagrt^eHti ve power over
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I.OS AXGELES MUSICAL CALENDAR
Moiidar. May 28

Cnlmon Luliovlskl—aaaiitted by May McDonald
Hopv Recital Ebell Auditorium

LoM AngclcH Con«ervatory Recital Kramer Studios
Tuesday. May 29

Fanny AVarren, Musical aud Comedy
Readlnea - Gamut Club

I.ON AnKelcN ConMervntory, Recital (Mrs. Thomas,
planlste .- Kramer Studios

Wednesday. May 30
Aneeleno Minstrels, John Smallman directing Gamut Club
Constance Ualfour. Memorial Services

—

2:30 |>. m Forest Lawn
Thursday, May 31

Anf^eleno Minstrels. John Sniaiiman directing....Gamut Club
Call Bronson's pupil. Lucy Mers Allen In

Recital Symphony Hall
Los .Vnecles Conservatory Recital Highland Park

Sunday. June 3
Rosa Ponselle—Benefit Concert for Bowl

—

;t p. Ill Hollywood Bofvl

Los Ange'es, May 21, 1923.

OfBcially adopting the slogan—'Music for all and all

tor Music"—Music Week was ushered in Los Angeles

on Saturday night with a dazzling pageant of flower

he-decked floats, marching choristers, hands and the

combined efforts of 10,000 or more musicians and others

connected indirectly with music to make of Music Week
something permanent in its cultural effect. The civic

spirit was reflected in this parade, and during the week
a thousand concerts were given in every available

auditorium in the city. Great credit must be given the

artists who so generously donated their services tor the

encouragement of the better understanding of music.

Practically all the music clubs and allied organizations

of Los Angeles and surrounding communities were rep-

resented in this mammoth pageant staged on Broad-

way, and mention must be made of the Hollywood com-

munity chorus float which won the cash prize of $200.

Other prize winners were the Los Angeles Times and

the Western Union. Winning cups were the American
Legion Band, the Los .'\ngeles Police Band, Jinnistan

Grotto Industrial Band, the Junior Band and the City

Play Ground Department. Of the business floats the

cup winners were the Fitzgerald Music Company, Music
Trades Association, Barnes Music Company. Of the

industrial floats the employes of the three offices of the

Southern California Edison Company of Pasadena, Lan-

caster and Los Ange'.es won cups. Of the marching or-

ganizations, the camp flre girls won the cups and of the

civic organizations the Anaheim and Alhambra Cham-
bers of Commerce won the deserved honors. All of

which goes to show that the spirit of music is working

a leaven for the entire civic structure.

One of the most important events in its ultimate good

for Los Angeles week was the banquet given at the

Hollywood Woman's Club, by the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce to which probably about 300 "picked"

people were invited. Its purpose was to further guar-

antee the success of the summer Bowl concerts, and
Mrs. J. J. Carter, that remarkab'.e dynamic personality

was the guiding spirit who with her co-workers made
the Hollywood Bowl the success it was last season.

Among the speakers who were heart, soul and purse

for the success of the Bowl were Dr. Wilson Martin,

who likened these people who were so vitally interested

in this great civic movement to Argonauts. Ben Pear-

son, the executive chairman of Music Week spoke on

the effect of music which, in cementing the nations

together, would develop a national conscience. Alex-

ander Stewart was another speaker who had something
to say and said it weU. Other prominent business men
who spoke were J. T. Fitzgerald at whose appearance

the banqueters burst into song, singing "For He is a

Jolly Good Fellow." The University of Southern Cali-

fornia was represented by J. Baldwin Woods on the

faculty, who assured Mrs. Carter the co-operation of

the entire school force. L. E. Behymer, the impresario,

addressed the gathering and gave us a picture of his

boyhood and Los Angeles thirty years ago and told us

of dreams come true.

Among the women who spoke were Mrs. Mead, presi'

dent of the Ebell Club, Carrie Jacobs Bond, the com-
poser, and Mrs. Chauncey Clark whom we as a com-
munity are great'y indebted to, for her generous spirit

in selling the large tract of land which is now the

Hollywood Bowl for a sum of about one-flfth of its

realty valuation. The guest of honor was the noted
conductor, Emil Oberhoffer. who has been made the

musical conductor for the summer concert season. He
spoke a tew words in appreciation. His fine personality,

coupled with the tact that he made the Minneapolis
Symphony natlonal'y famous, will assure music success

to the Bowl. With Mrs. Carter, Mr. Blanchard, and her
co-workers, to work for the flnancial success, there is

not a doubt in any one's mind but that the Bowl will be
a permanent thing in Hollywood.

A program of unusual interest given during Music
Week was that sponsored by the American Optomists
and the MacDowell Club of allied arts. The artists ap-

pearing on this program were Henri de Busscher and
Emile Ferir, noted Symphony Orchestra men, and
Blanche Rogers-Lott, pianiste. who has worked un-

ceasingly in behalf of music and who together with May

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

Godowsky—The Master
Leopold Godo wsky, ne of th f, eat !St p an SIS of today, h

just retu rned from a most ces ful tour of th t rient. T
history c f the achievement of thi s m aster of th P anoforte

one closely connected with the great mstr nt he has chos

to aid h s interpretati ons, the

KNABE

|riTZGERAII)^MMUMCCay
HILL STREET X?'^AT 7&7-7Z9

Los Angeles

MacDonald Hope, have been responsible for the un-

usually fine Chamber Music programs given in Los
Angeles.

Grace Wood Jess, singer of folk songs appeared on
this program, also Raymond McPheeters, accompanist,
Jay Plowe, flutist and Charles Wakefield Cadman, the
composer, and Emilie Cole, the soprano; follows the

interesting program: Ensemble Moderne—Suite by
Arthur Foote—Allemande, Rigaudon; Jay Plowe and
May MacDonald Hope—Poeme for flute and piano by
Charles T. Griffes; Ensemble Moderne—The Bagpipe,
tone poem by Charles Martin Loeffler; Grace Wood
Jess—American Folk ' Songs—Of the Kentucky Moun-
tains—Six Kings's Daughters, The Nightingale. An 0".d

Maid's Song, arranged by Howard Brockway; Of the
Plantation—Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, arranged by
Harry Burleigh; Run, Mary, Run. arranged by David
Guion; Charles Wakefield Cadman and Emily Cole:

Three Songs, Composer at the Piano— I Saw Thee First

When the Cherries Bloomed (From "Sayonara" Cycle).

How Like a Troubadour (First Los Angeles perform-
ance). Calling to Thee, Piano Excerpts from the Com-
poser's Omar Khayyam Suite, The Caravan; Prayer
from opera. The Witch of Salem, (first Los Angeles
performance). Sheila's Song from opera. The Witch of

Salem, (first Los Angeles performance).

Others who ccntributed during Music Week was Ilya

Bronson, the cellist, whose generous spirit carried -him

far, and he offered not only his services, but to under-
write the sum of $100 to insure towards the success of

the Bowl; The Symphony Club, of which Mr. Bronson is

a member, presented an interesting program on the

evening of the 21st, and some of the numbers given

were the Oheron overture (Weber) Hungarian march
(Berlioz), first movement of the eighth Beethoven
Symphony and the Phedre overture (Massenet).

As the grand finale of Music Week the grand open
air free concert will be given at Exposition Park with
Hugo Kirchoffer directing the Orpheus Quartet; Henry
Schoenfield conducting the Woman's Symphony and all

the schools in Los Angeles will present programs.

Harry Ben Gronsky, ten year-old violin'st, appeared
in a recital given under the auspices of the boy's

teacher, Gregor Cherniavsky and L. E. Behymer, the

impresario, at the Auditorium on Friday evening. He
played numbers from Schubert, Ries, Auer, Wieniawsky
and Kreisler's Viennese popular song.

Lawrence M. Tibbett, young Los Angeles baritone re-

turned last Saturday from his first winter in New York.

Like all Calitornians, the West is in his blood, and he
was glad of an opportunity to spend the summer on the

Pacific Coast. He will be musical director for the

Pacific Palisades Chautauqua Course at Santa Monica.
Before leaving New York Mr. Tibbett, who coached one
season with Frank La Forge, signed a contract with the

Metropolitan Opera House, where he will sing secondary
baritone roles next season. His entire vocal training

was gained in Los Angeles under the late Joseph Dupuy
and Basil Ruysdael.

However I have no intention of descanting on the un-

doubted excellence of local voice production methods,

or the fame of Frank La Forge as a musical coach, be-

cause Lawrence Tibbett himself seems to me to have

always carried within him the seeds of a brilliant

musical career. There are many singers who are not

musicians. There are a tew singers who are musicians

first of all, to whom life comes as a sequence of musical

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditoriuin BIdg., Los Angele*

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE

1000 South Alv Phone 51003

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IN REPERTOIRE

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Flsueroa. Phono tlSOS

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Concerts and ReeltaU
Limited Number of Advanced Pupils Accepted

Violinist Los Angeles Trio
««odloi .1.t4 Music Arts Studio BIdg. Phone 10OS2

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Taeada7. Wedneadar. Friday Afternoona
EKan School. Phonea 21805 or 271330
1324 South Flsaeroa, Loa Ansrelea

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Concerts and Recltalu
Manasenient Mra. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Auditorium Bldie.

Member Trio Intime, Loa An«relea Trio, Philharmonic
Q,a>rtet. Instruction, Chamber Mualc Recltala

K615 La Mlrada—Phone H0II7 3044

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Teacher of Plnno, Harmonr. Voice Coach. During March
and April, Itlerrltt Jones Hotel, Santa Monica. Tel. Santa
Monica 03-14S. No. 348 Music Arts Bids.. I'OS Aneeles.
Tel. S21-1S1.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
ELINOR, Conductine

50 MUSICIANS
PROGRAM FOR WEEK OF MAY 27

(a) The Prince of PUscn—Selection Luders
(b) Poet and Peasant—Overture von Suppe

Marlmbaphone Solo—Charles E. Calkins
(c) Syncopated Impressions

Arrnnsred by Mr. Elinor
In conjunction nllh
HAROLD LLOYD

The prince of skylarkers. In his latest
hurricane of humor
"SAFETY LAST"
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sounds, whose own lives give tliem the key to phrasing
and inflections which others must learn mechanically
from teachers. Great singing is only possible to born
musicians who are fortunate enough to possess fine

vocal instruments. Without voices of great power such
musicans can often attain first rank. The Metropolitan
Opera House has such a man in Scotti, whose musical
and dramatic sense—intelligence in the best sense of

the word—enables him to outshine many a vccal giant.

It is my belief that Lawrence Tibbett will become one
of the great singer-musicians of our day. though, of

course, this may not happen over night.

He talked very little to me of music, but a great deal

of some ancient Chinese paintings he saw at the Metro-
politan Museum, works which caught and presented the

immense power of nature and he spoke enthusiastically

of the Moscow Art Theatre productions because he found
that the actors imagined fiercely, intensely, the char-

acters they created, that they were encouraged to do
this, allowing technique to grow naturally out of their

Impassioned imagination. Briefly, this young singer is

far more concerned with life than with music—with
Life, the basis of music and of all the arts. Perhaps it

is this attitude which makes of his singing something
alive. Lawrence Tibbett couples great dramatic ability

with his musicianship, a dual talent which will stand
him in good stead at the "Met," and he possesses that

which has brought many a less gifted singer through
with flying colors—intelligence. That is the first and
last quality you feel in the man.

Mr. Tibbett's first appearance in Los Angeles since

his return from New York was at the Ebell Club on
Monday afternoon, where he sang the parts of Sir

Launfal and the Leper in the first production of Ger-

trude Ross, the famous composer's new composition
The Vision of Sir Launfal, a musical setting of Lowell's
well-known poem. A reception was tendered Mr. Tib-

bett on Friday evening at the home of his sister, Mrs.

Cyrus Grant, by Mrs. Cyrus Grant and Mrs. Lawrence
M. Tibbett, which was attended by a representative

gathering. LLOYD DANA.

Charles Wakefield Cadman, ass'sted by Margaret
Messer Morris, soprano, will appear in Bakersfield on
Monday. May 28, when they will present two recitals.

Mr. Cadman has finished same new compositicns and
will present some of them for the first time on these

programs. This is the third season that Mr. Cadman
and Margaret Messer Morris have appeared upon pro-

grams together as he finds her work most satisfactory

and her interpretations of his songs charmingly original.

Leon Goldwasser presented his pupil, Laura Filer

Griding, in a violin recital at the Ebell Club, Tuesday

Mme. Newcombe
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evening. May 22, The assisting artists were Mabel Cap-
pell, soprano, and Mary Louise LeGrand, accompanist.

The Music Culture Club presented Mme. Marguerite
d'Aleria, the Hungarian pianiste in a program of classics
and modern masterpieces, at the Kanst Art Gallery last
Thursday evening. May 24. Mae Borsham Albers.
soprano, assisted and Dr. Bruce Gordon Kingsley gave
an interesting analysis on Schumann's "Carnival." '

Miss Frieda Peycke gave a group of musically illus-

trated readings at the Philharmonic Auditorium on
Saturday night on the program furnished by members
of the Lyric Club. She gave four numbers and re-

sponded to two encores. The most popular were
"Ballads of Mary Ann" and "Us Twins."

Calmon Luboviski, gifted violinist will give a recital
the evening of May 28 at the Ebe'.I Club. He will be
assisted by May MacDonald Hope, pianiste and founder
of the Los Angeles Trio. These two artists will play the
Buscni Sonata in E minor and Mr. Luboviski will play
the Bach Sonata in G minor for violin alone. On this
occasion he will present two of his artist pupils on the
same program, Lois Putlitz, age 12, and Harry Zagon,
age 15.

has made quite a local reputation for herself and Mme.
Stetzler is planning to take her to New York to study
with the famous diva, Marcella Sembrich.

John Smallman will direct the Oratorio Society in
Hadleys Ode to Music at the Holywood Bowl on Sun-
day, May 27. at 3 o'clock. Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte,
contralto; Melba French Barr, soprano: Clifford Lott,
baritone and Arthur Hackett, tenor, will be the soloists.

Mjabelle Everett presented her pupils in theT annual
recital given at the Ambassador Hotel on Sunday, May
20. The program was as fo'lows:
Mah Lindy Lou (Strickland), The Shoogy-Shoo (May-

hew), Ensemble; In Italy (Del Riego), Slave Song
(Boyd), Miss Gladys Wetherby; II mio bel foco (Mar-
cello), Miss Freda Faris; The Lord is My Shepherd
(Liddle), Miss Lula Lanterman; The Enchanted Glade
(Barker), Miss Lanterman and Mr. Worth; Mattinata
(Leoncavallo), Songs of Araby (Johns), Od Plaid
Shaw! (Old Irish), Mr. Worth; Nuit d'etoiles (Debussyl
11 Neige (Bemberg), Miss Margaret De Mers; Amarilli
(Caccini) ; Chi vuol la zingarella (Paissiellu) ; Seguldila
(Bizet), Miss Maude Shenberg; Cry of Rachael (Salter),
Miss Leontine Redon; Still wie d'e nacht (Bohm), Es
blinkt der than (Rubinstein), Hindoo Slumber Song
(Ware), Miss Mariam Aaron; Voi che sapete (Mozart),
My Heart's a Butterfly (Bochan). Miss Margaret Crist;
Bird of the Wilderness (Horsman), Cargoes (Dobson),
Morning Hymn (Henschel), Miss Faris; Don't Come In,

Sir, P'.ease (Scott), Danza (Chadwick), Miss De Mers;
Ouvre tes yeux bleus (Massenet), Mandoline (Debussyl.
Carnival (Fourdrain), Miss Redon; The Last Song
(Rogers), Miss Shenberg.

Miss Leontine Redon, Miss Maude Shenberg and Miss
Margaret de Mers of the Miabelle Everett Studios are
giving the song program before the French section of

the Ebell Club on the morning of May 25, and Miss
Freda Farris of the same studios gives the program in

the evening of the same day with Mabelle Havens,
elocutionist at the Hotel Stillwell.

LAWRENCE M. TIBBETT

Gall Mils Dimmit, soprano, has returned from a six
weeks' eastern tour, and while in Washington, D. C,
sang for the D. A. R. Continental Congress.

Ruth Stevens Frost, of the Southwest College of
Music, will appear in a program given at the South-
western Museum on Sunday, May 27. at 3 o'clock. She
will play the sextette from Lucia, arranged by Letche-
titzke and a Nocturne in G flat by Leyer-Helmund.

Gladys G, Hill, dramatic soprano, and talented pupil
of Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, has recently been en-
gaged as soloist at the First Christian Church on
Eleventh and Hope streets.

Sibley Pease, noted organist and secretary of the
Southern California Chapter of the American Guild of
Organists, announces that a convention will be held
under the auspices of the Los Angeles chapter on June
25, 26, 27, and 2S, to which all organist in California
are invited. The Los Angeles chapter is anxious to
know how many will avail themselves of this exce'.lent
opportunity to meet and hear other organ'sts in Cali-
fornia. It is believed that many will plan their vacat'ons
so as to attend the convention. The Los Angeles com-
mittee wishes to emphasize the fact that every organist
in the state and from the entire country as well are
cordially invited to attend. In order that all the cdu-
vention details may be mailed, a prospectus is being
prepared which can be secured by writing direct to Mr.
Pease, 1027 North Bonnie Brae, Lcs Angeles.

Miss Pearle Witherbee, prima donna soprano, gave an
interesting concert-recital at Symphony Hall last Friday
evening. Miss Witherbee was assisted by Miss Lucille
Stanley, violinist, and Miss Anita Paller. p'aniste.
Among the outstanding numbers on the program which
won special applause were Springs Awakening (Dudley
Buck), Day is Done (Balfe) and Le Pecheurs du Perles
(Bizet).

Will Garroway, pianist of great dramatic ability is

one of a group of talented art'sts who will appear at the
Discovery Concerts featured at Grauman's. He will be
heard in Moskowski's Waltz in E major, and The Wind.

Mme. Alma Stetzler will present her gifted pupil
Georgia Stark, coloratura soprano,_ in a song recital to

be given at tiie Ebe:i Club House, Tuesday evening,
June 12. Miss Stark, who is only seventeen years old.

GEORGE KRUGER AT THE SEQUOIA CLUB

One of the mcst interesting and successful concerts
of this season was given under the direction of George
Kruger at the Sequoia Club Hall on Thursday, May 17.

The people must have anticpated a treat because the
attendance was such that every available space was
occupied in the hall. Those who participated in the pro-
gram were George Kruger with his four artist students,
Edna Linkowski, Myrtle Gab'e, Norman Smith and
Joseph Salvato, ass'sted by two young viclinists, Helen
Hughes and Emily Lees, artist students of Guiseppe
Jollain, the distinguished violin teacher of this city.

The program began with the first movement of the
C minor Concerto by Beethoven, which was played with
fluent technic and Intelligent understanding by Joseph
Salvato. Then followed the A minor Grieg Crncerto in-

terpreted by George Kruger and accompanied by Myrtle
Gab'e on the second piano. Long bursts of applause
after each movement and even in the midst of the
composition showed how powerfully Mr. Kruger Im-
pressed the hearts of the listeners with his playing.

After this Helen Hughes and Em'ly Lees rendered the
double concerto by Bach in a soulful, finished way, ably
accompanied by Mabel Sherburne West. Helen Hughes
showed her wonderful bowing and temperament in her
solo—the Ballade and Polonaise by "Vieuxtemps. Edna
Linkowski made a decided hit with a Scherzo by
Mendelssohn and the E major Valse by Moszkowskl.
She has a splendid technic and a charming way of ex-

press'ng herself on the piano. The program was closed
by Norman Smith, the little wizard of the piano. He
had chosen the Rhapsodie d'Auvergne by Saint-Saens
and so strong was the applause that he was called to

the platform again and again, until he responded with
La Fileuse by Raff as an encore.

THE ZECH ORCHESTRA CONCERT

The Zech Orchestra of which William F. Zech Is the
energetic and capable director, gave the first concert
of the season 1923 at California Hall, Polk and Turk
streets, on Tuesday evening. May 15th, before a crowded
house. An unusually ambitious and high class program
had been prepared and the young musicians constituting

the orchestra proved to be thoroughly well trained and
selected with an Idea of combining enthusiastic and well
equipped young instrumentalists into one body. The
program contained such difficult and splendid works as
Beethoven's Egmont Overture, Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony, Dvorak's Two Slavonic Dances and Wagner's
Mastersinger Overture. It was a program that 'would

easily be apt to tax the resources of a professional
orchestra and when we say that Mr. Zech obtained ex-

cellent results from this body of young musicians who
played with ease of technical execution and truly re-

markable judgment as to phrasing and attacks as well
as Intonation, we surely bestow a mete of praise which
is not only well deserved, but rarely justifiable In case
of non-professional organizations.

Mrs. Edna Mae Stratlon Nies. vloliniste, played the
first number of Bruch's D minor violin concerto (No. 2)

with exceptional skill. Overcoming almost unsurmount-
able technical dlfflculties with surprising ease and se-

curing emotional effects of an exceptional order. She
well merited the ovation accorded her. Miss Arline
Elizabeth Lynch played the piano part with fine judg-
ment and ensemble effect. Harry B. Tobey, cellist, dis-

tinguished himself by playing Wuerst's Serenade with
excellent tone, expression and musicianship. It was a
concert of which the orchestra and Mr. Zech may in-

deed be proud.
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The third annual public school music festival will be

held at the Fresno Auditorium on May 25th and 26th

under the direction of Miss Inez Coffin. 1700 children

of the city schools taking part. The program, which

will be given in a later issue includes several composi-

tions by Earl Towner, supervisor of music in the

Fresno public schools and conductor of the Fresno Sym-

phony Orchestra. Mr. Towner will conduct the orches-

tra of fifty pieces which will be made up of members
selected from the various student orchestras of the city

schools. Pasquale Santa Emma will conduct the band,

also composed of students. The Fresno Boy Choir will

sing under the directorship of Miss Coffin.

It is a hopeful thing for the future of music in this

community that we have such a splendid music depart-

ment in our public schools. Each year's Festival shows

a marked development in the children's work and each

year more enthusiasm is apparent on the part of the

general public toward the Festival. Such participation

of children in civic functions of this kind should be en-

couraged.

The United Scandinavian Singers gave a most inter-

esting concert at the White Theatre in Fresno on the

evening of May 17th. Most of the numbers were sung

"a cappela"—without accompaniment—by the chorus ot

sixty men under the direction of Axel Pihlstrom. Unity

of effort and true musical appreciation were apparent

throughout the concert. On the Sea by Dudley Buck was

sung without accompaniment and the singers surely

deserve especial commendation for this number. It

reflects the soul of Scandinavian music, the love of

the rugged shores, the stiff sea breeze and the long dark

nights and short bright days. Konrad Anderson, bari-

tone, has a big mellow voice and showed real artistry

in his solos. Mrs. Romayne Hunkins of Fresno accom-

panied the singers and Mrs. Christine M. Hart, also of

Fresno, gave two groups of songs.

Mendelssohn's oratorio, Elijah, was sung by the San

Joaquin Valley Oratorio Society and associated artists

under the direction ot Llewellyn B. Cain in Fresno April

28th. It was a memorable 'performance. The solo parts

were taken by Mrs. Esther L. Ryer. soprano; Mrs. R.

G. Retallick, soprano; Miss Zaruhi Elmassian, soprano;

Miss Minnie MacDonnald of Selma, contralto; Robert

Blume, tenor; L. B. Cain, baritone, and Ralph R. Wise
of Visalia, baritone. Quoting Miss Isabel Morse in the

Fresno Bee: "The oratorio was opened with a command-
ing, masterful solo by Llewellyn B. Cain. It was sung

with authority, power and admirable tone quality. He
has a: beautiful voice of unusual carrying ability and

the solos sung by him were notably well done. If one

were to choose among them probably the aria. It Is

Enough, would be the first in approval.

"The value of the organ as a harmonic background
was apparent in the organ playing of Gladys Ogborn.

Her enjoyment ot the composition was evident in her

well marked rhythms. She was ably assisted by Mrs.

Romayne Hunkins at the piano.

"The manner in which the chorus began its numbers
was excellent. The method of attack was evidence of the

worth of its training. The crescendos and diminuendos

were made with such ease that the listener felt the

real musical feeling back of the singing . . .

Mrs Esther Ryer, soprano, sang a pleasing duet with

Miss Marie MacDonnald. and the aria, Hear Ye Israel,

at the end of the oratorio with commendable sweetness

ot tone. . . . Robert A. Blume had three important

arias. Mrs. R, G. Retallick did some very beautiful sing-

ing in the part of the widow. Her work was distinguished

for its dramatic strength coupled with a high class timbre

shown in the solo with Llewellyn B. Cain which was
one ot the loveliest bits of the oratorio. In Ralph G.

Wise, the community has a singer who promises much.
His singing was characterized by a rich velvety quality

of tone and his voice is well used. He had the largest

number of solos and bore the test with honor. Miss

Elmasian sang the part of youth creditably.

"A double chorus from Orosi did some effective sing-

ing in Lift Thine Eyes.
"Truly Fresno should be grateful to the federation

for a presentation which is musically educative and
equally as enjoyable to the singers themselves as to

the listeners."

Last Year the San Joaquin Valley Oratorio Society

sang The Messiah in Fresno. Kingsburg, Orosi, Reedley
and Exeter. There are 700 voices in the chorus made
up of smaller choral units from the various valley towns.

Mr. Cain is make a great contribution to the musical
life of the San Joaquin Valley and his efforts should
meet not only with appreciation but with co-operation

from the music lovers of the community. Thi'ee years
ago Mr. Cain directed the Music Festival given in

connection with the Raisin Day activities in Fresno
and since that time he has been training choruses at the
various valley towns.

Next year's work of the Society is being outlined by
Mr. Cain, and the representatives of the Church Feder-
ation under whose auspices it will be given. The pro-

grams will include Elijah, The Messiah. Stabat Mater,
and a miscellaneous program to close the season.

The Fresno Male Chorus, which is directed by Mr.
A. G. Wahlberg, has just closed its tenth season. The
annual election took place on May 14th and the follow-
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uilding, Los Angeles

ing officers were elected: A. S. Perkins, president;

Curtis W. Beall. vice-president; C. A. Shirreft, secre-

tary; Bryant Ashton, treasurer; L. W. Everson, chair-

man ot the music committee: Dr. R. P. Cockrill, chair-

man of the voice committee; Dr. Hal D. Draper, pub-

licity director. These officers constitute a board ot

directors. Reports from various committees and offi-

cers showed the organization to be in good financial

condition to begin the next season. The Male Chorus

has given several concerts in various valley towns this

season and five concerts at the White Theatre in Fresno.

Mrs. Romayne S. Hunkins is the accompanist.

The Boys' and Girls' Glee Clubs ot the Kingsburg

High School gave Will C. Macfarland's operetta Little

Almond Eyes May 18th and 19th under the direction ot

Llewellyn B. Cain at the Kingsburg High School Audi-

torium. There are sixty voices in the chorus and a solo

cast ot twelve. Mr. Cain has been training the two glee

clubs during the past school year and credit is due him
tor the fact that the Girls' Glee Club took the Raisin

Day prize at Fresno tor the best singing from floats.

Earl Towner, conductor of the Fresno Symphony
Orchestra, will be one of the guest conductors at the

Hollywood Bowl concerts this summer. Mr. Towner
will conduct among other numbers two ot his own com-

positions.

Mrs. Harry Coffee will leave for New York City May
26th. While there she will coach with Mr. Frank
LaForge. Mrs. Coffee is one of the leading pianists ot

the San Joaquin Valley. Her playing has wonderful

tone, a dazzling brilliancy and she brings equal intelli-

gence and musical beauty to each composition she plays.

Mrs. Coffee has given her art to this community with-

out remuneration and is heartily appreciated by music
lovers ot Fresno and vicinity. She was before her
marriage. Miss Anna Newman of San Francisco and is

well known in musical circles about the Bay.

Miss Mary Orr will leave Fresno early in June to go
to Boston where she will spend next year in study.

Miss Orr has been organist at the First Presbyterian
Church during the last year and has had charge ot

the orchestra and harmony classes at the Fresno High
School. She directed' the production of the operetta

The Fire Prince given by the High School students last

month and has appeared at various times during the

year on programs. Her piano work shows a splendid

technique and real artistry. She will return to Fresno
in the fall of 1924.

Miss Martha Sprengle presented two of her pupils at

her studio in a recital given May 18th, when Frances
Hansen and Dorothea Blume, 12-year-old pianists, gave a

program including numbers from Heller, Haydn, Nevin,

Bach. Grieg and others. Miss Sprengle is to be con-

gratulated on the program ot these children.

The choir ot St. John's Cathedral gave a concert May
20th under the directorship of Miss Catherine Balthis.

The choir was assisted by Will Hays, violinist; Edward
Leonard, cellist, and Fred Brooks, clarineist; Miss Leah
Thomas at the organ. The program follows: (a) Spring
Song (Mendelssohn), organ and orchestra; (b) Bene-
dictus (Rosewig), E flat, Alice Connoly and Ray Hanley;
(c) Regina Coeli, Louise Adams, soloist; (d) Open the
Gates (Knapp), Mrs. John A. New; (e) Agnus Dei
(Bizet), Miss Marguerite Balthis; (t) Veni Creator
(.Millard), Louise Adams, Ray Hanley, A. De La Tour;
(g) Ave Maria (Millard), Miss Catherine Balthis; (h)

(31orla (Mozart).

Miss Lori M. Fuller will present her piano pupils in

recital at the Parlor Lecture Club on May 24th. Invi-

tations have been issued. The program will be; Le
Secret (Gautier), Hazel Patterson, first player; Mar-
jorie Guyett, second player: Jessie Patterson, third

player; Cuckoo Song (Mae .\ileen Erb), Claire Saddle-

myer; The Wild Horseman (Schumann), Clayton Boyer;
The Water Wheel (Frank Lynes), Lester Reed; In

Slumherland (Spaulding),' Hazel Patterson; The Hunt-
er's Horn (Schmoll), Jessie Patterson; Sonatina, Op.
36, No. 1 (Clementi), Andrew Mattel, first piano; Arthur
Wahlberg, second piano; The Return of the Gondolier
(Schmoll). Marjorie Guyett; Minuet (Bach), Arpeggio
Waltz (Caroline Crawford) Eloise Kittrell; Etude No.
11, Op. 100 (Burgmiller), Andrew Mattel; Minuet
(Bach), Scherzo (Haydn), Arthur Wahlberg; Light Cav-
alry (Schmoll). John Fairweather; Forest Scenes (Carl

Bohm), Fern McDevitt, first piano; Eleanor Mattel, sec-

ond piano; Minuet (Bach), Frolics (Von Wilm), Ralph
Agnew; Gavotte (Bach). Fantasie (Bach). Fern Mc-
Devitt; Elfin Dance (Jensen), Hide and Seek (Dennee),
Eleanor Mattel; The Flowing Tide (John Desmond
Courtney), Clarence Phillips; In Hanging Gardens
(Davies), Ruth Turner; Qui Vive (Ganz), Ruth Turner,
primo; Marjorie Herrold. secondo: Song of Fancy, from
Lyric Suite, Op. 538 (Bohm), Venetian Barcarolle, from
Lyric Suite, Op. 538 (Bohm), Marjorie Reed; Butterfly

(MerkeO. Maurice Adams; Barchetta (Nevin), Marjorie
Herrold; Sonata in C. Allegro (Mozart-Grieg), Maurice
Adams, first piand; Clarence Phillips, secoTid piaho,

Mrs. Laura Jones Rawlinson ot New York lectured
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to a representative group ot Fresno piano teachers at

Hotel Fresno on the morning ot May ISth. About twenty-

five teachers were present. Mrs. Rawlinson is a normal
teacher ot the Dunning System of music study for be-

ginners. She lectured for several months at Teachers'
College ot Columbia University at the request ot Dean
Charles Farnsworth and since leaving Columbia she has

been making a tour of the United States lecturing to

private teachers of piano and to normal students. Last

year she spent in Europe with Mrs. Carrie Louise Dun-

ning, the originator of this system ot "rhyme, game and
song'' in music. Mrs. Dunning is a pupil of Leschetizky.

The Dunning System is being used by Mrs. L. B. Cain
of this city. It is based on one of the most simple rules

ot child psychology—"interest without conscious effort"

—and is purported by its exponents to eliminate the

drudgery of the first two years of music study and im-

plant the fundamentals ot intelligent musicianship
rather than to develop mere players of instruments.

The system has the endorsement of Leschetizky, Car-

rena, Gadsky and various other musical authorities.

Mrs. Rawlinson is an interesting speaker and her lec-

ture was received with considerable enthusiasm by the

teachers who heard her.

Mrs. Emma Mescow Fitch, contralto, gave a delight-

ful song recital at the home of Mrs. Frank Joel Cray-

croft in Fresno May 19th. Her program follows: (1)

Aria—My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice—Samson et De-

lilah; (2) The Last Hour (Kramer), Trees (Rasback),
Charity (Hageman) ; (3) What's in the Air Today
(Eden), By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance), Who
Knows (Stickle), The Fields of Ballyclare (Maley); (4)

Crying of the Waters (Campbell Tipton), Years at the

Spring (Beach). Twilight (Glens), Vale (Russell); (5)

Across the Hills (Rummel), The Lazy Song (Lawson),
I Heard a Cry (Fisher), The Icicle (P.assett).

Mrs. Fitch has a big dramatic voice of powerful
sweetness and she has the musical soul and intensity of

feeling necessary to real interpretation. Her voice is ot
unvarying sweetness and uniformity of register Mrs.

Fitch was a former pupil ot Percy Rector Stevens ot

New York City and last year she studied with Madame
Gadski and Yeatman Griffith in New York. Beside her
concert work and private teaching Mrs. Fitch directs

the Baptist choir ot Fresno and is contralto soloist at

that church.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CONCERT
The final regular concert of the season of the Pacific

Musical Society took place at the Fairmont Hotel on
Thursday evening. May 10th. Miss Esther Deininger
was the pianist of the occasion and she distinguished
herself with a performance that denoted careful and.,

serious study ot her work, exhibited a brilliant and
fluent technic, a delightful touch and intelligent phras-

ing. It was a performance of e.vceptional merit. Pearl
Hossack Whitcomb sang her songs with well developed
artistry, a voice ot fine timbre and quality and an
assurance that proved her an experienced artist and
one who knows how to apply her artistic advantages
with decided judgment and taste. Irene Mil'ier played
the accompaniments judiciously. Rudy Seiger was atij

his best when playing the Grieg Sonata with J. Chandler
|

Smith at the piano. It was indeed excellent work,
Jj

showing a depth of musicianship which can only he>
attained by a combination of technical skill and natural
talent. It was a thoroughly enjoyable performance and.
won well merited and enthusiastic applause. |
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SEQUOIA TRIO TO MAKE DEBUT

The first appearance of the Sequoia

Prio which will take place in the Italian

Joom of the St. Ftancis Hotel on June

1st, at 8:15 p. m., marks the birth of a

lew ensemble organization in San Fran-

lisco. Arthur Conraili. violinist; Pierre

Douillet, pianist, and Arthur Weiss, 'eel-

ist, are all well established musicians,

ind these comprise the personnel of the

lew trio.

The program for the first concert will

nclude the Brahms Trio in C minor and
he Rubinstein Trio in G minor. Op. 15.

3onradi will appear as soloist playing

he Bach Chaconne tor violin alone. The
Sequoia Trio will be heard in a series

)t three recitals, to be held in the Italian

loom at the St. Francis Hotel, during the

;oming season, 1923-1924.

The following works will be performed:
Seethoven—Trio, B. flat, Schumann

—

rrio, F major, Brahms—Trio, C minor,
SaintSaens—Trio, F major, Rubinstein
-Trio, G minor, Arensky—Trio, D minor.

U these concerts the members of the

rrio will also appear as individual solo-

sts.

It may, perhaps, be interesting to

ouch on the careers of the artists who
lave formed this new ensemble. Arthur
^onradi began his musical studies under
he instruction of his mother when he
vas four years of age. At ten he won
I competitive violin scholarship offered

ly the Peabody Conservatory of Balti-

ttore, and at sixteen he was again award-
id this prize. After three concert tours

if this country he went to Europe for

urther study—first in Germany and later

n Russia. Subsequently he returned to

Jerlin where he was identified with the
Qusical profession. Somewhat before the
lutbreak of the World War he returned
o the United States and located imme-
liately in San Francisco.
There are few pianists living now who

lave had the advantages of such pure tra-

litions as Pierre Douillet received during
lis student period. He was a personal
riend for many years of Carl Mikuli, the
Ilustrious pupil of Chopin. And with him
le also made a careful study o£ the great
omposer's works. Afterwards he went
Nickolas Rubinstein and still later to

l^dmund Neupert in Moscow. Douillet
ras born in Russia of French parentage.
Ifter concertizing in Russia, Poland,
loumania, Austria and Germany he re-

leived a call to the New York College
if Music under Theodore Thomas. He is

egarded as one of the leading pianists
if the Pacific Coast.
Arthur Weiss, Ph. D., has been identi-

led on the Pacific Coast tor the past
wenty-five years as solo 'cellist and
eacher. He studied under the celebrated
)avid Popper of Budapest, later on com-
ng to New York where he played under
Vnton Seidel and Walter Damrosch. In
lis Doctor's Thesis published in the Uni-
'ersity of California Series he has made
valuable contributions to aesthetics in its

elation to music.

Madame Dorothy Raegen Talbot, noted
loncert artist, gave a concert at the
juther Burbank Jubilee Friday after-

loon. May 18th, at Santa Rosa. While in

Santa Rosa, Madam Talbot was the guest
)f Mr. and Mrs. Luther Burbank.

CHARLES RUGGLES AT ALCAZAR

Charles Ruggles, youthful and talented
ictor of Juvenile roles, who has made a
n'eat success in recent years on the
itage and screen, will begin a starring
leason at the Alcazar next Sunday mat-
nee. May 27th, in Oh Boy! a delicious
nusical comedy treat. It is a long time
lince Ruggles has been seen in San
Francisco, although he was a reigning
favorite at the Alcazar before he made
I name for himself on Broadway.
In order to introduce Ruggles under

:he most favorable auspices, Thomas
SVilkes has selected Oh Boy! a joyous
nusical comedy. It was described by the
Vew York critics as particularly enter-
;aining, with a full measure of zest and
pep, and with many snappy melodies.
Ruggles, who has a good singing voice,
ivill have the principal role, giving him
I full play for his fun making proclivi-
;ies. Supporting the star will be a com-
pany carefully selected and headed by
N"ana Bryant, who has had considerable
experience as a prima donna. In the cast
win be Netta Sunderland, Mary Duncan,
rhomas Chatterton. Cliff Thompson and
Norman Feusier. There will be a snappy

chorus of singing and dancing beauties,
especially drilled by Dickson Morgan,
and the production will be under the
supervision of Hugh Knox.

This week Louis Bennison is saying
farewell to his original and most popular
success, Johnny Get Your Gun, which is

a riot of fun from the beginning to end.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.
MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
' In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.^NCISCO BANK)

SAVINCS COMMF.RCIAI,
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Freincisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921 ,392.53

Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00

Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mbsion and 2Ist Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lh Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haicht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (434)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

A.DCLE ULMA.N
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PI-\!«0

Studio ITS Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Mrs. William Steinbach Laura Wertheimber
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

Sun Fmnoiwcn Phone; K^nmy M.'M

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Tench SInie. Schoen-
Rene'n Method

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect 0253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
0O5 Kohler & Choae Bid. TeL Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-6O4 KOHLER <£ CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kenrnr K4S4

MRS. CHARLES POULTER.
SOPRANO St. Andrews Chureh
Volee Culture, Pinno. .ViS 27th St., Oak-
land. Tel. 207». Kohler & Chase Bids..
Wednesdays Tel. Kearny S4S4.

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Pledn

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTR.ALTO

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OP SINGING

Studio 36 GalTney BulldlnK. 376 Sutter St.
Tel, Douelas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the opening of her new Resi-
dence Studio. Clark Apts., Apt. 26— 1.38

Hyde St., San Frnnclseo. Phone Prospect

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OP SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROAMIRT (IT. MARY'§ OATHBDRAIi'

Piano Department, Haailla School
Oraraw anii Piano. ArrillRgn Mwlcal Colleao

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

LEILA B. GRAVES
LVBIC SOPRANO—VOICIC CI LTCRE

Pupil of Rose Relda Calllean
Studio: 1.10 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

Preparatory Teacher for
Mrs. Noah Brandt

2311 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

Stndloi lOoa Kohler * Chase Bids.
Phone Kearny S4M

Joseph George Jacobson

2833 Sacramen

PIANO
St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqoe, Paris

Stndlo: 3107 WnHhlnston Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SInelnB. 32 Lorclta Ave, Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Hon., Kohler A
ChnJie Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny MM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. day A n^ashinKton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Plann

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church AVork. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2.''i3f) Clay St^ Phone West 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Stadlo: 1001) Kohler S: Chane Bids.

Telephone Kearny MM
Res. Tel. Bayview 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST, ACCO.MP.4NIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 41(16 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 4ir.2 Hon-e St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. .•i4n2

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. 3433 Sacramento
St.. and 121 2lBt Ave.. Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. "West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury SL Phone Pari* 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1463 Fulton Street. Fillmore 2657

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone Wett 1«9S

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANORk PErinieri

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5464

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
GOl Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

OTTO RAUHUT
357 Arguello Blyd. Phone Pacific 3661

HOTHER WI8MER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter «S6C

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRIVIER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COIVIPANY,

THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keys
fnndiimentnl niuNic prIiirlpleN In n deftnlte and Incld wo7, commencing

it-Kradc pleceN but proKrCNHiiif!; rniiidly In Ihclr cxpoftltlon of technical
-CHNlon problcniM and the creotlon of good tnNtc.

I'llIlK, ««c.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Snmmy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Chentnut Street
Telephone Proapect 4932

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are yoa iio<l«fleiI wllh your teacher?
Can he pinoe you before the pnbllcf
Are you satUlled with your progresa?
Is be n FatldlHt. or Chnrletanf
Are you aure your teacher knows how?
Is he always talking "BREATH?" "TONGUE?"

•JAW?"
If In doubt, conault Mr. Bogart, who studied In

Europe with the teachers of Sembrlck. SealchI,
Blspham, etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and
Concert.

S7fl SV'TTER STREET—Douglas 9250
2218 I,iAKE STREET—Bayvlew 48T1

Kvenlnes by appointment
Read Mr. Bogart's article In this paper of March

24, 1»2:{, about "Charletaus"

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 6464

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made Im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by IVaKer Swaync

Special Normal Course for Teachers, baaed on Swayi
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A Chase Bids.

2518H Etna St^ Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 131«

CHALIAPIN
The World's Greatest Singer

POSITIVELY LAST
APPKARAMK

EXPOSITION AUDITORIUM

MONDAY NIGHT

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

WUgKBAUen®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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CHALIAPIN AGAIN ATTRACTS THOUSANDS

Unsurpassed Declamatory Singing Thrills Another Huge
Multitude in the Civic Auditorium and Cheers

Again Escape Admirers

BY ALFRED METZGER
It was evident that the artistic victory won by Feodor

l^haliapin during his first San Francisco concert at the
Uivic Auditorium on Sunday afternoon. May 20th, spread
luickly throughout the city for at his second concert
)n Monday evening. May 2^th at the same jjlace another
six thousand people assembled to do homage to the
great declamatory artist. We say declamatory advisedly
for a second hearing positively convinced us that Cha-
.iapin's art is greatest in his "singing speech" as it

yere. One of the mysteries that has confronted us dur-
ng our long career as reviewer of musical events is the
fact that we positively were so "hypnotized" by Chalia-
Jin's remarkable personality and unique art that it

lever occurred to us that he rarely ever sang the melody
)r theme of the songs he interpreted. He depends ex-
clusively upon his rare declamatory style of singing.

If we had not attended this second concert we might
lever have been ab'e to classify Chaliapin- correctly.
While listening to Schumann's Grenadiers for the second
;ime the light began to dawn tor us. The great artist

lontinued to sing several verses of this magnificent
jomposition without paying the slightest attention to
the melodic line of the song. He merely recited the

orvii.le: harroi.d

A livndine Tenor of the Metropnlftan Opera Co.,
\Vho StnrtH Two Weeks' KnpraKeinent nt

I.oew-8 Warfleld Thenire, Jane 2

lines in dramatic form and clothed them in the robe of
his magnificent vocal organ. That is to say he merely
sustained his tones sufBciently to speak the phrases in
1 certain chant-like manner, but never actually singing
the lines to the notes of Schumann's fertile creative
mind. The same was true of songs by Rubinstein, Schu-
bert, Tschaikowsky, Mozart and Glazounov. all of which
we know to be exceptionally melodious, but which under
Chaliapin's treatment lost their variety of melodic out-
ine and became actually monotonous from a purely
:heniatic standpoint.
By this we do not mean to say that Chaliapin could

lot sing the melody of these songs if he wished to. He
las simply adopted an entirely new style suited to the
adical ideas of the day. The fact that he can thrill and
sntrance six thousand people to the verge of enthusi-
istic hysteria proves beyond a doubt that he is an artist
)f the highest rank. Indeed on numerous occasions dur-
tg the course of the evening his masterly handling of
lis voice was only too apparent. For instance he made
'reiuent use of the high, covered head tones in a mau-
ler that, although frequently employed, never became
;iresome or monotonous. It was done with such artistic
ilegance that one glad'.y listened to it. Then his breath
control was a marvel of sustaining quality and self-
control. His legato singing, whenever he gave It a
jtiancf, like in Malashkin's Oh. Could I But Express in
Bong was truly enchanting to listen to.

The marvel to us was specially the tact that content-
ing liimself solely with the "singing speech," and mostly
ignoring the melodic themes of a song, he still retained
the enthusiasm and interest of his hearers. That is a
feat which no other artist so far has been able to suc-
cessfully accomplish (for Dr. WuUner does sing the
melodic theme of a song). We know of no other artist
whom we would willingly forgive this distortion of the
thematic phrase, and this in itself is an admission how
great an artist of individuality of style Chaliapin really
is. On this second occasion he sang the following se-
lections: Night (Tschaikowsky), The Old Corporal
(Dargomizhsky), The Two Grandiers (Schumann);
Encores—Ballad (Rubinstein), The Government Clerk
(Dargomizhsky) and In My Dreams I Bitterly Wept
(Schumann): Death Walks About Me (Sahknovsky).
Aria from Don Giovanni (Mozart). We Parted Haughtily
I Dargomizhsky), Russian Convict Son (Russian Folk
Song arranged by Karatigin): Encores—Oh, Could I But
Express, A Little King of Tartary's Harem Song (Rus-
sian Folk Song) and Persian Song (Rubinstein) ; Sadko
(Rimsky-Korsakov). When the King Went Forth to War
(Koeneman). Volga Boat Song (Kennemaun), Mephisto's
Song of the Flea (Moussorgsky). And then followed one
or two more encores whose titles were lost in the throng
that crowded around the stage.

In the Schumann song In My Dreams I Bitterly Wept
Chaliapin's style of ignoring the melody of the song was
specially apparent. The ending of the song Death Walks
About Me was singularly artistic. Chaliapin employing
mezzo voce throughout until the final tenderly breathed
high tone. The Persian Song also ended in a high tone
splendidly sustained in pianissimo. In We Parted
Haughtily Chaliapin was at his heighth as a singer.
The composition itself is beautifully lyric and gives the
artist ample opportunity to employ his pure and accur-
ate high head tones.

Max Rabinowitsch again proved a great puzzle, for
whi'e his accompaniments were sublimely adequate to
Chaliapin's fine expression, his solo work, specially his
Paraphrase on airs from 'Tschaikowsky's opera Eugen
Onegin and the Strauss waltz, was entirely lacking in
proper accentuation, rhythm and adequate tempo. His
interpretation of Borodin's In the Monastery and Glinka
Balakire's The Lark seemed quite an improvement on
the other solos. And thus the Selby C. Oppenheimer
season closed amidst great enthusiasm and much eclat.

BETTER MUSIC PRESENTED BY THE MOVIES

Poorly Played Jazz of An Inferior Calibre Gradually
Being Eliminated—Andre Satero Justly

Pleases at California Theatre

Whenever the Pacific Coast Musical Review aggres-
sively attacks a musical policy which it regards un-
worthy of the intelligence of our music lovers, and al-

though of the magnificent theatres that grace our
streets, it is not afraid to make itself heard. And when-
ever this paper registers what it considers a just com-
plaint it does not do so with any spirit of malice, nor
with any intention whatever of intimidation or intoler-
ance. When we are in this mood we merely intend to
serve as a safety valve tor the public's indignation
which is expressed to us frequently by word of mouth
or through written messages. Quite frequently, as in
this latter case of bad jazz playing, we find that the
managers—at least the intelligent portion of the man-
agers—already has felt the pulse of the public and had
begun steps to improve the musical conditions in their
theatres.

A trip to the various leading motion picture theatres
last week convinced us that the efforts of the managers
were indeed bringing fine results. Let us begin with the
California Theatre. There is a new conductor—Andrew
Satero. He unquestionably understands his business. He
has virility, fire and a sense of rhythm and succeeds in
getting the best out of his orchestra. While the ap-
plause he receives is gratifying and enthusiastic, as is

always the case when good music is well played, he
would obtain even greater applause if a few additional
instruments in his orchestra would enable him to secure
stronger climaxes. Then there are Waring's Pennsyl-
vanians. Of course, being a chronicler of serious musi-
cal events, we shall never be reconciled to the useful-
ness of jazz playing in its accepted style. But, after
all. we cannot be envious of the enjoyment of others
who seem to take special pleasure in the manner in
which these Pennsylvanians "put over" their kind of
jazz playing.

They are a number of enthusiastic young musicians,
who apparently lake pride in their work and who cer-
tainly accomplish the things they are aiming at. They
have an accurate sense of emphasizing the melody of a
composition and above all they play spontaneously to-

gether, are essentially emotional and able to "sing" on
their instruments. While their conductor and drummer
indulge in useless muscular displays of their anatomy

they seem to be in sympathy with the respective com-
positions they emulate, and so the public enthusiastic-
a'ly applauds these youthful dispensers of musical en-
tertainment until in time they become used to their,
at present novel entertainment, when the management
no doubt will replace them, with something else.

When it comes to the legitimacy of serious music ex-
cellently performed we must give Gyula Ormay at the
Imperial Theatre the palm. He does not compromise
with mediocrity, and still he has trained his audiences
to a point where they willingly accord him their admira-
tion. We have heard any number of people, whom we
never thought of as being specially musical, simply
"rave" over Orniay's pianistic art. And no wonder!
If you want to hear piano interpretation such as you
never have heard in a motion picture theatre before,
you simply must watch Ormay at the Imperial. His
silver tone and brilliant, clean technic and above all his
intelligent, artistic interpretation, not only in the pro-
gram proper, but in the musical settings to the feature
picture, represent the highest form of musical art. Be-
sides Mr. Ormay has surrounded himself with an or-

chestra of splendidly chosen musicians who play like
artists and not like laborers to whom their music means
so much per week.

And then there is our old friend Paul Ash, whom we
regard as a virtuoso conductor in the lighter form of
musical composition. What may sound cheap under the
direction of an ordinary theatre conductor sounds under
the leadership of Paul Ash like another composition.

lUAXINE CO]VRAD

A Very Talented V
a Coneert nt tli

St. KranrlN Ho<

nK ViolinlKt Who >VIII
Colonial Ballroom of
.\e%t Thnr»day Evenin

If jazz actually must be played in motion picture thea-

tres we would rather hear Paul Ash interpret it than
anyone else, for his splendid array of artists succeed in

following his moods to their finest details. We have
never yet sat through a musical program at the Granada
Theatre when we did not thoroughly enjoy every num-
ber. And not one of the least enjoyable features is the
manner in which the various musical acts are staged,
both lighting and scenic effects containing what is known
as real atmosphere for which Mr. Partington is entitled
to the gratitude of the public.

Next we shall speak of the music at the Loew-
Warfield where Orville Harold holds forth and. where
Lipschultz conducts an excellent orchestra.

The Summer Months are the important months in the
year tor the artist and teacher. It you permit this
precious time to go by without taking advantage of it.

then you surely will sustain a loss during the season.
It is in the summer when you have time to prepare for
the season, announce your plans, prepare your repertoire
and show that you are alive. When the season starts it

will be too late.
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-
Art can be had in the Steinisvay is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

T>uo-Art.

Sherittanlway& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Siockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacotna - Spokane
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GEORGIA KOBER
AMERICAN PIANIST

Studio: 30r,-S4n Sutter St.

1. Ivearny 5983, Wednesdays niid TluirNfln:

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

OAKLAND CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC

1329 Madison St., Cor. 14th, Oakland, Calif.
ADOLF GREGORY, Director

WALLACE A. SABIN
Oreanint Temple Bnianu El. Flmt Chureh of Chrlat Sd-
entlat. Director I.orluK flub. S. F., Wed.. 1B17 Cnllfornla
St.. Pbone Franklin 2«0:i: Sat.. Flrat Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307! Res. atudlo, 3142 Lenlstoa

ledniont 242S.Berkeley. Pho

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Olliclat organist
and choLr dir
oreanlst Coni!

oiial Church,
Piano and

.vailable lor

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

LXLLLAN BIRMINGHAM
„ Contralto
eacher of Singlne. Complete Course of Ooeratle TpmImIng. :!73U Pierce St. Tel. PUlmore 45537

""""'" "*'

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Slember I'niversify Extension Faculty
iludio; «70 .sth Aviriuc Phone l'aclHe SS2;
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

MUSIC
Why It Is Needed
BY J. T. FITZGERALD

Hundreds of thousands will experience an uplift in

thought as a result of Music Week, and industry and
society will receive an impulse. The desire to experience
harmony is a constant human tendency. A more har-

monious environment is expected in some degree to

obtain from almcst every act of our lives whether it be
through work. play. rest, study, or religious devotion.

Harmony is the ultimate aim of nations at war. and the

criminal hopes to bring about more harmonious condi-

tions for himself through plunder.

Absolute harmony, however, is a spiritua' quality, and
while it is beycnd the reach of any material human being
we strive to experience what we think most nearly

approaches that harmony. What we call music is a high,

if not the highest, human concept of absolute harmony
and that is why our music is a real human need. It is

the good that music awakens within our own conscious-

ness that we love more than we do the mus'c itself, but

since music leads to better thoughts we encourage it: we
study it. and cling to it because we need it.

When turned toward a sunset the effect of light of

different wave lengths on the retina produces a property

of phenomena which we call color. That is harmony too,

Three little monkeys, perched on the grand piano:

"Why your look of fright Oshi?" said little Tunbo, who
kept his ears covered so as to hear no evil. "Dame
Rumor called and told the old story that those in the
musical profession, whether performer or pedagogue,
are inclined to speak or infer evil of their contempor-
aries," said little Mikura, who could see no evil. "Fool-

ish little Oshi. look not so perturbed, did you not hear
what was said in answer?" "You must always allow
for percentage."
The profession is composed of a certain percentage

of humanity with its allowance of good and bad. Pupils
undoubtedly have unpleasant experiences, but so have
teachers, and to condemn all because of a few is mani-
festly unjust; where the pupil linds an incompetent
teacher, the latter in turn finds the unsatisfactory pupil.

Yet it all figures out to percentage and the percentage
of either fine teaching or successful performer is small
indeed.

Think in all the world how really few attain the
artistic heights, the fault—why, percentage of course.

Teachers all have pupils who disappoint, for one reason
or other; wha never climb to the altitudes deemed
possible, who fail; the causes many, i. e.. one through
ill health, another through financial inability, another
marries and so it goes; but should one be discouraged
because of these results? No! for it is all percentage
again. The same holds true in relation to the pupil's

attitude towards an unsatisfactory preceptor.

Charlatans, yes; but the music profession is in no
way an isolated exception in this; the field of medicine,
dentistry, the business world, all have their irresponsi-

ble characters, it is your percentage of "chaff among the
wheat' and as a law of contrast, most valuable. All

are more appreciative of the true when once they have
suffered from the false. Xo teacher intentionally mis-
leads a pupil, nor does any performer by malice afore-
thought give a poor rendition; it is limitation which is

responsible: the average critic of either is not mali-

ciously unkind, there is the psychological desire to help
progress.
When one has a new idea or discovery they are most

eager to pass it on, seemingly impelled by ego, but
that is an erroneous idea, in the background is the
true wish to share, impelled by the Divine. The man-
ner of so sharing differs as do individuals and oft-

times ways selected are not calculated to bring the
desired result; this only embraces the frailties of

humanity, in no way being an index of the whole.
"Nay, nay, little Oshi," continued Mikura. "you need

not be alarmed, the percentage of good feeling, kindly
actions and broadiuindedness among the muchly tra-

duced members of said profession, far overbalances
any of the reverse; if you are numbered among them
you will find your loudest applause, the warmest hand
clasp and most encouraging advice "back stage." In-

deed yes." agreed Tunbo. "travelers all upon a long
but interesting journey; the able-bodied and the frail,

with outstretched hands, eager to aid any who stumble
and while ^their steps may be slow and faltering, yet
they wend onward and upward."

J. T. FITZGERALD
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this, people from all parts of the globe will continue to
come to us knowing that "where the people sing they
may safely dwell tor there is no song in the wicked."
The Hantord Musical Club gave the final concert of

the season at the Hanford High School Auditorium.
April 24th, presenting Julia Jack, mezzo soprano, Henri-
etta Burns, violinist, and Genevieve Cunningham, dancer,
assisted by the .\nipico re-enacting piano by courtesy of
Hockett, Bristol and Cowan of Fresno. The program fol-

lows; (1) Song—.My Heart at Thy Sweet 'Voice (From
Samson and Delilah) (Saint-Saensl, Mrs. Julia Jack;
(2) Violins— (a) Air for G String (Bach), (b) Songs My
Mother Taught Me (Dvorak), (c) Orientale (Cui), Miss
Burns; (3) Piano—*Prelude, C. Sharp Minor (Rachmanin-
off), Played by the Composer; (4) Songs with "Violin

Obligato— (a) Dream in the Twilight (Strauss), (bl
Devotion (Strauss), Mrs. Jack and Miss Burns; (5)

Interpretive Dancing— (a) Minuet in G (Beethoven), (b)

Waltz, Op. 70, No. 1 (Chopin), Miss Cunningham; (6)
Piano—*Liebestraum (Liszt), Played by Leo Ornstcin;
(7) Songs— (a) De 01' Arks a Moverin' (Guion), (h)
Inter Nos (MacFadyen), (3) From the Land of the Sky
Blue Water (Cadman), Mrs. Jack.

• Re-enacting the artist's actual performance through
the Ampico in the Chickering.

and we find by analysis that it awakens good thoughts
in the human mind similar to those produced by audibile
musical harmony, and that is why we love and need to

look at sunsets. Of course there are shades and degrees
of music appreciation. Some want a great deal of jazz

music, mut they need far less than they want of it.

Thought steps, as well as toot steps, must be carefully

guarded when taking it. I frankly confess to my own
fascination for some of it.

The auditory nerve is not affected by spiritual har-

mony, but through prayer or right desire understanding
may apprehend it. At this point God's spiritual man
lives and is experiencing—knowing—God's presence.

Like the babe who cries longingly for the moon but be-

comes appeased and helped by the possession of a

colored rubber balloon, so do we more mature humans
through our inherent sense that absolute harmony pre-

vails and is desirable, become rested, encouraged and
helped through the relative concord which we designate
music.

It is intended that the laws of our country operate
from and are founded upon what we know of the eternal

laws governing real spiritual existence. When we assem-
ble in groups and participate in the concordant functions

of Music Week we are declaring ourselves in favor of all

law which operates for more expansive human kindness,

checkmates selfishness expressed through animal pro-

pensities, and which guarantees continued true progress

and protection tor individuals and the community.
The songs which are written and sung here today are

the inspiration of the songs which will be written and
sung here tomorrow, and in no small measure because of

HARTMAN-STEINDORFF CO. TO HAVE VACATION

Ferris Hartman, Paul Steindorff and their excellent
company of singers at the Rivoli Opera House will take
a brief vacation, following the final performance of

Victor Herbert's The Only Girl, this Sunday night. This
announcement was made Wednesday night, but it does
not mean that San Francisco will lose the splendid or-

ganization that has proven such a delight to lovers of

good music and admirers of the class of entertainment
that made the old Tivoli famous all over the world.
"We have been working very hard here since the

second of October last, when we opened with The Wiz-
ard of the Nile." said Paul Steindorff. "Thirty-five
weeks, without missing a single performance, is a re-

markable record, and since our opening we have given
three hundred and twenty consecutive performances,
including extra matinees. Seventeen comic operas and
musical plays have been presented, each of them for

two weeks, except The Toymaker, which ran for three
weeks during the holidays. Needless to say. the pro-
duction and presentation of these operas have involved
a great amount of energy and work and we are thor-

oughly tired and ready for a rest.

"San Francisco, always loyal, has welcomed the re-

vival of the old works and later musical plays which
Ferris Hartman and I have presented, with capable
principles, a good chorus and satisfactory orchestra

—

and at popular prices. In a very short time we hope
to start our Summer season and under more favorable
conditions than ever."

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Why does our musical system begin with the third

letter of the alphabet instead of the first?—D. D.

This question might be asked in another way: 'Why
is our natural scale called C instead of A? Because
this nomenclature is the result of accidental develop-
ment and not rational design. It can only be explained

by reference to the history of the sca'e and that is

practically equivalent to the history of music. Our
scale is the outgrowth of the musical system of the

ancient Greeks; they used fifteen tones covering a
range of two octaves and gave a different and dis-

tinguishing name to each of them. The Romans bor-

rowed the Greek system but applied the first fifteen

letters of their alphabet to the fifteen tones instead of

using the Greek names. Then Pope Gregory the Great,

in the Sixth century, simplified the nomenclature by
abolishing the last eight letters and using only the

first seven, inasmuch as the last eight tones were
repetitions of the first seven in another octave. This
is the derivation of the names A. B, C. D. E. F. and
G. of our tones. In the development of the modern
system of chord structure and tonality It was found
that the succession of tones from the note C best lent

itself to the purpose. Thus the scale of C became the
basis of our musical system.

2. Of what material is the mouthpiece of the oboe
made?—H. K.

Of a tall grass or reed, the Arundo Donax. The
material in its rough state is commonly called "cane,"
though it differs a great deal from real cane.

3. Who has succeeded Krehbiel as music critic of

the New York Tribune?—B. O. K.
Lawrence Oilman.
4. Tell me something about Dargomyzki?—L. R.
A Russian composer (1S13-69), friend of Glinka and

greatly influenced by him. It is from the works of

these two men that the nationalist movement in Ru.s-

sian music sprang. Dargomyzski's opera. "The Stone
Guest," which is a treatment of the Don Juan legend,
has been called the gospel of the New Russian School;
and it was by this opera and his songs that Dargomyz-
ski became the inaugurator of the movement which the
so-called "Five" have promoted and continued.

5. Please give me the name of a book of piano technic
which is authoritative on double thirds.—C. B.
Mozkowski: School of Double Notes.
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PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY CLOSES SEASON

The Pacific Musical Society closed a bril'iant season

with two excellent events during May. The first of these

closing events consisted of a concert program which was

rendered on Thursday evening, May 10th and the second

was the annual jinks which, in addition to a preliminary

Drognim, presented Mary Carr Moore's The Flaming

Arrow on Thursday. May 24th. Both events took place

IS usual at the Fairmont Hotel, the first in the Ball-

room and the second on the Terrace. This is the ap-

I
ropriate time to comment on the retirement of Mrs.

Frederick Crowe who was the president during the sea-

son 19''2-23 and who, thanks to an energy and artistic

taste that is worthy of the highest commendation, ac-

quitted hersslf most creditably and honorably of her

responsible task, and to whom the Pacific Musical So-

ciety owes a debt of gratitude.

Before the beginning of the program on May 10th took

place the elect'on of the new officers, all of whom were

elected by acclamation and included: President. Mrs.

William H. Banks: First Vice-President, Mrs, Frederick

G Canney Second Vice-President, Miss Roxana Weihe:

Treasurer, Mrs. Phillip V. Hein; Corresponding Secre-

tary. Miss Ruth Hammerslag; Recording Secretary,

Miss Eva Deutsch; Directors—Miss Isabel Arndt,

Miss Lu'u J. Blumberg. Miss Esther Deininger, Mrs. J.

F Gurley, Mrs. Leon Lazarus and Mrs. Albert George

Lang Surely a more representative and more worthy

array of offiiers can hardly be selected. Both the

officers and the club are ent tied to hearty congratula-

ti:ins for this excellent chDice.

Inasmuch as we ara to review two events in this arti-

cle we shall restrict i urselves to comments on the in-

d vidual work of the art sts giving their first program

and omit al, reference to the compositions rendered.

Suffice it to say that they belonged tD the most repre-

sentative written fcr the instruments or voice (or which

they bad been cliosen. Miss Esther Deininger was the

pianist of the tccasion and she sustained her reputation

by her intelligent and tasteful phrasing as well as her

thoroughly executed techiiic. Pearl Hossack Whitcomb.

mezzo contralto, sang her sDngs with a ringing, clear

voice and such sincere regard for the conventionalities

of adequate vocal interpretations that her expositions

well merited the hearty recepti..n accorded them. Irene

Miner accompanied the vocal artist with much taste

and skill. Rudy Seiger, violinist, with J. Chandler Smith

at the piano, was at his best when interpreting a Grieg

Sonata. His fine, clean tone and his natural emotional

faculties brought out the varying beauties of the work

with telling effect and the support of Mr. Smith proved

an ensemble effort of the most commendable dimensions.

The program preceding the presentation of The Flam-

ing Arrow on May 24th began with a monologue by Mrs.

O'Reil y, impersonated very ably by Mrs. William Ritter.

who indulged in one of her whimsical moods wherein

she pointed out the more or less prominent character-

istics of well known people in the musical colony. As
usual, Mrs. Ritter paid her compliments to the critics,

and she is perfectly sate for she rarely gives a concert

nor does she indulge in musical performances. It is only

fair to say that the various critics referred to acknowl-

edge the accuracy of Mrs. Ritter's deductions and plead

guilty to the various crimes, which fortunately did not

include bootlegging, laid at their doors. Anyhow. Mrs.

Ritter, as usual, entertained her audience to a degree

where genuine laughter was the order of the day—or

night.

The Misses Wyatt presented Doris Corcoran, Ruth
Armstrong, Esther Wacholder, Jeaness Miller and Helen
Hutchinson in an Indian Ballet during which these

young ladies gracefuly executed a series of descriptive

dance episodes.. They were justly applauded with fer-

vor. Then came the feature of the evening, namely, a

one-act Indian Intermezzo by Mary Carr Moore, with

libretto by Sarah Pratt Carr. It was an artistically

conceived and well interpreted musical sketch fluently

presented under the direction of the composer. As the

title implies the music was of an Indian character, did

not make any pretensions as to elaborateness, but be-

cause of its melodious atmosphere and its simplicity of

form made an excellent impression upon the audience.

Mrs. Moore (or Mrs. Duclos) as she is known in private

life) has ample reason to feel gratified with the success
achieved by her work. She proved herself an experi-

enced musician, who knows what she wants and who
possesses the energy, tenacity and inspiration to finish

what she started with every element of success.

Marion Vecki as Oko-mo-bo, chief of a powerful West-
ern Tribe, sang and acted the role allotted to him with
his usual ease and naturalness. Both as to expression
and dramatic virility he secured the desired effects.

-Mrs. J. E. Laidaw in tlie role of Lo-lu-na. the chiefs
daughter, revealed a fine mezzo soprano voice, of splen-

did flexibility and accuracy as to pitch and she sang her
phrases with care and taste. She also proved to be the
possessor of a very charming personality. Harrison
Cole's ilelghtful tenor voice was heard to splendid ad-
vantage in the part of Ka-mi-ah, a young chief of the
Ho-pi tribe. He. too, fitted snugly in the ensemble and
employed his fine, pliant tenor voice to excellent advan-
tage, phrasing his lines with intelligence and judgment
and enunciating clearly and distinctly which, by the
way, seeemd an advantage throughout the cast.

The operatic sketch proved to be steeped in romantic-
ism and characteristic of the Indian legend. It was well
staged and costumed and the orchestra proved excep-
tionally adequate for Mrs. Moore's purposes. It con-
sisted of: Misses Edna Horan. Ruth Levy, Edna Cad-
walader. Melva l-'arwell, Jozienna Van der Ende, Irene
Millier, Mrs, Hany Heisfelt, L. M. Kaye, A. Weiss and
!•;. Kennedy. Aliri- the conclusion of the program and
1
crfonnance the guests and members indulged in danc-
ing and refreshnii-nis. Thus the season was worthily
closed by the Pacific .Musical Society.
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The flrst program in a group of three comprising a

Spring Festival of Music was given at the College of the
Pacific auditorium Sunday afternoon. May 27. The col-

lege chorus and orchestra of one hundred and twenty-
five assisted by Marion Brower, soprano, Chester
Herold, tenor, and Wm. Edward Johnson, baritone, gave
an excellent performance of Haydn's Creation. An audi-

ence of over twelve hundred was in attendance and the
general verdict seemed to be that the high water mark
in oratorio performances at the College of the Pacific

had been achieved.

Mrs. Brower is the possessor of an unusually appeal-

ing voice, pure and fresh in quality. She sings with per-

fect ease and great flexibility and in her performance
of With Verdure Clad proved conclusively the posses-

sion of unusual talent. Mr. Herold's virile tenor was
heard to excellent advantage and Mr. Johnson gave
authoritative and adequate rendition of the splendid
solos allotted to him.

The chorus gave evidence of excellent training; the
tone quality being youthful and fresh, the attention to

shading remarkable for such young singers, and the
sensitiveness to the conductor's baton being very de-

cided. The orchestra of fifteen gave fine support and
added much brilliance to the performance. Allan Bacon
at the organ, accompanied all the solos and by his un-
derstanding of the instrument and fine technique intro-

duced many effects which added to the enjoyment of

the work of the soloists. Miss Eleanor Short at the
piano also assisted greatly in the rendition of the work.
Too much praise cannot be given Charles M. Dennis,

who directed the performance with apparent under-
standing of the musical possibilities of the work and
excellent command of his force.

Miss Ann Gardner, head of the music department of

Castilleja School. Palo Alto, has been granted a year's
leave of absence, her place to be filled by Dr. Latham
True, beginning his work this summer. Dr. True was or-

ganist at Stanford University last year during Warren
D. Allen's absence. He came here from Portland, Maine,
where for fourteen years he had been a leader in the
musical profession of that city. Previous to residence in

Portland, Dr. True had been a graduate of the Toronto
College of Music: a graduate of the New York Con-
servatory, a professor at the University of Toronto, a
fellow of the American Guild of Organists, a student for

three winters in Leipzig under Krause (pupil of Liszt I,

a student of theory under Prout of London, an associate
in the Royal College of Organists in London, and asso-
ciate editor of The American Organist. The school is

to be congratulated on securing the services of a musi-
cian and teacher of Dr. True's standing.

Madame Irene Pavloska, mezzo soprano, will appear
in Carmel-by-the-Sea on Monday evening, June 4, in re-

cital at the Forest Theatre.

The Municipal band, Will H. Lake, director, rendered
the following program at Alum Rock Sunday afternoon,
May 27, before a large audience: March, Gladiators
Farewell (Blankenberg) : Patrol, Blue and Gray (Dal-
bey)

; Waltz, Golden Sunset (Hall); Selection, Norma
(Bellini); Overture. Hungarian Comedy (Kela Bela)

;

Medley, Songs of the Old Folks (Lake); (a) Valse,
Through the Night (Logan); (b) Fox Trot, Oh! Haro'd
(Roberts); Intermezzo, Spanish Beauties (Stickney);
Operatic Medley, Echoes of Grand Opera (Tobani)

;

Finale, -Comrades Return (Chambers).

The San Jose Music Study Club had a very interesting
meeting on Wednesday morning, May 23rd, when Miss
Marjory Marckres Fisher, violinist, and Mrs. Stanley
Hiller. pianist, played Albert Stoessel's Sonata in G
for violin and piano. Mr. Stoessel. besides being a com-
poser of many and varied things, is at present con-
ductor of the New York Oratorio Society. This sonata,
which has received much comment and is full of a great
deal of worth, is new and has not been often heard.
The club's annual election of officers was held .previous
to the program, Mrs. Charles P. Braslan being re-elected
president. Mrs. Stanley Hiller was elected vice-presi-
dent. Mrs. John Hunt Shepherd, secretary, and Mrs.
Roy Hayward. treasurer.

Mrs. Adriana van Kaathoven presented a group of
soloists in the spacious lobby of the Casa del Rey. Santa
Cruz, Saturday afternoon, May 25th, the delightful affair
given for the benefit of the clubhouse fund of the Satur-
day Afternoon Club. The program was announced and
arranged by Mrs. Katherine Gray Herzog of San Fran-
cisco, who played several excellently interpreted piano
numbers. The first group was of the olden type,—
Daquin, Couperin and the Boccherini Menuet. the last
named danced by Miss Dorothy Manners Dreyfus of
San Francisco, as was the Golliwogs Cakewalk (De-
bussy), in Mrs. Herzog's group. Mhss Dreyfus is an
interpretive dancer of much ability. Mrs. Herzog pre-
sented an eleven-year-old pupil. Johanna Jongeneel of
Berkeley, who gave Grieg and MacDowell groups with
mature understanding. Miss Elizabeth Jongeneel. mezzo
soprano, gave a varied group, and three von Fielitz
songs from the famous cycle. A large and appreciative
audience enjoyed this fine program.
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VIOLET SILVER

The program for the afternoon recital at the Memorial
Church, Stanford University, tomorrow, June 3rd, at 4

o'clock will be given by the A Cappella choir from the
College of the Pacific. San Jose, under the direction of

acting dean. Charles M. Dennis, assisted by Mr. Allan
Bacon, head of the organ department in that instituton.

This famous choir consists of twenty-five well-trained
voices, pr^senting a program of choral masterpieces
from Palestrina to the present day. Their work is of a
very high order, and has elicited commendation from
all of the critics who have heard them. Mr. Bacon is

now in his second year of service at the College of the
Pacific, having come to this school from Parson's Col-
lege in Iowa, where he made an excellent reputation for

himself as a recitalist. Sunday's program in full will be
as follows: Concert Overture in B minor (.lames H.
Rogers) ; Gloria Patri (Palestrina) ; Adoramus Te
( Palestrina ) ; Tu es Petrus ( Palestrina

)
; Tenebrae

Factae Sunt (Palestrina) Scherzo, from Second Sym-
phony (Louis lierne); Cheral (Joseph Jongen); Only Be-
gotten Son (Schvedoff); How Blest Are They (T.schai-
kowsky): O Gladsome Light (Gretchaninow) ; Rhapsody
in E flat (Herbert Howellsl; How They So Softly Rest
(Willan): I Holy Lord (Dett): Now Sinks the Sun
(Parker); Choral Blessing (Lutkin).
For the week beginning Tuesday. June r.th, at 4:15,

Mr. Warren D. Allt^n announces tht' following programs:
Tuesday. June .5, at 4:15, Beethoven Program—.-\dagio

from the Moonlight Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2; Andante
Oantabili from the Fifth Symphony: Minuet in G major;
Hallelujah Chorus, from The Mount of Olives.
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On Tuesday evening Mr. Allen will present Miss Mar-
jorie McDonald, of the Stanford Graduating Class, in a
program of piano numbers at the Community House in

Palo Alto assisted by the Schubert Club, the women's
Glee Club of the University.

On ^^ednesday afternoon at 4-: 1.5, Mr. .\llen will pre-

sent another artist-pupil. Miss Myrtle Klahn. A. B. 1922,

in an organ recital at the Memorial Church. Miss
Klahn's program will be as follows: Fantasia in G minor
(BachI; In dulci jubilo (Bach); Sonata in E minor (Jas.

H. Rogers); Romance san paroles (Joseph Bonnet);
Ancient Phoenician Procession (R. S. Stoughton).

Mr. Allen's regular program on Thursday. June 7 at
4:1.') will consist of numbers selected from the works
of Johann Sebastian Bach, as follows: Prelude and
Fugue in A minor; Prelude in E liat minor, from the
Well-Tempered Clavichord, Book 1; My Heart Ever
Faithful, from the Pentecost Cantata; Arioso in A major
arranged by Edward Shippen Barnes; Toccata in F
major.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, gave a musical
program Thursday evening. May 24th, for the American
Institute of Banking, San Jose branch, with Mrs. Howard
Huggins at the piano.

The sixth senior recital at the College of the Pacific

Tuesday evening. May 22. brought Flora Vest, pianist,

and Marie Brown, soprano, to the public's attention. An
extremely interesting program w-as performed in ex-

cellent style. Both young ladies are well equipped
musically, technically, and in poise, and proved by their
adequate performance their native talent and excellent
training.

The Elk's Concert Orchestra (San Jose Lodge No.
522). under the leadership of Dr. Char'.es M. Richards,
assisted by William Pengilly, tenor, and Miles A. Dress-
kell, violinist, gave a program in San Francisco Satur-
day evening, May 26, which was broadcasted by radio.
Three local audiences listened to the concert. A large
number of members of the local lodge and their invited
guests gathered at the B. P. O. E. c:ub rooms, while
the Commercial club, where a special program was
being given, featured the concert, and the Coffee club
entertained a large number.

Notice of the concert had been sent to Elk lodges in
many parts of the country and many of these held gath-
erings to enable their members to hear the local lodge
orchestra. It is estimated that at least several thousand
Elks heard the concert in addition to the hundreds of
private parties who tuned in their sets to hear the pro-
gram. The numbers of the program came through the
air with unusual c^arness and beauty of tone. Because
of the wide range of the San Francisco sending station,
it was estimated that the two-hour program given by
Dr. Richard's musicians was heard as far away as 3000
miles. The following numbers were heard: Overture.
Prince Methuselah (Strauss); After Sundown (Friml);
In My Canoe (Sowerby) ; Serenata Espagnole (Bizet);

(a) Dagger Dance, (b) Indian Invocation (from Natoma)
(Victor Herbert) ; Violin solo—Introduction et Rondo
Capriccioso (Saint-SaensI Miles A. Dresskell, with or-

chestral accompaniment; Ballet of the Flowers (Henry
Hadley); The Love in Idleness, with basoon obligato
(Macbeth), J. Darrell: Indian Lament (Dvorak); Tenor
solo—Sing. SinT;, Bird on the Wing (Nutting) William
Pengilly with orchestra; Violin solo—Meditation, (from
the oi3era Thais (Massenet) Mr. Dresskell; Danse Orien-
tale (Lubamirsky) ; Selections from the Girl of the

Golden West (Puccini).

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz held its an-

nual election of officers last week, the policy of the last

year being endorsed by the club in its election of the
same president. Mr. Frank Walden. Mrs. Milo Cain was
elected vice-president. Ralph Thompson, treasurer. Mrs.
Hope Swinford. program chairman. The secretary. H.
W. H. Penniman. became membership chairman. Mrs.
Raymond Coats being the new secretary. The club is

seriously considering the purchasing of a grand piano of

An enjoyable musical event of the past week was the
recital of the preparatory piano students at The Institute

of Music, held on Monday evening last. Eleven of the
i:upils of Josephine Luoise Sinclair appeared at that
time, playing a program from memorl that reflected
credit on the talent of the performers and the work
done at the Institute in their training. Those who ap-
peared were Evelyn Raley. Esa Rosenthal. Lucretia
Martin. Norman Warren. Vivian Malato. Drexell Kavan-
augh. Vera Erbentraut. Gertrude Kent, Melvin MacDon-
aid, Myra Rosenthal, Helen Buswell.
The preparatory department at The Institute of Music

has found favor in the eyes of music lovers because of
the care with which students are compelled to work.
The courses embrace not only piano, but the stringed
instruments, band instruments and voice.

Mrs. Reuben Walgren, mezzo contralto, artist pupil
of Miss Lulu E. Pieper. and Miss Lucy Latham Valpey,
organ'st and accompanist, were heard in recital Tues-
day evening. May 22nd at the Christian Church. San
Jose. A particularly intense and expressive interpreta-
tion was given by Mrs. Walgren of My Heart Is Weary
(Nadescha). (H. Goring Thomas). In the second group.
Since You Went Away (Rosamond Johnson), Evening
(Mana Zucca) and In Rose Time (Frank Grey) were
beautifully and sympathetically sung. El Arriero (My
Love Is a Muleteer) by Di Nogero, Mrs. Walgren sang
in Spanish with a dash and vivacity which brought forth
much applause. Perhaps the most enjoyed group was
the one consisting of Hageman's Animal Crackers,
I Dunno (Wellsl; Little Miss Central Park West (Fos-
ter), and Riverside Drive versus .\venue A (Foster), her
interpretations being very pleasing. Mrs. Walgren's re-
call numbers were Pine Tree (Woodman), Didn't It

Rain (Burleigh) and Eliza Lehman's arrangement of
Annie Laurie.

iMiss Valpey displayed much talent in her organ se-
lections. Her renditions were characterized by dignity
and capability, together with able expressiveness of a
mood. Her last group was devoutly interpreted. Miss
Valpey is an excellent accompanist, and assisted greatly
with her work at the p'ano. The program in full: (a)
My Heart Ever Faithful (Bach), (bl Forest Voices
(Jensen), (c) My Heart Is Weary (Nadeschda) (H. Gor-
ing Thomas), Mrs. Walgren; (a) Evening (Mana Zucca),
(b( Since You Went Away (Rosamond Johnson), (c)
In Rose Time (Frank Grey I, id) El Arriero (My Love
Is a Muleteer) (Di Nogero), Mrs. Walgren; (a) Morning
Mood (Griegl, lb) The Death of Ase (Grieg), (c) In the
Land of the Sky Blue Water (Cadman), Miss Valpey;
(a) Animal Crackers (Hageman). lb) I Dunno (Wells),
(c) Little Miss Central Park West (Fay Foster), (d)
Riverside Drive versus Avenue A (Fay Foster), Mrs.
Walgren; (a) O Thou That Tellest Good Tidings (Mes-
siah) (Handel), (bl Before the Crucifix (La Forge), Miss
Valpey.

Mrs. Sanford Bacon, the very well known contralto,
pupil of Fredrik Blickfelt of San Francisco, has taken
up her residence in San Francisco, much to the regret
of musicians in this community, far and wide. Mrs.
Bacon is the possessor of a beautiful rich contralto
voice which will be sadly missed. For many years she
was soloist at St. Josephs' church, and has been soloist
at Trinity Episcopal for the past ten months. She was
also a very active member of the San Jose Music Study
Club.

The music department of Castilleja School. Palo
Alto, presented Miss Dorothy Butterfleld. pianist. Mr.
Boulton White, violinist, and Mrs. W. B. Thorp, accom-
panist, in a recital of merit on Wednesday evening. May
2.3rd. in The Orchard House. Miss Butterfleld proved a
splendid concert pianist, her playing being marked by
grace of execution, poetic feeling and imagination. She
was at her best in Schumann's Vogal als Prophet and
Debussy's Arabesque. No. 1. The following interesting
program was given: La Precieuse (Couperin) ; Ritter
vom Steckenpferd (Schumann); Vogel als Prophet
(Schumann); Prelude. Op. 2S. No. 1 (Chopin); Etude
Op. 25. No. 3 (Chopin); Miss Butterfleld; Guitarre (Mos-
kowski). Contredanses iBeethoven-Elman) Mr. White.
Mrs. Thorp at the piano; Arabesque No. 1 (Debussy)

;

Waltz in A major (Moskowski); Liebestraum (Liszt).
Miss Butterfleld: Grieg Sonata for violin and piano.
Op. 8 (First Movement). Mr. White and Miss Butter-
fleld.

RIBBE SOLO PIANIST
STUDIO 683 SUTTER STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg..—Kearny 6454 Residence Studio: .^2720 Filbert St.,—Wesi 816z

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THE KING AND

QUEEN OF BELGIUM
Professor of 'Violin at the Liege

Conservatory of Music
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

For partJi

August 15th
jiars Jirg terms and oualifica-

t ons, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony. 1000 Union Street. San Francisco. Tel.
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

-t^Kfirs-

Pupil of Kilian, Munich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna
Studio: 17S3 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

SIGMUND ANKER

MAXINe" CONRAD
In a

VIOLIN RECITAL
Colonial Ball Room. St. Francis Hole'. Thursday

Evening. June Seventh, at S:15 O'Clork

Benjamin S. Moore at the Piano
Assisting Artist

Miss Helen Schneider, Pianiste

Cards of .-Vdmission $1.00 on sale at Kohler &
Chase and St. Francis Hotel

LOEWS WARFIELD
Theatre

Market at Taylor

TWO WEEKS
Commencing Saturday, June 2

Engagement E.xtranrclinarv !

.America's Leading Tenfir

ORVILLE
HARROLD

Caruso's successor witli the Mctro-

])olitan Opera Co., IN Pr.RSl )X

OX THE SCRI':i':X

David Belasco's Drama

"The Girl of the Golden West"

LIPSCHULTZ AND MUSIC MASTERS

Two Weeks, Commencing Sat., June 2

Singing Saturday and Sunday at 2:20. 4:3."i ai

9:35. Three Times Daily Thereafter

AUGUSTA HAY DEN
SOPRANO

.Available for < oncertx and Ucclliiix
AddreKx: -171 :!7tli Avi-nue

Tel. Pae. «:!a
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Mischa Levitzki and the Ampico

Mischa Levitzki Writes

A Letter To San

Francisco

April II, 1923.

To San Francisco: "It has been a privilege to play for you

this season. Your reception at all three of my appearances

is a delightful memory, and I am looking forward to my

return appearance here, which I hope will be in the near

future. In the meantime, however, I feel that, thanks to the

Ampico, I play to a great many of you, all but in person.

The influence of this wonderful instrument in the home is

inestimable. I have heard and compared all of the repro-

ducing pianos, and to me the supremacy of the Ampico is

unquestionable. The selection of the right reproducing

piano should not be entered into lightly. It is too important.

It is just as important for you as for the artist, and should

only be made after careful comparison."

Mischa Levitzki

COMPARE
THE suggestion of Levitzki that you compare all reproducing

instruments comes with unusual authority from a great artist

who followed exactly that same course himself. In the end he was

forced by strong conviction to turn his back on the reproducing

device installed in his favorite concert piano—a most courageous step.

He, with Rachmaninoff and several other great masters who fol-

lowed the same course, have paid the highest tribute to the Ampico,

and furnish testimony too eloquent to be ignored.

The Ampico is placed at your disposal, just as it was for Levitzk

and Rachmaninoff—for any comparison you may choose to make.

Then follow your own judgment as did Levitzki, Rachmaninoff,

Godowsky, Moiseiwitsch, Dohnanyi, Schnabel, Rubinstein, Samaroff,

Leginska, Bloomfield-Zeisler, Ornstein, Mirovitch, Nyiregyhazi

Maier, Pattison, La Forge, Farrar, Kreisler and scores of their

fellow artists.

Kohler & Chase
KNABE AMPICO

San Francisco

Sacramento

Oakland

San Jose

Maxine Conrad, u very talented younK
viriliiiist, iiiipil (if Siginund Anker, will

give a violin rroital at the Colonial Ball

room of the St. Francis Hotel on Thurs-
day evening, ,lune 7th. Miss Helen
Schneider, pianiste, will be the assisting
artist and Benjamin S. Moore will be
the accompanist. The following pro-

gram will be presented: Sonata in F
minor (Johann Sebastian Bach), Maxine
Conrad, Benjamin S. Moore at the piano:
Piano solo— (a) French Suite: Alle-

n-ande, Gigue, Gavotte (Bach), (hi

Fruehlingsnacht (Schumann-Liszt), Miss
Helen Schneider; (a) Chanson Arabe
(Rimsky-Korsakoff-Kreisler), (b) Ballet
Music (Rosamunde) (Schubert-Kreisler),
(c) Air For the G String (Bach-Wil-
helmji, Maxine Conrad, Benjamin S.

Moore at the piano; Ballade et Polonaise
de Concert (H. Vieuxtemps) ; Maxine
Conrad. Benjamin S. Moore at the piano;
Piano solo— (a) Gondoliera (Liszt), (b)

Valse de Concert (Strauss-Schuett). Miss
Helen Schneider; Zigeunerweisen (Sara-
satel, Maxine Conrad, Benjamin S.

Moore at the piano.

Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone, the exception-
ally accomplished pianist, accompanist
and ensemble player recently returned
from New York where she spent some
time after returning from several months
stay in London and Paris. Soon after

her return to San Francisco she became
the happy mother of a fine baby boy of

whom slie is very proud. While in Paris
Mrs. Stone met Arnold Bax. the eminent
composer and Walter Dararosch who
showed her the beautiful Fontainebleau
Conservatory of Music. Mrs. Stone
"will spend Iter summer at Lake Tahoe
and upon her return will resume her
musical activities. She no doubt will be
welcomed back with open arms inas-

much as artists of her calibre are not
too plentiful.

Frank F. Terramorse, Jr., tenor, will

be soloist at the Hotel Whitcomb, Sun-
day evening concert tomorrow. The pro-

gram prepared for tliis occasion by Stan-
islas Bern, musical director, will be as
follows: .March, Radetzky (Franz Le-
har) ; Overture, Poet and Peasant (F.

Supre) ; Waltz. Puszta Maiden (Chas. J.

Roberts); Vocal Solo, Girl of the Golden
West (G. Puccini), Frank Terramorse;
Selection, The Only Girl (Victor Her-
bert): Ballet Music La Source (Suite 111

(Leo Delibes) ; vocal solos— (a) Obstina-
tion (H. de Fontenailles), (b) Jai pleure
en Reve (George Hue), (c) I know of

two Bright Eyes (G. Clutsam), (d) Bowl
of Roses (R. C. Clarke), Frank Terra-
morse; Old Folks at Home and In
Foreign Lands (Chas. J. Roberts); Ber-
ceuse (A. Jarnfeld); Cloister Scene (A.
Rubinstein) ; Vocal solo. Aria from
Tosca (G. Puccini), Frank Terramorse:
Grand Opera Selection, Pagliacci (Leon-
cavallo), Stanislas Bem Musical Director.

St. Vincent's Academy of Vallejo gave
the following excellent program at the
school of music auditorium on Monday
evening. May 7th; Concerto G minor
(Mendelssohn), Alta Le Due, Helene
Phillips at second piano; Valse Op 71
(Chopin), Prelude (Chopin), Caprice
Bspagnol (Moskowski), Adrienne
O'Boyle; To a Wild Rose (MacDowell),
To a Water Lily (MacDowell), Le Papil-

lon (Lavalee), Valse Caprice (Newland),
Genevieve Mendonse; Memories (Kus-
sner). To Spring (Grieg), Fred Brand-
man; The Eagle (MacDowell). Chant
Poetique (Friml), Polonaise Op 40 (Cho-
pin), Helene Phillips: Dance Macabre
(Saint-SaensI, Genevieve Mendonse, Co-
rinna Stockford at second piano; A La
bien Amiee (Schutt), Venezia e Papoli
(Liszt), Hexentanz (MacDowell), Helene
Genereux; Soaring (Schumann), Fan-
tasie—Impromptu (Chopin), Arabesque
G minor (Chaminade), Valse Op. 34 No.
1 (Moskowzki), Alta Le Due; Valse Op.
15 (Arensky), Alta Le Due. Helene
Genereux at second piano.

(Chopin). Ruth .luli.-n Will; (a) Solfeg-
gietto (P. E. Baih). ())) Siberzo (B flat

minor) (Choiiin). Kalherine Simon; (a)

Humoieske (G n)inor) (Grieg), (b) RhaP'
sody (G minor) (Brahms), Eugenta
Schutt; Novellette (Op. 21, No. 2) (Schtt

manni, Marion Swayne: (a) Nocturne
(Op. 32. No. 1) (Chopin), (b) Caprlccle

(Op. 76, No. 2) (Brahms), Margaret Cain}
Valse (Op. 34, No. 1) (Moszkowzkl),
Helen Rehoi-n.

Alma Schmidt-Kennedy, the well known
pianist and teacher, gave another of her
artistic musicales at her studio, l.T:i7

Euclid Avenue, Berkeley, on Sunday eve-
ning. May 13th, when the following pro-

gram was splendidly interpreted; (a)

Nachtstuck (F major) (Scliumann), (b)

Eeoissaises (Beethoven-Busoni), Felton
Kaufmann; (a) Ase's Death (From Peer
Gynt Suite) (Grieg), (bl Valse (Op. 30,

No. 1) (Brahms). Richard Gump; (a)

Tarantelle (Mendelssohn), (b) Preludes
(C minor and B flat minor) (Chopin),
James Teel; (a) Nocturne (Op. 27. No.

1) (Chopin), (b) Concert Etude (Mac-
Dowell), Roscius Whipple: (a) Le Cou-
cou (Daquin), (b) Etude (Op. 10, No. 5)

L. A.NEW CONCERT SERIES
That the new Auditorium Series

concerts arranged for the Philharmonic
Auditorium next season. by George Leslie

Smith, contains several very attractive

novelties as well as recital artists

superlative quality is shown in the aB-

nouncement that the first of the nine

great events to be offered will include

Mme. Margaret Matzenauer, Mme. Eliza

beth Rothwell, Clarence Whitehill, lead

ing baritone of the Metropolitan and th<

entire Philharmonic Orchestra wltft

Walter Henry Rothwell conducting, in

superb presentation of Wagnerian music
drama excerpts. This splendid comblna
tion of artists supported by the orchestri

should prove a whirlwind opening num
her for the course, on Monday night

Oct. 22.

A month later on Nov, 26, will be an
other novelty. The Impresario, Willian

Wade Hinshaw's production of Mozart'f

opera comique, presented with an all^

star cast headed by Percy Hemus, the

American baritone. The third novelty

coming one month later, Dec. 10, will he

the famous ouartet of Victor artists,

Olive Kline, Elsie Baker, Lambert Mur-

phy and Royal Dadmun, all natinn;illy

known artists offering a program of solos,

duos, trios and quartets of operatic arias

and classic numbers.
After the first three numbers of tlie

series the remaining six numbers will l"'

made up of some of the world's must

celebrated soloists. The fourth event on

Jan. 7, being Jascha Heifetz. violinist.

the fifth event, Moritz Rosenthal, I'cjlish

pianist, the sixth. Max Rosen, Russian

violinist, the seventh, Maria Ivogiin,
1

I'l

claimed the greatest coloratura soin:inn

of the day. The eighth, our own Mario
Chamlee, leading tenor of the Metropoli-

tan, and the ninth and last event, Reinald

Werrenrath, America's most popular

baritone.
The primary object of Manager Smith

in selecting this big list of artists Irimi

the Wolfsohn Musical Bui- ii ff "
York, was to purchase all

direct at a price that wouM
to offer a course within th-

every music lover and student oi ilns

community.
His offering of the series of nine cvints

at season prices of from four to Iwrlve

dollars proves that he has started alius

the right lines in his efforts to givi- the

public a real music bargain.

X,r-

ALCAZAR THEATRE
Owen Davis' latest comedy, Tl

vous Wreck, which is to be present- -I

Broadway this fall will be the s.

vehicle for Charles Ruggles in his

ring engagement at the Alcazar, ami

be presented for the first time in

W'est, beginning next Sunday's maiii

June 3. Ruggle's work In this most an

ing farce comedy will be watched m

interest, as he will star in the New ^

production.
The Nervous Wreck is said by II

who have read the script to be by I

odds the funniest piece ever writt- 11

Davis, and to contain a vein of huiinn

resistible to the appeals of the ri.^il-

The leading role, that of a youiiL'

dividual with an addiction to pills

ills, is made to order for Ruggles,
will give him a cliancc to again d'-ii

strate his ability as a comedian.
The Nervous Wreck is founded on I

Raeth's story. The Wreck, and Dav-
masterful fashion has constructed a

with the most unique situations

ceivable with one complication tolli

another with dizzy suddeness.
Thomas Wilkes has suirounded Rui

gles with a carefully selected ci

players, headed by Nana Bryant
will have the leading feminine role am
Russell Medcraft especially engaged fi

an important characterization. T
who will appear are Mary Dui
Thomas Chatterton. John Fee, Not
Feusier, Ancyn McNulty, Arthur Bel

George Johnson and Anthony Bak-i
Oh, Boy! the gay musical fare-

Charles Ruggles in the principal vi-

pleasing large audiences this wei-l.

final performance will be given S-it

night.

l-la

I
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO HELP US ADD

THREE THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS
TO THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW LIST DURING

JUNE, JULY and AUGUST
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to have delivered

;o your home absolutely FREE a

KNABE GRAND PIANO
WORTH $1,575?

You simply cannot devote your summer
nonths to a more profitable cause than trying to

vin this capital prize by securing the largest

lumber of annual subscribers for the PACIFIC
;OAST MUSICAL REVIEW during the

nonths of June, July and August.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! We can only de-

iver the Knabe Grand Piano when the largest

lumber of subscribers is NOT LESS THAN
>IX HUNDRED. Should the largest number be
ess, any of the other prizes can be selected, ac-

ording to the following conditions:

In case you should not succeed in winning the
apital prize, but are successful in securing not
ess than five hundred annual subscribers, you
irill be able to obtain, without expense to your-
elf, AN UPRIGHT PIANO WORTH NOT
.ESS THAN $500, or a PLAYER PIANO
VORTH NOT LESS THAN $500, or a

VIOLIN, made specially by Alfred Lanini, the

loted violin maker of San Jose, WORTH NOT
.ESS THAN $500, or FREE TUITION AT
INY MUSIC SCHOOL OR WITH ANY REP-
RESENTATIVE TEACHER, REPRESENT-
ED IN THE ADVERTISING COLUMNS OF
'HE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW,
AMOUNTING TO NOT LESS THAN $500.

)r we will start for you a SAVINGS ACCOUNT
VITH THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST
;OMPANY OF $500, OR MORE, according to

he number of subscribers you secure. The
mount of such savings account to represent
)NE THIRD of the total amount of subscrip-
ions, at the rate of THREE DOLLARS a year.

Should you be able to secure for us not less

han 300 SUBSCRIBERS, we shall give you a

ree scholarship at any music school or with any
irivate teacher represented in the advertising

olumns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
mounting to not less than $300.00.

Or we will start for you a savings account with
'HE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST CO. of

300, OR MORE, according to the number of

ubscribers you secure between 300 and 500.

Or you may have your choice from the foUow-
ig prizes:

A Violin specially made by Alfred Lanini,
he famous violin maker of San Jose, of a value
ot less than $300.00.

An Art. Design Talking Machine of a value not
:ss than $300.00.

Or any Musical Instrument at a retail value
f not less than $300.00.

[The value of the above named prizes will in-

rease in proportion to the number of subscrib-
rs above 300.]

Should you succeed in securing for us not less

ban

100 SUBSCRIBERS
re will give you a Free Scholarship in any Music
chool or with any private teacher represented in
lie advertising columns of The Pacific Coast
Jusical Review at a value of not less than $100.
Or more, according to the additional number of

ubscribers you may secure between 100 and 300.

Or we will start for you a Savings Account
mh THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST
)0. of $100.00.

OR MORE, according to the number of sub-
cribers you secure between 100 and 300.
Or you may have your choice from the foUow-

ig prizes:

Standard Talking Machine of a retail value of
ot less than $100.00.
Violin of retail value of not less than $100.00.

Or any other Musical Instrument of a retail

value of not less than $100.00.
[NOTE—The value of the above named prizes

will increase in proportion to the number of addi-
tional subscribers you will obtain between 100
and 300.]

OTHER PRIZES:
Four tickets for the best seats of each of twelve

different attractions of the Selby C. Oppenheimer
Concert Course for 1923-1924.

Three of the highest priced seats for the entire
season of eight grand opera productions to be
given by the San Francisco Grand Opera Asso-
ciation for 1923 at the Civic Auditorium, under
the direction of Gaetano Merola, next September.

Eight highest priced season tickets for the
Friday Afternoon Symphony Concerts given by
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the auspices of the Musical Association of San
Francisco and under the direction of Alfred
Hertz.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Anyone securing subscriptions from people

who wish to pay for more than one year will be
credited with an additional subscription for each
additional year.

Should you secure for us not less than FIFTY
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS you may have
your choice from the following prizes:
Any Musical Instrument of the value of $50.00.

Two of the highest priced seats for twelve differ-

ent attractions of Selby C. Oppenheimer's Con-
cert Course of 1923-1924. Two season tickets

($3.00 each) for the season of Grand Opera to

be given by the San Francisco Opera Association
at the Civic Auditorium, under the direction of

Gaetano Merola, next September.
Two of the highest priced season tickets for

the Friday Afternoon Symphony Concerts of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Concert
given under the auspices of the Musical Associa-
tion of San Francisco and under the direction of

Alfred Hertz.
Two of the highest priced seats for the Sunday

regular and popular symphony concerts of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra (24 concerts
or 48 tickets) at the Curran Theatre.

Talking Machine Records amounting to $50.00,

OR MORE, according to the additional number
of subscribers you may secure between 50 and
100.

IMPORTANT!
If you wish to make a first payment on any

grand or upright piano or player piano or on any
other musical instrument such as harps, violins

or band instruments, we will give you ONE-
THIRD of the total amount of subscriptions you
secure for us.

Should you secure FROM 5 TO 50 SUB-
SCRIPTIONS, you will have choice from the

following prizes

:

Musical instruments of the value of from $5.00

to $50.00, according to the number of subscrip-

tions you secure.

Or talking machine records, player rolls, sheet
music, books on music, violin or other strings,

mandolins, guitars, ukuleles, metronomes, tickets

for symphony concerts, chamber music concerts,

artists' concerts for any artist you wish to hear,

opera performances,

FOR ARTISTS, TEACHERS OR
MUSIC SCHOOLS.

Artists, teachers or music schools may apply
the amount earned by them on advertisments in

The Pacific Coast Musical Review at the rate of

$2.00 an inch on three column pages.
VACATION TRIPS

If a student or teacher will secure a sufficient

amoimt of subscribers during June, July and
August, they may apply the amount due them
on vacation trips in any part of California.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

Register your name and address with the Con-
test Editor of The Pacific Coast Musical Review.
Secure from this paper subscription orders.
Turn in your subscriptions as soon as received

so that subscribers will receive their paper imme-
diately.

Do not let subscriptions accumulate until you
secure the entire number you work for. ONLY
BONA FIDE MUSIC STUDENTS, MUSIC
TEACHERS, MUSIC SCHOOLS AND MUSIC
CLUBS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS CONTEST.

Prospective subscribers should not pay money
or currency to anyone who does not show cre-
dentials as being a participant in the subscrip-
tion contest and demand receipt on duplicte sub-
scription order to be signed by contestant.
Have checks or money orders made payable to

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, and
not to any individual.

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO THE
MUSICAL PROFESSION

It is to the personal interest of every concert
artist, manager, teacher, student and music
house to help us to secure as large a circulation
as possible among the music loving public for it

means additional interest in musical activities and
consequently additional income.

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR
ADVERTISERS

All prizes distributed in this subscription con-
test will be purchased only from advertising
patrons of this publication, except in the case of
scholarships, when students may select their own
teacher or music school, or in the case of vaca-
tion trips, which may be selected according to
the choice of the prize winner.

Address all communications to
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Review, 801 Kohler &
Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell Street, San Fran-
cisco, California.

Special features contained in Pacific Coast
Musical Review, beginning with the issue of
June 16, 1923:

1—Editorial articles on important California
musical problems.

2—Weekly installments of California's musical
history from 1849-1923 (inclusive) by Alfred
Metzger (75 years of music in California).

3—Short musical items about activities in
Europe.

4—Short i.nusical items about activities in the
East.

5—Short musical items about activities on the
Pacific Coast.

6—News from the music studios (including
pupils' recitals).

7—News from the music composers' clubs.
8—News about resident artists, choral and or-

chestral organizations in California.
9—Criticism of all musical events in the prin-

cipal music centers of California.
10—Special educational artist by distinguished

artists and leading resident pedagogues.
1 1—Humorous items and anecdotes.
12—Reviews of new music and recommenda-

tions of new compositions.
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

In evidence of the deep personal interest which we
are taking in the musical people of Southern Cali-

fornia, and also as a recognition of the activities of

distinguished California artists residing in Southern

California we have appointed our own business man-
ager. C. C. Emerson, to temporarily conduct the new
Los Angeles office, which will be located in Room
610, Southern California Music Co. Building, Eighth

and Broadway. Mr, Emerson, who will be in Los

Angeles when this paper is in the hands of our sub-

scribers, has been authorized to select his assistants

who will attend to the news, review and business de-

partment. The editor expects to occasionaly write

this department himself. It is with regret that we
are compelled to make this new change so soon after

the one preceding, but we feel that we can serve the

musical intersts of Southern California better by a

more direct personal contact with its distinguished

musicians and important activities,

ALFRED METZGER,
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Los~Angeles, May 2S. 1923,

Abbie Norton Jamison, the well known piano teacher

and voice coach, will be one of the members of the

musical colony in the new studio building built by the

Southern California Music Company, which is to be

opened June first. On that same date, she will reopen

her home studio, in her new residence at 1147 West
21st Street, after a three months' stay at the Merritt-

Jones Hotel in Ocean Park, Mrs, Jamison is preparing

for a busy summer season, for in addition to a large

enrollment in the private classes of herself and her

.assistants, Miriam West-Hyatt and Elsie L, Carlson,

she wi'l be one of the teachers in the Summer Session

of the University of Southern California,

The Jamison Quartette are giving much time to re-

hearsals and plans for next season's work. Their re-

cent engagements include programs at the Lyric Club

Lawn Fete, held recently at the home of Mrs, M, L.

Whittier. in Beverly, and an afternoon musicale given

May third, by the First Presbyterian Church Society of

Santa Monica, in the parlors of the Merritt-Jones Hotel.

By invitation of Mrs, Bond they will sing a group of

Bond songs at the Carrie Jacobsans-Bond radio program

June 1st.

The Southwest Museum secured Lorena Scott, so-

prano, who toured with the Gallo-English Opera Com-
pany for their program, and on Saturday morning, May
26, she gave a group of songs tor the children. The
music of the day was of an Italian character and coin-

cided with the stories of the morning. On Sunday
morning the museum had for its soloist the noted

pianiste Clara Ingham, who gave a group of selected

numbers,

Charles Draa arranged a very artistic program in

which the artist teacher and their pupil in the Music

Arts Building took part. This was on Saturday and

was followed by a reception, and like all other events

on Music Week, was free to the public. Those taking

part were; William Hullinger, flutist; Edith Lillian

Clark pianiste; the Woodward whistling Quartette;

Hubert Graft, harpist; May MacDonald Hope, pianist;

Constance Balfour, soprano; Florence Middaugh, con-

tra'to; Jay Plowe, flutist; J. B, Poulin, tenor; William

Pilcher, tenor; Maude Fenolon, soprano; Raymond
Harmon, tenor; William E, Ooley. tenor and Raymond
McPheeters, pianist, Carl Bronson was chosen as the

chairman.

Sylvain Noack, concert master of the Philharmonic

Orchestra, and Flora Myers Engel, soprano, gave a con-

cert at the Hollywood Congregational Church on the

evening of May 23rd that attracted a great deal of

favorab'.e comment in musical circles.

Georgia Stark, coloratura soprano, is to appear in

song recital at the Ebell Club on the evening of June

12th, She will be assisted by Homer Simmons, pianist,

who is another artist who is New York bound.

Miss Ruth Annette Sable, director of Industrial Music

for the Los Angeles Commerce, on Friday evening,

directed a program arranged by members of the

Womens' overseas organizations for the benefit of the

boys of the American Legion, Other offerings were
contributed by Alberta and Lorene Davis, known as

the "Sammie Sisters." Mrs, L. J. Selby, Diana Evers

and Mrs. Ida Donnell.

Mrs. Hennion Robinson, composer and pianiste, and
Miss Ingrid Arneson soprano were heard in a group of

delightful songs at the Press Club on Tuesday.

Gertrude Cleophas, will give an interesting musical
progriini on Kriday, June 1st, at 3 p, m, in the rooms
of the MacDowrll Club in the Tajo Building, She will

be assisted by Mrs, Graham F. Putnam and these two
artists will offer an entire program of compositions by
Edward MacDowell,

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

Olga Steeb
This distinguished pianiste, who will appear as soloiste

with the U, S, C, Glee Club in Los Angeles on June 1st, is

one of the outstanding figures in the musical world today.

The recent announcement that the Steeb Piano School

would open early in the fall has been met with enthusiastic

appreciation. The official piano will be the

KNABE

ii?ITZGERAli)pS CO.I
HILL STREET XJ5^ AT 7S7-T29

Los Angeles

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, the well known contralto,

will conduct a summer class in Los Angeles this season,

according to announcement from her studio in the Tajo
Building.

William Pilcher, tenor, sang at the annual dinner of

the First Presbyterian Church South Pasadena, and
other appearances during Music Week were before the

South Pasadena Chamber of Commerce, the San Pedro
Community Chorus and at the Maryland Hotel in

Pasadena.

Luna Wellman Quarton's pupil. Miss Florence Austin,

was one of the successful contestants in the Orange
County Music contest which took place last week, win-

ning the second place in the piano contest. The num-
bers played by Miss Austin were Beethoven's Moon-
light Sonata, first movement, and the Witches Dance
by MacDowell,

The Los Angeles Opera Club, held its first meeting
at the Castle San Souci in Hollywood on Tuesday
evening. The purpose of this club is a more intimate

appreciation of grand opera, A large group of musicians

and music lovers began the study, and among those

present were; Mme, Alia Nazimova, Dr, Robert Doug-
las, Senor Tonelli, Dr, Alymer Harding, Gertrude Cleo-

phas, Albert Tessier, Frances Kendig and Mildred

Stone.

Mime. Johanna Sherley, pupil of Godowsky, is visiting

in Los Angeles, and together with her talented little

daughter, Constance Jeannette, who is regarded as a

piano prodigy, are creating considerable attention in

the musical world in Los Ange'.es at the present time,

Charles Wakefield Cadman, will spend the summer
at his home in Hollywood, completing the Hopi Indian

Ballet tor Ted Shawn which will be produced next

season and used on his tour by the Denishawn dancers,

Shanewis, Cadman's opera, will be produced at the

Hol'ywood Bowl the latter part of September, and Mr,

Cadman's plans are to remain here during the summer
for the rehearsals,

Harold Hurlburt, tenor and musical lecturer of New
York is visiting in Los Angeles, prior to his northwest-

ern tour to begin about the first of July, He represents

the New York vocal profession in the New, York Rotary

Club,

Olga Steeb, the well known American pianiste, will

assist in the last program given by the University of

Southern California Glee Club at Trinity Auditorium

on Friday evening, June 1st, The club opened its win-

ter season the first of February, making the initial

appearance in the opera house of San Bernardino, after

which followed a series of successful week-end trips

and concerts in San Diego, Long Beach, Monrovia,

Redondo, Santa Ana, Pasadena and the Bovard, Trinity

and Ph'lharmonic auditoriums of Los Angeles, Harry

C, Hardin, traveling manager for the Glee Club, has

Just returned from an extensive eastern trip which has

resulted in attractive bookings ofthe club in Ogden,

Salt Lake City, Denver, Omaha, St. Louis, Chicago and
other prominent cities,

Herman Heller, conductor of Grauman's Metropolitan

Symphony Orchestra conducted a 1.50 piece orchestra

composed of solo artists from the four Graunian The-

atres through an hour's superb program on Saturday
morning at 11; 30 in Pershing Square, This was a part

of Sid Grauman's share in the Music Week festivities

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

70S Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN I STE

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IN REPERTOIKE

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS
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CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available tor Conrrrln and Kecllala
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Violinist Lou Anceles Trio
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ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
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Kean School. Phones 21N0r> or :£71330
1324 South Figueroa. L,oa An«:elea

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC OUClllOSi II »

Concerts and Kecitnls
Manaicemcnt Mm. Caroline C. Smith, 424 Auditorium III,

ILYA BRONSON ,.^ nic Orchestra
c, Los Aneclcs Trio, Philhnrni

icllon. Chnnilier Music Kecltals
Mlroda—Phone Holly :!044

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Down-town Studio removed to SOU S. Ilrondwny. Room,

«02. Residence Studio. 1147 West 21st SI Televhone.
West 7707. PIANO. H-VRMONV. A'OICE COACH. DI.
HECTOR, J.AMISON ftUARTETTE. .ASSISTANT TEACH-'
ERS: MIRIAM « EST-HVATT, GLENDALE; ELSIE L.
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LOS ANGELES
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THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
ELINOR, Conducting

50 MUSICIANS
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(c) Syncopated Impressions
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H Vltol.n I.I.O\D

The prince of skyliirkcrs, in his lateal
hurrlc.'inc of humor
"S.AFETV LAST"

I
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ei'pcl tliroush his various musical organizations and
orded a wonderful treat to tlie thousands who crowd-
the square. The chief number of Mr. Heller's pro-

im the famous Overture 1S12 by Tschaikowsky. This
a magnificent work opening with the strains of the
, Russian Hymn, God Preserve Thy People, and also
reduces the national Hymn interming'ed with the
.rseillaise. Under Herman Heller's magic baton, and
;h an orcliestra of this proportion, a rare treat was
jorded music lovers which will not soon be forgotten.

Henri La Bonte, tenor, Charlotte Gale, Agnes Cain-
Dwn and Harry Girard appeared on the program and
jred an operatic aria from Rigoletto at the Sunday
rning Discovery Concert at Graumans on May 27.

ded interest was due to the fact that Annie Timmner
yed Casella's beautiful composition, Chanson Neopoli-
; as a ce'.lo solo.

'he last free concert scheduled for Music Week took
ce at Exposition Park on Saturday night. Four
lenibles made their only appearance of the week,
ese were the Woman's Symphony Orchestra. Ameri-
3 Bird Whistling Chorus, directed by Margaret Wood-
rd, the Los Angeles Scottish Pipe Band and the
ittish Dancers. Frank Geiger, basso, the Orpheus
artet d'rected by Hugo Kirchoffer, and Mr. and Mrs.
leph Regnier completed the very excellent program.

'he Zoellner Conservatory of Music gave one of the
St interest'ng and varied programs of the season at
Faculty Recital at the Conservatory on the evening

the 21st inst. The program was as fo'lows: White
uds (Ralston), Orientale (Ralston), Caprice (Ral-
D), Frances Marion Ralston: Intermezzo from Shane-
(Charles W. Cadman), Scherzo, Op. 15, No. 12

tfcur Bienbarl. Allegretto Grazioso, Op. 13 (Iwanow),
diner Quartet; Songs—Zueignung (Strauss), Vissi
rte (Puccini), Dona Ghrey; Sonato, Op. 13, for
I'll and Piano (Grieg), Antoinette Zoellner, Joseph
illner. Jr.; Address on Public School Music—Anne
Pherson; Songs—Le Tasse (Godard). Come to the
odland (Ferry), Dona Gherey; Fantasie for String
irtet (Ralston). Andante Cantabile, Op. 11 (Tschai-
fsky), Zoellner Quartet.

'he Los Angeles Oratorio Society presented the great-
American oratorio, the Ode to Music by Henry

lley, at the Hollywood Bowl on Sunday afternoon
the final event of Music Week. The performance
I given under the direction of John Smallman as a
efit for the Summer Bowl Concerts. Appearing as
ture so'o-sts was Arthur Hackett, nationally famous
or, who made the trip from the East to appear in
I program. The assisting artists were Florence Mid-

Mme. Newcombe
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CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand Vifw. I'fionp SS4F,4.>i. Los AneelcB

DAVOL SANDERS *
'V!,',?,.^?!,;"'*''

"d violin llfpt., ('„lleK<- of Mui.ic, V. S. C—Meaiber
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daugh, contralto, Melba Fi'ench Barr, soprano and.
Clifford Lott, baritone. Julius Bierlich was concert
master in this very excellent presentation, the singers
showed fine training and great credit is due Mr. Small-
man who has built up the Oratorio Society to its pres-
ent state of ability. The Ode, with the words by Henry
Van Dyke is a poem dedicated to music and it describes
the various moods of music and with the orchestral
accompaniment it brought out the poets beautiful style,
in its entirety.

PASADENA NEWS

The Woman's Choral Club of Pasadena gave its sec-
ond concert of the year, s'xteenth season, in the Palm
Terrace of the Hotel Maryland. Tuesday evening. May
22nd, before a very appreciative audience. Much
credit is due Mrs. C. C. Blauvelt who organized and
who has been musical director of the club during its

existence. Under her splendid leadership, the voices
of approximately sixty members blended perfectly and
followed the spirit of the selections which were we'l
chrsen and excellently presented by the club. The
Cub was ably assisted by Miss Lois Wall, splendid
accompanist. Miss Catherine Jackson, well known harp-
ist formerly of Chicago, and Miss Esther M. South,
mezzo-contralto, who gave several lovely solos; Mrs.
Wendell G. Robinson, whose exquisite soprano voice was
heard above the chorus in one brill'ant number; Miss
Carrie B. Neale, soprano, who sang very effectively the
solo part in another, and Miss Lulu E. Finney who
accompanied M'ss Wall in the closing number.

Miss Marion Ralston, well known Pasadena composer,
gave a program during Music Week at the Zoe'.lner
Conservatory of Music in Los Angeles.

Will Rounds, conductor of the Pasadena Community
Orchestra, presented the last program of the season on
Saturday evening. May 5th, at the High School Audi-
torium with Esther Tobler, violinist as soloist. Miss
Tobler gave a very finished peformance of Bach's Violin
Concerto in G. Minor w'th the orchestra. Miss Tobler,
who is a graduate of the Detroit Conservatory is con-
tinu'ng her studies with Mr. Rounds, whose work as an
instructor in violin playing is showing marked results.

Music Week was observed in the Community Play-
house by the presentation of a musical extravaganza
called The Follies of Pasadena, the musical score of
which was written by Dr. Raymond Mixell, a well known
Pasadenan. The music which was sparkling and viva-
cious received much praise and was played by a volun-
teer orchestra of members of the Pasadena Community
Orchestra under the leadership of Will Rounds, the
well known conductor.

The Monday Evening Musical Club of South Pasa-
dena gave a very interesting concert before an audience
of five hundred in the open air theatre of the Oneonta
Academy, Sunday afternoon, May 20th. Norine Clark-
son Merritt. well known concert violinist, had charge
of and participated in the program. Space forbids
mentioning each number but the applause proved that
the large audience was highly appreciative. Mrs.
Merritt is a violinist with tone, feeling and a musician-
ship combined with grace, beauty of bowing and a
charming personality.

Arthur Farwell, well known composer and conductor
with the assistance of the Community Orchestra,
directed a chorus of 300 at Brookside Park on Sunday
afternoon. May 20th. HELEN WOOD.

Rosa Ponselle, the Metropolitan prima donna soprano,
who dazzled a large audience here a few weeks ago.
wi'l be heard at the Hollywood Bowl Sunday afternoon,
June 3. Proceeds of the concert to be donated to the
Bowl improvement fund, thanks to the Fitzgerald Con-
cert direction. Arrangements are being made to accom-
modate 15,000 hearers, when the radiant voice of the
star will fill the Bowl.

California Theatre,—For the concert at the California
theatre this week, Carli Elinor is offering one of the
most diversified programs heard in Los Angeles for
some time. All the faculty which Gustave Luders pos-
sessed for mingling melody, harmony and rhythm is
remarkably expressed by Elinor in selections from the
composer's famous comic opera, "The Prince of Pilsen,"
which is the opening selection. The second number
is a novelty and all the ovations heard by Charles Cal-
kins, marimbaphonist of the orchestra, are well earned.
Mr. Calkins plays as a solo Clark's "Carnival of Venice"
and as an encore he does Drdla's famous "Souvenir."
Played first as a classic he swings into what are known
as "blues' and reveals "Souvenir" as one of the best
fox trots heard for a long time. Although the jazz
rendition of "Souvenir" is welcomed, the third number
on the program is called "Syncopated Impressions,"
and is Elinor's arrangement of the popular dance hits
"Stumbling," "Some Little Bird," "A Young Man's
Fancy and "Ain't We Got Fun."

ORVILLE HARROLD AT LOEW-WARFIELD

Already foremost for its musical programs, Loew's
Warfield Theatre, sets a new mark for a motion picture
theatre with the presentation for an engagement com-
mencing Saturday, June 2 of Orville Harrold, leading
American tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Company.
Harrold has just closed his season in New York where
he has sung more than a score of different roles for
the Metropolitan during the past three vears. He

X QTiehlRKELCompafn^

/^URS is one of the most comprehensive show-
^-' ings of pianos ami players in America, con-

sisting of every conceivable type of instrument from
the smallest bungalow upright to the magnificent

Steinway Duo-Art Reproducing Grand. Your piano

or player is here---the instrument best suited to

your home, your taste, your income. Every instru-

ment in the Birkel Co. has a double guarantee—
the makers' and ours.

^^BIRKEL
448 COMPANY

Broadw^ '7K« Steinway House

^ (Sxc!muvJ^e>ib/orT\>e SteinwaymdDVO-AKT

has renewed his contract with Giulio Gatti-Casazza,
director general of the Metropolitan Company, and
sings in California through his consent, only at Loew's
Warfleld and at Loew's State in Los Angeles. It is the
tenor's first appearance in a motion picture theatre.

San Francisco music lovers will remember Harrold
for his visit three years ago during the Scotti Opera
season at the Exposition Auditorium. It is interesting
also to note that it was Harrold who created the role
of Nemion in "Cleopatra's Night," an opera by Henry
Hadley, former director of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. Accompanying Horrold is Emil .1. Polak,
former conductor for Mary Garden, Titta Ruffo, and
other opera stars, who is guest conductor of the War-
field orchestra for the operatic numbers. Lipschultz.
however, directs his "Music Masters" as usual for the
balance of the program.

Harrold sings Canio's Lament from Leoncavallo's
opera, "I Pagliacci" and "For I'm Falling In Love With
Someone," a song revived from the days of his tour
in Victor Herbert's The Naughty Marietta." By a
coincidence of engagements. David Belasco's drama,
"The Girl of the Golden West." which inspired Puc-
cini's opera of the same name, is the screen attraction
for the week. Selections from the opera will provide
the overture for Lipschultz and the Music Masters,

SOHMEK
GupMQmn^

In the Sohmer Grand you will find

a piano whose beauty of line is ex-

ceeded only by its tonal loveliness,

and its tonal loveliness is exceeded
by no piano which is made today.

Furnishers of SuccessfijJ Homes

Los Angeles

ve SOHMER Representatives
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The Fresno Symphony Orchestra has passed through

its seventh successful season (1922-231, under the direc-

tion of Earl Townei-, playing to a total audience of

10,000 people. This has heen a particularly successful

year from a financial point of view, and—more impor-

tant—it has been a year of musical achievement for the

organization. The musical standard of iMr. Towner

has always been high but he has been enormously

handicapped because of limited instrumentation until

this year, the fifty members of the orchestra have given

their services without remuneration of any kind in

order to help Fresno to have good music. For six

years they gave of their talent and time and this year

they were paid such a small sum that in many cases

it did not cover transportation to and from rehearsals,

as many of the players came from other towns to work

with the Fresno Symphony Orchestra. The degree of

success which any such organization attains is depend-

ent in a large measure upon the community support it

receives. This support has not been lacking in Fresno

and from present indications we may expect an even

richer season next year. The organization lacks several

instruments which will be supplied if the funds are

sufficient.

During the last season the orchestra was assisted by

the following outside artists: Charles Bulotti, lyric

tenor, of San Francisco; Charles Wakefield Cadman,
composer-pianist; Miss Harriet Bennett, soprano, of

San Francisco. It was also assisted at one concert by

The Fresno Symphony Chorus, a group of 44 voices.

At another concert the soloist was Pasquall Santa

Emma, local trumpeter and at the last concert Will

Hays, violinist and concert master of the orchestra,

played.
Miss Bennett is a former Fresno girl and is always

received here with enthusiasm. She is "our own" and

we have great pride in her phenomenal rise in the

musical world. Mr. Cadman played several of his own
compositions on the piano and conducted the orchestral

rendition of his Intermezzo from Shanewis. Mr. Santa

Emma played Schubert's Serenade and Liberati's Pyra-

mids. He is a trumpeter of first rank. He has the real

Italian musical appreciation and his tone is as clear

as a bell. Mr. Hays played Vieuxtempts' Ballade et

Polonaise at the last concert (Quoting The Fresno Heel

;

• In it he displayed sympathy and understanding

of violin possibilities as well as a well developed techni-

cal facility. Hays is a violinist of virtuoistic ability

and is too seldom heard in solo work." Among the

numbers given by the orchestra during the year were:

Algerian Suite, Saint-Saens; Tschaikowsky's March
Slav; Symphony in C minor (Number 51, Beethoven;

Jensen's Wedding -Music; Overture Phedre. Massenet;

at one concert the orchestra was assisted by Mr. Rich-

ard Sarafian, flute and Mr. E. H. Leonard, 'cello, in

Titl's Serenade. There were six concerts.

Fresno is everlastingly grateful to the young man who
had foresight and idealism enough to found this orches-

tra and conduct it without personal gain during these

first years. No one has ever done a better piece of

musical pioneering than Mr. Earl Towner.

The operatta, "The Belle of Barcelona,' composed

and directed by Charles R. Chaney. music director of

the Sanger High School was given by the students of

the school, April 12th and 13th with a cast of 70 in the

chorus and 15 soloists. The orchestra of 18 pieces

under the directorship of Mrs. Chaney, pianist, was
also made up of students. In his score Mr. Chaney
has caught the musical spirit of historic old Spain, the

land of sunshine and song, tambourines and castanets,

dashing senoritas and thrilling romances. Mr. Chaney

has a number of songs, piano and orchestral selections

in manuscript and it is to be hoped we will hear more

of his work. He is leader of the second violins in the

Fresno Symphony Orchestra.

The Seventh Annual May Music Festival of the

Fresno Public Schools was given May 25th and 26th at

the Fresno Civic Auditorium under the direction of

Earl Towner and Inez Colfin. .
The choruses from the

elementary schools were directed by Miss Coffin and

those from the secondary schools by Earl Towner.

Accompaniments for the choruses were played by an

orchestra selected from the Fresno High, Fresno

Technical, Washington and Longfellow Schools. The

band, also selected from the various schools was con-

ducted by Pasquale Santa Emma. The following pro-

grams were given Friday, May 25, 1923—Miss Coflin,

director: Opening March—El Capitan (Sousa); Salute

to the Flag, led by Captain .1. E. Burns, Commander of

Atlanta Post 92, G. A. R; The Star Spangled Banner

(Key-Smith); I Am Music (The Spirit of Music), Lola

May Bernhauer; Ciriliiribin (Pestalozzal, Chorus: (a)

Washington Post, March (Souza), (b) Gems From the

Opera (Berry), (c) La Donna E Mobile (Verdi), Bands

from the Fresno High and Fresno Technical Schools,

P. Santa Emma, director; (a) Lullaby (Brahms), (b(

From the Land of the Sky-Blue Water (Cadman), Fresno

Boy Choir; Remarks—William .John Cooper, Superin-

tendent of Siliools; (a) The Nipht Has a Thousand
Eyes (Earl Towner), (b) Little Rose (Earl Townerl,

Chorus; (ai Triumphal March, from Aida (Verdi), (b)

God of the Nations (Verdi), High School Boys Glee

Club, Mary Carson Orr, Director; Serenade (Schubert),

.lohn Muir, Emerson and Kirk Choruses; 1 Love You,

California (FrankinsteinI, Chorus; Accompanists—Mrs.

Ora Summers, Earl Towner. Saturday. May 26, 1923—

Mr. Towner, Director; Opening March—Sempre Fidelis

(Sousa) ; Star Spangled Banner, Chorus, Orchestra and

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio:-545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Angeles

.-Audience; (a) .America's Message (.Johnstone), (bl I've

Been Thinking, Chorus; (al Lullaby (Brahmsl, (bl

From the. Land of the Sky-Blue Water (Cadman

I

Fresno Boy Choir, Miss Coflin, Director; (a) Festival

Overture (Ascherl, (b) American Patrol (Meacham),

(cl Gems From the Operas (Berry). Bands from the

Fresno High and Fresno Technical Schools, P. Santa

Emma, Director; (a) Star Daisies (Busch), (b) Swing

Song (Edmunds). Fourth Grade Class, Hawthorne

School, Lucile Mand, Director; (a) When I Go Home
(Towner), (b) To the Spring (Gounod), (c) My Heart

at Thy Dear Voice (Saint-Saens I, Girls' Choruses; On
the Road to Mandalay (Speaks), Baritones and Basses;

Unfold, Ye Portals (Gounod), Chorus.

(Quoting Miss Isabel Morse in the Fresno Bee of

May 26th I; The first program of the Fresno Public

School music pupils passed off happily and was a joy

to hundreds of young songsters, as well as to several

thousand listeners who crowded the civic auditorium

last night. Earl Towner, Miss Inez Coffin, Miss Mary

Carson Orr, P. Santa Emma, L. B. Cain, Miss Henrietta

Burns. Miss Catherine Balthis, Will Hays, Mrs William

Foster Eilliot and many other assistants in the music

department of the public schools have labored for

months to perfect these festival programs and the result

of their effort as displayed last night was admirable.

The little people piped up in their childish trebles

and well outlined harmonies with an evident enthu-

siasm and love for song that was a delight to the eye as

well as the ear. The boy choir distinguished itself in the

difficult harmonic embroidery of the Brahm's Lullaby

and the Land of the Sky Blue Water was clear as a

mountain lake. The bands from the Technical and

Fresno High Schools, under the baton of Pasquale Santa

Emma showed the excellence of their training by then-

precision and adherence to pitch.

Two songs from the pen of Earl Towner were es-

pecially well received. They are songs of sentiment

with a rhythmical swing which the children love. Mary

Carson Orr directed the high school boys' glee club in

two masculine songs from Verdi. The boys attacked

them valiantly. I Love You, California, closed the pro-

gram amid waving handkerchiefs and a very general

feeling among the grown-ups that the music life of the

future Fresno is in good hands. Such a start as these

bovs and girls are getting in the right understanding

of "a great art and -element of life will grow into ap-

preciation of the better sort.

One notable impression these young singers left was

the ease with which their songs were produced. There

was no forcing of tones, no strained effort to make a

big noise The melody had full sway in their minds and

voices. Too much can not be said in commendation of

this method of teaching children to sing. It will pre-

serve their vocal abilities for the days when power and

beauty of voice are expected of them.
(To be continued next week)

MISS CORINNE KEEPER'S CONCERT

Miss Corinne Keefer, contralto, pupil of Mme. Rose

Relda Cailleau. and prize winner of the Northexn Cali-

fornia contest of the California Federation of Music

Clubs for voice, gave a concert in the Red Room of the

Fairmont Hotel on Wednesday evening. May 2ord,

wherein she was ably and most artistically assisted by

her teacher. This concert was given under the direction

of Mme. Cailleau to enable Miss Keefer to defray her

expenses for the trip to AsheviUe, N. C, where she -will

compete in the National Contest of the National Feder-

ation of Music Clubs. The patronesses who were respon-

sible for making this event a financial success included:

Mrs George Cameron, Mrs. Jesse Lilienthal, Mrs. Leon

Sloss Mrs. J. W. Reid, Mrs. Mortimer Fleshhacker. Mrs.

Rudolph Spreckles, Mrs. Sidney Ehrmann.
'
Mrs. E.

He'ler Mme. Armand Cailleau, Mrs. Will Crocker, Mrs.

Leon Guggenheimer and Mrs. W. Magee.

The program opened with a duet from Dehbes Lakme

sung by Miss Keefer and Mme. Cailleau in a manner

that revealed its innermost musical characteristics. It

was an exceptionally successful delineation of the diffi-

cult phrases of which this work is composed and showed

both teacher and student thoroughly well equipped to

render delightful compositions in a spirit of fine ensem-

ble Mme Cailleau was the assisting artist, as already

stated and as usual enthused her hearers with the ex-

cellence of her vocal art. She was in specially fine voice

and sang an Aria from Sonnambula (Bellini), When I

Was Seventeen ( Kramer) and Les fiUes de Cadix (by

request) (Delibes) with that limpidity of expression and

flexibility of vocal quality which has become such a

genuinely delightful feature in this artist's concert pro-

grams.
Miss Keefer acquitted herself most creditably proving

that the prize was worthily bestowed. Her flexible,

rich and resonant voice showed to splendid advantage

in a number of well selected compositions. She proved

herself capable both as Interpretor of predominating

sentiments and also in the use of her vocal organ. She

was enthusiastically applauded and everyone wishes her

success in her ambitious endeavor to carry home a

prize from the National Contest. The complete program

rendered on this occasion was as follows: Duet—Lakme
(Delibes), Miss Corinne Keefer and Mme. Cailleau; (a)

Aria—Samson and Delilah (Printeinps qui commence)
(Saint-Saens), (bl Aria—Sappho (O ma lyre immortellel

(Gounod), Miss Corinne Keefer; (al Aria—Sonnambula

(Bellini I (b) When I Was Seventeen (Kramer), (c)

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert KnKnKementi*
nnd Inpitractton Apply 1o
Secretary and MnniiKer of
K, AdI, Room 10(14 Kohler
& Chnae HldB,. San l''rnncl»eo

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelan 1<I7'*

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FRANCISCO

Les fllles de Cadix (by request) (Delibes), Mme.
Relda Cailleau; (a) Aus meinen grossen Scliiu

(Franz), (bl Erlkonig (Schubert), Miss Keefer

Psyche (Paladihle), (b) Slav Song (Chaminadii
Keefer; (al Trees (Rasbach), (b) The Danza i

wick), (c) Dawn of the Desert (Ross), (d) Soni; ^

Open (La Forge), Miss Keefer.
The Misses Hazel Nichols and Relda Marie C:i

played the accompaniments with taste and ad''

pianistic expression. A.

DE VALLY'S ANNUAL PUPILS' RECITAL

The fourth annual pupils' recital of the De Val
Opera Institute took place in the Italian ballroom of tl

St. Francis Hotel on Friday evening. May 18. Evei

seat was occupied by interested music lovers wl

showed their appreciation and pleasure by rewardil

the performers with the enthusiasm of their applaue

Inasmuch as the writer had to attend two other even

on this same evening, it is physically impossible fi

him to give a detailed review of every number on t!

program. Judging from the young singers and pianlg

we heard, however, we feel thoroughly convinced th

each one of them is well deserving of individual me
tion and some day we trust that we shall have I

opportunity to do justice to their efforts.

It is. however, perfectly in place to compliment M
De Valley for the splendid work he is doing in an ed

cational way. He is not only training his students in

manner to enable them to reveal thei; voices and
ents at their best, but also to make them feel at ea

and to carry themselves in a manner worthy of (

perienced artists. This is true of every participant

this program. There is not apparent that atmospher*'!

of amateurship which is an ordinary characteristic of

a pupils' recital. Sally Osbom played the acconip.inl-

ments very efficiently and with adherence to the si • . i;d

and predominating features of the various youn^ [• r

formers.

The complete program was as follows: En t'--

Class—Romeo et Juliette. Prologue—Verone 1

1

deux families rivales (Charles Gounod); Floren^ >

man—Sonatina for piano (Clementil; H. Edgar i;

Baryton—Semele, Air: Where'er You Walk,

Handel); Beulah Jean Pollok, Soprano—Le Mai

Figaro, Air de Cherubin, second Acl, Mon coeui

(W. A. Mozart); Edward G. McKenna, Tenor— Ih - i

en Tauride, Recitatif et Air de Pylade (C. '- •"<•

Gluckl; Elsie Ingham, Contralto—MIgnon, Roiii.n 1

Mignon, first Act, Connais-tu le Pays? (A. Tli i.

Muriel Chadwick— (al Theme for piano (Schul..

Elfin Dance (Grieg); Kathleen Hall. Soprann-

et Juliette, Chanson de Stephano, third Act.

hier, je cherche en vain mon niaitre (Ch. Gnu, i)

Henrv E. Reed, Tenor—Semele, Air: O Sleep! U li. 1
'"^l

Thou Leave Me? (G. F. Handel); Beulah .loan I'.M.ik -

(a) Who Knows, Text from the Persian oi 'imin

Khayyam (William Stickles), (b) Down in tli.

(Laniion Ronald); Julia Andruss—Sonata for in

van Beethoven); Elsie Ingham— (a) The Opal. '

Pearl (Adam Carse) ; Edward G. McKenna— (a) ..luiln-i,

o' Mine (Frank E Tours), (b) Thou Art So Like,

Flower (G. W. Chadwick) ; Kathleen Hall— (a) Flirtattf

(Pearl (!. Curran), (b) Gossiping (John Wilson Dodgg
Enscnilile Class— In a Persian C.iirden, Alas! ~
Bliring should vanish with tlii' rose (Liza Lehmani
Misses Hall. Pollok, Ingham, Hildebrant, Messi

Kenna, Mainwaring Reed, Kincaid, Richard,
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.ORING CLUB CLOSES 46TH SEASON

Jnder the Direction of Wallace A. Sabin
Excellent Male Chorus Presents Final

Program Before Crowded House

By ALFRED METZGER
The Loring Club of San Francisco, one

il the foremost and ablest male choruses

n the Pacific Coast, gave its fourth and
inal concert of the forty-sixth season at

Icottish Rite Auditorium on Tuesday
vening. May 22. before an audience

hat occupied every seat in the hall, many
eing perfectly contented to stand. For
number of years Wallace A. Sabin has

irected this organization in a manner
) increase its artistic possibilities until

aday it has arrived at a period of its

seful activity when fifteen hundred peo-

le crowd the hall and give vent to their

nthusiasm by prolonged and spontane-

us demonstrations of genuine approval.

Mr. Sabin is specially competent in

lie selection and preparations of pro-

rams that combine artistic character

'ith that vein of melodic and rhythmic

ualities which appeal so greatly to the

verage musical audience. This final con-

ert of the season was no exception to

)e rule. The program consisted of the

)llowing delightful numbers: Bedouin

ong. for chorus of men's voices with ac-

ompaniment of strings and piano;

uomi's Song (Franz Mair) for chorus

nd men's voices; The Song of the

ou'wester (Charles Villiers Stanford).

ir solo bass and chorus of men's voices

ith accompaniment of strings and

iano. Soloist P. H. 'Ward; Sweet and
ow I.I. Barnby). for chorus and men's

3ices; St. John's Eve (Josef Rhein-

ergeri. for chorus of men's voices with

icompaniment of strings and piano;

liree Songs—Sea Fever ("Wallace A.

abin) with accompaniment of strings

ad pi;uio. conducted by the composer; 1

ra\iU\ My Song Were Like a Star

Frederick Jiaurer). Two Dreams Dwell

1 Her ICyes (Frederick Maurer). accom-

inied by the composer. James E. Zieg-

ir; Dusk (D. B. Moodyt for chorus of

len's voices; Forest Harps (Edwin
Bhultz). for chorus of men's voices and
)lo tf-nor with accompaniment of strings

ad piano; soloist. G. A. Rogers; The
Ittle Admiral (Charles Villiers Stan-

trdl. for baritone solo and chorus of

en's voices with accompaniment of

rings and piano; soloist, George Krull;

he Musical Trust (Henry Hadleyl for

lorus of men's voices (by request! ; The
Brewell of Hiawatha (Arthur Footei,

antata of men's voices and baritone

ilo, witti accompaniment of strings and
;ano; soloist, James E. Ziegler.

Both as to program and interpretation

lis was one of the very best events
.yen by the Loring Club. Of special in-

irest was Mr. Sabin's Sea Fever and the

vo songs by Frederick Maurer—

I

rould .\ly Song Were Like a Star and
wo Dreams Dwell in Her Eyes. The
iree compositions revealed fine melodic
erit as well as very effective words. Mr.
2igler sang them with intelligence, fine

Idgment as to their values and an ex-

jllent baritone voice used with discrimi-

Ition and technical intelligence. An-
:her splendidly interpreted work was
rthur Foote's The Farewell of Hiawatha,
erein also Mr. Ziegler displayed his

•tistic Qualifications as a soloist, while
le Loring Club responded nobly to the
aton of the conductor, showing fine

lending of voices and precision of at-

.cks The choruses by Charles Villiers

tanford were also gems of choral inter-

etations. P. H. Ward sang the solo in

he Song of the Sou'wester with force
id effectiveness, while George Krull
ive an excellent account of himself as
)loist in The Little Admiral.
Benjamin S. Moore played the accom-
miments with that artistic taste and
rmness of execution which forms such
splendid feature of his excellent work,
competent string orchestra assisted

le club and included: William F.

iraia. Hans Koenig, Riccardo Ruiz,
rat violins; R. Laraia and L. Armauts.
iconrt violins; Emil Hahl. viola; Willem
ehe, violoncello and A. Annarumi. bass,
oth the Loring Club and Wallace A.
Ibin have reason to feel gratified with
le brilliant close of their splendid
sason.

Music Students surely can not employ
18 summer or vacation time more pleas-
itly than to earn for themselves a
:hoIarship for the new season or a valu-
)'e musical instrument. Anyone inter-
ited in music will be glad to subscribe

to a paper that gives him his or her
news for the new season. Consequently
register in our subscription campaign.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS, J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFr
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CUI.TDRE

Stadia:
902 KOHLER & CHASB BLDG.

«wn Frnnolwfo Phone; Kpnrny •VI.'M

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
baritone: — VOICE CLILTURE
Authorized to Teach Mine. Schnen.

Rene'M Method
1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect ft253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI.\NIST

Studio: ir.37 Eiidid Avenue, Berkeley,
Phone Berkeley 600«.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

00,'> Kohler & Ch:ise Bid, Tel. Sutter T3N7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VtllCE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, <f0:i-t{04 K<»HLEK & CHASE ULDG.
Phone Kearny r>4r>4

Madame Cherles Poulter—Soprano

ROSGOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland, Tel. Piedmont S09S.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.*M.\TIO CONTRALTO

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
AnDonnceM the opening of her new ReHl-
dence Studio. CInrk AptH., Apt. 21)

—

VAH
Hyde St.. San Franoisco. Phone Prospect
B031. Fridays. 902 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
Kenrny M.VI.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
OROAMI8T 8T, MARY'S OATIIBDRAI^

Piano Department, HaartlB Selioal
Onran and Piano, Anillai^a Mnalcal Collefca

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

Pupil of
ne Renxke and Perey Rector Stephens

Studio. 703 Heine Rldg., 408 Stockton St.
Res. Stndin— 004 Second AvenwP

LEILA B. GRAVES
I.VBIC .SOPRANO—VOICE CI I.Tl RE
Availahle for Conrertx and ReoltnN

Studio: l.tO Central Ave. Tel. Park Ui'2-i

MISS WELCOME LEVY

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savinflii

Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission .nd 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDlO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Halght and Belvedere Slre<:ts
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (43<^)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

A.DELE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AXD PIANO

Studio 17S Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 3^

Laura Wertlieimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrw. Noah Itrnndt
11 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 15!

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI\!VO

Stndloi 1003 Kohler S Chaae Bldg.
Phone Kearnj- .'.4.'H

Joseph George Jacobson
PI.\NO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 848

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Con

Studio: 3107 »
Phone Fill

Ique, Parln
liloeton Street
i.ire IS47

SIGMUND BEEL
studio Uuildinit.

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
MuNic School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
C01VTR,*I,TO

Teacher oC SlndnK. 32 I.oretta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler 6i
Chnwe nidg.. «i. F. Telephone KearnT .'MM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A WaahluKton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrn. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH

tlon. 2r,X« Clay St_ Phone We«t 4S00.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1009 Kohler & Cbane Bldg.

Telephone Kearny 5454
Rea. TeL Bayvletr 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TE.ACHER
Studio: 4in« Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 4152 Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. P. Conn, ot Music. 3435 Sacramento
St., and 121 2lMt Ave., Tel Pac. 12S4

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHI5R OP VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. Weat TOIJ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERORUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

OLGA BLOCK BARRETT
2626 Lyon Street Phone West 1307

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARJORIE E. YOUNG
1483 Fulton Street. Fillmore 2657

MARGARET WHITE COXON
119 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRT ?TR"RrER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND HOUTHPIBCB MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
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If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
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mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre
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There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.
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GODOWSKY CHATS ABOUT MUSIC IN ORIENT TRANSBAY CITIES ENJOY SUMMER CONCERTS

Eminent Piano Virtuoso Spent One Day in San Francisco on His Way Oakland Chamber of Commerce Concert a Feature of Music Week—Mrs.
to New York From the Far East and Told the Editor of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review Many Interesting Things About
Musical Conditions in the Oriental Countries

BY ALFRED METZGER

Wilson-Jones Gives Fine Concert—Olive Reed Cushman Students
Are Heard in Fine Program—Berkeley Violin Club Gave an
Enjoyable Recital—Other Interesting Events Also Please

BY ELIZABETH WESTGATE

Leopold Godowsky, the eminent piano

virtuoso, who toured the Orient I his

season and who will not return to the

Pacific Coast in concert until the sea-

son 1924-1925 stopped over in San Fran-

cisco on his return trip to New York for

one day week before last. We were
fortunate enough to arrange a chat with

the distinguished musican and he told us

many things which will be of interest to

our readers. The Oriental countries

visited by Mr. Godowsky this season in-

cluded China. Japan and .lava. During
his trip he experienced all kinds of cli-

mates and temperatures from the very
lowest in Manchuria to the very highest

In Java. He also had many unforgettable
experiences not one of the least being
the loss of his Knabe concert grand piano
forwarded to him by Kohler & Chase in

San Francisco and which after several
weeks of hiding in Manchuria turned up
in the end much to the relief of the
great musician.
"While I did not expect much response

from the Oriental people," said Mr.
Godowsky. "I was unusually surprised to

find that I was so greatly mistaken.
While in China the native population did

not seem to take great interest in piano
recitals the population of Japan and
Java were exceptionally appreciative. In

China my concerts were almost exclu-
sively attended by Caucasian races, prin-

cipally American and English people. In

Japan and Java, however, the concerts
were crowded with natives who evidently
enjoyed the programs, for the scheduled
concerts had to be increased in number
and in the larger cities the original num-
ber had to be doubled. In Tokyo, for in-

stance, the original number of five con-
certs which were given in five succes-
sive days were crowded and another five

concerts had to he given later also in

five successive days.
"I was surprised to find the Japanese

people so intelligently musical, appreci-
ating specially the more serious classics.

Invariably the best music was mostly ap-
preciated. But the surprise of my trip

was the receptivity of the Javanese peo-
ple. They have a music of their own
which is singularly beautiful. Their in-

struments are essentially percussion, but
of a character that reveals the most ex-
traordinary shades and tone qualities.

They have large orchestras or bands of
these instruments. There are two Sultans
each of whom supports one of these
bands, each of which has several hun-
dred musicians. The effect of this music
is indescribable. Some years ago one of
these bands was in Paris and the effect
of this music was so sensational and so
impressive that it is not too much to say
that the modern French music was in-

fluenced by it and rauch of its beauty is

owing to these Javanese strains.
"There is a tremendous future for

artists in the Oriental coutries. but I

would advise those who visit the Orient
to act exactly as they would in their
own country. The people know what is

proper etiquette and they want the
artists to observe the same conven-
tionality when appearing before Oriental
audiences as they do before their own
race. If, for instance, an artist, owing
to the heat in .lava, should regard him-
self justified to don summer attire, in-

stead of adhering to the regulation eve-
ning dress, he will be regarded with dis-
favor. The Oriental people are very
sensitive on this subject, and although

the artist resorting to comfort may have
no idea of slighting the people, his dis-

regard of the conventionalities will create
a very unfavorable impression.
"The manager in charge of my con-

certs (whose name the writer has for-

gotten much to his regret—Ed.) under-
stood his business thoroughly. Every-
one of the concerts booked in advance
was given and everywhere the attend-
ance was all that could be desired. 1

Oakland, June 5. 1923.

Music Week on this side made no
great demands upon the attention of the
public. There were a few events of a
wider interest, and many churches and
studios gave attractive programs in

honor of the "Week." But 'tis a busy
world, mates, and few persons can find

much "extra" time for special occasions.
One of the most delightful of the larger

aftliiis w.is till' ' nncert given at the

I.KOPOI.D C;i>DO\\ SK V

was treated royally in every way. met
many prominent people who showed the

result of culture and refinement and
really enjoyed myself in the main
thoroughly. Barring excessive heat in

Java my trip was a very pleasant one
and I am looking forward to another visit

to the Orient, after my conclusion of the

next American tour, with great pleasure.

I certainly am very anxious to return.

"I am now going to New York to make
arrangements for Brunswick records and
Ampico rolls, after which I may either

return to California for a while, or go to

Europe, according to the plans made by
my managers in New York. I would like

to spend the summer in this State which
(Continued on Page II, Column II

>iieh China, Julian unci Jiivii

Auditorium under the auspices of the

Oakland Chamber of Commerce on Satur-

day evening. May 12. This year being

the one hundredth anniversary of the

first public presentation of Home. Sweet
Home, the printed programs were repro-

ductions of those in vogue in 1823 as far

as the printing processes of 1923 are

able to copy the older style. Very suc-

cessfully was this accomplished, wood
engravings of that period and quaint type

being utilized.

The program was well arranged, and.

in every particular, a delight. Here it

is: Introductory Remarks—Harrison
Robinson, president. Oakland Chamber
of Commerce; The Chafer and the

Flower (Veit), Heaven, Heaven (Negro

Spiritual I. (Burleigh). Oakland Orpheus,
Edwin Dunbar Crandall, director, Bessie
Beatty Roland, accompanist; Trio, C
minor Allegro (Mendelssohn), Arion
Trio; This is the Moon of Roses (Victor
Harris), Orpheus; My Heart at Thy
Sweet Voice (Saint-Saens), Eva Grun-
inger Atkinson, Benjamin Moore, accom-
panist; Soldiers Chorus (Faust),
(Gounod), Orpheus: .Address, Dr. Aurelia
Henry Reinhardt. Mills College; London-
derry Air (Grainger-Kreisler), Rondeau
(Hayden). Arion Trio; The Wager (E.

D. Crandall). Lullaby (E. D. Crandall),
Orpheus Charity (Hageman). Rain (Cur-
ran), The Blind Plowman (Clarke). Mrs.
Atkinson; Farewell (Ephraim Cubter.
Jr.), Orpheus.

At the Town and Gown club rooms in

Berkeley, on Tuesday evening. May 22.

-Mrs. Wilson-Jones, soprano, formerly of

London, England, presented a charming
program before an audience which filled

the attractive hall. Her accompanist was
Mrs. Edwin H. Duncan, who has the

honor of R. A. M. after her name, and
whose work was no small asset to the
success of the evening. This was Mrs.
Wilson-Jones' program: (a) My Heart
Ever Faithful (Bach), (b) Angels Ever
Bright and Fair (Handel), ic) My Mother
Bids Me Bind .My Hair (Haydn); (a)

Jewel Song (Faust). (Gounod), (bl Who
is Sylvia? (Schubert), (c) Passing By
(Purcell), (d) (Solvejg's Song (Grieg);

(a) Si mes vers avaient des ailes (Hahn),
(b) Last Night (Kjerulf), (c) The Rosary
(E. Nevin); (a) Der rote Sarafan
(Titoff), (b) Caller Herrin (Nath. Gow).
(cl Believe Me (Old Irish), (d) Cherry
Ripe (Horn), (el Battle Hymn of the

Republic (W. Steffe); (a) An Old
Romance (Guy d'Hardelot), (bl Star

Eyes (Oley Speaks 1, (c) Down Here
(Mary Brahe), (d) My Prayer (Josephine

Wilson-Jones).

Mrs. Wilson-Jones had Edward Grieg

as piano-master for some time and also

had the advantage of singing Solvejg's

Song under his instruction, receiving

from him a treasured compliment. For
Gounod she sang the Jewel Song for

Hahn the Si mes vers, and for Ethlebert

.N'evin. The Rosary.

Besides a youthful fresh and lovely

voice. Mrs. Wilson-Jones possesses a gift

for interpretation which shed new light

—

beams and not merely flashes of light

—

on songs which have become entirely

familiar to all those who go to concerts.

For example the last word had not been
said as to Who is Sylvia? until Mrs.

Wilson-Jones revealed it, although we
have heard it from the lips of every

great singer. Passing-By, the sweet old

Purcell song, took on a meaning not here-

tofore expressed, or not heretofore in my
hearing, at any rate.

There is not space to select for com-
ment others of the list. They were all

sung with exceeding charm, perfect

enunciation, clear and luscious tone qual-

ity, admirable in every way.

There was one regret; one would have
liked to hear a group, at least, of songs
written during the twenty-three years of

this magnificently achieving twentieth
century. One wonders whether or not

Mrs. Wilson-Jones is simpatica with the

marvellous work of the great modern
composers. '

(Continued on Toge 111
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LOS ANGELES ONCE MORE

Our editcirial in a recent issue of Pacific Coast
Wusical Review entitled "Our Attitude Toward
Los Angeles seems to have been misunderstood

)y our good friend Frank H. CoHjy, editor of the

Pacific Coast Musician, for whom we entertain

:he highest regard. Mr. Colby is under the im-

pression, and no doubt the editorial in question
night have given him cause, that inasmuch as we
epeatedly referred to the Pacific Coast Musician,

ve suspected that paper of having published the

irticle of which our Los .Angeles correspondent,
laid : "A certain publication has referred to my
)revious article as a 'knock' from San Francisco."

kVe hasten, in all fairness, to assure our readers

;hat under no circumstances did we have the Paci-

ic Coast Musician in mind when we criticised the

ittitude of that publication which was referred to.

indeed we knew it could not have been the paper

)f which Mr. Colby is editor. We only mentioned
:he Pacific Coast Musician, and our eagerness to

issist in its success, to provethat the Pacific Coast

Vlusical Review and its editor are in no wise an-

;agonistic toward Los Angeles. We are trying

;o work for the best interests of the Pacific Coast,

md if in dfiing so we occasionally should be coni-

jelled to criticise, this is in no sense intended as

1 "knock," but as a suggestion to act in a digni-

ied manner and work toward the best interests

lot only of one's own community but of the en-

:ire Pacific Coast.

Thanks to the courtesy of a friend we are in

eceipt of the article to which we referred. It

s the outgrowth of a wrong thinking mind,
[t is the result of the warped mental attitude of

3ne steeped in provincialism and naturally unfair

jf disposition. To show in what peculiar grooves
:ertain human minds run we will quote this arti-

:le forwarded to us:
Our history tells us of the rise and fall of ancient

^ome—the ups and downs of the barbarians, Tartars
ind Turks. Recent explorations in the Valley of Kings
!orroborate the historical mightiness of the Pharaos;
)ut history leaves it to our speculation, the tempera-
nent, expression of bitterness, and the pettiness of the
ndividual citizen of these fallen powers, during the
>rogress of their disintegration. The metal of human
Jeings in this world has always been pretty much the
lame, varied only as tempered by the degree of civiliza-

:ion of their times: so what one encounters today is

Jrobably about what one would have encountered three
ihousand years ago. If we are to judge the pettiness of
:he ancient Roman by the roar of the Pacific Coast
Musical Revue in the issue of April 1.5th, those naughty
Barbarians most surely were called a choice lot of
lames when they punctured the powers of Rome.
There was a time when San Francisco was the musi-

;al center, as well as every other center, of the Pacific

Coast; but that was during the old Tivoli days when
San Francisco was Monarch of the Pacific Coast, with
the right of dictation undisputed—when she boasted a
population of a quarter of a million, while Los Angeles
was a mere lamb, with some forty or so thousand. Those
were the days before the lamb got the bear by the tail.

Since then. Mr. Editor, there has been a change. Los
Angeles has grown to just less than a million, while,
San Francisco's population is not far above the half
million mark. We have more world-renowned artists
and more high class artist teachers than any other city
West of Chicago. Our musical organizations are the best
and we spend more money on music and musical enter-
tainment than any other city in the West—and what is
more we get our money's worth—and what is still more,
your calling us names will not remove the Music Center
of the Pacific Coast from Los Angeles to San Francisco.
We are real people, not "Hicks"—used to fighting for
what we get, but broad-minded and fair. San Francisco
business men and capitalists are investing in our busi-
ness corners, stores and enterprises. True, they are
paying many times what these corners could have been
purchased for a few years ago: but they must consider
them safe investments, for they are spending real money
to acquire them.

Now, instead of refuting the published conten-
tion that there are "Hicks" living in Los Angeles,
the writer actually PROVES it. And, by the way,
we heartily protest against the contention that
Los Angeles is the only city on the Pacific Coast
that harbors its quota of "Hicks." Indeed, there
are a few living in San Francisco, too. But they
don't happen to get a chance to rush into print.

The accuracy of the above article may be judged
by the fact that the name of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review is spelled wrong and the con-
tribution from Los .Angeles was NOT published
in the issue of April 15th and that the editor did
not write it. Our good friend who mailed us the
clipping says that the paper that printed the
above remarks received considerable commenda-
tion because it "went after you." .MI we have to

say. is that ])eople who commend you for going
after other people arc usually not the ones that
support you when you need them.

It happens to be one of those kinks in human
nature that someone always likes to read some-
thing against the fellow he doesn't like, and if

any one takes joy in reading an article which
"roasts" somebody he usually is in that frame of

mind wherein he rejoices in seeing someone
"roasted," and no one takes ])leasure in seeing
anyone dealt with unkindly unless he has al-

ready a fixed prejudice against him. So if the
above article is favorably commented upon it is

done by jjeople who never cared a rap for us anv-
how. The important thing, and at the same time
the only reason why we spend any time referring
to this matter at all, is that we have fought during
twenty-two years against this sort of knocking
between two great cities. And it is now too late

in the season, after we have succeeded in helping
to attain a better understanding, to permit this

antiquated form of backbiting to again show its

head. We trust, indeed we know, that there are

more than enough intelligent people residing in

Los Angeles to resent this sort of thing.

The contention of the writer notwithstanding,
there is at present NO MUSICAL CENTER ON
THE PACIFIC COA.ST. Neither San Francisco,
nor Los .Angeles, can be called a musical center
in the sense in which it is used in that article.

To be a musical center a community must have
a permanent opera house presenting permanent
opera. It must have a concert field that INTRO-
DUCES NEW ARTISTS TO THE MUSICAL
WORLD, serving as a distributing center, creat-

ing a reputation that secures recognition in the

world of music BECAUSE OF THE CHARAC-
TER OF THE CITY WHEREIN THE FIRST
APPEARANCE HAS BEEN MADE. It must
support easily at least more than one symphony
orchestra. It must support more than one cham-
ber music society liberally. IT MUST CON-
TAIN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD,
whose faculties include many artist teachers of

international reputation. IT MUST BE DIGNI-
FIED. IT MUST SUPPORT ONE OR TWO
BIG WEEKLY MUSIC JOURNALS. Above
all a real metropolis and music center does not

BRAG or BLUSTER. Now, in order not to be
misunderstood we emphatically state that we are

making these explanations in a general way, and
are in no sense referring to Los Angeles or San
Francisco specifically. This applies to any com-

munity that wants to lay claim to be a music
center of any large territory. These qualifications
are absolutely necessary, and without them no
city can claim to be a musical center, or social
or political center.

Population, high prices for real estate, large
numbers of teachers or students or artists also
is of no avail unless the character of such popula-
tion and the fairness of such prices and the effi-

ciency of such artists and teachers puts the stamp
of dignity and metropolitan character upon such
conmiunity. We always admired the enterprise,
enthusiasm, co-operation, ambition and pride ex-
hiljited by the people of Los Angeles. It has cost
this paper more than it earned to maintain the
Los Angeles department. It is not a question of
commercial advantage that prompts us to recog-
nize the musical efficiency of Los Angeles in this

twelve-page paper by devoting two pages to it

—

or one-sixth of its entire space. It is because we
want our people here and throughout the Pacific
Coast to know what is going on in Los Angeles,
and we believe that people living in Los An-
geles, and who are not cramped by immature
thoughts, want to have San Francisco people
know what splendid things they are doing for

music. And we are equally sure that San Fran-
cisco musicians want the Los Angeles musicians
and music lovers to know what they are doing up
in this part of the State. If the time should ever
come that Los Angeles musical people don't care
anything about what happens in other parts of
the Pacific Coast, or if San Francisco people
should become so narrow minded, then we pity
anyone who wants to make a living in the musi-
cal profession of the Pacific Coast.

Calling names won't accomplish anything.
.Someone made a definite statement which he sup-
ported with what he regarded as the facts. To
refute these facts is to send to this paper evidence
that they were wrong and we would readily
give the same space to the refutation that we give
to the accusation. The fact that we reprint what
is said above—and we only wished we could
print something more to the point and more
worthy—shows our fairness. Everything the
writer says about Los Angeles is true. Every-
thing he or she or it says about San Francisco
is prejudicial. It is not necessary for us to defend
San Francisco. Its actions speak louder than
words. A city that is completely destroyed dur-
ing three or four days and is practically rebuilt
in five years, greater and bigger than ever, needs
no champion. Neither does Los Angeles need
any champion. People who can erect a great
metropolitan community on what was originally
nothing but desert land and also establishes some
of the richest and most fertile orchards and farm
lands around such metropolis needs no defenders.
What could two such communities not accom-
plish when working together? And what good is

there gained by constantly wasting valuable time
in recriminations? You can not build up any-
thing wortli while by trying to tear down some-
thing else that is worth while. You can only
build up by persistent, tenacious, whole-hearted
co-operation toward the end that your commun-
ity wants to be counted among the worth-while
centers in the world. If there are San Francisco
business men who invest money in Los Angeles
—and we are sure there are such—we take our
hat ofl:' to them ; indeed we admire them. And it

is equally certain that there are business men in

Los Angeles who invest money in San Francisco.
W'hy can not musical people imitate the example
of the wide-awake business man?

Dorothy Pasmore, cellist, and her sister. Mrs. Suzanne
Pasmore Brooks, pianist, were engaged to give a pro-
gram by the managers of "The Sylvan." in Mill Valley,
on Thursday afternoon. May 31. As the name suggests
The Sylvan is a delightful open-air Pavillion in the
shadow of Mount Tamalpais. with a stage built on a
thickly wooded hillside which has been leased by Miss
.J. C. Mather and Miss Rachel Higgins for the summer,
and which is the scene of daily entertainments of a
varied nature. Miss Pasmore and Mrs. Pasmore Brooks
presented a representative program of cello and piano
soli beginning with Bach and Schumann and ending
with Tschaikowsky and Debussy. Audience and per-
formers were delighted with the natural beauty of the
location and, contrary to tlieir expectation, found the
acoustics quite favorable and were pleasantly Intrigued
by the unusual effects obtained from the blending of
the various sounds of nature with the music.
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CLAIRE FORBES CRANE AT ORPHEUM

One of the most artistic and musically dignified acts

we have ever seen at the Orpheum is the one entitled

Synchronized Moments, now being introduced by Claire

Forbes Crane at the Orpheum. It consists of two essen-

tial parts, namely, a motion picture of the artist and her

hands interpreting Liszt's Love Dream and the pianist's

version of a Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodic and Gounod's

Faust Waltz. The first part of the act represents an

exact reproduction of the interpreter sitting at the piano

while she is playing behind the screen in complete syn-

chronization with the picture. It is not only a novel,

but exceedingly interesting musical performance. The
playing matches the picture with uncanny accuracy.

IVIrs. Crane is an artist of the highest rank. Her technic

is exact to the minutest detail, her phrasing is endowed
with unusual taste and expert artistry. Her poise is

dignified and graceful. In short she is a pianist who
lifts the atmosphere of the vaudeville house up to her

level of artistic refinement. It is gratifying to note the

enthusiasm with which her performance is received.

Not one of the least delightful features of the act is the

exceptionally artistic color scheme and lighting effect

of the setting, designed by Douglas Crane, which lends

a pleasant and harmonizing atmosphere to the entire

act. ALFRED METZGER.

ORVILLE HARROLD AT LOEWS WARFIELD

By far the foremost of the distinguished artists pre-

sented this season at the Loew Warfield Theatre is

Orville Harrold of the Metropolitan Opera House who is

singing an aria from Pagliacci and an American ballad

this week. Indeed it is the only one of the prominent

artists who so far have justified the enthusiasm of the

advance announcements. Mr. Harrold is in excellent

voice and sings with a genuineness of artistic abandon-

ment that is worthy of the highest commendation. Al-

though he is not appearing at a world famous opera

house his performance is endowed with the same sin-

cerity of purpose, the same contribution of artistic

judgment and the same care to the attainment of artis-

tic details which he bestows upon his work at the

Metropolitan. He does not sing down to his audiences.

He lifts his audience up to his level. Some day the

American artist will discover that it is more grateful to

sing in English before audiences of laymen. We feel

sure even though Mr. Harrold's work is exceedingly

musicanly and charged with sentiment it would have a

still greater effect if the people could understand what
he sings. So many artists do not realize how peculiar

foreign languages sound in the ears of those who do

not understand them. It really detracts from the

artistic dignity, instead of adding to it. But Mr. Har-

rold succeeds in making his singing so dignified that,

unlike in other instances, his audiences do not giggle

when listening to singing in a foreign tongue.

Mr. LipschuUz plays an excellent selection from
Puccini's Girl of the Golden West, a very difficult com-

position from a purely technical standpoint, and con-

ducted with precision and verve. It is in harmony with

the beautiful picture of the same name presented this

week. The violinist-conductor is also playing a solo

which justly rouses his audience to an enthusiasm

that would Justify a repetition. From a musical stand-

point the m.anagement of the Loew Warfield Theatre

has every reason to feel very proud of this week's

achievement. Mr. Harrold will sing a U next week.

DEBUT OF SEQUOIA TRIO

The Sequoia Trio, consisting of Pierre Douillet,

pianist. Arthur Conradi, violinist, and Arthur Weiss,

cellist, made its debut in the Italian Room of the St.

Francis Hotel on Friday evening, June 1, in the

presence of an audience that completely crowded the

handsome hall. The program consisted of Trio C minor

Op. 101 (Brahms). Chaconne (for violin alone) (Bach)

and Trio G minor Op. l.'i (Rubinstein). The three musi-

cians constituting this trio belong to the most prominent,

most efficient and best known members of San Fran-

cisco's professional musical colony. Individually they

are musicians who possess and deserve the respect of

the community.
Inasmuch as they have joined to present ensemble

works only a short time before this first concert, it is

naturally difficult to express a definite opinion as to the

eventual growth and mission of the Sequoia Trio. It

may, however, be stated here that, notwithstanding the

difficulties involved in preparing and interpreting a

program of the magnitude above mentioned the mem-
bers of the trio impressed us with their sincerity, their

genuine love for music, their evident desire to overcome
great obstacles and their unquestionable fitness to in-

terpret the classics. It was a worthy start and the

audience did not hesitate to put its stamp of approval
on this delightful enterprise.
Arthur Conradi was never in better mood than when

he interpreted the Bach Chaconne. Emotionally as well

as technically he put his heart and soul into his work
impressing his audience with his sincerity as well as

his musicianship. The interpretation of this work is a
severe test on any artist's resources and the manner
in which Mr. Conradi faced and met this test added to

his followers in the community.
ALFRED METZGER.

George Q. Chase and Leon Lang. President and Vice-
President of Kohler & Chase, left for the Bast last

week to attend the National Convention of Piano Mer-
chants in Chicago and also to look after business in-

terests. Upon their return they will announce some
plans of special interest to the profession which neces-
sitates consultation with manufacturers of nation-wide
influence. Both Mr. Chase and Mr. Lang will be back
in San Francisco early in .July.
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Clarence Urmy, poet, musician, teacher and critic,

was called by death Saturday noon. June 2, after suffer-

ing a stroke a week before. Quiet, modest to an ex-

treme, he was internationally known for his poetic

works, having had poems published in practically every
well known magazine in the United States, in addition

to the publication of several volumes of poems. His
was the poet-touch. As he himself said:

What is the i)oet-touch? Ah me, that every bard might
gain it.

And having once attained the prize, forever might
retain it:

To touch no thing that's vile, unless to teach the world

to scorn it.

To touch no thing that's beautiful, save only to adorn it.

To patrons of the drama and music lovers of Santa
Clara valley he was known for his criticisms appearing

in the San Jose Mercury-Herald for which publication

he had written for about fifteen years. He was organist

at Trinity' Episcopal church in this city for nearly

thirty years. For a number of years he taught piano

at the College of the Pacific, four years ago joining the

teaching staff of the San Jose State Teachers' College.

In paying tribute to Clarence Urmy. the San Jose

Mercury-Herald published a poem. The Poet and His

Lute, which was the last completed work from his pen,

a poem written shortly before Smiling Death stood at

his own portal to sever strings, seal lips and still his

hands.
The Poet's lute, placed in his hands at birth,

Is tuned to overtones unknown to earth.

Tones that take wing from deftly fingered frets

As perfume steals from bed of violets.

The poet draws from wire spun in a star

The music of a mighty avatar.

Like song of humming birds throb, tiny throats!

Too high for human ear. supernal notes.

He wakes with magic touch his instrument
To heavenly harmonies, rapt, eloquent

—

Dream-haunted strings that bear from far-off spheres

Strange chords too glad for smiles, too sad for tears.

He echoes airs that seraph tongues rehearse.

And strives to blend them with his blissful verse

—

Elysian lyrics born of Flame and Dew,
The faultless, ever-older, ever new.

Thus round the poet's lute fond fancies throng
Awaiting dulcet trysting-time with song.

Till smiling Death at his worn portal stands

To sever strings, seal lips, and still his hands.

Notre Dame College, San Jose's historic institution for

women, is closing its doors the middle of this month,
moving to Belmont, its future home, to our great regret.

On Saturday, June 2. the San Jose unit of alumnae gave
an afternoon of cards and music. Tables were scattered

over the lawns in the shade of the stately trees for

the many who played mah jongg. bridge and whist,

while others wandered about the lovely grounds renew-

ing acquaintances, all paying' respect to the place which
has been Notre Dame's home in San Jose for seventy-

two years. A delightful program was given, under the

direction of Miss Maxine Cox, who arranged the follow-

ing interesting numbers: Piano solo. Arabesque (De-

bussy), Maxine Cox; harp solo. Barcarolle (Hasselman),
Julia Herrate; vocal solo, Star (Rogers), Adele Schill-

ing, vocal solos (a) Three Questions (Johnson), (b)

To "Vou (Speaks), Violet Bulmore; Trio (a) Salut

D'Amour (Loth), (b) The Rosary (Nevin), Maxine Cox,

piano, Leanore Milendez, violin, Isabelle Milendez,
'cello. Interpretative solo dance of Mendelssohn's
Spring Song, Margarita Harrison, piano accompaniment,
Maxine Cox.

The A Cappella Choir of the College of the Pacific,

C. M. Dennis, director supplied the music at both
services in the Stanford Chapel Sunday. June 3. At the

morning service the choir sang O Lord Most Holy by
Bruckner; Adoramus Te. by Palestrina; and Lutkin's

Choral Blessing. At the vesper service the choir was
assisted by Allan Bacon, organist, when the following

program was given: Concert Overture in B Minor
(James H. Rogers), Mr. Bacon; (a) Gloria Patri (Pales-

trina). (b) Adoramus Te (Palestrina), (c) Tu Bs Petrus
(Palestrina) (d) Tenebrae Factae Sunt (Palestrina), A
Cappella Choir; (a) Scherzo, from Second Symphony
(Louis Vierne). (h) Rhapsody in B Flat (Herbert
Howells), Mr. Bacon; (al Only Begotten Son (Schve-
doff). (b) How Blest Are They (Tschaikowsky). (c)

O Gladsome Light (Gretchaninow), A Cappella Choir;
(a) Choral (Jongen), (b) Toccata (Gigout), Mr. Bacon;
(a) How They So Softly Rest (Willan), (b) O Holy Lord
(Dett), (c) Now Sinks the Sun (Parker), (d) Choral
Blessings (Lutkin), A Cappella Choir.

Miss Emily Peelor presented four of her pupils in a

pianoforte recital Friday evening. May 25, at her studio.

Miss Peelor played a Chopin Nocturne at the conclusion
of the program, adding greatly to the pleasure of the
evening. Following is the program as given: Rondo in

D Major (Mozart), Miss Frances Bryant; Recitation

—

Relaxation and weight playing (progressive series les-

son), Miss Leon Ogier; (al The French Child (Behr),

Kohler & Chase
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(b) Dream Waltz (Gurlitt), (el The Morning Glory
Vine (Gest), Miss Ruth Cochran; (a) On the Alma
(Educational adaptation), (b) The Little Wanderer
(Gurlitt), Miss Leone Ogier; Remarks—How to Practice

and How to Overcome Faulty Technique. Miss Peelor;
(a) Mignon's Song (Thomas), (b) Tarantella. Op. 85

No. 2 (Heller). Miss Elgie Ogier; Peer Gynt. Op. 46 (a)

Morning Mood, (b) Ase's Death, (o) Dance of Anitra,

(d) In the Hall of the Mountain King (Grieg). Miss
Frances Bryant: Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2 (Chopin), Miss
Peelor.

An Evening of American Music by members of the

College of the Pacific faculty was given Friday evening,
June 1, before an audience of about 600. Works by rep-

resentative Americans whose published works have
achieved national recognition were given splendid per
formance by Allan Bacon, organist; Miriam Burton,
pianist; Nella Rogers, contralto, with .lules Moullet at

the piano, and the Conservatory String Quartet, with
Bozena Kalas at the piano. The quintet gave an excel
lent performance of the beautiful intermezzo fron:

Arthur Foote's Quintet in A Minor. Miss Burton's play
ing of Carpenter's Tango Americain elicited a fine re

sponse from the audience. Miss Rogers pleased in si>

solos of which Deep River (Burleigh) was the mosi
impressive. Mr. Bacon's performance of the Sowerbj
Rejoice, Ye Pure in Heart, showed to excellent advan
tage that young composer's great talent. The progran
in full: (a) Intermezzo (from the Symphony Storm Kin(
(Clarence Dickinson), (b) Ue.ioicc. Ye Pure in Hear
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(Leo Sowerby), Allan Bacon: (a) The Day Is No More
(John Alden Carpenter), (b) Stars (Harriet Ware), (e)

Rain (Pearl Curranl, (d) Deep River (Burleigh) (e)

Twilight (Glenn), (f) Love's In My Heart (R. Hunting-
ton Woodman), Nella Rogers: (a) Dreams (Howard
Brockwayl, (b) Scherzino (Howard Brockway), (c)

Tango Araericain (John Alden Carpenter), Miriam Bur-
ton: Intermezzo (from Quintet in A Minor) Op. 3S
(Arthur Foote). Conservatory String Quintet.

Two Unusual Invitation Musicales were given at

Santa Cruz on Monday evening. May 28, and Tuesday
afternoon. May 29, by Josephine Rittenhouse. violinist,

and Marie L. Cain, pianist, at the home of the former,
the same program being given on both occasions. They
gave the first movement and Andante theme of the
Kreutzer sonata; Mrs. Rittenhouse played the Bee-
thoven Romance in G, and the Beethoven-Kreisler
Rondino, also the Cottenet iVIeditation. Mrs. Cain's
group included the Lachner Toccata and Fugue, two
Schubert Impromptu and Debussy s La Cathedrale
Engloutie. These two artists are great favorites in the
seaside city, their names on a program always giving
pleasure. Mrs. Rittenhouse who was a pupil of the late

Henry Holmes, and afterwards of Giulio Minetti, has a
great deal of personality as a soloist. Mrs. Cain, pupil

of Albert Elkus, is a very intelligent pianist.

Notre Dame's Last Commencement in San Jose will

be a memorable one on June 14. Always before, gradu-
ation exercises have been held in the assembly hall, but
this year the college is to give a magnificent pageant
in the picturesque elm grove in the playgrounds park,
presenting Longfellow's Masque of Pandora, instead
of the customary musical and literary program. Rosalie
Balmer Smith Cale's compositon will be used for the
musical setting of the Masque of Pandora. Mrs. Cale
has an enviable reputation as a composer, and her
musical setting of the Masque is particularly lovely and
will afford splendid opportunity to show the musical
training of the performers, both singers and instrumen-
talists. A group of talented Notre Dame students is to

play the orchestral music. Notre Dame's orchestral play-
ing has always astounded musicians, for no leader
directs them with baton, yet their ensemble work is

perfect in tempo, technique and interpretation. There is

a cast of 200 in this production, all parts enacted by
Notre Dame students.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, will

render the following program in the Memorial Church
on Sunday afternoon, June 10, at 4 p. m.; Choral—Im-
provisation on Nearer My God to Thee (written in 1912,
and dedicated to the victims of the Titanic disaster)
(Sigfrid Karg-Elert); Russian Boatman's Song on the
River Volga (arranged for organ by Clarence Eddy)

;

Canon in B minor (Schumann); Cradle Song (Franz
Schubert 1797-1828); Fantasie Symphonique (Rossetter
G. Cole). The next and final recital for the quarter will
be given on Baccalaureate Sunday, June 17, at S p. m.
The summer series of recitals will begin on Sunday,
July I, at 4 p. m.

The Institute of Music has announced an intensive
summer course in its various departments, beginning
July 16 and continuing for seven weeks.

The Pupils of Josephine Louise Sinclair will appear
in recital at the Institute of Music the evening of Thurs-
day, June 14. This is the second group of Miss Sinclair's
pupils to appear this month, the tiny ones having played
recently. Miss Sinclair is assistant piano instructor to
LeRoy V. Brant, the director of the Institute.

The Misses Olive Hangar and Selma Simonic will
appear in joint recital at the Institute of Music next
week, playing a recital of Mendelssohn and Schumann.
Both young ladies are pupils of LeRoy V. Brant. Miss
Simonic will play a group of the Songs Without Words,
by Mendelssohn, while Miss Hangar will play the fanci-
fully beautiful Scenes from Childhood by Schumann.
Assisting the pianists will be Conley Plummer and
Henry Triana, in violin duets, pupils of Josef Halamicek
who is head of the violin and viola departments at the
Institute.

(To be concluded next week)

ELIZABETH SIMPSON'S PUPILS ACTIVE

The Berkeley and Alameda County Music Weeks,
which took place recently with such decided success,
were periods of great activity for Elizabeth Simpson's
pupils. On April 28 a studio musicale attracted a large
audience to IVIiss Simpson's Berkeley studio, where the
following program was presented: Ballade Op. 47 (Cho-
pin). Perpetuum Mobile (Weber), Country Gardens
(Percy Grainger), Miss Helen Merchant: hu Couvant
(Borodin), Etude F minor (Chopin), Waltz (Chopin),
George Kelly; Etude F major (Chopin), Impromptu
(Chopin), Prelude G minor (Rachmaninoff), Hungarian
Etude (MacDowell), Miss Margaret Fish; Romance
(Sibelius), Miss Ruth Hoskinson; To a Water Lily,

From an Indian Lodge, Will o' the Wisp (MacDowell),
Miss Myrtle de Vaux; Nocturne (Schumann), Polichi-
nelle (Rachmaninoff), Miss Eleanor Chamberlain; II

Rosignuolo (Nevin), Golliwog's Cakewalk (Debussy),
Miss Margaret Lyman; Suite for Two Pianos (Arensky),
Miss Merchant and Miss Fish; Invention (Bach),
Papillons (Grieg), Miss Jacquelin (Otto); Gavotte
(Gluck-Brahms), Etude A flat and Etude G flat (Chopin).
Predication aux oiseaux (Liszt). Miss Ethel Long Mar-
tin; Capriccio Brillante (Mendelssohn). Miss Margaret
Fish, orchestral accompaniment on second piano by
Miss Simpson.

On May 6 Miss Eleanor Chamberlain played with
great success at the Oakland concert of the student
section of the Alameda County Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation. On May 8 Miss Helen Merchant and Miss Mar-
garet Fish played at Haywards Theatre. On May 7
Miss Ethel Long Martin, assisted by Mrs. Asa Henion,
soprano, gave a brilliant program at Miss Simpson's
studio and on May 12 little Mary Robin Steiner, a very
clever and talented child pianist, gave a delightful re-

cital, assisted by Mrs. Zilpha Ruggles Jenkins, soprano.
Another event, originally scheduled for Music Week,
took place at the Twentieth Century Club in Berkeley
on May 22. when Miss Helen Merchant and Miss Mar-
garet Fish, two of Miss Simpson's most promising
young pianists, gave a concert composed of brilliant solo
groups, two concertos, and Arensky's lovely and colorful
Suite for Two Pianos.

Margaret Bruntsch, the distinguished contralto, will

be the soloist at the concert of the Orpheus Club which
will take place in the Auditorium, Oakland, under the
direction of Mr. Crandall, next Tuesday evening, June
12, Miss Bruntsch will sing the following compositions:
(a) The Blind Girl's Song from La Giaconda (Ponchielli),
(b) Beaux yeux que j'aime (Massenet), Prelude (A
Cycle of Life) (Landon Ronald); (a) Still wie die Nacht
(Bohm), (b) Trees (Rasbach), (c) Happiness (Hage-
man).
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real test of the Ampico is in its accompaniment for the

singer. If there is any place where a mechanical quality, or a musical

weakness would appear it would be in this direct contrast with a living

thing—the human voice. But they never appear. I have sung with the

Ampico many, many times, and to me it is like a living being. As a

matter of fact, it does one thing that few professional accompanists can

do—hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant, and to the highest

standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by Bodanzky, I feel myself again

under his masterly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead me,

faithfully through the mazes of grand opera at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of music may be had

through the Knabe? To many of us artists that is the crowning glory

of the Ampico."

ROSA PONSELLE.

KOHLER* er »CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
14lh and Clay Slrett) J ^S. SACRAMENTO
OAK LAND
KNABE

SAN JOSE
AMPICO

Are you planning to spend the Summer Vacation in Los Angeles?
_

// so, you uill be glad to know that
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and America."
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(Graduate Pelrograd Conservatory of

Music—otily concert pianist of the

Essipoff School in America.)

June 11th to July 21st
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L. E. BEHYMER, Manager
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REN.\ MacDONALD, Associate

705 Auditorium Bide.. Los Angeles, Calif.

GODOWSKY

has such an ideal climate, unless ar-

rangements have been made for me to

give some concerts in Europe I shall take

advantage of the rest and spend a few
weeks on the PaciHc Coast. There is no
possibility of my coming here in concert

this coming season, but after that I ex-

pect to make another transcontinental

tour."
At this juncture Mrs. Godowsky and

Mrs. Frank Mayo (Dagmar Godowsky I

arrived on the scene and the great
virtuoso had to submit to social duties

by fulfilling a dinner engagement. Among
other duties Mr. Godowsky told us were
in store for him when he arrived in the

East, were certain editorial tasks in con-

nection with the Progressive Series of

Piano Lessons published by the Art Pub-
lication Society of St. Louis which work
is specially dear to the distinguished
musician. Godowsky was greatly interest-

ed in hearing about the musical progress
of California and showed his familiarity

with important conditions by asking very
pertinent questions. He showed much
pleasure at being informed of the growth
of musical taste and the appreciation en-

tertained by the public toward the con-

certs of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra under the direction of Alfred
Hertz.

TRANSBAY MUSIC

By Elizabeth Westgate
The Park Congregational Church in

Berkeley gives occasional programs on
Sunday evenings, when special soloists

are engaged. On a recent Sunday Wands-
zetta Fuller Biers, soprano, sang solo

parts in the choruses and Thine is the

Gladness by Galbraith. Many of the
churches seem to have discovered that

a service along attractive and, at the

same time, thoroughly worshipful and
dignified lines will bring people inside

their doors, who might otherwise not
enter them.

Eva Garcia has arranged the third an-

nual evening of music for the Berkeley
Lodge of Elks, to take place June (i.

Thirteen of Miss Garcia's talented

students, including the gifted Ellen

Clarke, will present the program. They
will be assisted by Arthur Garcia, the

well-known violinist and Mrs. Floyd Jud-

son Codar, soprano.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Captain Applejack an adventure with

all the thrill and color of a story

from the Arabian Nights, will be the

next attraction at the Alcazar, beginning
Sunday matinee, June 10 with Charles
Ruggles in the principal role. This is the

offering which Sam H. Harris presented
with such tremendous success at the Cox
Theatre, New York, early this season,

starring Wallace Eddinger and Mary
Nash, Ruggles will have the Eddinger
characterization and his manner and

methods of acting are very similar to

that of the original star. He will be es

pecially at home in the fast action of the

piece, which is filled with dramatic and
unexpected situations. Xana Bryant wil

assume the role taken by Miss Nash.
With a vein of delicious comedy run

ning throughout the entire piece, Captair

Applejack has been described as a de

tective story, written in brilliant fashior

with the spirit of daring and chivalrj

everywhere paramount, and with a youth

ful gallant obeying without question thr

every whim of the maiden who has ap

pealed to him in her hour of distress

One mysterious development follows an
other in such rapid sequence that the in

terest is never allowed to lag for a nu
ment.
Captain Applejack contains some orip

inal characterizations and the Alcaza

players will be at home in many delighi

ful roles. In the supporting cast will b

found Netta Sunderland, Mary Duncar
Thos. Chatterton, Norman Peusier, Far

chon Everhart, Cliff Thompson, John Fe(

Ancyn McNulty and Bernice Hough. Thi

week Charles Ruggles is appearing in th

burlesque comedy which will he liis vc

hide on Broadway next season.

1
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO HELP US ADD

THREE THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS
TO THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW LIST DURING

JUNE, JULY and AUGUST
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE to have delivered

your home absolutely FREE a

KNABE GRAND PIANO
WORTH $1,575?

You simply cannot devote your summer
nonths to a more profitable cause than trying to

ifin this capital prize by securing the largest

lumber of annual subscribers for the PACIFIC
;OAST MUSICAL REVIEW during the

nonths of June, July and August.

IMPORTANT NOTICE! We can only de-

iver the Knabe Grand Piano when the largest

lumber of subscribers is NOT LESS THAN
;IX HUNDRED. Should the largest number be

ess, any of the other prizes can be selected, ac-

ording to the following conditions:

In case you should not succeed in winning the

apital prize, but are successful in securing not

ess than five hundred annual subscribers, you
vill be able to obtain, without expense to your-

elf, AN UPRIGHT PIANO WORTH NOT
.ESS THAN $500, or a PLAYER PIANO
/VORTH NOT LESS THAN $500, or a

VIOLIN, made specially by Alfred Lanini, the

loted violin maker of San Jose, WORTH NOT
.ESS THAN $500, or FREE TUITION AT
VNY MUSIC SCHOOL OR WITH ANY REP-
RESENTATIVE TEACHER, REPRESENT-
ED IN THE ADVERTISING COLUMNS OF
rHE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW,
AMOUNTING TO NOT LESS THAN $500.

3r we will start for you a SAVINGS ACCOUNT
A^ITH THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST
:OMPANY OF $500, OR MORE, according to

he number of subscribers you secure. The
imount of such savings account to represent

DNE THIRD of the total amount of subscrip-

ions, at the rate of THREE DOLLARS a year.

Should you be able to secure for us not less

Jian 300 SUBSCRIBERS, we shall give you a

ree scholarship at any music school or with any
jrivate teacher represented in the advertising

;olumns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

imounting to not less than $300.00.

Or we will start for you a savings account with

FHE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST CO. of

5300, OR MORE, according to the number of

subscribers you secure between 300 and 500.

Or you may have your choice from the follow-

ng prizes:

A Violin specially made by Alfred Lanini,

:he famous violin maker of San Jose, of a value

lot less than $300.00.

An Art Design Talking Machine of a value not

less than $300.00.

Or any Musical Instrument at a retail value

3f not less than $300.00.

[The value of the above named prizes will in-

crease in proportion to the number of subscrib-

ers above 300.]

Should you succeed in securing for us not less

than

100 SUBSCRIBERS
we will give you a Free Scholarship in any Music
School or with any private teacher represented in

the advertising columns of The Pacific Coast

Musical Review at a value of not less than $100.

Or more, according to the additional number of

subscribers you may secure between 100 and 300.

Or we wrill start for you a Savings Account
with THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIA TRUST
CO. of $100.00.

OR MORE, according to the number of sub-

scribers you secure between 100 and 300.

Or you may have your choice from the follow-

ing prizes:

Standard Talking Machine of a retail value of

not less than $100.00.

Violin of retail value of not less than $100.00.

Or any other Musical Instrument of a retail

value of not less than $100.00.

[NOTE—The value of the above named prizes
will increase in proportion to the number of addi-

tional subscribers you will obtain between 100
and 300.]

OTHER PRIZES:
Four tickets for the best seats of each of twelve

different attractions of the Selby C. Oppenheimer
Concert Course for 1923-1924.
Three of the highest priced seats for the entire

season of eight grand opera productions to be
given by the San Francisco Grand Opera Asso-
ciation for 1923 at the Civic Auditorium, under
the direction of Gaetano Merola, next September.

Eight highest priced season tickets for the
Friday Afternoon Symphony Concerts given by
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, under
the auspices of the Musical Association of San
Francisco and under the direction of Alfred
Hertz.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
Anyone securing subEcriptions from people

who wish to pay for more than one year will be
credited with an additional subscription for each
additional year.

Should you secure for us not less than FIFTY
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS you may have
your choice from the following prizes:
Any Musical Instrument of the value of $50.00.

Two of the highest priced seats for twelve differ-

ent attractions of Selby C. Oppenheimer's Con-
cert Course of 1923-1924. Two season tickets

($3.00 each) for the season of Grand Opera to
be given by the San Francisco Opera Association
at the Civic Auditorium, under the direction of

Gaetano Merola, next September.
Two of the highest priced season tickets for

the Friday Afternoon Symphony Concerts of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Concert
given under the auspices of the Musical Associa-
tion of San Francisco and under the direction of

Alfred Hertz.
Two of the highest priced seats for the Sunday

regular and popular symphony concerts of the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra (24 concerts
or 48 tickets) at the Curran Theatre.

Talking Machine Records amounting to $50.00,

OR MORE, according to the additional number
of subscribers you may secure between 50 and
100.

IMPORTANT!
If you wish to make a first payment on any

grand or upright piano or player piano or on any
other musical instrument such as harps, violins

or band instruments, we will give you ONE-
THIRD of the total amount of subscriptions you
secure for us.

Should you secure FROM 5 TO SO SUB-
SCRIPTIONS, you will have choice from the

following prizes

:

'4 #
Musical instruments of the value of from $5.00

to $50.00, according to the number of subscrip-

tions you secure.

Or talking machine records, player rolls, sheet

music, books on music, violin or other strings,

mandolins, guitars, ukuleles, metronomes, tickets

for symphony concerts, chamber music concerts,

artists' concerts for any artist you wish to hear,

opera performances,

FOR ARTISTS, TEACHERS OR
MUSIC SCHOOLS.

Artists, teachers or music schools may apply

the amount earned by them on advertisments in

The Pacific Coast Musical Review at the rate of

$2.00 an inch on three column pages.
VACATION TRIPS

If a student or teacher will secure a sufficient

amount of subscribers during June, July and
August, they may apply the amount due them
on vacation trips in any part of California.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

Register your name and address with the Con-
test Editor of The Pacific Coast Musical Review.
Secure from this paper subscription orders.
Turn in your subscriptions as soon as received

so that subscribers will receive their paper imme-
diately.

Do not let subscriptions accumulate until you
secure the entire number you work for. ONLY
BONA FIDE MUSIC STUDENTS, MUSIC
TEACHERS, MUSIC SCHOOLS AND MUSIC
CLUBS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS CONTEST.

Prospective subscribers should not pay money
or currency to anyone who does not show cre-
dentials as being a participant in the subscrip-
tion contest and demand receipt on duplicte sub-
scription order to be signed by contestant.
Have checks or money orders made payable to

PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, and
not to any individual.

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO THE
MUSICAL PROFESSION

It is to the personal interest of every concert
artist, manager, teacher, student and music
house to help us to secure as large a circulation
as possible among the music loving public for it

means additional interest in musical activities and
consequently additional income.

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO OUR
ADVERTISERS

All prizes distributed in this subscription con-
test will be purchased only from advertising
patrons of this publication, except in the case of
scholarships, when students may select their own
teacher or music school, or in the case of vaca-
tion trips, which may be selected according to
the choice of the prize winner.

Address all communications to
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST EDITOR

Pacific Coast Musical Review, 801 Kohler &
Chase Building, 26 O'Farrell Street, San Fran-
cisco, California.

Special features contained in Pacific Coast
Musical Review, beginning with the issue of
June 15, 1923:

l^Editorial articles on important California
musical problems.
2—Weekly installments of California's musical

history from 1849-1923 (inclusive) by Alfred
Metzger (75 years of music in California).

3—Short musical items about activities in
Europe.

4—Short musical items about activities in the
East.

5—Short musical items about activities on the
Pacific Coast.

6—News from the music studios (including
pupils' recitals).

7—News from the music composers' clubs.
8—News about resident artists, choral and or-

chestral organizations in California.
9—Criticism of all musical events in the prin-

cipal music centers of California.
10—Special educational artist by distinguished

artists and leading resident pedagogues.
1 1—Humorous items and anecdotes.
12—Reviews of new music and recommenda-

tions of new compositions.
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WEEKLY LOS ANGELES MUSICAL REVIEW
C. C. EMERSON, BUSINESS MANAGER PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, TEMPORARILY IN CHARGE

LOS ANGELES OFFICE: 610 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MUSIC CO. BLDG., EIGHTH AND BROADWAY

Notice to Contributors and Advertisers: All copy should be in the Los Angeles office not later than Monday noon of each >«eek.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

In evidence of Ihe deep personal interest which we
are taking in the musical people of Southern Cali-

fornia, and also as a recognition of the activities of

distinguished California artists residing in Southern
California we have appointed our own business man-
ager, C. C. Emerson, to temporarily conduct the new
Los Angeles office, which will be located in Room
610, Southern California Music Co. Building, Eighth
and Broadway. Mr. Emerson, who will be in Los
Angeles when this paper is in the hands of our sub-

scribers, has been authorized to select his assistants

who will attend to the news, review and business de-

partment. The editor expects to occasionaly write

this department himself. It is with regret that we
are compelled to make this new change so soon after

the one preceding, but we feel that we can serve the

musical intersts of Southern California better by a

more direct personal contact with its distinguished
musicians and important activities.

ALFRED METZGER,
Editor Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Los Angeles. June 4, 1923.

Calmon Luboviski Recital—Often at the symphony
concerts my eye has come pleasantly to rest on the

bowing of a youthful looking violinist. Even in the most
fiery ami rapid passages it kept the sensitive grace that

betrayed a man who was not only a splendid violinist

but a fine musician. The handling of the bow can be-

tray a musical instinct as surely as the wielding ol the

baton. At the concerts of Los Angeles Trio, little

hearing was necessary to convince me that Calmon
Luboviski was a violinist of very high rank, standing

quite alone locally in his peculiar qualities.

Luboviski's recital at the Ebell club was attended by
an enthusiastic audience. He was assisted by May Mac-
Donald Hope, founder pianiste ot the Los Angeles Trio,

and two of Luboviski's talented pupils. Miss Lois Put-

lit/, and Mr. Harry Zagon. At bottom, Luboviski has a

well of musical passion whicli he forces into channels

of such fine taste that I am invariably reminded ot

Kreisler. Brightness and breadth ot tone, never an
error ot taste or a lapse into that swamp ot sentimental-

ity which is the temptation ot the strings, and a sus-

tained cantabile which does not stop at pleasing, but

thrills the hearer.

His pupils are fortunate in their master, for they

played with astonishing dash and fervor. Luboviski, his

two pupils and Mrs. Hope played the Vivaldi Concerto

tor three violins and piano, glorious spirited stuff, full

of fire and good health, the jolliest sort ot music in the

first and last movements, while in the middle move-
ment we have that lovely serenity which in our day
would tear the ephitet "sentimental." I was reminded

at once that the sonnet was still being written beauti-

fully in the eighteenth century. Do you remember the

clavichord and viol d'amour ot the Beggar's Opera? I

have been hoping ever since those thrilling performances

that some musical organization would give us one per-

formance of music from the golden age with the instru-

ments tor which it was written. This is a suggestion.

.Judging from the favor that little opera found among
musical people, such a novelty would be welcome.

I cannot profess the same enthusiasm tor the Busoni

E Minor Sonata that Luboviski and Mrs. Hope feel. It

is perhaps a more wonderful work to play than to hear.

It provided a splendid opportunity for Mrs. Hope's rare

pianistic sense and ability. 'We possess no pianist who
gives more ot her music than this one and tew with

as fine a talent. Certainly we have none with a finer

intuitive sense ot shading.

In the Corelli-Kreisler Theme and Variations Luboviski

found a chance to display his remarkable virtuosity.

This was one ot the evening's finest bits of playing. The
thrills of the Vivaldi concerto were only surpassed in

the Preludium and Fugue by Pugnani Kreisler which
came by way of encore as a delightful surprise. Here
both violinist and audience were quite at home. This

seemed to me the evening's finest achievement. Other

items which rounded out the recital were Schumann's
Birds as Prophet, Tambourin Chinois by Kreisler, Intro-

duction and Tarantelle by Sarasate and a Valse by

I had a slight feeling that Luboviski surrendered a

little more than heretofore to the seduction of virtuosity,

something such a musicianly violinist can well afford

to shun even to the point ot being considered over-

academic. Such an impassioned player could never

achieve a cold tone, so it is more important tor him to

keep his playing cool—his ardent nature will always

produce a warm tone. Also 1 should like to have heard

at least one more ensemble number to include the

students whose playing gave the audience one of the

biggest thrills ot the evening, coming as it did as such

a surprise.

The G Minor Solo sonata by Bach was impetuously

played but it is an open question whether the limpid

chords and necessarily broken rhythms ot this type of

music ever produces a satisfactory effect on the auditor.

Luboviski's playing of the chords, by the way, was un-

usually fine, but the one-string passages invariably

sound empty after those for two strings. We shall look

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

Hazel Henderson
This artist, whnse beautiful Lyric .Mezzo Soprano voice ha

:d audiences wherever she has appeared, will appea

Concert at the Ebell Club of Los Angeles on June 7. Mi
Henderson is just one of the many well knowtrartists who ha

selected to accompany them, both in their studios a '

Concerts, the Product Glorious of .American .Art, thi

theii

KNABE

HILL STREET "^^ AT 72.7-72.Q

Los Angeles

forward eagerly to future programs by this violinist ot

whom Los Angeles should be immensely proud.
LLOYD DANA.

Henry Shoenfeld directed the Women's Symphony
Orchestra at the Open Air concerts given at Exposition

Park last Saturday evening. Some ot the numbers played

were Album Leaf (Wagner). Coronation March
IKretchsmer) and the Liebestreud (Kreisler). On this

diversified program, appeared also Margaret Woodward
who presented her Bird Whistling Chorus of thirty girls,

and the Orioles Quartet in a delightfully effective pro-

gram. The Orpheus Club, a local singing male organiza-

tion ot fifty voices won an ovation tor their fine singing,

on this same program, and Frank Geiger, basso, and

the two Redpath Lyceum singers, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.

Regnier concluded the program winning especial ap-

plause in their rendition ot Rose ot My Heart.

Hugo Kirchoffer, the genial Community Sing conduc-

tor, who has done more to rouse the community spirit

in Los Angeles and Hollywood than any other individual,

conducted a sing on Friday evening at the Trinity audi-

torium.

Mrs. Graham F. Putnam, president ot the MacDowell
Club, and a former pupil of HMward MacDowell, the

eminent composer at a special program presented Fri-

day afternoon in the Club auditorium gave a review ot

the composer's best known works. Other artists appear-

ing on the program were Gertrude Cleophas, pianiste,

and Modena Di Lorenzo, second piano. They played the

second concerto ot MacDowell in three movements.

Harry Ben Gronsky, child violinist, pupil ot Gregor

Cherniavsky, who made his debut recently in concert

at the Philharmonic Auditorium, will appear at Loew's

State Theatre next week. This talented child will pre-

lude the screen story of Daddy in which Jackie Coogan

appears, by making a personal appearance in the atmos-

pheric prologue.

Estelle Heartt Dreyfuss, contralto, gave a delightful

performance of Liza Lehman's In Memoriam. the words

by Tennyson, at the home of Frederick Kimball Stearns,

in Beverly Hills. Grace Andrews accompanied Mrs.

Dreyfuss and William Ripley Dorr, organist appeared

also on this program.

L. E. Behymer, the veteran impresario, who mirac-

ulously escaped death in a traffic accident recently, is

still at the Clara Barton Hospital rapidly recovering

from the nervous and physical shock, but word comes

from this office that he is leaving on Tuesday for Ashe-

ville, N. C , to attend the biennial convention ot the

National Federation ot Music Clubs.

Mme. de Zaruba, whose home has been a rendezvous

tor the liberal arts, especially the musician and com-

poser, will hold the last soiree ot the season on Wednes-

day evening. Those who will entertain on Wednesday

will be Gertrude Ross, distinguished California com-

poser, assisted by Margaret Fischer-Monson and Maurine

Dyer. Jules Lepske, solo violinist ot the Philharmonic

will play and Leota Lepske, his talented wife pupil ot

Mrs. Walter Rothwell, will sing, accompanied by Ger-

trude Jones.

Grauman's Sunday Morning Concert—Grauraan's Sun-

day Morning Discovery Concert will present a varied

program which will include vocal and instrumental solos,

a duet and quartet, and delight all tastes. The California

Girls' Quartet, one of the most popular singing organiza-

tions of the city, is composed ot Rachael Graves, Mar-

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN ISTE

rl^. uhliNhr

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IN REPERTOIRE

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Stadio 1324 S. FIffaeroa. Phone SIHOS

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Taeadar, ^Vedneadar, Friday Aftcrnoona
Ekbd School. Phonea 21H0S or 271330
1324 Soath Flsueroa, Loa Angrelea

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHII.H

Conceitii and
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ItnU
, 424 Auditorium Bids

ILYA BRONSON
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Philharmonic Orcbcatra
Anselea Trio, Ptaliha

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
l>on-n-town Studio removed to 8<M1 S. lirondwar. Root

(102. RcHldencc Studio. 1147 Went 21«t St.—Tclc|ihol»
WCK« 7707. PIANO, HARMONY. VOICE COACH. DI
RECTOR. JAMISON QUARTETTE. .ASSISTANT TE.VCH
ERS: MIRIAM WEST-HYATT, GLENDALE; ELSIE I

CARLSON, HOLLYYVOOD.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
CARLI D. ELINOR, Director

DION ROMANDY, Associate Director

50 MUSICIANS
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aret Wilson, Maybelle Berry and Madge Becker. Their
elections will be Nightfall in Granada, by Bueno. and
Hear a Thrush at Eve, by Cadman, with a flute obligate
layed by Jeanette Rogers, first flutist of Grauman's
[etropolitan Orchestra.
Madame Marguerite d'Aleria, whose splendid abilities

s a pianiste, and whose masterful renditions of the
Grid's greatest compositions have won applause in all

lusic centers of Europe and Australia, will delight with
iszt's Hungarian Rhapsody. No. 13, and a lovely
cherzo. by Mendelssohn. Mary White, a favorite

Dprano, has chosen Song of Songs, by Mova, and the
/altz Song, from The Dollar Princess, for her appear-
Qce, and Frederick Gaillard, cellist, will play operatic
ilections.

Ethel Jenks, soprano, and Charles H. King, tenor,

ill offer a duet, Aria, from La Traviata. and for their

jIo numbers Miss Jenks will sing one of the lovely
ings from The Firefly, and Mr. King, an Aria from La
oheme. A dramatic baritone. Harry Porter, will give

le famous Toreador Song, from Carmen, which is

specially suited to the power and range of his voice

Qd will be a splendid treat.

Henry Murtagh has arranged a well balanced pro-

ram that will delight his audience. Beginning with
elections from Rigoletto, he will follow with the An-
ante from violin concerto by Mendelssohn. Schon Ros-
larin. Kreisler's beautiful composition. In An Old Fash-
tned Garden by Steele, and close with gems from the

opular opera, The Prince of Pilsen.

Leora Baxter, artist pupil of Roland Paul, gave a

jcital at the Woman's Club in Covina on the evening
I Friday, May 25, for two hundred guests.

Edith Lillian Clark, pianiste and Carolyn Handley.
ocal instructor presented a group of advanced students

I a musicale at their home residence last Friday
irening.

John Smallman presented his pupil, Erna de Mott in

recital given at the Ebell Club on Friday evening. June
Miss Mott who was assisted by Sol Cohen, violinist.

Qd Lorna Gregg, accompanist, featured a group of

rench and English songs, including Ave Maria by
chubert and Le Nil by Leroux. Mr. Cohen presented
ivo groups, one number of which was his own composi-
on. Hobgoblins.

Pearle Witherbee presented her pupils in a concert-
jcital given at Symphony Hall on the evening of Satur-
ay, June 1. The two children, Kathryn Henderson and
ucy Glassell. gave selections from Hyden-Wood, Bing-
am. Salter, MacDoweil and Chopin in a most charm-
ig manner. Ralph Lang and Henriette de Enverville

Mme. Newrcombe

PRINDELL
Desirable Dignified

Engagements Publicity

Personal Representative of Distinguished Artists

IV1AJESTIC THEATRE
LOS ANGELES

Phone 642-93 Phone 642-93

:OELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
LOS aivge;i.e:s

250 Windsor Boolerarcl «31S Hollrn^ood Boulevard
Complete Faculty of Artist Teneherii

JOHN SMALLMAN
AnnnuiKfK Kemov.-il of SliKlin (o Southern
('nlirorni.i Mumjc Ituilflin)?. sth nnd Ilroadivav

SHIRI.KV T\<i<;ART, SiM-relnry

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
CONTRALTO School of Vocal Art

Stadio: Tahoe Uuildlne (Mac<l»»ell Club Roomal
For Infornintion ReN. I'hoiie 741414

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ANN THOMPSON-P/am,s/e

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
America** Popular Composer on tour with TSIAMtVA
taat and South: Oct. and Nov.—Pac. Coast: Jan. and Feb.
East aicalnl Feb. and April—California: April and May

CHARLES BOWES
TEACHER OF VOICE

446 S. Grand View. Phone .'^.';464fi. Los Angelps

DAVOL SANDERS ^'?!i!„^P^?l;S'"
Head Violin Dept., ColleKe of Music, U. g. C.—Member

Philharmonic Orchestra
aai 1- Figneros ««.. I.n. <nirele. Phone M«<n aia)l

A. KOODLACH
Oi Majestic Tlieatre Bide., Los AuEelea Phone 670-91

also gave selections which won especial applause from
the audience. Mias ."Vnita Paller. who presided as ac-
companist, added greatly to the occasion.

IVIrs. J. Spenser-Kelly, president of the Matinee
Musical Club, will present two especially interesting
programs tor the final meetings of the year. The first

will he held next Thursday afternoon at the Ehell
Clubhouse. A musical interpretation, 'Tis .lust an Irish
Heart, written by Mrs. Spenser-Kelly, with the musical
setting by Mildred Sanger House, will be interpreted by
Mrs. Leland Moore. Mrs, Sanger, soprano, will present
two groups of songs. The honor guests will be Frieda
Peycke. Charles Wakefield Cadman, Corinne Thornton.
R. D. Richards and Maryette Lum, head of the music
department of the Woman's College in Peking, China.
The second program will be offered .June 21.

Ferdinand Pinney Earle, painter and poet, who has
made a deep study of music an<l motion pictures, be-
lieves that music can be an integral part with the
pictorial art of the screen ami to that end has produced
a film edition of the Rubaiyat of Omar Ivhayyam which
will he released this fall. His second cinema opus will

be the Faust of Goethe, with its wealth of liuman in-

terest, love drama and its medieval philosophy. In the
following manner is Ferdinand Earle weaving music
into his motion tapestry of drama and art: (1) Old
Gregorian Chant, revived by Charles Wakefield Cadman,
the song and opera composer. (2) Musical score written
into film script. (.3) Motion picture scenario constructed
on plan of symphony or sonata. (4) A prose music, dis-

carding conventional measures, for instant response to

emotional changes on the screen. (Ti) Subconscious
emotional reactions forced audience hy orchestral back-
ground minus melody. (6) Choral work in conjunction
with orchestra. (7) New orchestra instrument invented
to obtain musical effects hitherto impossible.

Maude Fenlon Bellman presented a recital at tiie

Ebell Club on Monday evening under the name of the
Song of Lite. Mrs. Bollman has been working at this

program for some time and has rebuilt it many times
in the past year. It might be termed a monologue, and
her musical interpretations in the main were from the
American songs of her repertoire.

Miss Lucy Merz gave her final recital at Symphony
hall last night and delighted her audience by opening
the program with Bonnoncini'-s Par la Gloria. Other
numbers were Danza, Danza (Duarte). Chanson Proven-
cale (Dell Acqua) and Jenny Lind's Echo Song.

La Verne Fleetwood, popular young Dunning teacher,

presented her tiniest pupil, seven years old, Leone
Mignon Frost, in a recital at the Hollywood Woman's
Club on Saturday afternoon. May 26. We have glowing
reports from the press in that community and we look

forward with a great deal of interest to the future

musical activities of little Miss Frost.

The Fitzgerald Concert Direction presented Rosa Pon-
selle, assisted by William Tyroler, pianist, in a benefit

performance for the Hollywood Bowl concerts on Sun-

day afternoon. June 3. and the program was as follows;

Aria from William Tell (Rossini 1, Miss Ponselle; (a)

Nel Cor Piu non mi sento (G. Paisiellol. (bl Chi Vuol
la Zingarella (1741-1S16) (Paisiellol, (c) Stille Thranen
(Schumann), (dl Celle je le prefere (Fourdraml, Miss
Ponselle; Wotan's Farewell and Magic Fire Music, from
The Valkyre (Wagner), Mr. Tyroler; Aria, Ernani
Involami, from Ernani (Verdi), Miss Ponselle; (a)

Spinning Song, from Flying Dutchman (Wagner-
Tyroler), (bl .Maynight (Palmgren), Mr. Tyroler; (a) At
the Ball (Tschaikowsky) ; (b) A Memory (Rudolph
Ganz), (cl The Piper of Love (Molly Carew), Miss
Ponselle.

California Theatre—Last Sunday there was heard at

the California Theatre the last concert conducted by
Carii Elinor for about two months. The popular con-

ductor and his wife left Monday for a flying trip to Mr.
Elinor's home in Bucharest. Roumania. where he is

going to visit his parents whom he has not seen for
twelve years. His wife is a native Californian and has
never been out of the state. Wliile abroad Mr. Elinor
is going to purchase some special music for the theatre
and on his return a treat is in store for music lovers of

Los Angeles. During his absence Dion Romandy will

be in charge of the orchestra. Because of the holding
over of the feature picture Safety Last the musical pro-
gram for the week remains unchanged. The first se-

lection on the program for the week is selections from
Gustave Luder's famous comic opera. The Prince of
Pilsen. The second number is a novelty. The Poet and
Peasant being played first and as an encore Charles
Calkin's marimbaphonist of the organization, plays as
a solo Drdla's delightful Souvenir in classic tempo,
following it with the same selection in jazz rhythm.

man Grifflth, vocal pedagogue, and Alfred Mirovicli
pianist.

The ultimate aim of a real musical education is repre-
sented in the proposition to obtain the maximum amount
of information and knowledge at a minimum aniount of
expenditure of time and treasure. Los .Viigcles is indeed
fortunate to attract two such distiuKuisIicd icirces from
the educational world and we feel cert;iin that the seeds
of knowledge sown during the pei-iods of these master
classes will eventually add to the culture and taste to
that community which already occupies such a promin-
ent position in the musical world. We feel certain that
both Mr. Griffith and Mr. Mirovich, the former as vocal
pedagogue, the latter as master of pianistic art, will be
delighted with the success they will indoubtedly obtain
in Southern California, and there is no reason whatever,
why some of our students in the Northern section of the
State could not find time to visit Los Angeles and in-
cidentally participate in these master classes in addition
to their summer studies at home.

DISTINGUISHED MASTERS IN LOS ANGELES
Unless the idea of luaster classes during the summer

months is propounded by musicians of the highest emin-
ence and proficiency it does more harm than good. Inas-
much as these so-called master classes are necessarily
held within a limited period, and it becomes necessary
to put as much energy and pedagogical skill as possible
within the shortest time, the value of that which a stu-

dent is able to obtain from such tuition depends entirely
upon the capability and distinction of the master pre-

siding over such class. As a rule only advanced students
and professional teachers and artists receive the full

advantage of such master classes, and we can not imag-
ine how L. E. Behymer could have chosen two musicians
better suited to impart valuable knowledge to those
eager to obtain it during the summer months than Yeat-

Articles of General Musical Interest

These articles arc prepared for The I'acilic (
Musical Rcvle.v hy l.cRoy V. Ilranl, director of
Institute of Music of Snn ,losc. Mr. Ilrant vii
pleased to treat here subjects of frcnernl niu
Interest. Anyone deslrini; an article on any
ticuiar subject may communicate with Mr. n
care The Institute of Music, South Second s
at San Salvador. San Jose,

The
1 be
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PROGRAM MUSIC

Speaking technically, program music is that type of
music which assumes to depict some scene, describe
some picture, or outline some form of activity. In-
cluded as less worthy illustrations of the type liiay he
considered such selections as The Burning of Rome, The
Battle of Waterloo, Ben Hur Chariot Race March, and
others similar. There are illustrations of this type of
music found among classical selections, as well as
among the "ear-ticklers."
The matter of program music has been much dis-

cussed by musicians and those interested in the art.
In advancing the ideas which will Ivere follow I do not
at all claim that I have solved the problem, nor do I

claim to hold all the keys to the solution. I endeavor
simply to stimulate some of my readers to that danger-
ous activity, thinking.
Music is intangible to a large extent, that is. it can-

not be seen nor felt, though we hear it. It would ap-
pear that it forms the vanishing link between the
concrete and the abstract, partaking almost more of the
nature of the latter than of the former. Music does
not rouse in us much more than a mental state, and
when that reacts to present to us a picture of some
concrete object it does so entirely by means of the
association of ideas. To illustrate: when we hear the
strains of Home Sweet Home, we picture the place of
our birth, not that the music draws for us this mental
picture, hut that the words that have been associated
in our minds with the music are projected upon our
consciousness by means of the association of the words
and the music. We hear the music of The Star Span-
gled Banner and we picture to ourselves our flag. But
is that picture drawn by the music itself, or because we
have so often sung the words of the song to that music?
Do you think that the music of the Star Spangled Ban-
ner would suggest the picture of a flag to one who had
never heard the music before? .And. by the way. that
music was not inspired tor the words of our national
anthem at all, but is a selection from .Anacreon In
Heaven, and antedates the composition of Francis Scott
Key's poem by many years.

I am aware of the fact that some one may point out
that words themselves are but intangible sounds, and
that they do not necessarily mean anything. It is a
fact, however, that to the speaker of the English langu-
age the letters "C," "A." and "T." taken in the order in
which I have given them, suggest a domestic animal, or
some person who is supposed to have the chief char-
acteristics of that animal, while there is no doubt that
our CEG chord in music may have many different effects
which CAT would not have as applied to the English
language.
Does it not appear to you, reader, that when we are

presented with an entirely strange composition and are
told that the music is descriptive of elves at play among
the toadstools that we are required to have a somewhat
more active imagination than most of us pos^sess? I

submit to you that if we were not informed that the
elves were playing among the toadstools we should
remain in total ignorance of that fact. It is my firm
belief that the effects of music must be subjective and
can only apply to our everyday life as they produce
those subjective effects which are duplicates of those pro-
duced by the more concrete objects which surround us.

Schumann apparently caught this idea in his Scenes
From Childhood. Here we have a series of numbers
which have descriptive names such as Dreaming: The
Knight of The Hobbyhorse: Frightening: Catch Me.
If You Can: and so on. thirteen of them in all. But
to the student of music it is apparent that Schumann
endeavors in his writing to produce not an actual pic-

ture of the scenes mentioned in the titles but a mental
reaction such as would accompany the actual vision
of those objects. For example. I hardly think that in

the number styled Dreaming anyone would be reminded
of a dream, but I do believe that even if the selection
were not so called the mental reaction produced by the
hearing of it would put one into that contemplative
mood where he would become a sabject to day dreams.
Let the careful and close thinker consider the mutter

from this viewpoint, and I believe he will arrive at the
conclusions that 1 have reached.
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The lust meeting of the .season of the study section
of the Fresno Musical Club was held on the morning
of May 23 in the recital room of Sherman, Clay & Co.
Mrs. Harry Coffee was heard for the last time before
leaving for New York to coach with Mr. Frank La
Forge, playing Busonis arrangement of an old Bee-
thovan theme "Ecossaises," and Pugno's Serenade to
the Moon. Mrs. Al Pollock gave a group of songs: Do
Not Go My Love (Hageman), Lullaby (Cyril Scott), and
Standcheu IBrahms). Mrs. Joseph Magarian played the
first movement of the Grieg concerto for piano with
Mrs. John Manning playing the orchestral part.

A violin recital given at the Ebell Club in Los Angeles
May L'2 by Laura Filer GrifBng, pupil of Leon Gold-
wasser was of considerable interest to the San Joaquin
section. Laura Grifhng was a former pupil of Will Hays
of Fresno, beginning her study with him at five years of
age. She has studied with Mr. Goldwasser for the past
two years, and is now but twelve years old. She was
assisted by Mabel Capell. soprano, and Mary Iwouise Le
Grand at the piano. Her program follows: Concerto
No, 22 (Viottil, Moderato and Cadenza, Laura GriflSng;
(al The Spirit Flower (Campbell-Tipton), (b) Spring's
Singing (Alexander MacFayden). (cl The Crving of
Water (Campbell-Tipton), Mable Capell: (a) Air
(Bach), (b) Minuet in D (Mozart), (c) Valse-Bluette
(Drigo), Laura GrifHng; Elsa's Traum—Lohengrin
(Wagner), Mable Capell; Concerto No. 7 (De Beriot),
Laura Grilling.

Charles Wakefield Cadman. American composer and
Margaret Messer Morris, soprano, gave a concert at the
Kinema Theatre Sunday afternoon. May 27th. With the
exception of one song, The Blue Earthen Jar, by Grace
E. Wharton, the program was all Cadman compositions.
It is to be hoped that Kinema management, having
established this prijcedent will find the community in-
terest sufliicent to warrant other concerts by outside
artists in the future. During the past season we have
Itad an occasional concert at that theatre by a group of
local musicians known as the Kinema Symphony
Orchestra, under the directorship of J. Wesley Tilton
with Will Hays as concert master. The concerts were
well received and most of the material played was
musically worth while. So, the Kinema is doing its bit
to give us music in Fresno. The Cadman-Morris pro-
gram was: Piano—From a Village (on a Blackfeet
theme), Love Song (by request). The Desert's Dusty
Face (new version), Mr. Cadman; Songs—I, a Nightin-
gale, Memories, The Moon Behind the Cottowood, At
Dawning (by request), Margaret Messer Morris. Mr.
Cadman at the piano: Piano—Twilight at Sycamore
Nook (new), Wolf Dance (from Thunderbird Suite), Mr.
Cadman; Songs—Canoe Song (from the opera Shane-
wis). The Robin Woman's Song (from ShanewisI, Tre
Blue Earthen Jar by Grace E. Wharton, Mrs, Morris.
As a performer Mr. Cadman displays musical under-

standing of the highest order and a splendid technique
for one who does not claim to be a solo pianist. There
is something primitive in all of us that responds to the
tone pictures Mr. Cadman gives us of the American
Indian. His touch has that virile quality so necessary
in a composition like the Wolf Dance. Mrs. Morris has
a voice of rare sweetness and she sings with a sym-
pathy and earnestness that wins her audience. Her
enunciation is perfect. The singer must have an under-
standing heart and Mrs. Morris has just that. In the
Blue Earthen Jar, composed by Grace E. Wharton of
Fresno. Mrs. Morris distinguished herself. Mr. Cadman
was so delighted with this composition that he added
it to his program. The words are by Dagman Frisselle,
also of Fresno. It has a tetchy melody and the accom-
paniment is of rich harmony and it is in all a very worth
while composition.

Mrs. Ruby Duncan Hicks, pianist, has been giving a
series of concerts in several of the nearby valley towns.
She has played at Fowler, Parlier, Orosi, Exeter, Delano
and Dinuba during the month of May. Mrs. Hicks was
assisted by Greta Rudy at the harp. Golden Fine,
violinist and Earnest Nickel of Chicago, whistling artist.
These concerts were given under the auspices of the
various high schools and Mrs. Hicks preceded each with
an informal talk on the music of the Gypsies of Hun-
gary. Mrs. Hicks played among other numbers: (a

I

Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 11 (Liszt), (b) Fantasie
Impromptu (Chopinl, (c) Polonaise in B minor, (Mac-
Dowell). Miss Rudy played and Golden Fine played
Raff's, Cavatina and the Berceuse from Jocelyn. The
concerts were so well received that Mrs. Hicks plans
returning to these towns in the fall. She will give a
concert in the near future at Delano, under the auspices
of the Woman's Club and will be assisted by Mr. Clyde
Keener of Visalia.

The choir of the First Baptist church of Fresno, under
the leadership of Mrs. Emma Mescow Fitch gave a
musical program of merit in the First Christian church
on May 25. The program follows:
Tenor solo. This Is My Plea, Mr. Leben; anthem.

Close to Thee, Choir; quartet, I Am Thine, O Lord;
solo. Some Sweet Day, By and By, Mrs. Fitch; anthem
He Hideth My Soul; Baptist choir; solo. Welcome for
.Me, Mrs. Retallick; anthem. Safe in the Arms of Jesus,
choir seated: baritone solo. The .loyful Song, Mr. La Rue
and Quartette; quartette. Hide Me; solo and chorus

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
studio:—545 Sutter Street

CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING
Telephone Kearny 3598

^enl —I. E. Bthymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Los Angrles

Near the Cross. Mrs. Fitch and choir; duet Tho' Your
Sins Be as Scarlet. Mrs. Retallick, soprano; Mrs. Fitch,
contralto; Mr. Leben, tenor; Mr. LaRue, baritone. Mrs'
Fitch, director and Mrs. Riggs White, organist

END OF NEW YORK MUSIC SEASON

A Few Belated But Interesting Items Regarding Im-
portant Concerts That Closed a Brilliant Year

BY ROSALIE HOUSMAN
New York, May 1, 1»2:S.

There are still two items which are of such great
importance, that I am sending them in, as a sort of
postscript to my comments of the closing season. Like
all good things, they crowded into one single day. I

refer to the final Paderewski concert, an All-Chopin
recital, at Carnegie Hall, the afternoon, of April 22, and
on the same night Frieda Hempel's Jenny Lind recital
which literally packed the biggest place in town, the
Hippodrome.

When Paderewski entered the darkened and crowded
hall on Sunday afternoon the entire audience rose to
its feet, as it seems is their habit on his recital day
and loudly acclaimed him, with hand and voice. With
the thrill of his reception still ringing in his ears, he
began a thrillingly lovely performance of the F minor
Fantasie, as great a piece of music as Chopin ever
wrote. Then on with a number of the Preludes, Noc-
turnes, the B flat minor scherzo, the Barcarolle, the
Funeral march Sonata, and the A flat Polonaise—he ran
the gamut of the greater Chopin, the big. far seeing
Pole, and with the glow of patriotism in his interpreta-
tions, Mr. Paderewski certainly linked past and present.
It is rather a thankless task to single out special things
tor comment. The high level was upheld most of the
time, and there were occasional lapses of inspiration,
but in spite of small differences, and a few other details,
the feeling for purity and perfection was everywhere
noticeable, and the audience was literally wild with
enthusiasm. His thing of beauty is a joy forever, no
matter who else comes and fills the spotlight. There
were many encores, and a most distinguished audience,
many of the most famous musicians of today reverently
acclaiming his leadership.

In the adorable costume of the early 50's, Miss Hem-
pel, alias Jenny Lind appeared on the stage of the
Hiprcdrome, and without even a note, captured the
whole place. But after she sang—that is another story.
She first had captured the eye—now she has won their
ear and most of all, their hearts and I think the con-
quest is an indelible one. Her accompanist. Mr. Bos,
as well as the flutist, were also garbed in the quaint
dress of the period, and even the wording of the pro-
gram, as well as much of the music she sang, and they
played, was of the olden time. It sounded so thin to
our modern ears—naive, too, and in graciousness and
charm. Miss Hempel took us all back many vears, and
made us sense the added glory of the past' with the
pleasures of the present. It was one of the most
delightful concerts I have ever attended, with no jarring
note to disturb the beauty and the limpidity of her voice.
There were many old songs as encores, flowers and
all the excitements of a most successful affair. For
me, it was the most appropriate finale of a very full
musical season.

GRAVEURE CLASSES AROUSE INTEREST

No event in musical circles in recent years has
aroused such unanimous popular interest as the con-
templated master c'asses of the eminent baritone, Louis
Graveure, which have been announced as a July and
August feature of San Francisco music life, by Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer. There are few singers before
the public today held in such remarkable esteem as
Louis Graveure and perhaps none in the world held
higher as a really great vocalist than this same splendid
artist. His ta'ents are recognized wherever the best in
music is appreciated, and his unusually great art has
been cause for comment for many years. Graveure's
methods as a recitalist have long been the standard
toward which many discerning students, artists and
teachers have striven, therefore the opportunity to study
with this master, with the opportunity of absorbing at
least a part of his supreme diction, of learning first hand
the means whereby he has gained the breath control in
singing which has brought him fame, and of coaching
in his superb interpretations, not alone of songs and
ballads but in operatic arias as well, has brought to
Oppenheimer's oflice hundreds of requests for informa-
tion concerning the contemplated classes. Graveure will
begin his classes in San Francisco on Monday. July 16th,
remaining for five weeks, presiding over a Master Class
for advanced pupils, teachers, artists, etc.. and an Audi-
tor .Class for those who merely listen to the coaching
of the masters, hear the lectures and participate in the
discussions. Sessions will take place everv Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, during the period. The
classes are rapidly becoming fully enrolled, the few re-
maining places can be secured by negotiation with Man-
ager Selby C. Oppenheimer at his oflice in the Foxcroft
Building, 68 Post St., San Francisco.
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Telephone Douelas 1678
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COLORATURA SOPRANO
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800 KOHLER CHASE BLOC
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QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, (Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building
San Francisco.

'

1. Who are the so-called "Five" of the New Russian
School?-M. R.

Borodin, Musorgsky, Rimsky^Korsakoft, Balakireff and
Caesar Cui.

2. What do the following terms mean, which Debussv
uses in his piano music: (a) Serrez; (b) Cedez; (c)
Appuye; (d) En dehors.— P. L.

(a) Serrez, Increase the tempo.
(b) Cedez, Diminish the volume and retard the tempo.
(c) Appuye, Sustained,
(d) En dehors, Literally, outside; it signifies that the

part to which it is applied should stand out above the
other parts.

3. Is the piccolo a transposing instrument?—H. U.
The piccolo used in the orchestra is in the key of C;

so its part is not transposed as regards tonality but Uij
written in the key of the composition. However,
sounds an octave higher than the notes written tor
so in the literal meaning of the term it is a transposii
instrument, for it transposes its part an octave; but
the sense that the clarinet, horn, and trumpet are tranl
posing instruments it is not a transposing instrumenl
These latter instruments play their parts at an intervq
other than an octave from the notes written for then
and this involves the use of keys other than the key i

the composition. In military bands, piccolos in D fl^
and E flat are used; these of course are real transposin
instruments in the same sense that the clarinet is

transposing instrument.
4. Is there any difference between ritardando an

ritenuto?—O. J.

Ritardando means gradually becoming slower;
enuto means immediately slower. J

I

5. How do you pronounce "tire" and what does iti

mean?—C. L.

Pronounced in two syllables, tea-ray. There should be*
an acute accent over the e. It signifies a down-strokn ot

the bow in violin, viola, and 'cello playing.

Mrs. Elsie Cook-Hughes, the well known and highl>
esteemed pianist and pedagogue, sustained the loss ol

her nine-year-old son. Jack Hughes, on May 17. He was
the victim of a street car accident on Pacific avenue
between Franklin and Van Ness, when the car is re
ported to have started while he tried to get on. He sue
cumbed to his injuries the folowing morning. Th(
sympathy of numerous friends is extended to Mrs
Hughes.

Miss Welcome Levy, contralto, and formerly a pupi
of Signer G. Wanrell, who is now meeting with mucl
success in Honolulu, and later studying in New York
has joined the ranks of San Francisco's teachers fra
ternity. She has opened a studio at 861 Sutter stree
and no doubt, thanks to her prominence in social am
musical circles, she will soon preside over a growint
class of pupils.
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On Wednesday evening. May 23. at

rrick Auditorium in Oakland Olive

led Cushman presented six ot her ac-

mplished votal students assisted by

alter Plunkett. baritone, and Jackson

oles, pianist. Mrs. Cushman is plan-

ig frequent recitals at this hall, thus

,-ing a wider hearing for the students

in is possible even in a large home
idio. Mrs. John Brunting. Jr., proved

have an exceptional voice with tine

nge and mellow quality, and an en-

ging personality. All the singers

inced wise training, and talent which

II take them on to distinction if care-

ly nurtured. The program follows:

dies Trio—from Love Tales of Hoff-

in (Offenbach). Mesdames Sliendell,

nkins and Plunkett; Dawn, Life and

rd Song (Speaksl, E'en as a Flower

ogan), Mignon iD'Hardelot), Miss

ieda Kellogg; The Bond Maid (Lalol,

liere My Laravan Has Rested (Lohrl,

Ind Song (RogersI, Miss Beryl Sale;

lere My Dear Lady Sleeps (Breville

lith). Twilight (La Prade), Lovelight

oatley), Four Little Candles (Rayner),

ss Knid Lippow ; May Day Morn
later), Robin. Sing Me a Song (Spross),

you Songs (Strickland), Mrs. Plunck-

,; Original Piano Sketches—Jackson

rales; My Jean (Spross), Home (Mac-

yden). Shepherd's i^ullaby (Somewelll.

iraing (Del Riego), Mrs. John Bunting.

, \ale (Russell). Song of Songs

loya). Walter Plunkett; The Mother

lart (Stickles), The Dove (Willeby),

! Marguerite (Old French), When Love
ssed By (McCoy), Mrs. M. J. Stables;

dies Trio, Beethoven Minuet (Arr. by

na Branscombe), Mesdames Shenkell,

nkins and Plunkett. accompanists. Mrs.

ma Baker Fake. Mrs. Fred Ran.

M the end of April the Berkeley Violin

ab gave a recital at the Berkeley Piano

lib rooms, presenting an engaging list

compositions, all by members of the

lb. This was the program: Concerto

E minor (Pietro Nardini). Dorothy
ispitalier; Concerto in E minor.

;agio, Finale. (Max Bruch), Majorie

nd. accompanied by Mrs. Margaret
ilf; Piano Solo (a) Melodic in E minor
achmaninoff). (b) Novelette in F
chumann). (c) Serenade (Zerkowitz),

lah Lhl; Cello Solos la) Romance sans

roles Ivan GoensI, (b) Gavotte (Fop-

r), Joziena Danderende; (a) Medita-

n from Thais (Massenet), (b) Gavotte

t. Jos. Glossec), (c) Hindoo Chant
imsky-Korsakoff-Kreisler), (d) Indian

ake Dance (Cecil Burleigh), Marion
alter; Trio No. 1, in E major, Adagio
.ntabile. Scherzo (Beethoven). Lyric

io, Misses June and Doretha Ulsh and
irothy Dunn. Miss Claire McClure, ac-

mpanist.

The Bel Canto Club, consisting o£

plls of Percy A. R. Dow. invited its

ends to an "Hour ot Song" by Alice

lodmurphy. assisted by Miss A. Rother.
inist. on Sunday. May 27, at Berkeley
ano Club rooms. My regular duties

evented my attendance, but I have
irned that Miss Goodmurphy sang ex-

smely well, reflecting credit upon her
structor. and showing herself to be an
Lelligent singer with a voice of much
omise.

Several groups of musicians from this

le of the bay have been giving concerts
K.P.O. broadcasting station in San

ancisco. and others are being planned.
'Om 8 to 9 o'clock on Thursday eve-
ng, June 21, the following will be heard
a tine program: Mrs. Floyd J. Collar,

prano; Miss Vine Lowry. pianist; Mrs.
illiam Wallace Bliss, violinist; Mr. J.

Thomas, tenor, and an accompanist.
lis will give notice to their friends
erywhere to "listen in." I shall be glad
hear of others who are contemplating
program.

The following piano pupils of Wm. C.
ichols gave a piano recital at Ebell
all, Thursday evening, May 31, before
1 enthusiastic audience of their friends
an audience which literally packed the
mmodious hall: Dorothy F. Gillespie,
Ida Nelson. Rose Landy, Mrs. Kleiner,
ileen McCall. Nelr'a Vanella, Ernest

Boodt and Dorothy Sweeny. The pro-
gram was a representative one. com-
prising compositions of Lynes. Godard.
Gottschalk. Tschaikowsky. Delibes,
Brahms, Chopin, Liszt, Schumann. Rein-
hold, Rubinstein, Slunico, Rachmaninoff.
Mokrejs, Dett, Grieg. Beethoven, and
Haydn.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.
MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
S02 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

^wn Fraooiwoo Phooei Kewrny .%4JM

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE
ADlhorlzed to Teach Mme. Sohoen-

Rene^H Method
1314 Lenvenn-orth St. Phone Prospect »253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
80S Kobler & Ctaaie Bid. Tel. Sutler 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-604 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr 5454

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture. Piano

Residence Studio, Ti.s.s 271h Street
Oakland—Tel. Oakland 207U

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N KKAXCISCO B.ANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Halght and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter {^Vi)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December Slst, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO-
Available for Can<

Studio: 150 Central A

lOICE CI LTl RE
TtH and RecltniN
e. Tel. Park 1BS4

MISS WELCOME LEVY

ADCLE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mm. Noah Brandt
II Seott St. Telephone Fillmore 15!

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

r lOOS Kohler 4t Chai
Phnoe KenrUT 5454

Joseph George Jacobson

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae, Partn

Stndlo: 3107 AVnahlnetoD Street
Fhnne Flllmttre 1H47

SIGMUND BEEL
MaNter CloNHeH for Violin

Stndlo Building, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095. H'riday, Kohler A. CiiaNe Bide.. S. F.; IteMt-

MARION RAMON WILSON SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY"" """"'"'
OF MUSIC

(.Ada Clement Music School)

Mary Coonan McCrea MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 36 Gailne}' Bnlldlne. 376 Sutter St.
Tel. Douelaa 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearnr 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the opening of her ncvr Rest*
dence Studio. Clark AptH., Apt. 26—138
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone Prospect

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROAMIST IT. MARY-8 CATHEDRAI/

PtMBo D«pBrtment, HkbiIIb Sch»«l
Orsan und Piano, ArrlllaKa Mnaleal Coller*

ESTHER MUNDELL

Re.. Studio—064 Second

CONTRALTO
Teaeher of Slngrlnft. 32 Lorelta Ave.. Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont .104. Hon., Kohler &
Chawe Rldg.. S. F. Telei>hone Kearny ."MM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololMt, Temple Bmann El. Con-
cert and Chnrch ^%'ork. Vocal tniitruc-
tlnn. 2.139 Clay St., Phone \Vest 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1009 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Telephone Kearny .%454
Res. Tel. Bayview 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 4190 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 41.'i2 Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pied. 3492

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIollnlHt and Teaeher. Head of Violin Dept.,

8. F. Cona. o( MuHie. i4Xr, Sacramento
St.. and 121 2l8t -Vve.. Tel Pne. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACBI5R OF VOICE

2428 Pine St< Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
3TB Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channin9 Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

A?7DSFTEfRTER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6SU

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Kfya
Prenentfi fiinilnnienta) muHic priiioiples in a definite and lucid way, commjenclne
vrltli flrMt-Krnde pleoeN but vroereMHiui; rapidly in their expoHltlon of technical

and eipre«»lon prubleiii>i and the creation of Bood tn»te.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

112S Chentnut Street
Telephone ProKpeet 4032

If a Music Journal is worth

extend courtesies it should b

while to subscribe for.

vhile to

worth

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you Kati»ned with your teacher?
<'an be plnee you before the public f

Are you MatlKflefl with your progresB?
In he n Faddlnt. or Chnrlctnnf
Are you «ure your teacher knows how?
Is he always talking "BREATH?" •TONGUE?"

"JAM ?"

If In doubt, conHult Mr. Bogart. who studied In
Europe with the teucherN of 8embrieh, Scalchi,
Blspham. etc.

PnpIlM prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

QonStance <zAlexandre
Messo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Waeer Swayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A Chase Bids.
251S>4 Etna St.» Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 7

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

Wlg>'B.AUen(8.
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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IRS. BIRMINGHAM DEFENDS RESIDENT ARTISTS LOEW-WARFIELD HAS FORTY MEN ORCHESTRA

iterviewed by New York Musical Courier President of California Federa-
tion of Music Clubs Tells of Lack of Opportunities for Artists

Residing in America—Expresses Determination to Use Her
Influence to Secure Recognition for American Artists

(From the Musical Courier, June 7, 1923)

Believes In Giving Its Patrons the Best of Music Interpreted In the Best
Possible Manner—Musical Review Campaign for Better Music

Finds Sympathizer of Management of One of San Francisco's
Leading Motion Picture Theatres—Lipschultz Conducting

BY ALFRED METZGER

Lillian Birmingham, president of the

in Francisco Musical Club, the Sorosis

lub and the California Federation of

usic Clubs, was in New York recently

I her way to the Federation Convention.
rs. Birmingham is also attending the

'omen's Universal Alliance Conference
Washington—all of which gives some

ea of her activity and the catholicity

her viewpoint. She talks interestingly

id impersonally about what is being
:complished. Being a professional mu-
cian herself, with a long and successful

ireer. she is naturally most interested

, the progress and the possibilties of

usic, and she has associated herself

ith these various clubs because she
ghtly believes that in union there is

rength.
The California Federation has grown
•eatly in strength and in numbers with-

, the last year. It is now a powerful
•ganization, able and willing to do
lings, and with plenty of vigor at its

3ad. And Mrs. Birmingham, aware of

usical conditions in America, and par-

cularly in California, is bringing about
new order. The question that most

;itates her at present is that of the
)ung American artist. Why be an artist

there are to be no engagements? That
the natural question, and Mrs. Birming-
im's answer to it is: Make the en-
igements!
This depends upon two things: first

le public, then the manager. B'ame it

,1 on the manager, and he can truly

aswer that he cares not at all what he
'Us so long as it sells. If there is mar-
3t for the young American he will be
aly too glad to sell to this market. For
)mmissions are commissions, and it is

le manager's business to sell artists and
3t them, or to buy and sell the artists

ke any other merchandise, which
mounts to the same thing.

But. first of all, there must be a mar-
et. As to that, we all very well know
lat for some American artists there is

[ready a market, and a big one. Some
I them, by efficiency and advertising,
ave got into the same class with the
est foreign artists and reap the same
>wards. But there are others who are
elieved by their friends to be just as
DOd as the middle class artists from
broad but who. according to some, are
eing shoved aside in favor of the for-

igner. In California this word "for-

igner'' applies to everything not "local,"

Qd Californians feel that this is not fair

Qd not right. The "local" artist should
ot be neglected simply because he or
le stays at home. And the idea is that
le manager should take it upon himself
> rectify this abuse.
The answer is. first, that the local
lanager has done what he can. and.
3cond. that it is distinctly up to the
cket buying public. If the public pre-
srs the other brand of goods the man-
ger cannot sell them the homemade
ariety. The argument is an old one.
'aturally the manager prefers to travel
le safe and sure road. Naturally clubs
Qgaging artists prefer to get artists
hose name value and exotic charm as-
ire public support.
But all of that, though no doubt un-
nswerable argument, was not felt to be
itisfactory to the California Federation.
nd at its recent convention at Santa
na it was resolved that each member
lub agree to engage at least two Cali-
)mia artists in every season of concerts,

and that the manager be requested to

include two Californians in each concert
course, failing which the clubs would buy
no artists, local or otherwise, from that
particular manager.

It looks as if neither the manager nor
the clubs could pass the buck, provided
the clubs live up to their agreement. Will
they do it? Well. Mrs. Birmingham be-

lieves that they will. And. as she very
truly points out. this arrangement is the
real solution of the young-artist problem.
First, let each state support its own
artists, then let there be an exchange
of artists among states, and before long
the successful ones among these artists

will be so well established that they will

In the Pacific Coast Musical Review
of May 5th we published an interview
with Lionel Keene, then manager of the
Loew-Warfield Theatre, that the Loew
interests believed in giving the public
the best in music and that for this rea-

son those at the head of these institu-

tions engaged as large orchestras as their
financial prosperity justified. Although
at that time the San Francisco Theatre
did not engage as large an orchestra as
some of the other Loew Theatres, plans
were already being outlined to increase
the orchestra to forty and later possibly
to fifty men. The eventual increase will

of course depend upon the attitude of the
public toward larger and better orches-

LOLIS PERSIXGER

make their own way without further aid.

It is perhaps better not to mention any
names, but names of most excellent art-

ists come to mind so that California need
never languish for native talent.

Mrs. Birmingham is to be one of the

speakers at the Federation Convention,
and plans to force home some of these
ideas among the delegates there, espe-

cially the idea of necessity of unity and
a certain amount of unselfishness among
the clubs. Being a woman with a lot of

force and personality, there is no doubt
that she will exert a large influence on
this gathering of the federated clubs.

With such women as Mrs. Birmingham
and her associates "on the job," American
artists ought to he on their feet soon.

But it is also well not to forget that all

of this effort in their behalf places a
great responsibility on the artists them-
selves. They have got to "make good,"
or the best of effort will fail.

tras. Mr. Keene communicated to us
this information in confidence and we
could not publish what he said in this

respect. Therefore, when it was said
that the Loew-Warfield engaged at the
time the largest orchestra among the mo-
tion picture theatres in San Fi'ancisco it

did not only refer to the actual num-
bers of the organization, but to the plans
then in contemplation.
Now, the announcement has been made

officially and today the Loew Theatre
begins its new policy of engaging forty
men under the able direction of George
Lipschultz. We feel certain that the
public thoroughly appreciates this new
policy. We furthermore are sure that not
one of the people attending this theatre
will miss jazz music. This paper when
beginning its campaign against bad
music only followed its long established
habit of encouraging the best in music
for the people. If a certain type of light

music—whether it be called jazz or any-
thing else—must be played, then why
should it not be played well? The public
is entitled to the very best in a motion
picture theatre whether it is a picture
or music. The salaries paid by the man-
agement are big enough to demand the
best on the part of the musicians.
The small orchestra is inadequate for

a theatre seating three thousand people
or more. If the audiences do not applaud
enthusiastically something is wrong.
Either the music is not what they like.

or it is not interpreted in a way that
pleases them, or the conductor has no
chance to make telling effects because
of the small number of musicians in his
orchestra, or the insufficient variety of
instruments. It is the ambition of every
manager to keep the audience keyed up
to the highest pitch of interest and en-
thusiasm throughout the performance.
Therefore it will pay the management
to give the people the best. It is very
foolish to think that the general public
does not want the best. It always wants
the best. A good picture and good music
will always find a hearty welcome from
the majority of the theatre goers.
As we have stated before Jazz is liked

by a minority who can make a lot of
noise when they start to applaud. And if

it is well played and interpreted by art-

ist musicians who understand their busi-
ness it will prove pleasant to listen to
even by serious music lovers, for no one
attends motion picture theatres to hear
grand opera or symphony concerts. They
do not visit these theatres to become
educated musically, but to be entertained.
And so the manager of a motion picture
theatre has to he a showman. In other
words he must feel his way toward as-
certaining what his audiences like and
give them that which they enjoy. If

they seem to like good music, he will
have to give them the best he can. If

they like the lighter form of music he
will have to add some of that. too. And
so you will find on a musical program
of a motion picture theatre both types
of music.
But one thing is certain. There must

be an adequate orchestra under the di-

rection of an able conductor to interpret
such music in a manner creditable to
expert musicians. Otherwise music will

surely come into disrepute. Now. the
management of the Loew-Warfield The-
atre is trying out to give the public the
best music, interpreted by a sufficiently

large orchestra and a conductor of suffi-

cient ability to secure artistic results.
Thirty years activity in music journalism
on the Pacific Coast have familiarized
the writer pretty well with the taste of
the public. And we find that melodious
strains interpreted with decisive rhythm
and thrilling climaxes will never fail to

delight the audiences. In addition to his
ability as conductor Mr. Lipschultz is an
excellent violinist. His tone is very
mellow and his effective phrasing never
fails to delight his hearers. His obligato
to Orville Harrold's ballad this week is

specially intriguing.
Last evening closed the two week's

engagement of Orville Harrold at the
'Loew-Warfield. It was in every respect
a brilliant success.

Indeed, we do not hesitate to state
with all emphasis at our command that

the receptions accorded Orville Harrold
were the most enthusiastic of any one

(Continued on page 11. column 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

"Duo-Art.

' h

v'ffi ' '',1 R

rill*

ShermanMay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 6 of this Issue

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. lie Arrlllagra, Direcior

A. L. Artleoes, Pres.: Lonlii Alegrrla. VIce-Pres.

Unexcelled facilities for the study of maslo In all

Is branctaei. Laree Pipe Orean. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
Ian Francisco. Cat. Phone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING. Dire

S»I2 Woshlnsti Telephone Fllln

DOUGLAS SOULE.-Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be nbHcnt in Euroi^e tor summer, reNumln^
learhhiK- about Sept. 20lh. RcMldence Htudlo: 150

Monte ViHta Ave., Ookland. Telephone Piedmont 7«C

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

i>fliciul organlMt Exposition /

ind choir director St. Lnlte'i
>r|;anliit Consreeation Uelh larael. Pian<
>r|;an instruction—Vocal coach. Arnllabi
concerts and orean recitals.

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

l^il^L,lAN JilKMlNGtlAJVl
Contralto

Teacher of Singing, Complete Course of Operatic Traln-
loE. 2730 Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALl.i^N VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzinl
—Endorsed by Bond. Coaches pupils vocally and
in Dramatic Deportment—Italian, English. French
and Spanish spoken.
studio—4«-l Columl>u» Ave.. Phone Gorfleld 2'.i7«

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETIIRNED FROM ECROPE

Studio: 405 Kohicr * Chase llldB., Tel. Kearny .',4.->4

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAF.AEL,, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thorough and Progressive
Public School Music, .\ccredlted Plplomn

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 500 Kohicr & Chase Bidg..

S. F.! 25.30 College Are., Berkeley. Residence 2»1 AIto-
rado Road. Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
COXCERT COACH—VOCAI^ TECHMQl'E

SI'PER-DICTION
Director Cnlvnry Presbyterian Chorni Soeletr.

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Organ. Harmony. Organist and Musical
Director of First Presbyterian Church. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARr STRBKT. ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
leda 155. Thursdays, Merrlman *"-'

' '"" "•-"

Info ntlo AV* inon.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert

tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN
Organist Temple Emano El, First Church of Christ Set

entlst Director LorinK Club. S. F., Wed- 1017 Califorat

St.. Phone Franklin 2«0S; Sal., Flrat Christian Selene
Church, Phone Franklin 1307; Res. studio, 3142 LenistiK

Ave., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Names

Voire. Connlerpofnt. Hnr

The la rger the circulat on of a Music Journal

the bette r for the membe s of the profess ion and

student. If yc u he p us to add 3000 subscr bers to

our list Vve w II he Ip you to increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Douglas 0024

521

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

Howard Street Phone Douglas

San Francisco

4273

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES
nR.\M.\TIC SOPRANO

Teacher of Bcnullful Singing. Pupil of I.amperti,
(inrcla. Marchesl

Res. Studio. 202.% Durant Ave., Berkeley
Phone Berk. 408S-W
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

WUSIC JOURNAL AND THE STUDENT

A number of our best friends, including several
usicians prominent in the musical life of the
r West, occasionally give us some advice how
I run a paper devoted to the interests of the
ofession. Some say we ought not to pay atten-

an to publications less important than this, be-
luse it is not dignified and gives the other fellow
chance to secure prestige at our expense. Others
.y that we should not give so much attention
I resident artists who are not known, because
lat lowered tha prestige of our own paper,
gain others tell us that we should not say any-
ling against "jazz" because there are many peo-
e who like it, and many musicians who could
>t make a living without it. Then again we have
lends who tell us we should be more severe and
ways tell the truth and nothing but the truth
)Out artists, whether they advertise with us or
3t. Then we have people who "josh" us because
e tell them that if they don't read the Musical
eview they can not keep informed about the
usical activities of the Pacific Coast, and indeed

'. the country at large.

Finally we have a number of friends, and these
:long to the greater majority, who tell us that

e are injuring the students, who are getting the
'St experience in a musical career, by constantly
•aising them. They say this praise creates con-
:it and thus does more harm than good. They
ant us to tell the truth about the student as well
i the artist. That is to say what they regard as
le truth. Now, if we would tell the truth about
le students of one teacher according to the views
id opinions of another teacher, we surely would
:t into a nice pickle. The trouble is how to as-

;rtain what is the truth. One of our advertisers
opped his advertisement and subscription re-

:ntly, because he did not like the advertisement
: another teacher who uses our columns. He said

lat teacher's advertisement was a reflection on
iS work and he would not have the paper on his

udio table, inasmuch as he did not wish to have
IS pupils' minds poisoned.

Now, dear people, what would you do in a case
Ice that? Don't you think that pupils, who have
3t sufficient confidence in their teachers to stick

) them no matter what anyone may say, are not
orth having? And a teacher who loses pupils
ecause someone else convinces them that he is

ot competent, ought to lose them. If we would
:view pupils recitals from the standpoint of fin-

ished artists the number of music students would
rapidly reduce and we would be considered a
chronic grouch, and with justice. This paper in-
tends to continue paying attention to pupils re-
citals, because it considers the pupils the most
important propelling force in our musical prog-
ress. The student of today is the artist of tomor-
row. If he is discouraged in the beginning of his
career he surely will never attain sufficient enthu-
siasm and ambition to finish his work. A student
will eventually be confronted with sufficient diffi-

culties, obstacles and disappointments without
having a musical journal help in heaping upon his
head the ridicule and contempt of his so-called
friends and rivals of his teacher. There is a great
difference between telling the truth and between
unjust and uncalled for criticism. And so we pro-
ceed on our way to help students mount the diffi-

cult hills that nature has placed in their path.

During the end of a season everyone wants to

give a concert—professional and amateur alike.

Hence our paper is not big enough to take care of

everyone at the same time. And so a great many
articles regarding the events at the close of the
season have accumulated and are being published
from week to week until we have taken care of

all. One or two teachers have discontinued their

advertisement, because the review of their stu-

dents' concerts did not appear in this paper at the
time they thought it should have appeared. You
see what we have to contend with. With this

issue we begin to publish a series of reports of

students' recitals that have taken place since and
immediately before the end of the season. We
also include those of the teachers who stopped
their advertisement, just to prove that we bear
no resentment. We want students and their par-

ents to interest themselves in this paper, and read

it. And we know of no better way to have people

outside the profession read this paper than to oc-

casionally give them credit for their work and
help them to make the most out of their studies

and to show their friends and relatives that their

work has not been entirely in vain. That is why
the Pacific Coast Musical Review wants to be the

friend of the student, his relatives and his ac-

quaintances. And if the paper is read by students

and their relatives, the teacher who advertises in

it will reap the benefit.

Louis Persinger concert master o£ the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, Director and First Violin of the

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco and one of the

most distinguished violin virtuosi before the public, is at

present in Colorado Springs spending a well-earned
vacation and rest. It is not generally known that at the
beginning of last season Mr. Persinger was seriously

ill, in fact he was quite in danger for some time, and
much to the relief of every one on the inside, who
thoroughly appreciates the great value of this dis-

tinguished musician to the musical reputation of San
Francisco, Mr. Persinger eventually recovered from
his sickness and again presided at his positions of such
great responsibility. Mrs. Persinger and the children

are spending the summer in Long Island. Mr. Persinger
will return to San Francisco about July 1 to resume his

studio activities. At the same time the Chamber Music
Society will begin rehearsing for the season 1923-1924.

Students wishing to take advantage of the presence of

such an excellent virtuosi and musician during the

summer months will here have a chance to add to their

artistic treasure house.

Andrew Bogart moved his studio from 376 Sutter to

the Heine building on Stockton street, near Sutter, on
June 1. The rapid growth of his class of pupils necessi-

tated more spacious headquarters.

Miss Wimmer H. Bonner, contralto, artist pupil ot

Andrew Bogart. gave a concert at the San Mateo
Woman's Club House on Monday evening, May 28, be-

fore a large and most enthusiastic audience. This was
Miss Bonner's first public appearance and she acquitted
herself splendidly, creating exceptional enthusiasm and
obtaining numerous recalls. Both her voice and diction

proved thoroughly appealing and proficient. There were
many fioral tributes and the three songs by Mr. Bogart
had to be repeated. Miss Melva Farwell. flutist, played
excellently and as encore contributed Cadman's By the
Sky Blue Water in a manner necessitating a repetition.

Mrs. Mildred Dodge, pianist, played with excellent taste

and revealed a very fine touch arousing her audience to

manifestations of hearty approval. Mrs. Horatio F.

StoU, President of the San Francisco Musical Club, and
a vocal student of Mr. Bogart's. played the accompani-
ments in her well known thorough style and depend-
ability. The complete program was as follows: To You
(Speaks), A Message (Bogart), Allah (Chadwick), A
Little Song (Voorhis), Miss Bonner; Obstination
(French) (de Fontenailles), Caro mio ben (Italian)

(Giordani), Miss Bonner; Two Field Flowers (Ters-

chalk). Miss Farwell; The Nightingale has a lyre of gold
(Whelpley), By the waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance),

Miss Bonner, with flute obligato by Miss Farwell; Trees
(Rasbach), Vale (Russel), Miss Bonner; Dawn (Cur-
ran), Miss Bonner; Etude sospiro (Liszt). Valse de con-
cert (Wieniawski), Mrs. Doidge; Lullaby (Scott), A
Southern Idyle (Mss.) (Bogart), Dedicated to Miss Bon-
ner), Miss Bonner; Expectancy (Bogartl. Sacrament
(MacDermid), Miss Bonner; Good-bye (by request),
(Tosti), Miss Bonner.

Mme, Isabelle Marks, one of San Francisco's most
prominent and most valuable vocal pedagogues, gave
one of her unusually enjoyable studio recitals in her
artistic quarters in the Kohler & Chase building on Sun-
day, May 13. We rarely miss the opportunity to attend
Mme. Marks' pupils recitals for they invariably intro-
duce young vocalists of such unquestionable ability, such
splendid poise, such assurance and such efficiency that
the enthusiasm of the audience always becomes a matter
of fact. Unfortunately other duties prevented us from
attending this time, but we know that the program aa
well as the participants reflected much credit upon
themselves and their teacher. The following selections
were represented: Your Picture (Del Riego), Slave
Song (Del Riego) Nina Tomlinson; Voce de Donna
(Ponchielli), Lillian Hilty; Berceuse (Godard), Mable
Morris: Lo, Hear the Gentle Lark (Bishop), Kea Russ;
Villanelle (Del 'Aqua), Sing, Smile, Slumber (Gounod),
Adele Nicholas: Elegy (Massenet), Frances Levy;
Mondnacht (Schumann), Marie Rhoads; Stride la
vampa (Verdi). Ellen Deeley; Aria from Traviata
(Verdi), Leota Rhoades; Carnival of Venice (Benedict),
11a Mcintosh: The Lotus Bloom (Schumann), Mrs. F. A.
Perrigo; Thou Art Repose (Schubert), Largo (Handel),
Mrs. Belle Jacobs Lewis. The latter made an exception-
ally fine impression and is getting ready to do big things
next season. Mme. Marks is completing plans for a
specially elaborate recital to be given in September.
Before starting training her pupils for this event Mme.
Marks will leave on her vacation about July 1 during
which she will motor through the Yosemite Valley and
along Lake Tahoe for one month.

ALADDIN'S LAMP

By Anil Deep
"New lamps for old, new lamps for old, rang the

cry through the streets in the endeavor to regain pos-
session of the marvelous lamp." So saith the old fairy
story. To many this was undoubted gain, but oh! what
a loss to the owner of the magical lamp should he
barter it for an ordinary one. Modern singing versus
the old bel canto is much akin to this. Pure tone, easily
produced, melodies artistically phrased, exchanged for
declamation solely, sana tone, sans phrasing, ^an»
melody, sane or not.

To the possessor of an old worn lamp the rate of ex-
change was valuable; better the bright new lamp, even
though of brass, if it prove the only one the owner
knew how to use; for the magic lamp kept its value
secret. The possessor must know a magic word to
speak, remember to rub the lamp and slowly voice
aloud liis wish three times; then and only then, in the
hands of the favored on?, would the lamp exert It's

power. Possession meant little without the key.
Similarly the wondrous old school of singing. What

avail the possession of the most perfect method if one
lacks the other necessary qualities to produce the
genuine artist? One may marvel at and admire the
human ability to conquer difficulties, but it remains
essentially human. Par example, in the field of music,
a Heifetz, you wonder at the lightning like dexterity,
the easy conquering of the supposedly unconquerable,
but. the work does not lift you spiritually into a higlier

plane and convince you, no matter what your accepted
creed, of the existence of the Divine; on the other
score, a Kreisler, there your heart and soul, love and
venerate while your brain endorses their verdict. You
are transported into nobler realms of thought, your very
soul becomes hushed with ecstacy; on leaving the
concert hall you know all things good are true, 'tis that
added something which only true art possesses, par-
taking of attributes of a loftier sphere. His indeed, the
secret of the magic lamp.
Even a bright new lamp is useless without knowledge

of how to fill and ignite. Declamation is an art, there-

for needs proper grounding to be refined, not over-
drawn, or Inclined to garishness (an easily contracted
habit) ; the hysterical outburst no criterion ot the
deepest heartfelt emotion. The more refined the sensi-

bilities, the more exquisite the agony and the more
quiet and repressed it's expression; memory recalls a
case in point: the death of the husband and father and
two lovely children, boy and girl, before the eyes of the
horror struck and heartbroken wife and mother. There
were no shrieks or moans. Just a look-a-look containing
Innumerable and inexpressible thought, which flashed
with lightfi*tig rapidity through her mind and registered
on her countenance. One could see, reflected there, the
memories of all that had gone before: Her meeting
with her husband, their courtship, marriage, honeymoon,
the birth of the two beloved children, their hours of
happiness, love and then this; as she sank into uncon-
sciousness, bereft and alone, over those loved forms,
her eyes were raised to Heaven, to a higher power,
looking for hope. One visioned, her life's joys and now
their culmination, with her, yet not a sound had she
uttered. Could one duplicate that look, 'twould be art,

the first requisite being naturalness.
At present, in the world of song, a matter ot personal

choice as to which Is preferable, the pure tone or the
new style declamatory, with practically no set mode ol
production. The latter is modern, hence one may aay,
a matter of evolution. It may evolve into something
worthy, but to do so it must revolve, unite with and
embrace the method ot the past.

The perfect whole being an amalgamation ot the two.
Why part with the lamp ot the magic possibilities?
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ALFRED DE VOTO TO TEACH HERE

Among the famous artists to visit the Coast this

Summer in the capacity of coach to advanced students

and Artists, is Alfred De Voto, head of the piano de-

partment of the New England Conservatory of Music
In Boston. Mr. De Voto has been for fifteen years

ofBcial ensemble player of the Boston Symphony Orches-

tra and pianist of the Longey Club of Boston and he is

recognized as the finest ensemble player in the country.

He has an available reputation as pedagogue and it is

an interesting fact that for the past seven years his

pupils have won the annual prize given in Boston for all

styles of piano playing: Classic and modern.
Mr. De Voto arrives next Saturday and his classes

will be conducted from June 25th to September 1st.

Further particulars may be had by addressing Miss Alice

Seckels in the Foxcroft building.

FORTY MEN ORCHESTRA AT LOEW-WARFIELD

San Francisco's largest theatre orchestra will play Its

initial concert on the stage at the Warfleld Theatre
Saturday, June 16, when the Warfleld Music Masters
will be augmented to forty players, under the direction

of George Lipschultz.
This musical innovation is the result of a conference

this week between Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general man-
ager of West Coast Theatres, Inc., and A. M. Bowles,
manager of the northern division in which are included

the Warfleld, Tivoli and other theatres of the Turner
and Dahnken Circuit, operated by the West Coast
Interests. "San Francisco theatre patrons appreciate
good music as well as good pictures," said A. M. Bowles

GEORGE LIPSCHl I.TZ

Vlollnlnt ro
IncreaBed

FranclHCO'l
Liarsest Theatre OrcheMfra. Four Spec-

ial Conrerln Will Be Placed DailT
Upon the Warfleld Staee

In announcing the augmented orchestra concerts at the
Warfleld. "It is our aim to satisfy this demand by pro-

viding diversified concert programs which will range
from grand opera to the lightest popular songs of the

day, introducing new musical novelties in solo and en-

semble numbers."
Lipschultz and the Forty Music Masters will present

their concert upon the stage four times daily, com-
mencing Saturday, June 16, with the famous "1812
Overture."

Equally important to Warfleld patrons is the new
First National production. The Bright Shawl, starring

Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish, which is the
screen feature for this program. Barthelmess and Misa
Gish, two of the most popular players of the silent

drama, have a colorful romance of languorous Cuban
nights as their vehicle. The story was written by Joseph
Hergesheimer and deals with the flaming, revolutionary
period in the history of Cuba, where the picture was
aimed.
Also on this program are two extraordinary dancers,

De La Plaza and Juanita, Spanish dancers de luxe, and
Lucia Hernandez, prima donna soprano. The usual
shorter films will be shown.

Louis Graveure, the eminent Baritone has reached
New York from Europe after his very successful recitals
there this Spring, and has wired Manager Selby C.
Oppenheimer that he will leave shortly tor San Fran-
Cisco arriving here next Saturday, June the twenty-
third. Mr. Graveure states that he is looking forward
to teaching the large Class that is awaiting him. These
classes will open on Monday morning July sixteenth
and will include Artists and advanced students from
nearly every State in the Union who are availing them-
selves of the unusual privilege of coaching with this
famous Artist. Further particulars may be obtained
from the Selby C. Oppenheimer offices in the Foxcroft
building.
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Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata, together with other
piano numbers, was greatly enjoyed by the members of
Friendship Lodge 210, F. & A. M., Thursday evening,
when Miss Lena Christopher, and artist pupil of LeRoy
V. Brant's at the Institute of Music performed for these
having Masonic affiliations. Miss Christopher, nineteen
years of age, has a brilliant future predicted for her.

She is studying for the concert stage and the pleasure
felt at her playing would indicate that she is fitted for
that arduous career. Her program was as follows:
Sonata, Opus 27, No. 2 (Beethoven); Liebestraume No. 3

(Liszt): Scottish Air. Edward (Brahms); Gavotte
(Gluck-Brahms) ; Intermezzo in C major, Opus 119 No.
3 (Brahms).

The Fourth and Last Artist Recital of the College of
the Pacific series was given Tuesday evening, May 29.

Jessie Isabel Christian, soprano of the Chicago Opera
Company, presented a very interesting program ranging
from Old English Songs to operatic arias of the florid

type. She pleased a large audience with her purity of
tone, fine intonation, and dramatic ability. An unusual
and pleasing variation from the ordinary concert was
the performance of the Bell Song from Lakme in cos-

tume with action. She was assisted by Gavin William-
son, pianist, who contributed several piano numbers to

the program.

Mrs. Floyd A. Parton, soprano, artist pupil of Wm.
Edward Johnson, and Marie Hughes Macquarrie. harp-
ist, were heard in pleasing numbers Tuesday afternoon.
May 29. at a tea given at the home of Mrs. George
H. Anderson. Mrs. Barton's songs were A Picture (Cur-
ran), Come Sweet Morning (A. L.) and At Parting
(Rogers), with harp accompaniment.

Juanita Tennyson, soprano, and Maxine Cox, pianist,

gave a duo-art recital, Sunday afternoon at Niles, under
the direction of Sherman, Clay & Co., of San Jose, the
occasion being the closing exercises of the Sunday
School of the parish under Father Bennet's supervision.

The Following Program was given Sunday afternoon
at Alum Rock park by the Municipal Band, under the
leadership of Will H. Lake: March, N. Y. Hippodrome
(Sousa); Morceau,' Alita (Losey) ; Selections, Robin
Hood (DeKoven); Gems from II Trovatore (Verdi);
Two Fox Trots (a) Bla Bla Blues, (bl Carolina in the
Morning; Grand Russian Fantasia (Tobani); selections.
Naughty Marietta (Herbert); Operatic Medley, Mosz-
kowskiana (Clark); Finale, Boy Scouts of America
(Sousa).

Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell, soprano. Miss Miriam Burton,
pianist, and Miles A. Dresskell. violinist, gave an in-

teresting program in Sunnyvale June 1, when Mrs.
D. Mayhew-Smith pupils gave a literary evening. Mrs.
Dresskell sang (a) Boat Song (Ware), (b) The Cunnin'
Little Thing (Habem), (c) Little Birdies (Buzzi-Peccia).
Her recall number was Parker's The Lark Now Leaves
His Watery Nest. Miss Burton played Scherzina
(Howard Brockway) and Valse in A flat (Brahms). Mr.
Dresskell played HuUamzo Balatom (Habaz), Medita-
tion from Thais (Massenet), and Kreisler's 'Tambourin
Chennois.

Juanita Tennyson, coloratura soprano. Marjory
Marckres Fisher, violinist, and Marie Hughes Mac-
quarrie, harp soloist and accompanist, gave a recital in

Watsonville, Tuesday evening. May 22, under the
auspices of the Order of the Eastern Star. The fol-

lowing interesting numbers were given (a) Hungarian
Poem No. 4 (Hubay), (b) Ave Maria (Schubert-
Wilhelm), (c) Berceuse (Tor Aulin), (d) Kuiwaik
Mazurka (Wieniawski) ; (a) Were My Song With Wings
Provided (Hahn), (b) Songs My Mother Taught Me
(Dvorak), (c) Star (Rogers), Juanita Tennyson; (a)
Spinning Wheel Song (Babel), Arabesque No. 1 (De-
bussy), (c) Song of the Sea (Harriet Ware), (d)

Spanish Dance (Tedeschi), Marie Hughes Macquarrie;
Lullaby from Joselyn ((5odard) Juanita Tennyson;
violin obligate. Miss Fisher. For recall number Mrs.
Tennyson gave Pierrot (Rybner), Mrs. Mac<iuarrie
played variations on Believe Me If All Those Endearing
Young Charms and the last number when voice- violin
and harp were heard, Lieurance's By the Waters of
Minnetonka was given for recall.

The Music Teachers' Association, Santa Clara county
chapter, is getting its plans into shape for entertaining
the annual state convention which meets here July 4 to

7, inclusive. Homer DeWitt Pugh, chairman, has been
very active and reports an interesting program for the
four days music and round table discussions. A num-
ber of well known composers will be present to take
part in Northern California composers' program. The
sessions will be held during the day at College of the
Pacific, the evening concerts in the Morris Daley audi-
torium of the State Teachers' College. Warren D. Allen
will give an organ recital on Friday afternoon to the
delegates and a most interesting trip to Stanford is

anticipated. This association comprises some nine
chapters and over 1000 members in San Francisco, San
Diego, Santa Barbara, Sacramento, Redlands, Santa
Ana, Alameda, Los Angeles and Santa Clara counties.
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Madame Irene Pavloska, soprano of the Chicago Oper:
Company, assisted by Ethel Alexander, pianist an(
accompanist, were heard in concert at Forest Theatre
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Monday eveninp;. June 4. the fourtl
event ot the Monterey Artists Concert Series. Thi
Forest Theatre is an ideal setting tor such an artistic

concert could one select the weather. A heavy curtah
of fog hung, making it particularly annoying to thi

pianist who was obliged to be constantly wiping oft th'

keyes. The misty atmosphere in no way dampenei
the enthusiasm ot the exceptionally large audience
however, which was appreciative in the superlative. Th
many floral tokens presented Madame Pavloska wer
in no danger of wilting.
The program was a delightful one, Madame Pavlosk

being obliged to give several recall numbers. The Bl
Brown Bear (Mana Zucca), I Love You Truly (Carri
Jacobs Bond), If No One Ever Marries Me (Liza Let
man) and Four Ducks On A Pond. The program in full

Chant Hindu (Bemberg); (a) The Bitterness of Lov
(John Dunn), (b) To A Young Gentleman (John Aide
Carpenter; (c) L'Heure Exquise (Hahn), (d) Habaner
from Carmen (Bizet) (a) I Am Thy Harp (Woodman
(b) L'Heure Silencieuse (Strauh) (c) Bird of Th
Wilderness (Horsman) ; Piano Solos— (a) The Lar
(Balakirew), (b) Valse Caprice (Rubinstein): (a) Wl(
mung (Schumann), (b) Traumdurch die Daemmerun
(Strauss), (c) At The Well (Hageman); (a) Apres u
pere (Faure), (b) Where Corals Lie (Elgar), (c) Ja]
anese Death Song, (d) Waltz from La Boheme (PUi
clnl).
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Trinity Church presented to its worshippers a musical
ogram of merit June 10th, when the choir gave a short
ogram of anthems, Mrs. Howard Tennyson sang
solo, and the boy's choir gave a selection. The full

oral service was led by Dr. A. W. Noel Porter, rector,
le music was under the direction of LeRoy V. Brant,
ganist and choirmaster at Trinity. Following is the
ogram as given: Fear Not Ye, Oh Israel, Buck, Mrs.
3ward Tennyson; Incline Thine Ear, Frank, The
lOir; God Is A Spirit, Bennet, The Choir; Savior of
;n, Gounod, The Choir; Offertory Number, Now The
ly Is Over, Barnby, The Boy's Choir.

The Kiwanis Club of San Jose was favored by an
planation and demonstration of the work done by
B blind in The Braille System at its last meeting when
^nuel Alvernaz, aged twelve, blind piano student of
iRoy V. Brant at The Institute of Music of San Jose,
lyed for the members at their weekly meeting last

3nday. A large quantity of the Braille music w-as

ssed around to the club members, and examined by
Bm with interest. Mr. Brant gave a brief explanation
the system, after which the boy played for those

esent. Mrs. Leda Gregory Jackson, soprano, also
irored the club with several solos, accompanied by
iRoy V. Brant.

The Pupils of Josephine Louise Sinclair, head of the
eparatory piano department at The Institute of Music
San Jose, gave an artistic recital Thursday evening,
ne 14, in the Institute Parlors. A large number of
rents and friends of the young performers enjoyed
e music produced by them. LeRoy V. Brant, director
the Institute, states that due to the excellent work
ne by Miss Sinclair this department of the school is

e of the most thriving of all.

Rena Lazee, head of the vocal department of the San
ancisco Conservatory of Music, and now assisting
letano Merola in his rehearsals for the grand opera
ason to be given in the Civic Auditorium next Septem-
r, under the auspices of the San Francisco Grand
>era Association for 1923, has just closed a very
illiant and successful season. She appeared in many
ncerts eliciting the hearty approval and commenda-
in of press and public and is now preparing her reper-
ire for next season. She features specially historical
ng programs showing the development of song writing
)m the folk song to the present time in the following
untries. America, France and England. She will also
esent general historical programs combining songs
)m the above three programs withh Spanish, Russian
d Italian songs. Then she will sing programs of songs

' living American composers and folk songs of various
tions. Explanatory remarks are made and copy for
ogram notes furnished. These programs are particu-
rly suitable for women's clubs and educational institu-
ins. Each program includes piano numbers by Miss
izel Nichols, accompanist.

Hother Wismer, the well-known violinist, was in Los
igeles during Music Week, during the latter part of
ay, and delighted appreciative audiences with his art.

s played at the University Club. Upon his return he
rticipated in an excellent concert given at the Ansgar
mish Lutheran Church on Saturday, June 2. Although
e audience was large, owing to the fact that the
ent took place in a temple of worship no applause was
rmitted. The following excellent program was in-

rpreted by some of San Francisco's most prominent
lists: Songs—Kongerne's Konge ene du kan (E.
imeman), Droslen slog i Skov sin (Klare Trille) (J.

aser), Roses are the Rhymes I wreath (Ormond),
th violin obligate, George N. Krull; Violin Solo

—

lagio from D Minor Concerto (Max Bruch), La Chasse
lartier-Kreisler), Hother Wismer; Soprano Solo

—

lancon Norvegienne (Fourdrain), With a Water Lilly
Irieg), Le Nil (The Nile) with violin obligato (Le-
X), Miss Helen Colburn Heath; Piano Solo—Ecossais
leethoven-Busoni), The Rising Sun (Torjussens),
arch of the Dwarfs (Grieg), Hendrik Gjerdrum; So-
ano Solo—Wings of Night (Winter Watts), Sunlight
altz (Harriet Ware), Miss Heath; Violin Solo—Safer
itens Sondag (Ole Bull), Adagio Op. 46 (Max Bruch),
lagio in A Major (violin alone) (Spohr), Hother
ismer.

Virginia Pierce, soprano, Uda Waldrop, pianist, and
Umberto Rovere, baritone, gave an excellent concert
at the American Legion Auditorium in Healdsburg on
Saturday, May 5. The following program was so ex-
cellently interpreted that it was accorded the heartiest
reception on the part of the enthusiastic audience:
Prologue from the Opera Pagliacci (Leoncavallo), Um-
berto Rovere; Mi Chiamano Mimi, from the opera La
Boheme (Puccini); (a) Polonaise op. 26, No. 1 (Chopin),
(b) Nocturne op. 15, No. 2 (Chopin), (c) Prelude in G
sharp minor (Rachmaninoff), Uda Waldrop; (a) Segreto
(Tosti), (b) T'amo Ancora (Still I Love You) (Tosti),
(c) "Vale" (Russell), (d) Sweet Peggy O'Neil (Uda
Waldrop), Umberto Rovere; (American composers)
(a) Thy Beaming Eyes (MacDowell), (b) At Parting
(Rogers), (c) Land of the Sky Blue Waters (Cadman),
(d) My Curly Headed Baby (Clutsam), (e) Morning on
Ze Bayou (Strickland), Virginia Pierce; (a) The Old
Refrain (Kreisler), (b) Andantino (Lemare), (c) Dance
of the Water-Sprites, from The Bohemian Club Grove
play Nee Netama 1914 (Uda Waldrop), Note: In num-
bers B and C, Mr. Waldrop alternates with the Stein-
way Duo-Art, Uda Waldrop; Eri tu

—"Masked Ball"
(Verdi), Umberto Rovere; Chanson Indou (Rimsky-
Korsakow), Virginia Pierce; Duet from Don Giovanni
(Mozart), Miss Pierce and Mr. Rovere.

Marguerite Raas Waldrop, soprano, and Uda Waldrop,
pianist, gave one of their exceptionally artistic recitals

before the Cap and Bells Club at the Century Club
House on Thursday afternoon. May 17. Both artists

were in splendid form and delighted a large audience
with their refined interpretation of the following pro-

gram: Nymphes et Sylvains (Bemberg). Marguerite
Raas Waldrop, accompanied by the Steinway Duo-Art;
(a) Birdling op. 43, No. 4, (b) Dance Caprice (Grieg),

(c) Intermezzo (Waldrop), from the Family Club play,

The Fountain of Youth, 1920; (a) Andantino (Lemare),
(b) Dance of the Water Sprites (Waldrop), from the
Bohemian Club Grove play. Nee Netama, 1914, Mr. Wal-
drop and the Duo-Art (alternating) ; (a) Spray, (b) The
Dream Ship, (c) When You Go, (d) A Fairy Lullaby,

(Waldrop), Marguerite Raas Waldrop, accompanied by
Mr. Waldrop; Danse Macabre (Skeleton's Dance) (Saint-

Saens), Uda Waldrop and the Steinway Duo-Art.

Bernard Katz, pianist pupil of Louis Felix Raynaud,
gained much publicity during Boys' Week when he was
a member of the Boy Mayor's "cabinet." He was in-

terviewed on several occasions and expressed himself in

favor of San Francisco possessing the biggest opera
house in the world. He also was enthusiastic about
Music Week and when asked whether there was any
other instrument he liked better than the piano he
answered: "No, there is none, and I don't know what
I'd do if my piano was taken from me. Alfred Cortot is

my ideal pianist, and some day I hope to he as good a

player as he is." It is gratifying to discover such en-

thusiasm for music among the young boys of America.
It is a splendid sign for the future development of

musical taste in this country.

In response to numerous requests

LOUIS PERSINGER
has consented to devote a limited amount of

time to coaching professional violinists and

serious students (During July, August and

September).

Applications should be addressed to *'Shady Nook
Lodge," Colorado Springs, Colo. After July 1st, Hotel

Claremont, Berkeley, California.

RIBBE SOLO PIANIST
STUDIO 683 SUTTER STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohlsr A Chase BIdg.,—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio:—2720 Filbert St,—Wen SISC

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THE KING AND

QUEEN OF BELGIUM
Professor of Violin at the Liege

Conservatory of Music
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and qualifica-

tions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel.
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

_«f(iiifrt_

Pupil of Kihan, Mimich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna
Studio: 1753 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

Alfred De Voto
DISTINGUISHED BOSTON PIANIST

AND PEDAGOGUE
Head of Piano Dept. New England Cons, of

Music, Soloist With Leading Symphony
Orchestras of America

WILL TEACH IN SAN FRANCISCO DURING
JULY AND AUGUST. FOR PARTICULARS
ADDRESS MISS ALICE SECKELS, 68 POST
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

LOEWS WARFIELD
Theatre

Market at Taylor

Starting Saturday, June 16

Augmented
Concert Orchestra

40—SOLOISTS—40

George

LIPSCHULTZ
Conducting

FOUR CONCERTS DAILY

On the Screen

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
With Dorothy Gish in

"The Bright Shawl"

Jos. Hergesheimer's Flaming Story of Cuban Romance
Also De La Plaza and Juaniia

Argentine Dancers
Lucia Hernandez, Soprano

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
Addreas: 471 37th AvcDue

Tel. Pae. 832
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real test of the Ampico is in its accompaniment for the

singer. If there is any place where a mechanical quality, or a musical

weakness would appear it would be in this direct contrast with a living

thing—the human voice. But they never appear. I have sung with the

Ampico many, many times, and to me it is like a living being. As a

matter of fact, it does one thing that few professional accompanists can

do—hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant, and to the highest

standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by Bodanzky, I feel myself again

under his masterly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead me,

faithfully through the mazes of grand opera at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of music may be had
through the Knabe? To many of us artists that is the crowning glory

of the Ampico."

ROSA PONSELLE.

KOHLER* Cr *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMHCO

Musical Review's Subscription Contest

The interest in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's subscription
contest is rapidly increasing and pupils are constantly registering
for participation. We have omitted our page announcement in this
vveek's issue, because we want to print the reports of students re-
citals that took place at the end of the season. Next week we shall
make a new announcement setting forth our plans in detail. We are
also preparing announcements to be forwarded by mail to not less
than FIVE THOUSAND students and any teacher who would like
to have his students participate in this contest will confer a personal
favor upon us by giving us a hst of names and addresses when we
write him on this subject. Teachers are also eligible to participate
in this contest. The first prize is a Knabe Grand Piano worth
$1575.00. Other prizes include scholarships from $100 to $500;
Pianos violins, talking machines and other musical instruments.
Season tickets to grand opera, chamber music society concerts, and
symphony concerts as well as to concerts by artists of the Selby
C. Oppenheimer series. Then there is a savings account in the
Anglo California Trust Co. from $100 to $500. If students or
teachers are able to secure the necessary number of subscribers be-
fore the end of summer, we will pay for their vacation trips. Surely
this is enough inducement to help us circulate a music journal
among the general public to an extent that; will benefit the profes-
sion as much as ourselves.

California's Musical History

During the last few years the editor of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review has completed a history of music in California beginning
with 1849 which he intended to publish in book form at first. But
the expenses associated with such publication were so out of pro-

portion to the price we were justified to charge for the book that we
found it unprofitable to go to the expense of printing the work. We
want everyone interested in music to read this book. But at prices

charged us for printing it we would have had to charge more than we
think the average music lover can afford. Therefore we have decided

to publish the work at first in serial form in the weekly editions of

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, beginning with our next issue

(June 23rd) and thereafter until the entire musical history of Cali-

fornia has been published. Every week we shall publish a substan-

tial installment and we make this preliminary announcement so that

in case anyone wishes to read this history from the beginning he
or she will be able to begin with the first number. Otherwise we
would have begun publication with this issue.

MAXINE CONRAD PLEASES MUSIC
LOVERS

The Colonial Ballroom of the St. Fran-

cis Hotel was crowded to capacity on
Thursday evening, June 7, when Maxine
Conrad gave an ambitious program as-

sisted by Miss Helen Schneider, pianist,

and Benj. S. Moore, accompanist. The
program included not less than three

taxing compositions for violinists, name-
ly, Sonata in F minor (Bach), Ballade

et Polonaise (Vieuxtemps) and Zigeuner-

weissen (Sarasate). The fact that the

young violinist was able to interpret

such difficult works without missing any
notes proved in itself her unusual talent,

for it requires no ordinary memory to play

such compositions without the music. In

addition to her prodigious memory
Maxine Conrad showed unquestionable
temperament. She had a big tone, plays

with exceptional taste in regard to phras-

ing and has a very pronounced sense of

rhythm. The latter is the foundation of

a musical mind.

It is naturally not to be expected that

such a youthful student plays with the
maturity and assurance of a finished

artist, but she certainly showed a pro-

ficiency and intelligence of execution far

above her years. Technically she over-
came difficulties that one would hardly
expect to be overcome by one so youth-
ful, while musically she colored her
phrases with unusual intelligence. There
is no question in our mind but that this

young musician is endowed with excep-
tional talent and that the preparation
of this program whi(;h required much in-

dustry and natural adaptability was suf-

ficiently well interpreted to justify the
highest hopes for a splendid future. We
certainly shall watch the progress of this

youthful artist with great interest.

Miss Helen Schneider proved to be sJ

young pianist of exceptional facility, whq
combines a very smooth and clean technM
with a very musical conception of

terpretation. She deserved the enthu
tic applause accorded her. Benjan
Moore accompanied with that finishfl

musicianship which forms such a deligq

ful feature of his work. Inasmuch
the program was already published

our issue of June 2 it is not necessary I

repeat it at this time. A. M.

CECIL FANNING SINGS IN OHIO

Cecil Fanning, the baritone, gave
concert on May 21 at Bncyrus, Ohi*

under the auspices of The Music Clul

The Bucyrus Telegraph-Forum says i

reference to Mr, Fanning's appearance
"The first of a series of concerts, whic
will be sponsored this spring by tt

Bucyrus Music Club, proved to be or

of the finest which has come to Bucyri
in a long time, Mr. Fanning's voice, clea

ness of enunciation, ease of utteranc

and platform presence, explains the i

apect his name inspires in national mus
circles."

Sir Henry Heyman, after spending se;

eral weeks in Paso Robles for the bene
'

of his health, has returned looking fli

and having recovered from a serious i

ness that confined him for sever
months to the hospital. His numero
friends are glad to see his smili:

countenance again and are congral
lating him on regaining his health su
ciently to resume his usual schedule
activity.

,
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News In The Music Studios
About Puplla and Poplla' Recitalu)

Mrs. A. F. Bridge presented a number of her pupils
in a very enjoyable program given at her studio 1920
Scott Street on Monday, June 4th. The following com-
positions were interpreted in a manner to reveal ex-
cellent training and industry on the part of the stu-
dents: Giorno d'Orrore (Semiramidel (Rossini), Miss
Marion Graves, Miss Sibyl Graves: To the Sun (Curran),
The Lilac Tree (Lee), Mrs. S. Haber; Robin Song
(White), Aria (II Penseroso) (Handel), Mrs. Charles
Corbet; Kashmiri Song (Finden), I Did Not Know
(Loepke), Miss Ruth Fischbeck; Aria (O Babbino Caro)
(Puccini), The False Prophet (Scott), Miss Ruth Han-
nan; Open Secret (Woodman), Somebody Loves Me
(Cox), Miss Annette Rolph; Two of Us (Phillips), Chan-
son de Florian (Godard), Miss Fleurette Dowdell; Sen
Corre 1' Agnelletta (Sarri), Aria (Cavalleria Rusticana
(Mascagni). Miss Ruth Heany; Japanese Love Song
(Brahe), Villanelle (Del Acqua), Miss Virginia Ratto;

Bocca Doloroso (Sibella), Song of the Robin (Case),
Miss Ramona Leonard; Aria (Dinorah) (Meyerbeer),
Will o' the Wisp (Spross), Miss Jessie Clyde; Her Rose
(Coomhs), Good Night (Ball). Miss Erma Keithley;
Spring (Neidlinger). Aria (Madam Butterfly) (Puccini),
Miss Esther Folli; Spanish Serenade (Burgmuller), Ma
Lindy Lou (Strickland), Miss Graves; Theme and Vari-
ition (Proch), Paradise (D'Hardelct), Miss Edith
Parks; Aria (La Tosca) (Puccini), Mrs. Charles Corbet.

Miss Ida Hjerleid Shelley of Sacramento has been
lolding a series of studio musicales during the past
lew months. On Thursday evening, June 7th, four of
ler younger pupils (girls of twelve and thirteen years
)t age) gave a delightful musicale to entertain at one
)f the Better Homes Week exhibits. Following is the
larefuUy selected and well interpreted program: Over-
ure. The White Lady (2 pianos) (Boildieu). Mozart
Juartet—Leona Hunt, Gladys Buell, Inga Sjostrom,
^'annie Forman), all twelve and thirteen years of age;
Prio, Mazurka (Bachmann), Gladys Buell, Inga Sjostrom,
"annie Forman; Arabesque (2 pianos) (Debussy),
Sladys Buell, Leona Hunt; On the Water (Gronow),
)ance of the Nymphs (Bairn), Leona Hunt; Minuet
rom Symphony E fiat major (2 pianos) (Mozart). Mo-
art Quartet; Bridal Party Passing By (Grieg), Little
3ird (Grieg), Gladys Buell; Duo, Danse Grotesque (2
lianos) (Johns). Inga Sjostrom. Gladys Buell; Mazurka
Lynes), Fannie Forman; Trio, Valse (Kramer), Gladys
iuell, Inga Sjostrom, Fannie Forman; Violin Solos

—

louvenir (Drdia), Liebesfreud (Kreisler). Miss Dolores
ohnson; Duet, Galop de Concert (S. Smith), Leona
lunt, Gladys Buell; Capricante (Wachs), Inga Sjo-
trom; Trio. The Music Box (Liebich). Gladys Buell,
nga Sjostrom, Fannie Forman; Vocal Solos—E'en as
Flower (Logan), Thank God for a Garden (del Riego),

liss Mildred Robinson; In Autumn (MacDowell), Leona
lunt; Valse Elaine (2 pianos) (Hoist), Mozart Quartet;
)ance of the Fairies (Jaell), Gladys Buell; Marche
lilitaire (2 pianos) (Schubert), Mozart Quartet.

Henrik Gjerdrum closed the season's musical activi-

[es with several most interesting recitals and musicales.
)n June 3rd a musicale of rare excellence was given at
Ir. Gjerdrum's studio 2321 Jackson street the following
rtists taking part on the program: Miss Blanche
lamilton Fox, mezzo-soprano. Miss Mary O'Shaugh-
essy, cello. Miss Helen O'Shaughnessy, pianist, Mr.
[other Wismer, violinist and Henrik Gjerdrum, pianist.

. recital of the youngest pupils took place on June 8th
nd on June 9th the following interesting program was
Iven at the spacious and beautiful home of Mr. and
Irs. John Oscar Gantner, 2900 Vallejo street. The fol-

)Wing program was given with the valuable assistance

f Madame Emilje Melville and Lillian Hoffmeyen
feyer. Mezzo-soprano: Narcissus (Nevin), Herman
roldberg; Study in A Minor (Heller), Marie Maison;
lutterfly (Grieg), Vallejo Gantner; Polka (Sylvia Bal-
!t) (Delibes), Constance Ramacciottr; Woodland
ITiispers (Braungardt), Bessie O'Shaughnessy; Bris
'ete (Sanderson), Lucinda Hanity; Prelude in C sharp
linor (Rachmaninoff), Noel Quinn: Shadow Dance
MacDowell), Ida Smith; The Rosary (Nevin-Whelpley),
alia Barr; Les Sylvains (Chaminade), Maude Weiden-
luUer; Witches Dance (MacDowell), Dorothy Dunnin-
en: (a) Lehn deine Wang (Jensen), (b) By the Waters
[ Minnetonka (Lieurance). (c) The Wind Is Awake
Homer Bartlett), Lillian Hoflmeyer Heyer; Polonaise
1 A Major (Chopin), Marion Lehner; (a) Valse in C
larp Minor (Chopin), (b) Macurka (Borowski), John
antner; Reading, Madame Emelle Melville; Valse
rabesque (Lack), Adela Carillo Gantner.

Dominican College of San Rafael held its annual com-
lencement exercises In its beautiful grounds on Mon-
ly afternoon. May 28th. As usual the program took
le form of a pageant which was thoroughly enjoyed

r a large audience assembled through invitation, and
le students, carefully prepared for the occasion, ac-

uitted themselves most creditably reflecting honor
pon their own and their college's contribution to the
loroughness of their training.

H. B. Pasmore presented a number of talented and
scellently trained students before a very appreciative,
iscriminating and enthusiastic audience at a recent
alt Hour of Music in the Greek Theatre of the Uni-
ersity of California. These students included: The-
JBa Zahnatyn, soprano, Elza Gilreath Calfee, mezzo-
jprano, and O. M. Marston, baritone, the latter two

appearing for the first time. Mrs. Calfee surprised her
hearers with the power as well as beauty of her voice.
She throws herself into the songs with heart and soul.
She is a natural born singer. She will "make a noise
in the world" as someone said of Mozart, but like
Mozart's songs, it will be a noise that will charm with
its beauty. Mr. Marston sang in manly style and with
a voice of excellent timbre. He was particularly good
in Homer's Uncle Rome. Theresa Zahnatyn has sung
before at the Half Hour and, as on former occasions,
she effected that "hush" that comes over an audience
when a voice of magnetism is heard. The applause was
generous. Mrs. E. H. Garthwaite and Mrs. Frazier
accompanied ideally.

Miss Sadie Carey of Honolulu made her first appear-
ance at H. B. Pasmore's April Recital in Knabe Hall
of the Kohler & Chase Building together with C. E.
Kany, a University of California student. Miss Lesta
Andrews, who has been heard before in Mr. Pasmore's
musicales also participated. Miss Carey, who scored
such gratifying success in the Greek Theatre earlier in
the season more than lived up to the impression she
then made, for her voice has increased greatly in
beauty, and her style and expression have gained in
maturity. If there is anything that justifies predictions
of a brilliant future it is Miss Carey's splendid voice
and instinct for dramatic expression. Miss Andrew's
interpretative powers are remarkable. She sang
Homer-3 Swing Low Sweet Chariot (which is destined
to become an American classic) with such feeling and
expression as to profoundly move her audience. Mr.
Kany possesses a fine, low tenor voice of great beauty
and has the advantage of fine musicianship, as he has
studied both piano and voice with the best teachers in
Vienna. At his recital Mr. Pasmore introduced also a
new baritone pupil, O. R. Marston, who made an excel-
lent impression with his fine vigorous voice and style.

Joseph Greven introduced his advanced and artist
pupils to a large and select audience on Sunday after-
noon, June 3rd and scored a decided success. Prof.
Greven, who returned to San Francisco about eighteen
months ago, after ten years' activity as a prominent
vocal pedagogue at leading conservatories in Coburg
and Berlin, surely proved his proficiency to develop
young talent for an operatic or concert career on this
occasion. He has accomplished wonders in such a
brief period. Those who gained well justified triumphs
included: Rita Ford, a well rounded soprano, true and
steady: Elizabeth Reynolds, a high mezzo of sympathe-
tic and virile quality; Edith Gallagher, a charming high
soprano, employing concise enunciation; Frank Otto,
a tenor robusto discriminatingly employed in Winter-
stuerme and heard in all its power in Vesti la giuba
which he sang in costume, acting effectively and with
which he created a sensational impression. Jeanne
Lockwood and Agnes Paine charmed with their per-
sonal advantages as well as with their pleasingly blend-
ing voices and skillful histrionic ability which they owe
to Miss Beauclaire. Their well arranged Moonlight
sketch, by Joseph Greven, was frequently interrupted
with hearty applause. William Friesendorf employed
his mellow, yet forceful, lyric voice with ease and grace
up to the highest range. He was equally certain in his
operatic and concert numbers. Aida di Martini, not-
withstanding being a little handicapped by stage fright,

used her superb, high soprano with telling effect. H.
W. Beyer, gifted with an unusually heavy and sympa-
thetic baritone of warmest color, might have proved a
real star, had he been less backward because of nerv-
ousness. Esther Olson surprised everyone with her
extraordinarily high and far carrying, clear colorature
soprano singing the waltz song from Romeo and Juliet

in the original key, as it is very rarely sung even by
artists. A few high E's and F's above C came quite
natural to her. Mae Metz proved to be the possessor
of a remarkably pliant soprano rendering Elsa's Traum
in a truly artistic manner. Her interpretation of The
Little Brown Bear as an encore evoked much laughter
and applause. Last but not least Adrienne Michel, a
magnificent mezzo contralto of a rare sonorous timbre,
unusual range and judicious shading impressed her
hearers with her artistic style in the rendition of her
songs re-enforced by admirable poise.

The complete program was as follows: Duet—I Would
That My Love (Mendelssohn), Rita Ford and Elizabeth
Heynolds; Song of Songs (Moya), Edith Gallagher;
Winterstuerme from Die Walkuere (Wagner), Frank
Otto; Duet from Boccaccio (Suppe), Mae Metz and
Adrienne Michel; God Touched the Rose (Mary H.
Brown), Rita Ford; Behuet' Dich Gott trom the Trumpe-
ter of Saeckingen (Nessler), H. W. Beyer; Dost Thou
Know? from Mignon (Thomas), Elizabeth Reynolds;
Moonlight Sketch, music arranged by Joseph Greven,
Jeanne Lockwood and Agnes Paine, stage direction of

Miss Beauclaire; A Brown Bird Singing (Rogers), Aida
dl Martini; Walter's Prize Song from Die Meistersinger
(Wagner), William Friesendorf; Waltz Song from
Romeo and Juliet (Cjounod), sung in original key,
Esther Olson; Elsa's Traum from Lohengrin (Wagner),
Mae Metz; Home to Our Mountains from II Trovatore
(Verdi), A. Michel and W. Friesendorf; Vesti la giuba
from Pagliacci (Leoncavallo), acted and sung by Prank
Otto; Quartet from Rigoletto (Verdi), E. Olson, A.
Michel, W. Friesendorf and H. W. Beyers.

Ruth Viola Davis presented some of her advanced
pupils in a piano recital at Century Club Hall on Satur-
day evening. May 12th when the following program was
interpreted to the satisfaction of a large and demonstra-
tive audience: Two Pianos—Sonata in C (Mozart-
Grieg), Julia and Evelyn Dodd; Waltz A Minor (Chopin),
Landler (Sgambati), March of the Dwarfs (Grieg),
Jane Lee; Marche Fantastique (Wilson Smith), Alt
Wien (Godowsky), Polonaise in A (Chopin), Gladys
Smythe; Shadow Dance (MacDowell), Witches Dance
(MacDowell), Minuet (Paderewski), Evelyn Dodd; Two

Pianos—Grand Valse de Concert (Holtz. Gladys SmytheZ J^-x^Lee; Prelude (Grieg), Rigaudon (Grieg"^ To
nrie M ""^'?°«'^11'. Hungarian (MacDowell) MarJone Moss; Country Gardens (Grainger) Butterflv

SnZTmTj'^r'.'' ^''Z°T''
<K-"in«t Polo''„"ais'e"'^Sharp Minor (Chopin), Helen Louise Cullen; Butterfly

Evelyn Dodd; Kameniioi-Ostrow (Rubinstein), Inter-

mT^ m^t'""'^'"
„'R0S"sI. Tarantelle (Karganott[Maie McLaren: Fantasia in C (Mozart), Valse BHl

(uI'.,)'"m T"'
'^'"•P""' """garian Rhapsody No. 6(Liszt) Marjone Moss; Two Pianos-Valse (Arensky)Helen Louise Cullen and Gladys Smythe.

^^"^^"^"S'''

Eare"!,"d!.-,-„MV
?^'^'"' ""P" °^ ^'''^ E'«="'°'- C. Drew,

fo76 17M, q^rll^
PiauD recital, at her teacher's studio4076 nth Street, on Friday evening. March 2nd Thisyoung pianist is an excellent student and revea ed un

r (Barh
'% '°

v'"-
""'""'"^ ''™«>''"" 'nventton No.

Li = f» n m"/""?;'"""' ^ "^"J""" I Beethoven), Duo-Sonata, C Major (Mozart-Grieg), (Miss Drew at thesecond piano; Prelude. B Minor (Chopin), Valse, G
fll

,?',"" NM''urne. E Flat (Chopin), The But er-fly (Lavallee); Rustle of Spring (Sinding) Minuet(Paderewski), Valse Caprice (Newland" The cTtoArms (He:ier), Witches'^Dance (MacDowell)l

George Kruger presented a number of his and MrsKruger s excellent pupils and violin pupils of G. Jollain
at his residence studio. 283 30th Avenue, on Saturdayevening June 2. A large and enthusiastic audience

tT„7nt ,h"'/ir''""P"'"^
''" '"''" ''P"^'"1W interpreta-

On Of ^'!f
',°' °7'"S P'ogram. Piano Solo:-Sonatine

Op. 36 No. 3 (Clement./, Violin Solo:—Edith Krieeer'

^T^'^l,^.^^^^^'
'^°^^''"' Clara Bercovitz; pfano

^r ;
,,^^'"^'' (Burgmuller), Patriotic Song Op 12No. 8 (Grieg). Hal Terwilliger; Violin SoIo:lconcerto

No. 7 (Rode). D. D. Richardson; Violin Solo: -Trio(Dancla). Emilie Lees and Emilie Junras; Piano Solo--Vuggevise (Cradle Song), (KJerulf), Liebes traum(Love dream), (Liszt), Viola Luther: Violin Solo—
Pn^r'ii" ,^°- \^°^ ^'="°"' Romance (Chaminade),Ruth Madden; Piano Solo:-The Svan (Saint-SaensMurmuring Zephyrs (Jensen-Niemann). Dorothy Con-rad. Violin Solo:-Caprice for violin alone (Fiorillo),
Liebes treud (Kreisler). Alexander Murray: Violin Solo—Romance (Beethoven), Miss Vreeland; Piano Solo-—
Concerto Op. 25. G Minor (Mendelssohn), Edna Lin-kowski; Violin Solo:—Concerto (Wieniawski) Emilie

v?ni1; Vf" Solo:-Concerto (Huber), Eby Burszen;^lohn Solo —Sonata (Handel), Sheila Webster: PianoSolo:—Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn). Sous Bois(Staub) Valse Caprice (Newland). Flossie Soule Grigs-by; Violin Solo:-Concerto (Seitz), Allen Richmond;V.olm Solo: -Scottish Fantasy, Mafalda Guara'dj:Piano Solo—Rhapsodie d'Auvergne Op. 73 tor pianoand orchestra (Saint-Saens), Norman Smith), (Orches-

n? •

?*"' «°,° ^''^.°,'"^ piano-George Kruger). Accom-

Misflylvia'webTtT"' ''"• ^'^^'' ^'''^ ^""^ ^-^

Elizabeth Simpson, the well known and exceptionally
successful piano pedagogue, is giving numerous students
recitals during the course of a season. Not one of the
least interesting took place recently at her Berkeley
studio of which the Berkeley Gazette had the following

^,-^^r .'^ '-''armmg recital was given bv the pupils of
Elizabeth Simpson at her studio on Etna street Satur-day afternoon. There was a large audience present An
exacting program was artiscally played by advanced
and professional pupils, and dainty refreshments were
served at 5 o'clock. The following program was given:
Concerto, C major (Beethoven), Miss Eleanor Chamber-
lain; Orchestral accompaniment on second piano byMiss Simpson; Gavotte (Gluck-Brahms). Bird Sermon
(Liszt), Prelude, G minor (Rachmaninoff), Ethel Long
Martm; Fantasie Impromptu (Chopin), Miss MargaretLyman; Studes. E major and P major (Chopin) Miss
Margaret Fish; Perpetuum Mobile (Weber). Miss Helen
Merchant: Scenes From Childhood. No. 9 (Schumann)Humming Bird (MacDowell). Miss Pauline Moran- Gav-
otte and Musette for two pianos (Thome), Jacqueline
Otto, Miss Simpson: Idylle (MacDowell). Grillen (Schu-
mann). Miss Kathleen Dawson: Nocturne (Chopin)
Miss Gladys Sibley; Prelude from Bohemian Suite
(Priml). Bergeres et Bergerettes (Godard). Miss Maxine
Blakemore; Valse Polonaise, from Suite tor two pianos
(Arensky). Miss Helen Merchant, Miss Margaret Fish-
Lotus Land (Cyril Scott), Miss Lillian Underwood-
Romance (Schumann), Au Convent (Bowdine) Bourree
(Bach-Saint-Saens), Mr. George Kellv; Chant' d'Amour
(Schutt). Miss Lois Hanscom; Concerto, G minor (Men-
delssohn), Miss Helen Merchant; Orchestral accompani-
ment on second piano.

Miss Lorraine Ewing, pianist, presented twelve of her
advanced pupi's in a studio recital on Saturday afternoon,
May 26. Compositions by Mozart, Leibach, Herbert, Lack,
MacDowell, Nevin, Kreisler, Poldini. and Chopin were
played by the young students. Those participating in the
program were: Mildred Shay. Dorothy Reilly, Sara Levy
Jean Le Gallee, Janet Ritschy, Claranna Huber Billy
Farrell, Emory Durost, Stewart Samuels and George
Meyer. Miss Ewing presented twelve of her junior piano
students in a studio recital on Saturday afternoon
June 9.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh, an exceptionally gifted
young piano student of Joseph George Jacobson was
engaged for the third time to play at the Sunday morn-
ing concert of the California Theatre last Sunday. Juna
10. At the last two performances she created much en-
thusiasm. By request she was asked to play again
Liszt's second Hungarian Rhapsodie. Another number
was Dance Negre by Cyril Scott. Little Marian Is well
known among music lovers around the Bay as she has
appeared frequently in concerts since her sixth year.
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Los Angeles, June 12, 1923

The Gamut Club presented a thoroughly enjoyable
program following the dinner given last Wednesday
night. June 6, and on this occasion. Ladies Night, the
members of the Lyric and Wa-Wan Clubs were the
especial guests of honor. Charles E. Pemherton arranged
the program and- those who contributed to the enjoy-

ment of this occasion were the well known Fuhrer
String Quartette who presented the Intermezzo and Ro-
mance, by Grieg, and the Inter.udiura and Orientale by
Glazounow; Vivian Strong Hart, soprano; Irene Mason,
pupil of Charles Draa, who gave a brilliant interpreta-

tion of the Scherzo B flat minor (Chopin) and the Pre-
lude in G minor by Rachmaninoff; Marion Ramon Wil-
son, contralto, a San Francisco visitor, offered Faites-

liu mes Aveux. from the opera Faust and the 11 est doux.
il est Con air, from Herodiade, with Ann Thompson at

the piano.
Lawrence Tibbett, baritone, who recently was signed

by the Metropolitan Opera Company, was the feature

event of the evening. He sang the Credo from Othello
and also a song by Elinor Remick-Warren, composer-
pianiste, who recently made her American debut in New
York. Miss Warren accompanied Mr. Tibbett, and these

two popular young artists received a tremendous ova-

tion and were obliged to encore repeatedly.

Gertrude Ross, the California composer-pianiste .pre-

sided at the piano when Margaret Fisher Monson, mezzo-
contralto, sang early California folk songs arranged by
Mrs. Ross and also a later composition, "What Is So
Rare as a Day in June from the Visions of Sir Launfal
was offered with success. Suggestions for the establish-

ment of a municipal band and the invitation to the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs to hold its 1925 Bien-

nial Convention in Los Angeles was discussed at this

Gamut Club's monthly meeting at this Ladies' Night
program. The wide scope of the recent music week was
explained and plans for the future were outlined. Mrs.

J. J. Carter, secretary of the Hollywood Bowl committee,

told of the success which is anticipated for the second
season of concerts and urged a general support of the

project.

The Orpheus Club, under the directorship of the genial

Hugo Kirchofer. gave the third of its eighteenth season

of concerts at Trinity Auditorium to a capacity audi-

ence Tuesday, June 5. Mr. Kirchoffer arranged the pro-

gram with excellent taste and one of the numbers which
seemed to make a special appeal with the audience was
Franz Abt's Laughing; other numbers which were thor-

oughly enjojyed was Schubert's Serenade and the Dance
of the Gnomes, one of Edward MacDowell's comiiosi-

tions. The Orpheus Quartet, Samuel Glasse, Paul

Adams, V. A. Campbell and H, M. Dudley were encored
repeatedly for their excellent work.

The Zoellner Conservatory of Music will hold a special

summer session that will include normal and master
classes in nearly every phase of art as well as indi-

vidual instruction. These courses will be of six weeks
duration from Wednesday, June 27 to Tuesday, August
7 and these sessions will be conducted both in Hollywood

and Los Angeles. The faculty will include: Joseph
Zoellner, Sr., violin, viola and ensemble; Amanduj
Zoellner, Antoinette Zoellner, violin; Joseph Zoellner,

Jr., piano and vio'oncello; Charles Wakefield Cadman.
orchestration; Frances M. Ralston, harmony; Donna
Ghrey, voice; Anne McFlierson, public school music;
Arthur Bienbar. vocal ensemble. Assistant teachers will

be: Mrs. Lulie E. Crawford and Mrs. Grace Lovejoy,

piano, and Florence Duvall, Daisy Walters and Evelyn
Pickrell, violin.

The Zoellner Quartet closed the Stockton's Music
Week celebration on June 9 with a chamber music con-

cert. The program included: Quartet Op. IS, No. 4

(Beethoven); Quartet Op. 3 (Mouquet); Serenade Op.

92 (Slnding), and a group of short and original compo-
sitions headed by the Rain Song (Sinlgaglia).

The Los Angeles Opera Club and the American Insti-

tute of Master Arts will hold their next meeting at The
Potboiler, 111 West Third street, next Sunday evening,

June 17 at 8:15. Dr. Robert Douglas will present the

Ideals and plans of the organization and Governor
George D. Miekeljohn, former assistant secretary of

war will speak. The musical entertainment will be

furnished by Gertrude Cleophas, concert pianist, and
Mme. Ethel Virgin O'Neill, dramatic soprano.

Mme, Anna Ruzena Sprotte, contralto, will conduct

a summer class in Los Angeles this season, according

to the announcement from her studio at the Southern
California Music Building. These classes will begin

June 18th and end July 28th and will be arranged espe-

cially to accomodate the teachers and singers who will

visit in California during that time.

Ben F. Pearson, president of the Civic Music and Art
Association and one of the executives of the recent
successful Music Week launched in Los Angeles, heads
an organization which has as its ultimate objective the

erection of a civic auditorium in Los Angeles. The
organization will also foster various activities along

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

ANNA RUZENA SPROTTE
Madame Sprotte, gifted Contra-Alto of Los Angeles, who
scored such an Artistic Triumph as Delilah in the Los

Angeles Oratorio Society presentation of Samson and
Delilah, is accepting pupils for her summer course this

year. Madame Sprotte uses exclusively the

iKNABE

IriTZGERALDffefcMUSIC CO.I
HILL STREET Xjr AT 727-^29

Los Angeles

community music lines throughout the year, culminat-

ing in another music week with added festival features

to take place next spring. Some of the activities to be

promoted by the association in co-operation with exist-

ing communities will be the following:

1. Assisting the foreign-born groups of the community

In making their national music a part of the music of

the community.
2. Further promotion of community singing and choral

groups in neighborhood and school centers of the city.

3. The focusing of public sentiment toward the need

of a municipal band in Los Angeles.

4. Organization of junior glee clubs for boys and girls

who have been members of high school glee clubs, but

do not belong to any choral organization.

5. Furnishing music to hospitals, charitable Institu-

tions, etc., as carried out during music week.

6. Interchange of musical talent with neighboring

communities and stimulating the organizations of com-

munity singing and choral groups in these communities.

7. Close co-operation with the public schools, churches,

music settlements and other institutions and organiza-

tions of the city in the work which they are promoting

along musical lines.

Mary Christine Albln will present her piano pupils in

a studio recital this evening at 2104 West Pico street.

The students who will be heard are Betty MclUvaine,

Annie Reid, Marion Bean, Walter Douglas, Mildred

Easton, Noel Bradley, Virginia Van Northwick, Elavia

Leitch and Dorothy Vorhes.

Mme. Jadwiga Zebrowska, with the aid of such artists

as Stephen Nowakowski, tenor, and Elenora Krol-Ze-

browska, pianiste. Miss Eugenia Natucka, violinist and

Harry Neilson, pianiste, gave an unusually interesting

program at the South Park Auditorium for the benefit

of the Polish Auditorium. Mme. Zebrowska sang arias

from Puccini Tosca, Verdi's II Trovatore, Moniuszko's

Hrabina, Mascagni's Cavaliera Rusticana and also in

duets from 11 Trovatore and Faust.

The De Lara Grand Opera Company are giving a

Benefit Concert for Carlo Guidero, tenor of the company,

who was recently injured in an automobile accident and

suffered the loss of an eye and the company is taking

this method of giving him much needed aid. The pro-

gram will consist of the entire opera Cavalleria Rusti-

cana also solos, duets, quarets, sextettes and choruses

from II Trovatore, Carmen, Rigoletto Lakme, Lucia and

Aida. The artists will include members of the company
as follows: Vivian Clarke, Conchita Chavez, Dorothy

Grosse, Luz Monoz, Miguel Laris, Forest Bell, Earl

Meeker, Billie Corson, Walter Humphreys and Manuel
Sanchez de Lara will conduct.

Mrs. J. J. Carter, announces that reports from the

various committees now selling Bowl concert season

tickets will be heard at the Community Sing planned

for Tuesday evening at the Hollywood Community
Chorus at the High School Auditorium. Report comes
from headquarters that the ticket sales tor the Bowl
are nearing the $50,000 mark, and together with dona-

tions and guarantees that it approaches the J70,000

total.

Dr. Robert Douglas, formerly baritone of the Metro-

politan, has founded a new conservatory to be called the

American Institute of Master Arts. Mrs. Malcolm Fay-

Skinner is president and Mrs. J. Spencer-Kelly is vice-

president. Their first meeting was held at the Castle

San-Souci to make plans for the future of the con-

servatory.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE

1000 South Alvarado Phone 51003
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opgra classes including complete
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CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Concerts and RecltaU
Limited Number of Advanced Paplla Accepted

Violinist Los Aneeles Trio

ndio: 334 Masic Art* Stadto Bldfc. Phone 10082

JROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tneadar. Wednesday. Friday Afternoon*

Egran School. Phoneo 21H0S or 271330
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SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILH.IRMOMC ORCHESTRA

Coneerta and Recitals
lanagement MrH. Caroline C. Smith. 424 Auditorium BIdi;.

ILYA BRONSON
Member Trio Intlme, Los

Quartet. Inslruction. (
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!iolu 'Cellist
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eles Trio. Phllharmo
iber Music Recitals
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ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Down-town Studio removed to 800 S. Broadway. Room

«02. Residence Studio, 1147 West 21st St Telephone
West 7707. PIANO, H.ARMONY, VOICE COACH. DI-
RECTOR, JAMISON QUARTETTE. ASSISTANT TEACH-
ERS: MIRIAM WEST-HYATT, OLENDALE; ELSIE L.
CARLSON, HOLLYWOOD.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
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50 MUSICIANS

PROGRAM FOR WEEK OF JUNE 17

(a) MIKADO—Selection - Snllivan
(h> LES MILLIONS D'ARLEaVIN Drlc"
(e) HOMESICK ..._ Berlin

In conjunction with the Gold^vyn releaHe
"THE R.IGGEO EDGE"

From the iiopuinr novel by Harold MncGrath
Featuring Alfred Lunt and

Miml Palmerl
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Miss Ertna De Mott, student of John Smallman gave a

ery artistic song recital at tlie Ebell Club House last

'riday evening, June S. Miss De Mott was very fortu-

ate in having Sol Cohen, noted violinist as an assisting

rtist. A notable feature of Miss De Motfs was her

emarkable poise sustained throughout the program.

ter program included: A Handel aria and De puis le

3ur from Louise. She also gave a group of French

ongs and concluded her program with three songs with

iolin and voice: Le Nil (Leroux), Spring (Weil), Ave
laria (Schubert). The Ave Maria of Schubert aroused

tie enthusiasm of the audience to such an extent that

bey demanded a repetition of the number. This series

f recitals which Mr. Smallman is presenting will con-

lude next Friday evening when Eleanor Byran and
larie Oliver will appear. Each event has been largely

ttended.

Dion Romandy, who is conducting the California

beatre concert orchestra during the absence of Carli

)linor in Europe, has chosen one of the most delightful

lusical programs for the week that has been heard in

.OS Angeles this season. Gomez' "II Guarany Overture"

pens the program. This is the famous Brazilian com-
oser's best known work. It is elaborate in structure

nd fiery in character. This coupled with its dramatic

tyle has won it a favorable place on concert programs.

The Song of the Boatmen of the Volga" is the second
election. The origin of this folk song is lost in the

lazes of antiquity but from the cradle to the grave it is

he constant companion of the Russians. As played by
tomandy and his orchestra, its plaintive melody and
lonotony of rhythm is profound in its appeal receives

he hearty applause of the entire audience—young and
Id. Because of the classic heaviness of the above selec-

ions. the conductor has shown good judgement in using

he new novelty fox trot, "Down In Sweetheart Town"
bring the audience back to a brighter mood and make

, good finale for the concert.

Great Music Festival in Switzerland—Over seven

lundred actors, singers and dancers—among them
00 children—are now rehearsing for the performances
if the "Fete de la Jeunesse et de la Joie," a great music
estival which will be held in the Palais Electoral at

ieneva on Wednesday—and Saturday evenings and Sun-

lay afternoons from June 6th—July Sth.

The principal author of this festival is the well known
:omposer E. Jaques-Dalcroze. the creator of many simi-

ar productions—for instance the "Fete de Juin 1914"

md moreover the originator of the rythmic gymnastics
fhich are known in every country of the world. Two
Seneva poets. Jacques Cheneviere and Pierre Girard
lave been his collaborators.

The "Fete de la Jeunesse et de la Joie" includes three

larts; the first consists of ancient dances and tradi-

tions and of an hymn to Summer; the second celebrates
the lake—that wonderful blue lake of Geneva—the
snow-clad Alps, the quiet towns and the village life and
ends with an hymn to the fatherland; the third part is

purely patriotic and is devoted to the national anniver-

saries and the natives' love for Switzerland.
The "Fete de la Jeunesse et de la Joie" will, without

doubt, be a tremendous success, as the best artists,

musicians, singers and rythmicians are collaborating,

with Mr. E. Jaques-Dalcroze who himself will conduct
the orchestra and direct the dances of his numerous
pupils.

Mme. Newcombe

PRINDELL
Desirable Dignified
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ConnolMHeor—AppraUer
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HOLLYWOOD WOMEN'S CLUB CHORUS

As long as Shakespeare's truism "AH the world's a

stage and each one a player 'on it" shall hold we may
expect to find the trend of each individual in the strife

of musical attainment to be toward the lofty heights
of a stellar luminary. As in our contemplation of the
astronomical wonders the meteors flashing across the

heavens or the fixed stars of first magnitude first catch
the attention, and hold us ignorant of the fact that the

great milky way plays a more important part in the

scheme of the universe, so are we prone to minimize
the importance of the chorus in music.

It remains for such performances as the one given by
the Hollywood Women's Club Chorus at the Club Audi-
torium Monday evening, June 11, to give the proper
perspective, and to lead us to the view that in ensemble
work lies the real opportunity of the genius; genius is

the word, and the only one with which to fittingly de-

scribe the masterful artistry of Hugo Kirchhofer in his

work with this organization. So masterful was the man-
ner in which this group of voices was handled, that at this

remote hour the writer finds himself contemplating the

entire rendition as if it were a treasured memory of

one extremely pleasing voice,—a lingering aroma of all

that is delicious in tone, diction, recital, harmony and
color.

The splendid program, which accompanies this article,

tells the full story to those who have heard this progres-

sive Hollywood 'Women's Club Chorus. To those who
have not been so fortunate the real interests of music
demand that full credit should he given the personnel

of the organization and the conductor, Mr. Kirchhofer.

for a performance entirely out of the ordinary, and of

the uplifting and refreshing type.

In full keeping with the remarkable renditions by the

chorus were the delightful solos by Emma DeMott,

soprano, Pauline Gower, contralto, Margaret Carlton

Stockwell. soprano, Esther Anson, mezzo-soprano, Gladys
Blackwell Pickering, lyric soprano, Emeline Wissler,

contralto. It is such efforts as theirs in this instance

that uplifts and enthralls and causes one to forget the

commonplace in music. Inez Jacobson. accompaniste,

contributed liberally in artistry, presiding at the piano

throughout the entire program, and her delicate skill

was manifestly a distinct feature of the evening. The
program in its entirety: Hollywood Woman's Club

Chorus— (al Blest Pair of Sirens Text—John Milton

(Bruno Huhn), (b) Spring Song (Gabriel-Marie-House-

lev) ; Hollywood Woman's Club Chorus—The Last Tea
of'Tsuki—A Choral Text by J. G. Walleser (Ellas Blum),

presented tor the first time. Scene—A Japanese Garden

by Moonlight. Guests and Geishas, (a) The Roji-Path;

(b) The Geisha Chorus; (c) The Cuckoo—Soprano Solo,

Erma DeMott; (d) Cherry Blossoms, Chorus; (e) Phan-

tom Roses Contralto Solo, Pauline Gower; (f) Geisha

Pearls, Soprano Solo, Margaret. Carlton Stockwell; (g)

Two Quaint Hamlets, Mezzo-Soprano Solo, Esther An-

son; (h) Ariake No Tsuki, The Last Shadow of the

Waning Moon, Chorus: The Nightingale Call by Jean

Smalley and Helen May Richardson; Gladys Blackwell

Pickering—Lyric Soprano—Spring Song (Oscar Weil);

The Little Gray Dove (Louise "Victor Saar) Hollywood

Woman's Club" Chorus— (a) Gypsy Song (Schumann),

(b) Serenade (Vogrich) ; Hollywood Woman's Club

Chorus— (a) Lullaby (Gertrude Ross), (b) Old Rancho
Days (Charles O. Bassett), (c) Grandma's Minuet Text,

E. Buek (Beethoven) ; Hollywood Woman's Club Chorus

—Viennese Serenade (Frederick Stevenson); with vio-

lin, cello, two pianos and contralto solo by Emeline

Wissler. First sopranos—Esther Anson, Frances J.

Bailey, Eglantine R. Baler, Mabel Cotton, Erma DeMott,

Irene Conklin, Gertrude Louise Fitzer, Annie Row Gar-

land, Mrs. A. T. Harris. Edna McGrew Hewitt. Mabel

McCormick Barnhart, Mrs. Ben Moeller. Marie Wise
Morgan, Gladys Blackwell Pickering, Mrs. R. B. Ramsey,

Martha B. Richardson. Maud D. Lee Skeen, Mrs. Clar-

ence R. Stephenson, Margaret Carlton Stockwell; First

Contraltos—Mayhell Lewis Becktel, Mrs. George Brook-

well, Pauline Gower, Faye B. Lowe, Mrs. A. O. Ofstad,

Grace Starling, Alberta M. Stevens, Mrs. H. H. Wahr-

mund: Second Sopranos—Mrs. Leo C. Baddeley, Mrs. T.

E. Beatty, Carolyn North Berkes, Mrs. W. E. Clark,

Ethel Marie D'Eyraud, Edith Hagg. Mrs. A. C. Heegard,

Mrs. L. F. S. Holland, Mrs. John Kelly, Mrs. T. G. Not-

tage, Jr., Mrs. Harris E. Newton, Mrs. Clayton R. Rogers,

Mrs.' A. V. Wolcott; Second Contraltos—Blanche E.

Allison, Bertha Campbell, Josephine Bucklin, Mrs.

George K. Fargo, Beatrice Bennett-Peskett, Lida H.

Rogers, Mrs. John P. Roberts, Emeline Wissler.

Lawrence Tibbet, young baritone who recently signed

a contract with the Metropolitan Opera Company, will

appear on the program arranged by Charles E. Pember-

ton for the Gamut Club's Ladies' Night on Wednesday
evening. Others appearing on this program will in-

clude Elinor Remick-Warren, pianiste-composer; Mar-

garet Fisher-Monson, contralto, who will present early

Spanish folk songs: Marion Ramon Wilson, who will

be heard in a group of French selections accompanied

by Mrs. Hennion Robinson; Vivian Strong Hart,

soprano; Irene Mason, pianiste and the Ladies' String

Quartette.

A Music House is Known by the

Pianos it Sells

—Just as a man is known by ihe com-
pany he keeps. The Birkel Company
is one of the oldesl and largest music
houses in the WesI and handles only
instruments of nalional reputation for

ality and value. Every instrument

the

a double guarantee

—

^^BIRREL
448 COMPANY

Broadwi^ *^7K« Steinwoy House

p &c!usnr,hc„/sf,.rT\yeStei,

Dixie Belle Rea, contralto, pupil of Mme. Marks, sang
with brilliant success for the American Legion cere-

monies in St. Helena on Decoration Day, Wednesday,
May 30. She made a very deep impression.

Miss Ilia Mcintosh, a very gifted and successful pupil

of Mme. Isabelle Marks, the possessor of a fine lyric

soprano voice, and a natural artist, appeared with great

success in a concert at Lodl recently and the Lodi
Sentinel had this to say of her: "The friends of Miss
Ilia Mcintosh who heard her sing before were surprised
and delighted at the rapid strides she has made in her

studies the past year and those who heard her Monday
night for the first time were charmed -at the beauty
and range of her voice. Her first selection Summer by
Chaminade was delightful and her interpretation left

nothing to be desired. At times one could close his eyes

and almost hear the twitter of birds and rippling waters
and feel the balmy breezes of Spring time, so realistic

did it seem. Elegie by Massenet and Down in the Forest

by Ronald completed the first group and were equally

well rendered. The last group of songs given by Miss
Mcintosh were the most diflScult and her rendition of

the Carnival of Venice by Jules Benedict showed that

she could handle a difiicult aria with as much ease as
the lighter numbers. Thou Art Repose by Schubert
completed this group.

IN THE Sohmer Grand you will find a piano

whose leauty of line is exceeded only by its

tonal loveliness, and its tonal loveliness is ex-

ceeded by no piano which is made today.

ConpleK FurmsheR cf Successful Homes

Los Angeles

Exclusive SOHMER Representatives

I
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Fresno. June 5.

The last ot a series of piano recitals given
by the piano students of the Fresno State College
was heard May 28 in the college music conservatory.
The piano classes are held under the supervision
ot Miss Elizabeth Peterson and her assistant, Miss Ruth
Taggert. The program follows: Sonata (Kuhlaul. First
piano—Roselle Brock. Louise Stanton, Second piano

—

Vera Cartwright, Eunice Bethea; Reverie (Loeschorn),
First piano—Zartoo Bogoshian, Alice Rogers, Second
piano—Loreen Rice, Mamie Pilkinton; Pomponnette,
(Durand), Piano II.—Viola Barak. Piano I—Stella Tay-
lor; Spanish dance. No. 2 (Moszkowski), First piano

—

Stella Taylor. Ruth Mae Carter. Second piano—Jacque
Levis. Mamie Pilkinton; Spring song (Mendelssohn).
First piano—Lodema Russell. Second piano—Capitola
Konkel; Danse Hongroise (Brahms). First piano

—

Louise Stanton. Ruth Smith; Second piano—Capitola
Konkel, Lodema Russell; Valse Triste (Sibelius), First
piano—Stella Taylor, Madeline Hartwick, Second piano,
Ruth Mae Carter. Viola Barak; Turkish March from
The Ruins of Athens (Beethoven). First piano—Stella
Taylor, Second piano—Viola Barak; Gondoliers (Nevin),
Rrst piano—Vera Cartwright, Second piano—Eunice
Bethea; Venetian Love Song (Nevin), First piano

—

Louise Stanton, Second piano—Ruth Smith; Phantasie
(Mozart-Grieg), First piano—Doris Higgins, Second
piano—Betty Lee Crane; Morning Mood (Grieg), First
piano—Harriett McNeil, Second piano—Ireta Rudy;
Gum-Suckers' March (Australians' Victoria March)
(Grainger), First piano—Mary Sunkel, Second piano^
Ruth Taggart.
The college offers a four-year course in music which

covers the following subjects; Piano, voice, theory, har-
mony, history ot music, ear training and sight singing,
grade methods, high school methods, grade teaching and
supervision and orchestra. Miss Peterson, who is head
of the piano department and instructor in several other
courses, received her A. B, degree from Western College
tor Women at Oxford, Ohio. She is a graduate ot the
College of Music at Cincinnati, and the American Con-
servatory of Music at Chicago, where she also did ad-
vance study in public school music. Before coming to
Fresno five years ago. Miss Peterson was supervisor ot
music in the public schools ot Moline, lillinois.

The first of the 1923 Saturday night band concerts
was given by Selma Concert Band in Lincoln Park June
2. The band was directed by Louis W. Everson. Lee
Steward is manager. Among other numbers the follow-
ing were played: Mexican March—Zacatecas (Genaro
Cadina) ; La Belle Argentina (Carlo.s Roberts): Caprice
(C. W. Bennett); Overture—Zampa (Herold). The band
will give fourteen concerts during the summer.

Mrs. Ruby Duncan Hicks will present her piano pupils
in recital in June. Joel Smith of Selma will play a
Chopin Prelude, one of Mendelssohn's Songs Without
Words. Grieg's Birdlings and If I Were a Bird by Hen-
selt. Eva Gregory of Dinuba will play: C Sharp Minor
Prelude (Rachmaninoff); Liebestraum No. 'i (Liszt);
Etude Op. 10. No. 12 (Chopin), and Rigaudon (Mac-
Dowell). Marjorie Chamlee of Sultana will play: Valse
Impromptu No. 94 (Raff) ; Vogel Als Prophet (Schu-
mann) ; Romance in E flat (Rubinstein), and Dance of
the Dolls (Poldini). Other pupils from Visalia, Reedley,
Dinuba and Delano will be presented.

Mrs. B. A. Roed presented her pupils in recital on the
evening of May 2S at her home in Fresno. Following a
talk on Mozart, vocal and piano numbers were given
from the following composers: Mendelssohn. Mozart,
Cadman, Ivor Novello, Carl Bohm, Mary Helen Brown,
Touma Wolcott, Tennent Lehmenn. Liza Lehmann.
Schumann. Rudolph Ganz. Vernon Eville. Hutchinson
Wray. Sydney Smith, Arthur L. Brown. Daniel Rowe,
Sidney Steinheimer. Among those taking part in the
program were Mrs. Benham. Misses Revias. Leveotta
Campbell. Amilie Stenberg. June Bracesso. Velma Sale.

Thelma Tuck. Sue Cabot, Alice La Verne Kantner, Gene-
vieve and Cordtella Benham, Lorraine La Salle, Melha
Janelli, Norma Berg, Helen Roed, Bobby Beatty. Mrs.
Roed left the first of June for London where she will

study voice with Plunkett Greene. She will do some
work in piano also but has not decided with whom. Mrs.
Roed will spend a short while on the continent, visiting

in France and Germany before returning here to estab-

lish her work again in the fall.

Joseph Kos has closed his studio in Visalia for the
summer. He will take up his work there again after the

hot weather season. Mr. Kos was formerly a member
ot the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra and was concert
master of the Bevani Italian Grand Opera Company. He
is at present playing first violin with the Fresno Sym-
phony Orchestra.

James R. Hollister presented his violin pupils in re-

cital at the Unitarian Church on the evening of June 5.

Mr. Hollister was assisted by Anne Gagarian, pianist,

and Louise Williams, Maxine Williams and Virginia
Vickers. The following was the program: (a) Church
Chimes (Winn). Miles Rainwater; (b) Soldiers' Song
(Vogt), Albert Manfredo; (c) Daisies and Lilies (Green-
wald), Paul Duncan; (d) At the Country Fair (Green-
wald), Lewis Saylor; (e) Old Kentucky Home (Foster),
Ara Koligian; (f) Scouts on Parade (Greenwald), Merl
Driggs; (g) Old Folks at Home (Foster), Walter Cur-
ran; (a) Minuet (Beethoven), Agnes Manning; (b) Blue
Bells of Scotland (Jahn), James Telisco; (c) Swannee

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street

Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S Audit:

Telephone Kearny 3598

Building, Los Angeles

River Moon (Clark), Gladys Vogeler; (d) Norma (Win-
ner), Morris Williams; (e) Humoreske (Dvorak), Maur-
ine Iverson: (f) Alice, Where Art Thou? (Ascher), Joyce
Bollinger, Mildred Anderson; (g) Over the Waves
(Rosas). Edmund Shroeder; (a) Violin duet (Selection),
Lucile Harvey, Irene Wilson; (b) Cradle Song (Ne-
ruda). Johnnie Walsh; (c) La Paloma (Yradier). Cather-
ine Kenney; (d) Le Cinquantaine (Gabriel-Marie), Fen-
ton Dean; (e) Berceuse (Godard), Glenn Sheets; (f)

Sweet Dreams (Bohm), Catherine Cornet; (g) Then
You'll Remember Me (Balfe), Catherine Bogosian; (a)
Star of Hope (Kennedy). Esther Tateosian; (b) Melody
in F (Rubinstein), Ray Cobb; (c) Valse Barcarolle
(Offenbach), Carolyn Steinhour, Dorothy Brown; (d)
Ave Maria (Bach-Gounod), Chester Hayden; (e) Estu-
diantina (Waldteufel), Elizabeth Buttles; (f) Flower
Song (Lange), Geraldine Levis; (g) Traumerei (Schu-
mann), Leo Sahatjian; (a) Ave Maria (Schubert). Adolph
Picchi; (b) Angels' Serenade (Braga). Victoria Boya-
Jian; (c) Gypsy Dance (Ernst), Patsy Le Centra; (d)
Rhapsody Hongroise No. 2 (Liszt). Maxine and Louise
Williams; (e) Rosary (Nevin). Isabelle Diran; (f) Con-
certo No. 9 (De Beriot), Ignacio Zaragoza; (g) Our
Heroes (Ascher), Graduation (Ascher). Ensemble num-
bers were played by the following: Maurice Adams,
Edwin Cary, Nick Tancredy, Norine Koser, Lewis Say-
lor, Alec Diel. Patsy La Centra. Irene Wilson. Morris Wil-
liams. Manuel Dill. Ray Cobb, Geraldine Lewis, Ignacio
Zaragoza, Clarence Phillips, Leach Jennings, Adolph
Picchi, Merl Driggs, Gladys Vogeler, Henry Sandham,
Wayne Gruner, Nectar Davidian, Glen Sheets, Deran
Hoonanian. Mr. Hollister has classes in Madera, Reed-
ley and other towns as well as Fresno.

The Music Students of St. Augustine's Academy were
presented in recital May 31 by the Sisters of the Holy
Rosary. The program was: Just a Tiny Ray ot Sunshine
(W. Rhys-Herbert 1. Glee Club; Violin. L. Spiecher; Harp,
R. Dye; Cello. M. Maltry; Piano, M. Tureck; Piano, To
Spring (Grieg), Nettie Schnitzius; Harp, My Heart at
Thy Sweet Voice (Snoer), Neva Hunt; Song, I Passed
By Your Window (Brahe), Kathleen Murphy: Cello, B.
Callagy, Harp—C. St. Louis, Piano—N. Schnitzius; I

Love You Truly (Bond). St. Augustine's Orchestra;
Piano—Serenade (Liebling). Helena Lies; Sextet—At
Dawning (Cadman). B. Callagy K. Murphy. C. St. Louis,
E. Hicks. M. Gast, E. Newman; Cello—M. Maltry. Harp—R. Dye. Piano—M. Tureck; Piano—Polka De Concert
(Bartlett). Bernice Callagy; Harp—Harp Aoelian (Has-
selmans). Cecelia St. Louis; Silver Threads Among the
Gold (Danks). St. Augustine's Orchestra: Song—The
Lamplit Hour (Penn). Cecelia St. Louis; Cello—B Cal-
lagy. Harp—R. Dye; Piano—Sextet—Lucia (Donizetti-
Ascher). Edward Griffith; Piano—Valse Caprice
(Cesek), Mary Tureck; Harp—Priere (Hasselmans),
Ruth Dye; Piano—Liebestraume (Liszt). Neva Hunt;
Song—Who Knows (Ball), Bernice Callagy, Cello—M.
Maltry. Piano—M. Tureck, Harp—R. Dye; Piano—Valse
De Concert (Friml), Melba Maltry; Ave Maria—Inter-
mezzo. Cavalleira Rusticana (Mascagni), B. Callagy. K.
Murphy, C. St. Louis. M. St. Louis, Cello—M. Maltry,
Piano—R. Dye, Harp—N. Hunt; Piano—Concert Etude
(MacDowell), Ruth Dye; Sweetest Story Ever Told
(Stults), St. Augustine's Orchestra. Especially com-
mendable was the work of Miss Dye, 17-year-old harpist.
Her tone is clear and strong and she has an unusually
marked talent for accompaniments. Miss Dye was taught
by the Sisters of the Holy Cross in Salt Lake City.

The Fresno Boy Choir has finished rehearsing for the
season. This group ot boys has met twice a week after
school under the direction of Miss Inez Coffin. The
youngsters range in age from about 7 to 12 and when
one considers how difficult it is to interest boys of that
age in consistent effort of any kind, Miss Coffin surely
deserves credit for the results she has gotten. There
is no forcing ot tones, there is apparently a unanimous
love of music for its own sake. They sing with an aban-
don which well might be copied by some of the adult
choral groups. After the May Festival concert given a
week ago. the boys presented Miss Coffin with a beautiful
floral piece in token of their appreciation of her teach-
ing. Next season the organization will rehearse again
twice weekly and some new voices will be added.

Mrs. Emma Mescow Fitch will give An Evening of

Song at the Parlor Lecture Club in Fresno on the eve-
ning of June 14. On June 16 she will give a musicale at

her home Friendship Place on Home avenue. Mrs. Fitch
is issuing personal invitations for both evenings.

Miss Ireta Rudy, harpist, will be graduated from the
music department ot the Fresno State College this
month. Miss Rudy has studied for several years with
Kajetan Attl of San Francisco and will continue with
him when he returns from Europe in the fall. She will

remain in Fresno and will teach and do concert work In

the San Joaquin district.

Mabel Isenburger, soloist of the First Baptist Church
of San Jose, was guest soloist at the First Baptist
Church ot Los Angeles on Sunday, June 10th. On this

occasion her lovely voice was beard in Oh, Love Divine
(G. B. Nevin).

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert E^nsaeementn
and Instruction Apply to
Secretar:^ and Manneer of
K. Attl. Room 1004 Kobler
& Cbniie BIdK.. San PranclMco

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douela> 1678

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO]

eOO KOHLER CHASE Dl.DC
SAN FRANCISCO

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What is the oldest Conservatory of Music in the
United States West of Chicago'/—D. L.
The Conservatory of Illinois College, at Jackson-

ville, 111., founded in 1871.
2. What is a croche?—T. O. L.
An eighth note; this is the French name.
3. Is a minor triad a common chord?—C. N.
Yes; a triad with a perfect fifth and either a major

or a minor third is a common chord.
4. What is meant by "open pedal?''—M. B.
The so-called "loud," or damper pedal of the piano.
5. Is there any difference between "assez" and

"assai?"—K. W. D.
"Assez" is French and "assai" is Italian. Both words

are derived from the same Latin root but have acquired
different connotations in the modern languages and are
used with different meanings in music. Assez means
somewhat, rather: assai means much, very much; it

is used to intensify the meaning ot another word or
phrase.

Mme. Charles Poulter introduced some of her pupils
at an excellent studio recital which took place at her
studio. 588 27th street, Oakland, on Friday evening.
May 25th, and during which the following well selected
program was judiciously interpreted: Witches' Dance
(McDougell), Thelma Osgood: Songs

—

(a) Jamie Dear
(Bischofl), (b) Love's a Merchant (Carew), Gertrude
Mae Thaler; Minuet De Mozart (Mozart), Noney Milet;
Songs— (a) May Morning (Denza), (b) Absent (Met-
calf), Lillian Frances Baiter; Zampa Overture (Herold), i

William Gurney; The Old Oaken Bucket (Transcrip-
tion) (Ryder), Lillian Rose Desmond; (a) Charge
the Uhlans (Bohm), (b) Rosary (Nevin), Henry Charlel
McCullough; Song—Chanson Provencale (Dell-Acqua),
Thelma Osgood; Lustspiel Overture (Keler-Bela),
Charles Gurney; Song Without Words (Van Gael), Shan-
nen Betts; Songs

—

(a) Lullaby (Godard), (b) La Partid*
(Alvarez), Nellie Dobbins; (a) Rustle ot Spring (Sind-
ing), (b) Pilgrim's Chorus (Tannhauser), Gerald Dei-
mond; Songs— (a) Piper of Love (Carew). (b) Love i

Sends a Little Gift of Roses (Openshaw), Wanda Her-

•

mensen; (a) Morning Mood (Grieg), (b) Prelude, Op. •

3. No. 2 (Rachmaninoff), Hazel Geer; Song Duette
Two Merry Alpine Maids (Glover), Wanda Hermensen,
Christine Hansen; (a) Humoreske (Dvorak), (b) The'
Joyful Peasant (Shuman-Hartle), Percy Freeman Betts;
Songs— (a) La Primavera (Torry), (b) If I Were
Butterfly (Maley), Winifred Davies; (a) Rondo Capric-
cioso. Op. 14 (Mendelssohn), (b) Papilions Roses
(Thome). Alfred Feary Poulter; Songs— (a) Rollins
Down to Rio (Germain), (b) The Owl (Wells), Charlel
Edward Poulter, Artist Pupil, Accompanied by Alfred
Poulter; Songs—Nymphs and Fawns (Bemberg),
Madame Poulter, Accompanied by Thelma Osgood.
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of tlie artists announced by tbe man-
agement as being specially distinguished.

Indeed, to our way of thinking Orville

Harrold was the first truly great artist

of international reputation ever appear-

ing at the Loew-Warfield Theatre, and
it seems the audiences did not hesitate

to prove their preference and at the same
time prove that their artistic judgmeiv*

is not as negligible as certain "high-

brows" are trying to tell us.

We understand that another motion
picture theatre is planning to increase

the size of its orchestra and to engage a

conductor of distinction to preside over

it. If our information is correct the con-

ductor selected is the very finest for this

purpose in the United States, although he

has never before appeared in a motion

picture theatre, and has resided for many
years in San Francisco. We know, if

our information is correct, and he will

be given this opportunity he will create

as much of a sensation with a big orches-

tra playing the best of music as Paul

Ash has been in the lighter phase of

musical interpretation. Here's hoping

that the rumor is true.

Josephine Wilson Jones, the excellent

soprano soloist, gave a song recital at

the Cora L. Williams Institute in Berke-

ley, which proved to be a brilliant artis-

tic success and at which the following

well chosen and representative program
was interpreted: Jewel Song—Faust

(Gounod). The Princess (Grieg I, Solvig's

Song I Grieg I, In the Lovely Month of

Mav (Schumann), Hark, Hark! the Lark
(Schubert); Who Is Sylvia? (Schubert),

Hindu Slumber Song (Ware I, Star Eyes

(Oley Speaks); God Keep Thee Pure
(Nichols), Going Home (Dvorak-Fisher),

(Largo from Xew World Symphony), Je

Pluere en Reve (Hue), Down Here (May
Brahe); In My Garden (Liddle), A Fare-

iirell (Liddle), My Prayer (Josephine Wil-

son Jones). Mrs. Edwin H. Duncan,
Accompanist.

The choir of the First Presbyterian
;hurch of Alameda gave the seventh of

heir oUI-fashioned concerts on Monday
evening of last week, this time at

Crockett. Cqntra Costa County, for the

)enet)t of the Congregational Church
here. In old-fashioned costumes some of

hem of great beauty and singing charm-
ng old songs, this choir has been much
n demand for Eastern Star Lodges,
ihurches and clubs. The fees are used in

he benevolent work which the choir

jegan eight years ago, and has continued
ininterruptedly since.

ALCAZAR

The French Doll, a farce comedy filled

fith fun with a dominating role for

;harles Ruggles, will be the Alcazar's at-

raction beginning with the matinee Sun-
lay, June 17. Aflapted from the French
if Paul Armont and Marcel Gerbidon, all

if the original spirit has been carefully
ireserved. The piece was said by the
Jew York critics to be one long laugh.

t was written for fun purposes only,

nd delighted Parisian audiences for a
ang season. The English adaptation was
iresented at the Lyceum Theatre, New
''ork. last year and was a tremendous
uccess.
The star role in the hands of Ruggles
hould be a delight. In comedy parts
he Alcazar's guest star is at his best,
lana Bryant will also have a delightful
art ami the full strength of the support-
ag players will be required for the large
ast. In the cast will be found Thomas
^hatterton, Xetta Sunderland, Mary Dun-
an, .Vorman Feusier, Cliff Thompson,
incyn McXulty and Fanchon Everhart.
This week the Alcazar audiences are

evening in the mystery and fun of one
f the season's really great successes. It

i Captain Applejack. Ruggles plays the
Die of the adventurous hero. The piece
i on the order of an "Arabian Nights"
ntertainment.

Miss Lois Adier, a very efficient and
ell-known pianist, formerly of Chicago,
'ho has studied with Harold Bauer and
leopold Godowsky, has decided to locate
1 San Francisco. Miss Adler has also
een associated with the faculty of the
Ornish School of Music in Seattle where
he scored a decided success and made
lasting impression. Miss Adler belongs

to that enviable type of musicians whose
addition to a community's musical colony
is of inestimable value, and we feel
sure that once Miss Adler's musicianship
and pedagogical proficiency becomes
known she will be regarded as one of our
foremost educators and artists.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Chiu-ch Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J, GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel, Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Stadio:
902 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.

San FraneUco Phone: KearnT 5454

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.\RlTOSE — VOICE CULTURE

Authorized to Teach Mnie. Schoen-
Rene'a Method

1314 Learenn-orth St. Phone Prospect 9253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal,

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH 7. Mission and 2Ist Streels
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH ! i'ciementSt and Tlh AveHAICHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere StreetsWEST PORTAL BRANCH West 1'ortal Ave. and UUoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4J4)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

Phone Berkeley 6006.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO antl HARMO.W

Institute ot Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
905 Kohler A: Chase Bid. Tel, Sutter 73H7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stndio, «03-ei>4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

Madame Charles Poalter—Soprano
Voice Culture, finno

Renidence Studio, .INN ::7th Street
Oakland—TrI. tjnkland ::uri>

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPR.4XO—VOICE CI I.TIRE
Available for ConcertM and Recltal»i
tudio: l.-iO Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

A.D£LE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 17S Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs, .Xoah Rrandt
2H Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 15:

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

Stndloi 1003 Kohler * Cbaae Bld(.
Phone Kearny 54.VI

Joseph George Jacobson
PIAKO

2S33 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Clas«e» for Violin

Studio UuUdine. 1373 Post Str
Tel. Prospect 757

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Oakland, Tel. Piedmo

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.\M.\TIC COXTR.VLTO

Opera SuccenHes In lOurope: Toncert Snc-
CBHHen in America. AddreNN ISOl California
St., San FrancUeo. Telephone ProMpect :t«30

Friday. Kohler A ChaMe Uld'g., S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, 10« Santa Ro-sa Ave., Oak-

SAN FRANCirCo"cONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement Music School)

Mary Coonan McCrea ^RS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio 30 Gaflney DulldlnK, 370 Sutter St.
Tel. Douelna 4233. Res. Tel, Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
AnnoDnoeH the opening' of her new Resl-
denre Studio, Clark Aptn.. Apt. '26—138
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone Proiipect

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROANfgT «T. MARY'S OATHEDBAIr

Piano Departnent. HaBillB 8cho«l
Oncan and Piano. Arrlllai;a Maalcal ColIeK*

ESTHER MUNDELL

studio—004 Second Avenue

CONTRALTO
Teacher of Slnsrlne. 32 Lorelta Are, Pled-

. Tel. Piedmont SIM. Mon., Kohler ^i
F. Telephone Kenrny .MK4.Chnse Ride

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay A WaahlngtOB

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mr«. Nonh Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soloist. Temple Bniann El. Con.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMP.VNIST

A Nil TEACHER
Studio: 4100 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 41.'i2 Hotre St., Oakland
Tel. Pled, 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIollnlHt and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHI5R OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. Heat 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 289

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B, ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St, Photie Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oaiiland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel, Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 131T

ANOR"E PEITRTER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME, M, TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRAOI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED .AND MOUTHPIECE M.IKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6356

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
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Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
PreKcntH fiindnmental tniiNle principles in a dfflnite nnd lucid way. con
wlili flFHt-Kradc plcccH imt proKrcMiilnsr rnpldly in tlieir expuKltlon of
and cxprcHNion proI>ieniM and (lie creation of good <nMtc.

PUICE. 00c.

HENRY GROBE, 135-1S3 Kearny Street.

Representative for llic Clayton F. Sutiimy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Chentnnt Street
Telephone ProHpect 4032

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you HatlKfied with yonr teacher?
Can he place you before the public?
Are you HatUflcd with your pros^ress?
Ih he n FaddlMt. or Charletan?
Are you Bure your teacher kncwH how?
iM he always talking "BREATH?" "TONGUE?"

**JA\\ i"

If In doubt, eonfiutt Mr. Boeart, n-ho studied in
Europe with the teacher;* of Sembrich. SealchI,
OiMphani, etc.

Poplla prepared for Opera, Oratorio. Church and
Concert.
New Address—HEINE BI^DG.. 408 STOCKTON ST.

DouglaH U2SU

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5464

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should
announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by WMger Swayae

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayi
Principles

Studios 807 Kohler A Chase BldK*
aSlSH Etna St.. Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 6

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

^ilgy^BAUen®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music

il
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lOLLYWOOD BOWL CONCERTS TO BE RESUMED TEACHERS' CONVENTION TO MEET JULY 4TH
[rs. J. J. Carter Again the Guiding Spirit at Wonderful Open Air Amphi- California Music Teachers' Association Ready to Start Proceedings in San
theatre—Emil Oberhofer, Formerly of Minneapolis Orchestra, to Jose—Interesting Programs Prepared for Occasion—Great OccasionConduct Opemng Concerts—Ossip Gabnlowitsch and Percy Begins With Banquet at the Hotel Vendome—President C M

Gramger Also to Conduct—Advance Sale Unusually Big Dennis of San Jose Association Ready to Receive Guests

BY ALFRED METZGER BY ALFRED METZGER

The Pacific Coast Musical Review
ars with a great deal of pleasure that

e Hollywood Bowl Concerts will be re-

med this summer beginning early in

ly. Again Mrs, J. J. Carter, a musical
thusiast and a sincere patron of all

at is best in music has again taken the
Ins and is doing the most important
)rk in behalf of these concerts. Already
e largest amount of money necessary
r these events has been subscribed,
deed, the actual cash has been re-

ived, and Mrs. Carter naturally is very

ppy. We have been in many musical
mmunities since taking up the cudgel
defense of music on the Pacific Coast,
t we certainly are ready to admit that
i have never met anyone who espouses
e cause of music to quite such great
d unselfish extent as Mrs. Carter and
; wish to congratulate the people of
illywood upon possessing such an in-

luable pillar in support of musical
ogress. These summer concerts in
(llywood Bowl, attended last -year by

hundred thousand people, when
fred Hertz directed members of the
iilharmonic Orchestra in a series of ex-
Hent concerts, are making musical his-
y for Southern California.
This year Emil Oberhoter has been
gaged as the principal conductor who
U direct the opening concerts. In ad-
lion to Mr. Oberhoter there will be two
more guest conductors. One of these

11 be Ossip Gabrilowitsch, who, to-

ther with Mrs. Gabrilowitsch, are
ending the summer in Coronado and
rcy Grainger, the distinguished Aus-
tlian pianist composer, who has always
en a most popular musical figure when-
er visiting the Pacific Coast. We feel
rtain that a great treat will be in store
' the people of Los Angeles and vicin-
, for everyone of these musicians oc-
pies a leading position among the ar-
ts of the musical world.
When it comes to backing a great en-
•prise related to music we know of
community anywhere that goes at its

!k with greater enthusiasm, finer co-
eration and more determined effort
in the people of Los Angeles. It San
ancisco had a little more of this spirit
co-operation a great deal more could
accomplished here. San Francisco is

narkable for the fact that it accom-
Bhes great things musically in spite
the obstacles that are constantly put
its way. In Los Angeles the people
turally work hand in hand toward the
isummation of big things musically.
d Mrs. Carter represents a guiding
rit that leads the way and inspires
;ryone with her optimism, her self-
;rific'e, her untiring energy and her
ilthy enthusiasm.
iVe do not know of any symphony con-
ts given in the open air that are both
istically and financially so successful
the ones presented in the Hollywood
wl. It is safe to predict that these con-
ts will be packed at practically every
formance. If not all crowded they will
rertheless prove big financial suc-
ises. So many California music lovers
1 spending their vacation in Los An-
es and vicinity this season that we
nt to urge them to attend these con-
ts and be sure and express their en-
isiasm in that noisy San Francisco way
;t thrills us all at the big concerts in

8 city. Let everyone show that there
no envy in his or her heart for the
!at work that is being done in the

metropolis south of us, and that their
splendid achievements in behalf of music
are heartily recognized and admired in
the north as well as in the south.

In Los Angeles, like in any other great
community, things do not always go to
please everybody. As long as human be-
ings have different opinions there natu-
rally will arise controversies. What one
person may think excellent another will
find fault with. But nothing has ever
been done in Los Angeles that deserves
hearty encouragement and universal pa-
tronage to a greater extent than these
summer concerts in that wonderful Holly-

Notwithstanding the fact that the Pa-
cific Coast Musical Review's representa-
tives in San Jose have repeatedly en-
deavored to obtain information regarding
the impending convention it has been
impossible to secure news of the conven-
tion before hand. This paper declared it-

self ready to devote one column a week
to convention news and our representa-
tives were instructed to do so. but there
developed a strange antagonism on the
part of a few members of the San Jose
Music Teachers Association against this
paper and its representatives which had
no logical foundation whatever. As has

OUIS CRAVEIRE
FamoDN Baritone

•Irr" riaiiK of VoeallXK in
llFKinnlne .Mondaf, July I

nul IoIk

wood Bowl. They must be heard and
seen to be appreciated. The most glow-

ing accounts can not adequately describe
their natural charm and magic atmos-
phere. To visit Southern California while
these concerts take place and not attend
them is to miss one of the real oppor-
tunities to hear something well worth
while. We wish the Hollywood Bowl As-
sociation and Mrs. J. J. Carter every pos-

sible success for this brilliant enterprise
and trust that the fund for the improve-
ment of Hollywood Bowl will become so
greatly increased that all the ambitions,
aspirations and hopes of those so splen-

didly working toward the common good
will find their fondest anticipations more
than realized.

been our custom we shall publish a spe-
cial Convention Number on June 30th,

prior to the convention, and our repre-

sentatives, in order to defray the ex-

penses for such convention number, so-

licited advertisements from resident
teachers and business houses. Inasmuch
as this paper has a large circulation and
will distribute extra copies prior to the
convention such advertisements will

naturally prove of considerable benefit.

Now the committee in charge of the
official program in San Jose claims that
these advertisements were obtained
through misrepresentation on the part of
our representatives. How in the world
can a representative of this paper mis-

represent anything! This paper is in no
wise involved in this convention. We
publish the news and the proceedings of
the convention entirely as a courtesy to
the members of the California Music
Teachers' Association. We have occasion-
ally wanted a little favor from this asso-
ciation, AND HAVE NEVER BEEN
TURNED DOWN. While every other
organization consisting of professional
musicians in this State has always recip-
rocated our efforts. Most of the teachers
belonging to the association are staunch
friends and supporters of the Pacific
Coast Musical Review, and it is for these
we publish the news of these conven-
tions.

C. M. Dennis, president of the San
Jose Music Teachers' Association, seems
to be an exception to the rule. This paper
will, of course, report the proceedings of
the convention whether the committees
in charge give us any information or
not. Because those in charge of the pro-
gram advertising started too late and per-
mitted our representatives to get ahead
of them is no sign that we interfered
with them. If only certain people would
conserve their energies to work toward
everybody's good and strive shoulder to
shoulder to attain the best results for
their art and profession, things would be
better than by constantly nagging and
bickering and seeking ulterior motives to
injure those who really are their best
friends. In default of oflicial reports from
the convention committee we reprint the
following from the San Jose Mercury
Herald of June 17:
The regular monthly meeting of the

Santa Clara county branch of the State
Music Teachers' Association was held
Tuesday evening iu Sherman-Clay's re-
cital hall. Before proceeding, to the regu-
lar business the members had the privi-
lege of listening to a delightful concert
by the A Cappella choir of the College of
the Pacific under the direction of C. M.
Dennis. A group of Palestrina numbers,
four numbers from the Liturgy of the
Russian church, a group of fascinating
folk songs, and three modern part-songs
were given with the beautiful tone qual-
ity, interesting interpretation, remark-
able finish and accuracy which is so well
known to those familiar with the achieve-
ments of this superlative organizatioi).
Reports of splendid progress in the

work of preparing for the state con-
vention to be held here July 4, '>. 6 and 7,

were made by the various committees.
The program committee especially
aroused the anticipation of the members
by announcing the nature of the pro-
grams to be heard during the convention.
Each branch of the association from
Sacramento to San Diego will send its
most talented members to appear on the
various programs of the session. These
attractions include pianists, organists,
violinists, vocalists, ensemble organiza-
tions and leaders of round-table discus-
sion of various phases of music study.
All activities except the business meet-
ings will be open to the public at a
nominal fee.

The local group were honored by the
presence of Mrs. L. B. Wilson, president
of the San Francisco branch and mem-
ber of the State Board of Directors, and
Mr. Frank Carroll Griffln, State treasurer.
Both made talks during the evening rela-

tive to the handling of the convention,
(Continued on page II. column 11
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

ShermanlPay& Co,

Kearny and Sutter Sis., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 6 of this Issue

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Official org^anlflt Exposition Auditorium, organbit
and choir director St. Lulce's Kpittcopal Cliurcb.
oreaniMt Congregation Betl* Inrael. Piano and
or^an InNtructton—Vocal coacli. Available for
concerts and organ recitals.

Studio, 1915 Sacramento" Street""
Telephone West 3753

1-11-l.iAN tSlKMlNGHAM
Contralto

reacher of Singlne. Complete Coarse of Operatic Traln-
ne. 2730 Fierce St. Tel. FUlmore 4553.

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrpanUt Temple E^mnna El, First Chnrch of ChrlMt S,;

entlat, Director Lorlng Club. S. F., W ed„ 1617 C'alKorr
St., Phone Franklin 2«03; Snt.. Flrnt Chrl«tUn Sclei
Chnrcli. Phone Franklin 13071 Ren. Ntudlo. 3142 Lewlatt
ATe.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242X.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

itndlo! f.70 8th Avenue Phone PaclHc §»

The College of the Holy Namej

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlasa, Director

A. L. ArtlEues. Prea.i Louis Alesrla, Vlcc-Pres.

Unexcelled facilities for the study of music In all

Its brancbes. Large Pipe Organ. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco, Cal. Phone West 4737

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

'rima Donna with Caruso and Tet
id by Bonci. Coaches pupils vocal

Deportment—Italian, Knelish, 1

udlo—4(14 Co

Mauining School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 Washlneto Telephone Fllln

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Win be absent In Europe for sammer. resuming
teachbie about Sept. 20tli. Residence studio: 154

Monte VlHta Ave., Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 701

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orgran, Harmony. OrcBnlst and Moalcal
Director of First Presbrterlan Charcb* Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PARU STRBRT. AL.ABIEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 155. Thnrsdays, Merriman School, 507 Eldorado Ave^
Oakkuid. Telephone Piedmont 2770,

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 40r> Kohler & Chase Dlde., Tel. Kearny M.VI

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thorough and Prof^ressWe
Public School Music. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
S. F.I SMO
rado Road, llerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSWELDT. Pianist
207 Cherry St.. Bet. AVnshlncton A Clay Tel. Pnc. n.^Ofl

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAL TECHNIQUE

SUPER-DICTION
Director Calvary Presbyterian Choral Society.

Farther Information. W^est IflOO.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools
and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience
are eligible for registration.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Dougrlns 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 427?

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES
IJRAMATH^ SOPRANO

Teacher of Beautiful SinelnK. Pupil of Lnmpe
Garcia. Marcbesl

Res. Studio. 2025 Durant Ave.. Berkeley
Phone Berk. 408S-W

A
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE

N(i better u.se could l)c made of the summer
nonths than preparation for the new season, Ar-

ists anticipating engagements should plan their

epertoire and practice their comi)ositions. Those
irho leave such preparation until shortly before

heir concert will never be ready to do justice to

heir art. During our visits at the various con-

erts of resident artists we find that there are

nore than there should be who are not suftic-

entlv ijrepared to give thorough exposition of

heir facilities. Many a resident artist would
nake a much better impression if he or she would
ake tliemsclves more seriously and especially

heir art, thus really showing themselves at their

lest. An artist who teaches, and who has not

nany opportunities to appear in jiublic requires

nore time for preparation and study of his con-

ert programs than the one who constantly ap-

)ears Ijeforc the pul)lic. Now the summer months
ire specially well suited to preparation for the

lew season. An artist should study several hours

I day building_up a repertoire which it is his in-

e'ntion to present during the winter months.

^e will find such jireparation of inestimable

ralue.

Students who discontinue their lessons during

he summer entirely are making a big mistake,

rhey not only prolong their period of study by
etpiiring so many more months to complete their

vork, but they interrupt their education at a time

vhen it heli)s to demoralize their mental attitude

oward music. It is always unwise to practically

liscontinue your musical studies at a time when
fou are assimilating the principles of the art

—

vhen you are just about to grasp the principles

hat make things easy for you. Singing, if prop-

rly taught, requires muscular as well as mental
raining, and to interrupt this training at a time

vhen it is beginning to tell, influences beyond
juestion a backward movement and will throw
;he pupil off his onward march to success. In

;his way the student will lose much more than
he two or three months of actual time he or she

las wasted. He loses at least a year in actiial

jrogress, for it will take some time to bring him
Jack to the condition which he enjoyed before

stopping his work at a critical moment. A brief

vacation of a week or two (with occasional prac-

;icing) is of course necessary. But an interrup-

lion of two or three months is most assuredly

injurious.

Teachers should ncjt close their studios for long
periods at a time during the summer months.
California summers, at least in the jjrincipal cen-
ters of the State, arc not disagreeable. San Fran-
cisco has an es|)ecially cool climate during sum-
mer, many think it even too cold. Los Angeles
is most of the time very pleasant, and even if,

there are hot days occasionally, the nights are
always agreeable. There is, therefore, no reason
why studios should be closed and teachers should
deliberately deprive themselves of their liveli-

hood during a' long ])eriod of the year. Besides
if the teachers close their studios, they naturally
encourage the students in discontinuing their
work during the summer. The summer sessions
of the California University, the summer courses
of distinguished pedagogues and the open-air
concerts in Hollywood add greatly to the change
in the formerly indolent attitude toward music.
Students and teachers should take adv:\ntage of

these opportunities to continue their work.

We are glad to see Los Angeles take advantage
of the summer months by encouraging summer
music. San Francisco has not yet summoned up
enough energy to insist upon summer concerts or
summer opera. Our musical public has not yet
learned how to co-operate and do things without
people of social and business iirominencc to lead
the way. This paper will do its utmost to con-
tinue its campaign, the purpose of which is the
inauguration of popular symphony concerts dur-
ing the summer and also the encouragement of
musical activities specially suited to the sum-
mer period. It is utterly incomprehensible
how the music trade and the musical pro-
fession of any California city—with the ex-
ception of communities located in the excessively
warm regions—can look on with equanimity
while from three to four months of the year are
being deliberately wasted in idleness and indo-
lence. We feel that the sentiment is not in favor
of discontinuance of activities during the sum-
mer. It needs only the proper kind of impetus
and propaganda to awake the responsibility of
those in whose care lies the welfare of the musi-
cal profession and public.

One of the most unwise and ill-considered cus-
toms among advertisers is the one to discontinue
I)ublicity during the summer months. It is ex-
actly during the summer that an artist or teach-
ers should continue to remind the musical public
and students about the many artistic advantages
that are in store for them during the new season.
If artists and teachers fail to take advantage of

such .summer publicity THEY WILL MOST
ASSUREDLY FEEL A LACK OF INTEREST
DURING THE IMPENDING SEASON. No
one can afford to neglect publicity. To the man-
agers it means thousands of dollars loss during
the season when he lets the public forget about
the artists who visit the Coast. Interest must
be constantly kept alive. The moment the public,
students and teachers are permitted to forget
about the concert season and the artists who will

come, their interest in music and concerts natur-
ally becomes less, until it will be exceedingly
difficult to arouse it again. The musical public
that is permitted to become indolent in matters
of concerts will be very hard to again revive to

show interest. And so with teachers and pupils.

Unless publicity is kept up continuously and in a
manner to concentrate the attention of the people
interest in music study and concerts will always
diminish. We repeat, if you really wish to obtain
full advantage from your work in the winter sea-

son you must continue to nurse the interest of

the public during the summer.

NOTRE DAME'S FAREWELL TO SAN JOSE

Brilliant Pageant Presented by Ideally Trained and
Gifted Students Forms Closing Scenes of Enviable

Record of Famous Educational Institution

By ALFRED METZGER
After seventy-two years of effective and honorable

activity in the realm of the educational life of California

the College of Notre Dame, famed the country over for

its faithful and sincere efforts in behalf of musical,

literary and other artistic education, gave its valedic-

tory conuuencement exercises at its beautiful home in

San Jose on Thursday afternoon, June 14 preparatory

to moving to even more pictures,C]ue surroundings in

Belmont, The largest crowd we had ever seen as-

sembled at Notre Dame crowded the beautiful lawn,

and even though at one time it seemed as if the heavens

would open and bedew the assembled with tears of re-
gret over the departure of the Sisters and tlieir cliarges,
not one moved from his or her seal. The spectacle
performed was so entrancing and so gripping in interest
that no one seemed to feel the rain drops that for a

'

few moments threatened to submerge the ceremonies.
V*e have neither the space nor the draniaiic insight

to do justice to the production. The Sisters responsible
for it deserve the heartiest congratulations for the
successful consummation of their conscientious efforts.
Among the principal characters we admired specially
the grace, dramatic fervor, personal charm and splendid
enunciation of Kathryn Stanton who impersonated
Hermes. Violet Bulmore as Pandora acted wilh grace
and naturalness and sang her songs with fine, rich
voice and impressive phrasing. Gertrude Harrington as
Prometheus added force and vigor to the production.
And indeed all the other principal characters acquitted
themselves excellently. We will mention them all at
the close of this article.

The dances were specially graceful and picturesque
not one of the least effective being the dances of the
Butterflies and also of the evil spirits. The orchestra
deserves special praise. The ensemble work was uni-
form and the phrasing smooth and tasteful throughout.
Loretta Yaeger as the Spirit of the Dreams contributed
a very splendid vocal solo with fine, resonant and un-
usually pleasing contralto voice.

A very eloquent and appropriate address by Arch-
bishop Edward Hanna closed the impressive .spectacle
and everyone spoke in admiring terms of the per-
formance, the tasteful costuming, the fine color effects
and the impressive natural setting amidst trees and
shrubbery. It was, indeed, a fitful close of an honorable
and far-reaching period of noble activity in the Garden
City. Following were the participants of this fine
spectacle:

Pandora, Violet Bulmore: Epimetheus. Gertrude Pelz;
Prometheus. Gertrude Harrington: Hermes. Kathryn
Stanton; Hephaestus, Hilda St. Pol; graces—Thalia,
Adele Schilling; Agalia, IVlarfe Kayser; Euphrosyne,
Loretta Yaeger; fates—Clotho. Ruth Riley; Lachesis,
Jean Stewart; Atropos. IVlary White; Spirit of Dreams,
Loretta Yaeger; Solo dancer, lUargarita Harrison.
Chorus of attendants: Henrietta St. Pol, Claire Smith,

Eloise Arndt. Eileen Fitzgerald, Catherine Canning,
Regina Mullaney. Fay Johnson, Inez Corda, Zanita
Campbell, Leonie Kerwin, Dolores Baggot. Naomi Dono-
van, Lorraine Lorrigan, Margaret Doyle, Mary Marz,
Ida Quartolli, Elizabeth Voss, Alice Steadman, Alice
Cummings, Florence Bayard. Dorothy Gale. Irene Es-
trada, Mabel Harrison. Marcella McCarron, Margaret
O'Connor, Lucille Walsh, Alice Martinelli, Helen Foley,
Mary Kirby. Josephine Campisi, Agnes Driscoll, An-
tonette Tardio, Teresa de Leon, Andrea de Leon, Helen
Herrate, Josephine Herrate.
Chorus of Oreades: Muriel Cunningham. Dorothy

Flaherty. Lucy Guerrero, Constance Gallardo. Regina
Howlett, Byrle Chilton, Virginia Calhoun, Evelyn Kelle-
ber. Louise Hares, Elizabeth Macke. Mary Henry, Doro-
thy Gross.
Chorus of Forests: Mueriel Smith, Ellen Laundrie,

Florence Walters, Lucy Murphy, Annie Schuler. Doro-
thy Dossee, Ellen Sheehy, Adelaide Freitas, Rose Bren-
nan, Alice Dorn.
Chorus of Forests: Muriel Smith. Ellen Laundrie,

Marcella Smith, Mercedes Mayle, Edith Billion, Wine-
frede Wall, Catherine Wall, Helen Maher, Anne Har-
rington. Catherine Schuh, Mary Ryan, Eleanor Sorsoii.

Chorus of Reeds: Ruth Parr, Lela Dutra, Dolores
Burns, Elizabeth Gunn, Elizabeth Roney, Constance
Adams, Catherine Peters, Lorraine Cummings. Louise
Baccigalupi, Cecilia McCue, Vera Terrazas, Carmen Ter-
razas, Alicia Terranzas, Helen Avery, Margaret Bern-
hardt, Marciel Leibe, Doris McCormick, Annie Scorsur.
Chorus of Eumenides: Mildred Devine. Julia Vives,

Jane O'Teri. Teresa Marie Hampel, Isabelle Lizarraga,
Jennie Aiello, Janet Pabst. Bstelle Thompson, Caroline
Horcasitas, Teresa Bihn. Frances Hall. Helen Weller,
Esther Weir. Marie Roumasset, Carmel Dorn, Beryle
Maynard, Garnet Hooker. Clara Serpa, Lorraine Smith,
Emma Bouret. Mary Teresa Herrate, Catherine Flan-
nery, Isabelle Sterlina, Maybelle Sutherland, Mary Lan-
nan. Catherine Ford, Carmen Barranco, Marie Peters,

Mary Campbell. Minnie Joyce, Aileen Matty, Catherine
McHenry, Genevieve Zingheim, " Olga Jarvis, Agnes
Avery, Myrtle Downing.
Phantoms: Margarita Harrison, Louise Snitzel,

Vivian Basile, Lillian Santeluce, Marie Teresa Fatjo,

Elizabeth Gunn, Bernice Meyers.
Butterflies:' Ann Saleeby, Norvelle Plummer, Mary

Louise Bouret, Constance Morgan, Elizabeth Ann
Flannery, Inez Weaver, Catherine Mc.Abee, Anna Car-
michael, Jean Baccigalupe. Pritzie Kolster, Elena Dene-
gri. Pearl Ann Abero, Winifride Miller.

Evil spirits: Ann Derby, Marie Louise Carmiohael,
Catherine Sandall, Evelyn Cerruti, Dolores Malcom,
Lisetta Janser. Genevieve Tomb, Mary Pabst.
Good spirits: Catherine Kessler, Margaret Wise,

Hazel Murphy, Muriel Kolster, Mildred Regan, Eliza-

beth Wilson.
Orchestra: First violins. Eleanor McDonald, Leonore

Melendez. Phyllis Gerger. Ramona Schilling, Helen Mc-
Manus, Eugenie Zingheim; second violins, Marion
Pabst, Gertrude Petar, Royana Wheeler. Aileen Green,
Josephine Corda. Rose Martinez; pianos. Maxine Cox,
Edith Baker; cellos, Isabelle Melendez, Madeleine Mc-
Donald.

Unless you are known to everyone who engages artists

or who attends concerts you can not possibly secure

engagements. Your mere say-so does not constitute

proof of your experience and success. Therefore make
your name valuable by advertising.
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LA FORGE-BERUMEN PUPILS IN CONCERT

A concert was given at Aeolian Hall, New York, on

Friday evening, June 8, by artist-pupils of The La Forge-

Berumen Studios, who presented a very interesting pro-

gram. The Duo Art opened the program, giving a per-

fect reproduction of a Chopin Valse played by Paderew-

ski. Miss Mathilda Flinn's lovely soprano voice was

heard in the well-known aria Voi lo sapete from Caval-

leria Rusticana. John Richardson, a youthful vio'.inist

from Philadelphia, pupil of Auer, played numbers by

Kreisler. Wieniawski and Sarasate with beautiful tone

and splendid technique.

Arthur Kraft sang in his usual finished style a group

of songs including Aubade (Lalol, Avril pose ses pieds

lents IPaulin), and Celle que ]e prefere (Fourdrain).

Mr. Kraft's voice is a pure lyric tenor of beautiful qual-

ity and smooth flowing style. Sara Newell played a

Chopin Nocturne with poetical feeling, and Concert de

Etude by Von Sternberg with brilliancy of tone and

splendid rhythm. The lovely quality of Miss Edna
Bachman's voice was heard in an Aria from La Forza

del destino.

Miss Flinn appeared also in a group of songs by Sara

Newell with the composer at the piano. The first song

of the group, which included Extase, A Wayside Pool

and Pan was one of the most delightful songs on the

program. Irene NicoU closed the program with a dra-

matic rendition of O don fatale from Don Carlos. The
Misses Kathryn Kerin, Merta Work and Erin Ballard

gave much pleasure as excellent accompanists.

These Friday evening concerts will be given during

the entire summer. The next concert will be on July 6

at 8:15 p. m., admission without charge.

PLAY WITH EXPRESSION

One often hears students with a brilliant technic

whose expression is very poor. The playing will sound

mechancal, much like that of the poorer grades of

player pianos. To such I have a suggestion which 1 have

found very helpful in my own teaching. The student

should practice the scales through five octaves, begin-

ning at the top of the piano and playing descending,

then ascending. Let the system of practice be as follows:

The student will begin pianissimo, and crescendo

gradually to the bottom. Having reached the bottom he

will be playing fortissimo. Then, from the bottom to

the top he will play diminuendo, till upon again reaching

the top he will be playing pianissimo. After doing this

several times he will reverse the order, beginning at the

top fortissimo, and making a diminuendo to the bottom.

The student will then play both the bottom and the

top pianissimo, making a more sudden crescendo till he

is playing fortissimo in the middle registers. He may
then reverse this order as before. Last of all, he will

begin pianissimo and crescendo all the way down and
back. This makes the crescendo more gradual. He will

reverse this, and starting fortissimo diminuendo all the

way down and back. He will observe all the foregoing

forms of technic in the arpeggios, double thirds, and
BO on.

A careful following out of the above suggestions will

give the student a remarkable control over his fingers,

and will enable him to gain the finer shades of expres-

sion, so far as dynamics are concerned. Any student
may practice them whether or not he has a teacher.

The main point to be observed is to see that the changes
of power are made gradually.

LEROY V. BRANT.

Have You Reserved Space

In

THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK
OF CALIFORNIA?

If Not,

There Is No Time Like

the Present

We are now compiling the material

and will soon begin to print the

first pages

All leading artists, teachers and
musical organizations will be rep-

resented.

^ '.^ ,^

Address

:

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF

CALIFORNIA

800 Kohler & Chase Building

San Francisco, Calif.

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW
Edited By Elita Muggins

1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581

Di-i>ar«iiient lliiiiiiKc-r. .Sue l).ivi» Mnyniinl. .la? Ki

San CnrlON St. I-hoiie Snn JoNe 4Tl:i-J.

San Jose, June 1!), Vr2?,.

In speaking of better music for motion picture houses

Mr. James Beatty should be mentioned as a pioneer in

this vicinity. It has long been one of the theories of

Mr. Beatty, who is owner of the American and other San

Jose theatres, that the best of pictures demand the best

of music and that, in a show house of the first rank, the

best music obtainable is none too good. Carrying out

this principle he has equipped each of his theatres with

one of the best organs the market affords, and has se-

cured the most skilled of organists. At the American,

however, he has gone one step farther, installing an

orchestra which is the equal of any theatrical orchestra

in San Francisco and which easily surpasses the or-

chestras in most cities the size of San Jose.

The fine musicianship of each player is blended by an

efficient leader into a most harmonious ensemble. The
class of music played by this orchestra is several de-

grees higher than that of the ordinary theatrical group.

This is a matter of design with the American manager
and leader, the theory being that better music wears

better than trashy ragtime, and that the respect of an

audience is subtly built up through hearing music of

superior grade. When occasion calls for it these musi-

cians can unbend into the liviest syncopation, on the

whole, however, the aim of Mr. Beatty is to get away
from the trashy and tawdry and to render music which

is self-respecting. People who habitually attend recitals

and concerts of the musical season, have a distinct

preference, when attending motion pitcures, tor the

American theatre, due to the class of music presented.

In addition to accompanying the photoplays the

orchestra presents a musical program consisting of

several numbers, played from the stage. These pro-

grams are attracting wide attention.

Schumann and Mendelssohn were beautifully pre-

sented at a recital at the Institute of Music Wednesday
evening. June 20, when the Misses Olive Hangar and

Selma Simonic, pupils of LeRoy V. Brant, the director

of the Institute, appeared in recital at the Institute par-

lors. Miss Hangar played the tenderly beautiful Scenes

from Childhood by Schumann, and Miss Simonic played

a group of the Songs Without Words. The young ladies

were assisted by Conley Plummer, first violin, and
Henry Triana, second violin, the two young men play-

ing a group of duets tor their instrument. Both are

advanced students in the violin department of the

Institute. The audience particularly appreciated the

artistic insight of the performers. It was announced
that the first week in July would see a recital of the

pupils of Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, singing teacher at the.

Institute.

The Order of the Eastern Star were presented with a

short violin recital by Conley Plummer and Henry
Triana, students at the Institute of Music of San Jose,

Tuesday evening, June 19. The two young men played

Alpenveilchen, by Andre, and the Intermezzo, from
Mascagni's Cavaleria Rusticana.

LeRoy V. Brant, director of the Institute of Music of

San Jose, performed Tuesday morning at the Alumni
reception at the College of the Pacific. Mr. Brant re-

ceived the degree of Bachelor of Music from that

school. His number for the day was the Suite Gothique

by Boelmann which he played in its entirety.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, was heard in

a group of songs at Miss Harker's School, Palo Alto,

Friday, June 8, the occasion being the twenty-first an-

nual commencement. Mrs. Coykendall's numbers were
What's in the Air Today (Robert Eden). Ah, Moon of

My Delight (Liza Lehman), Song of Sunshine (Florence

Turner Moley). Mrs. Howard Huggins was at the piano.

The Annual June Musicale of the Gairaud studio will

be held Friday evening at the San Jose Woman's club-

house, when an ambitious program will be presented.

The affair is invitational.

The Monday Musical Club of Santa Cruz had a very
fine program for its last meeting of the season. The
composer was Beethoven for this final event. There
was a piano duo arrangement of movements from the

Symphonies, the first and second from the Fifth, and
the Scherzo from the Eroica, understandingly played by

Mrs. Hope Swinford and her son Lee Swinford of the

University of California. Mrs. Josephine Rittenhouse,

violinist, gave the Romance in G, and the Rondino
(Beethoven-Kreisler), beside the first movement of the

Kreutzer, with Mrs. Marie L. Cain at the piano. Miss
Melba Hoffman sang Adelaide, accompanied by Otto

Kunitz. The club expects a big membership next year,

beginning in October with the study of the Romantic
German composers.

A Dedication Service tor the Mattie I. Dayan Memorial
Organ and J. J. Morris Memorial Chimes in the First

Methodist Church of Palo Alto was held Sunday eve-

ning, June 10. Monday evening Warren D. Allen,

organist of Stanford University, assisted by Warren
Walters, baritone, gave a dedicatory recital.

Sunday's dedicatory program was as follows: Organ
Prelude—Trumpet Tune and .\ir (Henry Purccll, 165S-

1695), Warren D. Allen; Gloria from the Twelfth Mass
(Mozart), the Choir, under direction of F. F. Jeffers;

Kohler & Chase

Knabp pano0
2Cnabf Ampiro

SAN JOSE HEADQUARTERS
185 So. First Street

ALFRED LANINI
Expert Maker of Violins, Violas and Cellos

With European Experience
Artistic Repairing Rare Old Violins For Sale

591 E. ST. JAMES STREET
San Jose, California

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

Ofl'er.s CourNCN in .\ll Branehen of MunIc nt

SAN JOSE ' CALIFORNIA

WM. EDWARD JOHNSON
IIAUITONE

SlndiOH: Il» South 14th St., San .Iomc. Phone 42S0.

13:11 Castro St. nt 14th. Oakland, Mondam

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall

ncertN and Recitals
ictano Meroia
Avenne, San Jose. Calif.

MRS, CHARLES McKENZIE

ALLAN BACON

NOTBE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Sau Jose, Cal.

Confers Decrees, Awards Certiflcntes. Complete CoIIea
Conservatory and Academic Courses in Piano. » luiii

Hari., 'Cello. Voice, Harmonj-, Conntcrpolnt. Cniion an
Fuene and Science of Music. For iiarlicuiars Apiiiy <

Sister Superior. ^^^_

VIOLET SILVER
VIOLIXIST

Pupil of Leopold Am
rt and Pr

Hymn, The Spacious Firmament (adapted from Haydnji

Anthem. My Faith Looks Up to Thee (Schnecker), sold

by Mrs. A. F. Rogers, soprano; Esther Houk Alle

contralto; Warren Walters, baritone. Violin ohligai

by Ruth Madden; Sing Alleluia Forth (Buck), The Mo
ris Club, under direction of Dr. G. B. Little; Orgs
Solo. Evening Star, Romanza from Tannhauser (Wa
nerl, Mr. Allen.
Monday evening's program was one of unusual i

terest, the following numbers being given: (a) Overtui
Euryanthe (Von Weber), (b) Minuet in C major (fro

the Jupiter Symphony), Mozart, (c) Litany (Schuberl

(d) Toccata in B minor (Augustin Barie). Mr. Alle)

Aria, With Joy the Impatient Husbandman (from tl

oratorio The Seasons) (Haydn), Mr. Watters; (a) T'
Swan (from The ('arnival of the Animals, arranged f

organ by Alexander Guilmant) (St. Saens), (b) Fa

taisie in D flat, Op. 101 (St. Saens), (c) Bourrce in

major (Wallace A. Sabin), Mr. Allen; Morning Ilyc

(George Henschel), Mr. Watters; (a) Song of the Vol

Boatman (symphonic poem arranged for orpran

Clarence Eddy) (Russian Folk Song), (b) M. diiati

religiesuse from Thais (Massenet), (c) Angclus fr<

the Scenes picturesque (Massenet) (d) Within a Ch
ese Garden (R. S. Stoughton). (e) Finale in D maj
(Edward Shippen Barnes). Mr. Allen.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Memorial Churcli. St:

ford University, will be heard in an unusually iiUcri

ing program Baccalaureate Sunday, June 17th at S

P. M. Mr. Allen's assisting soloists for the Spri
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ANIL DEER ''SoulfuV
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

artet are Mrs. Sara Bibby Brown, soprano. Miss Ruth
rten. sopranD. Mrs. Esther Houk Allen, contra'to.
irshall Monroe, tenor, Cuthbert Tibbe, bass, and Miss
izabeth Peirce and Bolton White, violinists. The
ccalaureate program is as follows; Prelude to Lohen-
n (VVagnerl: Little Fugue in G minor iBacli); Ber-
ise from Jocelyn (Gcdard) : Fantaisie Dialoguee
eon Boellmann, 1862-1807); The Pilgrim's Progress
art Xll. The Celestial City) (Ernest Austin); Le
gne (Transcribed for organ by Alex Guilmant)
amille St. Saens); Fantaisie in D Hat, Op. 101 (Saint-
ensl; With Pomp and Circumstance (Military March),
Ir Edward Elgar).

rhe Final Senior Recital of the year at the College of
> Pacific was given Tuesday evening, June .5th by
ilen Barber, pianist, and Jean Madsen, mezzo-soprano,
varied program of very interesting numbers was very
pably presented by the talented young ladies. Miss
rber made her best impression in MacDowell's A. D.,

!0, and Percy Grainger's Shepherd's Hey. Miss Mad-
1 opened the program witli the Pritemps qui com-
snce by Saint-Saens and did her best work in the
etchaninow Crad'e Song and Buzzi-Peccia's Mon-
lina. A very appreciative audience enjoyed the eve-
ig's program.

\ Vesper Musicale, given by the advanced pupils of

stilleja School, Palo Alto, in the Orchard House on
3 evening of May 27, at 7:30 was a most uniformly
;istic pupils' recital. Tone quality, technique, shad-
j, maturity and intelligence of interpre:ation and
Ise evidenced superior tra'n'ng. The program in full:

irch. Over the Hills and Far Away (Percy Grainger),
ank Erlin; Go'liwog's Cake Walk (C. Debussy), Har-
t Louise Eckert; Barcarolle (Jensen), Betty Mar-
:k; The Cuckoo (Arensky), Isabel Curry; Romance
a Forge), Dorothy Bogen; Song—May Day Carol,
eems Taylor), Laura Jane Canfield, (a) Mazurka in

Flat Major (Chopin), (b) Waltz in A Plat Major
hopin), Margaret Willis; Nocturne in F Minor (Cho-
1), Alice Wyeth; Waltz in E Minor (Chopin), Mar-
ret Kalenborn; Song—Stolen Wings (Willeby), He'en
rd; Crepusculi (Levignac), Margaret Davenport; The
10 Larks (Leschetitzky), Genevieve Wickstrom; (a)

I Bateau (C. Debussyl, (b) Butterfly (Olsen), Eliza-
th Dunbar; Songs— (a) The Prayer Perfect (Stenson),
) Boat Song (Ware), Marjjrie Blackwelder; Du bist

! Ruh, (Schubert-Liszt) Margaret Davenport.

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK A STATE INSTITUTION

Altlio jqti the Mus 'ca Blue Book and Pacifl ; Coast
sical Rev iew are pu llished in Sa n F ancisc 0, both

! act ally State a nd Coast nstitu tions respe ctively.
reac h th e e tire Pa cific Cc ast as qui ;kly a s possi-
frorr one ce itral po nt, it i s nece sary to be located

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel, Fillmore 1624

Appointment Only

h^ritone

FAHNINCi
BER.Tfi.ANO - BR.OY/N
P£KSONAL RBPHESBNTATIVC
A£OLlAN HALL NEW VORK

geographically in a manner to get t)ie news in the
quickest possible time to communities located between
great distances. The Musical Blue Book of California
will eventually become a Musical Blue Book of the Pa-
cific Coast. The Pacific Coast Musical Review is gradual-
ly expanding to a Pacific Coast medium of a semi-official
nature. It is published in San Francisco because this is

the most centrally located point between the extreme
South and the extreme North.

SAN FRANCISCO

-

- The Summer Music
Capital of the United
States.

LAST
CALL

Onlya

Few Places

Open

in the

GRAVEURE
Vocal

Classes

Louis

GRAVEURE
World's Famous Baritone

IN SAN FRANCISCO FIVE WEEKS

JULY 16, 1923 TO AUGUST 17, 1923

MASTER CLASS
Thorough Coaching for Teachers, Artists and

Advanced Students

AUDITOR CLASS
Runs Concurrently With Master Class—Students

Attend All Sessions

PRIVATE COACHING
A Limited Number of Private Pupils Will

Be Accepted

A model for si igers of worthy ambi-
tio ns.'—W, J, H snderson, New York
Su

For Rates and Particulars Apply to

SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER, Manager
Foxcroft Building, 68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

In response to numerous requests

LOUIS PERSINGER
has consented to devote a limited amount of

time to coaching professional violinists and

serious students (During July, August and

September).

Applications should be addressed to "Shady Nook
Lodge;' Colorado Springs, Colo. After July 1st, Hotel

Claremonl, Berkeley, California.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg..—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio:—2720 Filbert St,-

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THE KING AND

QUEEN OF BELGIUM
Professor of Violin at the Liege

Conservatory of Music
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and qualifica-

tions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco. Tel.
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

-<?vwrt-

Pupil of Kilian, Munich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna
Studio: 1753 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

Alfred De Voto
DISTINGUISHED BOSTON PIANIST

AND PEDAGOGUE
Head of Piano Dept. New England Cons, of

Music, Soloist With Leading Symphony
Orchestras of America

WILL TEACH IN SAN FRANCISCO DURING
JULY AND AUGUST. FOR PARTICULARS
ADDRESS MISS ALICE SECKELS, 68 POST
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

LOEWS WARFIELD
Theatre

Market at Taylor

WEEK OF JUNE 23

Augmented Concert Orchestra

Forty Warfield Music Masters

George

LIPSCHULTZ
Conducting

FOUR CONCERTS DAILY

On the Screen

'PENROD and SAM"
By BOOTH TARKINGTON

A Sequel to "Penrod"

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real test of the Ampico is in its accompani-

ment for the singer. If there is any place where a me-

chanical quality, or a musical weakness would appear it

would be in this direct contrast with a living thing—the

human voice. But they never appear. I have sung with

the Ampico many, many times, and to me it is like a

living being. As a matter of fact, it does, one thing that

few professional accompanists can do—hold me with

absolute fidelity to a constant, and to the highest stand-

ard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by Bodanzky,

I feel myself again under his. masterly baton, as I am
accustomed to have him lead me, faithfully through the

mazes of grand opera at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of music

may be had through the Knabe? To many of us artists

that is the crowning glory of the Ampico."

Rosa Ponselle

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMHCO

Musical Review's Subscription Contest

The interest in the Pacific Coast Musical Review's subscription
contest is rapidly increasing and pupils are constantly registering
for participation. We have omitted our page announcement in this
week's issue, because we want to print the reports of students re-
citals that took place at the end of the season. Next week we shall
make a new announcement setting forth our plans in detail. We are
also preparing announcements to be forwarded by mail to not less
than FIVE THOUSAND students and any teacher who would Hke
to have his students participate in this contest will confer a personal
favor upon us by giving us a list of names and addresses when we
write him on this subject. Teachers are also eligible to participate
in this contest. The first prize is a Knabe Grand Piano worth
$1575.00. Other prizes include scholarships from $100 to $500;
Pianos violins, talking machines and other musical instruments.
Season tickets tb grand opera, chamber music society concerts, and
symphony concerts as well as to concerts by artists of the Selby
C. Oppenheimer series. Then there is a savings account in the
Anglo California Trust Co. from $100 to $500. If students or
teachers are able to secure the necessary number of subscribers be-

fore the end of summer, we will pay for their vacation trips. Surely
this is enough inducement to help us circulate a music journal

among the general public to an extent that will benefit the profes-

sion as much as ourselves.

California's Musical History

During the last few years the editor of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review has completed a history of music in California beginning
with 1849 which he intended to publish in book form at first. But
the expenses associated with such publication were so out of pro-

portion to the price we were justified to charge for the book that we
found it unprofitable to go to the expense of printing the work. We
want everyone interested in music to read this book. But at prices

charged us for printing it we would have had to charge more than we
think the average music lover can afford. Therefore we have decided

to publish the work at first in serial form in the weekly editions of

the Pacific Coast Musical Review, beginning vnth our next issue

(June 30th) and thereafter until the entire musical history of Cali-

fornia has been published. Every week we shall publish a substan-

tial installment and we make this preliminary announcement so that

in case anyone wishes to read this history from the beginning he

or she will be able to begin with the first number. Otherwise we
would have begun publication with this issue.

Miss Lois Adler, who recently came to

San Francisco from Chicago, where she

liad established tor herself an enviable

position in the musical world, is a con-

cert pianist of great charm and experi-

ence. The youngest daughter of a very

musical family she received her first in-

struction from a gifted sister. At the age

of sixteen her parents took lier to Europe
where she studied in Berlin at the Royal
High School of Music, also with the re-

nowned teacher. Dr. Ernst Jedliczka.

During this time she made a public ap-

pearance with grealf success with the

-Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Return-

ing to the United States Miss Adler had
many brilliant appearances both in re-

cital and with orchestra, at the same time

striving to realize more fully the meaning
and purpose of music. Under the guid-

ance of Calvin B. Cady, the eminent peda-

gogue (formerly of Teacher's College

Columbia University, New York) her

playing became more poetical, more in-

terpretative, which qualities have come
to be recognized as among the chief

characteristics of her playing. In a sec-

ond sojourn in Europe Miss Adler chose

as instructors Harold Bauer and Leopold
Godowsky. Her repertoire embraces all

styles and periods—she is as much at

home with Chamber Music as with the

piano alone or piano with orchestra. She
iias given programs in the United States

from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast,

everywhere received with enthusiasm.

Her ideals of art are broad and compre-
hensive, her ample technique solid yet

sparkling and her playing brings to the

listener the joy and poetry of living.

Redtern IVlason, author of The Song
Lore of Ireland and music editor of the

San Francisco Examiner, visited Ireland

last year to study the situation. He went
there a Free Stater and came back a

Republican. His experience and impres-

sions are told in a small volume,—Rebel
Ireland—which will soon be i.ssued from

the press. Mr. Mason was a K. C. secre-

tary in Europe during the great war.

The San Francisco IVIusic Teachers'
Association will hold the last mef-liiis of

this season on Monday evening. Jun- i^r,(li

at 452 Pacheco street. Business conii-in-

ing the annual State Conventio
held in San Jose during the first weekli

in July will be discussed. The honorij

guests will he Mr. and Mrs. Albert Roseg
thai who are spending the summer
San Francisco after a strenuous year :

New York. They will remain here un|
August when Mr. Rosenthal goes ba
to the New York Symphony Orchesfl

under Walter Damrosch, and Mrs. Rosa
thai, professionally known as Ethel JonI
will concertize under tlie management j

Mrs. Babcock.

Osborn Putnam Stearns, a well knoj
and efficient conductor from Chicago i

other Eastern centers, will conduct
California Theatre Orchestra toniorr(|

(Sunday) morning. Among the featUP

on his well arranged program will be i

'

Tannhauser Overture. Mr. Stearns Is]

splendid musician and a director of

tinguished accomplishments. 1

compiled a series of articles on The
chestra and Its Relation to the Mov^
Picture which begins in this issue,

readers will find Mr. Stearns' treati^

most interesting and to the point.

All Pianists who aspire to being g(^

accompanists or ensemble players

have a brilliant opportunity to obt^

practical experience by studying
Edouard Deru, the distinguished Belg

violin virtuoso and conductor, w
be in San Francisco in August. He
much interested in this particular worli

as well as his violin teaching. Si

pianists are familiar with the

amount of literature available for

and piano, and playing the famous
atas for the two instruments is njo

teresting and inspiring.
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News In The Music Studios

Olga Block Barrett, one of San Francisco's most effi-

cient and most successful piano pedagogues, gave one
of lier exceptionally gratifyins pupils recitals at her
resid(yice, 2626 Lyon street, on Saturday afternoon, May
19. Tlie program presented on this occasion was as
follows: (a) Swing Song (Ellsworth), (b) Nina's Waltz
(Wolilfahrtl, Xed Jones: The Possums have an outing
(Spaulding), (A story in music), (a) The Possums leave
their homes, Henry Bach; (b) The Possums in the
woods, Ricky Musto: (c) The Possums play Hide and
Seek, Henry Bach; (d) The Possums hear the hounds,
Katherine Torney; (e) The Possums swing in the trees,
Henry Bach: (f) The Possums race for life; Teaching
Dolly to Waltz (Bartlett), Babette Jannopoulos; Waltz
(Reinhold), (Arranged for two pianos). Alberta Jan-
nopoulos. Mrs. Barrett: Allegro from Sonatine in D
rHandrock), Crepuscule (Twilight) (Goodrich), Alfred
Bach: Hungarian Dance (Reinhold), Gypsy Song (Rein-
hold), Prances Yeazell; Six Variations on the Duet,
Nel cor piu non me sento (Beethoven), Minuet (Padei--
»wski). Marie Cannon; Romance Op. .39 (.MacDowell),
Barcarolle Op. 62 (Scharvenka), Elizabeth Tniby: Pre-
ludes 111, V, 11. VIH, X (Foote), Phyllis Meyer; Waltz
Dp. 69, Xo. 1 (Chopin), Voices of Spring (Sinding). Vir-
;inia Pliillips: Impromptu Op. 90 (Schubert), Marie
Ilannon: Liebestraum No. 3 (Liszt), Golliwog's Cake-
walk I Debussy), Phyllis Meyer; Fugue in C minor
(Bach I, Mazurka Op. 17, No. 4 (Chopin). Mazurka Op.
!, No. 2 (Chopin). Miss Mary Rixford; Bourree (Vuille-
nin). (For two pianos). Miss Rixford and Mrs. Barrett.
Xed Jones, who opened the program, had only two

nonths' instruction and surely proved himself capable
» cope with the difficulties of his first appearance. The
fossums Have an Outing by Spaulding were given in
lossums' costumes arousing the merriment of the large
tudience and the three little pupils played and acted
:he little compositions surprisingly well. Henry Bach
n particular showed exceptional talent and exhibited
•emarkable firmness of touch for a child. Babette Jan-
lopoulos and her sister Alberta acquitted themselves
ireditably. Alfred Bach interpreted his two selections
vith good judgment and revealed the results of excel-
ent training. Frances Yeazell and Elizabeth Truby in-
erpreted their pieces most satisfactorily exhibiting
inusual judgment in emotional phrasing, particularly
he latter. Jtarie Cannon created a specially fine im-
iression, showing careful preparation and the Six Varia-
ions by Beethoven could not have been done much bet-
er by a matured pupil. In the Schubert Impromptu
ihe gave surprising evidence of a well developed technic
md fine tone work. Virginia Phillips showed great fa-

lility and played with ease. She has indeed considerable
alent. Phyllis Meyer made the impression of being very
;itted and interpreted her selections in a mature and
fell balanced manner. Her interpretation of Liszt's
jOve Dream revealed delicacy of style and the Debussy
lumber was rhythmically effective. Miss Rixford af-
orded great delight to her listeners. The Bach Fugue
fas exceedingly well interpreted, and the two Chopin
aazurkas showed the stamp of artistry. The fine dis-
rimination in tempi and the intelligent and discrimin-
,ting phrasing showed unusual insight. The final num-
ler Vuillemin's Bourree was a dashing sketch of mod-
rnism. Mrs. Barrett may truly be proud of her students
.nd deserves every possible measure of encouragement.

Mme. Jeanne Gustin Ferrier gave a most enjoyable
lUpils recital at her studio, 1470 Washington street, on
laturday evening. May 26. A large and enthusiastic
udience assembled to enjoy a well selected program in-

erpreted by vocal students of exceptional ability and
.nusually effective training. The complete program
iras as follows: Premiere Danse (.1. Massenet), Con-
tance .Moncla: Serenade (Schubert), Elegie (J. Mas-
enet). Paulette Alexandra; Butterfiy (Puccini), From
he Land of the Sky Blue Water (Cadman), Mariette
!ardonna; Care Selve (C. Haendel), Martha Combettes;
ive Maria (C. Gounod), The Kerry Dance (J. L. Molloy),
rloria Douglas; Semiramide (G. Rossini), Chanson de
larberine (Duhamell. Eulalie Forsse: Hymne au Soleil
Rimsky-Korsakoff). Sylvelin (Sibelius), Gertrude Ger-
eau; Robin, Sing Me a Song (Spross), Absent (Met-
alf), Claire Kenna; When the Roses Bloom (L. Reich-
rd). Wing of Night, Mireille (C. Gounod), Genevieve
irause; Faust (Garden Scene) (Ch. Gounod), Camille
Veissich—Andre Ferrier; Werther (J. Massenet), Bar-
er of Seville (Rossini), Marquita, Virginia Marvin;
lanon (Duet) J. Massenet), Mariette Cardona, Euladie
'orsse: Samson & Delilah (Saint-Saens), Cradle Song
Kreislcr), Carmelita O'Neill; Si mes vers avaient des
lies (R. Hahn), Mrs. Raspiller; Norma (Duet) (Bellini),
lartha Combettes, Carmelita O'Neill; Sigurd iReyer),
lartha Combettes; Romeo & Juliette (Room Scene) (Ch.
rounod), Constance Moncla, Andre Ferrier,

Otto Rauhut's Pupils Recital—Once a year Otto
;auliut introduces his excellently prepared violin stu-

ents in a program that challenges comparison with
ny event of a similar nature given in San Francisco,
[ideed. we usually enjoy these events so much that we
lake it a point never to miss a pupils recital of Otto
:auhufs. 'This year, however, the writer had to be in
lOs Angeles, and so had to depend upon the report of
ne in whom he reposes the greatest confidence. Al-
lough this recital took place at Sorosis Club Hall as
)ng ago as Friday evening, April 6. it was too worthy
5 be omitted even at this late day. The rush of events
uring the end of the season, and the insistence of cer-
lin artists to have their affairs promptly I'eviewed, pre-

vented us from paying stricter attention to tlio students
events which we always intend to review as promptly
as possible.

As usual Mr. Rauhut selected as the beginning of the
program an ensemble number. This time it was Marche
Triomphale by Dradla interpreted with finely balanced
tone and uniformity of phrasing by Misses Ruth Arnold
tone and uniformity of phrasing by Misses Ruth Arnold,
Kathleen Horton, Lolo Hughes. Iris Miller, Florence
Scranton, Gladys Shoemaker. The second number on
the program. Reverie by Dancla, was interpreted by
Charles W. Friedrichs. Jr., who is a very youthful per-
former and who made his second appearance before the
public on this occasion. He acquitted himself splendidly.
Ruth J. McFarland, another juvenile violinist, made her
debut on this occasion and proved herself excellently
equipped to cope with the difficulties of a first perform-
ance. Another ensemble number that proved Mr. Rau-
hut's excellent judgment in training his students to be
not only soloists but musicians as well was Bohm's Gon-
doliera interpreted by Emmet Dorman, Charles W.
Fi-iedrichs Jr., Meyer Ladenheim, Jack Murphy and Ed-
ward Veen.

Miss Kathleen Horton, whom we have heard and ad-
mired on a previous occasion, revealed unusual improve-
ment and played the first movement of De Beriot's Sev-
enth Concerto with exceptional insight and with as-
tounding adherence to the technical and emotional re-

quirements. Jack Murphy interpreted Drdla's Souvenir
in a manner to extract every particle of sentiment from
the work. His bowing was graceful, his tone velvety
and true as to intonation and he really aroused pro-
longed and unusual enthusiasm. Allen's Allegro Mod-
erato proved another ensemble number of exceptional
merit interpreted with precision as to intonation, at-

tacks and phrasing. It was splendidly done by Misses
Ruth Arnold, Kathleen Horton, Iris Miller and Florence
Scranton.

Miss Lola Hughes interpreted Schubert-Wilhelmj's
Ave Maria and Kreisler's Liebesfreud with a big tone,
sympathetic expression and technically smooth execu-
tion, specially the double stop work, arousing her audi-
ence to an exceptional hearty demonstration. Miss Flor-
ence Scranton gave a brilliant performance of Vieux-
temps' difficult Fantasie Appassionata. Technically as
well as from a musical standpoint this youthful per-
former gave an astoundingly fine account ot herself.

She exhibited poise and assurance and played with the
sincerity and conviction of one far more advanced in

years and experience. The program closed with another
ensemble number, namely, the Sextette from Donizzeti's
Lucia. It was impressively interpreted by: Ruth Arnold,
Ramona Campbell, Lola Hughes. Georgina Lemon. Iris

Miller. Albert Arnold. Meyer Ladenheim. Earl Marion,
Mildred A. Bew, Vera Glander. Kathleen Horton, Georg-
ette Marty. Florence Scranton, Charles Daglow, Jack
Murphy, Edward Veen, Marguerite Boegershausen, Lee
Hill, Adele Hillebrandt, Ruth J. McFarland, Gladys Shoe-
maker, Francisca Alsing, Emmet Dorman and Charles
W. Friedrichs. Jr. Once more Otto Rauhut has reason
to feel proud of his effective work as a genuine musical
educator.

Ruby Anna Moore presented Miss Ruth Cutler and
Frank Dunsmore. pianists, assisted by Miss Gladys
Paull. mezzo soprano, at the Berkeley Piano Club Studio
on Tuesday evening, June .5th. The following program
was enjoyed by a large audience that gave evidences of

its appreciation by frequent and genuine expressions of

pleasure: Suite for two pianos (Arensky). Miss Cutler,

Mr. Dunsmore; Prelude (Florence Barbour). Prelude
(Rogers). Second Arabesque (Debussy), On the Wings
of Song (Mendelssohn-Liszt), Witches Dance (MacDow-
ell). Miss Cutler; A Leafland Lullaby (H. Wood). Values
(W. Vanderpool), Will o' the Wisp (C. G. Spross). Miss
Paull: Etude, Op. 10, No. 3 (Chopin), Etude, Op. 10. No.
12 (Chopin), Dance (Debussy), Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2

(for left hand alone( Scriabine), Country Gardens
(Grainger). Mr. Dunsmore: Ballade Symphonique (Cam-
ile Chevillard), Miss Cutler, Mr. Dunsmore.

Mrs. Elise Pardow Roma's piano pupils appeared in a

recital on May 1 at their teacher's studio, 287 Sixteenth

avenue, Fruitvale, when the following program was
presented: The Windmill (Bartlett), Dolores Cantwell;

Waltz, Spring (Loewe), Vivian and Phyllis Lewis;
Minuet from E flat Symphony (Beethoven), Phyllis

Lewis; The Little Coquette I Wilson). Minuet in G
(Beethoven), Vivian Lewis; The Prophet Bird Schu-
ann). Fantasia in D minor (Mozart), Paula Aron; Valse
A flat major Op. 34 (Chopin), Rhapsodie Hongroise No.
2 (Liszt), Elvira Valdes. After the recital several of

Mrs. Roma's songs were rendered as follows: The
Lord's Prayer, M'ss Agnes Kast: Jest Fishin', Win'
ablowin' Gently and California, Land of Beauty, Miss
Marjorie Sayler.

SCHUMANN-HEINK CLOSES BIG SEASON

It will be gratifying news to the thousands ot admirers
of Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink to hear that she
closed her season recently after giving not less than
eighty concerts, all of which were crowded and won for

the eminent Diva numerous ovations of which she has
reason to be very proud, for they were not only tokens
of admiration for her matchless art, but exhibitions of

personal affection for a dearly beloved woman. Already
S. Hurok, who will be Mme. Schumann-Heink's manager
for next season, is booking her for many events and
among Schumann-Heink's tours that of California and
the Pacific Coast will not be one of the least successful.

The musical public of California is anticipating the visit

of Schumann-Heink next season with special pleasure.

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as
They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS
Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-

ton, Mass., The Academy of Mus c Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

"A successful musical interpretation is as necessary
to a picture as is good projection," somebody has said.
The trutli of this maxim, born of experience, cannot be
denied. Music in the motion picture show provides at-
mosphere, and establishes mood: it infuses the mute
action of the motion drama with the life of tone and
harmony. Properly used, it may be made to take the
place of the spoken word, and underline every detail of
picture acting and registration with appropriate tonal
comment, explanation, or emphasis.

But music should never be considered an accompani-
ment to the motion picture as is so often the case; it

should be a part of it. In this fact, accepted in theory
and carried out in practice, we have the gist of music
success in modern moving picture presentation. Artistic
synchronization is the secret—the welding of picture
movement, the matching of picture mood with music
mood, the merging of picture and music in a unit ot
effect."

The ignorance the public displays about the tremen-
dous amount of work and detail involved in producing a
modern moving picture musical score, is surprising. The
average theatre patron seems to vaguely think that the
orchestra conductor, in arranging his program, merely
selects a certain number of pieces at random from the
shelves of his library, and, without plan or scheme,
places them on the desks of the various musicians. Di-
rectly to the contrary, the work of arranging a so-called
"score," is tedious, arduous in the extreme, and based
upon more or less well-defined rules of procedure, which
will be discussed in detail a little later.

A musician is a largely misunderstood individual. He
is engaged, according to popular supposition, in what is

termed an "unessential vocation." Being so, he is looked
down upon generally—in these United States at least

—

and treated frequently with bare tolerance by the staid,
matter-of-fact business man, into whose life creeps little

sentiment or romance in the artistic sense. But music
and musicians ARE essential to life, as the history ot
civilization has proven conclusively. Cecil Forsyth tells

us. in discussing the origins of music, in a most un-
equivocal manner that "it (music) exists as a necessity
of life among all primitive peoples; it exists in more
elaborate forms as an equal necessity in the lives of the
most cultured modern nations." That the motion picture
orchestra conductor as well as musician has a mission
in life and fills an important niche in the general scheme
of things, will be, among other things, the purpose ot
this article.

In the early days of the moving picture industry,
music of the most obvious, cheap, noisy type was offered
at the time of the projection of the picture to drown out
the noisy clatter of the then imperfect projecting ma-
chines. However, some years ago, some enterprising and
cultured conductor who was probably familiar with the
principles of Grand Opera, discovered that by synchron-
izing a musical program comprising standard composi-
tions from the best composers, to the action of the
photo-play, a heightened psychological effect was pro-
duced on the patron and that the picture, as it were,
was brought out into a better and artistically more
pleasing atmosphere.

From that, the idea spread with lightning rapidity.
Managers began to vie with each other to see who could
produce the best and most varied music, according to
their often limited lights, and orchestras began to grow
in size until today, large orchestras in picture houses
are the rule rather than the exception.

The Great American public has, unfortunately, ex-
tremely low musical tastes and ideals. The present uni-

versal popularity of the distorted sounds known under
the name of "Jazz" is glaring proof of this assertion.
The standards of a people otherwise intelligent who
will repeatedly listen, with every indication of extreme
pleasure and enthusiasm to illigitimate as well as legit-

imate instruments distorted, mal-treated, and over-
blown, must be anything but high.

Some of the jazz of today is decidedly pleasing rhythmic-
ally and otherwise when played musically and legiti-

mately. But unfortunately it is rarely played legit-

imately, being almost invariably distorted. Again, if it

were confined, even when distorted, to its proper sphere,
the dance ball, its effect upon society would not be so
unhealthful: but in recent years its encroachment on
the field of legitimate music presentation has been in-

sideous but alarmingly steady, until today it is a posi-

tive menace, particularly in the American theatrical
field.

Distorted jazz drives elemental peoples into ecstacies
of delight. Aside from muted manipulation, rank dis-

cords, smears, 'groans, blasts, wheezes and other "funny"
effects, its chief claim to originality lies in rhythm.
Fortunes have been made in Tin Pan Alley from time
to time by perpetrators of "new rhythm" in a jazz num-
ber. A large (and of course prosperous) publisher of

jazz recently spent ten thousand dollars alone in adver-
tising a so-called "new rhythm" jazz dance number.
The very lowest sort of music is the purely rhytliml-

cal and the study of savage races proves that it un-
derlies and precedes every conceivable kind of music.

(Tij be .inued)
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On June 12, Mme. Alma Stetzler presented Georgia

Stark, coloratura-soprano, in a recital at tlie Ebell

Clubliouse. In looking over tire program the first thing

that impressed me was the list of patrons and pa-

tronesses. It was a strong musico-social list, including

composers, millionaires, motion-picture actors, and one

musical critic. Really, musical critics should be chary

of putting their names on such lists. Before going to

press I have read the various reports of Miss Stark's

recital and can only conclude that their authors are

lacking in musical taste or are not in a position to be

honest. In the last issue of Los Angeles Saturday Night,

Mr. Ussher developed at some length the excellent

idea that artist pupils should not be forced to act as

rrofessional singers by publicity which leads people to

expect talent, personality and a professional perform-

ance, -The list of patrons was imposing and led me to

expect too much. I found the recital rather a pathetic

affair. Miss Stark has a good instrument, but she used

it like someone who had been "taught" to sing, not like

someone who naturally "sings." All the paraphernalia

of the finished coloratura singer—too difficult a manner
for many a fine musician to adopt without serious

detriment to their singing—but apparently no one had
taught her to sing as simply as she speaks. I was unable

to understand the various tongues in which she sang.

Once more it was the old story of a beautiful voice, but

an immature musical intelligence. No fire, no sparkle.

Art must rouse up emotion. Singing is like speaking, it

must kindle something in the audience or it is not good
singing. The program was well chosen and full of good
music, but good music needs good interpretation.

Mr. Homer Simmons, who accompanied Georgia

Stark and whose name was billed in small type on the

program, relieved the evening. He is a finished, sensi-

tive pianist, and his rendering of the Chopin. A flat

major Ballade, was an artistic triumph. Georgia Stark

is by no means spoiled, but if someone does not tell

her the truth her beautiful voice will be buried under
the weight of bad style. Let her sing simply and direct-

ly as she speaks and she may develop into a splendid

artist.

I went directly from Georgia Stark's recital to the

De Lara Grand Opera Company. At once I was in a

different atmosphere. This concert was free of the

musical pretense of a "recital," and as vividly alive as

a vaudeville theatre. Maestro Manuel Sanchez De Lara
has gathered about him, and imbued with his healthy
spirit, a group of lusty singers who thoroughly enjoy

the robust use of their voices. There is not an over-

abundance of finish, but here is undeniable vitality. It

one must choose between lifeless "art" and artless life,

the latter is undeniably preferable. I do not mean by
this that the De Lara Company is devoid of art, but

its vitality comes to its aid where its music sometimes
fails.

This, by the way, was a Benefit Concert for the tenor.

Carlo Guidero, and opened with solos, duets, trios, etc.,

from famous operas, including II Trovatore, Rigoletto,

Lakme. Carmen, Lucia, and Aida. Those taking part

were Forest Bell, Conchita Chavez, "Vivian Clarke, Earl

Meeker, Wilhelmina Corson, Dorothy Grosse, Miguel
Laris, Walter Humphreys, Irmalee Campbell and Elleck

Camineker. Following this series of operatic selections

Cavalleria Rusticana was presented with the following

cast in the principal characters: Luz Munoz. Carlo

Guidero. Walter Humphreys, Vivian Clark and May
Montana. The company will produce 11 Trovatore In the

Santa Monica Municipal Auditorium at Ocean Park on

29th of .Tune.

Mrs. Abbie Norton Jamison, noted vocal coach is in

receipt of the following telegram from Clarence Gustlin,

vice-president of the Biennial of the National Federation

of Music Clubs, which will be of interest to our readers:

The excellent reports of Grace Mabee, Emma F. Bart-

left and Antoinette Sabel have aroused real enthusiasm
at Biennial. Wonderful spirit pervading convention.

Our own national department heads all. Leading papers

give Inglewood credit for Bartlett. Resolution passed

to create national department of Industrial Music will

doubtless receive unanimous support. California was
represented by about twenty delegates and visitors.

Sessions rich in variety and content. Lillian Birming-

ham appointed treasurer of new past presidents' organi-

zation. Invaluable service of Mrs. Frankel. Everywhere
accorded heartiest praise and recognition. Extension

day outstanding feature. Greetings.
(Signed) CLARENCE GUSTLIN

Z. Earl Meeker, president of the Music Teachers' As-

sociation of California, announces that the annual con-

vention of the Association will be held in San Jose this

year and will open with a banquet on July 4, and for

the three days following—sixth, seventh and eighth

—

programs will be given to which representative artists,

speakers and teachers from all parts of the state will

appear. There are approximately 5000 members in the

Association, and 2.".0 members from Los Angeles alone

are planning to attend. The ten southern branches of

the Association, comprising members from the counties

of Santa Barbara, Snn Bernardino, Orange and San

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

FANNIE DILLON
Fannie Dillon, the talented Composer-Pianiste, whose composi-

tions were played last season by Percy Grainger and Josef Hof-
man<i, is one of the faculty of the new Olga Steeb School of

Piano. Miss Dillon uses exclusively in her Studio that glorious

product of American art, the

KNABE

Fannie Dillon
HILL STREET "^^^ AT 727~T2&

Los Angeles

Diego will be represented in the convention. Southern

artists who will appear on the varied programs are

Bertha Vaughn. Homer Grunn, Raymond MacPheeters,

C. Albert Tufts and Adelaide Trowbridge.

The Los Angeles Music Teachers' Association will

hold its next meeting this Monday evening at the

Ansonia in compliment to the Zoellner Quartet who are

the honorary members and who will present the entire

program. The program selected by the Zoellners in-

cluded the Goosens Quintette with Homer Grunn at the

piano assisting Antoinette Zoellner. first violin;

Amandus Zoellner. second violin: Joseph Zoellner, Sr.,

viola; and Joseph Zoellner, Jr.. cello. At this meeting

oflicers will be elected, and will be announced later.

Mme. V. Daunier, vocal teacher and artist pupil of

Mme. Etelka-Garster. teacher of such celebrities as

Julia Gulp, has opened her new studio In the Music

Arts building. Mme. Dauniere is a dramatic soprano

and has sung and taught in Paris, Berlin and Bologna.

John Smallman presented his artist pupil, Erna De
Mott in an artistic song recital given on the evening

of June 8 at the Ebell Clubhouse. Sol Cohen, the well-

known violinist assisted Miss De Mott. Her program in-

cluded an aria from Handel and Depuis le Jour, from

Louise, and three French songs. Miss De Mott and Sol

Cohen concluded the program with the Spring Song
(Weil), the Nile (Leroux) and Ave Maria (Schubert).

Constance Balfour presented two of her talented

pupils. Mary Mangano. soprano, and Edward Smythe,
baritone, in one of the most interesting pupil recitals

given here, at the Bryson, on the evening of June 8.

Doris Chilcott was the accompanist for the pupils. Mrs.

Balfour sang three songs with her talented young
daughter accompanying her. The following program
was given: (a) The Time for Making Songs Has Come
(Rogers), (b) Shepherd, Play a Little Air (Stickles),

(c) Holiday (Scott), Miss Mangano; (a) The Wanderer
(Schubert), (b) Ah! My Beloved (Stickles), (c) Love's

in My Heart (Woodman), Mr. Smyth; duett, In a Garden
of Roses (Sanderson), Miss Mangano and Mr. Smyth;
(a) The Nightingale and the Rose (Rimsky-Korsakoff ),

(b) Day (Gaut), (c) Vol lo sapete Cavalleria Rusticana

(Mascagni), Miss Mangano; (a) Her Rose (Coombs),

(b) Lassie O' Mine (Walt), (c) Inter Nos (Mac Fadyen).

Mr. Smyth; duet, I Arise From Dreams of Thee (Yates),

Miss Mangano and Mr. Smyth; piano solo. Nouvelette

(Chilcott). Mrs. Chilcott; (a) If I Were a Bird (Leh-

mann), (b) Life (Curran), (c) La Cigale Madrilene (The

Grasshopper) (Perronnet). Mrs. Balfour. Eveline Bal-

four at the piano; duett, Good Night (Ware). Miss Man-
gano and Mr. Smyth.

Bertha Vaughn, the well-known vocal instructor, pre-

sented six of her pupils in a recital given on the eve-

ning of Thursday. June 14, at the Ebell Clubhouse.

Those appearing were Mary Teitsworth, Cornelia Glover,

Mildred Wickersheim. Opal Leeson and Sarai Crosby.

Homer Simmons, one of the most talented of the younger

pianists accompanied the pupils and the following in-

teresting program was given: Liszt—Etude, A flat

Major, Liszt—Etude, F Minor, Homer Simmons; Gior-

dano (Andrea Chenier)—La Mamma Morta, Bishop

—

Lo'. Hear the Gentle Lark, Mary Teitsworth, Flute obli-

gato by Miss Marjorie Teitsworth; Haendel (1736

Alcinal—Verdi Prati. Grieg—A Dream, Cornelia Glover;

Arne—The Lass with the Delicate Air; Rimsky-Kor-
sakov (Snegourotchka) song of the Shepherd Lehl,

Mildred Wickersheim; A. L. (arr. Old French)—Come
Sweet Morning, Puccini (La Boheme)—Quando m'en vo,

Opal Leeson; Scarlatti—Gia il Sole dal Gange, Saint-

Saens—Mon Coeur's Ouvre a ta Voix. Sarah Crosby;

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PIANISTE

1000 South Alv.nrnilo Phone 51003

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IN REPERTOIRE

OPERA CLASSES INCLUDING COMPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

Studio 1324 S. Fleueroa. Pbou« »1«0B

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

Available for Concerts and Reeltala

Limited Number of Advanced PupIlM Accepted
Violinist Los Angreles Trio

Studio: 334 Music Arts Studio Bldg. Phone 100S2

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tuesday, Wednesday. Friday Afternoons
Bgan School. Phones 21S05 or 271330
1324 SoDth Fleoeroa. Los Angeles

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTR.*

Concerts and Recitnls
Manaeenient Mrs. Caroline C. Smith. 424 Auditorium Ride.

ILYA BRONSON Aolu 'L'elllat

Philharmonic Orchestra
ime. Los Angeles Trio, Phllharmn
ruction. Chamber Music Recitals
I Mirad.i—Phone Hoiiy :1044

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Down-town Studio removed to 80G S. Broadway. Room

002. Residence Studio, 1147 West 21st St.—Telephone
West 7707. PIANO. HARMONV. VOICE COACH. ni-
RECTOB, JAMISON QUARTETTE. ASSISTANT TE.\CII-
ERSi MIRIAM WEST-HYATT, GLENDALEj ELSIE L.

CARLSON. HOLLYWOOD.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
CARLI D. ELINOR, Director

DION ROMANDY, Associate Director

50 MUSICIANS
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tavel—Ondine, Jongen—Soleil a Midi, Homer Sim-

ions; Paladillie—Psyche, Roger.s—The Star, Mildred
«ckersheim: Burleigh—Swing Low Sweet Chariot;

uion—De Ol' Ark's a-Moverin, Cornelia Glover; Quilter

-Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal. Huerter—Today, Opal
leeson; Strickland—Night and the Rain, Scott—The
'ntoreseen. Sarah Crosby; Fourdrain. PapiUons, Sim-

ions—Serenata, Simmons. Joy, Mary Teitsworth.

Abbie Norton Jamison, who will be one of the teach-

rs in the Summer Session at the University of South-

rn California, announces that on Monday, June 18, a

ecital will be given in the Assembly Room of the

ilexandria as part of a music plan for the New Thought
'onvention which convenes here this week. Prominent
)cal artists appearing on the program are Z, Earle

Iceker. Carl Gaantvort. Davol Sanders, Arthur Perry,

idelaide Trowbridge, Raymond MacFeeters and the

amison Quartette composed of Jean Colwell. Hazel An-
erson, Edna Voorhees, and Daisy Prldeaux,

La Verne Fleetwood, one of the successful Dunning
eachers, will present her pupils in a recital to be given

,t the Hollywood Woman's Clubhouse on Saturday. June
0. Appearing on this program are: Claire Crawford,
.ucile Wright. Helen Hope Deering. Dorothy Watt.

'eggy Campbell. Joseph Taylor. Leona Mingnon Frost,

ane Campbell. Jane Rich, Jane Turner, Jeanen
..oetcher, Jean Atherton,' Barbara Albertson. Francella
laddock. Aimee Taylor, Douglas Campbell. George Bald-

win and Ruth Faulb.
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Harold Porter Smyth, pianist and composer, and
Thelma Strange, violinist, gave a joint reictal on the
evening of June S at the Thomas Jefferson School in .

Pasadena. Alice Coleman Batchedler. assisted these
two talented artists. The program was as follows;
Legende, Op. 17 (Wieniawslii) ; Etude, Op. 10, No. 5 (Cho-
pin), Evening (Fannie Dillon), Rustle of Spring (Bind-
ing), La Campanella (Paganini-Liszt) ; Second Polo-«

naise, in A, Op. 21 ( Wieniawski) ; Concerto for piano-
forte, in A minor. Op. 1) (Harold Porter Smyth), (second
piano accompaniment for violin played by Alice Cole-

man Batchelder): Second Concerto for violin in D
minor. Op. 22 Romance (Wieniawski), Allegro moderato
(alia Zingara).

May MacDonald Hope, founder of the Los Angeles
Trio, announces that their plan for next season includes
the presentation of six concerts in Los Angeles, begin-
ning in October, and given about six weeks apart; the
concerts to be under the direction of France Goldwater.
The personnel of the trio remains the same: May Mac-
Donald Hope, pianist; Calmon Lubovlski, violinist:

and llya Bronson, violoncellist. The artist will remain
in Los Angeles all summer and have planned to work
up a new repertoire, featuring more modern and Ameri-
can compositions than heretofore. Arrangements are

being made with some of our foremost American com-
posers for the composition of trios to be used for these
concerts. A season of out-of-town concerts is now being
booked, which will no doubt extend into a tour of the

Pacific Coast at the close of the Symphony season.

Charles Howard Marsh, professor of piano and theory

of the rniversity of Redlands, was one of the teachers
who contributed largely to the success of the annual
Fine Arts Concert held at the Methodist Church on Sat-

urday evening, June 16. The students who took part in

this commencement recital were Alice Gibson, Grace
Bugbee, Deidamia Netherton, Zelda Reeves, Ethel
Buchanan, lola Slower, Doris Skinner, Ruth Grinnell.

Ethel Phillips, Ruth Violett. Ruby Newman, Margaret
Johnstone. Florence Floyd. Elmer Easley, Marion Bou-
lette and Christine Springston.

Arthur J, Hubbard, the famous teacher of singers

who will teach in Los Angeles during July and August,
has 3U.st celebrated his thirtieth year of teaching. He
is conceded to be one of the most successful teachers
in this whole country, his pupils numbering among the

famous stars of the operatic and concert stage. He is

as vigorous now as the year he started and no doubt his

method of sane teaching and his firm basic principles of

uncompromising honesty, as regards vocal integrity,

sympathetic understanding, patience, and constant help-

fulness, have made him one of the best beloved teach-

ers we have. Mr. Hubbard is represented in Los Angeles
by France Goldwater, well known manager.

Arthur Haokett, the nationally known tenor who re-

cently appeared with the Oratorio Society of Los An-
geles, is an artist pupil of Arthur J. Hubbard, the emi-
nent vocal teacher of Boston who plans to teach during
July and August here.

Mr. Hackett is an enthusiast for American training

and points with pride to the achievement of his brother,

Charles Hackett, who is now a prime favorite in opera
in Europe, and to his own career which has included so

far five concert tours with Geraldine Farrar and six with
Mme. Melba. as well as soloist with all of the leading

orchestras of this country, soloist, with oratorio societies

and festivals, and concert tours each season. Both
artists were trained exclusively by Mr. Hubbard and
both return each season to him for advice. Mr. Hackett
feels that Mr. Hubbard is one of the greatest inspira-

tions in singing that we have in the whole country, and
that he is doing a wonderful work in encouraging real,

sincere art. He is uncompromisingly honest, yet has the
broad sympathetic undertsanding, patience and constant
helpfulness which constitute the great master teacher.

California Theatre.—This week proved to be a festive

one for music lovers who attended the California The-
atre. In order to have his concert atmospheric with the
feature attraction The Ragged Edge, a story of China
and the South Seas, Dion Romandy, who is conducting
the popular orchestra during the absence of Carli

Elinor in Erope, has chosen selections from Sullivan's

great opera. The Mikado. The music from The Mikado
wears well. It does not seem to grow old and as played
by Romandy's ochestra its fresh and honest tunes never
will grow boresome. Harlequin, the most noted per-

sonage in Italian pantomine is the central figure in the

second selection which is Drigo's lovely serenade, Les
Millions d'Arlequin. The closing number is Irving Ber-
lin's new novelty fox trot Homesick. Played in a semi-
classical vein it is one of the most pleasing selections

heard here this year.

A Music Memory Contest, under the supervision of
Miss Kathryn Stone. Supervisor of Music in the Los
Angeles schools, reached fifty-two thousand school chil-

dren of the elementary grades with the intluence of

good music, and at the final contest, participated in by
eighteen hundred selected students, seventy-two made
a percentage of 97^^ to 100 per cent in correctly nam-
ing the titles and comi)Osers of thirty selections of goirl

music, while 200 averaged 85 to 97'/4 per cent. Each
of the winners was given a pin as a souvenir prize, and
two silver cups were awarded to the two schools whicli

had the largest representation of winning students in

the final contest.

Nearly fifteen thousand people gathered in the Holly-
wood BoT.-l, Sunday afternoon. May 20lh, to sing Amer-
ican, patriotic and folk songs and to hear a community
music program given by a negro chorus, a Polish choir,

a band of Arrapahoe Indians who sang .some of their
war songs: a community orchestra of sixty players, and
a childrens' chorus of two hundred voices. More than
three thousand trained singei'S took part in an im-
promptu song contest participated in by choruses from
various communities—Anaheim, San Pedro, Alharabra,
Hollywood-Vermont, Glendale and Los Angeles, and
other communities contributing to the occasion.
The Music Week Parade, Saturday evening. May 19th,

comprised fifteen sections, with sixty-nine floral floats,

sixteen bands and one hundred thirty-six decorated
autos. Groups of singers and instrumentalists, repre-
senting various musical organizations, took part in this

unique event. The foreign-born groups of the commun-
ity had an important part in the Music Week programs,
concerts being given by the Mexican-Spanish groups,
Polish, Czechoslovak, Russian and Italian representa-
tives. Sunday afternoon, at Exposition Park, the inter-

national character of music was well exemplified in

the program presented by various of these foreign-born
groups.

During Music Week over sixteen hundred different

programs were given to audiences ranging from fifty

to over ten thousand people at each. As a permanent
result of Music Week a Civic Music and Art Association
has been organized with Ben F. Pearson, as President
and with the purpose to promote better citizenship

through the closer amalgamation of the various com-
munity groups through music and to crystallize senti-

ment for the erection of a Temple of Music and Art
and Municipal .\uditorium in Los Angeles.

HIGH SPOTS OF LOS ANGELES MUSIC WEEK

According to Ben F. Pearson. Chairman of Los An-
geles' Second Music Week, May 19th-27th. and Alexan-
der Stewart, field representative for music for Com-
munity Service, Inc., its organizer, this event was far-

reaciiing in its effect upon the life of the whole com-
munity. During Music Week band concerts and orches-

tral were given in eight city parks, twice daily. Sixteen
hundred musicians—six hundred of whom were pro-

fessionals, took part, while sixty thousand people listen-

ed to the programs. Notable contributions to these

concerts were made by the Musicians Mutual Protective

Association, and the larger motion picture theatres who
si:onsored daily orchestral concerts in Pershing Square
by symphony orchestras, ranging from eighty to one
hundred and fifty players.

GRAVEURE IN SAN FRANCISCO

Louis Graveure, fresh from recital triumphs in Berlin
and other European cities, and following an unbroken
transcontinental trip has arrived in San Francisco,
ready and eager to begin the operation of his vocal
classes which have created an interest throughout the

country. Final arrangements for the holding of the

classes will be made this week, and on July 16, the five

weeks' sessions of "Master" classes that will focus on
San Francisco the attention of the entire musical world
will begin. Already Manager Oppenheimer, who has at-

tended to the details of these sessions is able to assure
Graveure that both the "Master" and "Auditor" lists

will be filled to their limit, and that the master will have
every moment of his time occupied with coaching pri-

vately when the class is not in session.

The Graveure "Master" and "Auditor" Classes will

run concurrently. Master pupils will receive their in-

struction in class form, and will be called upon for their

pro-rata of individual coaching during the sessions.

Lectures, breath control, technique, diction, placement
of voice, and every detail of advanced study will be
thoroughly dwelt upon in these interesting sessions.

Auditor pupils attend all periods, listening and absorb-

ing the work of the Masters.
It is planned to hold sessions four times a week. Mon-

day. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday mornings from nine

to one, making a total of eighty hours of study during

the five weeks. There are still one or two open places

in the "Master" division, and openings in the Auditor
Class. Applications for these should be sent to Selby C.

Oppenheimer, manager, in the Foxcroft Building, San
Francisco.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Determined to give San Francisco only the best come-
dies during the summer months, Thomas Wilkes has
provided another amusing offering as the Alcazar's at-

traction beginning with the matinee June 24, 1923. It is

Her Temporary Husband, a farce with a distinct plot

and it should prove a popular attraction at the O'Farrell

Street Theatre.
Charles Ruggles. the inimitable juvenile fun maker,

will again have the star role.

Her Temporary Husband tells of a charming young
woman who applies at a sanatoriimi for a husband, guar-

anteed to live not more than three months. She desires

a conveniently short first marriage in order that she
may obey the mandate in her father's will and later wed
the man of her own choice, whose suit the parent had
frowned upon. The scheme is apparently successful but

complications of the most ludicrous nature arise, result-

ing in three acts, said to contain continuous laughter.

There are a number of fetching costumes, including the

latest bathing suit creations, to be worn by the princi-

pals.

In the cast will be Thomas Chatterton, Cliff Thompson.
Netta Sunderland. Mary Duncan, Norman Feusier, Fan-

chon Everhart. and Ancyn McNulty. This week The
French Doll is giving Ruggles and Miss Bryant an equal

opportunity to show their talents in a French farce. This
play adapted from the original Parisian success, has
been well patronized at the Alcazar.
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The musical season is drawing to a close in the
San Joaquin Valley. The year has been especially
rich in musical life and we have every reason to
suppose next year will bring us even more opportuni-
ties not only to hear our local musicians but to enjoy
prominent artists from outside our own community. For
twenty-four years the Fresno Musical Club has been
giving music lovers of this vicinity the opportunity to
hear music of the highest type from well-known artists.
During this past season the series included D'Alvarez,
Maier and Pattison, the Irish Band, May Peterson, Flor-
ence Easton, Cortot and Thibaud and Edward Johnson.
Tickets are sold in the spring for the next season's con-
certs to the general public. The study section of the
club is open only to active members who have submitted
a program from which a committee of five choose num-
bers to be played or sung at the annual examination of
applicants for membership.

The annual recital given by the students of the music
department of Fresno State College was heard on the
evening of June 5 in the college auditorium. The pro-
gram was given under direction of the following mem-
bers of the faculty and student assistants:

A. G. Wahlberg. director; Elizabeth E. Peterson, di-

rector, piano; Will Hays, director, orchestra; Harriett
McNeil, student director; Ireta Loverne Rudy, student
director; Doris Higgins, accompanist; Dorothy Nelson,
accompanist.
The program was: Fete de Seville (Tavan-Marchette),

Ole South (J. S. Zamecnikl, College Orchestra: To Thee.
O Country (Julius Eichberg), The Stars are Shining in
Heaven (Joseph Rheinberger), College Chorus; Prelude
in C minor (Beach), first piano, Ruth Taggart. second
piano, Roselle Brock; Morning Mood (Peer Gynt Suite)
(Grieg), first piano, Harriett McNeil, second piano, Ireta
Rudy; Alia Tedesca from Third Symphony (Tschaikow-
skyl, first piano, Vera Cartwright, Mary Louise Stanton,
second piano, Ruth Smith, Capitola Konkel; March of
the Dwarfs (Grieg), first piano, Ireta Rudy, second
piano, Ruth Taggart; The Trout (Schubert), Marie
(Franz), Lady Bird (Schumann), Members of the Inter-
mediate Voice Class: Cavalieria Rusticana (Mascagni),
first piano, Ruth Smith, Mary Louise Stanton, second
piano, Eunice Bethea, Lodema Russell; Phantasie (Moz-
art-Grieg), first piano, Doris Higgins. second piano,
Betty Lee Crane; Elfin Dance (Mendelssohn), first

piano, Mary Sunkel, second piano, Betty Lee Crane; The
Songs of the Vikings (Eaton Panning), College Chorus;
Second Arabesque (Debussy), first piano, Betty Lee
Crane, Roselle Brock, second piano, Harriett McNeil,
Ireta Rudy; Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn), first

piano, Margery Forsberg, second piano, Doris Higgins;
Request (Franz), The First Primrose (Grieg), Slumber
Song (Schubert), Intermediate Voice Class; Gum-Suck-
ers' March (.Australians' Victoria March) (Percy Grain-
ger), first piano, Mary Sunkel, second piano. Ruth Tag-
gart; Woo Thou Sweet Music (Elgar), College Chorus.
The work of the orchestra showed marked improve-

ment over last year and in spite of lack of full instru-
mentation made a very good showing. The orchestra is

rehearsed once a week during the college year by Mr.
Hays.
The College Chorus did some splendid work. Mr.

Wahlberg has succeeded in getting a unanimity of effort
and a musical appreciation that is too often lacking in
glee clubs. The three songs in the first group given by
the intermediate voice class were delightful.

In a recent issue I described somewhat briefly the
work Miss Elizabeth Peterson is doing as piano director
in the conservatory. At the recital the other night her
students distinguished themselves. Especially note-
worthy was the work of Miss Doris Higgins and Miss
Betty Lee Crane in the Mozart-Grieg Phantasie and of
Miss Margery Forsberg and Miss Higgins in the Men-
delssohn Rondo Capriccioso. It is somewhat difficult in

ensemble numbers to pick out individual artists with a
view to analyzing their work, but in the Rondo Capric-
cioso Miss Forsberg showed a splendid vitality of tone
and a real appreciation of the composition. Miss Hig-
gins is a pianist of no mean attainments, both in her
work with Miss Crane and Miss Forsberg she was a
credit to the department.

Emma Mescow Fitch gave two evenings of song to
close her season, one June 12 at her studio at "Friend-
ship Place," when her junior pupils presented a program
and one June 14 at the Parlor Lecture clubhouse when
her advanced pupils gave a program of difficult numbers
to about 400 invited guests. The program for June 12
consisted of the following: (al Dawn (Curran), (b)
Pirate Dreams (Huerter), Mrs. Doris Hicks of Fowler;
(a) The Stars are Brightly Shining (Bronte), (b) At
Dawning (Cadman), Miss Eloise McAboy; (a) A Bowl
of Roses (Fosterl, (b) Gray Days (Johnson), Miss Mar-
ian Pulsiferof Merced; (a) The Star (Rogers), (b) Rest
With Thee in Heaven (Flaxington Harker). Mrs. Ira
Hansen; (a) 1 Bring Thee Heartsease and Roses (Brans-
comb), (b) Mother, My Dear (Farley), Miss Jennie
Horn; (a) A Group of Chinese Nursery Rhymes (Brain-
bridge Crist), Miss Menla Taylor of Del Rey (in Chinese
costume). After the program a social hour was enjoyed
by the guests and dainty refreshments were served.

(To be continued next week)

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
studio:—545 Sutter Street
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Management —I. B. Behymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Angele

Telephone Kearny 3598

MOTION PICTURE OPERA NOT PRACTICABLE

Frate Sole. No Doubt Compiled and Exhibited With the
Best of Intentions. Did Not Have the Features

That Spell Success With the Musical Public

BY ALFRED METZGER
From the very first time we saw an announcement of

the tact that San Francisco was about to witness the
American premiere of a motion picture opera with or-
chestra, chorus and soloists, we immediately suspected
that the announcement was not based upon artistic tacts
and that furthermore the enterprise could not possibly
be crowned with success. First a real fine motion pic-
ture, with music specially written for it, and with
chorus, soloists and orchestra participating had already
been given more than once, and could in no sense of the
word be termed a motion picture opera. And strange
to say that picture was also of Italian origin. It was
entitled Cabiria and was in every respect one of the
finest spectacular and dramatic masterpieces of cine-
matic art that we have heard. The music, both vocal
and instrumental, written by Mr. Breil. synchronized
perfectly and was a pleasure to hear. Music of both
vocal and instrumental character was also written by
Mr. Breil for Griffith's Intolerance. So to announce that
this was the first time a so-called motion picture opera
was presented was indeed stretching the truth to an
unusual degree.

Much credit is due to Alexander Saslavsky, the chorus
and the soloists. They acquitted themselves of an al-
most unsurmountable task with unusual skill and ability.
Given hut few rehearsals, and being compelled to fur-
nish a musical setting tor a production entirely foreign
to their experience, was indeed a difficult problem. Thai
it was solved as satisfactory as was the case must be
accepted as an artistic victory for those who partici-
pated. Mr. Saslavsky had an almost impossible task
to perform, and he performed it with credit.

The picture was old fashioned and lacked the essen-
tials of high class photo play technic. As a religious
tableau depicting the life of a saint and suitable for
church presentation this picture could undoubtedly be
a success. But cast upon the screen in the Civic Audi-
torium, which edifice is under no circumstances suited
for motion picture exhibitions, the picture defeats its
own purpose. No advantage has been taken of scenic
plcturesqueness, no regard was had to the employment
of multitudes, no judgment was displayed in the proper
application of lighting effects and most of the time it
was impossible to watch the mimicry of the performers
The story of the life of St. Francis and Santa Clara is
simply told in almost Biblical brevity, but in a detached
manner that lacks all continuity and that was absolutely
devoid of any coherent story and action. So this exhibi-
tion could not be called a photoplay in the true sense of
the word.

It was a motion picture pure and simple. But it it
was no photoplay it could not possibly have been an
opera. For opera requires dramatic action, continuity
of plot and gradual unravelling of a consecutive story.
Frate Sole is a series of incidents that have no dramatic
connection with one another. Consequently the music
did not synchronize. When there was a musical climax,
there was no action to support it. When there was a
dramatic climax there was no music to emphasize it.

There were only a small number of choruses. We only
heard one distinct and sufficiently extensive solo and
that was sung in excellent voice by Mrs. E. E. Bruner in
the beginning of the "opera." It was the outstanding
vocal number of the performance. The other solos were
hardly noticeable as they were interwoven with choral
ensemble effects. The music itself is excellent and well
worth hearing. It is the result of deep application and
the product of a really artistic mind of truly exceptional
proportions. It is most difficult to perform, and for this
reason we again compliment Mr. Saslavsky for the suc-
cessful presentation of a musical task which seemed
unsurmountable.

Those concerned in the presentation of Frate Sole
were: Director. Alexander Saslavsky; Director of
Voices. Henry L. Perry: Assistant to Vocal Director,
Mertianna Towler; Principals—Sopranos: Flora Howell
Bruner, Millicent Raven, Elsa Behlow Trautner; Con-
tra'.tos: Blanche Hamilton Fox, Alice Justine, Elizabeth
Price; Tenors: Arthur Messmer, Lyman H. North. Hugh
J. Williams; Basses: Henry L. Perry, Robert F. Wil-
liams. P. H. Ward; Chorus—Sopranos: Agnes Burrell.
Annie Beaton Clary, Lulu Bothin Craig. Flora Hillyard
Gearhart, Edna Leopold, Kathryn McCormick, Elsie E.
Miller, Geraldine Parsons, Miriam Saunders; Contraltos:
Adelaine E. Birchler, Jeanette Clary, Alyce Doughty,
Irene Henri Hagerman, Celeste Saslavsky, Lea Schary,
Estelle duVivier; Tenors: Charles F. Berry, Leo Cashin,
Henry Coleman, E. A. Holton, Henry Metcalf, .\ustin
Mosher; Basses: Herman Cleveland. George Comes, A.
C. Longfleld, H. C. McCormick, Curtis H. Metcalf, An-
drew Robertson, Harold M. Teel.

THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA,
which will be published by the Musical Review Co. early
next season, will be an authoritative compilation of all

those who contribute toward the musical life of Cali-
fornia. Not to be represented in this Musical Blue Book
will be synonmous to being absent from a huge assem-
blage of musical people who count in California.
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QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

-S. J.l

Uand'
sree-:

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.i
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,.
San Francisco.

1. Does "rit." stand for ritardando or ritenuto?
"Rit." is an ambiguous abbreviation and may

for either ritardando or ritenuto. There is no
ment among authorities concerning it and no trad
usage which would settle the matter. Its prop'r i: .ui-

ing must be judged from the context and acce^.-m irs.

A careful composer would avoid its use and emiln iiir

abbreviations "ritard" for ritardando and "rit. n liu

ritenuto. unless the context made its meaning in
for example, if ritardando is desired in two or nii.if-

places which are obviously similar, "ritard" may be'
used the first time and "rit" thereafter.

2. What is an acephalous rhythm?—T. C.
Acephalous means headless. An acephalous rhythmi

therefore is one which lacks the initial or principal ae-i
cent from the occurrence of either a rest or a lie in itv
place.

3. Did Musorgski write any operas besides "Boi
Godunoff"?—U. L.

The following: Han d'Islande (youthful, unimportan*
Oedipus (lost except a chorus); Salammbo (unfinishi
best numbers used later in other works) ; The Marri;
Broker (a musical comedy) : The Fair of Sorotchi)
(fragmentary); Khovanshchina (now being prepa)
for production in Paris).

4. What is meant by the Creyghton Seventh?—H.
A seventh chord on the subdoniipant following an

dinary dominant seventh. Named after Robert Creyi
ton D. D.. an English composer of the seventeenth ci

tury. who first used this progression in his anthemj
Will Arise.

5. Which instrument is called the clown of the orch:
tra?—B. N.
The bassoon.

Edwin Holton, one of the young tenors who receni
has attracted the attention of serious music lovers, a:

who on every occasion of his public appearance xv
genuine applause and proves himself worthy of i i

nition, was soloist of the McNeill Club of Sa(r:i., n.

at their regular concert given on Tuesday eveniii- l:i

29. under the able direction of Percy A. R. Dow Mi
Helton's success may easily be gathered from tli' Icil

lowing comment which appeared in the SacramciiiM r,-

of May 30: "Edwin Holton is a singer of exc.|ii . n

talents. His voice is warm and sympathetic, am]
than hints of baritone. It was most deliglm
Handel's O' Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me? i i

beauty and artistic worth of this number still leiiv. Hi

writer wondering how he could have followed ii wii

anything so tawdry as Thank God for a Garden, in."

ever, he was forgiven after he had sung Purcell's I'li.-^

ing B.V, and shown that he could earn tears witli lb

dramatic fervor he put into Geoffrey O'Hara's I.' iH
Bateese.
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TEACHERS' CONVENTION

pledging the assistance of the San Fran-

cisco musicans and enlightening the local

group on many points under discussion.

Mr. GrifBn congratulated San Jose on
the possession o£ the A. Cappella choir,

stating that no other city in California

was so fortunate. He compared the work
of the choir with the Sistine choir of

Rome, the Frauen Kirche choir of Ger-

many and the great choirs of England,

stating that the local group did not suffer

in comparison with any of these.

The convention is to open with a ban-

quet the evening of July 4 at the Hotel
Vendome. While intended primarily for

the delegates this banquet is open to the

public interested in music and reserva-

tions may be made at any time. Speeches
and stunts by the various branches will

enliven the evening. The program and
discussions during the day will be held

at the College of Pacific, the use of

the building being donated by that in-

stitution. Evening concerts will be given

at the auditorium of the State Teachers'
college, whose administration has kindly

granted the use of the hall. Friday after-

noon the delegates will be taken on a trip

through the valley and will listen to a
complimentary recital in the Stanford
chapel by Warren D. Allen, organist of

the university. Business sessions will oc-

cupy the attention of the delegates all

day Saturday at the Hotel Vendome.
4.

BETTER MUSIC AT WARFIELD

Harry C. Arthur. Jr., general manager
of West Coast Theatres. Inc.. and A. M.
Bowles, manager of the Northern Di-

vision in which are included the War-
field. Tivoli and other theatres of the

Turner and Dahnken circuit, operated by
the West Coast Theatres interests, have
reason to feel greatly encouraged by the
unquestionable success and the cordial

reception tendered their new policy of

giving better music by an elarged or-

chestra of forty men under the direction

of George LipschuUz. The first compo-
sition selected for interpretation by this

enlarged body of picked musicians was
Tschaikowsky's famous 1812 Overture.
No doubt this work has been selected
with an idea to give the public the best
and most effective music among classic

musical literature.

But is it wise to begin from the end?
That is to say to burden the mind of the
general theatre-going public with the
heaviest music to be found? We think
conductors like Mr. LipschuUz would do
better for themselves and their public if

they would select music of a more
melodious and more comprehensive cate-

gory—that is to say comprehensive to

the masses. There are so many composi-
tions like grand opera selections, waltzes,
marches and the lighter order of suites,

which everyone would enjoy, layman and
musician alike. They would not require
many rehearsals, would not tax the
executive ability of the musicians too
greatly and would really prove a delight.
Works like this 1812 Overture, or any
kind of symphony, or Wagner composi-
tions, should only be given after thorough
rehearsals and with orchestras from sixty
to eighty. There is so much fine music
composed suitable for orchestras of forty
that it is not at all necessary to play
music which is too heavy tor the aver-
age theatregoer. Some conductors hai'e

the wrong idea about thinking that the
public wants to be educated. That isn't

so. The public wants to be ENTER-
TAINED: that's all.

We wish to compliment Mr. LipschuUz
upon the results he attained from his fine

aggregation of musicians who played this

difficult work with remarkable facility. If

one considers the handicaps under which
they worked. They can not have had
more than one or two good rehearsals
and the fact that they interpreted the
work with the smoothness and ensemble
effects which characterized their Inter-
pretation reflected great credit upon them
as well as upon their director. U is. in-

deed, gratifying to note that we have
such excellent musicians who are given
the opportunity to present the best of
music in the best possible manner.
Another excellent program has been

prepared by the Loew-Warfield Orchestra
for next week and those enjoying fine
pictures and exceUent music will make
no mistake to attend the performances at
this theatre. We also noted with a great
deal of pleasure that the musical settings
to the feature picture are splendidly ar-
ranged and fit the action excellently.

This. too. is due to Mr. Lipschultz's fine
taste and artistry.

Another delightful feature of the mu-
sical program last week was Mr. Lip-
schultz's violin solo—Hymn to the Sun
(Rimsky-Korsakov). It was played with
fine, flexible tone, elegant shading and
very effective cantabile style.

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Language!

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
002 KOHLER A CHASB BLDG.

San Frandaco Phone i Kearnr &454

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CULTURE
Aatborlzed to Teach Mme. Schoen-

Rene'ii Method
1314 Leavenworth St. Phone Prospect 0353

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

Phone Berkeley

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
805 Kohler & Chase Bid. Tel. Sntter 7387

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.^N FR.^NCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member Federal Reserve System and Associated Savings

Banks ol San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921 ,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Etnployees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESI DIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter {^74}
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

.Studio: 150 Central Ave. TeL Park 1«M

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAL INSTRICTION FOR BEGI>~>'ERS
Phone. Prospect 420 Studio. 861 Sutter St.

ADELE ULMAN
TEACHER OP VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Comtnonwealth Ave.
Telephone Paclflc 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Ilraudt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Kenrnr S4.'S4

DOMENICO BRESCIA Joseph George Jacobson
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 603-«O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny MM

Mzdame Charles Poulter—Soprano

nd—Tel. Oakland 2071)

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.*M.4TiC CONTRALTO

Opera Successes In Europe; Concert Suc-
cesses In America. Address IKOl California
St., San Francisco. Telephone Prospect :t020

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OP SINGING

Stndio 36 GalTner Bnildlne, 376 Sutter St.
Tel. Donelaa 4233. Res. Tel. Kearnr 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the openine of her new Resi-
dence Studio, Clark Apts., Apt. 20—13S
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone ~

MNfE. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OP SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
OROAMIST ST. MARY'S OATHBDBAIr

Piano Department, Haaslla Schoal
OneaD and Piano. Arrlilasra Mnalcnl ColIeK*

ESTHER MUNDELL

ETHEL JOHNSON

I'ntll Auerust 15th

PIANO
8.13 Sacrnmento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Classes for Violin

Stndio Buildins. 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement MunIc School)

343Jt SHornmenIo St. Phone Klllntore SftB

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Sinking. 32 Loretta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler ^t
Chase Bldg.. s. F. Telephone Kearny 54M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST_ Bet. Clay A Washington

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
olHt. Temple En

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 41110 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 4152 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. 3435 Sacramento
St.. and 121 2l8t .\Te.. Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OP GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHKR OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berl<eley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Parl< 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2S32 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1S47

ANDR'E TEITRTER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Paclflc 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter OSS

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMEB, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes

Pre«eiH« fundamental mu.lc prInolpU-, In a dellnlte and luold way, cot

with flrat-Krade pleccn but Dr..Ere»«lnE rapidly in their expasitlon o(

and expre.»l„n pr.blen- and the ereaUon of Bood ta.te.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

113S Chentnot Street
Telephone Prospect 4033

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you ftatlsfled nith yonr leacherf
Can he place you before the publlcf
Are yoQ Hatisfled with your prosressf
Ih he n Faildlftt. or ihnrletnnf
Are yon Bure your teacher knows hovrf
la he always talktne "BREATH f" "TONGUEt"

"JAWf"
If in doubt, consult Mr. Bo^art. wbo studied In

Europe with the teachers of Sembrich, SealchI,
Blspham, etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

«"" Address—HEINE BI..DG« 408 STOCKTON ST.

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5464

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Bndoraed by ^^aser Swayae

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayi
Principles

Stndloa 80T Kohler A Chaae Bids.

2518% Btna St.. Berkeley. Pkoae Berkeley ISl*

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 6

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical

discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

WE INVITE A HEARING

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
^"WileKBAlleDCS. feq

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS—
Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music

11
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NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK TO BE LAUNCHED WHY NOT A PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION?

cading Men and Women in Music and Business Combine to Make Music
Week a National as Well as Local Enterprise—First Country-wide
Musical Observance Scheduled for 1924—Hundreds of Cities Will

Participate— Response to Inquiries Most Enthusiastic

(Special Correspondence to Musical Review)

Since the Interests of the Music Teachers Residing on the Pacific Coast
Are Fairly Well Interwoven, The Pacific Coast Musical Review Thinks

It Is Timely to Suggest a Movement Intended to Combine the
California, Oregon, Nevada and Washington Associations

BY ALFRED METZGER

Under the auspices o£ a distinguished

mniittee representing civic and educa-

mal as well as musical interests, plans

e now under way for the observance
the first Music Week on a national

lie, in the spring o£ 1924. The pro-

ective event is an outgrowth of the

:al Music Weeks which have been held

nearly 1.50 cities to date and which
e everywhere proving a most effective

3ans of spreading the influence of

isic more widely among the people.

iw York has already had four annual
servances of this kind, each enlisting

icessively increased co-operation among
isical and non-musical forces and im-

essing more deeply upon the public the
adamental truths of the importance of

isic to the individual and to the com-
mity. Washington, D. C. has just held
third annual Music Week, with active

-operation, as in the two years pre-

ding. by President Harding and many
vernment officials. In Los Angeles.
,n Francisco, Denver and Dallas, which
ve all celebrated two or three annual
asic Weeks, so far, there were 1000 or

)re events in the seven days' program,
ch in its own way extending the in-

ence of music, and all serving together
give music permanently a more impor-
nt part in the city's life.

As the movement grew, constantly de-

loping new features and securing more
despread support, the time seemed
je to establish the Music Week idea
a national basis. The initiative in the

itter was taken up C. M. Tremaine,
rector of the National Bureau for the
Ivancement of Music, who was secre-

ry of the committee in the pioneer
usic Week in New York, February.
20. He was also active in the later

iservances in that city, until this year's
ent. which was under the direction of

Iss Isabel Lowden. Mr. Tremaine has
en in close touch with all the local

usic Weeks, the Natonal Bureau acting
a clearing-house of information and

ggestions for them. It was his hope
Dm the beginning that there might ulti-

ately be a National Music Week—"a
iritable music wave sweeping over the
luntry and bringing the melody and
irmony of music into the lives of mil-
ms who still think it is somethng for
e 'other fellow,' and who do not realize
at it has a definite place in the daily
'e of everyone." Such a concentration
public attention upon music, he be-

ived, would be of benefit to all profes-
onally or otherwise interested in music,
usic Week must be an evolution, how-
'er. in order that it might be more than
erely a name. The aim. therefore, was
have the plan work out successfully
individual cities without an attempt
anything broader until a sufficient

imber of well-organized local obser-
inces had paved the way and provided
e necessary foundation. That number
IS now been reached, and in addition
uch interest aroused in othe r cities
hich will not actually put into execu-
on their Music Week plans until next
iring.

The first public mention of a proposed
ational Music Week appeared in Feb-
lary. 1917, when an item was published
I connection with the work of the Na-
onal Bureau for the Advancement of
:usic. To make sure that the time had
sally arrived to prepare tor the National

Music Week Mr. Tremaine sent out to all

the cities which had had local obser-
vances a questionnaire asking their opin-

ion of the idea of the synchronized event,
and the season preferred if it should
take place. The answer was practically

unanimous approval, with May designated
as the favorite month. April being second.
The task of organizing the committee

was then immediately begun. The diffi-

One of the principal causes that were
responsible for the foundation of the Pa-

cific Coast Musical Review was the desire

of the writer to weld the musical elements
of the Pacific Coast closer together. The
Music Teachers' Association of California

at the time the writer took a hold of this

paper in 1901 was purely a San Francisco

institution of quite provincial dimensions
including in its membership only about

OLGA STEED

culty of making selection among the

great number of individuals who were
interested, and who might properly be

included, was solved by adopting the

policy of inviting only presidents of

prominent national organizations. The
additional advantage was that in this

way the aid of the important bodies they

represent could be obtained as perhaps

by no other means. Many of the dis-

(Continued on page 15, column 1)

fifty or so music teachers of which but a

few were prominently identified with the

educational life of the city. It was upon the

constant urging of this paper to expand
its influence and membership and upon
our refusal to regard the organization as

a representative body that the first con-

vention took place at Century Club Hall

when a delegation from Los Angeles gave
the association its first Statewide atmos-

phere.

After the Pacific Coast Musical Review
had successfully assisted in creating a
really Statewide music teachers' associa-
tion, it began its efforts to help the Cali-

fornia Federation of Music Clubs in be-
coming a real California organization by
assisting in adding seventeen music clubs
from Northern California to what up to
that time was really a Southern Califor-
nia Federation only. We have always
urged and still urge the engagements
of experienced resident artists from
Southern California in the North and
from Northern California in the South.
We have for years exploited the proposi-
tion that the remarkable and admirable
achievements of the musicians of South-
ern California ought to be known and
recognized in the North and vice versa.
Indeed we have devoted twenty-two years
of our life to cementing and moulding the
musical endeavors of the entire State of
California.

We have done this because this paper
is what its name implies—a Pacific Coast
music journal—and its interest is not
centered in one community, but in the
entire Pacific West. Having now made
a fine start in unifying the musical ele-

ments of California, we want to start a
movement to weld together the musical
elements of the entire Pacific Coast. And
just as we began our California unifica-

tion movement with the Music Teachers'
Association we want to begin our Pacific

Coast unification with the music teachers.
Therefore, we would suggest that one of

our friends at the convention in San Jose
next week—preferably our staunch friend

and loyal standby, Frank Carroll Giffen

—

to begin the formation, (or at least the
first steps toward such formation), of a
PACIFIC COAST MUSIC TEACHERS'
ASSOCIATION including for the present
the States of California. Oregon, Nevada
and Washington. The associations of

such a vast territory could not, of course,
hold annual convention; but there should
be no difficulty to hold at first tri-annual

and finally bi-annual conventions. This
paper, being really and truly a PACIFIC
COAST medium, will contribute its space,

its influence and the editor's experience

in organization toward the end of bring-

ing this movement to a successful conclu-

sion.

The writer had the honor to be one of

the speakers at the first convention of

the Music Teachers' Association of Cali-

fornia. Those who were present will re-

member that we said at that time that

this California organization was only the

beginning of a Coastwide move, and that

we would not rest until all the music
teachers on the Pacific Coast were united

into one great, big association. The
reason why so many leading teachers

refuse to become members of the asso-

ciation is mainly owing to the fact that

nothing greater than purely local prob-

lems seem to interest the association. It

is true injurious legislation has been pre-

vented from being foisted upon the pro-

fession and unjust taxation has been

taken off the shoulders of the teachers,

but something really big—something that

wou'.d attract national attention—has not

yet been considered. And just at present

when the problem of a National Con-

servatory ot Music is likely to confront

(Continued on page 5. column 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steele, Wheeloclc, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

T>uo-Art.

Sherman,pay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton - Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 11 of this Issue

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

nd clioix di
ilNt KxpoNition Auditoriij
rector St. LukeN KiiiMii pal Ch
grcgration Iletli Israel. I'iano
ctiou—Vueal coaeli. A ailable

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

WALLACE A. SABIN
Temple l^nianu El. Firat Church of Chrlat Sel

Ireetur l.orinK Club. S. F.. Wed., 1617 Californl
ne Franklin 2(t0:tt Sat., First Chrlntlan Selene
hone Franklin 1.307i Rea. atudio, 3142 Lewlato
rkeler. Phane Piedmont Z-IZK.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Names i

Lake Merrltt. Oakland
Complete Conaervalory Courae— Piano. Harp, Vlolla.1

Tello. Volee, Connterpolnt. Harmony. HIalory

l^ll^l^iAJM iSIKMlMtjrtAM

The larger the circulatio n of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profess ion and

student. If yc u he Ip us to add 3000 subscr ibers to

our list we w II he Ip you to increase your income.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillaea, Director

A. L. Artleuea. Prea.: Loula AlcRrla, VIce-Prea.
Unexcelled (aclllllea for the atudy of mnalc In all

Ita brancbea. Largre Pipe Orenn. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
Snn Franclaco, Cal. Phone Weat 4737

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Oarfleld 227U

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

32-12 AVnahlnKton Street Telephone Flllmoi

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be abaent in Europe for aumnier, reauniln^
teachlni; about Sept. 20lh. Realdcnce studio: 150
nionte VUla Ave.. Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 708

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JIST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 40.-, Kohler & Chaae llldE.. Tel. Kearnj TyiTA

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Mualc Couraea ThoroURh and ProKreaalve
Public School Mualc. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite r,oo I

S. F.! 2.-.30 Cnlleee Ai
rndo Road. Ilerkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
COXCFHT COACH—VOCAI, TECHNIQrE

SUPER -DICTIOIV
ibyterinn Chornl Society.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Tralnlne

Pine St. Phone Douglna G024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

DI

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Info W< innn.

Teacher of Plnno. Oi lean, liar nony. ( reamat and M
of Flrat P eahyterli n Church. Alameda.

Studio: ; 117 PARU ^'i'KKE'f. ALAMEDA Telephone
meda 155 Thuradnya Merrlma 3 Schoo . r.( 7 Eldorado
Oakland Telephone PledmoB « 2770.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

KARL RACKLE
PI \ N I ST— I N STR L'CTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES

Phone Berk. 40Sa-W
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

TRULY, A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

There is presented in San Francisco at present
in opportunity to young students of operatic art

IS well as vocal science that is as rare as it is

ibsolutely fundamental in its far-reaching effect.

A'e attended one of the rehearsals for the grand
ipera season to be given under the auspices of

he .San Francisco Opera Association for 1923 at

he Civic Auditorium next September, under the
irtistic direction of Gaetano Merola. To say that

ve were astounded at the number of those attend-

ng and delighted over the splendid material con-
ained in this vast number of people is e.xpress-

ng our sentiment very mildly. And when we fol-

Qwed the careful, clear, intelligent and effective

raining to which these people are subjected by
ilr. Merola, it is a marvel to us that any vocal
tudcnt or artist really can summon up enough
ndifference to stay away.

Anyone who does not eagerly take advantage
if this opportunity to obtain a fundamental
inowledge of ensemble singing and a correct
Jea of the vocal scores of some of the most im-
lortant works of operatic literature either does
lot KNOW what he or she is missing, or reveals
n indifference toward music study that is a

ery bad sign of his or her intellectual equip-
nent. The way in which Mr, Merola drills into

pparently barren musical minds the value of in-

onation, phrasing, poetic and dramatic instinct,

sense of musical proportions and a grasp of the
leaning of the composition was surely a revela-
ion to us. A musician who puts his whole heart
nd soul into his work, who exhibits such vast
nowlcdge of operatic purpose, and of the vari-
us languages that have been used in operatic
xpression, is surely a master of his craft, pnd
icky indeed is that vocalist who knows enough
realize the wonderful chance that is put in his

^ay right at home to study and grasp without
xpense a knowledge and gain an experience
hat is worth thousands of dollars and years of
nnecessary futile hunting during which precious
ime and treasure is wasted.

Attending these rehearsals under the virile

nd authoritative direction of Mr. Merola (and
lie preparatory training of Miss Rena Lazelle)
i an education in itself. It makes going to
Europe to study unnecessary. It brings operatic
raining to your very doorsteps. And we want
3 get something ofif our chest right now. Don't
ou believe for a moment that you will ever
mount to a hill of beans as an operatic artist
JNLFSS YOU HAVF UNDERtiONF JUST
lUCH TRAINING AS MR. MEROLA IS

GIVING THAT CHORUS. Too many students
are wrongly mfluenccd by teachers who tell them
that singing in a chorus is undignified and un-
necessary. Singing in a chorus and playing in
an orchestra is SO NECESSARY THAT
WITHOUT IT YOU SIMPLY CAN NOT
GET TO THE BOTTOM OF MUSIC. You
can never be a genuine operatic arti.st. nor concert
artist, nor instrumentalist, nor conductor if you
have not received your training in music through
the mill of ensemble experience. Paste that in
your hat and look at it now and then ! An artist
who has not studied music FROM THE
GROUND UP is lacking the solid basis upon
which a career is erected.

The public of America would be far more ap-
preciative of music as an art if there were less
conceit and self-assurance among those who act
as messengers of the muses. And such conceit is

the result of a wrong state of mind which does
not appreciate the meaning of the word SER-
VICE. Members of clubs, music teachers' asso-
ciations and other musical institutions too fre-
quently want to know WHAT DO I GET OUT
OF IT, instead of asking WHAT CAN I PUT
INTO IT. Every one of us who wishes to
make this nation more musical all the time must
be ready to SERVE THE CAUSE OF MUSIC.
You can not get anything worth while out of
any musical movement UNLESS YOU HAVE
FIRST PUT SOMETHING WORTH WHILE
INTO IT. Indeed, any of us who want to get
benefits from something which has never had
our wholehearted support and help are nothing
but parasites who wish to live on the work of
others. Ensemble experience is not only neces-
sary in obtaining a worth-while musical educa-
tion, but ensemble experience is equally neces-
sary in spreading the gospel of music throughout
a commonwealth so that the soil upon which we
sow develops a fertility that causes the seeds of
appreciation to blossom out into the most fra-
grant flowers of musical understanding.

OUR DEEDS PAST AND PRESENT

You can not be thoroughly informed on musi-
cal matters, nor discuss musical subjects intelli-

gently unless you read a music journal.
The subscription price of The Pacific Coast

Musical Review is only Three Dollars a year, or
a fraction over FIVE CENTS a week.

It is to the interest of EVERY MEMBER of
the musical profession, EVERY ASPIRING
ARTIST AND STUDENT and EVERY MAN-
AGER AND MUSIC CLUB and every music
house to contribute toward securing for The
Pacific Coast Musical Review as large a circula-
tion as possible, inasmuch as a widely circulated
music journal reaching the public EVERY
WEEK arouses interest in music and thus cre-
ates additional income for everyone dependent
on music for his or her livelihood. BY HELP-
ING THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL RE-
VIEW YOU HELP YOURSELF.
NOW IN ITS TWENTY-SECOND YEAR
The Pacific Coast Musical Review is now in

its twenty-second yeai?. We defy anyone to

show that The Pacific Coast Musical Review has
not always worked for the musical profession and
public, at times without regard to its own com.-
mercial advantages. While many people who do
not agree always with out policy (you can not
please EVERYBODY ALL THE TIME), we
have always been sincere and have never used
the influence of the paper to gratify personal am-
bitions or wreak personal vengeance. If, there-
fore, you find anyone slandering the paper by
exercising his or her influence against it, this

opposition is not the result of anxiety for the
welfare of the musical profession or public, but
is solely the result of a PERSONAL GRIEV-
ANCE or a contemplation of imaginary wrong
supposedly sustained through this publication.
What the Musical Review has done for music:
1—Prevented unjust political control of the

profession (fought State license bill and suggest-
ed remedy against municipal taxation).

2—Instigated organization of State-wide music
teachers' association ; responsible for first State
Teachers' convention.

3—Assisted in bringing Northern and South-
ern California musicians and musical people to-

gether.

4—Helped to arouse interest in California,'^^
Federation of Music Clubs so that more clubL*
from Northern California became interested to *'

join Federation.

5—Used its influence to improve symphony
concerts in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

,
6—Assisted in making the Hollywood Open-

Air Symphony Concerts a success, under Alfred
Hertz, by encouraging the association between
the Hollywood management (principally Mrs, J,

J. Carter) and Mr. Hertz.
7—Fighting with every ounce of energy for

the continued engagement of Alfred Hertz as
conductor of the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra.

8—Fighting for the recognition of resident
artists of reputation on a par with visiting artists
of the same ability until California Federation
of Music Clubs passed resolution at recent con-
vention in Santa Ana to urge music club to en-
gage at least two resident artists next season.

9—Persistent and consistent encouragement of
American (including, of course, California) ar-
tists and composers.
10—Encouraging aspiring young students

eager to begin a public career (many now well
known Cahfornia artists have received their first
encouragement in this paper).

ll--Influenced organization of Political Musi-
cians' Club, bringing musical profession in touch
with State and municipal administrations to de-
fend musicians against unjust legislation and to
inspire legislation against charlatans.
]2—Waged campaign against illegitimate and

indecent music in moving picture theatres.
What The Pacific Coast Musical Review will

do for music

:

1—Continuation of backing of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
of Alfred Hertz, as long as the musical public
wants to retain the noted conductor.
2—To assist in making the San Francisco

Opera Association (Gaetano Merola, musical di-
rector) permanent.
3—To secure financial backing for Musicians'

Building (including concert hall seating 2,500,
music studios and headquarters for music clubs.'*—To secure opportunities for concert appear-
ances for resident artists of reputation with
music clubs which are not at present eneaeine
such artists. & & s

.
5—To assist in bringing the opera house plans

in connection with proposed war memorial to a
successful conclusion.
6—To strenuously oppose commercial or other

paying enterprises seeking services of experi-
enced artists gratuitously.
7—To continue fighting fearlessly and tena-

ciously for the interests of the musical profession
and public in line with the campaigns already
mentioned as having been waged by this paper.

MME. KRISTOFFY HONORS PUPILS

Mme. Johanna Kristotfy, distinguished prima donna
soprano, and teacher of renown, entertained a number
of her pupils at the Fairmont Hotel last Tuesday eve-
ning. The affair, given in honor of one of her artist-
pupils, Mrs. Hilda Staininger, who is leaving to open a
studio at Long Beach, Calif., was most artistic A splen-
did informal musical program was given, at the conclu-
sion of which an elaborate supper was served.
Among those who sang were: Mrs. Eileen Canello

sang Vissi d' Arte from La Tosca in full dramatic voice
Helen c:asby. one of the younger pupils did Justice to
Caro Nome from Rigoletto. Miss Gertrude Cremer, a
glorious mezzo soprano, sang an aria from Samson and
Delilah. Mrs, Miriam Friedmann's Cadman's At Dawn-
ing, and Miss Freitas' By the Waters of Minnetonka,
were rendered in a charming manner. Grace Koba,
dressed in her native Japanese costume, sang an aria
from Mme. Butterfly.

Lolita McFarland, the lyric soprano who is rapidly
forging ahead into professional work, featured with
Moon of My Delight and The Nightingale Song. Mis3
Yager and Mrs. Miller furnished two attractive numbers.
The beautiful mezzo soprano voice of Hilda Staininger
c'early showed the results of her study with Madame
Kristofty, and presages a brilliant future in the musical
world. Jane Sargent Sands, who possesses a rich
alto voice, played all the accompaniments.
The treat of the evening was in response to the in-

sistence of her pupils: Madame Kristoffy sang three
numbers with all the dramatic fervor and musical artis-
try for which she is so celebrated. Among those present
were: Miss Branch. Miss Clasby. Miss Cuthbertson. Miss
Cremer. Mrs. Conello. Miss Friedmann. Miss Freitas.
Miss Flynn. Miss Koba. Madame Kristoffy, Miss Kinslow,
Mr. Koechlin, Lolita McFar'.and, Mrs. Miller. Miss
Rainey, Miss Sanford, Jane Sargent Sands. Miss Shin-
han, Mrs. Staininger, Miss Tuchson and Miss Yaeger.
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THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as
They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS
Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-

ton, Mass., The Academy of Muse Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

Give a savage a hollow log and something with which
to beat upon it, and he will produce "music" which will
interest him and his intellectual peers. On a warm,
calm, sunny day. a whale will lie near the surface, idly
beating the water with his tail. He is producing music

—

elemental rhythmic music—which perhaps gives him
pleasure.

Is it possible that the intelligent, virile, highly edu-
cated American is no higher developed aesthetically
than the whale or ignorant savage? He cannot be, on
the face of it, for the very music that delights the Negro
or other laborer, the brothel inmate, the dope fiend, the
savage, seems to give him infinite pleasure. Inversely,
the savage would be absolutely incapable of appreciat-
ing music of a higher sort, even though it were strongly
melodic. This Intelligent American Citizen seeks his
amusement in p'.aces where he can hear distorted
"Jazz;" if he owns a phonograph, ninety-five per cent
of the records he buys are of the Jazz variety—in short,
he is a national anomaly, for history shows us that the
higher a nation grows culturally, the higher the develop-
ment and appreciation of its music.

If we seek an expert opinion on law, we go to a law-
yer: if we wish to know something about medicine, we
ask a physician; therefore it follows as a syllogism, that
if we wish an expert opinion on music, we ask a com-
petent musician.
Musicians—all sincere musicians possessing any

academic standing in their profession—tell us that Jail
is bad: that it is debasing in its influence: that it ap-
peals sole'y to the lowest elements in our natures; that
it is sensuous, immoral, conducive to lewdness, and
that generally its effect on us is pathological.

On the contrary, phonograph manufacturers, publish-
ers of popular music—an analysis of whose product is

Impossible musically—makers of automatic pianos and
other mechanical instruments, SOME theatre owners
and managers, as well as many subsidized industries of
these interested parties, tell us that jazz is NOT debas-
ing in its influence, and that its effect is entirely sal-

utary.
Which are we to believe: the musician whose educa-

tion and experience qualifies him to KNOW what he is

talking about, or the thoroughly commercialized individ-
uals and groups whose very livelihoods are dependent
upon the perpetration and sale of Jazz music. The peo-
ple who are so "broad-minded" that they agree with,
and believe this latter class who are nothing but pan-
derers, are similar in type to those who would take the
word of a druggist in reference to a certain worthless
patent medicine, rather than that of a registered physi-
cian.

An interesting psychological experiment to determine
whether or not Jazz is good, if its result were not so
certain and unpleasant, would be to take two young
women in the adolescent, impressionable period of life,

and bring one under the influence of Jazz in all its forms.
Let her attend the cheaper theatres, dance halls, cafes
and hotels where Jazz is the piece de resistance, at regu-
lar intervals. Let her associate freely with the young
men and women she finds in these places. Give her
plenty of rope.

Keep the other girl entirely away from Jazz and its

influence. Let her musical impressions come from the
symphony halls, the opera, the better class of theatres.
Let her hear string quartettes, able vocal and instru-
mental soloists, and CLEAN music generally. Let this
girl associate freely with the young men and women she
finds in these places. Give her also plenty of rope—or
Sfope.
At the end of a given period, all else being equal, the

result is infallible. The girl who has heard only good,
inspiring music, will be better, finer, more womanly in
every possible way, while the other young woman will

be cheapened greatly, mentally backward, slangy, de*
cided'y loose in her viewpoint, and lucky if she has es-

caped a worse fate. This experiment does not have to
be made specifically: one can see it being worked out
daily in every city, town, and hamlet in the country.

I should like to see and personally meet any sane,
educated, mature man or woman who for argumenta-
tive, commercial, or other reasons maintains that jazz Is

a good, clean, moral influence in the community, who
would allow his or her daughter to be subjected to the
jazz diet exclusively, as outlined in the foregoing hypo-
thetical experiment.
The Great American Public will NOT attend symphony

concerts, recitals or opera, as a form of popular amuse-
ment, in spite of the high excellence of our organiza-
tions of this kind and their—at times—extremely low
prices. For music which they label "high-brow," they
have no use. Any sort of music lacking a well-defined,
whistleable melody, is tagged "high-brow" by the G. A.
P. By popular conception, "classical ' music comprises
such numbers as the intermezzo from Mascagni's Cavel-
leria Rusticana, the Miserere from II Trovatore, the sex-
tette and quartette from Lucia di Lammermoor and

Rigoletto respectively, several songs from Faust, and
various other similar compositions all of which, can be
noted, have this well-defined, easy-to-remember melody.
I do not attempt to deprecate the admitted worth of
this sort of music, but the fact remains that none of it
is "classical," nor is any of it definable as "great."
Thus we have the platform of the GREAT AMERI-

CAN PUBLIC—the solid, self-reliant citizen who pays
his bills on the first of every month, who eats ham-
and-eggs with his knife, sometimes, and who is the bulk
and bulwark of the American Nation.

The orchestra conductor, whether at the head of &
symphony orchestra or a picture orchestra, works, aside
from his musical scholarship and personal magnetism,
largely through the instrumentality of INSTINCTIVE
IMITATION: that is, his methods are founded upon the
fact that human beings have an innate tendency (In
common with monkeys and apes) to copy the actions of
others, often without being conscious that they are do-
ing so. Thus, if one person yawns or coughs, a second
person observing him has an instinctive tendency to do
likewise. One member of a group is radiant with happi-
ness: very soon the others catch the infection and are
smiling also.

The conductor may wish to secure a result which la
portentious, massive, lugubrious, perhaps threatening.
So he unconsciously frowns, compresses his lips, tenses
his body and grasps his baton with his clenched fist-
all this aside from his slow beat, which merely indicates
the tempo. The result is that the orchestra instinctively
through watching him, becomes imbued with his spirit,
and plays the passage in question exactly according to
the ideal he is striving to achieve.

iTo be contlnueil)

KAJETAN ATTL TO SPEND SUMMER IN EUROPE

Distinguished Bohemian Harp Virtuoso and Solo Har|iltt
of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

Leaves On Three Months' Trip

Kajetan Attl, the distinguished Bohemian harp vir-
tuoso and solo harpist of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra left for New York last Sunday morning on his
way to Europe where he will spend the summer months.
Prior to his departure Mr. Attl appeared in a number
of concerts including the cities of Stockton, Watsonville,
San Jose, Vallejo and other interior California cities.
From Vallejo Mr. Attl tells a very amusing incident. He
appeared at the Pantages Theatre auditorium and the
electrician told him Just before he went on the stage
that the last harpist who played there dropped dead on
that very stage. And still Mr. Attl didn't accelerate his
tempi.

Mr. and Mrs. Attl left on Sunday, May 27, for New
York whence they sailed on June 9th for Europe. Prior
to leaving New York Mr. Attl succeeded in disposing
of his harp method, a book to which he devoted several
years of his life, and which is the last word In harp
study and the only printed work on harp teaching In
existence at present, to Carl Fisher, and it will be pub-
lished toward the close of this year. He also played for
the Brunswick Talking Machine and records of his per-
formance will no doubt appear simultaneously with the
publication of his book.

Prior to his departure Mr. Attl had reserved tickets
for the opera in Berlin which he planned to attend on
June 17th. He then went to Leipsic. Dresden and
Karlsbad where he made an appointment to meet Alfred
Hertz. His principal reason for going to Europe is to
visit his mother, but he will combine this personal duty
and pleasure with business, and will try to solve the
harp string problem for America. He will bring back
with him the very finest strings he can purchase and
will endeavor to establish an agency for them in this
country. It seems it is diflicult to secure first class harp
strings at present. He will also bring back some new
harp music for his large class of pupils. He will
furthermore visit Hungary and Serbia. At his mother's
home in Bohemia he will participate in a family re-
union. He will return by way of Paris and London try-
ing to secure harp strings and new music wherever he
goes.

Mr. Attl will be due here for the opera season to be
given under the auspices of the San Francisco Opera
Association tor 1923 under the direction of Gaetano Mer-
ola having accepted the position of harpist for the or-
chestra. Rehearsals are scheduled to begin the first
week in September which will soon be followed by re-
hearsals for the new symphony season. Mr. Attl's studio
has been left in charge of a very capable harp expert
who will be glad to receive visitors and attend to their
needs in the way of harp supplies.
Among the soloists who participated in some of Mr.

Attl's concerts he enjoyed specially the work of Miss
Leila Graves who scored an excellent triumph in Wat-
sonville and Stockton. Miss Graves is a very successful
vocalist who studied with Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau.
and whose artistic achievements are recognized in the
following press comments:

Watsonville Pajaronian, May 1st.—Miss Graves has a
beautiful, clear. lyric soprano voice, the purity of tone
of which is seldom heard, and her clear enunciation
adds greatly to the pleasure of her hearers.

Stockton Daily Evening Record, May 8th.—Miss
Graves' voice, a pure, clear, beautiful lyric with exquisite
tonal shadings was heard to advantage in Puccini's
aria from Boheme, Massenet's Elegie, and aria from
Madame Butterfly. (Puccini). Her introductory group
comprised four brief songs by modern composers and
were given with a fine interpretative intelligence.

Stockton Independent, May 8th.—Mr. Attl's assisting
artist. Miss Leila Graves, soprano, gave much delight
with her perfection of tone production, simplicity of de-
livery, nicety of phrasing and above all the lyric beauty,
pure and sympathetic, of her voice.

TEACHERS TO CO-OPERATE WITH STUDENTS

Public School Music Committee of the California Music
Teachers' Association to Present Interesting

Report at San Jose Convention

BY ELSIE L. CARSON
(Secretary Music Teachers' Association of California)

Los Angeles, Cal , May 28, 1923.
One of the most interesting events of the approach-

ing State Music Teachers' Association Convention to
be held at San Jose on July 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th, will
be the presentation of the report of the Public School
Music Committee, by Miss C. Adelaide Trowbridge, the
chairman.
This committee was formed by Mrs. Norton Jamison

then president of the California Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation, as a result of the inspiration brought to the
San Diego Convention in 1920, by Mrs. Agnes Ray who
had been sent by the State Board of Education to give
an address at this meeting. The committee has been
active ever since that time, and has accomplished
many things of importance to the musical fraternity
Too much recognition cannot be given to Miss Trow-
bridge and Miss Florence Wenzel, and their co-workers,
for their unselfish and untiring devotion, in their efforts'
to help bring about closer co-operation and greater
understanding between the private and the public
school music teacher, for the general advantage of
music students.

One of the results of their endeavors will be present-
ed in the form of an outlined piano course for school
credits In music. The foreword is as follows:
"This outline is intended for the use of either school

or private instruction.
"In place of definitely planned lessons, a minimum

requirement for a four-year course is designated. Care-
ful attention has been given to the necessity for reason-
able flexibility in its application, while emphasizing
the thorough training which wil assure and maintain
for music its rightful place among other educational
subjects."
This course cannot be listed by the State Board of

Education, because it is not submitted by a commercial
organization working for profit, but Mr. A. C Olney
Commissioner of Secondary Schools, to whom it was
submitted, has made most valuable suggestions for
bringing it to the attention of those whom it is designed
to serve. The State law reqiiired that only texts may
be listed and, since this outline does not confine itself
to any one set of books or publications, and makes use
as far as possible, of whatever good material may be
available, it does not come under this c'assification
It has been the aim of the committee to get some k-nd
of common ground upon which private teachers and
public school music teachers may come together and
something which will not compel them to buy an ex-
pensive, cut and dried course.

All of the commercial courses on the market have
been good material, but are so expensive as to work
real hardship on many students and snce they were-
not designed to meet the requirements of large publici
school music classes, they naturaly are not su'ted to-
the needs of such. The teacher who requires the help
these particular courses offer will always have the
privilege of purchasing and using them: but nothins:
which confines the acquirement of knowledge to any one
exclusive channel, particularly an expensive on.- can
possibly be of lasting service to the great nj-i.ss ,,f
music students. The arguments that one d.n - not
need to use all of the material in them and that tli.-ymay always be supplemented by such other students
and pieces as the teacher cares to add, only emphasize
the tact that no one course can meet the needs of all
classes of teachers and students.
The outline, as prepared by the committee gives

suggestions for a comprehensive piano course, covering
the regulation tour-year High school period, and con-
tains in addition lists of supplementary literature andgraded teaching material which still prove to be in-ya uable to many members of the music teaching pro-
fession. ^

Music Teachers' Association of California
By ELSIE L. CARLSON, Secretary.

GOETHE'S FAUST FILMED TO MUSIC
^j

Charles Wakefield Cadman, eminent American operaand song composer, is composing a musical script forGoethe s Faust (not Gounod's opera story) simultane-
ously with the construction of the film script by Fer-dinand Earle, the artist-director who will produce it.Earle thus rests faith in American talent for the difficult
task of resurrecting the ancient Gregorian Chant music,
which he considers the fitting atmospheric vehicle toaccompany his screen vers-on of the medieval idiilo-
sophical drama. "Cadman's numbers are being written
into script and the film will be directed with the struc-
tural requirements of the music in view," declares Earle.
"However, a distinctive experiment is to be tried

whereby the tyranny of the 8 and 16 rhythmic measure
will be more or less avoided. A new type of musical com-
position more closely fitted to the requirements of the
varying tempo of screen drama will be created.
"Prose music" is Ferdinand Earle's name for the new

type of composition. He explains: "This new music will
have the relation of prose to metrical, rhymed poetry.
That is—a wider freedom and tonal plasticity and a
more poignant response to sudden emotional vicissitudes
and modulations."
To prove his contention that the screen is to be the

greatest medium of artistic and dramatic expression,
Ferdinand Earle is constructing his entire script accord-

'

ing to the laws of a sonata or symphony thereby ob-
taining undreamed-of unity.
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WHY NOT A PACIFIC COAST ASSOCIATION
(Continued from page 1. column 4)

US at any moment a UNITED PACIFIC COAST MUSIC
FEACHERS' ASSOCIATION OF TEN THOUSAND
MEMBERS would surely make its influence felt in

Washington.

Some of our good friends in Los Angeles have been
informing us that some of their colleagues fail to give
as their support, because this paper is published in
3an Francisco and hence is regarded a San Francisco
paper. While we naturally have a soft spot in our heart
for the city where we have resided for more than twen-
;y-five years, our choice has not been because of this
'ondness for the city. We wanted to own a Pacific
;;oast publication. In order to do this in reality it was
lecessary to have the paper LOCATED GEOGRAPHIC-
\LLY at a point eas'ly accessible FRO.M ALL PARTS
3F THE COAST. We must reach Portland and Seattle
ilmost as quickly as Los Ange'es, and THERE IS NO
DTHER CITY OF METROPOLITAN SIZE ANYWHERE
DN THE PACIFIC COAST from which we could reach
;he other great cities in equally quick time. If this

)aper were published in Los Angeles (and as a matter
)f fact we did publish it there for seven months in 1906)

t wou'.d require THREE days to reach Portland and
Seattle (second-class matter getting very slow service
It present). From San Francisco we reach Portland and
Seattle in THIRTY-SIX HOURS. By mailing this paper
)n Friday noon, as we intend to do next season, we
:an reach Los Angeles on Saturdays and Portland and
Seattle on Mondays. In this way, the entire Pacific

;)oast will get its musical news not later than on Mon-
lay of every week. We shall presently open an office

n Reno, Nevada, and include that State also in our
lervice.

We want to place the service of this publication at

he disposal of the Music Teachers' Association of Cali-

'ornia without asking for any reciprocal favor except
I unified support of our campaign. If the Music Teach-
srs' Association of California promises to help us bring
his movement to a successful conclusion we guarantee
hat not later than during the year 1925, and if possible
lext year, we shall have the FIRST CONVENTION OF
[•HE MUSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION OP THE
'ACIFIC COAST, and if the California Music Teachers'
Association does not have the courage and the backbone

Have You Reserved Space

In

THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK
OF CALIFORNIA?

If Not,

There Is No Time Like

the Present

We are now compiling the material

and will soon begin to print the

first pages

All leading artists, teachers and
musical organizations will be rep-

resented.

p^ p^ p^£«

Address:

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OP

CALIFORNIA

800 Kohler & Chase Building

San Francisco, Calif.

to start such a movement with us we shall approach the
Music Teachers' Associations of Oregon and Washing-
ton to help us combine the interests of all the teachers
residing on the Pacific Coast. So here's success to the
annual convention of the California Music Teachers'
Association in San Jose next Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday.

SAN FRANCISCO - The Summer Music
Capital of the United
States.

LAST
CALL

Onlya

Few Places

Open

in the

GRAVEURE
Vocal

Classes

Louis

GRAVEURE
World's Famous Baritone

IN SAN FRANCISCO FIVE WEEKS

JULY 16, 1923 TO AUGUST 17, 1923

MASTER CLASS
Thorough Coaching for Teachers, Artists and

Advanced Students

AUDITOR CLASS
Runs Concurrently With Master Class—Students

Attend All Sessions

PRIVATE COACHING
A Limited Number of Private Pupils Will

Be Accepted

"A model for singers of worthy ambi-
tions."—W. J. Henderson, New York
Sun.

For Rates and Particulars Apply to

SELBY C. OPPENHEIMER, Manager
Foxcroft Building. 68 Post St., San Francisco, Cal.

In response to numerous requests

LOUIS PERSINGER
has consented to devote a limited amount of

time to coaching professional violinists and

serious students (During July, August and

September).

Applications should be addressed to "Shady Nook
Lodge,'* Colorado Springs, Colo. After July 1st, Hotel

Claremont, Berkeley, California.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

Studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg.,—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,—West 8152

EDOUARD DERU
VIOLINIST TO THE KING AND

QUEEN OF BELGIUM
Professor of Violin at the Liege

Conservatory of Music
Will Accept Pupils in Violin and

Chamber Music Beginning

August 15th
For particulars regarding terms and gualifica.

tions, as well as enlisting, address Beatrice
Anthony, 1000 Union Street, San Francisco Tel
Franklin 142. Oakland Tel. Lakeside 4133.

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

Pupil of Kilian, Munich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna
Studio: 1753 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

Alfred De Voto
DISTINGUISHED BOSTON PIANIST

AND PEDAGOGUE
Head of Piano Dept. New England Cons, of
Music, Soloist With Leading Symphony

Orchestras of America

Is Now Teaching in San Francisco During July
and August. For Particulars Address Miss Alice
Seckels, 68 Post Street. San Francisco, or Room
1002, Kohler & Chase Building.

LOEWS WARFIELD
Market at Taylor

WEEK OF JUNE 30

Warfield Music Masters
Augmented Concert Orchestra

LIPSCHULTZ
Conducting

FOUR CONCERTS DAILY

Thos. H. Inee Presents

"A Man of Action"

Starring Douglas MacLean

Notice has been received recently from the Central
Office of the International Society for Contemporary
Music that the program of the I^ifth Concert of the
Chamber Music Festival at Salzburg in Augu.st is to be
amended as follows: (V) Arthur Honneger—Sonata pour
Alto et Pianoforte: G. Francesco Malipiero—Due Sonetti
del Berni; Karol Szymanowski—Zwel Hafis-Lieder-
Trauriger Fruhling Tanz; Alois Haba—Zweites Streich-
quartett lin Vierteltonen) : Manuel de Falla—Deux Mel-
odies avec Piano: Paul A. Pisk—Zwei geistliches Ges-
ange; Nun wohne du, Ich habe Dir mein Herz emp por:
Ferruccio Busoni—Fantasia Contrapuntistica per due
pianoforti.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Avnilable tar Concerts and Recltala
Addrexn: 471 »Tth .Avenue

Tel. Pac. «3S
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SAN JOSE READY TO RECEIVE MUSIC TEACHERS

gogues to Give Interesting Information—Earl Z. Meeker to Preside

BY ELITA HUGGINS

The San Jose correspondent of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review desires to correct a statement made in
the last issue regarding the lack of co-operation in pub-
licity for the Music Teachers' State Convention. While
some members of the committee refused to co-operate
it must be stated in all fairness to Mr. Charles M. Den-
nis, president of the local branch, that he was at all
times willing to assist. His attitude was always one of
co-operation and helpfulness, and it is a matter of deep
regret that his name should have been erroneously
mentioned as one lacking in co-operative spirit. Since
the opening of the San Jose department no musician in
the city has shown a more helpful attitude than Mr.
Dennis. The local correspondent trusts that this state-
ment will rectify any wrong impression that may have
been created regarding Mr. Dennis' attitude on publicity,
through the article in last issue.

With the completion of the official program the many
musical treats which are in store for those who attend
the meetings of the State convention of Music Teachers
to be held here July 4, 5, 6. and 7 are being made public.
With almost 1000 members to choose from, including the
outstanding performers and teachers of the State, a
great deal in musical excellence can be expected.
Among the outstanding musicians is found Mary Carr
Moore of the San Francisco branch, the only American
woman who has written, scored and directed a grand
opera. Mrs. Moore is a prolific composer with many
songs and piano pieces before the public whose Ameri-
can historical opera, Narcissa, has brought the com-
poser much fame and recognition. ' She will appear
Friday evening at the State Teachers' College on a
California composers' program.

Albert Tufts, the well-known American concert
organist, is another big attraction. Mr. Tufts is organist
at the Second Church of Christ Scientist, in Los Angeles,
and an active member of the National Organists' As-
sociation and sub-dean of the Southern California chap-
ter of the American Guild of Organists. He has a
tremendous repertoire and will present an interesting
program Thursday afternoon at the College of the Pacific
auditorium where the daily sessions will be held.

A pianist of exceptional merit is Raymond McFeeters
who is entirely a California musical product. He will
present an interesting program on Thursday.

Bertha 'Vaughn, lyric soprano, will be heard Friday
morning. Mrs. Vaughn has been established for years
in Los Angeles as a concert artist and teacher of the
finest quality. These are just a few of the treats in
store for those attending the convention, which will
open with a reception at Hotel Vendome Wednesday
evening, July 4th, at 6 o'clock. The banquet is scheduled
for 7 o'clock in the Grey Room of the hotel to which
not only members of the association can attend but
music lovers generally. Reservations must be made
with Homer DeWitt Pugh, chairman of the convention
committee.

Thursday morning and afternoon several musical pro-
grams and round tables will be given at the College of
the Pacific. In the evening a big concert will be given
at the State Teachers' College, Morris Daley Audi-
torium. Friday morning will be occupied with more in-
teresting programs and round tables at the College of
the Pacific, while the afternoon will be spent in auto-
mobile drives through the valley, ending at Memorial
Church, Stanford University, where Warren D. Allen
will give a complimentary organ recital to the dele-
gates. The program is given elsewhere in these columns.
Friday evening a California composers' program will be
given at the State Teachers' College. Saturday will be
taken up with important business meetings at Hotel
Vendome, the convention coming to a close :n the late
afternoon.

Miss Maud Caldwell presented a number of her ad-
vanced pupils in a piano recital Friday evening, June
15, assisted by Mrs. Floyd A. Parton, soprano, at Sher-
man, Clay & Co.'s recital hall. An outstanding feature
was the second song of Mrs. Parton's, the music of
which was written by Catherine Scorsur. one of the
students, who presided at the piano. It was an artistic
recital in every sense of the word. Following is the
program in full: (a) Arabesque (Debussy), (b) Hun-
garian Dance (Brahms), Jerome Lanigan; (a) Nocturne
(Scriabine), (hi Scherzino (Mendelssohn). Ruth Darling:
(a) Irish Tune from County Derry (Grainger), (b) Pre-
lude from Holberry Suite (Grieg), (c) Rigaudon
(Grieg), Catherine Scorsur; (a) Song Without Words
(Mendelssohn), (b) Trois Ecossaises (Chopin), (c)
Waltz, Op. 42 (Chopin), Ninya Thomas; Vocal (a) A
Picture (Pearl G. Curran), (b) A Sicillian Summer
(music written by Catherine Scorsur), Mrs. Parton,
Catherine Scorsur at the piano: Caprice Espagnole
(Moscowski), Gordon Sutherland; (a) Prelude in G
Minor (Rachmaninow), (b) Polechinelle (Rachmanl-
now). Jerome Lanigan; Two piano duo. Concerto In A
Minor ( Grieg), first piano, Alyse Williams, second
piano, Ruth Burlingame.

wm Ja ,S°*Ser, soprano and artist pupil of
Wiiliami hdward Johnson, has been very active tne pastweek, having given programs on three occasions. As-
sisting Mrs. Cowger was Mrs. Percy Pogson, accom-
paniste, whose name on a program always gives pleas-
ure, her playing being of sucn superior quality MrsPogson who Will perhaps be better remembered as MissIda Sedgwick, has been making her home in Melbourne
Australia, tor the past thirteen years, where she takesan important part in all musical activities. Tuesday
evening, June 19, at a reception given for the PastMatrons and Past Patrons of Santa Clara county bythe O L. S. Chapter No. 31, Mrs. Cowger sang 'fallyHo ILeoni); The Toy Balloon (Fox)); Villanelli (DelAcqual, tor recall singing Daddy's Sweetheart (LizaLehman). *

At the League of Women
James Hotel, Monday, June
Ho (Leoni); It I Can Live
Clock (Grant Schaefer). In
Women s Club at the Y. W.
a large audience with The
Dear (Mana Zucca); Joy
Ware), singing for recall
Cottage.

Voters' luncheon at the St.
25, Mrs. Cowger sang Tally
(Stephenson); The Cuckoo
the evening at the Business
C. A., Mrs. Cowger pleased
Toy Balloon (Fox) ; Mother
of the Morning (Harriet
O'Hara's I Love a Little

The first Pacific Coast Organists' convention given
under the auspices of the California Chapters of the
American Guild of Organists is being held in Los
Angeles this week, June 26, 27 and 28. Warren D Allen
organist of Memorial Church, Stanford University and
Allan Bacon, organist of the College of the Paciflc', will
be heard in convention recitals. Mr. Allen will be heard
at Bovard Auditorium. Tuesday afternoon, June 26 in
the following interestng program: Trumpet Tune and
Air (Henry Purcell (1658-1695); Minuet in C Major
(from Jupiter Symphony) (Mozart); Sketch, in F Minor
(Schumann); Litany (Schubert); Fantasie in D f^lat.
Op. 101 (Saint Saens); Bouree in D Major (Wallace A.
Sabin); Toccata in B minor (Agustin Barie) • Sketch
of the Steppes (Borodin-Allen); Dawn (Cyril Jenkins)-
Scherzo, from Symphonic in G Minor (Edward Shippeii
Barnes); Chanson, from Seven Sketches (Edward Ship-
pen Barnes); Finale, from Suite in D (Edward Shippen
Barnes).

Mr. Bacon will be heard in recital Wednesday after-
noon, June 27, at First Presbyterian Church, when the
following program will be given: Concert Overture in
B Minor (James H. Rogers); Choral (Joseph Jongen)-
Rejoice, Ye Pure in Heart (Leo Sowerby) ; Scherzo froni
Second Organ Symphony (Louis Vierne) ; Elegy, To An
American Soldier (Van Denman Thompson); Rhapsody
in E flat (Herbert Howells): Elevation, in E flat
(Samuel Rousseau); Intermezzo (from Symphony,
Storm King), (Clarence Dickinson); In Springtime
(Ralph Kinder); Toccata (Eugene Glgout).

Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, singing teacher at the Institute
of Music of San Jose, will present three of her pupils in
recital at the Institute parlors the evening of Monday,
July 2. The singers will be the Misses Bissell, soprano,
Leah Harris, mezzo-soprano, and Alice Hitchcock, con-
tralto. Both solo and ensemble numbers from the classic
and romantic masters will be heard. Mr. Stanley
Stocker of the piano department will present several
selections on his instrument.

Miss Lena Christopher, an artist pupil of Leroy V.
Brant at the Institute of Music of San Jose, was heard
last Monday night at the State Teachers' College audi-
torium, complimenting the Law and Order League of
San Jose. She performed the first movement of Bee-
thoven's Moonlight Sonata, and two compositions of
Brahms, Edward and the Intermezzo in C major.
The very large audience was delighted with the vivid-

ness and profundity of her playing. The rather heavy
numbers were executed with a singing touch pleasing
in the extrelbe. which was well brought out by use of
the Steinway concert grand which was very kindly
loaned through the courtesy of George Eardley, manager
of Sherman. Clay & Co. of San Jose.
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JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
„, Anilcr«on BrotherH
PInniiN, l*honnf?r»iihH. R«corilN. .Sheet MitKie. ViolitiK,

MnndoliiiM—Studios at Moderate RateH
«- .So. Ser.iiid Street Snn Jo»e. Culifornlii

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

•^ -lOSE CALIFORNIA

THEO. SCHARFF
Maker of

BEST-EVER VIOLINS
294 S. Second Street San Jose, Calif.

Kohler & Chase

Knab^^ ftaitOB

SAN JOSE HEADQUARTERS
185 So. First Street

ALFRED LANINI
Expert Maker of Violins, Violas and Cellos

With European Experience
Artistic Repairing Rare Old Violins For Sale

591 E. ST. JAMES STREET
San Jose, California

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OIlerH CoiimeH in ,\il Dr.inelien of Mnsic at
Ali StiiBes of Advaneement

SAN JOSH CAI.II^ORMA

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall

Avnilaiiie for Co
Pupil of Gaeta

Studio—14.5 llnucliett Avenue,
riione 35:;5-w

and Recltnia
prola
San Jose, Calif.

ALLAN BACON
Head of Piano and Orcan neiiartnientn.

tolii-Be of Paeitii'. San Jo»e
Organist l-ianoforte I.erture Reeitall

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Confera Deereea, Airnrd.-! Certiilentea. Complete Col
CoHNervatory and A endemic CourKen in Piano. V]<
Harp. 'Cello. Voice, Harmony. Counterpoint, Canon
Fugue and Science of ,1Ium1c. For pnrtleulari* Anpl'
Slater Superior.

VIOLET SILVER
VIOLINIST

Pupil of Leopold .\uer Studio at Vendome II
Concert and Private KnKnKcmcnts

I

GREETINGS
MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME IN OUR
BEAUTIFUL NEW STORE DURING YOUR
STAY IN OUR CITY.

Over 12,800 square feet of floor space.
Nine Recortl Booths for your conven-
ience.

Recital Hall seating 150 people.
Complete Band and String Instrument
Department.
Beautiful Duo-art Room.
Steinway and Other Piano Sales
Rooms.
Complete Equipped Studio for
Teaching.
Talking iVIachine Salesrooms.
Splendid Player Roll Demonstrating
Rooms.
Latest Equipment for Repairing All
Instruments.

Sherman^ayiSPCo.
141-145 South First Street

SAN JOSE
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HOTEL

Jotontgomerj
San Jose' s Ne-ivest and Most Com

plete Fire Proof Hotel

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

HOTEL

ST. JAMES
Situated in the Center of the City

Opposite St. James Park

Martin Raggett, Lessee

Rates: S1.50 and up San Jose, Calif.

Greetinffs to

Delegates and Visitors

STATE TEACHERS' CONVENTION

From

HOTEL
VENDOME

e^ c^ s^

Fred W. Teceler, Prop.

The Young Women's
Christian Association

Extends Greetings to the Delegates

and Visitors

STATE TEACHERS'

CONVENTION
And Invites You to Its Cafeteria

for a Delicious Home

Cooked Meal

P. Monlmayeur E. LamoUe J. Origlia

LAMOLLE GRILL
Meals at All Hours

36-38 North First St. San Jose, Calif.

I'l.one S. J. ms

WELCOME
Members of State Music Teachers'

Convention

ROYAL
CAFETERIA

Dean Park, Prop.

'If ^ 'i-

Meals—11-2 and 5-7:30

Sundays—11:45-2:30 and 5-7:30

GREETINGS!

Del Monte
RESTAVRANT AND

GRILL

San Jose's Neatest Eating Place

# 4» ^

255 South First St. San Jose, Calif.

Phone San Jose 1383-J

In Honor of

San Jose's Visiting Music Lovers,

Beatty's American Theatre

Presents

MICHA OLIN
Famous Violinist

In a Special Concert

BETTY COMPSON

In

'The Woman with Four Faces'

Now Playing

SAN JOSE MUSICAL REVIEW
Edited By Elita Muggins

1605 The Alameda, San Jose, Calif.

Telephone San Jose 1581
nfiiartniont MiiiiiiBor, Sue D.ivin Majniirrt. Si" Eaut

San Carlos St. Phone San Jose JTIS-J.

Benjamin F. King of the King Music studios presented
eleven intermediate and advanced pupils in a violin
recital at Sherman, Clay and Co.'s recital hall on Thurs-
day evening, June 21. Mrs. Benjamin F. King, pianist
of the King Music studios, was the accompanist of the
evening. Following is the program given: Gavotte
Rococo (Haesche), Montague Steadman; Arioso (Bohn),
Howard Gmelin; (a) Andante from Concerto No. 7 (De-
beriot), (b) Romance (Lieurance), (c) Elfentanz (Jenk-
inson), Bernice Chase; Flute solo—Affair d'Amour
(Cox), Ronald Edwards; Melodrame (Letort), William
Kreuter; Reverie (Gilis), Eddie Moody; French horn
and flute duo—Serenade (TitI), Ronald Edwards and
Arnold Jamison; (a) Cavatina (Bohm), (b) Gavotte
(Gossec), Earl Booker; Petite Berceuse (Herman),
Frank Monroe; French horn solo—Mazurka (David).
Arnold Jamison; Intermezzo from L'Arlesienne (Bizet),

Myrtle Rikert; Prelude (Massenet), Edward Conway;
(a) Mazurka (Milnarski), (b) Orientale (Cui), Sidney
Tremewan.

The San Jose Music Study Club gave its last program
of the season Thursday evening, June 7, in Sherman,
Clay and Company's recital hall. This club, whose mem-
bership list is close to fifty, has accomplished much

While in San Jose, Enjoy the Best

DINING SERVICE

CANDIES

FROZEN GOODIES

Established 1868 30 So. First Street

ffhile in San Jose You Will Be

W elconie at

4* 'le "i"

Two Places

St. James Grill in St. James Hotel Building

Willson's Cafeteria, 188 S. First St.

To the Teachers!

Welcome to the

OYSTER LOAF
One of the Nicest and Neatest

Restaurants in the City

31 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose

"Peter Pan"

Tea Room

Breakfast Luncheon Dinner
8.10 11-2 5-7

We Cater to Particular People

during the three years of its existence. The numbers
of this final program were selected from programs given
during the year, the following numbers being given on
this occasion: Tolk Songs

—

(a) Catina. My Sweetheart
(Italian), (b) The Jasmine Flower (Chinese), (c) O'er
the Distant Lonely Mountain (Russian), (d) The Sand-
ham (German), (e) Deep River (American Negro). Miss
Lulu E. Pieper, soprano. Mrs. Stanley Hiller at the
piano; Two piano duos— (a) Arabesque, No. 2 (De-
bussy), (b) Romance and Waltz, Op. 15 (Arensky),
Mrs. Charles McKenzie and Mrs. Howard M. Huggins;
Songs— (a) The Crying of Water (Campbell-Tipton),
(b) The Cunnin' Little Thing (Hagemann), (c) By the
Fountain (Ware), (d) At the Well (Hagemann). (e)

Song of the Open (La Forge), Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell,
soprano, Mrs. Stanley Hiller at the piano; Song Cycle,
In a Persian Garden, words from the Rubalyat of Omar
Khayam (Fitzgerald version), music by Liza [..ehinann,

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, first soprano. Mrs. John
H. Shepherd, second soprano, Miss Nella Rogers, first

alto, Mrs. Sanford Bacon, second alto, Mrs. Howard M.
Huggins at the piano.
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At the Parlor Lecture clubhouse on June 14 the follow-

ing was the program: Aria—Voi che aapete, Marriage

of Figaro (Mozart), Mrs. Sarkisian; Bird of Love Divine

(Wood). Menla Taylor of Del Key; The Crying of Wa-

ters—Harp Obligate (Campbell-Tipton), Virginia Lee

Holland: (a) Tears of Love (Priml), (b) The Icicle

(Bassettl. Ruth Lang of Corcoran; (a) Aria—My Heart

at Thy Sweet Voice. Samson and Delilah (Saint-Saens),

(b) At the Well (Hageman), Mrs. Richard Joy (a) Happy

Song (Del Riego), (b) By the Waters of Minnetonka

(Lieurance), Mrs. Fred Fair of San Joaquin; (a) Es-

quisse (Feuillets D'Album) (H) (Renie), (b) Patuglia

Spagnuola (L. M.) (Tedeschi), Miss Ireta Rudy: Ana-
He Will Be Here, from The Jewess (Hale'vy). Mrs. Carl

Goodenough; (a) Hark! Hark! the Lark! (Schubert),

(b) Swan Song (Saint-Saens), Harp Obligato—Mrs.

Richards of Coalinga; (a) June (Beach), (b) Will o' the

Wisp (Spross), (CI Pickinniny Hush Song (Strickland),

Marguerite Virgin: Reading, Jeanette Scheldt; Aria

—

Death of Joan of Arc, from Joan of Arc (Bemberg), Mrs.

J Riggs White; (a) Yo no se'si me quieres, (b)_Nadie me
qiiire (Ross), In Spanish Costume—Ruth Lang; (a) Pale

Moon (Logan), (b) Sonny Boy (CurranI, Dorothy Hupe;

(a) Aria—My Heart Is Weary, Opera Nadeschada

(Thomas), (b) The Wind Song (Rogers), Mrs. Marian

Smallbone; (a) Duet—Every Flower, from Madame But-

terfly (Puccini), (hi Duet—Barcarolle, Love Tales of

Hoffman (Offenbach). In Costume—Harp Obligato, Miss

Virginia Lee Holland and Mrs. Richard Joy; Aria—One
Fine Day, from Madame Butterfly (Puccini), Virginia

Lee Holland; (a) From the Land of the Sky Blue Water

(CadmanI (b) The Moon Drops Low (Cadman), In Cos-

tume—Mrs. Carl Goodenough; Finale— (a) Smilin' Thru

(Penn), (b) Love's Old Sweet Song (Malloy), (c) Home,

Sweet Home—Chorus, In Costume—Miss Lang, Miss

Virgin and Chorus. Accompanists—Mrs. Romayne Hun-

kins, Mrs. J. Riggs White; Ireta Rudy, harpist.

This program was all in all so artistically rendered

one forgot that these were students singing. To be sure,

Mrs. Fitch has some splendid material with which to

worit. but when a group of voice students show an uni-

versal musical appreciation and dramatic consciousness

of compositions such as these, one knows that the

teacher herself deserves the credit. The stage was

beautifully decorated in flowers, many brass candle-

sticks and a beautiful Oriental screen which stood back

of the grand piano. Mrs. Richard Joy sang the aria. My
Heart at Thy Sweet Voice and At the Well (Hageman),

with real artistry. Her voice has a velvety quality and

good volume and her interpretation .shows splendid

training as well as a natural appreciation of tone lan-

guage. Mrs. Carl Goodenough has a voice of resonant

sweetness and remarkable clarity and sang the aria

from The Jewess with credit.

Miss Virgin has a sympathetic quality of tone that

sings into the hearts of her listeners. Miss Holland has

a voice of lyric sweetness and high register. In the duet

from Madame Butterfly (in Japanese costume) and in

the Barcarolle from Love Tales of Hoffman, both Miss

'Holland and Mrs. Joy distinguished themselves. The
Barcarolle was a delight. The singers caught the mood
of the composition and we were for the moment carried

away over moonlit water in a gently swaying gondola.

The costumes lent color to the second section of the

program and Miss Lang was fascinating in her pretty

Spanish gown when she sang Yo no se'si me quierres

and Nadie me quirre (Ross). Mrs. Goodenough made a

picturesque Indian maid when she sang the Cadman
numbers. At the finale Mrs. Fitch herself sang Home
Sweet Home with harp obl'gato and a chorus of all the

voices humming an accompaniment. It was a dramatic

close to a delightful evening of song, very different from

the usual pupils's recital. After the program an informal

reception was held and the audience had an opportunity

to meet the singers personally.

Elsie Hannaford, teacher of piano, presented her pu-

pils in recital at the Woman's Clubhouse of Dinuba on

June 16th. The following pupils played: Virginia Clot-

felter, Helen Virginia Haden, Theo Farley. Dorothy
Loges. Nona Rogers. Agnes and Harold Butler. Mary
Jane John. Thelma Loges, Jack Giesselman, Frances

Akers, Virginia Green, Ina Robinson. Wilma Gerow,
Ellsworth Lewis, Virginia Mackey. Fola Dawn Franzke,

Frances Akers. Mildred Andrews, Margaret Day, Lurline

Gerow and Blanche Ford. Miss Hannaford was assisted

in the recital by Miss Alpharetta Duncan, coloratura

soprano of Los Angeles, and Mrs. Ruby Duncan Hicks
of Fresno, accompanist.

Miss Marguerite Balth's gave two evening recitals at

the Balthis Studio, assisted by her sister. Miss Cath-

erine Balthis, early in June. Those taking part were:
Misses Beatrice and He'en Sedelmeier. Josephine Rob-
erts. Sara Firebaugh, Mildred Pay. Alice Elgorriaga,

Rose Clark. Alice Connoly, Joan and Dorothy Priestley,

Pauline Salerno. Alice Murphy, Mary Pyers. Lena Pimen-
tel. Mabel Firebaugh and Daniel Pimentel, Everett Hert-

weck, Louis Adams.
Tuesday evening the program will commence with a

duet by Misses Josephine Roberts and Marguerite Bal-

this, others appearing on the program being Pauline
Salerno. Alice Connoly, Loraine Livermore, Evelyn Dow,
Lena Pimentel. Everett Hertweck, Mary Pyers, Alice

Murphy. Rose Clark, Ray Hanley, Mabel FirebauEh,
Louis Moreida, Louis Adams.

Mrs. J. W. Gilogly entertained about sixty of her
friends on June 4 at a garden musicale, when Mrs. Rob-
ert Robertson, prominent soprano soloist of Portland,
Oregon, and Miss Ora Richardson, contralto of Fresno,
gave a charming program of well-known songs. Mrs.
Donald Larwood of Madera was accompanist of the day.

Mrs. Robertson was soloist for several years at St.

iviichael's Church in Portland and for the past year has
been at St. Steven's Pro-Cathedral there as soloist. She
is a teacher of well-known ability and has been a con-

spicuous figure in musical circles in Portland for several
years. The program follows: In the Time of May (Mary
Turner Salter), Schubert's Serenade, with violin obli-

gato by Mary Sanford; Knowest Thou the Land? (Mig-

non), Mrs. Robertson; By the Waters of Minnetonka,
with violin obligato; From the Land of the Sky Blue
Waters. Miss Richardson; The Little Damosel (.N'orello),

Mrs. Robertson; Boats of Mine (Anne Stratton Miller),

When Song Is Sweet (Sansucchil, Miss Richardson.
Both Mrs. Robertson and Miss Richardson were gracious
with their encores.

Miss Marnuerite Cobbey, who has been in New York
studying voice for the past three years returned horns

recently to visit her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Cobbey
of Fresno. Miss Cobbey has been devoting her time
principally to the study of opera under the supervision

of Yeatman Griffith. She plans to do some work with
him in Los Angeles this summer and will return to New
York in October to continue her study. The only recital

at which Miss Cobbey has sung this winter was at a
private home to about seventy-five guests, most of whom
were critics and managers. She sang extracts from the
opera Rigoletto and her work was received with en-

thusiasm.

Miss Ruth Moore is visiting at the home of her par-

ents in Fresno after a nine months' engagement touring

in light opera in the Eastern and Central States.

Joaquin Trucchi, who has just closed his season with
the B. F. Keith circuit in the East, will arrive home
early this week, after an absence of six years. He re-

cently had the pleasure of appearing before ex-President

Wilson and President Harding with the Keith circuit.

Young Trucchi will remain in Fresno about a month,
going later to Los Angeles for the remainder of the

summer. On September 4 he will sail for Europe to

appear in different music halls, where he has been well

received on different occasions during the past four

years.

Mrs. Taylor F. Johnston presented six of her pupils in

a song recital June 13 in Merced. Miss Sara Parker,

formerly of Fresno, acted as accompanist. The program
opened with a quartet by Esther Carlson, coloratura

soprano; Violet Ferguson, dramatic soprano: Ethel

Armes, mezzo soprano, and Esther Ebert, contralto.

Others on the program were James F. McCoy, tenor, and
Charles C. Adams, baritone, each of whom gave a group
of songs.

Mrs. H. N. Binns of Bakersfleld presented her senior

pupils in recital on Monday evening, June 4 at the Ba-
kersfie'd High School Auditorium. The program follows:

Part 1.— (a) Oriental Dance (Loth), (b) A Shepherd's
Tale (Nevin), Carra Ramsey: (a) Tarantelle (Beau-

mont), (b) Elegie (Massenet), (c) The Lark's Song
(Tschaikowsky), Mary McKee; (a) The Secret (Gau-
tier), (b) Barcarolle (Astenius), Mildred Hamilton; The
Stranger (Schuman), Frank Bennett; An Old Trysting
Place (MacDowell), Lois Bergsten; The Market Maiden
(Bohm). Fern Ferguson; Traumerei and Romance
(Schuman), Laviece Jones; (a) Rondo Burlesque (Kul-

lau), (b) To a Wild Rose (MacDowell), Lois Bergsten;
Part II.— (al The Chariot Race (Schyte), (b) Romance,
A Flat (Pascal), Lois Richardson; (a) La Fileuse (Con-
cone (b) The Sailor Boy's Dream (Le Hatche), Frank
Bennett; Violin Solo—The Rosary (Nevin), Jo Teilhet,

Lois Richardson at the piano: (al First Romance (Pas-

cal), (b) Valse Impromptu (Bachman), Laviece Jones;

(al In Autumn (MacDowell), (b) Pizzicato Intermezzo
(Delibes), Fern Ferguson; (a) Nocturne, E flat

(Chopin), (b) Black Key Etude (Chopin), Lois Richard-
son.

Mrs. Earl Towner presented some of her beginners in

piano music June 16 in the recital at the Sherman, Clay
studio. Those who played were Doris Wilheimer, Ken-
drick Prescott, Phil Prescott. Jane Harlan, Robert
Walker, Sherman Olinge, Marie Olsen, Burton Leiper.

Elizabeth Cooper, Bradford Aten. Gerald South, Irving
Ross, Wayne Sargent, Jerome Strang, Carl Clans.

In the afternoon, at the same place, those who were
heard were Irving Ross. William Ross, Ruby Bryner,
June Johnson, Hazel Mae Davenport, Iva Smith, Wayne
Sargent, Ethel Truitner, Carl Clans, Anna Turran, Vir-

ginia Vickers, Frances Lewis, Alice Anderson and Bessie
Trost.

The San Francisco Musical Club closed one of its

most brilliant seasons recently and Judging by the list

of new offiers selected for the new season 1923-1924 the

prospects for the club are no doubt even brighter than
before. With such enthusiastic members and musical

enthusiasts at the following on the officers' list the San
Francisco Musical Club has every reason to look ahead
with pleasure to a very enjoyable year: President, Mrs.

Horatio StoU; First Vice-President, Mrs. James Press-

ley; Second Vice-President, Mrs. Charles Camm; Busi-

ness Secretary, Mrs. Wm. Bradford Bosley: Treasurer,

Mrs. A. T. Fletcher; Recording Secretary, Mrs. Cornelius

Deasy; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Glenn Woods;
Librarian. Mrs. Parker Steward; Associate Directors,

Miss Christine Hart, Mrs. Laurie Gofer, Mrs. Nannie
Cooper.

SAN JOSE LETTER
«?d fr. page 6,

The final concert of the season at the College of the
Pacific was given Monday evening, June 18. Seven
members of the graduating class were heard in arlae

and concertos, accompanied by the Conservatory
orchestra under the direction of Miles A. Dresskell,

with Allan Bacon at the organ. The entire program was
exceptionally well performed and the talent, technique

and musicianship exhibited proved the class of 1923

the best to graduate in recent years. The orchestra did

splendid work, playing the difficult acconipanTments In

professional style and adding much to the pleasure

given by the different numbers. An audience of about

1000 showed by the enthusiastic applause their appre-

ciation of the splendid work done by the young artists.

The program given was a culmination of a year of

fine musical programs open to the public. Four artists,

six faculty, one alumni, seven senior and six under-

graduate recitals were given, in addition to the three

oratorios and two ensemble programs. Following is the

program of the Commencement concert: Concerto in

D Minor, for piano and orchestra (MozartI, Miss Vest;

Aria, from Tosca—Vissi D'Arte, Vissi D'Amour ( Puc-

cini 1. Miss Brown; Concerto in A Major, for piano and

orchestra (Lisztl, Miss Stewart; Concerto Romantique,

for violin and orchestra. Adagio non troppo (Gortard),

Miss Ward; Concerto in A Minor, for piano and or-

chestra. Allegro affettuoso (Schumann), Miss Short;

Aria, from The Messiah— I Know That My Redeemer
Liveth (Handell. Miss Rand: Concerto in B flat Minor,

for piano and orchestra. Andante non troppo—Molto

maestoso (Tschailkowsky), Miss Madsen. Miles A.

Dresselkell, director, Allan Bacon, organist.

Mischa Ve Olin. violin virtuoso, recognized both in this

country and abroad, is making a return engagement to

San Jose, thanks to Mr. James Beatty, pioneer m foster-

ing better music for motion picture houses in this

community. Mr. Ve Olin was heard in concert numbers

several weeks ago at Beattys American Theatre. There

have been so many requests, Mr. Ve Olin having proven

such a drawing card with the musical public here that

Mr. Beatty arranged to have him again at the American

Theatre during the week of the Music Teachers' As-

sociation convention, the first week of July. Beatty's

American Symphony Orchestra, under the leadership of

Rudolph Wolomuth, itself a big drawing card, will also

present a special program during this time. These

splendid recitals given daily by the orchestra, are,

heard afternoons at 3:15 and 7 and 10 o'clock in the>

evenings, Mr. Ve Olin being heard at these same hours, i

Mr. Beatty has offered to give a special recital for:

the delegates and members of the Music Teachers' As-i

sociation during the convention week.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren D. Allen presented a group of

students in a vesper musicale at the Palo Alto Com-

munity House, Sunday, June 10. The following program(

was enjoyed by a large audience that gave evidences

of its appreciation: II Penseroso (Heller). Claribel

Graham; (a) Adagio in E Major (Haydn), (b) Berceuse^

(Grieg), Hester Wilson; (al Turn Ye to Me (Old High-I

land Melody 1 (b) Duna (McGill), Joseph Belanger, bar!-'

tone Marjorie MacDonald at the piano; (a) Liebestraumi

No 3 in A flat (Lisztl, (b) Rondo Capriccoso (Mendels-i

solin). Margaret Zimmerli; (a) Homing (Del Riego),

(b) Berceuse from Jocelyn ( Gounod 1, Marjorie Black-1

welder, soprano, Mrs. E. Blackwelder, violin obligate,.

Miss MacDonald at the piano; (al Hornpipe from the

Water Music (Handel-Grainger), (b) Concert Etude!

(Homer Grunn), (c) Rigoletto Paraphrase (Verdi-Liszt),

Katherine Wood.

William Edward Johnson, baritone and voice teacher,

is planning a visit to Europe, part of which time will

be spent with his parents in Yorkshire. England, whom,

he has not visited tor fifteen years. With his family Mr.

Johnson plans leaving the middle of July for the other

side. The Memorial Hall idea which has been carried

out in so many of our large cities, originated with Mr.

Johnson, and he still hopes San Jose will take up this

splendid idea of a Memorial Auditorium. He was also

the first to give an open-air Christmas Carol sf-rvice

here. His reputation as a teacher of singing is widely

known, pupils coming to him from all parts of the

peninsula.

Mr Warren D. Allen presented two artist pupils ol

Stanford University recently in recitals. Miss Marjorlt

MacDonald, '23, pianist, assisted by The Schubert Glut

of Stanford University, at the Community House, Tues

day evening. June 5, and Miss Myrtle Klahn, '22, oganist

in recital at the Memorial Church, Stanford University

Wednesday afternoon, June 6. Miss MacDonald's pro

gram was as follows: Concerto in G Minor. Andantt

sostenuto. Allegro scherzando (orchestral part playeo

on the second piano by Mr. Allen (St. Saens); Pastoral*

in E Minor (Scarlatti-Tausig) ; Papillions, Op. 2 (Schii

mann); Romance in F sharp major (Schumann); N'lvel

lette in E major (Schumann), Miss MacDon:ilil
;

ci

Miss Nancy's Gown (George W. Chadwick), (In T" i

Wild Rose (Edward MacDowell). (c) There's a Lark ii

My Heart (Charles Gilbert Spross). the Schubert Club

(a) Ballade in A flat (Chopin), (b) Berceuse (Palm

gren). (c) Reflections in the Water ( Debussy i. (d

Seguidilla (Albeniz), Miss MacDonald.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, was heard in i

lovely group of songs in San Francisco, Thursday

June 21, at the Literary Luncheon and Authors' Con

gross given at the Fairmont Hotel by the Amencai

League of Pen Women, honoring their national prefti

dent, Mrs. Grace Geldert. Mrs. Howard M. Hugglns "-••

at the piano. t
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•KOHLER- er-CHASE-

HENRY GROBE'S
Music Department at

THE WILEY B. ALLEN COMPANY

-^^m

199 So. First Street

ff clconies You to the Music Teachers'

Convention

Greetings To

STATE MUSIC TEACHERS'
CONVENTION

FERGUSON
MUSIC HOUSE

(Headquarters for Teaching Music)

4. ^ ^

250-252 So. First St. San Jose, Calif.

(0pp. Beatty's American Theatre)

HENRY GROBE EXPANDS BUSINESS QUARTERS

The name of Henry Grobe has long stood as an au-

hority on music and musical instruments. Before com-
ng to the Pacific Coast, Mr. Grobe was with G. Schirmer,
^ew Yorlt. for a number of years. In 1911 he opened
lis successful sheet music department in the Wiley B.

^llen Company. San Francisco, a few years later the

(ranch in San Jose was started, which has proven useful

D every way and is in charge of Alice .'Mvarez-Bereth,

^ho has had a number of years' experience in handling
nusic. In keeping with the trend of the times, Mr.
Jrobe recently found it necessary to install about 400
eet of additional shelving to accommodate increased
tock in the San Jose branch. New glass counters are
leing built and will be ready shortly. The teacher has
.Iways been catered to. he having been brought up in

his atmosphere, in both the business and social world
n addition to the music, a full line of instruments 0:

very description is carried, including Couturier perfec

oned saxophones, Deagan Xylophones, marimbas and
ells. Ludwig drums and traps, Courturier conical-bore

land instruments. York and Pan-American band instru

aents, saxophones and accessories. Zimmerman clar-

nets, flutes and oboes, Martin, Washburn and Stew
;uitars and mandolins, Orpheum and Vega banjoes, im
lorted piano accordeons, new and old violins, 'cellos and
tring basses. Imported strings and accessories for a'.

QStruments. including the harp. .41so a large stock 0:

ised instruments. With Henry Grobe, service and satis-

action count.

Greetings to

Delegates and Visitors

STATE TEACHERS' CONVENTION

from

THF
WILEY B. ALLEN

COMPANY
199 So. First Street

San Jose

GROWING BUSINESS OF FERGUSON BOYS

One of the enterprising music stores of San Jose is

the Ferguson Music House located at 250-252 South
First street. This location tor a good many years has
been known as a music store, the present management
having purchased the business from Joseph V. Christy,
who for twenty-five years did a thriving business on
First street. The store carries a complete line of every-
thing in music. Mr. Allyn Ferguson handles the instru-
ments and small goods and Mr. Ed J. Ferguson looks
after the sheet music and teaching trade. The business
has grown remarkably in the two years since the Fergu-
son boys took over the business. They do a large mail
order business in teaching music throughout the trade
territory and have built up quite a reputation for prompt
and careful service. They carry the complete Schirmer,
Fischer & Wood Library as well as an up-to-date assort-
ment of modern teaching and concert music. They also
maintain a complete stock of popular and semi-popular
music. In the Band instrument line they specialize in
the justly famous Buescher goods. They also handle
Holton and Conn band and orchestra instruments. Small
instruments and musical accessories of all kinds are one
of the features of this complete store. In pianos the
Baldwin line is maintained and the Columbia phono-
graphs and records are exclusively handled. A further
adjunct to this most complete store is a fully equipped
musical repair shop.

A UNITED CALIFORNIA!

YOU CAN NOT POSSIBLY REALIZE HOW
IMPORTANT AND HOW TRULY ADMIRA-

BLE ARE THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE
MUSICAL PROFESSION OF CALIFORNIA
UNTIL YOU READ THE

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK
of

CALIFORNIA

AND BECOME CONVINCED HOW GREATLY
THIS STATE CONTRIBUTES TOWARD THE
MUSICAL PROGRESS OF THE NATION.
NEVER BEFORE HAS ANY ATTEMPT BEEN
MADE TO PRESENT SUCH CONVINCING
EVIDENCE OF THE EFFECTIVE ACHIEVE-
MENTS OF A GREAT COMMONWEALTH AS
THE ONES WHOSE VISION INSPIRED THEM
TO BRING CALIFORNIA'S MUSICAL GLO-
RIES BEFORE THE ENTIRE MUSICAL
WORLD.

Do You Want To Know
California's Artists

California's Teachers
California's Music Clubs
California's Symphony Orchestras
California's Chamber Music Quartets
California's Chamber Music Trios
California's Music Schools
California's Managers of Artists
California's Composers
California's Music Houses
California's Amateur Orchestras
California's Choral Societies
California's Church Choirs

Do You Want To Know
Californians Who Are Famous

Californians Who Guarantee Grand Operas and
Symphony Concerts

Californians Who Occupy Positions of
Authority as Critics

Do You Want To Know
The Astounding Artistic Achievements of Los

Angeles and San Francisco?
If So, You Can Not Afford to Be Missing in This
Publication. Please Register Your Name, Occupa-
tion and Address, FREE OF CHARGE, by Writing
to The Musical Blue Book of California, 800 Kohler

& Chase Building, San Francisco, Calif.
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A recital under the auspices of the Northern California
Chapter American Guild of Organists, the program given
by representative organists from San Jose, Palo Alto
and Bay Cities, was given on the recent'y dedicated
Mattie L. Dayan memorial organ. First Methodist
Church, Palo Alto, on Tuesday evening, June 12. The
assisting artists were Esther Houk Allen, contralto, and
Elizabeth Peirce, violinist. The program in full: (a)

Fugue in D major (Alex. Guilmant 1837-1911), (b)

Adag'o from the Symphonie Gothique IC. M. Widor),
Vlrginie de Freraery of Oakland; The Ideals of the

American Guild of Organists, Latham True, F. A. G. O.,

of Palo Alto; (a) Cradle Song (Horation Parker), (b)

Scherzo in E major (Eugene Gigout), Wm. W. Carruth.
A. A. G. O., of Mills College; Theme. Arabesques and
Fughetta (Van Dennian Thompson) .411an Bacon, A. A. G.

O.. of the College of the Pacific; The Day Is Ended
(Homer N. Bartlett), Mrs. Allen, violin obligato by Miss
Peirce. Warren D. Allan, A. A. G. O., at the organ; (a)

The Nightingale and the Rose (Saint-Saens 1835-1921).

(b) Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky). Beatrice Clif-

ford of San Francisco; Funeral March and Seraphic
Chant (Guilmant). Myrtle Shafer of San Jose; Finlandia
(SiheliusI Latham True.

Miss Maud Caldwell's High School students appeared
In a recital Friday evening, June 22, at Sherman, Clay

& Co.'s recital hall, when the fo'lowing program was
presented: Berceuse (Lemont), Louise Borden; Bolero.

(Duvernoy). Mary Soaros; Serenade Mexicaine (Le-

mont). Marian Crist; (al Berceuse (Schytte). (b) Rondo
—Impromptu (Mozart Vorich). Isabel Boyce; Mazurka
(Eggelingl. Kenneth MaVv3s: On Wings of Song (Men-
delssohn-Liszt). Dorothy Maderis; Waltz (Brahms). Eva
Hall; Indian Love Song (Lieurance). Lena Scares; Im-

promptu (Reinhold). Dor's Porter; Romance (S'beliusl.

Maurice Amsden; (a) S'lhiuette. Op. 8. No. 2 (Dvorak),

(h) Sihouette, Op. 8. No. 12 (Dvorak). Emilia Linde-

man; 'Valso—Improm.ttu (Raff). Robert Hall: (a) Ori-

entale (Amami). (b) Over the Hills and Far Away
(Grainger). 'Virgin'a Curtner; (a) Traumerei (Strauss),

(b) Tango (Albeniz). Florence Lee Ogler; (a I To the

Rising Sun (Torjussen). (b) The Deserted Hut (Tor-

Jussen). Linna Jarman; (a) Mazurka. Op. 7, No. 1

(Chopin), (b) Polonaise Militaire (Chopin). Lucile

Phillips; (a) Serenade (Sind'ngl. (b) Valse. C sharp

minor (Chopin). Sara Miller; (a) Pre'.ude C sharp minor
Rachmaninoff), (bl If I Were a Bird (Henselt). Frances

Black; (a) Mazurka. Op. 24. No. 3 (Chopin), (b) Waltz,

E minor (Chopin I, Wilna Graves.

On account of his participation in the program for

the Organists' Convention in Los Angeles this week.

Warren D. Allen will not begin his summer recitals at

Stanford University until Sunday, July 1, at 4 p. m.

A special program will be given, however, on Friday,

June 29, for the visiting delegates of the American
Medical Association, guests on the campus, that day. of

President and Mrs. Wilbur. The following program, to

which the public is also invited, will be played at 3:30

p. m.; Trumpet Tune and Air (Henry Pureed 1658-16951

;

A Sketch of the Steppes of Central Asia (Borodin); The
Swan (Saint-Saens); Finale in D major (Edward Ship-

pen Barnes).
On Sunday, Ju'.y 1, Mr. Allen will play the following

program: Largo from the Sonata. Op. 7 (Beethoven):

Romance Sans Paroles (Joseph Bonnet): Benediction

Nuptlale (Saint-Saens) ; Choral Prelude. I Cry to Thee.

O Lord (Bach). Toccata on a Gregorian Theme (from

the Symphonie in G minor. Op. 18 (Edward Shippen

Barnes).
The program for Tuesday. July 3. will be as follows:

The Star Spangled Banner. Colonial Days, and Peaceful

Days (from the Pilgrim Suite). M. Austin Dunn; Scherzo

Caprice (T. F. H. Candlyn). In Summer (C. A. Stebbins).

Overture. William Tell (Rossini).

The recital will not he given at the usual hour on

Thursday. July 5; instead, a recital will be given on

Friday afternoon at 4:15 p. m. for the visiting delegates

to the Music Teachers' State convention meeting in

San Jose. The program will be as follows: Program
from the Works of Bach and three American Composers
—Prelude in E flat minor, from the Well Tempered
Clavichord; My Heart Ever Faithful, from the Pentecost

Cantata Arioso in A major (arr. by E. S. Barnes); Toc-

cata in F major: Within a Chinese Garden (R. S. Stough-

ton); Mirage (from Scenes from a Mexican Desert (H.

C. Nearing) ; Finale in D major (Edward Shippen

Barnes).

The Worcester School of Music is closing this week
for the summer vacation, this being the end of their

twentieth year of successful work. Mr. and Mrs. Wor-
cester both report a wonderful year, and are quite ready

for several weeks of travel.

Leda Gregory Jackson, coloratura soprano, assisted

by Muriel Watson Berry, accompanist, gave a recital in

Pacific Grove. Monday, June 25th. at the Woman's Club

house. This musicale. which was given under the aus-

pices of Kohler and Chase Company, brought forth

much favorable comment. Mrs. Jackson's operat'c num-
ber being particularly well received. For recall num-
bers. Mrs. Jackson gave The Big Brown Bear (Mana
Zucca). and The Top of the Mornin' (Mana Zucca), The
program as given: The Song of the Thrush (Resher);

Clavalitos (Calverde); O, Could I Call the Years Back
(Stewart-North); Ah Forse Lui (from La Traviata)

(Verdi).

Friends of W. E. Austin will be pleased to learn that

he has been api>ointed resident manager of The Sher-

man, Clay and Company store at Spokane, Washington.
The magnitude of the Spokane branch of Sherman, Clay
and Company may be gained when one learns lliat an
entire building of four floors and basement is required

HALLETT GILBERTE
Eminent American Composer-Pianist

II has been found lh.nt no program is lomplilc unless it lonlains al least one
"(iilberle" number -Our most popular artists over ihc entire rountry are usinp

with unprecedented success such numbers as '-Minuet La Phyllis," "Rose and
a Dream," "A Frown a Smile," "Two Roses"; (he most fascinating wallz song,

"Moon Light and Star Light," and the spontaneously effective song, "Come Out
in the Sweet Spring Night."

ORVILLE HARROLD, of the Metropolitan Opera Co., writes regarding it: "Your
splendid song, 'Come Out in the Sweet Spring Night,' is a big success. I have
always to sing it twice and often three times before I can go on with my next

song. It is an especially brilliant song and one of the most successful ones I have
ever sung by an American composer and 1 assure you I shall feature it at all my
festival concert and recital appearances."

Aside from being splendid concert songs, they are ideal for stndio ivork.

'^Gilberte" Concerts will feature the Fall and Winter Season
For further particulars regarding dales, etc., address

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL 801 MAJESTIC THEATRE

—

Ganesha Ladies Quartette

PhoiK

Truly an organization of unusual merit, indi-

viduality and charm—Each voice a solo voice,

artistically blending into perfect ensemble

—

Specializing in American songs by American
composers—Featuring numbers by Hallett

Gilberte.

For jtirtlicr particulars roUttivp. to

dates, etc., address

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
804 Majestic Theatre

? 64293 Phone Broadway 940

Idelle Moye

CALIFORNIA'S
SCHUMANN-HEINK

Also Head of

Northivestern College

of Music

A RARE VOICE OF
POWER and BEAUTY

Specially arranged programs for Fall and

Winter—Also co-artist with Hallett Gilberte,

composer—Featuring "Gilberte" songs.

For further particulars relative to

open dates, etc., address

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
804 Majestic Theatre

Phone 64293 Phone Bdwy. 940

W. EARNEST FEUTZ
Lyric Tenor

One of the rare voices before the

public today, coupled with good

personality and sincere purpose,

has created an impression seldom

accorded any artist.

Former soloist St. Mark's, Chicago;

Accappella Choir; Concertized Ex-

tensively.

c-Js ^ .J.

For particulars relative to dates,

etc., address

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL

804 Majestic Theatre

Phone 64293 Phone Bdwy. 940

for their retail business. A separate wholesale depart-

ment consists of two floors and basement. Mr. Austin
has been associated with George S. Eardley. manager of

the San Jose branch of Sherman. Clay and Company for

some time, and the best wishes of his many friends will

go with him when he leaves this week for his new duties

in the North.

The Municipal Band, under the direction of Will H.
Lake, was heard in the following numbers Sunday after-

noon. June 24. at Alum Rock Park: March, Second Con-
necticut (Reeves); Waltz—Violets (Waldteufel) ; Med-
ley, Whitmark Hits (O'Hare); Overture, Zampa (Her-

old); Selections, Princess Pat (Herbert); Spanish
Rhapsodie (Ferroni); Intermezzo. Whispering of Love
(Blon); Selection. Aida (Verdi); Descriptive. Hunting
Scene (Fresher) ; Finale. National Emblem (Bagley).

FREDERICK NORTH
RESULTS GAINED THROUGH

THE ART OF SINGING
PROPERLY TAUGHT

New Location:

Suite 706, Southern Calif. Music Co. Bldg.
804 S. Broadway
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real Test of the Ampico is in its

accompaniment for the singer. If there is any
place where a mechanical quality, or a musical
weakness would appear it would be in this

direct contrast with a living thing---the human
voice. But they never appear. I have sung with
the Ampico many, many times, and to me it is

like a living being. As a matter of fact, it does one
thing that few professional accompanists can
do— hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant,

and to the highest standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by
Bodanzky, I feel myself again under his mas-
terly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead

me, faithfully through the mazes of grand opera
at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of

music may be had through the Knabe? To
many of us artists that is the crowning glory

of the Ampico."

Rosa Ponselle
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A well ba'anced and diversified concert is on the

program at the California theatre this week. Dion
Romandy, who is conducting the orchestra during the

absence of Carli Elinor, who is in Europe, has shown
that he is of high calibre and his orchestrations have
been well received by the public. At the opening se-

lection on his program tor this week he has chosen
Rossini's delightful overture to his opera "The Barber

of Seville." Rossini was a master of the old Italian

school and many features of modern opera originated

with him. The second selection is Gillet's delightful

waltz. "Loin du Bal." Gillet was notably a composer of

dance music and this waltz is an excellent example of

his work. Played by the strings muted it represents

a reminiscence of a beautiful evening of dance, and
a'.ways lulls the fancy to contentment.

Organist's Convenfon—The outstanding mus'cal

event of the week in Los Angeles is the Organist's Con-

vention, convening here tor Ihe first time on the Pacific

Coast. Those m the convention committee are: Dr.

Roland Diggle. Dean Sout'fein California Chapter; Dr.

H J. Stewart, Dean, San D ego Chapter; Warren Allen,

Dean. Northern Chapter; C Albert Tufts, Sibley Pease,

Ernest Douglas. Gecrge Mortimer. William J. Kraft,

Allan Bacon, W. F. Skeele, P. Shaul Halett and Frank

H. Colby.
The Convention opened on Monday evening, June 25th

with a reception tendered by the University of Southern

California to the visiting organ'Sts who have foregath-

ered from all over the United States for mutual enjoy-

ment and instruction, and have taken this opportunity

to become acquainted with each other. Clifford Lott.

baritone, and Blanche Rogers Lott gave an informal

program which was keenly enjoyed by all.

On Tuesday, tol owing an address of welcome by Dr.

Rufus von Kleinsmid, president of the University of

Southern Californ'a and the various greetings from

visiting deans and other representatives from organists'

organization, round table discussions were held at which

the following subjects were talked over—"Touch and

Technic," conducted by C. Albert Tufts; "Improvising

)n Picture Playing," conducted by Emil Breitenfleld;

"Expression," conducted by P. Shaul Hallet, and "Ex-

aminations." conducted by Dr. H. J. Stewart.

In the afternoon Warren D. Allen, organist of Stan-

f.ird University, representing the Northern Chapter A.

G 0.. gave an organ recital at Bovard Auditorium. The
program contained the composition, Trumpet Tune and

Air (Purcell), one of the greatest musicians England

ever produced; Minuet, in C Major from the Jupiter

Symphony (Mozart); Sketch in F minor (Schuman);

Litany (Schubert); Fantasie, in D flat. Op. 101 (Saint-

Saens); Burree, in D major; (Wallace A. Sabin); Toc-

cata, In B minor (Agustin Barie).

Mr. Sibley G. Pease, who has been very active in Con-

vention affairs, has prepared a program of unusual in-

terest for both services on Sunday at the First Presby-

terian Church, tor which he is both organist and di-

rector. Other convention news to be printed in next

Issue.

An informal program was given recently by three

visiting artists from San Francisco in the Social hall

of the Turquoise apartments. The visitors were Mme.
Stella Raymond Vought, coloratura. Miss Eunice V.

Jones, mezzo soprano, and Miss Irene Millier, at the

piano. . ,

Miss Eunice V. Jones pleased her audience immensely

with her cool, well rounded tones and fine shading. She

sang Homing, Morning (Oley Speaks), I Hear You Call-

ing Me, and Trees.

Not the least part of the evening's success was due to

the excellent support in accompanying and high quality

in solo work of Miss Irene Millier. Miss Millier played

three numbers of good musical taste. She scored a tri-

umph with her brilliant playing of Bach's C minor Fan-

tasia, a work which showed her to be a pianist of remark-

able rhythmical sense. She also played the lovely Chopin

Berceuse, Op. 67, and the Gluck-Brahms gavotte.

By the way, the name Millier reminds me that Mr.

Henry G. Millier, the Los Angeles composer, is the

above named young lady's father, so one can understand

that music is in the blood. At Temple Baptist Church on

the evening service program of Sunday, June 10, a group

of three compositions by Mr. Millier were presented and

as the applause testified, greatly appreciated. Mrs.

Carolyn Weeks Helms played his "Chanson Poetique"

tor violin. Constance Balfour, the noted soprano, sang

his Celestial City with violin obligato and played by

Mrs. Helms, and the choir under the direction of Emory
Foster gave the spirited anthem Sing, O Heavens, by
the same composer.

All three numbers were enthusiastically received. Mr.

Millier writes with considerable breadth, and is invari-

ably melodic with Just a touch of the naivete of the

early Germans. He occasionally mars his music by over-

burdening it with variations, but generally speaking his

compositions are full of interest and often, for instance,

in both the solo and anthem rendered at this service,

splendidly vigorous. Mr. Millier has several other songs
and anthems to his credit and a piano suite.

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

FLORENCE MIDDAUGH
This glorious Contralto of the Southland, whose rich, mel-
low voice contributed greatly towards the success of "Sam-
son and Delilah," recently presented by the Oratorio
Society of Los Angeles, will present her pupils in recital
on Saturday, June 30. Miss Middaugh uses in her studio
and in all her recitals that glorious pianoforte, the

KNABE

JFirZGERALDJBfcuSlC'
HILL STREET AT 72.7'7ZS>

Homer Grunn, composer and pianist, presented his
artist pupil, Frances Ulric Cole, with great success in

a piano recital at the Ebell Club on Tuesday evening,
June 19th. The feature of the program was an original
concerto of three movements, by Miss Cole, at which
Mr. Grunn presided at the second piano. The entire
program was as follows : Prelude and fugue, Op. 35
(Mendelssohn); (a) Prelude, (b) In a Moonlit Canyon,
(c) Along the Ganges, Frances Ulric Cole; *Concerto,
Frances Ulric Cole; Al'.egro, Andante—Allegro con brio;
(a) The Spinner of Carantec (Rhene-Baton), (b) The
Island Spell (John Ireland), (c) Moon-Glade (John Ire-

land), (d) Humoresque (Balfour Gardiner; *Concerto
in E-flat major (Liszt).

Florence Middaugh, contralto and exceptionally fine

teacher, will present the following artist pupils in a song
recital to be given at the Ebell Clubhouse on Saturday
evening, June 30: Clemma Belle Budlong, Ruth Will
Ebbs, Grace Haver. Lilian Hinze. Esta Koulouris, Flor-

ence Lorbeer, and they will have as their accompanists
Anna W. Croft and Ruth McBride.

The Zoellner Conservatory of Music announces that
with the closing of the school term for the summer a
number of recitals have been given. On the evening of
June 25th. Joseph Zoellner, Jr., head of the piano de-

partment of the conservatory, presented seven of his

advanced pupils before a large audience in the audi-
torium of the Woman's Club of Hollywood. In the same
auditorium on June 29th, Amandus Zoellner had his ad-
vanced violin students appear in a varied program. On
the evening of June 30, Mr. Joseph Zoellner. Sr., will

present his advanced students at Symphony Hall in the
Music Arts Building. Frances Marion Ralston, who
heads the department of theory and composition will

present her composition class in a program of original
compositions, the students interpreting their own cre-

ative efforts, on the evening of July 8th. at the Con-
servatory on 1250 Windsor boulevard.

Rosa St. Ember of New York, who has been teaching
!n Los Angeles for over two years, presented the fol-

lowing pupils in a song recital at the Hollywood Masonic
Temple. June 25, to a large and appreciative audience:
Edward Ruenitz, William Reed, Arthur Clayton. Rhoda
Loomis, Ethel Jenks. Viola Brinkraeyer, Lois Chambers,
Jesse Freeman, Franklyn Record. Howard McKee,
Eleanor Gale and Charles King. William Tyroler, coach
and pianist, and Maurice Amsterdan, cellist, assisted.

The Music Trades association of Southern California
held their monthly meeting last Wednesday at the

Mason Pierre cafe. John Steel, famous tenor, now sing-

ing at Grauman's Metropolitan was the guest of honor.
The meeting was attended by music jobbers, dealers and

all branches of musical activity.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices;

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PI AN ISTE

ALMA STETZLER
voice: cultuhe—coaching in rbpbrtoirei

opera clas§es including complete
presentations

Studio 1324 S. Fleneroa. Phone tlHOS

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

ATBllable for Concerts and Recltala
Limited Number of Advanced Pupils Accepted

Phone 1IXW2

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Tnesday, Wednesdar, Friday Afternoona
Bsan School. Phones 2180R or 271330
1324 Sonth Fleueroo, Loa Ancrelea

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Concerts anil Recitals
Manaecment Mrs. Caroline C. Smith. 424 Andltorlnm Bldj

solo 't'eillat
Philharmonic Orchestra

Los Aneeles Trio. Phiiharmoall
Ion. Chamber Music Recitals
rncia—Phone Holly ;i«44

ILYA BRONSON
Member Trio Intin

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Down-town Studio removed to 800 S. Droadwar, Ran

no:. Residence Studio. 1147 West 21st St TelepMM
West T707. PIANO, HARMONY', VOICE COACH. PI
RECTOR. JAMISON aUARTETTE. ASSISTANT TEAQI
ERS: MIRIAM WEST-HYATT, GLENDALE; ELSIBT
CARLSON, HOLLYYY'OOD. C

Thomas Taylor Drill, noted vocal instructor, was the
musical director of the first concert given by the St.

James Episcopal Church on the evening of the 22nd.

He was assisted by Mrs. Anna M. Murphy, Mrs. Alma
K. Moss. Mrs. Caroline N. Curran, Mrs. Ruth Thomas,
Mr. J. Ben Wheatly, Miss Agnes Real and Miss Florence
Moss. The first part of the program Included solos,

duets and the quartette from Rigoletto. while the second
part the beautiful Cantata Ruth was given with the
following in the cast, assisted by a chorus of 75 voices:

Mrs. A. R. Jaquith, Mrs. Vera La Mar, Mrs. Ruth
Thomas, Mr. Leslie Brigham and Mr. Arthur K. Luckin.

The Ellis Club will present its fourth and closing con-

cert of the season Wednesday evening in Philharmonic
Auditorium. Professor J. B. Poulin has prepared a pro-

gram of diversified compositions, and will be assisted

LOS ANGELESi

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRAJ
CARLI D. ELINOR, Director

DION ROMANDY, Associate Director
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several numbers by a stringed orchestra composed
members of tbe Philharmonic Orchestra. Mrs. Hen-
i-Robinson will be the accompaniste. Mrs. Harriett
nnetl. a San Francisco s'nger, will he the guest solo-
and her offerings include: Recitative and Bird Song
im opera I' Pagliacci; group consisting of Tbe Bitter-
88 of Love (Dunnl, The Fairies (Mrs. M. Hennion-
ibinson), The Fount of Bimini (Charles Wakefield
dman). Miss Bennett will also appear with the club
the soprano solo obligato part in Frederick Steven-
I's Omnipotence. Each of these numbers contain an
;idental solo which will be sung by Harold Proctor,
bert Brown and William Pilcher.

John Smallman presented two of his artist pupils,
janor Bryan, contralto, and Marie Oliver, soprano, in a
ng Recital given at the Ebell Club on Friday evening,
ne 22, to a large audience. Lorna Gregg, the ex-
jtionally accomplished pianist, accompanied the two
;ist pupils. A reception followed the interesting pro-
im which was as follows: Care Solve (Handel I, Ber-
ise (Gretchaninoff ). Marie Oliver: Lungi dal caro
le (Secchi), La Girometta (Sibella), Sapphic Ode
rahms), Eleanor Bryan: Blackbirds Song (Cyril
ott). The Crying of Water (Campbell-Tipton), An
en Secret (Woodman), Marie Oliver: Farewell, Ye
lis (Joan of Arc) (Tscbaikowsky), Eleanor Bryan;
'assed By Your Window (Brahe), Sing I Sing! Birds on
! Wing (Nutting), Will o' the Wisp (Spross), Marie
ver; Song of the Robin Woman (Shanewis) (Cad-
,n). Ecstasy (Rummel), Take All of Me (Stickles),

OIGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burhank. Claremoiil, Holly-

wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-

dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Monica,

For Catalog and Full Inforination

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Willon Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Mme. Newcombe
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Desirable Dignified

Engagements Publicity

Persona! Representative of Distinguished Artists

MAJESTIC THEATRE
LOS ANGELES

Phone 642-93 Phone 642-93

)ELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Comiilete Facullr ot Artiat Tt-ocbi-

JOHN
AnnounceK Rer
CallCarnl.-! Mu»

SHIRLE

SMALLMAN
itival of Studio to Southern
e nulldint?, ><l|h and Hrondway
V TAGGART. Secretary

Anna Ruzena Sprotte

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ANN THOMPSON-P/anis/e
PIANIST OF PEUSONAI.ITY

124 1«. Rrrrixln Wll. 885
Amiileo nolln

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
erIcn'M Ponulnr ConipONer on tour fvilh TS1.\M\.4

It and South: Oct, uud Nov.— l*nc. t'onNt: J.-in. and Feb.
IMt aKOint Feb. and April—California; A|irll and Mny

CHARLES BOWES

DAVOL SANDERS "".^h'.^P^^isS'"''
ad VIollB Dept., ColUive of Mnnlr. U. S. C.—]Heniber

Phllbannonlc Orcbeatra
I » r!yn>raa St.. I.op Angi-li-n Phon» Main IltW

A. KOODLACH
Majeatic Tbeatre Bids., Loa Aaeelea Pboue 670-02

Orviile Harroid, leading American tenor of the Metro-
politan Opera Company is filling his Los Angeles en-gagements at LoeWs State Theatre, appearing three
times daily before capacily audiences. He is accorded a
great ovation at each performance to whicli he finally
replies with a short cnrtain speech. He sings Canio's
l^ament tDi-m Leoncavallo's Opera V Pagliacci and For
I m Falling in Love With Someone from Victor Herherfs
The Naughty Marietta. His voice is exquisite and he
brings out his high tones beautifully, much to the delight
of the most enthusiastic audience. His conductor is
Eniil J. Polak. formerly with Mary Garden, Titto Ruffo
and other opera stars. In an interview Mr. Harroid
tells us that he and Mr. Polak are working on The
Maestersinger mornings during his stay here, alsD that
he likes California and appreciates the splendid recep-
tion accorded him.

C, Norman Hassler presented a number of his pupils
in an interesting recital at the First Baptist Church
Pasadena, on the evening of June 7. With Mrs. Hassler
as accompanist, the program was as follows: Could I
(Tosti), La Serenata ITostil, M:ss Beatrice Cowles;
If I Build a World for You (Lehmann), When Love Is
Kind (Old English), Miss Emily Rothfuss; Songs My
-Mother Taught Me IDvorak), I Love a Little Cottage
(O'Hara), Miss Helen C. Henry; The Sweetest Flower
That Blows (Hawley), Contentment (Droop), Mr. Ken-
neth Shutts; Mifanwy (Forster), Robin in the Apple
Tree (Teschemacher), Mrs. Elizabeth Morton: I Know
a Hill (Whelpley), Pale Moon (Logan), Miss Maud
Short: Where the Abana Flows, If in the Great Bazars
(From a Lover in Damascus) (Woodford-Finden), Mrs.
Harry Cutler: E'en as a Flower (Logan), One Fine Day
(Aria from Madam Butterfly) (Puccini), Miss Mary
Bustillos: Sylvelin (Sinding), Jean (Spross), Mr. Jaquith
Royal: In My Beloved's Eyes (Chadwick), The Star
(Rogers), Miss .Mable Kay: The Moon Behind the Cot-
tonwood (from Morning of the Year) (Cadnianl, Slave
Song (Del Reigo), Miss Elizabeth Walker; When Song
Is Sweet (San Souci), Sunbeams (Ronald), Mrs. Ber-
neice Champion; Thora (.-Vdams), Mr. 'Vivian Bain;
Love Is a Rose (San Souci), A Wild, Wild Rose (For-
ster), Mrs. Fern Sunderland; (Mrs. Hassler at the
piano.)

X QTie B IRKELCompamj
\4

HERE at the Birkel Company will
be found a Piano or Player Piano

to suit every taste, every home, every
income. Every instrument is of the
finest quality and workmanship. They
are all of national reputation and em-
body tbe reputations and prestige of
ibeir makers and the endorsement and
guarantee of this pioneer music bouse.

448 COMPANY
Broadw(^y 'Tfi* Steinway House
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NORMAN SMITH APPEARS AT CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

Norman Smith, the 13-year-old prodigy was the soloist
at the California Theatre Sunday morning concert, June
24th.

We have all met "precocious" children, "abnormal"
and even "wierd" children, but Norman Smith is not
of these. His innate nature is full of musical ideals which
under a guiding hand are unfolding like a flower, giving
to the world a rare fragrance which the average person
can never acquire, because it is a gift of nature and
otherwise unattainable. The boy's thirst for musical
knowledge is beyond belief and under the tuition of
George Kruger, the well known pedagogue, this child
of art is being initiated into the secrets of pianistry at
a very receptive age when his wonderful brain can ab-
sorb instruction and retain the knowledge thus gained.
Without any forced effort he delivers the composer's-*
message in a manner beyond comprehension.
Many musicians attended the concert and welcomed

the opportunity of actually hearing such a child wonder.
Norman Smith has studied with Mr. Kruger since he

was six years of age.

Mr. Andrew Robertson has been engaged for the pro-
duction of Frate Sole.
Miss Ruby Sebring, soprano has been engaged as solo-

ist at St. Paul's Episcopal Church. The following have
been engaged for the chorus of the San Francisco Grand
Opera Co.: Misses Marguerite Toe'. Ruby Sebring, Flor-
ence Sexton. Mesdames Annabel Turner, Nellie May,
Zoe Peterson, Lotus Anderson, Natalie Beggs, Erma Mal-
lory. Messrs. Francis Johnson, Albert Jacobs and An-
drew Robertson.

ACTIVITIES OF PUPILS S. F. CONSERVATORY

Pupils of the S. F. Conservatory of Music, 3435 Sacra-
mento street, have performed at the following places
during the last two months:
Piano—Miss Hazel .Nichols—Head's School, Berkeley,

April 22; Palace Hotel, April 25; Fairmont Hotel, May
23; San Francisco, May 26. Miss Ethel Palmer—San
Rafael Improvement Club; Musicale, Berkeley; Metho-
dist Church, San Rafael. Mr. Herbert Jaffe— B'nai
B'rith Lodge, April 9 and April 11; Hillside Club, Berke-
ley, April 24: Polytechnic High School, Oakland, April
30; Park Masonic Hall, S. F., May S; Players Club, May
12. Miss Helen Bradford—San Francisco Conservatory,
April 6; Girls High School, April IS; Park Masonic
Hall, April 30; Fairmont Hotel, May IS. Miss Ruth Cook—Park Masonic Hall, April 30; Bellevue Hotel, May 4;
Log Cabin. Golden Gate Park, May IS. Miss Marion
Clement—Park Masonic Hal', April 30. Miss Ruth Mere-
dith—Hillside Club, Berkeley, April 23; Technical High
School, May S. Mr. Walter Levin—Park Masonic Hall,
April 30; B'nai B'rith Lodge. April 23; San Francisco
Conservatory, April 6; Junior Auxiliary, Mill Valley,
May 12.

Violin—Miss Selma Margolis—B'nai B'rith Lodge,
April 23; Park Masonic Hall, April 30. Flute—Miss
Melva Farwell—LI. C. Hospital Wards, April 11; Berke-
ley Music Week. April 23; S. F. Social Workers' Con-
ference, April 24; Marine Hospital Wards, April 27;
VIsitacion Valley, May 1; Hamilton Square Baptist
Church. May 6: Oakland Music Week, May 7: Clare-
mont Hotel, May 9: Hamilton Methodist Church, May
13; Mt. Tamalpais Mountain Play, May 20: Pacific Mu-
sical Club Jinks, May 24; Berkeley, May 27: San Mateo,
May 28. Voice—Miss M. Toe'.—San Francisco Conserv-
atory, April 23; Park Masonic Hall. April 30. Mrs. Anna-
bel Turner—Grace Methodist Church. April 15; San
Francisco Conservatory. April 23: California Methodist
Church, May 6; Grace M E. Church, May 6; St. Peter's
Episcopal Church. May 13. Emilio Gavilan—B'nai B'rith
Lodge. April 23: San Francisco Conservatory, .'^pril 23:
Park Masonic Hall, April 30. Andrew Robertson—B'nai
B'rith Lodge. April 9; Hillside Club. Berkeley, April 23;
Technical High School, Oakland, April 30; Players' Club,
May 12. Virginia Parsons—San Francesco Conservatory,
April 23; Park Masonic Hall, April 30.

Miss Rosalie Housman, New York representative of
the Pacific Coast Musical Review, and one of the best
known of the American composers and lecturers, is visit-
ing her mother in San Francisco this summer. Miss
Housman has met with extraordinary success in New
York and has received the cordial support of many lead-
ing artists and composers. She has been prominently
associated with some of the foremost pedagogues and
"her compositions are being published by leading publish-
ing houses. They appear in the programs ot many of
the foremost artists. Miss Housman says that among
all the California artists who recently appeared in New
York .Ashley Pettis has scored the most decisive artistic
triumphs. His loyal recognit'on of .\merican composers
has given him a most effective introduction to the New
York musical public and profession.
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Articles of General Musical Interest
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FUNERALS

Everyone is aware, of course, of the very sad and
doleful note that is struck at funerals. A funeral is a
sad occasion, of course, but the element of dolefulness

is a trifle out of place. The cultured person does not
care to display his grief in a manner too public. He may
be temporarily overcome, but he desires to show that he
is master of his emotions, at least to the extent that he
can see the better side of his loss. All this is by way of

telling you of a funeral at which I played some two or

three months ago. By special request the soloist sang
several verses of Palestrina's celebrated Easter hymn.
Let me give it to you:

Al'eluia, Alleluia. Alleluia!

The strife is o'er, the battle done.
The victory of life is won;
The song of triumph has begun.

Alleluia!

The powers of death have done their worst,

But Christ their legions hath dispersed;
Let shout of holy joy outburst!

Alleluia!

Lord, by the stripes which wounded Thee.
From Death's dread sting Thy servants free.

That we may live and sing to Thee,
Alleluia!

Can you conceive of a more sublime note to strike at

a funeral? Can you imagine a better frame of mind on
the part of the bereaved ones? Would it not be worth
while for choir directors to endeavor to change the gen-

eral run of things at funerals a little, and strike this

happy chord of triumph rather than the doleful strains

of "We are going down the valley, one by one?"

COLORED GLASSES

When one wears green glasses all red values appear to

be black. When one wears pink glasses all light colors

have a tinge of red. Everything that one sees is tinged

with different color values when one wears spectacles

which are themselves tinted. When one is a Christian

all acts of life are measured by the plumb of Christian-

ity. When one is a Buddist all moral values are meas-
ured by the tenets of that religion. And so one might
multiply instances infinitely.

When one has been brought up to admire Beethoven
all other music is measured by the genius of that

mighty composer. When one has been brought up with

the melodies of Irvin Berlin as the daily musical am-
brosia one is inclined to measure Beethoven by the

standards of the latter, to the immortal bard's sure dis-

comfiture.

The Sacramento Music Teaclners' Association gave its

sixth annual pupils' recital at the Wiley B. Allen Recital

Hall in Sacramento on Wednesday evening. June 6. The
following program was presented: Once Upon a Time
There Was a Fairy Prince (KuUak), Sweet Eventide

(Lichner). Aldie Albrecht; The Go'.liwog (Gabriel

Hinesl, Doris Sprague; Bouree from 2nd Violin Sonata

(Bach). Marie Coppin; Loin du Ball (violin) (Gillet),

Grace Wilkinson; Nocturne D-flat major (Doehler).

Leona Hunt; Dance Caprice (Grieg). Doris Dalzell; Lit-

tle Prelude No. 4 (Bach), Mazurka. Op. 67. No. 2

(Chopin). Gladys Marriage; The Guitar Serenade (Gay-

nor), Go'd Bags (Pfeifler). William Pizani; Dance of the

Water Sprites (Uda Waldrop), Katherine Geary; Min-

uet (1685-1750) (Bach). Bertha Sponny; Puck (Phillip).

Edna Mae Wills; Nocturne. Op. 9. No. 2 (Chopin). Alice

Dalton; Scarf Dance (Chaminade). Elaine Vollman;
Idilio (Lack). Tumult (Heller). Sophie Rae Hornstein;

The Wind's in the South (Scott), Mrs. Lloyd Lands-

borough; Grande Marche de Concert. Op. 19 (Wollen-

haupt), Etta Tatti; La Jongleuse (Moszkowski). Estelle

Caen; Canzonetta (violin) (.'^mbrosiol. Sue Donnelly;

Polish Dance (Scharwenka). Margaret Chisholm; Chorus

—O Sea, How Fair Art Thou (Weidt). On Venice Wa-
ters (arr. by Otto Roeder). Eight Grade Pupils from

Lincoln School.

The pupils who appeared on this program studied with

the following teachers, all of whom are members of

the Sacramento Music Teachers' Association; Miss

Florine Wenzel, president; Miss Ethel Sleeper, vice-

president; Miss Ida Hjerleid Shelley, secretary-treas-

urer; Miss Pauline Ireland, director; Russell Keene, di-

rector; Miss Jean Barnes. Miss Marie Ferguson, Mrs.

Winifred Fideler. Miss Mary E. Ireland, Mrs. Christine

Johnson. Miss Florence Linthicum, Edgar Lowman. Miss

Constance Mering, Mrs. Edward Pease. Miss Ruth Pep-

per, Miss Hazel Pritchard. Miss Minnie Richardson, Miss

Elizabeth Sonne, Mrs. Frank Thompson. Mrs. Genevieve

Uhl, and Mrs. S. E. Wills.

MR. AND MRS. ROSENTHAL ON VACATION HERE

At the June meeting of the Mill Valley Musical Cub
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rosenthal made their initial ap-

pearance since their arrival from the East. Mrs. Rosen-

thal is better known professionally as Ethel Johnson,

and was the organizer and president for three seasons

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACH ING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Aiigeles

of the Mill Va'ley Musical Club founded some four years
ago. .\ most interesting program was given by Mr. and
Mrs. Rosenthal for this enthusiastic organization, con-
sisting of a group of four Brahms songs, an English
group, the beautiful Schumann concerto for cello, with
cadenza written by Mr. Rosenthal. A group of short
numbers tor cello, vocal solos with cello obligato and
encores completed the program. The artists received a
most hearty welcome and a reception in their honor
followed the program.
Many friends came over from San Francisco to hear

them after their prolonged absence. Mr. and Mrs. Rosen-
thal left San Francisco fourteen months ago to seek
their fortunes in New York, the mecca of so many
artists, and finding themselves received in a most cardial
manner by such leaders of music as Walter Damrosch,
Joseph Levinne. Arnold Volpe, Lazar Samoiloff and
many others of like eminence that they decided to re-
main. Mr. Volpe, having just been engaged to become
musical director of the Kansas City Conservatory of
Music, selected Mr. Rosenthal in preference to many
well known New York cellists, to take charge of the
cello department, and play chamber music with him.

Ethel Johnson-Rosenthal was engaged as teacher o(
voice at the same conservatory. This fine institution
has. during its eighteen years of existence grown into
one of the largest music schools in this country, employ-
ing more than sixty instructors and an enrol'.ment of
more than 2000 students. The results have been largely
achieved by the self-sacriflcing labors of John A. Cowan,
the founder and president of the Kansas City Conserv-
atory of Music, assisted by the generosity of the various
Kansas City capitalists, particularly Walter S. Dickey,
who for the last five years has been mainly responsible
for the financial support of the school.
During the season both Miss Johnson and Mr. Rosen-

thal have made frequent public appearances In recitals
and private musicales scoring brilliant successes, and
have won for themselves an enviable place in the affec-
tions of the Kansas City musical public. However,
Walter Damrosch, having extended an invitation to Mr.
Rosenthal to become associated with the New York
Symphony Orchestra, and many other alluring prospects
having presented themselves. Miss Johnson and Mr.
Rosenthal have decided to make New York their home,
and they will leave San Francisco for the East during
the latter part of August.

OLGA STEEB VERY ACTIVE DURING SUMMER

Distinguished California Piano Pedagogue and Virtuoso
Finds That Her Valuable Artistic Services

are Greatly in Demand

Possibly the most active artist residing on the Pa-
cific Coast is Olga Steeb, the distinguished and nation-
ally recognized piano virtuoso and pedagogue; for ac-

cording to undisputahle evidence this unusually endowed
artist is as greatly in demand during the so-called off-

season of the year as she is during the regular period
of musical activities. Her concert season extended to

the end of June. On June 15 this brilliant artist ap-

peared at Long Beach. On June 21 she gave a concert
in Riverside and on June 29 she delighted another large
audience in Pasadena. This extraordinary drawing
power enjoyed by Miss Steeb is honestly deserved.
California has every reason to feel exceedingly proud
of this distinguished pianist. She belongs among those
resident artists who the Pacific Coast Musical Review
has always contended compares favorably with any
artist visiting the Pacific Coast during the course of a
concert season.
Miss Steeb should be heard every year in San Fran-

cisco and vicinity as well as in Southern California, and
if the Pacilc Musical Society, under this year's regime
of Mrs. William Henry Banks, is as eager to recognize
California artists as we think it is. Miss Steeb will be
one of the artists to delight the members of that excel-

lent musical club during the season 1923-1924. The same
should be true of every leading music club of California.

Real art''sts can not be heard too often and this paper
does not subscribe to the sentiment, so often expressed
by music club officials, that members do not wish to

hear the same artists often. Every music lover, if he be
honest, wants to hear a truly excellent artist as often

as possible.

Miss Steeb will conclude her association with the

Mus'c College of the University of Southern California

this summer. But fortunately this does not mean that

she is giving up her educational work altogether. On
the contrary Miss Steeb. responding to general demand,
will open her own school on September 4 and will bring

to this institution that energy, zeal, adaptability, knowl-
edge and experience which but few pedagogues are able

to bring to their students. Miss Steeb will arrange her

pedagogical duties in a manner to permit her to continue

her concert work for which reason she will devote most
of her summer leisure to a thorough preparation of her

concert repertoire so that she will be fully prepared to

meet the most taxing demands of the ensuing concert

season. The rest of the summer months will be devoted

to her large class of private students who are zealously

utilizing every moment Miss Steeb can bestow upon them.

It win therefore be easily understood that what we said

in the beginning of this article regarding Miss Steeb's

extraordinary industry and activity is based upon solid

facts.

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert EngnKementi*
find luHtruetion Afiply to
Secretary and Mnniieer of
K. Attl. Room 1004 Kohler
& Chawe nidg., San FraneUeo

Western Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Dou^laa 167S

III'
'1(1

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

800 KOHLER CHASE OLDG
SAN FRANCISCOCO ^^^

Organists residing on the Pacific Coast gave their first

Pacific Coast Organists' Convention in Los Angeles, on
June 26, 27 and 28 under the auspices of the California
Chapters of the American Guild of Organists. The con-

vention proceedings and" organ recitals were given at

the University of Southern California and at tlie First

Presbyterian Church. Publication of the official program
together with comments will be part of the next issue

of this paper.

Mrs. Noah Brandt, the distinguished pianist imH
i

< 1.

gogue of San Francisco, has recently published om^ o)

the most effective and far-reaching books on piano studs
that has ever come to our attention. It was our pur:

pose to include comment on this excellent work in this

issue; but we feel it will be more appropriate and moH
effective to include this review in the issue of July 14tl!i

containing the proceedings of the annual convention o:

the Music Teachers' Association of California.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

1. When were barlines first used?—O. R.
The use of bar lines dates from the early part of thi

sixteenth century, i. e.. shortly after 15U0. Martin Agri

cola's "Musica Instrumentalis." dated 1529. conCiin:

bar lines. However, they were not used then for tli'

same purpose or in the same way as today. Wli' n si'v

eral parts were written in open score, i. e., each
i

i

a separate staff, bar lines were used to maintain
i

mii

vertical columns and to guide the eye in oii- i ii

which notes came together. It was only very i^r.i.in ill

that the present signification of the bar line dt\' ImI'

jto divide the music into rhythmic divisions and in - m.

where the accent fell. For more than a century tliu u;;

of the bar line was more or less sporadic; there was 11

settled and definite use of it. Music published as lateis

1648 contained no bar lines. Henry Lawes' ".4yres (Oil

Dialogues" published in 1653 is one of the first publl^
tions to show the consistent use of bar lines through^
with their modern signification.

2. Can you suggest a remedy for stage fright?—M. 1

Dr. E. F. Bartholomew states the following remedy
"Administer to the afflicted one a severe slapping on tli

bare back until the skin smarts." He adds that thi

remedy "never fails."

3. When was Carnegie Hall, New York, opened an
what was the occasion?—E. J.

May 5th. 1891. The New York Oratorio Society opene
its festival for that year with BerMoz' "Te Deum."

4. What is the weight of a baby grand piano?—T. E. I

Pianos of various makes differ considerably in weigh
The difference may amount to 150 pounds between tw

baby grands of different make. The average weiaht i

baby grands may be said to be 650 pounds. The Steii

way baby grand is the lightest of the leading makei
its weight is 590 pounds.

5. What is a forlane?—P. K.
A forlane or forlana is a lively Italian dance in C

time, said to be a favorite with the gondoliers of \>'Ww
,

The music for it possesses no special characteristii

other than its 6-8 rhythm. A forlana is introduced i

"La Gioconda."

I
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A NATIONAL MUSIC WEEK
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nguished people invited have already
;cepted. including Otto H. Kahn, who
as asked to act as chairman of the
eneral Committee because of his service
this capacity in the Music Weeks held
New York, and because of his deep

terest in the spread of the movement.
a honorary committee of state govern-
s was also formed. The committee aa
instituted so far is as follows:
Otto H. Kahn, chairman; C. M. Tre-
aine, secretary.
Honorary Committee of State Gover-
irs—Thomas C. McRae. Arkansas: C.
Moore, Idaho; Len Small, Illinois;

Iwin P. Morrow, Kentucky; Albert C.
.tchie, Maryland: Lee M. Russell,
ississippi; Joseph M. Dixon, Montana;
larles W. Bryan, Nebraska; J. G.
:rugham, Nevada; Fred H. Brown, New
impshire; Alfred E. Smith. New York;
A. Nestos. North Dakota; J. C. Walton,
tlahoma; Walter M. Pierce. Oregon;
illiam S. Flynn. Rhode Island; Thomas
McDeod, South Carolina; Charles R.

abey, Utah; Ephrain F. Morgan, West
rginia; John J. Blaine, Wisconsin;
illiam B. Ross. Wyoming.
General Committee—Joseph N. Weber,
esident American Federation of Musl-
ins and Representing American Feder-
ion of Labor; Kenyon L. Butterfleld.
esident American Country Lite Asso-
ation; George Maxwell, president
nerican Society of Composers, Authors
,d Publishers; C. H. Livingston, presl-
iDt Boy Scouts of America; James R.
Dward, president American Farm
ireau Federation: Frank L. Sealy.
irden American Guild of Organists; J.

Egerton. president National Assocla-
m of Manufacturers; J. A. Flaherty,
ipreme Knight, Knights of Columbus;
chard W. Lawrence, president Music
dustries Chamber of Commerce: Robert
Watkins, president National Assocla-

)n of Music Merchants: T. Tertlus
)ble, president National Association of
•ganists; W. Otto Miessner, president
itional Music Supervisors' Conference:
rs. Florence French, editor Musical
iader (Chicago) ; John C, Freund, edl-
r Musical America (New York) ; Leon-
d Liebling, editor Musical Courier
lew York); Alfred Metzger, editor Pa-
5c Coast Musical Review (San Fran-
SCO); Charles E. Watt, editor Music
sws (Chicago); James F. Cooke, edi-
r Etude (Philadelphia); Gustave Saen-
r, editor Musical Observer (New
)rk) ; Joseph Lee, president Corn-
unity Service, Inc.; Julius H. Barnes,
esident Chamber of Commerce of the
lited States; Miss Rose Brenner, presl-
nt Council of Jewish Women; Mrs.
jrbert Hoover, president Girl Scouts,
c; Mrs. Robert E. Speer, president Na-
mal Board Young Women's Christian
isociation; Judge William H. Wad-
.ms. president National Child Welfare
isociation; Mrs. Philip N. Moore, presl-
nt National Council of Women; Mrs.
hn F. Lyons, president National Feder-
ion of Music c5lubs.

Many of those whose acceptances have
ready been received sent enthusiastic
tters expressing their approval of the
Itional Music Week. It is not the pur-
ise of the National Music Week Com-
Ittee to control In any way the local
servances, for these are to be carried
it as the local people find best suited to
eir needs and conditions. No city will
1 urged to loin the movement, so that
e Music 'Week observance will be a
al self expression of the people. Its
owth will, therefore, be natural and
irmanent. All cities desirous of partici-
itlng will be helped by information, sug-
istions, and general material which will
cilitate the work. It is believed that
ith the influential and representative
laracter of the committee that cities
Uch have not yet introduced the Music
eek idea will organize a genuine Music
eek effort and associate this with the
untrywide observance next year.

The San Francisco Savings &Loan Society

SOONER OR LATER the musical pro-
ssion and musical public of the Pacific
>a8t will be confronted with weighty
•oblems that can only be solved by com-
ning the various elements that consti-
te the musical life of the Pacific West.
3 do this quickly and effectively the
ofession and public needs a PACIFIC
DAST JOURNAL that reaches every
irner of the Coast QUICKLY from a
:ographically centrally located point.
he Pacific Coast Musical Review is pub-
ihed geographically from a logical d »-

ibuting center. Furthermore It Is NOT
FRAID TO TELL ITS MIND FOR THE
OOD OF THE PROFESSION AND
UBLIC.
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Joseph Greven
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert ancJ Church Singing in all
languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

s^n9 Broadway - Oakland

Mrs. Waiiam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Stndlo:
»02 KOHLER <& CH,\SE BLDG.

«RII FrRni-lnco Phnnp: Krnrny Mm
KURT VON GRITDZINSKI

BARITOXK — VOICE CLI.TIHE
Authorized to Teach .^liiie. Sohi>en-

Renr'H Mrlboil
1314 I.eavenTrorlh S(. Phone Pro.spect 02.-,;!

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

rkeley 4{0«6.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HAUMONV

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

no.'. Kohler & Chane Bid. Tel. Suiter 73N7

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
Member l-ederal Reserve System and Associated S.ivirigs

, Banks ot San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DECEMBER 30th, 1922
Assets $80,671,392.53
Deposits 76,921 ,392.53
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,750,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 400,613.61

MISSION BRANCH Mission anrf 21sl Sirrr,.
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BHANCli: .! l! I"

^
'clement St. and 7th AveHAICHT STREET BRANCH HaiKht and Belvedere Street;WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave. a °d UlV'L S,

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (^H)
per cent per annum was declared for the six months

ending December 31st, 1922.

INTEREST WILL HEREAFTER BE COMPOUNDED QUARTERLY
INSTEAD OF SEMI-ANNUALLY AS HERETOFORE.

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICK CILTUHE
Avnilahle for Coneerta and Hecltnla

Studio: LIO Central Ave. Tel. Park IStl

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAL I.XSTRlCTIOBi FOR BEGINNERS
Phone. ProHpeet 4::o Studio. SCI Sutter St.

AOCLE ULMAN

Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
-Mrs. Konh

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
Pupil of Prank Moss. Teacher of Plana.
<tudio: 3135 Sacramento. TeL Fillmore U3S0

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

DOMENICO BRESCIA Joseph George Jacobson
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

tudlo. «0:i-«O4 KOHLER * CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny MM

Mzdsme Chjrics Poultcr—Soprano
Voice Culture. Piano

PIANO
St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

ad. Tel. Pledn

MARION RAMON WILSON
DR.tMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Sueceaaen In Europe; ( oneert Snc-
reanea In America. Addrens ISO! ( nllfornin
St.. San FranelMCO. Teieplione Proapeef 3«20

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio .38 Gnltne}' Bulldlue. :)7« Sutter St.
TeL Doncrlaa 4S33. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Hyde St.. San Fr
11031. Fridaya. mi:: Ivohler .& Chaae Bldg.
ivearny MM.

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comiqne, Paria

Studio: 3107 Wnahlneton Street
Phoue Fillmore 1M47

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater Claaaea for Violin

Studio BuIIdine. 1373 Poat Street
Tel. Proapeet 7.->7

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

I'eaeher of SInKinK:; Studio, Tueadiiy and
•riday, Kohler A: Chaae llIdK., S. F.; Reai-
lenee Sludiu, KlU Santa Roaa Ave., Oak-

SAN FRWc'isCo'SsERVATORY
OF MUSIC

Itlualc School I

MM£ ISABELLE
CONTRALTO

MARKS
Voice Cult
llolMlne.

ire. Suite "C" K
Telephone Kearn

nhler & Chaae
y MM.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOL-V CANTORUBI,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDBAl^

Piano DepartmeDt. HanllB Spho«l
Oncan and Piano. Arrillaen Mnaieai College

ESTHER MUNDELL

Kea. Studio— I

ETHEL JOHNSON
SI nuenn Viata Terrace

Phone Park 1:!!I1

In San Franeiaco From New A'ork

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SloKlnE. 32 Lorelta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler &
Chaae Bldg.. s. F- Telephone Kearn-r fUtM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay A Waahinictoa

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mra. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soiirano Soloint, Temple Emana El, Con-

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TE.VCHER
Studio: 4infl Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Reaidenee: 4ln2 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VTolinlat and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cona. of Mnale. 3435 Sacramento
St.. and 121 21at Atc Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TE.\CH1i:R OF VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. West TOIZ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi -Sutter Street Phone Douglaji 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MAR, ON FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
184-V Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1»95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDFil FERrTeR
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332S

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Koliler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269 •

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

HEED A.VD .MOITHPIECE M.\KEK

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6366

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. 8CHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
PreKentR fiindiiiiiontnl inuNle princlpleN in n deflnite und lucid way, c<

witll llrKl-lsrudr liU-<l» but I)roBrc-«HliiB rallldly in <lil-il

and «xpre»»i„n pr«l>len,» .nd ,he e^reaOon
.,J

Boud .a,.c.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Suininy Publkalions.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1128 Cfienlnnt Street
Telephone Pronpect 4032

If a Music Journal Is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

!• k.

I nntinfled
Faddist, oi

you «ure yo
rie

how?
!• be aiwaya tnllctne "BREATH f" "TONGUEt"

<'JA\Vf"
If In doubt, consult Mr. BoBart, who Mtudled In

Europe with the teachers of Senibrich, Scalchi,
Blsphnm, etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio. Church and

Qonstance <iAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase BIdg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Gndoraed hj Waeer Svrayae

leclal Normal Course for Teacherp based on Swayn
Principles

StadloK SOT Kohler A Cb <e Bids.
25181^^ Ktnn St^ Berkeler* Pho Berkelcr 1310

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 11

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

-Wilg^'BAUeD®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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GRIFFITH IS DELIGHTED WITH CALIFORNIA

Distinguished Vocal Pedagogue Cordially Received in Los Angeles and
Many Students Take Advantage of His Presence to Learn About the

Principles and Ideals Which Have Made Yeatman Griffith

an International Factor in Vocal Pedagogy

BY ALFRED METZGER

Ever since the idea of summer master

ilasses lias brought occasionaly peda-

;ogues of distinction to our far western

hores tliere has arisen an occasional

irotest against a practice which some
eachers regard as an infringement upon
heir territorial rights and others as an

mposition upon young students who they

Jaim can not possibly gain any benefits

oinmensurate with the usually high com-
lensation of the visiting instructor. The
'acific Coast Musical Review being uncon-

itionally committeed to the policy of tol-

rance, has always maintained that there

an not be such a thing as infringement of

erritorial rights of our resident teachers.

'he survival of the fittest is the only law

rhlch this paper recognizes in the mat-

er of competition. And it any music
eacher has not succeeded in implanting

,pon the mind of his pupils such confi-

,ence that it is impossible for anyone
Ise to weaken it, he has failed to de-

elop loyalty in such student and should

ot be sorry to lose him.
The question as to whether the pupil

eceives sufficient return for his money
3 one that concerns only the pupil him-
elf and those who defray the expenses.
lo one questions the pedagogical pro-

iciency of those who come here to es-

iblish temporary classes. Even though
n incompetent teacher may occasionally

ecome identified with this master class

lovement, it will be impossible for him
maintain his positon very long. Now,

ny pupil who is sufficiently intelligent

i able to learn SOMETHING from an
fficient pedagogue. And that SOME-
"HING may be worth every cent of all

he money expended during the period

f such teacher's activity here. In the
ealm of education it is not a question as
how much you receive for a specified

mount of monev, but it is only a ques-
ion HOW MUCH YOl' ARE ABLE TO
tETAIX, or in other words it is purely
matter of the intelligence of the

Indent.
In order that our teachers and students
n the Pacific Coast may prove o£ value

the musical progress of the com-
lunity. it is necessary that they con-
tantly keep in touch with musical edu-
ation elsewhere in the world. It is im-
ossible to secure all such information
rom books. Personal association with
saders In the pedagogical field is ab-
olutely essential. Some of our teachers
nd artists possess sufficient means to
lake a trip to the music centers where-
1 such leaders are active. Others are
ot 80 fortunate. Now, it seems to us
hat those unable to visit the music
enters of the country should not be de-
prived of this great advantage of per-
onally knowing leaders in musical
bought, exchanging ideas, gaining new
lorizons. viewing new problems from a
lose angle. It seems to us that instead
•t forming an antagonistic attitude to-
ward distnguished pedagogues who visit
IS three thousand miles away from the
enter, our teachers and artists should
le the ones to take advantage of their
iresence.

"I did not come here," said Yeatman
Jriflith to us in his affable and gentle
'ay, "to become an interloper. On the
ontrary I came here upon special in-
itation from those who wished me to
ome in order to add my share of help
the wonderfully increasing musical in-

telligence of the students of the great
West. Like every pedagogue I feel that
I have a message that is welcome to any
one eager to advance. For several years
many friends have been trying to induce
me to come to California, but I have
always told them the time was not ripe
for me to accede to their wishes. But

"I am possibly not the first, nor the
last, visitor who has told you that Cali-

fornia furnishes the most remarkable
quantity of flawless vocal material that

has ever been assembled within the

borders of one State. Practically every
voice I hear is naturally endowed with
all the qualities that develop into excel-

lent timbre and tone. If every one whose
voice I heard also possessed sufficient

mental material to utilize it properly,
then every artist or student who has
come to see me will become an orna-
ment to the profession and a disciple of

fame. I am indeed grateful to my friend,

L. E. Behymer for having induced me to

come here this summer. My message is

really a very simple one. It is based
upon the principle of obtaining the best
results with the least expenditure of ef-

fort. That is to say to sing naturally.

«E.\.\ MooDONALD

of Thin Slgrnnl Ho

for lliis reason the technic of singing is

complex to him and anyone can tell a
student anything about singing without
insulting his common sense.

"It is one of my dearest problems to
SHOW the student the instrument he
uses so that he knows his vocal organ
as well as the pianist knows his piano.
The study of singing will then become
far more simple. One of my dearest ex-
periences was the privilege ot conducting
masters classes for the Teachers Insti-

tute in Minnesota. It was gratifying to
know how many of these teachers
grasped so readily the simple principles
I wanted to convey to them. There were
a few who needed rather stern measures
to become convinced, but they them-
selves were surprised to become open to
conviction in a shorter period than they
expected. And so it is in Los Angeles.
It is, indeed, a pleasure to say that my
classes in this city surpass my expecta-
tions, and as the personnel is exception-
alily gratifying both as to intelligence
and vocal material I shall be able to ac-
complish a great deal. From Los Angeles
I shall go to Portland where another class
is awaiting me, and some day I hope to
come to San Francisco."

Mr. Griffith told us in enthusiastic
terms of the progress of Miss Laura
Walker, whom many San Franciscans
will remember. Miss Walker's voice has
developed remarkably. She is now a
colorature soprano and is constantly in

demand, because of the fine quality of
her voice and the judgment with which
it is used. Miss Walker has been in New
York for several years and is enthusias-
tic about Mr. Griffith's pedagogy as we
can testify from several letters to which
we will refer later. Mr. Griffith, as many
of our readers well know, belongs among
the foremost vocal pedagogues and musi-
cians in general known to the present
generation. He is a disciple of what is

known as the modern school, and has
met with great success in the principal
music centers of the world. His Los
Angeles and Portland classes should
prove of great benefit to the musical
impetus of the Pacific West.

now that they finally have succeeded to

win me over to their cause 1 am indeed

glad I came, tor California surpasses all

my expectations. Had I known about
this wonderful country what I know now
I dare say I should not have been so long
in coming.

No one seems to find it difficult to com-
prehend all the intricacies of piano
technic. That is because they can see
the keyboard and can know all about
the instrument upon which they play.

But with the singer it is different. He
can not SEE the instrument he uses, and

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is

indebted to Clarence Gustlin ot Santa Ana
for a file of daily papers recording the pro-
ceedings of the Convention of the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs which
took place in Asheville, N. C, during the
early part of .Tune. As soon as we have
extracted the most important events as
they interest the Pacific Coast we shall
give our readers an idea of what was
(lone at that important session. Mr.
Gustlin tells us while Southern California
had an unusually fine representation
Northern California was not adequately
represented.

Mme. Rose Florence, the distinguished
soprano and vocal pedagogue, has de-
cided to continue teaching throughout
the summer. Although she will reside in

Belvedere she wil continue to keep her
San Francisco studio open on Mondays
and Saturdays. She has a large class ot
•jupils who come to her from all parts
of the state especially from Fresno, San
Jose and Sacramento. LTpon urgent re-

quest Mme. Florence has opened a class
in Belvedere which she will teach on
Tuesdays.

Uda Waldrop, San Francisco's munici-
pal organist, appeared with brilliant suc-
cess before the Medical Convention at
the Civic Auditorium, on Thursday after-
noon, .lune 28. He was recalled many
times and made an excellent impression
upon several thousand delegates and
guests. Last Thursday evening Mr.
Waldrop appeared with equal success be-
fore the National Educational Associa-
tion also at the Civic Auditorium when
he repeated his artistic triumphs of the
week before.
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RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaca. Director

A. L. Artignes. Pres.; Loulfl Alegrla, Vlce-Pre«.

Unexcelled facilities for the atady of moalc In all

Its branches. Large Pipe Orirnn. Recital Ball.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco, Cal. Phone West 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C.

SS43 Washlneton Stre

lANNING, Director

t Telephone Filln

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

'Will be abNent In Europe (or suiuiner. remmilng)

teacbine about Sept. 20th. Residence ntndlo : 150

Monte VlHla Ave.. Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 700

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Plnno. Orpan. Harmony. OrsanUt and HDalcftl
Director of First Preabylerjan Chorch* Alameda. Home
Stvdio: 1117 PARV STViHlCT, ALAJIKDA. Telephone Ala-
^^j^ 1S5. ThnrsdaT'St Merrlman Sehaol, 507 Eldorado Ave*
•Itluid. Tvlephoae PleAmoat 2T70L

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

OfHclnl or^nnlMt Exposition Auditorium, orgonbii
and choir director St. Luke'it KpiNCopnl Church
organittt Congrre^ntion Beth iMraei. Piano and
or^an inNtruction—Vocal coach. Available foi
concerts and orcan recitals.

_ __ _ _
Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone West 3753

J^ll^l-IAN BiKMlNGaAM
Contralto

Teacher of Slnelne. Complete Coarse of Operatic TralB-
Ine. IVitt Pierce St. Tel. FUlmore 45,'j3.

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALIAN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Tetrazzini—Endorsed by Bonci. Coaclies pupils vocally and
Deportment—Italian. English, French

nd Spa .spoke
lilio 1(14 Colu rfleid ::;:7

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Sluilln: 40r, Koliler & Chane UldE., Tel. Kearny r>454

Dominican College School of Music
S.\N RAFAEl^, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thorough and ProRresslve
Pnhllc School Music. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite .'>0« Kohler & Chase Bldgr.,

S. F.; 2530 ColleEe Ave.. Berkeley. Residence 291 AlTa-
rado Road. Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparinir Teacher for

MADAM MACKAY-CAINTELL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAI, TECHNIftUE

SUPER-DICTION
Director Calvary Presbyterian Choral Society.

Further Information. West IHOO.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert

tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN
Orsanlst Temple Emanu El, First Church of Christ Sd-I
entlst. Director Lorlng: Club. S. F., W'ed„ 1617 Callforalal
St„ Phone Franklin 2803; Sat., First Christian Science'
Church, Phone Franklin 1307t Res. studio, 3142 LeTvlstoB<
Ave., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242S.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

Stndlo: (i70 sth Av

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt, Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano, Harp, Violin,
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. History

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your Income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorougrh Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Douglas 6024
]

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

\
MADAME WILSON-JONES

ria. Marchesl
Res. Studio. 202.% Darant Ave.. Berkeley

Phone Berk. 40SS-1V
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SUMMER MUSIC IN LOS ANGELES

The Pacific Coast Musical Review has been

in advocate for music during the summer during
'he last few years. It is. therefore, but natural

'hat when we find our suggestion practically ap-

plied somewhere we should hasten to tell our
ieaders how such summer musical activity is re-

•eived by the public. We returned this week
jrom a week's stay in the South and we found
i-iOs Angeles and vicinity a very beehive of

inusical activity. Mrs. J. J. Carter, who is re-

sponsible for the summer symphony concerts in

j-Iollywood Bowl reports remarkable progress in

;he accumulation of funds. Already the sub-
cription is bigger than last year and all indi-

ations point toward a very prosperous season.

fhe artistic end of the enterprise is also beyond
[uestion. Emil C)berhofer. the distinguished con-
luctor who made the Minneapolis Symphony
)rchestra famous, is getting ready for rehearsals

nd speaks in enthusiastic terms of the pro-

pective season. We had a very pleasant chat
vith him the result of which we shall publish at

pngth in ne.xt week's paper.
[

I

J. T. Fitzgerald, Merle Armitage and associates

jTe preparing to give a monster production of

Ohe Wayfarer in the new stadium seating 75,000
leoplc. Committees are meeting and rehearsals
vill soon begin keeping hundreds of people busy
uring the summer. Last Monday began an in-

'crnational exposition of the Moving Picture In-

ustry at Exposition Park wherein music plays
prominent role. Alexander Bcvani has prepared
n exposition chorus which will contribute large-

Y toward the musical success of the enterprise.

"here will also be band concerts and other
lusical attractions during the course of this

.rilliant enterprise which is attracting visitors

rem all over the world. Mr. Bevani is also
etting ready for rehearsals preparatory to the
resentation of the open-air production of Aida at

lollywood Bowl which is to take place late in

• eptember and of which we shall have more to
ay next week. Judging from the preliminary
Jans the scenic investure will be specially mag-
ificent and artistic. It is being prepared by
'ouglas Crane, one of the most distinguished
rtists residing on the Pacific Coast.

Charles Wakefield Cadman is presenting some
'xcellent programs of his own compositions at
ic Metropolitan Theatre, while Ulderico Mar-
elli has written exceptionally fine music for the
iovered Wagon which is now in its twelfth week
f crowded productions. Mr. .Scholl, the organist,
adding greatly to the musical merit of the

musical setting. Herman Heller with a large
orchestra is giving fine music at the Metropolitan
Theatre, while Maurice Lawrence at the Million
Dollar Theatre and other large orchestras at the
Loew State, California, and Cinema Theatre con-
tribute greatly to the summer musical activities
of Los Angeles and vicinity. The music at the
moving picture theatres is so extraordinarily fine

that we shall devote a special article to this phase
of summer music in the next issue.

During our visit the organists residing on the
Pacific Coast held the first convention at the
University of .Southern California and at the
First Presbyterian Church during the larger part
of the week. A big portion of the proceedings
consisted of organ recitals. Among the visitors

was Mr. Doane, the distinguished New York
organist, who gave an excellent concert, as did
also other well known organists who reside on
the Coast and of whom we shall speak next week.
Ycatman Griffith, the eminent vocal pedagogue,
began his master classes last week and from all

appearances they will be gratifyingly large.
Benno Mirowitch, the famous Russian pianist is

also giving master classes. The musical part of

the summer session of the Southern California
Branch of the University of California will in-

clude concerts by distinguished artists. Olga
Steeb, the excellent pianist, will continue her
pedagogical and concert work during the summer.

Not one of the least factors in aiding to keep
Los Angeles busy during the summer is Rena
MacDowell of the Behymer office who a few
weeks ago was appointed associate manager to

L. E. Behymer, a position to which she is surely
entitled, because of her exceptional executive
ability, her untiring enthusiasm, her unfailing
judgment and her untiring encrg}'. Ofticial an-
nouncement of the appointment appears else-

where in this issue.

We found the studios active, most of the teach-
ers busy, the students in the main continuing
their studies and an exceptionally large number
of San Francisco and other bay cities' musicians
spending their vacation in the Southland. Indeed
we never knew of so many musicians and musical
people from Northern California spending their

vacation in Southern California. This goes to
show that the two ends of the State are not as far

apart as they used to be. They may still be five

hundred miles away from one another, but it is

certain that they take more interest in each other
and are getting closer together socially and com-
mercially. It is a good sign. Co-operation is the
watchword of the day. If you work with your
fellow men toward one common aim you will

accomplish wonders. If you try to make your
way single handed you will fail. We have been
trying to enumerate what San Francisco is doing
for music during the summer, and with regret we
are unable to present one single enterprise except
Gaetano Merola's excellent choral rehearsals for

the grand opera productions to be given next
September under the auspices of the San Fran-
cisco Opera Association for 1923. In Berkelcv
the University of California is giving a number of

fine concerts during the summer session. Our
moving picture theatres are improving with their

orchestras, specially the Loew Warfield and the
California Theatres, but they do not match Los
Angeles either in the size of the orchestras or the
excellence of the programs. It is about time some
one took action and help San Francisco and vi-

cinity to enjoy ai genuine summer season of

music.

BEHYMER TO HAVE ASSOCIATE MANAGER
Rena MacDonald Receives Well Deserved Acknowledge-
ment of Valuable Services in Behalf of Visiting and

Resident Artists
Miss Rena MacDonald has been appointed associate

manager to L. B. Beliymer. the popular California
impresario. This is a fully-deserved recognition, es-

pecially, as Miss MacDonald has for years borne the
responsibilities of that title or position, and with an
amount of success which has won her not only the full

confidence of Mr. Behymer, but also the admiration of
well-known New York managers, who realized her
executive powers and resourcefulness. She is probably
the youngest "impresaria" to occupy so important and

' conspicuous position.

Perhaps it remained for the professional musical
observer to note the serviceable labor of love Miss Mac-
Donald has rendered to the musical public at large, to
music clubs and to the musical guild. That same quality

ot highest integrity which has gained her trust and
friendship among prominent managers of the country
has made her also an outstanding personality in the
musical world of the southwest. Her most recent activi-
ties have been in connection with the Los Angeles Music
Week. Likewise she is a ready supporter of everything
finely American in music and musicians, while entirely

I open to the message of the foreign artist.

With Manager Behymer, this "impresaria" shares an
astonishing faculty tor disposing of much work. When
Manager Behymer was suddenly taken ill two years ago
on the eve of the Los Angeles Chicago Opera engage-
ment Miss MacDonald, then liis personal representative,
took the helm, piloting the season with skill and rou-
tine. Since then she has twice visited the eastern book-
ing centers in the Behymer interests.

A SARGASSO SEA
By ANIL DEER

Tradition has proved a veritable Sargasso Sea to
many an artist, whose ship o£ art has been wrecked

and tangled beyond extrication, in the
rank weeds of, "they did it so." Do not
misunderstand, do not intend to infer by
this, that to prove original, one must
shatter all musical conventions and
ideals, rather learn to add to these,
creating new perpetually. Sarah Bern-
hardt was said to have re-created every

, , . part she ever acted, disdaining to do as
*>'' any other had done previously; thereby

proving her artistic breadth.
The tragedy is that much, which is now tradition,

came to pass as the result of mistakes, or the easiest
way of eluding a difficulty, ofttimes the aftermath ot
incompetency; to think of worshipping such for genera-
tions. Yet, many tradition lovers are so firm in their
admiration that they will unqualifiedly condemn any
artist who dares deviate one iota from the set path
ot same.
Recently I overheard a musician of note voice an

adverse opinion of a well-known concert pianist, because
in rendering Beethoven the artist instilled his own in-
terpretation, yet the artist's Beethoven interpretation,
like himself, is world renowned. When he plays it he
plays on your heart strings simultaneously and the
melody extracted depends on your reaction; this, in
turn, depending on your own attributes of mind and
soul.

Up to the time of Chopin no pianist dared use the
thumb on the black keys in a running passage, but
Chopin, being Chopin, shattered that tradition, tor good
and all. Remember, it is not the American public who
insist on tradition being observed: too wise for that
they prefer one to show thought, that one thinks in-
dividually and not according to ideas one has been
taught to interpret as if the mind were a phonograph
record of all it has heard. To slavishly follow tradition
is to destroy sincerity.

Therefore, artists of today, be not afraid to sail
on a voyage of exploration, on hitherto uncharted seas;
you may be so fortunate as to discover a new and un-
known land, the beauties of which will fully repay the
hardships undergone in the course ot discovery.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What is tlie pure minor scale?—I. B.
That form of the minor scale which is not changed

by means of accidentals and which, therefore, has a
whole tone between the seventh and eighth degrees.
The halt tones of the pure minor scale come between
the second and third, and the fifth and sixth degrees;
all the other intervals of the scale are whole tones.

2. What is meant by the "break" in the clarinet?—S.
L.

The "break" in the clarinet is the range a fourth in
extent between the ehalumeau and middle registers.
The tones of the break are produced by extra keys and
are inferior in quality. Composers usually try to avoid
them.

3. What does anacrusis mean?—S. S.
When a melody does not begin on the principal accent

of the measure, tne initial notes preceding the principal
accent are called the anacrusis.

4. Which is the Kreutzer Sonata?—C. E. A.
The ninth violin sonata of Beethoven, A major. On

47.

5. Can you tell me when Sibelius' "Flnlandia" was
performed for the first time in San Francisco?—R S R
February 14, 1913, by the San Francisco Symphony

Orchestra.

John De Loss Brown, a pioneer worker for community-
music in Long Beach, Calif., died recently in that city
from pneumonia. He had been a member of the Long
Beach Music Week Committee for the past two years
and had been a leader and organizer of the Monday
night community sings presented by Long Beach Com-
munity Service. In addition he had directed the Sunday
morning song services at the Y. M. C. A. Mr. Brown had
formerly been a choir leader and a male quartet singer
in the Chautauqua field.
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MADAME VOUGHT GIVES ANOTHER CONCERT

It would be impossible to enumerate the "tlirills"

which the large audience experienced at the last concert

given by well-known California artists at the Fitzgerald

Memorial Church under the direction of Madame Stella

Raymond-Vought, concert manager. The concert was

the third ot a series of ten which are being given in

the church once a month and the silver collection is

applied to payments on the recently installed organ ot

the church. The total receipts from a church seating

350 people was ?1.34. which plainly shows the interest

that is being manifested in these concerts by the

community.
Edna Linkowski opened the program by playing a

Mendelssohn concerto, with George Kruger at the

second piano. Miss Linkowski displayed wonderful skill,

understanding and technique and her ability for memor-

izing the who'e score made a deep impression on her

auditors. Lucille White (artist pupil ot Mme. Vought)

proved not only a singer with an exceptional lyric

Boprano voice of beauty and sweetness, which she used

with great artistry, but she was a vision of loveliness.

Her vocal numbers brought rounds of applause.

Robert Romani. the Australian bass-baritone who

very recently has joined the ranks of California artists,

was at his best in a group of songs that displayed a deep,

rich voice, which he used with decided artistry in in-

terpreting' both oratorio and operatic selections. He
Blngs with musicianly skill and understanding. Elle

Rademann Miller, displayed a contralto voice of both

quality and quantity and sings with artistic poise and

finish. She showed mastery of vocal material, plus

personality.
Dorothy Dukes Dinim was heard in a group of cello

Bolos that left the audience enraptured. She plays with

a warm sympathetic tone, and with exceptionally pure

technique and surety. Her interpretations proved her

to be a serious and conscientious musician with a

thorough musical understanding. Mme. Scheila Wuerkert

won the hearts of an appreciative audience with her

delightful whistling solos, which she gave in Indian

costume she being of Indian and Hawaiian descent.

Many who had never heard whistling presented as an

art before were a litle sceptic, but only until they

heard the first bird-like sounds coming from Mme.

Scheila- their skepticism then turned to great pleasure,

for it Is' a pleasure to listen and to watch Mme. Scheila,

a professional at her art. Her whistling numbers trans-

ported her listners to the woods and haunts of the silver-

throated birds. Hers was indeed a credible performance.

Robert D. Maclure, baritone, exhibited a beautiful

voice with fine interpretation and good control with

breadth ot tone. He won great applause from a delightful

audience after his rendition of Dio possenti from

Faust Mavbel Sherburne West, pianist, played the

closing number, a Chopin concerto, assisted at the

second piano by her talented pupil. Marie Rambo. Mrs.

West who is well-known in the musical world for her

decid'ed professional ability, again proved herself a

musician ot unusual skill and musicianship by her

thorough reading of the Chopin concerto. She displays

Krace poise and artistic finish in her work and radiated

personality, the big asset so necessary for musicians.

E P lUingworth, organist ot Sacred Heart church,

Theodor Irwin, Martha Dukes Parker and Maybel Sher-

burne West added greatly to the success of the program

with their splendid piano accompaniments to the several

artists.
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At a final meeting of the convention committees held

Monday evening arrangements were perfected for the

handling of the gatherings of music teachers which be-

gins Wednesday evening and continues until Saturday

afternoon. The banquet Wednesday evening in the grey

room of Hotel Vendome promises to be an interesting

affair. One of the most interesting addresses of the con-

vention will be that of Glenn Woods, director of music

in the Oakland schools. Mr. Woods is a national author-

ity on public school music and has contributed more to

the development of instrumental music in the schools

than any other man in America. Mr. Woods will speak

on a topic concerning the relation of the private teacher

to the school music system.

The program for the four days is as follows:^ Wed-
nesday, July -Ith, Reception to delegates and guests from

6:00 to 7:00 p. m. at Hotel Vendome; Banquet in Grey
Room at 7:00 p. m. Prank Carroll Giffin, toastmaster.

Thursday, July .5th, 9:00 a. m.. College of Pacific

members present Stale card for official badge; 9:30 a.

m., formal opening of convention, Charles M. Dennis

presiding. Civic recognition, Hon. Clarence B. Goodwin
(city manager); Invocation, Rev. M. M. Kilpatrick:

America. Allan Bacon at the organ; Welcome to College

of Pacific, Charles M. Dennis, (acting deani; Response,

Z. Earl Meeker (State president). 10:00 a. m.. Miss

Christine Springston, pianiste (Redlands), Edgar T.

Lownian, tenor (Sacramento), Signor de Grassi. violin-

ist (Berkeley), heard in the following program: (a)

Etude. No. 1 (Lucile Crews), (bl Scherzo (Chas. H.

Marsh), (c) Night Winds (Chas. T. Giffers), (d) An
English Waltz, (Cyril Scott), Miss Springston; (a)

MAppari Tutt Amour (air from Martha-Flotowl, (b)

O Cool Is the Valley (Louis Koemmenich), (c) Passing

By (PurcelU, (d) Come Unto Him (Handel), (el Hymn
to the Night (Campbell-Tipton), (f) Duna (Pickthall),

Mr. Lowman, Miss Ruth Pepper, accompaniste; (a) Prize

Song (from The Mastersingers) ( Wagner-Wilhelmj)
Rondo Capriccioso (Saint-Saens), Signor de Grassi,

Mrs. George Richardson, accompaniste.
11:00 a. m.. Piano round table, Miss Edna Cornell

Ford (Oakland), presiding. Subjects: Interest, how to

obtain and hold. Miss Edna Ford: Young children's

teaching methods, Mrs. Carol Comstock (Santa Bar-

bara).
1:00 p. m.. C. Albert Tufts, A. A. G. O., organist, (Los

Angeles), Miss Rena Lazelle, soprano (San Francisco),

Raymond McFeeters pianist, (Pasadena), will present

the following: (a) Fanfare Fugue (Krebs), (b) Idyl (In-

dian Summer) (E. Belmont Smith), (c) Staccato-Caprice

(Tufts), (d) Berceuse in D (Bonnet), (e) Toccato in C
minor (Diggle). Mr. Tufts: (a) Aria of The Queen of

the Night (from The Magic Flute) (Mozart), (b) Wid-

mung (Schumann), (c)Un Baiser (Thomas), (d) La
Pandereta (Alvarez), (e) The Lady Picking Mulberries

(Stillman-Kelley). (f) From the Ponte Vecchio, Florence

(Wintter Watts), (g) A Spring Fancy (John Densmore),

Miss Rena Lazelle, Miss Hazel Nichols, accompaniste;

(a) Pastorale Variee (Mozart), (b) Capriccio B minor.

Op. 76, No. 2 (Brahms), (c) Twelfth Rhapsody (Liszt),

Mr. McFeeters.
2:15 p. m.. Miss Gertrude Field, lecture (San Fran-

cisco), Mrs. Murray McAdam Yerbury, contralto (Stock-

ton). Paper, The field open to the teacher of music.

Miss Field (director of Community Settlement School):

(a) Sink, Red Sun (Del Riego), (b) Cry of Rachel

(Salter), (c) Spring's Awakening (Sanderson), Mrs.

Yerbury. 3:00 p. m., vocal round table, Charles M. Den-

nis (San Jose), Miss Louise Massey (San Francisco).

8:15 p.m.. State Teachers' College, Mrs. Vernice Brand,

contralto (San Diego), Mrs. OUimae Matthews, violiste

(Santa Barbara), Mr. Elwin A. Calberg, pianist (Oak-

land, (a) L'heure Exquise (Poldowski), (b) LecoUoque

(Debussy). (c) Une Veille Chanson Espagnole (Aubert),

(d) As Fair Is She as Noonday Light (Rachmaninoff), (e)

At the BalI(Tschaikowsky),(t)Was I Not a Blade of Grass

(Tschaikowsky), (g) Song at Capri (Alice Barnett), (b)

Night Song at Amalfi (Barnett), (i) Ebb Tide (Barnett),

(j) Another Hour With Thee (Barnett), (k) Flower

Song Night (Barnett), 0) The Drums of the Sea (Bar-

nett), Mrs. Brand, Alice Barnett at the piano, (a)

Rhapsody in minor (Brahms), (bl Folk Song with

Variations (Merikanto), (c) If I Were a Bird (Henselt),

(d) Impromptu F sharp (Chopin), (e) Tenth Rhapsody

(Liszt), Mr. Calberg: Le Rossignol (Alabieff), Mrs. Mat-

thews- (a) Lamento (A Lament) (Paladithe), (b) Fan-

toches (Queer BMgures) (Debussy), (c) Le Temps des

Lilas (Lilac Time) (Chanson), (d) Le Moulin (The

Mill) (Pierne). (e) Traum Durch die Daemmerung (A

Dream Through Twilight). (Richard Strauss), (f) Zueig-

nung (Devotion) (Richard Strauss), (g) Lord Rendal

(arranged by Cecil Sharp), (h) My Father Has Some

Very Fine Sheep (arr. by Herbert Hughes), Lawrence

Strauss; Edgar Thorp, accompanist.

Friday, July 6th, 9:30 a. m., business. 9:45. Miss

Beatrice Clifford, A. A. G. O., organist (San Francisco)

;

Historical program— (a) Prelude (German 1410-1473,

Paumann), (b) Prelude (French 1625-1707) (Gigault),

(c) Chorale (German 1666-1727) (Buttstedtl, (d) Pre-

ludio (3rd Sonata C Minor Op. 50) (Guilmant), (e)

Nightingale and Rose (Saint-Saens), (f) Will-o'-the-

Wisp (Gordan Batch Nevin), (g) Reverie (Debussy).

10 a. m., organ round table, Allan Bacon, A. A. G. O.

(San Jose), teacher of organ, College of Pacific. 11 a. m.,

Mrs. Bertha Vaughn, soprano (Los Angeles), Miss

Kohler & Chase
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Ruth Pepper, A. A. G. O., organist (Sacramento), w

give the following: (a) Tes Yeux (Rabey), (b) L.

Papillions (Chausson), (c) La Girometta (Sibella)
;
c

Venus (Grunn). (b) Fan Song (Grunnl, (c) .lo.v (Sii

mons), Mrs. Vaughn. Homer Grunn, accompanis

Scherzo 5th Sonata (Guilmant), Miss Pepper.

1 p. m., Sequoia Trio (San Francisco), Pierre Doulll

pianist, Arthur Conratli. violinist, Arthur VVei

•cellist, heard in the following: Trio, G Minor, Op.

(Rubinstein).

1:45 p. m., violin round table, Orley See (Oaklaml

2:30 p. m., trip to Stanford I'niversity; 4 p. m., Sta

ford Chapel, complimentary recital, Warren D. Alle

A. A. G. O. (Palo Alto), organist of Stanford Memori

Church, program given in issue of last weeli.

8:15 p. m.. State Teachers' College. Northern Callfi

nia Composers' program; Sarabande and Variatioi

Pierre Douillet. for two pianos: Theme, Andante oi

Sarabande, I., Var. Poco piu vico e leggierissimo, 1

Var. Poco piu vico e leggierissimo, III., Var. Tempo
Mazurka, IV., Var. L'inversione della Sarabande, V., Vi

Alternando nei due piani, VI., Var. Fugue Allegro ass

VII Finale Presto, Mrs. Elsie Cook Hughes, Pier

Douillet; Group ot Little Songs, Mary Carr Moo

I., From the Nursery— (a) The Brooklet, (b) The Koi

a-Bye Lady, (c) Hushaby Dolly; II., Fur and Feather?

1
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(a) Tlie Hen, (b> The Wren and the Hen. Ic) The Bird
and the Squirrel; III., Three Little Love Songs— (a)

You, (b) Dweller in My Dreams, (c) Song of a Farm,
Interpreted by the composer. Mary Carr Moore; (a)

Waltz Scherzo (Thomas Frederick Freeman), (b) Rhap-
sodie Prelude (Antonio de Grassi). Miss Mertianna
Towler; la) Une Souvenir, lb) A Vision (John Metcalf),
Orley See. John Metcalf at the piano; (a) The Throstle.
(b) The Rosy Morn (c) Of A' the Airts the Wind Can
Blaw (Virginia Graham). Miss Virginia Graham, Miss
Mertianna Towler. accompaniste; Donner Sonata (Paul
Martin), Paul Martin.

Saturday. July 6th. 9:00 a. m.. meeting of State board
of directors, county vice-presidents and local presidents.
10;00 a. m.. general business session. Z. Earl Meeker,
presiding. 11:00 a. m.. address. How public school music
contributes to the business of the private music teacher.
Glenn H. Woods (Director of music. Oakland schools).
12:00 m.. Report of nominating committee. 1:30 p. m.,

paper. Miss Adelaide Trowbridge (Los Angeles) busi-

ness, discussions, adjournment, social hour.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University, will

present the following programs in Memorial Church
during the coming week. On Sunday afternoon. July 8.

at 4 o'clock: Sonata in A major. No. 3—Con niotot
maestoso. Andante tranquillo (Mendelssohn): Berceuse
(Louis Viernel; Intermezzo from the Suite, L'Arlesienne
(Bizet); Marche Heroique (St. Saens). Tuesday after-

noon, July 10. at 4:15 o'clock: Sonata in D minor. No.
VI.—Chorale and Variations—Our Father, Thou Art in

Heaven, Fuga, Fina'e—Andante (Mendelssohn); Roul-
ade (Seth Bingham): In Paradisura (Th. Dubois); Toc-
cata in B minor (Augustin Barie). Thursday afternoon.
July 12, 4:15 o'clock: Choral. Es 1st Das Heil (Bach);
Pastorale (Louis Verne); Suite Arabesque. Op. 57—In-

troduction, Andante Morisco (Arabia deserta). Allegret-

to leggiere (Arabia felix), Finale (F. W. Holloway).

Mrs. Leroy V. Brant gave a very successful recital

of three of her vocal pupils, the Misses Albertine Bis-

sel, Leah Harris, and Alice Hitchcock. Monday evening.
,at the Institute parlors. The three young ladies were
pupils of one year's standing, and their performance
was marked by the good foundation which they had
laid in that length of time. Beautiful flowers for decora-
tions and received as a tribute to the performers marked
,the occasion. The parlors were filled to overflowing,
many standing in the reception hall to listen. At the
conclusion of the program LeRoy V. Brant announced
that there would be held at the Institute a summer
session of seven weeks, beginning July 16, at which
time all branches of music would be given in intensive
'courses.

Miss Hazel Kelley presented twenty-five pupils in re-

cital Wednesday evening. June 27. at the Christian
Churcli on South Fifth street. Edwin Ferguson, tenor,
was the assisting artist, being heard in two numbers.
'Quite an unusual feature was the playing of eleven-year-
old Marjorie Johns. A year ago she gave a program
fof nine numbers, besides playing the accompaniments
for a vocalist. Upon this occasion she played
Leschetitzky's Two Larks, and accompanied Mr. Fergu-
;son. playing entirely from memory. She is the pianist
for tile combined grammar school orchestra of this city,

as well as for the orchestra of the school which she at-

tends, which is quite remarkable for one of her age.
The program Miss Kelley's students presented was as
follows: Dance Song (Tomlinson). Jack Mattley;
Nodding Daisies (Barbour), Raymond Bernzott; Twi-
light (Mana Zucca). Catherine Blase; Evening Star
(Krogmann), Thelma Ciancurulo; Marionette March
(Early), Genevieve White; Robin's Lullaby (Krogman),
.Vienna Morella; (a) Ride a Cock Horse, (b) Whirlwind
(Jenkins), Jimmy Ferguson; Waltz (Rogers). Ella 'Ree
Ferguson; (a) Dancing Lesson (Ducelle), (b) Arabesque
(Burgmuller). Gertrude Millard; Over Rock, Over Hills
(Jenkins), Edna Stringfellow; Juggler Comedian
(Huerter). Marciele Melvin; Love's Response (Anthony).
Pearl Hunt; Hobgobblins (Williams). Louise Cheno-
weth; Elegie (Massenet), Margaret Barton; At the
Spinning Wheel (Rogers), Clarence Taylor; Vocal— (a)
The Bumble Bee, (b) Sing, Robin. Sing (Spaulding),
Ella 'Ree Ferguson, Jimmy Ferguson at the piano;
Berceuse (Bjinsky), Virginia Hartman; Consolation
(Mendelssohn), Margaret Barton; Spinning Wheel (Her-
man), Grace Sinclair; Gypsy Dance (Frontini), Lorna
Ourvine; (a) Sunbeams (Lieurance) (b) Rhapsodie
Mignonne (Koelling), Mary Alice Finch; (a) Elfin
Dance (Grieg), (b) Polonaise Americaine (Carpenter),
Oarol Melvin; Vocal

—

(a) Songs My Mother Taught Me
(Dvorak), (b) The Star (Rogers), Edwin Ferguson,
Marjorie Johns at the piano; Minuet (Paderewski).

Lorna Gurvine; Impromptu (Reinhold). Minnie Brink-
man; (a) By the Sea (Schubert), (b) Russian Dance
(Friml). Wilbur Cox; Two Larks (Leschetizky), Mar-
jorie Johns; The Erlking (Schubert-Liszt). Minnie
Brinkman.

In speaking of The Wiley B. Allen Company it may
be interesting to learn that the first link in the chain of
these well known music stores was forged in San Jose
in 1873 by Mr. Allen. From this small beginning was
reared an institution that serves the entire Pacific
Coast. Early in life Mr. Allen realized that confidence
was the one great factor—as influential among institu-
tions as well as individuals—that must be cultivated to
assure him success in his chosen field. Courtesy, Truth,
Value, was the foundation upon which he must build in
order to gain and hold the confidence of the public.
How well this principle has been adhered to may be
Judged by the constant progress of The Wiley B. Allen
Company through the years.
Mr. R. F. Akers is the new manager for the San Jose

branch. While a newcomer to the Pacific Coast, he is

well and favorably known in the eastern and middle
western states. San Jose and The Wiley B. Allen Com-
pany are to be congratulated in securing a man of such
wide experience and with a successful record covering
a period of twenty years in the piano business as their
local manager. Mr. Aker's first venture in the piano
business was with the F. B. Miller Co.. in Springfield,
Ohio, in 1903. Nature having endowed him with a pleas-
ing personality, a keen business instinct and a high re-

gard for fair dealing, his success was assured from the
first. Before coming to the coast Mr. Akers was con-
nected with some of the foremost piano houses in the
country, being manager of the Wurlitzer Piano Company
of Dayton, Ohio, manager of the piano department for
Gimble Bros., Milwaukee. Sales manager for Kauffman
Bros. Piano Company, Pittsburgh, sales manager for the
Gulbraunsin-Dickenson Company of New York City.
Mr. Akers is ably assisted in the management of the

Wiley B. Allen Company San Jose store by Mr. W. R.
Illingworth. who has been connected with the phono-
graph department of the Allen Company for several
years.

Seventy-three years ago a man with small capital, but
rich in ambition and enterprise, opened a small music
store in San Francisco. With the courage of his con-
victions. Quincy A. Chase battled discouragement and
adversity, sturdily maintaining that any business con-
ducted with the interests of its customers as a para-
mount issue, plus a little more service and courtesy,
and a determination to give one hundred cents value
on every dollar, was bound to succeed. How well that
policy, strictly adhered to throughout the years, has
paid in dollars and cents is demonstrated by the extent
of the Kohler & Chase operations today.
Under the efficient leadership of George Q. Chase,

now president, the firm has become one of the dominant
factors in the piano and talking machine industry on
the Pacific Coast. With two retail stores in San Fran-
cisco, one in Oakland, one in Sacramento and one in San
Jose, besides an enormous wholesale trade extending
from Canada to Mexico and with its assets well over
the eleven million dollar mark, the firm can be Justly
proud of its adopted slogan, "For the Advancement of

Music."
The San Jose store, opened in September, 1922, is the

direct result of the persistency of CJ. T. Bacon, its pres-
ent manager. Bacon, then credit manager, knowing the
richness of the Santa Clara Valley, never lost an oppor-
tunity to impress upon the minds of the executives the
possibilities of a branch store in San Jose. This store,

leaping into almost instant popularity, has more than
Justified Bacon's statements, and in recognition of his

successful management he has been signally honored
by appointments to two positions of responsibility in

managers and Kohler & Chase Association organizations.

SAN JOSE MUSIC CO. IN NEW QUARTERS

The San Jose Music Co., operated and managed by
O. B. Anderson, president, and C. S. Anderson, vice-

president, was established in 1920. The firm has ex-

perienced a very rapid growth in its business and today
ranks as one of the leading stores in San Jose. Recently
the firm has taken over the entire second floor of the

Jose Theatre building, which additional space will be
utilized for studios and demonstration rooms. Studios are
now available for music teachers. The Baldwin, Elling-

ton, Hamilton and Howard pianos are the principal in-

struments sold. Phonographs and a large line of small
goods are also carried. Special attention and considera-

tion will be extended to teachers who may have business
intercourse with the firm.
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THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-

ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orches-

tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,

New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

(Oonlinued from last \v.-,k 1

The conductor feels a certain emotional thrill In re-

sponse to the composer's message which, if he possesses

that essential quality of a conductor, he is able to trans-

mit to his musicians. But making himself the matrix

for reflecting and transmitting the desires of the com-

poser to the musicians must be unconsciously done

—

that Is. his gestures, grimaces, contortions, and other

means of expression cannot be too much studied nor

overdone, else he appears a poseur to both musicians

and audience, losing to a certain extent the co-operation

of one, and the respect of both. This subtle, intangible

Quality must be innately in the successful conductor,

congenital with him.

The public as a body does not recognize that by far

the greater part of the conductor's work rests upon an

art basis and that only a comparatively small portion

of it l3 science. If it were a science, conducting could

be taught. As it is, conductors are born, not made, al-

though, of course, they can be trained and developed.

The great difference between science and art is, that

the former is susceptible of organization into a body of

principles and laws which WILL WORK IN EVERY
CASE, while the latter is intangible, subtle, and ever-

Tarying. Schumann, although a genius of the first rank,

was a wretched failure as a conductor, not because his

musical knowledge was inadequate, but because he did

not have that peculiar ability which enables one man to

dominate others musically, a sense of personal, musical,

magnetism which is almost impalpable, which runs

down the end of the baton like radio waves through the

ether, transmitting magically the thoughts and wishes

of the conductor to his men, making them, often in spite

of themselves, perform his desires. Other great com-

posers—Berlioz, Massenet, Saint-Saens, likewise failed

as conductors for the same reason, and even Beethoven

and Brahms could not conduct their own works as well

as some of their contemporaries whose names are now

forgotten.

Imagination is that power of mind by which we form

pictures of things not present—the power of represent-

ing a mental product as an image. It stands in close re-

lation to memory, in tact absolutely depends upon mem-

ory for its materials. Memory holds and brings back

our past experiences Just as they were without any

modification. Memory is the faculty of unaltered repro-

duction, while Imagination is the faculty of altered re-

production.

Memory furnishes us the materials; desire gives ua

the law or the model, and imagination paints the pic-

ture. It is the power which represents the elements of

knowledge in modified forms and in new combinations.

Some of the most familiar creatures and objects of

literature, art and music are products solely of the

Imagination—the mermaid, the centaur. Medusa, Pa-

gasus, and in art, the Sistine Madonna, the Last Judg-

ment, the Laocoon, the Apollo Belvedere, and so on

through the wealth of mythologic and artistic fancy.

Imagination modifies experiences, rearranges them,

analyzes them, and creates new wholes. It makes

models, constructs hypotheses, forms systems, creates

poems and symphonies. Realities, touched by its magic

wand, become ideals.

Not the scientific imagination, which is reflective, de-

liberative or philosophic, but the aesthetic imagination,

is with what we are concerned in this article. Its end U
not knowledge, as in the scientific, but beauty. It is ac-

companied by lively emotion; its forms are more In-

stantaneous and also more inexplicable because they

arise from an emotional stimulus. Hence great artists

are usually persons of emotional and erratic tempera-

ment.

The aesthetic (or artistic) imagination works by the

aid of ideals. An ideal is a mental concept regarded as

a standard of perfection, a model of highest excellence.

Ideals are creations of the mind, in contradistinction to

realities, which exist independent of the mind. An

Ideal is a working model, the harmonious blending into

one mental product of the ideas and the object.

Our imaginary creations—creatures of our aesthetic

Imaginations—are but the reflex of our personal experi-

ence. It we live in a low or sensuous sphere, our imag-

ination will be of a kind to correspond, and our Idealt

will be equally low.

This principle has an application of great importance

to the orchestra conductor, even though he is no farther

advanced in his profession than at the head of a small

picture orchestra. His musical ideals will depend en-

tirely upon his musical experience, the kind of music

he has heard and played, the musical atmosphere In

which he lives, his companions, as well as his general

education along cultural lines. It he lives in a low mu-

sical sphere, his musical ideals will be low, for musical

culture consists in knowing and associating with the

best.

It Is not possible to CONDUCT an orchestra with ex-

pression and feeling without the aid of a well trained

Imagination. Thought and sentiment are indeed neces-

sary on the part of the conductor for proper expression,

but these must be supplemented by a IWely Imagination,
the power which enables him to live himself In the situ-

ations and conditions so that be becomes obliTloui to
the outer world.

In my opinion, IMAGINATION IS TO THE ORCHES-
TRA CONDUCTOR WHAT GASOLINE IS TO THE
AUTOMOBILE, NAMELY, A PROPELLING POWER.

MILLS COLLEGE MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

Although the events recorded In the following lines

have taken place some time ago, they represent such
prominent educational features of California's musical
life that even at this late date they will prove of Interest

to our readers.
The closing week of the Music Department of Mills

College was celebrated by three concerts. The annual
Students' Composition Concert under the direction of

Wm. J. McCoy was given at the Hotel Oakland on Fri-

day evening. May 4. Connell Keefer's Anthem tor Soil-

chorus and orchestra, with antiphonal chorus Is a fine

big work, and was given a thoroughly good performance.
The whole program went through with great credit to

the Composition Department.
The song Treasures by Miss Keefer received the an-

nual publication prize which is an acceptation each year
for publication by Sherman, Clay & Company of San
Francisco. The Ardella Mills prize for original composi-
tion was awarded to Vilas Derr. The Elizabeth Mills

Crothers Fellowship in Music went to Dorothy Thomas.
The concert formed part of Music Week in Alameda

County. This event was so excellent and was so en-

thusiastically received that we take pleasure In re-

printing the entire array of works represented: Orches-

tra—Scherzo (Isabelle Becker), Chorus—Nod (Helen
Prutzman), Mills Chorus; Children's School Songs— (a)

Sleepy Head, (b) The Shadow (Vilas Derr), (c) The Lit-

tle Plant, (d) Little Diamond (Isabelle Becker), Mills

College Quartet; violin—Romance (Violet Stockholm),

Rey Marchant; Songs— (a) The Hill Wind (Dorothy
Thomas), (b) Majari (Publication Prize 1922) (Olga
Scheuermann), Luther Marchant; Orchestra—Gavotte
(Olga Scheuermann), (For strings only); Songs— (a)

Dream Lake (Isabel Santana), (b) The Song the Grass
Sings (Marian Handy), (c) The Poet (Vilas Derr), Omo
Grimwood; Chorus— (a) Clouds and Stars (Helen Wei-
mar), (b) Wind on the Rye (Isabelle Becker), Mills

Chorus; Songs— (a) The Call (Isabelle Becker), (b)

May (Helen Prutzman), (c) Treasures (Connell Keefer),

Catherine Urner; Christmas Anthem (Connell Keefer),

Soli, Mixed Chorus and Orchestra; Baritone Solo, Clar-

ence Oliver; Soprano Solo, Catherine Urner.

On Saturday afternoon at Alumnae Hall of Mills Col-

lege Miss Isabel Santana, assisted by Misa Catherine
Urner, appeared in a most enjoyable piano recital. Miss
Urner sang a group of songs composed by members of

the faculty of Mills College. The complete program was
as follows: Etude C minor. Op. 10, No. 12, Nocturne F.

sharp, Op. 15, No. 2. Ballade A flat. Op. 47, No. 3

(Chopin), Miss Santana; Moonlight (Alice Bumbaugh),
Poem by Suzanne Throop; Aout (Wm. W. Carruth),

Poem by Francais Coupee; Treasures (Connell Keefer),

Poem by Helen Bower; The Deep Sea Pearl (Edw. F.

Schneider), Poem by Edith M. Thomas; Ici has (Cath-

erine Urner), Poem by Sully Prudhomme; Cleopatra's

Prayer (FYom the Opera Egypt) William J. McCoy),
Libretto by Charles K. Field. Miss Urner, Miss

Doris Olsen at the piano; Conrante (Dreyschock), Mel-

ody G flat, Op. 16, No. 2 (Paderewski), Dance of the

Fireflies (McCoy), (From the Cave Man), Spinning

Song (Mendelssohn), Miss Santana.
On Saturday evening. May 5. at Llsser Hall of Mills

College, also forming part of Music Week of Alameda
County, was given a concert consisting of interpreta-

tions of classical compositions by students of the music
department of Mills Coliege, and the following program
was heartily applauded: Theme and Variations (Pader-

ewski), Marian Handy; Lascia ch'io Pianga (Handel),

Pilgrim's Song (Tschaikowsky), Mildred Butler; The
Lark (Glinka-Balakirew), Polichinelle (The Clown)

(S. Rachmaninoff). Doris Olsen; Confession (Alexander

MacFadyen), Les Papillons (Ernest Chausson), Pierrot

(Dagmar de Rubner), Marjorie Tussing; Symphonic Ea-

pagnole, Andante, Rondo. (Lalo), Mary Elizabeth Jump;
Deh Vieni non Tardar (Mozart), Les Berceaux (Faure),

Natalie Wollin; Scherzo in B flat minor (Chopin), Pearl

Blake; O del mio dolce ardor (Gluck), La Matinata

(Elizabeth Mills Crothers), La Mandoline (Debussy),

Omo Grimwood; Barcarolle (Rubinstein), Staccato

Etude (Rubinstein), Dorothy Thomas; Toccata and

Fugue in D minor (Bach), Doris Olsen.

The faculty of the Mills College Music Department

consists of the following:

Theory Department—Alice C. Bumbaugh. Harmony;
Bessie Connell Keefer, Assistant; Wm. W. Carruth. Ele-

mentary Orchestration; Wm. J. McCoy (Director) Coun-

terpoint and Composition. Public School Music—Mrs.
Lauretta V. Sweesy. director; Mrs. Elizabeth Richard-

son, assistant. Piano—F. M. Biggerstalf. Edw. F. Schnei-

der, Wm. J. McCoy. Voice—Catherine Urner, Luther

Merchant. Organ— Wm. W. Carruth. Violin—Wm. F.

Laraia. Violoncello—Arthur Weiss.

GRAVEURE CLASSES NATION-WIDE ATTRACTION

The teaching of Louis Graveure, the favorite recital

baritone, which is scheduled to begin in San Francisco
on Monday, July 16th, is attracting nation-wide atten-

tion. The famous singer has long been recognized by
his fellow artists, by advanced students in song and by
vocal teachers as the foremost exponent in the world
of the finest accomplishments in voice culture, and the

opportunity to study directly with the accomplished
artist has been eagerly grasped by a notable group of

important students of the art. Members of the classes

will gather from such remote points as Oklahoma, Ten-
nessee, New York, Illinois, Texas, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington, and from many of the interior California

cities, and the list will include a number of the most
prominent singing teachers and artists of San Francisco,

Los Angeles and Oakland. Graveure employs a method
of coaching original with himself.

During the sessions of the "master" and "auditor**

classes, which run concurrently for five weeks, with

four weekly periods of tour hours each, a total of class

sessions numbering eighty hours, twenty subjects will

be considered in lecture form, each lecture covering ap-

proximately a half hour of each period. In this way
Graveure states he is able to cover the full gamut ot

vocal instruction and to impart to his hearers the finer

points of tone production, technique, vocal diction,

breath control and repertoire. "Master" pupils are

those who coach in class, "auditor" pupils also attend

all sessions, doing, (lowever, no class work. The Gra-

veure enterprise, which is focusing the eyes of Musical
America on San Francisco as the foremost point of mu-
sical importance in the country, is under the business

management of Selby C. Oppenheimer, who is now busy
enrolling students for the few places still available

in the classes.

Louis Graveure, the famous baritone, who will con-

duct vocal master classes in San Francisco this summer,

will find every moment ot his time occupied with teach-

ing during the five weeks he is In that city, beginning

July 16th next. The class will include master and audi-

tor pupi'.s. and Graveure will also devote time to much

private instruction.

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITALS

Under the direction ot the Auditorium Committee ot

the Board ot Supervisors, the Sunday afternoon recitals

on the municipal organ will be resumed July 8. During

the past few months the Auditorium has been in such

demand that it has been found impractical to give re-

citals with any degree ot regularity, but Chairman J.

Emmet Hayden announces that the summer bookings

will permit the appearance of some prominent organist

every Sunday afternoon at three o'clock for some time

to come.
One ot San Francisco's assets is this great organ, orlg.

Inally installed in Festival Hall at the P. P. 1. E., and

which has few superiors in any part of the world, and

In order that citizens may enjoy its many beauties of

tone it has again been decided to make no admission

charge, with all seats free and unreserved. Uda
Waldrop will occupy the console ot the organ at the

first recital, for which he is preparing a fine program.

Warren D. Allan, organist of Stanford University, will

play July 15, and Waldrop will give the. remaining Jul)

recitals, on the 22nd and 29th. .

Deems Taylor, the distinguished music critic of the '

New York World, in his review of the N. Y. musical !

season declared that the best recital he ever heard was

a recent appearance of Paul Kochanski, the violinist,

and Arthur Rubinstein, the pianist. "We have been

looking back over the season," says Taylor, "evoking

the music events that we remember with the greatest

pleasure. They make a queerly assorted collection as

they emerge from forgetfulness, a Jumble of pictures

and sound memories, some blurred, some sharp, some

assuring a retrospective importance that they did not

at all possess at the time of their happening, and with

no common bond or apparent order or logic beyond the

fact that we like to think ot them. Music is a sensitive

art and an essentially spontaneous one. The best re-

cital we ever heard was in a drawing room one night

when Paul Kochanski and Arthur Rubinstein played

what they felt like playing to some people who wanted

to hear it; and it spoiled us for all the others."

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham, one of California's foremost

club women and San Francisco's popular contralto solo-

ist has returned to her home in this city after an ab-

sence in the East and Southern section of the country

which lasted over a period of six weeks. Mrs. Birming-

ham went to Washington to attend the Women's Uni-

versal Alliance Conference and from there went to

Ashville, North Carolina to attend the Federation Con-

vention. Mrs. Birmingham did a great deal, while away,

to advertise San Francisco musically and it is quite cer-

tain that through her unusual energy and enthusiasm

and her untiring efforts in the behalf ot California artists

and clubs many splendid results will be attained.

The Auditorium Committee of the Board of Super-

visors announce the first of a summer series ot recitals

upon the organ at the Exposition Auditorium this Sun-

day afternoon, at three o'clock. The municipal organ-

ist; Uda Waldrop, will preside at the console of the great

organ, one of the finest and largest in the world, and

this well-known composer and instrumentalist has pre-

pared a very appealing program for the inaugural re-

cital. Chairman J. Emmet Hayden announces that the

public will be cordially welcomed, that there will be no

reserved seats and that admission will be free. The

first program is as follows: Improvisation. Barcarolle

from the Fourth Concerto. Op. 19 (Bennett), (a) Cow-

keeper's Tune, (b) In Folkstone (Grieg). Toccata and

Fugue in D minor (Bach), (a) Canzonne (Thorley), (b

Sing. Smile. Slumber (Gounod), (a) Intermezzo, (b

Adagietto, from the Suite L'Arlesienne (Bizet), (c)

Menuetto, Grand Choeur dialogue (Gigout).

1
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real Test of the Ampico is in its

accompaniment for the singer. If there is any
place where a mechanical quality, or a musical
weakness would appear it would be in this

direct contrast with a living thing---the human
voice. But they never appear. I have sung with
the Ampico many, many times, and to me it is

like a living being. As a matter of fact, it does one
thing that few professional accompanists can
do—-hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant,

and to the highest standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings' conducted by
Bodanzky, I feel myself again under his mas-
terly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead

me, faithfully through the mazes of grand opera
at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of

music may be had through the Knabe? To
many of us artists that is the crowning glory
of the Ampico."

Rosa Ponselle
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The power of arcliitet-ture to heighten the beauty of

music is a force which might well be employed to greater
advantage in concert halls. Some of the moving picture
theatres have used this force to more or less advantage,
but it was id a niusicale given recently at the home of

Mrs. Martha Taggart in Hollywood, that I was privileged
to enjoy the full power of a union of these two arts.

The house is not a large one, but the architect. I..loyd

Wright, so caused it to "graw" out of the steep hillside,

north of Los Feliz boulevard, that it achieves the big-

ness present in any true work of art. whether it be a
miniature or a cithedral. From foundation to roof, a

unity of de.sign is preserved, the main motifs, appearing
and reappearing as beautifully and rhythmically as the

theme in a Uach sonata. The drawing-room has two
great windows rising the height of two stories. At the

base of one of the windows a grand piano is placed.

Lawrence Tibbett had hushed us to a whisper with his

interpretation of the Schumann-Heine (Dichterliebe)

song cyce. Jean Co'widl of the Jani'son Quartet sang
a delightful group of songs; Carlotta Russell, accom-
panied by the coinroser, sang Eleanor Warren's latest

song, Children of the Moon, and also two songs com-
posed by her talented husband, Sidney King Russell.

This was all delightful, but thus far tha heightening
power of architecture hail not been given its full oppDr-

tunity. Homer Simmcns took his seat at the piano, be-

low the great window. He touched the keys to the first

notes of Arthur Gr'ffe's White Peaoock—someone
switched off the lights, and a sublime and illuminated
silence drenched the room. Through the tall windows
the immense vault of night became visible. Little stars

shone in the zenith. .Moonlight brought the piano into

relief against the ilistant sky. At the base of each win-
daw the myriad lights of the city twinkled golden in a
blue panel. A kindly shadow veiled the pianist.

The music came mysteriously under his touch like

bird-notes in the open. The vertical lines of the room
rose upward—long I'nes of aspiration. Inspired by the

loveliness of the night which the architect had so in-

geniously built into this litt e masterpiece of architec-

ture. Homer Simmons passed without pause into a
Chopin Nocturne. The notes seem to flow down the tall

windows like a delicate cascade. The listeners, dark
figures vaguely discernable at the base of long vertical

lines gave themselves up to the powerful spell of music.
For a full hour we sat silently listening. Here was the

wedding of two great arts, and how like each other
they are. Design of recurring melodies and rhythms in

the music, and in the dim sweet moonlight, pattern
growing and developing in the walls and windows of the

drawing room.

The First Pacific Coast's Organist Convention was
brought to a successful close on Thursday evening. June
28 with a banquet at the Mary Louise 'Tea Room with
over one hundred organists and other musicians present.

Dr. Roland Diggle. Dean of the Southern California

Chapter of the American Guild conceived the Conven-
tion idea about a year ago, and this convention held in

Los Angeles was the result, in which the East, who have
held similar affairs, was shown what the spirit of the
west can do.

In a recent Interview with Sibley Pease, Secretary of

the Convention, who has devoted months of his time in

making the convention a success, a number of interest-

ing impressions and significant facts were gleaned, and
among other things, he said, that there were over five

hundred organists here in Los Angeles and nearby towns
and of this number the registration was close on to

two hundred. Mr. Pease emphasized the benefits result-

ing from this convention and said, "If there is one out-

standing feature or benefit from the convention it is the
coming together of the church and theatre organist.

Some might tliink that the nature of each branch of the
profession so different that they have little in common,
but I hold the reverse is true. In the last analysis all

conscientious organists are working for the elevation
of their art whether they are working for the church or
theatre. Perhaps the reason some theatre managers
underestimate the musical worth of the organ and the
high musical recjuirements of the organist is that the
organ is a comparatively new equipment in the theatre.
Another lasting benefit from this "Coming Together"
is that no longer the "dyed in the wool" church organist
hold themselves aloof from the theatre organist, as has
been their attitude in the past. There are two reasons
for this: first the theatres are employing finer mu-
sicians than formerly, and the second reason is a double
one, and in piain talk amounts to this, that the 'old-time'

church organist when he suc<'eeds in crawling out of

hia shell of narrowness, is after all a right-minded sort,

and will naturally recognize genuine musical worth in

other brother musicians." .Mr. Pease continued on with
an amusing encounter with two organists, representing
the church and theatre, who gave out their ideas some-
thing like this: s;iid Mr. Church Organist, "I am tired

of this haggling witli church music committees and try-

ing to keep in with every man and woman in the church.

1 think I will go into the movies where one is treated in

a business way and gets good money." Mr. Theatre
Organist came along shortly after and expressed himself

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music
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in this fashion: "Movie work is awfully tiresome. You
are not apprec'ated and are at the mercy of a whimsical
manager who knows nothing of music, and wants you
to do all sorts of fool things. 1 will go back into the
church work, where one is looked up to and treated on
the square." These impressions are just little side-

lights. Mr. Pease reminded me, and in no wise represent
the attitude of the bulk of thinking and sincere organists
who congregated here for the expressed purpose of

knowing each other better.

Special mention and credit was given Sid Grauman
who was commended for his vision in doing his part in

raising the standards of theatre music by engaging such
really fine musicians as Arthur Clinton and Henry Mur-
tagh for his Metropolitan Theatre, and Fredericli Burr
Scholl for his Egyptjian Theatre and Herbert liurland.

Alien Lane and Harry M. Tiiorn for the Million Dollar
and Rialto Theatres.
Speeches were made by Bishop Sterne, John Doane

of New York, Dr. Latham True, associate editor of the
American Organist, and Mr. Pease. Another prominent
New York visitor was Dr. John Hyatt Brewer and
Warden Frank L. Sealey of the "Old Guard." whose
speech concluded the banquet, was one of the most in-

teresting figures here and his years of service in behalf
of the organist was an inspiration to the assembled
organists. Still another distinguished visitor here was
Dr. Humphrey Steward of San Diego. Emil Breitenfeld.
organist of the California Theatre in San Francisco,
whose genial personality won him a host of friends, gave
an excellent talk at the opening session of the con-
vention.

It is planned to hold the next organists' convention
of the Pacific Coast in San FVancisco next June.

Jules Lepske has been chosen as the violinist of the
Philharmonic Trio, another musical ensemble which has
been established on a public concert basis, and which
has been very successful. Alfred Kastner, harpist, and
Earl Bright, cellist, are the other members composing
the trio. They are anticipating giving a series of five

concerts, probably at the Ebell auditorium, in addition

to a number of appearances before clubs and schools.

Mr. Lepske has appeared this season with great success
before the following clubs: Friday Morning Club. Ebell
Club. Santa Monica Woman's Club, Whittier Men's
Chorus, Santa Ana Ebell Club and the Hollywood Com-
munity Chorus.

Dean Baldwin M. Woods of the University of Southern
California announces that a series of concerts will be
given at Millspaugh Hall during the month of July. The
first Is to be given by the Zoellner Quartet on July 5th.

Alfred Mirovitch, the distinguished Russian pianist, will

give a concert on the 12th and the Los Angeles Trio,

composed of May MacDonald Hope, pianist; Calmon
Luboviski, violinist, and llya Bronson, cellist, will give

a concert on July 19th. The series will close with a
Joint concert by Madame Sprotte. the well known con-

tralto, and Mr. Kastner, the harpist.

Mr. and Mrs. L. De Vere Nichols, piano and violin

teachers, presented their pupils in a recital given at the
Ebell Auditorium on Monday, June 27th. An audience
which nearly filled the hall applauded the efforts of both
the Juvenile and advanced students.

Florence Middaugh, contralto, whose rich mellow voice
contributed greatly toward the success of An Ode to

Music, recently presented by the Oratorio Society of

Los Angeles, presented her artist-pupils in an interest-

ing recital given on the evening of June 30 at the Ebell
clubhouse. The program was as follows: Duet—Every
Flower, from Madam Butterfly (Puccini), Ruth Will
Ebbs, Clemma Belle Budlong; Wind in the Trees (Gor-
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ing Thomas). Oh Sleep Why Dost Thou Leave Me?
(Handel). One Golden Day (Fay Foster), Estia Kou-
louris; A Memory (Park), Thou Art Like a Flower
(Rubinstein), Oh Golden Sun (Freebey), Lillian Hinze;
The Bijou Song, from Faust (Gounod I, Ruth Will Ebba;
Oh Moon Upon the Water (Cadman), The Cuck-Coo
(Lehman), The Spirit Flower (Campbe:i-Tlpton), Ada
Belle Buente: Vn bel di. vedremo, from Madame Butter-

fly (Puccini), Grace Haver; Thine Eyes So Blue and
Tender (Lassen), Lullaby (Scott), Morning Hymn
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12,'.0 Wlndior nouleviird (i:ils llallynond Boulevard
Complete Faeully of Artist i'enehers

(Henschet)
, Florence Lorbeer; In Autumn (Franz).

Meadow Dais-es iKreins), Far Across the Desert Sands
(Woodtorde-Finden), Clemma Belle Budlong; Summer
Rain (Willeby), Sweet Is Tipperary (Fisher), Where
Blossoms Grow (Sans Souci), Lillian Hinze; The Little
Shepherd's Song (Paldi), Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal
(Quilter), Joy of the llornine (Ware), Ruth Will Elibs;
The Prelude. Drift Down. Drift Down, Love I Have Won
You. from A Cycle of Life (Ronald). Florence Lorbeer;
There Are Fairies (Lehmann), Lilacs (Rachmaninoff),
Bergere legere, from Bergerettes (Harmonized by Week-
erlin). The Wind's in the South Today (Scott). Grace
Haver: Rondo, Gavotte, from Mignon (Thomas), Clem-
ma Belle Budlong; Duet—The Passage Bird's Farewell
(Henschel), Grace Haver, Florence Lorbeer.

California Theatre—As the opening selection on his
concert program for the week of July 1, Dion Romandy.
conductor of tlie California theatre concert orchestra
during the absence of Carli Elinor in Europe, has chosen
the overture from Von Suppe's delightful operetta.
Morning. Noon and Night. The tunefulness of this se-

lection is said to be the reason for his popularity and
recognition as a genius of melody. As pla.ved by Rom-
andy and his artists it is no wonder that the overture
Is considered one of the standard numbers of musical
programs. The second selection on the concert program
is The Barcarolle from the Tales of Hofmann by Offen-
bach. When played for the first time this week it was
met with more applause than the preceding selection
and perhaps this is the reason the Barcarolle takes us
from the hum-drum life and jazz music and presents in-

stead, the magic of the moonligiit on the lagoons and
the romance of the hour.
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FANNIE DILLON COMPOSITIONS IN NEW YORK

The California public as we'.l as the entire Pacific
Coast will be much interested In the high encomiums
bestowed upon a distinguished composer of Los Angeles.
In Musical America. Issue of June 2. we read:
"The American Institute of .Applied Music Ifith sonata

recital, given last Friday afternoon in New "Vork City
was made especially noteworthy by the appearance as
guest artist of Edith Moxam Gray, who played Fannie
Dillon's Pianoforte Sonata in C minor. This California
composer's work, which is undoubtedly one of the most
significant compositions of large dimensions yet pro-

duced in this country, received an imposing performance
at Mme. Gray's hands, a performance of fine breadth
and vitality, rich in tonal coloring and emotional power
which set forth its many beauties and created a pro-

found impression."
Pacific Coast Musical Review acknowledges with

pleasure the fact that numerous famous artists have
during the past season given presentation to a large
number of Fannie Dillon's compositions. Percy Granger
played several on his European tour. Various numbers
by her have been included in the repertoire of Frederick
Dixon. Josef Hofmann and others.

The John Church Company Is publishing a new set

of piano pieces for boys. "Jack and the Bean Stalk,"

by this California composer.

MME. PRINDELL PRESENTS RESIDENT ARTISTS

Well Known Manager Introduces An Array of Attrac-

tions That Will Unquestionably Add to Her Prestige

Mme. Newcombe Prindell. the California Impresario
and representative of resident artists thoroughly be-

lieves In America and the American artist, and it is

largely due to her strenuous efforts in their behalf that

resident musicians and entertainers have come into a

place worthy of their talents.

Feminine as a bit of Dresden China. Mme. Prindell la

none the less a woman of remarkable energy, combining
at once wide vision and keen foresight with the practical

ability to use these qualities to the advantage of resident

artists, who, without the services of an experienced
and sympathetic manager, have too often been forced to

give way before the wider reputation of the imported
musician.
"America has been too slow to recognize the splendid

talent within Its own gates." said Mme. Prindell in a

recent Interview, "The public, however, cannot be

blamed if It depreciates the resident artist, because bo

many importations have been foisted on them under
the banner of the best artists."

Mme. Prindell insists that each artist under her ban-

ner must be a "specialist" in their particular line and
she firmly insists on dignified publicity, and denounces
the over-exploitation of artists and said with a great

deal of emphasize and conviction: "Do you know the

truth can be made attractive? My aim is to give our

own artists a place In the scheme of things, first special-

izing In the wonderful talent that is in California today,

and American artists in general. I firmly insist on paid

programs, this gratuitous work is not fair to the artist,

even for sweet charity's sake, and I demand fair prices.

We are paying foreign artists exorbitant prices and our

own are unable to meet their expenses, and in nine cases

out of ten. our artists surpass the imported ones. To the

music loving public, the question is this—Just what do

you know about the wonderful artists residing here in

California today? The vital point In establishing Call-

fornian and American artists is that complete co-opera-

tion and harmonious understanding. The manager and

impresario can do much, but after all. it is the artists

themselves, who make or mar the situation."

Under her exclusive management. Mme. Prindell has

BUCh well known artists as John Manning, who Is not

only a very distinguished pianist, but who. as head of

the Manning School of Music in San Francisco, has con-

tributed an unusual amount of efficient talent to the

young California colony of artists. Mr. Manning hails

from Boston where he gained for himself an enviable

sini.icv i"i).\si.;

reputation as pianist and pedagogue. He Is a distin-
guished disciple of Mr. Faelten. the eminent author of
the Faelten system. During his sojourn in the East,
Mr. Manning apiieaied in numerous concert tours and
lecture recitals, and further proof of his success will be
found in the fact that he was one of the few American
pianists who was engaged as soloist with the Boston
and other leading symphony orchestras. In San Fran-
cisco. .Mr. Manning, in addition to his reputation as peda
gogue and artist, succeeded, in the last two seasons, to
give series of "Students Chamber Concerts," the pur-
pose of which was to give resident artists an opportunity
to appear before the musical public. Among a number
of these prominent artists was included the Chamber
Music Society of San Francisco with which organization
Mr. Manning played standard piano quintets, earning
the praise of press and public.

Another artist, of not only national but International
reputation residing in California and whom Mme. Prin-
dell has taken under her managerial wings, is Hallett
Gilberte. who, notwithstanding his foreign-sounding
name, is one of the foremost genuinely American com-
posers. Mr. Gilberte has succeeded in surrounding his
compositions with an individualistic style that breathes
the air of refinement and artistic elegance. It Is not
surprising that Mr. Gilberte's songs are found on so
many programs of distinguished artists, for they are not
only singable because of their melodic line, but their
text is invariably poetic and intelligent and the music
expresses the message of the words. As Is the case with
most of our prominent composers. Mr. Gilberte Is an
excellent pianist and accompanist in which capacity
he proves an exceptionally popular attraction at con-
certs of the finest type. To appreciate Mr. Gilberte's
marvelous industry and mental fertility, it needs only
be said that he has composed more than two hundred
and fifty songs of which sixty or more have been pub-
lished. In addition to these, he has also written com-
positions for piano, violin, and for mixed choruses.

Another artist who has selected Los Angeles as hia

residence and who has established for himself a reputa-
tion elsewhere is Earnest Feutz. who hails from Illinois.

He was prominently associated with the Northwestern
University, where he was soloist and member of the
capella choir under the direction of Dean Lutkin. He
was also so'oist four years at St. Marks Episcopal
Church under the direction of Stanley Martin. He
studied with Walter Allen Stultz of Northwestern Uni-
versity. He possesses a high lyric tenor voice which Is

specially suited to concert work, and which added to

his magnetic personality has gained him well justified

success throughout the East and will no doubt bring him
Into prominence on the Pacific Coast. Mr. Feutz has
just returned from an extended and successful tour with
the Melody Four Quartet.

Another artist under Mme. Prindell's management is

Idelle Moye. a dramatic soprano, whom the famous
tenor Constantino pronounced to be the future "Schu-
mann-Heink of America." Mme. Moye sings with a dra-

matic intensity and resonance that emphasizes the
emotional characteristics of any composition she may
undertake to interpret. And notwithstanding this force-

ful resonance of her vocal organ. Mme. Moye is able

to effectively sing lyric phrases with tenderness and
poetic insight.

Among the most attractive features of Mme. Prindell's

artists is the Ganesha Ladies Quartet who interpret "un-

usual songs in an unusual manner." There Is nothing
more enjoyable in vocal artistry than a quartet of well

balanced voices, harmoniously blended and used with
artistic discrimination and musicianly intelligence.

Judging from the numerous press comments published
about this organization, there cannot be any question

but that the Ganesha Ladies Quartet is able to enthuse
any musical audience.
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Altogether Mme. Prindell directs in concerts ten dis-

tinguished resident artists. Owing to lack of space we
are compelled to leave detailed mention of the other
artists for a future issue of this paper. It is. however,
only Just to say that they ail occupy a prominent posi-

tion among the artistic fraternity of the Pacific Coast
and include the folowing well known names: Elsa

North, dramatic soprano; F. Marshall Sanderson. Ori-

ental lecturer: Howard Paxton, robust tenor; Dorlce

Gordon, coloratura soprano; Henry Cantor, lyric tenor,

and Maud Estelle White, lyric soprano, and Earl Meeker,
the California baritone.

Articles of General Musical Interest
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MUSIC. THE ALL-EMBRACING

Did you ever stop to think how much of general knowl-
edge is involved in a thorough musical education? A
pupil asked me recently about some rather obscure point

In music, and upon receiving his reply remarked:
"Music seems to be a little bit of everything!" Music
truly involves not a little bit. but a great deal of knowl-
edge along lines which might not appear at first glance.

Let me suggest them to you.

Music involves a knowledge of physiology. In order
to best compose and understand the effects a composi-
tion will have on the listener it will be necessary that

the composer may have an insight into the construction

of the ear. the way in which sound impresses itself on
the consciousness. This will include, of course, a knowl-
edge of the circulation, the manner in which the nerves
function, the muscles react, and so on. Not a small
bill. Is it?

Again, there is the knowledge of psychology, where
we enter into the realm of the reactions of the mind.
It Is here that harmonists agree to disagree, and that

composers accuse each other of not composing. It is

true that there is a great deal of difference in the way
different people react to the same suggestion. But be

that as it may, it is necessary to know that the general
principle of psychology is to be a good musician, and
this means of course that one must be able to hook up
the body with the mind with some certainty that one
will secure the right answer. Ask yourself this question,
"Is it simple to study psychology?"
One must have a good general knowledge of English

poetry, and is still better off if he knows something of

poetry in French, Italian and German. Indeed, there Is

no end to the extent to which this knowledge would be
beneficial, for the musician, whether he be a singer or

not, must know something of the beautiful literature of

song that Is extant today. I believe It Is not necessary
to go into this point further than to make the reader
see the extent to which a classical education is involved
in a thorough musical training.

It is evident to any one that physics should be un-
derstood, at least as applied to sound, if one is to call

oneself a true musician. Music is sound, and one should
understand the properties ot sound in order to know
how best to employ it. To understand physics pre-
supposes a pretty thorough knowledge of algebra and
arithmetic. There is a good bit of geometry involved,

also.

And architecture! Do I hear someone say this U
stretching the argument a little? No so. for there Is

form in music, balance. Just as there is form and balance
In architecture. So much so Is this true that architec-

ture has often been called "frozen music." If one were
to study the great compositions for form one would be
surprised to see that there is a wonderful balance, a
weighing of one theme against another, which corre-
sponds in a very real way with the balance of archi-

tectural features against one another. I do not mean
that one must be familiar with the technic of architec-

ture in order to understand music, but that there are
similar features involved, applied in a different way.
Color? A difficult question. Great musicians have

been known to make such statements as that the key
of C suggests to them yellow, that of G red, and so on.

I confess that I cannot see why this should be true.

Personally. I am inclined to wonder what happens when
an instrument at International pitch has A at 435, one
at Philharmonic has A at 440 and at Concert at 515,

or thereabouts.
I realize that I have suggested that music is a hard

study. It is such. Let no one go into it thinking It a
snap. I do not mean, however, to say that the amateur
musician must have a deep and profound knowledge of

all the subjects, but I would strongly suggest that the
professional should know something of all these things.
A woman brought a child to me the other day, a girl of

17, who was unable to finish grammar school, asking
me to make of her a professional! Such is the regard in

which music is held by some.
As one who has spent a lifetime studying music I

would say. however, that the amount of time and energy
needful to master it is small compared to the pleasure
to be derived from it, and that the effort is eminently
worth while.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACI NG—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

ManagemenI —L. E. Bthymer, 705 AuJilorium Building, Los Angeles

Among the famous pianists scheduled to visit Califor-
nia during the season of 1923-24 are Josef Lhevinne.
Arthur Rubinstein. Ethel Leginska, Vladimir de Pach-
mann, Harold Bauer and Ossip Gabrilowitsch. Quite an
impressive list for which music committees may make
their choice.

CECIL FANNING RECEIVES PRECIOUS RELICS

By Mary Siegrlst

Even to a famous baritone like Cecil Fanning, accus-
tomed to the plaudits of thousands, lite still holds in-

finite surprise. The enthusiastic acclaim of New York.
London and Berlin critics and the applause ot audiences
throughout England and America have no doubt thril'.ed

the great concert singer from time to time even if

they have left him a bit weary. But perhaps not since
the days of his childhood has he received so thrilling a
token of gratitude and appreciation as the amazing
package of sacred articles that came to him from across
the Atlantic several days ago.
The remarkable box bore the stamp of Cascia, a cfuaint

little village in Italy in the heart of the Umbrian moun-
tains. Mr. Fauning's thoughts immediately trave'ed back
to his SDjourn last summer in Cascia. It was while there
that he had visited the ancient Convent of Saint Rita.
In a memorable talk with the Abbess he had learned ot
the peculiar struggle of the convent with the sharp prob-
lems ot material existence. On his return to America
on a musical tour, he had spoken freely of the needs ot
the convent, of its supreme service to the Church, and
the necessity of its unhampered continuance. His appeal
was given the most generous resjionse from coast to

coast. Now. in expression of her gratitude to Mr. Fan-
ning, and through him to all the benefactors ot the Con-
vent of Saint Rita, the Abbess has sent the box of rare
mementoes.

E. Robert Schmitz lias gone to Chicago for the month
of .luly where he is conducting his Master Classes. His
Aeolian Hall recital is scheduled for next December
when he will give a program which will include Classic
and Romantic as well as modern works.

Miss Margaret O'Day. the well known and successful
contralto soloist, participated in a program at Hotel
Whitcomb on Sunday evening. June 17. She was enthu-
siastically received by a large audience who did not fail

to show its appreciation of the following program ren-
dered by the Whitcomb Hotel Orchestra under the musi-
cal direction of Stanislas Bern: March. The Banner
(Franz von Blon): Overture, Stradella (F. Flotow)

;

Waltz. Starry Night (E Waldteutel); Vocal Solo Serse
(Ombra mai feel (Handel). Margaret O'Dea; Selection,
Eva (Franz Lehar) ;'L'Arleisienne Suite (George Bizet):
Vocal Solos— (a) Danny Boy (F. Weatherby), (b) Fairy
Pipers (F. Weatherby), (c) An Irish Love Song (N.
Lange), (d) Cradle Song (A. MacFayden), Margaret
O'Dea; Czardas (L. Grossman). Romance {\. Rubin-
stein). Introduction to the Deluge (C. Saint-Saens),
Vocal Solo. Le Prophete (Ah! mon fils (Meyerbeer).
Margaret O'Dea: (irand Opera Selection, Rigoletto
(Verdi).

Lolita McFarland, soprano, was soloist at the Whit-
comb Hotel concert on Sunday evening, June 24. Miss
McFarland, ably accompanied on the piano by Jane Sar-
gent Sands, made an excellent artistic impression both
from the standpoint of her voice and her interpretation.
The Whitcomb Hotel Orchestra, under the direction of
Stanislas Bem. presented the following excellent pro-
gram: March, Vindobona (Karl Komzak), Overture,
Barbier de Sevilla (G. Rossini I. Waltz, Violets (E.
WaldteufeU. Vocal Solo, Flower Song. Faust (Gounod),
Lolita McFarland: Selection, Hawaiian (Lange), Petit
Suite, In New Orleans, (1) On the Levee, (2) At the
Old Slave Market. (.1) A Creole. (4) Tn the Negro Quar-
ter, (Leo Bruck). Vocal Solos—In a Persian Garden
(Liza Lehmannl, Sand-Man's Lullaby (E. Humperdinck),
Nightingale Song (Carl Zeller), Ave Maria (Charles
Gounod), Lolita McFarland: Reverie (Ed Schutt).
Dreams of Love (Franz Liszt), Slavlsche Rhapsodle
(Carl Friedemann), Vocal Solo, Vilia Song, Merry
Widow (Lehar), Lolita McFarland; Grand Opera Selec-
tion, II Trovatore (Verdi).

Rudy Seiger, the skillful and popular orchestra con-
ductor of the Fairmont Hotel gave two exceedingly en-
joyable concerts on Sunday evening. June 24. The pro-
grams rendered on this occasion were as follows;
Venetian Dining Room, from 7 to 8 o'clock—Selec-
tions from The Singing Girl (Victor Herbert), Waltz,
Joyous Vienna (Komzak I, Selections from Carmen
(Bizet), Cielito Lindo (Fernandez); Lobby, at 8:30 p.

m.—Selections from Thais (Massenet). The Home Song
(Krelsler). Abandonado (Posadas). Piano Solos— (a)
Nocturne F sharp (Chopin), (b) Polichinelle (Rachman-
inoff), J. Chandler Smith; Fantasie, Third Act ot La
Boheme (Puccini), Southern Sketch, Down South (Mid-
dleton), Sop-Tim-Bom (Halp Past Ten) (Chinese) (Neil
Moret), Selections of The Bohemian Girl (Balfe).

Josephine Lucchese has achieved outstandng suc-
cesses during the recent Havana Opera season, where
she has shared honors with Titta Ruffo and Tita Schipa,
singing the coloratura roles in Lucia, The Barber of Se-
ville and Hamlet.

To quote a telegram received from her managers from
Stevens Point, Wise, where Mme. Schumann-Helnk re-

cently appeared—"Schumann-Heink endeared herself to

capacity and overflowing audience here last night with
a program ot artistic performance. Central Wisconsin
Is all for Schumann-Heink."
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Following his two very successful appearances as
Guest Artist with the AU-Star Opera company at Havana
this summer. Tita Schipa, the famous tenor of the Chi-

cago Opera forces, has returned to his home at Dayton
Beach, Fla., where his family have resided all winter.

Schipa will rest there through the summer months pre- -

paratory to his first transcontinental concert tour, which I

will bring him to California next November. Thosa<
cities who have engaged Schipa for a recital are fortu-i

nate indeed, for the tenor is one ot the most fascinating

i

recital star.

Max Rabinowitsch, the brilliant young Russian pianist,!

who has been creating a furor on tour with Chaliapiiif

as soloist and accompanist, has been engaged for the
,

forthcoming tour of the Duncan Dancers. Rabinowitsch 1

will play not only the music for the dancers, but groups
ot solos on every program. Three of the famous Dun-
cans are making the coming tour to California, Anna.
Margot and Lisa.

Renato Zanelli, the Metropolitan's baritone, will give

a long series of concerts in South America this summer
He will visit California for his second recital tour in

March, 1924.

DUNCAN SISTERS AT ALCAZAR

The Duncan Sisters, San Francisco's favorite enter-

tainers and the most popular young women ever to ap-

pear In this city, will present at the Alcazar, beginning
Sunday evening, July 8th. an entrancing mus'cal com-

edy, "Topsy and Eva." The play is based upon the

fascinating story of Uncle Tom's Cabin, and the comedy
roles will give the Duncan Sisters the best characteriza-

tions in which they have ever been seen.

Sunday's opening will mark the premier of the offer-

ing, which was written by Catherine Chisholm Cushins
with lyrics and music by the Duncan Sisters themselves.

Thomas Wilkes Is presenting the Duncans by special

arrangement with Sam H. Harris of New York, and

"Topsy and Eva" is being staged under the personal

direction of Oscar Eagle, the foremost director ot Amer-
ica. With a cast of principals composed ot players ot

known reputations and a chorus of twenty-four, "Topsy
and Eva" is expected to be the big, dynamic success ot

the season.

Besides the Duncan Sisters, the stars include Basil

Ruysdael, who will appear as Uncle Tom; Carl Gant-

voort, a clever juvenile; Nana Bryant, who will have

the prima-donna role; Netta Sunderland, an actress of

exceptional ability; Thomas Chatterton, who will be

seen as Simon Legree, and many others. The story ot

"Topsy and Eva" follows closely that of Uncle Tom's

Cabin. Topsy will be played by Rosetta Duncan, and

Eva by Vivian Duncan. The premiere here will be fol-

lowed by a production on Broadway with almost the

Identical cast of principals and with the same scenery

built for the local presentation. This is the outstand-

ing attraction of the season, of mammoth proportions

and the play will be staged in three acts and five scenes.

In the cast. In addition to those already mentioned,

will be found Aimee Torrianl, Margretta Curry, Anne
G'Netl, Renne Lowrey, Emay Grivel, Mildred Boots.

Bernlce Hough, Wilbur Cushman, Callen R. Tjader, Fon-

tella La Pierre, R. Burnet Pell, Billle De Luxe and Bob-

ble De Luxe.
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Although it was our intention to publish a detailed report of
the banquet of the Music Teachers' Association of California that
opened the thirteenth annual convention at the Hotel Vendome in

San Jose, the holiday season prevented our report reaching the
pointing office on time and we are obliged to print the account in

next's week's issue, together with the other reviews of the proceed-
ings of this convention. Judging from the program and the attend-
ance the Santa Clara County Music Teachers' Association has rea-

son to feel gratified to know that this is one of the most important
and most successful conventions ever held by the teachers. Not one
of the least far reaching steps taken at this convention is the move-
ment to combine all the music teachers' associations of the Pacific

Coast into one big organization that will hold a convention every
two years. This movement was sponsored by Frank Carroll Giffen
who has done so much in assisting to make life easier for the mem-
bers of the musical profession.

We have ready for print several installments of California's

Musical History which was to be started two weeks ago, but im-
portant articles appertaining to current musical events of much
prominence called for early publication and the poor musical history
has had to await its turn. However, as in everything else we are

determined to finish what we have begun and so, no matter what
happens next week, it is our firm determination to start that history
and KEEP IT GOING every week beginning with next issue. If

someone who expected an article in next week's paper finds that it

has been held over another week, he or she will know that it was
left out to clear the way for the first chapters of the Musical History.

For the first week or two the chapters will include introductory
material only, all of which will lead up to the first musical events in

San Francisco in the season 1849-1850. From then on one interest-

ing event after another will be recounted and our readers will find

the history of music of California one of the most intensely interest-

ing and uniquely romantic narratives they have ever read. Indeed,
we do not hesitate to state that the musical history of this State is

the most interesting we have ever come across.

300D MUSIC AT 'LOEW WARFIELD

Selections from Friml's "Katinka" pro-

ide the current week's concert number
or Lipschultz and the Warfleld Music
tiaeters. which orchestra has found par-

Icular favor with San Francisco musi-

•ians since it was augmented to its pres-

!nt size. The Allah's Holiday number
vlU be played by George' Lipschultz, the
lolinist-conductor, as a solo.

In lighter vein, the orchestra plays
'Beside a Babbling Brook." a popular
lOng by Donaldson and Kahn, which will

le given a dance interpretation by Anna
'ieloise, with Charles Williams singing

he number and Lipschultz providing a
iolin accompaniment.
For its screen entertainment, the War-

eld has provided Francis X. Bushman and
Jeverly Bayne, motion picture idols of

hree years ago in "Modern Marriage."
rhe stars, who have Just finished a suc-
eesful tour in vaudeville, will appear In
lerson with their picture, presenting a
:ketch from the play with the assistance
>f three other members of the original
ast of the picture. One of the really
luman "Our Gang" comedies and a
'ariety of other short films are also on
he program.
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'el. Douelaa 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTR.ALTO

Voire Culture. Suite "C" Kohler & Chaae
Bonding. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GR.\DU-ATE OF SCHOLA C.ANTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDBAIr

Piano DepartBient. HaHlla Sehoal
Organ and Pinno. Arrlllaga Mn.leal Collega

ESTHER MUNDELL
SOPRANO AND TEACHER

Pupil of
T)e RenKke and Percy Reotor Stephens

Studio. 70» Heine Bld^., 408 Stockton St.
Kexi. Studio—004 Second Avenue

ETHEL JOHNSON
51 Buena Vista Terrace

Phone I*nrk 1201
In San Franrixeo From New York

Until .\uEUHt 15lh
Limited Number of PuiiIIn Aeeepted

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAX FR.^.\•C'1SC0 B.\.\K)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCOP.PORATED FEBRUARY lOtli. 1868.

One of tile Oldest Banks In Calirornia.
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banlis.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH 7. . Mission and ''Ist Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH lilClemcntSt and 7th AveHAICHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Bclv°d°re Slr"«;WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Purlal Ave. and Ulloa St!

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4^4)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

LEILA B. GRAVES
L\RIC SOPK.AXf --VOICE CULTl RK

icert.s and Recitals
Ive. Tel. Park ]«24

MISS WELCOME LEVY

ADELE ULMAN
TE.»CHER OF VOICE AXD PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacifi c 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Koah Rrandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore J.->:

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
PupU of Frank

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

• 1001 Kokier * Chai
Phone Kearny M54

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore MS

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater Claaaea for VloUn

Studio Building, 1373 Post Street

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
ement MuNie School)
to St. Phone Fillmore S9S

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SluKlnB. 32 Loretta Aye., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler A
Chaae nidg., S. F. Telephone Kearny .n4.M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & Waahlnetoa

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrw. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprnoo SoloiMt. Temple Bmnna EL Con-
cert anil Chitreh Work. Vocal Inntruc-
tloD. 2r>3t> Clay S«.« Phone Went 4N]tO.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: im>» Kohler «ft Chn!*e Bldg.

Telephone Kearny 5454
^

Res. Tel. Bay^lew 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PI.\NIST, ACCOMP.ANIST

ANn TEACHER
Studio: 41»« Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 41.'-.2 Hoive St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Viollnlat and Teach

S. F. Cons, of Mu
St., and 121 21st

r. Head of Violin Dept.,
ic. 343.'> Sacramento
.\Te.. Tel Pac. 12*4

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACBtSR or VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel, Weat T012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 32.'36

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Aslibury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1*95

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

andSFteWrter
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5464

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 346 9

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Proa. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter $3S6

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COIVIPANY,

THE COIVIPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for AM Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Key.s

Pri-arnf« fiindnnicnlnl munlc principles In a definite and lucid way. commencInK
wUh flr* t-BraSr p"e?c» but proErcinc rapidly In their expo.ltlon of tech.ical

and expre-lon „r„l.len.« and the creation ot euod ta.te.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Sunimy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

1138 Chentnnt Street
Telephone Prospect 4032

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are Tou Mure your teacher knows howf
In he nln'ays talking "BREATH?" "TONGUE f"

"JAW f"

If in doubt, consult Mr. Bogart, who studied Jn

Europe with the teachers of Senibrleh, Sealchi,

Blniiham, etc.

rnplls prepared for Op«ra, Oratorio. Church and
Cone

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and musx clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

Studios 807 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

25181^ Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley J310

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 7

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

WiIg>^BAlien®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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EMIL OBERHOFER IS HAPPY IN HOLLYWOOD P. C. MUSIC TEACHERS ASKED TO ORGANIZE

Distinguished Symphony Conductor Who Began the Hollywood Bowl Frank Carroll Giffen Sponsors Pacific Coast Musical Review's Campaign
Summer Concerts Last Tuesday Evening, July 10, Is Thrilled With For Coast-wide Teachers' Co-operation at Banquet of Music

the Novelty of His Experience—In Interview With the Editor Teachers Association of California Convention in San
of Pacific Coast Musical Review He Expressed Jose—Idea Received wath Enthusiasm

His Gratification .

I
BY ALFRED METZGER

BY ALFRED METZGER

During our visit in I..OS Angeles from

une 25 to July 1 we could not resist

he temptation to have a chat with Emil

)berhoter who will conduct the summer
vmphony concerts at Hollywood Bowl,

he first ot these events having taken

lace last Tuesday evening, July 10. We
ongratulate Mrs. J. J. Carter tor the

nergy. the optimism, the unselfishness

nd the pride in the community where-

1 she resides that have helped her to

vercome almost unsurmountable ob-

tacles in the continuation of these sum-

ler concerts which not only make
lollywood known throughout the musical

'orld hut which are ot inestimable edu-

ational value for that part of the popu-

ition that can not afford to pay the

sual prices charged for high-class musi-

9l entertainments. It was. indeed, a

appy coincidence that brought Emil
iberhofer to spend his summer in South-

rn California, thus enabling Mrs. Carter

nd her associates to negotiate with him
) conduct these summer concerts. Ae-

ording to present plans there will be

)rty concerts and Mr. Oberhofer will be

ae only conductor. So far no guest
Dnductors have been engaged and from
le present outlook none are contem-
lated. Rehearsals held so far indicate

brilliant artistic triumph which is

/nonymous with a financial success.

"It affords me great pleasure and
ratification to spend my summer in Cali-

)rnia so pleasantly. I never realized
ow really delightful your summers are.

[ad I done so I would have come here
ime time ago." said Mr. Oberhofer when
e greeted him in Hollywood. "I am
i)oking forward to these summer con-
:3rts with a great_deal of interest, as I

m specially fond of open-air concerts.
If course, this being the first time that

j

shall conduct in the Hollywood Bowi
Iwill have to confront new problems in

iie grouping of the various instruments
n order that I shall secure the most
nistic effects."

We explained to Mr. Oberhofer the
"langes Alfred Hertz made in the re-

rouping ot the instruments at Holly-
cod Bowl, but the distinguished di-

jictor said: 'What may suit the taste

i Mr. Hertz, may not conform to the
leas of any other conductor. Every
:)nductor possesses a certain individu-
ity ot interpretation and consequently
squires a certain individual style which
dependent upon certain tonal effects,

ne conductor may want the brass to
edominate, while another may wish
1 even balance of tone. Others again
ay wish the strings to be heard above
le brass and wind instruments, while
'am another may want the strings
ended in a manner to make them al-

ost inaudible. So the grouping ot the
struments must accord with the taste
the respective conductor. I shall be

;ry curious to know what will have to
i done in this regard when we begin
Hiearsals in Hollywood Bowl."
"Mrs. Carter," continued Mr. Ober-

iifer, "is entitled to much credit for the
onderful work she is doing. She has
iveloped a community spirit in Southern
alifornia. specially in Hollywood, which
nothing short of wonderful. I simply

'.arvel at the enthusiasm and co-opera-
on with which the community at large
IS adopted this encouragement of high-

class musical enterprises. The Holly-
wood Community Chorus, under Mr.
Kirchhofer. is one ot the most praise-
worthy enterprises I have yet encoun-
tered. Whatever is undertaken under
conditions inspired by such a community
spirit is bound to succeed, for it has
behind it the unanimous influence of the
community at large. It is, indeed, a
great privilege to work under such
favorable conditions.
It is also gratifying to me to be able

to secure such excellent material tor the

San Jose, July 4, 192.3

If we are justified to judge the at-

tendance at the thirteenth annual con-
vention of the Music Teachers' Associa-
tion of California which was held in San
Jose this week on July 4'. 5, 6 and 7 from
the number of delegates attending the
reception and banquet at the Hotel Ven-
dome on Wednesday evening. July 4th,

there was every reason to predict that
the attendance will be one of the largest
of any convention. The lobby of the
Hotel Vendome filled rapidly after six

o'clock Wednesday afternoon when the

I.. E. BEHYMER
Ilia Iniprt-xario M ho \ViTtar Motril Ctillfar

nent Ffg:ure at the <'t

Feileration of .tlnKie Clubn ia
aad the National ManaK^r

la C'hieaeo

Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra.
There are residing in Los .\ngeles a

number of the finest musicans in this

country and the membership of the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra is specially repre-

sentative of the most efficient profes-

sional element. I feel, therefore, certain

that the personnel ot the Hollywood
Bowl Orchestra will respond to the most
fastidious artistic demands. We shall, of

course, give programs of as representa-
tive compositions as it is possible to pro-

cure."'

Mrs. Carter, who was present at this

portion of the interview, interrupted us
by saying: "This season will be much
more difficult to manage than last season.

(Continued on Page 11, Col. II

delegates and guests became acquainted
with one another. After everyone shook
hands with ev'erybody else the signal was
given to be seated at the banquet table
in the gray room of the hotel. It was as
large an assemblage as we have watched
during the last twelve years of our at-

tendance at teachers' conventions, when
Toastmaster Frank CaroU Giffen gave the
signal for the attendance to be seated.

The tables were tastefully decorated
witli floral bouquets representing the na-
tional colors—red, white and blue— and
the atmosphere of the banquet hall was
conformant to the artistic environment
that characterized the occasion. After
everyone had enjoyed the well prepared
and elaborate dinner Toastmaster Giffen

gave the signal tor the interpretation ot
the Star Spangled Banner of which na-
tional anthem two verses were sung in
excellent voice and harmony by those as-
sembled much to the surprise of Superior
Judge Brown and School Superintendent
Bachrodt, both of whom confessed that
this was the first time they heard the
national anthem sung with such fervor
and with such knowledge of the words
of two verses.

It would indeed be diflieult to imagine
a toastmaster more suited to the task
than Frank Caroll Giffen. This genial
and effervescent member of the Music
Teachers' Association can say the mean-
est things in the most cordial manner
thus robbing his remarks ot any unpleas-
ant characteristics. He always mixes
pathos with humor and never fails to
soften the points ot his wit with the
sheath ot his compliments. Mr. Giffen's
introductory remarks dealt with the early
history of San Jose insofar as it applied
to education proving that early in the
eighteenth century San Jose was already
on the map educationally speaking. He
gradually drifted into introducing Earl Z.
Meeker. President of the Music Teachers'
Association ot California, who with a few
appropriate remarks officially opened the
convention.

Mr. Giffen as well as all the other
speakers took pains to compliment the
members of the committees selected by
the Santa Clara County Music Teachers'
Association upon the efficient and judi-
cious manner in which they tackled a
most responsible and diflieult task. At-
tention was called to the fact that for
the first time since the beginning of these
conventions in 1911 an interior city ot
limited musical resources had been se-
lected as a place for the convention.
Those in charge of the preparatory work
had no previous experience and were
compelled to blaze a trail upon a virgin
field. They were therefore justly ap-
plauded and commended for the manner
in which they divested themselves ot a
most intricate duty.
Among those who were specially worthy

of the gratitude of the delegates was
Mrs. Homer De Witt Pugh, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Music Teachers' Association
of California, to whose untiring and in-

defatigable work and unfailing optimism
and cheerfulness, together with hearty
co-operative spirit, much ot the success
of the convention was due.
Alameda County was represented by

Miss Eggers who in a tew well chosen
remarks explained the unavoidable ab-
sence ot Thomas Frederick Freeman,
president of the Alameda County Music
Teachers' Association, who is just recov-
ering from a severe illness, extended the
greetings of her association to the dele-
gates. Miss Eggers thanked .Mrs. De
Pugh tor her energy and insistence in se-
curing affirmative replies to her invita-
tions for the convention. Although Ala-
meda County was represented with but
five delegates on the opening night Miss
Eggers assured those present that this
number will be greatly increased before
the end of the convention.

Mrs. Cora Jenkins ot Oakland, being
called upon to add to the remarks ot the
evening, succeeded in brightening every-
one's countenance with her pleasant and
witty contributions to the oratory. Miss

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

Tfuo-Art.

Sherman,play& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts.. San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

^§'':i.!ife

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 7 of this Issue

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlasa. Director

A. L. Artl^ruen, PreB.; LoDla Alegrla, VIce-Prea.
Unexcelled facilities for tbe iitady of maslc In all

Ita brancbea. LarKC Pipe Organ. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San FranclBCO. Cal, Phone West 4737

Msmning School of Music

SZ42 Waahlneti

MANNING, Director

eet Telephone

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be absent In Europe (or snmmer, reaamlngl
teaching about Sept. 20th. Residence studio i 150

Slonte VlNta Ave., Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 700

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano, Orean. Harmony. OrsanUt and Mnalcal
Director of Flr«t PreBhyterlan Chnrcb. Alameda. Home
Stvdio: HIT PARIT STRBKT, ALAHE^DA. Telephone Ala-

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

organlNt KxpoHitn Vudltorium. orgnnbtt
!i Episcopal Church,
larael. Piano and

nch. Available for

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

l^ll^L,iAN iSlKMlNUHAM

MME. S. P. MARRACCI
ITALl.AN VOCAL TEACHER

Former Prima Donna with Caruso and Teti—Endorsed by Bon
in Uramaiic Depor
and Spanish spolie:
studio Iti-I CulunibuH Ave., i'hone (iartield 227U

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JLST RETCRNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 40.-, Hohler * Cha.ie Bide-. Tel. Kearny 5454

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

Mnalc Couraen Thorough and ProEreaalve
Public School Mnwic. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
> Road. Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
PreparinK Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSri-ELDT, Pianlat
Cherry St.. Ret. ^VnllhlnKton A ClnT Tel. Pac. 0300

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
Dl

CONCERT COACH—VOCAL TECHNiaUE
SUPER-DICTION

Calvary Presbyterian Choral Society.
We inoo.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert

tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

WALLACE A. SABIN

=>hone Franlciin 2603; Sat., Firat Chriatlan ScleB.
;h. Phone Franklin 1307: Rea. atodlo, 3142 Leniatl^
Berkeley. Pbone Piedmont 242N.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Namesi

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DO.NNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Trainini?

740 Pine St. Phone Douglax 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES

Phone Berk. 4086-W

eril,

I
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

NATIONAL MANAGERS' CONVENTION

There exists in the United States what is

known as the National Concert Managers' Asso-
ciation which is comprised of all the managers
jutside of New York City. .\s we understand it

the New York managers have an organization of

their own which is not afitiliated with the Na-
jonal Concert Managers' Association. The latter

leld its annual convention in Chicago on June 28,

19 and 30. According to the Musical Courier only
twelve managers attended this convention, but
ilso according to that famous music journal the
'buying power" of these twelve managers con-
sisted of a million and a half dollars. Those who
Jittendcd were: May Beegle of Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Mrs. Frances H. Hill, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mrs. Kate
Wilson Greene, Washington, D. C. ; Mrs. Edna
•.V. Saunders. Houston, Texa^s ; Rachel Busey
Cinsolving, Chicago, 111. ; Mrs. L. C. Nalif, Nash-
j'ille, Tenn. ; Marion Andrews, Milwaukee, Wis.;
i\nna GroiT-Bryant. Galesburg, 111.; L. E.
3ehymer, Los Angeles, Cal.; Robert Slack, Den-
'er, Colo.; Margaret Rice, Milwaukee, Wis., and
Elizabeth Cueny, St. Louis, Mo. The officers

lected for the new year are : President, Mrs.
Catie Wilson Greene. Washington. D. C. ; Vice-
'resident, Selby C. Oppenheimer. San Francisco,
'al. ; Secretary and Treasurer. Margaret Rice.

i4ilwaukee. Wis. Directors—Elizabeth Cueny of

>t. Louis, Mo. ; l\Iay Beegle, Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

IdndL B. Saunders, Houston, Texas ; George F.

Ogden, Des Moines, Iowa.

We quote the following from the Musical
digest of July 3

;

Speaking of the acqusition of buying power, L. E.
Behymer of Los Angeles and San Francisco, re-
ferred to Lyceum and Chautauqua bureaus as "the

,
Salvation Army of the business.". "We seek," he

,
said, "stable and dignified musical bureaus, business
salesmanship and musical artistry." Mr. Behymer
has been for over thirty years a successful concert
manager on the Pacific Coast, which he described
as "3.300 miles from anywhere." He stated that
only the last 60 years has seen the dawn of creative

. music in America and that "within the last ten
years we have begun to learn the appraisement of
financial values and to synchronize it with artistic
values."

Mr. Behymer with his usual good nature and
flfability did not put the Lyceum and Chatauqua
iureaus into their proper place. They can not
e compared with the Salvation Army. The
itter is an institution that accomplishes a great
mount of good. It brings happiness and con-
i^ntment to millions of people whose lives would
;e miserable without the consolation derived
cm that splendid institution. It asks nothing

for its service, except just what it needs to make
a living existence. It spends practically all funds
collected for service to humanity. Surely this

could not be said of the Lyceum and Chatauqua
Bureaus, and by this we do not mean the Chatau-
quas given under the auspices of leading religious
organizations, but the factors that supply talent.

The Lyceum and Chatauqua Bureaus, with jkjs-

sibly but one or two exceptions, select cheap
artists, whether competent or incompetent, sell

them at as high a price as possible and grow fat

on the gullibility of those who buy the artists and
the dire necessity of the artists who simply have
to make a living.

W'e know of instances when artists are paid
from $50 to $75 a week and with the exception of

Sundays must make DAILY appearances, but
who are sold to various organizations for so

much a concert. The Bureaus supply occasion-
ally traveling expenses, but not in every instance.

Thus from the small atiiount per week the artist

has to pay his or her living expenses while travel-

ing and in soine cases even traveling expenses.
The Lyceum Bureau, managed according to the
niggardly policy known by this paper flourishes

financially even more than some concert man-
agers we know of. and is only comparable to

certain corporations wdiich, before the unions be-
came politically powerful, used to exploit labor
to the very last degree. If the Lyceutri Bureaus
were as careful to pay their artists in conformity
to the amounts they receive for them, and if they
would be more careful in giving adequate value
for the iTioney they receive from their patrons,
they would fill a more useful place in the musical
field of America. We have yet to learn how these
Lyceum Bureaus really contribute to the musical
welfare of .America. They are partly responsible
for the fact that resident artists are not more
recognized, because their specimens of American
artists arc in the majority of instances drawn
from the incompetent ranks, and thus encourage
the skepticism that exists among the American
public toward their own efificient artists.

Either Behymer has been misquoted or he
made a slip of memory when he says: "Cali-

fornia is "3. ,300 miles from anywhere" and "that
only the last sixty years has seen the dawn
of creative music in America. The di.stance be-
tween New York and Sa,n Francisco or Los
Angeles is slightly over 3,100 miles. From Chi-
cago to the Coast is about 900 miles less. From
Boston to the Coast is about 250 miles less. From
Philadelphia is about 100 miles less. The average
distance from the principal music centers of the
country to the Pacific Coast is a little over 2,000
miles. But to say that we are 3.300 miles from
anywhere is surely stretching things a little too
much. While we have no music center, in the
real sense of the word, west of Chicago! still

there is much being done in the way of music.
.^nd wdiile the inusic centers of the country are

quite a distance away from us, many of the
artists, ensemble organizations and orchestras of

these centers visit us and bring us practically the
same musical bill-of-fare enjoyed by the people
living in "the midst of things." Our concert
managers arc largely responsible for moving
large portions of the music centers to us. No
doubt this is what Mr. Behymer really said, but
which the reporters evidently misunderstood. For
there is no manager in the country prouder of his

home city and state than Bee wdiose greatest
happiness consists in bringing more and better

music to the coirnnunitv wherein he resides.

The reporters must also have misquoted Mr.
Behymer when they sav that the "dawn of cre-

ative music in America" dates back sixty years.

Ten years would be nearer the inark. Tlie Ameri-
can composer who has first achieved interna-

tional reputation is Edward MacDowell. While
MafDowell was in Weimar in 1881 he made the

acquaintance of Liszt through whose influence

his first piano suite was performed before the

Allgemeiner Deutscher Muskiverein. His reputa-

tion as composer therefore dates back a little

over THIRTY years, just half of what is re-

ported in the papers. But MacDowell and his

contemporaries, while Americans by birth, were

not such by training and consequently their com-
positions can not be regarded as belonging to a

distinctly national school. We should say that

the real creative American composer who may be re-

garded as DISTINCTLY American, made his

appearance between ten and fifteen years ago,
• and to this category musicians like Cadman,
Lieurance, Carpenter, GrifFes and many others

must be included. Even Frank La Forge, whom
we regard as one if not the most prolific song
writer, bases his work more upon the European
school than that of a distinctly American type.

It is the Indian folk lore embellished and
modernized that represents at present the most
typical American music we have. It is, however,
not characteristic of the modern American spirit.

Indeed, it is much to be questioned whether the
time is ripe for the fortnation of a national Amer-
ican school of music. The various foreign ele-

ments that compose the American population are
still in the process of amalgamation, and not until

they have liecome thoroughly nationalized, not
only legally but spiritually as well, will any
composer arise that will discover the funda-
mental musical spirit of the American nation.

We believe, and what we believe is by no means
a certainty, that the future American music will

be based upon the principle of syncopation as far

as its rhythmic characteristics are concerned.
.\nd since the leaning of the American public to-
ward the negro melodies is very pronounced, it

would not be surprising if, from an emotional
angle, that music would occasionally contain the
colorful melodic values of the old plantation
songs. But in any event we can not imagine
national American music which does not rest

upon the principal of syncopation, and by this

we do not mean jazz as it is employed today.
Dvorak comes perhaps nearer our conception of
the future American national music in his New
World Symphony than anything we have heard
yet. Finally, it is of course inevitable that the
modern trend of orchestration and color effects

in tone shading will be included in this music.
Something of the ultra modern school will have
to be embodied in anything intended for future
recognition. For music, like anything else, must
proceed forward and not backward.

It is our conviction that wdiatever is being
written today in the way of ultra modern or
futuristic music is merely a groping toward
something definite. We seem to be in a transition
period where the old is being found inadequate
for complete expression of new emotions. The
spirit of the times requires something that the
old masters did not need. The advance in science
and the field of invention has added something
entirely new to our life. Radio, electricity, flying
machines, wireless telegraphy, etc., have vastly
broadened human activity. And music, if it in-

tends to keep pace with the times, must be able
to express some of the emotions of these wonder-
ful scientific additions to our existence. But. like

the inventions, music of the future must be based
upon SYSTEMATIC PRINCIPLES AND
DEFINITE LAWS. Since the entire universe
is constructed in accordance with well defined laws
and principles, music can not be an exception.
And while certain modern music carefully fol-

lows in the path of law and order, much of it is

absolutely devoid of regularity and continuity.
The present transition period will have passed
and a new school of composition will have made
its permanent appearance, when disorder, lack of
fixed principles, chaotic accumulation of con-
trasting ideas, and ugly expressions of vulgar
subjects will have given place to sane and sound
inspirational and evolutionary creative art. While
the transition period, as we have it today is neces-
sary, it is not pleasing to conventional senses.
But that something will eventually develop from
this confusing groping for a new musical expres-
sion can not be doubted. And furthermore it is

likely that American national music may be THE
FIRST DEFINITE ARTISTIC OUTCOME of
this transition period.
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SUMMER ORGAN RECITALS

The second of the current series of recitals upon
the great municipal organ at the Exposition Audi-
torium will be given by Warren D. Allen, organist of

Stanford University, this Sunday afternoon at three
o'clock. Allen is well known as a sterling executant
upon his chosen instrument and made a very .successful
tour recently of the principal cities of the East, playing
upon many famous organs.

This recital, given under the direction of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, will be
free and the public is cordially invited to attend. Super-
visor J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Auditorium
Committee, announces that there will be no reserved
seats. The program is as follows: Trumpet Tune and
Air (Purcell); Andante Cantabile (Tschaikowsky)

;

Scherzo from the Fifth Sonata (Guilmant); A Sketch
of the Steppes of Central Asia (Borodin) ; Canon in B
minor (Schumann); Fantasie in D flat, op. 101 (Saint-
Saens): Idyl. From the South (.Tames R. Gillette): With-
in a Chinese Garden (R. S. Stoughton) ; Military March,
With Pomp and Circumstance (Sir Edward Elgar).

FINE COMEDY AT ALCAZAR

The ovation extended by all San Francisco to the
Duncan Sisters in their amazingly entertaining vehicle,

Topsy and Eva. is made more impressive at every per-

formance of this great comedy with music, which had
its premiere here last Sunday night. The second week
of the run, which is necessarily limited, begins with
the matinee July 15.

There are so many good things to the production, such
a surprising wealth of enjoyable features, that the local

reviewers have used all the adjectives in describing
them. This city has seen few initial presentations in

all its history, which have combined such worth, such
exceptional merit as Topsy and Eva.

Packed audience throughout the first week have re-

peatedly attested their appreciation of the show and,
as the producers have added to and re-arranged cer-

tain features, the piece Is now ready for Broadway,
whither it goes in the Fall.

Thomas Wilkes, in association with Sam H. Harris of

New York, arranged for the San Francisco premiere
and it was through his efforts that the noteworthy ag-

gregation of players was assembled and Oscar Eagle
brought from New York as the director.

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan, as Topsy and Eva re-

spectively, handle the comedy in the show, but the big
company of sixty has plenty to do and the singing and
dancing numbers are a revelation. Everyone who knows
the theatre in the West knows of the supreme ability of

the Duncans and likewise that of Mrs. Gushing, who
wrote Topsy and Eva, inspired by Uncle Tom's Cabin.

The lyrics are by the Duncans themselves and Harry
James is the musical director.

The cast of principals is too long to mention, but it

is headed by Basil Ruysdael and Carl Gantvoort, two
talented singers. Nana Bryant, Netta Sunderland,
Thomas Chatterton, Callen Tjader and Harriet Hoctor.

The dancing of the last named is one of the outstanding
features.
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San Jose, July 10, 1923
The thirteenth annual convention of the Music

Teachers' Association of California was formally opened
Thursday morning, July 5, at 9:30 o'clock at the College
of the Pacific. Following the presentation of State cards,
distribution of official badges and formal opening ad-
dresses, practically the entire day was given over to
recitals and round table discussions. Luncheon was
served at noon at the college, where both morning and
afternoon sessions were held, a concert being given in
the evening at the State Teachers' College.
Charles M. Dennis, dean of the College of the Pacific,

presided at the opening of the convention. Archer Bow-
den, city attorney, welcomed the members and dele-
gates of the California Music Teachers' Association to
San Jose. The invocation was delivered by Rev. M.
Kilpatrick, followed by the singing of America, with
Allan Bacon at the organ. In welcoming the delegates
to the College of the Pacific, Dean Dennis stated that
it was the oldest college institute in the State, and ex-
tended to them the use of the buildings and grounds
during their stay. Z. Earl Meeker, State president of
the association, responded with a brief discussion of
the ideals of the organization.
The musical program began at 10 a. m. with a group

of piano solos by Miss Christine Springston of Red-
lands, followed by numbers by Edgar T. Lowman, tenor,
of Sacramento, with Miss Ruth Pepper at the piano.
Signor de Grassi. composer-violinist of Berkeley, de-
lighted with two numbers, playing for recall a little
waltz serenade of his own composition, a little gem.
He was accompanied by Mrs. George Richardson.
A piano round table was conducted before luncheon

with Miss EMna Cornell Ford of Oakland and Mrs. Carol
Comstock of Santa Barbara leading. Miss Ford gave an
interesting exposition of methods of obtaining and hold-
ing the interest of the student. Mrs. Comstock illus-

trated a number of artistic, new, and original methods
of teaching the young child.

Otto T. Hirschler, organist, of Los Angeles, made a
flying trip to San Jose to take the place of C. Albert
Tufts, who sent word that it would be impossible for
him to appear. Mr. Hirschler arrived late in the morn-
ing, opening the afternoon with a splendid recital at
1:30. He played the Toccata from Widor's Fifth Sym-
phony. From the South (Gillette); La Chasse (Fumigal-
11); In Springtime (Kinder); Caprice (H. Alexander
Matthews). His last number was the Finale from the
First Sonata by Guilmant with a cadenza written by
Milleschuite, who was a teacher of Mr. Hirschler. Mr.
Hirschler was the first to play this cadenza in public.
The pedal work was stupendous, and the organist's
rendition was one which rightly won the enthusiastic
applause of the audience. Mr. Hirschler is organist and
choir-master of West Adams Methodist church. Los
Angeles, and was formerly head of the organ depart-
ment of Albion College, Michigan, and of Coe College,
Iowa. In appreciation of his giving the fine program
almost immediately upon his arrival, Mr. Hirschler was
accorded three rousing cheers by the delegates and
visitors.

Miss Rena Lazelle, soprano, of San Francisco, delight-
ed with her dramatic interpretations. She has great
personality and her well arranged group of songs were
well received. Miss Hazel Nichols was at the piano.
Raymond McFeeters, pianist, of Pasadena, gave an ex-
cellent group of solos including numbers by Brahms,
Mozart and Liszt.

Immediately following the musical program Miss Ger-
trude Field, director of community settlement work in

San Francisco, gave an interesting talk on the field

open to the teacher of music. Mrs. Murray McAdam
Yerbury, of Stockton, pleased with a group of songs,
giving Annie Laurie for recall. Dean Charles M. Dennis
and Miss Louise Massey. of San FVancisco. then con-
ducted a vocal round table. Miss Lazelle, State Director
Frank Carroll Giffon, Mrs. Alvina Heuer Willson. State
treasurer.- and Dr. Lundine were among those participat-
ing in the discussion, which was an exceedingly interest-
ing part of the day's program.
The artists giving the evening concert in the audi-

torium of the State Teachers' College were Mrs. Ver-
iiice Brand, contralto, of San Diego, Mrs. OUimae Mat-
thews, violinist, of Santa Barbara, Lawrence Strauss,
tenor, of Berkeley, and Edwin A. Calberg. pianist, of
Oakland. Four of Mrs. Brand's numbers were composi-
tions of Alice Harnett, with the composer at the piano.
Edgar Thorp was the accompanist for Lawrence Strauss.
The concert was superb.
Friday morning. Miss Beatrice Clifford, A. A. G. O..

organist of San Francisco, was heard in an historical
program which was both unique and interesting. The
organ round table was conducted by Allan Bacon. A. A.

G. O. teacher of organ at the College of the Pacific,

which proved both instructive and entertaining.
Mrs. Bertha Vaughn, soprano, of Los Angeles, gave

a recital in the second group of which she sang two
compositions by Homer Grunn, with the composer at
the piano. Miss Ruth Pepper, A. A. G. O.. organist, of

Sacramento, played the Scherzo from the Fifth Sonata
(Guilmant).
In the afternoon the Sequoia Trio (San FYancisco),

Pierre Douillet, pianist, Arthur Conradi. violinist, and
Arthur Weiss, 'cellist, gave Rubinstein's Trio in G minor,
Op. 15, followed by a violin round table conducted by
Arthur Conradi in the absence of Orley See. At the
conclusion of Mr. Conradi's discussion, the entire dele-
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gation motored to Stanford University where Warn
D. Allen, A. A. G. O., University organist, assisted I

Mrs. Warren D. Allen, contralto, were heard in an e

cellent program.
The Northern California Composers' program give

in the evening at the State Teachers' College was p:

ticularly fine, and with but one or two exceptions, tl

numbers were played by the composers themselvi
Sarabande and Variations, written and arranged for t>

pianos by Pierre Douillet, was played by Mr. Douill

and Mrs. Elsie Cook Hughes. This was conceded t

most beautiful number of the evening.
A group of charming little songs composed and su

by Mary Carr Moore of San Francisco, which includ

melodies from the nursery, gave great delight. Mi
Mertianna Towler, pianist, of Berkeley, gave two soli

the first. Waltz Scherzo was written by Thomas Fred'
ick Freeman, who is president of the Alameda Coun
branch of the Music Teachers' Association of Californ
Her second number was Antonio de Grassi's Rhapsoc
Prelude, which was well interpreted. Miss Virglr

Graham, lyric soprano, sang three of her own compo
tions, with Miss Towler at the piano, which were Tf

enjoyable.
Paul Martin, pianist, closed the program with t

first movement of the Donner Sonata. Before taking 1

place at the piano. Mr. Martin, the composer, gave,

brief explanation of this movement, the allegro app
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sionata, supposed to depict the suffering of the ill-fated

Donner party. It was dedicated to one of the few sur-
vivors of that historic group, the late Mrs. Lewis. This
number was most appreciatively received.
Saturday was devoted to discussions, reports and busi-

ness sessions, beginning with a very fine address by Mr.
Glenn H. Woods, director of music in the Oakland
schools. A social hour at the College of the Paciflc late

in the afternoon brought the successful convention to a
close.

Officers nominated Saturday on a ticket signed by
a required number of members are as follows: Frank
Carroll Giffen of San Francisco, president; Mrs. Etta
Smith Snyder of San Diego, vice-president: Mrs. Alvina
Heuer Willson of San Francisco, treasurer; and for
directors: Miss Alice Eggers of Oakland, Miss Dolcje
Grossmayer of San Diego, C. M. Dennis of San Jose and
Samuel Savannah of San Francisco. The nominating
committee's report did not name a nominee for presi-
dent because of the lack of familiarity of its members
with the qualifications of members of the association in

the southern part of the State. Frank Carroll Giffen at
first refused the nomination because he felt the State
head should this term be elected from the South, but
upon enthusiastic expressions on the part of the dele-
gation in his favor and in obedience to the advice of
Henry E. Bretherick, the "father" of the association, he
withdrew his refusal and consented to the nomination.
A motion was made that the association consider the
advisability of expanding the State organization to a
Pacific Coast association including Washington and
Oregon, but upon serious consideration it was decided
to postpone such action until the State organization is

perfected.

Reports of State President Z. Earl Meeker and of Miss
Adelaide Trowbridge, both of Los Angeles, pointed out
that the work of effecting co-operation in the public
schools and of preparing a census of music teaching in

the State, which includes a list of 8000, had been com-
pleted. Mr. Meeker reported that a branch of the Music
Teachers' Association has recently been created in

Stockton, urged co-operation in the editing of the bul-

letin of the association, and expressed appreciation of
the hospitality of San Jose. Reports of local presidents
were given during the morning session, in which the
work done and progress made in the various cities was
outlined. The resolutions committee, consisting of

iHenry E. Bretherick and Adelaide Trowbridge of Los
Angeles, offered resolutions in which thanks were ten-

dered C. M. Dennis, president of the local branch and
dean of the College of the Paciflc, the San Jose branch,
and the various convention committees for their success
in organizing and carrying out the plans of the conven-
tion in such an efficient and satisfactory manner. Thanks
were also tendered the College of the Pacific for the
.use of its buildings and grounds, to the State Teachers'
College for its use for evening programs and to the

press for its co-operation.

, The usual Sunday recital at Stanford University will

be omitted next Sunday, July 15, owing to the fact that
^Warren D. Allen, University organist, is playing that
afternoon at the Civic Auditorium in San Francisco.
On Tuesday afternoon, July 17, at the usual hour, 4:15,

Mr. Allen will play a Beethoven program including the
'following selections: Nature's Praise of God; Adagio
:from the Moonlight Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2; Andante
Cantabile from the Fifth Symphony; Minuet in G major;
Hallelujah Chorus from The Mount of Olives. On
Thursday afternoon. July 19, at 4:15, the program for

the organ recital will be as follows: Fantasia (Jose
Maria Beebide); Adagio from the Suite in Ancient
Style (Georges Enesco); Humoresque, L'organo primi-

tive (Pietro A. Yon); Theme. Arabesques and Fughetta
i(Van Denman Thompson).

Mischa Ve Olin, the young Russian violinist, fresh

from recital triumphs in South America and the large

Eastern cities, has been delighting crowded houses at

Beatty's American Theatre the past week. Several
weeks ago he was heard at the American, and there
having been so many requests for his return that Mr.
Bealty arranged to have him during the week of the
convention of the Music Teachers' Association of Cali-

fornia, just ended.
James Beatty, who is making great strides in further-

ing better music in motion picture houses, offered to

?ive a special recital for the delegates and their friends:
ais orchestra, under the leadership of Rudolph Wolo-
'MUth, and Mr. 'Ve Olin, giving a program, but the con-
i^ention plans were already crowded, so this had to be
ibandoned. Mr. Ve Olin's numbers included, during the
week, Schutjert's Ave Maria, Kreisler's Liebesfreud,
Hungarian Rhapsody (Hauserl, Serenade (Schubert),

Tambourin Chinois (Kreisler), Songs My Mother Taught
Me (Dvorak), Kiss Me Again (Herbert), playing for
recall My Old Kentucky Home, arranged by Ve Olin.
playing unaccompanied, a charming number. Some of
the accompaniments were played by the Knabe Ampico,
some by Beatty's American Symphony orchestra.

OAKLAND NEWS
OAKLAND ORPHEUS CLOSES SEASON

With Margaret Bruntsch as Soloist, Excellent Male
Chorus, Edwin Dunbar Crandall, Director,

Gives Splendid Program

BY ELIZABETH WESTGATE
Oakland, July 1, 1923.

The final concert of the season by the Oakland Or-
pheus, Edwin Dunbar Crandall, director, was an occa-
sion of unusual interest, even for that fine organization.
The chorus of eighty men was in the best possible form,
and gained new laurels for their work. The first three
choruses, contrasting in content and in character, were
performed with the perfect taste which one has learned
to expect of this group, and which has never failed to
exhibit itself. The grandeur of the Beethoven number,
the manly heart-expression of the second, and the gay
lightsomeness of Ma Little Banjo—all these were de-
livered with full beauty. The choral arrangement of the
all-too-brief, but lovely song by Stenson deepened its

message. One might proceed with nothing but praise
for each chorus number. The tenor solo by J. I. Thomas
in Forest Harps, and the baritone solo in In a Gondola
by C. F. Volker were greatly enjoyed, and given
with sincere art. It would be pleasant to record the
impression of every chorus, but space forbids, I am
afraid.

The soloists were Margaret Bruntsch, contralto, re-
cently returned from many years in Europe, and Marion
Nicholson, violinist, just arrived from a year's study in
New York. Each of these may be said to have come
home, for Miss Bruntsch's former home was in Alameda,
and Miss Nicholson is an Oakland girl, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Nicholson.
Miss Bruntsch repeated the success which has attend-

ed her appearance on each occasion on which she has
sung since her return. Twice in this column I have had
great delight in expressing the complete satisfaction
and joy her artistic interpretations and her beautiful
voice have given her auditors. There is no new thing to
say. save that California must do its utmost to hold this
artist. The Eastern States call, but California should
offer something to keep Miss Bruntsch here per-

manently.
Miss Nicholson had a great personal success, for she

is much beloved in her home city, not only for her
great talent but for other things as well. Her advance-
ment in the past year proved itself. She has gained in

every way, and has lost none of the individual charm
which is her birthright. The violin is her natural ex-

pression; or so it seems when she plays it. so at one
with it is this young artist. Mrs. Roland played the ac-

companiments in truly delightful fashion, as always.
The program was this: Worship of God in Nature
(Beethoven), I Love Thee! (Flaxington Harker), Ma
Little Banjo (Dichmont), Orpheus; Romanza (La Gia-

conda) (Ponchielli), Beaux Yeux Que J'Aime (Massen-
et), Prelude (Ronald), Margaret Bruntsch; The Prayer
Perfect (Stenson), Forest Harps (Tenor Solo, J. I.

Thomas) (Schultz). In a Gondola (Baritone Solo, C. F.

Volker) (Meyer-Helmund). Orpheus; Concerto Roman-
tique (three movements) (Godard), Marion Nicholson;
The Music of the Sea (Mosenthall, Nellie Was A Lady
(Foster-Smith), Orpheus: Still wie die Nacht (Bohm).
Trees (Rasbach), Happiness (Hageman), Miss Bruntsch;
Honey-Town (Widener). The Miracle of Love (McKee),
Orpheus.

June 30th a program for the U. S. War Veterans'

memorial fund will be given at the Oakland Auditorium.
Wandszetta Fuller Biers, colorature soprano, accom-
panied by Mrs. Irvin Coates, will be heard in solos.

Mrs. Biers has lately sung at various clubs on both

sides of the Bay, and is in demand for programs very

frequently.
This is the closing chronicle of the season. The moun-

tains and the brook are calling, and the trees hold out

their arms in welcome. It is an invitation I do not try

to resist or decline. ELIZABETH WESTGATE.
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CALIFORNIA'S ROMANTIC MUSICAL HISTORY

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of Cahfomia
From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of
Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED MET2GER

WHEN looking through the files of the daily Alta California of 1850
in search of definite information concerning certain musical activi-

ties of that time, I became so interested in the musical affairs of

the early days in San Francisco that I continued searching for musical
news during a period of several hours which developed into return visits

to the Public Library and finally resulted in my determination to put the

musical history of California into book form. I began to search for informa-
tion in 19(M, continued it after the fire of 1906 which destroyed such a large

portion of San Francisco and with it most of my memoranda, and after

fifteen years of continued research and spasmodic writing I finally suc-

ceeded in putting the history in legible manuscript form. Publication of the

book was delayed from time to time, partly because of new musical prob-

lems that were being solved and that needed inclusion in its pages. It was
first to be published in 1915, the year of the Exposition, but the war grad-
ually resulted in such an increase in the price of paper and printing that it

would have been impossible to sell the book at an amount that would as-

sure anything like general circulation. And this cost of printing has in-

terfered until now and has caused embarrassing delays and discouraging
reconsiderations of various dates of publication.

In many ways these postponements in the publication of this history of

Music of California has been a blessing in disguise. For there have been
such important changes in the musical life of the community, and so many
new features have been added to the educational factors of the State that

it would have been a pity to publish a musical history without them. The
chapters devoted to the Grove Plays of the Bohemian Club, for instance,

would have been devoid of some of the most delightful comment on the

later compositions. There would have been no mention of the symphony
concerts of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under the direction of

Alfred Hertz. The wonderful success of the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco, founded by Elias Hecht, would have been notable because of

its absence. The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, under the direction

of Walter Henry Rothwell, would not have been included in this narrative.

The famous Hollywood Bowl summer concerts could not have been re-

ferred to. The War Memorial Opera House looking so well upon paper
could not have been mentioned, and it is safe to say that unless I publish

the book before the war memorial is finished, I shall not live to see it in

the hands of the public.

Indeed the after-fire period of California's musical history includes many
other features of paramount importance. The organization of a genuine

State teachers' association. The expansion of the California Federation of

Music Clubs. The tremendous increase in appreciation of symphony and
chamber music concerts. The visits of the Chicago Grand Opera Associa-
tion, the Scotti Opera Co., and now the foundation of a permanent grand
opera organization under the direction of Gaetano Merola. Then there are

the splendid summer .sessions of the University of California and the addi-
tion of distinguished artists to the colony of California musicians. Indeed
those who will read these pages will find that it would have been impossible
to do justice to the musical history of California unless the last eight years
had been included.

There are three distinct periods to the development of musical taste in

California. The early period from 1849 to 1865 centered in an almost ex-

clusive appreciation of Italian opera and vocal concerts, gradually this

drifted into the period from 1865 to 1906 wherein a decided leaning toward
symphony and concerts by famous visiting artists was developed. Since

1906 the taste for symphony was intensified and an appreciation for cham-
ber music became noticeable. I have endeavored to show in this history

how much natural appreciation there has always been for the best of music
in California. The public never had to be "educated" to enjoy music of a

high order. It somehow instinctively knew when a musical enterprise was
worthy of success. In this manner, without previous preparation, the pro-

ductions at the Tivoli Opera House immediately attracted thousands of

people, resulting in crowded house for a period of twenty-five years or

more, without any let-up. A similar proof was the immediate recognition

of Fritz Scheel as a symphony conductor. The visits of the Metropolitan

Opera House proved huge financial successes first in 1900, then again in

1905 and finally in 1906. Even at that time the record in attendance and

financial returns was broken by this city. But all of this was surpassed re-

cently during the first of two successive visits of the Chicago Grand
Opera Association when practically $250,000 were taken in during a two
weeks' engagement.

In San Francisco the attendance at symphony concerts has been from

twenty-five to thirty thousand difTcrent people during a season. This at-

tendance is due to the growth of musical taste in the interior whence many
music lovers come to the northern metropolis for their musical enjoyment.

Additional proof of the fact that many outsiders attend grand opera and

symphony concerts in San Francisco is found when it is considered that

the average number of people attending the concerts of visiting artists isi

only three thousand. There is an exception in the attendance at the con-|

certs of certain so-called sensational attractions when, at times, from five

to ten thousand people listen to an artist. But in these instances it will

also be found that the outside cities contribute greatly to these assemblages.

The more I scan the many financial failures among visiting concert artists

the more do I become convinced that there is something radically wrongi

in the enthusiasm of our music students. For if our students had sufficient

loyalty toward the art no artist of national or international reputation could'

come to San Francisco or Los Angeles, not to say anything about a num-i

ber of good sized interior towns, without appearing before a crowded house.

(To be continued)

MUSIC TEACHERS' BANQUET
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

Edna Ford of Alameda also contributed
some interesting and appropriate re-

marks. Mrs. Norman Shaw from the Los
Angeles Music Teachers' Association
brought the good wishes of the Southern
metropolis. Miss Matthews from the
Orange County Music Teachers' Associa-
tion extended the good wishes of that
beautiful part of California. Mrs. Thomp-
son from the Sacramento County Music
Teachers' Association, Miss Spfingston
of San Bernardino County, and Mrs.
Rowan of San Diego County added their
greetings from their respective organiza-
tions to those that preceded.

Mrs. Alvina Heuer Wilson, president of
the San Francisco Music Teachers' Asso-
ciation, warmly complimented the mem-
bers of the San Jose Music Teachers' As-
sociation for the enthusiastic and effec-

tive preparations for the convention.
Mrs. Wilson also expressed her gratitude
toward the members of her own associa-
tion who were so heartily assisting her in
making her administration a splendid
success. Mrs. Wilson advised the dele-
gates to take the convention spirit home
with them and introduce it into every
meeting of their organization.
Miss Gillespie, the charming secretary

of the San Francisco Music Teachers'
Association, briefly expressed herself de-
lighted with the opportunity to be among
those present, C, M, Dennis, president of
the Santa Clara County Music Teachers'
Association extended an ofBcial welcome
to the delegates in behalf of San Jose.

He, too, expressed gratitude to Mrs. De
Witt Pugh for her hearty and unstinted
co-operation. He also stated that the
music teachers of San Jose have identi-
fied themselves more intimately with the
community spirit. He expressed it as his
belief that the Santa Clara County Music
Teachers' Association was the only or-
ganization of its kind who had exclusive
charge of music week of any community.
After Ave months' preparations the music
teachers were responsible for one of the
most successful music weeks in the State
at an expense of $75. At Christmas the
teachers arranged for the singing of
carols, eighteen organizations participat-
ing in the singing, and upon invitation
from the Chamber of Commerce the
music teachers had a float in the Fourth
of July parade. Mr. Dennis was heartily
applauded for his appropriate remarks.

Mrs. Brinkner, formerly president of
the Santa Clara County Music Teachers'
Association, spoke briefly after being in-
troduced by Mr. Giffen. Miss Fuller and
Mrs. Berry, both delegates from the most
recent addition to the State Association,
namely, the San Joaquin County Music
Teachers' Association, being the tenth
organization to become a member, were
enthuiastically received by a standing
welcome and briefly expressed their
gratification of being in the fold. Mr.
Giffen could hardly take his eyes off

these "baby" delegates, as he called this
most recent addition to the association's
ranks. Could it be possible that the se-
date toastmaster had any doubts that
such beauty could come from the fertile
valley? Perish the thought!

Miss Cora Winchell briefly brought
greetings from the critics and thereby
contradicted the statement of the Toast-
master that she could write, but not
talk. At this point Frank Caroll Giffen
accepted the invitation of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review to launch the
movement that will eventually bring all

the music teachers' associations of the
Pacific Coast into one great organization.
With his usual tact and convincing
powers Mr. Giffen frankly stated that
while he did not always agree with the
policies of the Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view he fell that this suggestion was de-
cidedly in the interests of the organiza-
tion, and that while he was thoroughly
in sympathy witti such a movement he
would prefer to have the editor of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review present his

ideas on the subject.
The writer thereupon outlined the

reasons for such Coastwide association.

He stated that many prominent music
teachers failed to belong to the organi-
zation because they coilld not see any
big purpose in it. A Coastwide organiza-
tion with sufficient influence to secure
recognition and engagements for resident
artists throughout the Pacific Coast would
serve as an inducement for those who
are now keeping aloof to Join the fold.

The music teachers owe it to the students
whom they train and equip for public ap-
pearances that they do all in their power
to obtain for them opportunities which
will wrest results from their musical
education. Many of our most unsatisfac-
tory teachers are young students who
would make splendid concert artists, but

who, much against their will, are forcedl

to teach in order to make a living.

Coastwide association could do wond<M
for the young students who aspire |o
become artists.

Mrs. Comstock of Santa Barbara
tended greetings from her associatt^
Mrs. Alberry, county vice-president
Colusa County, contributed sou.e of
most eloquent remarks regarding
advisabilty of having the northernmd
part of California better represented]
the State Association and pledged her I

sistance to gain such result. Walt
Bachrodt. Superintendent of Schools

j

San Jose, expressed his appreciation i.^

the splendid work that is being done te
the music teachers in behalf of educatioH
and expressed his personal gratitude tc

the San Jose teachers for the part the|
are always taking in the community IIM
Superior Judge Brown of San JoM
utilized the time allotted to him for bU
speech in telling a number of excelleoi
anecdotes and stories which contribilt64
greatly to the merriment of the evenlaO
He gave evidence that austerity is frC
quently tempered with good nature am
he made an excellent impression upoi

those assembled. Last but not least Mi
Giffen read a telegram from Mrs. Lillla-

Birmingham, president of the Califomi
Federation of Music Clubs expressing be
regret at not being able to be araon,

the guests and forwarding the feliclts

tions of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Graveuri
Detailed reports of the convention tc

gether with personal items about Ihos
present appear in another part of thi

paper.
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real Test of the Ampico is in its

accompaniment for the singer. If there is any
place where a mechanical quality, or a musical
weakness would appear it would be in this

direct contrast with a living thing—the human
voice. But they never appear. I have sung with
the Ampico many, many times, and to me it is

like a living being. Asa matter of fact, it does one
thing that few professional accompanists can
do— hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant,

and to the highest standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by
Bodanzky, I feel myself again under his mas-
terly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead

me, faithfully through the mazes of grand opera
at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of

music may be had through the Knabe? To
many of us artists that is the crowning glory

of the Ampico."

Rosa Ponselle

KOHLER* er CHASE<
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
Mlh .nd Clay Streets y~~S^ SACRAMENTOOAKLAND
KNABE

SAN JOSE
AMPICO

YOU CAN EARN FOR YOUR-

SELF WITH THE ASSIS-

TANCE OF THE PACIFIC

COAST MUSICAL REVIEW

THE FOLLOWING
VALUABLE PRIZES

A KNABE GRAND PIANO WORTH $1,575.00

A SCHOLARSHIP WITH A LEADING
TEACHER OR MUSIC SCHOOL WORTH
FROM $100.00 to $500.00

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING
PIANOS, VIOLINS. CELLOS, OR BAND
INSTRUMENTS, WORTH FROM $50 to $500.00

TALKING MACHINES, WORTH FROM
$50.00 to $300.00

SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH THE ANGLO-
CALIFORNIA TRUST CO. OF FROM

$50.00 to $500.00

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE GRAND OPERA
SEASON TO BE GIVEN IN SEPTEMBER UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA ASSOCIATION FOR 1923, AND UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF GAETANO MEROLA AT
THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM.

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF ALFRED
HERTZ.

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF SAN
FRANCISCO. FOUNDED BY ELIAS HECHT.
SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS, UNDER THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF SELBY OPPENHEIMER.

NOTICE—ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY AS PRIZES WILL BE PURCHASED
FROM THE FOLLOWING MUSIC HOUSES:
WILEY B. ALLEN CO., BALDWIN PIANO CO..

KOHLER & CHASE AND SHERMAN, CLAY & CO.

MAKE YOUR SUMMER MONTHS PAY AND START THE
NEW SEASON RIGHT BY PARTICIPATING IN THE
PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW'S SUBSCRIPTION
CONTEST.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST
EDITOR, PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, 801

KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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EDITORIAL CHAT
By Alfred Metzger

( )iir visit to Li)S Angeles during the last

week ill June lirouglit out one striking feature,

namely, tlie adequate size of the orchestras play-

ing in the moving |)icture houses, the competency
of the leaders conducting them, the excellent

music selected for the programs and musical set-

tings for the ])ictures. and the lack of any cheap,

vulgar or hadly ])erformed jazz music. That such

a distinct adherence to the higher class of music
on the part of the moving picture houses has its

eti'ect upon the general musical taste of the com-
munity can not be questioned. We found that all

the theatres are crowded in the evening which is

proof positive that the musical public likes good
music better than bad music. \\'e attended five

big moving picture theatres while in Lo.s -Angeles

and not one of them presented an act that was
not in accordance with the best tyi)e of musical

performance.

We were specially delighted with the work
Ulderico Marcelli is doing at Oauman's Holly-

wood Egyptian Theatre. He has written a spe-

cially effective overture to the Covered Wagon
picture, a spectacle of such imposing nature, such

fine stage craft and histrionic art that it stands

out prominently among the great pictures of the

last ten years. Historically, pictorially, dramatic-

ally and scenically it presents the last word in

photoplay art. You simply must see it when it

comes to San Francisco next inonth. Mr. Mar-
celli's overture is thoroughly conforinant to the

atmosphere it is intended to introduce. An excel-

lently prepared prologue precedes the picture and
puts the auditor into the proper mood to enjoy

what follows. A special score has been written

for the picture which Mr. Marcelli interprets with

that fine musicianship, that rare skill in phrasing,

that accuracy of synchronization and that grace

and effectiveness of expression which makes him
one of the foremost conductors of motion picture

music in this country. In addition to a very large

orchestra Mr. Marcelli has the assistance of an

ideal organist in Frederic Burr Scholl whose play-

ing fits in so neatly with the orchestral score that

one not of an observing nature never knows when
the organ begins to play and does not realize it

until a particularly strong climax makes the

organ sounds predominate. Nevertheless the or-

chestra attains body and the musical interpreta-

tion gains effect and virility because of the use of

the pipe organ as a part of the orchestra. Mr.
Scholl is past master in ensemble playing and in

his solo work an organist of fine sensibilities and
musicianly taste and discrimination. Much of the
charm of the Covered Wagon is contained in the
music and it would be an invaluable financial as-

set to those in charge of the picture if they could
produce it in San Francisco under similar circum-
stances.

At Cirauman's Metropolitan Theatre we heard
Herman Heller conduct a large orchestra, wit-
nessed an excellent number by Charles Wakefield
Cadman assisted by several vocalists, John Steel,

the distinguished American tenor, and Henry B.
Murtagh at the organ. This is a musical bill of

fare that can hardly be surpassed and rarely
matched. Heller has an excellent orchestra which
on this occasion played light, though good, music
and gave that vigorous leader a chance to present
the program in the best possible manner, much
to the enjoyment of the huge audience, the Metro-
politan seating four thousand people. Mr. Cad-
man presented his own compositions and ap-

Fitzgerald's for the Adv >it of Musk

ELEANOR WOODFORD
Eleanor Woodford, the brilliant Lok Angeles Soprano,

has just returned from an Eastern Concert tour of distinct

success. She will resume her Concert work and teaching
in Los Angeles. Throughout this tour of the East, and in

all her concerts as weU as in her home, Miss Woodford
uses that supreme pianoforte, the

KNABE

HILL STREET ^^^^ AT 7S.7-729
Los Angeles

peared as jjianist as well as composer. He had
selected a number of his works which took with

the audience. Four young ladies with excellent

voices sang some of his songs which created ex-

ceptional enthusiasm. That is the way to make
American composers popular with the masses.

We have heard Mr. Steel in better voice when he

sang at the Orpheum not so long ago, but he sings

well enough to obtain a rousing reception. Henry
B. Murtagh played a descriptive selection partly

humorous which pleased everybody, but which
could not demand serious review from a critical

standpoint, although well played and well chosen.

At Crauman's Million Dollar Theatre Maurice
Lawrence conducted a large orchestra in an ex-

cellent interpretation of Strauss' Fledermaus se-

lection. It was splendidly done, both rhythmic-

ally and emotionally and well earned the enthu-

siasm of the audience that packed the theatre.

Fdvvard House contributed some excellent organ
selections and the settings to the picture were in-

deed artistic and well synchronized. The vocal

trio from Ben Black's Band, this time without the

Band, scored its usual triutnphs with well chosen

songs. A revue of clever juveniles also formed
part of the entertainment. At Grauman's Rialto

Theatre Jan Sofer conducts a fine orchestra in a

very well chosen program while Harold Stanton

and Betty Anderson furnish excellent vocal solos.

Mr. Grauman is to be heartily congratulated on

his uncompromising attitude toward good music.

The people of Los Angeles owe him a debt of

gratitude for his policy that brings out big or-

chestras, good music and high class entertain-

ment.
Returning to Ulderico Marcelli our readers will

remember that he first conducted the orchestra at

the Metropolitan Theatre, but Mr. Grauman
eventually transferred him to the Egyptian Thea-
tre which is his pet photoplay house for he had it

built for himself according to his own intimate

ideas. Mr. Marcelli is also a member of the artis-

tic staff of the Grauman Theatres and is greatly

appreciated by Mr. Grauman who has an uncanny
instinct for all that is best in the way of artistic

presentation and showmanship. It is not only the

magnitude of the Grauman Theatres that con-

tribute so much to their success, but the atmos-

phere that is created by the entertainment pro-

gram so adequately suited to whatever picture

may be presented.

Our readers no doubt have followed with

pleasure the programs presented at the California

Theatre in Los Angeles. Carli Elinor the able

conductor and arranger was absent in Europe
during our visit so we did not have much of a

chance to admire his work. However his policy

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles
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11)00 South Alv
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is closely followed by the musician he selected as

his representative and whose work is referred to

elsewhere in this pajier. We trust to be able to be
in Los Angeles upon Mr. Elinor's return from
Europe and then we shall refer to his work in

more detailed and more comprehensive fashion.

In the meantime we like to number the California
Theatre amongthe prominent photoplay houses in

Los Angeles where mu.<;ic is receiving a square
deal.

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena. Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wilton Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
Amerlcn'a PoDnlar Composer on tour with TSIANINA
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CHARLES BOWES

DAVOL SANDERS '
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Bead Violin Dent., rnlleue of Mnxic. II. S. C.—Member
philharmonic OrchentraWl 8. Fttpieroa St,. Lo« Angelf Phone Main iion
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503 Hajeatic Theatre Bids., Loa Anselea Phone 070.112

LOUIS PERSINGER HAILED IN COLORADO

Distinguished Violin Virtuoso Referred to as "One of the
Great Violinists of the World" by Pueblo Chieftain

Louis Persing«r. who has returned after a brief
vacation from his musical activities, enjoyed several
weeks' rest in the sunshine and mountains of his old
home, Colorado. While there he was prevailed upon to,
play two recitals, one in Pueblo and the other in'
Colorado Springs; the following notices speak for them-
selves:

"Last night, at Memorial Hall, the people were given
an opportunity of listening to one ot the great violinists
of the world. ... It is impossible to speak of Louis
Persinger's playinx except in terms of the superlative,
as his performance gave evidence of all the finer quali-
ties involved in the mechanism of violin playing, viz.: a
tone of gorgeous quality and luscious appeal, a technique
of such finish and control as to make the most difficult
passages appear easy; a rhythmic incisiveness and an
Intuitive sense for interpretative subtleties. The writer
wishes to emphasize strongly that only in the playing ot
Fritz Kreisler has he derived such pleasure as he did
from the superb performance given last night by Mr
Perslnger."—F. S., in the "Pueblo Chieftain." June 20,
1923.

"One feels, in listening to Perslnger, that there is no
dissimulation about his work.—things are absolutely
what they appear to be. The soundness of his technique
Is easily apparent, and it is impossible to doubt his
absolute sincerity. Especially delightful is the meticu-
lous care which is lavished on every detail. To Per-
slnger there is no such thing as an unconsidered trifle.
Every tone has its due place in the symmetrical treat-
ment which is accorded to the composition he plays,
and the infinite variety of his shading is a thing to
marvel at. No possibility ot being bored when Persinger
Is playing, tor the mind ot the listener is constantly
on the alert for the ne.xt wonder that will be displayed,
while the ear is charmed by the exquisite quality of the
tone.

"Not only was it an intellectual treat, but there was a
deeper significance to it all. Persinger is the antithesis
of a materialist. He is no cold, spiritless formalist. He
has a wonderful emotional appeal and vividly pictur-
esque powers ot interpretation. He is a lyricist, and has
the gift ot expressing his thoughts and feelings in a
way that cannot fail to win a sympathetic response from
his hearers. An unforgettable experience. When an
artist, as is the case with Persinger, is able to triumph-
antly withstand the most microscopic criticism he can
be ranked among the great ones."—H. C. R., in the
"Colorado Springs Gazette," June 28, 1923.

SCIENCE IN MODERN PIANOFORTE PLAYING

Theodore Presser Co. of Philadelphia, published a
short time ago a little book entitled Science in Modern
Pianoforte Playing and written by Mrs. Noah Brandt.
It is simply impossible to get into nearly fifty pages ot
printed matter more valuable information nor more
practical suggestions than Mrs. Brandt succeeded in
doing. The subtitle of this work is "A Practical Exposi-
tion of Principles of Relaxation Applied to Technic,
Touch and Interpretation" and these words actually tell
in eloquent terms the purpose and mission ot the book.
Relaxation is the secret of success in artistic perform-
ances, and Mrs. Brandt, both in words and with illus-
trations, centers her entire energy upon this important
phase of pianistic art. If any pianist is unable to obtain
Important knowledge and assistance in his or her artis-
tic endeavors from the pages of this book we should
advise him to start another career than that of a pianist.
The book is absolutely invaluable. It represents

years of practical experience well applied. It is not an
experiment. It is an actual result of years of application
and successful teaching. Mrs. Brandt does not present
a theory. She is giving her readers the result of years
of study, application, experiments and actual demon-
stration of the truths of the principles which she sets
forth. If any successful teacher can imagine the value
contained in giving to one pupil the result ot his or her
entire lifetime of successful tuition they will have an idea
of the intrinsic worth of a book that contains in its pages
a lifetime of hard, carefully planned, constantly im-
proved and successfully applied modes of instruction
upon which the entire modern school of pianistic art is
based. To miss reading this little book is to intentional-
ly neglect one ot the most brilliant opportunities to make
piano playing easier and more effective. The book is

on sale at all leading music stores.

FINE MUSIC AT LOEW-WARFIELD

Rubinstein's Kamennoi Ostrow is the chief concert
number on the new week's program for Lipschultz and
the Music Masters at the Warfield Theatre. Owing to
the number of stage attractions this week, in addition
to the world premier on the screen of Buster Keaton's
first feature comedy. Three Ages, the concert will be
given in the orchestra pit instead of on the stage.
An innovation on the musical bill this week is Colonel

House and his Colorado Cowboy Band, a group ot real
cowpunchers who have been trained in the ways of mod-
ern syncopation as well. Songs of the plains and the
rodeo will be given by Colonel House, a tall Westerner,
with a deep baritone voice. The band appears in a set-

ting representing a mountain camp, with covered wagon,
camp fire and other picturesque equipment in the fore-

ground. The members are dressed at all times in the
costume distinguished by the big Medicine Bow hat.

bandannas and high-heeled boots of the cowboy.
Three Ages is a six-reel comedy, burlesqueing civiliza-
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tion by its presentation of life in the Stone. Roman and
Modern ages. A stage production ot The Dances of
Three Ages is also a part of the big program.

FINE COLORATURE SOPRANO AT CASINO

Beginning this (Saturday) evening the Casino The-
atre will present an unusually fine production. Indeed
if one considers the quantity of varied entertainment
and contrasts it with the low price of admission, it will
be impossible to obtain more for the money. The pro-
gram will include light music, dancing, classic music,
musical comedy and melodrama. It will certainly be a
performance that will satisfy in point of extent. The
writer can vouch tor the high class musical act which
will be in the care ot Jliss Vivian Strongheart, an ex-
ceptionally fine colorature soprano. This young lady
possesses a voice of rare quality and she knows how to
sing. Technically she has conquered the greatest obsta-
cles and she sings with emotional expression and style.
She is an experienced vocal artist who puts her whole
heart into her work. Geo. Anderson, under whose super-
vision the production is being presented, has selected an
unusually competent organization, and it is a marvel
how he can give the public so much for the modest
prices of admission.
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THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Musx Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

(Continued from last week)
You who liave traveled much have presumably from

time to time dropped into i>ieture theatres in various
parts of the country to while away an idle hour. Have
you in these various theatres, seen evidence generally
on the part of the orchestra conductor, of sterling musi-
cianship, lively artistic imagination, creative force, emo-
tional susceptibility, or observance of even traditional
interpretations? Have you observed at the head of
these orchestras men whom you would designate ART-
ISTS, rather tlian ARTISANS?

No, you have not except on rare occasions. Excluding
the leading theatres of such cities as New York, Chicago,
Cleveland and a few more large centers, the average
theatre orchestra conductor is an individual of an ex-

tremely "low-browed" type. His interpretations are
often odious; he handles a baton as if it were a pick;
one choir of his orchestra is continually a half-beat be-
hind the rest; PIANO and PIANISSIMO are rarely ob-
served and tlie words NUANCE, RUBATO, and the like

are not even in his vocabulary.

A high order of intelligence is an absolute necessity
for the successful conductor of a picture orchestra. I

mean successful in a musical rather than commercial
sense. When we study great music, we come in contact
with great thoughts, for all works of art are stored-up
thoughts. It follows then, that all music (excepting, of

course, jazz) is the result of active brain industry, and
therefore its artistic interpretation calls for a similar
mental activity, in this case, on the part of the or-

chestra conductor. The picture conductor is working,
from a strictly artistic viewpoint, under a heavy handi-
cap, for he cannot confine his energies solely to an ar-

tistic interpretation of a particular composition. He
must endeavor to follow, to the greatest degree possible,
the action being delineated on the screen, if by so doing
he is not obliged to distort his interpretation too greatly.

This is done by careful, but quick thought, the basis
of which must be a hroad and sufficient education

—

along other lines than music alone. From the conscious-
ness of knowing' things thoroughly comes a calm, col-

lected mind, a steady nerve, a firm hand, an easy pose,
a graceful manner. Knowledge expands and strengthens
the mental faculties, controls the feelings, guides the
will and brings the entire life into harmony with its

surroundings. There are other worlds than that in

which one has one's special calling, containing broad
fields full of rich treasures.
The picture conductor has need of broad and accurate

knowledge so as to make just discriminations, and close
and careful study is necessary. Musical history should
be a specialty of his, hut not only musical, hut general
history as well, for otherwise how is he to be familiar
with innumerable periods, customs and manners which
he must atmospherically fit with music? Music which is

performed wholly by automatic movements is of the
kind that the organ-grinder grinds out of. his organ, and
its performance is not attended by brain-activity, nor
backed up by KNOWLEDGE.

Similar to the performance of the organ-grinder is

that of an overwhelmingly high proportion of motion
picture orchestra conductors in this country today. And
why are our children in their most impressionable years
forced to hear music in picture theatres interpreted by
men of this stamp? Why are the ears of our intelligent
adult population being constantly insulted with slovenly,
unorthadox, unmusical renditions?
There are several outstanding reasons. The first can

be laid to commercialism. Managers WILL NOT pay
adequate salaries to conductors, consistent with their
musical scholarship, experience, and general education.
Not realizing the tremendous importance of having a
musical, capable conductor, their economy is at times
ridiculous, in that frequently, instead of maintaining an
orchestra of perhaps thirty men under a trained, efli-

cient conductor receiving an adequate salary, they will,

to make a "flash," to quote the recent expression of a Los
Angeles theatre manager, maintain an orchestra of forty
or fifty men under the direction of a man woefully in-

competent and probably receiving a salary only a very
little higher than that of his men. And just as often as
not, the conductor receiving the insufficient salary has
invested twenty or thirty thousand dollars in his orches-
tra library which he is forced to maintain and keep up
to date.
A second reason is. that in selecting a conductor for

an orchestra of generous size—a man who must conduct
exclusively with a baton and who WILL NOT play an
instrument himself, the manager is almost invariably
swayed by this would-be conductor's reputation as a
violinist, or pianist. The manager reasons that if the
man in question has achieved success as a violinist, per-
haps, and ia a pupil of some distinguished violin teacher,
he is autonuitlcully qualified as a BATON CONDUCTOR,
even though the man has never held a baton in his hand.
Such logic is not only ridiculous, but it is a positive
menace to orchestra and public alike, opening the for-

mer to being ruined as an organization, and the latter

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio;—545 Sutter Street

Management —L. E. Beliymer, 705 .ludUnr

Telephone Kearny 3598

Building, Los Angeles

to boredom. Musical history is full of pages that tell us
that the average great executive musician, violinist,

pianist, or perhaps 'cellist or great composer, proved to
be a wretched orchestra conductor, just as inversely, the
average great orchestra conductor was either a disap-
pointed orchestral player, or a very mediocre performer
upon an instrument. There are of course great out-
standing exceptions.
There is one other great reason for the general rotten-

ness of picture-orchestra conductors that must he brief-
ly touched upon, and that is the great predisposition
with which American theatre managers favor conduc-
tors (often in name only) of anything but American ex-
traction.

(To be continued)

THIRD KRUGER-JOLLAIN STUDENTS' RECITAL

A most interesting Students' Recital was given by
George Kruger and Giuseppe Jollain. assisted by Miss
Helen Colburne Heath, at the home of George Kruger,
2S3 30th avenue (Sea Cliff) on Sunday afternoon. June
24. The participants were: Gertrude Sugarman, George
Goody. Ruth Sheller, Joseph Salvato, Mildred Berg.
Alice Meyer, Edna Linkowski, Myrtle Gable, and Nor-
man Smith—Mr. Kruger's pupils; Viola Luther—Mrs.
Kruger's pupil; Master Livingston, Master Murray,
Helen Hughes, Alvara Silva, Margaret Polly, Mabel Rob-
inson, D. Richardson. Marjorie D'Amico, Dorothy Player.
Emily Lees, Harry Backer, Margaret Louis, Saul Perils,
Miss Freeland. Lester Lipsitch and Delia Kaplan—Mr.
JoUain's pupils; Barbara Robb—Miss Heath's pupil.
Every seat was occupied by interested music lovers

who showed their appreciation and pleasure by reward-
ing the performers with the enthusiasm of their ap-
plause. Both Mr. Kruger and Mr. Jollain should be com-
plimented for the splendid work they are doing in an
educational way. They have trained their students in

such a manner that they show no nervousness and carry
themselves like experienced artists. The singing of Miss
Barbara Robb gave much pleasure and showed the re-

sults of the training received under Miss Heath's able
direction. Such recitals are an incentive to pupils to
put forth greater effort toward progress in their chosen
art.

The program in detail follows; Violin Trio (Dancla),
Master Livingston, Master Murray; Piano—Two Si>an-
ish Dances (Moszkowski). Gertrude Sugarraan; Violin

—

Polonaise (Vieuxtem'psI, Helen Hughes; Piano—Sonata
No. 4 (Mozart). George Goody; Violin—Concerto (Viot-
ti), Alavara Silva; Vocal—Songs My Mother Taught Me
(Dvorak), My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice (Saint-Saens),
Barbara Robb; Piano—Sonata No. 7 (Mozart), Ruth
Sheller; Violin—Minuetto (Handel), Orientale (Cui).
Margaret Polly; Air Varie No, f> (Dancla). Mabel Robin-
son; Piano—Pastorale (Scarlatti-Tausig). Capricco
(Scarlatti-Tausig), Midsummer Night's Dream (Mendels-
sohn), Joseph Salvato; Violin—Concerto (Rode), D.
Richardson; Piano—Impromptu (Reinhold). Dance
Creole (Chaminade). Mildred Berg; Violin—Air Varie
No. 6 (Dancla), Marjorie D'Amico; Violin—Concerto No.
7 (De Beriot). Dorothy Player; Piano—Barcarolle. Op.
10, No. 3, G major (Rachmaninoff), Paraphrase de Con-
certo. Op. 52 (Gottschalk). Alice Meyer; Violin—Con-
certo D minor (Wieniawski), Emily Lees; Piano—Etude
de Concerto, Op. 11, No. 2 (Backer-Groendahl). Etude
Op. 25, No. 1 (Chopin), Etude Op. 10. No. 3 (Chopin),
Myrtle Gable; Violin—Chanson Becues (D'Ambrosio),
Harry Backer; Violin—Concerto B minor (Saint-Saens),
-Alexander Murray; Piano—Scherzo E minor (Mendels-
sohn), Andante Finale for the left hand (Leschetizky),
Edna Linkowski; Violin—Traumerei (Schumann), Mar-
garet Louis; Violin—Concerto H (Huber). Saul Perils;
Piano—Fantasie C minor (Mozart), Viola Luther; Violin
—Romance (Beethoven), Miss Freeland; Violin—Minu-
etto (Beethoven), Lester Lipsitch; Piano—Fantasie Im-
promptu (Chopin), Nightingale (Liszt), Norman Smith;
Violin—Liebesleid (Kreisler). Delia Kaplan; Accom-
panists; Audry Player. Rosalind Louis, Ursa Warren,
Mabelle Louise Sherwood, Edith Lispsitch. and Sylvia
Kaplan.

GRAVEURE CLASSES BEGIN MONDAY MORNING

The much heralded "Vocal Master Classes" of Louis
Graveure will begin in San Francisco Monday morning.
From all .sections of the country noted artists, teachers
and advanced singers have gathered to attend these
unusual sessions and to take advantage of this first op-
portunity of studying with the famous baritone in the
West. Graveure has prepared a specially attractive
itinerary of study for his pupils which will consist of a
series of lectures and informal talks, covering the many
phases of vocal perfection, and of coaching in the stand-
ard compositions of many schools. The system of class

segregation to be employed is likewise unusual, compris-
ing a selected group of fifteen "master" pupils, who will

coach and work in class, and a larger group of "auditors"
or "listeners," who will attend all sessions of the "mas-
ter" class, assimilating the unique instruction, but not
participating actively in the class.

The Classes, which run concurrently, will be held in

Carossio Hall, 525 Sutter street, and during the five

weeks of their duration, beginning Monday and ending
on Friday. August 17th, sessions are scheduled tor Mon-
day, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday mornings from nine
o'clock until one, being four hour periods four times
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weekly, and making a total of eighty hours of the ses-

sions. The "master" class which is filled, has enrolled
the service of many extraordinary pupils, heads of Uni-
versity singing departments, prominent local and out-of-

town teachers, artists of high rank. etc. The work will

be of inestimable value not only to them but to the many
auditors, and will establish San Francisco more than
ever as one of the most important music centers in the

country.
Imogen Peay. a pianist of universal note has been en-

gaged to preside at the piano for all sessions and for all

private instruction, much of which will be undertaken
by Mr. Graveure during his stay in San Francisco. Miss
Peay's last appearance in San Francisco was as accom-
panist and assisting artist with Madame Helen Stanley,

the famous Chicago Opera soprano, and at that time she

elicited special attention and praise from all the local

critics for her efficient support of her "Star." She has
occupied similar positions with a number of other nota-

bles and it is particularly fortunate that her ser\'ice3

can be secured for these important classes.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle
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Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. What does a double G clef signify?—A. M. D.

The tenor parts in choruses. These parts are sung
an octave lower than the pitch indicated by the notes.

2. What is the difference between a major tone and a

minor tone?—M. B.

. The terms major and minor as applied to a tone are

used to make a theoretical distinction which is negligl^

hie in practice. It may be explained thus; One-Ii

being the 8th harmonic of contra C and one-lii

being the 9th harmonic of the same fundamental,
ratio of the interval C-D is 9; 8. This is the so-called '

major tone. Again, one-lined D being the 9th harmonic
of contra C and one-lined E being the 10th harmonic o(

the same fundamental, the ratio of the interval D-G Is

10; 9. This is the so-called minor tone. The difference

between a major tone and a minor tone is the difference

between the ratios 9:8 and 10:9. This difference Is

called a comma.
3. Explain masculine and feminine rhythms?—R. A. W.
A masculine rhythm is one whose last note falls on a

strong accent; a feminine rhythm is one which has one

or more unaccented notes following the final accent.

These terms are used in music with the same significa-

tion as in prosody.
4. What is the range of the orchestra and how does It

compare with the range of the piano?—L. I.

The range of the orchestra is from the lowest note of

the double bassoon CC, to the highest note of the piccolo,

four-lined B-fiat. The range of the piano extends three

notes below, and two notes above this range. In other

words, the range of the piano is five notes greater than

that of the orchestra.

5. Who wrote the Cockaigne Overture?—S. S.

Sir Edward Elgar.

I
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EMIL OBERHOFER
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 21

In the first place there are counter at-

tractions of large proportions which dirt

not exist last season. There is the In-

ternational Exposition of the Moving
Picture Industry at Exposition Park. Los
Angeles, which attracts a very large
number of people. Then there will be an
open-air production of Aida at Hollywood
Bowl, this time following the symphony
season, instead of preceding it like Car-
men last year. Then there is the pre-
paration for the immense open-air pro-
duction of the Wayfarer which is to be
given at the Stadium in Los Angeles
next September. All of these events will

naturally effect the general public. Of
course, there is also the Pilgrimage Play,
but that was also given last season.
"There are other difficulties. Last year

we were able to secure scores from the
library of the Philharmonic Orchestra
without expense to us. This year we shall

have to rent the music. And there are
other financial problems this year which
will increase our expenses considerably,
like the construction of a suitable plat-

form and more adequate seat and box
arrangements. It is safe to say that our
expenses will be several thousand dollars
larger than last season. But we bring
to the enterprise the same enthusiasm.
the same optimism and the same confi-

dence in the artistic and financial success
of the enterprise which we brought to it

last year."

"I have nothing but the most cordial
feelings toward the Minneapolis Orches-
tra and its sponsors." replied Mr. Ober-
hofer to a query from the writer. "How-
ever, ill health and a conviction that I

have done about all that humanly could
be done to bring the orchestra to a posi-
tion where it formed a powerful musical
educational factor, were responsible tor
my resignation. I realized that there
comes in the life of any educator a time
when he can not do any more, when he
has fulfilled his aspirations and ambi-
tions, and at such a time it is best for
all that there be a change. The conductor.
as well as the public, sooner or later
comes to realize that a change is essen-
tial, and while I am glad to say that I

have made many staunch and loyal
friends, all of whom would have been
happy to have me remain. I felt that I

owed it to them as well as myself to
seek new and unexplored fields for my
special message. And here in Hollywood
I have found a sphere peculiarly suited
to my taste and I shall bring to my work
'here new entnusiasm. new inspiration,
inew idealism and new opportunities.
[Surely I think I shall be happy here and
(trust that I shall make the same im-
ipression upon the people of Southern
'California, which they already have made
upon me."

Miss Elizabeth Simpson, the eminent
pianist and teacher, has left for the
King's River Canyon country where, in
company with her sister. Miss Emma L.
Simpson, of Los Angeles, she will enjoy
a delightful vacation during July. Miss
Simpson is always one of the busiest
teachers in California; but this season
has been the most interesting and suc-
cessful one in her California career, her
studios in Berkeley and San Francisco
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having been centers of the most Intense
and creative musical activity, and her
pupils having numbered many of the
most promising young artists in Northern
California.

out-of-town engagements tor next season
is she has some very interesting pro-

Mrs. Pearl Hossack Whitcomb, mezzo-
contralto, besides teaching a large class
has appeared on many recital programs
this season receiving the most favorable
criticism for her artistic work. Mrs.
Whitcomb also put on a splendid pro-
duction in Burlingame entitled "El
Rancho del Rey." a light opera in three
acts with a cast of nearly sixty voices,
and proving both an artistic and financial
success.
May 27th five of Mrs. Whitcomb's pu-

pils were presented in a recital giving a
most creditable program to a large
audience.

Mrs. Whitcomb is already booking for
ments for
very infei

grams to give including one in costume.

Andre de RIbaupiere, the Swiss vio-
linist, wh'o is giving a series of concerts
on Thursday evenings in Wheeler Audi-
torium at the University of California,
gave his second program last Thursday.
Mr. de Ribaupiere's first concert was
enthusiastically received and many e.x-

pressions of appreciation of his genius
were heard. The second program was as
follows: Jean Marie Leclair (1697-17641—Sonata in D major; Ludwig von Bee-
thoven—Sonata, Op. 30. No. 2 in C minor;
Ernest Chausson—Poeme; Tartini Kreis-
ler—Variations on a theme by Corelli.
Mozart—Menuet in D major. ' Pugnani-
Kreisler—Preludium and .\llegro.
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Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Instruc-
tion. 2.-i39 Clay St., Phone West 4800.

ESTHER MUNDELL MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
SOPRANO AND TE.\CHER

Pupil of
T>c ReKxke nnd Pc»-cy Rector Stcphenn

itudio. 703 Heine Bldg.. 408 Stockton St.
RcR. Studio— fifi4 Second .*venue

ETHEL JOHNSON
51 Buenn Vista Terrace

Phone Park 1201
In San Francisco From Neiv ^ ork

I"*'' AuKust I.-.th

Mmr^IUAN^i'lNKEYDURiNl
VOCAL STl'DIO

10T2 Ellis St

DAISY O'BRIEN

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST, ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 4100 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 4I.'',2 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Oept.,
S. F. Cons, of Music. 343r> Sacramento

St.. and 121 2l8t .\Te., Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACH15R OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. Weaf TOIJ

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 421»

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West U95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scon St. Phone West 1341

andrTferrTer
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3322

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

REED AND MOUTHPIECE MAKER

LOUIS J. PAQUET
789 Mission St. Sutter 6366

SIGMUND ANKER
40S Stockton St.. S. F. Douglas 4141

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO.. THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lu<y Keyes

PrenentM fnndnmentnl muRlc principles in a definite and iDcid way. eommcnclBS
wltii Br»l-BPade pleeen but proBreioinB rapidly I expoaitlon of tecbalcal

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

MAUD G. McFAUL
ACCOMPANIST

112S Chemna* Street
Telephone Pronpeet 4032

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are T'tti »ntl»(led witli your teacher?
(an lie place you before tbe public?
Are you natiNlled with your prosreMs?
iM he n FaddlHt, op Charletnnf
Are yon «nre your teacher linowH how?
i> he aivraya talillne "BREATH?" "TONGUE?"

"JAW?"
It in doubt, consult Mr. Bosart, who studied in

Europe with the teachers of Sembricli, Scalchl.
Uispham. etc.

Pupils prepared for Opera. Oratorio. Chnrcb and

New Address—HEINE BLDG.. 408 STOCKTON ST.
Douglas U2.%1t

QonStanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny B4B4

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 7

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Wagrer Swayne

Special Normal CourBa for Teachers, based on Swayne
Principles

Stndloa 807 Kohler St Cbase Bids-
2518^4 Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley ISIO

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagementE
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im
mediately before the end of this season and during the

SCHUMANN HRINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamhn Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

WilgJ'BAUeD®
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

SHEET music
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LOUIS GRAVEURE HAS A NEW MESSAGE 15,000 ATTEND HOLLYWOOD BOWL CONCERT

Distinguished Vocal Pedagogue and Concert Soloist Expresses Delight First of Series of Forty Concerts Attracts Large and Enthusiastic Audience.
Over Success of Master Classes in San Francisco—Believes in Emil Oberhoffer Retains Close Attention of Huge Audience Through-

Imparting as Much Knowledge as Possible in the Briefest out Program—Tschaikowsky's Fifth Symphony Feature of

Time—Singing of Consonants Most Important Factor Initial Concert—Mrs. Carter Makes Optimistic Talk

BY ALFRED METZGER BY LLOYD DANA

The San Francisco sojourn of Louis
Graveure, the distinguished baritone, has
afforded many aspiring young vocal art-

ists an opportunity to add to their knowl-
edge of vocal art. An artist with such a
magnificent vocal organ, such unques-
tionable inspirational modes of phrasing,

such distinct and impeccable enunciation
and such facility to arouse his large audi-

ences to enthusiasm must possess some-
thing in the way of vocal knowledge
which others less fortunate in their artis-

tic successes would like to know. No one
can tell us that a young student or artist

of average intelligence is not able to

benefit from Mr. Graveure's vast practical

experience. Even though the artist would
not give what is known as lessons, mere
association with him. and the indulgence
in occasional conversations, would result

is sufficient additions to one's treasure
|iouse of vocal knowledge to make such
association well worth while. And the
writer found so much of value during a
pleasant chat with Mr. Graveure, that he
bas not sufficient space at command to

i>ublish all he heard at one time, and
really will have to supplement this brief

[interview at another time,

[ When we asked Mr. Graveure how he
hked this experiment of giving master
passes in San Francisco he replied im-
hiediately: "This is not experiment on
iiv [lit. I have been teaching consider-

ihI have enjoyed much success in

-'1. But if you mean how I enjoy
- h'ssons in San Francisco I can only

at the response to Mr. Oppen-
. s able preliminary work has been

I xpectedly large that it has really
-urprised me. and if this is a beginning.
i am not going to have a vacation this

junmier. I undertook this master class
.n a spirit of summer recreation. 1 ex-

pected to spend my vacation here and
[lust as a means to enliven the monotony
I thought it would be a good idea to give
fi few lessons. The result obtained from
Mr. Oppenheimer's management is start-

ing to say the least. Not only are my
lasses filled and the auditors' list ex-

lausted, but from present appearances it

vould seem as if my time for private
essons will also be completely taken up.
md consequently my vacation has taken
ving-s.

"Like every teacher whose work is

vorth while I bring a new message," said
I'Ir. Graveure upon our inquiry regarding
lis attitute toward the students. "My
nessage deals with two distinct features,
'"^rst I want to present to the student
oncrete facts which they recognize
vhenever they occur. Unless a vocal
tudent has something physical to lean
(gainst, something that he can grasp he
\'ill never be able to summon up the
'iarae emotion repeatedly. Many singers
lepend upon spiritual ideas, or let us say
ome intangible mental attitude to ex-
iress certain emotional phrases. But such
tiental attitude can only be assumed at
ne time. It will never occur again in

xactly the same emotional angle. For
his reason I suggest to the artist a cer-
ain physical condition or fact that will
ecall the same artistic sensation and
onsequently that artist will be able to
xpress himself exactly the same when-
ver the emotional requirements of a
:>hrase call for such similarity of expres-
ion.

"Secondly, many teachers look upon
pedagogy from a purely commercial
angle. Consequently it is to their interest
to retain a pupil as long as possible.
They will stretch out the period of tuition
beyond its necessary limits and thus ad-
vise a student to devote twice as much
time or more to the attainment of certain
vocal knowledge than is actually neces-
sary. I believe in teaching a student as
much as possible in as brief a period as
possible. I do not believe in holding out

Los Angeles. July 17. 1923
The opening concert of the Hollywood

Bowl orchestra under Emil Oberhoffer
attracted an audience of 15,000 people

—

almost twice as large as that which at-

tended the opening of the New York
Stadium season, the latter audience num-
bering 9000. That by the way of boost-

ing! What was the quality of the music,
and what the comportment of the listen-

ers? Under a sea of brilliant stars. 15.000
people, hushed to a whisper, sat listening

n by Douglas

ILKXA.XDKR niCVAM

nfraiMfa«d In
niHcent Opei
tl on Septeii

on a pupil. The students who are study-

ing with me this summer will receive as

much material as I possibly can crowd
into this limited space of time, and it

will be found that it is possible, under
certain circumstances, to learn three

times as much in this period than or-

dinarily is put into it. If it were possible

I would give my students 101% of my
energy and mental capacity.

(Continued on Page 11. Col. 1)

nd Fedat^oKue Who In Preitarii
to he I'reNenled in Holly>%~ood
iirernnner to the GMtabHsh-
(UHe in LoN AniL^elerf

intently, hanging on each phrase of the
music. Some had said they would not

sit through a program which contained a

whole symphony. They not only sat

through it, they enjoyed every note of

it, judging by their quiet and rapt atten-

tion and the vociferous outbursts of ap-

plause. I looked over the crowd as they
were leaving after the concert, and found
to my astonishment that if the regular
symphony audience was there it was
swallowed whole by the massed audi-

ences of the downtown picture theaters.
Perhaps their attendance was largely due
to the musical taste cultivated so assidu-
ously by the large local movie-symphony
orchestras.
The concert was given under a high

nervous tension. Conductor and or-

chestra were being put on their mettle
before an audience far larger than they
could reasonably have expected. Here
were the greater part of the Bowl's pro-
spective patrons in one huge body. Please
them that night they must, yet the
week's programs had only been given a
week's rehearsal. A new conductor

—

hence a new style of playing, besides the
necessity for fusion between the Los
Angeles and San Francisco instrumental-
ists and those from elsewhere.

The concert was a magnificent success.
Emil Oberhoffer splendidly dominated
and animated his orchestra. His inter-
pretation did not take me by storm, in
the Tannhauser Overture, T was remem-
bering Alfred Hertz' crashing style, his
voluptuous coloring of the Venusberg
music: this more poetic reading at first

seemed a little lacking in intensity. I

gradually discovered that this conductor
was not a whit lacking in passion, but
that he prefers to sacrifice noise to

clarity, always bringing out the "singing"

Tschaikowsky's Fifth symphony has
always been especially interesting to me,
because it seems to betray so much of
the unhappy personality of the com-
poser. Oberholfer knows exactly how to

play it. It is the music of a man for

whom life was too strong. Much of it

seems to be written at the breaking
point, as for instance the painful, remin-
iscent melody of the French horns in the
second movement, and here the great
conductor is not afraid to risk burlesque
in the sobbing of the horns. A man act-

ing as these horns indicate would appear
a little ridiculous. It is easy to lightly

make fun of this symphony, but Ober-
hoffer has the courage and insight to

play the music as the composer probably
felt it. The valse was beautifully done.
The Bach air for G string was a triumph
of open air violin work, the tempo not
dragged as is commonly done. Wolf-
Ferrari's intermezzo from The Jewels of

the Madonna formed a charming light-

break, of melody and color, and the
Tannhauser Overture concluded this

most auspicious occasion.
Mrs. J. J. Carter, overjoyed at the large

attendance, spoke happily to the crowd,
Chairman F. W. Blanchard hovered
modestly in the background. Great credit

by the way is due Frederick Kimball
Stearns, former president of the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra for his generous
financial assistance and unflagging work
preparatory to this second season of
Bowl Concerts. Mr. Stearns is honorary
president of the Bowl season.

I was unable to personally attend the
second concert on Thursday night when,
I am told, Alfred Mirovitch gave a fine

performance of the Tschaikowsky piano
concerto, with one of the finest orchestral
backgrounds ever heard in this city.

By Friday night orchestra and con-
ductor were well over the nervous tension

{Continued on Page 11, Oul. 1)
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

ShermanMay& Go,

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 7 of this Issue

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

nmci.il organlHt Eriic
find choir directo
or^aniHt Congref;

Bitio
St. Ln

riun
L^Iiin

iun—Vocnl coach. .

s and organ rccital.H.

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

pal Oburch,
I'tnno and

r'ailable for

WALLACE A. SABIN
OreanUt Temple Emann El, First Chnrch o( ChrUt Sd-
entint. Director LorInK Club. §. F.. Wed„ 1617 Callforida.
St.. Phone Franklin 2003; Sat., FIrat Chrlntlan Scleaeo
Church, Phone Franklin 1,107; Rea. atudio, 3142 Levrlatoa
Ave., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242K.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt, Oakland

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillaga, Director

A. L.. Artlgnea, Prea.; Loola Alegrla. Vlce-Prea.
Unexcelled facllltlea for the atudy of mnalc In all

la branchea. Large Pipe Organ. Recital Ball.

2315 JACKSON STREET
an Pranclaco, Cnl. Phone Weat 4737

Mzmning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

8242 Waahlngton Street Telephone Fillmore 305

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

>VI11 be abaent In Europe for aummer, reanmln£|
(caching about Sept. 20tli. Realdence studio: 150

Honte Visla Ave., Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 700

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

L'her of Singing. Complete Courae of Operatic Traln-
2730 Pierce St. Tel. Fillmore 4.'>.'>3.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

udio: 405 Kohlcr & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Dominican College School of Music

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Road. Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAL TECHNIQUE

SI i"i:n-i>icri<i\

IRENE A. MILLIER

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to Increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Douglas 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273J
San Francisco

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano, Organ, Harmony. Organlat and Mnalcal
Director of PIrat Preahxterlan Chnrch. Alameda. Home
9««dlot 1117 PARU STRBBT, ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
««• 155. Thnradaya, Merrlman School, 507 Eldorado Ave,
OaklBiid. TelephABe PletfaioBt 377a

Aildr

I'IaMST AM) Act OMPANI
imnnnlKt >lii

Onk Slri.,.(

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES

Phone Berk. 408a-W
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PUBLICITY

Since our publication of various articles re-

tarding the extraordinary activity in musical
iirck-s of Los .Angeles during the summer months
pany of San Francisco's leading musicians have
iskcil us how it is that there is so much life in

)ie musical colony of Southern California, while
a San Francisco everything is so quiet during
jie summer, notwithstanding the cool climate.
~he truth of the matter is that the Los .\ngeles
lusicians are alive to the importance of PUB-
LICITY. The Pacific Coast Musician, a monthly
rublication, reecives splendid support from the
Los .'\ngeles profession. Saturday Night, a wcek-
v publication, has a music department edited by
'runo David Usshcr, which is enjoying excep-
[ional support froni musicians. The Los .-Vngeles

limes and Examiner have columns of musical
dvertiscments in their Sunday papers. The Los
^ngeIes Express, the leading evening journal of
|.-hich Mr. Ussher is a staff member, has almost
in entire page of musical advertisements in its

Saturday edition. And this is true of every other
ublication. For a while the writer was told by
roniinent Los Angeles musicians that if we
jublishcd the paper in Los .\ngeles we, too, could
et far more support there than we do now, until

ve explained that Los .Vngeles had already so
nany means of advertising the musical activities

,iat another publication established in that com-
,iunity would only add to its expense without se-
luring for it any additional benefits.

\Vc suggested that Los .Angeles has sufficient

|ubIications of its own to do justice to its own
iplendid musical achievements. We stated that
,ie Pacific Coast IMusical Review is what its

iame implies, a PACIFIC COAST music journal,
lul that in order to actually represent this terri-

iry it must be ])ublished at a point geographically
[> situated that it could reach all centers on the
pacific Coast within the shortest time possible,
herefore, Los Angeles, having all the Los .\n-
leles |)ublications it needs, and being such a won-
ferful advertising community, would be more
lenefitted by a publication that reaches the entire
.oast, specially all the densely populated dis-
'icts outside of Southern California, than by add-
ig another lf)cal publication to its already large
umber. Many teachers, students and artists con-
mplating locating in Southern California want
'i know about its possibilities. This year there

I

ere more Northern California people visiting
southern California during the summer than on
|iy previous occasions. And so the musical ac-
^'ities and prominent artists and teachers of Los

.\ngelcs ought to be admired and known BIC-
YOND the city or county limits. And just to

show the fine sense of appreciation that exists in

Los .Angeles every one of these people who at

first wanted this to be a Los Angeles paper im-
mediately saw the greater value of publicity by
using a ])ublication that reaches a field not so
well exploited by its owp papers.

That is the secret of success of the Los .Xngclcs

musician—the proper appreciation of the value
of publicity that is almost entirely lacking in San
Francisco. While some of our artists, teachers,

managers and other musical organizations bewail

their fate and complain about lack of support and
dullness during the summer, the Los Angeles
musicians invest a certain amount of their in-

come in proper advertising, thereby interesting

the public in music, keeping the daily, weekly and
monthly press bus)' exploiting their achieve-

ments and encouraging leaders like W. A. Clark,

Jr.. L. E. Behymer, Mrs. J. J. Carter, F. J. Fitz-

gerald, Alexander Bevani, Hugo Kirchofcr, Sid

Grauman and others to-do their utmost to keep
the musical life pulsating throughout the year.

As long as the musical profession and its asso-

ciated forces fail to recognize the value of pub-

licit}- so long will the general public remain in-

different to the efforts of those who reallj' have
something to offer that is worthy of publicity.

\\hen we speak of publicitv we do not mean
only that which is given free. The musical frater-

nity of this city is already receiving so much free

publicity that one of these days the business of-

fices of the papers will call a halt and the pro-

fession will not get any space at all any more.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review has done so

much of this gratuitous service during the last

twenty years or more that it is getting very tired

and discouraged,, because evidently its sacrifices

have not brought the expected appreciation from
those we tried to encourage. In some instances

the patronage has been cut down in a ratio in

which we increased our publicity campaigns. In

certain instances we have even been induced to

cancel certain indebtedness in order to secure

new business. Surely we can not be expected to

continue being liberal with such ingrates. We
suppose that when we now refuse to extend any
more courtesies these same people will discon-

tinue their subscriptions. But we shall have to

bear their ill will. For one thing is certain we
shall not extend anv more courtesies during next

.season EXCEPT TH.VT WHICH IS NECES-
SARY.

One of .America's leading editors of music jour-

nalism told us once: "You are a fool to do so

much for the musical profession. No one appre-

ciates it. Do like I do. Demand your pound of

flesh." We told him that our character was such

tha^; we could not publish a music journal upon
this basis. If that were necessarv' to make a suc-

cess, we would simply give up musical journal-

ism. So we may not demand our pound of flesh,

but we certainly shall concentrate in future upon
those who appreciate our efforts and shall ask
the others to shift for themselves. An advertiser

is too prone to think of himself rather than of

music in general. When he puts an advertisement
in a paper he immediately wants to know how
much do I get out of it? By this he means: "If

I put one dollar into it, I want to get ten dollars
for each dollar out of it." Of course fortunately
there are exceptions. But many advertisers look
upon publicity in the mood just quoted.

If we could only convince the musical profes-
sion that by enabling this paper to print more in-

formation and thereby gain more circulation no
one would benefit more than the profession itself.

The fact that its doings are constantly reported
will keep public interest alive. The moment pub-
licity stops all interest stops. This principle has
long ago been recognized by wide-awake business
men. You stop the advertisements of the Stein-

way Piano, the Mason & Hamlin, the Knabe, the
Baldwin, etc., and you will find that interest in

these instruments would immediately wane. The
popularity of a leading official in government
circles will immediately decrease as soon as his

name does not appear in the newspapers any
more. The artist, no matter how popular today.

wciuld sing (jr play before em()ly houses the mo-
ment he or she stopped advertising. In fact there
is nothing to fame except N.AME V'ALUE. And
since publicitv is in fact the very foundation upon
which the career of an artist or teacher is erected,
why should such member of the profession not
.invest a certain amount of capital in publicity

which represents his or her greatest asset. The
artist or teacher who is best known receives the
greatest support. .At times merit even seems to

take a secondary ])lace to publicity. In the end,
of course, merit will win out. But publicity is the
guiding jjost to merit, and \\'ithout it, no matter
how much you may deserve<success, it will never
reach you. Therefore, we repeat, if the San Fran-
cisco musicians are dissatisfied with their return
from their professional work, and with their in-

vestment in a musical profession, they are them-
selves to blame, for they fail to appreciate that
invaluable factor absolutely necesasry to gain
public recognition, namely—judicious publicity.

ALEXANDER BEVANI'S GREAT ASPIRATION

Wants to Be Instrumental in Establishing Permanent
Community Opera House in Los Angeles

—

Prepares Magnificent Aida Production

-Another energetic and enterprising musical genius
who left San Francisco to gain well merited recognition
elsewhere is .Alexander Bevani who was responsible for
last year's open-air Carmen performance in the Holly-
wood Bowl and who is now preparing a most magnifi-
cent open-air production of Aida at the same place to be
given in September. Bevani is not a stranger to San
Francisco. He will always be pleasantly remembered
as the impresario of the Bevani Opera Co., which at
Idora Park, the Garrick Theatre and. more reecntly. at
the .Alcazar has frequently been pronounced as the most
complete, most artistic and most effective grand oper-
atic organization ever appearing in this city at popular
prices. Specially efficient was that appearing at the
Alcazar Theatre which came directly from triumphs in

Boston and other Eastern cities.

Mr. Bevani is a native of England, and comes from a
very distinguished family. His father was a prominent
banker, whose youngest son, he was and after passing
his examination to enter the army he was permitted to
follow his inclinations to adopt the career of a singer.
He went to Milan and became, at the age of nineteen
years, a pupil of Giulio Moretti, one of the leading
teacliers of the day and one of Verdi's dearest friends.
After two years' study he made his debut in the bass
role in Rigoletto and after that sang in Italy during
seven and one-half years. He also sang for three sea-
sons at the Royal Opera at Covent Garden. London and
made a South American tour under the musical direction
of Giorgio Polacco, while off duty from his Italian en-
gagements. After his Italian sojourn he returned to
England and sang for five years the principal bass roles
with the Royal Carl Rosa Opera Co. in England. As al-

ready stated he was the founder of tlie Bevani Opera
Co. in America, and throughout his regime as impresario
he was always eager to give young American artists a
chance to make good. Special gratitude of the American
musical public is due to Mr. Bevani for the share he had
in bringing out such brilliant artists as Alice Gentle
and Regina Vicarino.

Mr. Bevani's great aspiration is to be instrumental in
establishing a huge permanent Community Opera House
in Los Angeles. He feels that this can only be brought
about by the people seeing for themselves how- beautiful
truly great operatic ^jroductions really are and thus
inculcating a desire in them to become a part of such
productions. The first step in this direction is the pro-
duction of the most spectacular and historically correct
performance of Aida given since that presented in honor
of the inauguration of the Suez Canal at the foot of
the Pyramids. This performance will be given on Sep-
tember 20 and 22. It is to be an out-of-door spectacle to
be staged in the Hollywood Bowl with principals from
the Metropolitan Opera House Company. It is spon-
sored by Mrs. A. B. .Maesher of Los -Angeles, who is

certainly proving her faith in the much-talked-of desire
of the people to see and hear opera in its most perfect
form.

-Associated with Mr. Bevani in all of his productions
will be Douglas Crane w-ho is his .Art Director. Mr.
Bevani feels that in opera not too much stress can be
laid on the beauty which the eye absorbs during an
operatic performance. Mr. Crane is one of the foremost
of American portrait painters. He is a pupils of Jean
Paul Laurens. William M. Chase and William Funk. He
has painted many famous pictures, two of his most
noted portraits being those of Theodore Roosevelt and
Her Majesty Queen Victoria of Spain. Mr. Crane should
be particularly successful in his work as art director of
an opera house, as his aunt, Sara Van Leer, was the
greatest theatrical producer England has ever known.
Mr. Crane spent much time with her abroad in the at-
mosphere of the theatre.

Florence Stern, the brilliant young piano prodigy, for-
merly a pupil of Sigmund Anker of San Francisco, and
more recently studying with Leopold Auer in New York,
has appeared with much success in Germany recently.
One of her recent triumphs was with the Philharmonic
Orchestra in the Beethoven Saal, Berlin, when she gave
the following program: Concerto A minor. No. 22 (Viot-
ti). Concerto A major No. 5 (Mozart) and Concerto D
major (Paganini-Wilhelmjl.
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How dear to our affections are our pets,

for we all have such, of one kind or an-

other. Perhaps a faithful dog, with lov-

ing eyes, capable of seeing naught but
good in his owner, no matter what the
latter's true proclivities, or an indifferent

haughty cat. deaf to all but its own in-

clination, or a sweet-voiced canary, flut-

tering in his little cage and singing of the
wild beauties of nature which he is never
to enjoy. These are the usual pets,

yet not the pets of all; some are inclined
to the bizarre, others again have not living creatures
but extinct ideas and these they pet and coddle re-

gardless of the onward inarch ol time, which goes re-

lentlessly on, leaving them eons in the rear and buried
under the dust of progress.

One of these last mentioned pets is described by the
phrase, "A Woman Can't Teach," an idea, which origi-

nated in the stone age, of woman's inferiority to man
and which was based ma'nly on the premise that she could
not throw a stone as straight as he and so bring down
her prey. While that d'd very well for that day and
age it is a trifle antiquated for the twentieth century.
We now know that the reason of her inability to throw
as well as man is caused by a different formation of the
shoulder itself, but as the brains are not located there,

the difference is rather immaterial.

Our first lesson on earth we all receive from a woman,
our mother, when she teaches us where sustenance is to

be found, a lesson most necessary and of inestimable
value. Until averaging six year, she teaches us all the
fundamental facts necessary to our growth, mental,
moral and physical: the continuance of this education
is given by the public or private school teachers, again
women; usually not until fifteen or sixteen years of

age do we meet with men teachers, who as a rule spe-
cialize in some High School study, there again we have
women teachers, so into the University where the rule

still holds good.

Religion and psychology both teach us that our main
training takes place during our first ten years: and
human custom, taught by experience, puts this training
in the hands of woman. Sometimes the pet sheds its

wool and sallies forth in a new coat, described as, "Well,
a woman can teach a woman but she can't teach a man."
This in particular in relation to voice training. Let
us carry said argument to a logical conclusion: Their
idea being that training is mainly imitative. It a man
be necessary to teach a man, and a woman, a woman,
of course only a tenor should teach a tenor, a basso a
basso, a soprano a soprano and so on. Let us go still

farther, if imitation be our rule, then the tenor must
only teach a^ tenor of his own quality, range and general
characteristics, basso the same and so along the line,

yet as in all the world there are no two faces identically

the same, so there are no two voices the same. There-
fore, logically no one would have even one pupil.

San Jose, July 17, 1923
Miss Evelyn A. Heath gave a pupils' recital at Sher-

man, Clay & Company's hall on the evening of June 23.
The program included several numbers by beginners of
but five months' study, in addition to those by advanced
students. The program: Duet— Little Patriot March
(Krogman), Eugenia McClay and Elaine Edwards;
Grandma Danced the Minuet (Bilbro), Lois Wool; Sing-
ing to Baby (Terry), Dorothy Hable; Tin Soldier
(Rowe), Norbert Mirassou: Rippling Water (Mana Zuc-
ca), Romilda Amaral; The Whirlwind (Jenkins), Keith
McCarly; Barn Dance (Bilbro). Eugenia McClay; For-
est Horns (Dutton), Helen Walker; A Fireside Story
(Jenkins), Elaine Edwards; La Pastorale (Burgmuller),
Alir Mancuso; Le G^i Chanteclere (Crosby), Bessie
Davis: Shadow March (Cramm), Paige Wool; In the
Meadow (Lichnerl. Dorothy Fuller; (a) Alabama Lulla-
by (Dutton), (b) Spanish Serenade (Zilcher), Winona
Walker: Joy Dance (Mana Zucca), Dorothy Sutton; (a)
Joyous Farmer (Schumanl, (b) The Huntsman's Song
(Schumann), Juanita Dorrence: The Music Box (Pol-
dinil, Addel Naf: The Flower Dance (Lemont), Helen
Barnhart: Rain Drops (Bliss), Thyra Hansen; Mazurka
(Eggling), Vivian Nelson; La Fontaine (Reynald),
Lauren Rex: Second Waltz (Godard), Marion McLean;
Barchetta (.\evin), Lena Naf; A Boat at Sea (Conconne),
Olga Lahmer; (a) The Skylark (Tschaikowsky), (b)
Etude (WoUenhaupt), Donna Menzles; Gondolier
(Nevin), Margaret Holland: Polish Dance (Scharwen-
ka), Marjorie Burk: Romance (La Forge), Helen Hass-
ler; 'Valse Caprice (Grunn), Esther Fair; Prelude, C
sharp minor (Rachmaninoff). Delos Whaley; (a) But-
terfly (Grieg), (bl Impromptu (Reinholdl, Muriel Hass-
ler; (a) Romance (Sibelius), (b) Juba (Dett), Elsie
Landels: (a) Oasis (Homer Grunn), (b) Waltz Op. 34,
No. 1 (Chopin), (b) Novelette (MacDowell), Dorothy
Spottswood.

Mischa Ve Clin, Russian violinist, who is now claim-
ing California as his home, was heard in several num-
bers at Lavender Farm, Los Altos, the home of Ednah
Aiken, the writer, on Sunday afternoon, July 8, when
the Santa Clara country branch of League of American
Pen Women gave an at-home, complimenting Dr. and
Mrs. David Starr Jordan. A most artistic setting, play-
ing under a mammoth oak tree which dominates the
spacious garden of .Mrs. Aiken.

Mrs. David J. Gairaud presented some of her vocal
students Friday evening, June 29, at the San Jose Wo-
man's club house. The following program was given:
Part Chorus—Marcheta (Schertzinger) : (a) The World
Is Waiting tor the Sunrise (Seitz), (b) In a Little Town
(Maleyl, Marie Peters, violin obligato, William Peters;
(a) Love Shadows (Penn), (b) Lamie Love (Vander-
pool), (c) April in Killarney (Nevin), (dl Rose in the
Bud (Forster), Adelaide Corbin; Quartet—Mighty Lak
a Rose (Nevin), Gertrude Shannon, first soprano, Cath-
erine Farley, first alto, Mrs. M. T. Freitas, second
soprano, Mrs. M. Sophie Ryan, second alto; (a) Seem
to See You (Clay Smith), (b) One Fleeting Hour (Lee),
Minnie 'Vierra, violin obligato, William Peters; Piano
solo—Morning (Grieg), Adaline Flagg, pupil of Miss
Maude Caldwell; (a) The Rainbow of Love (Ferrari),
(b) Where My Caravan Has Rested (Lohr), (c) Eter-
namente (Mascheroni). .Madeline Chargin; (al Caro mio
ben (Giordani), (b) The Road to Mandalay (Oley
Speaks), Charles McKiernan-Bailey; (a) The Lover and
the Bird (Guglielmo), (b) Twas April (Nevin), (c) The
Fountain (Bruno Huba), Ruth Ulrich; Quartet—Car-
mena (H. Lane Wilson), Grace Pearl, Mrs. M. T. Freitas,
Catherine Farley, Mrs. M. Sophie Ryan; A Bowl of Roses
(Clarke), (b) Sunrise and You (Penn), Catherine Far-
ley; (a) Canzone dell' Usignuolo (Nevin), (b) A Don
from Acapulco (Kreisler-Simonds)—a Spanish Califor-
nia song—Mrs M. T. Freitas; Piano solo—By the Waters
of Minnetonka (Lieurance), Lena Soares, pupil of Miss
Caldwell; (a) I Hid My Love (D'Hardelot), (b) Song by
the Chimney (Bret Hart), (Griswold), Gertrude Shan-
non; (a) The Great Awakening (Kramer), (b) The In-
victus (Huhn), (c) Dio Possente, from Faust (Gounod),
Charles McKiernan-Bailey; (a) Niawasa (Metcalf), (b)
One Fine Day (from Madame Butterfly) (Puccini), (c)
Elizabeth's Prayer (from Tannhauser) (Wagner), Helen
Lund; (al Cradle Song (Fritz Kreisler), (b) Vainka's
Song (von Stutzman), Ruth LUrich; Recitative and Cava-
tina-Ernani, Ernani, Involami (Verdi), Mrs. M. T.
Freitas; Quartet—Adaptation from Lucia (Donizetti),
Gertrude Shannon, Catherine Farley, Mrs. M. Sophie
Ryan, Charles McKiernan Bailey.

Mary Caroline Price gave a pupils' recital Wednesday
afternoon, June 27, in Newman Hall. The children
played not only from classical composers, but they also
gave some of their original melodies and explained
what they meant to express. Books were exhibited,
made entirely by the pupils, containing scales, chords
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and examples of transposition, besides original melodii
Those who appeared were: Cecily Fisher, Thomas W
liams, Harriet Wakefield, Helen Hayden, Robert Gn
skay, John Steindler, Jean Stover, Byron Singletai
George Dolfin, Donald Baldwin, Emory Singletary a

Richard Waterhouse.

Mrs. Homer DeWitt Pugh presented a number of 1)

piano students in recital Wednesday evening, June :

at Sherman, Clay & Company's recital hall. The pi

gram was in two parts, the first half given by the younj;
students, while part two was given by the older s

dents. The program in full: Part I.—A Little Dan
(Reincke), Delores Johnson; Hans and Gretel ( Bieti

Zelea Alder: Playmates (Weidig). Louise Selby: Jol
ny Jump Ups (Rogers), Maxine Springer; Sans Soi
(Powers), Vivian Horn; (a) Traumerei (Schuniani
(b) The Knight of the Hobby Horse (Schumann), B'

nard Brown; The Pixies Spinning (duo for two pianos
Hi-own), Muriel Burdick and Irene Tripp: Sarabaii
(Handel), Margaret Newell; Curious Story (Helle
Margaret Schnabel; Cazonetta (Hollander), Muriel B
dick; Novelette (Haaf), Dorothy Swisher; Fair Ro:
mond (Kreisler), Irene Tripp; Song of the La
(Tschaikowsky). Inga Carpalin: In the May (Beb
Verna Caccamo. Part II.—Quartet for two pianof
Tarentelle (Auber), Phyllis Cunningham, Dorot
Cranney, Elizabeth Carpalin, Gladys Cultord: Meloi
(Massenet), Violet Pettigrew; La Grace (Bohm), (

ville Nelson; Serenade (Bingham), Phyllis Cunninghai'
Alpine Rose (Smith), Jean Libby; Waltz in d I

(Chopin), Esther Serel; Scarf Dance (Chaminad
Verda Alder; Butterfly (Grieg), Ivah Gilmore; On t

Holy Mount (Dvorak), Cynthia Bishop; Anitras Dai
(Grieg), Elizabeth Carpalin; Second Mazurka (Godar
Alita Akers; Spinning Song (Mendelssohn), Gladys C
ford; Valse Aristocratique (Rinquet), Elizabeth Mathi'
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olish Dance {Sharwenka). Violet Bridges: Arabesque
o. 1 (Debussy), Melvin Drew; Rustle ot Spring (Sind-

ig). Mildred Cheney: Quartet-Military March iSchu-
;rt). Elizabeth Mather, Jean Libby. Violet Bridges,
jrnthia Bishop.

Nicola De Lorenzo, the well known teacher of violin,

resented Ephraim P. Engleman, a twelve-year-old
rod:gy. in recital at Sherman. Clay & Co.'s recital hall

1 the evening ot Thursday, June 2S. Miss Lulu E.
ieper. soprano, was the assisting artist. Muriel Watson
erry was the accompaniste. This young lad played
.•er s'xty pages from memory, and his program was a
lOSt ambitious one. One of his numbers was from the
an of his teacher, Mazurka-Capriccio. a very beautiful
)mposition. The program in full: (a) Pusztak Fia. Op.
i4 (Kiler-Bela). (b) Romance ISvensden). (c) Saltar-

la (Papini). Idl Ave Maria (Wilhelm-Schubert). Sou-
inir de Bade (Leonard): (a) Pirate Dreams (Charles
uerterl. (b) Love Like the Dawn Came Stealing
jharles Wakefield Cadmanl. Miss Pieper; lal Kol
idrei (.Max Bruch), (bl Mazurka-Capriccio), N. D. Lor-
izo: (a) Meditation (from Thais) (.Massenet), (b)

erenade (in A major) (Drdla), (c) Elegie (Ernst),

I) Gypsy Dance. No. 1 (Nachez), Rachem (Mercy).
ana Zucca), Miss Pieper; Second Polonaise Brilliante
iVleniawski).

Santa Cruz is having its season of pupils' recitals,

arking the close of the year's work. Francis Hamlin,
acher of violin, presented a group of high school age
1 the evening ot June 16. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
oward Wright on Branciforte avenue. June 23. at

ackley hall, Mr. Hamlin presented a group of younger
udents in recital.

Mrs. Hope Swinford, well known teacher of piano, pre-

jnted her pupils in recital on Tuesday evening, June
;. at the Congregational Church. .Assisting on the pro-

am was Mr. Francis Hamlin, violinist, and several of

.s pupils. This is an annual affair and one whicli is

igerly looked forward to. There were numbers ranging
om the simplest to the most advanced work, which
ere enjoyed by a large and enthusiastic audience.

-The program committee of the Monday Musical Club
Santa Cruz has already met to decide on the work to

taken up next season. The last season, just ended,
as devoted since the New Year, to the German classics.

October, when the new year begins. Spohr. Moscheles
iid Schubert will be the first composers. The arrange-
ment will be after that—November, von Weber, Men-
'ilssohn, Schubert: January, Mendelssohn. Schubert,
1th organ: February, Schumann and Liszt; March,
'humann. Wagner: April. Schumann. Heller. Raff;

fay, Bruch. Brahms; June. Brahms. Richard Strauss.

COMIC OPERA SEASON IN OAKLAND

Monday Ev

rheatrical Venture With
na Donna—Begins

Mabel Riegelman. grand opera prima donna, has
len called upon by Oakland club women to head their

1st venture in community comic opera, beginning
jonday evening with Naughty Marietta at the Oakland
(;era House, according to announcement made last

';ek by the Eastbay Opera .\ssociation. Miss Riegel-
an, protege of Mme. Gadski and prima donna soprano
'th the Chicago Opera Company and two seasons with
te Boston Grand Opera Company, in accepting the
fgagement is making her second appearance in the
Ihter forms of opera. Her first appearance was made
free years ago when Paul Steindorff asked her to ac-

tl)t the role of Nina in the production of The Firefly
i the Columbia Theatre. She essayed the role with
(Bat success and was so delighted with the possi-

(itles of the lighter forms of opera that she immedi-
«ly undertook courses in dancing and dramatic ex-

l;ssion. The action of the Oakland club women in

Dviding our city with summer season of comic opera
vs brought about by the fact that the high transporta-
tn costs have prevented New York managers from
Elding out many high class traveling companies. The
suation developed some years ago when transporta-
tn rates began to mount.
n St. Louis the city instituted a municipal opera

cnpany. In Oakland it was found that the city charter
vuld not permit this and so a group of influential
cb women formed themselves into an association and
uiertook to underwrite a season of ten weeks of comic
0!ra. The season will start at the Auditorium Tlie-
a'e Monday, July 23. and the opening bill will be

Victor Herbert's melodious opera. Naughty Marietta,
with Mabel Riegelman in the leading role. Miss Riegel-
man was born in Cincinnati and later became a resident
of Amarillo. Texas, where she entered a convent. Later
her parents came to San Francisco. She attended school
in the bay district and there attracted the attention
of Gadski who took her to Berlin where she completed
her musical education and sang in Stetten and Plauen.
For three years Miss Riegelman sang in Germany and

then returned to .America far two seasons to fill con-
tracts in concert and opera. Four years she was prima
donna with the Chicago Grand Opera Company and two
seasons with the Boston Opera Company. During these
years she sang in all the large cities of the country, in
opera and concert, in French. German, Italian and
English. Her repertoire consists of forty-five operas.
An exceptional east has been secured by the eastbay

club women to support Miss Riegelman. Indicative of
the excellence of the cast is the fact that many singers
who have been heard in San Francisco in leading roles
in comic opera organizations are now singing in the
chorus of her company. Louis B. Jacobs, managing
director of the company, declares that no less than four
girl concert singers are numbered in the ranks of the
chorus.

In taking to comic opera Miss Riegelman is following
in the footsteps of Emma Trentini and Mitzi. Among
the vehicles selected tor her by the Oakland club
women in addition to Naughty Marietta are The Spring
Maid. Katinka and Sweethearts.

SOCIAL EVENTS AT THE FAIRMONT

A dinner and reception was given by M'ss Esbelle
Carpenter, prominent member of the National Educa-
tional Association and Director of Music in the Public
Schools in honor of the famous .\loha Trio from Hawaii,
Wednesday evening, July 11, at the Fairmont Hotel. At
the dinner were seated Mrs. \. W. Scott. Samuel K.
Toomey. James L. Awai from Honolulu, David K. Kalasu,
Hawaii, and Miss Estelle Carpenter.
During the evening the Hawaiian artists sang classical

seleetions in the hotel lobby and in the Gold ballroom.
Among those present were Hon. C. H. Cane. British
vice-counsel and Mi-s. Cane: Hon. Fin Lund. Danish
consul, and Mrs. Lund: Mrs. A. W. Scott, L. Holmblad,
Ex-Governor William D. Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. John
McCallum. former president of the harbor commission-
ers. Mrs. Josephine Wilson, author: Miss Irja Bloom-
quist. representing vice-consul of Finland: Mrs. James
King Steele and daughter. Edgar Reinhold. organist, and
A. Galloway, county superintendent of schools, Iowa.

Marian Patricia Cavanaugh and Sam Rodetsky, two
prodigy-pupils of Joseph George Jacobson, have been
engaged to give a recital in Grass Valley on July 12,

and Judging from the advance sale of the tickets a full

house will greet the two ta'.ented children. Both aspir-

ants to future musical honors are already well known
to music lovers around the Bay district as they have
appeared frequently here in concert demonstrating that

they possess unusual pianistic ability. Following will

be the program—Part 1.— (a) 2 Preludes (Bach), (b)

Sonata Pathetique (Beethoven), (c) Raindrops (Jos.

Geo. Jacobson) Id) Happiness (Jos. Geo. Jacobson). (e)

Danse negre (Cyril Scott), (f) Valse (Chopin), (g)

Rhapsody No. 2 (Liszt), Marian Patricia Cavanaugh.
Part 1— (a) Prelude (Bach), (b) Polonaise mllitaire

(Chopin), (c) Valse (Chopin), (d) The Caravan (Jos.

Geo. Jacobson), (e) Pastoral with variations (Mozart),

(t) Valse chromatique (Godard). (g) Rhapsody No. 6

(Liszt). Sam Rodetsky.

On Monday evening at 8:30 p. m.. in the Fitzgerald

Memorial Church at 960 Bush street, John Ribbe, pianist,

and Lucile White, soprano, will give a joint recital. An
attractive program has been arranged. The public is

cordially invited to attend. The affair is under the di-

rection ot Madame Stella Raymond Vought, concert

manager.

The Kalamazoo Orchestra has engaged Cecil Fanning
for an appearance at one of its early season concerts.

Other fall bookings of the baritone include Dayton, Co-

lumbus, Marion, Xenia, Bellefontane and Hamilton, Ohio.

Mr. Fanning s'ngs in Springfield, Ohio, on November
15, under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus.
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WALDROP AT MUNICIPAL ORGAN

Municipal Organist Uda Waldrop will hold the con-
sole of ttie great organ at the Exposition Auditorium at

the recital this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock sharp.
These recitals, given under the direction of the Audi-
torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, are con-
stantly increasing in interest, the attendance last Sun-
day being almost double that of the preceding week.
As is usual there will be no admission fee and Super-
visor J. Emmet Hayden, Chairman of the Auditorium
Committee, announces that there will be no reserved
seats. Organist Waldrop has prepared a peculiarly in-

teresting program, including a musical setting of hia
own to the Fairy Lullaby, from Shakespeare's A Mid-
summer's Night's Dream. The complete program fol-

lows: Improvisation; Sonata. No. 2 (Mendelssohn)

;

Prelude and Fugue in C minor (Bach); (a) Air from
Rinaldo (Handel): (b) La Cinquintaine (Gabrielle
Marie): Peer Gynt Suite (by request) (Grieg); (a)

Twilight (Katherine Glen); (b) Melody (Brigadier Gen-
eral Dawes. U. S. A.); Oriental Sketch (Bird); (a)
Fairy Lullaby, from Midsummer Night's Dream (Uda
Waldrop); (b) Wedding March, from Midsummer
Night's Dream (Mendelssohn).

FOURTH PIANO RECITAL BY KRUGER PUPILS

The fourth piano recital this season given by pupils
of Mr. and Mrs. George Kruger will be held at the beau-
tiful residence studio. 2S3 30th avenue (Sea Cliff) on
Sunday afternoon, July 22. As a teacher Mr. Kruger's
conscientious efforts have always been directed to give
the best in him to his pupils, and his greatest pride is

evidenced in the particular and untiring manner by
which he works with his pupils to attain that artistic

finish sought by those who really desire a thorough
mus'cal education.

The complete program is as follows: Gipsy Rondo
(Haydn), Valse (Haydn), Victoria Gillmeister; Menuet
(Beethoven). Valse (Burgmuller). Jewell Levin; Morn-
ing Song (Friml ) . Butterfly ( Merkel ) . George Blum

;

To a Wild Rose (MacDowell). Mazurka F sharp minor
(Chopin), Ruth Sheller; Two Spanish Dances (Moszkow-
ski), Gertrude Sugarman; Concerto Op. 37. No. 3. C
minor (Beethoven). Joseph Salvato; Water Lily from
Woodland Scehes (MacDowell). Dance Creole (Chamin-
adel, Edna Rene: Mazurka (Godard), Fruhlingsrauschen
(Sinding), Isabel Arata; Rondo Capriccioso (Mendels-
sohn), Valse Caprice (Newland). Flossie Soule Grisby;
Romanre F sharp major (Schumann), Sous Bois (Staub),
Eleanor Atkinson: Liebesfreud (Kreislerl, Prelude
(Rachmaninoff). Lillian Sohwerin; Romance and Recita-
tive (Wagner-Liszt), Song without words (Mendels-
sohn), Romance Op. 4.'j. No. 1 (Gruenfeld), Alice Meyer;
Valse E minor (Chopin), Hark, Hark the Lark (Schu-
bert-Liszt), Hen Over Steppen (Schytte), Viola Luther;
Arabesque (Leschetizky ). Bird Song (Palmgren), Al-

legro Commodo (Bargiel). Myrtle Gable: Marche Mili-

taire (Schubert-Tausig). Scherzo (Mendelssohn). Faust
Fantasie (Liszt), Edna Linkowski; Concerto Op. ITi, C
major (Beethoven). Norman Smith.

WILL C. HAYS
Violinist

-C^10)W_

Pupil of Kilian, Munich, and of

Ondricek, Vienna

Studio: 1753 Van Ness Ave., Fresno

Telephone 7499

Matinees: Sunday, Wednesday and Saturday

VIVIAN HART

Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300
PaclBc Coa«« llu«le
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CaGfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California
From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of
Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

There are within a radius of 30 miles from San Francisco (and the same
holds good in Los Angeles, possibly to a greater extent) in the neighbor-

hood of three tliousand teachers. These should have a following of thirty

thousand pupils. If you include friends and relatives of pupils and teachers

who also must be interested in music, it seems that a concert audience of

ten thousand people should not be anything impossible to expect. And yet

pur average concert audience both in Northern and Southern California is

barely 3000. This is a problem to figure out. Of course, the high prices for

concerts has something to do with it. Another reason is that New York
managers, possibly forced by the artists themselves, are sending about

twice as many artists to the Pacific Coast than the population justifies.

The entire State of California, for instance, has a population of but four

millions, much less than New York City alone. And yet we are supposed

to support as many artists as the metropolis of America during the course

of a season.

But the principal reason wliy there is not manifested a greater interest

in visiting artists in California is due to an indifference on the part of these

artists and managers to make the musical puljlic acquainted with the repu-

tation of such artists and their impending visits. Eastern music journals

are constantly publishing advertisements and announcements about the

season's attractions. Consequently the Eastern musical public is constantly

informed regarding the merits of artists, the time when their concerts take

place and the reasons why students should hear such artists. On the Pa-

cific Coast the public barely knows who is coming, nor when the artists

are coming, until just ])rior to the beginning of the season. At that time

there are so many conflicting attractions that the average music lover

hardly knows which one to attend. And if it is considered that the average

amount necessary to buy a seat is beyond the reach of the average student,

one has a fair idea why so many concerts are not well attended.

Of course, in the early days admission to concerts was $5 and notwith-

standing these prices and the dearth of students and teachers concerts and

operatic productions were equally crowded. This was no doubt due to the

few musical events that occurred in those days and the limited seating ca-

pacity of the halls. It was not a rare occurrence that an artist could give

twenty and thirty concerts during several months in succession. And one of

the strange coincidents that has imprc^sell itself upon my mind is the fact that

while lliese artists seem to have crowded the houses, have received big pric

for their admissions and have become idols of the public, most of tlicm h:

to have a benefit concert before leaving the city. Evidently money that can

easily also went easily. It is the writer's firm conviction that if the Eastei

managers and the visiting artists utilized the musical press of the Pacif

Coast to the same extent (not, of course, to the same extent in dollars ar

cents, but in effective publicity) as they do in the East, thousands mo;
musical people would attend the concerts of a season, and the financial gai

to artists and managers would be much greater.

The music clubs have played a leading role in the musical development (

California during the last few years. It is only just and fair to say Ih;

L. E. Behymer, the noted California impresario, who resides in Los Ai

geles, has had a great deal to do with the organization of many of the;

clubs. It is true he did it to create for himself, and the artists under liis mat

agenient, a larger field than he would have had without these clubs. Bi

the artistic advantage to the various communities that harbor such club

and consequently to the .State at large, has been far greater than the con

mercial advantage which Mr. Behymer eventually derived. He must, then

fore, be regarded as the outstanding pioneer in the development of musici

appreciation in the State of California, for no one manager has done so muc
for the State, and, indeed, for the Southwestern part of the Pacific Coai

than L. E. Behymer of Los Angeles, and proper recognition of these efforl

will appear further on in these pages.

The writer has been approached frequently by some of tlic nnisic clul

regarding the financial burdens they are called upon to bear Ijy being tie

down to secure their artists from definite sources and thus being unable t

gain anything through participating in the advantages derived by dealin

with competing managers or artists. Since this question has its bearin

upon the musical welfare of California we are justified to give it some al

tention in these introductory pages. Among the hundred or more musi

clubs in California only from fifteen to twenty engage higli priced artistr

as we will show later on. Practically all of these clubs were originally oi

ganized with the idea of securing for a community, which otherwise vvoul

not have been visited by distinguished artists, a guarantee to make sue!

visits possible. In most cases L. E. Behymer of Los Angeles co-uperatC'

toward the organization of these clul)s. In this way the impresario con

tributed to the musical culture of a community while at the same tini

building up for himself a territory for future growth and cultivation. If M(

Behymer was far-sighted enough to see the possiljilities of such future d(

velopment of the music club field of California, no one shouhl Ijlanie hir

for taking advantage of a condition which he himself created. Why did no

one of those complaining of Mr. Behymer's success show sufficient enteii

prise and foresightedness to organize musical clubs in California befor'

he did?

It is gratifying to note that at least among music iduljs there exist

some gratitude, and we are pleased to find that all those chil)s. wh i-r c-

istence is directly or indirectly due to the organization genius m 1.. I

Behvmer, continue to be faithful to him.
j

(To be tontinupd)

Articles of General Musical Interest

rheac ardiles are prepared for The Pncinc C tam
Mlinical Review l»y I.eRoy V. Brant, direetor of
In Htltute of Musie of San JoKe. Mr. Brant nU he
pl pa»e<l to (pea here KubjeetH of KenernI niu» ieal
In ereMt. Anyoi e dexIrinK an nrlicle on any par- |

ticulnr Mubjci't may eoniniiiniente with Mr. Dp int.

ea re The Inslii u(e of MuHtc, South Second st •«et

nt Snn Snlvuilu , San JoNe.

THE YOUNG VIOLINIST

Many parents make the mistake of buying a full-size

violin for the young child who is about to begin lessons
on that instrument. Some parents, when the teacher
suggests the purchase of a violin of the right size for

the child, become offended and go elsewhere. I have
seen this happen myself. But a child with small reach
and short fingers can no more do justice to violin

lessons on an awkwardly large fiddle than he could do
justice to a man's work. If the child be very small he
should have a half size instrument, if a little larger a
three-quarter, and by all means he should be permitted
to change his instrument as he grows. This is not an
expense, as so many appear to think, but a necessity
which should receive due attention in order that the
most progress may be made.

The Instrument's Tone
By all means the child sliould have an instrument of

good tone. At a violin recital 1 attended recently given
by beginners I was struck, painfully so. with the poor-
ness of tone of the various instruments. I know all the
students, of course, and something of the history of
their violins, and I can, therefore, say that in the
majority of cases the parents were endeavoring to
economize on the instruments, with the thought of

securing better ones later on. But consider the poor
child. He does not like to practice, in any case, and
in addition to the arduous task of so doing he is com-
pelled to listen to the squeaking of his instrument for

that certain period every day. If he had a Strad he
would not produce a very beautiful tone, but with
something no better than a cigar box strung up the

tone he gets is terrible! Need I say more?
Technical Equipment

The playing of stringed instruments involves the use
of the bow, and of all things about the playing of those
instruments the proper handling of the bow is the
most difficult. Upon it depends, largely, the beauty of

tone. On it depends style of playing. The use of the left

hand is to be learned, of course, just as on the piano,

and the left hand technic is not easy by any means, yet
the bowing is the soul of playing in the violin. It is

evident, then, that one must have a teacher who is

particluar about this. The left hand technic is just as
particular. Particularly in the matter of correct holding
of the instrument must one be careful. Holding the
violin correctly means that one has an odd position of

the left hand and arm. It is necessary that this position

be not unduly distorted. Assuming that the average
reader of this article will be more inclined to think in

terms of piano than any other instrument I may say
that the holding of the bow, of the instrument, of the
left hand, with the violin would correspond in a large
measure to correct position of the hands at the piano,

the correct use of the fingers, the correct relaxation

of the muscles of the entire body. Then, too, as in all

branches of music, there is the matter of time, of the
selection of a good class of music, and the other details

that are incidental to all branches of the art.

I might sum up all that has been said in the preceding
paragraphs briefly in one sentence: One cannot too
carefully see in giving a child a musical education that
he has the right start. The first impressions are the
most lasting. Therefore, let us have the student's first

impression of the violin be one of beautiful tone, of ease

in handling, of good bowing and technic in genera|;- (

we do this, we have paved a way for a future
artist.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

The popular Duncan Sisters with thei

comedy with music, Topsy and Eva. begin the
week of their triumphant engagement at the AlJ
with the matinee July 22. Their reception has bq
continuous ovation since the premiere of the
two weeks ago and San Francisco theatre goers]
gone wild over it. Characterized by all of the
hereabouts as a tunefvil, joyful offering wit

melody as the predominating features, bids ff^

eclipse all records for attendance at the O'P'arrell I

playhouse. Laughter and applause are contb
throughout each performance and every meml^
the big company of sixty comes in for a share of IB

Wliile the work of the Duncans in the roles of

and Eva is the outstanding feature of the
every role in the piece is taken by a player ^

selected for type and talent. The comedy i>i

stars, the singing of Basil Ruysdael as ITnde 'I • -

Nana Bryant as Mariette, the dancing of Harriet li"'"

the character work of Netta Sunderland as Mis.-i iiplii-

and Thomas Chatterton as Simon Legree. are all tn

enthused over.
Then there are the melodies, Rememberin' is

haunting tune, sweetly sung in the first act and rema

ing throughout the production. It was made to whis

and hum and fondle and every audience since the oP'

ing performance has departed with its intoxicati

effect noticeably present. Beautiful costumes, brillia

ly elaborate scenery, soft ele<-trical effects and
tractive girls, wlio really sing and dance, make '

production one to rave over. It was staged by Os<

Eagle with the musical numbers being preseuteil

Jack Holland and Harry James- is the direclm i

augmented orchestra.
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THE AMPICO

THE FINAL TEST
"To me the real Test of the Ampico is in its

accompaniment for the singer. If there is any
place where a mechanical quality, or a musical
weakness would appear it would be in this

direct contrast with a living thing—the human
voice. But they never appear. I have sung with
the Ampico many, many times, and to me it is

like a living being. As a matter of fact, it does one
thing that few professional accompanists can
do— hold me with absolute fidelity to a constant,

and to the highest standard of interpretation.

"As I listen to the recordings conducted by
Bodanzky, I feel myself again under his mas-
terly baton, as I am accustomed to have him lead

me, faithfully through the mazes of grand opera
at the Metropolitan.

"And is it not wonderful that all this wealth of

music may be had through the Knabe? To
many of us artists that is the crowning glory
of the Ampico."

Rosa Ponselle

KOHLER* er *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMPICO

YOU CAN EARN FOR YOUR-

SELF WITH THE ASSIS-

TANCE OF THE PACIFIC

COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING
VALUABLE PRIZES

A KNABE GRAND PIANO WORTH $1,575.00

A SCHOLARSHIP WITH A LEADING
TEACHER OR MUSIC SCHOOL WORTH
FROM $100.00 to $500.00

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING
PIANOS, VIOLINS. CELLOS, OR BAND
INSTRUMENTS, WORTH FROM $50 to $500.00

TALKING MACHINES, WORTH FROM
$50.00 to $300.00

SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH THE ANGLO-
CALIFORNIA TRUST CO. OF FROM

$50.00 to $500.00

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE GRAND OPERA
SEASON TO BE GIVEN IN SEPTEMBER UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA ASSOCIATION FOR 1923, AND UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF GAETANO MEROLA AT
THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM.

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF ALFRED
HERTZ.

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, FOUNDED BY ELIAS HECHT.
SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS, UNDER THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF SELBY OPPENHEIMER.

NOTICE—ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY AS PRIZES WILL BE PURCHASED
FROM THE FOLLOWING MUSIC HOUSES:
WILEY B. ALLEN CO., BALDWIN PIANO CO.,

KOHLER & CHASE AND SHERMAN, CLAY & CO.

MAKE YOUR SUMMER MONTHS PAY AND START THE
NEW SEASON RIGHT BY PARTICIPATING IN THE
PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW'S SUBSCRIPTION
CONTEST.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST
EDITOR, PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, 801

KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA'S COMPOSERS

How many composers of music could actually be
found in Los Angeles it is impossible to estimate, as in

the world of music there are many tender and delicate

floAers that never peep out Trom their protecting leaves.

A list of those, however, who have published com-
I ositions to their credit makes it at once apparent that
the city ranks high as the home of many nationally
known composers.

Charles Wakefield Cadman is perhaps the foremost
figure in this sphere locally, and is rightly regarded as
one of the gieatest living American com] osers. He has
to his credit over 20U songs, four operas, a number of

trios and quartets for chamber music, many composi-
tions for piano and has written speeal music for photo-
plays of great artistic merit like the Rubayiat. Alma
Gluck and .John McCormack use his songs on their pro-

grams, and the Metroiolitan Oj era Company produced
his Shanewis, a modern story of an Indian girl, with
scenes laid in Californii and Oklahrma. in its 1918
season, the piece beng repeated the fallowing year with
great success.

Elinor Remick Warren is one of the youngest and
certainly one of the most charming of American com-
posers. A Los Angeles girl, well known and highly
regarded as a pianist and accompanist to .Margaret
Matzenauer and Florence Easton. she is achieving signal
success with a group of nine songs and a number of

choruses, anthems and sacred solos. Mme. Matzenauer
has for some time sung her song. The Heart of a Rose,
which is warmly received by her audiences. Withal
this Elinor Warren is but a charming and sincere slip

of a girl, and her future should hold a list of further
accomplishments based on a splendid early beginning.

Gertrude Ross is well in the front rank of American
composers, her songs being sung by such celebrated
artists as Schumann-Heink. Sophie Braslau, Julia Gulp,
Louise Homer, Marguerite Matzenauer, Christine Miller,

Caroline Lazzari, Florence Easton, Cecil Fanning, Louis
Graveure. Clarence Whitehill. Yvonne de Treville, Mar-
guerite Namara, May Peterson and many others. Mrs.
Ross has written the musical setting for the Pilgrimage
Play, and in writing this music she has strived to make
simplicity the keynote, maintaining the spirit of sim-
plicity which the gentle Nazarene exemplified during his

life on earth.
While Mrs. Ross is embodying in her new work some

of the characteristics of the ancient Jewish music and
the atmosphere of the Gregorian modes, she is en-

deavoring in no way to make her musical accompani-
ment to the play conform technically to the music of

the Biblical period. Rather, it is her desire to give a

musical setting that shall be symbolic of the play's

spiritual concept, melodic to the ear and free from any
sectarian inHuence. In preparing this musical accom-
paniment for the Pilgrimage Play, Mrs. Ross has had
access to the famous library of old Jewish music, and
to which she has given much time to the study of the
Gregorian modes, her ability to read the Gregorian
chants in their original form, including the use of

neums, having served to open a wide channel for her
musical research.

Presentation of this work will include the use of a

mixed quartet and one solo voice, while scoring is for

first and second violin and cello, oboe, clarinet, English
horn and drums. The quartet includes such well-known
vocalists as Jessie MacDonald Patterson, soprano; Mar-
garet Fisher Monson. contralto; Max Alexander, tenor,
and Fred McPherson, basso. Jules Bierlich wil conduct
the orchestra.

Homer Grunn, the distinguished pianist, teacher and
composer of songs has for many years been a great stimu-
lus to musical composition among the younger musi-
cians. An able exponent of modern harmonic and color
methods he has to his credit over thirty-eight composi-
tions of which, perhaps, his Indian Piano Compositions
are better known. His Indian Dance, Indian Love Song
and Song of the Mesa are used by such celebrated
artists as Percy Grainger and Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, and
of the Desert Suite, the Los Angele Times has this to
say in its praise: "Mr. Grunn's Desert Suite is evi-

dently a southwestern inspiration and is a striking
picture of limitless dreariness, brazen skies, false hopes
of thrilling allurement and at last shade and trees and
life-giving water."

Two songs of Walter Henry Rothwell, the distin-
guished conductor were sung liere last season by Flor-
ence Easton and enthusiastically received. His music
is spirited and extremely modern in spirit, the setting
beautifully orchestrated for full orchestra. Bacchanale
is impassioned and notably rhythmic and at its rendition
it provoked a storm of applause.

Andre Maquarre, flutist of the Philharmonic, has
composed ensemble music of very high order. His Suite
Romantique for wood-winds was given last season by
the Los Angeles Chamber Music Society, and proved a
delight to a highly critical audience. Fritz Gaillard. the

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

SYLVAIN NOACK
Syivain Noack, Concert Master of the Los Angeles Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, is recognized as one of the foremost

violinists of the Pacific Coast. He is accepting pupils this

summer at his studio. Mr. Noack is only one of the many
great artists of the Pacific Coast who uses exclusively that

great instrument, the

KNABE

inSMlSfeysic
HILL STREET ^"^T AT 7Z7-72&

Los Angeles

cellist of the Los Angeles Chamber Music Society, has
composed music for strings.

Carrie Jacobs Bond is another composer of California
whose songs are more widely known than any of the
others. Hallett Gilberte, Arthur Farwell. Colin Camp-
belt, Helene Gaut, Henry Cowell are famous composers
living here. Of the younger composers, we have Homer
Simmons. Frances Cole and .leanette Colwell. Fannie C.
Dillon, who will become the head of the theory depart-
ment of the Olga Steeb piano school, is a composer of
merit. Sol Cohen. Ernest Douglas, Clarence Gustlin.
Abbie Norton .Jamison. Helen Livingstone, Frances
Marion Ralston. Anna Priscilla Rischer are all com-
posers and teachers.

Organists who continually interpret the lofty com-
rositions which the organ demands become composers
in their turn, such are Dr. Roland Diggle. C. Albert Tufts.
Dr. Ray Hastings. Henry Millier. Sibley Pease and P.

Shaull Hallett.

Ben F. Pearson, president of the Civic Music and Art
Association which was organized immediately following
the recent successful Music Week in Los Angeles, an-
nounces that the association is inaugurating its work
with a charter membership roll of nearly 200 people
prominent in the musical and civic life of Los Angeles,
most of whom were actively identified with the Music
Week plans. In the fall a membership campaign will

be launched by the association during which time it is

hoped to affiliate with the organization most of the
prominent leaders in the musical, social and civic life

of the community. The plan of organization permits the
affiliations of musical organizations and other groups
interested in the development of music as well as in-

dividuals.

The officers of the association are; Ben F. Pearson,
president: Mrs. .J. J. Carter, vice-president; Roger
Andrews, treasurer; who, with Mrs. E. R. Brainerd.
Harold Ferguson. F. C. Leonard and E. P. Taylor con-
stitute the Administration Committee. Roger Andrews,
vice-president of the Citizens' .Vational Bank, is chair-

man of the Finance Committee, and under his direction
the budget covering the work of the association for the
first year will be raised. With "better citizenship
through the medium of music" as one of its objectives,
also the realization of the much needed Municipal
Auditorium in Los Angeles and of the promotion of
music along the broader community lines throughout
the year, culminating in another Music Week with
added festival features next spring, the Civic Music and
Art Association give every promise of becoming an in-

fluential factor in music in Los Angeles and the whole
of Southern California,

Mrs. Frances Nickerson, well known and one of the
most successful teachers of piano in Los Angeles, has
just closed a very busy season by presenting a number
of her advanced pupils in recital. Mrs. N'ickerson also
presented Luella Kenan Sawer in a special program of
piano numbers. Miss Sawer was assisted by Dorthy
Harvey, reader. Another special recital was given by
Margaret Leake, assisted by Mrs. William McNaughton,
soprano. Mrs. Nickerson will reopen her studio on
September 4, which is the date of the opening of the
Olga Steeb Piano School with which she is affiliated.

The students taking part in the final recital were:
Barbara Browning, Kathryn Hrydon, Marion Baugh,
Robert Buschmeyer, William M. Buschmeyer. Barbara
Cortelyou, Faith Cortelyou, Delle Fraser, Albert Frank-
lin, Lois Griswold. Lillian Gould, Julia Kreuter, Elva
Lois Kellogg, Rosalie Middleton, Josephine Peairs, Irene
Robertson, Marion Sens, Barbara Stokes, Luella Kenan
Sawer, Mary Louise Wages and Melva Zimmerman.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COM POSER-PI AN ISTE

1000 South Alvnradu Phone 51003
Sv<inUh-< alifornia Folk Niine»

J. PlHihor, \nv lurk, Puhlishern

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IBI REPERTOIRE

OPERA CLASSES I.NCLIIDING CO.MPLETE
PRBSKlVTATIOBiS

Studio 1324 S. PlKDcroa. Phone ZINA.I

CALMON LUBOVISKI .

CONCERT VIOLINIST

Avnllable for Conrrrin and Recilala
Limited dumber of Advanced Puiilln Accepted

VlollnUt LoN Aneelea Trio
stndto; 3.14 MdrIc \rin Stadio Bide. Phone 10nK2

ROLAND PAUI^VOICE
Taeadar, \VetlneNda7. Friday Afternoon*
KKnn Scbool. Phonen 21N05 or 271330
1324 South Flgneroa, Loa Anf:elea

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHII.H A RMO.MC ORCHESTR.*

Cont-erO and ItecltnU
Manaeenient Mm. Caroline C. Sniilb. 42t Auditorium BIdE.

ILYA BRONSON >oio 'Ceiilat
Philharnionir Orcheiltra

ntime, i.on AnecicN Trio, Phllharmo
istrurllon. Chamber Mualc Recltala
La Mirada—Phone H0II7 3044

ABBIE NORTOIS JAMISON
Do<vn-lonrn Studio removed to 808 S. Proadnrar. Room

002. Residence Studio. 1147 AVeat 2lNt St.—Telephone
\Ve»t 7707, PIAXO. HARMONY. VOICE COACH. DI-
RECTOR. JAMISON aiARTETTE. ASSISTANT TEACH-
ERS: MIRIAM WEST-IIVATT. GLENDALE; ELSIE L.
CARLSON, HOLLYWOOD.

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
CARLI D. ELINOR, Director

DION ROMANDY, Associate Director

SO MUSICIANS
PROtiRAM EOR n EEK OF JULY 22

(a) THE FORCE OF DESTINY Verdi
lb) SERENADE D'AMOIH von Uloa
(c) RALLROOM IMPRESSIONS

-4rranKed by Mr. Romandy
In Conjunction With Jack l.ondon'a

"THE CALL OE THE YVILD"
YVItb "Buck." the New Dok Star; Jack Hulhall.

Sidney D'Albrook and YValter Loni;:
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Alexander Bevani | Claire Forbes Crane
PIANIST

:
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Mrs. Zefer Sparrow, brilliant artist and teacher and
an affiliated teacher in the Olga Steeb Piano School, has
just closed an unusually successful season o£ teaching

I

with two pupils' recitals of more than ordinary interest.

Mrs. Sparrow's pupils showed the results of intense
study and teaching and played with freedom and power
to an unusual degree. 'The following pupils were pre-
sented: Cecilia Fisher. Lillian Lewis. Margaret Wood.
Barbara Moore. Olivia Fainst, Rhoda Moore, Temple
Matthews. Russell Reed. Jeanette Blanchard, Nora
(Jreennian. Helen Olson, Isabel Moore. Marguerite
Schiss, Francis Riley, Carol and Grace Raslnnssen, Mary
Albert. Laura Redden, Maud Olga Sims, Audrey Hall
and Frances Colburn.

Manuel Sanchez De Lara of the De Lara Grand Opera
I Company will produce La Traviata on Friday evening
lof July 27 at the Municipal Auditorium at Ocean Park.

This will be the second production of the summer season
of opera that this enterprising company has given, II

Trovatore being given last month. La Traviata is of
imusual Interest, the plot talten from the famous play
Camllle. In which Sarah Bernhardt won her greatest
success in Paris. La Traviata is considered one of
Verdi's finest works. !t contains many beautiful melo-
dies and Is bright and full of lite. The cast of characters
for the principal roles Include Conchlta Chavez, colora-
tura soprano; Miguel Laris, tenor; Z. Earl Meeker,
baritone; Forest Bell, basso; Vivian Clarke, mezzo-
soprano; Walter Humphreys, baritone; Douglas Cole,
tenor; Reese Williams, basso; Rowena Cortez Gascon,
soprano, and Edward Brothers, tenor.

Otto T. Hirschler, noted concert organist and teacher,
gave an organ recital at the State Music Teachers' Con-
vention in San Jose on July 5, substituting at the elev-
enth hour for C. Albert Tufts. Mr. Hirschler had no
chance for rehearsal or to become familiar with the
organ, hut notwithstanding this lack of preparation gave
an excellent recital, receiving the cheers and an ovation
from the music teachers present. .\t present Mr. Hirsch-
ler Is playing the organ at Bovard Auditorium for the
Wayfarer's rehearsals.

Adele D. Lauth, Director of the Sherwood School of
Music In Southern California, will present five piano
pupils in a recital on the evening of the 27th at the
Santa Monica Branch of the Sherwood School in the
Theosophical Society .Auditorium. Assisting her will be
such well-known vocal'sts and teachers as Gloria Mayne.
Gilda Marchetti, Charles Pemberton, Hugo Scherzer,
Grace Hammond and Sarah Gordon. This Southern
Branch, opened on the sixth of June, has already en-
rolled seventy-five pupils. The following program will

be given: Minuet in G (Beethovenl. Gwendolynn Carley;
.Mighty Lak a Rose IE. Nevlnl. At Dawning (Cadman),
Grace Nelson; To Spring (Griegl, Jeanette Snow; Noc-
turne minor I Chopin I . Juanita Senogles; Hark, Hark,
The Lark (Schubert-Liszt); Dream of Love (Liszt),
liillie Burke; Mellsande (Goetz) Waltz Song. Romeo
and Juliet (Gounod). Helen Wright; Three Preludes
(Chopin). March Grotesque (SindingI, Leta Eluncke.

Edna Duvalle presented a group of pupils in a piano
recital at the Ebell Club House on the evening of the
16th. The following pupils were presented: Feme Fitz-
water. aged 5; Dorothy Karn. aged a. Assisting on the
program was Miss Fern Fitzwater, soprano, former solo-
ist with St. Louis and Chicago Symphony.

Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte, noted contralto, gave a
reception and farewell tea for her artist pupil. Miss
Glatlys Hill, at her home on Seventh avenue on Sunday
afternoon, July l.o. Miss Hill leaves tor New York
shortly to complete her musical studies. Among the
many notables who were present were Gllberte, the
famous composer, and Bruno Hahn.

Sam Giasse, well known tenor, teacher and manager
of the Orpheus Four, announces that this famous male
quartet will only make California appearances this sea-
son, as such a demand has been made for this organiza-
tion, of whom the press throughout the country have
acclaimed as artists worthy to rank with the finest four
part male singing organization of either this country or
Europe. The quartet composed of the following artists,

Sam Giasse. Paul Adams, Verner Campbell and Huston
Dudley are making their next local appearance at the
Majestic Theatre.

Max Epstein, the boy violinist. Is giving his last con-
cert on Thursday, before his departure for the East at
Choral Hall in the Philharmonic Auditorium. Assisting
him will be the famous maestro William Tyroler. The
following program will be given: Sonata 9—Kreutzer
(Beethoven), Max Epstein and William Tyroler; Con-
certo (Mendelssohn), Max Epstein; Prelude (Bach),
Larghetto (Handel). Hebrew Melody (Achroni, Max
Epstein; Liebstod from Tristan and Isolde (Wagner).
William Tyroler; Ziegunerwelsen (Sarasate), Scherzo
Tarantella ( Wieniawski), Max Epstein.

California Theatre—When Carli Elinor, conductor of
the California Theatre Concert Orchestra left for a visit

to Europe some weeks ago. patrons of the showhouse
expressed some doubt as to whether Dion Romandy
would be able to handle the baton with anywhere near
the power Elinor did. Romandy has proven that he is

well able to conduct the orchestra and he made this

very evident when he opened his concert with Adams'
If I Were King. He handled this overture with all the
rhythmic grace the composer wanted It to have. The
second selection was Forget-Me-Not. that graceful inter-

mezzo which is a veritable gem of melody set In an
harmonic background of scintillating rhythm, Marcheta,
Victor Schertzlnger's graceful Spanish love song which
has been revived with such success, closes a program
that shows that the young conductor is well able to

handle such an aggregation of artists as are to be heard
at the California.

and teacher of San Francisco, has just returned from
Los Angeles where she has been taking a summer course
in voice training from her former Maestro of New 'Vork
City. Edmund J. Myer. the well known voice specialist
who is now located in Los Angeles. Madame Vought
completed the course of voice training and was granted
a diploma and certificate of endorsement from Mr. Myer
During her stay in Los Angeles she made many public
appearances for the Musical Clubs and was made honor-
ary member of the Los Angeles Opera Club which was
founded by Dr. Robert Douglas, who traveled many years
with Caruso, and was baritone with the Metropolitan
Opera Company for twenty years. Madame Vought and
GIno Severi, the well known violinist and conductor of
the Mission Theatre in Los Angeles, were made honor-
ary members of the Norse Studio Club at a brilliant
concert which the club, the largest artists' club of Holly-
wood, gave in honor of the two guest artists named
above. The club numbers among Its members, the mov-
mg picture stars, artists, sculptors and painters.
Madame Vought was also made honorary member and
Patron Saint of the Potboilers Club, a Bohemian or-
ganization originating from the former old Pot Boilers
of Paris.

On Monday night. July 9, Madame Vought was the
guest artist of the Los Angeles Opera Club at the famous
San Souci Castle, with Princess Orlova of Russia acting
as hostess. Her program was of a varied nature com-
prising an aria and a group of songs by American com-
posers. This recital was a triumph for Madame Vought
and will ever remain In the memory of the large and
distinguished audience for her beautiful vo'ce and ar-
fstlc Interpretations. She sang with technical perfec-
tion, splendid diction and her delightful personality
dominated her splendid performance. The club has re-
engaged her for another appearance In September.
While In Los Angeles Madame Vought was presented
to many of the leading artists and was entertained by
many of the artists and moving picture stars. She will
reopen her San Francisco studio August first and has
an exceedingly busy winter ahead of her.
Through an oversight in this paper a criticism by our

correspondent of her recital given at the Turquoise
Hotel was inadvertently overlooked and we therefore
take pleasure in inserting it in this Issue; "Madame
Stella Raymond-Vought contributed tour groups of songs
to the program, beginning with Handel and Old English
numbers and closing with an Aria and a group of songs
by American composers. Her voice showed excellent
training and it was a pleasure to listen to one who sang
with such ease and assurance. Technically her intona-
tion was perfect and her pleasing personality a delight
to her audience. Among those present were her Maestro
from New York City. Edmund J. Myer, who Is now resid-
ing and teaching in Los Angeles—also Dr. Robert Doug-
las, for many years associated with Caruso; Miss Henry,
the well-known writer; Judge Folette of the Superior
Court of Los Angeles; Daddy Hooser, the grand old
man of the movies, and about 200 other guests."

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating
to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address. Question Editor.
Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What Is the difference between the Euphonium
and the Tuba?—H. M.
The Euphonium is a Tuba. Tuba is the generic name

of a family of instruments comprising two or three
members. Euphonium is the specific name for the
smallest member of the Tuba family.

2. What is the eight-foot octave?— P. C.
The great octave, i. e.. the octave having for its

lowest note C two octaves below middle C. An open
pipe eight feet long produces this C; hence the name
eight-foot octave.

3. Should a glissando on the piano be played with
the thumb or the back of the fingers?—E. F.
The way you can do it more sklllfull.v. Usually it is

more effective to use the back of the fingers in an
ascending passage and the thumb in a descending
passage.

4. What Is meant by purfling?—H. A. D.
The Inlaid border following the outline of such in-

struments as the violin, guitar, and mandolin.
5. What is the name of the suite of piano pieces by

Ravel which contains "Ondine"?—O. G.
"Gaspard de la nuit."

NOTE—After next week's issue the Question Column
will be discontinued for a month. It will be resumed
again in September.

MADAME VOUGHT SINGS IN LOS ANGELES

Madame Stella Rayiuond-Vought, well known singer

The Durini Vocal Studio will give a vocal recital next
Thursday eevning, July 26 at 1072 Ellis street, near
Gough. The participants will Include: Alice Bradley,
Mildred Eckland, Mrs. Shirley Hoppin Porter. Lillian
Solari, Earl Ellis, Louis Leimbach, Emilio Moore, and
Howard Peck. The accompaniments will be played by
Mme. Lillian Slinkey Durini. After the vocal program
refreshments will be served.
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UDA WALDROP ACCEPTS NEW POST

Resigns Posit on at St. Luke's Church and Accepts Offer
From First Congregational Church—H s Duties

Begin Firit Sunday in August

lUla Waldrop lias resigned as organist of St. Luke's
Cliurcli and leaves that temple of worship with sincerest
resret and no doubt all associated with the music of
this church are sorry to see him go. Although Mr.
Waldroj) has heen organist of St. Luke's only a brief

time prior to his resignation he was occupying the po-
sition for fourteen years, both as organist and choir
director, prior to his departure for Europe, lender Mr.
Waldrop's able supervision music at St. Luke's had for
many years enjoyed the appreciation of the congrega-
tion, because of its high standard and artistic finish.

Special monthly music services attracted large congre-
gations at each event.

Mr. WaUIrop has accepted an offer from the First
Congregational Church of this city of which Dr. Gordon
is the pastor. He has signed a contract tor a number of

years both as organist and choir director. He will begin
h's new duties on the first Sunday in August. The First
Congregational Church is indeed to be congratulated on
its wise choice and this new musical feature will no
doubt add prestige to this church, already distinguished
through the fame of Dr. Gordon who has just returned
from a trip around the world.
Mr. Waldrop will have an opportunity to inaugurate

programs of church music such as are not surpassed
anywhere and which will add to the musical taste and
growth of the cotnmunity, for there is no more effective
way to stimulate musical appreciation among the gen-
eral public than through the church and the home. In
Mr. Waldrop's case the adage "The prophet is not with-
out honor save in his own country" does not apply.

CIVIC MUSIC AND ART ASSOCIATION

Los Angeles the Birth Plaec of An Organization to Pro-
mote the Highest Ideals of Citizenship

Through the Medium of Music

We are in receipt of a letter from Ben. F. Pearson.
President of the Civic Music and Art Association of Los
Angeles, enclosing a complimentary membership card
for the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical Review which
honor we acknowledge with due appreciation. Since the
object of the organization is "to promote the highest
ideals of citizenship through the medium of music"
this fact is so clean-cut and obviously to the advantage
of music in America that there is hardly any necessity
for further editorial comment at this time. In addition
to Mr. Pearson's kind letter we also print a resolution
recently passed by the Civic Music and Art Association
of Los Angeles which is worthy of careful perusal. We
sincerely trust that all those associated with the in-

terpretation of the Star Spangled Banner will observe
the suggestions made by this resolution. It is sound and
patriotic. Here is the letter and the resolution:

Los Angeles, July 10, 1923.
Mr. Alfred Metzger. Publisher.
The Pacific Coast Musical Review,
Kohler & Chase Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sir:

I take pleasure in handing you herewith a compli-
mentary membership card in the Civic Music and Art
Association of Los Angeles.
The Executive Committee of the Association trusts

that the work which we are proposing to undertake,
namel.v. the promotion of better citizenship through the
medium of music and the crystallizing of public senti-
ment in favor of the project of the erection of a suitable
Municipal Auditorium in Los Angeles, may merit your
interest and support.
Enclosed please find a resolution recently passed by

the Association which we trust you may find possible
to publish in your paper. Perhaps you may desire to
comment editorially on this movement.
Appreciating your co-operation in the aims and ob-

jectives of the Association, I am
Sincerely yours.

BEN F. PEARSON, President,
Civic Music and Art Association

WHEREAS there is great lack of respect tor the flag
of our country, little knowledge of the words, and mis-
use of the music of our national anthems, and
WHEREAS President Harding in his Flag Day speech,

of June 14, 1923, urged that patriotic societies might
spread better knowledge of our National Anthems, hop-
ing that such a moveenint may aid "the spirit of America
to show itself in song," and
WHEREAS the Civic Music and Art Association of

Los Angeles believes in higher citizenship through
music as part of our daily lives, said association in this
declaration
RESOLVES that musical leaders, managers, and pub-

lishers of music and plays, refrain from using our na-
tional anthems in part or wholly during medleys or as
accompaniments for vaudeville and theatrical acts.
BE IT RESOLVED that the Star Spangled Banner

and "America" be performed only in keeping with their
nationally exalted message, but not as part of theatrical
or musical entertainment.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the co-operation

of the American Legion and other local as well as
national patriotic bodies be urged in this movement
toward better regard for our national songs and em-
blems.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY PLANS

Well Known Organization Begins Fourteenth Year Under
Administration of Mrs. William Henry

Banks With Renewed Energy
When the Pacific Coast Musical Society will be called

to order early the coming season by President Mrs.
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Management —L. E. Dehymrr, 705 /ludi

Telephone Kearny 3598
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William Henry Banks it will enter its fourteenth year
of useful existence. The object of this society is to help
its members to improve themselves musically and to
stimulate musical interests in San Francisco. The mem-
bers of the society are composed of men, women and
children and divided into active, associate, honorary
and junior members.

.\ section in which the society takes special pride is

the junior auxiliary which has grown so rapidly that it

was found necessary to organize a second section for
young folks between the ages of sixteen and eighteen
when they are admitted to full membership into the so-
ciety. Members of this section who are able and desirous
of attending the evening concerts may do so by jjaying
an increased membership fee. The junior concerts take
place at the Fairmont Hotel on any Saturday afternoon
previously announced in the Society's monthly Bulletin.

.

One of the main objects of the Junior Auxiliary is to
give prospective young artists of this city and vicinity
an opportunity to prepare themselves adequately for
public appearance, thus giving them opportunities to
advance in their career.
The Pacific Musical Society also maintains a social

service department which gives the members an oppor-
tunity to offer their services to bring cheer in the form
of music into those homes and public institutions where
they are hailed with pleasure and delight by those un-
fortunate enough not to be able to enjoy such recreation
otherwise. As the membership of the society increases
to the extent of including suflicient numbers to include
all the Bay cities and even interior towns like Vallejo
and Gilroy, it is the intention of the Society to broaden
the scope of this department so as to include the com-
munities within reach of San Francisco.
The outlook for the new season is very promising.

New members are constantly being admitted so that the
coming year will find a considerably increased member-
ship attending the various functions. The high standard
of the concerts .will be maintained during the ensuing
term as it has been in the past, and members, appre-
ciating the ambition of the Executive Board, have be-
come convinced that whenever possible the best avail-
able talent is always included in the concert programs,
frequently at considerable speculation as to the financial
means at hand to do so. The number and standard of
the programs can constantly be improved provided the
members assist the Board in securing sufficient member-
ship to justify additional expenses. If each member were
to introduce a new 'member the entire problem would
be solved.

In addition to receptions participated in by the reg-
ular members, the usual guests, resident artists and
their friends it is the intention of the new administra-
tion to give an occasional reception to distinguished
artists of international reputation. As usual new com-
positions of merit will be presented on the various pro-
grams tor the first time in San Francisco and efforts will
be made to secure new works by members of the Society
for public hearing. It is the intention of the Board to
give one program containing exclusively the composi-
tions of resident composers at one of the evening con-
certs.

To further the object of sociability Teas, Dances, Jinks
receptions and dinners will alternate occasionally with
the more serious musical events of the season. Mrs.
William Henry Banks, the new President is charged
with dynamic energy and ready to devote much of her
time to the welfare of the Club. She is a graduate of
the College of the Pacific Conservatory of Music of San
Jose, and a loyal and efficient pianist disciple of Pierre
Douillet. She is well known throughout the Bay region
because of her excellent solo work. She has been prom-
inently identified with the San Francisco Music Teach-
ers' Association for a number of years. Mrs. Banks will
be assisted by a very capable Executive Board and com-
mittee, the membership of which has been carefully se-
lected from among the most representative element that
constitutes the flesh and sinew of the organization. Al-
bert Elkus has been chosen to take charge of the Thurs-
day evening concerts at the Fairmont Hotel and no bet-
ter choice of director could have been made.
At a recent Board meeting, the following were as-

signed to Sections and Departments: Programs—The
President, Executive Board and Albert Elkus; Programs
and Press, Mrs. Frederick G. Canney: Audition, Miss
Roxana Weilie; Printing, Mrs. J. F. Gurley; House and
Musical Instruments, Mrs. Lulu J. Blumberg; Reception,
Mrs. Frederick Crowe; Publicity, Mrs. Albert George
Lang; Year Book. Miss Isabel Arndt; Chairman of De-
partments—Membership, Mrs. Chas. V. Cross: Social
Service. Mrs. Leon Lazarus; Vocal Ensemble. Miss
Claire Harrington, Violin Ensemble, Mrs. Samuel P.
Reed; Junior Auxiliary, Section 1, Mrs. William
Ritter; Section 2, Mrs. Frank B. Wilson; Broadcasting
Concerts for Radio, Miss Lulu J. Blumberg; Tea and
Receptions, Mrs. Walter Janke; Jinks, Mrs. Frederick
G. Canney.

Wc

MASON CHAMPIONS IRISH REPUBLIC

i-ecoipt of a little book just from the press
and written by Redfern Mason, music editor of the San
Francisco Examiner. It is entitled Rebel Ireland and
contains seventy-one pages of the most interesting
reading matter we have come across for some time.
Mr. Mason explains in these pages how he became con-
verted to the cause of an independent Ireland, after
entertaining convictions to the effect that the Irish peo-
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pie were not fit to govern themselves. The liook is

written in that breezy, convincing and correct lit<iaiy
st.vle which Mr. Mason always employs and in wiil
turned phrases he hammers home his impressions wiili

a precision and a clearness that can not help hut n.^sist

the cause which he is so enthusiastically espoiisiiii,'.

There is one point that Mr. Mason clears up detinitily.

His conversations with Irish people of all classes risult
invariably in one definite conclusion, namely, that they
are all at heart in favor for an independent republic,
which is contrary to many conclusions to wliiili the
average man or woman in America has come. No doubt
Mr. Mason's book will enjoy a large circulation, and
anyone interested in the Irish controversy will add much
to his or knowledge by devoting an hour or so to read-
ing Mr. Mason's able dissertation on this subject.

I
Miss Constance Alexandre, the imusually accom-

plished young California mezzo-soprano, will be the solo-
ist at the Whitcomb Hotel Sunday evening concert to-

morrow, July 22. She will interpret two groups of songs
with that emotional intensity and that gripping inter-

pretation which has caused her to be regarded as one
of California's most thorough and efficient soloists. The
Whitcomb Orchestra under the direction of Mr. Bern
will render the following program: Overture. Pique Dam^ (

(F.Suppe); Waltz. Narenta (C. Komzak); Hawaiian S* i,

lection (M.Lake); Vocal Solo—Aria, Les Larmcs (Wep-
ther) (Massenet), Constance Alexandre; Peer Gynt Suite
(E.Grieg); Serenade du Tsigne (Chas. R. Valdezi; Vo-
cal Solo— (a) Twilight, Glenn (b) Les Amours de
Jean (Weckerlin), (c) When the Roses Bloom (Reich-
art), (d) Thy Beaming Eyes (McDowell), (e) Inter .\os

(MacFayden). Constance Alexandre; iSong of India

(Rimsky-KorsakoffI ; Grand Opera Selection. Heriidiade
(Massenet); Hymn to the Sun (Rimsky-Kors:il:iiii i

:

Vocal Solo. Aria Habanera (Carmen) (Bizet). Consi:ui(i-

Alexandre; Second Hungarian Rhapsody (F. Lis/t i.

Augusta Hayden, the charming and gifted sopran
soloist, appeared for the second time within a few weeH
as soloist at the Sunday evening concert given by tq
Beni Orchestra under the direction of Stanislas Bern i

the Whitcomb Hotel last Sunday, July 15. She sang thrd
groups of songs in a manner to enthuse the large auJf
ence that crowded every available corner of the
lobby to such an extent that she had to respond to sej
eral encores. Miss Hayden's voice is a clear, ringil

organ used with artistic instinct and she never fails
''

make an excellent impression. The orchestra under I

direction of Mr. Bem interpreted the following mil
effectively:

March, Emperor (Lauder), Overture, Raymond
Thomas), Waltz, Blue Danube (J. Strauss), Vocal S

la) Life (Curran), (b) Pirate Dreams, (c) Today (HuS
ta), Augusta Hayden; Selection, Mikado (Sullivan'

Scheherazada (Rimsky-KorsakoffI; Vocal Solo—Madantlj
Butterfly (Un bel dil (Puccini), Un Doux Lien (D#l
bruck), Tu Me Dirais (Chaminade), Augusta Haydeolf
Cavatina (Bohm); Song of India (Rimsky-Korsakolf)k|,
Hungarian Fantasie (Tobanil; Vocal Solo—Sacrama
(MacDermid), Serenade (Bassett), My Love Is a Mil
teer (Francisco di Nogero), Augusta Hayden; Graj

Opera Selection Faust (Gounod).
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of the first performances and the result

was an unforgettable concert. Lalo's
Overture Le Roi d'Ys is more solid than
the compositions of that master more
often heard here. The work is full of vio-

lent but beautiful contrasts, and the
trumpets scored a success, which led the
conductor to bid them rise to take a
storm of applause. The trumpeters, by
the way, are: Edward Masacek, John
Hughes, Ross Millhouse and T. F. Fish.

Kalinnikow's symphony No. 1 in G
minor is a work rich in contrapuntal
passages and endowed with that virility

which seems the special quality of Rus-
sians among modern composers. A beau-
tiful theme of the andante brought out
the strings to a superb open-air quality.

Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite is music toward
which it is easy to take a superior at-

titude. Maestro Oberhoffer's interpreta-

tion of it brought me to a different under-
standing of it. This lovely music, and
it seemed to me he got everything out
of it that is possible with masterly
shading and phrasing. Nothing here es-

caped his attention.

The Strauss waltz. Tales from the
Vienna Woods, proved one of the most
enjoyable works of the evening. Ober-
hoffer's sense for variety made a stirring

ind many colored experience of this

Viennese waltz. The solo of the steel-

stringed zither, admirably played by
Ernest Huber. the highly artistic leader
^f the Philharmonic Quartet bass section,
Was in delightful contrast to the rich

;juality of full orchestra, where every-
|,hing bass joined in the rhythmic grunt-
arunt which lends such local color to

.he Strauss waltzes. We are in for a
iiiarvellous season of summer concerts.
ind undoubtedly have the right man and
he right orchestra.

GRAVEURE
(Continued from Page 1. Col. 2)

"Only a very few students and teachers
ealize the value of singing the conson-
mts of a language, and that is responsi-
)le for that fact that those singing in

Vnglo Saxon languages frequently are ac-
•used of singing indistinctly. The art of
iinging the consonants is neither as sim-
)le or as common as many may imagine,
t is a rare art, and when once conquered
10 one will ever be accused of singing
vithout being understood. The reason
vhy so many consider the English lan-

:uage an inferior tongue to sing in is be-
cause artists who sing in English do not
ing their consonants. The vowels take
are of themselves. They can be sung
nstinctively; but the consonants must
.e carefully taught, and when a singer
>nce has fathomed this art it does not
ttake any difference in what language he
ir she may sing, for they will not only be
mderstood easily, but their singing will
(6 far better and much more appreciated.
"Among other modern practices that

|iave made their appearance in the musi-
al world is the so-called declamatory
,rt of singing. This term is really con-
radictory. If it is declamation it is not
inging. If it is singing it is not declama-

Joseph Greven
/oice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
-oncert and Church Singing in all

anguages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

! ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

302 Broadway . Oakland

i4rs. Wifliam Steinbach
VOICE ClIbTDRK

Studio:
902 KOHbBR Jt CHASE BLDG.

Pho Kr nT ^4.^4

CURT VON GRUDZINSKI
IIARITONE — VOICE CULTURE
Authorized to Tench Mine. Schoen-

Rene'n Method
an l.enventTorth St. Phone Prospect n2.'.3

kLMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

tioo. I am uncompromisingly committed
to the art of singing—and singing only.
The composers have written their melo-
dies to be sung, not spoken. And in order
to sing, a fine tone quality and easy mode
of tone production is necessary. No one
can sing successfully by straining. For
this reason it is so exceedingly difRcult
to sing Mozart successfully. While a good
many principles of vocal pedagogy are
generally known, and many will say that
they have known these things before,
only a few can actually demonstrate
these principles to their students in a
manner to obtain satisfactory results.

JIISEPH GEORGE JACODSON
Sail FriinelKco Pijin
an Ji

of HU .MoNt Su

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and H.ARMONV

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

ftO.- Kohler & Chniie Bid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, 803-6O4 KOHLER * CHASE BLDO.
Phone Kearny r^r>4

Msdeme Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture, IMann

RcHidence Studio, r.ss 27th Street
Oakland—Tel. Oakland 207!>

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5095.

MARION RAMON WILSON

St., San I

DR.AMATIC CONTRALTO

ISOI California

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OF SINGING

Studio 30 Gatlner Uulldine. :{7U Sutter ¥
Tel. Douelaa 42:!3. Ren. Tel. Kearny 23-

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the opening o her new Resl-
dence Studio, Clark -Vpt ».. Apt. 2tl—13S
Hyde St., San KranclHco. Phone Prospect
0O31. Fridays. IH)2 Kohle & Chase Ulds-
Kearny 54.-1.

MME ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cult
nulldluK.

are. Suite "C" Kohler & Chase
Telephone Kearny !»4.%4.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADU.ATE OF SCHOL.A CA.NTORU.M,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

ETHEL JOHNSON
51 Buena Vista Terrace

Phone Park I2»l
n San Frnnelseo From Nov York

Until AuKUst l.'.th
initcd Nnnilicr of Pupils Accepted

Mme. LILIAN SLINKEY DURINI

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR.-XNXISCO E.Jl.N'Ki

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mcpgers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St and 7lli Ave
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haieht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4J|)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals
tudio: 150 Central Ave. TeL Park 1U:M

MISS WELCOME LEVY

ADSLE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 17S Comitionwealth Ave.
Telephone PaciBc 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Ilrandt
11 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 15

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque, Paris

Studio: 3107 Washington Street
Phone Fillmore 1H47

SIGMUND BEEL
Master ClaH«eB for Violin

Studio Buildins. 1373 PoHt Street
TeL Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

-iday, Kohlei A t lia.-se lllclg..
1«« Santa Kosa
hone Hinnhuldt

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

hone Berkeley 6006.

Italian Method.
Breathing. (

2 EMU St.

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CO.NTRALTO

Teacher of Sln^lnK. 32 Lorelta Ave^ Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler &
Cha«e nidg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny .'^M.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & VVaahlnston

.Ur. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mr». Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SoloiNt, Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal lantruc-
tlon. 2539 Clay St., Phone We.t 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PI.\NO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 10O9 Kohler & Cha.He Bide.

Telephone Kearny 54.54
Rea. Tel. llayvletT 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST, ACCOMPANIST

AND TE-4CHER
Studio; 4196 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 415S Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3492

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIollnLst and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,
S. F. Cona. of Mnsle. 3435 Sacramento

St., and 121 21st .\Te., Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACH15R OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. ^Vent 7012

TEACHERS" DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Clianning Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont IBOS-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1!95

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
221J1 Scott St. Phone West 13t1

ANDRl PERR"i¥r

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONl
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
793 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYWAN
434 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
40S Stockton St.. S. F. Douglas 4141

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COIVIPANY,
THE COIVIPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
Prewentn fundamental muNlc princlpieH in a definite and lueid way, commenelne
with llrKt-erade pleeeH but procreHMlOK rapidly in their expoHltlon of teehaieal
and expresjiion problem*! and the ereation of Bood taste.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of Cal fornia, advertise In

the Pacific Coast Musical Review,

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you KntlMHeil n-lth tout tenelier}
Ciin he i»lnee yi»u before the puhllef
A.e you notiNlled ivllh your |>rO|;reHii(

In he 11 PnaldiKl. or ( hnrletnn!
Are you «ure your leneher know, howf
l> he nlwaya lalkluK "BREATH (" "TONGUE!"

"JAWJ"
If In doubt. oonNUlt llr. nofcnrt, nho Blndled in

Kurope with the tenehern of Seuibrlch. Scalchi.
Ilixpbani. ete.

PupilN prepared for Opera. Oratorio, Chureh and

New Aiidress—HEINK lll.nG.. 408 STOCKTON ST.
UouKla" «-'M

Qonstance ^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 7

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano T ,=.r,i;^ -^T" U^^-T^,,
Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements

thiough managers and mus'c clubs next season should
announce their plans NOW as bookings are made im
mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

Endorsed b7 ^^ag;er Swayne
Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayne

Principles
Stndloa 807 Kohler & Chaae Bids.

ZSlgi^ Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 1310

L^

Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a
Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature."

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines

WE INVITE A HEARING

^il^BAUen©
MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 .South First

sheet music

M
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SYMPHONY SEASON TO BEGIN OCTOBER 19TH NATIONAL MUSIC CLUB CONVENTION SUCCESS

Rehearsals to Start October 1st—Sale of Season Tickets to Open Next
Monday Morning, July 30th at Sherman, Clay & Co.—Ninth Season

Under Direction of Alfred Hertz—Thirty-Four Regular Con-
certs to Be Given—New Members Always Welcome

Large Attendance From All Parts of the United States Makes Event Very
Representative—Mrs. John F. Lyons Re-elected as President-

Membership More Than Doubled in Last Two Years

—

Next Convention at Portland, Oregon, in 1925

Official announcement of the impend-

ing symphony season has been received

by the Pacific Coast Musical Review this

week. It is gratifying to note that Alfred

Hertz will enter his ninth season as con-

ductor of the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. There is no doubt in our mind
but that the musical public of San Fran-

cisco will again, as it has done in the

past give its whole-hearted support to

these concerts and will convince the

Board of Directors of the Musical Asso-

ciation that in re-engaging Mr. Hertz for

another two years it fulfilled the wishes

of the public and thereby earned its

gratitude. For th's reason we wish to

specially call attention to that part of the

announcement which says: "Those de-

siring to contribute $100 or more toward
the support of the symphony orchestra
should signify their intention at once so

that their ticket orders will come within

the membership allotment."

We would like to go further than the

courteous announcement here qoted. It

is the solemn duty of every music lover

in Saa Francisco to become a member
of the Musical Association of San Fran-
cisco thereby obligating himself to guar-

antee the continuation of the symphony
concerts INDEFINITELY under the high-

est musical auspices. Everyone who can
spare $100 or more should not hesitate

for a second to enter his application with
the Musical Association. Either you are
a sincere and honest music lover and
heartily desire to have these concerts
continued under the direction of Alfred
Hertz, or you place your own selfish de-

sires and prejudices above the larger

good of the community. If you are a sin-

cere lover of music and can afford to

become a member you must contribute
your share so that the artistic standard
of the concerts may be perpetuated.

If any sincere music lover hesitates to

contribute his or her share because of
fear that changes may occur which are
in contrast to the MAJORITY INTER-
EST of the musical public, the Pacific

Coast Musical Review pledges its word
that it will always defend the rights of

the musical public in this respect against
any attacks that may be intended to frus-

trate the wishes of the majority of the
concert goers. If the music lovers pro-
pose to convince the Board of Governors
of the Musical Association that it acts
according to their wishes, it is not suf-

ficient to buy season and single tickets.

It is absolutely necessary to add to the
guarantee fund such sums that any
future danger of deficits will be entirely
obviated. For it the musical public by
its apparent indifference toward the suf-
ficiency of the guarantee fund becomes
responsible for another crisis in the
financial affairs of the Musical Associa-
tion, it can only blame itself when those
opposing its wishes, because of personal
prejudices, will gain the upper hand and
will become sufficiently strong to have
their way, and thus lower the artistic
standard of the symphony concerts.

Therefore, we want to urge our read-
ers most earnestly and most urgently to
not only buy as many beason tickets as
they can afford, but also to become MEM-
BERS of the Musical Association by sub-
scribing to the guarantee fund for a
number of years whatever sums they are
able to contribute. Unless our music
lovers are willing to assist financially as
well as morally they have no right to
complain afterwards of their wishes not
being considered. We absolutely know

that there are hundred of music lovers
fully able to contribute $100 or more to-

ward the sustenance of the Symphony
Orchestra who are not now on the list of
guarantors. Let them come forward and
ACT, or forever after hold their peace.

ALFRED METZGER

Announcement has just been made of
the opening of the season ticket sale tor

The Pacific Coast Musical Review is

indebted to the Publicity Department of
the National Federation of Music Clubs
for the following brief but comprehensive
report of the proceedings of the Thir-
teenth Biennial Convention at Asheville,
N. C, June 9-17:

With an attendance from all parts of
the United States, lectures and recitals
by foremost American educators and mu-

Petite ntid < Iiarminc Prinu I>«nnn Soi>rano Who Scored a Brilliant
ArtUtie rriuiiiph in the Title Hole of .Mnuichty Marietta Given 1

EoNtbay Opern A»i 4»eiatton at the Oakland Aluniciiial Opera
Hous e During: tlie PreHcnt Week

the thirteenth season of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, according to

which the first concert will be given
Friday afternoon, October 19, the season
to consist of thirty-four concerts in the
Curran Theatre. The sale of season
tickets will open next Monday morning
at Sherman, Clay & Company's.

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

sicians, the premier of the Lyric Dance
Drama prize composition, contests for

young professional artists, and many new
and vital plans for future activities, the

National Federation of Music Clubs im-

pressively celebrated its thirteenth bi-

ennial convention June 9-17, at Asheville,

N. C.—one of the beauty spots of

America and a fitting background for so
successful a festival.

Cause for much rejoicing resulted from
the re-election of Mrs. John F. Lyons as
president, for in her two years' term of
office Mrs. Lyons has effectively welded
together all factions both within and
without the federation circle, and to her
tact, wisdom and efficiency is due in
large measure the progress made in all

departments of this great organization
which is working solely for American
music and music in America.

No reports were more indicative of
the increasing strength of the Federation
than that of the Extension Department,
Mrs. Cecil Frankel, chairman, showing
that the number of clubs had more than
doubled in the past two years there now
being a total of 1903, and that of this
number 697 were Junior organizations.
A gain of 450 clubs in the Junior Di-
vision, under the capable direction of
Mrs. William John Hall, the compiling of
a Course of Study for the children, on
"Instruments of the Orchestra" and a
Junior History, and much constructive
work done by the Juniors have earned
for this section a separate and distinct
department to be known as the Depart-
ment of Junior Clubs.

How many members of music clubs
are educated in music?
How many know anything at all about

music?
How many would like to have some

education in music lore?
To meet the need of educational

knowledge on the part of a large per-
cent of the members of the music
clubs, a splendid Course of Study for
the use of clubs was put before the con-
vention by Mrs. F. A. Seiberling, of
Akron. Ohio, who, in conjunction with
Mrs. Frances E. Clark, chairman of the
Educational Department, and Mr. Wil-
liam Arms Fisher, of Boston, has outlined
a four-year course, considered by Federa-
tion officials to be epoch-making in the
educational development of this vast
body of members numbering over 100,000.
The course was unanimously adopted by
the convention, the books will be written
by some of the ablest writers in Amer-
ica, and the first outline will be ready in
the early fall.

The raising of the $10,000 quota for
biennial expenses (which was oversub-
scribed by some $500) created a storm
of applause for the finance chairman,
Mrs. F. A. Seiberling, and so enthused
became the delegates that forty-two life

memberships at $100 each were sub-
scribed from the floor at this session. A
concrete budget system for carrying on
the business of the federation was also
rtrorked out on the basis that each state
raise an amount eciual to 25 cents per
capita on the total membership of the
clubs.

The establishment of a new depart-
ment on Industrial Music, was unani-
mously agreed upon, with Miss An-
toinette Sabel, of Los Angeles, Cal., as
chairman. Other important happenings
were:

1. Direct co-operation between the Na-
tional Music Teachers' Association and
the Federation was assured by Mr. Otto
Meissner, president, in an eloquent
speech in which he advocated inter-mem-
bership between the two organizations.

2. An Artist Concert Committee was
established to assist clubs in concert
giving.

(Cont Page 10, Col. 1)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steele, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein'way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

T)uo-Art.
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Sherman,Jilay& Go
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

See Page 7 of this Issue

OreanlMt Ten
WALLACE A. SABIN

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Odlt'lal orj^anUt l^xpoftltion Auditorinm, organbit
and choLr director St. i.uke'H EplMcopal Church
orKanlnt Consregation Beth Inrael. I'lano and
orKnn inxtructlou—Vocal coach. Available foi
concerts and organ recitals.

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street
Telephone West 3753

EI, Flrat Charch of Chrix Sd-i
I.orInK Club. S. P., \Ved« 1)117 ColiforBlal

St., Phone Franklin 2003: Sat., Flrat Christian SclenML
Church, I'hone Franklin 1:<0T! Res. atodlo, 3142 I.enlstm
Ave., Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242K.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt, Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano. Harp, Violin.

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

Tel. KUlmo

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrlllaea, Director

A. L. Artleues. Prea.! I.oula AlcBrla, Vlce-Prea.

Unexcelled facllitlea for the atudy of mualc In all

Ita branches. Large Pipe Organ. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
San Francisco, Cal. Phone West 4737

Mzmning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

S1&42 Washington Street Telephone Flllmoi

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

mrill be absent In Europe for suminer, resuming}
teacbtes about Sept. 20tli. Residence atndlot 150

Honte Vlata Ave., Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 706

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI

Dominican College School of Music
SAN BVF.VEL, CALIFORNIA

finale Courses Thorough and Progressive
Public School Music. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 500 Hohler & Chase BIdg.,

S. F.: 2.'>.10 College Ave., Berkeley. Residence 291 Alva-
rado Road. Ilerkeler.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparine Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANSFELDT, Planlat
207 rherry St.. Bet. ^Va>^h^nKton .V- flay Tel. Pnc. ft:tO«

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAL TECHNIftUE

SI IMOH-DKTION
Director Musicians' I horal Knnemhlc of Snn Francisco

Kcnniv .',t,',l—Further Inforniation, Hemlock .'..'.l

IRENE A. MILLIER

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOl'RANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone Donglas 0024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

Mllei:il PI

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Organ, Harmonr. Organist and Hnalcal
Director of Flrat Preabytertan Church, AlaiBCda. Home
8««dlo: 1117 PARU STIUIET, ALAMEDA. Telephone AU-

A V I SI-A Cf <>MPAM ST
Musicians- (horal Ens

cl Tclcnhonc Hcniloik r,r.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert
tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register'

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are
able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

Realdence Studio 1330 Pine St.—Tel. Proapcct o:il>

DUO ART ROLLS

MADAME WILSON-JONES
DR.*:*I.ATIC SOPRANO

Teacher of Beautlfnl Singing. Pupil of Lampertl,
Garcia. MarchesI

Res. Studio. 2025 Durant Ave., Berkeley
Phone Berk. 408«-W
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

THE NEW MUSICAL SEASON

,
\\'ith the opening of the public schools next

Monday, July 30, the vacation time is past, and
Svcn the excuse of wanting to get a rest will not

he available any more for those who are in favor

pf discontinuing musical activities <lnring several

Inonths of the year. Now, those who are wide
liwake and believe in taking advantage of every
ppportunity to further their intere,sts will not

wait any longer in idleness and supine indiffer-

ence for the new season to begin. It is those who
'ealize their opportunity and prepare themselves

ihead of time who will be the busiest artists and
teachers of the new season. Dozens of artists are

l^ent to this office during the course of every week
.'or the purpose of giving them advice concerning

'.he ways and means to go about to secure engage-
ments and begin a career before the public. We
"heerfully give every possible useful suggestion,

out rarely is our advice followed. Among the de-

mands made upon us is a complete list of the

music clubs e.xisting in California.

!

Since such a list is not available, and since it

;:an not be obtained from the authorities of the

palifornia Federation of Music Clubs, the Pacific

Coast Musical Review had to go to work and it-

keli obtain this list—which is absolutely complete
In every respect, containing clubs not belonging

;:o the Federation, at great expense and consider-

ible expenditure of time and labor. And yet there

ire people who think it perfectly proper to ask

Lis for this valuable bit of reference on which we
expended so much. While we had to work a year

"ir two to obtain this information in e.xactly the

{form needed for our purjxise there are members
-if the profession who think it in conformity with
athics to ask us to just hand this over to them
thus saving them the trouble, work, annoyance
ind e.xpense to do this work for themselves. Nat-
.irally we refuse to do this, and we trust we are

!iot considered rude in thus refusing to donate
mr services in a cause that already has proved a

source of much worry to us. If it had been made
easy for us by those able to help us to secure this

list, we would gladly dispose of it. But since

"very possible obstacle has l)een put in our way
'o get this list until when we finally obtained it,

vve certainly are not going to just hand it out like

waste paper.

J

There are two ways of reaching the music clubs
if California. One is through advertising in the

':olumns of the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
jwhich paper will occasionally be forwarded to

I'VLL music clubs and even to all members of

hiusic clubs. The other will be to wait until publi-

cation of the Musical ISlue Book of California
which will contain all the names of music clubs
and their members. Surely this is a reasonable
proposition and far less expensive and difficult

than the method that we had to employ to secure
this information. If every member of the musical
profession would return to us a portion of the
service that we gave absolutely without cost to
him or her the problem fjf the publication of a
music journal would easily be solved.

But let us return to our original subject, name-
ly, proper preparation for the new season. If com-
petent artists wish engagements during the new
season they must make this known to those who
are able to give them engagements. Sending cir-

culars and letters is of no value whatever until

the artists are KNOWN. Secretaries of musical
clubs are so burdened with advertisements in the
form of letters and circulars that they pay no at-

tention whatever to them. But if a circular comes
from a well known artist, then their attention is

immediately attracted. There is only one way
to become known and that is through publicitv.

And as the business man creates a name value
for his instrument or other material for selling bv
investing a certain amount of his capital in ad-
vertising, so must an aspiring artist invest a por-
tion of his or her capital to creating a N.AME.
And if this way of procedure is distasteful to an
artist, then there is no hope for him or her as far

as a successful artistic career is concerned.

The same is true of the teacher. If a teacher

wishes to begin the season with a large class of

pupils he must make public announcement of this

fact. It is not a question as to how many pupils

one is able to secure thrqugh an advertisement.
It is merely a question of becoming KNOWN.
An unknown teacher can not possibly exist in

view of the present state of competition. It is

true there are some teachers who become known
through having journals accept announcements
of their concerts without charge to them and as

a matter of news. But that is only temporary
publicity. Sooner or later someone else with just

as much or more efficiency will use more up-to-

date methods of getting publicity and the teacher

who has built up his reputation upon a free and
easy plan will lose his footing just as easily.

Whatever is secured without work or expense is

only transitory and can not last.

While it was first our intention to utilize the

vacation months for our subscription contest,

thinking that the young students would have
more time to devote to this campaign during sum-
mer we have been induced Ivy those already en-

listed to postpone the actual start of the campaign
until August 15, after the re-opening of the

schools. The argument presented to us for de-

laying this campaign centered around the con-

tention that most people likely to become sub-

scribers upon urging of the students were out of

town and would not return until about the middle
of August or later. ,^nd so we shall mail our in-

formation and other publicity matter during the

first week of August. We shall ask about five

thousand teachers to extend to us the courtesy of

giving us the names of their students to whom to

send such information. We shall always he ready to

return services for such courtesy in addition to the

advantages which the teacher will receive when
his pupils participate in this campaign. There is

no question regarding the success of this contest.

The prizes are generous, the subscription to the

paper is moderate. The information given during

the course of a season is valuable. We feel con-

fident that our intention to add 3000 subscribers

to our list will be successful, and this again will

add to the success of artists and teachers residing

in California for we are always defending their

cause, whenever efforts are made to work against

the interests of the profession.

DR. STEWART MISUNDERSTOOD US

San Diego, July 23, 1923.

Dear Mr. Metzger:
Whilst tlioroughly agreeing with much that you say

in your editorial of this week upon the subject of the

evolution of an American school of composition, may I

be permitted to question the suggestion that a national

school—it it should ever develop—will be founded upon

syncopation? Perhaps the pernicious activities of the

"jazz fiends" at the present time may give some color

to this thought, but furtlier consideration will prove, as
I think, that the thing is impossible. To begin with
syncopation is merely a musical device—just one of the
many devices ready to the hand of the composer—and
no national school of composition can be founded upon
such a slender basis. All "jazz" contains syncopation,
but all syncopation is not jazz, by any means. Syncopa-
tion is one of the oldest devices used in music. The art

, of counterpoint, which is much older than harmony, or
chord-building, has a special section devoted to synco-
pation, and when this device is used in a rauslcianly
way it is of great value. What musicians object to is

the assumption that syncopation as used in jazz is some
new discovery, whereas as a matter of fact it is as old
as the art of music itself. Beethoven probably used
syncopation to a greater extent than any of his predeces-
sors, hut certainly he never wrote a note of jazz, as we
understand it. The great objection to jazz is its absolute
vulgarity which nothing can excuse or even palliate.

In this respect it bears a curiovis resemblance to the
common and vulgar pictures found in the comic supple-
ments of our Sunday papers. These sheets are pictorial
jazz, and a true artist would resent the idea that a
national school of painting could be founded upon such
a burlesque of art. I believe that a national school of
composition can only be founded upon national folk
songs, and as yet we have none in America. Perhaps
the neai'est thing to national folk songs will be found in
the ballads of Stephen Foster, and I am sure many of
these will endure when all the vulgar jazz of the present
day is consigned to the musical garbage barrel.

Yours very truly,

HUMPHREY J. STEWART.

Editorial Note—It is evident that Dr. Stewart mis-
understood our editorial. There is nothing in the edi-

torial to show that we meant "jazz" when we referred
to syncopation. Indeed we distinctly said: "By this we
do not mean jazz." Previous editorials plainly have
shown our stand in the matter of jazz. What we said
was that syncopation, or that peculiar rhythm which it

effects, may be a part of future American national
music, because it is symbolic of the restless, hurrying
and "peppy" characteristics of tlie American people.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ORGANISTS

The city of Rochester, New York, has been chosen for
the annual convention of the National Association of
Organists and the dates tor this year are: August 28,

29, 30, 31.

Through the courtesy of George Eastman, the East-
man School of Music and the Eastman Theatre have
been placed at the disposal of the Association and will

serve as the headquarters of the convention. All of the
recitals will be played on the beautiful concert organ
in Kilbourn Hall or on the organ in the Eastman The-
atre. This latter organ is the largest organ in any the-

atre in the world.

The recitalists include: Harold Gleason, head of the
organ department of the Eastman school; T. Tertiug
Noble, St. Thomas' Church, New York City: Dr. Healey
Willan, president oft he Canadian College of Organists;
S. Wesley Sears, Organ Players Club of Philadelphia;
Palmer Christian of the Fourth Presbyterian Church,
Chicago, and Eric De Lamarter, assistant conductor of

the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

There will be picture demonstrations by Desiderius
D'Antaiffy and John Hammond of the Eastman Theatre
and George C. Crook of New York City. Short talks will

be given by Harold Thompson. Ph. D., of Albany; F. W.
Riesberg. A. A. G. 0., of New York City; Frank L. Sealy,

warden of the American Guild of Organists; Robert
Berentsen, president of the Society of Theatre Organists
of New York City; Professor H. C. Macdougall of Welles-
ley College; Herbert S. Sammond of Brooklyn, N. Y.;

and Prof. H. Augustine Smith of Boston University.
Religious church work will be a strong feature of this

convention and the true art of the organ will be shown
in its highest form. It is expected that the attendance
for this convention will break all past records.

FOURTH SUMMER ORGAN RECITAL

The fourth of the current series of recitals upon the

great municipal organ will take place at the Exposi-

tion Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock,

with Municipal Organist Uda Waldrop again at the

console. His recital of last Sunday was most enjoyable

and he has prepared an even more attractive program
than before. The heaviest works will be the Toccata
from Widor's Fifth Symphony, three movements from
Bach's French Suite. No. 5. and the "Marche Punebre
and Chant Seraphique" of Guilmant. He will also play

by special request his own musical setting to the "Fairy

Lullaby'' from "A Midsummer Night's Dream," which
was so enthusiastically received last Sunday, as well as

other interesting numbers.
These recitals, which are very popular, are free to

the public, and there are no reserved seats, according

to the decision of Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden, chair-

man of the Auditorium Committee of the Board of

Supervisors. Organist Waldrop's complete program is

as follows: Improvisation: Three Movements from the

French Suite. No. 5 (a) Loure, (b) Gavotte, (c) Sara-

bande (J. S. Bach) ; Marche Funebre et Chant
Seraphique (Guilmant): (a) Arabesque. No. 1 (De-

bussy); (b) The Little Shepherd, from "The Children's

Corner" (Debussy); (a) Swedish Melody. "Vermeland"
(Wilhelm); (b) Irish Tune from County Derry (com-
poser unknown): Fairy Lullaby, from "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" (Uda Waldrop); Toccata, from the

Fifth Symphony (Wider).
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MUSICIANS' CHORAL ENSEMBLE

An interesting announcement to musicians and public

both, is tlie series of concert programs to be given by
the Musicians' Choral Ensemble of San Francisco, a

new organization directed by Madam Mackay-Cantell.

The ensemble is composed of trained voices only (voice

trials are now in progress) and all the solo work of the

year for the entire series of concerts will be done by
the solo voices of its personnel on a strictly professional

basis. This is a departure from the old practice of

throwing solo work to outside talent, a custom which
has been based upon the supposedly good policy of not
endangering the organization with internal jealousies.

It is now recognized to be a far better policy for the at-

tainment of high standard ensemble singing to give its

membership the benefit of concert engagements and to

thus stimulate professional singing of clioral works.

There are to be six concerts, featuring the Musicians'

Choral Ensemble of San Francisco, given at the Palace

Hotel, the Gold Ballroom, on Tuesday evenings, October
30, December 4. January 22, February 26, April 8. and
May 13; a further series of five concerts will be given

at the Paul Elder Gallery by soloists of the Musicians'

Choral Ensemble and assisting artists, the ensemble
not taking part owing to the limitations of the hall.

Assisting artists for the season include Elsie Cook
Hughes, Eva Koenig Friedhoffer, Irene Millier, Mrs.

Sidney Rose, Antonio DeGrassi, Hugo Friedhoffer, Rob-
ert Rourke, Martha Jane Tackabury and other well

known San Francisco musicians. The committee for

acceptation of voices, composed of four San Francisco
vocal teachers, may be met by appointment through
communicating with Madam Mackay-Cantell, Kohler &
Chase Bldg.. or by writing or phoning to Miss Made-
line Kirke, secretary, 315 Flood Bldg., Randolph 6057.

Active membership in any of the San Francisco mus'cal

clubs will be accepted in place of voice trial. Rehearsals

begin on Monday night, August 19, the Kohler & Chase
Bldg., at 8 p. m.

Mackenzie Gordon, the distinguished tenor and peda-

gogue, has gone on a two months' vacation which will

take him at first to Independence Lake and later to the

Bohemian Grove. Mr. Gordon enjoyed one of the most
active and successful seasons of his brilliant career.

Lately Mr. Gordon has devoted more time to his studio

work than before, when some of his attention was di-

vided between his professional duties and other in-

terests, but he is again completely in the musical har-

ness, and his crowded classes, his able students, un-

usually fine voices and the Mackenzie Gordon energy
and enthusiasm is again permitted to add zest to the

musical life of the community.

CHILDREN TO APPEAR ON CHURCH PROGRAM

An entire juvenile program will be given at the Fitz-

gerald Memorial Church, 960 Bush street, on Monday
evening to which the public is cordially invited. The
affair will be the fifth concert of its kind being given at

the church under the direction of Madame Stella Ray-
mond-Vought. the concert manager. The pupils of the

leading teachers in San Francisco and the bay cities

will be represented, namely, Sigmund Anker, violinist;

George Kruger, pianist; Mme. Inez Carusi. harpist;

Mme. Marracci, Italian voice teacher, and Mrs. Cathe-

rine Swint, pianist. The silver offering is applied to the

organ fund in an effort to pay for the newly installed

organ in the church before 1924.

Have You Reserved Space

In
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CALIFORNIA

If Not,

There Is No Time Like
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first pages
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EDITORIAL NOTE—Mrs. EKta Huggins, the Pacific
Coast Musical Review's San Jose representative is

spending her vacation in the East, and during her ab-
sence she will discontinue her weekly letters. How-
ever, we shall be pleased to give space to any of our
San Jose friends who wish to send us news of their
summer activities. Programs of students' recitals and
artist concert wJI be cheerfully published. In the mean-
time we shall print Leroy V. Brant's interesting articles
in the San Jose department until the return of Mrs.
Huggins.

Jack Edward Hillman, baritone, will be the soloist at
the Whitcomb Hotel tomorrow (Sunday) evening. Mr.
Hillman has selected an excellent array of vocal, com-
positions for interpretation and he will no doubt, as
usual, make a splendid impression. The entire pro-
gram, under the direction of Stanislas Bem, will be as
follows: March, Vienna (J. Schrammell ; Overture. Bar-
bier de Seville (G. Rossini); Waltz, Wedding of the
Winds (J. T. Hall); Vocal Solo, Mementoes (Tirindelli).
Jack Hillman; Selection, Bajadere (E. Kalman) ; Italian
Folk-Songs (O. Langey); Vocal Solo— (a) Invictus
(Huhn). (b) My Dear Little Irish Rose (Gerrish-Jones),
(CI Tally-Ho ILeoni), (d i Just a Wearjin' for You
(Bond), (e) The Open Road (Rass). Jack Hillman; Medi-
tation (Franz Blon) ; Liebesfreud (Fritz Kreisler) ; Bal-
let Music from Gioconda (A. Ponchiellis) ; Vocal Solo
Eri Tu (The Masked Ball) (Verdi). Jack Hillman; Echo
from the Metropolitan Opera House.

Rudy Seiger, the enterprising and effective director
of the Fairmont Hotel Orchestra, has prepared an un-
usually interesting program for his concerts tomorrow,
Sunday, July 29, as will be readily seen by scanning the
following selections: Venetian room, 7 to 8 o'clock

—

Selections from Irene (Tierney); Waltzes from The Fire-
fly (Frimll: Selections from Lucia (Donizetti); Bamba-
lina from Wildflower (Youmans). Main lobby at 8:30
p. m.—Selections from II Trovatore (Verdi)

; Quand L'
Amour Neurt (Cremioux): Indian Love Lyrics (Amy
Woodforde-Finden) ; Piano Solo Rondo Capricc'oco
(Mendelssohn), J. Chandler Smith; Romance (Grun-
feldl: Berceuse (Sing. Smile, Slumber) (Gounod); Love
Sends a Little Gift of Roses (Openshaw); Patrol (Our
Director) (Bigelow).

Frank Moss, the unusually brilliant California pianist,
was married last Tuesday, July 24. The bride is Mrs.
Brewster, a former Honolulu pupil of Mr. Moss and an
excellent musician. Mr. Moss will continue his profes-
sional work in a more ambitious way than ever and is

.planning a concert in New York early in the new season.
His concert in Scottish Rite Hall netted for him the
unanimous opinion of press a«d public regarding his
unquestionable artistic superiority. The Pacific Coast
Musical Review joins Mr. and Mrs. Moss' many friends
in congratulating them heartily upon their marriage and
wishes them much happiness.

Anil Deer, the well known concert soprano and vocal
teacher, returned from a vacation trip to the Yosemite
and other parts of the Sierras which she visited by auto-
mobile. She has returned to her studio with renewed
energy and is looking forward to a very busy season.

The Hungarian Quartet, a new ensemble organization,
founded by Ferdinand Stark, recently appeared with
brilliant success in Sacramento, forming the principal
opening attraction at the new Hippodrome Theatre
there. Originally engaged for four days the Quartet's
success was so unprecedented that the management ex-
tended the engagement for another four days. The Sac-
ramento Bee had this to say of the organization's suc-
cess: "The Hungarian Quartet is one of the best instru-
mental aggregations that has ever been presented in

Sacramento. They are an attraction that is engrossingly
interesting for an entire evening's entertainment."
After having their engagement extended for twice its

original period by popular demand, the Hungarian
Quartet has also been re-engaged for another week dur-
ing August. Ferdinand Stark, who has been active in
San Francisco's musical life for nearly thirty years,
has become nationally known, because of his singular
instinct in securing the utmost emotional effects from
a small string organization. Among his admirers are
artists like Kreisler, Ysaye, Damrosch, Kneisel and
many others. He has been called the JohaMD Strauss of
America and among his triumphs is an extended engage-
ment at one of New York's leading hotels. Mr. Stark
has long chafed in the narrow confines of a hotel or-

chestra where his aspirations for the finest music are
necessarily curtailed, because of the jazzmania pre-
valent among so many people. He has decided to leave
the Hotel life and enter the broader field of the theatre
and concert stage.
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The Pacific Grove Musical Society will give a concert
on Friday, June 29, In the grammar school auditorium.
This win be the sixth concert given since the society'!
organization.

Miss Georgia Kober, the well-known pianist, has been
spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Worcester,
being friends of long standing. Miss Kober Is the head
of the Sherwood School of Music of Chicago and !•

passing a year in Palo Alto. She is planning to leave
In a few days for Southern California where she will

give a series of concerts.

Miss Myrtle Klahn was heard In the following Inter-

esting organ program: Fantasia in G Minor (J. S.

Bach) ; Romance Sans Paroles (Joseph Bonnet) ; Pas-
torale from the First Sonata (Guilmant); Sonata !n E
Minor No. 1—Allegro con brio, Adagio, Scherzo, Inter-

ludlo, Fuga (Jas. H. Rogers).

CHARLES R. BAKER WITH PAVLOWA I
Charles R, Baker of Los Angeles, for many years busi-

ness manager in advance and publicity representative
of the San Carlo Grand Opera Company, hae resigned
from that organization and signed as road manager for

Anna Pavlowa and her Ballet Russe, under the direction

of Mr. Sol Hurok of New York. Mme. Favlowa"e Ameri-
can tour will open with a two-weeks engagement at the

Manhattan Opera House. New York, on October R, fol-

lowing which the organization will make a trans-con-

tinental tour reaching to the Pacific Coast. The local

engagement of the Pavlowa Ballet Russe will occur

about the middle of January, under the management of

Mr. Selby Oppenheimer.
Upon tour Mme. Pavlowa will present several new

and sensational ballets. dJTertissements and solo dances,

the themes and material for which were gathered during
her recenty-completed 'round-the-world tour which took

her to Japan, China, Singapore, Bombay. Delhi, Alexan-
dria, (^airo and other old-world points. She will sail from
London on September 17, with her company of eighty

members, the greatest numerical force ever assembled
by Pavlowa for touring purposes.
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LIGHT OPERA SEASON STARTS IN OAKLAND

Mabel Riegelman Receives Ovation in Title Role of

Naughty Marietta—Large Chorus, Good Voices
and Picturesque Scenery

By Alfred Metzger
If the reception accorded the members of the East-

bay Opera Association at the Oakland Auditorium Opera
House last Monday evening. July 23rd. is any indi-

cation of the success of this ambitious organization

Louis B. Jacobs, business manager, may well be gratified

with the season. The opening production consisted of

Victor Herbert's breezy comic opera, Naughty Marietta.

As is but natural there are always associated with the
opening performance of a new season and a new com-
pany elements of nervousness and lack of assurance
which nothing in the world has ever been able to avoid.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review puts itself always in

a tolerant mood when reviewing the first production of

a new company. It is not only physically impossible to

actually judge an artist's qualifications from one hear-

ing, but it is unjust and unfair to endanger the chances
of success of a new and worthy enterprise, because of

natural discrepancies that invariably must creep in at

introductory productions . On the other hand it is as dif-

ficult to predict the worthy elements of such company's
accomplishments as it is to condemn indiscriminately
errors that creep into a first night performance. So the
writer will only confine himself to those phases of the
production worthy of comment and will leave anything
in the nature of captuous remarks to future considera-
tion.

In comparison to the enterprising spirit of the man-
agement the audience should have been much larger.

True enough the orchestra pit was pretty well oc-

cupied, but the balcony did not present a very "popu-
lated" apppearance. If the theatregoing public of Oak-
land, Berkeley and Alameda had known before hand
how complete and satisfactory the performance would
turn out to be no doubt the house would have been
sold out, as it undoubtedly was later in the week. Mabel
Riegelman is the prima donna of the Eastbay Opera
Association. Considering the fact that the greater part
of her career was confined to grand opera productions
and that more recently she had devoted herself prin-

cipally to concert work this first appearance revealed
' the good judgment of those who selected her for this

responsible position.

We have heard Miss Riegelman in much better voice,

1 and yet her high notes rang out with silver clarity and
I accuracy as to pitch. Her low notes were resonant and
rich in quality. It is a remarkably well developed so-

prano of distinctly dramatic timbre. As an actress Miss
Riegelman has no superiors in the field of light opera

' and at present we know of no equals. Throughout the
,
production Miss Riegelman held the attention of her
audience, succeeded in concentrating upon herself the

i major portion of the applause and put into the role
' every ounce of energy and enthusiasm and every
particle of talent and ability within her reach. It was

' a performance that gave the entire production a certain
,
unquestionable prestige.

Next in popularity, as far as we could judge, was the

i Inimitable character work of Perquita Courtenay whose
\
sense of humor and convincing histrionic art proved the

! predominating comedy element throughout the pro-

: duction. What Miss Courtenay lacks in voice she cer-

; tainly more than made up in irresistible qualifications

t tor entertaining. Jackson Mun"ay. who evidently is the
leading tenor of the company, presents a pleasing per-

sonality, a very smooth lyric tenor vo'ce somewhat un-

certain in the high tone, but solid in the middle and
low positions and more than the ordinary capacity for

, histrionic expression than we usually find among light

[
opera organizations. In the role of Captain Richard

. VVarrington he acquitted himself most creditably. Frank
Keenan Wallace enacted the role of the irritable Lieu-

;
tenant-Governor Grandett with sufficient verisimilitude
to add to the amusement of the audience.
Marion Vecchi. who has gradually attained numerous

honors in various operatic enterprises of a local nature,
has reached the professional ranks without loss of
dignity. He has, in the role of Rudolpho, a vehicle

. specially designed to emphasize his best artistic traits.
' Both in his acting and in his singing he gives evidences
of natural adaptability and he seemed to be at home
among the experienced people in the company.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

AvallaMe tor Concerts and Recitals
AddreHH: 471 :t7th Avenue

Tel. Pac. 8:t2

Jane Gray, the possessor of a very luscious and flexi-

ble mezzo soprano voice, the lower tones of which are
specially notable, was heartily applauded for the vocal
share of her performance. All the other roles were
either of a minor nature, therefore not suited for de-
tained mention, or they were enacted with a timidity
and nervousness that require improvement before any-
thing of a distinct complimentary nature may be said.
The chorus is exceptionally big in numbers and the
dancing features were excellently done. George E.
Lask's influence as stage manager was apparent every-
where, for the performance proceeded without a hitch
and with that exhilarating atmosphere of life and esprit
which is associated with everything Mr. Lask under-
takes.
The orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Maxima de

Grosz. consists of some of our best orchestral musicians
and under leadership of Dr. de Grosz they played with
virility and precision. Scenery and costumes were taste-
ful and looked spick and span. The audience was un-
usually enthusiastic, many songs receiving double and
triple encores. There is no doubt regarding the fact
that the Eastbay Opera Association made a right start
and with the natural improvement associated with any
enterprise the support of the public should increase and
become lasting.

Beginning Monday evening. July 30th, the Eastbay
Opera Association will present The Spring Maid, music
by H. Reinhardt, and among the announcements of
the management is the engagement of Harry Burgess,
an international noted comedian, and Robert Carlson,
the well-known basso. The Spring Maid is a dashing
melodious light opera that appeals to everybody.

MARGARET HUGHES SUMMERS AT HOME

Margaret Hughes, the noted California pianist and
accompanist, is spending her vacation in San Francisco
with her relatives prior to resuming her concert work
with Frances Alda. with whom she will be associated dur-
ing that Diva's transcontinental tour. It will be remem-
bered that -Mrs. Hughes was here with Mme. Johanna
Gadski with whom she did such exceptional artistic
work during the last season. Prom the time Mrs.
Hughes came to New York she became one of the mu-
sically elect being selected as accompanist and assist-
ing artist by such distinguished leaders in America's
musical colony as Marie Tiffany, the charming Metro-
politan soprano, Florence Easton. the eminent American
prima donna soprano, Mme. Gene-Rene, tlie matchless
concert artist, De Lucca, the brilliant Italian baritone.
Jeanne Gordon, the noted American contralto, with
whom she appeared in concerts in Canada. Boston and
Philadelphia, Marie Rappold and Marguerite Namara.
two of America's illustrious operatic and concert
artists, whom she accompanied at some of their engage-
ments with leading symphony orchestras. Mrs. Hughes,
after such prolonged absence, and scoring real artistic
triumphs elsewhere, has not forgotten that she is a
Californian. She is already falling in love with her
former home all over again, and it would not surprise us
a bit if one of these days the allurements of the East
can not hold this delightful artist any longer, and her
old home will once more draw her to its heart.

ANNIE LOUISE DAVID RETURNS FOR SUMMER

Annie Louise David, the distinguished American
harpist, will arrive in San Francisco today (Saturday)
and will be available for concerts and teaching after
August 1st. On her Way West Miss David stopped
oft at Seattle to give lessons to all of her pupils there.
Several of Miss David's Eastern pupils are coming
West with her this season. Some of these come from
New York, one from Chicago, one from San Antonio,
Texas, and one from Galveston, so it looks as if M'ss
David would be busier than ever. She is looking for-

ward to her stay in California with exceptional pleasure.

It

BY WAY OF EXPLANATION

a great deal of regret that we were com-
pelled to leave out the splendid series of Osburn Putnam
Stearns' treatises on The Orchestra in Its Relation to
the Moving Picture in last and this week's issue. But
we had been obliged to leave so much important ma-
terial over that it was necessary to publish some of it

in order to prevent it from getting too stale. But we
shall take pleasure to resume publication of these in-

teresting installments next week.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg..—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,—West 815z

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie

Tel. Prospect 3071 850 Geary Street, Apt, 8

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G, Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Ben Moore
PIANIST—COACH—ORGANIST

Organist and Director Trinity Episcopal

Church—Beth Israel Synagogue

2636 Union St. Tel. Fillmore 1624

Appointrnent Only

haritone

FAKKINC;
BEK.TnA.ND - Blt.OV/N
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

ii •

10778 met No. 10623

Yokohama in Seplembi

1922, (exact dale unki

; about this way. One

ing early in

Lang of San

morning ma
firsl sleame

box Godoi

terse and pi

the

Twenty-four hou

omh,

CISCO fou

s telegran

, 10778

Yokohama." A
telegram, yet ro-

inge beginnings.

s later No. 10778

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even

he does not observe. He
>vill notice instantly the

most minute variation in

its musical quality, but

the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

mv job to observe for

1 hav

ilh the two ra

lame into r

ie from Kohl
them in Sail

ite from

able instruments thai ever

Knowing that one of them cai

1 have made il a point to sei

on my way to New York en

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing

the extreme diflficukies of climate and

transportation. This one (No. 10778) was

shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what

must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered

that the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept il. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knahes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through

all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways

of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the

ovations accorded this great artist in these music-

hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the

two pianos that supported him. Dtiys of travel over

the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless

lies, the punishment of oriental transportation in

boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

onths of it. At times it was heart-breaking.

Instruments carry many scars of battle, but
lly they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as

perfect mechanically and structurally, as

clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of

resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
urli^ts in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rnpe 1 was familiar with the German
piiinos^ that are built like stodgy battle-

&hips, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-

formance. If I had made these two
Knabes 1 should feel very proud. Inci-

lly I am not in any way connected
with the Wra. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
to his no tuner

nd agaii

•"
GODOWSKY

Master of the masters at whose
feel li ve sat at one time or

anollic praetiraJly every great

pianist of our day.

Who. with rare consideration, c

Ijrivilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has soi

thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I

any other artist bus ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves

1 found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to

Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to

unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to o

the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specialty made), one from the New York warerooms

and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* er •CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMTICO

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to inusic and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Cliaae Building,

San Francisco.
1. Why are the bass strings of a piano wrapped?

—

L. D. G.
In order to make them thick enough in proportion to

tlieir lengths, to give tlie required pitch. The thicker

a string the lower its pitch, other things being equal. A
solid string of tlie required thickness would not give a
string quality of tone but rather that of a metal bar like

the tone of the glockenspiel or the celesta. By wrapping
the bass strings of a piano the required thickness isi

obtained without sacrificing the string tone. i

2. I.S the silver flute a wood-wind instrument?—B. M.

i

Yes. All flutes would be called wood-winds regardleasi

of the material they are made of.

3. Has an American orchestra ever played in Europe?i

W. C. S.

Yes. The New York Symphony Orchestra made a touri

of Europe several seasons ago.

4. Of what is Iff an abbreviation?—D. H.
Fortississimo or forte-fortissimo. It means a volume

of tone three times as loud as forte.

5. I have heard that the play "The Jest" has been used

for a Grand Opera. Can you tell me who wrote thei

music?—R. S. S.

Umberto Giordano.
Note: The Question Column will be discontinued with

this issue for a month. It will be resumed again In

September. All questions and communications now on

hand will be answered then.

GREEK THEATRE RECITAL

An excellent and attractive program is being arranged

by Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert George Lang
tor the afternoon of Sunday, August 5, at four o'clock.

Particular interest is being shown in Mozart's Sonatai

in D major and a Valse of Arensky's, these numbers'

being arranged tor two pianos. Miss Deininger will also

contribute a group composed of works by Schumann,
Chopin and Liszt. This appearance will be the first of

the season of these two artists in a joint recital. They
will later appear in a concert given by the Pacific Musi*

cal Society of which organization they are directors.

KRUGER'S FOURTH STUDENTS' RECITAL

The talented piano students of Mr. and Mrs. George
Kruger gave a splendid pianforte recital in their beautl-^

ful residence studio, 2S3 Thirtieth avenue (Sea Cliff),'

Sunday afternoon, July 22nd, before a large and ap-

preciative audience. Careful study and musicianly In-

struction was responsible for a most delightful after-:

noon, each number on the program having a charm of

its own. Musical artistry is and always will be recog*

nized and encouraged. The program was opened by Nor

man Smith, about whom much praise has been written.'

He played really with intelligent interpretation

Schubert-Heller's The Trout, La Fileuse by Raff and Thft

Nightingale by Liszt. Jewell Levin followed with a

Menuett by Beethoven and a Valse by BurgmuHer in b

clear and carefully phrased manner. Gertrude Sugar

man in two Spanish dances (Moszkowsk') with Mr
Kruger, played with dash and style these by no mean;

easy compositions.
Edna Rene rendered MacDowell's Water Lily an

Chaminade's Dance Creole with artistic touch aii'

delicate phrasing. The Mazurka by Godard an-

Fruehlingsrauschen by Binding was played by Isabi

Arata with understanding. Flossie Soule Grigsby rec

dered The Rondo Capriccioso by Mendelssohn and Valse

Caprice by Newland with fine precision and rhythm

Then followed Joseph Salvato with Beetho.ven's Con

certo Op. 37, in C minor, which he played with splendii

technic and poetical conception. Miss Eleanor Atkinsn

gave a soulful rendition of the Romance F sharp maj'

by Schumann, and in contrast to this composition tl

graceful Sous Bois by Staub.

Miss Lillian Schwerin has musical temperament am

played with good phrasing and understanding tli'

Liebesfreud by Kreisler and the Prelude by Racli

maninoff. Miss Viola Luther showed decided talent ii

her interpretation of Chopin's E minor Valse, Schubeii

Liszt's Hark. Hark the Lark and Schytte's Hen Ovt

Steppen. Miss Myrtle Gable delighted the aud'ence witl

her graceful rendition of the Arabesque by Leschetizk>

She has a musical touch and the Bird Song by Palmgrci

and the Allegro Commodo by Bargiel sounded unusuall

airy and pretty. Miss Edna Linkowski is a very giftc

young musician. She has a depth of feeling in her pla>

ing and made such a strong impress'on upon the ami

ence that it gave her an ovation. She played March

Militaire by Schubert-Taussig, Sherzo by Mendelssoli

and Liszt's Faust Fantasie.

The program was closed by Norman Smith. Tlii

highly gifted young boy is still in the springtime of In

youth, but exhibits unusual talent and musical cei

ception somewhat above that of many of his senior

His technique is very facile and his evenness of tou'

is enjoyable. His memory is also remarkable and adil

considerably to the young player's efficiency. He clios

for interpretation Beethoven Concerto in C niino

playing the three movements with fine intelligence an

expression. The audience called him back again an

again. George Kruger deserves, indeed, a great deal i

credit in bringing out musical students in such a

efficient way and is heartily to be congratulated aV"

the tremendous success he achieved with this recita

S
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CaEfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

That is to induce clubs which are not yet engaging artists to begin

doing so, and that manager who can create for himself a series of concert

engagements among music clubs, not already organized for the purpose of

engaging artists, will have justification to deniand loyalty from the clul)S

which he has induced to imitate the example of those already providing

musical culture for their community. We believe that there are additional

clubs that can be enlisted in this cause, provided the artists are sufficiently

prominent and the prices sufficiently tempting to enable these clubs to se-

cure guarantees from their members. We should think the right sort of

manager would be able to add another fifteen or twenty clubs to those now

securing high-priced artists.

We do not think that music clubs have any cause for complaint ^s to

prices. If a member considers the amount of his annual fee, and divides

it among the various concerts he hears during the course of a season, he or

she will find that, compared to the regular price of two dollars usually

asked in the musical centers, the fee paid l)y the club member per concert

is very insignificant. The fee paid the artist or the manager by the clulj

is not the amount to consider. If Schumann-Heink appears at the Exposi-

tion Auditorium in San Francisco before 10,000, at prices ranging from one

I dollar to $2.50, for instance, there would be more than $15,000 in the house,

and yet a music club could possibly secure the services of Mme. Schumann-

Heink for $1500 and 2000 members can hear her. These same two thousand

' people would pay twice this amount in a large city. However, the members

I
of a music club pay possibly from five to ten dollars for ten or more cun-

1 certs a season which brings their average amount paid for concerts to fifty

cents—one quarter of what such artist receives in the big cities.

' The music clubs of California have not done all they could for the dis-

1 tinguished artists residing in the State. It is true practically all clubs en-

I

courage prospective artists just about to make their debut in the musical

I
world. They guide them in their first steps as it were. But later on when

1
the young artists wish to begin earning a little of tiie money wliich they

;
and their parents have invested in their career, the music cluljs are very

niggardly in their financial recognition. Of course, there are exceptions

1 which we are enumerating at the proper place and time. But the gravest

injustice done by the music clubs is toward resident artists who have made

1 California their home, after gaining distinction abroad, and who are re-

: stricted to teaching in order to make a living. Only at the annual conven-

1 tion of the California Federation of Music Clubs at Santa Ana in April,

j 1923, was the first attempt made to rectify this injustice by the passage of

( a resolution asking the clubs belonging to the Federation to engage at least

two artists of distinction residing in California among the itinerary for the

j new season. How far the music clubs will obey this suggestioi. remains to

1 be seen.

I

I am convinced that the artists will not remain idle while they are

the object of prejudice and discrimination. Some kind of co-operation will

be established between those who like to hear such artists and the artists

j
themselves. The writer has been working on solving this problem for some

i time, and a solution will sooner or later be found. In the meantime rc-

I criminations against managers or clubs will serve no good purpose. The

: only way to win a cause is to fight for it until it is won. Let everyone in

I California, and elsewhere, too, make up his or her mind to espouse the

[ cause of the resident artist of distinction and to help in securing for him

I

recognition that compares with the recognition so gladly accorded visiting

', artists, and sooner or later the prejudice against resident artists will disap-

j

pear and they will share in the financial as well as the artistic success that

rewards every artist of merit and efficiency, no matter where he may live.

i
(To be continued)
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Los Angeles. July 2:1, 1933

The Bowl concerts for the past week definitely eon-

firm in the hearts of all music lovers that in the Bowl
orchestra and Emil Oberhofter, we have an ideal musi-

cal combination. Now we may look forward to evening

upon evening of music under the stars, which will leave,

not only a fragrant memory, but will incalculably widen
the local interest in music, and set new standards for

music-appreciation.
The Tuesday night concert had perhaps the most per-

fect musical unity of the group. While Mr. Oberhoffer

showed plainly at his first concert that he knew how to

interpret Tschaikowsky exceptionally well, at this con-

cert he actually did interpret the Fourth Symphony su-

premely, because the orchestra by this time was better

knit. Sibelius Finlandia with its sombre northern color-

ing made a rich foil for the personal emotional quality

of the Russian composer.
On Thursday the outstanding number was without

question MacDowell's Suite, Opus 42. Each of the four

movements dealt delicately with those nature-moods
characteristic of this great American musician, and it

is precisely th's sprightly sort ol music wu ch gives thi

;

sensitive conductor his opportunity. The audience was
completely carried away, and applauded widely. In ab-

solute contrast, the Lai go from the New WorUl Sym-
phony of Dvorak, with its crooning slave melodies, like

sad old songs heard at sunset, brought the listeners

very close to tears.

Miss Ingred Arneson, a young soprano from Chicago,

pleased with the Balatella from II Pagliacci, and re-

sponded with an encore. After the singing, Mrs. .J. J.

Carter in a state of happy excitement, announced that

Miss Aline Barnsdall had given fSOO to make up the

$1000 necessary to present the children of Los Angeles

with a free symphony concert. The first $100 was sub-

scribed by Douglas Fairbanks, .Jr., Mr. Black generously

subscribed $100. and Tcm May of Hamburger's the re-

maining $100. "Then," said Mrs Carter, "that's not all.

Miss Mae Murray gives another thousand for another

kiddie concert!" This sort of thing is one of the most
thrilling aspects of these Bowl concerts, the way in

which they unloosen the hearts and purse-strings of our

wealthy citizens in the noble cause cf music for those

who are unable to pay for it themselves.
Symphonically, Friday evening was the great event

of the week, when Beethoven's Fifth Symphony was pre-

sented. This leader gives a very personal reading of this

magnificent work, paying particular attention to the

beautiful string passages in which it is so rich. Full of

feeling, not as virile as some readings which have been
heard, but with a wealth of love lavished on the phras-

ing and shading.
The Ran March and particularly Bolzoni's minuet

were pleasing numbers. The last was encored, and to

my mind was one of the best performances the or-

chestra has yet given. Light music of this character is

well suited to such concerts, and the strings when played

alone out-doors are peculiarly gratifying. Usually they

seem a little swallowed by the brasses and wood-winds.

Liszt's Second Rhapsody and Wagner's Entrance of the

Gods into 'Valhalla completed a fine program. On Sat-

urday a large crowd attended. Rossini's Angelas from
the B Minor Symphony by Henry Hadley. the eminent
American composer. In the Mountain 'Village by Ippo-

litow Ivanow and Theme and 'Variations from Fourth

Suite of Tschaikowsky. Edna Gunner Peterson played

the Grieg Piano Concerto In A minor to a delighted

audience.

Mme. Newcombe Prindell, impresario and personal

representative of talented resident artists, has such

faith in fine artist material and the splendid teachers

to be found in California today, that one of the principal

activities in the strenuous work she has undertaken,

is that of impressing upon the minds of young students

and those wishing to do professional coaching, that it

is quite unnecessary to go East or abroad to gain the

desired instruction.

In an interview recently granted the writer, Mme.
Prindell said: "The greatest teachers in the world are

today located in California. The best way to select or

determine the merits of a teacher's instruction is to

study the results they get, to find out tor yourself what
their students are accomplishing. The old idea that one

must go abroad, or to New York to get prestige, if noth-

ing else, is fading into nothingness along with other

erroneous ideas. I grant you a trip abroad or even to

New York may be worth while to gain atmosphere, but

the real vocal benefits are not obtained by making a

journey.
"Just recently 1 have had occasion to hear some artist-

students, here in Los Angeles, who have taken instruc-

tions only from resident teachers, and I assure you they

made the work of many so-called artists of reputation,

fade into insignificance. So surprising was their work
that I have decided to open up a field for the Young

Artist Student, believing that the public will recognize

and appreciate their art. Of course. I discriminate be-

tween an artist of fame and renown with years of ex-

perience behind him and the talented artist student,

for they present different lines of activities. The latter

needs encouragement, proper recognition and a chance

to make a living.

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Alusic

CALMON LUBOVISKI
Calmon Luhnvislii, the young Russian First 'Violinist of the

Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, who has established

such a remarkable reputation as a soloist through his appear-
ances with the leading orchestras of Europ. and America, is

attracting students from all over this country. He has found no
piano that meets every requii emeiit for his studio and his con-

certs as docs the

KNABE

HILL STREET AT 727~72&
Los Angeles

"To the discour:iged young artist who is thinking of

giving up his career, of making an expensive .journey

East in search of a teacher or prestige, I can only say,

before you go abroad, be sure you have looked thor-

oughly into the situation at home. Investigate, and with
unbiased mind, decide upon your teacher right here.

The day is near when you will be both glad and proud
to be able to say that you gained your musical education
at home in California. In future, such a beginning will

be an asset to your career."

Frederick North, who for the past year and a half

has been teaching voice in Los Angeles, has a back-

ground of musical study and experience, which should
lend weight to anything he may say about the art of

singing. He received a thorough training in Germany,
commencing to study piano with his father at the age
of five, and becoming an organist at the early age of

twelve years. He studied later with Dr. Gustav Fluegel,

with Karl Becker in Berlin and with Debus.
For thirty years Mr. North has taught all branches

of music in St. Louis, where he prepared nuinber.s of

pupils for concerts and church work, and for operatic

careers. He has directed large choruses of a thousand
and more voices. Always on the lookout for unde-
veloped and unspoiled voices. Frederick North has culti-

vated many unusually beautiful voices since coming to

Los Angles, ^our of his talented artist pupils are under
the management of Mme. Newcombe Prindell. and will

be heard here during the coming season. In the course
of a recent interview Mr. North said;

"The study of the art of singing is universally con-

ceded the most interesting and most satisfactory study
that matured and intelligent human beings can under-
take, and everybody—except where unnatural causes
have impaired the vital organs used to produce a

heautiful tone, should take up the study of this wonder-
ful art of singing.

"The very first thing parents should do is to pay at-

tention to the speaking voice. Singing and speaking
should reinforce each other. If the average gifted

daughter would pay as much attention to correct speak-
ing as she does to lip stick and powder, teachers would
have a great deal less trouble with articulation, etc. A
certain standard is demanded in social lite, why not
demand it in the training of the fundamental organ of
social life—the voice. It parents could have voice
ideals, similar to those they have with reference to

other trivial things, it would not be long, before they
would be as much disgusted with neglected voices as
they are with neglected hands.

"Singing is not merely doing something with the
voice, but doing it in such a way, that we love to hear
it done beautifully. Through the study of beautiful tone
production, your thoughts are directed to enjoy music in

a different way. After grasping the rudiments of the
art of singing, one finds in soag a companion, very
often dearer and more comforting than your dearest
friend. Let your thoughts, with and in your song,
wander from childhood—from days of long ago to days
where joy, happiness, contentment— is waitng for you.
A soul without song seems to me a barren waste of

space, without flowers and sunshine.
"Music is universal—therefore it should be every-

body's privilege to express singing through beautiful
quality of tone. The attainment of such beautiful quality
of tone, is a road beset with many difficulties: but
where the student has intelligence, determination and
perseverance and is willing to travel slowly, there is no
reason why success should not crown his efforts. Not
every singer with a beautiful voice is capable of impart-
ing what he or she is doing so beautifully—a thorough
teacher must know what he is about. We all know,

—

at least we should know,—that the key to all good voice
production lies in the power to control breath.
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"To teach corrert breathing it is absolutely necessary
• explain to pupils what lungs—intercostal muscles

—

aphragm. etc.. mean to the only natural tone—the
)wing tone on the air! The pupil may he able to blow
,1 a lighted candle steadily at the first attempt, but
Mt be able to sustain a flowing tone, with proper re-

nance. without knowing how it must be done!
"We hear very often that it is only necessary to

eathe 'just naturally.' It is quite true that a student
n breathe naturally, but only after he or she has
udied long enough and learned what correct breath
ntrol means, is he able to breathe naturally—to have
e machinery work automatically. I doubt very much
iiether the simple suggestion to breathe naturally
3uld help even a very gifted student very far along
artistic tone production. The average pupil of today
very easily influenced—especially when—not only

;llads, but arias form the work of the second or third
iSson after running over a scale or two. Alter several
tars of study in this manner the pupil hears the work

of an artist, and the difference between his and other
artists tone production raises the question of RIGHT
AND WRONG. The pupil does not understand how it is

possible to sing, as if the voice was detached from the
body, floating through the air—nor does the pupil hear
the artist use the so-called "white tone." which, with a
smile from one to ear to the other, with a great many
pupils, resembles the color of an overdone calsomine."

To the numbers of musical students who are dis-

couraged by hardships or physical handicaps the story

of Haygood Ardis, the promising young baritone, and
pupil of Frederick North, who will be launched this

winter under the management of Madame Newcombe
Prindel, should prove an inspiration to stick to their

guns and hold up their heads until they have overcome
their obstacles. Haygood Ardis was so badly burned
in a gasoline explosion at Downey, California, that the

doctors gave him up as a doomed man. His face and
body were burned beyond recognition, and it was of-

ficially reported that if he did recover, he would be blind

for life. Six of his companions who fought the fire died

of their burns. The desire to express his love of life by
means of his beautiful voice, sustained him through his

tortures. He refused to lose his grasp on the future.

He practically had to be rebuilt. His face was re-

modeled by the paraflin treatment which was used on
the wounded in France, and today the young singer

faces a future full of promise.

Olga Steeb, the noted pianiste, will go East in Novem-
ber to play some important dates in New York and
Canada. This will include two recitals in Aeolian Hall,

New York. While in New Y'ork Miss Steeb will take
up some important matters with famous teachers of the
piano regarding the work of the recently announced
Olga Steeb Piano School which will open its doors to

the public on September 4th with an enrollment exceed-
ing all expectations. Great enthusiasm is expressed
over the prospects of the new venture by C. E. Hubacli.
the manager, who is Miss Steeb's husband, and whose
wide experience in musical matters covers some twenty-
two years ot teaching in leading universities ot the
West.
Due to the fact that the work of the Olga Steeb Piano

School is to be solely for the development of those in-

terested in the study of the piano, more than the
usual interest is being shown and musicians of the
entire southwest because of 01.ga Steeb's great achieve-
ments during the last few years are welcoming the new
school as an institution that will add considerable
prestige to the growing musical activities of Los
Angeles and the entire Pacific Coast.

Plans are well under way to produce The Wayfarer,
one of the greatest pageants in history, at the Coliseum
in Los Angeles September Sth to 15th, Glittering with
color and swaying to the rhythm of the world's great
music The Wayfarer will be produced on a scale never
before attempted. There will be a chorus of 4000 voices
which is now being trained by William Tyroler and 3000
other participants are employed on a stage measuring
90 feet in height and nearly 200 feet in width. An
orchestral hand of 100 pieces is used and over seven
carloads of scenery are required for the six big scenes
and the electrical equipment is sufficient to light a city

of 60,000 population. Los Angeles' wonderful new Coli-

seum seating over 70,000 people will be the scene ot this

stirring pageant. A group of thirty-five or more of the
most prominent Los Angeles citizens are back of the
project. The Wayfarer Society of California has been
incorporated and is actively in charge of the production.

Dr. Rufus B. von Kleinsmid is president. James T.

Fitzgerald and Alton E. .^llen are vice-presidents, Merle
Annitage is secretary and business manager and Edgar
L. Webster is general manager. Montgomery Lynch
who has directed several former presentations of The
Wayfarer will be in full charge of the production, as-

sisted by Hugo Kirchhoffer. The Wayfarer Society is

absolutely non-profit and the proceeds will go to the
University of Southern California. Working with civic

bodies the Wayfarer Society is arranging to make this

one of the greatest events in the history of the Pacific

Southwest and September Sth to 15th in Southern Cali-

fornia is to be known as Wayfarer Week. The Wayfarer
had a tremendous success when it was given at Madison
Square Garden, New York, in 1920.

California—As the opening selection on liis concert
program for the week, Dion Romandy. conductor of the

California Theatre Concert Orchestra, during the ab-

sence of Carli Einor who is in Europe, has chosen as

the opening selection Verdi's overture from his famous
opera The Force ot Destiny. This opera, based on the
story by Piave. is considered by many to be the com-
poser's masterpiece. .'\s played by Romandy and his

artists the overture opens with trumpet blasts, a pre-

monition of the Fates Decree is established. The wood-
winds now carry the theme in a minot mode, while the

strings reiterate the sinister motive. The Madre Pietosa
theme follows and from there on is a development of

constant agitation that reaches the climax in a furious

finale. The second number is Serenade d'Amour by von
Blon. This dainty little piece of romantic music won
the applause of the patrons of the theatre who were
placed in the mood of its graceful airiness.

X ^eBlRKELCofflpan^/ 'l#r
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Joseph George Jacobson, one of San Francisco's best
known piano pedagogues, reports an exceptionally busy
season this year. Many of his pupils have appeared in
recitals and were praised for the clever manner of their
playing. Eight of his class were engaged to play at the
Sunday concert of the Granada and California Theatres.
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh. the eleven-year-old prodigy,
appeared there three times. At the monthly meeting
of this class the following concertos were performed by
Mr. Jacobson's pupils: Weber F minor. Mendelssohn G
minor. Mozart D minor, Beethoven C minor, Rhapsodie
d' Aurergne (Saint-Saens), Rondo Brill'ante op. 22
(Mendelssohn), and many representative piano solos by
the great masters of piano literature. Mr. Jacobson is

now enjoying his vacation motoring in Southern Cali-
fornia and will re-open his studio on August 1st.

SOHMER
Because of their rare beauty, Sohmer Period

Grands are objects of art that outwardly re-
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CADMAN AND STEELE AT GRANADA

Whenever one of us, who can only admire the beanti-

ful and consequently must necessarily dislike the ugly,

occasionally lets off steam to give vent to our antipathy

for bad jazz badly played, the entire band of jassackses

tumble all over themselves to tell us how unappreciative

we are and that we had no right to deny a large pro-

portion of the community an enjoyment which they

positively crave. There is, of course, a certain element

of entertainment in certain jazz playing which seems

to appeal principally to the feet and risibles of an

audience. Tiut because a certain kind of rhythmic

melodies make you feel like dancing or like laughing

does not necessarily endow it with the beauty of

genuine art. And we can not cite a better instance of

the fondness which the general public has lor really

fine music well interpreted than the triumph enjoyed by

John Steele, the distinguished American tenor, and

Charles Wakefield Cadman, the noted composer-pianist

at the Granada this week.

We do not agree with the people who claim that John

Steele is not as good as he was when at the Orpheum.

This sentiment seems to us to be merely a figment of the

imagination. Neither are we in accord with those who

claim that because John Steele and Charles Wakefield

Cadman appear before moving picture audiences that

thereby they lose some of their prestige. The time will

come when moving picture theatres will introduce the

greatest artists, when they will have orchestras of

symphonic proportions playing music of the highest

class only, when music will be the supplement of photo-

play art and when every feature picture will be an

operatic composition where pictorial art has been wedded

to music specially written for it. How then can Mr.

Steele and Mr. Cadman loose any of their prestige?

On the contrary by appearing in moving picture theatres

such artists RAISE the prestige of the theatre and, by

example, make sooner or later the interpretation of in-

ferior music impossible. As long as tlie management ot

the Granada Theatre reveals its respects tor the finer

feelings ot those ot us who are seriously musical by

giving us a chance to hear such distinguished artists as

John Steele and Charles Wakefield Cadman, the man-

agement's fondness for entertainment in the way of

programs of jazz, and jazz versus opera, can be for-

given.

The audiences would not permit to let John Steele

go without recalling him a number of times. He pos-

sesses a beautiful lyric tenor voice, sings with exceed-

ing judgment and deliberation, accentuates finer emo-

tional sentiments and, above all. sings English with a

distinctness and unction that is delightful and con-

tributes not a little to his popular success. Mr. Cad-

man's accompaniments were the esseiice of musicianly

refinement. His compositions were justly applauded

and his piano solos evoked one of the ovations of the

act. Both artists are Americans of whom the musical

world may well be proud.

THE MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITALS

The Sunday afternoon organ recitals which the City

ot San Francisco is giving tor its citizens reflect much
credit on the good taste and judgment of the Auditorium

Committee of the Board of Supervisors, of which Em-
met Havden is the energetic and able chairman. But

the response to this generous attitude on the part of

the city officials by the public is not in the ratio which

the action deserves. Uda Waldrop, the municipal organ-

ist, is selecting splendid programs, plays them with a

musicianship and artistry that is worthy of the heartiest

recognition and has a knack to select good music that

pleases the general public which ought to bring many
thousands to the Exposition Auditorium especially when
the public is the guest ot the city, that is to say when
no admission is charged.

Is it possible that the public does not really appre-

ciate anything it receives for nothing? This can hardly

be so. We believe that Sunday afternoons is the worst

possible time to ask the great masses of the people to

sit inside, specially when the sun is shining. Why
should the people go to the Exposition .Auditorium to

sit inside when the Municipal Band is giving concerts in

Golden Gate Park, one of nature's beauty spots? These

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 70S .ludilorium Biiildinf, Los Angete.

organ recitals should be given on a midweek evening
when everybody is glad to go. Many of our evenings are

foggy, even during summer, when it is pleasant to sit

inside. But on Sundays we all want to follow the sun-

shine.

Evelyn Sresovich Ware, the well-known pianist and
teacher, inti-oduced a number of her pupils at her resi-

dence studio, 491 Station avenue, Oakland, on Saturday
afternoon. June 9th. A large audience was in attendance
which heartily applauded the excellent work of the

young students in the following program: Come In

Garden (Jenkins), George Britton: Skating (Krog-

mann), Clementine Violich; Prince's Wedding (Hart-

man). Josephine Peirano; Merry Farmer (Schumann).
Nell Coffinberry: Elegie (Massenet), Evelina Sutich;

Arpeggio Waltz (Crawford), Theodosia Fontana: Etude,

a flat (Wollenhaupt). Francis Violich; Hovering
Butterflies (Gaynor). Marjorie Fontana; Love Song
(Cadman), Virginia May; Poupee Valsant (Poldini).

Marie Becker; June Rose (Cadman), Blanche Moncla;
Stephanie Gavotte (Czibulka). Marie Liuzza; Valse
Impromptu (Wilm), Amelia Lafon; Witches' Dance
(MacDowell), Giaccomina Liuzza; Romance (La Forge).

Roberta Aldrich; Rustle of Spring (Sinding), Velma
Cudworth; Chant du Voyageur (Paderewski), Elizabeth
Coffinberry; Polonaise, A-Major (Chopin), Eunice Barg.

Hother Wismer, the ever active and successful violin-

ist and instructor, is spending his vacation in the Sier-

ras. He was in the Yosemite and went from there to

Lake Tahoe by way of the Tioga Pass, going 250 miles
by automobile. Mr. Wismer writes us that quite a

number of musicians are at Lake Tahoe. He gave an
hour of music last Sunday following the church sprviro

during which he played the following program: Forest

Voices (Paganini). La Capricieux (Elgar). Le f'luiss"

(Kreisler), and some Bach numbers. Mr. Wismer will

be back for his studio work this coming Monday.

Warren D. Allen, Stanford University organist, will

give the following programs at Stanford Memorial
Church during the week beginning July 29th: Entres du
Procession (HaiTy Benjamin Jepson) Scherzo-Caprice
(P. R. R. Candlyn). Loch Lomond (Scotch air (Ar-

ranged by Edwin H. Lemare). March for a Children's
Festival (Eric Dalazortor). Tuesday, .luly 31. 4:15 p. m.
—Hosannah! (chorus and organ) (Th. Dubo's). In

Friendship's Garden (RoUo P. Maitland), Quissi lento
(from the Tonsta for violoncello and piano) G. Guy
Reparta), Within a Chinese Garden (S. S. Stoughton),
Salutation (Harrison C. MacDougall). Thursday, August
2nd, 4:15 p. m.—Passacaglia and Fugue in D minor
(Daniel Gregory Mason), Carillon, Toccatino (Eric

Delamartor), La Zingara, Cortege (Harry Benjamin
Jepson).
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Harriet Bennett, the delightful young soprano soloist,

whose voice as well as exceedingly attractive appear-
ance, have added to her fame, returned some time ago
from triumphs in the East. Since her return she has
been greatly in demand and one of her greatest suc-

cesses was as soloist with the Ellis Club of Los Angeles
on Thursday evening, June 2Sth. Of this appearance
Carl Bronson ot the Los Angeles Evening Herald had
the following to say: "Another feature which added
greatly to the success of the entertainment was the
presence of a real prima donna soprano in the person
of Miss Harriet Bennett, whose excellent singing as
guest soloiste was an elevation in the entire ensemble.
The possession of a winsome presence was only one of

her many gracious gifts, for her voice and art of hand-
ling it sent the audience into raptures of appreciation.
Besides having a very impressive vocal richness. Miss
Bennett sends her words voluting into space with all of

their feathers on them, not as birds partly plucked, and
this accomplishment lent great charm to her every
number. The recitative and bird song from Pagliacci
was operatically brilliant and indicated a future of great
promise in this branch of the art. But better than this

aria was her group of ballads which gave her voice the

repose from robustness. She sang Mrs. Hennion Robin-
son's new song The Fairies, in a way to immediately
put it over, bringing out the swetness of the textual

(

story with perfect clarity and vocal emphasis. A repetl-

tion was demanded by the audience and her singing of
'

Cadman's Fount of Bimini brought her back for srv.ral '

encores. We can safely place Miss Bennett in our T-i

of most brilliant visitors." Mr. Bronson is an ex*^ ii' i."

vocal teacher and singer himself and knows wher' oi ii'-

speaks which makes this compliment bestowed upon
Miss Bennett doubly valuable.

Stella Howell Samson presented Miss Evelyn Rowell
and Miss Gladys Bastin in a piano recital, assisted by
Jeanctte Bastin and Lorene Rowell. at the Garden
Studio, 546 Lakeshore avenue, Oakland, on Thursday
evening, June 28. The following program was enjoyed
by a large audience: Duet (Wagner), Lorene Rowell,
Jeanette Bastin; Daisy Chains (Spaulding), Lorene
Rowell; Primula (Greenwald), Pixie's Goodnight Song
(Browne), Jeanette Bastin; Etude (Scarlatti), Gavotte
(Mignon) (Thomas), Silver Spring (Mason), Gladys
Bastin; Rustle of Spring (Sinding), Frolic (Mana Zuc-
ca)), Hungary (Koelling). Evelyn Rowell; Piei-rette

(C'haminade). Dance Caprice (Grieg), Tarantelle( Kar-
ganofl'), Gladys Bastin; Rigoletto (Verdi-Dorn). Polka
Brilliante (Moelling). Lucia di Lammermoor (Les-

chetizky), Evelyn Rowell.

NATIONAL MUSIC CLUBS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. Ii

3. .4. Scholarship Department for the

benefit of the winners of the Young
Artists' Contests was agreed upon.

4. Plans for a Choir Bureau and a Cir-

culating Church Music Library are being

evolved by Mrs. Grace W. Mabee, chair-

man.
5. "America the Beautiful" was adopt-

ed as the official hymn.
6. Progress in the Publicity Depart-

ment, which has gained an entering
wedge in the newspapers of the country
by establishing 117 new music sections,

will be greatly aided by a systematic
dissemination of the news the coming
season.
The Young Artists' Contests, ably con-

ducted by Mrs. Charles McDonald, dis-

covered excellent talent in the winners
of the finals, staged at Asheville, as fol-

lows: Voice (men) Cooper Lawley, tenor,
of Chicago, first prize; George Kirk,
baritone. Pittsburgh, Pa., second prize.

Voice (women) Gladys B. Stranahan.
soprano, Newark, N. J. Piano, Nellie
Miller, Oklahoma City, Okla., first;

Mariona Roberts, Chicago, second. Violin,

Alma Borneman, Columbus, O., first;

Beula Marty, Kansas City, Mo., second.

A cash prize ot $150 each to first win-

ners, and JlOO each to seconds, an ap-

pearance before the convention body at

the biennial, and support by the clubs

in concert giving are some of the awards
ot these contests.

Too much cannot be said of the mu-
sical programs given at Asheville. fore-

most ot which were the concerts by the

Festival Symphony Orchestra, with
Henry Hadley conducting, the Aeolian
Choir concert, under Dr. Crosby Adams,
appearance of the Matinee Music Club and
Harp Ensemble of Philadelphia. Pa., and
the presentation ot the three prize com-
positions, i. e., the Violin Solo by Joseph
McGrath, of Syracuse, N. Y. ($100), play-

ed by Francis MacMillen; the Chamber
music ensemble "Spring in Sicily" by
Irene Berge, ot Jersey City. N. J. ($500),
performed by Orchestra members, with
Clarence Gustlin at the piano and Mme.
Zarad, soprano, and Mme. Edwards, con-
tralto, as soloists; and the premier of the
Lyric Dance Drama. "Pan in America,"
conducted by the composer. Carl Venth,
of Fort Worth, Texas, a gorgeous and
stupendous work beautifully staged and

magnificently presented, with Marjorie
Maxwell in a stellar role, 500 people iii

the cast, aijd the Festival Orchestra ac-

companying—a performance inspiring
alike to participants and audience.

Beside the president, officers now
listed are: First Vice-President. Mrs.
Cecil Frankel, Los Angeles ; Second Vice-
President, Mrs. Frances E. Clark, Cam-
den, N. J.; Third Vice-President, Miss
Nan B. Stephens. Atlanta, Ga. ; Record-
ing Secretary, Mrs. J. A. Jardine, Fargo,
N. D. ; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. F.

H. Blankenship, Dallas. Tex.; Treasurer,
Mrs. J. H. Stapleton. Milwaukee, Wis.
As editor of the Bulletin Mrs. Helen Har-
rison Mills was reappointed.

Altogether the impetus given American
musical activities by this ail-American
celebration on the part of the N. F. M. C.

cannot be over estimated and predictions
are that a commensurately greater prog-
ress will be noted in all lines ot work at
the next biennial convention which is to
be held on the western coast, at Portland,
Oregon, in 1925.

HELEN HARRISON MILLS.

Miss Alice Mock, a young local singer,
lember of the Senza Ritnia Club, Oak-

land, made her operatic debut on May 24.

in Italy as Mimi in La Bolieme, with

great success. She sang later in Pagliacci.

leaving Italy soon after for New York,

where she is now vacationing and study-

ing with her teacher. Mrs. Holtzman in

the Adirondack Mountains.
Before leaving Italy Miss Mock j)laced

herself under the management of one

of the largest managers in Milan,

where she will sing next season. Miss
Mock left Oakland tor Paris in Novem-
ber, 1921, to study with De Keszke. As
he was resting at the time at Nice, she

commenced her studies with Mrs. Holtz-

man, a De Reszke disciple, who prepared
her for her later studies with De Reszke
at Nice.
Miss Mock has assisted Mrs. Holtzman

in teaching at the Paris studio in addi-

tion to training for her operatic career.

She is working now on the Barber of

Seville, having recently added Lucia de

Lammermoor and Traviata to her reper-

toire.

All of the friends of Miss Mock wen'

delighted to see her photograph as Mlmi
in La Boheme in the Rotogravure section

of the New York Times for Sunday. Juno

17. She will sail for Europe August 22
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SYMPHONY SEASON
ntinued from Page 1, Cul

The following is the am
Just issued by the Musical Association of

San Francisco which maintains the

Symphony Orchestra:

"The Board of Governors of the Musi-

:al Association of San Francisco takes

?reat pleasure in announcing the thir-

teenth season of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra. Rehearsals will begin

m the morning of October 1 and the
jpening concert will be given Friday
ifternoDn, October 19, in the Curran
rheatre.

'The coming season will be the ninth
inder the leadership of Alfred Hertz. Mr.
rtertz is spending the summer in Europe,
iearching the music centers for novelties

md new works for production during the

ieason. and judging from that which has
ilready arrived, music lovers may look
:orward to some extremely interesting

urograms.
"A.s in past years the regular season

viil consist of thirty-four concerts di-

ided into three separate series: Twelve
='riday afternoon symphony concerts,

welve Sunday afternoon symphony con-

•erts at which the preceding Friday's
)rogram will be repeated, and ten Sun-
lay afternoon programs of popular music.
rhe dates for the Friday afternoon con-

:erts are October 19, November 2, 16 and
:0, December 14 and 28, January 11 and
15, February S and 22. March 7 and 21.

rhe Sunday Symphonies will be given on
he afternoons of October 21. November
r and IS, December 2, 16 and 30. Janu-
ary 13 and 27, February 10 and 24. March
and 2:i. The popular concerts will be

;iven on the following Sunday after-

lOons: Octber 28, November 11 and 25.

)ecember 9. January 6 and 20. February
and 17, March 2 and 16.

"The season ticket sale will open Mon-
ay morning, July 30. at the symphony
ox office in Sherman. Clay & Company's
tore, and tickets will be sold separately
or each of the three series. In making
he allotment of seats the preference
gtablished in last season's drawing will

e followed, seats being alloted first to

he supporting members of the Musical
Association, then to the subscribers to

ther Symphony funds. The next reser-

.ations made will be for last season's
icket purchasers after which the new
rders will be filled. During the past
everal years a constant growth in the
umber of season ticket purchasers has
'een evidenced, therefore, all those wish-
ig seats for the coming season should
end in their orders at once. By so doing
"ney will not only assist the management
,1 the early allotment of seat locations.
|ut will also benefit themselves, as all

\sw orders will be filled in the order of
eceipt.

I "The Association wishes to impress
ipon the public that membership in the
tusical Association can be elected at

py time. Therefore those desiring to

ontribute $100 or more per year toward
ae support of the Symphony should sig-

ity their intention at once so that their
[Cket orders will come within the mem-
;aip allotment.
"FOR THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS,

1
"John D. McKee, President."

Joseph Greven
'oice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
oncert and Church Singing in all

inguages.
' MRS. J. GREVEN

Piano and Harmony
741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
' MASTER COACH
: ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
'Og Broadway Oakland

Irs. Wifiiam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Stadio:
nnz KOHLBR A CHASE BLOG.

in FnlnHliOO Phoni-i KfnrnT ."MM

:URT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CILTIRE
AuthorlBed fo Teaph Mnie. Schoen-

Rene'» MethodU LeavfnCTorlh St. Phone Pro.spect ni'..3

LMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

ndloi 1».17 Eorlld Avenue, Berkeley,
•one Berkeley «00«.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

Beginning with the matinee July 2Sth
the Duncan Sisters inaugurate the fourth
week of their triumphant engagement at
the Alcazar in "Topsy and- Eva," the
comedy with music suggested by 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin." The success of this tune-
ful piece is a tribute to the amusement
lovers of San Francisco who have placed
the stamp of their approval on what has
been recognized as one of the big out-
standing hits of the year. This city's
theatre goers are said to be the most
discriminating in the world and Thomas
Wilkes is convinced that when New York
sees the play their judgment will have
been vindicated.

Little Eva is cleverly impersonated by
Vivian Duncan, who makes of the heroine
a lovable, .ioyfully "little missy." Topsy
in the hands of Rosetta Duncan makes
the audience laugh in continuous, spon-
taneous style. She is the darky who "just
growed" to perfection and her comedy
work is a classic. Old Uncle Tom is por-
trayed by Basil Ruysdael in a manner
that has won the former Metropolitan
Opera star many friends here while Nana
Bryant has done nothing better than
Mariette. These tour principals sing in
delightful fashion and their efforts have
gone a long way to making the show
the supreme success it most certainly is.

All of the characters found in "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" are in the play, and only
the sad features have been eliminated
with the substitution of lilting melodies
and a dozen song hits. Comedy roles are
in the hands of Netta Sunderland and R.
Burnet Nell, Thomas Chatterton is the
famous Simon Legree, Aimee Torriani
is seen as Chloe and others in the cast
include: Carl Gantvoort. Anne O'Neal.
Wilbur Cushman. Callen R. Tjader, Har-
riet Hoctor, Margretta Curry. Renee
Lowrey. Ernay Grivel. Bernice Hough,
Mildred Boots. Fontella LaPierre, Billie
DeLuxe, Bobbie DeLuxe, Myron Guthertz
and Lillian Ruggiere.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PI.ANO and H.4RMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohlcr & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
90.1 Kohler A ChnHe Illd. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— CO^IPOSITION

Studio, 003-804 KOHI.ER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny .M.V4

Mzd.me Chzrles Pouller—Soprano
Voice Culture, Piano

ROSCOE WARREN LUCY

Oakland. Tel. Piedmont 5005.

MARION RAMON WILSON
Opera

St., Sa

DR.\M-\TIC CO-NTR.AI.TO

Mary Coonan McCrea
FE.ACHER OF SINGING

ludio 30 Gall'ney Ouildluic:, 370 Sutter S

el. Doui;la. 4233. Ren. Tel. Hearny 23

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler & Chaae
nulldlng. Telephone Kearny .%4.%4.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOL.V CANTORl'M,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. M.\RV*S CATHEDRA!,

Piano Department, Haatlln SchonI
t>Tean and Piano. ArHllaarn Mnnlcal Collega

ETHEL .JOHNSOIV

Mme. LILIAN SLINKEY DURINI
VOCAL STUDIO

Italian Method. Voice Placement,
Breathine. Opera, Church

1072 BlIU St. West !

The San Francisco Sayings and Loan Society
(THE S.-\N KR.WCISCO l'..\.\K)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOIh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assbts of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations nith other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banlts of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1 ,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement Si. and 7th Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haicht and Belvetlore Slreels
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Ponal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter Wi)
per cent per annum was declared, Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
4a.S .Milvin St. IliTkelcy (i23«-J

TOO Kohler .« Chnsc—AVednesdti^

LEILA B. GRAVES
LVRIC SOPHAXO—VOICK CI l.Tl HE
-Available for Concerts and Kecitnl.s
tudio: 150 Central .Ave. Tel. Park 10:14

MISS WELCOME LEVY

i\D£LE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio ITS Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pac ific 33

Laura Wertheimber

22H Scott St.

Eory Teacher foi
Aoah Brandt
Teleiihone Filli

EDWIN HUTCIIINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PI.iNO

2.S.33 Sacramento SI. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqne, Paris

StndlO! 3107 Washington Street
Phone Plllmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPH.i.NO

Teacher of SinRlnK: Studio. TuesAay and
Friday, Kohler * Chase Ulde., S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, 100 Santa Rosa Ave., Oalt-

l.ind. Phone Hunil)oldt IIH.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SloKlnK. 32 Lorelta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler &
Chwse nidg.. S. F. Telenhone Kearny MM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay <» tVashluKtoa

Mr. IVoah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt. Plnno

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololHt, Temple Emnna EL Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal Inntrnc-
llon. 2r.3» Clay St^ Phone West 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1009 Kohler A Chn^e Bldg:.

Telephone Kearny 5-154
Re». Tel. BnyTlew 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. .ACCOMPANIST

ANn TEACHER
Studio: 4100 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 4lri2 Hotve St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIollnlMt and Teacher, Head of Violin Dept.,

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKnWSKI
TF.\Cllf:il OF Vt>ICE

:s Pine St. Tel. West 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phnne DouKlas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
""^

2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1895

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 4B7

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FTRRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 332J

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5454

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
408 Stockton St.. S. F. Douglas 4141

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review,
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications Bf the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes

PreMentH fiindnmental muMic iirlnciples In a deflnite and lupid way, coniinencing:

wHh «r»l-Erade pieces but iiroKrenHlUB rapidly In their exponltlon of technical

and expre.-l.m pr«...en.» and .he c^reaUo^n
.J

s««d t„„e.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Sunimy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of Cai;fornia, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while ti

extend courtesies it should be wortl

while to subscribe for.

REMOVAL NOTICE

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Are you .ntlHtlcd ivllh yo . _
l> he n KaddlBt. or Charletnnf
Are you NUie your teacher known how?
la he always talklne "BREATHf" '•TONGUEJ"

"JAWf"
If In doubt, consult Mr. Boeart. who studied In

Europe with the teacherH of Senibrlch, Sealchl,
Ulnphani, rte.

PuplU prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and
Concert.
New Address—HEINE ni.DG., 408 STOCKTON ST,

Douelas li:.'5<l

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

Resident Artists who wish to secure engagements
through managers and music clubs next season should

announce their plans NOW as boolcings are made im-

mediately before the end of this season and during the

summer months.

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

See Page 7

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

The

PIANOFORTE
There is a subtle satisfaction in knowing

that one's possessions, whatever their nature,

are of superlative excellence.

A Gobelin tapestry or a da Vinci painting is

a constant source of pleasure and bears testi-

mony to the taste of its owner. To the music
lover the same is true in the possession of a

Mason & Hamlin Piano.

Those who are musically sensitive, whose
appreciation of tonal quality renders them
competent to judge, pronounce the Mason &
Hamlin Piano the leading instrument of its

kind.

Dame Melba, richly endowed with musical
discrimination, says in this connection: "It

seems to me that the preference on the part of

an individual for the Mason & Hamlin Piano
is indicative of a superior musical nature,"

Only an actual hearing can give a realization

of its beauty of tone.

WE INVITE A HEARING

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
WUg>^BAUeD@

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland—1209 Washington Street

San Jose—199 South First

sheet music
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THE MUSICAL GROWTH OF LOS ANGELES WALTER HENRY ROTHWELL DISCUSSES PLANS
A Survey of One Year's Musical Activities in Los Angeles Points to the Distinguished Conductor of Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles At-

Conclusion That the Metropolis of Southern California Is One tending Bohemian Grove During Midsummer Festivities—In Inter-
of the Foremost Musical Communities in the Country esting Interview With Editor of Musical Review Tells of

Symphony Conditions in Los Angeles and VicinityBY LLOYD DANA
BY ALFRED METZGER

When we turn back and visualize tlie

sleepy, rural town of fifty years ago,

with its tew unpaved streets radiating
from the plaza; whose music was for the
most part provided by the twanging
guitars of the caballeros and the band
concerts in the little circular park facing
the old church, the romance of this

amazing musical growth makes it read
like a fairy tale. San Francisco occupies
an entirely different position. The north-
ern city has long been organized musical-
ly. Music was a common feature of its

lite in the days of "forty-nine." Opera
bouses like the Tivoli are an old story.

In Los Angeles, however, the last twenty-
five years have seen a musical expansion
unparalleled in modern musical history.

Musical authorities estimate that be-

tween $5,000,000 and $8,500,000 are spent
annually on music by the people of Los
Angeles. This is a tremendous sum of

money, but in matters artistic it is not
money but iquality that counts. Any one
who has attended the principal musical
events of a Los Angeles season—which,
by the way, lasts twelve months, the
summer season being almost as fully oc-
cupied as the winter months—realizes
that even in New York, Boston or Phila-
delphia, he would be hard put to hear
finer artists or more finished productions.

First among musical organizations
comes the Philharmonic Orchestra, con-
ducted since its foundation, by Walter
Henry Rothwell. Founded and supported
through the sincere musical interest and
the unfailing generosity of William A.
Clark, Jr., this splendid ensemble has
rapidly risen to a high place among
American orchestras, and proves a great
surprise to the visitor from any of the
older musical centers because or tue
high quality of -its leadership and the
remarkable number of talented musicians
within its ranks. A word is due here to
the able and efficient work of Caroline
Smith, manager of the Philharmonic
Orchestra, whose untiring efforts are re-

flected in the large audiences which
weekly fill the great Auditorium in its

season.

One of the most convincing proofs of
the widespread popular love of good
music among the people of Los Angeles
is found in the success of the Hollywood
Bowl summer concerts. Last year more
than 250.000 people attended the concerts
in this natural amphitheatre which is

one of the unique features of musical
Los Angeles to hear the magnificent or-
chestra assembled under the baton of
Alfred Hertz. The unflagging enthusiasm
and tireless energy of Mrs. J. J. Carter
of Hollywood, together with the willing
.support of members of the music trades
and local patrons of music, inaugurated
this summer music season—an almost
unprecedented thing— and sufficiently
proved the high standard of local musical
appreciation. This summer, Emil Oher-
hoffer, who, during twenty years, has
made of the Minneapolis Symphony Or-
chestra one of the most finished instru-
ments in the country, is conducting an
ensemble comprising the leading talent
of the Philharmonic Orchestra. It the
standard of the first weeks' programs is

an indication of what we may expect
Los Angeles is in for a summer feast
'of music.

The Women's Symphony Orchestra of
Los Angeles is the oldest woman's
symphony orchestra in the country. This
excellent body of musicians, under the
able management of Mrs. Otto Neher.
has an active membership of sixty-five,
playing under the leadership of Henry
Schoenfeld.

It is already evident that the women
of Los Angeles play a tremendous part
in the management and interpretation uf
music. Mrs. Caroline Smith. :\Irs. .J

Walter Henry Rothwell, the distin-

guished conductor of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los Angeles, of which W. A.
Clark, Jr., is the founder and patron, and
Mrs. Caroline E. Smith, the Secretary-
Manager, was a visitor in San Francisco
this week. Mr. Rothwell is a guest of
honor at the Midsummer Festivities of
the Bohemian Club where other distin-
guished men such as Ossip Gabrilowitsch
and General Pershing are participating in
this year's midsuiiiiiier music. The Grove

Carter, and Rena McDonald are three

important pivotal figures in Southern
California music.

Chamber music has for years been a
factor of our musical life. The Los An-
geles Trio, one of the oldest intimate
ensembles here, was founded by the ac-

complished pianiste. May MacDonald
Hope, in 1915, and includes Calmon Lubo-
viski and Ilya Bronson—prominent vio-

linist and 'cellist of the Philharmonic
Orchestra.

(Continued on page 11, column 3)

0, Colnnin 1)

play this year is written by Henry Had-
ley. the noted American composer-con-
ductor, who wrote the music, and Joseph
D. Redding, the internationally known
librettist and composer, who wrote the
words to Victor Herbert's Natoma. We
were pleased to take advantage of the
opportunity of Mr. Rothwell's presence
in San Francisco to chat with him on
symphony conditions in Los Angeles.
Naturally Mr. Rothwell is very enthusi-

astic regarding the impending symphony
season which begins on Friday afternoon,

October 19.

"Before leaving Los Angeles I was in-
formed," said Mr. Rothwell, "that the
Friday afternoon concerts are sold out
by subscription. This is specially gratify-
ing inasmuch as the Philharmonic Audi-
torium has a seating capacity of three
thousand. In addition to these sold-out
subscription concerts the season ticket
sale tor the other events is most satis-
factory and progressing at a livelier rate
even than last year. There is already
much more space taken for the new
season than was the case at the same
time last year which reveals a very
healthy condition of the Los .Angeles
musical taste. It is the constantly in-
creasing demand for seats and the gradu-
ally growing number of concert goers
that proves that symphony concerts are
greatly appreciated in Los Angeles.

"Too much credit can not be given
W. A. Clark, Jr.. for his generosity and
philanthropy that gives Los Angeles the
second best symphony orchestra, in point
of personnel, in America. The Phila-
delphia Orchestra is the best. I am more
than pleased with the progress made by
the orchestra since 1 was able to take
charge and. as is but natural, the in-
creasing period during which the same
personel plays together under the same
conductor gradually weeds out minor un-
evenness and makes the organization
more efficient and more complete every
year. It is a great satisfaction to me
to watch this artistic growth. And this
natural artistic evolution is not confined
to the musicians in the orchestra. It also
exhibits itself among the public. The
attitude of our audiences is most genial
and most intelligent, the best works as a
rule receiving the most enthusiastic
applause.

"While all our plans have not as yet
been completed, sufficient preparations
have been made to make the most im-
portant announcements. Our Los An-
geles office will no doubt be pleased to
forward you a preliminary prospectus.
We shall give the same number of con-
certs as usual with perhaps an increase
of concerts in outside towns. Nothing
definite has been decided as to concerts
in the northern part of the State. As
usual I will pay attention to the compo-
sitions of American composers, and,
indeed, I have included more of such
works during the coming season than
previously. We shall also introduce
soloists as frequently as possible, a
feature which adds greatly to the in-
terest of the audiences.
"While I have been associated with the

idea of open-air summer concerts at the
Ftadium in New York, and have again
been asked to participate in these events
I must say that I am not personally in
sympathy with those outdoor concerts, in
the first place it is absolutely impossible
to obtain the maximum of artistic effects
in the open air, for no matter how nearly
satisfactory outdoor acoustics may be
they cannot possibly be sufficiently per-
fect to gratify a conductor's most particu-
lar artistic mood. The fact that they
are given in the open air, with the at-
tendant wider expansion of air waves,
necessarily interferes with tone volume,
and real climaxes are practically impos-
sible. Furthermore the open air, special-
ly the moist or cold evening air, is most
trying on the instruments and makes

(Continued on Page 6. Col. 3)
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

Shermanlflay& Go.

Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

IF YOU HAVE TALENT YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN
OBTAINING A FREE SCHOLARSHIP.

WRITE TO THE PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW.

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert

Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-

tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-

sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898

Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

UDA WALDROP
PIANIST AND ACCOMPANIST

Official organbit Exposition Auditorium, oreanbit
and choir director St. Lake's KplMcopal Church,
orcranlMt Coneresntion Beth Israel. Piano and
orji^an inHtrnction—Vocal coach. Available lor
concerts and orean recitals.

Studio, 1915 Sacramento Street

Telephone West 3753

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

reacher of SlnginB. Complete Coarse of Operatic Trala-
ne. 2730 Pierce St. TeU Fillmore 4S53.

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrE'nlat Temple Emann EI, Flr«t Church of Chrl.t SeJ-

entlat. Director Lorlng Club. S. F„ Wed, 1«17 t alKornla r

St„ Phone Franklin 2«03i §at., Flr.t ChrUtlan Selenn <

Chnrch, Phone Franklin 1307; Re«. atndlo, 3142 LewUtan I

Ave Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242^.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member University Extension Faenlty
Studio: C70 8th Avenue Paclllc SHtt;

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Conrae—Piano. Harp. VIoIlB.
•Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. Hlatory

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de ArrUlaea, Director

A. L. Artlgruea. Prea.i Loula Aleerla, Vlce-Prea.

Unexcelled facllltlea (or the atndy of mualc to all
Ita hranchea. Larsre Pipe Orean. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
Saa Franclaco, Cal. Phone West 4737

Memning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, Director

3242 WaaklnetOB Street Telephone Flllmoi

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVAXCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be absent in Europe for sammer* resuming)
teaching about Sept. 20th. Residence atadloi 150

MoDte Vista Ave.. Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 706

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 405 Kohler & Chaae Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Mualc Cooraea Thorough and Pro^reaalve
Public School Mualc. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 506 Kohler dt Chaae BIdK„

S. F.; 2530 College Ave„ Berkeley. Realdence 291 Alva-
rado Road, Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCAR MANS/^ELDT. Planlat
207 Cherry St.. Bet. Wnahlneton * Clay. Tel. Pac. »30e

MADAM MACKAY-CANTELL
CONCERT COACH—VOCAI, TECHNiaUB

sri'KR-IlK'TION
Director Mu»lclanK' Choral Ensemble of San Franclaco

Kearny .VI.',4—Further Information. Hemlock .Wl

IRENE A. MILLli<;K

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

ThorooBh Vocal and Dramatic Tralnlne

740 Pine St. Phone Donelaa «024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON 4 CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas 4273

San Francisco

Allilr

ICCOMPAMST
na- Choral EnHeni

Telephone H<
Me

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. Orsan. Harmony. Oreanlat and Mualeal
Director of Flrnt Preahyterlan Chnrch. Alameda. Home
Studio: 1117 PART STREET. Al.AMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 1S5. Thuradaya. Merrlman School, 507 Eldorado Aye..
OaklKBd. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

RESIDENT ARTISTS who are available for concert

tours during the season 1923-1924 will please register

with the Pacific Coast Musical Review so that we are

able to recommend them to music clubs, music schools

and managers. Only artists of reputation and experience

are eligible for registration.

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES
;

of LampcrtV^
Garcia. MarcheNl

1
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

NINO MARCELLI'S NATIONAL
REPUTATION

When the editor of the Pacific Coast Musical
Review attended tlie Bohemian Club Midsummer
Jinks last season and listened to the music of

I Nino Marcelli, he did not hesitate to emphatically

[
assert that it was some of the very best music he

I

ever heard from a composer residing in Cali-

j

fornia, and that it was the finest music written
t to a Bohemian Club Midsummer Jinks since W.
J. McCoy wrote the Hamadryads. Those attend-

' ing the jinks were not as enthusiastic as we were
and there were a few who did not like Mr. Mar-
celli's music at all. \\'e tried to convince them that

I

they were mistaken, but somehow they evidently
I preferred cheap jingle to solid, meaty and intelli-

gently orchestrated music. When Nino Marcelli's

music was interpreted at the Tivoli Opera House
a short time after the presentation at the Grove

. there was a scene of such enthusiasm as was not
' witnessed since Mr. McCoy's Hamadryads music
was introduced at the Tivoli Opera House, corner
of Mason and Eddy streets, before the fire of

1906.

1

,
The audience actually cheered and Nino Mar-

[ celli received an ovation such as we have not
i heard at any Bohemian Club Concert since 1905.

\ And now the opinion of the editor of the Pacific

;

.Coast Musical Review is once more vindicated.

i Nino Marcelli received the first prize in the New
• York Stadium Concerts competition. To be exact
the first prize was divided between two com-

' posers, namely, Nino Marcelli, who is now a
' resident of San Diego, and Ma.x Kidder of Mon-
mouth, 111. There were 135 compositions sent in

to the jury from all over the United States. Mr.
Marcelli's work is based on a legend of the Aran-
canian Indians of Chile, where he resided since
he was two years old until his twenty-fourth
year. The composition is written m four move-
ments. The first is entitled Spirits of the Forest

;

the second, Worshipers of the Sun ; the third,

At the Toqui's Fiesta; and the fourth. The Un-
conquered. It will be presented by the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, under the direction of
William van Hogstraaten, early in August at the
New York Stadium.

Nino Marcelli is a harmony pupil of Enrique
Soro of the National Conservatory of Music of
Chile and in composition of Domenico Brescia of
San Francisco, for whom the composer entertains
the highest admiration and gratitude. Mr. Mar-
celli was born in Rome, Italy, in 1890. He re-
sided in Chile, South America, beginning 1892.
He graduated from the Chile National Conservatory

of Music and soon afterwards became very active
as orchestral conductor. He conducted the Santiago
Symphony Orclicstra for three years, directed a

Beethoven Festival during which he interpreted the
nine symphonies when he was only twenty-two
years of age and also a Wagnerian Festival cin the
occasion of that master's centennial. Mr. Marcelli,
was also active as opera conductor. In 1916 he
came to America, where he became a naturalized
citizen in 1918 when serving in the American Ex-
peditionary forces. He conducted the American
headquarters band in Paris throughout the war.
During the last three years Mr. Marcelli has been a

resident of San Diego, where he is conducting the
San Diego High School Orchestra. It should also

be added tliat Mr. Marcelli since his sojourn in San
Diego married a prominent violinist. ^Irs. Marcelli
being of great assistance to him in his present work.

Domenico Brescia, to whom Mr. Marcelli gives
great credit for having taught him the princi])les

of composition, is a prominent San Francisco peda-
gogue, who is also the teacher of Ulderico Marcelli,

brother of Nino and a distinguished composer
and orchestral conductor now at the head of the

Grauman Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood for which
he composed the incidental overture to the Covered
Wagon, a magnificent motion picture spectacle now
being presented during the fourth month before
crowded houses. Mr. Brescia is. also the teacher of

other well known composers who admire him as a
musician and a man. The fact that Nino Marcelli's

work has been selected from 135 in the United
States as deserving first prize by a jury, selected

from the foremost musicians in the country, does
not only reflect credit upon the composer but upon
his teacher as well, and vindicates the Musical
Review's judgment of Nino Marcelli as a composer
of first rank.

SUMMER MUSIC AND LOS ANGELES ARTISTS

Distinguished Impresario Tells of Plans for Aida Pro-
duction and for Recognition of Efficient

Resident Artists of the South

BY ALEXANDER BEVANI
It i.s indeed surprising to note the great musical and

artistic activity that exists in Los Angeles during the
summer months. In all the other cities of the l-Tnited

States it seems to be a tradition that the summer is a
dead season, many theatres closes th^ir doors, music
teachers and pupils take a vacation on the ground that
it is too hot, and even in San Francisco where there is

no change in the weather, musical life practically comes
to a standstill from July to September. N'ot so. however,
in Los Angeles. All the music studios are in full swing,
there being four symphony concerts weekly at the Holly-
wood Bowl, all of which are attended by thousands.
There are at least six motion picture theatres with or-

chestras of from fifty to seventy musicians, playing for
the most part good music. And then there are the
Pilgrimage Play and the Mission Play which attract
large audiences for many weeks.
My particular contribution to the musical entertain-

ment of Los Angeles this summer will be a gigantic
production of Aida to be given with a cast of five hun-
dred at the Hollywood Bowl on the evenings of Septem-
ber 20 and 22. I shall endeavor to set down here a few
of the ideals which I hope to realize in their perform-
ances, and to solve a few of the problems which beset
the path of anyone attempting such an undertaking.

First the choice of the opera. There are only a few
operas which lend themselves readily to presentation
in the open air. and 1 consider Aida to be pre-eminently
the best suited for this purpose. It is popular, the prin-
cipal arias are on everyone's phonograph, there is a
great deal of choral work, there are three gorgeous bal-

lets, and unlimited scopes for scenic display and move-
ment and color in costuming. Then there are no interior
sets which can never be satisfactorily presented in a
place like the Hollywood Bowl. I have been asked,
"Why Aida?" The answer to that is that of all operas
it is the most adapted to open-air conditions. Again
people have said, "Why an opera by a foreign composer,
why not an American opera for such a typically Ameri-
can city as Los Angeles?" My answer has been that this

nation has not yet produced a really great operatic com-
poser who can vie with the works of Wagner, Verdi,
Gounod, etc.. though there is no doubt in my mind that
some day a genius will appear among us who will equal
the greatest of composers, but for the present the pro-
ducer of grand opera is compelled to follow in the foot-

steps of those who arrange the programs for symphony
concerts and look to foreign composers to supply their

music. Moreover, there is no nationality in art. and
all true lovers of music have a right to be given the best
whether it be music, literature or painting.

The next problem to be solved is the cast. One wishes
to give the most perfect presentation possible—then
comes the question, must we employ only foreign
singers? My answer to this is decidedly "No!" Last
year I gave Carmen with an ail-American east. And
this year with Aida I intend to do the same with one
exception. Another point presents itself to my mind for
solution—what about the resident or local singers? Can
one not do something for them? In my work as a teacher

of singing 1 am constantly in touch with American stu-

dents with beautiful voices, dramatic ability and an
earnest desire to become operatic artists. After they
have spent their money and their time, where are they
to start on their career; who will give them a chance to

show what they can do? In most cases, no one. with the
result that the American-born vocal student has small
chance of success in opera unless they go abroad for

their experience. There are in Los Angeles very many
young people with beautiful voices and much ability

who lack the means to go to Italy or even to New York,
and who are from year to year hoping for something to

turn up.

Therefore, in assembling my artists for these forth-

coming performances I have taken a rather bold step

—

I am completing negotiations with Miss Elizabeth Reth-
berg and Mr. Edward Johnson of the Metropolitan
Opera House for the two leading roles of .\itia and
Radames—but after much thought I have selected all

the rest from artists claiming Los Angeles as their
home. Moreover, two of them were born here. I have
no hesitation in saying that these singers equal any
that could have been imported from the East. They are
Laurence Tibbett for the role of Amonasro, Miss Viola
Ellis for Amneris. Leslie Brigham for Ramtis. Dorsar
Cain for the King, and Miss Virgie Lee Matoon for
the priestess. Then one of the greatest operatic con-
ductors of the world, whom Los Angeles can well be
proud to claim as a citizen, Fulgenzio Guerrier, will

have charge of the orchestra. "Good work," some people
will say, "It's about time someone gave our local singers
a chance."

But on the other hand I can hear those whose vision
is not so clear making all sorts of objections. It will be
said that local talent is cheaper than imported artists,

and again that if I was going to use Los Angeles people
why not this one or that one instead of those I have
chosen.

But 1 want to go on record here as saying that this

elfort of mine to give our resident artists a chance is

sincere, and is only a beginning of what I hope to do
in the future, for Los Angeles must have its own Com-
munity Opera House, with its own chorus and orchestra,
and it is much to be wished that some day we may
present the best in opera with all Los Angeles artists,

and make this city the first in America to provide an
opportunity for its own singers. It is my intention next
fall to establish here a permanent Community Opera
Chorus which shall be the first and most important
step towards building an Opera House worthy of this
city.

I cannot close this article without a tribute of appre-
ciation to Mr. A. A. Maescher of the De Luxe Building
Co., who alone and unaided has made these perform-
ances of .\ida possible.

Helen Colburn Heath, the exceptionally successful
and widely known church and concert soprano as well
as vocal instructor, belongs among the few of San Fran-
cisco's professional colony who are kept busy during
the summer months. June was certainly a busy month
for her, and inasmuch as she is studying privately with
Louis Graveure during July and August it does not look
as if she would enjoy a summer rest, especially as some
of her own pupils insist on continuing their lessons dur-
ing the summer. On June 2 Miss Heath was soloist on a
program under Hother Wismer's direction given at the
Danish Church. On June 17 she was soloist at Dedica-
tion services of the First Congregational Church of
Campbell, the choir of the First Presbyterian Church
of San Jose furnishing the rest of the musical program.
On July 2 Miss Heath was soloist for the National Edu-
cational Association Convention in the Civic Auditorium,
when the choir from Temple Emanu El gave the Half
Hour of Music preceding the evening session. Miss
Heath was also soloist in Hear My Prayer and O For the
WMngs of a Dove by Mendelssohn, with M'allace A. Sabin
at the organ. Critics who sat in the extreme rear of the
auditorium said that Miss Heath's voice carried amply
and distinctly, the low notes as well as the high being
heard.

On Saturday evening, June 30, Miss Heath gave a
pupils' recital at her studio, 2539 Clay street. It was an
informal affair and was given in honor of one of the
pupils who had announced her engagement. About fifty

guests were present, and the program was as follows:

Piano solos—Spinning Song (Mendelssohn), Nightingale
(Liszt), Norman Smith (pupil of George Kruger) ; Mez-
zo contralto solo—The Sweetest Flower That Blows
(llginfritz), My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice, from Sam-
son and Delilah (Saint-Saens), Miss Barbara Robb;
Soprano solo—Songs My Mother Taught Me (Dvorak),
Vol che sapete from Marriage of Figaro (Mozart), Mrs.
Elsie Monte; Violin solos—Ave Maria (Schubert-Wil-
helmj.) Serenade Espagnol (Chaminade-Krelsler), Miss
Edna Gunsberger (pupil of Samuel Savannah); Soprano
solos—Pale Moon (Logan), Prayer from La Tosca (Puc-

cini), Miss Dorothy Wolfe; Soprano solos—Der Nuss-
baum, Mondnacht. Fruehlingsnacht (Schumann), Miss
Alice Meyer; Piano solos—La Fileuse (Raff), Fantasie
Impromptu (Chopin), Norman Smith; Mezzo contralto

—

Obstination (Fontenailles), An Old Memory (Rooney).
Hahanera from Carmen (Bizet). Miss Aileen McElroy;
Mezzo contralto—La Cloche (Saint-Saens). Sing. Smile.
Slumber (Gounod), Miss Barbara Robb; violin obligate.

Miss Gunsberger; Soprano solos—Le Nil. with violin

obligato (Leroux), Down in the Forest (Ronald), Wings
of Night (Wintter Watts). Miss Helen Colburn Heath.
Every one of the participants did splendidly. Miss Robb
showing great improvement and Miss McEIroy and Miss
Wolff exhibiting such artistic traits that justify en-

couraging predictions for a promiising future. Walter
Wenzel played the accompaniments excellently.
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THE SPRING MAID DELIGHTS OAKLAND

Mabel Riegelman Backed By Excellent Cast Gives

Friml's Buoyant Comic Opera a Breezy

and Exhilarating Presentation

BY ALFRED METZGER
Large and entluisiastic audiences reveal their gratifi-

cation over the splendidly staged and artistically inter-

preted production of the Spring Maid at the Oakland

Auditorium Opera House, under the auspices of the

East Bay Opera Association this week. Mabel Riegel-

man, after two weeks of successful indentiflcation with

the exposition of light opera roles, is a striking example

of the contention that an artist generally identified with

grand opera or concert is able to adapt herself to the

requirements of light opera, provided she possesses the

artistic qualifications that respond to the demands of

versatility. In the Spring Maid Miss Riegelman has

found a most effective vehicle for her vocal and his-

trionic expression.

Light opera, necessitating more frequent appearances,

Miss Riegelman has learned to conserve her vocal re-

sources with the result that she is ready to negotiate

the climacteric periods without sacrificing any of the

less strenuous moments of the performance, l^er voice

remains clear, flexible and pure throughout the entire

production. She also grasps the importance of dramatic

values and enacts her role with a sincerity and natural-

ness that adds to its charm and effervescence. It is truly

astounding how well Miss Riegelman succeeds in divest-

ing herself of the grandeur of grand operatic and concert

atmosphere and dons the cloak of light operatic enter-

tainment without losing a vestige of dignity. There is

one slight suggestion we would like to make, not in the

spirit of captious criticism, but in that of friendly as-

sistance. In grand opera and concert the leading princi-

pal of vocal expression is retention of tone quality even

at an occasional sacrifice of diction. But in light opera

it is occasionally necessary to sacrifice purity of tone

in order to accentuate the clarity of enunciation. This

means it is absolutely necessary to sing the consonants.

While it is not our purpose to claim that we can not

understand Miss Riegelman. we mean to say that it is

not always possible to understand her easily—without

effort—and inasmuch as light opera audiences do not

pay strict attention to everything going on on the stage,

the singers carry the responsibility of making them-

selves always understood, without requiring the close

attention of the audience. This is a most difficult thing

to do, and for this reason few light opera artists are

successful now-a-days, but it is the foundation upon
which a brilliant career in light opera is erected, and
Miss Riegelman having all the qualifications necessary

to become noted in this work, must unquestionably wel-

come friendly suggestions of this character.

Ernest Young interprets the role of Prince Nepomuk
with every element of histrionic distinction, looking and
acting dignified when the occasion demands and making
the best of comic situations when his role of "chaparon"
requires humor to overshadow dignity. Jackson Murray
as Prince Aladar is a most convincing man of the world,

sings with emphasis and acts with virility. Perquita

Courtney has a chance to reveal her versatility by in-

terpreting a straight soubrette part in contrast to her

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT
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eccentric role in Naughty Marietta. She is graceful,

dances delightfully and acts with conviction. .Joseph

Kemper looks quite handsome in the role of Baron Rudi
and interprets his part with naturalness and ease. Harry
Burgess interprets a burlesque role without undue ex-

aggeration retaining the dignity of light operatic artistry,

notwithstanding the opportunities the role gives to be-

come unnecessarily grotesque.
Verne Mersereau contributes some well conceived

dance numbers, while Robert Carlson shines more as
a singer than an exponent of burlesque comedy. Jane
Gray, Marian Fonville, Franklin Smity and George Olson
complete a well selected cast. The chorus of youthful
maidens with more than ordinary pulchritude sings
splendidly, while the excellent orchestra, under the di-

rection of Dr. Maxime de Grosz, again acquits itself

with honor. Scenery and costumes are artistically se-

lected and George Lask is at his best in the stage direc-

tion. It is a worthy entertainment ably presented. Be-
ginning Monday, August 6, another Friml opera

—

Katinka—is announced. On this occasion Jeff De An-
gelis, the internationally noted light opera comedian
will make his appearance and Mabel Riegelman will es-

say the leading role. It will be a performance well worth
attending.

Have You Reserved Space

In

THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK
of

CALIFORNIA

If Not.

There Is No Time Like

the Present

We are now compiling the material

and will soon begin to print the

first pages

All leading artists, teachers and
musical organizations will be rep-

resented.

Address:

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OP

CALIFORNIA

800 Kohler & Chase Building

San Franrisco, Calif.

PRESIDENT DIES IN SAN FRANCISCO

The City of San Francisco received a great
shock last Thursday evening when the news was
released that President Harding had suddenly
passed away at 7:30 o'clock at the Palace Hotel,

his demise being the result of apoplexy. The
shock was so much greater, because the latest

news bulletins reported the distingufshed guest of

the city as being sufficiently improved to justify

the announcement of a speedy recovery. It is but
natural that every true citizen of the United
States feels this loss as a personal grief and
mourns the death of one who contributed so large-

ly to the welfare of the Nation. In a sense Presi-

dent Harding's passing is of concern to musical
people more so than most chief executives of

America, for he himself studied and practiced
music some time during his career and entertained
a fondness for the art throughout his eventful
life. A truly great man has entered eternal sleep
and the world is poorer for his loss.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MUSIC CO. BLDG.

The Southern California Music Co. building, 808
South Broadway, Los Angeles, is one of the handsomest,
most conveniently constructed and most up-to-date
edifices of its kind in the Ignited States. There are three
floors of well-lighted and well ventilated studios, neat
in appearance and sufficiently large to conform to the
best acoustic requirements. That a building of this

kind is in great demand in any city rs evidenced by
the fact that although the building had not been ready
for occupancy demands for space on the part of leading
professional people was such that every studio had
been disposed of long before the building was ready
for its tenants.
The magnificent studio building is under the able

supervision of Fi-ank Grannis, formerly with Sherman,
Clay & Co. of San Francisco, and more recently of
The Filmusik Co. of Hollywood. Mr. Grannis also was
associated with the Aeolian Co. of New York. He is a
gentleman whose invariable courtesy and tact creates
for him many friends who will feel more at home with
Mr. Grannis at the head of things than with any one
else of less courteous and gentlemanly instincts. There
will be no reason for complaint on account of lack of
attention as long as Mr. Grannis is in charge.
Owing to some labor troubles the Southern California

Music Co. has not been able as yet to move its hand-
some store into this new edifice, but no doubt will do
so within a very short time. The building contains
not only many handsomely finished studios, but a

spacious recital hall for studio and other recitals of an
intimate nature which will come handy to the tenants
of the building. The musical profession of Los Angeles
has every reason to be grateful to the Southern Cali-

fornia Music Co. for adding such a useful and hand-
some building to the metropolis of Southern California.

GREEK THEATRE RECITAL

Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert George Lang,
pianist, will give a joint recital at the Greek Theatre
of the University of California tomorrow (Sunday)
afternoon at 4 o'clock. Both young ladies are among
our most prominent and best equipped pianists and are
also directors of the Pacific Musical Society. They
have prepared an unusually fine program comprised of
the most representative gems of piano literature and
will unquestionably delight a large audience with the
following program: Sonata in D. major for two pianos
(Mozart), Miss Esther Deininger and Mrs. Albert
George Lang; Whims (Schumann). Two Etudes (F
major and C minor) (Chopin), Ricordanza (Liszt), Miss
Deininger; Valse (Arensky) for two pianos, Mrs. Lang
and Miss Deininger.

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University,
will interpret the following programs at Stanford
Memorial Church during the week beginning August
5: Sunday, August 5, 4 p. m.—Prelude to Lohengrin
(Wagner), Little Fugue in G Minor (Bach), Berceuse
from Joselyn (Godard), Cortege from the Petite Suite
(Debusscy).
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EDITORIAL NOTE—Mrs. Ei:ta Muggins, the Pacific

Coast Musical Review's San Jose representative Is

spending her vacation in the East, and during her ab-

sence she will discontinue her weekly letters- How-
ever, we shall be pleased to give space to any of our
San Jose friends who wish to send us news of their

summer activities. Programs of students' recitals and
artist concert will be cheerfully published. In the mean-
time we shall print Leroy V. Brant's interesting articles

in the San Jose department until the return of Mrs.
Muggins.
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ALFRED LANINI
Expert Maker of Violins, Violas and Cellos

With European Experience
Artistic Repairing Rare Old Violins For Sale

591 E. ST. JAMES STREET
San Jose, California

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall
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ALLAN BACON
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NOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
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nd Private Engagetnent

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Andernon BrotherH

PlnnoN, PhonneraphN. llecordH, Sheet Musle. Violins.
Mandoliim—Studios at Moderate Rates

Ii2 So. Second Street San Jose, California

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

CALIFORNIA

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OITern Courses In All Branehes of Alnslc at
All Stnses of Adv

SAN jose: CALIFORNIA

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Greven returned from their vaca-

tion which consisted of a two weeks' motor trip through
California extending as far south as Los Angeles. Mr.

Greven has resumed his lessons and is planning to or-

ganize an operatic club devoted to the presentation of

operatic scenes in costume and later for the production
of complete operas. At first this club will meet every

other month and later more frequently. Mr. Greven gave
similar recitals prior to his departure for Europe a num-
ber of years ago. when he accepted a prominent position

at the head of one of the famous conservatories of music.

Those who were privileged to attend these recitals re-

member them even at this day with the greatest pleas-

ure and will be glad to know that they will be resumed
under the same able direction.
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPIL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler &. Chase BIdg..—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,—West 8152

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available (or Conrerta and RecKala
Addresn: 471 3 th Avenue

Tel. P«e 11.12

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

Theodore J. Irwin, organist of Islam Temple of the
Mystic Shrine and a member of the Islam Joseans. will

give a recital upon the great Municipal organ at the Ex-
position Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

Irwin is an artist of recognized ability and at a recital
given here under Municipal auspices last season he cre-

ated a marked impression. Supervisor J. Emmet Hay-
den, chairman of the ."Vuditorium Committee of the
Board of Supervisors, under whose direction these Sun-
day recitals are given, has chosen as vocalist for this

occasion Mrs. May Clarke Burns, a soprano well known
in San Francisco. She will be accompanied on the great
organ by Irwin.

These recitals, which will be continued until the mid-
dle of September, are proving very popular and there
is no admission fee, with no reserved seats, and every-
body welcome. The complete program is as follows:
Movement from Pastoral Sonata, Op. SS (Rhein-

bergerl: Au Couvent (.^t the Convent) (Borodin);
Melodie, Op. 3, No. 3 (Rachmaninoff I ; Danse de la Fee-
Dragee, from Nutcracker Suite (Tschaikowsky) ; Hymn
to the Sun, from The Golden Cockerel (Rimsky-Korsa-
kow ; Marche Russe (Schminke); Songs— (a) Homing
(Teresa del Riego), (b) Trees (Oscar Rasbach), .Mrs.

May Clarke Burns; Allegro from First Concerto for
Organ and Orchestra (Handel) ; II Rusignuolo, from May
in Tuscany (Ethelbert Nevin); Overture, Stradell (Flo-
tow.

AMERICAS POPULAR
BALLAD SUCCESSES

£4^^E\K)RLD IS WAITING fORIHESUNRISEi

"^^5MILE THRU YOUR TEARS '

fit^aiF WINTER COMES
[ROSES OFPICARDY
ESONG OF SONGS* THE BELLS OF ST. MARYS

fi^soMEDAYYOUWILLMISSME

CHAPPELL-HARMS.INC

Mme. M. Barbereux Parry
Founder and Director of the Barbereux
National School of Music, announces the

opening of her school in San Francisco

August 6lh.

Pupils now registering with

MME. GLENN-ESTILL
local representative and teacher

STUDIO—706 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

h^ritone

BER.TP.AND - BR.OV/N
PCRSONAL RBPRESENTATIVE
AEOLIAN HALL NEW YORK

CASINO I'MK-ITREV-rtOliN U j,,,,^ .j,,j .Mason
Matinees: Sunday, Wednesday and Saturday

VIVIAN HART
Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300
Benullful carved ca.se. pi
muMt be seen to l>e appi
Pacific Coast MuNical Re

no in excellent condition,
ci.'ifed. Address Box 200,

THE WAYFARER
The greatest pageant of all time

4,000 trained voices and 3,000 actors,

making a total of 7,000 participants, on
the largest stage ever constructed, will

present THE WAYFARER at the

COLISEUM in Los Angeles, Septem-
ber 8th to 15th.

THE WAYFARER is the very zenith

of pageantry, and it will have its finest,

its largest and its most finished presen-
tation in Los Angeles. For additional
information, address Merle Armitage,
Business Manager, 727 S. Hill Street,

Los Angeles. Singers should enroll in

this great chorus.

SEPTEMBER 8 TO 15 WILL BE WAYFARER WEEK

ROTHWELL INTERVIEW

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

uniform intonation almost an impossi-
bilty. Owing to this diffusion of air

waves, due to lack of enclosure, the
conductor is not in complete touch with
all the instruments and necessarily must
lose a great deal when trying to follow
the various groups of the orchestra.
"Furthermore the fact that open-air

concerts depend upon quantity of audi-
tors rather than quality brings to these
events a number of people who can not
possibly come with an understanding
of the artistic message which a sym-
phony concert is supposed to give. And
when I say that I do not consider open-
air concerts dignified in the same degree
as I look upon indoor symphony con-
certs, I mean that being compelled to

attract multitudes they naturally must be
arranged more in the nature of an en-
tertainment than in that of an educa-
tional event.

"No doubt you were surprised to hear
that I returned to Los Angeles from the
East sooner than I expected although it

was not my intention to visit Europe this

year. Conditions are too unsettled to

make a trip abroad very pleasant just
now. But our family was increased by a
new member—a boy—and you can not
appreciate the pride afforded by a scion
of a family unless you are a father your-
self. After remaining in Los Angeles for
a few weeks Mrs. Rothwell and myself
left for Carmel and then 1 went to San
Francisco. The Bohemian Club kindly
extended an invitation to me to attend
this year's Grove Play and I already en-
joyed a stay among the giant redwoods
which form a scene unforgettable after
once experienced. 1 am looking forward
to Henry Hadley's music and Joseph D.
'Bedding's book of this year's High Jinks
with a great deal of interest. After the
Grove Play I shall return to Carmel and
then to Los Angeles where rehearsals for
the new season will begin early in

October."

Editorial Note—Los Angeles enjoys a
unique privilege in regard to symphony
concerts. W. A. Clark. Jr., practically as-

sumes sole responsibility for the finan-

cial backing of the enterprise. Although
there are other guarantors Mr. Clark's
generosity makes possible many artistic
advantages which other orchestras, not
so fortunately situated can not afford.
In this way the personnel of the Phil-
harmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles has
been recruited from the cream of orches-
tral musicians in .America. This has been
possible, first because the artists are re-

ceiving salaries commensurate with their
merit, and secondly the .Musicians' Union
in Los Angeles has been co-operating
\vith the management. Mr. Rothwell.
after concluding a five-year contract
next season, has been re-engaged by Mr.
Clark for another five years, thus giving
him a chance to become thoroughly
identified with the best symphony or-

chestra Los Angeles has ever had and
with an educational movement second to
none anywhere.

Gladys-Mary Campbell was invited by
the Newman Club of the University ot
California to be soprano soloist at a
reception tendered to His Grace Arch-
bishop Hanna on Thursday evening, July
26, at the Clubhouse in Berkeley, Presi-
dent Campbell of the University being a
guest of honor. .Miss Campbell, who
was accompanied by the Lehmer Trio,
sang the Bach-Gounod Ave Maria (to
which H. B. Pasmore had added a third
independent melody for cello 1 with a
clear, sympathetic and with all a power-
ful soprano, beautifully supported by the
trio. As an encore she sang a lullaby
by Prof. Lehmer of the University of
California who also wrote the words. The
trio also played two trios with charming
effect. Miss Campbell is fast becoming
one of H. B. Pasmore's most artistic and
successful pupils.

Miss Ruth Viola Davis, the successful
and well-known pianist and teacher, has
just returned from an extended vacation
in Los Angeles and Yosemite Valle.v.

Miss Davis closed a very busy season in
June and now is fully prepared to re-

open her studio with a large number of
pupils who have registered in her piano
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 niel No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exact dale unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in his

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No.

box Godowsky

lerse and prosaic

10778 zinc-lined

Yokohama." A
telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the

niost minute variation in

ii> musical quality, but
the mechanical and the

.^1 rurtural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

e just passed

h an experience

th the two most remark-
into my charge.

th

able instruments that ever

Knowing that one of them came from Kohler & Ch;

I have made it a point to see them in San Fi

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months"

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires ) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. "When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778
was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered

that the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same lime No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Y'okobama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient— I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in

boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but

" ally they have remained steadfast. Outside some
rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knahe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, bu< no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

tlentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Leopold Godowsky
Who, with rare consideration, concedes to his piano tuner the

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe lime and again

—

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pit

(not specially made), one from the ISetv York
and one from the Kohler £f Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* Cr *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMHCO

EMERALD EYES
By Anil Deer

Laughing eyes, sorrowful eyes, loving eyes, indifferent

eyes, steadfast eyes, roving eyes, honest eyes and shifty
eyes ; all these in many different colors,
brown eyes, blue eyes, gray eyes, hazel
eyes, violet eyes, black eyes—the last men-

|lione(l recalls an incident, witnessed in the
Ipoor district of New York, while passing a
^poverty struck tenement house, loud and

:-ous sounds of discord assailed the ear,

Ti suddenly all was quiet, the door opened and
E. i>2^out strode a large, raw-boned woman, whose
W^ iW^eyes and face appeared badly discolored, as

if subjected to some brutal treatment, a
natural conclusion, based on terrifying sounds heard.
A child in the street yelled. "Maw, come see Mrs.
Blake's black eyes"; whereupon the Amazon said,

"Shure kiddie, 'tis not me oies are black, 'tis Blake's,
phot ye see on me face is the soot from the stove lid

oi laid Blake out wid."

Genuine black eyes are truly beautiful, usually de-
scribed as melting, soulful and with ninety per cent of
the adolescent youth of both sexes, are included as one
of the most to be desired attributes of their ideals.

Fortunately for the diversity of the human race they
usually compromise willingly and accept some sub-
stitute shade.

No matter what the color or description, human eyes
all have one characteristic in common, the ability to
chameleon like change their hue to emerald. Emerald
eyes, the eyes of jealousy; as the eyes, so has jealousy
itself many different phases, all wrong, all capable ot
inflicting damage on those concerned, and all devas-
tating in their effect; emerald eyes never see straight,
their vision is limited, imparting a jaundiced shade to
all they view. The shafts sent forth, boomerang fashion
return and destroy the unfortunate victim.

To be possessed of jealousy directed against one's
contemporaries is misery and means death to one's
own personal advancement ad growth, mental, moral
and spiritual. Therefore, if for none but a selfish reason,
it should be shunned as would a plague.

A fine musician, who for some hitherto unexplained
reason, just fell short ot being an artist, remarked that
he would never listen to any one play who could do so
better than he. Therein lay the explanation of why
he had missed the road to artistry; emerald eyes had
led him astray down a crooked bypath, far from his

intended destination. Said bypath leads only to ob-
livion.

Individuals are not alone in being so afflicted; cities

suffer from the scourge, states, whole nations and then,
we have wars, and millions go down the same old side
path. Far better to be bom physically blind and pos-
sess within, the all seeing, all pitying eye of Christian
charity and love of humanity.

GREAT DEMAND FOR SYMPHONY TICKETS

According to reports from Sherman, Clay & t'oni-

pany's, where the sale ot season tickets for the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra is being held, the de-

mand for reservations during the first week of the sale
has surpassed all expectations, many new orders being
received in addition to last year's renewals. Although it

will be several weeks before the allotment of definite
seat locations can be made and the tickets delivered,
all those desiring seats for the coming season should
send in their orders at once as indications are that
there will be an over-subscription for some locations.

The regular concert season, which will open Friday
afternoon. October 19, in the Curran Theatre, will be
divided into three separate series of twelve Friday after-

noon symphony concerts, twelve Sunday afternoon con-
certs at which Friday's program will be repeated, and
ten Sunday afternoon popular concerts. Tickets are sold
separately for each of the three series.

A most artistically successful season is also promised
according to letters received from Alfred Hertz, the con-
ductor, who is now in Europe. He has been scouring
the publishing houses abroad and reports the purchase
of many new works and interesting novelties for produc-
tion this winter.

ALCAZAR

The Duncan Sisters, with their unprecedented suc-

cess, Topsy and Eva, begin the fifth week ot their San
Francisco engagement at the Alcazar, starting with the

matinee August .5. Crowded house has been the order
since the very first performance of this comedy with
music by Catherine C. Cushing, and so far there has
been no let up in the demands for seats at the box
office.

Thomas Wilkes has surrounded the Duncans with a
notable supporting company and the play itself has
been improved continually with the introduction of ne'ff

specialties and much additional comedy.

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan, as Topsy and Eva. re-

spectively, are doing the best comedy work in their ca-

reer. Basil Ruysdael is giving a classical interpretation

of Uncle Tom and all of the other characters are in the

hands of experts. Great praise has been accorded by all

of the critics to the California choi-us made up of am-
bitious young women ot the Bay cities. There are

twenty-six beauties in this aggregation and all are

scheduled to go with the company for the Broadway
production.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by
G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANYTHE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation
THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW

THE FOREST OF DREAMS
A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS

For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, Bv Phyllis Lucy Kens
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'"""*" principle" In a definite and locld way. con>m«ncfnK
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HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Keamy Street.
Representative for the Clayton p. Summy Piiblieations.

If you want to become l<nown to the

nusical public of California, advertise in

he Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER-

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnpiU p
Concert.
New Addr

red for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

Qonstance ^Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Keamy 5454

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST
Write to the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by uvaser Swarae

Special Normal Coursa for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Stndloa SOT Kohler A Chaae Bld«.
2518^4 Etna St„ BerkeleT. Phone Berkeley 1310

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, AeoUan Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical
Arts

iiasnn^^aiitliii

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-
tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.
We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-
nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
MASON & HAMUN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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The Pacific Palisades Chautauqua Assembly—Temes-

cal, an old Indian word meaning The Meeting Place, is

the name ot a canyon on the nineteen-hundred-acre

tract owned by the Pacific Palisades Association, wliich

is now holding its second annnal session. Amid giant

oaks and sycamores, a quarter of a mile from the ocean,

one of the most attractive musical and educational sum-

mer schools is being carried on. in a summer resort

which offers more delightful advantages than any vaca-

tion spot I have encountered in Southern California. No
matter how sweltering the weather in town, it is always

cool here and to the musical student or the lover of

music no better place could be recommended in which
to combine rest and relaxation with exceptional oppor-

tunities to continue their studies and hear the finest

music the Southland affords,

Oren B. Waite, D. D.. is the educational director.

Lawrence Tibbett. baritone of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, is dean of the School of Music. Mr. Tibbett,

Miss Florence Middaugh, contralto, Mrs. Melba French

Barr, soprano, and Ewart Williams, tenor, conduct vocal

classes. Miss Lorna Gregg, well known as a pianist of

unusual ability, and accompanist to the Los Angeles

Oratorio Society and other organizations is giving les-

sons in pianoforte.

In addition to this excellent staff of musical instruc-

tors, schools of expression, physical education, decora-

tive arts, playgrounds, kindergarten classes and other

educational activities, thoroughly staffed are maintained

on the grounds for the benefit ot those attending the

camp.
For the lover of music and the general public, the

list ot unusual musical attractions presented in the

splendid auditorium under the oaks of Temescal will

come as something of a surprise. To name but a few of

those events which have passed, on .Inly IS. the Cadman
Trio, consisting ot Mrs. William R. Garrett, dramatic

reader; Mrs. Constance Balfour, soloist: Miss Alma
Geiger, pianist, gave the Indian pageant. Hiawatha.
Several concerts have been given by the Pacific Pali-

sades Quartet consisting of Lawrence Tibbett, baritone

and director; Miss Florence Middaugh, contralto; Mrs.

Melba French Barr. soprano, and Ewart Williams, tenor.

Brahm van den Berb, pianist, and Miss Eleanor Wood-

ford, soprano, gave a recital on Saturday, July 28. Law-
rence Tibbett gave a recital, accompanied by the com-
poser-pianist, .Miss Eleanor Warren, well known as com-

poser of charming songs and accompanist to Madame
Matzenauer and Miss Florence Easton, both Metropoli-

tan Opera stars. On August 1 the Los Angeles Tabloid

opera consisting of Mrs. Gail Mills Dimmitt. soprano;

Miss Ruth Pinkerton, contralto; Electa Felt-Ferry, mez-

zo-soprano: and Mrs. Guy Bush, accompanist and in-

terpretor. gave an operatic recital.

The Sunday church services are favored with^ ex-

ceptional music by the Pacific Palisades Quartet, and
on several afternoons and evenings each week commun-
ity singing is led by Lawrence Tibbett. Monday, August
13, opens Music Week at the Pacific Palisades Chautau-
qua. Because summer is here many people imagine that

concerts by eminent musicians, soloists, quartets and
chamber music organizations are closed until the open-

ing of the winter season, and that summer concerts are

confined to the productions taking place in the Holly-

wood Bowl, This is by no means the case, and here at

the Chautauqua a series of programs will be presented

during their Music Week ot the highest possible caliber.

On Monday afternoon, the Orpheus Four, composed of

Sam Glasse, Paul Adams, Vomer Campbell and Huston
Dudley will give a concert. On Tuesday afternoon, at

2 o'clock. Miss Eleanor Miller, assisted by the Levings

Trio—Doris Levings, pianist; Thelma Strange, violinist:

and Marshall Levings, cellist—will give a dramatic and
musical presentation of Parsiflal and in the evening

the Pacific Palisades Quartet will give a concert.

On Wednesday evening, August 15, the Los Angeles

Trio composed ot May MacDonald Hope, pianist and
founder; Calmon Luboviski, violinist, and Uya Bronson,

'cellist, will give a concert. This organization is one of

the oldest and best knit chamber music societies in

California and an opportunity to hear them under such
delightful conditions should be welcomed by every lover

of music in Southern California.

On Thursday afternoon FVank Geiger. bass, accom-
panied by Dr. Frank Nagel. will give a concert, and on
Friday an afternoon concert will be given by the Miss
Elinor Remick Warren, composer-pianist; Miss Esther
Rhodes, harpist, and Miss Annis Howell, soprano. The

evening concert will be given by Charles Wakefield

Cadman, the well known composer, and John Smallman,
baritone and director ot the Los Angeles Oratorio So-

ciety. On Saturday. August 18. an afternoon concert will

be given by Sol Cohen, the well known violinist, and
Margaret Messer Morris, soprano soloist, and in the

evening the session closes with the only appearance in

Southern California ot Louis Graveure, the interna-

tionally famous Belgian baritone.

Lawirence Tibbett Recital—Lawrence Tibbett's recital

at the Chautauqua on July 28 was one of the outstanding
musical events ot the summer season. Not a little of

the evening's success was due to the excellent support
accorded him by Miss Elinor Warren. Two of the most
enjoyable features on the program were Mr. Tibbett's

rendition of Elinor Warren's Golden Yesterdays, with
the charming composer at the piano, and Sydney King
Russell's new song Journey's End, also accompanied by
the composer. Both of these composers, by the way, are
the possessors of remarkable musical talent, both are
young and undoubtedly have fine careers before them,

Handel's Where'er You Walk and a fine setting of The
Bailiff's Daughter, one of the loveliest of old English
ballads, were two of the signal successes of the first

group ot songs on the program. This latter number
could easily be sung in a monotonous manner in which
each verse was like its forerunner, but Mr. Tibbett is

able to give to each verse its emotional character in a
way which made this classic love of the youth for the

bailliff's daughter a living thing to the delighted audi-

ence. This remarkable young baritone gave evidence
in this, his first solo recital since his recent return from
New York, of the astonishing progress he has made in

sustained tone production, confidence, and an engaging
stage presence mark out for him a probable future as

one of America's finest concert baritones, and Los
Angeles will watch with interest the results of his com-
ing winter's work with the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany, where his high dramatic ability should rapidly
make him a favorite with Metropolitan audiences.
A group ot songs from the Beggars Opera, which Mr.

Tibbett has made his own, so intelligently does he sing
(Continued on Page 10, Column 1)

The KNABE ^*f^ ^^^ AMPICO

121 of the World's

Great Pianists
—including Rachmaninoff, Levitzki, Moiseiwitsch, Ornstein, Munz,

Nyirigyhazi and Olga Steeb, have left permanent records of their genius

on the Ampico. They record exclusively for this instrument and cannot be

heard on any other.

SERGEI RACHMANINOFF
says: "The Ampico goes far beyond

anv reproducing piano."

Fitzgerald Music Co.
HILL STREET AT 727-729

Los Angeles, Calif.

CHARLES ll'AKEFIELD CAD

MAN says: "The Knabe is the

KING of all iuslrumcnts." I
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Concert Soprano
OF

INTERNATIONAL
FAME

TEACHER OF
RECOGNIZED ABILITY

AND SUCCESS
COACHED WITH AND
BEEN CO-ARTIST WITH
SOME OF THE WORLD'S
RECOGNIZED ARTISTS:

R
A
N
D

Allison Fernie, Italy; Frau Schielderup, Dresden;

Kidele Koenig, Operq Comique Chaminade, Paris;

Eslelle Brown Mills, Los Angeles; Mrs. H, H. Beach,

Arthur Foote, Harold Bauer, etc., etc.

The combined influences of each artist and each
country gives to Mme. Durand the keen insight for a

hroad and practical application both in her concert

work and teaching.

Truly an artist of unusual merit.

Season 1923-24—CZ«6s. Hotels, Schools,

Receptions

Exclusive Management
MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL

804 Majestic Theatre Los Angeles, Calif.

64293 or Broadway 940

RALPH

REILY
DRAMATIC TENOR

Extensive training acquired at home and
abroad, coupled with wide experience in the

concert field, make of Mr. Reily the artist

popular in demand and appeal.

After serving in the Great War. he was
appointed instructor in A. E. F. University
College of Music, at Beaume, France.
Mr. Reily is now home and will be heard in

concert for the clubs, schools, churches and
theatres.

Mr. Reily's appearance on any program
will prove of tremendous interest and bring
great pleasufe.

Mme. Newcombe Prindell, Manager
804 Majestic Theatre Los Angeles

64293 or Broadway 940

Marjorie Adams
Delightful Young Soprano

WITH A PERSONALITY VIVACIOUS
AND PLEASING

PROGRAMS THAT SATISFY

SONGS YOU LOVE TO HEAR
Available for Clubs, Receptions, Hotels, Schools

Management Mme. Nev^^combe Prindell

804 Majestic Theatre 64293 or Broadway 940

A. Haywood Ardis
-BARITONE—

804 Majestic Theatre

AMONG THE YOUNG ARTISTS TO BE INTRO-
DUCED THIS WINTER THE PUBLIC WILL FIND
MR. ARDIS TO BE THE GREATEST SURPRISE.
ONE DOES NOT LOOK FOR NOR EXPECT SUCH
SPLENDID INTERPRETATION FROM ONE SO
YOUNG, AND COUPLED WITH A VOICE OF
MATCHLESS BEAUTY THE EFFECT CREATED
IS MOST SATISFYING.

CLUBS AND HOTELS, THEATRES
AND RECEPTIONS

NEWCOMBE PRINDELL, Manager
64293 or Broadway 940

E. E. HARING
WELL KNOWN LECTURER

Bringing to you a practical message full of fire, carrying

great conviction. Thoroughly familiar with his subjects

through personal experiences and experiences gained by

his close association with "folks." Mr. Haring is one of

our truly great men figuring in public affairs today. By
his influence and faithful labor made the world a "glad-

der" place to live in.

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL, Manager, 804 Majestic Theatre, 64293 or Broadway 940

K^ A lion BARITONE
j\. Allen UNUSUAL

Lick ASIDE FROM HAVING A
^^Hk^ "^ ^H MAGN I F I C E N T VOICE,

ONE OF THE SATISFYING
YOUNG ARTISTS WHO
WILL DO EXTENSIVE

MR. LICK IS AN ACTOR
OF UNUSUAL ABILITY,

HAVING DONE EXTEN-

WORK FOR THE CLUBS, SIVE WORK IN MUSICAL
THE ATRES, HOTELS, COMEDY, COMIC OPERA
ETC., THIS COMING SEA- AND VAUDEVILLE.
SON.

For Open I)ates and Further Informa ion Address

MME. N EWCOMBE PRINDELL, Manager

804 Majestic Theatre 64293 or Broadway 940
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this music, elicited vociferous applause from his audi-

ence. Moussorgsky's Song of the Flea proved an elec-

trifying climax.

After the concert friends of the singer and the two

comiiosei-s, Miss Warren and Mr. Russell, were enter-

tained with refreshments under the sycamores and oaks

of Temescal canyon. Japanese lanterns added their

warm light to the rays of a summer moon, and the tables

were charmingly decorated with American Beauty

Roses. Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett proved a perfect hostess

and was ably assisted by Mrs. Tibbett, Sr., the singer's

mother. Among some of the 100 guests present were Mr.

and Mrs. James Warren, Mrs. Martha Taggart. Mrs.

Helen Pole, Mr. and Mrs. John Smallman, Mrs. H.

Russell, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Rydman, Mrs. Hennion
Robinson, Miss Freida Peycke. Carlotta Russell, Jean

Colwell, Melba French Barr, Florence Middaugh and
Lorna Gregg.

ELINOR REMICK WARREN, COIVI POSER-PI ANIST

1 shall never forget my first sight of Elinor Remick
Warren, the remarkable girl composer and pianist, when
she created a charming and indelible impression on

my memory. A dainty vision of rare beauty, alive with

the ingenuous siiirit of youth, clad in quaint gown,

reminiscent of eighteenth century England, she aston-

ished her little audience at a musicale with her playing

a seldom heard Beethoven Country Dance. Her choice

of such a number interested me exceedingly, betraying

as it did, unusually line musical taste.

This was some time ago, and better acquaintance with

the composer and her work has only added to the es-

teem which I have held for her from the beginning.

Through her beautiful song, The Heart of a Rose, Miss

Warren has become well known to American audiences

as this work, a setting of Alfred Noye's exquisite poem,

is included in the repertoires of Mme. Matzenauer and
Florence Easton. both of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany. In a recent interview with Miss Warren, she told

me many things about her musical education and career

which cannot fail to be of unusual interest to readers

of the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Elinor Warren is not only Los Angeles born, but her

mother before is a native of this city, so we can de-

cidedly feel that she is our very own composer. From
the beginning she owes much to the encouragement and
loving education of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Warren, themselves musicians and art connoiseurs. "At

the age of five," said Miss Warren laughingly, "I com-

posed my first opus. Forget Me Not Waltz, which my
mother took down as I evolved it on the piano. This
waltz I dedicated to Thilo Becker. Sometimes when
tired. I find I can revive many happy childish memories
by playing this work or some of ray earliest composi-
tions."

One of her childhood tragedies was her first recital,

when, tremblingly, in the presence of her family and a

number of friends, she played her own compositions. As
her childish fingers ran nervously over the keyboard,

suppressed laughter reached her ears—she finished in a

heart-broken condition. She had played her works for

them and they had laughed at them. Subsequently she
discovered that they were chuckling at the gravity of

her deportment, but tor a long time the event seemed
to her a tragedy.

"To no one," said Miss Warren with great warmth of

feeling," do I owe more than to my first teacher. Miss
Katherine Cocke, whose excellent training gave me the

solid ground work for my subsequent musical educa-
tion." Since those days Miss Warren has studied piano
with Olga Steeb and composition with Gertrude Ross,

and in New York, she studied with Frank La Forge,

and Ernesto Berumen, and composition with Clarence
Dickenson.

Frank La Forge says of Miss Warren as a pianist that

when she came to him, she had been so remarkably well
taught that she. had nothing to unlearn. This is a re-

markable tribute to resident teachers, which many a

local student would do well to bear in mind.

As accompanist and pianist to Madame Matzenauer
and Florence Easton. and Lawrence Tibbett, Miss War-
ren is very well known. These and many other famous
artists too numerous to mention, include her songs on
their programs. What is not so well known to the public
is that Miss Warren is the possessor of a beautiful harp,
an instrument of which she is particularly fond of and
plays with marked ability.

Miss Warren said; "The words are fully as important
as a part of a song as the music—I have browsed for

hours in book-shops, hunting poems which appealed to

me for musical settings, and I am particularly grateful
to Mr. Parker of Parker's Book Store, who on many
occasions has assisted me by directing my search in the
right direction. Musicians in New York call Miss War-
ren the Peter Pan composer, and certainly there is much
of her music an elfin quality which reminds one of
Barrie's immortal child. Take Children of the Moon for
instance. It breathes a fairy spirit which is peculiarly
the special quality of this young composer, and by the
way, although not so well known as The Heart of the
Rose, is tlie composer's favorite.

Among her published works the following appear:
We Two (soprano, wedding song), published by Hunt-
zinger Company. The following are published by Harold
Flammer: The Heart of a Rose, Golden Yesterdays,
Fairy Hills of Dream, Children of the Moon, Christmas
Morn, From Glory Unto Glory and Christmas Morn.
Enoch and Sons have published: The Touch of Spring.
H. W. Gray Company are publishers of Others (sacred).
Arise, My Heart and Sing (Easter), and Soldiers of
Christ, Arise, also, Christ Went Up Into the Hills.

Fitzgerald's for the Advancement of Music

GERTRUDE ROSS
Gertrude Ross, the California Coraposer-Pianiste, whose com-
positions have received nation>wide fame, is one of the noted
artists who use exclusively the

KNABE
Miss Ross expresses her appreciation in the following letter;

''I am enjoying to the utmost my beautiful toned Knabe. It is

a most satisfying instrument, and I find an equal source of joy

in using the Knabe in concert work. ,

"(Signed) GERTRUDE ROSS."

HILL STREET ^9^ AT 72^7~7Z9
Los Angeles

Madame Durand, a new arrival, who has been teaching

voice in Los Angeles tor about a month is a concert

soprano and teacher of international fame. Mme. Durand
has received a thorough musical training both in Amer-
ica and abroad, and in a recent interview, said:

"Years of travel and study in many cities and coun-

tries have taken me to a great number of teachers of

singing. Experiences, good and otherwise, contact with
the real and the pretenders, have forced me to form
most decided opinions and to feel strongly that students

must be taught to demand TRUTHS in regard to voice

—

not METHODS from the teachers.

"Very recently, a young earnest student came to me
and said. You know my teacher is only teaching singing

in order to earn enough money to go abroad and study
the thing in which he is interested in—teaching singing

is only a side issue with him, just a means to an end.'

This student was making a great effort to earn enough
money to pay for his lessons, and trusting his most
precious possession, his voii;e, to a man who frankly

admits that he was using his pupil as a means to an
end!

"To be perfectly frank and outspoken must it not

sometimes seem to an outsider, as though the teacher
were really more interested in his own career than in

the future of his pupil? THE thoughts that seem to

engross the average teacher more than results seem to

be— How much money can I earn to help me toward
my goal—How long can I keep my pupil— I must con-

vince this pupil that I have the correct method. This
attitude is wrong on the part of the teacher, and I look

forward to the day when the future of the pupil will be
the first consideration. All sincere and thinking teachers
will agree that when it is no longer in us to give the

pupil what he needs, why pretend and hold him to us
under false pretenses. The honest thinker and teacher
will go on and on searching and testing until he finds

the underlying truths in regards to voice—once a truth

is accepte(i it is forever after impossible to believe the
false.

"Lately it has been my rare privilege to hear Yeat-
man Griffith conduct classes for students and teachers.

It came to me very clearly that were it possible to

gather into his classes all the students of singing in this

city they could hear and prove for themselves that there

are established truths in regards to voice—then the
pupils knowing this could select their teachers accord-
ingly. Arguments over method would stop as singers
would demand results and proofs from the teacher.
"There are many fine honest men and women who

teach singing in Los Angeles—they must become known,
for it is such as these who combine real knowledge with
character—^.who make a teacher who not only instructs

but inspires."

Ralph Reily, the popular tenor who is back from serv-

ice in the Marine Corps, will continue his musical career
in Los Angeles. Mr. Reily formerly was tenor in the
University Methodist Episcopal Church and is now tenor
of the Hollywood M. E. Church. When the war broke out
Mr. Reily enlisted and served two years, advancing
to position of Second Lieutenant in 308th Infantry, 77th
Division. He served in France for ten months, and after
the armistice was declared was assigned as vocal in-

structor in the A. E. F. University College of Music at

Beaume, France. Mr. Reily is a pupil of John David
Beall, and while in Florence, Italy, studied with the
eminent master, Braggiotti.

THE WAYFARER—A WONDROUS SPECTACLE

In September, from the 8th to the 15th, there will be
given in Los Angeles' new Coliseum one of the greatest

spectacles in the history of pageantry, The Wayfarer.
Although The Wayfarer has had former presentations
in Columbus, Ohio, in Madison Square Garden, New
York, and in Seattle the plans of The Wayfarer Society
of California call for a larger cast, a greater scenic
investiture and a more elaborate concept and a greater
outlay of money than any previous production. Southern
California is an ideal place for 'The Wayfarer's pro-

duction. The Coliseum is second to none in the world
and within a radius of 100 miles of Los Angeles live

over one and one-half million prosperous people, not
including the thousands of visitors. Thirty-five Los
Angeles citizens prominent in business, civic and pro-

fessional affairs in the southland have underwritten
(Continued on Page 12. Column I)
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CaGfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California
From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

One of the most serious problems tliat confronts every community is

that of the teacher or music school. In the following pages it will be

found that California is specially fortunate in harboring distinguished

pedagogues from its earliest days to the present time. There are instructors

of music residing in this State who can take their place besides the world's

foremost teachers, and there are many people teaching music that should be

prevented from doing so by strict laws. If conditions were such that the average

teacher could be depended upon to give a student a thorough musical edu-

cation, there would be no necessity for pupils to leave their homes, until

they have completed their studies and wish to gain additional knowledge

through observation and association with distinguished leaders of the art.

But as it is, one can not always blame students who wish to leave their

homes and secure a broader and wider horizon in their musical accomplish-

ments. Repeated efforts have been made in California to improve the

standard of the musical profession. Prominent among these efforts was

[he draft of a law which was intended to license music teachers and which

demanded the appointment of a commission by the Governor to examine

;very one who intended to become a music teacher. The granting of such

icense and subsequent permission to teach depended upon whether or not

iuch prospective teacher proved satisfactory in these examinations.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review opposed this law and single-handed

.'ought it when it was first introduced about fourteen years ago. Later it

vas presented again six years ago, when the California Music Teachers'

\ssociation opposed it. Our objection was due to the fact that there is only

)ne possible way in which to be sure that a musician obtains a knowledge

)f teaching, of training others, and that is he must be trained first himself,

vlusic teachers, like public school teachers or University professors, should

lindergo training to become teachers. When they have arrived at a point

n their training to qualify they should be permitted to gain practical ex-

lerience as pedagogues for two or three years. And then, after having suc-

essfully passed their experimental period of teachers, they can be given

. diploma with the safe knowledge that they are able to train j-oung boys

ind girls without ruining their career by insufficient adapatability to their

focation.

i But we do not believe in commissions appointed by a politician with

>laries necessitating the taxing and licensing of the musical profession.

nd providing for fat salaries to politically appointed examiners who them-

elves need musical training. Answering a set of questions does not make
inyone a competent music teacher. In addition to demanding training for

respective music teachers in normal schools, the law coidd provide for

•rivate teachers to train students for a teacher's career upon the basis es-

ablished by Normal Schools, and these students of private teachers can be

liven an opportunity to gain practical experience as assistants to private

'eachers, or may obtain such practical experience in Normal Schools

Iter they have passed an examination. Any student properly trained to be-

ome a teacher by a private instructor should be able to receive a diploma

rom the State authorities after submitting to the same tests demanded of

raduatcs from these Normal Schools. This will be the only possible way
1 which to gain imiversal proficiency among music teachers, and not until

lUch a law has been passed and enforced will it be possible to rid the musi-

al profession of charlatanism.

! There can not be any question but that both the teachers' and artists'

iphere in California is considerably overcrowded. If the incompetents could

ie weeded out the proficient ones would be amply provided for and would

lake a comfortable living, for terms are considerably high in this State as

'ill be seen later on. There is above all need of a National Conservatory

f Music which would set a standard for teaching. There is at present be-

ire Congress a law whose purpose it is to establish four National Con-

iJrvatories of Music in the United States. One of these Conservatories is

I'
be on the Pacific Coast. Already political schemes are being invented to

brce the location of such Conservatory in certain districts on this Coast.

'

(To be continued)

MUSICAL GROW/TH OF L. A.

(Continued from rat-c- 1. Col. 2|

The Los Angeles Chamber Music So-
ciety was founded last season of mem-
bers of the Philharmonic Orchestra, and
it comprises the Philharmonic Quartet
—Sylvain Noack, first violin and concert
master of the Philharmonic Orchestra,
Henry Svedrosky. second violin and as-

sistant concert master, Emit Ferir, viola,

and Ilya Bronson, 'cellist; and the En-
semble Moderne. Henri de Busscher,
oboe, Emil Ferir, viola, and Blanche
Rogers Lott, piano. In addition it has
presented works for larger ensembles
which demanded the services of some of

the finest musicians from the orchestra.

The Zoellner Quartet, composed of

Joseph Zoellner. viola. Amandus Zoellner.

violin. Joseph Zoellner. Jr.. 'cellist and
Antoinette Zoellner, violin, has for some
years made its headquarters in Los
Angeles. This organization is interna-
tionally known, and the city is particu-

larly fortunate in having the Zoellner
Conservatory of Music as a permanent
institution.

The Philharmonic Trio, consisting of

Jules Lepske, violinist, Alfred Kastner,
harpist, and Earl Bright, violoncellist,

will give a series of five concerts during
the coming season.

In the Los Angeles Oratorio Society,

directed by John Smallman. the city

possessed a mixed chorus of the first

rank, which has successfully presented
for several years Handel's Messiah, be-

sides such great works as Verdi's Re-
quiem, Henry Hadley's Ode to Music and
Saint Saen's Sampson and Delilah. They
intend to do Bach's Passion Music and
Cesar Franck's Beatitudes in the near
future and it has been definitely decided
that they will give Quo Vadis in the
spring.

The Los Angeles Industrial Chorus,
under the stimulating leadership of An-
toinette Ruth Sabei, contains twenty
choruses in stores and industrial con-

cerns.

The Ellis Club has eighty members
and is thirty-three years old. The
Orpheus Club, under the leadership of

Hugo Kirchoffer, has sixty members. The
Hollywood Community Chorus, a finely

blended choir of fifty voices, is also

under the leadership of Hugo Kirchoffer,

who has done more to rouse the com-
munity spirit here than any otner in-

dividual. Will Rounds is the able con-

ductor of the Pasadena Community Or-
chestra, and The Woman's Choral Club
of Pasadena has for its musical director

Mrs. C. C. Blauvelt who organized the
club and has been its musical director

during its existence. The universities

and schools have splendid choruses and
glee clubs, all of which give concerts.

The Musicians' Union has a member-
ship of 2000, and there are probably in

all 10,000 practicing musicians in the
city. Teachers of all branches of music
are here in great numbers, many of

them pedagogues of international repu-
tation.

Music Clubs with active music depart-
ments include the Wa Wan Club, Mac-
Dowell Club, Optimists Club, Gamut
Club. Lyric Club, Matinee Musical Club
and Opera Reading Club.

Three important agencies bring us the
world's finest musicians. L. E. Bebymer.
for twenty-five years has provided the
highest class musical talent and many
seasons of opera. Chaliapin. Mary Gar-
den, Chicago Grand Opera Company and
San Carlo Grand Opera are just a few of

the attractions that were brought here
last season by the Behymer management.
His associate manager, Rena MacDonald.
deserves great credit for her strenuous
efforts on behalf of the cause of music.

The Fitzgerald Concert Direction,
under the management of that energetic
young man. Merle Armitage, who has
been associated with many prominent
artists and with the Chicago Grand Opera
Company, presented a course of artists,

including Tita Ruffo and Rosa Ponselle
during the past season and has an in-

teresting array of stars for the coming
winter.

George Leslie Smith, manager of the
Philharmonic Auditorium, is presenting
the Auditorium artists series in conjunc-

tion with the Elwin Concert Bureau
artists who for artistic merits stand very
high, including lieifetz, Matzenauer, Wer-
renrath and Elizabeth Rothwell. wife of

the noted orchestra conductor. Mrs.
Rothwell possesses a beautiful dramatic
soprano voice and sings with a remark-
able degree of musical intelligence.

France Goldwater. Grace Carroll Elliott

and Mme. Newcombe Prindell handle for

the most part the best resident artists,

and have played notable roles in the fight

for recognition by clubs and other or-

ganizations of the resident artist.

The tremendous interest in music
locally leads such internationally known
artists and teachers as Yeatman Griffith,

Alfred Mirovitch and Arthur Hubbard to

give courses of master classes here dur-

ing the summer months. Their presence
among us is final proof of the number
of earnest and talented students of music
living in Southern California. These
classes attract students from all parts of

the United States.

Many important productions will be
staged during the summer—a time of

the year when music is practically at a
standstill in most cities. Some of these
are: The Wayfarer which will be given
its Los Angeles presentation in Septem-
her at the Coliseum. A call has gone
forth for 4000 persons with singing abil-

ity and 3000 actors to take part in this

pageant which will lead the spectators
through a succession of episodes from
Biblical times to the present era. The
Pilgrimage Play which is becoming as
well known as the Oberammergau Pas-
sion Play is another event scheduled for

July 15. It is staged in a beautiful

natural outdoor theatre near the Bowl in

Hollywood. The noted composer. Ger-
trude Ross, is arranging the musical
setting for this world-famous drama
which depicts the life of Christ.

Two operas are to be produced this

summer by local talent, assisted by
artists from the great opera companies
Verdi's Aida and Cadman's Shanewis.
Both of these productions will be on a
large scale at the Bowl. At the Pacific
Palisades, a Chautaqua will be held for
six weeks. The music will be under the
direction of Lawrence Tibhett, local

baritone, who has been secured by the
Metropolitan Opera Company for the
coming season. Other splendid artists

assisting Mr. Tibbett are Florence Mid-
daugh, contralto, Lorna Gregg, accom-
panist. Ewart Williams, tenor, Charles
Wakefield Cadman and John Smallman.
Sol Cohen and Doris Struble and the Los
Angels Trio.

Los Angeles only lacks one important
link in its musical chain—a permanent
opera company, commensurate with its

civic musical importance. The musicians
of the city include many men and women
capable of directing such an organiza-
tion; to mention but a few: Alexander
Bevani, who will produce Aida at the
Hollywood Bowl, has had a varied
operatic career which qualifies him for
this important undertaking. He has
studied with De Rezke, and appeared
with the Carl Rosa Opera Company for
five years, and sang in German opera in
England under George Henschel, Anton
Seidl and also founded the Bevani Opera
Company. Maestro William Tyroler is

another capable director who resides
here, who for twelve consecutive seasons
was engaged by the Metropolitan Opera
Company as assistant conductor and as-
sistant chorus master. Cavalier Ful-
genzio Guerrieri, conductor and coach,
will assist Alexander Bevani with Aida.
Of Guerrieri it has been said by men
like Puccini and Mascagnai. that he is

one of the greatest living conductors in

Italian opera today. Mr. Bevani an-
nounces that negotiations are under way
to secure Edward Johnson of the Metro-
politan to sing Rhadames. and Elizabeth
Rethberg, dramatic soprano who on the
occasion of her debut in Aida at the
Metropolitan Opera House created a sen-
sation in the title role. Lawrence Tib-
bett. whose surpassingly fine voice is

entirely a local product will fill the role

of .\monasro. Manuel Sanchez de Lara
is another operatic conductor who given
adequate support could do more.

Los Angeles is the home of upwards
of twenty composers of national fame.
This is such an important branch of our
musical life that a separate article in

this issue of the Review is devoted to

them.
(Continued on Page 15, Cul. 1)
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THE WAYFARER
(Continued from Page 10, Column 2)

this project which will cost approximately $125,000 to

produce. A chorus of 4000 trained voices is being
organized under the baton of William Tyroller, for

twelve years assistant conductor at the Metropolitan
Opera House, New York. The entire production will be
supervised by Montgomery Lynch, director of many
previous presentations and he will have as his as-

sistant Hugo Kirchhoffer, well-known community leader.

Seven carloads of scenery are required for the pro-

duction and in addition to the 4000 singers there will

be 3000 other participants on the world's largest stage

which is being constructed specially for The Wayfarer
at a cost of approximately $20,000. Being absolutely a
non-profit co-operation the officers of The Wayfarer
Society are: Rufus B. von Kleinsmid, of the University

of Southern California, President; Motley H. Flint, of

the Pacific Southwest Trust & Savings Bank, Vice-

President; James T. Fitzgerald, of the Fitzgerald Music
Co., Vice-President and Chairman of the Board; Alton

E. Allen, banker, Vice-President and Treasurer; Merle

Armitage, impresario. Secretary and business manager;
Edgar L. Webster, of the New York Life Insurance

Company. General Manager. Although The Wayfarer
is to be produced for its own sake, because of its tre-

mendous appeal and influence for good in the com-
munity the beneficiary of its financial success will be

the University of Southern California. Briefly the story

of The Wayfarer is as follows:

A prologue called the God of War discloses on the

mammoth stage a battle raging on Flanders field. The
Wayfarer, an onlooker, questions the existence of a

Supreme being that would allow such slaughter, fears

that civilization is tottering and is filled with dismay.
Praying for enlightenment it comes to him in the form
of a beautiful woman known as "Understanding." She
leads The Wayfarer back through the milestones in the

history of mankind beginning with the Babylonian
Captivity, shows him the great scenes of the Birth of

Christ, The Triumphal Entry, The Crucifixion, which
form the five big scenes of The Wayfarer, including The
Resurrection and closing with an epilogue. The Golden
Age, in which every nation on the face of the earth,

every race and every creed march together carrying
the banners of every known state on the face of the
globe and all marching to a great illuminated cross with
bands playing. It is a big theme handled in a big way. In

many ways it is the greatest undertaking to claim the
attention of Southern California, it being the first

organized effort to solidify and cement the great de-
tached groups living in the southland, many of whom
do not yet call Los Angeles "home." One of the most
elaborate advertising campaigns ever outlined for a
pageant is in process of execution which will cover
like a blanket the whole territory from Bakersfield and
Santa Barbara on the north to San Diego on the south
and Tucson on the East. Civic, industrial and com-
mercial organizations and clubs are joining in the move-
ment to make September Sth to 15th "Wayfarer Week"
in the true sense of the word.

VIENNESE PIANISTE CREATES SENSATION

Herma Menth, Viennese pianiste of unusual distinc-
tion and striking personality, will be the soloist at the
Hollywood Bowl on Tuesday evening, August 7, when
she will play the Liszt E minor piano concerto. Miss
Menth, who is petite, vivacious, full of that native
charm and independence which distinguishes the Vien-
nese women the world over, comes to Los Angeles with
a brilliant record to her credit. Pupil of Franz Zottman,
Emil Sauer and the great Busoni, she has for several
years given concerts both in this country and abroad.
With Emil Oberhoffer she will feel at home, as she was
a soloist with the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
under that great leader's baton.

Particularly is Miss Menth delighted with the Holly-
wood Bowl which she has lately seen for the first time.
and in a recent interview, she was unable to find words
adequate to express her admiration for the music
patrons of Los Angeles who have made possible the en-

terprise of "a symphony under the stars." By the way,
at the bowl she discovered an old friend and fellow
student in Henry Svedrotsky. assistant concertmaster.
both being graduates of the Imperial Conservatory of
Vienna.

I had the pleasure of hearing Herma Menth play, to-

gether with her own interpretation reproduced on the
Angelus reproducing piano at the Barnes Music Com-
pany's studio. With Danse Macabre she did a unique thing.
While one concert grand played the first part from a roll

of her own recording. Miss Menth. seated at a second
grand, played a dashing, spirited accompaniment, thus
literally playing a duet with herself. This is an idea
which has great concert possibilities, and it is not im-
possible that it will become a feature of piano recitals
in the future, for though there are two pianos, there
is but one personality.

Following this demonstration, a recital followed with
Herma Menth at one piano, "jumping in" to her re-

productions on the Angelus and not one of the musicians
present could tell when the artist's hands touched the
keys. Following her stay here. Miss Menth is going on
a concert tour which will take her from Alaska to Mex-
ico, from the Pacific seaboard to the Atlantic, and will
return to Los Angeles in October.

Our MusicalSummerland
By FANNIE CHARLES DILLON

—Pencil Sketch by Garfield Learned.
HERMA MENTH

incHe Pianist,
te SoloiNt nt
Concert on ' niag, AueuMt 7

Having spent the last few summers in composing,
coaching and playing in the East, it has not been until
the present summer of 1923 that there have dawned
upon me the many revelations in store for any musician
spending the summer in our musical Southland during
the past few years.

Summertime used to be with most of us a period of
musical dormancy owing to the absolute cessation of
activities in every branch of the art. Teaching and con-
cert-going gave way to vacation trips to the seashores
and mountains as a general thing where our thoughts
formerly called us more readily than now to spend
entire summer seasons.

But a great change has come over the summer plan-
ning of most of our Southern California musicians for
we now think twice before deciding to spend the entire
summer away from here, and are remaining a goodly
part of the time at home. Needless perhaps to say this
change has come because there have sprung up in our
community summer musical activities so important and
beneficial that we can really not rest content to miss
them all.

Ever since the establishment of the Southern Branch
of the University of California, Los Angeles has more
and more become an educational center for the entire
Southwest, attracting many students by its music de-
partment as well as other educational offerings, and
Since the establishment of our wonderful Philharmonic
Orchestra under the masterly leadership of Walter
Henry Rothwell, many students have been coming here
for summer music courses under various of our splen-
did orchestral players, some of whom are unexcelled
as teachers as well as performers of their instruments.
In addition to the artistry of these musicians so abund-
antly available in our teaching field during the last few
years, we have among us an increasing number of noted
musician-pedagogues who are also attracting profes-
sional students from far and wide during the summer
times.

Yeatman Griffith and Alfred Mirovitsch are two of
this number of non-resident artists who are with us this
summer delighting so many with their valued instruc-
tions.

Leopold Godowsky, now a resident of Los Angeles,
was the first famed artist to come here for the purpose
of giving summer master classes. And if we mention
all our additional artists of fame who also are coaching
our professionals and training the musical young people
of our Southland both summer and winter, we will in-

deed find the list a surprisingly large one.
Among these artists none deserves more appreciative

mention than Arthur Farwell who divides his time re-

served for teaching between Los Angeles and Pasadena.
Young people possessing compositional talent find In
him an inspiring guide, indeed, as do also many more
mature composers who coach with him.
Were it possible for Walter Henry Rothwell to find

regular and ample time for teaching, we would have
in him a guide into the mysteries of composition and
orchestration such as the Southwest or the entire West
have never yet known. These few gifted pupils who
are fortunate enough to be accepted as students are
more than happy to have so rare a privilege, one which
is open to them more especially in the summer-time
when the Philharmonic concerts are over with.

Charles W. Cadman can also be found at times in his
lovely canon home for expert coaching and criticism
during the summer months. Homer Grunn. Marion
Ralston and Vernon Spencer are also remarkable com-
poser-pianist pedagogues of their art who constantly
uphold the standards of thorough, true musicianship
here in our home city, for it is ever and always the
actual composer who makes the best teacher of musical
composition just as the experienced mathematician is

the most capable teacher of his own subject.
Were all theory text-books only written by composers

and not mere theoreticians we would have more promis-
ing composers, it is safe to say, hence it is gratifying to
note a larger number of composer-teachers in our midst
each year.

It would be impossible to recount in this space all

the excellent work also being done through our summer

teaching forces by local artists in piano, voice, violin
and other instructors. The fact that our many fine

artist-teachers of the Southland are kept busy with
summer as well as winter students, alone indicates the
large amount of ambition as well as talent being evi-

denced by our young people. It is safe to say that the
amount of summer music study done by these, our fu-

ture professional musicians is not surpassed in any other
locality in this country. These many students of music not
only have more and more remarkable advantages each
year for summer music study, but the inspiration and
benefit they now derive from our Hollywood Bowl Or-

chestral concerts cannot be overestimated. Nor is this

benefit less for each and every professional. Those of

our Southern California artist-teachers who, like myself,
have been raised in Los Angeles and vicinity can re-

member so easily the dearth of orchestral concerts to

be heard here. Excepting for the great enterprise o(

our beloved pioneer conductor, Harley Hamilton, we
cannot remember having the opportunity for real ac-

quaintance with orchestral music at all.

Do our present-day young people of this locality real-

ize then, I wonder, their wonderful opportunity through
the Hollywood Bowl concerts to become acquainted with
many great symphonies and other masterpieces? I

think they do. Judging from the number of young people
seen attending these concerts, and from the fact that
very many season tickets to these concerts were sold

through our High Schools.

The wonderful generosity of W. A. Clark, Jr., in giving

so many orchestral concerts each winter under Walter
Henry Rothwell, for the High Schools has provided
our young musical enthusiasts with so much musical
guidance and education in the past few years that these
students are now able to appreciate orchestral music
and are eager for the opportunity to hear it.

There is probably no organization in the United States
that so directly aims toward the musical betterment of

young music students than the Philharmonic Orchestra
of Los Angeles. Mr. Clark has had supervision in bring-

ing about this accomplishment, while Walter Henry
Rothwell. himself as true and broad an educator as

he is a composer and conductor, does not rest content
until he has given of his very best toward the educa-
tion of our young musical enthusiasts in orchestral

literature. That Southern California has through these
great efforts become a summer as well as a winter
music center is due to his efforts together with all those
other efforts of our other best known and most unselfish

music educators of the Southwest. All honor, then, to

each and all, for their establishment of our musical
summer-land!

MADAME VOUGHT PRESENTS CHILDREN

The juvenile program given at the Fitzgerald Mem-
orial Church last Monday evening under the direction

of Madame Stella Raymond-Vought would have been a

credit to "grown-ups" had they performed as did the

pupils of our leading teachers. Evelyn Biebesheimei'
opened the program with two piano solos which she
played with assurance and ease. Her clean technique
and fine sense of interpretation are a credit to herselt

and her teacher Catherine B. Swint.

Frances Wiener, the talented little pupil of Sigmund
Anker, played with an understanding seemingly far bei

yond her years. Her repose and self-possession conn,

bined with an artistic finish of style is not often found!

in one so young, and her performance was indeed 8'

creditable one. Master Harold Horn, delighted an en
thusiastic audience with several solos sung in a deal,
soprano voice, with splendid enunciation.

j

Master George Murton, young trombonist wlio has]

done much entertaining among the soldiers and sailors'

with whom he is a great favorite, pleased with tw(

numbers with a good firm tone and good interpreta
tion. Mildred Berg, talented piano pupil of Prof. Georg'
Kruger. proved that her technical equipment enable(
her to play with authority and power, and her claritj,

and brilliancy delighted her audience.

Lina Gastoni gave a colorful performance of Carm«
in costume, and for a little tot, she handled trills affi

runs in an admirable manner. She is a voice pupil
the well-known Italian teacher, Mme. Marracci and hai

much promise in her voice.

Martha Susannah Fisher, the child wonder harptal
closed the program with an interesting group of hail
solos. She is the talented pupil of the famous harj^
and composer, Mme. Inez Carusi, who in 24 lessons U|]

given little Martha Fisher a wonderful start on ^
chosen instrument. She is the only child playing on tibt

full-sized harp, which size, however, does not seem %
bother Martha at all. She plays like a "grown-up." rWi
dering her numbers with grace, ease and assurance.

The next program at the church is announced tol

August 27. which will include several well known arttttn

and members of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie
Tel. Prospect 3071 850 Geary Street, Apt. 8

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase BIdg., Tel. Kearny 54.
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Alexander Bevani I Claire Forbes Crane
OPERATIC COACHING

TONE DEVELOPMENT AND VOICE PRODUCTION
Suite 612 So. Calif. Music Co. BIdg.

PIANIST^
Phone 822-520

OIGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-

wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-

dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Sania Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Tihon Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

ELINOR REMICK WARREN

We Two (soprano, wedding song). Huntzlnger Co.
The Touch of Spring. 3 l<eys. Enock & Sons.
The Heart of a Rose. 3 Iceys, Harold Flammer.
Others (soprano, sacred). H. W. Gray Co.
Little Slippers of the Rain (soprano). Church.
Golden Yesterdays. 2 keys, Flammer.
God Our Refuge (soprano, sacred). H. W. Gray Co.
Fairy Hills of Dream (soprano). Flammer.
Children of the Moon. 1 key. Flammer.
Christmas Morn (soprano). Flammer.
A song of June (soprano). Schirmer.

ChoruNeM for Women'H Volcen
Flower Chorus in Spring. Church.
Fairy Hills of Dream. Flammer.
Children of the Moon. Flammer.

AntheniH
The Christ Child Smiled (carol for Christmas). H.

W. Gray Co.
Arise, My Heart, and Sing (Easter). H. W. Gray Co.

!. H. W. Gray Co.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ANN THOMPSON-P/anM/e

Amplco RoIU

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
America's Popnlar Compoaer on tour with TSIANINA
Bnat and Sooth: Oct. and Not.—Pae. Coaat t Jan. and Feb.

Feb. and April—Callfornlat April and MayKami airatn

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TE.\CHER-.\CCOMP.\NIST
Plane. Harmony, Theory

Children'!! Claitsex a Specially

110 MUHlc-Art Studio—S21 181 Ren. Phone Boyle .'W.tl

ZOELLNER CONSERVATORYOF MUSIC
LOS ANGFLES

1250 IVIndaor Boulevard 6318 Hollrwood Boulevard
Complete Facaltr of Artlat Teachers

JOHN SMALLMAN
SHIRLBV TAGGART. Secretary

California Theatre—Because of the holding over of
the photoplay attraction, The Call of the Wild. Dion
Romandy, conductor of the California theatre concert
orchestra, is using the same concert program this week
as he used last. The opening selection is the overture
from Verdi's great opera The Force of Destiny, and is

receiving more than its share of applause from the
patrons of the popular showhouse. The second selec-
tion is that dainty and delightful piece of romantic
music. Von Blons Serenade d'Amour. In the scoring of
The Call of the Wild, Mr. Romandy has shown himself
a master of dramatic high lights. Here are some of the
selections he is using in the scoring of the cinema-
drama: King of the Underworld. Sakuntala, Semiramide,
Arlesienne Suite No. 2 and Esquimo Lullaby. An added
attraction next week at the California will be Claire
Forbes Crane who will play one of Tschaikowsky's
famous piano concertos.

Mme. Johanna Kristoffy has returned from her vaca-
tion which she spent at the beautiful Stuparich Resort
in Lake County. The distinguished Prima Donna had a
delightful time and a good rest and is ready for a big
season. Her many pupils are glad of her return and of
the opportunity to continue their work with her.

Music Week at Pacific Palisades Summer Schools
—and—

Chautauqua Assembly
August 13th to 19th, 1923

ASSEMBLY AUDITORIUM
the Following Artists' Will Appear

THURSDAY:MONDAY:
2 :30—The Orpheus Four.

TUESDAY:
2 :30
—

"Parsifal" Program ; Miss Eleanor Miller, interpre-

ter. Levine's Trio, Musical Selections.

8:00—Pacific Palisades Quartet: Melba French Barr, So-

prano; Florence Middaugh, Contralto; Ewart Wil-

liams, Tenor; Lawrence Tibbett, Baritone.

WEDNESDAY:
2:30—Frieda Peycke.

8:00—Los Angeles Trio.

2:30—Mr, Frank Geiger, assisted by Dr. Frank Noel.

8 :00—Pageant : The Triumph of Peace.

FRIDAY:
2:30—Concert: Miss Elinor Remick Warren, Pianist;

Miss Esther Rhodes, Harpist; Miss Annis Ho'well,

Soprano.

8:00—Charles Wakefield Cadman and John Smallman.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 18:

2:30—Sol Cohen, Violinist, assisted by Margaret Messer
Morris.

8:00

LOUIS GRAVEURE, Baritone

Phone Santa Monica 21507

For programs and reservations, address Pacific Palisades, attention

OREN B. WAITE, Educational Director

Pacific Palisades, Santa Monica, Calif.
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SISTINE CHAPEL CHOIR

To Tour America Under Direction of Monsignor Antonio
Rella—Consists of Ffty-four Voices—Pope's

Choir Has Never Before Been Heard
in America

Notwithstanding that Europe has for many years sent

us a succcession of wonderful vocal and instrumental
artists, it has never been possible heretofore to induce
the famous Sistine Chapel Choir of the Vatican. Rome,
to come to America. This organization derives its name
from the Sistine Chapel at Rome, where its unrivaled
singing and tlie wonderful frescoes of Michael Angelo
draw a never-ending stream of great painters, musicians
and art patrons from all corners of the world. This
choir enjoys the exclusive privilege of appearing at all

functions at which the Pope appears in person.

Due entirely to the enterprise of a San Franciscan,
namely, Frank W. Healy, backed by the financial

pledges and personal influence of prominent local

patrons of musical art. the principal cities of the United
States will hear these famous singers during a ten
weeks' concert tour which will open in New York City
October 14 and in San Francisco December 7.

During the last century many futile attempts have
been made to bring the "Pope's Choir." as the Sistine
Chapel Clioir is known, to America and many obstacles
had to be surmounted in Healy's successful endeavor.
To make the tour possible it was necessary to obtain
the consent of the reigning Pontiff, Pius XI, and Mon-
signor Antonio Rella, the director of the organization,
and in this task the impresario was heartily assisted
by Archbishop Edward J. Hanna and other music-loving
citizens who readily subscribed the funds sufficient to

secure the choir against financial loss. Among the
guarantors each pledged for $2500 are: Archbishop
Edward J. Hanna, William H. Crocker. H. M. Tobin.
Milton H. Esberg. A. P. Giannini. E. J. Tobin. Eleanor
Martin. Herbert Fleischhacker. W. H. Leahy, Sherman,
Clay & Company, Fairmont Hotel, R. E. Queen. Vincent
W. Hallinan. Harry E. Flood, A. E. Sbarboro. George
Tourny, James Moses, Martha M. Hanify. John Francis
Neylan. J. K. Armsby. Celia Clark, Helen Irwin Crocker,
Christine F. Donohoe. A. F. Welch. Dr. John Gallway,
and also Bishop Cantwell and other music lovers of

Los Angeles have pledged $50,000.

The Sistine Chapel Choir is in the Fifth Century of its

existence and now comprises fifty-four members, sixteen
of which are tenors, ten bassos, four male sopranos, four
male altos, and twenty boy sopranos, all of whom have
enjoyed the tuition of the great Perosi and his equally
illustrious associate, Monsignor Antonio Rella. Lack
of feminine voices is made up for by the boys of the
Sistine Choir, who are selected from all over Italy and
educated and trained by Monsignor Rella in a special
school situated within the shadow of the Vatican and
endowed by Pius X. Admission to the Sistine Chapel
Choir is an eagerly sought honor. Every applicant must
be a perfectly schooled musician with a voice thorough-
ly capable of achieving distinction as a soloist and
acceptable to the entire membership. The vocal
methods of this famous body of singers have never been
adequately explained, as their manner of decreasing
and increasing tone and their fusion of voices conveys
wonder even to minds versed in all the delicate subtle-

ties of the art of song. No other institution of any time
rivals the Sistine Chapel Choir either in regard to
ancient and glorious tradition or in contributing to the
evolution of choral art. So perfect is the music and so
harmonious the voices that no instrumental accompani-
ment is required. Unusually impressive programs of the
greatest interest to musicians and the artistic world in

general will be given on this tour, and will include
unedited masterpieces of composers Perosi and others
heretofore, confined exclusively to the Sistine Chapel.
For more than sixteen hundred years of the existence
of the Sistine Chapel Choir it was never heard singing
outside its home environment until the occasion of its

visit to Australia two years ago, where it achieved a
splendid success, so much so that at the end of the
engagement Archbishop Mannix of Australia issued a
public letter wherein he referred to the Australian tour
as a triumph.
Monsignor Rella. who has secured permission for

the choir to appear in America in the purple and scarlet
cassocks and white surplices worn in the Sistine Chapel,
enjoys the title of Perpetual Vice-Director of the Sistine
Chapel Choir and Vatican Beneficiary. He is a musician
of tremendous attainments and issues the final edict in
all things pertaining to music at the Vatican. He is

pre-eminent in the cultivation of the voice, in the study
of Gregorian chant, and in the artistic execution and
scientific restoration of the classical polyphonic com-
positions of Palestrina and other early composers. He
has a distinguished membership in the international
societies of sacred music. At the express desire of His
Holiness Pius X Monsignor Rella trained and directed
twelve hundred singers, who participated in the solemn
function held in St. Peter's on the occasion of the
centenary of St. Gregory and the incomparable success
led His Holiness Piux X to name him Monsignor and
Vatican Beneficiary. The great Mass of San Marcello,
written by Palestrina and sung in 1920 upon the canoni-
zation of Joan d'Arc in St. Peter's, was directed by
Monsignor Rella. In addition to the twenty years which
Msgr. Rella has been connected with the Sistine Chapel
Choir he was also the Director of the North American
College at Rome, and when he comes to America he
will be greeted by many friends and former pupils,
including Monsignor Bernard Mahoney, Secretary to
Archbishop Hayes of New York, who was second tenor
in the choir of the North American College at Rome;
Father James Boylan, Professor of Music at St. Charles
College in Philadelphia; Father John Powers of St.
Anne's Rectory of Cleveland; Father P. Mahoney. Pro-
fessor of Music in the Seminary of Chicago; F'ather

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Los Angeles

Coakley of Pittsburgh. Father Doody of Chicago, Father
W. Kane of Philadelphia. Father Anthony of Ownesville.
Ohio, and Father J. Kelley of Stamford, Conn. Arch-
bishop Hanna of San Francisco is one of Monsignor
Rella's close friends and admirers. Monsignor Rella
has a host of friends among the membership of the
Knights of Columbus, and it was he who conducted the
singing during the Mass said by His Holiness Benedict
XV for the visiting Knights of Columbus in the Vatican
Gardens at Rome. Sunday. August 29. 1920.

SAN FRANCISCO MUSICAL CLUB'S NEW SEASON

The San Francisco Musical Club will open its season
of programs in the ball room of the Palace Hotel on
September 20th. The Board of Directors and various
committees are already busy with plans and promise
some interesting concerts for the coming year. The
Program Committee, composed of Mrs. Charles Camm.
chairman; Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone. Mrs. Ashley Faull.

Mrs. Charles Ayres. Mrs. Josephine Crew Aylwin and
Mrs. Blanche Ashley, are working on a series of itro-

grams which will give examples of the best music of
the different periods of musical development. The first

will be a program devoted to music of the sixteenth
century. Mrs. Elsa Behlow Trautner will sing on that
morning and a trio, composed of Miss Modesta Morten-
son, violinist; Mrs. Dorothy Dukes Dium, cellist; and
Mrs. Martha Dukes Parker, pianist, will play a com-
position of one of the early masters. On October 5th.

which is Founders' Day. the anniversary of the birthday
of the club will be celebrated fittingly with a gala cos-
tume performance.
The club, which was originally called "Abbey Chaney

Amateurs." was founded in 1890 with Miss Martha
Cross, now Mrs. Charles Plumb, as president; Miss
Maud Smith, now Mrs. Charles Hoag of Oakland, was
the next president. The club was later called the
"Chaminade Club" until, in 1898. it was given the name
of the San Francisco Musical Club. Mrs. Hoag still

being in office as president. The following well-known
members have since filled the office of President: Mrs.
George N. Bates, Mrs. Fernado Ptingst, Mrs. Oscar K.
Cushing. Mrs. George L. Alexander. Mrs. John D. Sibley,
Mrs. William S. Noyes, Miss Henrietta L. Stadtmuller,
Mrs. Albert E. Phelan. Mrs. John W. Hoyt, Mrs. Wallace
Wheaton Briggs. Miss Adaline Maude Wellendorf, Mrs.
Edward Everett Bruner, Mrs. Lillian Birmingham. The
purpose of the club was to cultivate a higher degree of
musical inteligence among its members and to stimu-
late musical culture in general. "We feel." says Mrs.
H. P. StoU. the new president, "that we can say this

object has been accomplished and is always the ideal
toward which we strive."

An interesting program devoted entirely to composi-
tions of Bach is being prepared for the third meeting
in October. Excerpts from St. Matthew Passion will be
given by soloists and a mixed double quartet, under the
direction of Harry Perry. The Chromatic Fantasie and
Fugue will be played by one of the pianists of the club.
Among the unusual features which are being considered
for presentation at one of the club meetings is a beauti-
ful compositon for recitation, unison chorus and piano
which calls for costume. It is A Masque of Dead Floren-
tines the text by Maurice Hewlett, music by Ernest R.
Kroeger. It has never been given in San Francisco.
The following committees have been appointed: Re-

ception Committee—Mrs. John W. Hoyt, chairman; Mrs.
Ernest J. Mott, Mrs. John D. Sibley, Mrs. Martin Molony.
Mrs. Robert Burns, Jr.. Mrs. Alfred Sbarboro. Mrs.
Claude King, Miss Marion Cumming, Mrs. John McGaw,
Mrs. Victor Mathews, Mrs. Stanley Vail. Miss Melanie
Lancel, Mrs. Blanche Ashley. Mrs. Maurice Gale, Mrs.
Charles Hoag, Mrs. E. C. Heuter. Mrs. William Birming-
ham is chairman of the Junior San Francisco Musical
Club. Press Committee—Mrs. Wm. Ritter. Miss Chris-
tine Hart, Mrs. J. P. Coghlan. Admission Committee

—

Mrs. W. S. Greenfield. Mrs. J. R. Gwinn, Mrs. George
Stoker. Miss Sailie Osborn. Mrs. Maurice Gale, Mrs.
Lawrence Rath. Mrs. Herman Trautner, Mrs. Jas. Kelly,
Mrs. Uda Waldrop, Mrs. A. J. Juhl, Auditing Committee—Mrs. Jas. Pressley, Mrs. Laurie Cofer. Mrs. Daniel C.
Deasy. Printing Committee—Mrs. F. J. Cooper, chair-
man; Mrs. Parker Steward, Mrs. Charles Camm.
The Board of Diretors consists of Mrs. Horatio F.

Stoll. President: Mrs. James Pressley. First Vice-Presi-
dent: Mrs. Charles Camm. Second Vice-President; Mrs.
Daniel C. Deasy, Recording Secretary; Mrs. Glenn H.
Woods. Corresponding Secretary; Mrs. William B. Bos-
ley. Business Secretary: Mrs. A. T. Fletcher, Treasurer;
Mrs. Parker Steward. Librarian; Associate Directors

—

Mrs. Laurie Cofer. Mrs. P. J. Cooper, Miss Christine
Hart. The club maintains an attractive studio in the
Kohler & Chase building, where the board meetings are
held.

JESSIE BURNS STOLL,
President of the San Francisco Musical Club.

Mme. Lizetta Kalova gave a reception in honor of
Alfred Devoto at her charmingly located studio in High-
land Court. Berkeley, on Sunday afternoon. July 8th.
which was attended by a large number of prominent
musical people from the various cities situated on the
San Francisco Bay. It was a most pleasant affair and
one of the special features of the afternoon was the
Interpretation of a violin and piano sonata by Oscar
Neobal, the distinguished Russian composer. The work

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Secretary and
K. AttI, Room 1O04 Kohler
<& Chnae Bldg., San Pranclaco

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Trlephone Douglaa 1«78

Siellojelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO I

eOO KOHLER CHASE BLOC
SAN FRANCISCO

€:

CO ^^^

was new to most of those attending and was heartil;

applauded because of the musicianship and artistry witi

which both Mme. Kalova and Mr. Devoto invested thei

interpretation. It is a vigorous work, charged with th'

true Russian spirit, and invested with an element o

virility and energy tliat makes it specially attractive t

those admiring the modern school of composition. Th
artists were singularly alive to the possibilities of th

work and brought from it every ounce of musiciani
beauty and artistry. Later in the afternoon Mr. Devot
played a Debussy number and delighted his hearer
with his impeccable technical and fine emotional phrai

ing. It was a delightful occasion and those who n
sponded to the kind invitations of Mme. Kalova had nc
reason to regret their decision.

Articles of General Musical Interest

Theiie artlelen are prepared for Tbe Paclflc Coanl
Musical Review by LeRoy V. Brant, director of The
Instttnte of MunIc of San Jone. Mr. Brant will be
pleased to treat here nubjects of general munlcol
Interest. Anyone desiring an article on any par-
ticular subject may communicate with Mr. Brant,
care The Institute of Music. South Second strsel
at San Salvador, San Jose.

He f>
1 to at

THE NEGLECTED VIOLA

It Is a source of wonder that more students do ni

become familiar with the viola. This is the member i

the violin family next larger than that instrument, beic

somewhat smaller than the violoncello. It is an instr

ment of depth of tone, fine resonance, and of moi

velvety effect than the violin. I presume the thing th.

frightens away the violinist who considers the instr:

ment is the fact that in the average orchestration tl

viola is assigned a part of very small interest. Tl.,

violist will be asked to play the afterbeats.

rarely have a part of melodic interest. Added
he is asked to read the C clef on the third line ther^
upsetting all his ideas of the positions of the notes.

But after all these things are hardships of a

transitory character. It is easy to learn to read 1

C clef on the third line, or any other position so fa6,I

that is concerned. It is only a matter of a few weil

or month's practice. Many an organist can read th

clef, the C clef on the third line, the C clef on.i

fourth line, and the G clef simultaneously. The
reads three clefs. As to the parts in the orchestra, (

the student is able to play well, he will find that]

scores he reads as he advances will be more and
replete with interest.

As a solo player the violist could make for bin

a demand. One really good could build up for hii

a clientele unique and profitable. Many violinists pi

'

the viola, it is true, but for the most part they relega

that instrument to a secondary place, and consequeni

do not play it as well as it should be played. Aga
the violist would find that his services would he at

premium for orchestral work for there is only one viol

to many hundred violinists. It might be well wof'

while tor the person interested in stringed Instrumei
to give a thought to the viola.

1
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! MUSICAL GROWTH OF L. A.

(Continued from I'lme 11. Col. 4)

The well-equipped musical schools and
conservatories in Los Angeles is indica-

tive of the growth and progress which
music has aroused. The Olga Steeb
Piano School, ot which Olga Steeb Is the
director, has a faculty ot twenty-nine
teachers and already has twelve branch
schools in the surrounding towns ot
Southern California. The Zoellner Con-
servatory, which already has been men-
tioned; the Southwestern College of
Music, which has Idell Moye. the noted
.contralto as its director, tlie Davis Col-
lege of Music, the Westlake College and
the Los Angeles Conservatory of Music
ire a few others which are splendidly
organized.

Los Angeles is unusually rich in its

flne theatre orchestras. The policy of the
leading motion picture theatres has been
for some time to present a symphony
orchestra playing the best in music as
lart of their program. Carli D. Elinor,
Director of the California Theatre, has
in orchestra ot fifty musicians; Herman
Heller of Grauman's Metropolitan has an
irchestra of seventy musicians; Jan Sofer
>f the Rialto directs a large orchestra;
;^oew's State Theatre has a large orches-
|ra. The Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood
(liaintains fifty musicians under the
leadership ot Ulderico Marcelli.

( According to statistics compiled by the
national Bureau for the Advancement of
^usic Los Angeles is one of the fore-
most purchasers of pianos and musical
instruments. One ot the greatest pub-
lishing houses in the country some time
igo stated that more classical sheet
pnsic was sold in Los Angeles than in
:.ny other city ot its size in the United
states.

.
Many large and well equipped music

louses such as the Fitzgerald Music
•louse. George J. Birkel Co.. Barker
brothers' Music Department. Southern
California Music Company. Piatt Music
'ompany. Barnes Music Company and
laxter and Northrupp supply every con-
eivable musical need of the musician
eacher and public. The Music Trades
issociation has been signally public-
pirited in assisting local musical enter-
;rises. Its members have time and again
ome forward to the support ot the Bowl
oncerts and similar productions in their
our of need. It was largely due to the
lusic Trades Association that music
Teek held in May was as successful and
ar reaching, as it is planned not only
a make of Music Week a yearly local
jllair, but a national one in the future.

' Fifty years ago little more than a ham-
st, Los Angeles in the year 1923 oc-
apies a unique position in the musical
•'orld. Its year-round symphony concerts
ave attracted musicians from all over
lie world, and the tact that the city is
ble to support this twelve months'
.eason is sufficient proof that it is one
t the foremost nuisical communities in
he United States. Fortunate in the pos-
;ession ot its oft-sung climate this city
as been chosen as a permanent home

Joseph Greven
'oice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
oncert and Church Singing in all

inguages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

Ml Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

^n? Broadway . Oakland

Ars. William Steinbach
VOICE Cn-TCBE

Stndio;
BOJ KOHLBR & CHA§e: BI.DG.

•n FranrlnFO Pbonr: Krarnr Mm
CURT VON GRUDZINSKI
BARITONE — VOICE CUI.Tl'RE
Authorized to Tench Mme. Schoen-

Rene'H Method
'14 I-eavenworth St. Phone ProNpect flSfia

iLMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

kone Berkeley aOM.

by many ot the world's great musicians,
and many more plan to reside here when
their traveling days are over.

Los Angeles undoubtedly looks tor-
ward to still greater future. Let us all
get together in an untiring effort to up-
hold the high standard of musical taste
and interpretation, and push it ever to
higher and higher levels. The cause ot
music is the cause of civilization. We
must encourage the resident musician,
and above all the resident composer, to
produce fine works which shall express
the magnificent country in which this
city is set and which may encourage us
on our journey ot development, which
we all hope will make Los Angeles A
MUSICAL MECCA IN AMERICA.

Henrik Gjerdrum, the prominent teach-
er, pianist and accompanist, has returned
from his summer vacation spent in the
Yosemite Valley and Southern California
and has resumed teaching at his resi-
dence studio. 2321 Jackson street.

Andrew Bogart, the well known vocal
pedagogue. left for Victoria. B. C. last
Monday and will spend his vacation in
that city and at Lake Louise. Mr. Bogart
expects to be gone for about two weeks
and will be back in his studio on August
15th.

Mme. M. Barbereux Parry, the noted
American vocal pedagogue, founder of
the Barbereux System of Educational
Unfoldment. of which Mme. M. Glenn-
Estill is the San Francisco representa-
tive, will arrive in this city next Monday
to participate in the classes that are be-
ing formed here by Mme. Estill. Mme.
Parry has become Internationally known
because of her splendid ideas and educa-
tional genius and no doubt her presence
in San Francisco will prove ot inestim-
able advantage to many aspirants for
musical progress.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
90.1 Kohler A Chase Bid. Tel. Sutter T3K7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Stndio, 603.604 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Keamr &4M

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture, Piano

Residenee Studio. 588 27th Street
Oakland—Tel. Oakland 207tt

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS

Studios: 11-1» Hieh Court, Berkeley;

MARION RAMON WILSON
DRAMATIC CONTRALTO

Opera Saccessea In Europe; Concert Suc-
ceiiHea In America. AddreuM 1801 California
St.. San FrancUco. Telephone Proftpect 3620

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER or SINGING

Studio 3e Gaffner Building. 37G Sutter St.
Tel. Donelaa 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annoancea the opening: of her new Resi-
dence Studio. Clark Apta.. Apt. 26—138
Hyde St., San Franclaco. Phone Prospect
8031. Fridays. 902 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
Kearny 5454.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cnltore. Snlte "C^ Kohler A Chaae
Bolldlng. Telephone Kearny MM.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
ORADVATB OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROAMI8T ST. MARY'S OATHBDRAI>

Ptano DevnrtHcat. HamHa School
Organ an* Piano. ArHllaKa Mn»l<-«il Collego

ETHEL JOHNSON
51 Bnena Vlata Terrace

Phone Park 12!ll

In San FranclNCo From \c«T York
Until AuKU»l ir.th

Limited Nnnihcr of Piinils .\cccptcd

Mme. LILIAN SLINKEY DURINI
VOCAL STUDIO

Italian Method. Voice Placement,
Breathing:. Opera, Church

1072 EIIU St. Weat 595

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks in California.
the Assbts of which have never been Increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Bani£s.

Member Associated Savings Banlcs of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.
JUNE 30th, 1923

A»»et« $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH 7. . Mission and 21st <;irfet,
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH '.'.'. icicmcnt St and 7th AveHAICHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere Strc"sWEST PORTAL BRANCH Westl'onal Ave, and UllurSt!

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4J4)
per cent per annuin wag declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
242H Mllvia St. Berkeley 02.tD-J

7iHl Kohler A Cha.se—A\ ednesday

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: 150 Central .We. Tel. Park l«-il

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAL INSTRUCTION FOR BEGIIVNERS
Phone, Prospect 420 Studio, 8«1 Sutter St.

a.de;l£ ulman
TEACHER OP VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave
Telephone Paclflc 33

Laura Wertheimber

2211 Scott St.

Preparatory Teacher for
Noah Brandt
Telephone Flllmo

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
PupU Of Prank Mosa. Teacher of Piano.
«(udlo: 3135 Sacramento. Tel. Fillmore «380

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

StaUoi loot Kohler * Ohaae BMs.Phone Kearnr 5404

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

283a Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S48

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlqae. Parla

Stndlot 3107 W^aahington Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater Claaaea for Violin

Studio BulldluE. 1373 Poat Street
Tel. Proapect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Sindne: .studio. Tueadar and
Friday. Kohler A: Chase Bide., S. F.; Rewl-
denee Studio, lll« Santa Ro«a Ave.. Oak-

SAN Snc5o"cON°SERVATORY
OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of Singing. 32 Lorettn Ave, Pied-
mont. TeL Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler «Chn.e BIdi;.. S. F. Telephone Kearny !UR4.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2311 SCOTT ST, Bet. CUy A WaahloctoB

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrw. Noah Brandt. Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano Sololnt. Temple Bmann El. Con.
cert and Church Work. Vocal Inatme-
tlon. 2.'i39 Clay St, Phone Weat 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
StDdIo: 3009 Kohler <& Chase BIdK.

Telephone Kearny MM
Rea. Tel. Bayview 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

ANn TEACHER
Studio: 41f)6 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 41.'S2 Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3492

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
VIoIlnlat and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,
S. F. Cona. of Music. 343.S Sacramento

St., and 121 21at Ave, Tel Pae. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHER OF VOICE

242S Pine St. Tel. We.t 7012

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

IMISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 421»

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone Weat I34I

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
1005 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. K. 5464

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
"0 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

SIGMUND ANKER
408 Stockton St.. S. F. Douglas 4141

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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The Finest Music of the World
^produced Exactly as Played by the Greatest oArtists

HE Angelus brings to

your home the final

perfection in piano

reproduction. Cireat

masters of the piano acknowl-

edge the Angelus supremacy.

This is the sensation of the

musical world. Music lovers

have hardly dared to expect such

an attainment. Belief is strained

by the uncanny ability of the

Angelus to transmit even the

slightest tone-shading of a ren-

dition. The very music person-

ality of the master pianist is car-

ried into the Angelus reproduc-

tion. Each listener feels the

presence.

An Astounding Discovery
The Angelus, always a leader

among reproducing pianos, now
becomes the sole member of a

class of its own—unapproach-
able. It is right that it should be

thus, for the Angelus is the pio-

neer.

Hallet & Davis, the nearly a

century famous piano makers

produce the Angelus. And the

Van Yorx Method of reproduc-

tion is used exclusively in the

Angelus. Its discovery was in-

spired by this instrument.

A tonal genius, P. K. Van
Yorx, discovered after years of

seclusion in his Connecticut stu-

dio, the one perfect way of

transmitting piano playing direct

Barnes Music Company
Gray Maw Music Company
Hendricks' Music House -

Don C. Preston -

THE SUPREME REPRODUCING PIANO

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:

from the master artist through

the reproducing piano. At one

stroke he eliminated all mechan-

ical sound from reproduction

and preserved the minutest part

of the original rendition in all

its clearness, all its individuality.

A Concert of Masters

Awaits You

Come and hear Godowsky,

Bauer, Rubinstein, Bloomfield-

Zeisler, Gabrilowitsch, MENTH
and other master pianists repro-

duced on the Angelus. You can

never have heard such playing

except when the masters have

been bodily present at the piano.

Each rendition is an actual

re-birth of the original playing.

You, too, will be astounded just

as the great musicians have been.

You will know that a new day

has come in music. You will

thrill at the thought of having

such an instrument of perfection

in your home, for the delight of

guests and family.

Come and select your favorite

pianists and favorite composi-

tions of both classic and popular

music. It is music such as you

have always longed for. Now it

is yours, the great gift of the

Angelus.

Prices

:

$925 to $2750

Los Angeles

San Diego
Santa Barbara

Bakersfield, Calif.

Reed French Piano Company

C. J. La Roche - - .

Clark Wise & Company
Curtis Proseus Music Company
Girard Music Company

Portland, Ore.

Fresno

San Francisco

San Jose

Oakland
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MASTER CLASSES BY NEAR-MASTERS USELESS

[ust Because Certain Distinguished Pedagogues Succeed in Imparting
Valuable Knowledge to Advanced Students During a Brief Time in

Summer Is No Reason That Any Teacher Can Come to the Pacific

Coast and Charge Large Sums for a Few Worthless Lessons

BY ALFRED METZGER

A few weeks ago we commended at

length, in connection with an interview
irith Yeatman Griffith, the distinguished

focal pedagogue, upon the necessit.v of

mcouraging truly competent instructors,

krho come to the Pacific Coast during the

lummer and impart valuahle Itnowledge
krhich otherwise could not be obtained
^ithout the expense of a long and tedious
irip. Today we we wish to commend on
nother aspect of this pedagogical ques-
Son. namely, upon those teachers with
|ttle reputation who think that the Pa-

jific Toast does not already support ai)Ie

nstructors. and who have an idea that
he Pacific West is just waiting for them
p fall at their feet and help them pay for

heir vacation. This article is inspired

& occasional letters received by the edi-

pr from New York teachers who wish to

ome to California to give a tew summer
Bssons:
I The Pacific Coast Musical Review has
leen in close and friendly association
Kth practically every one of the efficient

bd distinguished pedagogues who honor
ae State by residing in it and who by
^ason of their useful and effective edu-
Btiona 1 methods start the California
^ists on the right path to success.
Jvery now and then we find that a

ludent who has made his start in Cali-

prnia is being received with open arms
^ Eastern and European music centers.

it the proper time this paper will pub-
^h a list of artists now famous who
riginally received their musical founda-
|0n in California. -All of this goes to

^ove that this State harbors many
^achers of distinction who are thorough-
^ competent to inculcate in the minds
t aspiring young artists adequate prin-

[Iples of artistic performance and in-

prpretation.

: It is. therefore, but natural that those
"ho are willing to accept the support of

lese teachers and their thousands of
nts and friends ought to be in hpnor

3und to assist them and protect them
1 every possible way. But instead of
aing this there are certain people re-

ding in California who encourage out-
de teachers of no special merit what-
irer. except the reputation of being
iddists, to come here during a month
1 summer and conduct what they are
leased to call "master classes." Now nei-

ler the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
ir the distinguished pedagogues to whom
e refer here, are narrow enough nor
^alous enough to protest against the
nportation of pedagogues of world or
"itional renown, provided they come
nong us like Louis Graveure and Yeat-
an Griffith under conditions and circum-
.ances that would enable students to

•^ally benefit by their visit. If for in-

ance a pianist and accompanist of the
tperience and knowledge as well as in-

rnational reputation of Frank La Forge,
.ould think it expedient to spend say
•ree months in San Francisco, this
iper as well as every artist and teacher
ould welcome him with joy and grati-
ation, tor .Mr. La Forge, thanks to his
valuable practical experience, with
orld renowned artists and his own un-
lestionable ahilty and genius would be
tie to do an incomparable amount of
.lOd to those who would be willing and
iger to take advantage of this golden
iportunity.

But vocal or instrumental teachers
Iho come here for a month, charge

students an exorbitant amount of money,
tell everybody how badly they are
taught and that students ought to go
East or to Europe to study and in fact
sow discord among students and create
unjustified prejudices against our own
teachers, are a detriment to the musical
progress of this State and are obtaining
money in a way that many of us do not
think in accordance with the ethics of
the profession. What can a vocal teacher

fession and public to rise and protest
with every fiber in its make-up against
this near-charlatanism that pretends to
do good when it is only doing the worst
kind of harm.

In order to be thoroughly understood
by our readers, we wish to emphasize
the fact that we have no particular peda-
gogue in mind when we make these
statements. We speak in general terms,
and our stricture includes EVERY
TE.ACHER who comes here practically
unknown, opens a master class, takes
away several hundred dollars from each
student and remains only long enough to
just give an inkling of his method. If

these teachers would confine themselves
to full-fledged artists and teachers to
whom they could impart certain valuable
knowledge in such short a time the harm
would not be so great, but by accepting
young students, already in the care of
competent teachers, destroy their con-
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do in such a short time as a month or six

weeks? It is absolutely ridiculous to

suppose that he can get any artistic re-

sults at all. And yet this greed for

money, this spending a vacation at the

California teachers' expense is getting

such a hold on certain indifferent Eastern
pedagogues that all they think neces-

sary is to come here and rake in the

sheckels This writer is thoroughly dis-

gusted with this high finance in musical
education and he wants the musical pro-

fidence in the able pedagogues with
whom they have studied for a number of

mouths or years and prove themselves
unable to put anything in the place of

that which they destroy is a crime
against musical education and a shame
to the profession.
Many of the students who are attracted

by the glamor of New York whence such
teachers may hail, go to their savings
bank, or borrow enough money, to pay
the extravagant fees demanded by such

invaders and the result is that after
spending several hundred dollars for a
course they have not a cent left to con-
tinue their studies with the teachers who
have really given them their start in

the artistic life. They are then either
compelled to owe for their lessons, or
they have to discontinue their lessons
entirely. Now, let us ask you is this a
fair way to treat ambitious and talented
young students eager to get results from
the big investment in their musical edu-
cation? We say it is not fair. And this
paper wants to advise every student who
does not possess more money than he
or she knows what to do with to resist
the temptation to enter such master
classes at exorbitant expense, and con-
tinue his or her lessons with the teacher
that has proved satisfactory and that has
given them the benefit of his or her prac-
tical experience as well as talent, or wait
until a pedagogue of established renown
is willing to dispense valuable knowl-

The time to

after a pupil'!

concluded in her ;ity.

Only then will such pupil possess
sufficient intelligence and adaptability to
really understand the principles incul-

cated by a famous master. It is then
time enough to save the money or bor-
row it to FINISH an education auspici-
ously begun. But it is absolutely injuri-

ous and detrimental to an unprepared
student to attend these so-called master
classes for a few weeks and think thi
it has been of advantage. Of course,
there are some who think if they can
tell others that they are pupils of Mr.
So-and-So it will help them to get en-
gagements and pupils of their own. But
this is folly. For it does not make any
difference to anyone with whom a
student has studied as long as the
teacher is sufficiently CO.MPETENT to
start the student on the right path, and
to BRING OUT HIS INHERENT TAL-
ENT OR GENIUS. If you have actual
ability you will always be successful. l!ut

actual ability and talent does not mean
what YOU or YOUR FRIENDS may
think of such ability, but WHAT THE
PUBLIC THINKS. And if the public and
those who know do not agree with your
ideas of talent or genius, all the master
I lasses in the world, all the famous peda-
sogues in creation will not succeed in
getting you the success you aspire to.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review does
not wish to be understood as being op-
posed to the visit of distinguished peda-
gogues like Graveure and Griffith who
really stay long enough to be of benefit
to advanced students who wish to obtain
new and valuable ideas. It would be just
as silly to oppose the visit of distin-
guished pedagogues as it is to oppose the
visits of distinguished artists. Both are
necessary for the improvement of musi-
cal taste and standards in a community.
But we do object to the visits of teachers
who have never had any practical ex-
perience in teaching, who may be great
artists but to whom pedagogy is a strange
problem, and also teachers of reputation
who do not remain in a city long enough
to leave any valuable information with
their students, and in the meantime
charge a maximum amount for a mini-

mum of service. L^nless a teacher has had
years of practical experience, is willing

to remain long enough to impart knowl-

edge of sufficient value and accepts only

students who are ready and qualified to

take advantage of a certain course of

advanced study he can not be of any use

to the community, nor can he in any
possible w^ay equal the benefit that is de-

rived from study of a reputable, able and

experienced teacher residing in this

State.
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

MISSION OF MUSICAL JOURNALISM

The question is frequently asked b^' advertisers

and subscribers: "Why should I contribute to the

support of a music journal?" "What great pur-

pose is there to be served in assisting a musical
paper to earn an existence?" And these questions

are very just, when asked by those who have no
selfish motives, who can not secure advantage
through means of publicity, who are not particu-

larly eager to read encouraging and complimen-
tary articles of approval about themselves, who
'know where to find treatises of an educational

'and informational character outside the commu-
inities wherein they reside. In short, these ques-
kions are asked by a portion of the most dignified,

(most important, strongest and staunchest element
in the musical profession. It is this element which
the Pacific Coast Musical Review wishes to in-

!c!udc among its clientele, in addition to the al-

[readv representative element which supports this

paper. And since we want EVERY SERIOUS
:MUSICIAN AND MUSIC LOVER included
among our friends and patrons we shall do our
'best in this editorial today to reply to these

questions.

j

The Pacific Coast Musical Review was founded
by this writer in 1902 upon the remains of a little

periodical called La Bohcmienne-Musical Re-
Iview. The writer changed its name to Pacific

[Coast Musical Review, because he intended at

ithat time to create a medium which would be
read}- at all times to defend the musical profes-

'sion against unjust aggression and to act as a

leader in progressive movements. It never occur-
red to the writer to establish a musical journal
for purely commercial purposes, or as a source of

revenue that would eventually make him weal-
thy. Therefore we welcomed subsequently the
Establishment of contemporaries on the Pacific

Coast. First, our good friend, Frank H. Colby,
assisted by his father-in-law, Mr. Pryibil, found-
ed the Pacific Coast Musician, twelve years ago,
;ind later David Scheetz Craig of Seattle estab-
lished Music and Musicians. Mr. Colby announ-
;es now that he is about to change his monthly
;)ublication into a- weekly beginning September 8,

';ind we certainly wish him all possible luck and
)rosperity, and congratulate him upon his enter-
prise, his courage and his ambition. We have
;ried during the twenty-two years of the exist-
mce of this paper to be severely ethical toward
JUr contemporaries East and West. We regret
hat it should have been necessary for the Pacific
.Zoast Musician to "borrow" the first half of the
lame of the paper, when "Pacific West," or "Far
kVest," or "Pacific States," would have served
:he purpose just as well. We further regret that
he Pacific Coast Musician, in announcing its

:hange to a weekly publication, should find it

necessary to also announce a "Weekly Review,"
thus utilizing almost the entire name of this
paper, especially when the title "weekly review"
is capitalized, which also was not necessary to
do.

In a measure, the imitation of the name of the
Pacific Coast Musical Review is a compliment.
It proves beyond a question that this paper has
a prestige, a standing and an influence which one
of our contemporaries is willing to utilize to its

advantage. We gladly give our permission, and
if the business manager of the Pacific Coast Mu-
sician is able to secure advertisements through
the use of our name, or part of our name, he is

welcome to it, for none of us can ever secure too
much patronage. Tlie Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view has been established for the purpose of as-
sisting the musical profession of the Pacific Coast
in any possible way it can. Some of the cam-
paigns fought in behalf of the musical profession
and the musical public include : Militant opposi-
tion to a bill introduced in the California Legisla-
ture burdening music teachers with licenses and
examination commissions

;
persistent, consistent

and determined encouragement for the support
of dignified symphony orchestras in Northern
and Southern California ; several years of per-
sistent defense of the resident artist and continu-
ous aggressive fight for his recognition until our
purpose has been attained ; continuous sugges-
tions and campaigns in behalf of summer music
in Northern and Southern California ; constant
educational campaigns to influence the musical
public, including specially students and teachers
to attend concerts of visiting artists in larger
numbers ; hearty endorsements of any movement
that aspires to organize permanent opera com-
panies, partly containing California artists', in

Northern and Southern California ; a gradual but
tenacious educational campaign to improve the
standard of musical education in California ; as-
sisting anyone who will begin movements for the
establishment Of symphony halls and opera
houses in Northern and Southern California ; the
uncompromising attitude toward retaining Alfred
Hertz as symphony conductor in San Francisco
as long as the musical public flocks to his con-
certs; encouragement of the musical activities of

all interior California cities ; consistent encour-
agement of distinguished artists who wish to

make California their home and discourage-
ment of those mediocre teachers who unrea-
sonably wish to swell the already too big ranks
of certain inefficient instructors; impartial en-
couragement of competent members of the pro-
fession and impartial discouragement of the in-

competent members of the profession.

During the twenty-two years of the existence
of this paper we have victoriously finished every
campaign we began. We expect to begin and
finish many another campaign for the good of the
musical profession and public. In other words,
we have a POLICY. We do not utter falsehoods
regarding our circulation

; we do not promise any-
thing to advertisers which we can not faithfully

perform ; we do not enviously attack a contempo-
rary, because it is endeavouring to make a living,

and finally, we do not resent attacks from a con-
temporary, because if we can not stand upon our
own feet, if our friends do not think our services

worth while, if we have not within twenty-two
)-ears proved our usefulness, then we ought to be
eliminated and someone ought to take our place.

In response to the question asked in the begin-
ning of this editorial, we wish to say that a

musical journal is not of use to the profession

because of the number of its pages, because of

the number of its advertisements, because of the

quantity of reading material (and in mentioning
these facts we want it distinctly understood that

we do not have in mind any music journal in

particular, but every music journal published
throughout the world) but a music journal is only
of use to the profession in the ratio of its service.

We could publish twice the number of pages,

twice the number of advertisements and twice
the amount of reading matter, but would not be
of any more service to the profession as we are

now. It is the QUALITY of the reading material

and not the QUANTITY that counts. If we had
twice as many advertisements, there would be

twice as much money owing us, and we would

owe twice as much money, with the result that

our lease of life would be shortened SO per cent.

And yet we could not do any more for the profes-

sion than we do now. Our circulation is con-
stantly growing and more in proportion among
the dignified, serious and distinguished musical
element than among the incompetent element.

And this gradual monthly growth in circulation,

both in Northern and Southern California, is

splendid evidence for the SERVICE this paper
is rendering to the best element of the profes-

sion.

In line with the editor's campaign for the ma-
terial recognition of the resident artists, he is

going to make arrangements for personal appear-
ances before the music clubs of California, for

which he will prepare an address making sugges-
tions for the encouragement of resident artists

without conflicting with the visits of artists of

national and international reputation coming
here through the medium of the regular concert
managers. And we believe that our addresses will

have a wonderful effect upon the attitude of

music clubs towards resident artists, because the
problem is not yet quite understood either by the
clubs, nor the managers nor the musical public.

This personally addressing the music clubs will

be the first attempt made by the editor to make
any public appearances, and he will not appear
in any other capacity either now or hereafter

except in the defense of the resident artists.

This is part of the service we feel due to the
profession from its music journal. Therefore, it

is not a question whether you receive ten dollars

worth of free notices for each dollar you spend in

advertising, whether you secure ten pupils for

each month's advertising appropriation, whether
you obtain ten concert engagements for a five-

dollar announcement, but the sole question why
you should support a music journal is because
that journal is able to serve you in a manner to
indirectly increase the earning capacity of your-
self and colleagues to a degree impossible to

figure in dollars and cents.

Miss Daisy Gowland introduced a number of her pu-
pils in a concert at Eagle's Hall. Daly City, on Tuesday
evening, June 19th, the following program was pre-
sented: Duet (Diabelli), Miss Gowland and Dorothy
Squier: Piano Solo. Morning Prayer (Streabborg), Flora
Kantor: Piano Solo. Moon Winks (Stevens), Emily
Bauer: Song, Ding. Dong, Bell (Spaulding), .-Mfred Win-
ter; Duet (Satoria), Miss Gowland and Benny Hau-
brich; Piano Solo, Lullaby (Martin), Marjorie Key-
worth; Recitation (Selected). Irene Dubic; Piano Solo
Wayside Rose (Fisher), Cynthia Morgan; Duet (Krog-
worth; Recitation (Selected). Irene Dubic. Piano Solo
Little Hero March (Orr), Glenvin Meadows: Recita-
tion (Selected), Eileen Keyworth: Piano Solo, Sweet
Kiss Polka (Kinkel), Susan McKeown; Piano Solo, Ob-
eron (Weber), Ethel Metcalf; Duet (Lynes), Miss Gow-
land and Edith Lewis; Song. Will You Remember (S.

Romberg). Dorothy Squier: Piano Solo, Fra Diavalo
(Auber), Manoda Marchi: Duet (Gurlitt). Miss Gowland
and Jean Winter: Piano Solo, Starlight Waltz (Brain-
ard), Geovgina Bennett; Recitation, The Countersign
was Mary, Cynthia Morgan; Piano Solo. The Tulip
(Lichner), Mildred Miller; Piano Solo, Humoresque
(Dvorak), Helen Green: Violin Solo, Prelude Du Deluge
(Saint-Saens), Mr. Jack Gowland; Duet (Krogman),
Mrs. Gowland and Martha Johnson: Scotch Dances,
Georgina and Colin Bennett, accompanied by Mrs. A.
Gowland; Piano Solo, Song Without Words (Streab-

borg). Mildred Ross: Piano Solo, Rose and The Butter-
fly (Wachs). Marie Junker: Piano Solo, Lilly of the Val-
ley (Sidney Smith), Ethel Dubic; Songs (Selected), Mrs.
A. Gowland: Piano Solo. Garden Dance (Vargas), Eileen
Keyworth; Piano Solo, Valse Loucielle (Frilm), Dorothy
Squier.

The Institute of Music of San Jose has announced,
through the person of LeRoy V. Brant, the director,

the faculty and courses for the coming fall semester
opening September 10. The announcement follows:

"The piano, brgan and theory departments will be
headed by LeRoy V. Brant. He will have two assistants,

Josephine Louise Sinclair and Alice May Hitchcock. The
vocal department will be beaded by Henry Bickford
Pasmore. He will be assisted by Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant.

The violin and viola departments will be in charge
of Josef Halamicek, the violoncello department in

charge of Jan Kalas. and the band instruments depart-

ment under Edward Towner.
"A course will be given for those desiring to enter

the musical profession which will be somewhat broader
in scope than that tor performers only. This course will

include teaching methods and manner of presentation.

A course in orchestra will be given, and one for band-
masters. A special course will be had for church
soloists, and one for those desiring operatic repertory.

"The courses lead to a diploma in applied music, or

the degree of Bachelor of Music."

A series of faculty recitals is also announced, and a

policy of giving students recitals throughout the year
outlined.
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MABEL RIEGELMAN A HIT IN KATINKA

East Bay Opera Association Pres
tion of Breezy Musical Com

Angeiis Makes Brilli

snts Effective Produc-
!dy—lefferson De
int Debut.

BY ALFRED METZGER
The Eastbay Opera Association began the second

week of its summer season at the Oaltland Auditorium
Opera House last Monday evening with a very breezy
and well mounted performance of Friml's delightful
musical comedy Katinka. Inasmuch as the production
revolves around the character of the title role Mabel
Riegelman undertook a most responsible task when she
consented to impersonate this part. Her well modu-
lated, round and true voice adapted itself easily to the
various catchy melodies that abound in this colorful
and picturesque musical play, and her exceptional his-
trionic art enabled her to bring out the piquant and
breezy character of the bouyant Russian girl.

We cannot emphasize too greatly the fact that Miss
Riegelman, who has been essentially associated with
grand opera and concert work, adapts herself so easily
to the contrasting requirements of light opera. Where
the former is heavy, deliberate and serious, the latter
is limpid, accelerating and bright, and yet Miss Riegel-
man attains as much success in the latter as in the
former which reveals a versatility that is as rare as it

it creditable. Miss Riegelman is so imbued with the
spirit of the role she portrays that she lives the part
and therefore exercises a very inspiring effect upon
those associated with her in the presentation of the
opera.

.
Jefferson de Angeiis made his debut with this organ-

ization, although he is not a stranger among us, in
this production of Katinka. In the role of Thaddeus
Hopper he has a chance to exhibit his well known sense
of humor, his clever character delineation and his vast
experience before the public. He is one of the few
genuine comic opera comedians who remain on the
American theatrical stage. Marian Fonville, who es-
sayed the role of Boris, is a newcomer and a bari-
tone of splendid timbre and color. He sings intelli-

gently and with tine emotional judgment. Jackson
Murray sings and acts with effective artistry, but some-
one should tell him how to dress. His hat and suit

CHARLE.S BART
The Ilrilliant IniiiNt iinil Ac'i-oiu-
I>niiiNt Who .\dilN PrfMtiee to San

PranclHt'o'N iUunlcal Colour
by Locating: Here

does not look neat nor even clean, although they may be
new, and does not seem to fit him. This is a detail that
is absolutely necessary for effective theatrical perform-
ance, namely that clothes should look neat and snug.
Jane Gray in the role of Olga took advantage of her

opportunity to sing with that warmth of vocal color
and that skill in adequate phrasing which already has
made her a favorite among the cast. Perqueta Courtney
interpreted the brisk role of Mrs. Hopper in a manner
that suited her quicksilver temperament. All the other
roles were given in the care of capable people who go
into- the spirit of their task with exceptional enthu-
siasm. Costumes and scenery were as usual elegant and
scintillating with color, while the orchestra, under the
direction of Dr. Maxime de Grosz, acquitted itself honor-
ably.

Beginning next Monday the Eastbay Opera Association
will present Rudolf Friml's ever melodious and cheerful
comic opera, The Firefly, in which Miss Riegelman ap-
peared before with spontaneous success.

Zanette W. Potter, the enterprising Oakland impres-
ario, announced last week that owing to the death of
President Harding, the concert announced to take place
at Hotel Oakland last Friday. August 3rd, and in which
Emma Mesow Fitch, Margaret Hughes, and Quinto
Maganini were to have taken part, was postponed until
further notice.

Osborn Putnam Stearns, the well known conductor,
whose excellent articles on the relation of music to the
moving picture theatre, are read with much interest by
Musical Review readers, will conduct the California
Theatre orchestra, as guest conductor tomorrow (Sun-
day) morning and he has selected a program specially
suited to this occasion. No doubt his appearance will
be awaited with much interest by our music lovers.

Miss Elery Livingston Allen, nineteen-year-old daugh-
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Lewis W. Allen of New York, and
granddaughter of Mrs. Kate W. Allen, 2170 Green
street, San Francisco, has been studying with Mme.
Calve in France during June, July and August. In a
lengthy article published in the New York Herald of
May 13th, we find in part: "Miss Ellery Livingston
Allen enjoys the enviable position of being one of the
youngest and most versatile of the fortunate students
of singing who have come under the tutelage of Emma
Calve. She will sail May loth on the Pittsburgh for
Paris, there to join the prima donna and to accompany
her to Cabriere, the Calve Villa at Auguessac in South-
ern France. She will study under her direction from
June to the end of August; and hopes to remain the
winter in Paris. Though virtually without any experi-
ence. Miss Allen is talented and accomplished well be-
yond the average student of the arts at her age. Until
three years ago her parents lived in San Francisco
where she was born and received her private school
education." Miss Allen was selected by Mme. Calve
from among the thousands of American girls recom-
mended for the honor as the possessor of a voice that
had behind it a possible spark of genius. She has been
training under noted instructors in New York. A few
months ago Miss Allen returned to San Francisco to
visit her uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Allen, 955
Clay street.

Mr. and Mrs. George Piner, are spending their vaca-
tion on their ranch and orchard in Lake County, where
they occasionally give a concert, assisted by some of
their pupils, partly from San Francisco and partly from
towns in Lake County. So far, two programs were giv-

en which delighted large audiences. Tliey were as fol-

lows: Part I—Wedding March (Mendelssohn), Eight
Hands, Gladys Ogilvie, Alice Mittendorff, Rose Jurras,
Emilie Jurras; Vocal Solos (E. John Vale), (a) Kam-
ennoi-Ostrow (Rubinstein), (b) Prelude (Rachmainofl),
Gladys Ogilvie; Rhapsodic Espana (Chabrier), Two
Pianos, Rose and Emilie Jurras; Vocal Solos (Arthur
Taft); Flute Solo (G. W. Nelson); Hungarian Rhaps-
ody No. 2 (Liszt).

Part II—Peer Gynt Suite I (a) Morning Mood, (b)
Ase's Death, (c) Anitra's Dance (Grieg), two pianos.
Rose and Emilie Jurras, Gladys Ogilvie: Vocal Solos,
G. W. Finer; Military Polonaise (Chopin), Two Pianos,
Alice Mittendorff, Gladys Ogilvie; Two Larks (Leschit-
izky), Alice Mittendorff; Vocal Duet, G. W. Piner and E.

John Vale; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12 (Liszt), Rose
Jurras; By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance), Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Piner, Accompanied by Emilie Jurras,
violin, G. W. Nelson, flute, Gladys Ogilvie and Rose
Jurras, two pianos.

Part I—Wedding March (Mendelssohn), eight hands.
Rose Jurras, Emilie Jurras, Alice Mittendorff, J. Win-
fred Curry; Tenor Solos (Verdi, (a) Celesta Aida, (b)
Annie Laurie, George Piner; Rhapsodie Espana (Chab-
rier), Two Pianos, Rose Jurras, Emilie Jurras; Duets
(a) A Night in Venice (G. Lucantoni), (b) Something
(Rudolph Erimi), Mr. and Mrs. Piner; Flute Solos (al
The Artist's Dream (J. S. Cox), (b) Air Melodieux
(Bohm), G. W. Nelson, Accompanied by Corabelle
Knight-Piner; Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 (Liszt),
Emilie Jurras.

Part II—Peer Gynt Suite I (a) Morning Mood, (b)
Ase's Death, (c) Anitra's Dance (Greig) Two Pianos,
Rose Jurras, Emilie Jurras, J. Winfred Curry: Soprano
Solos (a) Four Leaf Clover (Brownell), (b) Indian
Song (Cadman), Corabelle Knight-Piner; Military Pol-
onaise (Chopin), two pianos, Alice Mittendorff, Emilie
Jurras; Tenor Solos (a) Girl of My Heart, (b) Woman
Divine (c) Farewell (Corabelle Knight-Piner), George
Piner: Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12 (Liszt), Rose Jur-
ras; By The Waters of Minnetonka (Thurlo Lieurance),
Mr. and Mrs. Piner, Accompanied by Emilie Jurras,
Violin, G. W. Nelson, Piute, Rose Jurras, Piano.

Chappell-Harms, Inc., one of the leading publishing
houses in America, has just issued a catalogue entitled
Chappell's Famous Ballad Successes which is deserving
of special mention. The songs included in the same have
been chosen with great care so that the little booklet
is a most valuable guide for those artists and teachers
who do not like to waste their time looking through
a lot of trash. The songs included in this catalogue
have attained international reputation and are so skill-

fully arranged that an appropriate song for any occas-
sion may be chosen at a glance. Chappell & Co., Ltd..

music publishers for over one hundred years, and known
among lovers of the higher type of music as the House
of Ballads, have contributed a great deal to the song
world, and in recent years have added to their publi-
cations such world-wide favorites as Guy D'Hardelot's
Because, Del Riego's O Dry Those Tears, and Thank
God for a Garden, Dorothy Forster's Rose in the Bud,
Herman Lohr's Where My Caravan Has Rested and
Little Grey Home in the West, Hayden Wood's Roses
of Picardy, etc. They have to this day maintained their
high standard of previous achievement—a record wor-
thy of being placed in the records of art. Teachers will

find this "thematic" a most useful guide in their selec-

tion of songs for their pupils, as they cover a wide range
of experience, and will readily appeal to the enthusiasm
of students. By addressing Chappell-Harms Inc., 185
Madison avenue. New York, you will receive this val-

uable booklet free of charge.

CHARLES HART
PIAXIST-TEACHER

Monilar and Thursdny Adernoons at

SluJIo! 003 Kohler & Chase nidB. Tel, Kearny 5454
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San Carlos St. Phone San Joae 4713-J.

EDITORIAL NOTE—Mrs. EKta Huggins, the Pacific
Coast Musical Review's San Jose representative is

spending her vacation in the East, and during her ab-

sence she will discontinue her weekly letters. How-
ever, we shall be pleased to give space to any of our
San Jose friends who wish to send us news of their
summer activities. Programs of students' recitals and
artist concert will be cheerfully published. In the mean-
time we shall print Leroy V. Brant's interesting articles
in the San Jose department until the return of Mrs.
Huggins,

Kohler & Chase
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ALFRED LANINI
Expert Maker of Violins, Violas and Cellos

With European Experience
Artistic Repairing Rare Old Violins For Sale
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Hannah Fletcher Coykendall
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ALLAN BACON
Concert Or

INOTRE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
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VIOLET SILVER
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Pupil of ]>opold Auer Studio at Vendome Hotel
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JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
rianoK, Phono

-Studios at Moderate Rates

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

OITera Cour.ea In All Branehea of Music at
All Staeea of Adv

SAN jose: CALIFORNIA

Bertrand Brown, an American composer of rare indi

viduality of style and appeal in emotional expression
has Just published, through the Boston Music Co., i

song entitled Little White Moon, which forms one o

his Musique Picturesque Series. Mr. Brown explains

that it is his intention to blend music, verse and desigi

and this Little White Moon certainly is a work of ar

in respect to these three requirements. Its music is sim

pie yet effectively romantic or poetic and imbued wltl

a melodic line that Is bound to please. The words an
well chosen, contain human interest and are emphasize!
by the music to strengthen their heart appeal. Thi

illustrations are singularly artistic and create a splendii

background for this dainty ballad. It Is surely withli

reason to foretell a big sale for this composition.
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ANIL DEER ''SoulfuV
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

,
ADOLPH KNAUER

79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

HAZEL JOHNSON
COLORATURA SOPRANO

PUPtL OF DOMENICO BRESCIA AND FERNANDO MICHELENA
TEACHER OF VOICE AND SOLFEGGIO

studio:—Kohler & Chase BIdg..—Kearny 5454 Residence Studio: —2720 Filbert St.,-

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Available for Concerts and Recitals
Addreasi 471 .tTth Avenue

Tel. Pwc. «;32

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

For his recital at the Exposition Auditorium this
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. Municipal Organist Uda
Waldrop will present an "all request" program, made
up of numbers suggested by San Francisco music lovers.
The selections run the gamut of what is good in organ
literature, ranging from Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata
to the Meditation from Massenet's Thais. The vocalist
of the afternoon will be Miss Harriet Bennett, the bril-

liant young soprano who was to have sung at the Audi-
torium the night that President Harding was announced
to speak. She has a wonderful control, clear and sweet
tones and a winning personality, and will be accom-
panied by Elizabeth Alexander.
Supervisor J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Audi-

torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, under
whose direction these recitals are given, announces
that they will continue to be free, with no reserved seats
and that everybody is welcome. The complete program
is as follows: Improvisation (a) Moment Musicale
(Schubert), (b) Ave Maria (Schubert); Meditation,
from the opera, Thais (Massenet): To the Rising Sun,
from Norwegian Mountain Idyls (Torjussen); Soprano
Solo, Mia Piccirella (Gomez), Harriet Bennett; (a)
Minutet (Beethoven) (b) Andante, from the Moonlight
Sonata (Beethoven); (al By the Waters of Minnetonka,
Indian Love Song (Lieurance); (b) The Old Refrain,
Viennese Popular Song (Fritz Kreisler) ; (a) Bene-
dictus from the Mass Solonelle (Gounod); (b) Sanctus
from the the Mass Solonelle (Gounod); soprano solos

—

(a) The Kerry Dance (Molloy). (b) At the Fount of
Bimini (Cadman). Harriet Bennett; Largo, from the
opera Xerces (Handel).

ASHLEY PETTIS TO PLAY AlVIERICAN PROGRAMS

The Chicago Musical Leader has this to say of Ashley
Pettis' forthcoming transcontinental concert tour:

"Ashley Pettis, a young American pianist who has
managed his career very cleverly, has made an unusual
announcement after having established his claim upon
the music-loving public by conventional programs. Mr.
Pettis has given several New York recitals at Aeolian
Hall and elsewhere with decided success. At these
groups of works by American composers brought such
lines as Ashley Pettis, the Torchbearer of American
Composers and Ashley Pettis Creating an American
Tradition. Mr. Pettis believes that there is a place for
an all-American program, but he does not believe that
such a program has ever been given with the same
spirit in which he approaches it. He believes that
Americans have written good music, dignified music and
music which can stand beside that of other countries.
He is not seeking to present an American Bach, Bee-
thoven or Mozart. France, Italy, England, Russia have
their own luminaries but they have no Bach and no
Beethoven, yet they do not feel that it is useless to try
to find a place in the sun. Mr. Pettis says he will make
no claims for the composers he has selected but he
will let their works stand or fall and he does not seem
afraid of the latter. His program opens with Choral
Fantasie and Fugue by Albert Elkus, a young California
pianist and composer who has had some of his or-
chestral and chamber works played with great success;
the second group consists of Poeme by Deems Taylor,
Dusk (On a Texas Prairie) and The .Jester by Viola
Beckvan Katwijk. and A Gringo Tango by Eastwood
Lane. The third group contains a prelude and burlesque
by Frederick Jacobi. Triptich (Iridescences) by Rosalie
Houseman and Marion Bauer's The Tide, Indian Pipes
and Prelude, closing with Edward MacDowell's noble
Sonata Eroica.

Madam Barbereux-Parry of Chicago is giving a course
of mtensive study of her system in her studios in the
Kohler & Chase Building, San Francisco, during August.
Students are registered from Vancouver, Pasadena and
many other western points. Madam Parry conducted a
vacation school during the month of June in Boston, a
school in Chicago during the month of July, and Septem-
ber 15 will open the central studios of this system in
Chicago for the regular season. Her splendid new resi-
dence studio will be completed this month and will be
the finest building of its kind in Chicago or suburbs,
situated on the corner of Sherman and Milburn streets.
Bvanston, Illinois.

AMERICAS POPUIAR
BALLAD SUCCESSES

mfWORLO 15 WAITING F0RTHE5UNRI5E!

iSMILE THRU YOUR TEARS "

]
IF WINTER COMES
•roses OF PICARDY
JSONG OF SONGS

JWTHE BELLS OF SI MARYS
^SOMEDAY YOU WILL MISS f

CHAPPELL-HARMS.INC.

CASTNn THEATRE^^AOli'SI U Elll, and Mason
Mat nees: Sunday, Wednesday and

VIVIAN HART
COLORATURA SOPRANO
And Other Attractions

Sat Jrday

SYMPHONY TICKET SALE BREAKS RECORD

The management of the Musical Association of San
Francisco, which maintains the San FYancisco Symph-
ony Orchestra, reports that the sale of season tickets
for the coming season, which is being held at Sherman,
Clay & Company's promises to surpass last year's rec-
ord season sale at least a month before the first con-
cert. However, according to returns from the box
office, a number of last year's ticket holders have- not
renewed their reservations and the Association there-
tore wishes to impress upon prospective purchasers that
no cash remittance is required to order seats.

All of the seats which were sold as season tickets
last year are automatically reserved in the name of the
person who held them and will be reserved for a reas-
onable length of time. However, it is desired that
such persons notify the box office at once as to their
intention so that the allotment of seats and delivery
of tickets may be made at as early a date as possibleNew subscribers should also send in their requests for
reservations immediately as all such orders are filled
in the order of receipt.

Mme. Rose Florence in a letter just received from Ge-
neva, Switzerland, from Leopold Ketten. Professor Su-
perior of the Geneva Conservatory of Music, is thus
complimented for her excellent work: "You should be
a remarkable teacher. Your distinguished gift as a
singer, your beautiful vocality, your technical science
and natural interpretation developed by profound study
are a great guarantee for the success of your pupils
and for the solidity of their vocal emission."

Warren D. Allen, Stanford University organist, will
present the following programs at Stanford Memorial
Chapel during the week beginning Sunday afternoon,
August 12th: Chorale-Prelude, Nun frout euch, lieben
Christen g'mein (Bach): Crusenian Song (Rachman-
inoff)

;
Chant sans paroles. Nur wer die Schnsucht

kermt (Tschiakowsky) ; Nocturne from Midsummer
Night's Dream (Mendelssohn); Finale from the Suite
in D op. 25 (Edward Shippen Barnes).
Tuesday, August 14, 4:15 P. M.—Overture to The

Occasional Oratorio (Handel): Andante cantabile
(Tschaikowsky)

; Song of the Basket Weaver (Alexan-
der Russell)

; The Bells of St. Anne de Beaupre (Alexan-
der Russell).
Thursday, August 16. 4:15 P. M.—Trio-Sonata in D

minor (Bach): L' organo primitive (Pietro A. Yon);
Souvenir poetique (Zdenke Fibich) ; Finale from the
First Symphony (Louis Vierne).

Rose Lewellyn, colorature soprano, will he soloist at
the Whitcomb Hotel Sunday evening concert tomorrow.
This able artist, together with the Whitcomb Hotel
Orchestra, under the efficient leadership of Stanislas

Mme. M. Barbereux Parry
Founder and Director of "The Barbereux School
of Unfoldment Through the Medium of Music,"
announces the opening of a Branch Studio of this
system in San Francisco August 6.

MME. GLENN-ESTILE
Lecturer and Representative Teacher

in Charge

KOHLER & CHASE BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT
FURXISHED—<;RAMJ PIANO

Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300
Paeinc Co

Bem, will render the following program: March, Zaca-
tecas (G. Codina)

; Waltz, Wiener Burger (Ziehrer)-
Selection, Madame Sherry (K. Hoschva)

; Vocal Solo,
Shadow Dance From Dinorah (Meverbeer), Rose Lew-
ellyn; Mendelssohn's Fantasie (E. llrbach) ; Vocal Solo
(a) Summer (Chaminade), (b) Firefly (Friml), (c) The
Last Rose of Summer. Rose Lewellyn; Four Indian Love
Lyrics: The Temple Bells, Less Than The Dust, Kash-
miri Song, Till 1 Wake (Amy Woodforde-Finden) Rev-
erie (E. Sehutt); Violin Solo, Faust Fantasie (P. Sar-
asate), Eugenia Bem; Overture. Tannhauser (by re-
quest) (R. Wagner).

Mrs. A. B. Maescher, chairman of the Hollywood
Opera Co., announces that a cable has been received
from Gatti-Casazza, in Europe, giving Elizabeth Reth-
berg and Edward Johnson, Metropolitan Opera House
stars, a release to sing in the opera Aida, September
20th and 22d, at the Hollywood Bowl. The complete
cast engaged for this outdoor production will be as
follows: Aida, Elizabeth Rethberg; Amneris, Viola
Ellis; Radames, Edward Johnson; Amonasro, Lawrence
Tibbit; Ramfis. Leslie Brigham; The King, Dorsey
Cain; High Priestess, Virgie Lee Matoon; Conductor.
Fulgenzio Guerieri; Ballet, arranged by Ernest Belcher-
Orchestra, eighty members of the Philharmonic Or-
chestra and chorus 2tl0 and total cast 500.

Ferdinand Stark and his Hungarian Quartet are ap-
pearing at the California Theatre this week with bril-
liant success. It is indeed gratifying to note that the
moving picture theatres are becoming alive to the use-
fulness of good music interpreted by the best artists
and we congratulate Jack Partington for his foresight
in bringing such a high class musical attraction to the
attention of the patrons of the California Theatre.

Charles Hart, the distinguished pianist-aceompianist,
has opened a studio in the Kohler & Chase Building
(902). Mr. Hart is one of the foremost accompanists in
this country having earned for himself much praise as
accompanist to Jacques Thibaud, the eminent French
violin virtuoso. Mr. Hart also played for Hans Kindler,
and oflier other artists of note. He was in San Francisco
with Thibaud and Cortot last season. He is an ensemble
player of much experience and his presence among us
ought to inspire the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco to introduce him in one of their splendid con-
certs. Naturally Mr. Hart, during his sojourn in this
city will appear in solo as well as ensemble events. He
is one of those additions to our musical colony who add
prestige and dignity to the musical portion of the com-
munity.

Mrs. Prosper Reiter, soprano, will give the halt hour
of Music at the Greek Theatre of the University of Cal-
ifornia tomorrow (Sunday) afternoon, August 12th. The
program has been selected with good Judgment and the
composers represented on the same will include: Puc-
cini, Delihes, Massenet, Tipton, Batten, and Woodford.

Giulio Minetti, the prominent violinist and pedagogue,
has returned from his vacation to Southern California
where he, together with Mrs. Minetti. motored, taking
in important California cities including Los Angeles.
Santa Barbara and others. He began his studio work
last Monday morning and rehearsals of the Minetti Or-
chestra on Monday evening. He is looking forward to
an unusually busy season and no doubt will contemplate
some of his excellent chamber music concerts.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

know

NO. 10778 met No. 1062:J in

Yokoh;ima in September,

1922, (exact date unknown).

Il tame about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in his

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I
AM a piano

It is my bus
see and to

ihings about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the

most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

have just passed

__ _ o u g h an experience

ilh the two most remark-

that ever came into my charge.

• of them came from Kohler & Chase,

I have made it a point to see them in ^i" Fmnrisro

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year 1 hive

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his,

piano tuner. During his three month-,*

tour in South America (I was engaged in ^^
Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con t^-^
cert Grand No. 10623 from their N. ^^ Cv
York store. When we sailed for th. ^fipT^-
Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it n\ ^M" "*'

visable to add a second piano, kno^vin,
J J i^'

the extreme difficulties of climate nnd " * zrt^

transportation. This one (No. 10778) w i.

shipped from San Francisco. It wa*. i

wise decision, for at one time No. 107"8

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered

that the transportation companies re-

instruments

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

game town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this u.nique tour, or the

ovations accorded this great artist in these music-

hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the

two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
ads of Java, the man-handling of countless

, the punishment of oriental transportation in

in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

onths of it. At times it was heart-breaking,
nstruments carry many scars of battle, but
llv thev have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as

perfect mechanically and structurally, as

( lear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of

resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
>>iipernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, 'but no piano in even ordinary
(ontinental tours has equalled this per-

irirmance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

cooli

boat:

Both

Leopold Godowsky
Who, with rare consideration, concedes to his piano tuner the

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again

—

v...» nc ho himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-

interesting to say about those two pianos than I or

er said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

OS Aires and carried him away to the

\\ qualities." So, thanks to the

able to offer

but
thing
any other artist has e

I found him in Bue
Orient because of h..^ .,

unusual consideration of the great artist, we
(he most remarkable piano story ever told.

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Incidentally^ both of these instruments are slock pianos

(not specially made), one from the New York warerooms

and one from the Kohler C^ Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* Cr *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO
14lh and Clay Slretls y ^^ SACRAMENTOOAKLAND
KNABE

SAN JOSE
AMHCO

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

iiilit'd fr

This statement does not mean that the writer is a'

fanatic on the "America for Americans" question. On
the other hand he admits with every other intelligent

person that the great musical names of the world have
almost invariably come from Europe, and he is sorrow-
fully aware of the shortcomings Americans possess as
a musical people. If the theatre managers would en-

gage Europeans and other conductors of foreign ex-

traction of the able, educated, cultured class, nothing
could be said against the procedure, for it would be
laudable and undoubtedly improve conditions greatly.

But the fact remains glaringly, that almost without ex-

ception the manager engages a conductor who is a
European musical outcast—a musical scum, without cul-

ture, education, musical ability—usually without a
single redeeming feature excepting that he is frequently
a good business man, able to sell himself through his

business personality, line of talk and misrepresentation.

This foreign musical charlatan usually wears his hair

quite long, has numerous other decided affectations, a

generous amount of real estate beneath his nails, several
diamonds prominently displayed, an exceedingly imper-
fect knowledge of the English language, wears a cane and
a velour hat, and is an efficient press-agent where he
and himself are concerned. He always tells one pride-

fully of the Opera or symphony orchestra he was con-

ductor of in Prague, Vienna. Warsaw. Petrograd of Leip-

sic, knowing well that a cable investigating him would
prove costly, or a letter would require too much time.

Judging from the musical results achieved by this type-

of man in our picture orchestras, their European ex-^

perience consisted in playing the zither in a three piece,

fourth rate Beer Garden orchestra.

The writer had the pleasure of meeting one of these:

"four-flushing" conductors some time ago, to use a col-

loquialism, and had him under observation in an "ex-'

elusive interview" for over an hour. During this period

one subject, and only one. was discussed, and that wasi

this gentleman's past, present, and future. We will call

him Mr. X. Every detail of Mr. X's life was touched uponi

from the time of his auspicious birth in Czechoslovakia,:
down to date. Mr. X stated that he had personally memi
orized every score of his tremendous library of thirty

or forty thousand compositions. He dwelt lovingly upom
his consummate knowledge of the scores of the Liszt

Preludes, the Strauss Poems and others, and modestly
admitted himself to be the greatest living exponent of

Wagner. By his own admission he had scores and parts'

in his library that had never even been heard of in

effete America, to say nothing of having been played.

Beethoven was child's play to him, and he had achieved
his great European reputation by his readings of

Brahms.

He finally got down to earth and started discussing

picture music and procedure, about which the writer

knows at least something, having been actively engaged
in conducting picture orchestras for many years. The
writer, timidly overawed by the presence, attempted to

explain some of his own methods of scoring and present

ing picture musical programs, but the oratorical flow

could not be stemmed in such manner. Mr. X's own
ego was so paramount that nothing but himself and

his ideas mattered, so he grandly waved aside such

puny ideas, stating that, inasmuch as he memorized
a number instantly upon playing it and his memory was
so retentive, he had done away with all library classifl'

cation and had developed a method of scoring pictures

which was "entirely automatic," infallible and fool-

proof, whereby instantly, on reviewing the picture, the

proper number was automatically suggested to him.

At the end of this hour's monologue, the writer tooh:

his departure, convinced of one of two things; thai

either Mr. X was a colossal liar, or a marvelous con

ductor, with a brain that in capacity matched hi

elephantine body. Leaving the presence he shook hanil

with Mr. X, informing him that he had greatly enjoyc

his talk, and that he felt sure that he. the writer, coul'

never even remotely attain Mr. X's degree of greatnes

in his profession. The man's conceit was so colossa

that he took the remark seriously and assured thi

writer that he had everything to hope for and that b>

diligent application and study, he might hope to ai'

proach a similar degree of greatness. Mr. X evidcntl)

believed with Goethe, that only nobodies are modest.

The following day the writer heard Mr. X at the heai

of his orchestra. The self-admitted genius appeareil

and walked grandly to the center of the stage to pla;

his overture, amid thunderous applause—from the or

chestra only, which had apparently been instructed U

rap upon their music stands when he appeared.
(To be continued)
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CaGfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of
Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

Now let us come down to earth about this proposition. Whatever is under-
taken by the Government for the people should be actually done for the bene-

fit of everyone. It is not a question as to what community ought to get this

National Conservatory, because of something it may gain either in the matter

of prestige or financial emolument. Sucli Conservatory should be established

on the Pacific Coast where it is most accessible to the majority of the people

living on the Pacific Coast. It should be located centrally from a geograph-
ical standpoint and local pride or aspiration should have nothing whatever to

do witli tlie choice of its location. It is not my object to give my personal

view on this matter, but it is my object to try to arouse the American patriotism

of the Pacific Coast States musicians and music lovers to the extent that they

should be AMERICANS not local politicians in respect to an A^MERICAN
institution.

There is another grave matter that we noticed in contemplating the news-
paper files of California daily papers from 1849 to 1923, and that is a tendency

to unreasonable exaggeration on the part of aspiring students and their relatives

and friends. We find youthful pupils, barely ready for pubHc appearances

and dilletanti, without professional experience, making extravagant claims of

appearances with European symphony orchestras and before European opera

houses of note. I have been in Europe and although very young
( prior to my

fourteenth year) I was sufficiently old to know thoroughly conditions asso-

ciated with engagements by European symphony orchestras and opera houses.

And permit me to say that any pupil just leaving the care of his teacher, and
any amateur, who has not gained a previous reputation for eihciency and
intelligent application, can no more secure a paid engagement with a European
symphony orchestra or at a European Opera House than he can obtain free

admission to an American concert hall sold out beforehand. It can not be

done. And to send notices to .Almerican newspapers that Miss Smith or Miss

Jones has been engaged by the Berlin Philharmonic orchestra or by the Paris

Grand Opera for regular appearances as soloist during the subscription series,

when such was not the case, is dishonest, disloyal and never helps to make
a career. It is one of the reasons why the musical public of .-Xmerica looks

with disfavor upon the American artists. If they are untrue in one respect

they are so in others, and until this deplorable habit of trying to "put some-

thing over" on newspapers, readers and friends is stopped, there will remain

an element of distrust toward .American artists studying abroad. Mr. Earnum
may have said that the American public wishes to be humbugged, but he

failed to say tliat it does not cherisli being humbugged when it once finds out

that it has been imposed upon.

In line with this blind deception regarding European successes on the

part of young American artists is the persistently pitiful habit of the press

agent announcing the appearance of distinguished artists. He does not see

anything rifhculous in the fact that what he says about certain artists is either

untrue or grotesquely exaggerated. He does not realize the ridiculousness of

the contention that EVERY artist is the greatest or most wonderful in the

'world. He does not see anything out of the way when he says that a certain

singer was the leading soprano of a famous opera house when this is not

true. It is this persistent distortion of the facts that has gradually created

among the average concert goer of .America, naturally including California,

a distrust that keeps a large proportion of music lovers away from the con-

certs. If you tell this to the press agents employing these exagger-

,ations you meet with skeptical disbelief. Nevertheless the concert attendance

in many .American communities has grown gradually less and less, first be-

cause of the lack of confidence displayed in official announcements that glaringly

state palpable falsehoods and secondly because of the prices of admission that

do not seem to regard the inability of the average stuilent and teacher—the

most enthusiastic concert goer—to pay such big admission prices. If you

'add to this the antagonistic attitude of Eastern managers and visiting artists

toward patronizing the advertising columns of the Pacific West's three music

journals— in other words a wilUngness to take out inoney, but an unwilling-

ness to spend any—you have the reason why 60.000 people attend symphony

concerts, 50,000 grand opera and only 3000 concerts, in San Francisco for

instance.

; It will be found later on that there is a distinct contrast between San

Francisco and Los A|ngeles in one respect. Los Angeles has a number of

excellent choral societies, conducted by capable directors including an un-

usually fine oratorio society under the direction of John Smallman. San

Francisco has only a few choruses, some male, some female, and hardly any

of mixed voices. The Loring Club, under Wallace A. Sabin, is perhaps the

oldest organization and consequently in most respects the ablest. There is

no oratorio society in the true sense of the word existing in San Fran-

cisco at present. I shall, in every way possible, endeavor to assist in arousing

the sentiment of the musical public toward tlie realization of such an enter-

* prise. An oratorio society and big mixed choruses are essential to the pro-

gress of a musical community.
(To be continued)
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With the fourth week of this year's "Symphony under
the Stars'* Emil Oberhoffer and the orchestra find them-
selves immensely popular with the public of Los An-
geles and environs. Large and enthusiastic crowds go
nightly to the Hollywood Bowl, and display a warmth
for symphonic music which may well delight all those
good people in the community who have the desire to

spread the gospel of good music in their hearts Both
ideal numbers for the open air (Mendelssohn's Midsum-
mer Night's Dream) music, and Debussy's Prelude to

the Afternoon of a Faun" made Tuesday evening's
concert one of the finest of the season thus far. The
Debussy number has seldom been better played. Andre
Maquarre, whose flute always seems that of a faun, so

delicately and sensitively is it invariably played,

breathed on the magic night air the unforgettable
theme, and an audience, which, but a few years ago,

might have laughed in derision gave itself up to the
loveliness of the Debussy music. Emil Oberhoffer had
full chance here, and in the Mendelssohn music, to in

dulge his particular genius, a perfect sense for fine

shading and phrasing.

Midsummer Night's Dream, though written by a mere
boy. remains one of the very greatest works for strings,

and there again Mr. Oberhoffer is a past master, and
the Hollywood Bowl peculiarly sympathetic. Goldmark's
Rustic Wedding has not been performed in Los Angeles
for a long time—unless it was during last season's Bowl
concerts, and it was good to find it on a recent pro-

gram. Music so rich melodically. so colorful, so fervid,

deserves hearing often. It is excellently suited to

the out of doors, because despite the rich polyphony
characteristic of this composer, which is not unlike that

of Wagner, the orchestration is comparatively simple,

giving adequate chance to each voice. In the Garden
scene, where we feel the lovers wooing before the cere-

mony. Henri de Busscher's oboe and Pierre Perrier's

clarinet were heard to great advantage in this master-

ly bit of love music. Mr. Oberhoffer's own orchestral

arrangement of Dvorak's Humoresque was encored by
the enthusiastic audience. Lora May Lamport, Los An-
geles soprano, scored a signal success with Verdi's

"Ah fors e luis'' from La Traviata. She sang in clear

mellow tones, and musical intelligence shone through
her work. She was enthusiasticaly encored.

Friday evening's concert was one of the best I have
heard. Opening with Goldmark's Sakuntala Overture,
repeating the andante commodamento from Kalinnikow
Symphony in G minor, and including an exceedingly fine

reading of Rimsky-Korsakow's Capriccio Espagnole. the

program also included Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries
and Boccherini's charming minuet. The evening was al-

so noteworthy because it was the first appearance before

a Bowl audience of the young Los Angeles baritone,

Lawrence Tibbett. who takes up h.s work this fall at

the Metropolitan Opera House. Mr. Tibbett sang the

THE selection of the SOHMER
Piano is the assurance of finality

in piano purchasing. Ownership
completes the conviction that there is

nothing further to be desired or at-

tained, whether as a musical instru-

ment or as an exquisite piece of furni-

ture.
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favorite Prologue from I'Pagllacci with masterly ease in

a fluent biting baritone, which did more than please—it

thrilled. The orchestra showed a tendency to drown
the singer in climaxes, which was unfortunate, because
this young singer has plenty of body and carrying
power. In response to bravos and whistles and a storm
of applause Mr. Tibbett sang the Toreador song from
Carmen. The audience demanded more, and Mr. Ober-
hoffer requested the soloist to sing Frank La Forge's
Flanders Requiem, as a tribute to the late President,
which the audience received in respectful silence. Ober-
hoffer's reading of the Capriccio Espagnol, brought out
many things too often hidden in a polyphonic fog.

Sylvain Noack's violin was heard here to great advan-
tage.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte and Alfred Kastner in Joint
Recital.—At a recent recital at the University of Cali-

fornia, Southern Branch, Mme. Anna Ruzena Sprotte,
famous Los Angeles contralto, and Alfred Kastner,
harpist, gave a joint program. No piano was used, the
golden harp tones lying under the singer's voice in a
luxuriant fashion which no piano could imitate. Alfred
Kastner is a well-nigh perfect harpist. Mme. Sprotte
with her warm colorful voice and winning personality
was an invariable favorite. The program was as fol-

lows: Aria from Samson and Delilah (Saint Saens),
Moncoeur s'ouvre a ta voix, Mme. Anne Sprotte; Song
Without Words (Mendelssohn), Phantasie A Minor Op.
95. (Saint Saens). Mr. Kastner; Ava Maria (Schubert),
Wiegenlied (Brahms), Auf Fluegeln des Gesanges (Men-
delssohn). Mme. Sprotte; A short informal talk on Bo-
hemian Music illustrated by Bohemian Folksongs. Mme.
Sprotte; Variations on a Swiss Theme (Beethoven).
Petit Valse (Hasselmans), Love Dreams (Liszt), Mr.
Kastner; Si mes vers avaient des ailes (Reymold Hahn),
Trees (Rossbach), Spring's Singing (MacFadyen), Mme.
Sprotte.

Miss Inez Barbour, soprano, assisted by Mildred
Marsh, pianist, gave an interesting song recital last Tues-
day evening at 536 Oak Knoll avenue, Pasadena. Miss
Barbour is an accomplished vocalist and her selections
proved most pleasing to the large audience present.

The Los Angeles Musical and Dramatic Association
gave its first concert and dance at Forrester's Hall, Tenth
and Olive streets on the evening of the 2nd. The musical
program was under the direction of Dr. Eugene R.
Davis. Those who participated included Lillian Scott,

soprano; Otto Ploetz, tenor; Julius Cohen, baritone; Sol-

Cohen, violinist and Vera W. McLean and Mina Hellek-
son accompanists. The feature of the evening was the
chorus directed by Dr. Davis.

Mrs. Carrie Emerich, a talented musican of Chicago.
was heard by a large group of summer session students
of the University of Southern California Music Depart-
ment in an informal piano recital at Bovard Auditorium
last Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Emerich supplemented
her concert with an instructive talk on The Develop-
ment of the Art of Music and chose piano numbers
to illustrate the different points brought out in her
discussion. Included in the group of selections played
by Mrs. Emerich were Sarabande (Rameau-McDowell),
Pastoral (Scarlatti) Impromptu (Chopin), Etude (Liszt),

Novellette (Schumann) and several numbers by Mac-
Dowell and Grieg, and Juba Dance by Dett.
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K. Allen Lick, baritone and artist pupil of Frederick
North, the eminent coach, in a new singer who will be
launched under the Prindell management, Mr. Liclc
has extensive musical comedy, vaudeville and Chautau-
qua experience, and played with the Shuberts in comic
opera stock for several seasons.

ELINOR REMICK WARREN
CO>ll :r-pi

ones
I'i:

We Two (soprano, wedding song), Huntzinger Co.
The Touch of Spring, 3 keys, Enock & Sons.
The Heart of a Rose. 3 keys, Harold Flammer.
Others (soprano, sacred), H. W. Gray Co.
Little Slippers of the Rain (soprano). Church.
Golden Yesterdays, 2 keys, Flammer.
God Our Refuge (soprano, sacred), H. W. Gray Co.
Fairy Hills of Dream (soprano), Flammer.
Children of the Moon, 1 key, Flammer.
Christmas Morn (soprano). Flammer.
A song of June (soprano), Schirmer.

Choruses for Women's Voices
Flower Chorus in Spring, Church.
Fairy HilKs of Dream, Flammer.
Children of the Moon, Flammer.

H. W. Gray Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Yeatman Griffith and Bruno Huhn, three
members of New York City's musical colony, were the
complimented guests at a supper party given by Mr. and
Mrs. Hallett Gilberte and Mrs. Helen Lukens Gaut at
the latter's hospitable home at 392 Arroyo Drive in Pasa-
dena, on the evening of the 2Sth, which was one of the
most brilliant affairs of Pasadena's summer season. The
guests of the evening included over 60 members of the
musical set of Southern California and a number of
well-known eastern artists. The long supper tables, dec-
orated with summer blossoms and marked with attrac-
tive place cards, were arranged under the great spread-
ing oak trees in Mrs. Gaut's gardens, where an informal
reception was held before supper.

During the supper the guests were entertained by cor-
net solos played by Ralph Gaut. and after supper the
guests were entertained by a delightfully informal pro-
gram in Mrs. Gaut's oriental music room. Mrs. Gilberte
acted as master of ceremonies. The first number pro-
grammed complimented one of the honor guests Bruno
Huhn; Earl Meeker, the popular baritone, singing Mr.
Huhn's stirring Invictus to a piano accompainment by
the composer. Mrs. Gilberte then read Mrs. Gaut's
beautiful poem. The Prayer of a Tree, which is a pow-
erful plea for foi-est preservation, and Mrs. Katherine
T. 'Von Blon, soprano, charmed the audience by her
rendering of two of Mrs. Gaut's lovely song composi-
tions. Day, and The Rainbow Swing. John Sainpolis
gave a dramatic rendering of one of Kipling's famous
war poems. Boots.

Madame Ruzena Sprotte, noted contralto, sang two of
Mr. Gilbertes compositions. Ah, Love but a Day, and
1 Love Thee. She was accompanied by the composer.

The invited guests included the honor guests,
and Mrs. Gritfith and Mr. Huhn, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Colby. Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Huestis. Mr. and Mrs. Mor-

*ris (Margaret Messer) and Mr. Messer. Mr. and Mrs
Mosher, (Alice Forsythe Mosher), Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Craig, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Verbeck, Dr. Frank Na
gel, Frank Geiger, Mr. and Mrs. .Christopher. Mrs. Ce
leste Ryus, Col. Cohn, Mr. and Mrs. John Sainpolis, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Durand, Amos Buley, Mr. and Mrs
Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Pierre, Mr. and Mrs
Guy Bish. Mr. and Mrs. Sprotte (Madame Rosina
Sprotte), Mrs. Florence Pierce Reed, Captain Moore,
Frederick Herrman, Mr. and Mrs. Zaruba (Madame
Loeffler Zaruba),Mrs. Wilder, Dr. and Mrs. Davis, Earl
Meeker. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tibbits. Mr. and Mrs.
J. Spencer Kelly. Madame Marguerite Vogel. Henne-
bei-ger. Mrs. Winslow. Mrs. Mary W. T. Dickinson. Miss
Alice C. Brown, Mrs. Minnie Thompson. Mrs. Katherine
T. 'Von Blon, Madame Prindell, Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Car-
ter. Mr. Dunbar, Miss Marian Christian, Emil Ober-
hoffer, Mrs. Frances A. Grant, Mrs. Flora Phyllis Kil-

patrick. Mrs. Cadman, Charles Wakefield Cadman.
Ralph Gaut, Miss Eileen Hennessey. Mrs. Rose Hoes.
Miss Ruth Jones. Miss Althea Oliver. Mr. Smith. Mr.
Grant. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowes. Frederick Esmelton
and Edward Novis.

Frederick Hermann, basso-cantante. gave an interest-

ing recital before a select and appreciative audience at

his studio in the Music Arts Building, on Thursday eve-
ning, August 2. Songs of particular appeal were the
aria Vision Fugitive (Massenet). Out of My Heart.
Little Maid, and Dedication (Franz) Moon Drops Low
(Cadman). Invictus (Huhn) and Sapphic Ode (Brahms).
A unique song was Cargoes, the words by John Mase-
field. music by Dobson. Artistically enjoyable were
Twilight and Longings, composed by Mr. Hermann and
sung with feeling.

Alfred MIrovich announces that his second master
classes will commence on August 6, and will extend to

September 25.
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California Theatre—A concert program of rare charm
is being presented at the California theatre this week.
Dion Romandy, conductor of the famous orchestra at
the picture palace, shows that he knows the tastes of
his audiences by selecting as the opening number
Brahms' "Hungarian Dance No. 6." As played by the
California theatre orchestra, this fiery dance contains
all wildness of the original composition which was writ-
ten for the piano. The second number on the program
is an excerpt from the first movement of the piano
concerto in B flat minor by Tschaikowsky, played by
Claire Forbes Crane, guest pianist for the week. This
concerto is typically Russian and Mrs. Crane has made
it a thing of tears and triumph, of flame and somber
mood. Because of its techinque, this concerto is seldom
attempted by a woman but Mrs. Crane plays it as well
as any man we have ever heard.

Hollywood Bowl
Summer Concerts
EMIL OBERHOFFER, Conductor

A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF 90

UNDER THE STARS

TUESDAY, AUG. 14

Soloist, Eleanor Warren, Pianist

THURSDAY, AUG. 16

Cadman Night

Soloist, Margaret Messer Morris, Soprano

FRIDAY, AUG. 17

Soloist, Sylvain Noack, Violinist

SATURDAY, AUG. 18

Soloist, Gertrude Cleophas, Pianist

TICKETS 50c. BOXES $1.00

Management Wm. Edson Strobridge
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The Wayfarer—Marines, sailors and soldiers used in

the great spectacle, The Wayfarer, which will be given
in Los Angeles Coliseum, September 8 to 15, will be
furnished by the United States Army and Navy. In the

great Prologue Scene, one of the most powerful in the

pageant, the carnage of war is going on and all the

exactness of detail will be supplied by these men ofB-

cially.

The 16 big searchlights to be used in lighting the

stage and the trail of the pageant will be loaned from
the Bremerton Navy Yard, it was announced today.

These lights are 40 inches in diameter, or more than
three feet. They will be used to illuminate the monster
stage. 100 feet high and 200 feet wide, which will be
built at a cost of $14,000, as soon as the Monroe Cen-
tennial is closed.

In the Birth of Christ Scene, a realistic pastorial

effect will be gained by the use of a flock of sheep
which will be loaned to the pageant. The shepherds
will be seen putting the sheep into the fold, just be-

fore the visit of the Three Wise Men. On the way to

Los Angeles seven cars carry the entire equipment of

The Wayfarer of investiture and costumes valued at

$300,000.

A NOTED WOMAN COIVIPOSER OF THE WEST

Judging from her modesty and quiet manner of living

this young woman does not give a full impression of her
remarkable powers and prestige as a composer of com-
positions which have won fame, both in this country
and abroad.
Fannie Charles Dillon's success is a splendid proof of

the fact that one can indeed win success upon his or

her merits alone; for Miss Dillon's many successes with
the public, the performer and the publisher have in

every case come to her unsought and in spontaneous
recogniton of her worth, as one of America's most
serious and finely equipped composers.
Holding aloof from society almost entirely that her

composing hours may not be too seriously interrupted
and with no thought whatever of wishing to gain mere
personal popularity, or monetary success, Fannie Dil-

lon's one ideal in her art has been and is to create
works of enduring worth according to the highest ideals

of her art.

That such ideals can win their way to real success,

even in this day of frank commercialism, has been fully

proven in this young woman's experience, to the vast
credit due her unremitting zeal, in striving for that true
musicianship which alone has been her goal.

Upon returning from six years of study abroad in

1906 Fannie Dillon was a stranger musicially in her
own country, and even in this—her home city—there
were few who recognized the remarkable beauTy and
depth of her work.

In 1908, Teresa Correno "discovered'' Miss Dillon,

while concertizing on the Pacific Coast, and from that

time Miss Dillon's recognition began. Madam Correno's
enthusiasm over her compositions was not only ex-

pressed by her, personally, through the press and in

many letters, but also by taking Miss Dillon's coniTiosi-

tions personally to the John Church Co. for publica-
tion. Fannie Dillon probably stands alone in her
achievement in having gained adequate publication for

her compositions with no effort on her own part. She
has never had to suffer the harrowing experiences of

"going the rounds" of the publishers; but. on the con-

trary, over thirty of her compositions have up to the
present date been enthusiastically published by the
John Church Co. and also by the Composers' Music Cor-

poration of New "Vork.

Many other signal honors have come to our youuK
composer, most beloved of her home city. In February.
1918. she was chosen by the Beethoven Society and
Musical Alliance of New York, among all the con^rosers

of this country, to give their American Composers Con-
cert; upon which occasion many of her songs and
piano compositions were performed by noted artists.

These numbers included her piano Sonata Op. 27 and
her exceedingly beautiful and very diflicult Women's
Chorus, "Sunset " The success of this concert w:is

proclaimed with highest praise, in every daily paper and
musical journal in the East.

In September of 1918, Miss Dillon was one of the

twelve American composers invited by the Congres
sional Library of Washington, D. C , to send her manu
scripts there for perpetual display

In 1921 Fannie Dillon was chosen the first re' re

sentative California composer to si'end the summer in

creative work at the MacDowell Colony, Peterboro
N. H.; the local MacDowell Club of Allied Arts present-

ing to her these weeks' of experience at the colony.

In November, 1922, Miss Dillon was invited by Oberlin
College to represent the entire West, with an address
upon "Musical Composition" at the National Music
Supervisors' Conference in Cleveland, Ohio, held last

April. Upon finding herself unable to attend n person
Miss Dillon's address was read at this conference by
the Dean of Music of Oberlin College, this paper causing
so much enthusiastic comment that its writer has re-

ceived many requests for copies of this address from
well-known educational and musical institutions, as well
as from distinguished educators, including the super-
visor of the public schools in New York, Mr. George H.
Gartlan. Miss Dillon is, this year, one of the select
number of composers included by the natfonal "Who's
Who" in its 1923 edition.

Fannie Charles Dillon's compositions are absolutely
devoid of the banal, popularistic element; a fact that
has cften caused them to be termed "Amer.can clasucs.'.

Her songs are, as yet, infrequently heard; owing to their
depth and profound musicanship. for these are not
qualities generally sought for by the song-loving public
of our country at the present time, although it is to be
hoped the day will come when an American song of

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Lot Angelei

depth will be as largely welcomed here as are the finest

European songs in their own countries.
Miss Dillon's songs possess the same beauty and high

workmanship that characterize her piano compositions
and the time will come when such songs will supersede
the present-day "pot-boiler" and semi-popular ballad so

enormously in demand at the present tin'e.

An American audience will listen gladly to a program
of the most worthy music, but it will not listen to a
song program of similar worth, hence such serious
songs as those of Fannie Dillon are seldom as yet
heard, although her piano compositions are heard more
abundantly every season on the programs of the fore-

most pianists not only in America but in Europe also.

Los Angeles is justly proud to count as its own this

young composer whose sheer determination to adhere
to the highest ideals of her art (no matter what the
hardships might be) has alone made her undeniably the

foremost woman composer of the West, if not of our
whole country, and has placed her in the very front

rank of American composers where her name will en-

dure as one of our deepest and richest musical writers

of whom her whole country is justly proud.

COMPOSITION CONTEST

The National Federation of Music Clubs, under its de-

partment of American Music, will conduct another
contest in composition for the biennial convention in

Portland, Oregon, in 1925.

The chairman desires to give composers the benefit

of the full measure of time and makes partial announce-
ment of prizes, pending the issue of the folder which
will give full particulars;

Symphonic poem (lasting not more than twelve min-
utes in performance), $500.

Cantata for women's voices (not to exceed 45 minutes,

nor less than 35 minutes! written in three or four parts,

with incidental solos for soprano, contralto and baritone

(tenor also if desired). The accompaniment shall be

scored tor piano, violin, 'cello and harp obligate, $350.

Trio for violin, violoncello and piano, $200.

Chorus tor unchanged children's vo;ces (20 to 30

minutes in length, junior chorus of festival proportions

with solos, duets or trios and unison in chorus parts, two
or three part. Poem to be by an American author, joy-

ous and happy in character, $200.

Song, composition must be by a woman and a mem-
ber of the National Federation of Music Clubs, $100.

Federation Ode. words and music suitable for opening
club sessions and programs, $100.

Church anthem, $100.

Harp solo (7 minutes), no chromatics, $100.

The complete folder will be ready in August and will

be sent on request.
Mrs. Edwin B. Garrigues, chairman, 1527 Spruce

street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Rena Lazelle, head of the vocal department of the

San Francisco Conservatory of Music, and assisting

Gaetano Merola in prepar-
ing the grand opera chorus
for the September season of

the San Francisco Opera
Association for 1923, began
the new season most ener-
getically, without interrupt-
ing lier work during the
summer. She will not only
attend to her large classes
jf pupils, but will devote
considerable time to con-
ert work. Miss Lazelle has
Made a specially vivid im-
ression with her Histori-

cal Song Programs show-
ng the development of
song writing from the folk
song to the present time, in

the following countries;
•America, France, England.
She will present during
tile ensuing season general
historical programs from
the three programs here-
with mentioned with Span-
ish. Russian and Italian

songs. She has also prepared a program of songs by
living American composers and one of folk songs of
various nations. Explanatory remarks are made and
copy for program notes furnished. These programs
are particularly suitable for women's clubs and educa-
tional institutions. Each program includes piano num-
bers by Miss Hazel Nichols, accompanist. As evidence
of the excellent Impression Miss Lazelle made during
last season we need but mention the opinion of two of
our colleagues; Redfern Mason in San Francisco Exam-
iner—"The term artist applies to Miss Lazelle in its

strict dignity. She sang with a rare sincerity and sim-
ple eloquence. Each little strain she clothed in its

appropriate spiritual atmosphere with Just enough play
of feature to make it a living thing. Therein she showed
her rarest art. Miss Lazelle is a treasure trove for San
Franciscans." Ray C. Brown in San Francisco Chroni-
cle
—"Miss Lazelle's voice is one of delightful purity of

tone and delicate color shadings. Her range is wide

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Secretnrr and Maniieer of
K. Attl, Room 1004 Kobler
& ChaMe niilET- Sun FranclMCO

Representative of Lyon &, Healy Harps

Telephone Douglas i»78

Siellojelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO]

80O KOHLER CHASE BLOC
SAN FRANCISCO> CO ^^^

with uniform steadiness of tone throughout, and the

suppleness of her phrasing is equally apparent in all

registers."

SIXTH WEEK OF TOPSY AND EVA AT ALCAZAR

The sixth week of the brilliantly successful season
of the Duncan -Sisters at the Alcazar in Topsy aod Eva'

begins with the matinee August 12. This great pro-

duction staged by Oscar Eagle, foremost New Yorki

director, has taken San Francisco by storm, and the

crowds attending the performances last week exceeded
those of the opening week of the engagement.

Thomas Wilkes has been surfeited with demands
from the other theatres in his chain for a booking ol

the Duncans, but announcement is made that save for-

a brief stop in Los Angeles, the entire proGuction goe&
to New York for a triumphant opening next month.

The gorgeous scenery and costume effects and the!

beauty of tjie all California chorus has been heralded
far and wide. The fun contributed by the Duncans them-:

selves, combined with the lilting melodies and clever

song hits, make the offering the acme of stage enter
tainment.

Wilkes has given the production a cast of talented

principals supporting the two stars and the show is tc

go intact to the Metropolis. Catherine Cushing is the^

author of the book, and the music and lyrics were
Written by the Duncans themselves.

Elsie Hewitt McCoy is conducting classes in Dalcroze
Eurhythmies in Berkeley this summer. Mrs. McCoy hftfi

for some years had her studio in Seattle where hei

work is greatly appreciated, its worth having proved

itself in musical and educational circles. Seattle is the

only city west of Chicago where there is an authorized
teacher. There were a number of interested people whc
urged Mrs. McCoy's coming to Berkeley as there has

never been any authorized work given misrepresenta-'

tions of the method are sadly common in California,

and it is to be hoped there will be an awakening to thie

abuse and a demand made for the real Dalcroze work)
The work is enthusiastically received by the adults as

well as the children. In the junior classes are the

children of such names as Ossip Gabrilovitch, Laurence
Strauss, Vernon Smith, Charles Mallory Button, Prof

Solomon Blum, George Richardson and V. W. Gladdia.

In the adult group are such names as Maude Wellen-

dorff, well known pianist and teacher, Edgar Hansen-
the gifted young composer pianist of Los Angeles
Dorothea Johnston, the drama through music interpr-

ter, Estelle Drummond Swift, a local organist. Els

Grant, the eastern actress summering in Californi.

Harold Minger, well known for his character interpreU
tions in the Greek Theatre Company, H. C. Lanslps^
M. L. Cloud, and Adele Forman.

Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup, Director of Dancing at th^

San Francisco Conservatory of Music, has returned froit.

Europe where she went last January for a series o!

Recitals. Miss Torrup had great success in Denmark
Copenhagen, Berlin. Frankfort, Leipsic, Dresden ano

Hamburg and in some of these cities four recitals werf

given before crowded houses. Arrangements are no^\

under way for a San Francisco recital in the near future

under Miss Seckels management.
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FAMNIE DILLON

EDOUARD DERU IN SAN FRANCISCO

Edouard Deru. violinist to the King
and Queen ot Belgium and Professor ot

Violin at the Liege Conservatory, arrived

in San Francisco last Thursday to resume
his artist classes and become identified

with concerts and chamber music work
Edouard Deru is one ot the foremost
exponents of the famous Belgian School
of violinists and one of the best known
artists of that country. He has toured in

Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, Italy

and England where his recitals were
highly praised. He was the soloist of the

Saint-Saens festival when the late

French composer, who had ' the highest

opinion of Mr. Deru's interpretation of

his works, conducted the orchestra.
Edouard Deru appeared with Gabriel

Faure in Paris and in Brussels; with
Alfred Cortot in Liege. Arthur de Greet
in Brussels and London, Myra Hess in

London, Raoul Pugno in Paris, Francis
Plante in Brussels and Eugene Ysaye.
The two Belgian violinists have frequent-
ly been heard together in Paris, Ostend,
London and New York.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO aiul HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

U0.1 Kohler & Chnse Bid. Tel. Sutter 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. 603-6O4 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr 5454

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano
Voice Culture, I'iuno

Residence Studio. S8S 27th Street
Oakland—Tel. Oakland 2079

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AVAIL.VBLE FOR CO.\CEBTS

Studios: 114» Hieh Court, Berkeley;
Heine Bide.. San Frnncinco

Telephone B .'!l>42.J

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OP SINGING

Joseph Greven mrs. a. f. bridge
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Williani Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

San Piiinrlaeo Phone: Kearny !U,VI

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

1314 Leavenworth St. Phone ProMpert U253

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PIANIST

^tndlo: in.17 Euclid Avenue. Derkeler-
Phone Berkeley 6006.

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announ i^ea the I her new Resl-

Studio, Clark .\pt N.. Apt 26—138
Hj-de S .. San Francisco. Phone Prospect
6031. !•• rldays. 002 Kohle & Chase Bide.
Ivearr y M.Vt.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "O" Kohler & Chase
nnlidluK. Telephone Kearny MM.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OP SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
OROAWIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAI,

Piano Department. HaaillB School
Orsan and Piano, Arrlllama Musical Colleica

ETHEL JOHNSON

Limited Number of 1'iipil.i .Accepted

Mrae. LILIAN SLINKEY DURINI
VOCAL STUDIO

Italian Method. Voice Placement,
Brenthine:. Opera, Church

1072 Ellis St. West !

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
AsseU $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,6*5.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission .ind •'1st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH Hsight and Belvedere Sueels
WEST PORTAL BRANCH. West Portal Ave. and UlJoa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (43^)
per cent per annum viras declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
242S Mllvta St. Berkeley a2»«.J

700 Kohler & Chase—Wednesday

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

ADELE ULMA.N
TEACHER OP VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacitle 33

Laura Wertlieimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Brandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
PupU of Frank Moss. Teacher ot Piano,
studio t 3135 Sacramento. Tel. Fillmore (t380

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PIANO

I leoi Kskier * Ohai
Phone Kearny 5454

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2833 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 548

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque* Parla

Stadlot 3107 WasblnKtoii Street
Phone Fillmore 1847

SIGMUND BEEL
Master Classes for Violin

Studio Bnildlne, 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Friday, Kohler & fha

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher ol Slosing. 32 Lorerta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon.. Kohler A
Chase Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny .1454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST, Bet. Clay A WashinKton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
lo Soloist. Temple Bn
ind Church Work.
2r>3fl Clay St., Phoi

in El. Con-
cal Instmc-
West 4S90.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIAIVO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1009 Kohler «t Chanc Dldg.

Telephone Kearny M54
Res. Tel. BayvleTv 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

ANn TE.ACHER
Studio: 4106 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pied. S750.

Residence: 4152 Hovre St.. Oakland
Tel. Pied. 3402

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. 3435 Sacramento
St.. and 121 2l8t Ave.. Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OP GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHICR OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. West 7012

SIGMUND ANKER
Announces the openlnE of his ne«

RESIDENCE VIOLIN STUDIO
Saturday, .Au^UNt 11. Ht23

3142 Cough Street Near Chestnut

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26i

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Charming Way Berl<eley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Parle 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

andrITerrTer
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MARGARET BRUNTSCH
70 Piedmont St. Phone Park 3469

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 54B4

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
Prenenfi* fiindnmental munie vrluclplen In a definite and lucid way, comni«Bclne
with HrMt-Krade plepe« but proKreMMlnpr rapldir In their expoNltlon of technical
and exprcKKliin prohleniM and the creation of good tnMte.

rlllCK. «0c.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing,

PupUa prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and
Concert.
New Addresa—HEINE ni,DG., 40S STOCKTON ST.

DouelaN U25(t

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

Write to the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

Qonstance <iJ[lexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5464

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed bT Wagrer Swnyne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayi
Principles

Stndloa SOT Kohler & Chaae Bids.
Z!>18>4 Etna St., Berkeley. Phone Berkeler 131*

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical
Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
WUgv^BAllen®

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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IDA G. SCOTT FEATURES RESIDENT ARTISTS EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES OF ALFRED HERTZ

Enterprising and Wideawake Manager Optimistic Regarding Support of

Efficient Artists by Musical Public—Fortnightly Concerts at St.

Francis Hotel to Give Opportunity for American Artists and
Composers, Including Those Residing in California

Together with Mrs. Hertz Distinguished Conductor of San Francisco
Hears Some Excellent Music in America, Prior to His Departure,

and in Europe—Meets Many Eminent Musicians in Paris

—

Conditions Somewhat Improved, But Still Deplorable

I

BY ALFRED METZGER (Special Dispatch)

The Pacific Coast Musical Review
realizing that its main support must
always come from those members of the
musical profession residing on the Pa-

cific Coast felt itself obligated to see to

it that these members will have as little

difficulty as possible to add to their artis-

tic successes the much needed re-enforce-

ment of financial reward. In addition we
have always felt it a necessary require-

ment of a community's musical status

that the artists of ability and talent
should receive the full support and en-
couragement of. their own neighbors and
fellow citizens prior to their entrance
jinto the broader musical field. Further-
more it has always been our conviction
that a community can never be genuinely
'musical unless it includes among its resi-

[dent musicians artists of distinction who
have obtained honor and success else-

|where. And it is impossible to attract

an adequate number of such distin-

Iguished artists unless they are given op-

Iportunities to continue their concert
work so that the tediousness of teaching
,will be offset by occasional public ap-

pearances.
[ The desire to make this section of the
United States—the Pacific West—as
musical as possible has inspired us to

take up the cudgel in behalf of our resi-

lient artists, and true to our policy we
have in turn encouraged any manager
ior music club or other musical organi-
fzation that joined us in our endeavor
^to increase the opportunities for public
appearance among resident artists. Dur-
iing the last few years we have found
Certain managers who began their career
by securing engagements for resident
iartisis in which endeavor we always
were glad to back them, but with success
they usually forgot the first reasons for
lestablishing themselves and. blinded by
[a desire to enter the field of those
Imanagers who espouse the cause of the
[visiting artist, they have neglected and
iforsaken the resident artists, thus alien-
lating the support of this paper.
' For a time certain motion picture the-
itres espoused the cause of the resident
artists giving them remuneration ade-
quate to their services. But they, too,

]were influenced to neglect the resident
lirtists either by engaging visiting artists
r)T by reducing their financial rewards to
(I point where it became merely a pit-

tance, thus making it impassible for the
"eally efficient artists to regard such en-
;;agements as worthy of their artistic ac-

i^omplishments. We find now Miss Ida
,3. Scott, who last year launched a
'worthy campaign in behalf of American
artists (which, of course, included resi-
lent artists), and who. notwithstanding
severe sacrifices, is bravely standing by
ler colors, has succeeded in enthusing a
.lumber of prominent business and so-
ciety leaders in her movement to gain
"eccgnition for able and experienced
irtists of distinction residing in this
ountry and in this State.
The Pacific Coast Musical Review, al-

vays endeavoring to prove its contention
hat once the musical public realizes
'he merit of the artists residing in our
nidst will not hesitate to give them its

vhole-hearted support, wants Miss Scott
,0 succeed and so should every serious
jirtist. and for this reason it wants
jO urge its readers to lend this movement
)f Miss Scott's their united and en-

thusiastic support, int he same manner
as they should lend their support to the
symphony concerts, to the chamber
music concerts and to the grand opera
season of the Opera Association of San
Francisco. The support given visiting
artists is already exploited by publicity,

and needs no special effort on our pait.

The plan of Miss Scott includes a
series of fortnightly concerts to be given
in the Colonial Ballroom of the St. Fran-
cis Hotel on Monday afternoons from
4:30 to 5:30 o'clock. While the object

The editor of the Pacific Coast Musi-
cal Review is in receipt of a very in-

teresting letter from Mrs. Alfred Hertz,
part of which is of such interest to the
musical public that we feel justified to
give it space in this issue of the paper:

Vienna. May 22, 1923.

\Ve have heard and seen a great deal
since leaving San Francisco. In Detroit
we attended an excellent interpretation
of Mahler's Second Symphony under the
direction of Ossip Gabrilowitsch in a
magnificent concert hall, probably one

MME. KUITH RICK HrR.WD

of these recitals is to present the artistic

proficiency of American artists and com-
posers in general, it will also include, as
already stated, a decided encouragement
of resident artists. The greatest care is

being em4>loyed in the arrangement of

the programs which will be composed to

a great extent, of modern works selected

from American composers, including

resident writers, and Miss Scott very
justly predicts that her audiences will

be surprised at the splendid creative

genius of some of our American com-

(Continued on Page 11, Col. 1)

of the very best that I have seen in

America. In New York we heard a con-

cert of the Philharmonic Orchestra di-

rected by Mengelberg. a concert of the
Beethoven Society with Harold Bauer as

soloist, and concerts by Hess, Dohnanyi,
Heifetz and the last event of the Phila-

delphia Orchestra. At the Metropolitan
Opera House we heard Mona Lisa with
Kemp and Bohnen, Snegorwotschka with
Bori and Boris with Chaliapin. In ad-

dition to attending so many artistic

events we naturally met a great many
of our friends and spent considerable

time at dinners. luncheons and re-

ceptions, until finally we boarded the
Majestic on April 21 considerably
fatigued.
When, after a delightful voyage, we ar-

rived in London almost the same program
as in New York repeated itself. How-
ever, we heard so little really fine music
that we left for Paris only after six days'
sojourn, where Mr. Hertz wanted to at-

tend the concerts of Koussewitzky, and
soon after arrival he felt himself so much
at home and became so enthused with
the active life of Paris that he decided
to remain far beyond our original plan.

Therefore it became necessary to cancel
our intended trip to Rome, for otherwise
it would not only have been too late
for our return, but would have shortened
our stay with my relatives in Vienna
too much. Notwithstanding our great ex-
pectations the concerts in Paris were not
really worth the sacrifice we made, al-

though we heard some very interesting
programs including Stravinsky's Rosig-
nol. Moussorsky's Tableaux d'Exposition,
Prokofieff's Symphonic Classique, works
by Bax. Tausman and many others.
There seems to be a lack of rehearsals
and the programs are all too long and
tedious. At the opera we heard two
ballets L'heure Espagnol by Ravel, while
the music was unquestionably beautiful
the dancing was so decidedly mediocre
that we did not have the patience to
remain until the end. We met many
acquaintances from New York and San
Francisco, and in stores and on the
boulevards you hear more English than
French.
The unlimited variety of refreshing

beverages, the truly marvelous perfumes
and the entrancing and daring fashions
proved indescribably fascinating. On
May 19 we left for Vienna on the Orient
Express via Basel, on account of the
,Rhur occupation, and arrived on the
morning of May 21. and. of course, the
conditions change perceptibly. Although
tilings are not quite as bad as they were
two years ago it is still a most deplorable
state of affairs. Cafes here are as empty
as they are crowded in Paris and every-
thing and everybody moves along so
slowly that snails appear like race horses
in comparison to the average Viennese
tempo. Of course, this is just the thing
for us who need a much deserved rest,

inasmuch as we felt quite tired out when
we arrived here.
We expect to spend a few quiet weeks

here and will devote considerable time
to excursions by automobile. The neigh-
borhood is indescribably beautiful and
Mr. Hertz has really seen so little of it.

We have heard but little from the Golden
Gate and would like to hear how every-
thing is getting along. We could write
novels here about the cessation and re-

trogression of time. When we arrived I

found my relatives waiting for us out-

side the station, as it is not yet per-

mitted to enter the gates except when
leaving or arriving. However, we saw
scales at the depot with the following
sign: "Haiti These scares are in work-
ing order." It is necessary to call at-

tention to this fact inasmuch as prac-
tically everything seems to be out of

order in Vienna. Otherwise conditions
are considerably improved both at the
hotel and also among the people in gen-

(Continued on Page 11. Col. 1)
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MR. CLARK'S COMPOSITION PRIZES

\\'. .\. Clark, Jr., Founder and patron of the

Philharmonic (Jrchestra of Los Angeles, has

ofifered two prizes for the best compositions writ-

ten by a cnm])oser residing in California who is

an ,\merican citizen. One of these prizes is for

!fhc best symphony or symphonic poem consist-

ing of One Thousand Dollars, and the other is for

[the best chamber music composition consisting

|of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars. Now it

I would seem as if this generous oflfer would inspire

some of our efficient California composers to e.x-

ert their talents and gain both publicity and
i financial reward by competing for these prizes:

;but much to our surprise we are informed by Mrs.
r Caroline E. Smith, secretary-manager of the Los
t Angeles Symphony Orchestra, that but one re-

sponse has come to this oflfer of Mr. Clark's, and

;

naturally, we proceeded to discover the reasons
ifor this apathy on the part of our composers.

I

We found that there are three predominating

I
reasons for the tardiness in sending in manu-

;
scripts. The conditions were that all manuscripts
ihad to be in the hands of Mrs. Caroline E. Smith,
705 Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles, be-
ifore Sei)teniber 1st. The original announcements
{

were not published sufficiently in advance of that
date to give some of our most serious and con-

1 scientious composers an opportunity to write a

1
symphony, symphonic poem or chamber music
composition. If Mr. Clark is willing to extend
the time for submitting the works, we feel cer-
tain that he will receive a number of excellent

,
compositions from some of California's leading
compo.sers. We spoke to one of our most success-
ful and most musicianly writers and he will be

j

willing to submit a composition for chamber mu-
L sic, provided the time is extended.

i Another reason why some composers are reti-

' cent we found, in their uncertainty regarding
' the personnel and competency of the judges. Evi-
dently several of our most noted composers are not
familiar with the efficiency of the judges. The
Pacific Coast Musical Review can vouch for

;

every one of those selected for the jury. Walter
Henry Rothwell, conductor of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of Los .Angeles is not only a musician
of high standing, but he is himself a composer
and a pedagogue who has been successful in the
instruction of theory, harmony and composition.
Henry Schoenefeld, is one of .'America's leading
composers, having written and published many

' works for chorus, orchestra, chamber music and
I violin, and being himself winner of sereval nat-

,

lonal contests. Homer (irunn, is a pianist, ensem-
j

We player and comjioser of the highest rank and
!
a musician of unquestionable superiority. Dr. H.

.1. Stewart's efficiency as a theoretical musician
and expert in composition will not be C|uestioned
by anyone knowing his work. Charles Wakefield
Cadman, one of the most noted American com-
posers of the day, is certainly capable and de-
pendable in the matter of choosing a worthwhile
composition. Since this is the calibre of musicians
selected to judge these works no composers of
actual merit and prestige need hesitate to send
in his composition for judgment.

We found in discussing this matter with other
composers a reason which we do not understand

;

but which no doubt seems to prevent some prom-
inent musicians from entering not only this con-
test, but all contests. This consists of a certain

pride that forbids them to enter a contest of any
kind. They are willing to send their compositions
for accejJtance to any symphony orchestra or
chamber music society, but they hesitate to enter
a competition that may result in a rejection. They
feel that their works are sufficiently meritorious
to be presented, and a rejection would mean to

them a humiliation which they feel they do not
deserve. Of course, this class of composers is in

the minority and possibly will make no difference
in the eventual success of Mr. Clark's prize con-
test. But we feel that it is worth while to suggest
to Mr. Clark that he extend the time limit of this

contest in order that some of our most promi-
nent and most brilliant writers will have a chance
to compete in a manner to give them time to do
their best work, for the competition demands that
a composition presented can not have been played
before and must therefore be original and receive
its first performance after the award of the prize.

Several noted composers believe that the time
allotted to them is too short. It should be extend-
ed until at least Januarv Lst.

FIREFLY DELIGHTS OAKLAND PEOPLE

Mabel Riegelman, Jefferson de Angelis and Cast of
Competent Artists Give Enjoyable Performance of

Friml's Ever Refreshing Light Opera

The Eastbay Opera .-^ssociat'on introduced its third
week of comic opera at the Oakland Auditorium Opera
House with a well-prepared performance of Rudolf
Friml's The Firefly. Mabel Riegelman, who has been
admired previously in the title role in San Francisco,
duplicated her previous success and interpreted the
role with a vim and effervescence that netted her many
an ovation and genuine applause during the course of
her performance. She sang the catchy arias with ex-
cellent voice and interpretation and added life and zest
to the production. She has established for herself an
enviable reputation as an exponent of light operatic
art thus revealing a versatility rarely found among
artists.

Jefferson de Angelis as Jenkins, the confidential sec-
retary, gave vent to his sense of humor in various in-

stances and succeeded in bringing out the comic situa-
tions of his role with effective spontaneity. He acts
naturally and, in a quiet unassuming manner, never
fails to secure the required results. Verna Mersereau
as Suzette did her best work of the season looking
pretty and acting very chic and sprightly. Perquita
Courtney in the role of Geraldine had not much chance
to reveal her most effective talents, while Marian Fon-
ville sang his solos in fine voice. Harry Burgess did
some effect've work as Franz. The rest of the cast
gave a creditable account of itself. Chorus, costumes
and orchestra proved thoroughly in accord with the
entire production and Dr. Maxime de Grosz acquitted
himself creditably as director.

Madame Sherry is announced for next week.

MADAME DURAND'S ESTABLISHED PRESTIGE

Prominent Los Angeles Concert Soprano and Pedagogue
Has Established Her Reputation Upon a Firm

Basis of Thorough Artistic Training

Madame Edith Rice Durand, a prominent concert so-

prano and pedagogue of Los Angeles, has gained her
laurels by sheer force of efficiency and adaptability
based upon thorough artistic training and association
with famous artists. The daughter of William Rice, a
musician of enviable reputation and the leader of an
oratorio society, and a mother who was a successful
vocal artist and teacher in Bath, Maine, the native city
of Mme. Durand. the subject of this sketch had a fair
start toward gaining headway in the musical profession.
Mme. Durand was started in her musical career with
the understanding that she should always hear the very
best in order to set for herself a standard by which to
judge her own efforts.

Among the masters who started her on the road to
success were: William Whitney. Miss Botume. Arthur
Foote and George Hamlin of Boston; Dr. Cady. Bicknell
Young and Helen Goodrich, of Chicago; Harold Bauer
taught her some of her piano work. In Europe Mme.
Durand studied with the best known masters in Ger-
many, France, Russia, Norway, Sweden and attended
all musical festivals and the leading opera bouses. After

her return from Europe she became head of the vocal
department of the Western Maryland College. Among
her teachers must also be included Allison Fernie of
Florence, Italy and Estelle B. Mills of Los Angeles.
As artist she appeared in many private musicales and

at leading churches. Mme. Newcombe Prindell. im-
presario and personal representative of numerous art-

ists of National reputation, residing in California and
elsewhere in America, has this to say concerning Mme,
Durand:

"It is not strange, to those of us who know Madam
Durand, that her success in each and every country was
so marked, nor that she counts among her very per-
sonal friends the great Artists of Europe and ."America.

One is immediately impressed with the radiance of her
personality, a sincerity of purpose, the strength of
character so forceful that we realize that the outward
manifestation could only be the expression of a great
soul. To be the successful artist, techniquely, intelli-

gently, and musically is a splendid achievement; we
feel such an artist is indeed smiled upon by the Gods;
but to be a wonderful woman, whose magnetism per-
meates everything, whose every word and deed is the
reflection of a Great Soul, we can but say 'tis a gift of
God. This is the test of true greatness and the secret
under-lying Madam Durand's success as an artist and
teacher, and why I have such pleasure and satisfaction
in guiding her activities while she is in California."

Myrtle Harriet Jacobs, Myrtle Waitman and Marian
Patricia Cavanaugh. three young piano pupils of Joseph
George Jacobson have been engaged to give the half
hour of music at the Greek Theatre on Sunday afternoon
August 19th at four o'clock. These three young children
have already appeared frequently in recital and been
admired much for their clever playing and advanced
technic. Following is the program: Part I

— (a) Song
Without Words No. 15 (Mendelssohn), (b( Nocturne
(Chopin), (c) Papillons (Lavallee). Myi'tle Jacobs.
Part II

—

(a) The Harp (Jos. Geo. Jacobson). (b) Polich-
inelle (Rachmaninov), Myrtle Waitman; Part III— (a)
Fairy Tales (Raff), (b) Valse brillante (Chopin), (c)

Happiness (Jos. Geo. Jacobson), (d) Rhapsodic (Liszt),
Marian Patricia Cavanaugh.

Rudy Seiger, conductor of the Fairmont Hotel Orches-
tra, will give the following programs tomorrow, Sunday
evening: Venetian Dining Room, 7 to 8 o'clock:—Selec-
tions from The Fortune Teller. (Victor Herbert); Bn-
tre-act from The .\tonement of Pan (Henry Hadley),
From the Bohemian Grove Play of 1912; Selections
from The Chocolate Soldier (Oscar Strauss); Hawaiian
Lullaby (Rudy Seiger). Main Lobby at 8:30—Fantaisie
sur L'Opera Samson et Dalila (Saint-SeansI ; Menuet
(Boccherini) ; If Winter Comes (Tennent); Selections
from Faust (Gounod); Selections from Madame But-
terfly (Puccini); La Lettre de Manon (Gillet); French
Horn Solo, Seranade (Bergenholz). Edward Bergen-
holz): Medley of Favorite Scotch Airs (Arranged by
Rudy Seiger).

SOUSA COMING HERE AGAIN

When John Philip Sousa and his famous band make
their next annual tour which will bring them to San Fran-
cisco and Oakland under Selby C. Oppenheimer's man-
agement next January the great bandmaster and com-
poser nromises that his programs will contain many
novelties and new compositions. The forthcoming tour
of the band, which started two weeks ago, will be the
thirty-first annual transcontinental tournee and taken in

its entirety it will undoubtedly he the greatest band
organization ever sent on a similar trip.

One of the first novelties, or should one say composi-
tions, to be offered is the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine,
a work written for the Shriner's convention recently
held in Washington. The first time this composition
was played was under the direction of Lieutenant-
Commander Sousa himself, with a massed band of 6000
instruments chosen from the various Shriner organiza-
tions. Another new march Just written by Sousa is the
Dauntles Batallion. dedicated to the Pennsylvania Mili-

tary College.

Ernest Shelling and Percy Grainger are two com-
posers whose works wil be featured on Sousa's pro-
grams. Shelling's A Victory Ball has been played many
times by the New York, Philadelphia and Chicago
Symphony orchestras. A composition by the composer-
pianist Percy Grainger will be A Country Garden.
Sousa has selected On with the Dance for his new

Fantasia. It includes the Rigaudon de Dardanus by
Rameau. The Sun Feast Dance, La Cinquatine, and
other equally famous selections woven together into a
typical Sousa number. Another novelty will be The
Merrie, Merrie Chorus, a collection of choruses from
well-known operatice works. The Humoresque, as much
an annual Sousa product as the march, this year will be
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean. based upon the song
made famous by the two comedians of the Ziegfeld
Follies. In this connection it is interesting to note
that Mr. Sousa found his inspiration for his last year's
Humoresque in the same New York theater. It was
look for the Silver Lining sung by Marylyn Miller in

Sally.

Sousa and his band of one hundred come to the
Exposition Auditorium, San Francisco, for a limited
engagement consisting of a Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day night concert on January 4, 5 and 6. with matinees
on Saturday and Sunday, January 5 and 6. They play in

Oakland on Monday, January 7.

The Musicians' Club, will begin the new season at its

cozy headquarters on Sutter Street, some time next
month with a dinner and well selected program. Par-
ticulars will appear in a future issue of this paper and a
large attendance of members is expected.
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NEW WORKS FOR SYMPHONY PROGRAMS

With the return from Europe of Albert Hertz, con-
ductor of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, which
will be about September 15. final arrangements will be
made for the orchestra's coming season which is to
open in the Curran Theatre on October 19. Among the
many new works which Mr. Hertz has already forward-
ed for production this winter are compositions by
Arthur de Greef. Eugene Goosens, Gustav Hoist. Arthur
Bliss and other works by Ravel. Rimsky-Korsakow.
Massenet, and Saint-Saens which will be heard here for
the first time.

During the summer improvements have been made at
the Curran Theatre in preparation for the opening of the
symphony season, one of the principal items being the
removal of a number of seats which were found to be
too small for comfort and replacing them with wider
seats. This has reduced the seating capacity somewhat,
but the management believes that the comfort of pa-
trons is a matter of greater importance. However, this
reduction in capacity is not in keeping with the sale of
season tickets, for the box office at Sherman Clay &
Co.'s reports a demand for reservations far in advance
of any previous season. One of the features which seems
to be attracting many new purchasers is the privilege
of reserving seats and paying for them at any time
before the opening of the season.

ROSE FLORENCE GIVES MUSICAL EVENING

Madam Rose Florence, the well known mezzo-soprano
soloist and vocal instructress, gave an evening of song
in her new residence at Belvedere. Several hundred
guests attended this house warming and musical event.
The program, which was of a classical nature, was ren-
dered by students of Madam Florence in a most praise-
worthy manner. The opening group consisting of O Del
mio dolce Ardor (Gluck). Verborgenheit (Hugo Wolf).
Song of the Open (La Forge), was exquisitely sung by
Mrs. Charles F. Preusser, whose mezzo soprano voice
is especially adapted to the lieder as well as is her
style of interpretation. Miss Irene Carroll, with Miss
Helen McCloy. sang Walthew's duet. It was a Lover
and His Lass. Miss Leonore Keithly. a young vocalist
who is bound to he heard from in the field of art. sang
La Nuit d'autrefois (Rena Baton). Seguedille from Car-
men (Bizet). Will o' the Wisp (Sprossl. Miss Keithly
has an abundance of temperament which she infuses
into her singing and this natural quality, along with
her splendid vocal shooling. causes her singing to be
of a highly artistic nature. At the end of the pro-
gram the guests insisted upon hearing Madame Flor-
ence who graciously added to an already generous eve-
ning of music by interpreting Extacy of Rummell and
Valvarde's Clavelitos as only Madame Florence with
her magnificent contralto voice, her natural musical
taste and her intelligent conception of every song she
interprets can render them.

MARY GARDEN TO OPEN S. F. CONCERT SEASON

Selby C. Oppenheimer announces that Mary Garden
will be his first concert attraction for the coming
musical season, appearing in the Exposition Auditorium
on Sunday afternoon. October 21 next. As a concert
artist Mary Garden enjoys a unique position in her
chosen field. There is nothing hackneyed about the
Mary Garden programs, nothing ordinary in the choice
of her program selections. While an aria or two from
her famous roles may be expected Miss Garden realizes
that the concert platform calls tor unusual literature.
and she has combed the world, old and new. to find
novelties and interesting works. It is claimed by the
most eminent critics that the fair Thais. Salome and
Monna Vanna presents a radiant picture gowned for
her concert work.

Advices come from Paris, where Miss Garden is at
present spending her vacation, that she has secured
a number of unique dress creations for her coming
tour, and that she will display some rare gowns during
her coming concert appearances. The Garden voice and
art are individual. The famous artist is a stickler
for the conventions in singing, and is said to present
her selections with consummate art. A Mary Garden
interpretation of a song or an aria may be accepted as
something decidedly individualistic in style. She will
be assisted by the eminent celist. Gutia Cassini, and
by a pianist of international fame. Miss Garden is
scheduled for but one concert in San Francisco, which
will be her only appearance in California north of
Los Angeles.

E. J. Jurgensen has been appointed manager of the re-
tail department of the Baldwin Piano House. San Fran-
cisco. Mr. Jurgensen. who has been in the wholesale
department of the Baldwin Company, for the past
twelve years on the Pacific Coast, came originally from
Cmcinnati. where he was connected with the firm's
general offices. He is popular with the trade, both in
that city and on the Coast.

Mrs. Laura Jones Rawlinson, Normal teacher of the
Dunning System of Improved Music Study for Beginners
has returned from the Northwest where she had a fine
class of students and she is now ready again to resume
her class in teachers' training in the'hay communities.
Mrs. Rawlinson. has been very active since first coming
to San Francisco and vicinity, having given twenty-seven
lectures in Fresno. Sacramento. San Francisco Berke-
ley and Oakland. Her work is specially suited to those
who intend to prepare themselves to become teachers
and surely her class should become filled very quickly

Articles of General Musical interest
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THEY LEARN FROM THE BIRDS

A couple of months ago an elderly man stopped at my
studio to tell me of the pleasure he experienced in hear-
ing one of the oratorios given at Trinity church. He
told me he had not expected to hear such music in San
Jose. "For." said he. "it is not easy to train people in
San Jose to sing. There are so few birds here to teach
them how."
He went on to say that it was by hearing the birds

sing that people best learn to sing. And although I doubt
the entire accuracy of his observation as related to the
number of songbirds in San Jose, either feathered or
human, there is no doubt that there is an element of
truth in the statement that the song of the birds has
inspired the singing of the human songsters. To me
the tracing back of song to its origin is an interesting
pursuit. Let us together stray into this path of knowl-
edge for a brief space of time.

It is apparent to anyone who spends a moment of
thought on the matter that the first musical efforts must
have been vocal. The use of the human voice, the instru-
ment bestowed by God on man must have antedated
the employment of any artificial instruments. It is
also apparent that music is innate in practically every
human breast. We have only to reflect that the average
man pays more attention to music than he pavs to paint-
ing, to sculpture, to literature, with the exception of
the periodicals, to see that music is more of his life than
any other branch of art. We can easily see, then, that
in the first dawn of history man endeavored to produce
those pleasing sounds we know as music. His first ef-
forts were doubtless of a crude type, perhaps music of
a declamatory type on a monotone, more than anything
else. But who shall say that when he began his attempts
at melody he did not in fact endeavor to imitate the
birds in melodic lines?

In most essential things man is very much of a sav-
age, and he does much as did his savage ancestors in
bygone days. Music is no exception to th's rule. If we
listen to the rags-bottles-sacks man as he goes down the
street calling his wares we find that he usually sings
his retrain in intervals of a minor third or a perfect
fourth. The man calling strawberries or watermelons
does the same thing. I have often noted that street ped-
dlers who advertise-by mouth almost always sing their
words.
Now. it is a peculiar thing but one that is true that

birds make use of these same intervals. But their song
is one of greater clarity and beauty than the natural
cry of man, for whereas almost all birds have a beautiful
song naturally the voices of humans must be cultivated
in order to make them sing well, as a rule. Therefore
would it be at all wonderful it the philosphy of the gen-
tleman of whom I spoke in the beginning of this article
were true, that is. that humans would sing better living
where they heard the beautiful songs of birds often?

It has taken a long process of evolution to bring the
song of the human being to its present stage of perfec-
tion. Yet. when we desire to compliment a singer we
say that she has birdlike tones. So. after all, perhaps
the old gentleman was right, and it is actually true that
the people of San Jose, or any other locality, would sing
better if these people heard oftener the beautiful songs
of the birds.

Lawrence Strauss, California's brilliant artist, sang
for the second time before the Community Art Center
at Santa Barbara. This most recent appearance was
on July 29 on which occasion over a thousand people
heard Mr. Strauss and gave him every evidence of their
genuine admiration of his art. The Santa Barbara
papers published the following paragraphs concerning
the work of Mr. Strauss:
The Morning Press, -July 31.—The singing of Law-

rence Strauss, the soloist of the afternoon, was looked
forward to with unusual expectation by those who had
the pleasure of hearing him before, when he sang with
the orchestra—and their expectations were realized to
the full. His voice is under such perfect control that
the pleasure of his singing is in his interpretation of
the music. His enunciation is unusually perfect, and
his voice of a lovely quality. While all the songs were
charmingly done, the one that lingers with a haunting
beauty "Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes." and "The
Stairway." Mr. Strauss was recalled for an encore
when he sang "Cargoes" and the audience reluctantly
gave up a second encore.

Daily News, July 30—The soloist was Lawrence
Strauss, a tenor possessing a very pleasing voice, with
methods that stamp him a past master of Lied singers
Mr. Strauss has been heard here before and at his first
appearance made himself an instantaneous favorite

Mr. Strauss invest even the simplest' songs with a
grace and charm that captivate the audience, and yes-
terday afternoon he was forced to respond to enthu-
siastic demands for "more."
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Miss Madeline Kirke. secretary of the Musicians' Cho-
ral Ensemble of San Francisco, wishes to correct an
error in her telephone number which appeared in a
recent issue of this paper. The correct number is

Douglas 4293. Arrangements are now being made with
Miss Kirke for membership in the Musicians' Choral
Ensemble and for singing engagements in the Paul
Elder Gallery and the Palace Hotel Gold Ballroom series
of concerts during the season 1923-24.

The Institute of Music of San Jose has been conduct-
ing a very successful summer course. Beginning July 16
this school has been giving a seven weeks' course which
will close September 1. All branches of music have
received attention.

THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA,
which will be published by the Musical Review Co. early
next season, will be an authoritative compilation of all
those who contribute toward the musical life of Cali-
fornia. Not to be represented in this Musical Blue Book
will be synonmous to being absent from a huge assem-
blage of musical people who count in California.

II
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REPERTOIRE OF GRAND OPERA SEASON

The coming season of grand opera to be given by the
San Francisco Opera Association has brought California
into the limelight of public attention throughout the
country, according to Gaetano Merola, director of the
association who has returned from the east from a con-
ference with Chicago and Metropolitan stars engaged
for the season. The season will be from September 26th
to October 8th in the exposition auditorium, San Fran-
cisco. The sale of seats is now open to guarantors. On
August 27th the seat sale will be thrown open to the
general public.

"Music lovers in the east are keenly alert to the
significance of making San Francisco the music center
of the west and establishing opera here on a permanent
basis," said Merola. "This was reflected in the requests
I received from the music critics of the large metro-
politan papers for interviews outlining the plans of the
San Francisco Opera Association."

The sincerity and earnestness of San Francisco's ef-
fort was established in eastern minds through the tal-

ent enrolled, according to Merola. The best of both
the Metropolitan and the Chicago Grand Opera Com-
panies have been booked for the season here. All of
the leading stars of the east will bring their costumes
with them.

"The production here will be on a scale commen-
surate with the significance of the advent of San Fran-
cisco's own opera." said Merola. "The repertoire has
been selected with the greatest care. The best in stage
technique will be employed in the productions from
the standpoint of scenery and lighting."

The schedule of operas to be given together with
the principals in each are as follows:
Wednesday evening, September 26th—La Boheme,

Martinelli, Gandolfl, Didur, D'Angelo, Ananian, Mario
and Young.

Thursday evening, September 27th—Andrea Chenier

—

Gigli, De Luca. Didur, Paltrinieri, D'.\ngelo, Ananian,
Saroya, Fernanda, Johnstone.
Saturday afternoon, September 29th—II Tabarro

—

Tokatyan, De Luca, Didur, Paltrinieri. Suor Angelica

—

D'Angelo and Ananian. Gianni Schicchi—Saroya, Fer-
nanda, Epton, Lazelle, Young.
Monday evening, October 1st—Mephistophele—Gigli,

Didur. Saroya. Fernanda.
Tuesday evening. October 2nd—La Tosca—Martinelli,

De Luca, Saroya.
Thursday evening, October 4th—Romeo and Juliet

—

(in FrenchI Gigli, De Luca, Didur, D'Angelo, Ananian,
Paltrinieri, Mario, Fernanda. Johnstone.
Saturday afternoon. October 6th—Pagliacci—Marti-

nelli. De Luca, Gandolfl, Paltrinieri. Mario. Gianni
Schicchi—Tokatyan. De Luca, Gandolfl, Paltrinieri,
Epton.
Monday evening. October Sth

—
'Rigoletto—Gigli, De

Luca, Didur. Alario. Fernanda.

ASHLEY PETTIS, AMERICAN PIANIST

It is to the young that we must look for our pioner-rs.
whether it be in deeds of courage, or in great adven-
tures. There are many different ways of showing brav-
ery, and it is not entirely a physical reaction. It takes
far greater moral strength to be individual, and in cham-
pioning tlie works of the younger American composers,
Ashley Pettis has shown that he has not only the right
sort of courage, but the inner conviction in the cause he
is championing, and so his announcement as the Torch-
bearer of American music is but the crest of the shield
of a new Launcelot. Like the knight of olden date, he,
too. has girded himself for a fray, sure of victory,
strong in the belief of the right of his cause.
Much of the music he will play is new. many works

will have first performances. He has deliberately taken
time and trouble to search out the very best of the
newer voices, speaking in American music, to a country
as yet inattentive to the messages which they are
sounding. He has gone to all corners of the vastnesses
of our land and in each quarter has found some one
voice which deserves attention. Not only has he made
it representative, but he has linked it in direct line from
the older work of MacDowell, who has been the first
composer with both European and American recogni-
tion. The old and the new are linked in many ways. It

is not only the sequence of events, but also the con-
tinued upholding of the torch of musical freedom, which
the newer men and women are seeking to do. Three
women are to be found on this program, Marion Bauer,
Miss 'Van Katwik, and Rosalie Housman, the latter two
having these works played as first performances. Fred-
erick Jacobi is a native Californian, though his work
has been done in the east. He is a member of the
American Guild, as is Miss Bauer, also of tar western
birth.

Ashley Pettis has played in the largest cities of the
east—New York, Boston and elsewhere—has toured ex-
tensively, and has been unusually well received when-
ever he has concertised. Of all the younger men New
York has heard, and there are countless numbers of
them, he has received and deserved the highest critical
awards. He has appeared with the London String Quar-
tet and other ensemble organizations, with prominent
clubs, and at Steinway hall, by invitation, which is an
accolade to any aspiring artist. His personal modesty,
simple manner and poetic performances have won him
many friends and re-engagements, and it is a pleasure
to announce his return to the west in the late fall of
this year. He will play under the auspices of the uni-
versity course (Extension department) and includes his
American program, whenever he plays. San Francisco,
Berkeley and Los Angeles are among the cities who
will extend the hand of welcome to this returning
pianist, and give him the approval which has already
been accorded elsewhere.

During the first eight months of 1923 alone our
Service Department made available to

each Active Progressive
Series Teacher

An Outright Gift of Over
$100.00 Worth of Material
Think of being associated with a Society with a Service Department which is

constantly giving away free material in such proportions to thousands of
teacher-members! Imagine the worth of the total benefits of Membership!
How would you like to have complete equipment for a model studio available
through a simple plan of co-operation without costing you a cent? Could you
use a brand new, practical music cabinet, daily record card, daily material file,

blackboard, writing boards, etc., if they were given to you ?

Certification to teach the

PROGRESSIVE SERIES OF PIANO LESSONS
not only brings the privilege of using the knowledge, the artistry, the experi-
ence of Leopold Godowsky, and over forty other famous contributing editors,
as they themselves have recorded it, but it brings through the Service Depart-
ment to all Active Teachers all of the fre^ services of this Society as well.
Active Progressive Series Teachers receive a free copy of each new, especially
prepared piece of text material as another part of our free service to teachers.
Read the attractive August issue, which alone is worth $17.10—available with-
out a cent of cost

:

Original Compositions

GRADE I-A
120, Plantation Scene—Kroeffer
121, An Old-Fashioned Dance—Joh
122, A Summer Lullaby, Tone Piclu
123, Waiimg Spring, Tone Picture »

12+, Music Everywhere, Tone Pktu
12i, April Foohng, Tone Picture Set

GRADE 1-B

211, Merry Jingle—Cf</n'f Lemoni

GRADE 2-A
315, The Camel Driver—//. If. Lo
316, A True Seorv-//. If. Loomis
317, Wood Sprites—//. W . Loomis
318, Halloween—//. IV. Loomis
319, Pictures in The Fire-//. W . L
320, Mermaids—//. If. Loomis

GRADE 3-B

637, In ArcnAy—Henry HolJen Hu

Standard Compositions Specially Edited

By Leopold Godowsky—Emil Sauer

GRADE 3-B
640 Ser mta—Moszko'wski
6+1, Iro is Ecossaises

—

Chopin
6++, Mu leal Snuff Box—LiadoT
6+6, Ser nade

—

Jensen

GRADE +-B
813, Ron ance in F tAinor—Tchaikovsky
81+, The Maiden's V/iih—Chopin-Liszt

GRADE 5-A
913, The hatii—Glinka-Balakirei'
91+, Nov elette in 7—Schumann
915, Pole naise. Op. 26, No. 1—Chopin

GRADE SB

GRADE 6-A

No. 1110, Berceme—Chopin

GRADE 7-B

Mo. 1+05, Impromptu in F Sharp—C/;o^/n

Studies Specially Edited

By Leopold Godowsky
GRADE 2-B GRADE 3-A

No. S0+, Bertini, Op. 100, No. 12

No. 512, Concone, Op. 2+, No. 7

No. 521, Heller, Op. +6, No. II

No. 522, Heller, Op. +6, No. 23
No. 523, Heller, Op. +7, No. 8

No. 52+, Heller, Op. +7, No. 11

GRADE 3-B

No. 621, Heller, Op. +6, No. I

No. 622, Heller, Op. +6, No. 7

No. 623, Heller, Op. +6, No. 8

GRADE +-A
No. 717, Heller, Op. +6, No. 5

Op. 2+, No. +

No. +15, Heller, Op. +7, No. 15

No. +28, Streabbog, Op. 63, No.

Piano teachers, get all the full information and facts about the Progressive Ser-
ies of Piano Lessons and the benefits of membership in this Society. This is

worth vour immediate action!

Art Publication Society
4517-19 OLIVE STREET, Dept. T.-4

ST. LOUIS
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623

Yokohama in Septemb^

1922, (exact date unk
It came about this way. One
ing early in the month, one

Lang of San Franrisro found

morning mail this telegram:

first steamer No. 10778 zini

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

AM a pia
It is my b

things about the piano of
a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the
most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the
structural elements be-
hind that quality, it is

mv job to observe for

him.
1 have just passed

through an experience
with the two most remark,

able instruments that ever came into my charge.

Knowing that one of them came from Kohler & Chase,

I have made it a point to see them in Si

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on lour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months^

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778
was lost in the snows of Manchuria for
two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for
its traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same lime No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up
together —tended by the same
bands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Y'okohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, Califorma, iWny 22, 1923.
fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of
the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for
nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-
ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a
pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits
Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-
ships, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-
dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-
ment. Francis E. Jones,

London and Buenos Aires.

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Leopold Godo^vsky
Who, with rare consideration, concedes to his piano tuner the
privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again

—

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
ajiy other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos
(not specially made), one from the l\ew York warerooms
and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER er-CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMnco

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as
They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Musx Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

The overture was a composition from the pen of
one of the greatest modern Russians and is universally
known under traditional interpretation. The writer has
seldom listened to a more boresome. uninspired, down-
right ridiculous performance. "Flashy" liberties were
taken with tempi and phrasing: cheap climaxes and
anti-climaxes were achieved; attempting to conduct
without a score he would, upon making a horn entrance,
look at. and motion to the basses; for a 'cello entrance,
he would look at perhaps the trumpets. The general per.
formance of this magnificent composition would cause
its composer to turn over in his grave. The great, self-
admitted genius was in short, merely an animated met-
ronome, and not even a good one at that. The writer left
the theatre a sadder but wiser man, with his faith in

human nature again badly shaken.

Tliis is the type of conductor the managers will con-
tinually foist upon their public; men whose musical
knowledge is infinitesimal, but who possess inate busi-
ness ability and salesmanship and what is called
"flash", show-man-ship, and "blah", sufficient to tem-
porarily dazzle the manager and public alike. It is a
truism that when a foreign and an American con-
ductor are of absolutely equal merit, the foreign con-
ductor is usually engaged. This pandering by Ameri-
can managers to everything foreign is one cause of the
sub-normal development of American music and musi-
cians, for the manager by consistently engaging this in-

tensly low-browed foreign talent, gains an easy reputa-
tion in accordance with established prejudices. When
the American theatre manager reaches the point in his
education where long hair, ridiculous eccentricities and,
to use an un-definable but potent word, "blah", do not
influence him in his choice of conductors and musi-
cians, America will be better and cleaner, musically.

The general question of fitness, knowledge, and abil-
ity in conductors of picture orchestras is of such great i

importance, to those interested in better music for the
"movies", that it will bear further discussion and analy-
sis. Leaving the ignorant, incapable foreigner now, and I

looking throughout the field, there are several kinds o{ I

orchestra conductors. There are those who merely
(

beat time, leaving the question of dynamics and phras-
ing entirely to the pleasure of the orchestra. Then there
are those who lack musical character enough to force
an orchestra to follow them, and who merely follow the
audible lead of the concertmeister. These two types
of conductors are unfortunately common in the field of
commercial music.

We have conductors who possess a certain amount of
stolid executive ability, enough so that they can force
an orchestra to follow them, but who lack even rudi-
mentary traces of temperament, refinement and musical
taste; who never employ rubato in their conducting and
who seem to believe that th«ir men are not earning
their money unless they are playing as loudly as possi-
ble all of the time. Their results are characterized by
solid, heavy, rhythmic effects, monotonous in the ex-
treme, unrelieved by nuance or shading, and wearying
to the auditor as is a snow-bound, deserted plain to the
eye. This last type of conductor is legion in our picture ij

theatres and he is responsible, to a large extent, foti]
the low artistic status accredited to moving plcturoij
music in general, by competent critics.

Besides musical scholarship, personal magnetisnii i]

imagination, and the other essentials touched upoilii
there is one further attribute requisite to the picturtjil
conductor. It is high standards of comparason, upoftlj
which depends, to a great extent, high ideals. •

If the theatre music is to he above the jazz orchestral]
and ordinary small orchestra category in artistic qual-l|
ity, the conductor must have lived in an atmosphere i

the best music, from the best composers, in his pas|
If his concept of the "best" in music is measured
the performance of a dance orchestra, or even that
some average small theatre combination such as th^
of violin, cornet, trombone, piano, clarinet and dr
which seem to be a favorite assortment in vaudevild
circles, then his musical products will be correspond
ingly low and limited in quality.

Case after case could be named where prostittition 1

being daily—hourly—practiced in the name of the l4
visible art in large and small orchestras, throughotl.
these United States, under men of this unimaginative^ij
stolid, non-magnetic, musically and culturally ignoraq|l
type. The city of Washington, D. C. is acceptedly 41
center of culture. One year ago, it maintained soma<{
four or five orchestras comprising thirty and more meiii
each. Each and all were musical abominations, under']
the direction of charlatans of the most pronounceil
type.

(To be continued)
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CaGfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

As far as I could a.scertain there have been no great mu.sic festivals

given in California. It is true a few local events in interior cities

jemploying soloists from the State have met with passing local

.recognition. But great festivals where big symphony orchestras are employed,

itogether with artists of national and international reputation and e.xtending

lover a period of three and four days, are not on record. California is so

:ideal from a climatic .standpoint that it is strange that Ea.stern States have

found it expedient to give great annual musical festivals, while. California

has yet to inaugurate its first real music festival. San Francisco with its

'lack of a big choral society, has some cause for its laxity, but Los Angeles

iwith its splendid choruses and its Hollywood Bowl surely has no excuse to

postpone any longer the joy that may be derived from a splendid open air

jtiusic festival, specially when such a wonderful sponsor of all that is good

in music like Schumann-Heink spenfls her summers in Coronado.

i I shall conclude these preliminary remarks with a few comments

pn the future of American artists and American music and the reasons

why the general public has not yet cultivated a sufficiently staunch loyalty

toward it own disciples of musical art. I shall endeavor to answer the last

half of this contention first. There exists today in California as everywhere

!in the United States an attitude toward music that is principally com-

imercial. In other words prospective artists and composers are greatly

influenced by the idea that they must earn money as quickly as possible,

that if fortunes can be earned quickly b)- means of general sales of a com-

position it does not make any difference how poor the quality of such com-

position as long as the financial reward is ample. As long as this com-

Jnercial attitude toward music hypnotizes the minds of competent mu-
sicians, creative art must of necessity suffer somewhat. Students, parents

.ind teachers, tor*, seem to be influenced by this greed to make music a pay-

ing investment rather than a serious study the fundamental success of

which depends upon the thoroughness of its acquisition.

Sooner or later the time will come when American students will under-

stand that in order to become great artists and composers they must be

iible to grasp music thoroughly, that is to say they must have studied it

iH the same manner as they study reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,

,:hemistry, etc., namely, in order to KNOW it ABS(JLUTELY. and not in

,)rdtr to "get rich quick," nor in order to become famous. To study music

'n a manner to thoroughly comprehend its manifold intricacies takes time

j—very much time. And if not sufticient time is devoted to laying the

'oundation to a future career no artist, composer or teacher will be able to

maintain his position for an}' length of time. Thoroughness and efiiciency

in technical matters and practical experience in the matter of emotional

exp5pssion and the development of an individualistic style require years

of consistent and persistent application. Nothing worth while can be

achieved without hard and tedious work, and no artist can gain the respect

and admiration of his fellow men except he is willing to suffer the dis-

appointments, heart-aches, sacrifices and discouragements that always ])re-

cedes a worth while career.

There can not be any question concerning tlie actual birth of an

American National School of Music Composition until the various elements

locating in this country from foreign lands become sufficiently amalga-

mated to think and act according to national ideals.

(To be continued)

THE WAYFARER
The greatest pageant of all time

4,000 trained voices and 3,000 actors,

making a total of 7,000 participants,

on the largest stage ever constructed,

will present THE WAYFARER at

the COLISEUM in Los Angeles, Sep-
tember 8th to 15th.

THE WAYFARER is the very zenith

of pageantry, and it will have its finest,

its largest and its most finished presen-

tation in Los Angeles. For additional

information, address Merle Armitage,
Business Manager, 727 S. Hill Street,

Los Angeles. Singers should enroll in

this great chorus.

SEPTEMBER 8 TO 15 WILL BE WAYFARER WEEK
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The Hollywood Biiwl and the Pacific Pallisades Chau-

tauqua Concerts at Santa Monica provided most of the

musical tare lor the last week. Conductor Emil Ober-

hoft'er seems to be "en raport" with the men. One gets

the impression from listening to his concerts and watch-

ing the little asides between selections that leader and

musicians are mutually proud of each other, enjoy work-

ing together. This man dispenses some secret oil of

human nature that brings about harmonious conditions

in which an orchestra, hard pressed for time

is able to get the maximum effect possible

out of scanty rehersals Oberhotter appeals to

the intelligence of his players, he is able to give them
a working idea of what he wants. Instead of practising

over and over the works to be played, he has an un-

erring instinct tor the essential points. Playing tour

times a week, the orchestra is fortunate in having a

man who knows just what he wants, and whose inter-

pretations are human, rather than predominantly in-

tellectual, '"l
Each week he grows in popular esteem, and this not

because he caters to popular taste with some type of

music which is calculated to please. His programs are

excellent musically. The secret of his popularity lies

in the universally understood interpretations which he

gives to his numbers. Although Beethoven is often

played, he is not generally considered popular music,

yet Oberhotter deeply impresses large audiences with

the music of this composer. Two weeks ago the Fifth

Symphony, last Tuesday, the seventh were given. The
rythmic sense is so marked, the many voices are kept

so pure and distinct, the whole so warmly played that,

sit where you will in the vast Bowl, you will find those

about you. no matter to what class musically they may
seem to belong, held in a moved silence, following in

themselves the flow of the music.

This is a tremendous and significant achievement.

Hold what opinions we may about art under democ-

racy, the Bowl concerts prove that enjoyment of tine

art is largely a matter of sympathetic interpretation

in an adequate and pleasant setting, and enjoyment must
always be the basis of intelligent appreciation. Goethe

held that great art, greatly by interpretation was univer-

sally understood.
On Tuesday night, I missed the Ruy Bias overture,

and entered during the first movement of Beethovan
Symphony No. 7. The second movement, which is so

easily dragged, was played lightly with an unbroken
tempo. The mood of each variation was beautifully

caught, without any bbreaking-up of organic oneness.

The audience was profoundly stirred, and after the ap-

plause, Conductor Oberhotter said that the orchestra

had so enjoyed working on the symphony, that it

the audience wished it they could hear the scherzo,

which he likened to a dance of nymphs and fauns. The
audiencJ enthusiastically approved, and we were treated

to Beethoven in one of his happiest nature-moods. Ober-

hoffer's treatment of the Rienzi overture seemed to

me one of his triumphs. One looks forward to the stir-

ring brass passages ot this work, and here we were not

dissappointed,
Kothing on the program elicited greater applause

than Herma Menth's rendition ot the Liszt Concerto

tor Piano and Orchestra in E Flat. The vivacious lit-

tle Viennese brought to this often-played concerto, a

very individual pianistic sense. Rhythmically her play-

ing left little to be desired. Her interpretatiion was
interesting ttroughout, because she has a keen feeling

for v/hE.t the painter calls 'textures." Each phrnse has

its own especial coloring. As encore she gave a vivid

interpretation to Albenitz's Sequedilla. The program
closed with Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance.

The Los Angeles Trio, consisting ot May MacDonald
Hope, pianist, Ilya Bronson, violoncellist, and Calmon
Luboviski, violinist, who are conceded to be among
the best ensemble of musicians in Western America, are

to present a most diversified program at the Pacific

Palisades Chatauqua on Wednesday evening, August
15th. The program to be presented includes: Trio D
Minor Op. 49 (Mendelssohn-Bartholdy), Los Angeles
Trio: 'Cello solo, Nocturne (Dvorak), Ilya Bronson,
Piano Solo, Rhapsodie 12 (Liszt), May MacDonald
Hope: Violin Solo, Introduction and Tarantelle (Sara-

sate), Calmon Luboviski; Rondo from Trio in D Major
(Haydn); Elegia and Allegro from the Arensky Trio,

Los Angeles Trio.

Philharmonic Orchestra—Time was—and not so long

ago either—that when composers of music were men-
tioned we conjured up a mental picture of a long haired,

emmaciated and generally unkempt indivdual wth an
aloof, absorbed air ot detachment and sometimes glit-

tering eye a la the Ancient Mariner and we rather
pitied the poor devil his obsession and took it for

granted that he was foredoomed to wander through
life without enjoying many of the material pleasures
that most of us set so much store by. Rut that is evi-

dently an exploded theory—at least so tar as composers
resident in the Golden State ot California are con-
cerned—tor there is a snug little sum of fifteen hun-
dred dollars in Los Angeles waiting tor some California

'The KNABE is without a peer!'

says Florence Middaugh, Contralto

Read this acconiplislieil artiste'.s letter— it is typical of

tltcju.saiids we receive from eiitliiisiastic Knabe users:

"'J In- Kiwbc is zcitlioiit a f^ccr. The sweetness and

ilef'lh (if its lone make it all that eoiiUI be desired."

HILL STREET "^^ AT 7S.T~7Z9
Los Angeles

composer to come along and claim it and so far only

one contestant has entered the lists.

Some months ago. Mr. W. A. Clark, Jr., founder ot

the Philharmonic Orchestra ot Los Angeles, announced
a musical contest open to composers ot the State ot

California and ottered a prize ot one thousand dollars

tor the best symphony or symphonic poem for orches-

tra and another prize ot five hundred dollars for the

best chamber music composition. It was stipulated that

the contestants must be American citizens and residents

of the State of California and that the works submitted

must be original compositions and must not have been
published or performed before. And, notwithstanding

that all compositions must be submitted prior to Sep-

tember 1st, 1923, to be considered in the award, there

has been just one work submitted to date.

A notable addition to the directorate ot the Philhar-

monic Orchestra has recently been made in the elec-

tion to the board ot directors of Mrs. William A. Ed-

wards of Freemont Place.

Mrs. Edwards (nee Tatt) comes ot a family ot music
lovers and music patrons, her sister-in-law, Mrs.

Charles P. Tatt, being President ot the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra Association while her nephews, Mr.
Robert A. Taft and Mr. Charles P. Tatt III, are both
members of the board of directors of the same organi-

zation.

Mrs. Edwards has been interested in music as a cul-

tural force tor years and the Philharmonic Orchestra
and the music lovers ot Los Angeles generally are to

be congratulated on her consenting to become aftil-

liated with the directorate.

Definite announcement comes from Sid Grauman that

an entire change ot policy will soon be adopted at his

famous million dollar theatre at Third and Broadway. A
complete transtornmtion will be effected, both in the
appearance of the house and the program presented.

Only the very biggest of special productions will be
shown which will be accompanied by elaborate stage
presentations, musical settings and skillfully contrived
lighting effects. There will be two performances
daily—one in the afternoon and one in the evening. All

seats will be reserved and on sale two weeks in ad-

vance tor each picture. The prices will be 82 cents,

$1.10 and ?1.65.

Additional features will be installed within and out-

side of the theatre and it is predicted that Third and
Broadway will be the most brilliant spot on the coast.

According to Mr. Grauman, he is now negotiating for

all of the big pictures in the market and he plans to

make his million dollar theatre the home of the finest

in photoplays, music and stage presentations.

In September from the Sth to the 15th there will be
given in Los .\ngeles' new Coliseum one of the greatest
spectacles in the history ot pageantry. The Wayfarer.
Although The Wayfarer has had former presentations
in Columbus. Ohio, in Madison Square Garden. New
York, and in Seattle, the plans of The Wayfarer Society
of California call for a larger cast, a greater scenic in-

vestiture and a more elaborate concept, and a greater
outlay of money than any previous production. Southern
California is an ideal place for The Wayfarer's produc-
tion. The Coliseum is second to none in the world and
within a radius of 100 miles of Los Angeles, live over
one and one-half million prosperous people, not includ-

ing the thousands ot visitors. Thirty-five Los Angeles
citizens prominent in business, civic and professional
affairs in the Southland have underwritten this project
which will cost approximately $125,000.00 to produce.

L. E. Behymer
MANAGER OF DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS

Executive Offices:

705 Auditorium BIdg., Los Angeles

GERTRUDE ROSS
COMPOSER-PI AN ISTE

ALMA STETZLER
VOICE CULTURE—COACHING IIV RF.PERTOIUB

OPERA CLASSES INCi.UnING COSIPLETE
PRESENTATIONS

StDdIo 1324 S. Fleaeroa. Phone 21H0K

CALMON LUBOVISKI
CONCERT VIOLINIST

I

ROLAND PAUL—VOICE
Taeadar. WedneNilny, Triitny .'VfternooDa
Eean School. Phonrn 'HHm or 271330
i:i24 Sonlh FlEuiTon. l.o« Angflc»

SYLVAIN NOACK
CONCERT MASTER PHII.II ARMO.MC OKCIlESTIlA

Conoei-ln anil Ri'i'K.nlH
Dlanaeement Dim. Caroline C. Smith. 4'i4 Alldilorlum Rldlc.

ILYA BRONSON ''"''° 't'"-'"""
11^ I /I UrvWllOXJII Philharmonic Orcholra

Member Trio Inlime, I.on AnKclen Trio. PhilhnrmonK
Quartet. in»<rucllon. Chuniher Slualc Rccllala

S«ir> La MIrudn—Phone Holly :<044

A.KOODLAGH
VIOI.IN MAKER AM) REPAIRER

ConnolNMelir—ApiiriilMer
n03 Majcatic Theatre BIdK.. I.oa Anicelra Phone lirO-K

LOS ANGELES

CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

GREATER CONCERT ORCHESTRA
CARLI D. ELINOR, Director

DION ROMANDY, Associate Director

50 MUSICIANS
PROGRAM I'OR MEEK OF AUGUST )»

(a) SWEETHE.\RTS Hcrhert
(b) VAL.se TRISTE - Slliellua

(e) PAR.VDE OP THB WOODEN SOLDIERS
Jeaael

In Conjnncllon >Vlth the >'ew Production
of Rex llrnch'a

"THE SPOILERS"
.1 Jeaae 11. Hamilton Production. Directed by

Lambert lllllyer. Releaaed by Goldwyn - Coanio-
•nlltnn.
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Alexander Bevani i Claire Forbes Crane
OPERATIC COACHING

TONE DEVELOPMENT AND VOICE PRODUCTION
Suite 612 So. Calif. Music Co. Bldg.

PIANIST^
Phone 822-520

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of the Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliated Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-

dena, Pomona, Rcdlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wilton Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr Scholl

ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TK \CIIKH-\t<O^II'AMST
Piano. liar ny. 'Iht-ory

Cllildreii's Classes a Siieclally

110 MuKir-Ar< Sludio—NSIISI Res. Phone Boyle S83I

FREDERICK NORTH
ART OF SINGING

802 Southern Calif. Music Co. Bldg., Los Angeles

For Appointment Phone 766-509

:OELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

JOHN SMALLMAN
tsiiiiti.i:) tagoaUt.

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
1 CONTRALTO School of Vocal An
I

Studio: Tahoe lluiltlini; i>lncilo\vell <'lah Rooms)
L For Information ites. I'hone 74I«-I

I MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ANN THOMPSON-Pranis/e
PIAMST OF ri:HSO\AMTV

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Donn-tonn SIndio removed <o 800 .S. BrondnaT. Room

,1.. Kesidenre .studio. 1147 West Slst St Telephone
est 7707. PIAiVII. HAllMOXV. VOICE COACH. DI-
ECTOK. .lAMISOX <H ARTETTE. ASSISTANT TEACH-
HS: MIIIIAM «EST-HVATT, UI.ENDALE; ELSIE L.
\HI,SON. liOI.I.VW mill

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
tmrrlea's Ponul.-ir Comiioser on lour with TSIAMINA
«st and South: Oct. nod Xov.—Pac. Const: Jan. and Feb.
•Bwt nirwin! I-Vli. nnd Afirll—Cnlifornia: Afirll nnd May

i CIHAliJ.liS BOWJiS
TEACHER OF VOICE

f DAVOL SANDERS *
'VI.mposI.;',^'"''

lead violin Dent.. Cnlleice of Music, U. S. C.—Member
Philhnrmnntc Orcbentrn

01 S. PiKueroB St., I.oa AnRelea Phone Main 2190

ELINOR REMICK WARREN
COMPOSER-PIANISTE

Soni^M
We Two (soprano, wedding' song). Hunlzingcr Co.
The Touch of Spring. 3 keys. Enock & Sons.
The Heart of a Rose, 3 keys. Harold Flammer.
Others (soprano, sacred), H. W. Gray Co.
Little Slippers of the Rain (soprano). Church.
Golden Yesterdays, 2 keys, Flammer.
God Our Refuge (soprano, sacred). H. W. Gray Co.
Fairy Hills of Dream (soprano). Flammer.
Children of the Moon. 1 key. Flammer.
Christmas Morn (soprano), Flammer.
A song of .June (soprano). Schirmer.

Choruses for Women's Voices
Flower Chorus in Spring. Church.
Fairy Hills of Dream, Flammer.
Children of the Moon, Flammer.

Anthems
The Christ Child Smiled (carol for Christmas). H.

W. Gray Co.
Arise. My Heart, and Sing (Easter), H. W. Gray Co.
Christmas Morn. Flammer.
Christ Went Up Into the Hills (double quartette).

H. W. Gray Co.
From Glory Unto Glory (New Year's Anthem).

Flammer.
Soldiers of Christ. Arise!. H. W. Gray Co.

A chorus of 4.000 trained voices is being organized
under the baton of William Tyroler. twelve years assist-

ant conductor at the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York. The entire production will be supervised by
Montgomery Lynch, director of many previous presen-
tations and he will have as his assistant Hugo Kirch-
hofer, well known community leader. Seven carloads
of scenery are required for the production and in addi-
tion to the 4,000 singers there will be 3,000 other par-

ticipants on the world's largest stage which is being
constructed 'specially for The Wayfarer at a cost of

approximately $20,000.00. Being absolutely a non-profit

corporation, the officers of The Wayfarer Society are:
Rufus B. von Kleinsmid of the University of Southern
California. President Motley H Flint, of the Pacific

Southwest Trust and Savings Bank, Vice President;
James T. Fitzgerald of the Fitzgerald Music Company,
Vice-President and Chairman of the Boai'd; Alton E.

Allen, banker, Vice-President and Treasurer: Merle
Armitage. Impressario, Secretary and business mana-
ger: Edgar L. Webster of the New York Life Insurance
Company. General Manager.
Although The Wayfarer is to be produced for its own

sake, because of its tremendous appeal and influence for

good in the community, the beneficiary of its financial

success will be the University of Southern California.

Briefly the story of The Wayfarer is as follows: A pro-

logue called the "God of War" discloses on the mam-
moth stage a battle raging on Flanders field. The W^ay-
farer. an onlooker questions the existence of a Supreme
Being who would allow such slaughter; fears that civ-

ilization is tottering and is filled with dismay. Pray-
ing for enlightenment, it comes to him in the form of

a beautiful woman known as Understanding. She leads

The Wayfarer back through the milestones in the his-

tory of mankind beginning with the Babylonian Cap-
tivity; shows him the great scenes of the Birth of

Christ, The Triumphal Entry, The Cruciflxon, which
form the five big scenes of The Wayfai'er including
The Ressurrection and closing with an epilogue. The
Golden Age. in which every nation on the face of the

earth, every race and every creed march together car-

rying the banners of every known state on the face

of the globe and all marching to a great illuminated

cross with bands playing.

It is a big theme handled in a big way. In many ways
it is the greatest undertaking to claim the attention

of Southern California; it being the first organized ef-

fort to solidity and cement the great detached groups
living in the Southland, many of whom do not yet call

Los j^ngeles "home". One of the most elaborate adver-

tising campaigns ever outlined for a pageant is in pro-

cess of execution which will cover like a blanket the

whole territory from Bakersfield and Santa Bai'bara on
the north to San Diego on the south and Tucson, Ari-

zona on the east. Civic, industrial and commercial or-

ganizations and clubs are joining in the movement to

make September 8th to 1.5th Wayfarer Week in the

true sense of the word.

Olga Steeb, the dstinguished Los Angeles pianist has

left for tl)e North to seek a few weeks of rest and re-

laxation among the tall ti-ees. Miss Steeb hopes to re-

turn to Los Angeles about the first of September much
refreshed in body and mind to superintend the open-

ing of her new venture—The Olga Piano School

—

which will be formerly opened to the public on Septem-
ber 4th with a faculty of twenty-nine teachers, repre-

senting fifteen cities in Southern California.

The director of this school. Olga Steeb. is an artist

of international fame whose achievements are extra-

ordinary, and her wide experience as a teacher enables

her to give to the student, who wishes to specialize as

a teacher, the benefit of her pedagogy. Olga Steeb.

not only believes that students of piano should be en-

coui-aged to develop their gifts along broad cultural

lines in order that they may become musicians rather

than mere performers, but that the study of musical
theory, which consists of harmony, ear training, dic-

tation analysis counterpoint and composition should

form an indispensable asset in the training of the con-
cei-t artist as well as the teacher, so to this end, Fanny
Dillon, the nationally known composer-pianist has been
engaged to head the department of theory and compo-
sition.

Sol Cohen, violinist, and Margaret Messer Morris will
present a most interesting program at the Pacific Pal-
isades Chautauqua on Saturday afternoon, August 18th
at two o'clock, when they will be assisted by Loma
Gregg, pianist. Miss Morris has spent the past six
weeks coaching with Yeatman Griffith and has acquired
some splendid new repertoire. One of the charming
songs which she will sing is Gethsemane, written by
Sol Cohen. It is as yet unpublished, but is one of the
most exquisite bits that talented young man has written.
To close the program Miss Messer will give two songs
with the violin obligato The entire program is as fol-
lows: Ava Mai'ia (Schubert), Margaret .Messer Morris,
Obligato. Sol Cohen; Viennese Melody (Krieslerl

;

Thro' the Snow (Burleighl; Spanish Serenade (Cham-
inade-Kreisler) ; From the Cane Brake (Gardner), Sol
Cohen; Girometta (Sibella); Old Retrain (Kreisler);
11 est bon, il est dour fi'om Herodiode (Massenet), Mar-
garet Messer Moi'ris; Twilight (Massenet); Hobgoblin
(Sol Cohen); .Mazourka (Zarzychkil, Sol Cohen; Thank
God for a Garden ( Lehman 1; Comin' Thio' the Rye (Old
Scotch); Gethsemane (Sol Cohen). Mai-garet Messer
Morris; Memories (Cadman) ; Come Out in the Sweet
Spring Night (Gilberte), Margaret Messer Morris. Obli^
gato, Sol Cohen.

Frieda Peycke will leave shortly for a six weeks'
motor trip to Portland and Seattle following the con-
clusion of one of the most successful seasons of her
career. She has completed twenty-three compositions
since the first of the year, and will open the winter
season, September 2nth at San Gabriel.

Miss Evelyn Miller of Buenos Aires has recently ar-
rived in Los Angeles to take the teacher's course in
whistling with Agnes Woodwai'd, director of the Cali-
fornia School of Artistic Whistling. Miss Miller intends
to return to South America and start a branch of Miss
Woodward's work.

One of the feature programs of the Pacific Palisades
Chautauqua will be the joint program to be presented
by Charles Wakefield Cadman. famous composer-pianist,
and John Smallman. baritone, on Friday evening. Aug-
ust 17. Charles Wakefield Cadman will feature his own
compositions, and .Mr. Smallman will sing French and
English groups as well as four of Cadman's most pop-
ular songs. The Land of the Sky-Blue Watei'. At Dawn-
ing. O Moon Upon the Water, and The West. The whole
program to be presented is as follows: (a) Invocazione
Di Orfeo (Jacopo Peri), This magnificent invocation,
sung by Orpheus, is taken from the Music Drama Euri-
dice. composed in 1600 in honor of the festivities tor
the marriage of Henry I\^ King of Fi-ance, to Maria di
Medici, (b) Passing By (Purcell). John Smallman; (a)
Prelude from Shanewis. (bl Whisper of the Night from
Prairie Sketches, (cl Prayer from The Witch of Salem,
(d) Wolf Dance from Thunderbird Suite. Charles Wake-
field Cadman; (al Claire de Lune (Szulc). (b) Le eouer
de .Ma -Mie (Dalcroze), (cl Celle que je prefere (Four-
drain). Md. John Smallman; Oriental Gi'oup—The Nu-
bian Face on the Nile. The Minstrel of Kashmira, The
Desert's Dusty Face from Omar Khayyam, Charles
Wakefield Cadman; A gi-oup of songs by Charles Wake-
field Cadman—The Land of the Sky-Blue Water, At
Dawning. O .Moon (Tpon the Water, The West, Mi-. John
Smallman.

Louise Kohlmeir Flack, mezzo-soprano and artist pupil
of the noted vocalist Phoebe Ara White is substituting
at the Third Church of Chi'ist Scientist for Cliffoi'd Lott.

Gertrude Cleophas, pianist, will be the soloist at the
Saturday night popular concei't at the Hollywood Bowl,
which occasion is designated as MacDowell night.

Gino Sever!, conductor of the Mission Orchestra, is
using colorful Viennese airs as the theme for the musi-
cal setting for the feature protoplay.

Miss Alta Mae Arnold, di'amatic soprano, won the
scholarship offered by Nilo TroIIi. vocal teacher from
Boston.

California Theatre—Because of the holding over for a
second week of the feature attra<tion. "Three Wise
Fools" at the California Theatre this week, the same
concert progi-am as last week is being presented. D,on
Romandy, leader of the orchestra al the California dur-
ing the absence of Carli Elinor in Europe, has proven
that he has his hand on the pulse of public likes and dis-

likes by his choice of selections. The opening number
on the program for this week is Brahms' "Hungarian
Dance No. 6". Critics are almost unanimous in their con-
tention that this is the famous composer's greatest
composition. Mrs. Claire Forbes Crane, guest pianist for

the week, plays as the second number, an excerpt from
Tschaikowsky's piano concerto in B fiat minor. This is

the longest concerto ever written. Mrs. Ci'ane plays the
march theme and the piano cadenza. -As an encore she
plays a dainty minuotte.
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AS SHEEP
By ANIL DEER

Most interestiiiK to observe is a floc-k of slieep trave-

ling under the supervision of sliepherds and their able

assistants, the dogs. The odd dense ap-

pearing faces, peculiar noses, so well

adapted for grubbing, ever ready to bolt

from the well trodden, well known i)ath,

in some undesirable, rough, rock-strewn
direction, without any apparent plaus-

ible reason. On a long day's journey,
parched with thirst, they will hall on the

. , banks of a stream, be about to quaff a
[»#' welcome draught, perceive one of their

number running wild, all follow his ex-

ample, for no explainable cause, leaving the cool water
untasted. Observing a motionless machine, they con-

tinue their exhibition by climbing on the running board,

some falling against the radiator, all scampering away
at a faint blast from the horn. The shepherds yelling

their Hi! Hi! and the dogs running, barking, rounding
up and nipping their unruly charges.

The tendency of shepherds to insanity is well known
and not to be wondered at. when their solitary lives,

dwelt among such hopeless incompetence, is taken into

consideration. This condition has been much improved
mainly by the rule of having two men with each herd.

The companionship alleviating their lonesomeness to a

large degree. Thus far no improvement in the actions

of the sheep. Even the dogs develop peculiar un-canine
properties. Many having a hopeless, sneering, badgered
look, others more optimistic: when returning with a
straggler, will grin at the shepherd, as if to say. "Did
you ever see anything more innocently exasperating?"
Wool is a necessity, invaluable and for many purposes

not to be duplicated. Lamb, particularly when served
with green peas and browned potatoes, most appetizing,

mutton very strengthening, yet all these good qualities

could remain and their foolish ones be gladly dispensed
with, involving no loss in value.

Often devotees of the arts, science or literature, mis-

led by an incompetent leader, stray from the solid

road-bed. built and known by the experienced as the

best to the desired gcal and scramble on the rock
strewn earth heading tor dangerous chasms, solely to

follow the untrustworthy guide, he. not working from
any logical thought, rushes blindly into danger. If

said leader had a well formulated plan and could better

the path selected—fine! Or if those following were do-

ing so with a developed consciousness of deviation

from sterotyped ways—splendid! That would mean pro-

gress; Unfortunately, as sheep, they stumble on. not
knowing where or wheretor.
Examples of daily occurrence, in many lines, may be

noted. The numerous tonsils removed because of the
fad of the hour, also appendix cases—and what a har-

vest of teeth strew the dental offices. In many cases
the operations were vital, but not all. too many need-
lessly. How many pretty and clever girls have suffered

the tortures of suppressed individualism in a vain en-

deavor to adopt manners and curls a la Pickford. And
how many fine natural voices have been ruined by
trying to imitate the production and style of some idol

of the hour. All innocent sheep.
Develop individuality, original thoughts and ways, a

ground of common sense as a basis. The best in any
field are always individualists. There are many new
worth-while ways of doing all things. Be not like the
man told of. who. tweney-five years ago, decided he
would become an inventor, after puzzling many days
as to what he should invent, said. "Oh! pshaw, every-
thing's been invented." Sheep like, he could only cover
trodden ground; no vision of the limitless fresh pas-
tures beyond.

AUDITORIUM ORGAN RECITAL

The organist at this Sunday afternoon's recital on the
great organ at the Exposition Auditorium will be George
Whitfield Andrews, of Oberlin. Ohio. He has been a
church and concert organist since 1877. has given re-

citals in all the important cities ot the country, and
played at the Chicago. St. Louis. San Diego and San
Francisco World's Fairs. He is a well known composer
for the organ and studied with such masters as Papper-
itz, .Jadassohn. Rheinberger and Abel in Germany, and
with Guilmant and d'Indy in Paris.

Mr. Andrews has also been conductor of the Oberlin
Conservatory Orchestra since 1891). and has directed the
Oberlin Musical Union, a chorus of mixed voices, since
1900, during which time many festivals have been given
with the larger orchestras of the country. One of San
Francisco's favorite sopranos. Marie Partridge Price,
will be the vocalist of the afternoon, and Elizabeth
Alexander will play her accompaniments.

The recital will begin promptly at three o'clock and
Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the Auditorium Commit-
tee of the Board of Supervisors, in charge, announces
that as usual everybody will be welcome, there will be
no reserved seats and the admission will he free. The
complete program is as follows: Third Choral (Franckl

:

Intermezzo (Symphony No. 6) (Widor) ; Soeur monique
(Couperin-Guilmant): (a) Scherzo. (b) Cantabile
(Vierne); Soprano Solo from Monte Pincio IGrieg),
Marie Partridge Price; Passacaglia and Fugue in C
minor (Bach). Ave Maria (Schubert-Nevinl. Love-Death
(Wagner-Gibson I. Soprano Solos, (a) The Soldier's
Bride (Rachmaninoff), (bi Dansons la Gigue ( Poldow-
ski). Marie Partridge Price; Toccata (Symphony No. 1)
(Barnes), (a) Aria, (b) Intermezzo (G. W. Andrews)'
Christus resurrexit IRavanello).

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Behymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Los Angeles

ARRILLAGA COLLEGE ENROLLMENT

"The enrollment in the college for this fall term has
surpassed our expectations." says 'Vincent de Arrillaga,
director of the Arrillaga Mus'cal College on Jackson
street. "Our high standard ot instruction is making
itself felt in the large numbers of students who are
going in tor advanced and serious study. This year
there is a great interest in ensemble playing and we
will pay special attention to that phase of instruction.
Aside from the piano and string ensembles we will or-

ganize an orchestra to which not only college students,
-but players outside the college who wish experience and
the pleasure of orchestral work, will be admitted. You
might tell your subscribers to phone us for the exact
date and more information regarding the orchestra..

"The choral, under the direction of Mynard S. Jones,
will hold its first meeting on Wednesday. September
5th. in the college auditorium. Our faculty numbers
twenty-seven teachers this year and they are preparing
for an extremely busy season. Our pipe-organ is a big
factor in our college work and I believe that we are the
only college on the coast with a pipe-organ in the build-
ing. Our students come from all over the state and we
may be forced yet to build a dormitory to take care of
them. We find business men and women taking a
great interest in music and they are taking advantage
of our evening courses. Our office force has been en-
larged and consultations can be arranged tor any time
in the day or late in the evening.

"The faculty is made up of the following well known
teachers: The Organ Department remains the same—
Ach'lles Artigues. organist ot St. Mary's Cathedral, and
Raymond L. White, organist of the French Church and
Temple Sherith Israel In the Piano Department have
been added George Edwards, well known pianist and
composer, who will also teach composition and counter-
point. Miss Winifred Rogers, well known Canadian pianist
and teacher, besides the following. V. de Arrillaga. A.
Art'Kues. R. L. White. J. C. Had'ey. Carl Rollandi. Opal
Franklin. Ednah Sullivan and Georgia Lindberg. The
Vocal Department has been increased and strengthened
by the coming of Mynard S. Jones, a well known com-
poser and voice consultant. Miss Louise Massey, who
has made such a favorable impression during the past
two years, is looking forward to a very active season.
Mrs. Isaura Quiros de Arrillaga. who has won the hearts
ot those who have heard her sing Spanish, will accept
only a limited number of pupils in interpretive singing.

"In the String Department have been added Emil
Hahl. already known to the San Francisco public: An-
tonine Blaha. a member of the San Francisco Sym-
phony orchestra; Aaron Gutterson. cellist and bass
virtuoso: Eugene Wh'te. assistant to Mr. Willard. and
W. 'Villalpando. and Joseph Willard ot the San Pran-
c'sco Symphony remains with the faculty. The Or-
chestral Department is made up ot the following. Frank
Fragale. clarinet; Herbert Benkman. flute: E. Hern-
andez, saxophone, and Albert Vendt Jr., drums and
xylophone.

"In the Theory Department. J. C. Hadley will teach
harmony: Achille Artigues. John Harraden Pratt and
George Edwards will teach composition and counter-
point. The Solfeggio will be taught by M^ss Ednah
Sullivan, history of music by 'V. de Arrillaga and George
Edwards; choral by Mynard S. Jones; orchestra and
ensemble classes. Joseph Willard and V. de Arrillaga;
diction. Louise Massey. With such a strong faculty and
a high standard maintained throughout the course the
college need have no fear for its graduates in the music
world."

A UNIQUE SERVICE FOR PIANO TEACHERS

The Art Publication Society of St. Louis. Missouri,
publishers ot the Progressive Series ot Piano Lessons
are giving very valuable aid to the piano teachers affil-

iated with them. This well-known institution has a
special Service Department which was created Just for
Ibis function.

It is. of course, impossible to compute in dollars and
cents the value ot the help given to thousands of piano
teachers every year because much of it is of an intang-
ible form. However, in Service ot a tangible nature, it

is interesting to know that during the past eight months
over one hundred dollars worth ot material was made
ava'lable to every Progressive Series Teacher. This
included a seventy-two dollar Model Studio equipment,
comprising a practical music cabinet, daily record card,
daily material file, blackboard, and writing boards. The
equipment is ideal for music teachers as it has been
perfected by development in the Model Studios con-
ducted by this Society in St. Louis. Active Progressive
Series Teachers were also offered free of charge a copy
of all of the new publications issued by this Society.
Many original compositions never before published were
made available, and a large group ot standard com-
positions and studies, specially edited tor the Progres-
sive Series ot Piano Lessons by Leopold Godowaky and
Emil Sauer. Mr. Godowsky is editor ot the Progressive
Series of Piano Lessons.

Piano teachers wishing to avail themselves of this
service can get complete information by writing the Art
Publication Society direct. Their headquarters are lo-

cated at 4.')I7-19 Olive Street. St. Louis.

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Por Concert BngrnKeoentB
nnd loHtruotlon Apply to
Secretary and Manneer of

Western Representative of Lyon A. Healy Harps

Teleiibonr Dnugrlaa 1678

'III!

Siellajelica
COLORATURA SOPRANO]

80O KOHLER CHASE DLDC
SAN FtlANCISCO

.^^^^9^91

h^ritoxte

FANNING
BERTftAND - Bft-OV/N
P£KS01VAL REPRESeNTATIVS
AEOLIAN HALL NEW YORK

DUNCAN SISTERS' SEVENTH WEEK AT ALCAZAR,

The Duncan Sisters' latest and greatest achievement,*
Topsy and Eva. seems in for a real run in San Francisco,
and Thomas Wilkes announces a seventh week of the

production beginning with the matinee August 19th at

his Alcazar Theatre. No hit in recent years has been so

pronounced in San Francisco as this most entertain-
ing and amusing comedy with music. Theatre goers of

the Bay Cities are talking about it and boosting it and
the demand for seats at the box office has never less-

ened from the first performance.

Topsy and Eva was suggested by "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
the book being written by Catherine C. Gushing and th€i

music and lyrics by the Duncans. There is just enough;
of the theme of the old story retained in the play tc

identify it. Instead of the more pathetic lines and epi

sodes of the original, there is a bright dialogue anc

lilting melodies combined with modern harmony
Jlosetta Duncan has created a new and up-to-date Top
sy, while Vivian gives real personality to an original in

,

terpretation of the characterization of little Eva.
In supporting east are Nana Bryant, Basil Ruysda

Carl Gantvoort. Thomas Chatterton. Netta Sunderla
Wilbur Cushman. Callen R Tjader. Harriet Hoclor. '.

tella La Pierre, R. Burnett Pell. Aimee Torriani,
O'Neal. Renee Lowrey. Ernay Grivel, Mildred Bod
Bernice Hough, and an all California Chorus of thlj
five girls.

George Kruger's concert with his artist-pupils,
man Smith and Edna Linkowski, given recently at '.

Brother's radio station, created quite a stir in muafl
circles, not only in San Francisco but in many differ!

towns. He received numerous letters from differ!

cities, thanking him for the exquisite pleasure, his ]

tenors derived from hearing the splendid concert l

the radio in their respective homes. Here is one lefl

from Sacramento: Many thinks for the splendid plab'-

recital you, with your pupils, gave to the listeners-ii

last evening. The music was all wonderful. Especlall:

the concerto, which Miss Linkowski played—and yo

on the second piano—made a deep impression. AIb-

Norman Smith with his clear touch and phrasing intei

preted Saint-Saens' Rhapsodie d'Auvergne splendidi)
He surely does you credit. Hoping we will hear yo

again some day, I remain,
Yours Truly.

MRS. L. W. PETERS
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RESIDENT ARTISTS

posers. Miss Scott agrees with us that

our musical public is uot prejudiced

against resident artists and composers.
but has permitted interested parties to

cultivate this prejudice to their own ad-

vantage, but when given an opportunity

to give vent to its real feelings this

public will be found sympathetic to the
appreciation of talent, whether it comes
here from the outside or lives among us.

A gratifying number of native talent

in the Bay district has been gradually
augmented by an ever increasing stream
of brilliant artists who find it expedient
to establish their home among us. With
the exception of a few rare instances
but little opportunity is afforded such
artists to gratify their desire for public
appearances and thus prevent their

talents from becoming stagnant. Failure

of these artists to obtain opportunities
for file exploitation of their genius
proved not only of disadvantage to them,
but robbed the public of many an op-

portunity to enjoy the results of a bril-

liant career. Therefore Miss Scott in un-

locking the doors of opportunity is

rendering a double sei'vice.

This series of Fortnightly Concerts
will be sustained by private subscription
and, owing to the limited seating ca-

pacity of the hall, the chances are that
the season tickets will soon be exhausted
especially if the enthusiastic anticipa-

tions of the backers of the enterprise
will prove justified. A vigorous effort to

abtain as many subscriptions in as short

a time as possible is now in progress,
and will unquestionably meet with ready
response. If our readers feel interested
|n this brilliant movement to secure ade-
quate recognition for resident artists of

distinction they will communicate with
Miss Scott in the Kohler & Chase build-

.ng and become adherents of a cause
Vhich is bound to find an echo througli-

)Ut the Pacific Coast States before long.

EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

iral, but nevertheless there is much im-
provement needed before things are any-
ivhere near comfortable.

I
In London and Paris Mr. Hertz secured

, number of interesting new English and
French compositions and expects to pro-
:ure some here in Vienna. We heard
, concert under the direction of Loewe.
»ho is now pretty well advanced in

'ears. The program contained composi-
ions by Bruckner and Beethoven and
lotwithstanding a somewhat faulty inter-

iiretation the orchestra appeared never-
Jieless more colorful and superior as to
lersonnel than those of London and
'aris. I could tell you a great deal more
f equal interest, but Otto Weil of New
fork is just calling and I must call a halt
or today.

LILLY HERTZ.

• Mary Carr Moore's Barcarolle for piano
^hich has been so delightfully I'ecorded
>y Ashley Pettis is now issued by the
t.eolian Company tor the Duo-Art. The
lune bulletin of this company has the
|ollowing to say regarding this interest-
;og number; "This is a very attractive,
Ikillfully written, melodiously lilting Bar-
|arolle, in which an American composer
fas achieved pleasing individuality of ex-
'ression without departing from the old
lequirements of a long established musi-
al form. An altogether charming piece
i is here charmingly played, and very
ettly played, by Ashley Pettis, a young
California pianist who makes a specialty
:f American compositions on his concert
Tograms."

1
Miss Gertude Shenson, vocal pupil of

;toe. Relda Cailleau, and piano pupil of
idolphe Lochei', will give following vocal
nd piano program in the Italian Room
f the St. Francis Hotel next Wednes-
ay evening, August 22; (a) Aria, Son-
ambula (Bellini), (b) Care Solve (Han-
el); (a) Tes yeux (Rabeyl, (b) The
Vren (Benedict); (a) Gray Dove (Saar).
b) Robin's Song (White), (c) To a
lessenger (La Forge); (a) Solfigetto
P. H. Bach), (b) Allegro (Sebastian
'achi, (c) Le Coucou (Dacquin); Rondo
apriccioso (Beethoven); (a) Songs
:VIthout Words (Mendelssohn), (bl
iVarum (Schumann); (a) Mazurka, (b)
Waltz, (c) Polonaise (Chopin).

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford
Universitly, will present the following
programs at Stanford Memorial Church
beginning Sunday, August 19: Sunday.
August 19. 4 p. m.—Choral (Jongenl.
Cantabile (Jongen). Bourree in D major
(Sabin), Nocturne (Grieg). Fiat Lux
(Dubois). On Tuesday, August 21, the
usual afternoon recital will be omitted,
but in the evening Dr. George W. An-
drews, head of the organ department in
the Oberlin College Conservatory will

play the following at 7; 30 p. ni.; Third
Choral (Franck). Intermezzo (sixth Sym-
phony) (Widor). Soeur monique (Coup-
erin-Guilmant), Scherzo (second Sym-
I'hony) (Vierne), Contabile (second Sym-
phony) (Vierne), Passacaglia and Fugue
(Bach). .\ve Maria (Schubert-Nevinl.
Love-Death (Wagner-Gibson), Toccata
(Gregorian Theme) (Barnes), Sunset
Shadows (G. W. Andrews). Intermezzo
(second Sonata) (G. W. Andrews),
Christus Resurrexit (Ravanello). Thurs-
day. August 23. 4:15 p. m.—Choral Pre-
lude, Jesu, Meine Freude (Bach), Sketch
of the Steppes of Central Asia (Borodin),
Minute in E flat (Bizet), Adagio (Bizeti.
March for a Children's Festival (Eric
Delamarter).

Joseph Greven
Voice Culture;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

^^02 Broadway - - . Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Stndio:
»n2 KOHLER ^i CHASE BLDG.

SiiD Frani-liiro Phonei Kfnrnr .-MM

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(tiiil s.w fr.\.\(;is(<j i;.\nk)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, ISOS.

One of the Oldest Banks in California,
the Assets of which have never heen increased
by meijgersorconsolidatlonswith other Banks.

Member .\ssociatcd Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,6*5.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Sirccts
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. ond 7th Ave
HAICHT STREET BRANCH Haichtand Belvedere Slrcels
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4}^)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN

LEILA B. GRAVES
I.VRIC .SOI'RA.XO—VOICE CULTURE
.4vailable for Coneerts iintl Reeltali

Studio: ir,0 Central Ave. Tel. I'nrit l(i24

MISS WELCOME LEVY
I-OU IIE(;i>>ERS
aillo, Nl)l Sutler SI.

ADELE ULMAN
TEACHER Of VIIICE A>D IMA.XO

Studio 17S Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

>lr.s. ,\aah Ilraudt
11 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO
St. Pho

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO nnti H.\RMONT

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

110.-, Kuhler A Ch:me nid. Tel. Sutler 7387

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. U0:<.«04 KOHLER Jt CHASE BLDG.
Phone Keurny MS4

Me dame Chsrles Poulter—Soprano

LIzetta Kalova Violinist

Mary Coonan McCrea
TEACHER OP SINGING

Sludlo :tU Gullney Bulldlus, 37U Sutter St.
Tel. Donelaa 4233. Rea. Tel. Kearny 234e

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annonncea the opening of her new Renl-
denee Studio, Clark Apta., Apt. 26—138
Hyde St., Son FranelHeo. Phone Prospeel
»031. Frldaya. 902 Kohler & Chaae BIdE.
Kearny 54S4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Culture. Suite "C" Kohler & Chaae
Building. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUH,

PARIS
ORQA!»I8T ST. MARY'S OATHBDBAI/

Piano DevartKcnt. Hualla Sehoal
Orsan aad Plaao. Arrlllasa Moalt^al Collesa

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque, Purla

Studio: 3107 WoahlnKton Street
Phone l-'llimore 1K47

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Illdg., S. F.; KesI-

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
Musle Seho

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR.M.TO

Teueher of SinglnK. 32 Lorettn Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler <t
Chnae Bldg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny .^454.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST„ Bet. Clay & Waahlngton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Men. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprnno Sololiit. Temple Bmann El. Con-
cert and Chureb ^Vork. Vocal iDstrac-
tiun. 253» Clay St^ Phone Went 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST, ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
Studio: 4ine Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Realdenee: 4152 Hone SL, Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3482

MARY CARR MOORE SONGS

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Viollnlat and Teneher, Head of Violin Uept..

S. F. Cona. of Muale. 343,'. Saeraniento
St., and 121 21st Ave., Tel Pac. 12S4

RUTH DEGNAN
pupil of giacomo and mme.

minkowski
tkac'Hi=;r of voice

•ir2H Pine SI Tel. Went 7012

SIGMUND ANKER
Announees the opening of his new

ni;sii)i;\( i: \ ioi,i\ sri iiiii

3112 Goiiah <lri'i-'l
^ ^ \e.ii" riH-slniil

lliACHKKS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
^78 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
9ni Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Charming Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
14ft Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont lliOS-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1895

MACKENZIE GORDON
S832 Jackson Street Phone West 451

ANTOINE DE VALLY
22U1 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 WashinKton St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Faciflc 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYM.AN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
THE COMPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginning, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
Prenentii (nndnmentnl muNlo prtnciplen In a definite and lutfld way, comntenelne
with firnt-f^rade plecew but prnKrenBlnc rapidly in their exponltlun ol technical
and ezprcMMlon pritbleniH and the creation oC good '

PHICE, «0e.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Represeyitativc for the Clayton F. Siimmy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of Calfornia, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while 1

extend courtesies it should be worl
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Clarcmont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PUh prepui ed fur rlo, Chnrch and

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

Write to the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

Qonstance Alexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

InquirleB made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

PhoQe Kearny S464

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by WmKer Svrarne

lecial Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayi
Principles

Stadfoa 807 Kohler A Chase Bids.
25181^ Eton St^ Berkeley. Phone Berkeley 131*

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical
Arts

PIANOS
It is' impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-
tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-
nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
WUg^^BAUen®

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose—199 South First

sheet music

I
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BEHYMER CHATS ABOUT EASTERN EXPERIENCES
California Impresario Tells of Summer Music in the East and of How He Spread the Fame of

California During a Series of Addresses Before Prominent Musical Organizations—Makes
Announcements of Numerous Distinguished Artists to Visit California Next

Season—Praises San Francisco and Los Angeles Music

In an interview with the editor of the Pacific Coast
Musical Review L, E. Behymer, who recently returned
from an extensive trip to Eastern States, had the follow-

ing interesting things to say:

"My eastern trip was full of interest and profit. I

had the pleasure of attending and participating in the
activities of the Federation of Music Clubs of America.
at Ashville, N. C, during the Biennial, and of meeting
many of the interesting and dominent musical figures

of the present day; composers, instrumentalists, voca-
lists and club women who are doing so much to develop
musical activity throughout the United States. They
represent 107,000 members, 1.971 clubs scattered
throughout the length and breadth of the land.

"In Chicago I attended the annual meeting of the
National Musical Managers of .\merica. a very efficient

and interesting body of men and women representing
the leading musical managers of America. Among their

members is a group known as Regional Directors who
are now co-operating with the District Presidents of

the Federation of Musical Clubs to stabalize music
artistically, financially and geographically.

"I witnessed some very good performances at the
Civic Opera Association in Forest Grove Park, the open
hir theatre in St. Louis, and the Civic Opera Association
!in Cincinnati at the Zoo the grand opera at Ravinia
Park, out from Chicago, that wonderful open air the-

atre that has brought such pleasure, education and in-

terest to the people who visit Chicago and who live

iln that wonder city by the lake.

"The Stadium Symphony concerts in New York were
iquite interesting, with Von Hoogstratten as conductor.
1 do not believe that they are on a par with those at

the Bowl in Hollywood, California, but they nightly
jentertain from 5.000 to 8,000 people. I attended most
lof the concerts given in the East, sometimes traveling
iiOO to 600 miles to hear new voices and instrumenl-
lalists who will probably come this way in the very near
ituture.

"I gave 28 talks before various civic, musical, pageant
and club organizations, taking usually for my subject
the art and education of San Francisco, Los Angeles
Jnd the West, dwelling particularly on the far-reaching
influences of the historical pageant and play at San
3abriel, the Mission Play, portraying that splendid vis-

I'ion of John McGroarity, the Pilgramage Play with its

janctified theme and its detail of historic and Biblical

|jcenes and acts that is giving to this section of the
world and the visitors a new angle of scriptural direc-

r.ion.

I spoke regarding the splendid effect of the San Fran-
Msco Symphony Orchestra and the Philharmonic Or-
-hestra of Los Angeles on the music of the great West
>nd all of the splendid message given by the symphony
concerts in the Bowl in the summertime, and the popu-
lar concerts by Alfred Hertz in the Civic Auditorium,
unequalled elsewhere in America. I also gave them an
idea of the wonderful collection of literary gems in the
irt museum of San Francisco and in tlie Huntington
library and his art treasures, all of which eventually
will come to Los Angeles, of the Greek Theatre in Ber-
keley and the new Stadium in Los Angeles, the pro-
posed new Los Angeles library, and the far-reaching
effects of the Philharmonic courses which we have giv-

?n in different sections for the last quarter of a cen-
-Ury. I endeavored to let the world at large know the
ultural side of San Francisco, Los -Angeles and of Cali-
.'ornia and the Pacific Coast in general.
"I had the pleasure of listening to some of the great

'hen and women of America, was entertained in their
lomes and in their camps and clubs, and in many in-

stances obtained a new side light on the work being
lone in their immediate vicinity and throughout the
United States on artistic lines.
"At St. Joseph, Mo.. I spoke before the Pageant Asso-

ciation on their work in connection with the historic
lageant of 20 scenes which they are to present August
.'6, starting from 1826, re-producing a facsimile of the
irst steamboat that reached St. Joseph from St. Louis,
lothing the participants in the historic habiliments
it the period, using proper settings scenically, cos-
uming and historic detail. They have trained a number
'f ponies and riders and Pony Express riders will leave
5t. Joseph August 26, arriving in San Francisco Sep-

tember 9, relaying throughout the historic roadway
made famous by the Pony Express of early days.

"In obtaining material for this season tor California.
Arizona, New Mexico and El Paso, Texas, I have se-
cured the most celebrated series of musical, dramatic
and literary events that has ever been in the West.
It represents an outlay of one and a half million dollars
and never before in the history of music in America
have the prices been so cheap as for the two Philhar-
monic Courses which will be given in Los Angeles and

for the similar Courses throughout the cities of tha
Southwest. In fact, if the same values could be given
in clothing, dress goods, automobile accessories or any
commercial line it would be necessary to have a group
of policemen to keep the public from breaking in to
secure the bargains. Selby Oppenheim has an equally
fine selection for San Francisco and vicinity and will
give to his people the finest offerings ever brought to
the West.
"The various organizations are headed by that splen-

did company, the Chicago Grand Opera Company, with
its myriad stars, presenting Mary Garden in Zaza and
Cleopatra: Feodor Chaliapin in Mephistopheles and
Boris Goudonoff: Rosa Raisa and Giacomo Rimini in
The Jewess, and the Wagnerian opera. Die Walkuere,
for both San Francisco and Los .Angeles.
The big musical success of last season, the famous

Ukrainian Chorus, will arrive in January; the Sistine
Chapel Choir from Rome, with all its magnificence of
vocal ability, conducted by Mons. Antonio Rella, in Dec-
ember; Sousa and his band in January; Pavlowa and

IContiiiued nn Page Five. Col. 1)
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

ATTL EATS 140,000 MARK LUNCHEON

First Harpist of San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Able
To Eat Like MHIionaire in Spite of Him

Not Working During Summer

Kajetan A[[\, solo harpist of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, wrote to the editor of the Paciflc

Coast Musical Review, from Prague. Czekoslovakia, un-

der date of .July 13th. as follows:
I doubt that you received my cards from Germany as

none of them I sent to Czekoslovakia reached there.

Lunch in Hamburg cost 140.000 marks for two. which
at that time was in American money ninety cents.

Opera seats in Berlin were half a million marks each
and a hotel room in Dresden was also half a million
marks. Czekoslovakia is a busy country just now and
everything is in excellent condition. Both the opera and
concerts are still going on. The Vision of Libuse. Bo-
hemia's first queen, was given in Cantata form at
Castle Vysehrad in Prague in artistic fashion with
Mme. Destin as Queen.
The opera in Prague equals in artistic character that

of any operatic organization in the world. I wished
there were a manager with sufficient courage and enter-
prise to bring Bohemian opera to America, as the
Bohemian symphonic music now played does not rep-

resent genuine Bohemian art. Opera Dalibor by Smetana
Is a masterpiece and would make a veiT pleasing con-

trast alternating with such members of the old guard
as Aida. Carmen and Butterfly. I can not begin to tell

you all that is to be heard in Prague. There is not
only the grand opera, or national opera, but light or
comic opera, a symphony orchestra of seventy pieces
and several fine bands which are giving concerts at all

times of the day.
The Attl family is the happiest one in Europe today,

as it is enjoying the first reunion after fourteen years.
My youngest brother Vojmer, my pupil, a graduate of
the Prague Conservatory of Music for harp, joined us
after escaping from Russia and his experiences with
Bolshevism are thrilling to relate. He had to transfer
fourteen times between Odessa and Poland and the
passengers were forced to cut wood every few miles.
the same being needed for fuel in the engine. They
also had to move their own baggage from one train
to another. It is more than likely that another Bohe-
mian harpist will soon enter the Golden Gate and then
you have a chance to hear some worthwhile harp duets.

I am so happy here that I would like to have some
of my many San Fi'ancisco friends sharing my vaca-
tion in this beautiful city with its splendid artistic life.

But since this is impossible I shall have to imitate
the example of Mohammed and the mountain. I shall leave
here on July 28th for Paris, thence to London and will
sail August 17th for the tjnited States. My Harp Method
will be published some time in October. With greet-
ings to yourself and all the musical fraternity of San
Francisco, I am

Most Sincerely Yours,
KAJETAN ATTL

THOUSAND DOLLAR PRIZE FOR COMPOSITION

A prize of $1,000 is again offered by the Chicago
North Shore Festival Association for an orchestral
composition by an American. The prize in the 1922
contest was won by Camilie Zeckwer of Philadelphia,
with Jade Butterflies, and this year's prize was awarded
to Felix Borovski of Chicago for his Youth. This
year's contest will close on January 1. 1924. All con-
testants must be either of -American birth or naturalized
American citizens. No work may exceed fifteen minutes
in performance. Scores, legibly written in ink, must
be without the name o£ the contestant, and must
bear only a motto, the name of the composer being
I^aced in a sealed envelope bearing the same motto.

From the total number of works submitted, the judges
will select five for performances at a public evening
rehearsal. At this rehearsal the final award will be
made. The composers of the five works selected will
be notified by the judges not later than one month be-
fore the rehearsal, and will be required to furnish or-
chestral parts, legibly written in ink. These parts, in
addition to copies for wind instruments and percussion,
must comprise the following strings: Eight first violins.

,

eight second violins, five violas, five 'cellos and five
double basses. The prize-winning work will be played
at the final concert of the 1924 North Shore Festival at
Evanston, 111., by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and
will also be presented by Frederick Stock at one of the
regular symphony concerts in Chicago.
Manuscripts should be sent by insured parcel post to

Carl D. Kinsey, 624 South Michigan avenue, Chicago.
Detailed rules governing the contest may be secured
from him.

MISS SCOTT'S FORTNIGHTLY CONCERTS

The work of planning the programs tor Miss Ida
Scott's fortnightly concerts is going forward rapidly.
As previously announced the primary object of the
series is to provide an outlet for both the creative and
interpretative talent in the bay regions. The particular
stress will be placed, however, not so much on the
individual artists as on the programs themselves. A
very comprehensive list of the more modern compo-
sitions is providing material for program building. The
modern English, French, German, Italian and Russian
schools will be represented, and. as far as possible,
American composers will be given a nearing.
A note of distinct variety will be supplied by the

occasional appearance of a lecturer of reputation in a
particular field and one or two short plays and
operettas are being considered. Likewise, Miss Scott,
in a desire to make the series free from any taint of
provincialism, has arranged for a definite number of
visiting artists to provide the proper note of contrast.
Among this latter group are Rebecca 'West, the dis-

tinguished English novelist, who will speak on "A
Woman's View of Life's Problems." Marie Tiffany,
soprano from the Metropolitan Opera House, Albert
Spaulding. American violinist. May Mukle. the English
cellist, and E. Robert Schmitz, French pianist. Of these
Marie Tiffany, may be said to be a visiting artist in
name only: she is a California girl and her appearance
will be more in the nature of a home-coming than a
visit.

Announcement of the resident performers and their
programs will be given later. As these artists are in the
majority, the work of arranging their appearances is
relatively greater and proceeding more slowly. The
hour set for the concerts is being met with great en-
thusiasm. They will begin at 4:30 in the afternoon and
last an hour. This is very much the vogue in Wash-
ington. D. C, where most concerts are scheduled late
in order to give the men of the community a chance
to attend.

Annie Louise David, the distinguished American harp
virtuosa, is kept very busy with her artist class and
has been accepting a number of engagements for con-
certs in California during her stay here. Miss David
stopped off at Seattle on her way to San Francisco
where she gave ten lesson in the one day she was in
that city, and where she accepted an engagement to
appear in concert some time in October. On -\ugust 15th
a reception was given in Miss David's honor at the
Claremont Hotel to which a number of the artist's
friends had been invited. During November Miss David
will give a number of concerts in Los Angeles and vicin-
ity. Among her pupils who followed Miss David from
the East to continue their lessons are: Lucy Cavin. a
very remarkable harpist, who has studied with Miss
David for several years in New York and who hails from
Galveston, Texas. Two other pupils from New York are
also members of Miss David's class in Berkeley. No
doubt we will hear this excellent artist before she re-
turns East.

Adrienne Michel, mezzo contralto, is soloist at the
Sunday evening concert at the Whitcomb Hotel Orches-
tra tomorrow. The program under the musical direction
of Stanislas Bem, will be as follows: March Radetzky
(F. Leharl: Overture, Morning, Noon and Night (F.
Suppel: Waltz, Pomone (E. Waldteufel) ; Vocal solo.
Aria The Blind Girl's Song (Ponchielli), (from La Gio-
conda), Adrienne Michel; Selection, Eva (F. Lehar)

;

All Soul's Day (Richard Strauss) : Vocal solo (a) Morn-
ing (Oley Speaks), (bl Lamie Love (Frederich Van-
derpool). (c) The Cry of Rachel (Mary Turner Salter),
(dl Thank God for a Garden (Teresa Del Riegol.
.Adrienne Michel; Czardas Princess (E. Kalmanl; Vo-
cal solo. Aria O Mio Fernando (Donizetti), (from La
Pavorita), Adrienne Michel; Grand Opera Selection
Faust (Chas. Gounod).

Lillian Hoffmeyer Heyer, mezzo soprano, with Hen-
rik Gjerdrum at the piano, was soloist at the Sunday
evening concert of the Whitcomb Hotel Orchestra of
which Stanislas Bem is the director, on Sunday .August
19th. The following program was enjoyed by a large and
enthusiastic audience: March, Soldiers of Fortune (A.
Pryor) ; Overture. Iphigenia in Aulis (Ch. W. Gluck)

:

Waltz. Apple Blossoms (F. Kreisler) ; Vocal Solo, Ah
rendimi (Mitrane) (Rossi), Lillian H. Heyer: Selection.
Algeria (Victor Herbert) ; Ballet Music from Aida (Ver-
di): Vocal solos: (a) Lehn deine Wang a meine Wang
(Jensen), (bl By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lieur-
ance). Violin Obligate, Eugenia Bem, (c) Lite (Curran),
Lillian H. Heyer; Largo from the New World Sym-
phony (A. Dvorak) ; Vocal solo, Samson et Dalila (Saint-
Saens), Lillian H. Heyer; Grand Opera Selection, Tann-
hauser (R. Wagner).

HALLETT GILBERTE, A KING OF MELODY

One of the Foremost American Composers, Who Has
Made His Home in California, Expresses His
Faith in American Music and Music Makers

BY LLOYD DANA
Hallett Gilberte is in love with California! The well

known composer admitted this to me in an interview
last week at his interesting Pasadena home. After nine-
teen summers spent at Melody Manse, his home at Lin-
colnville Beach, Maine, the composer of Come Out In
the Sweet Spring Night; The Devil's Love Song; The
Two Roses; and other widely known songs, came to
Southern California and quickly fell under its magic
infiuence.

Mr. Gilberte's eyes fairly shown with enthusiasm as
he developed his ideas of the musical future of Cali-
fornia. For music to be a vital factor in this country it
must grow from the people. "I regard it as most impor-
tant," he said "that American music be included in
the repertoire of all soloists and orchestras. It may not
always be very good music, but nevertheless it is the
beginning of our national musical growth. For America
to become musical in the true sense, something else is
necessary beyond an appreciation of fine music, and
that is a body of composers who will translate into
music the native exuberant vitality which is the national
characteristic giving America her great position in the
world of today."

Particularly in California does Mr. Gilberte see vast
creative possibilities. "There will grow up here by this
blue Paciflc a great race of people, and with them,
bards and music-makers who will create a new and vig-
orous art. It is this faith which attaches me so strongly
to this country of blue skies and golden sunlight. While
I look back to happy memories to my home state of
Maine, still I believe the great future lies in California."
None of America's composers has a more typically

American background. Born of a French father and
Irish mother in the stern rock-bound coast of Maine,
Gilberte, trained in music and acting at an early age
by his gifted mother—who by the way was the first per-
son to sing Kathleen Mavourneen—appeared with her
in concert as a soprano. ".As early as I can remember
I was composing music in my little head. The first thing
I did that was worth while was The Land of Nod, for
which Ella Wheeler Wilcox—whom I knew well—wrote
the words."

As a boy, Gilberte was a member of various barn-
storming troupes. "I soon earned the nickname of the

"

old Maid from my habit of carrying fabrics and decora-
tive knicknacks in my trunks to render many a wretch-
ed hotel room habitable. I always made friends with
the cook, via a pass to the show, and what with little
extras such as suppers brought to my room, managed
to soften the roughest edges of this nomad theatrical
life.''

The composer laughed reminiscently, and a roguish
twinkle flashed in the eyes which I suspect were very
like those of his Irish mother. "I was musical director
for Ethel and Lillian Tucker on a Maine tour one sea-
son and one of the things I was advertised to do was
to play blindfolded. Anyone in the audience could step
forward and blindfold me. tie a silk handkerchief over
my eyes and then—Ye gods! how I did play. The audi-
ence said it was simply marvelous, when as a matter of
fact I could have played if they had tied my whole
head up of course, for it was from memory I played.
Barnum was right. I got five dollars more a week for
the blindfold act. Then I was with a spiritualist once,
played messages from the dead and all that sort of
thing, anything to make a dollar and pay for my les-
sons until I could get started."

Such internationally acclaimed singers as Frances
Aida, Paul Althouse, Merle Alcock, Jeanne Jomelli, An-
na Case Marcella Graft, Louis Graveure, Arthur Kraft,
Forrest Lament, Florence Macbeth. Olive Nevin. Marie
Rappold. Leonora Sparkes and many others sing Gil-
berte's songs. Californians who have delighted their
audiences with his music include Thad Harvey who
scored a brilliant success at the Hollywood Bowl last
Saturday night singing Come Out in the Sweet Spring
Night. Margaret Messer Morris uses this song on most
of her programs. Virgie Lee Mattoon, the contralto,
sings Gilberte's Ah Love But a Day, and Alice Forsyth
Aloser, the brilliant soprano, features the songs of this
composer. Flora Myers Engle has just made an Ampico
record of Come Out in the Sweet Spring Night.

"In my songs the words are the most important. A
fine poem may well suggest beautiful melody, but it is
impossible to set unworthy words to music. Some of
my songs were written spontaneously, but mostly they
are the result of years of polishing and developing. The
Devil's Love Song, for instance, took seven years be-
fore it was completed to my satisfaction, and," said the
composer, "I believe it is my masterpiece." Mrs. Gil-
berte. wife of the composer is also an artist and has
written the lyrics for several of his songs, including the
Waltz Song.

Although he has only been among us less than six
months, Hallette Gilberte is making his weight felt in
musical circles through the excellent lyric quality found
in his songs. "King of Melody" as the noted vocal coach
Yeatman Griffith calls him. Hallette Gilberte occupies an
important position in the august company of Ameri-
can song composers.

Vincent De Arrillaga, the prominent pianist and peda-
gogue, played the pipe organ at the inaugural service
of the new San Anselmo Church on Sunday, August 12th.
Archbishop Edward Hanna was officiating and the ser-
vices were most impressive and cerimonial. Mr. Arri-
laga delighted the congregation with several well chosen
organ solos.
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GRAND OPERA TICKET SALE BEGINS MONDAY

With the opening of San Francisco's first season ot
its own grand opera less than five weelts distant, inter-

est today is centering around the tact that the general
seat sale for the eight productions to be given from
September 26th to October Sth begins Monday morning
at Sherman, Clay & Company. Timothy Healy, chairman
ot the San Francisco Opera Association and his asso-
ciates expressed confidence that the opening days ot
the ticliet sale would remove any doubt as to the earn-
estness ot the desire here for a permanent opera organ-
ization. Countless inquiries have been received during
the past weeks it is said, not only locally but throughout
the state.

The opera association is endeavoring to make the
coming season one that will long be remembered by
San Franciscans. According to Timothy Healy, the un-
foldment of the opera plans to date have surpassed the
expectations ot all those associated in the enterprise.
The plans for the seating arrangement and the deco-
ration ot the auditorium, the list of artists secured, in
fact everything points to a memorable operatic achieve-
ment. Many of the artists tor instance are men and
women ot international reknown such as De Luca, Gigli,
Mario, Saroya, Gandolfi and others. In the case of Gan-
dolfl his appearance in San Pranci-sco will mark his
American debut. Gandolfi is rated as one of the finest

of Italian baritones. He has sung a number of seasons
in Europe and recently completed highly successful en-
gagements in South America and in Spain.

In San Francisco Gandolfi will make his first appear-
ance on opening night in La Boheme. Throughout the
season he is to be given roles according to Gaetano
Merola, director of the association, commensurate with
the significance of his first American appearance.
Queena Mario will need no introduction to San Fran-
cisco audiences. Since her initial engagement with the
San Carlo Opera Company in 191S she has been con-
stantly before the public's eye. Her appearance pre-
liminary to the opening ot her season with the Metro-
politan is regarded as an achievement by those in charge
ot the San Francisco Opera Association's destinies.

Mario will appear in some ot the most difficult lyric
colorature roles. Her voice is one ot singular charm and
individual quality. Her interpretative conception ot her
roles is marked by fine taste. Her last appearance here
was two years ago when she won ho.sts ot friends by
her splendid work. Sai'oya is an American girl born in
Gemiantown, Pa., who has won laurels not only at home
but abroad. She made her first appearance witli the Bos-
ton Opera Company where she early won recognition
as being one ot America's best dramatic sopranos.
During the remarkable season ot grand opera given

last year by Merola at Stanford University, Saroya
demonstrated her right to the title that she holds among
the nation's great sopranos. Here among otlier things
she will sing in Andre Chenier, Metistotele and Tosca.
According to Merola the production of the eight operas
to be given during the coming season will surpass any-
thing that San Francisco has ever seen. Not only will
the talent be of the best but every effort is to be made
to give the operas in a setting and under conditions
commensurate with the importance of this initial ap-
pearance ot San Francisco's first operative endeavor.

MUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITAL

Charles Lee Cocke, Jr., ot Chicago, Avill be organist
at the recital upon the great municipal organ at the
Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon, at 3
o'clock. Originally organist at the Abraham Lincoln
Centre, founded by the late Jenkin Lloyd Jones, the
young musician is now in his third year as organist and
director of music at the Hyde Park Congregational
church, where the pulpit is occupied by Dr. Theodore
G. Soares. a noted divine.
Cocke has studied only in America, is a member of

the American Guild ot Organists and specializes in
church and recital work. This will be his first appear-
ance in the west and he comes with an excellent repu-
tation. As is usual at these recitals there will be no
admission fee, and J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the
Auditorium Committee of the Board ot Supervisors, an-
nounces that everybody is welcome and that no seats
are reserved. The attendance has increased every Sun-
day of late. The complete program is as follows: (a)
Prologue (Suite for Organ) (Rogers), (b) Air for G
String (Bach), (c) Gavotte et Musette (Bach): (a) The
Bells ot St. Anne de Beaupre (Russell), (b) Souvenir
(Kinder)

: Toccata in F (Fifth Organ Symphony) (Wi-
dor), (a) Spring Song (Mendelssohn), (b) Evening
(new) (Keller) (c) Marche Religieuse (Guilmant).

Ada Clement announces that the String Orchestra ot
the San Francisco Conservatory ot Music, ot which she
is the head, will be under the direction this season ot
Artur Argiewicz. Mr. Argiewicz, is one of the foremost
violinists of California, being well known as both so-
loist and instructor, and enjoying the position ot assis-
tant concert master ot the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra. The String Orchestra ot the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music will be divided into two sections,
the Junior and Senior sections. The work of this aggre-
gation under the direction ot Mr. Argiewicz began last
Wednesday, August 29, at the Conservatory, 3435 Sac-
ramento Street where all information of its activities
can be secured.
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San Jose, August 21, 1923.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles A. Dresskell, who are summer-

ing in Cleveland. Ohio, going east with the intention
of several months ot rest, have been quite active. Mr.
Dresskell, head of the violin department ot the College
ot the Pacific, has been doing quite a bit of concert
work in Cleveland and throughout the state. Mrs.
Dresskell, soprano, who is always in demand here, has
also been appearing in recitals. She is also having the
honor of singing in the Old Stone Church in Cleveland.
This renowned church, which is over a hundred years
old, is also tamed for its very superior music. During
the months of July and August Mrs. Dresskell has been
soloist and substitute soprano in the quartet ot this
well-known choir.

The recently organized Sciot Band will give its first

concert Wednesday evening, August 22, in the grounds
of the Hotel Vendome. The band is being directed
by Edward Towner, well-known band director of this
city. Willard C. Parsons is manager and C. E. Tutt
is secretary.

The Authorities at the state library at Sacramento
have included the name of Leroy V. Brant, director of
the Institute ot Music of San Jose, in a compendium
ot the musicians of the state of California now being
compiled. This honor accorded Mr. Brant means that
he will be included in a volume ot biographical sketches
of Californa musicians.

Warren D. Allen, organist ot Stanford University,
gave the following programs during the week: Sunday
afternoon—Chorale and Cantabile (Jonger) ; Bourree, in
D major iSabin); Nocturne (Grieg): Fiat Lux (Dubois).
Thursday afternoon the following numbers were heard:
Chorale Prelude on Jesu Meine Freude (Bach); Menuet
in B flat (Bizet); Adagio (Bizet); March For a Chil-
dren's Festival (Deiamarter).
Mr. Allen will omit his usual afternoon recital Tues-

day August 21 and in the evening George Whitfield
Andrews of Oberlin, Ohio, will play the following pro-
gram: Chorale No. 3 (Franck): Intermezzo from Sym-
phony No. 6 (Wider); Soeur Monique (Chouperin-Guil-
mant) ; Scherzo and Cantabile from Symphony No. 2

(Vierne): Passacaglia and Fugue (Bach); Ave Maria
(Schubert-Nevln): Liebestod (Wagner-Gibson); Toc-
cata on a Gregorian T.Jieme (Barnes) : Sunset Shadows
(G. W. Andrews): Intermezzo from Sonata No. 2 (G.
W. Andrews); Christuss Resurrexit (Ravanello).

San Francisco is planning a memorial for the late
Clarence Urmy, California poet, musican and teacher.
South Park has been chosen as the setting for the
memorial bas-relief both because it typifies the old
San Francisco and because the poet himself was born
there. Dean J. Wilmer Gresham of Grace Cathedral,
for whom Mr. Urmy played the organ in Trinity Church
during his rectorship in the San Jose Episcopal Church,
is in charge of the memorial fund. Friends ot Mr. Urmy
who wish to share in this beautiful tribute may send
whatever funds they wish to contribute, even the
smallest amount, to Dean Gresham.
Because the poet and musician has been so often

likened to those picturesque singer ot old—the trouba-
dours ,the idea of his friends is that the memorial shall
take the form of a troubadour with cloak and guitar.
Mr. Urmy liked to think of himself as a troubadour
singing his way through the world. This character he
described in his The Day That I Was Born, and tor
whom he named his book ot poems, The California
Troubadour. The former exquisite litle sketch ot the old
San Francisco, published long ago in the Argonaut, is to
be reprinted in booklet form to be sold to swell the
memorial fund.
A day or so ago E. K. Johnston editor of the Mercury

Herald, wrote the following editorial on the Urmy Mem-
orial:

THE URMY MEMORIAL
One of the earliest of American poets said: "Grant

but memory to us and we can lose nothing by death!"
To perpetuate the memory of the late Clarence Urmy

—

as the California Troubadour—a coterie of his intimates
have evolved the beautiful idea of immortalizing it in
bronze. This memorial, in the form ot a bas-relief of a
singing troubadour, with wind-blown cloak and ribbon-
slung guitar, is to be placed in South Park, San Fran-
cisco, the neighborhood of the Urmy home, where the
poet-musician was born. Contributions to this memorial
are being forwarded to Dean J. Wilmer Gresham of
Grace Cathedral, San Francisco, from all parts ot the
United States. Wherever the California poet's in-

fluence extended—and he was, if anything, more widely
read in the East than in the West—there he has friends
who take this way of evidencing appreciation of "the
exquisite expression of exquisite impression" which
embodied his one preachment and practice.
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THE MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA,
which will be published by the Musical Review Co. early
next season, will be an authoritative compilation of all

those who contribute toward the musical life of Cali-

fornia. Not to be represented in this Musical Blue Book
will be synonmous to being absent from a huge assem-
blage of musical people who count in California.

Many San Joseans had the rare privilege ot acquaint-
ance with the poet as well as with his poems. As is

ever the way when perspective blinds, this privilege
was not sufficiently appreciated while it existed. Yet.
certainly the majority felt some thrill ot pride in bowing
to him on the street, or in e.fplaining to a friend at

the theater: "Yes, that's Clarence Urmy, the poet. One
always sees him at first nights. Yes, he's the dramatic
and music critic ot the Mercury—a distinguished and
delightful person, but rather aloof." To those who
passed him, on his hurried night trips to the Mercury
Herald's editorial rooms, there came surely a fleeting

impression of romance as the poet, with hair in silvery
contrast to tiie black, cavalier-brimmed hat he always
wore, sped past, his dark overcoat swinging from liis

shoulders cape fashion. If Clarence Urmy ever put his
arms through his overcoat sleeves no member of the
Mercury Herald staff ever saw him do so. It was one of
the many little different things about him, absolutely
unaffected, that the staff delighted in.

To the majority perhaps the poet did appear aloof.

He was remote as Joseph Conrad is remote. Never curt,
never ungracious, but simply too engrossed in tlie

search for truth and beauty to be interested in the
trifles of little significance that consume the lives ot
most of us. Never in his many years as dramatic critic,

for example, was he known to go "behind the scenes"
to meet some haloed star or famous personage of the
concert-stage. When he approved a play or an indi-

vidual's performance he paid generous tribute. But
always his tribute was for the thing expressed ratlier
than for the press-lauded medium of expresison. Thouj^h
his position entitled him to the acquaintance of such
visiting artists as Pavlowa, Ethel Barrymore, John
McCormack and other celebrities who occasionally
brighten the local horizon, he never sought it. His
concern was all tor the art and not tor the artist.
That Clarence Urmy carried the sword called "truth"

through lite as welf as the picturesque guitar ot the
troubadour none will dispute. "Music must be sweet
and songs must be true"—this was the code ot the
California singer who wrote:

"Sword, go through the land, and Youth,
Prime and Age shall ciy, 'Forsooth.
How mighty is the sword called Truth'!"

For the benefit of those Santa Clarans who did not
know Clarence Urmy's "poet-touch" we quote his own
beautiful definition

—

"What is the poet-touch? Ah, me, that every bard might
gain it,

.\nd having once attained the prize, forever might rpl;iiii

it:

teach theTo touch no thing that's vile, unle
to scorn it,

To touch no thing that's beautiful save only to

)'h!
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' her splendid ballet in January; The Music Box Revue,
' the greatest musical success on Broadway, in Jlay; the
Duncan Dancers; tlie Gritfes Group, with Edna Thomas,
who has just taken London by storm, Olga Steeb, pian-
ist, and Sascha Jacobinoff, violinist; Tony Sarg Marion-
ettes, in the new play The Chinese Willow Plate.

I

"In concert, Galli-Curci, John McCormack, Ernestine
Schumann-Heink. Harold Bauer, Pablo Casals, Frances

!
Alda, with Lionel Tertis; Mary Garden, with Gutio Cas-
ini, cellist; Ignace Jan Paderewski, Vladimir de Paeh-
manu, giants of the keyboard; beautiful Anna Case,
artistic Emilio de Gogorza, jolly Renato Zanelli; Ossip
Gabrilowitsch; the greatest of all lieder singers, Elena
Gerhardt; Tony Sarg "himself"; the religious play The
Book of Job, which has made such a sensation in all

dramatic circles in the East; Jeanne Gordon, the gem
of the Metropolitan singers; Efrem Zimbalist: Paul
Kochanski and Arthur Rubinstein in joint recital; the
Cherniavsky Trio; Charles Hackett, tenor; Tita Schipa,
tenor, on his first visit to the West; Jean Gerardy, the
well known cellist; Ferenc Vecsey, the sensational new
violinist; Joseph Schwarz. baritone; Josephine Luc-
chese, coloratura soprano; Josef Lhevinne, pianist;
Feodor Chaliapin in concert; Ethel Leginska, pianist;
Cecil Fanning; Nora Bayes in her musical and dramatic
productions; and in the string music line, the San Fran-
cisco Chamber Music Society and the London String

t Quartet.
"This gives an idea of some of the offerings that we

I will have. It means a banner musical year for the west,
the placing of Los Angeles, San Francisco and the cities

1
of the Pacifiic West more firmly on the music map of
the Western hemisphere. The eyes of all America are
turned upon this section and they expect some day to
hail California as the Athens of America.

WINTER WATTS RECEIVES PRIX DE ROME

Since the establishment of the Department of Musical
Composition in Ui21 by the American Academy in Rome,
four Fellows have now been appointed. Leo Sowerby
of Chicago, Howard H. Hanson of San Jose. Calif , and
Randall Thomijson of Roxbury, Mass., are now pursumg
their studies at the Academy under tlie guidance of
Professor Felix Lamond, who has charge of the depart-
ment. A fourth award has just been made to Winter
Watts of Brooklyn, X. Y., who received honorable men-
tion in the competition last year.

Mr. Watts was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, of American
parents, neither of whom was a musician. His only
early musical training was as choir boy from the age of
9 to 14. He early displayed a talent for drawing and at
the age of 13 entered the Cincinnati Art Academy. The
following four years were spent in an architect's office.

At the age of 18 he turned to the study of singing and
organ, and for the next three years was occupied with
singing, playing and directing choirs in Cincinnati.
Then quite suddenly he began to compose, writing light

opera and many songs, and incidental music for plays in

New York City. Next, for a short time, he conducted
a road company, giving "Martha" and "Bohemian Girl,"

and after a few months in vaudeville he went to Flor-
ence. Italy, to study singing. His money soon gave out
and he returned to New Y'ork where he received a
scholarship at the Institute of Musical Art, taking up
the serious study of composition under Dr. Percy
Goetschius. After an intensive course of study for
three and one-half years he graduated in 1914. He then
taught theory for a year in California and later sub-
stituted for a year at the New Y'ork Institute of Musi-
cal Art.

Among his compositions are incidental music for Alice
In Wonderland (produced at Little Theatre, N. Y., in

1920), Etching, suite for orchestra (first two movements
played at the Stadium, College of the City of New
York, in 1922), Vinegar Man, a dramatic ballad. Miniver
Cheevy, ballad for baritone and orchestra. Vignettes o*
Italy, a song cycle for high voice, and about 200 songs,
of which over TO have been published, including Wings
of Night, Pierrot. Entreat Me Not to Leave Thee, Night-
ingale and the Hose, Like Music on the Waters, etc.
This year Mr. Watts also w-on the Pulitzer Traveling
Scholarship in musical composition, awarded by Colura- •

bia l-'njversity, and he is at present abroad fulfilling the
obligations of that honor.
On October 1st he will enter upon the American

Academy's Fellowship, which bears the name of the
late Horatio Parker. The appointment is for a term of
three years and the annual allowance is ?2000 with
free residence and studio at the Academy and oppor-
tunity to visit the important musical centers of Europe.
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There is to be a similar competition for a musical
Fellowship every year. The American Academy is en-
deavoring by this means to encourage the young musi-
icans of America in the same way in which the famous
Prix de Rome has aided in the inspiration and develop-
ment of many composers in the modern French school.

Laetitia Anna Miller, presented her pupils in a special
program at the Twentieth Century Club, Berkeley, on
Saturday June 16th, and although this is rather late to
record the event, it was so creditable that it deserves
even this belated mention. The concert proved most
interesting and a very great success, the numbers being
short but very varied. Some of the pupils were in cos-
tume and little eight-year-old Dudley Manlove who
proved a success during an engagement at Grauman's
in Los Angeles, assisted. Auother assisting artist was
Miss Keogh, the well known and artistic San Francisco
dancer who has taken part in prologues at the Tivoli,
Granada, California and other theatres. Another assis-
tant was little four-year-old Loris Erma Royce who was
quite a wonder in the pianologue. Miss Miller believes
in the co-relation of the arts and therefore had the con-
cert numbers interspersed with the assisting artists
just mentioned. Miss Miller expects to open a two-
piano studio in the fall with her sister, Mrs. Anne M.
Lobenstein, cellist, assisting. These artists will later
introduce a number of beautiful ensemble and orches-
tral compositions. Miss Miller is a member of the Ala-
meda County Music Teachers' Association and the San
Francisco Musical Club. Miss Miller is at present study-
ing w^ith Mme. Kalova, the distinguished Russian vio-

linist and concert artist. The program presented by
Miss Miller's pupils was as follows: Piano, six hands,
(a) March, (b) The Cuckoo (Presser), Catherine Con-
nolly (Pupil of Mary Connolly), Myrtle Severy, Mary
Connolly; Violin, Song of the Mermaids, from Oberon
(Weber), Gertrude Asman, Dorathea Asman at the
piano; Piano, Arpeggio Waltz, Happy Meadow Lark
(Otto Cesana), Eva Dimpfel (in Costume); Violin,

Dream of the Rosebud (Dodds), Alden Olson; Piano,
Dorothy (Lampe), Dorathea Asman (in Costume); Two
Violins, Duet, (Pleyel), First Violin. Alton Hollenbeck,
Second Violin, Mrs. Miller; Piano, Sleighbells (Streab-
bog), Helen Libbey (in Costume) ; Violin, Ballet Music
from "Les Millions d'Arlequin" (Drigo), Ernest Perry;
Piano, Serenade Espagnole (Metra), Jewell Reigner (in
Costume); Piano, The Moon (Stevens), Constance Hop-
kinson (in Costume); Piano, six hands. Anvil Chorus
from HI Trovatore (Verdi), Richard, Dorothy (in Cos-
tume) and Tom Stevenson; Violin, Elves Dance (Jenkin-

son), Agnes Lehtonen; Fancy Buck Dance, Dudley Man-
love; Piano, Serenade (Drigo-Romano), Charles Dull;
Violin, Feierlicher Marsch (Hollaender), Ralph David-
son; Piano, Intermezzo Russe (Franke), Ruth Brockle-
hurst; Piano, Kentucky Home (Transcription) (Snow),
Tom Stevenson; Piano, Caprice Sylvan (Bertha Weber),
Grace Sweitzer (in Costume) ; Violin, Italian Air (Riss-

land), Arthur Malmstrom, at the Piano, Tyyni Malm-
stroni; Piano, At Twilight (Lindsay), Loretta Hyde;
Piano, Dixie ( a six-hand arrangement (Lerman). Helen
Libbey, Grace Sweitzer and Helen McDonell (in Cos-
tume); Violin, Bohemian Girl (Balfe), William Zuerner;
Piano, "Chimes" (Armstrong), Helen McDonell; Piano-
logue, When We Haven't Said Our Prayers, Loris Erma
Royce; Piano, Etude (Sudds), Albert Severy; Piano,

Sea Spray (Hasbrouck), Florence Mulgrew; Piano, Ori-

ental Entr' acte (Maurice), Grace Sweitzer (in Cos-
tume); Piano, Melody in D Flat (Bertha Weber), Lor-
raine Severy; Piano Meditation from Thais (Massenet),
Beatrice Rommel; Piano, Six Hands, Fete Napolitaine
(Tarantelle (Bischoff). Mary Connolly, Lillian Forster
and Lorraine Severy; Piano, Oriental Dance from Won-
derland (Victor Herbert), Herbert Ingham; Piano, Tre-
molo Etude (Rosellen)', Dorothy Stevenson; Piano, Tam-
bouritza (Heller Nicholls), Richard Stevenson; Piano,
Aragonaise from "Le Cid" (Massenet), Muriel Bjork-
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man; Piano, Concert Paraphrase Mocking Bird (Hoff-
man), Lillian Forster; Violin, Air Varie (on a Theme by
Weigl) (Dancla), Y'ngve Christianson; Piano, (a) Moon-
light Sonata (First Movement) (Beethoven), (b) Polish
Dance (Scharwenka), Tyyni Malmstrom; Trio, Minuet
(Beethoven), First Violin, Winnefred Connolly, Second
Violin. Joseph Connolly, Piano, Mary Connolly; Piano,
Faust (Gounod-Leybach), Mary Connolly (in Costume);
Ensemble, Andantino (Lemare), Mrs. Ottilie Paul, Mrs.
T. Quinn, Yngve Christianson, Winnifred Connolly, Mrs.
A. Huckendorff, Ernest Perry, Mrs. L. A. Miller; At the
Piano, Mrs. Anne M. Lobenstein; Finale, The California
Poppy, Alice Koegh.

FOURTH SEASON OF ST. FRANCIS MUSICALES

The fourth season of the Alice Heckels matinee musi-
cales, those unique and so different concerts, which are
given in the ballroom of the St. Francis Hotel on Mon-
day afternoons during the musical season, will once
again claim attention with a series of the finest artists
yet selected for the events. In all America no season
of musical events is as conspicuous for its originality as
this Seckels undertaking. The pretty ballroom is made
over into an intimate salon, arranged with a homelike
atmosphere, akin to a private recital in one of the
great homes of the city. Chairs are placed in uneven
arrangements, flowers and plants typify a Californian
atmosphere, and all formality is dispensed with, and the
usual air of the concert hall entirely eliminated. The
Seckels series is sold by subscription, and year in and
year out the same music lovers may be found taking
advantage of their favorite matinees.

The artists engaged by Miss Seckels for the coming
year, engaged through the offices of Selby C. Oppen-
heimer, under whose direct management the series is

given, includes names high in the musical field. The
dates on which they will appear, all Monday afternoons,
and the participants follow: October 22, CJueena Mario,
soprano Metropolitan Opera Co.; November 19, Josef
Lhevinne, Russian pianist; December 17, Elena Ger-
hardt, Lieder singer; January 14, The Griffes Group;
March 24, Renato Zanelli, Metropolitan Opera baritone;
April 14, Ferenc Vecsey, famous Hungarian violinist.

Queena Mario's recent successes at the Metropolitan
Opera House and at Ravinia Park in Chicago, have
stamped her as one of the world's greatest sopranos.
San Francisco long ago discovered this, but it remained
for last season to bring Mario the international fame
she well deserves. Of Lhevinne there is little to say, he
is recognized as one of the world's foremost pianists,
among the half dozen of the very greatest. For many
years Elena Gerhardt has been acknowledged the peer-
less interpreter of the Lieder of Schubert, Schumann,
Brahms, Beethoven, etc. Her appearance in the Seckels
series will be the first appearnace the great artist has
made in San Francisco in a decade. The Griffes Group
is composed of Edna Thomas, the singer of Creole Folk
songs, whose recent successes in London have created
a new standard for American artists across the Atlantic,
Sascha Jacobinoff, the eminent violinist, and Olga Steeb,
the world famous California pianist. Unusual programs
of songs and instrumental music are presented by this
rarely talented combination. Renato Zanelli has been
here before and has established a definite place for him-
self among San Franciscans. His baritone voice has
been one of the main stays of the .Metropolitan Opera
Company for a number of years. Ferenc Vecsey is one
of the great violinists not yet heard here. He is Hun-
gary's premier player and an artist of the highest rank.
Miss Seckels is now receiving subscriptions for next

year's scries, which as before is limited to 400 patrons.
Her office is in the Foxcroft building, 68 Post street.
Telephone Douglas 7960.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exact date unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in bis

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godoweky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

able instruments that ev

Knowing that one of them
I have made it a point to

on my way to New York
the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During fais three months'

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the

most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

him.
1 have just passed

through an experience

with the two most remark-

came into my charge,

ime from Kohler & Chase,

se them in Sa

1 route from

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the

ovations accorded, this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as

clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu- '

rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, but no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes 1 should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wra. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires,

Leopold Godowsky
edes to hU tuner theWho, with rare consideratio

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time ;

but as he himself said in an interview: ""Mr. Jone
thing more interesting to say about those two p'u

any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. I

1 found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to tlie

Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the

unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer

the most remarkable piano story ever told.

OS than 1 or
: deserves it.

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specially made), one from the New York warerooms

and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER erCHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMPICO

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orchea.
tra. New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

(ronlinucd I'r.jm last wc-k 1

Boston, one of the oldest seats of culture in the

country, and until the last decade the admitted musical
center of the hemisphere (and also the field of the

writer's musical endeavors for the past year) is at

least fifteen years behind the times in the musical pre-

sentation of pictures. With a population of nearly a rail-

lion and being a natural center for almost another mil-

lion, it only supports one theatre with an orchestra larg-

er than nine or ten men. In this one theatre, where an
orchestra of medium size holds forth, the musical policy

is so narrow, in keeping with traditional New England
custom to spend not more than twenty or twenty-five

cents for every dollar of return, so miserly and through
lack of vision, enterprise and good local management,
that the musical expenditure is practically thrown
away.

The writer has only been on the Pacific Coast a few
weeks, and in that time he has been tremendously im-

pressed and delighted with every phase -of life in his

future home but the musical-theatrical phase, which
has left a doubtful flavor. He has been privileged to

hear most of the picture-theatre orchestras on the

Coast since arriving, and-out of them all he cpn recall

only three that impressed him favorably.

One of these was a little orchestra of nine men, mostly
strings, in San Francisco whose programs were tjeauti-

fully and intelligently played, evidently under the direc-

tion of an able, musically intelligent, and artistic con-

ductor, who was unfortunately cramped as a conductor
by being obliged to play an instrument while direct-

ing. Another was an orchestra of about twenty-five men
in Hollywood which played pleasingly and musically
except that the brasses could have been subdued con-

siderably to the great improvement of the performance.
This was under the direction of a man who was also

able, musically intelligent and artistic. The third was
an orchestra in Los Angeles of fifty men (for concert
only) which played musically and artistically and whose
offering was sincerely and enthusiastically received by
the audience. The third part of the concert program
played by this orchestra was labeled "Popular Impres-
sions" and it consisted of some ten minutes of jazz. But
played as it was, it was distinctly pleasing. Uo hid-

eous sounds were attempted, shading was practiced, the

orchestration was musically done, and it was conducted
by a legitimate and able man, not one whose knowledge
of music was bounded by jazz only.

The writer found San Francisco, in its theatrical

world at least, jazz crazy, and the programs offered In

it and Oakland, were ridiculous, unmusical and insulting

to the intelligence. Los Angeles seemed to be in the

throes of a contest in which the various managers were
trying to see who could offer the largest numbers of

musicians, usually under men of mediocre ability, the

greatest number of chorus girls and would-be ballet

dancers, and the greatest "flash" in the line of musical
entertainment with which to dazzle their public. Ster-

ling musicianship, in the sense that it is offered by, for

example, the Riesenfeld theatres in New York, and the

Balaban & Katz theatres in Chicago, seems to be con-

spicious by its absence in West Coast theatres. Indi-

cations point to the fact that in a few years, the pic-

ture part of the program in Los Angeles theatres, at

least, will be confined to a mere showing of perhaps a

News reel or two, the balance of the performance being

given over entirely to a cheap vaudeville performance
augmented with liberal doses of jazz. Such are impres-

sions.

The little word rubato is of tremendous significance

to the orchestra conductor and has been mentioned sev-

eral times in the foregoing as of great importance to the

picture conductor. Yet its practice is almost entirely

unknown in American picture theatres, excepting in a

few outstanding cases, greatly in the minority. What Is

rubato, and what does it signify?

Baker defines it as a direction "that the performer
(conductor) should modify the strict rhythmical flow

of the movement by dwelling on, and thus (often

almost insensibly) prolonging, prominent melody-notes
or chords, this in turn requiring an equivalent accele-

ration of less prominent tones, which are thus "robbed"
of a slight portion of their time-value." A little in-

volved perhaps to the comprehension of the layman,
but explainable in more simple terms. Rubato, a more
elastic rhythm, may be compared to speaking certain

words more slowly or more rapidly in order that the

essential meaning of the entire sentence may be more
strongly impressed upon the listener. It must not,

however, break up the tempo; one authority has said

on this point something to the effect that "we must bend
the tempo, but not break it."

There is no doubt that the advent of rubato, and its

now universal application by orchestra conductors of

standing, has made all musical performance infinitely

more pleasurable to the listener than it formerly was,
CTo be continued^

i
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CaKfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

The foundation upon which every national school of music rests con-

sists of folk song literature. The people as a community must sing before

there is any hope regarding a national school of music, and there can not

be any folk songs until there is a national impulse to give vent to music as

the finest and most successful expression of deep emotions. As long as

school boys will regard their comrades effeminate, because they enjoy

music as a study and vocation, America is not yet ready to adopt a

national school of music. Music must become the fundamental element

jf genuine regard and affection, and not something secondary in the

national life, before this great commonwealth will join the ranks of tlie

creative forces in musical art.

That sooner or later America will prove a pathfinder in future musical

discoveries can not be questioned by any intelligent person. In fact it is

the only nation in the world today that will have something NEW to

offer, all other countries, even America itself are more or less influenced

by the masters and the art that preceded them. It is left for America to

strike out for itself and present the world with something new, something
vitally individualistic, something entirely original. And I for one feel

certain that when that time comes America will be found thoroughly pre-

pared for its great task. While I am not in sympathy with the deplorable

malpractice of jazz playing as it is manifest in so many ways, there is

nevertheless something in the character of so-called jazz music that is

distinctly American and original and that will unquestionably form a part

of the material of which the future national music of this country will be

composed. We are now in a period of transition as far as music and for

that matter other arts, are concerned. We do not live in an artistic age,

we rather enjoy the blessings of a time devoted to invention, discovery and
mechanical ingenuity, but we do live in an age devoted to searching for

new ideas and new fields and while the ultra modern composers have possi-

bly not yet arrived at a period of their art which would definitely give as

something tangible and complete, yet they are paving the way for new
artistic developments, and who shall say but that American national music
shall not be the first result of this searching for a new musical truth?

(To be continued)

OPPENHEIMER ARRANGES FOR MANY ARTISTS

S. Hurok, the well-known New York manager of

"amous artists and attractions is now in London, ar-

anging elaborate plans tor the 1924-1925 musical sea-

;on. as his present season sliows at least ten of the fore-

nost attractions now under his direction, completely
md solidly booked for comprehensive tours across the
American continent. The tour of Anna Pavlowa and
ler Ballet Russe, is completely filled, and Hurok is

mable to accept any further engagements for the noted
tar. Troy Kinney, the American etcher, who has been
•.pending several months in Europe with Puvlowa,
frites that the dancer is still the youngest member of

ler ballet. She is not only the past mistress of her
.rt, but she knows how to take the best care of herself.

.nd how to keep the glow and enthusiasm of youth,
lurok has gone over the details of her tour with Pav-
owa while in London, and has also spent some time
/ith Chaliapin in Baden-Baden, and with .Joseph
Ichwartz in Gruenwald. Both of these artists are com-
'letely booked and Hurok will send Schwarz to Japan
s well as presenting him in America.
Also under the Hurok managment for the coming
eason are the ever popular Schumann-Heink, Efrem
limbalist, Alma Gluck. Ina Bourskaya. the Russian
rima donna, who has harl success with three great
pera companies since coming to America. Alfred Miro-
/itsch, the pianist and the famous Chemiavsky trio,

ilews of great successes by all the Hurok artists comes
irom various points through out the world. From Ber-
u a telegram tells of the enormous triumphs of Josef
chwarz, Chaliapin is duplicating his sensational ap-

earances in London. Pavlowa has just completed a
riumphant tour of the Orient and Egypt, Zimbalist has
eappeared in London with outstanding success, and
;chumann-Heink more than ever holds her place every-
i^here as the most beloved singer in America.
Selby C. Oppenheimer of San Francisco is the sole

epresentative of the Hurok office in Northern Cali-

arnia and during the coming season he has arranged
13 bring to San Francisco and other cities the Pavlowa
lallet, Zimbalist, the violinist, Schumann-Heink, Chalia-
tln, Schwarz, and the Cherniavskys,

HAROLD PARRISH WILLIAMS IN EUROPE

Harold Parrish Williams, baritone singer, former
terkeleyan. known professionally as Parrish Williams,
i meeting with splendid success abroad, according to

ecent reports. Recent appearances in Munich, two
1 Berlin, two in Dresden, and two in Copenhagen have
rought forth splendid notices from the critics in these
ountries. The second concert appearance in Copen-
ageu was arranged as a result of insistent demand,
wing to the success of the first, the papers bearing
eadlines to the effect that. "Parrish Williams is the
rst .\merican to 'go over' in Copenhagen."
Musical America recently published notices from the

Jerlin correspondent speaking enthusiastically of Par-
ish Williams' appearances there, and the demand
ir encore after encore at the end of the program,
^'reparations have been made for concerts in the fall

1 Paris. London, Monte Carlo, Milan and Florence.
The general tone of the press is that Parrish Williams
as a "powerful baritone, well schooled and well
laced." The Berlin correspondent speaks of him as a
'^nor-baritone and declares that he is "making a big
rensation by his fine abilities in musical exec\Jtion, and
lusical culture, with a personality that wins its way
J the heart." Alfred Tofft in Copenhagen writes: "Mr.
i'llliams surprised us with his huge baritone, and he
news how to use this huge baritone with a fine artistic
kill. Many songs had to be repeated, and the inlerest-
ig and charming artist had at last to sing several
'ongs beside the program. He has unusual pianissimos
fnd knows how to use his voice."

Articles of General Musical Interest

lirfimreil for Tlii' Pacific
MlIH ca Review Iiy I.eHoy V. Brant , din ctor of Tiic
In^<< til c of M usic or San Ji r. Urant vill be
plr»sei to tre It here subjec Is of ral r lUNicul
ime -CM . Any. ne aen ring an art n any par-
ticu lar HUbiecl ieate with Mr. nrani.
care The Inst tutc o Mnsii , South Second
at San Salvad. r. San Jose.

YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD MUSIC

Within the past few days I saw in a daily paper a
cartoon drawn by one of the foremost cartoonists of

America picturing a small boy practicing his piano
lesson. This caricature treated various phases of the
pain which the boy experienced in the course of his

half hour's practice, and it finally showed how be
vanished like the proverbial streak of geared lightning
with the striking of the hour. There was a great deal
of truth in the picture, as my memory looking back
over the stretch of years to the time when I was a
small hoy tells me. Yet. I submit to every thoughtful
person, the publication of such a picture as this, appear-
ing as it doubtless did in newspapers all aver the land,

is a bad thing. This statement brings me to the main
thought which I desire to impress on the minds of the
readers of this article. The thought is that in order to

do music, as well as any other thing well, one must
have toward it the right attitude of mind.

Is it not apparent to the reader that every small boy
looking at a cartoon such as the one I have described
is immediately thereby strengthened in the armor in

which he endeavors to case himself against his music?
Every reader has had the experience of reading some
article, or seeing some picture, favorable to an opinion
held by him, and has felt the warming of the heart
which comes with the discovery that some one agreed
with that opinion. And the reader was made doubly
sure by such a discovery that that position was correct,

or that idea was entirely right, by the discovery that

other people, if only in part, held the same opinion or

the same idea. Following out this line of reasoning it

is apparent that the first step in the musical education
of a child is, to use business parlance, to "sell" the

child on the idea of studying music. In other words
the child must have the correct attitude of mind toward
the venture he is about to make.

It is for this reason that I have long advocated having
children start to learn music some six months in ad-

vance of the time that they start to school. It is much
easier to sell the child on the idea of school than on
the idea of music, for the reason that the school has
back of it all the legal machinery of the State and
nation, while the music teacher has back of him his

own personality, the natural desire of the child to im-

prove himself, oftener than not a very faint wish, and
the backing of the parents which is frequently a doubt-

ful asset. With these handicaps is it any wonder that

I speak of the correct attitude of mind, and suggest

that the reader consider it in the case of his own par-

ticular child? I have an acquaintance, a widower with

a child of fourteen years. This young girl is one of

sweet character, and rather accomplished in many re-

spects. He was telling me of his experience with her
along musical lines.

"I gave her music lessons," he said, "but she didn't

want to practice. 1 kept it up, though, till finally one

day I asked her teacher how she was getting along,

and the teacher said 'Fine.' I knew the girl hadn't

touched the piano for two weeks and so I said that that

was the last of it!" How unfortunate! This young girl

will say in the days to come that her father was wrong
in the way in which he handled this matter. The girl

had the wrong attitude, of course. This attitude was
abetted by the father, and surely was not helped in this

case by the teacher! All in all, it appears that for the
lack of a little understanding of the underlying psycho-
logical principles of the case our fair young woman will

grow up without one of the most beautiful of accom-
plishments.

I could fill the columns of this paper with instances
like the above, and could cite case after case where
the lack of understanding has wrought great havoc
with the education of children. I may say that tlie

principle of which I speak is applicable to every phase
of education just as much as it is to music. My desire
in writing as I have is that I may incite the reader to

thinking, knowing that it he does think he will make
it easier for his child to gain that which is best in

music and all other education as well.

A recital of the summer session students of the Insti-

tute of Music of San Jose will be held Wednesday eve-

ning, September 5. according to Leroy V. Brant. Direc-

tor of the school. The school will open for the fall sem-
ester September 10.

PREFERS HIS "MARCHETA" WITHOUT JAZZ

Mr. Lipschultz of Warfield Theatre Earns the Grati-

tude of One of the Large Multitude Who Attends
Moving Picture Theatres.

The following letter received by Mr. Lipschultz of

the Warfield Theatre recently, speaks for itself:

My Dear Mr. Lipschultz:
I do. not presume to speak for anyone but myself and

a few friends, but among the thousands of movie-goers
in San Francisco there must be a great many who. like

those for whom I can speak, often feel a strong desire

to hear "Marcheta" played in a way that will make of

it a thing of beauty, as it should be. I have heard it

played five or six times within the past few weeks,
and every time the melody, or air, or whatever you call

it. was lost in the bedlam of unearthly noises which the
exponents of jazz invariably inject into all their playing.

Couldn't Marcheta be played sensibly—that is, with-

out the jackass braying of cornets and maniacal laugh-
ter of clarinets and saxaphones. not to mention any
other of the heathenish sounds with which jazz

abounds? Though I frankly admit that my knowledge of

music is absolutely nil—I am one of those who "don't
know one note from another"—it seems to me that it

should be possible to make good music out of jazz
without a great deal more difficulty than is involved in

making jazz out of good music, as has been done all too

often of late.

With this in mind. I am going to take my nerve in

both hands and suggest that you, Mr. Lipschultz. and
your excellent orchestra, give a long-suffering public

a chance to hear Marcheta played right. I feel confident
that you will at least consider this suggestion: whether
or not you follow it, is of course, a matter for your
judgment. If you do decide to follow it, I feel reason-

ably certain that your efforts will be amply rewarded
by the enthusiastic reception accorded the real Mar-
cheta by your audiences; and I can assure you of the

heartfelt gratitude of myself and the few friends of

whom I have spoken.
Thanks for reading this letter; also, thanks, many

thanks, for playing "Kamennoi-Ostrow" a couple of

weeks ago.
Sincerely yours.

I. O. ODEGARD

The California Institute of Music and Drama invited

a number of prominent musical people from both sides

of the bay to commemorate the opening of the new
season by a reception given by the Advisory Board to

the members of the faculty at Hotel Claremont in Ber-

keley on Tuesday evening August 21st. There was a

large attendance and an excellent program was pre-

sented by some of the most prominent artists residing

in this district.
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Hollywood Bowl Concerts—With only three weeks of
Bowl concerts remaining the attendance keeps up at a
high mark wliich speaks highly for the deep impression
the orchestra under the leadership of Emil Oberhoffer
has made on a growing musical public. Despite the

large number of programs and the consequent hard
work necessary for their preparation conductor and
personnel have proved equal to every occasion, and one
feels at each performance how well they retain their

original enthusiasm.
Elinor Remick Warren, earned hearty applause with

her graceful interpretation of the Mozart D minor con-
certo. Superficially it may seem a daring undertaking
to attempt such delicate and, from the nervous modern
viewpoint, unemotional music. As a matter of ex-

perience, however, this is just the right sort of music
to choose for the outdoors. So-called "emotional" music
— i. e. music which seeks to bring about an excited
nervous condition in the listener, ratTier than music
which stirs a like rythmical and melodic response in

the auditor—has a tendency to go rather flat outdoors.
The paraphernalia of passion does not work so well, far

away from drop-curtain and spot lights. Miss Warren,
then, showed fine taste in choosing Mozart, She played
gracefully, with ease, and quite enough power, reaching
all corners of the great amphitheater. For encore she
played the Schumann-Liszt Dedication with a fine feel-

ing for the pianistic charm of Liszt's arrangement.
Among the delighted friends. Gertrude Ross and her

first teacher, Katherine Cooke, were among those es-

pecially happy in Miss Warren's success.
The program contained two Beethoven numbers

—

Larghetto. from the second and Scherzando from the
eighth symphony. These were played with exquisite
understanding and finesse. They are light moods, the
first delicately sentimental, the latter, charmingly play-

ful, of a mighty and passionate nature, and somthow the
Prelude and Love Death from Tristan lost much by
being played next to them. The whole Wagner ma-
chinery for the manufacture of excitement seems a
little tawdry in the open air, like a worn stage costume
without its artificial lighting, or a painted face in day-
light.

Tschaikowsky's Capriccio Italien was perhaps not
well played, but to me there seems little incentive to
play such music well. Perhaps it was well played, it is

hard to tell, the music seems so lacking in greatness.

During the week of August 12 to August 18 the Pacific

Palisades Chautauqua presented some of the season's
most notable musical programs, during this, their
Music Week. Let us hope that next year will profit

by the excellent work of this summer and the Chautau-
qua in Temescal Canyon near Santa Monica will receive
the support it surely deserves. No expense has been
spared to secure fine artists, and the week's programs,
indeed the entire season's offering would be difficult

to match.
Southern California has no intimate string ensemble

SOH
Gupid Grand

Sohmer-—

T/iere Are More SOHMER
Pianos in Use in Greater Ne<w
York Than Any Other Artistic

Mate!

C,.mf/«, Forn,sl.crs cf Succuiful Homes

Lob Angeles

Exclusive SOHMER Representatives

Umberto
SISTARELLI

Com poser-Violinist

FITZGERALD'S--/='or the Advanccnicit of Music.

Jlnolher Knahe jJrlist!

Noted Italian Composer

and Violinist

chooses KNABE piano

Umberto Sistarelli, now appearing as first violinist at the
Hollywood Bowl Symphonies, is the composer of Fatalita.
an opera which achieved considerable success during the
past year in Italy. He has many other triumphs to his
credit. His choice of the Knabe for his personal use is

in accord with the best musical judgment of the world.

tes^^asusE:^
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of finer quality than the Los Angeles Trio, May Mac-
Donald Hope, founder and pianiste, Calmon Luboviski.
violinist and Ilya Bronson, cellist. They gave the fol-

lowing program at the Chautauqua on Wednesday,
August 15: Trio D minor Op. 49 (Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdy), Los Angeles trio: cello solo, Nocturne
(Dvorak), Ilya Bronson; piano solo. Rhapsodic 12

(Liszt), May MacDonald Hope; violin solo, Introduction
and Tarantelle (Sarasate), Calmon Luboviski; Rondo
from trio in D major (Haydn), Elegia and Allegro from
the Arensky trio, Los Angeles trio.

Unity of thought and a well-sustained emotional pitch

invariably mark the playing of this trio of artists. Never
do they take their performances lightly, invariably
coming to their w{5rk well prepared—the mark of sin-

cere musicians who appreciate the high calling and
serious responsibility of the virtuosi who undertake to

interpret the music of great composers. This little

foretaste of their artisty makes one look forward with
great expectancy and relish to their approaching winter
season.

The Pacific Palisades Quartet composed of Melba
French Barr, soprano; Florence Middaugh, contralto;

Ewart Williams, tenor and Lawrence Tibbett, baritone,

with Lorna Gregg as accompanist, gave the following
program on Wednesday evening: A Song of Liberty
(Mrs. H. H. A. Beach), Where My Caravan Has Rested
(Herman Lohr), the Quartet: solos (selected), Ewart
Williams; song cycle—On Jhelum River iAmy Wood-
ford Finden), Melba Barr and Lawrence Tibbett; trio

—

The Mariners (Randegger), By the Waters of Minne-
tonka ILieurance), Good Night, Beloved (Pinsuti), the

Quartet.
During the season, under the able direction of

Lawrence Tibbett, this ensemble has gradually grown
into an unusually harmonious quartet, and this final

concert proved a high-water mark among their summer
performances.
An excellent program was presented on Friday after-

noon. August 17, at the Pacific Palisades Chautauqua
by Annis Stockton Howell, soprano; Elinor Remick
Warren, composer-pianist and Grace Wheeler Warren,
violinist from Santa Barbara. The following program
was given; Praeludium and Allegro (Pagnani-Kreisler),
Romance from D minor Concerto (Wieniawski), Gavotte
(Bach-Kreisler), Grace Wheeler Warren; Rose Softly
lilooming (Spohr), Mermaid's Song (Haydn), My Love-
ly Celia (Monroe), Aria di Poppea (Handel), Annis
Stockton Howell; Romance (Frank La Forge), Elves in

the Moonlit Glen (Elinor R. Warren), Little Star
(Ponce), Ride of the Cowboy (Gertrude Ross), Elinor
Remick Warren: Spanish Dance (Granados-Kreisler),
From the Canebreak (Samuel Gardner), Hymn to the
Sun (Rimsky-Korsakoff), Liebesfreud (Kreisler), Grace
Wheeler Warren: Suplication (Frank La Forge), May,
the Maiden (John Alden Carpenter), Nadie Me Quiere
(Old Maid's Song) (Gertrude Ross), I Have Seen Dawn
(Elinor R. Warren), Invocation to Spring (Elinor R.
Warren), Annis Stockton Howell.

Miss Howell sings with a clear beautiful soprano
voice and her programs are invaribly well chosen.Miss
Warren's work is well known to Californians, her com-
positions proving favorites with many well known art-

ists. She charmed her audience with her thoughtful
playing. Grace Wheeler Warren of Santa Barbara con-
tributed largely to the afternoon's pleasure, choosing
splendid violin music which she played with charm and
fire. Among those present was Gertrude Ross, whose
Ride of the Cowboy was played by Elinor Warren, and
Nadie Me Quiere (old Maid's song) was sung by Annis
Stockton Howell.
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edding- song), Huntzlneer Co.

Little Slippers ot tlie Rain (soprano), Church.
Golden Yesterdays. 2 keys, Flammer.
God Our Refuge (soprano, sacred). H. W. Gray Co.
Fairy Hills of Dream (soprano), Flammer.
Children of the Moon, 1 key, Flammer.
Christmas Morn (soprano), Flammer.
A song of .June (soprano), Schirmer.

Choruses for AVomen's Voices
Flower Chorus in Spring, Church.
Fairy Hills of Dream, Flammer.
Children of the Moon, Flammer.

A program to delight the lover of good music was
pi'esented at the Palisades on Friday evening by Charles
Wakefield Cadman, composer-pianist and John Small-
man, baritone, in joint recital. Mr. Cadman charmed his
audience with pianoforte rendering of his own compo-
sitions and a group ot his songs were sung by John
Smallman, who is a singer o£ unusual intelligence and
fine musical taste. Mr. Smallman has delved into early
classical sources for such works as the Invocazisne and
has fine feeling tor such lovely old English songs as
Purcell's Passing By, and he was also particularly happy
in a group of French songs. This proved one ot the
most interesting concerts ot the Chautauqua series.

The Philharmonic Orchestra—A brilliant season is"

in store for patrons of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra, what with a scintillant array of soloists, new
works added to the repetoire, the appearance of a dis-
tinguished guest conductor and the added interest due
to the presence of new performers with the orchestra
itself.

Conductor Walter Henry Rothwell has been busily
engaged during the summer studying new scores and
there have been some thirty-two new books added to an
already comprehensive library.

The soloists include Claire Dux, the new soprano ot
the Chicago Opera Company, who has established her-
self as one of the great international personages in the
operatic and concert field; Mme. Olga Samaroff, Ameri-
can pianiste. whose appearance abroad and in this
country are notable events; Albert Spalding, who is to-

day in the front ranks of the world's violinists and an
artist who is mature in sentiment and expression even
though only thirty-four years ot age; Sophie Breslau,
the American contralto, of the Metropolitan and Chi-
cago Opera fame who has captivated Los Angeles audi-
ences in her former appearances; Sylvian Noack, violin-

ist, the concert master and assistant conductor of the
Philharmonic Orchestra, a brilliant soloist when he
temporarily forsakes the ensemble; Pablo Cassals. ac-
claimed by fellow musicians and the public on three
continents as the greatest violin cellist alive; Erno
Dohnanyi, the greatest living Hungarian composer and
pianist, the greatest figure to visit our shores since the
advent ot Rachmaninoff: Mme. Helen Teschner Tas,
one of the finest women violinists before the public
today; Elena Gerhardt. mezzo-soprano, the greatest
lieder singer of the century, who has received a veri-
table ovation on her former appearances in this coun-
try; Joseph Schwarz, a baritone, who has one of the
most beautiful voices ever heard and who is very
reminiscent of Caruso; and Rudolph Ganz, one of the
most distinguished pianists appearing before the public
today and conductor ot the St. Louis Symphony Or-
chestra, who appears in the dual role of piano soloist
and guest conductor.

Then there have been some notable accjuisitions to
the playing personnel of the orchestra too. Alfred
Brain, the new first horn, is an Englishman, who has
been identified with the New York Philharmonic since
coming to this country. Alexander Roman, of the first

violin section, was formerly concert master of the
Imperial Orchestra of Moscow and has been with the
Eastman Orchestra of Rochester, in this country. Fritz
Gaillard was formerly first chair violoncellist with
Mengelberg's Orchestra at Amsterdam. While Benja-
mine Klatzkin, the new first trumpet, formerly held a
like position with the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra.

Louis Graveure Concert—The closing concert ot the
week was given by the distinguished baritone, Louis
Graveure. A large crowd listened with rapt attention,
and the various numbers were greeted with enthusias-
tic applause. While it is impossible to sufficiently ad-
mire the astonishing control which this artist can only
have acquired through long years of powerful concen-
tration on his art. I find myself perplexed before the
results as presented to his audience. Wonderful clarity
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of diction, an incomparably skillful use of head tones,
no slips, no accidents, still the entire performance
lacked something, in fact I found myself restive and
sometimes even rebellious against the polished singing.
Chaliapin, for instance, can take many liberties of in-
terpretation. One feels that he is perfectly at home with
the loftiest spirits among composers, and understands
through his warm and sympathetic nature every ex-
perience which talis to the lot ot man. He experiences
the thing he sings. With Graveure the effect seems all
important, and all his powers are forced to contribute
to this end. The performance troubled me, because the
audience so palpably enjoyed itself. The manner in
which the distinguished baritone treated Handel's
Largo—Handel, that most honest of musicians—raised
a wave of anger in me. Perhaps the truth is that Gra-
veure has his Held—a very excellent field—and here he
had strayed out of it.

In the Bird's Courting Song he was at his best and in
The Leperhaun. The public will perhaps always prefer
to hear him sing Sylvia, but that is a taste to which I

am not quite able to adjust myself. The Toreador Song
was given with splendid bravado, at ratlier a fast clip,
but nevertheless was well sung and highly applaunded.
In Elegie and Vision Fugitive the artificial breaking of
the voice, intended to convey emotion, proved very un-
pleasant. Watching some ot the audience. I noticed that
they were waiting for this trick as one might await
the crowning dive of an acrobat from the high trapeze.
This is what many people want, and Louis Graveure,
in mixing these little artificialities with his smooth
and finished singing, loses just that much in true musi-
cianship.

Of all art it is true that a time comes when the artist
is faced with the problem of escaping from the thrall
ot his own technique. Particularly is the case where
the training has been higlily concentrated and thorough,
as in this case. Louis Graveure has few rivals in vocal
finish and control. If he can forget his intention, use
his instrument less self-consciously, enter rather into
the spirit ot the music itself, and be less concerned
with his interpretation, he can add new laurels to his
enviable reputation, and by stepping down a little, come,
nearer to the hearts of his audience and fellow musi-
cians.

California Theatre—The largest crowds of the sum-
mer are flocking to the California Theatre this week
to view the new version of Rex Beach's famous story
"The Spoilers", and one of the other delightful features
of the show is the concert program arranged by Dion
Romandy, who has been directing the fifty piece orches-
tra in the absence of Carli D. Elinor who has been vaca-
tioning in Europe. Incidentally Mr. Elinor has returned
and will begin to wield his baton again next week.
For his opening number Mr. Romandy has selected

Victor Herbert'a popular light opera "Sweethearts"
and the numbers in this selection are exemplars of the
happiest ot melodic gifts from the pen of this versatile
and representative American composer. Included in the
overture are "On Parade," "Every Lover Must Meet
his Fate," "The Game of Love," "Mother Goose," "The
Angelus" "Jeanette's Wooden Shoes'' and "Sweet-
hearts."
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The second number is Sibelius' always acceptable

"Valse Triste" whicli is popular witli music lovers de-

spite its somewhat sombre theme and treatment. For
his closing selections Romandy has chosen "The Parade
ot the Wooden Soldiers." This "petite march descrip-

tive" is from the play "Chauve Souris" and visualizes in

miniature military manoeuvers o£ toy soldiers. It is one
ot the cleverest descriptive pieces extant and is being

particularly well received by the patrons ot this popular

home of good music.

Myra Belle Vickers, the well-known teacher will in-

augurate her famous monthly open-house reictals, the

first recital to take place the first Friday in September.

Raymond McFeeters, pianist, Mary Tyner, cellist and
Esther Tobler, violinist who compose the Arroyo Trio

were heard at the closing of the Pasadena Community
Music Meeting held at the High School on August 14th.

Madame Biombert, the distinguished French teacher

is coaching some of the most prominent vocalists in the

city, and among those are John Smallman and Lawrence
Tibbett.

MADAME VOUGHT ARRANGES FINE PROGRAM

Monday evening, -August 27th, Madame Vought pre-

sented a group of well-known artists at the Fitzgerald

Memorial Church in a high class program of vocal and
instrumental numbers. This is the seventh concert of

its kind which Madame Vought is giving, in order to

pay for a newly installed organ in the church, by the

silver offering that is collected at each concert. The
program follows: Star Spangled Banner—Entire Audi-
ence, Marie Rambo at the Organ; Concerto, E flat

(Lisztl, Master Jules Reed (13-year old pupil ot Mischa
Lhevinne), Mischa Lhevinue at the second piano: So-

prano solos: (a) Aria 'II est doux, il est bon' from
Herodiade (He is kind, he is good) (Massenet), (b)

The Last Hour (Kramer), Lucille Bresse Hammon (art-

ist pupil of Mme. Joseph), Noel Sullivan at the Piano:
Flute solos: (a) The Field-flower (Terschak), (b) Fan-
tasie (Deraesserman), Melva Farwell, Irene Millier at

the Piano; Piano solos: (a) Fantasie, C minor (Bach)
(b) Berceuse (Chopin), (c) Minuet. L'Arlesienne Suite

No. 1 (Bizet). Irene A. Millier; Mezzo-soprano solos;

(a) Gypsy Songs (Dvorak), (b) There is a Garden
(Procter), (c) Biondina (Gounod), (d) Dreamin' Time
(Bayou Songs) (Strickland), Louise E. Massey, Irene
A. Millier at the Piano; Viola solos: (a) Ballade (Ru-
dolf Frimll, (b) La Chamber (Allemande (Caix D'Her-
velouis (1690), Emil Hahl of the San Francisco Sym-
phony Orchestra, Irene A. Millier at the Piano; Tenor
solos: (a) Vesta la Giubba, Pagliacci (Leoncavallo),
(b) The Night Has a Thousand Byes (Gaynor). (c)

Yesterday and Today (Spross), Lyman Hull North,
Irene Millier at the Piano.

GERTRUDE SHENSON IN FAREWELL CONCERT

Miss Gertrude Shenson, soprano and pianist, vocal
pupil of Mme. Rose Relda Cailleau and piano pupil of

Adolphe Locher, gave a farewell program in the Italian

Room of the St Francis Hotel which attracted an audi-
ence that practically filled that popular hall last Wed-
nesday evening, August 22. The program was an un-
usually ambitious one for a student who is about to
leave to continue her studies elsewhere, and occasion-
ally she exhibited moments of nervousness which are
but natural in one who is anxious to make as fine an
impression as possible. This youthful musician- ex-
hibited many <iualifications that entitle her to hearty
commendation. As vocalist she possesses a voice of
clear calibre which will no doubt gain in flexibility as
she progresses in her education, she having studied
only a few months, but in addition to her natural voice
she exhibited elements of a temperament that adds
considerably to her interpretation, specially in the
matter ot intelligent phrasing.

Pianistically Miss Shenson seemed to be more af-

fected by her eagerness to please than she was in her
singing, for her tempi were somewhat accelerated and
consequently her technic, which revealed signs of im-
peccability, was not always thoroughly in accord with
her other faculties. Nevertheless it was easy to see
that she is naturally adapted for a musical career.
Judging by her repertoire she has enjoyed a thorough
elementary foundation for her artistic endeavors and she
will unquestionably forge ahead in her chosen field.

Many encouraging things can be said ot both Miss
Shenson's signing and piano interpretations and no
doubt her poise will increase with her additional prac-
tical experience. The complete program was as fol-
lows: (a) Aria—Sonnambula (Bellini), (b) Care Selve
(Handel); (a) Tes Yeux (Rabey), (hi The Wren (Bene-
dict); (a) Gray Dove (Saar), (b) Robin's Song (White),
(c) To a Messenger (La Forge): (a) Solfigetto (P. H.
Bach), (b) Allegro (Sebastian Bach), (c) Le Coucou
(Daquin); Rondo Capriccioso (Beethoven); (a) Songs
Without Words (Mendelssohn), (b) Warum (Schu-
mann); (a) Mazurka (Chopin), (b) Waltz (Chopin), (c)
Polonaise (Chopin); (a) Prelude (Locher), (b) Waltz
(Liszt).

Mrs. Cecil Hollis Stone, announces her return from
Europe and the resuming of her work as concert pian-
ist and coach. Prior to her departure for England Mrs.
Stone will be remembered as an excellent pianist and
accompanist, having been associated with some of the
leading musical events in the bay cities. Her return to
the musical colony of San Francisco will be greeted by
many with much pleasure.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE P LACING—COACHING
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OAKLAND ARTISTS GIVE FINE CONCERT

Under the Direction of Miss Z. W. Potter a Trio of

Former Oakland Artists Give Excellent Program
Before Select Audience at Oakland Hotel

BY ALFRED METZGER
One of the most enjoyable musical events ever given

in the Bay Cities was a Reception and Musical Evening
arranged by Miss Z. W. Potter for three former Oak-
land artists who happened to have spent the summer
in their native city. These were Emma Mesow Fitch,

soprano, whose residence is Fresno. Margaret Hughes,
who for the past two years has been residing in New
York, and Quinto Maganini. who is one of the flutists

of the New York Symphony Orchestra of which Walter
Damrosch is the director. The program was an unusual-
ly interesting and well selected one and the audience
proved by its frequent and spontaneous applause that

it was heartily in accord with the artistic atmosphere
of the event.

Evidently the bright particular star of the occasion
was Quinto Maganini. the flutist, who not only appeared
as an artist of his instrument, but revealed himself as

a composer. Indeed every composition he played was
by himself and besides there was a vocal solo, a duet
for flutes and a quartet for flutes. It would have added
to the interest of the occasion if Mr. Maganini had
interpreted other works besides his own so thnt we
could have had a fair idea of his versatility, but by con-

fining himself to his own compositions it made it im-

possible for us to judge him as an artist exhibiting
versatility of interpretation. Technically he under-
stands the flute and in many respects he is a very
proficient technician. His tone is not always smooth
and flexible and exhibits occasiDnal breathy quality, but

he is unquestionably a capable artist whose practical

experience and natural adaptability make him a very
valuable member of the artistic colony. His compo-
sitions are of a rather modern and technical character.

They put an exceptional strain upon the executive
faculties of a flutist and are difficult beyond absolute

artistic necessity. We would not go so far as to say
that his works are easily playable by flutists. They
are difficult beyond the ordinary proficiency of a
musician, and are written in a manner that not always
brings out those qualities wherein the flute predomi-
nates. However, Mr. Maganini enjoyed unquestionable
success and was greeted with gratifying enthusiasm.

Mrs. Fitch sang a group of songs, and ensemble
numbers with Mme. Le Noir, in a voice that revealed

fine warmth and richness of timbre. Her diction as

well as her interpretation were characterized by in-

telligent application and she was specially successful

in emphasizing the emotional phases of the compo-
sitions she interpreted. Her work proved exceptionally
effective and she thoroughly merited the hearty ap-

plause accorded her. She was excellently accompanied
by Mrs. Margaret Hughes, who also accompanied Mme.
Le Noir, and who added to the prestige and artistic

pre-eminence of the occasion by her thoroughly
musicianly and judicious employment of all the accom-
plishments that combine to make the art of-accompani-
ment a thoroughly delightful and necessary branch of

musical endeavor.

Mme. Le Noir sang a group of French songs, duets
with Mrs. Fitch and a song with flute obligate by Mr.
Maganini in a soprano voice of unusual clarity and bell-

like purity. She sang with thorouoghly accurate intona-

tion, slpendid knowledge of the language wherein she
sang, and an exceedingly discriminating intelligence

in regard to phrasing. She gives the impression of

being an experienced vocalist who possesses the neces-
sary material with which to gain the finest results.

The flute ensemble numbers were also enjoyed by the
musical" audience in attendance. Miss Potter introduced
every number on the program with a few well chosen
and cleverly worded remarks. The complete program
was as follows: (a) Rachem (Manna-zucca). (b) Inter

Nos (McFayden), (c) The Year's at the Spring (Beach),
Mrs. Fitch; (a) Claire de Lune (Quinto Maganini), (b)

A Street of Bazaars (Quinto Maganini"), Mr. Maganini;
Group of French Songs, Madame Le Noir; (a) The
Passage Birds" Farewell (Hildach), (b) I Would That
My Love (Mendelssohn), Mrs. Fitch and Madame Le
Noir; The Cry of a Flute (Quinto Maganini), Madame
Le Noir (with flute accompaniment): Sonatina (duet
for flutes), (Quinto Maganini), Mr. Maganini and Mr. A.

T. Baker; The Nigger Doll's Lullaby (quartette for

flutes) (Quinto Maganini), Mr. Maganini, ;vir. A. T.

Baker, Mr. George Corlett and M. Arthur Ascher; Mar-
garet Hughes. Nadine Shepard, accompanists.

Mrs. Shepard played all the accompaniments for Mr.
Maganini and. notwithstanding their difficulties, she in-

terpreted them with fluency and adequate artistic

emphasis.

Clarence Eddy, the distinguished American organ vir-

tuoso, whose fame is world-wide, is spending his vaca-

tion in San Francisco and although he came here for

a well earned rest his presence has caused him to re-

ceive many invitations for public appearances between
now and his return to the East. Among his pleasant
experiences was his visit to the Bohemian Grove where
he witnessed the performance of this year's Bohemian
Grove Play, music by Henry Hadley and book by Jos-
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eph D. Redding, and the distinguished artist pronoun-
ces the work an exceptionally fine and musicianly one
and Mr. Hadley a most prolific composer and excellent
conductor. While in the Grove Mr. Eddy was asked to
give an organ program and much to the delight of

the thousand or more members and guests present he
interpreted the following program which L. E. Behymer
of Los Angeles declared to be as fine and artistic a

program as can be heard anywhere in the world and
one that can not be given a finer interpretation: Fan^
tasie on Old Hundred (John H. Loud); Rustic March
(A. J, Boex)

: (a) Introduction to Act 2, (b) Intermezzo
from Cleopatra's Night (Henry Hadley) ; Sonata in E
minor (James H. Rogers), first movement; Melody.
(General Charles G. Dawes); Hymn of Glory, dedicateti
to the American Legion (Pietro A. Yon) ; Russian Boa!
man's Song (Anon), arranged by Clarence Eddy: Hav
aiian Melody (Aloha Oe). arranged by Edwin H. L-

mare; In a Monastery Garden (Ketelby) : Procession.
March (Humphrey J. Stewaitl, from John of Nepomu.
It is to be hoped that during his stay in San I^rancisi

Mr. Eddy will play on the municipal organ, especial!
since visitors are given an opportunity to appear th:

summer. No more distinguished visitor is coming t

San Francisco this summer than Clarence Eddy, at lea^

as far as the musical world is concerned.

Kajetan AttI, since writing the leter published else-

where in this paper, has also sent us some post card?
The latest of these was sent from Hamburg on AugU'
6th and contains the information that Mr. AttI enjoys
excellent performances of Lohengrin and the Barten
Bride in Hamburg, and that he met Mr. and Mrs. Al

fred Hertz with whom he chatted about San Francisc*
and the plans for the new symphony season. At th*

time the post card was mailed a dollar was worth ovo

a million marks and it took 1,800 marks for stamps t'

send the card. Mr. AttI says he felt very rich. Yestei

day (August 22) a dollar was worth Five Million Tw.
Hundred Thousand Marks.

Theodor Salmon, the well-known pianist, who has s

many friends in San Francisco and the bay region, ha

been spending the past four months in Honolulu afte

an extended sojourn in Australia and New Zealani

Mr. Salmon has been playing with much success bot

at public and private musical functions and has coi

ducted piano classes for advanced students. Having fli

Ished the work he had planned he has booked passag
for San Francisco and will reopen his studio in th

Kohler & Chase Building early in September. W
Salmon is looking forward with great pleasure to r
newing his friendships and being home again.

Stanford University Organ Recitals—The final reclt:

for the summer quarter and the academic year at Stat

ford University will be given on next Sunday. Aiigu.'

26th by Warren D. Allen, University Organist, at tt

usual hour of four o'clock. The program will be ii

follows: The Adobe Mission (H. C. Nearingi; ('arc

(Frederic Groton): In Autumn, To A Wild Rose i l^o!

"Woodland Sketches") (Edward MacDowelU : La Zi;

gara. Cortege (From the Second Sonata—A Pageant fi'

organ (Harry Benjamin Jepson). The recitals will t

resumed for the fall on Sunday, October 7th.

II
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A DISTINCTIVE EVENT

A distinctive event in Artistic circles

rill be tlie dance recital by Mile Lacour-
'orrup in the Colonial Ballroom of the

[otel St. FYancis on Tuesday evening
eptember the eighteenth, under the
lanagement of Alice Seckels.

Mile Torrup comes direct from a tour

f Denmark and Germany and her ap-

earances in all of the cities brought
jrth rhapsodies from press and public.

,11 of the notices stress the fact that

[lie Torrup's plastic effects are the in-

arnation of ev^ry conceivable inner
lought and feeling, and others state

lat there is no doubt that we have in

er something unprecedented in the
;alm of the dance.

Mile. Torrup's dances are original and
er programs are not patterned from
lOse of any other dancer. San Fraucis-
ins always appreciative of real artistry

re contemplating with interest this new-
: exponent of the art of expressionistic
incing. Miss Ada Clement quick to rec-

piize genius has engaged Mile Torrup
5 head of the department of the dance
the San Francisco Conservatory of

usic the coming season.

IGHTH WEEK OF DUNCAN SISTERS

All of the predictions made by the San
rancisco reviewers as to the success of

Dpsy and Eva, the Duncan Sisters'

nazing triumph at the Alcazar, have
•en more than justified. The musical
imedy preceded by the celebrated clas-

C I'ncle Tom's Cabin, has exceeded all

:pectations. and each week has seen
ore and more demands on the Alcazar
ax Office for seat reservations. Thomas
'ilkes. urged by San Franciscans to con-
aue the run as long as possible, has cou-
nted to an eighth week of this attrac-

>n, beginning with the matinee Sunday,
igust 26th.

.Mrs. Catherine C. Cushing, who has
^ny successes to her credit is respon-
t)le for the writing of "Topsy and Eva",
-d the Duncans themselves, composed
e lilting tones and entrancing music
at have contributed greatly to its enor-
Jus popularity.
Wilkes has given this production the
[St musical comedy cast seen in this
'.y in a decade. Every member of the
mpany has been carefully chosen, and
. an evidence of its talent, might be
mtioned the fact that with few excep-
iins. the entire aggregation goes to
^*w York for the Broadway production.
The scenery, costumes and electrical
lects in "Topsy and Eva'' have been
«de the subject of careful study on the
[rt of the Alcazar's scenic artist, and
f'-S difficult to see how the Metropolitan
berts can improve upon them,
pupporting the Duncans, who take the
l.ncipal comedy roles, are the following
pminent players: Basil Ruysdael, Na-
Bryant, .N'etta Sunderland, Thomas

jatterton, Carl Gantvoort, Anne O'Neal,
ilbur Cushman. Harriet Hoctor, Callen
iTjader and R. Burnett Pell.

1 PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

The publicity committee of the Pacific
fiSical Society desires to correct a
ftement made in several of the local
riy newspapers to the effect that Mr.
^lert I. Elkus, would be in charge of the
"gram of the Society during the com-
r, season at the Fairmont Hotel. Mr.
;tus is so occupied with his own work,
^1 on several new compositions, that
t time will be entirely occupied on
ae. In consequence of this, Mr, Elkus
U only act as a casual advisor to Mrs.
• a. Banks, the president of the Society
I'ing the coming season, and giving her
i benefit of his experience in the ar-
'igment of the programs from time to
le. At the opening concert, on Monday
iitember 24th, the debut of Edouard
-ru, the internationally known violinist,
i;i a recent addition to the local musical
'ony, will be made. His program will
il published in a later edition of this

da HJerleid Shelley, the well-known
) nist and teacher of Sacramento, has
'umed from her vacation in Yellow-
\De Park where she enjoyed the color-
'. geysers, springs, woods and moun-
iis. From Canyon Camp Miss Shelley
' ed up Mount Warburn, accompanied
' a guide, and she was the only guest
'hike up and back (by the road) this

SYMPHONY CONCERTS

For the coming season of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, which
opens in the Curran Theatre October la,
there seems to be a strong possibility
that the Friday Series and the Sunday
Popular Series will be over subscribed,
according to A. W. Widenham, Secretary-
Manager of the Musical Association.
Orders have been coming into the sym-
phony box office at Sherman, CJay &
Co.'s at a rate which indicates sold-out
houses if the demand continues. For this
reason Mr. Widenham wishes to urge all
of last season's ticket holders to place
their orders at once, and in any case
not later than September 1.

All of last season's ticket purchasers
have the privilege of renewing theii'
former locations, unless the seats are
taken by members of the Association,
but this privilege will expire on the first
of the month and all unrenewed tickets
will become available for new subscrib-
ers and the general public. The manage-
ment also wishes to emphasize the fact
that it is not necessary to pay for tickets
at the time of ordering. They will be
reserved without a deposit and may be
paid for at any time before September 15.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.AN FR.'\NCISCO B.AN'K)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1868.

One of Ihe Oldest Banks In California,
tbcAssefsof which liave never been increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks,

Member Associated -Savings Banks of ,San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7lii AveHAICHT STREET BRANCH Haight and Belvedere SneelsWEST PORTAL BRANCH WestT'onal Ave, and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4'/i)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
- - ^-»..— eu..esu..^

Josepn L»reven leila b. graves
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St, Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In AM Languages

5302 Broadway Oakland

Mrs. William Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
902 KOHLBR & CHASB BLDG.

San Pranrlseo Pbone: Kearny 5454

LVRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Concerts and Recltula

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAI, INSTRUCTIOIV FOR BEGINNERS

A.D£I,£ ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE .\.\D PI.\Nt

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 3 3

Laura Wertheimber

3211 Seott St.

tory Teat
Noah Br
Telepho

EDWIN HUTCHINGS
PnpU of Frank Mo««. Teacher of Piano,
studio: 3135 Sacramento, Tel. Flllniore 03S0

'^''^I.l^'l ?o«FP.?I^JKl Evelyn Sresovich WareBARITONE — VOICE CULTURE
Authorized to Teach Mine. Setaoen-

ReneV Method
1314 LeaveniTorth St. Phone ProNpect 92.">3

PIANO
Stndlot 1003 Kokler A Chaae Bids.

Phnne Kenrny 5454

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY Joseph George Jacobson

Berkeley. 2833 Sacrame
PIANO

Phone Flllmo

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Cliase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
1)05 Kobler & CIin>e Hid. Tel. Sutter 7.3HJ

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio. 603-6tt4 KOHUER & CHASE BI.DG.
Pbone Kearny 5454

Madame Charles Poulter—Soprano

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AV.VIl.ABI.E FOR CO-VCERTS

StudioN: 1149 Higb Court, Berkeley;

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque, Parln

Stadlot 3107 Wnshlnston Street
Phone Fillmore 1S47

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater ClaiMea for Violin

Studio Bulldlns. 1373 Post Street
Tel. Prospect 757

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

Friday. Kiihler .V Chase BldB., S. F.; Resi-
dence Studio, IfiO Santa Kosa .Vve., Oak-

land, I'honc Humboldt 11)1.

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
(Ada Clement 9Iuh1c School)

S43fl SHeramentn St. Phone Fillmore «»H

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTRALTO

Teacher of SlnKluK. 32 Loretta Ave, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler &

Bide.. S. F. Telephone Kenrnv .i4M.m « —, - - -m » nase niui?.. :-.. r. eiei>none Kearny .->4r»4.

'^^^ea^^eTo^f^siSV
""^^

Brandt's Conservatory of MusicTEACHER OF SINGIWG
Stndlo 36 Gaftney Building. 37G So
Tel. Doufclan 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F, BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Announces the openlns of her netv Resi-
dence Studio. Clark Apts.. Apt. 26—138
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone Prospect
6031. Fridays. 002 Kohler & Chase Bide.
Kearny .Vl!>4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice Cnltnre. Suite "C" Kohler & Chaae
Bulldlns. Telephone Kearny 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OP SCHOL.A CANTORUM,

PARIS
OROANI8T 8T. MARY'S CATflBDRAb

Piano DepartlBeBt. HaatllB Sehe«l
Orvan and Piano, Arrlllasa Mualeai Co|IeK«

2211 SCOTT gT„ Bet. Clay A Washln^on
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprano SololBt. Temple Emnno Bl, Con-
cert and Chnrch Work. Vocal InHtmc-
tioD. 2539 Clay St., Phone West 4890.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIANO INSTRUCTION
Studio: 1009 Kohler & Chase Bids.

Telephone Kearny 5454
Res. Tel. Bayvlevr 4104

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMPANIST

AND TEACHER
etndio: 4106 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 4152 Hovre St., Oakland
Tel, Pled. 3402

MARY CARR MOORE SONGS
Dweller In My Dreams ITaeore) Medium
Sons of a Faun <Fay Van Norden) Soprano

Pub. WESLEV WEBSTER
756 47th Avenue

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept..
S. F. Cons, of Music. 34.15 Sacramento

St., and 121 2lBt Ave .. Tel Pac. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GI.iiCOMO AND MME

MINKflWSKI
TEACHBIR OF VOICE

242S Pine SI. Tel. West 701J

SIGMUND ANKER

TKACHKKS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
376 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 160S-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1895

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Piione West :34T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washinirton St. Tel. Franklin 332J

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in
the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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ROSALIE HOUSMAN SONGS
on the Programs of Distinguished American Artists

Published by

G. SCHIRMER, JOHN CHURCH CO., THE BOSTON IVIUSIC COIVIPANY,
THE COIVIPOSERS' MUSIC CORPORATION

Songs for All Voices, New Publications of the Composers' Music Corporation

THE CRY OF THE ORIENT TOMORROW
THE FOREST OF DREAMS

A CYCLE OF SIX—SONGS OF THE LITTLE DAYS
For Sale at the Leading Music Houses

From The Very Beginnmg, By Phyllis Lucy Keyes
fiindnmental muMlc principles In a definite and lucid war, commendnc

but proKreiislnf rapidly In their exposition of technicalwith llrHt-grrade plec
and exprcSNlon p

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
harp soloist and

te;acher

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and

New Address—HEINE: BI.DG.. 408 STOCKTON ST.
UouKlns 0250

$3,000
IN PRIZES

MUSICAL REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST

Write to the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

Qonstance <^lexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Keamy 6454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

Season 1922-23—Exclusive Management Haensel & Jones, Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical
Arts

illasmi^Ifaiitlm
PIANOS

It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play
the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-
sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
WUg^BAUeD®

MASON a HAMUN PIANOS -

Oakland—1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music

I
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SOUVENIR EDITION IN HONOR OF THE MAMMOTH PRODUCTION OF THEWAYFARER IN LOS ANGELES DURING WEEK BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 8TH
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LOS ANGELES IS READY FOR WAYFARER WEEK
Cast of Three Thousand Singers and Four Thousand Actors Example of the Magnitude of the

Enterprise—Public-spirited Citizens Subscribe $125,000 to Defray Expenses—All Profits
of the Production Will go to the University of Southern California—Total

Number of Performers Will Be Seven Thousand

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

LOS ANGELES. Aug 28, 1923—Los Angeles and with
it Southern California is ready for The Wayfarer. And
the Wayfarer production is ready now. days before
the curtain will ring open on that momentous Saturday
evening of September Sth, whence a series of seven
performances will deliver the Christ message of this
mystery music drama, this super-pageant play that
echoes down from all the ages the living word of Bro-
therhood. The very size of the cast, 3,000 singers and
4,000 actors typifies the greatness of the pageant-play
and its significance.

Colossal has been the task to bring the Wayfarer to
Los Angeles. A colossal setting has been chosen, the
Coliseum, this monument to the spirit of Los Angeles.

Altogether Los Angeles, when word was received that
the Wayfarer might be produced here, rallied in un-
precedented manner to make the production possible.
In record time more than $125,000, the cost of the pro-
duction was underwritten by public-spirited citizens.
Then the Wayfarer Society of California was incorpor-
ated as a non-profit society with the following officers:
Rufus B. von Kleinsmid, President; IMotley H. Flint
Vice-President; James Taher Fitzgerald, Vice-President
and Chairman of Board; Alton E. Allen, Vice-President
and Treasurer; Merle Armitage, Secretary and Busi-
ness Manager and Edgar L. Webster, General Manager.

Characteristic also of the spirit from which the local
production of the work emanates, is the proviso that all

\wK«B«Ti&?!?sp»::'sr«Ta«Tf

^^Me Wayfarer
September 8tA to I5t/i

I>EADI.\G FOKCKS H AYFAREa PRODISCTION

rse of Importniit IJeparfmen
• .Uaiiiiiioth Production I» Ere

profits of the seven performances will go to the Uni-
versity of Southern California, Los Angeles' own alma
mater.

Colossal indeed has been the task which is giving to
the Southland super-performances which tend to sur-
pass even those of Seattle. New York City and other
cities where this great community play has become a
spiritually regenerative force in community life. It is
a modern passion-play, the inspired conception of Rev.
R. J. E. Crowther, of Philadelphia. As the author, who
IS here now to assist in the production, states, that the
Wayfarer is absolutely non-sectarian, opens with a
prologue depicting the Wayfarer witnessing the World
War and marvelling at the slaughter. Wisdom, in the
form of a beautiful woman, appears and leads the Way-
farer through a series of five episodes, beginning with
the Babylonian captivity and ending with Christ's res-
urrection. The grand finale in the form of a march of
nations with 7000 performers indicates that moral vic-
tory, is after all, the real aftermath of seeming defeat,
(a complete synopsis for the information of our read-
ers is appended below.) The music is taken chiefly
from Handel's Messiah, an oratorio, which like no
other, voices the spirit of this dramatic creation.
The Wayfarer being a community movement none

of the principals, the chorus of tour thousand or the
three thousand actors, nor any of the officers and pro-
ducers of the presentation will receive any fee. The
great chorus has been trained by William Tyroler, for
twelve years one of the principal coaches at the Met-
ropolitan Opera House. He is being assisted by Hugo
Kirchhofer, the magnetic community song leader. Hard-
ly two more forceful and capable musicians could have
been found to weld this immense mass of singing hu-
manity into a well-nigh perfect choral body. The pro-
duction as a whole is being staged by Montgomery
Lynch, the man who has become famous for his pre-
sentations of this super-spectacle in Seattle, New York
City and Columbus, Ohio.

"I am pleasantly amazed at the progress made in the
rehearsals. If need be, we could give The Wayfarer
this evening," General Manager Webster declared with
his characteristic broad smile. "Los -4ngeles has con-
vinced Director Lynch that our local talent is as praise-
worthy as any he encountered in other cities where he
directed The Wayfarer," he said.

"A. B. Kachel, who plays the title role, has made a
decided impression upon those who have heard him.
His voice is powerful and his many years as a dra-
matic coach have provided the experience and knowl-
edge of stage technique which is so necessary to one
who attempts. so diflicult a role as this in a great out-
door theatre. Mr. Kachel in his rehearsals has done so
well that both Director Lynch and Dr. Crowther, author
of the play, have agreed that he is the best Wayfarer
who has ever appeared in the pageant.

"Miss Katherine Bodkin, who is rehearsing for the
part of Understanding, the feminine lead, is also pos-
sessed of a good voice for outdoor work. She is an
English actress of considerable experience. Miss Helena
Benedict Collamore, playing the Angel, is gifted with
a voice of strong caliber and she brings much dramatic
experience to the part, having played many "leads"
in this country and in Europe. She received some val-
uable training in her recent engagement with Margaret
Anglin in the Greek Theatre production of "Hlppoly-
tus."

"As Mary Magdalene. Miss Kathleen Terry will make
a very favorable impression. I am sure her work will
be almost entirely pantomine and she has had many
years of training in this and in classic dancing. For
several years she has appeared in religious plays, which
hove trained her to put her whole heart and soul into
a spiritual play such as the "Wayfarer" is.

"Understudies have been selected for each of these
leading roles, and in case of the illness of any one play-
er an able substitute will be ready."
Speaking about the technical and financial details of

the production General Manager Webster revealed fig-
ures which indeed make these performances of com-
munity-wide dimensions;
The play will be held on the largest stage in the

world, one having a proscenium arch 90 feet high, and
a width of 150 feet. One may best conceive the enor-
mous size of this stage by visualizing the climax, "The
March of the Nations," in which the entire cast of 7000
persons is to appear on the stage at once and kneel
before a great illuminated cross, singing the Hallelujah
chorus from Handel's Messiah. This stage will cost
in excess of $20,000 to construct and will require seven
carloads of scenery, valued at $265,000, which is being
rented from an Eastern Wayfarer Society. Huge tents
have been erected in which to store much of the scen-
ery and to be used as dressing rooms for the great
cast," Mr. Webster continued.
"The Coliseum arena resembles a movie lot as the

theatrical equipment includes partly wrecked Belgium
(Continued on Page 4, Col, 3)
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

ShermanMay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoraa - Spokane

MYNARD S. JONES
Tea of SiiiBinc

liagn
>r«bleni»i thoroughly diagnosed and proper

exercisen recommended
ARRILI.AGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
ekson St. Phone Went 4737

A Small Fee For Auditions

Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300
ific CoaNt MuHical Reviow.

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Arrillaga Musical College
V. de Arrillasa. Director

. L. Artieuea, Prea.: Lonlii Aleeria, Vlce-Pren.
nexeelled focllltiea for the aludy of mnale In ali
branchea. LarKe Pipe Orfiran. Recital Hall.

2315 JACKSON STREET
FraaclBco. Cal. Phone Weat 4737

Manning School of Music
JOHN C. MANNING, nirpctor

3242 Wnahington Stree Telephone Fllln

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be abtient In Europe for Bommer, resninlngl
teaching: about Sept. 20th. Residence ntodlot IKO
Monte Vlsta Ave., Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 766

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano, OrR^an, Harmony. Oreonliit and Muntcal
Director of FIrNt PreNbyterlan Church, Alaraeda. Home
*i«udlo: 1117 PAR|f STREET, ALAMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 1^.1. ThnrHdarn. Merrlman School, 597 Eldorado Avc^
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Avaiiahle for Concerta and Recltala
AddreMN: 471 371h Avenue

Tel. Pao. «3S

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST KISTURNBD FROM EUROPE

Studio: M.-; Ixohler & Chase Hide., Tel. Kearnj MM
Dominican College School of Music

SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA
MiiHlc Couraes Thorough and ProprreaalTe
Public School Mualc, .Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
rado Road, Berkeiej'.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing Teacher for

MRS. OSCXR M^NSr-ELDT. PlanUt
21)7 Cherry St., Re*. AVaHhinf^ton A Clay. Tel. Pae. ft306

MRS. M. FOULKES
\rCOMPANIST

Voice. Instruments or Fnsembic
I'lionc Wnl. !1S5 1721 Pacltlc Ave.. Son Francisco

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOLO PIANIST-ACCOMPANIST

Olllctnl PInnInt Mnslciana' Choral Fnscnible
Address: I7!> Oak Street Telcrihone Hemlock STil

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
Absolu

Monday and Thursday
1005 Kohler & Chase Bulldll

Tel. Kearny 54M Res. Phc

WALLACE A. SABIN

St., Phone Franklin 260:ii Sat., FIrat Chrlatlan Science
Church, Phone Franklin 1307; Rea. atudio, 3142 Lewiatoa
Ave.. Berkeley. Phone Piedmont 242>l.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PI.INIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member Unlveralty Extension Faculty
Studio: C70 Sth Avenue Phone PaclHc SS23

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt, Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano, Harp, Violin.
'Cello. Voice. Counterpoint. Harmony. Hlatory

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO
DIRECTION OF MME. LILLIAN SLINKEV DURIM

Italian Method—Voice Placement—Ureatblne
Opera—Church—Oratorio

1072 Ellis St. Tel. West 505

SCOTT BEEBE
BASSO PROFUNDO

Church—Concert—Recital
2311 Hileard Avenue Berkeley .H372-J

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRAffO

Thoroue:h Vocal and Dramatic Training:

740 Pine St. Phone Donelaa 6624

521

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

Howard Street Phone Douglas

San Francisco

4273

KARL RACKLE
PI.\NIST—INSTRUCTOR

MADAME WILSON-JONES
DRASIATIC SOPRANO

Tencher of Beautiful Sinelne. Pupil of LampertI,
Garcia. MarebesI

Rea. Studio. 202.% Durant Ave.. Berkeley
Phone Berk. 408a-W
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MUSICAL ENTERPRISE IN THE SOUTH

Once a.sfaiii Los .Xngeles 'comes before the
musical world with an idea the magnitude of

which, as described in the article on the front

page of this issue, is bound to arouse interest

wherever musical people dwell. To give a pro-
duction with a cast of seven thousand people,
including a chorus of three thousand, is doing
something out of the ordinary. And, therefore,

the public-spirited citizens who contributed $125,-
fvio toward defraying the expenses of this mam-

ili production, the profits of which are to be
' ted to the University of Southern California,

are entitled to the praise of everybody, whether
they live in Los Angeles or not. San Francisco
music teachers and students should well ponder
over the fact that it is possible to get together
a chorus of three thousand mixed voices in Los
Angeles. Would it be possible to organize such
a chorus in San Francisco? Judging by present
conditions, we think this very difficult, but surely
with the proper co-operation and the necessary
patriotic enthusiasm such a feat could be accom-
plished here, too.

As will be seen, the musicians in charge of the
production as well as the director of the spectacle
arc- men of wide reputation and efficiency. In
this manner every one of those musically active
will gain by Jheir contact with the masters in

charge of affairs. Thus truly efficient artists are
created. Mutual admiration—that is to say, in-

discriminate singing or playing for one another

—

has no value, but intensive training for a definite

artistic aim, under proper leadership and under
the direction of masters who understand their

craft thoroughly, represents the most thorough
mode of education and prepares the mind for

greater things to come. Such an opportunity is

afforded the young men and women who are re-

hearsing for the grand opera season under Gae-
•tano Merola in San Francisco, and we are pleased
to note tliat nearly one hundred young singers
are taking advantage of this golden opportunity.
And so The Wayfarer production in Los An-
geles, thanks to its uniqueness and its magni-
tude, attracts young, enthusiastic students eager
to participate in something that is intended to

be the last word in artistic endeavor and willing
to undergo the hardships of tedious rehearsals
under rigorous leadership just to do something
RIGHT.

The community that encourages efficiency in

music and art in general is the communit)' that

unquestionably stands behind culture in its

highest form. It is not enough to say that an
artist has a fine voice and knows what to do with
it. It is not enough to brag about being just as

good as the greatest artists, but it must be true.

If it isn't true it will do no good whatever to say

so. And efficiency can not be acquired except
tlirough practical experience and through
months and years of tedious practice and gradual
improvement. There is no short cut to lasting
success. The Wayfarer is one of those great
opportunities that brings conflicting elements to-
gether and convinces many young students how
little they know, and how much they have to'
learn, and just to gain this conviction and be able
to realize its truth is worth more money than
could be earned by an artist in a lifetime. It

frequently becomes the basis upon which a bril-

liant career is erected. And so The Wayfarer,
in addition to being a great spectacle, is an oppor-
tunity for educational advancement such as ap-
pears but rarely during a generation. The Pacific
Coast Musical Review wishes the enterprise all

possible success.

GREAT INTEREST IN OPERA SEASON

Tlie opening o( the ticket sale here (or the season
of grand opera to be given by the San Francisco Opera
Association has proved conclusively the substantial in-
terest there is throughout the state in the effort being
made to create a permanent opera organization here.
This is the statement of officers of the association who
are now entering into the final phase of their under-
taking. Since the opening of the ticket sale this week
at Sherman, Clay & Co. there has been a consistent
demand for tickets to the eight productions to be given
beginning September 26. This demand, according to
Selby C. Oppenheimer. business manager for the season
for the association, has not been confined to any one
performance but has been spread over the entire season
of eight productions.

The spaciousness of the Exposition Auditorium,
where the operas are to be given assures an unusually
large number of good seats. In fact, according to Op-
penheimer, the special seating arrangements to be pro-
vided for the opera season make all of the seats desir-
able. With the opening of the ticket sale all units in
the opera organization have redoubled their efforts in
their respective fields. Gaetano Merola. director, has
laid out an intensive period of rehearsals for the Cali-
fornia chorus. This organization composed of 150 voices
is said to have been brought to a stage of perfection
already that places it on a par with any other chorus
on the country.

Advices received from tlie east are to the effect that
the Chicago and Metropolitan stars who have been en-
gaged for the San Francisco season are getting ready
tor their trip to the Coast. These were assigned their
parts in the operas to be given here many weeks ago
and have been perfecting their roles prior to the re-
hearsals to be held here.

Plans for the transformation of the Exposition Audi-
torium are now being brought to completion. When the
opera goers attend the "first night" they will see not
the familiar interior of the big Civic Center building
but what to all appearances will be a great opera house.
All of the seats will be elevated and cushioned. The
decorations while simple will enhance the accoustic
properties of the hall.

SCHIRMER PUBLISHES TWO McCOY SONGS

Among the most ambitious works written by an
American composer is an opera by William J. McCoy
entitled Egypt, the libretto of which is by that brilliant

writer Charles K. Field. This opera was heard to splen-
did advantage at the Greek Theatre last year and ex-

tracts from it have been admired on various public and
private musical occasions. Mr. McCoy is one of the
foremost California composers whose reputation is

national and among his most brilliant successes are two
Bohemian Grove Plays, not one as the Musical Courier
reviewer has it. Now, G. Schirmer has published two
of the songs from the opera Egypt and the impression
made by these works upon authorities may be judged
from the following extracts taken from two leading
American music journals:

Musical Courier—The reviewer is distressed by the
knowledge that an opera which offers such musical
gems as this should be kept off the stage by our Ameri-
can system of foreign operatic management. It is sure-

ly a pity. But it does no good to howl. Facts are facts,

and neither McCoy nor any of the rest of us know how
to get around them. ... It is excellent music, made
by a man who has developed a most excellent technic.

Mr. McCoy is the author of a widely used instruction

book of harmony and composition, and also composed
the music of one of the famous Grove plays.

Musical Digest—William J. McCoy is one of the older
American composers with a varied and long list of com-
positions to his credit. Among them is his opera. Egypt,
written to the libretto of Charles K. Field. Although
the opera was writen in 1914 it has not yet been pro-

duced. Perhaps it is the stimulus of the present
Egyptian fad, but at any rate G. Schirmer has just pub-

lished two of the songs from Egypt tor voice and piano.

Bacchus is a pulsating dramatic aria appropriately ex-

pressing its burden of roses and raptures." Cleopatra's

Prayer is a solemn invocation to the God Ra. the plea

of a strangely humble siren tor the safety of her

Anthony. Both excerpts are for high voice, with Italian

and English words. Well written, true in spirit to the

period they interpret and in form to the genre in which
they are cast, the songs stimulate interest in the opera
as a whole.

THE MAZE
By ANIL DEER

Interesting, perplexing, rather annoying yet enjoy-
able, is a visit to a mystic maze. The hopeful anticipa-

tion 01" a speedy egress as one visions

f^^

the supposed path out the quickened step

^^^ toward it, brought to an abrupt stop by

^^^ an unexpected obstruction, the hopeless-

|p^| ly iost feeling when realizing it is only
j' ;^^ another mirage; wandering aimlessly on
r "^ until again false joys are aroused only

to lie squelched by further impenetrable
illfM'^'ulties. If it is a maze composed of

/ mil lors a humorous note is often in-

fir.iected by the use of those which
magnify or distort all things reflected therein. To be
suddenly confronted with numberless reflections of
one's self, some elongated, others broadened out of all

proportion to one's true appearance is startling; the
thoughts aroused vary as do the individuals so
maligned. Truly not elevating to personal pride to be
presented in grotesque form yet possessing a chasten-
ing influence which may be of inestimable value, mental
and moral.
One lost in such a maze is the prototype of the aver-

age seeker for truth relative to the correct use of the
vocal organs; beginning a course of reading comprised
of some of the thousands of written vocal methods.
With light joyous hearts they set forth on their pilgrim-
age, little reckoning what disappointments and be-
wildering uncertainties beget their paths. When the
fourth or fitth book has been perused, harrowing doubts
and fears awaken; in the first volume they were prob-
ably informed that the empirical is the only true
method, the second will agree as to that but cast doubts
as to what is the empirical, describing in a countrary
manner all previously taught by first; the third will

east a dark cloud of distrust on all concerned with the
empirical, in the fourth the by now hazy reader will be
introduced to a new acquaintance, a typical Dr. Jekyl-
Mr. Hyde, named diaphragmatic breathing; continuing
his course of study with twenty or more writers, he will
find, may be, they will agree as to name of said method
of breathing but no tw^o will harmonize in their method
of operation, or in training the student therein.
So the merry game goes on and not until the seeker

for knowledge has labored over scores of these will he
understand the difficulties of the art and the inherent
sincerity, which underlies it all, of the advocates of the
numberless conflicting methods. He will awaken to
the realization that as the man in the maze needs a
guide to show him the path out he, too, is in a like
position.

How enlivening to the mind, when in the depths
of gloom and despair, assailed by doubts, wandering
in a labyrinth, to meet a cheerful willing guide, who
readily answers all your inquiries, while showing how
comparatively easy it is to find the right path, all this

through natural inborn courtesy, and true understand-
ing, not actuated by selfish thoughts of a possible forth-

coming reward. A guide, who impelled by an inward
desire for knowledge, had thoroughly studied the con-
struction of maze and thus was enabled to give correct
data.
The antithesis of same, a surly, churlish guide, with

an eye on your purse, and a dearth of information, one
who has never troubled to attain any facts regarding
his surroundings, they possessing no vital interest for

him. Knowledge of any description would be burden-
some. Fortunately the preponderance is in favor of

the cheerful willing guide.
All interested in the vocal maze should read and

study many of the various methods, all contain good
and it is only after much serious research that the
student is properly grateful when he mets with that
undisguised blessing, a broadminded, competent, in-

telligent and studious instructor; one to whom no effort

is too great, who never rebels at answering, no matter
how numerous or complicated the queries. The only
reward which is commensurate with said abilities is a
sincere heartfelt appreciation.

DANISH DANCER TO GIVE RECITAL

Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup, Danish dancer, who will give
a recital Tuesday evening, September eighteenth in the
Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis under Alice
Seckels management, has just arrived after a most
interesting tour on the continent. Last March and
April she was enthusiastically received for many re-

turn dates before crowded houses. Art for the art it-

self and not for its many superflous "trimmings" is

this dancer's creed.

Classed as "little music-mad demon with a bushy
mane" Mile. Lacour-Torrup is declared to give some-
thing entirely new and interesting. Not that the wide-
ly-heralded young artist plans anything to shock staid

academic circles, but she does announce a novel event
which is creating wide interest in artistic circles. The
Tagliche Rundschau, Berlin, says of her—"She is ab-

solutely unique, with a strongly pronounced individual-

ity. One of the deepest impressions was made by Chop-
in's March Militaire, which rings with the shouts of

victory of an entire nation, as well as Grieg's lyric

airs, tenderly and sweetly breathed forth." The Feuill-

eton by Richard Meyer says of her recently, "when
speaking of the new art of the dance, the name Inge-

borg Lacour-Torrup will have to be mentioned with the
leaders."
The San Francisco Conservatory of Music is keenly

interested in Mile. Torrup's recital as she will have
charge of the department of the dance during the first

half of the coming season.
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F. MARSHALL SANDERSON
NOTED LECTURER—AUTHOR AND WORLD TRAVELER—

By special arrangement will be available a portion

of the coming season delivering his famous lec-

tures : "Through the Dragon Empire, China," with

9000 feet of motion pictures ; "With Cannibals in

the South Seas," and many others, combined with

a fund of anecdotes and humor. Never in the his-

tory of the lecture platform has such a marvelous

opportunity been given the public. Attractive alike

to clubs, churches, schools.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Mme. Newcombe Prindell, Exclusive Manager
804 Majestic Theatre 94293 or 872-414

ELSA NORTH
Contralto Profundo

A voice of remarkable range, masterfully handled.

A true contralto tone of power combined with musi-

cal understanding and taste. A rare treat on any

program. Particularly suited to concert and sym-

phony. Available for church, hotel, reception, thea-

tre, etc. Season 1923-24. For particulars address:

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
Personal Manager

804 Majestic Theatre 64293 or 872-414

Mme. Astro
Mezzo Soprano

Distinguished Pedagogue of Paris, Milan, Berlin, New York

THE ART OF SINGING

Complete Training From the Beginning

to the Highest PerfectionPi
Studio: 601 So. Cal. Music Co. Bldg. Phone D-973 Holly

THE WAYFARER
J

(Continued tr,.ni I'aee 1, Cnl. 3

churches, Flanders villages, Roman temples, portions
of the city of Jerusalem, palaces of Kings and many
other interesting creations of great size. In practically
every case buildings are reproduced actual size and
many of the sets are the largest ever constructed and
were built in the special atteliers of the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York by famous designers and
painters.

"Lights used in one performance of the Wayfarer will
require enough electricity to light a city of 60,000 in-

habitants, it is said. Twelve big ship searchlights, the
most powerful in the world, will be used as spots. It

will require more than eighty-five men above stage to
handle these lights and the scenery. The total cost of
construction, rental, equipment, etc., is estimated at
$42,000. A similar sum will be expended for advertising
and general publicity. FYeight, drayage and warehouse
charges will run up to $7,000. and an additional sum of
$10,000 has been set aside for general expense, such as
offices, tickets, general labor and bombs and fireworks.
The stage will be in the center of the stadium, facing
west. The west end of the Coliseum's circle of seats
will be partitioned off for the audience. There will be
43,000 available seats, 35,000 of which will be reserved.
And, please be sure to announce this in the columns
of the Pacific Coast Musical Review, the performances
will begin punctually at eight o'clock by which time all

people must be seated."
Truly, a presentation worthy of a great community!

MR. CLARK EXTENDS TIME FOR COMPETITION

It will no doubt be welcome news to California com-
posers that William Andrews Clark, Jr.. founder of the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Los Angeles, has extended
the time to January 1, 1924, within which compositions
may be submitted to compete for the prize of $1000 of-

fered by him for the best symphony or symphonic poem
and an additional prize of $500 for the best chamber
music composition. All other conditions governing the
contest remain the same.

It is presumed that the rules originally announced that
contestants must be American citizens and residents of
California and that the works submitted must be original
compositions not published or performed before are
thoroughly familiar to all prospective entrants but it

may not be amiss to mention them again.
This extension of time will no doubt result in quite an

impressive array of new entries and should be of great
assistance to prospective entrants who might otherwise
have been too pressed for time to do their best work for
there are very few of us who could duplicate Verdi's
feat of writing "Aida" against time with the same de-
lightful artistic result.

S. F. CONSERVATORY ACTIVITIES

Under the direction of Artur Argeiwicz, a string
orchestra has been formed at the San Francisco Con-
servatory of Music, formerly the Ada Clement Music
School. Two sections are being formed for the young-
er and more advanced pupils, and special study will

be made of string quartets. A tribute is being paid to

the excellent work being done in the Conservatory by
the demands that are coming for teachers from the
graduates of the Normal Department. One teacher is

now being sent to the Castilleja School in Palo ."Mto,

and another teacher is going to the Mission School
in Tokio, Japan. A group of students from the Conser-
vatory gave a charming musical program on Thursday
afternoon, August 16th, at the new Settlement House
of the Visitacion Valley Community House.

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall, soprano, was the solost
at the Rotary Club's luncheon Wednesday, August 22,

at the Vendome Hotel. Mrs. Coykendall, who sang a

group of American composers' songs, was accompanied
by Mrs. David Atkinson.

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of Calfornia, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

1
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COLdS'ML
IS THE

WAYFARER
/

FROM all over America they are coming for the greatest

and largest production ofTHEWAYFARER,
America's Passion Pageant. Although it has thrilled

thousands in New York, at Madison Square Garden, in

Columbus, and in Seattle, here in Southern California it will

be given its greatest production. 7,000 in the great cast,

enacting the six stirring scenes, and a prologue and an epi-

logue, on the world's largest stage, where seven cars of

scenery are assembled. The lighting equipment and elec-

tricity used in one production would light a city of 60,000.

There are 4,000 trained singers in the chorus. The cost of

this mammoth undertaking is in excess of $125,000. Thirty-

five prominent Los Angeles men are back of the enterprise

as guarantors. There will be thousands of reserved seats

available for each performance. For full information

address Merle Armitage, 727 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles.

Officers:

RUFUS B. VON KLEINSMID
Presidenl

MOTLEY H. FLINT
Vice-President

JAMES TABER FITZGERALD
Vice-President and Chairman of Board

ALTON E. ALLEN
Vice-President and Treasurer

MERLE ARMITAGE
Secretary and Business Manager

EDGAR L. WEBSTER
General Manager
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exact date unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in his

morning mail this telegram: "Shii>

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama.'* A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

1AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the
most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

mv job to observe for

him.
I have just passed

h r o u g h an experience

fith the two most remark-

came into my charge,

ne from Kohler & Chase,

I them in San Francisco

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
allhough they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into (he world

with the same mission. But at

Y'okohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported hii

tb.

olies, the punishment of

able instruments that

Knowing that one of thi

1 have made it a point

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months'

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires ) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-
;

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778
was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

Days of travel
handling of countless
ental transportation in

boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
dear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, but no piano in even ordinary
continental lours has equalled this per-
formance. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
to bis piano tuner the

nd again—

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Who, with rare consideration, cont

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time ;

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jone
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specially made), one from the Ps'ew York warerooms

and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* er *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMPICO

SYMPHONY-LOGUES AN INNOVATION

Music lovers will have the same opijoi'tunity for a
better understanding o( the programs as presented by
the San Francisco Symphony, that is altorded audien-
ces in the East. Miss Seckels announces that Victor
Lichenstein. who was for several years official lecturer
for the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, will present in
San Francisco this season a similar series of talks,
or as he is pleased to call them, a series of Symphony-
Logues. These will last one hour and will be held in
Sorosis Club Hall, Sutter Street, near Powell, con-
veniently of access and will take place the same day
as the symphony concerts, alternate Fridays. This day
will meet with favor as out-of-town patrons and com-
muters will be saved an extra trip to the city by coming
one hour before noon. Many men can leave the office
early every two weeks and much interest is evinced
by the masculine colony of music lovers.
These talks will not be the conventional, illustrated

with only the piano, but the various instruments of the
orchestra will be discussed and orchestral members
will play short excerpts from various symphonic works
to be presented by the Symphony Orchestra. Thus pa-
trons will have the opportunity of becoming better
able to follow the threading of the themes through
the labyrinth of musical sound, and gain a fuller ap-
preciation. This will be an interesting innovation for
the season.
These lectures open the same day as the first sym-

phony concert, namely October 19th and are enthusias-
tically endorsed by the Musical Association of San
Francisco. Tickets may be secured at the Symphony
box office, Sherman Clay & Company, or by addressing
Miss Allice Seckels at her office—6S Post Street.

MABEL RIEGELMAN RETURNS IN THE FIREFLY

With one of the best aggregations of talent ever as-
sembled in a company presenting comic opera, the
Broadway Producing Company will offer the tuneful
Harbach and Friml operetta The Firefly at the Capitol
Theatre, commencing tomorrow, Sunday, September 2,

with Mabel Riegelman in the title role, Jefferson De
Angelis and a company of sixty. An orchestra of twenty
will be under the baton of Dr. Maxime De Grosz. Miss
Riegelman's singing of Nina, who later becomes the
mischievous Tony Columbo and still later blossoms
forth as Madame Gianina, the world famous prima
donna, is considered one of the most effective presenta-
tions of the character on the American stage.
As a singing comedienne, Miss Riegelman takes first

rank and it is gratifying to see that her co-star is the
inimitable Jefferson De Angelis, a native San Fran-
ciscan and one of the stellar American fun makers. .Mr.

De Angelis was here last year in the Merry Widow
and prior to that played with Miss Riegelman in the
vehicle which is to be now offered.
The Broadway Producing Company has shown keen

judgment in the selection of the members of the cast
and chorus. Jackson Murray, the tenor, Marion Fon-
ville, the baritone, and Jack Hillman, too, will have to
keep on their mettle to cope with Perquita Courtney,
Leslie Stafford, Verna Mersereau and Charlotte Lenay.
For the engagement San Francisco is offered popular

prices, the best seats on nights and Saturday matinees
being one dollar. A popular Wednesday matinee will

be given for fifty and twenty-five cents.
The cast is as follows: Nina, Mabel Riegelman;

Jenkins, Jefferson De Angelis; Sybil, Charlotte Lenay;
Suzette, Perquita Courtney; Pietro, Lou Davis; Mrs.
Van Dare; Verna Mersereau; GeraldTne, Leslie Staf-
ford; Jack, Jackson Murray; Thurston, Marion Fon-
ville; Papa Franz; Jack Hillman: Tony, Selena Nourse;
Corelli, George Olsen; Policeman, John Vail, and an un-
excelled singing chorus.

Ann Tasker Djke, well-known in and about the hay
region because of her successful association in the field

of light opera, has opened a studio in San Anselmo.
Miss Tasker. as she was known on the stage, made her
first public success at Idora Park with the unforget-
table organization headed by Ferris Hartman and I'aul

Steindorff which crowded Idora Park Theatre for several
years. Later she starred in Mme. Sherry on a trims.

continental tour. Mrs. Duke is a very capable vor.ilist

who should be a fine teacher on account of the inin

ticai experience she gained.

Clarence Gustlin scored quite a success in Ashevllle,
N. C, as will be noted by scanning the following exir irt

from the Asheville Times of Tuesday, July 31: Mnsir
lovers who gathered last night for the joint recit^il \'y

Clarence Gustlin, California pianist, and Lamar Siring-

tied, flutist, of Asheville, found much to admin- :inil

interest in the performance. Both gentlemen ilis-

tinguished themselves by their interpretation, displLiy.

ing rare musical talent, art in tecnique, and fine ex-

pression. The program had been happily chosen, the
numbers striking a ready response with the listeners.*

Particularly the duo using the Bach Sonata in E Minor,!
drew enthusiastic applause for the skill in interprela-J
tions. the delicate shadings, and an altogether pleasing'
effect. Mr. Gustlin's technique brought forth expres-J
sions of much admiration, and demonstrated that he is

to be considered among America's really effective

artists. The Scherzo, Op. 4, by Brahms, and the Chopin
selections were good illustrations of his ability. Ashe-
ville has just cause for pride in the musical develop-
ment of Mr. Stringfield, whose work on the flute is

bringing him renown throughout eastern centers. A
pastoral of his own composition proved satisfying, and
his talent was well exemplified in the Griffes Poem, and
the Orpheus Melody by Gluck.

I
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ANIL DEER ''Soulful"
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Central Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Secretary and MannKer of
K. Attl. Room 1O04 Kohler
& Chaae nidg.. San Francisco

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telrpbone Douglaa 1678

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PnpllR prepared for Opera, Oratorio. Charch and
Concert.
New Address—HEINE BLDG^ 408 STOCKTON ST.

Douglas &2S«

Leslie V. Harvey
Organism-

Coliseum Theatre

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio—Hotel Normandie
Tel. Prospect 3071 850 Geary Street, Apt. 8

Available for Recitals

Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg., Tel. Kearny 5454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed br 'n'ager STTa^ne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayn
Principles

Studios 607 Kohler A Chase Bids-
2518>^ Etna St., Berkeler. Phone Berkeler 131«

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS
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CaEfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California

From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of

Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

One of the most remarkable facts tliat will present itself to the reader

of this Romantic Musical I-Iistory of California is the exceptionally large

number of efficient artists, pedagogues and composers that have developed

in a musical soil which a few years ago was almost barren of opportunity

and which today is still lacking in adequate appreciation of the splendid

efforts revealed by members of the musical profession. An unusually large

number of California's musicians, discouraged over the lack of recognition

in their home State, have left the Pacific West and found quick apprecia-

tion in Eastern and foreign communities. The success of these brilliant

representatives of California's musical activity has encouraged hundreds of

mediocre students to present themselves under the guise of professionalism

and, assisted by friends and relatives, they have established a questionable

artistic reputation which in a measure is injuring those artists of distinc-

tion that have returned to their home State after triumphs abroad or those

who have come here from the outside to add prestige to our musical colony.

Certain teachers are too prone to encourage parents and youthful

students in their eagerness to earn a livelihood from music, before those

studying the art are ready to assume artistic responsibilities. A large pro-

portion of our people, and the same is no doubt true of other parts of

America, and possibly certain parts of Europe, do not look upon the study

of music in the right light. Until music is looked upon in the same manner

as studies taught in the public schools such as reading, writing, arithmetic,

geography, etc.—that is to say, from the angle of acquiring the knowledge

in order to KNOW the subject thoroughly—numerous incompetent teach-

ers and artists will injure the natural progress of musical appreciation.

When a teacher tells a pupil he can make an operatic artist of him in a

year or two he is committing a crime against the art and against the

student, for he will ruin his career by encouraging mediocrity. Anything
that is worth while doing, anything that brings great results, is difficult

to attain. It requires many years to accomplish great things in music. It

is this superficiality which has deprived San Francisco, for instance, of one
of its greatest institutions—The Tivoli Opera House and what it .stood for.

I have devoted so much space to the Tivoli Opera House in the follow-

ing pages, because it represents one of the foundation stones of California's

musical taste. For years a company of efficient artists presented all the

standard comic and grand operas with weekly changes in the first instance

and with several changes a week in the last instance.

This could only be done artistically, because every artist in the cast had

mastered a repertoire of a large number of operas and rehearsals were only

necessary to refresh his memory, but he did not have to study a new role

during a week. These artists, whether they were interpreting comic opera

or grand opera, were thoroughly competent and had practical experience.

The artistic success of the Tivoli Opera House was not the effort of ONE
artist it was the combined artistic ensemble of all artists that made an

impression lasting during thirt)' years of progressive improvement. Not

the least important factor of the success of the Tivoli Opera House was

the management—at first the Krelling family and later W. H. Leahy

—

which management possessed an instinct as to what was efficient and

consequently what was pleasing to the public.

The Tivoli Opera House was established upon the proposition that

the public consisted largely of intelligent people who ajjpreciate the best

in operatic works presented in the most efficient manner, and the manage-

ment by strictly adhering to this policy of efficiency established a success

second to none anywhere in the world. I thoroughly believe that the

success of the Tivoli Opera House can be duplicated, but only upon the

same principle, namely, to give the public the very best in the most

efficient manner. To do this it is necessary to organize a company of

young artists, whose talent and ambition is unquestionable, and train it

carefully and thoroughly in a repertoire of old and new comic operas.

This training, if it is done adequately, will take from six months to a year,

but it will result in a company of young and effervescent talent that is

liound to rush into the hearts of the people.

(To be continued)
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The announcement that Wintter Watts has won the

third competition for the Prix de Rome offered by the

American Academy in Rome, School of Fine Arts, is of

particular interest to San Jose musicians. Mr. Watts
was head of the department of Theory and Composi-
tion in the Conservatory of the College of the Pacific

in 1915-16. and several of his compositions were per-

formed before San Jose audiences that year. Of the

four winners of the Academy Fellowship in Composi-
tion, open to all unmarried American composers, two
have been teachers of Composition in the Conservatory.

Howard H. Hanson being awarded of the first two Fel-

lowships. Mr. Hanson writes that he is enjoying his

work tremendously, is having much success as a con-

ductor, and is having the joy of seeing his compositions
accepted for performance by leading musical organiza-

tions of America and England.
Miss Mima Montgomery, dramatic soprano, of the

faculty of the College of the Pacific, is spending the

summer with her parents in Salida, Colorado. Miss
Montgomery is leaving early in the fall for a year's

study abroad, and her vacation time has been taken
up with recital work in Denver and other Colorado
cities.

The Institute of Music of San Jose will present
students of the summer session in annual recital on the

evening of Wednesday, Septemhber 5, at the Institute

parlors. Students from the various departments will

make up a program representing the seven weeks'
work which has been accomplished during the session.

At the completion of the program Leroy V. Brant, the
director of the school, will announce plans for the fall

semester, which will open September 10. The addition

of Alice May Hitchcock to the piano department repre-

sents the only change in the teaching force.

Warren D. Allen, whose organ recitals at Stanford
University are far-famed, gave the final one for the

summer quarter Sunday afternoon, August 26. These
weekly recitals will be resumed for the fall on Sunday,
October 7. Mr. and Mrs. Allen and their young daughter
have joined the artist colony at Carmel-by-the-Sea for

the month of September.

Helen Fletcher Riddell, lyric soprano, formerly of

the Louisville Conservatory of Music, Louisville, Ken-

tucky, is announced as a teacher of voice for the coming
year in the Conservatory of the College of the Pacific.

Mima Montgomery, whose activity in San Jose musical

circles has been strongly felt the past two years, has

been granted a year's leave for further study in Europe
and Miss Riddell will occupy the position until her re-

turn. Miss Riddell comes highly recommended and
equipped, holding the degree of Mus. B. from Syracuse
University with four years of additional voice study

under leading American teachers. In addition to much
concert work in Kentucky she has been active in vari-

ous organizations, being state chairman of the vocal

committee of the Kentucky State Teachers' Association.

A warm welcome from San Jose musicians awaits Miss
Riddell.

AUDITORIUM ORGAN RECITAL

Warren D. Allen, organist of Stanford University,

will again hold the console of the great municipal or-

gan at the Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon

at three o'clock. Allen is a great favorite here and he
always selects programs of interest and beauty. On this

occasion as may be observed, he will devote the last

half of his selections to works of American composers.
For an assisting artist, J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of

the Auditorium Committee of the Board of Supervis-

ors, directing these recitals, has chosen Miss Margaret
O'Dea, a local contralto who has made many favorable
appearances here. She studied with William Shake-
speare, has a well schooled and good voice, and will

be accompanied by Henrik Gjerdrum.

The program is as follows: Solemn Prelude ("Glor-

ia Domini") (T. Tertius Noble); Chorale-Prelude, "Re-

joice Ye" (J. S. Bach) ; Two Preludes, op. 28, Nos. 20

and 7 (Frederic Chopin); Carillon (Louis Vicrne)

:

Songs (a) Samson et Dalila (Saint-Saens), (b) Cradle
Song (Alexander MacFayden), Miss Margaret O'Dea;
Overture to "William Tell" (Giacomo Rossini); Three
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Movements from the Second Sonata (Harry B. Jep-

son); A Pageant for Organ. 2—Les Jongleurs. 3—La
Zingara, 4—Cortege; Songs (a) Rachem (Mana-Zuccal,
(b) Indian Love Song (T. Lierrance). Miss Margaret
O'Dea: The Adobe Mission (H. C. Nearing) ; Caress
(Frederic Groton); (a) In Autumn, (b) To a Wild Rose
(Edward MacDowell): Finale in D major, from the

Second Suite (Edward Shippen Barnes).
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LOS ANGELES, Aug. 27.—Unless unforeseen circum-
stances interfere with the 1923 open-air concert season
at the Bowl under Emil Oberhotter will net a surplus
which, with pledges made by music lovers, will free
this beautiful amphitheater from its last financial
shackles—a $24,000 mortgage. Despite the costly erec-
tion of a $7,000 stage and adjoining ante-rooms, an
orchestral payroll 25 per cent larger than last season,
to which must be added a considerable overhead ex-
pense for salaries to a large staff of employes, which
was unnecessary last year when volunteer services were
accepted, the eight weeks' season of thirty-two concerts
will net a surplus from $12,000 to $15,000, judging from
figures available now at the beginning of the last
week of four concerts. As Mrs. Aline Bamsdale, noted
art lover and theatrical producer, and C. E. Toberman,
prominent realtor and president of the Community Park
and Art Association which administrates the Bowl,
have each pledged $5000 toward the payment of the
last $10,000 of this mortgage, it may be hoped that this
financial burden will be lifted from the Bowl within
this week. If so. it is primarily due to Conductor
Oberhoffer and guiding spirit of the concert season, its

founder and most ardent worker, Mrs. J. J. Carter, and
to her co-workers, F. W. Blanchard, chairman, W. E.
Strobridge, manager of the season. Plans for next
season are already under consideration and subscription
renewals are being made.

Tuesday, August 21.—Little need be said about the
"request" program of the season, as the playing of
the individual selections has been commented upon
before. Suffice to say that Conductor Oberhoffer again
impressed his audience deeply with Tschaikowsky's
symphony Pathetique, the second group of the program
consisting of Grieg's Peer Gynt Suite, Herbert's
Badinage, Shepherd's Hey by Grainger and the Blue
Danube Waltz.

Musical history was made in Los Angeles when more
than 15.000 people listened to the bewitching piano
playing of Ossip Gahrilowitsch while Emil Oberhoffer
directed the orchestral accompaniment in the Concert
Piece by Weber It was the largest attendance during-
this year's open-air concert season at the Bowl, and
also one of the best concerts.

Gahrilowitsch played with that consummate skill
which tor the past twenty years has won him a place
among the great ones of the keyboard. The limpid
roundness and purity of his tone can be compared
only to the ravishing artistry of nature as found in
pearls of unusual lustre and shape. In the rapid runs
too his technic sparkled and glittered, clearly, and
more yet, radiating that musicianly feeling which defies
description. The encore was a Gavotte by Gluck-
Brahms.

Profound homage was paid to Maestro Oberhoffer
this genius of the baton who gave well nigh ideal
readings of that great symphonic love song, the
Andante from the fifth Tschaikowsky symphony and
to George Schumann's Dance of the Nymphs and
Satyrs. (Max Fuhrmann's bassoon virtuosity in the
latter was of first quality.) Three movements from
Roger's ballet suite (new here), like so many of this
composer's works is clever but at times also tediously
labored. The colorful Springtime overture of Goldmark
and the dashing Malaguena of Moszkowsky won Con-
ductor Oberhoffer new ovations.

Little of new observation could be said about Con-
ductor Oberhoffer's poetic Wagnerian readings which
occupied the entire program of the second last concert
of the week. His addition of the Bridal Chorus to the
Prelude of the third act is an agreeable arrangement as
It obviates an abrupt close of this musical preface to
the final act into which it leads, Wagner not having
provided a concert version with an authentic close.
Followmg the Bridal Chorus Oberhoffer's arrangement
bnngs back the opening festive theme which serves as
a brilliant finale. The orchestra showed excellent bal-
ance and tone quality in the prelude to the first act and
in the Forest Murmurs. Notable, too, were the readings
of the Tannhauser overture and the Ride of the
Valkyries. Lawrence Tibbett (as will be related in a
minutely separate review of his recent work here) was
a much applauded soloist with orchestra in the Song
to the Evening Star from Tannhauser and Wotan's
Farewell from the Valkyrie,

Ossip Gahrilowitsch, conductor of the Detroit Sym-
?,7=°hL,, !^K^f

""• ^'"' internationally famous pianist,
justified the fame which preceded him as one of the
very few musical directors of real eminence, when he
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phasis in the strokes of the baton or the sparing
gestures of his left arm. The orchestra is fully under
his control yet playing with appealing freedom ex-
pression.

Like Obernotter so Gahrilowitsch dispenses with the
use of the score. He conducted the entire program:
Weber's Oberon overture, the fourth Symphony of
Tschaikowsky, Donna Diana overture by Reznicek, Sun-
set Over the Kremlin from Moussorgsky's opera La
Khovantchina and Rimsky-Korsakoff's Spanish Caprice,
from memory.
To give but a few characteristics of Gabrilowitsch's

art of directing. His rhythmic sense is fascinating, for
it is at once incisive', as it is characteristically inter-
dependent on tempo and phrasing, altogether an im-
portant feature in so dominantly a Russian program
as this. The orchestra showed good balance under hi's

direction and there were notable gradation of shading.
His Weber was dramatically spirited rather than ro-

mantic. In the Tschaikowsky one enjoyed all absence
of hurried tempos, especially in the last two movements
though good variation of time. As in his piano playing
a phrase is rounded out, so that the rapid elegance
and humor of Donna Diana, an overture by Reznicek
sounded delightful. In a measure, one might call it

modern Mozart. The Moussorgsky opus had the pe-
culiar brooding, mystic mood which characterizes the
entire opera. Altogether the concert was notable be-
cause of Gabrilowitsch's interpretation, also because it

gave the very large and most enthusiastic audience
opportunity to judge conductors and performance from
the different angles the engagements of guest con-
ductors happily offer. It is for that reason that one
wishes to hear Gahrilowitsch again at the conductor's
stand, especially as he will return next spring in his
capacity as pianist. The concert was celebrated as
"Detroit" night, with Frederick Kimball Stearns,
founder of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and honor-
ary president of the Bowl concert series as host.

Of all the "terribly practical" people, among whom
Arthur Bliss, young, famous British composer, classes
himself, to quote his own words, he is one of the most
lovable. Bliss is here for a few days for various reasons,
to hear the Bowl concerts, also to see Charlie Chaplin
or Douglas Fairbanks with the purpose of writing music
for the screen. But of that later.

One would not think Bliss "terribly practical," at
least not on first acquaintance. Quietly, meticulous-
ly dressed, he saunters toward you in that nonchalant
British gait. He looks more than thirty. Perhaps be-
cause the darkish brown hair is turning grey at the
temples. But that may have been caused during the
war. (He was sent home twice because of wounds and
finally invalided when gassed. But as Bliss himself
said when I asked him about the political situation and
England's attitude on the Ruhr question, also toward
Germany: "Let bygones be bygones as in sport. That
is where the British view on- the war differs from the
French.") Bliss is of slight build, so that the virility he
radiates despite his quiet manners is all the more
surprising. If the description "a fine face" means any-
thing, then it applies to Bliss. It easily lights up with
a smile. Then his light-blue, frank eyes which move
quickly and seem to take in everything, sparkle. He
speaks rather sotto voce, with English inflection, but
he makes it a point of mentioning that he is of Ameri-
can parentage, which is one reason for his visit, for
his family, which for business reasons moved to Lon-
don, where he was born, has returned to the United
States.
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I think Bliss is a modern romantic. Should I describe
him musically I would class him as a realistic im-
pressionist with an excellently sized bump ot humor.
"Terribly practical' as he is he frequently brought our
quickly changing conversation back to music and the
film. He thought "that the music and the film plays as
presented together now are as fitting a team as a
donkey and a race horse. It is all patchwork. Music
written for other purposes can not be adequately used
as a supplement to the film. Indeed. 1 think that music
should be of equal importance as the film, just as it is

in the Wagnerian drama. IVly idea would be to write
music for a small orchestra but one which would actual-
ly symbolize what is happening on the screen. I have
written incidental music for plays and thought a good
deal about this question. For instance in Shakespeare's
Tempest when tlie hurricane is heard I did not use
the conventional double basses sawing away with all
their might. 1 used sixteen differently sized drums,
tuned at varying pitch and placed them in the pit, in
the back of the orchestra stalls, in the dress circle,
gallery and so on, and by cueing them in accordingly, a
really overwhelming effect was brought about. People
literally felt the storm, they sensed it all around, and
the opening atmosphere for the Tempest was created.
"Or in a modern play, which opens with a scene in

an ofliee I made 'red tape' music by using six type-
writers, played at different rhythms and at different
pitch. Now similar things can be done for the screen.
You do not need a large orchestra. In fact I believe
that composers will more and more write for smaller
ensembles. Strange to say, I think the jazz bands have
brought about this return to less extensive orchestras.
The jazz bands have taught us composers that you can
get, with effective use of instruments, appropriate
variety of instruments, as striking impressions as with
a large orchestra. The grotesquesness of the jazzists
has influenced music for small ensemble and one finds
now the most unusual and yet most interesting combi-
nation of instruments in serious concerts. I think that
either Chaplin or Fairbanks might be interested, but
,the first is out of town and the other is so busy, and
Icspite good letters of introduction as hard to reach
15 the Emperor of China. 1 may try to see him in a few
weeks, for I must return to Santa Barbara tomorrow.
My i.imily is there."

l;li-s likes what he calls American candor. He finds
\iiM liran girls an interesting object of study. The
ii>t .me he met was on the boat crossing toward
Aiiiiii.a. She discussed "cosmic consciousness," and
Blis.^ added with a grin "she was only fourteen." I
.hink, however, he does not draw definite conclusions .

crom first impressions. He judges a people by the
Inanner in which they amuse themselves and he is not
liure whether the American way of spending Sunday is
|iot a bit purposeless and hectic. He refused to make
Miy statement which might seem like criticism as he
lad been here only a few months. However America has
.mpressed him sufliciently to write an "American
Symphony." "It will not be a bit romantic, but will
lave to do -n'ith machinery, with America as a modern
;ountry," he remarked. Then he asked:
"Do you think the American people are contented,

iappy?" But that was a question I could not answer.
Bliss by the way has written a Color Symphony

vhich has met with much success in London and which
le will direct in New York this winter. Bliss confesses
.hat often when composing he sees colors. Like Seri-
ibin he believes in the interrelation of color and sound,
)Ut this is a subject which would take too much time
,0 discuss. Bliss was good enough to present me with
I handsomely published booklet by Percy Scholes, one
)f the foremost British musicologists, which deals with
his work and problem in general. (For the informa-
.ion of those especially interested in this subject it is
)ublished by Goodwin and Tabb, 34 Percy street, Lon-
ion W. 1 and forty cents will bring it.)" Briefly, the
lympbony consists of four movements. First move-
nent: Purple—The color of Amethysts. Pageantry,
loyalty and Death. Second movement: Red—The color
>f Rubies. Wine, Revelry, Furnaces, Courage and
Hagic. Third movement: Blue—The color of Sapphires.
Deep Water, Skies, Loyalty and Melancholy. Fourth
novement: Green—The color ot Emeralds. Hope, Joy,
fouth and Victory. This "terribly" practical musician

all intent is much of a symbolist, not to say a ro-
nantic. perhaps more than he wishes to admit. It will
16 very interesting to know ot his American symphony,
lased on his impressions gained in this country given
lere by the L. A. Chamber Music Society its American
iremiere. To judge from his Mme. Noy he possesses a
Ine sense of humor. Perhaps nothing better could be
laid of Bliss than that he has published during ten odd
'ears ot composing only ten works, not counting sev-
iral which he has withdrawn. In short, he is an artist
vho, despite fine spontaneousness, possesses one of
he prime qualities, self-discrimination.

IMPRESARIO BEHYMER'S ARTIST COURSES

L. E. Behymer, the popular impresario of the south-
vest, is announcing a list of world-famous artists for
ne forthcoming winter music season, which will only be
laralleled in the great eastern music and art centers,
Vithout exaggeration it is a superlative galaxy of stars,
insurpaased during the past quarter of a century in
'acific Coast history of concert, opera and dance. For
wenty-Hve years he has been the sole arbiter of the
ausic in the southwest and during that period has
irought to his home city. Los Angeles, and the states
'I California, Arizona and New Mexico a noteworthy
rray of internationally famous stars and ensemble
rganizations as well as introducing many new names.
For Los Angeles music patrons the Behymer Phil-

larmonic artist courses offer a triple alliance of artis-
ic quality, educational value and financial saving. The

Flora Phyllis

Kilpatric

Coloratura Soprano
Miss Kilpatric has only re-

cently come to California

from New York with her
teacher, Mme. Grant.

She has gained a most envia-

ble place for herself in New
York, on tour and in the
Southland.

Will be available for clubs
concert, hotel, school, thea

A voice of splendid range,

sweetness and charm, particu-

larly lovely in pianissimo
passages. Specializing in

songs by Hallett, Gilberte

othe

po of note,

in incomparable combination
f lovely voice and splendid
ersonality.

For Further Particulars

Address
Mme. Newcombe Prindell

Exclusive Manager
804 Majestic Theatre

64293-872-414

MADELINE GILLILAND
One of the new, young artists
now in California, after very
marked success in other
fields.

Available season 1923-24.

Clubs, Theatres, Church,
ception. Hotel, Schools.

Re-

Further Particulars Secured
By Phone or Letter

Exclusive Manager

MME.
NEWCOMBE
PRINDELL

804 Majestic Theatre BIdg.

Phones 64293 or 872-414

Miss Gilliland sings with a
vivacity, artistic tempera-
ment and showmanship that
is indeed most fascinating.

She at once wins her audi-

ence and entertains them in

a most satisfying manner.

%

Versatile Programs fop

All Occasions

Mme. Francis Grant
Builder of Voices

Illness caused Mme. Grant to leave a most pretentious and
successful following in New York City to locate In Cali-

fornia, and California is glad of any excuse that may be
the means of keeping her with us.

Marked results have been the greatest recommendation for
her work, gained through correct standards conscien-
tiously applied.

Master classes for teachers forming September 15. Read
about the wonderful scholarships to be awarded: Glen-
dale, September 15; Los Angeles. September 19.

Glendale Studio. 122 South Louise St.; Los Angeles. 74 So.

Cal. Studio Building. Further particulars regarding open
time and rules for scholarship

—

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
Exclusive Manager

804 Majestic Theatre Phones 64293, 872-414

Henry Cantor

American Tenor

Mr. Cantor has been selected

to make the tour to the

Orient.

Clubs desiring his services

should get in touch with his

manager at the earliest pos-

sible moment in order to

have best selection.

Available for treatres, hotels,

clubs, schools, etc.

Mr. Cantor has created an

enviable place in the musical

world with his splendid work
in concert and opera.

More and more the demand
grows for his services.

Not only possessed with a

gorgeous voice, handled with

imposing style, but very en-

gaging personality.

For particulars address

Mme. Newcombe
Prindell

Exclusive Manager
804 Majestic Theatre BIdg.

64293 or 872-414
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standard has been so jealously maintained throughout
tlie years that the annual announcement is a matter
of paramount importance in the local music world. This
year there will be two evening courses on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. As usual, subscribers to either or both
courses are accorded the opportunity o£ purchasing
tickets in advance ot the general public tor all at-

tractions coming under the Behymer banner such as

the Chicago Grand Opera Company, Sousa and his

band, the Sistine Chapel Choir, Ignace Jan Paderewski,
Sir Harry Lauder and other popular ensembles.
There will be twelve concerts on the Tuesday eve-

ning course. This series will be inaugurated October
17 by Mme. Prances Alda, the distinguished Metropoli-

tan prima donna, in .1oint recital with Lionel Tertis,

acclaimed as the world's finest violist. Mary Garden
of the Chicago Opera Company, with Gutio Casini,

cellist, October 23, Tito Schipa, premier lyric tenor of

the same organization, November 13, Arthur Rubin-
stein, pianist, in .ioint recital with Paul Kochanski,
violinist, December 11, are scheduled for this course
before the end of the year.
Then comes Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink, .Janu-

ary 8, the Ukrainian National Chorus, under Alexander
Koshetz, the Cossack composer-conductor, January 22,

Anna Pavlowa, the peerless Russian dancer, with her
ballet Russe and orchestra, Januray 29. A choice of

either the well beloved John McCormack on February
19, or Feodor Chaliapin. March 18, will be offered for

the ninth event.
Anna, Liza and Margo Duncan, aptly termed the

world's greatest dancing trio, with Max Rabinowitsch,
pianist, February 26, Fereuc Vecsey. violinist, a prodigy
who later achieved international tame as a master
player. April 1.5, with Jeanne Gordon, contralto from
the Metropolitan, scheduled for April 22. brings this

Tuesday Course to a close. Artists on the Thursday
Evening Course of ten events are equally notable.

Efrem Zimbalist, already a favorite, opens the series

November 1. Charles Hackett, American tenor, who
has won international distinction, November 15, Anna
Case, another American, December 13, Ethel Leginska,
pianist. January 10, the Ukrainian National Chorus
in an entirely different program January 21, Pavlowa
and her company in a different series ot dances, Janu-
ary 24, follow each other in quick succession.
Then comes Emilio deGogorza, of all recital baritones

the greatest, February 28; a joint recital by those two
brilliant artists, Harold Bauer and Jean Gerardy, cellist,

is scheduled for March 13; Ossip Gabrilowitsch, pianist,

April 17, Amelita Galli-Curci closing the course May 1.

Incidentally, music patrons who find it necessary to

close their season before this concert date may sub-

stitute the Mary Garden recital ot October 25. Sub-
scriptions are being taken daily at the Behymer offices,

705 Auditorium building, although the actual ticket sale

does not open until September 15.

Of vital importance is the fact that any one ot these
stars, scheduled for Los Angeles, as well as a number
of other interesting combinations, are available for ap-
pearance in all Southern California and Arizona cities,

thanks to Impresario Behymer's managerial foresight.

WILLIAM TYROLER, PIANIST-CONDUCTOR

If one were to point out the musically conspicuous
figures in Los Angeles Maestro "William Tyroler. pianist-

-conductor and coach, would have to be mentioned at

once prominently, and tor two reasons. One is his own
excellent musicianship, consisting ot the best schooling
the Royal Opera in Munich, experience there and the
Metropolitan Opera House in New YoyV. can give. The
other is the astonishing success this niatter-of-tact,

well-groomed man ot trim figure, quiet, yet charmingly
independent manners has achieved. In little over two
years of residence in Los Angeles following his de-
parture from the Metropolitan Opera House in New
York Maestro Tyroler has won a prominent place
among musicians ot the West. In that short time he
repeated the excellent success that was his in New
York and before that in Europe as opera and concert
coach, vocal teacher, accompanist and conductor.
To speak now ot his work in Los Angeles one will

have to mention first the impressive work done by him
in training and building up the City Club Vocal En-
semble to one ot the best, it not the best ot its kind,
in the southwest. This group of twenty-five odd singers
numbers among its principals several ot the foremost
resident vocalists. The finished performance this en-
semble gave of Rossini's Stahat Mater at the Bowl
concerts, accompanied by the orchestra is still favor-
ably remembered. Ot similar result is Mr. Tyroler's
work with The Wayfarer chorus, this body ot 4000
voices which owes much of its surprising ability in
technic and expression to him. Here the commanding
forcetulness ot Mr. Tyroler's r

much to weld together in tew r
body of singing humanity.

After eight years' work as
ductor at the Royal Opera in Munich Tyroler accepted
a call to the Metropolitan Opera in New York. There
for twelve years, from 1908 till 1920 his services as
conductor ot the orchestra concerts, assistant chorus-
master, instructor of the Metropolitan Opera School,
assistant conductor tor opera and last hut not least as
coach to such stellar artists as Geraldine Farrar, Olive
Frenistad, Alma Gluck, Schumann-Heink, Louise Homer,
Margaret Matzenauer, Rosa Ponselle, Pasquale Amato,
Enrico Caruso, Charles Hackett, Giovanni Martinelli,
and Antonio Scotti he has made his an Inestimable ex-
perience. Needless to quote the letters from Director
General Gatti-Casazza. or from a Caruso, a Farrar. a
Scotti, who often when concertizing preferred the sup-
port ot Maestro Tyroler because ot his unique insight
in the art of operatic singing on the concert stage or ot
opera in front ot the footlights. Just one instance, this
last season has found him for the third t'lDe in succes-

usical personality did
ehearsals this immense

)-repetiteur and con-

CALIFORNIA
RECORDING
STUDIO

We Photograph
Your Voice

703 Southern California

Music Co.

Bldg.

MAUDE ESTELLE WHITE

Lyric Soprano

M

DELIGHTFUL
SAN

FRANCISCAN

LIMITED
SOUTHERN
TOUR

Clubs, Concerts

Theatres

Schools, Hotels

One of the younger
artists fast making a
place for herself—

A

voice of bird - like

quality yet with a

depth of feeling so
rare in the average
lyric voice.

Exclusive

Management

Mme.

Newcombe Prindell
804 Majestic Theatre

64293 or 872-414

LANDONIA P. NAYLOR
Teacher of Piano

3875 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles, Calif.

sion on tour with Rosa Ponselle, when he won un-
qualified success as accompanist and solo pianist. His
Wagner transcriptions for concert purpose, for ex-
ample, have the full qualities of vocal-musical-dramatic
condensations of much actuality and intrigueing
realism, a feature perhaps he gained when rehearsing
or conducting Sunday concerts at the Metropolitan,
where his inspiring leadership pleased greatly even the
"hard-boiled" reviewers ot Manhattan.
While crossing the country with Amato. the great

baritone, three seasons ago, Tyroler fell in love with
California and Los Angeles in particular. He decided
then and on the spot to make Los Angeles his future
home. The Metropolitan Opera management accepted
his resignation with much regret, but their loss since
then has richly become the gain ot Los Angeles and
the West.

FLORA KILPATRICK, RADIANTLY VOICED

Some singers radiate only via the wireless, but few
possess what may be fitly termed a radiant voice. Miss
Flora Phyllis Kilpatrick, formerly of New York and
Yonkers, now ot Glendale, can claim both, and it la
because ot that latter quality, radio experts aver, that
her singing over the wireless here a little while ago,
could be heard so distinctly over the receiving seta o(
her friends in Manhattan and Yonkers.

Miss Kilpatrick studied exclusively with Mme.
Frances Grant, now ot Glendale. Before coming west
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Kilpatrick ot 40
Tumsey Road, she was one of the best known church
soloists, in New York, holding a prominent position at
the Baptist Church ot the Redeemer and at the South
Yonkers Church. Previous to her departure tor the
west she toured the eastern states with Mme, Grant,
winning everywhere pronounced success, the charm ot
her voice and presentations gaining her wide popu-
larity. Hers is a luscious voice, clear, impressive ot
volume as it is delicate in finely shaded pianissimi.

Miss Kilpatrick's local work already include nu-
nierous engagements as concert and church soloist,
while she is preparing a program tor a concert at the
Hotel Green in Pasadena.

EUNICE PROSSER, EXCEPTIONAL VIOLINIST

With the coming to Los Angeles of Eunice Prosser.
the exceptional violinist, another woman musician of
international merit has been added to the artistic
colony ot the southwestern metropolis. A pupil ot Olfa
Bull, noted Tacoma (Wash.) violin pedagogue, she
made her debut after one year's instruction and with
such success that by public subscription the music-
loving people ot Tacoma presented her with a master-
violin and sent her to study at the David Mannes
School ot Music in New York, from where she gradu-
ated after four years of hard work. Her debut at the
Comedy Theater with Richard Epstein, brilliant pianist,
as accompanist won her immediate recognition.

Following a call for musicians to appear before the <

A. E. F. in France she sailed with the first organized !

concert company, known as The Hearons Sisters. For i

eighteen months this company played before every
division at the front and back ot the line. After the
armistice Miss Prosser concertized for the Armv of
the Occupation, then giving a concert tour through
Luxembourg, Belgium and Holland. Upon her return to
this country she was ottered most favorable contracts
which kept her one year each on the Keith and
Orpheum Circuits which she followed with a continental
tour as guest artist with the famous Toronto Ladies'
Quartette.

Wherever she appeared Miss Prosser impressed her
hearers with the immense power of her technic and
spirituality of her playing, a tone quality and playing
which has won her the flattering comparison ot play-
ing like Marie Hall. Altogether a musican of diSr i

tinguished temperament, talent and equipment, hd'
coming to Los Angeles is a great asset to the musicaJ I

Pacific west.

MME. GRANT, NOTED NEW YORK VOICE BUILDERI

In the midst ot a lesson, while pupils were waiting .

in the ante-room of her studio in the Metropolltai *

Opera Building, a telegram was brought to Mme.
Frances Grant, one ot the prominent New York City
vocal teachers, telling that her son had been stricken
dangerously with pneumonia. A second wire urged her
to hurry to his bedside. Her maternal cares happily
ended, Mme. Grant decided to remain in the West and
since then her Glendale vocal studio has been sought by
many students and profesisonals from there and Los
Angeles.

Mme. Grant's success lies in her unique method of
voice building which she considers a matter dittereni
from the teaching ot singing. During her activity
in New York City she has evolved a simple and prac-
tical method bringing results as her work has satis-
factorily proven. While in New York Mme. Grant made
it a regular custom to study voices and to "build them
up" by choosing men and women among the students
attending the east side missions and the University
Settlement. The result of her devoted labor was
notable.

Since coming west Mme. Grant has been asked by
New York pupils to resume her work there, but meet-
ing with such success here she decided to make Glen-
dale, respectively Los Angeles, her home. As a result
she has had the gratification ot knowing that several '

of her eastern pupils have decided to come to Glendale
to continue and complete their work with her.
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Alexander Bevani I Claire Forbes Crane
OPERATIC COACHING

TONE DEVELOPMENT AND VOICE PRODUCTION
Suite 612 So. Calif. Music Co. Bldg.

PIANIST^
Phone 822-520

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
OLGA STEEB

Director and Head of thie Piano Department

FANNIE DILLON
Head of the Department of Theory

and Composition

Faculty of Twenty-nine Teachers
Affiliiiled Teachers in Burbank, Claremont, Holly-
wood, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Monrovia, Pasa-
dena, Pomona, Redlands, Riverside, San Diego and
Santa Monica.

For Catalog and Full Information

Address

OLGA STEEB PIANO SCHOOL
453 S. Wilton Place Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone 567294

Frederic Burr SchoU
ORGANIST

Grauman's Hollywood

Egyptian Theatre

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

CLARA GERTRUDE OLSON
TE.4CHER-ACCOMPANIST
Piano. Hnrinony. Theory

<'liildren'>i ClasBex a Specialty

110 Muxie-Art Studio—N^llSl Res. Phone Boyle SH»1

FREDERICK NORTH
ART OF SINGING

802 Southern Calif. Music Co. Bldg., Los Angeles

For Appointment Phone 766-509

XOELLNER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
I2S0 \VindNO od Boulevard

JOHN SMALLMAN
Califurnla Mu

I.Kl TAGG.VKT,

Anna Ruzena Sprotte
CUMTR.4LTO School of Vocal An

Studio: Tahoe UuildInK IMacdowell Club Rooma)
For Information HeM. Phone 7410-t

MAY MACDONALD HOPE

ABBIE NORTON JAMISON
Du\vn-to>vn Studio removed to 800 S. Broadway. Room

i02. Ilcsldenee Studio. 1147 West 21at St Telephone
Vent 7707. PIANO. H.IRMONV, VOICE! COACH. DI-
tKCrtlR .IA>IIS<I\ <ll AK'I'LITTI?:, Ten weeks' normal

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN
lia'H I>ai>ulnr Comlioser on tour with TSIAMNA
ind Situth: Oct. and .\ov.—Pae. CoaMt: Jan. and Feb.
UKaln: Fell, and April—Calirornin: April and niny

CHAKLKS BOWES

DAVOL SANDERS ^'?h«,4st;S'''^
HeHd Violin Ueiit., College of Moslc, U. S. C.—Member

Philhorniouic Orelientra
Zftl «i. FfgiifToa St.. I.OH A£geleii Phooe Main 21»0

Vladimir Shavitch, who will share the baton of the
oclif'sier Philharmonic with Albert Coates and Eugene
[loosens this winter, passed through New York last
j/eek end on his way to the Eastman Theatre.—'The
lusical Digest, August 14.

ENLARGE TICKET OFFICE

Fred Heymar
to Publi

Enlarge Ticket Office Under
:es Offered With Surcharge
c or Managers

From George J. Birkel music house comes the follow-
ing notice which recommends itself to the general
public as the enlargement of their ticket office as a
courtesy to the public and managers will prove of good
usefulness and undoubtedly welcomed by a large clien-

tele. The announcement reads:
"You will be interested to know that the Theatre

Ticket Office of the Birkel Music Company. 446 South
Broadway, under the management of Mr. Fred Hayman,
has just been enlarged, and is now even better equipped
than heretofore to handle large or small ticket sales
without charge to either manager or artist.

"Central location, in the heart of the shopping dis-

trict, will be found a great convenience to the many
utilizing the advantages of this office.

"The Birkel Music Company extends to you the com-
plete service of their Box Office at all times and without
any charge."

MAUDE J. WHITE, A BRILLIANT SOPRANO

Maude J. White, the charming San Francisco so-

prano, is getting ready for an unusually busy season
of concert work and teaching. Along both lines this

gifted artist has proved herself among the foremost by
way of public esteem. Herself benefitted by excellent
training and practical experience in her beautifully ap-

pointed studio at 701 Ashbury street, at Ashbury
Heights, one of the principal resident studio centers of

San Francisco, Miss White is in a position to convey
to her students the very best pedagogical and practical
knowledge of singing. Being a recitalist of captivating
charm Miss White has the advantage over many other
teachers in imparting to students the constructive ex-

perience of the singer who has met with distinct public
success in a much contested field.

Patrons of San Francisco musicales, especially at the
St. Francis Hotel, will remember the pleasure they de-

rived from Miss White's full sweet soprano, technically
brought as near perfection as possible. Endowed by
nature with excellent vocal means Miss White has
developed them evenly in every position of her wide
range. To this she has added flexibility and carrying
power. Sincere in her inborn musicianship she mani-
fests careful and judicious phrasing and interpretations
of impeccable taste. Intonation and enunciation being
flawless she has in the past more than satisfied even
the most fastidious music connoisseur, winning en-

thusiastic recognition from the press. The coming
season should find her reaping new honors.

A TRIP THROUGH CHINA

F. Marshall Sanderson having lived for many years
in China, and during the past seven years acting as
Trade Commissioner, is well qualified to offer interest-

ing facts, and hundreds of interesting scenes are shown
in his all-inclusive feature film "A Trip Through China."
Every part of the vast republic, all of its principal cit-

ies; all of its peoples; their habits; their characteris-
tics; their accomplishments; their labor; their play;
the beauties of the land and its underworld, go to make
this film the most wonderful that has ever been brought
out of the country. By express desire of the Chinese
Merchants' Guild and Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Mar-
shall Sanderson has brought this film to America cost-

ing a fabulous sum. and which took over four years to

make, in order that the people here may learn the real

truth about China, which is largely a sealed book to

outsiders.

Combining with this picture a fund of anecdote and
humor he literally carries his hearers on an arm chair
journey to this most interesting country. There is not
a man or woman who has not at one time or another
wished to visit the Orient. Here you will be able to

visit the Mysterious Forbidden City (filmed by spec-

ial permission of the Chinese Government) The Great
Wall of China, The Ming Tombs. Comorant Fishing,
Human Power Boats, The Temple of Heaven, built over
4000 years ago. visiting the Cities of Peking. Tientsin,
Canton, the gambling dives and opium dens at Macao.
Shanghai, the gateway of China, Kowloon, Hongkong.
Wusih, Nanking, Soochow, and many other interesting
cities. A Chinese wedding and a Chinese funeral, with
all its ancient and superstitous rites, curious Chinese
customs and scores of equally interesting and fasci-

nating scenes, a combination that makes "A Trip
Through China" presented by one who has lived among
the people, and admitted to be one of the leading ora-

tors in the United States today, one of the most inter-

esting and educational travelogues ever presented.
The following lectures are without motion pictures

of stereopticon slides:

1. The Seven Laws of Achievement.
2. How to be Happier Though Married.
3. Keep Smiling.

4. The Truth About China.
5. Bouncing the Blues.
6. Why God Made Woman.
7. The Other Fellow.

EUNICE PROSSOR
Unique Violinist

of

Distinction

Astonishing

Record of

Triumphs and

Successes

"Much was claimed for her temperamental
and musicianly abilities and truly there has
been no exaggeration whatever in advance
notices."

The vedict is unanimous both here and
abroad. Available for clubs, schools, con-

cert, hotels, receptions. For full particulars

address exclusive manager.

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
804 Majestic Theatre 64293 or 872-414

ELINOR REMICK WARREN
COMPOSER-PIAMSTE

... m Songswe Two (soprano, wedding- song), Huntzinger Co.
The Touch ot Spring. 3 l<eys, Enock & Sons.
The Heart of a Rose. 3 keys, Harold Flammer.
Others (soprano, sacred), H. W. Gray Co.
Litt e Slippers of the Rain (soprano). Church,
uolden lesterdays. 2 keys, Flammer.
God Our Refuge (soprano, sacred), H. W. Gray Co.
Fairy Hills of Dream (soprano), Flammer.
Children ot the Moon, 1 key. Flammer.
Christmas Morn (soprano), Flammer.
A song of June (soprano). Schirmer.

ChoruHes lor Women's Voices
Flower Chorus in Spring, Church.
Fairy Hills of Dream, Flammer.
Children of the Moon. Flammer.

Anlhenis
The Christ Child Smiled (carol for Christmas), H.

Christ Went Up Into the Hills (double

ALICE LOHR
Contralto

Soloist—- Teacher

Address

:

1336 SOUTH HOOVER STREET
Phone BEACON 4350
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Dr. Frank Nagel, who haa been chosen by the Holly-
wood Opera-Reading Club to serve as lecturer lor the
ensuing year, has selected the beautiful opera La Bo-
lieme for the opening program of the club on October
1st. The soloists who will participate on this program
will be announced in a later issue.

The Los Angeles Lyric Club has planned an event of
interest, musically and socially for September 4th at
the Gamut Club, 1044 South Hope Street. The feature
of this reception is the large unmber of visiting musi-
cians o£ wide renown which will share the honor of
appearing as guests of tbis popular musical organi-
zation, Mrs. Walter Goodfellow, the efficient president
promises a number of new features will be introduced
on tlie club s programs this season under Professor
Poulin's baton.

Frank Geiger sang to a large and appreciative audi-
ence at the Pacific Palisades last week. Mr. Geiger is

much admired tor his rich baritone voice and his artis-

tic singing and throughout the Handel, Schumann
and Schubert groups brought fresh appeal to his list-

ners. The miscellaneous groups at the close of the pro-
gram included two new songs by our own Dr. Frank
Nagel—The Night Path and Dream Island. These songs
were especially written for Mr. Geiger and with the
composer at the piano their rendition left nothing to
be desired in artistry and beauty of tone. Los Angeles
is fortunate indeed in being able to claim Dr. Nagel
among its resident-composers.

Miss Ruth Deewald. recently of New York, is effec-

tively filling the position of soprano soloist at the Fifth
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Hollywood during the
summer months. This radiant young singer possesses
a fresh pure voice which she uses advantageously.

Mrs. Guy Bush, pianist-composer, is preparing to give
another of her interesting recitals in September. Miss
Altheda Oliver, a charming lyric soprano of New York
will assist Mrs. Bush.

Gail Mills DImmitt who is soprano soloist of tlie First
Methodist Episcopal Church of this city, together with
Miss Ruth Pinkerton popular contralto, delighted their
audience at the Pacific Palisades last week with an
operatic program. Mrs. Guy Bush ably assisted these
artists with her brief interpretive talks on each opera
represented and gave splendid support with her artis-

tic accompaniments. Solos, duets and trios from the
well known operas Tales of Hoffman, II Trovatore, La
Boheme, Tosca, Madam Butterfly and Carmen composed
the program.

Grace Carroll-Elliot is spending her vacation at Wil-
derness Lodge in Mendocino County, California. She
will return about September 15th.

Howard Lee Smith pianist teacher and musical di-

rector of the Highland Park Presbyterian Church is

leaving soon for San Francisco where he will rest for
a few weeks after a busy summer of teaching.

Mrs. Guy Bush has spent much time and study in
the preparation of a series of six lectures on the im-
portant subject "How to Listen to Music." Knowing
how few people really listen to music when they hear
it we feel certain that these lectures will be much in de-
mand by local clubs as an educational feature on their
programs. Aside from the instructive value, these lec-

tures will prove very entertaining, being illustrated
by every form of music—violin, piano, vocal and even
orchestra selections.

Calmon Luboviski, concert violinist appeared in con-
cert with the Los Angeles Trio at the Pacific Palis-
ades last week. This renowned artist is now appear-
ing at Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre with notable
success. He is using the colorful Nocturno by Chopin
and Valse Bluette by Drigo so effectively arranged for
violin by Leopold Auer. Two local business organiza-
tions, the Masonic Club and the Los Angeles Commer-
cial Board were delightfully entertained at their reg-
ular meetings by Mr. Luboviski's playing with the
Knabe Ampico accompaniment, recently.

Charles Wakefield Cadman is completing what prom-
ises to be a most interesting composition called the
Hollywood Suite. This suite of four movements is to
depict life in Hollywood. All admirers of Mr. Cadman
are anxiously awaiting the early production of this
work.

The Alexander Bevani and Claire Forbes-Crane Stu-
dio is the scene of great activity wliere strains from
golden voiced singers are heard continuously in the
rehearsing of the glorious opera Aida which will be
produced at the Hollywood Bowl September 20th and
22nd. These two untiring artists have spared neither
time nor effort on their part to make this opera a
tremendous success and we are predicting a most spec-
tacular performance of this beautiful opera.

May MacDonald Hope, pianiste of exceptional merit,
and well known by her connection with the celebrated
Los Angeles Trio is leaving soon for San Francisco to
enjoy a quiet intermission between a busy summer and
an already assured busier fall.

Olga Steeb returned Sunday from a motor trip to the
Santa Cruz mountains and Big Trees stopping for a
time in San Francisco, Berkeley and Carmel-by-the-
Sea. Miss Steeb is spending this week at her cabin in
Topanga Canyon to complete her vacation before the
opening of the Olga Steeb Piano School for registra-
tion on September 4th and 5th.

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
studio:

—

545 Sutter Street

CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Management —L. E. Bihymer, 705 Auditorium Building, Los Angeles

Telephone Kearny 3598

Ann Thompson, who tor three years was pianist with
the Denishawn School and accompanist for Ruth St.
Denis, has spent the past five weeks playing for the
Normal School of the National Dancing Teachers Asso-
ciation which recently convened in this city. The dis-
tinguished ballet master Signer Maschagno of New
York was the able director of this summer session.

Claribel Patten Wallace announces the opening of an
efficient Los Angeles Choir Directory, in conjunction
with the office of Grace Carroll-Elliot, local impressario.
The purpose of such a directory is to furnish singers
and organists for the churches and Mrs. Wallace is re-
ceiving the entire cooperation of many of the most
prominent musicians of the city. A professional church
singer herself and having been associated with the only
choir bureau in Chicago for several years amply quali-
fies Mrs. Wallace for this work. During the summer
months this gifted contralto has been singing at the
First Congregational Church of Long Beach where she
has won much praise.

Lillian Steeb, the capable young pianist and associate
teacher in the Olga Steeb Piano School, is expected
home next week from New York City where she has
spent the past four months in serious study with the
famed Maestro Gallico.

Lucille Gibbs who, it will he remembered, sang so
beautifully as Maid Marion in the prologue to Robin-
hood at the Hollywood Egyptian Theatre for six months,
was heard last Sunday at Grauman's Discovery Con-
cert. Her clear bell-like tones made the Theme with
Variations by Proch mose enjoyable, and the Valley of
Laughter by Sanderson with the flute obligato by Jean-
nette Rogers, who is flutist with the Metropolitan Or-
chestra, made a lasting impression. Miss Gibbs made
her debut in Grand Opera recently with the Pacific
Grand Opera Company of San Diego. She sang a promi-
nent role in La Traviata and was loudly acclaimed by
the local press.

Eleanor Woodford, nationally known dramatic so-
prano, has just completed a most successful concert
tour having appeared in New Your City, Washington,
Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and later visiting the
Glacier National Park before returning to her home at
824 South Kingsly Drive to resume her coaching class-
es. This artist is famed as an interpreter of song.

Lora Mae Lamport, than whom no more worthy and
sincere artist exists, has returned from her vacation at
Camp Baldy and is now enrolling pupils for the fall
term. Miss Lamport's November recital forecasts to
be one of the coming season's musical treats. The Jew-
ish Temple Emmanuel has contracted for Miss Lam-
port's services as soprano soloist for the coming year.

Raymond Harmon, widely acclaimed for his gracious
personality and exquisite tenor voice, has been en-
gaged to sing with the Santa Barbara Community Or-
chestra on September 30th. On this occasion Mr. Har-
mon will sing a group of French and a group of Eng-
lish songs comprising operatic arias and compositions
by Goring Thomas, Bemberg, La Forge, Rachmaninoff,
Delhruck, and MacFadyen. Mr. Harmon sang last week
for the Sales Manager's Association at the Los Ange-
les Athletic Club.

Joseph Zoellner, Jr. of the Zoellner Conservatory,
states that the enrollment for private instruction at
the conservatory is so large that he is planning no
national tour for the coming season as has been the
custom of the quartette for many years. The concerts
by these worthy and internationally tamed artists are
to be limited to California cities and will be outstand-
ing features for Los Angeles concert-goers considera-
tion.

Vincent Spilotro well known concert violinist, orches-
tra conductor, and teacher ot harmony and composition
has recently opened a studio in the Music-Art Studio
Building. Mr. Spilotro was formerly connected with the
New York City National Conservatory and will be a
welcome addition to Los Angeles music circles.

Elizabeth Pike, dramatic soprano, has been singing
at the Wilshire Boulevard Christian Church in the ab-
sence of Anna Stockwell Howell who is away for a
brief period of rest.

SISTINE CHAPEL CHOIR

Twenty boy sopranos will supply the quality of
feminine voices in the Sistine Chapel Choir when that
famous organization tours the United States and Can-
ada under Frank W. Healy's sole management, begin-
ning October 15 in New York and appearing in San
Francisco next December 7, 8 and 9 at Exposition Audi-
torium. These little fellows have been selected from
various parts of Italy and trained in a special school
established by the Pope and conducted by the choir's
director, Monsignor .\ntonio Rella. They sing with
just the degree of emotional intensity called tor, suiting
their tonal shadings to the changing moods and mean-
ing of the text, their voices being flute-like or softly
sighing or splendidly ringing and sonorous at will, and

CHARLES HART
l'IAMST-TE.\CIIKR

Mondor mid Thurxdn}' AftcrnooiiN at

Studio: 1K)3 Kohler A: ChaNe nidfir. Tol. Kearny Ty
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LeRoy V. Brant,
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their feeling for ensemble in building up a big climax iB'

said to be almost uncanny. For variety of expression.i
power to interpret and all-around musicianship they
are incomparable.

In addition to the juveniles the Choir includes forty!
adults—tenors, altos and bassos—all perfectly trained
vocalists who are entirely capable ot achieving dis-

tinction as soloists. They, too, have been carefullyl
selected for membership in the most exclusive niiisioal:

organization on earth—the only one, perhaps, in " liiH'

individual ambition is sacrificed to desire for r.i'

excellence. To obtain admission to the Chmi
necessary to secure consent of its existing in. ! i. r

and the applicant is given to understand that his lirs

consideration must be maintenance of the organization
sixteenth century old supremacy over all other singiii-
groups. This spirit of self-abnegation is reflected in a

fusion of voices that conveys wonder to those mosi
profoundly versed in the delicate subtleties of con
certed song.

JACK HILLMAN'S DEBUT IN COMIC OPERA

Another San Francisco singer has listened to tlel|

call of music and humor and will make his debut 111
The Firefly that tuneful, fun-provoking operatta by'
Rudolph Friml and Otto Harbach. The Broadway Pro
ducing Company, listening to the suggestion of Mabel
Riegelman sent for .lack Hillman and made him a most
flattering offer to sing the difficult yet wonderful PDA
of Papa Franz who. continuously seeking voices for P"
choir, finds Tony Columbo.
The role is ideal for Mr. Hillman and one that he ^

make the most of. The music is beautiful and fits
j

voice to perfection. We look for a realistic characti
zation of the Maestro. The operetta will be preaen
at the Capitol Theatre on Ellis street near Stock
commencing Sunday, September 2.

Madam Dorothy Talbot, noted concert artist, has ]l
left for Chicago to appear in several concerts thC
Mme. Talbot has been engaged by the Chicago DJ
News to give a radio concert from their station WMAOl
on Wednesday evening, September 12. If condilim' "
favorable tor the reception of radio it will li.

ble to hear Mme. Talbot. A number of pci>in i

planning to try and hear Mme. Talbot.

Signer Lucien CesaronI, an Italian basso, who spe
cializes in Mozart programs, and who has recentb
given a number of concerts in Australia, is a visitoi

in San Francisco and was the guest ot honor at a re

ception recital given by H. B. Pasmore on Friday eve
ring. August 24, at Knabe Hall in the Kohler & Chase
building. Mr. Cesaroni is also appearing at some iithei

public functions while in this city.
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Representative for the Clayton F. Suinmy Publications.

RECITAL AT GREEK THEATRE

Three pupils of Joseph George Jacob-

son will again give the half-hour lot

music at the Greek Theatre on Septem-

ber 9th at 4 o'clock. The performers will

be Gladys Ivanelle Wilson. Margaret

Lewis and Sam Rodetsky. all three have

appeared frequently before the public.

The Half-Hour of Music given by Marian

Patricia Cavanaugh, Myrtle Waitman
and Myrtle Jacobs on August 19th was
a great success and the audience ap-

plauded the young performers enthusi-

astically. Following will be the program
for September 19th: Part I— (a) Valse

A minor (Chopini; (b) Polichinelle

(Rachmaninoff). Margaret Lewis; Part

II— la) Rondo Capriccioso (Mendels-

sohn); (b) Nocturne F sharp major
(Chopin); (c) Lovedream No. 3 (Liszt);

(d) Witches Dance (MacDowell), Gladys
Ivanelle Wilson. Part 111— la) Prelude
(Bach); (b) Valse Chromatigue (God-
ard); (c) The Caravan IJos. Geo. Jacob-
son); (d) Valse G flat (Chopin); (e)

Polonaise Militaire (Chopin). Sam Rod-
etsky.

ALCAZAR THEATRE
Topsy and Eva, the Duncan Sisters'

entertaining musical comedy, which has
been crowding the Alcazar for the past
two months begins the ninth week of

its San Francisco run with the matinee
Sunday September 2nd. Lionel B. Sam-
uel. Manager for Thomas Wilkes, an-
nounces that last week the gross re-

ceipts from the ten performances exceed-
ed that of any other week throughout
the long engagement. The continued suc-
cess of the production and the enormous
patronage accorded it by amusement
overs of the Bay Region indicates that
local theatre goers are just as appre-
;:!ative of a splendid presentation as
ilhose of other and larger cities,

Topsy and Eva is filled with pep, gin-

Iger. and spice with a world of fun. It is

punctuated with laughs throughout, and
its songs and tunes are being sung and
'lummed everywhere. Mrs. Catherine C.
Gushing wrote the book and Rosetta and
[Vivian Duncan, who play Topsy and
feva respectively, are responsible for the
entrancing music. Several new faces ap-
I'pear in the cast beginning today and ad-
'led interest attaches to the production
)y reason of that fact.

SAN FRANCISCO

GRAND OPERA
L:iKhl Mammoth I'roiluctionN

Kxiiosltion Auciitorium
San PranciMOo

Wednesday Sept. 26 to Oct. 8
iX.in-Consecutivo Performances)
WORLD'S GRE.\TEST STARS

California Cliorus of 150
Orchestra From Symphony

Ballet of 40
GAETANO MEROLA

General Director
REPERTOIRE

W«il. Eve., Sciit. 21;—La Roheme
(Puccini) — Martinelli, Gandolfl,
Didur. Mario, etc.

ThurH. Etc., Sept. 27—Andrea Che-
nier (Giordano) — Gigll. DeLuca,
Didur. Saroya. Fernanda, etc.

Sat. Art.. Sept. 29—II Tabarro-Suor
AnEellca-Gianni SchlechI (Puc-
cini) — To)<atyan. DeLuca. Didur.
Saroya. Fernanda, etc.

Mon. Eve.. Oct. 1—Meflslorele (Boito)
Gigii, Didur. Saroya. Fernanda,

Tuef*. Eve., Oct. 2—ToNca (Puccini)—Martinelli. DeLuca. Saroya. etc.
Thum. Eve., Oct. 4— Romeo and

Juliet (Gounod) In French—Gigli.
DeLuca. Didur. Mario. Fernanda.

Sat. Aft., Oct. I—I'PaKllaccI (Leon-
cavallo)—Martinelli. DeLuca, Gan-
dolfl, Mario, etc.nd Gianni SchlechI (Puccini) —

Tol<atyan. Fernanda, etc.
Mon. Eve.. Oct. S—Rieoletto (Verdi)—Gigli, DeLuca, Didur, Mario.
Fernanda, etc.

SEATS NOW ON SALE
At Sherman. Clay & Company

_ .
Scale of Prieea

Entire Lower Floor .•. .H.00Dress Circle (flrst Ave rows up-
^ stairs) Center Section 4.00
aide Section _ 3.00
Balcony «1.00 to .1.00

HanaKcment Selbr C. Oppcnhelnier

BOHEMIAN CLUB MUSIC

The Review of last week's Bo-

hemian Club Music will appear in

the next issue of this paper owing

to the space being limited this week

on account of this special Los

Angeles edition.

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.\N FR..\NClSCO B.-\NK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY 10th, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the A^feets of which have never been Increased
by itiergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.
JUNE 30th, 1923

^ssets $86,255,685,28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH 7. Mission nnrl 71<. S,,,.,.
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH! ! ! ! ! ! !

! '

' Xlement Stand 7ih aScHAIGHT STREET BRANCH Ha eht a'd Bclverferc SueeMWEST PORTAL BRANCH VWest Pon.l Avl r^du\la"s[

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4?^)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Seml-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN

Joseph Greven leila b. graves
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,
Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

PAUL STEINDORFF
MASTER COACH

ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA
In All Languages

6302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. WiTliam Steinbach
VOICE OUbTURE

Studio:
902 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.

Snn Franclaro Phone: Kearnr 5454

^RIC SOI'RA>0--VOICE CII.TIRE
Avnilaitle for Concerts and Recitals

.Studlu: l.'>0 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1IB!4

MISS WELCOME LEVY
VOCAL INSTRUCTIO.-V FOR BEGINNERS
hone, Prosnect 41'0 Studio, 8(11 Sutter St.

A.DELE ULMAN
TEACHER OF VOICE AND PIANO

Studio 178 Commonwealth Ave.
Telephone Pacific 33

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mfh. Noah Brandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1522

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI Evelyn Sresovich Ware
LVRITONK — VOICt; CDLTDRE

Authorised to Teach Mine. Sehne
Kene'8 Method

1314 LeareniTorth St. Phone ProMpect D2S3

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY -Joseph George Jacobson

Stndic
eley tUHMt.

PIANO
Phone Fillmore 348

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE
1105 Kohler * Chase Hid. Tel. Sutter 73S7

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— CO.MPOSITION

Studio, e03-Kn4 KOHI.ER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearnr 5454

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
alque, Parlti

SIGMUND BEEL
-Ma nter Clu»sen Jor V

udlo BulldinK 137S POB
Tel. Prt spect 75T

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

'"''''To.9'cfeure""'piI;;'^°'''''"" SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

Oakia OF MUSIC

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AV.\II.AULE FOR CONCERTS

Studios: 114!l High Court, Uerkele}-;
Heine BldK.. San Francisco

Telephone U :!1I42-J

.Music School)

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR.VI.TO

Teacher of SInelns. 32 Lorelta Ai-e, Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Mon., Kohler <t

BIdg., S. F. Telephone Kenrnv 5454._ - ^ _ _ ^ . .,.,»r .».,.,i.. ... ,-. . t-.,.|,iii,oe rxewrnT :v»t»l.

^*''^A^?E°R"„*F"siJJ.^Nf
^'^^ Brandt's Conservatory of MusicTEACHER OF SINGIIVG

Studio 36 Uultney Uulldlii};. 'dTti Suiter St.
Tel. Douglas 4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES

MME. ISABELLE MARKS

Balldlng. Telephone Kearor 5454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHEDRAL

Piano D«parCnieDt. HaHlIn School
Orran and Piano. ArHllaBa Musical ColleK«

2211 SCOTT ST.. Bet. Clay A Washington
Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt^ Piano

HELEN COLBURN HEATH
Soprnno Soloist. Temple Emanu El. Con-
cert and Church Work. Vocal instruc-
tion. 2n30 Clay St., Phone West 4800.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CO.NCERT PIANIST. .ACCOMP.*NIST

ANn TEACHER
Studio: 4106 Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 2750.

Residence: 41.-,2 Hoire St.. Oakland
Tel. Pled. 3492

MARV CARR MOORE SONGS
Dweller in My Dreams ITaeore) Medium
Song of a Fnuu (Fay Van Norden) Soprano

Pub. W ESLEV W EBSTEH
758 47th Avenue

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Violinist and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cons, of Music. .3435 Sacramento
St., and 121 21st Ave. . Tel Pac. 12S4

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKO\A'SKI
TE.ACHER OF VOICE

2428 Pine St. Tel. West 7012

SIGMUND ANKER
Announces the opening of his new

RESIDENCE VIOLl.V STUDIO
Saturday. August 11. 11)23

.'{142 Oonprh Street Near Chestnut

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phone Douglas 269

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berlteley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1*95

MACKENZIE GORDON
8832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER
1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Kearny 5454

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454

SIR HENRY HEYWAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

If you want to become known to the
musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.
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Montgomery

Lynch
Director of "The Way-

farer." iioyi*: "I am
highly gratlfled that the

Knabc Is the official

piano tor the Wayfarer
produ
cho all

Wm. Tyroler

fhoniH Coniluctor of

"The AVayfarcr,"

Hays:

"My use of the Knahe in

concert tours all over

America with Rosa Pon-

selle and other distin-

guished artists has thor-

oughly won me to this

great instrument. That

I am to have its support

in 'The Wayfarer' as

well as in my future

concerts, and In my
studio, is a source of

the greatest satisfaction

to me."

Mr. Tyroler Is famous
as maestro of the Met-
ropolitan Graail Opera
Company, and as asso-

ciate artist and soloist

with Rosa Pouselle and
other celebrated ortlsts.

Hugo
Kirchofer

Assistant Director of

"The A^'ayfarer."

"I prefer the Knabe be-

cause I have found none

equal to it for evenly

balanced register, and
all the virtues one seeks

in a fine piano. Its sing-

ing tone blends beauti-

itzqcral
*FOR^ THE.

ADVANCE ^^E^^T^' QVf MUSIC*

l¥m. Tyroten*

Hugo Kirchofer

Directing Geniuses of The Wayfarer

unite in praise of

THE KNABE
—the instrument whose splendors of tone will form a

fitting complement to the grandeurs of this mighty
spectacle, at the Coliseum September 8th to 15th.

Accompaning a chorus, of 4000 voices, as well as cele-

brated soloists who will appear on this occasion, the

Knabe has been assigned a role seldom equaled for

exacting requirements.

We invite you to hear The Knabe in our studios; hear

it as played to perfection by the world's foremost pian-

ists through that wonderful combination of The Knabe
with the Ampico.

i
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BOHEMIAN GROVE PLAY MUSIC PRESENTED $30,000.00 SURPLUSAT HOLLYWOOD CONCERTS

Tivoli Opera House Crowded When Annual Midsummer Music Concert Thirty-two Evening Concerts Given During Eight Weeks—This Un-
of the Bohemian Club Is Given in the Usual Excellent Manner.

Henry K. Hadley's Music to Joseph D. Redding's Book
of Semper Virens Received With Enthusiasm

BY ALFRED METZGER

expected Result Enables The Community Park and Art Association
to Pay Up a Mortgage of $24,000, Freeing Hollywood From

Financial Encumbrances—A Greater Season Next Year

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

Among the musical events presented
in San Francisco during the course of a

year none is looked forward to with
greater interest nor with greater pleas-

ure than the annual concerts of the Bo-

hemian Club wherein extracts from the
current Grove Play are rendered, usually
enhanced by compositions of previous
Grove Play composers and occasionally

by a visiting guest of musical distinc-

tion. The Tivoli Opera House was there-

fore crowded on Friday afternoon Aug-
ust 24th when the Bohemian Club once
more revealed to our musical public its

remarlcable encouragement and consist-

, tidious. Among the reasons why criti-

cism should be mellowed by generosity
must be mentioned lack of sufficient re-

hearsals by an orchestra unfamiliar with
the work and restriction of the produc-
tion to one single performance at the
Grove. In addition there are many spec-
tacular stage effects which, in combi-
nation with the music, make a wonderful
ensemble, while the music without these
embellishments apparently seems lack-

ing in some of its essentials, although
as a matter of fact it is the same music.
As usual the excerpts from the Grove

play were preceded by a program con-

LOS ANGELES. Sept. 4.—Los Angeles
again has made musical history during
the second highly successful open-air
orchestra season at the Hollywood Bowl
and more so at the closing concert,
September 1.

Summing up results briefly, the con-
cert series of eight weeks or thirty-two
evening performances has been consum-
mated with a financial surplus of about
$30,000 in round figures. (An exact state-

ment will be shortly issued by the man-
agement 1 This unprecedented result,

greater than the most optimistic expecta-
tions permitted to anticipate, enables

to about $7000.) The other $20,000 of

the surplus consist of voluntary contri-

butions from the audience which aver-

aged about six thousand per concert
during the first seven weeks. The clos-

ing week brought 60.000 people to the
Bowl on four nights, with 20.000 attend-

ing the last performance. About 2000
sat on the bare ground of the sloping

hillsides on that occasion while as many
more could not secure admission at all.

Another circumstance wh'ch makes
the success of the Bow: concert season
all the more remarkable is the fact that
for the last ten concerts, through the

H$S .1. ,1. r.VRTER
niler Hullynood Bo
Concert Sea»on

BderK In the MuHical Life

ent recognition of the American, and
more especially the resident, composer
and librettist. This year the Grove Play
consisted of a music drama entitled

Semper Virens to which Joseph D. Red-
ding wrote the book and Henry K. Had-
ley composed the music.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review
wishes to go on record as being unre-

strictedly committed to the proposition
that everything worthy among the works
of our resident artists and composers
should be heartily recognized and en-

couraged, and since the annual Grove
Plays of the Bohemian Club belong
among the foremost opportunities pre-

sented to our resident artists this pa-

per is heartily in accord with the Bo-
hemian Club in its matchless endeavor
to arouse inspiration among our creative
musicians. Therefore, these annual con
certs are entitled to dignified recogni
tion in the columns of a musical jour
nal, and while in a measure these con
certs are public events which the musi
cal attend after paying a fixed price of
admission, there are many- ameliorat-
ing circumstances that do not justify
criticism that is too severe or too fas-

AVhoxe En Hollywood n Drillii KKtabllMbinf?

For The Eve

taining the works of composers of pre-

vious midsummer music and an occasion-
al work by an American composer who
happened to be a guest of the club. We
shall give the music of the Grove Play
precedence over the more formal pro-

gram part. The writer has always con-

sidered Henry K. Hadley as one of the
leading American composers of the da.v,

and in many respects the most prolific,

the most musicianly and the most suc-

cessful of them all. For Mr. Hadley has
inventive genius, a most happy faculty

of cleverly arranging his ideas for the
orchestra and a very effective sense of

climacteric construction. He also pos-

sesses a most delightful sense of melody
and a vivid instinct for effective rhyth-

mic values.
The title of this year's Grove Play is

Semper Virens (Ever Green or Always
Green) and the book is written by Joseph
D. Redding, one of the most enthusiastic
Bohemians and one of those specially

responsible for the original idea of the
Grove plays in their present magnificent
splendor. Mr. Redding has done a great
deal for music among a certain circle

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)

the Community Park and Art Associa-

tion, which as a non-profit making or-

ganization administers the lovely amphi-

theater in the Hollywood foothills, to

free it entirely from a $24,000 mortgage.

Moreover, a fund from nve to six thou-

sand dollars is already on hand with

which to make preparations for a greater

season next summer. Therefore none of

the guarantors will be asked to make
good their pledges. This financial suc-

cess is all the more remarkable as it is

the outcome of large ticket sales, while

again the admission on season tickets

remained at the nominal, truly demo-
cratic level of twenty-Bve cents.

Of the $30,000 surplus more than $10,-

000 is profit from ticket sales, after

about $8000 had been spent for a new
stage and anterooms. Furthermore the

overhead expenses, including a larger

staff of paid attendants than last year

and higher fees for orchestra players

meant a 30 per cent increase of running
cost as compared with the first season

last year. Hence the profit from ticket

sales is to be regarded larger than

actually shown. (Last year it amounted

thoughtlessness of the City Engineer's

Oflfice, and in view of the indifference of

the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce,
street repair work on the two avenues

leading to the Bowl caused such havoc
with motor and streetcar traffic as to

create widespread public indignation

Yet the people continued to come, an

in increasing numbers. Words of admir-

ation cannot appraise fully the inspi

ing efforts of Conduccor Emil Ober
hofter. of Mrs. J. J. Carter, the far-

visioned, self-sacrificing founder and
secretary of the series, who again had
the able support of F. W- Blanchard as

chairman, and of William Edson Stro-

bridge as manager of the concerts.

Conductor Oberhoffer had endeared
himself lastingly to Los .\ngeles music
lovers. The poetry of his interpretations

has sunk deeply into their liearts. The
devotion and seriousness with which he
applied himself to his task can only be
measured by the fact that, admirably
supported by the orchestra, (the latter

in quality especially of the brass and
strings did not measure up to that of

(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
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The DUO-ART in the

STEINWAY

The Duo-Art reproducing feature

may be had only in Steinway,

Weber, Steck, Wheelock, Stroud

and Aeolian pianofortes.

The great fact that the Duo-

Art can be had in the Stein-way is

itself an eloquent tribute to the

T>uo-Art.

ShermanMay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sis., San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Ses., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

MYNARD S. JONES
Teacher of Sinpring

problems thoroughly diagnosed and |

ARHILLAGA MUSICAL COLLEGE
laekson St. Phone AVesl

A Small Fee For Auditions

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

Meuining School of Music

The larger the circulation of a Music Journal

the better for the members of the profession and

student. If you help us to add 3000 subscribers to

our list we will help you to increase your income.

DOUGLAS SOULE-.Pianist
ADVANCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be absent In Earope tor Bumnier, Tesnmtn^
teacblne about Sept. 20tb. Residence studio t 160

Monte Vista Ave., Oakland. Telepbone Piedmont 766

Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Avnilable for Conrerts and Recitals
AddresK: 471 :!7<b Avenue

Tel. Pae. 0:i2

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT

studio 30«

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JDST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: -105 Kohler & Cb.ise Bide., Tel. Kearn; 5454

Dominican College School of Music
SAN RAFAEl,, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thoroujcrb and Proeresslve
Public School Music, Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 50« Kohler & Chase Bids.,

S. F.: 2530 CollcKC Ave.. Berkeley. Residence 291 Alva-
rado Road, Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparing: Teacher lor

MRS. M. FOULKES
VCCOMPANIST

Paclllc Ave.. San Francis

IRENE A. MILLIER
SOLO PIANIST-ACCOMPANIST

WALLACE A. SABIN

St., Phone Frnnklin 2<I03; Sat., First Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 130T: Res. studio. 3142 Lenistoa
Ave., Berkeier. Phone Piedmont 242K.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER

Phone Paclllc SS25

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merritt. Oakland

DURINI VOCAL STUDIO

1072 Ellis St.
Oiicrji—Church—Oratorio

Tel. West 5115

SCOTT BEEBE
BASSO PROFUNDO

Church—Concert—Rccltai
2311 Hilgard .Avenue Berkeley 3;172-J

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DONNA SOPRANO

ThorouBh Vocal and Dramatic Trainine

740 Pine St. Phone Donelas 6024

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Plione Douglas 4273

San Francisco

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRV'CTOR

Miss Elizabeth Westgate pearl hossack whitcomb madame wilson-jones
Teacher of Piano. Or^can, Harmony. Organist and Musical
Director of First Prfshyterlan Church, Alaneda. Home
Stndio: 1117 PARU STREET. ALAMEDA. Telepbone Ala-

MEZ/.O-CONTRALTO
Absolute Method of Voice Upon the Breath

Monday and Thursday

Phone Berk. ^eSe-^tr
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thing but honest and square. But in the main
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

MOTION PICTURE MUSIC

It is gratifying to note that the music in the
moving picture theatres of San Francisco is

gradually gaining in quality. This has been
specially noticeable at the California Theatre,
where the cheapest kind of jazz playing has been
superceded with such a capable orchestra as that
directed by Mr. Setaro and playing good music in

a manner worthy of commendation. At the same
time there are capable soloists and the Sunday
morning concerts at this excellent house are be-

coming more and more popular and justly so.

The ballet by Mr. Kosloff and his associate ar-

tists are surely highly artistic and worthy of the
enthusiastic applause which they evoke. But
occasionally we find that by trying to be artistic,

under the guise of endeavoring to educate the
public, those entrusted with the serious phase of

artistic endeavor are trying to overtax the public
mind.

Mr. Kosloff, in being severely artistic, for in-

stance, presented a ballet which both as to length
and artistic severity, was beyond the grasp of his

audiences and did not cft'ect the very thing he
strove after, namely, to entertain. If only some
of our musicians and artists in general would
give up the idea of trying to "educate" the public,
when it does not want to be educated. The peo-
ple attend thea.tres, movie theatres in particular,

for purposes of entertainment. It is unwise to
give these people symphonies, symphonic suites
or chamber music quartets. They can hear all

this by attending concerts already arranged for.

There is plenty of music with fine melodies and
spirited rhytlmis that will never fail to please the
masses. To give them severe music which they
do not like is exactly as ineffective as to give
them bad music which they do not like. A mo-
tion picture theatre is a business enterprise. It

is not an educational institution in the sense used
for a public school or university, although there
are educational pictures which contribute not a
little toward educating the public in a pleasant
and entertaining way. But you can not force
upon the people something they don't like, no
matter whether you imagine they like it or not.

We find at the Granada Theatre further evi-
dences of musical improvement, for Paul Ash
continues to mingle really good selections with
an occasional "jazzified" work, arranged so
cleverly that its crudeness is materially softened.
Here, too, occasional solos and dance numbers,
backed by skillful scenic and light effects, afford
a few moments of real relaxation to those who
wish to rest from their day's labors. We can not
agree that the anvil chorus from II Trovatore
should be used as a means to display the artistic
"qualities" of jazz, no matter how cleverly ar-
ranged it may be, for to take the work of some-

Mr. Lipschultz, at the Warficld, continues to
conduct programs of higher musical value and
delights his audiences every evening with the •

splendid character of his orchestra and his adher-
ence to the best of music. The Warfield manage-
ment, too, engages occasional soloists of renown
and delights its hearers with the high quality of
Ijts musical entertainment. The most artistic
music, however, heard in the moving picture
houses of San Francisco remains Gyula Ormay
and his aggregation of artist musicians. This
orchestra comes closer to an ensemble organiza-
tion than any other theatre orchestra we know of.

Mr. Ormay, understands the taste of his audi-
ences thoroughly. While he selects the very best
music he can find, he always chooses something
that the public enjoys and he plays it as if it

were the highest form of chamber music, namely,
with a finish, style and taste in phrasing that is

a joy to witness. The Imperial Theatre is indeed
fortunate to have someone so thoroughly imbued
with the artistic spirit at the head of its musical
affairs.

It is, therefore, to the credit of Jack Partington
that musical aft'airs at these theatres are pro-
gressing so rapidly. It is only a pity that either
the publicity agents or the managers do not
employ a more effective means to impress genu-
inely musical people with the quality and purpose
of their musical entertainment. In New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles motion picture thea-
tres make their programs known through the
medium of the music journals. In San Francisco,
Eugene Roth, assisted by Charles Pincus, was the
only manager who really saw the value of keep-
ing the musical public informed of musical affairs
in the motion picture houses through the columns
of the music journals. This article is not in-
tended to change anyone's mind in this respect.
But there can never be any serious attention paid
by muiscal people to the music in the motion
picture theatres until the publicity is dignified,
able and written in a manner to appeal to musical
people. The sentiment among serious musical
people in San Francisco at present is that an
artist lowers himself when he sings in a motion
picture theatre, and such opinion would not exist
if the publicity about music in moving picture
theatres was sufficiently intelligent to find regu-
lar space in a music journal. But as long as
showmanship is considered superior to artistic
taste, the managers of moving picture houses in
San Francisco will regard publicity in a music
journal as superficial and unnecessary. But,
eventually, some manager will arise who will
understand the situation and whoever he may be
he will receive the cordial and whole-hearted
support of the entire musical public.

THE JAPANESE DISASTER

No one is perhaps in more sympathetic mood
regarding the terrible catastrophe that destroy-
ed so many lives and so much property in Japan
than the people of San Francisco and California
in general who seventeen years ago were con-
fronted with a similar situation very close to
their doors. And since in recent years the Jap-
anese people have become more closely identified

with Western music than any other Oriental na-
tion, the interest of musical people in particular
naturally is concentrated in helping to re-estab-
lish normal conditions. While by the time this

paper reaches our readers prominent people in

charge of funds to be utilized to aliviate the dis-

tress and suffering of the stricken people will

have started an intensive campaign, it is never
too late to urge members of the musical profes-
sion to do all in their power to participate in a
worthy cause world-wide in its scope, and while
there is not as much opportunity to directly

assist musicians and musical institutions in Jap-
an as would be the case in a Western nation, the
contributions from musicians and musical peo-
ple will be welcome in the general reconstruc-
tion work. This paper knows that in cases of

distress the musical profession is always ready
to do more than its share.

THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as
They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

The public has little conception ot the elaborate
methods of standardizing, cataloging, cross- indexing,
filing and systematizing a picture library, practiced
by the enterprising owner. Neither does it consider the
hours of unremitting toil being constantly expended in
this work, nor the hours of tedious detail work neces-
sary to the giving-out and replacing an average week's
orchestral program for an orchestra of, perhaps forty
men.

The owner of the library must maintain and keep
up-to-date, several catalogs, one under titles, one un-
der composers, and another under emotional character-
istics which he finds of great aid In providing inter-
esting and well-balanced programs, as well as an im-
portant mean^ of lessening his own work and that of
his associates.

A maxim which is learned early by the conscientious
and able conductor is this; keep an orchestra interested
in its work by selecting programs comprising, for the
greater part compositions of a good musical grade, and
half the battle for efficiency and artistry is gained; the
moment cheap, trashy, oft-repeated numbers predom-
inate, the orchestra becomes mechanical, loses its in-

terest in its work, and becomes generally soulless be-
cause the details of its routine possess no inspiring
interest for the men.

Some time ago the writer took an engagement at
a leading theatre in the East that was one of a large
nation-wide chain. The theatre in spite of its size, was
operated most conservatively—miserly would be a
more exact word. Music was a necessary evil. The
musical policy, as far as the scores for the feature pic-

tures was concerned, was in the hands of a General
Musical Director located in another city. The local
house paid a small weekly stipend to the musical de-
partment of its management for the weekly use of these
scores, which were prepared—"turned out"—in a stereo-
typed, uninspired manner apparently often being pre-

pared by office boys in the music department, judging
from their contents.

The conductor of each house in the chain was in-

structed not to tamper with these scores in any cir-

cumstances, this rule being apparently iron-clad. Now
the hardest thing a picture conductor has to contend
with is the playing of another man's score for a picture
about which he, the conductor knows nothing—hasn't
even seen. Even when a score is well made and fits

and synchronizes to the action well, it is difficult for
anyone but the maker of that score to play it, for
musicians, aside from being temperamental and ner-
vous folks, differ radically in interpretations and ideas
as to tlie fitness of a number for a given situation. A
composition which might express bright grotesque ac-
tion to one conductor might suggest something entirely
different to another. And the artistic side of this pro-
fession is so vague and inexact that, strange as it may
seem, the brightly grotesque compositions, under the
baton of the man who scored it, would undoubtedly fit

the particular action pleasingly, while in the hands of
the other man the result would be disappointing.

These stereotyped, atrocious scores came through with
unfailing regularity, except that they were usually late

in arriving, and the writer was weekly obliged to con-
duct them without even having seen the pictures they
were claimed to be fitted to. In scoring an average fea-

ture photo-drama, an intelligent conductor will lay out
perhaps thirty or thirty-five separate and distinct com-
positions (this number varies of course according to
action and length) with from one to three and four,
sometimes, themes running through the program em-
phasizing the action which various characters domi-
nate. For example there might be a love theme, a heavy
character theme, and a baby theme used in one feature,
each theme being used (repeated) several times. But
every number other than these themes will invariably
be separate and distinct—a composition by itself. This
makes for pleasing variety, and serves to maintain in
addition the interest of the orchestra.

On each and every one of these wretched scores re-

ceived from this General Musical Director, the general
scheme was this: figuring perhaps forty separate and
distinct situations for the score, the reviewer would
select say eight compositions, all different. One would
be suitable (perhaps!) for light romantic situations;
one for a love theme; one tor a heavy theme; one
would express pathos; one would be dramatic and
melodic; one would be a fight or battle agitato; one
would be neutral—expressing nothing in particular.

(To be continued.)
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ALFRED HERTZ TO RETURN MONDAY

Alfred Hertz, conductor of the San Francisco Sym-

phony Orchestra, will arrive in San Francisco Monday

afternoon on the Overland Limited and while awaiting

the preparation of his house will take up temporary

residence at the Hotel St. Francis. Mr. and Mrs. Hertz

have been spending the summer abroad, searching the

music centers tor new works and novelties for pro-

duction during the coming season. According to word

from the office of the Musical Association, the European

shopping tour has been highly successful, and music-

lovers may look forward to some extremely interesting

programs this winter. Mr. Hertz visited London, Paris,

Vienna, Leipzig and other cities, picking up new music

at each stop and taking advantage of every opportunity

to hear concerts, recitals and opera.

The regular symphony season will open Friday after-

noon, October 19, in the Curran Theatre, and as in

previous years, will consist of twelve Friday Sym-
phonies, twelve Sunday Symphonies and ten Sunday

Popular Concerts. The sale of season tickets is now
being held at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s, and according

to reports from the box office the receipts have already

exceeded last year's total sale, while dozens of new
orders are being received daily. Altogether, indications

are that the coming season will be by far the most

successful in the history of the orchestra.

OPERA STARS LEAVE FOR COAST

The advent of the season of grand opera to be given

here by the San Francisco Opera Association Is now
being told in the departure for San Francisco of some

of the world-famous stars engaged by Gaetano Merola,

director for the season for the association. The latest

to be heralded is Beniamino Gigli, Italy's foremost

tenor, who according to a cablegram received this week
by Merola, has sailed from Italy for this city. He is

scheduled to arrive in New 'Vork City September 17

where a big reception and banquet has been arranged

in his honor by his eastern admirers.

Immediately following this, howiver, he will leave

for San Francisco tor his fi]si ;i|ipf aritii. , on the Coast.

In fact this is practically his lirsi aii" ;nnnce outsde of

New York City during the thr.j.j ytars of his engage-

ment with the Metropolitan. This fact alone is making
his appearance here of more than local interest among
music lovers. Many have congratulated Merola on his

achievement in securing Gigli. The story of Gigli is

characteristic of that of Italy's greatest singers. He
was born thirty-two years ago in Recanati, the birth-

place of Italy's great poet Leopardi, and one of the

most beautiful cities on the Adriatic. His first experi-

ence was in the choir of a church at Recanati, of which
his father was sexton. It was this experience that

awakened the lad's ambitions. For many miles around
the tame of the beauty of the choir boy's voice spread

and church attendance grew by leaps and bounds.

Subsequently he went to Rome where he pursued his

studies in the Academy of Santa Cecilia under Maestro
Rosati. In 1914 he made his debut in La Giocanda and

his success was instantaneous. This Drought him to

the attention of Toscanini who called Gigli to Milan to

sing in Mefistofele in La Scala in honor of Boito, the

composer. After this appearance Italy could no longer

claim Gigli alone. His voice and his talent became that

of the world. In quick succession he toured the great

centers of music in South America and in Europe.

Later, in 1920, he was sought by the Metropolitan and

in answer to the many calls from America, responded.

Gigli will sing in Andrea Chenier, Meristotele, Romeo
and Juliet and Rigoletto.

Gigli, however, is but one of a number of world-

famous stars whom the San Francisco Opera Associa-

tion is bringing here for the eight productions to be

given in the Exposition Auditorium from September 26

to Otcober 8. Among the others are Martinelli, De
Luca,- Mario, Saroya, Didur, Gandolfl, Fernanda, John-

stone, Epton, Tokatyan, Anna Young, Lazelle, Gillette,

Paltrinier and others.

The operas to be given are as follows: Wednesday
evening, September 26, La Boheme; Thursday eve-

ning, September 27, Andrea Chenier; Saturday after-

noon. September 29, II Tabarro, Suor Angelica, Gianni
Schicchi; Monday evening, October 1, Mefistofele;

Tuesday evening, October 2, Tosca; Thursday evening,

October 4, Romeo and Juliet; Saturday afternoon,

October 6, I'Pagliacci, Gianni Schicci; Monday evening,

October 8, Rigoletto.

MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT

Under the direction of Blanche Kermer the Musical
Kindergarten Department of the San FYancisco Con-
servatory of Music, 3435 Sacramento street, will re-open

its class work on Tuesday, September 11. The children

are taught the fundamentals of rhythm, singing and
notation through dancing, simplitied eurhythmies,
stories and games. In addition constructive work is

taught each day through simple, interesting handicraft
work for little folks. In pleasant weather most of the
woi'k is held tiut of doors. The kindergarten class is

open to children from four to six years of age. The
hours are from 10 to 12 a. m. five days a week.

CHARLES HART
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Allen Bacon, A. A. G. O., who was selected last year
to fill the position of head of the Department of Piano
and Organ has proven to be a decided asset to the Con-
servatory of the College of the Pacific. Mr. Bacon has
appeared on a number of programs of the American
Guild and was one of the recitalists at the state con-
vention in Los Angels. In addition to dedicating sev-

eral organs he gave a number of piano-lecture recitals

at various high schools throughout the state.

The Conservatory of the College of the Pacific will

open in a short time, and the various members of the

faculty will be arriving shortly. Their varied vaca-

tions are interesting to note. Miles A. Dresskell has
been spending the summer in Cleveland, Ohio. Both he
and Mrs. Dresskell, who is an accomplished vocalist

and teacher, have been doing considerable recital work
during their vacation. Miss Jessie Moore, of the piano
department, has been summering in Berkeley, devoting
her tinie to study. Charles M. Dennis, acting dean, in

addition to private teaching, audited in the Graveure
Master Classes. At the state convention of the Cali-

fornia Music Teachers' Association, which was held at

the college in July, Mr. Dennis had the pleasure of

acting as host for the college and the local branch of

which he is president. He also shared the direction

of the vocal round table at the convention and was
nominated for the office of State Director. The success
of San Jose's first music week held in January owed
much to his ability as general chairman.

Miss Miriam Burton has been studying in Los
Angeles under Hague Kinsey. Miss Bozena Kalas and
her father, Jan Kalas, have spent their summer on the
family ranch in Campbell. Mr. Kalas has been doing
considerable orchestra work this year. Edward Towner,
in addition to his large amount of private teaching has
organized another band, the Sciots. He is now con-
ductor of two Masonic organizations, developing the
first DeMolay band in California. Miss Myrtle Shafer,
instructor of organ in the conservatory and organist
at First M. E. Church, San Jose, also teacher of music
in the Live Oak Union High School, Morgan Hill, visited

relatives in Portland, motoring from San Jose. Miss
Nella Rogers was an auditor in the Louis Graveure
Master Classes held in San Francisco during the sum-
mer. Since August she has been visiting relatives in

Spokane.
Miss Hinsdale has been resting at her home in Taft,

California. Mr. Moullet spent the summer at his home
in Santa Barbara and in the lake resorts. Mr. Bodley
studied organ and piano under Mr Bacon the early
Fart of the summer and completed his work at Lake
Geneva in August and September. Miss Helen Fletcher
Riddell, who has been secured to fill Miss Mima Mont-
gomery's place during her years' leave of absence,
planning to study abroad, enjoyed the summer motor-
ing through New York and the New England states,

and coached on oratorio roles with Mollenhauer in

Boston.

The following program, given under the direction of

Will H. Lake, was enjoyed by vast crowds at Alum
Rock Park on Sunday afternoon last: March, Federa-
tion (Klohr); Waltzes. Carmen (Rosas); Intermezzo,
Forget Me Not (McBeth); Overture, William Tell

(Rossini); Two Feist numbers, la) Love Tales (Rose);
(b) Saw Mill Road (Silva) ; Solo for euphonium, per-

formed by Sig. Marco La Venia; Overture, Golden
Fleece (Lovellec) ; Selections, 111 Trovatore (Verdi)

;

Idyll, Forge in the Forest (Michaels) Finale, Trisgian
(Losey).

Practicing for its participation in the statewide con-

test for the championship of junior musical organiza-

tions to be held at Sacramento Sunday, the local De-
Molay band recently presented an open-air concert.

This was the band's first outdoor appearance and was
designed to familarize the members with the conditions

under which they will play in Sacramento. A musical
program of merit was given. In Sunday's contest the

local boys will compete with the best juvenile talent in

the state. The competitors will be composed of high
school boy clubs and DeMolay bands.

Registration Week at the Institute of Music opens
September 10, according to announcement sent out from
the Institute office. Courses are announced in piano,

violin, voice, viola, violoncello, theory, organ, and band
instruments. These courses lead to the degree of Bach-
elor of Music, or certificates of completion in any one
subject. The faculty has been augmented by the addi-

tion of Alice May Hitchcock to the piano department.
Otherwise the teaching staff will remain the same as

in the past: LeRoy V. Brant, Director, heading the

piano, theory, and organ departments; his assistants

Josephine Louise Sinclair and Alice May Hitchcock;
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Henry Bickford Pasmore heads the vocal department,
with Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant as his assistant: Jan Kalas
teaching violoncello, Josef Halamicek violin and viola,

and Edward Towner band instruments.

QUESTIOiN COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. Do the pedals of an organ sound as written?

—

M. L. B.

No. They sound an octave lower than written.

2. What is meant by a pluperfect interval?—E. K.

An augmented interval. In this application the word
pluperfect is used in its literal sense, meaning "more
than perfect''; and an interval that is more, or greater,

than a perfect, is an augmented interval.

3. What does Gianni Schicchi mean and can you tell

me something of the opera?—V. D.
Gianni Schicchi is a proper name—the name of the

principal character of the opera. The piece is a comedy
somewhat like the early opera buffa and is founded
on a character mentioned by Dante in the thirtieth

canto of the "Inferno."

4. How often should a piano be tuned in order to

keep it in the best possible condition?—A. C. N.

At least twice a year. Three or four times would be

better though so many are not always necessary. A
piano should always be tuned after being moved. To
keep your piano in the best possible condition I would

advise you to find a reliable tuner to look after it at

regular intervals. This is better than having a new
man tune it whenever you think it needs tuning.

5. What does Timb. mean.—I. S. S.

It is the abbreviation of Timballes, the French name
for the Kettledrums.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. William H. Banks, president of the Pacific

Musical Society announces the following members to

serve on the committees during the ensuing year: Audi-

tion Committee—Miss Ro.xana Weihe (chairman),

Mesdames William H. Banks. Charles V. Gross, Charles

de Young Elkus, Albert George Lang, Samuel P. Reed,

William Ritter; Misses Isabel Arndt, Esther Deininger,

Clare Harrington, Margaret O'Dea, Frances D. Wood-
bridge. Reception Committee—Miss Augusta Hayden
(chairman), Mesdames Ella Gertrude Ball, Albert S.

Adler, Charles Butte, Rose Relda Cailleau, Joseph

Daube, John F. Gannon. Norma Garrett, Edward N.

.Short. J. Wilson Taylor. I'da Waldrop, Miss Ann B.

Whitley. Tea Committee—Mrs. Walter T. Janke (chair-

man), Mesdames Theodore Blankenburg, Frederick

Crowe, Eugene S. Elkus, Israel Goodman, Feliz Kauft-

man, Ernst Morck, Robert A. Morrissey. Rae Smith,

Edward E, Young; Misses Helen Colburn Heath, May.

Sinsheimer. Social Service Committee—Mrs. LeO^.

Lazarus (chairman), Mesdames David Hirchler, L. Mji

Spiegel, Edward E. Young.

1
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GEORGE KRUGER STUDENTS IN DEMAND

One of the most distingu'shed pianists and in-

structors in the city, George Kruger, has done his share
toward bringing San Francisco to the forefront as a
musical center, for by his splendid work, his reputation
has brought him pupils from the gulf to Washington
State, many coming from cities whose residents do not
possess the many advantages of thorough instruction

which San Francisco enjoys. The following young
pianists, who have gained an enviable reptuation by
their high-class work on many occasions: Miss Edna
Linkowski, Miss Mildred Berg, Miss Myrtle Gable, Nor-
man Smith and Joseph Salvato, have been booked for

public recitals.

Tlie following programs have been prepared by them:
Miss Edna Linkowski at Hale Brothers' Radio station.

September 4, Faust Fantasie (Liszt), Scherzo (Jlendels-

sohn), Marche Militaire (Schubert, Tausi) Hungarian
Rhapsodie (Liszt), Miss Myrtle Gable at tlie Sequoia
Club, September 6: Arabesque (LeschetizkyI, Allegro
Commodo (Bargiel), Danse Creole (Chamlnade), Miss
Mildred lierg, at Hale Bros.' Radio station, September
6. Elegie (.\ollet); Valse Cromatique (Godard) ; Les
Sylvains (Chaminade), Impromptu (Reinhold): Danse
Creole (Chaminade); Valse (Chopin). Norman Smith at

Hale Bros.' Radio station September 13: Two Mazurkas
(Chopin); Butterfly (Lavallee). Fantasie Impromptu
(Chopin); Valse G flat major (Chopin); La Fileuse

(Raff); La source (Leschetizky) ; Nightingale (Liszt);

Joseph Salvato at he Corona Club, September 27:

Wedding March and Elfin Chorus from Midsummer
Night's Dream (Mendelssohn) Paraphrase de Concert
(Schultz-Elven). Mildred Berg at Warner's Radio sta-

tion October 5. Piano Recital.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hertz spent ten days in Berlin,

then two weeks in Baden-Baden and finally in Paris

for a brief time before embarking tor New York on
August 28. Upon arrival in the American Metropolis

they decided to stay three days and then start on the

transcontinental trip to the Pacific Coast. They are

due to arrive on Monday and rehearsals for the

symphony season will begin early in October.

Edouard Deru, the distinguished Belgian violin

virtuoso, was soloist at St. Dominic's Church, Pierce

street, between Bush and Pine, last Sunday at noon.

He was assisted by Frederic Brueschweiler, organist

and choirmaster and instructor in the music school at

Dominican College in San Rafael. Both artists made
an excellent impression by reason of their unquestion-

able musicianship and artistry.

George Schkultetski, a Russian vocal artist, pos-

sessor of an unusually fine basso cantante voice, was
introduced at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carroll

Giffen on Sunday afternoon August 26. An assemblage
of prominent musical people thoroughly enjoyed listen-

ing to this artist interpreting a number of Russian
songs and operatic arias of various nationalities. Mr.
Schkultetski is unquestionably an artist of the first

rank, possesses a voice of fine ringing quality and
resonance and sings with unusual intelligence and emo-
tional color. It is to be hoped that Mr. Schkultetski

will be given an opportunity to give a concert so that

his unquestionable vocal proficiency may be admired
by our musical public.

Mother WIsmer, one of San Francisco's most active

musicians, gave a reception in honor of Mrs. Margaret
Hughes, at his studio, 3701 Clay street, on Friday eve-

ROSE FLORENCE—Mezzo Soprano
CONCERT—VOICE PLACING—COACHING

Studio:—545 Sutter Street Telephone Kearny 3598

Management —L. E. Be/iymer, 70S Auditorium Building, Los Angele.

ning. .August Z\. In the presence of a number of promi-

nent musical people an e.xcellent program was rendered
consisting of ensemble numbers for piano and strings

by Beethoven, Bach and Schumann, which were
thoroughly enjoyed by those in attendance and which
were interpreted in musicianly fasihon by Mrs. Hughes,
Hother VVismer, Nathan Firestone and Willeni Dehe.

Horace Britt, the distinguished cello virtuoso, who
for several years proved such a favorite with the pub-

lic in his position as leading cellist of the San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra, will be heard for the first

time since his departure on October 30 with the Cham-
ber Music Society of San Francisco of which organiza-

tion he also was a valuable member. Mr. Britt will be
on the Pacific Coast only a tew days, his engagements
in the East preventing a longer stay. On November 2

and 4 Mr. Britt will be soloist of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. On November 16 Mr. Britt is

booked to appear in Pittsburgh. No doubt his numerous
admirers will be happy to have another opportunity
to hear his exceptional artistic interpretations.

Annie Louise David, the noted American harp vir-

tuosa, and Mrs Gabrielle Woodworth, soprano, will

give a joint recital at the Claremont Hotel, Berkeley,

on Monday evening, October 8. An exceptionally in-

teresting and artitsic program has been prepared tor

this occasion.

Irving and Jeanne Krick have returned from Los
Angeles and San Diego, where they appeared success-

fully on several musical programs. They also gave a
Radio recital for the Los Angeles Times. It seems
anyone playing for the Los Angeles Times is required

to try out, which they did successfully, as they were
included in the evening program and received a very

flattering notice. On August 17 and 18 they played

piano solos at the Chimes Theatre on College avenue,

Oakland, appearing before crowded houses on both

evenings and were enthusiastically received by the

audience. Jeanne played from Chopin, WoUenhaupt
and Paderewski. Irving played from MacDowell, Rach-

maninoff and Chopin.

Lucien Cesaroni, a noted Italian basso, was guest of

honor at a reception given l)y H. B, Pasmore at his

studio in the Kohler & Chase building on Friday eve-

ning, August 17. The affair was well attended by
musicians and music lovers. Signer Cesaroni sang a

number of Mozart arias with a splendidly beautiful

bass-baritone voice. John Harraden Pratt voiced the

consensus of opinion of all present when he said that

he had not enjoyed such a treat since he was a student

in Leipsic and heard the Mozart operas under the di-

rection of Arthur Nickisch. Signer Cesaroni should be

heard by every Mozart lover and, who is not such?

Suzanne Pasmore Brooks again proved her musician-

ship by means of her excellent accompaniments. A
pleasant addition to the evening's enjoyment was the

first movement of a piano sonata played by the youth-

ful composer Horatio Parker Bailey which shows flow-

THE LICHTENSTEIN VIOLIN SCHOOL
Vl( TOK l,l(HTK\.STKI\, Direi'tor

From Ilrcinnlne Jo Profe-Haional .V<-tlvitj-
.'.14.-; Wa^hiiiKlon SI., .S. K. Phone Fillmore «U«

ing melodies, a sane harmonic structure together with,

a smoothly moving counterpoint.

Sir Henry Heyman, our distinguished dean of violin-

ists, gave an "intime" but elaborate luncheon at the
Bohemian Club on September 28 in honor of Edouard
Deru, the celebrated Belgian violin virtuoso and Andre
de Ribeaupierre, also a violin virtuoso of renown who
has just concluded a series of very successful violin
recitals at Berkeley during the summer session of the
University of California. Those invited by Sir Henry
to meet these two violinistic celebrities at luncheon
were: The Hon Frank P. Deering, former President of
the Bohemian Club, Nathan Landsberger and Victor
Lichtenstein.

Victor Lichtenstein, the prominent violinist, peda-
gogue, orchestral leader and lecturer, will give a. series
of ten University of California Extension lectures on
the History and Appreciation of Music beginning Friday
evening, September 7, at the Musicians' Club. 533 Sut-
ter street. The lectures to be given will include the
following subjects: Music as the Interpreter of the
Zeitgeist. Beethoven and his Forerunners; Opera and
Symphony; The Music of Russia; Grieg and the Music
of Norway; Dvorak and Smetana; Saint-Saens and
Debussy; The United States and its Music; The Mod-
ern Italians; Ernest Bloch. Surely anyone wishing to

add to his or her musical knowledge should attend
these lectures as a means to broaden their musical
horizon.

W. A. CLARK, JR., EXTENDS PRIZE CONTEST TIME

The following letter is self-explanatory:
Los Angeles, August 27, 1923.

My Dear Mr. Metzger:
I thought it would interest you to know that since

your editorial, relative to the time in which i[;ompo-

sitions might be sent in in competition for the prize
offered by I.Ir. Clark for a symphonic poem, and the
other prize offered for the best chamber music com-
position, we are in receipt of a wire from Mr. Clark
extending the time from September 1 to January 1,

1924. Would greatly appreciate your giving this ex-
tension publicity through the columns of your valued
medium. Thanking you

Sincerely,
GEORGE W. MACLELLAN,

To refresh the memory of our readers we wish to

add that the prize for the symphonic poem is $1000 and
for the chamber music composition $1500. The judges
selected to make the decision are all prominent and
reputable musicians thoroughly competent to do justice
to the works submitted. The Pacific Coast Musical Re-
view knows everyone of them and can vouch for their
ability and fairness.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in September,

1922, (exact date unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon
Lang of San Francisco found in hi^

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

able instruments that ever came
Knowing that one of them came fror

I have made it a point to see them in Sa

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on lour with Mr. Godowsky as hi-,

piano tuner. During his three month-s'

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con
cert Grand No. 10623 from their Ne\s

York store. When we sailed for th*

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad

visable to add a second piano, knowin,
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was n

wise decision, for at one time No. 1077«

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered
that the transportation companies re-

IAM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
s not observe. He
jtice instantly the

linute variation in

sical quality, but
the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

niv job to observe for

him.
I have just passed

u g h an experience

th the two most remark-

into my charge.

1 Kohler & Chase,

in San Francisco

he d.

will

most

th

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same tims No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-waya
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded, this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pi;

"

cooliet

boats,

that supported him. Days of travel
ds of Java, the man-handUng of countless
the punishment of oriental transportation in
1 trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as

clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

pcrtect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
r« Mstance of the Knabe piano is almost
'upernatural. I have travelled with many
irlists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

hips, but no piano in even ordinary
lonLinenlal tours has equalled this per-
iormance. If I had made these two
Kn ibes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

c\tn know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Leopold Godowsky
Who, with rare consideration, concedes to his piano tuner the

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again

—

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

1 found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer

the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specially made), one from the IS'ew York warerooms

and one from the Kohler Gf Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER* er *CHASE^
26 O'FARRELL STREET- SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMnco

Articles of General Musical Interest

Thcxe artic-lex are prepared f

IlKiC'Ill R> view hT 1 ^eHoy V. Ilr
ixlltute < ( Mil »|0 I Son Joae
t*ai«e*l to t he re HuhieetM
IvreNt. Aiij-o lie deHlrlne an
••ulor Hubject IIIay rommunici
in- The liisti ute of niuxie, !<

Sim Sal vailo r. Snn Jose.

vKh Mr. Ilr

FINGER NAILS
Out of little things great results come. Therefore I

desire to tell the parents of piano pupils that their
daughter's penchant for long finger nails will bring her
to grief so far as her music is concerned. In order
to play the piano well it is necessary that the hands
and fingers shall be held in the proper position. The
proper position cannot be maintained it the finger nails

are long, for the pianist plays on the ends of his fingers,

not with the fingers flat. His position must be stable,

and it cannot be stable if the hard and slippery finger

nails are there to slip on the smooth ivory of the keys.

Ergo, if one is to play well vanity must be sacrificed on
the altar of art!

Does this article and its subject provoke a smile?
Dear smiling friend, think not that there Is the least

suggestion of anything useless in this discussion. Girls

are vain (also boys), and so long as they are vain there
is a lament when the teacher requires the sacrifice of

the carefully and ardently cultivated pointed nails.

Often, too, the parents will condone the victim, and
suggest that perhaps the goal may be reached without
losing the nails. The teacher who sits at the piano
day after day seeing a procession of pupils coming
and going knows that the discussion is not a foolish

one, but that it contains a point that is well taken.

I therefore suggest to every parent of students of the
piano that he or she co-operate with the music teacher
In seeing that the budding musican makes the sacrifice

and goes to his lesson with shortened nails.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

The tenth week of the Duncans Sisters' premiere
production, Topsy and Eva begins at the .\lcazar with
the matinee September 9. Since the opening July 8,

the offering has been materially changed in many ways.
The company has been strengthened by the intro-

duction of several new players and new songs have
been added. The continued success of "Topsy and Eva"
and the reason tor the long engagement is ascribed to

the cleverness of the play itself, the entrancing music
and the tact that most theatre goers are anxious to see
it two or three times.

Based upon Uncle Tom's Cabin with a world of

comedy and many delightful melodies, this musical play
is the last word in entertainment value. Besides the
clever work of the Duncans themselves, and the artis-

tic efforts of Basil Ruysdeal and Netta Sunderland
there has been recently added to the company Mayme
Gehrue, Frederick Santley, and Frank Wallace to as-

sume important roles. The dancing of Miss Gehrue
and the singing of Santley has proved particularly
delightful. Others in the supporting cast are Wilbur
Cushman, Callen, R. Tjader, Harriet Hoctor, Anne
O'Neal, Aimee Torriani and R. Burnett Pell.

Miss Alice Seckels has increased her efficiency for
work by securing more room for her growing demands.
Her new office in the Foxcroft building is now buzzing
with activity as she is managing recitals for several of

the leading artists residing here at presence, including
Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup on September 21; Laurence
Strauss and May Muckle, October 9; Rose Florence,
October 11; and Ada Clement, October 23. In addition
to these she is managing the series of matinee musi-
cales which are destined to become more popular than
ever. The Symphony-logues by Victor Lichenstein are
also under Miss Seckels' management.

The Institute of IVIusic of San Jose presented students
of the summer session, which has just closed in re-

cital at the Institute parlors Thursday evening last.

Piano pupils of LeRoy V. Brant, and Josephine Louise
Sinclair, vocal pupils of Mrs. LeRoy V. Brant, and vio-

lin pupils of Josef Halamicek, appeared. A successful
and enjoyable evening closed with the announcement
that the fall term of the Institute opens September 10.

Amon Dorsey Cain, one of the foremost baritone sing-

ers of Los Angeles, very suddenly passed away on Sun-
day, August 26th. He was at one time connected with
the Savage Grand Opera Company and a member of

the Tivoli Grand Opera Company of San Francisco,
having studied many years with such celebrated teach-
ers as Chevalier Vittori Carpi of Bologna, Italy. Signer
Arturo Marescalchi of Milan, John Dennis Mehan, and
Bruno Huhn of New York City. His loss will be keenly
felt in musical circles for he had attained an enviable
position here, not alone for his commendable singing
and teaching, but also for his fine character and force-

ful personality. The many friends and admirers of the
late Mr. Cain offer deep and loving sympathy to Mrs.
Cain who has been a most able assistant in the Cain
studios as accompanist and associate teacher.
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CaKfornia's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California
From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of
Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

Many librettos of the old classics among the comic operas will have
to be re-written so that the humor and the situations are brought up to
modern American ideas. Dances and adequate chorus action will have to
be introduced. Anyone, we care not who he may be, who tries to begin
a season of comic opera without having first carefully studied a repertoire
will fail beyond a doubt. A vocal artist or pianist or violinist, prior to
entering upon a concert tour, has to study a reperfoire of several programs.
He takes for this usually several months during the idle summer time.
And then, after thoroughly mastering the artistic character of every song
on his program, he is sufficiently prepared to please his audiences. What
is true of a single artist is true of a company of artists. How can you
possibly give a new opera every week with a company. of artists unfamiliar
with such opera. It is a physical impossibility and anyone who tells you
it can be done, and that glaringly faulty performances are really better
than the performances of companies who have presented such works for
years, is deceiving himself as well as the pulilic, and his failure is only a
question of time.

Take a new production in New York, for instance. Rehearsals begin
several months ahead of time and after the stage director is convinced that

the production runs along sufficiently smooth the company is sent to

smaller towns outside New York for practical experience, then when it

has been properly cut down and improved it has its first New York appear-
ance. What is true of New York is true of San Francisco or Los Angeles,

BOHEMIAN GROVE PLAY
(LVjiuinuid from Paec 1. Col. 2)

of his friends, among whom may he
counted many prominent society and
business people, and occasionally he
adds a little more to the splendid mis-
Bionary work he has been doing in the
past. We regret not to have heard the
libretto, for during the concert the mu-
sic only was presented and the lyrics

were present in a very restricted degree.
The opening number of the Grove Play
selections consisted of the Storm Music
and was interpreted by Charles F. Bu-
lotti, tenor, and a chorus of men and
boys, the latter being children from the
San Francisco schools, selected by Miss
Estelle Carpenter who is in charge of

the music.
This storm music is descriptive, as the

title implies, and is very effective and in-

genius in some respects revealing cer-

tain elements of originality of arrange-
ment. There were certain phrases that
seemed rather shrill in the close walls
of an interior theatre, but which,
undoubtedly, must have been very
effective in the open air for which
they were specially written. They
represented the "whistling" of the wind
and. we can well imagine how thrilling
this must have sounded among the giant
redwoods of Bohemian Grove. The scor-
ing of this storm music was rich and
luscious an reminds one strongly of the
outdoor life in a forest retreat such as
the Bohemian Grove is.

The second selection consisted of a
tenor solo entitled My Mossy Rose and
interpreted very effectively by Erwin V.
Holton. It is a graceful, simple and ap-
pealing melody written in ballad style
and very pleasing to the ear. The words
are romantic, somewhat sentimental and
no doubt in harmony with the scene
which they portray. Mr. Holton sang the
song with much expression and intelli-

gent phrasing as well as a fine, pliant
voice. A religious chorus entitled Ave
Regina followed and proved the fine en-
semble of the Bohemian Club chorus
whose voices blended excellently and
who gave evidence of the fine training
received by Eugene Blanchard by phras-
ing uniformly and with evenness of into-
nation. The scoring for brass and organ
proved here specially impressive. It was
one of the predominating musical epi-
sodes of the play.

How Fair How Noble, a trio for two
tenors and bass, was most artistically
phrased and sung with delightful style
by Messrs. Bulotti. Holton and Sperry.
We have rarely heard a vocal trio writ-
ten with such unerring knowledge of the
human voice and an uncanny knack for
the blending of the three voices selected
for this number. The three vocalists
sang this selection like one artist. An-
other decidedly dramatic and virile num-
ber was an Ensemble—O. Mighty Spirit
of the Trees— sung by Messrs, Sperry,
Hanlin, Bulotti, Holton and the Club
Chorus. This selection contained one of
Mr. Hadley's specially well constructed
climaxes and its architecture was in-
deed inspiring. It reflected the sentiment
of the words in most realistic fashion
and was stirringly interpreted by the
able artists selected tor its presentation.

Austin W. Sperry, who rehearsed the
part of Tamarack, an old Indian chief,
sung at the Grove by Henri Scott, ren-
dered a solo—Vanished is the Brute

—

with due artistic emphasis and a voice,
smooth in timbre and mellow in quality.
Specially worthy of praise were two in-
strumental numbers—Intermezzo and
Ballet (Fandango)—which showed Mr.
Hadley at his best. Here he was unham-
pered by words and his inspiration was
given full vent. The Intermezzo was
specially poetic and graceful and redo-
lent with sylvan romance. It reflected the
calm forest life and proved a splendid
opportunity for contrast with the subse-
quent fandago containing a Spanish vi-

tality and breeziness that roused the
audience to a genuine demonstration of
enthusiasm. This ballet music was pos-
sibly the most characteristic bit of com-
position on the program and with its

richness of melody and dicisive rhythms
revealed true musicianly ingenuity and
spirit.

A duet entitled When Eyes of Youth,
sung by Messrs, Hanlin and Sperry.
seemed rather conventional in style and
simple in invention. It was melodious
and the orchestra in particular was no-
table for its "meatiness" and luxurious
thematic versatility. In this accompani-
ment Mr. Hadley added to his worth as
a composer and arranger. The finale en-
titled Semper Virens brought the pro-
gram to a very inspiring climax: or-

chestra, organ, principals and chorus

The public has no sympathy with the reasons that may be cited why a
performance is not sufficiently thorough. The people pay for their tickets.
They want full value for their money. The performance must be according
to the taste of the public and not according to the taste of the management.
It is the duty of the management to find out what the public likes and then
give performances such as the people enjoy. It is not the duty of the
management to require of the public to conform with its own ideas what
the people should like. There are sufficient people living in the Bay Cities
and in Southern California, too, to support a light opera company during
the larger part of the year. But it must consist of efficient artists, thor-
oughly familiar with their roles, and thoroughly in harmony with light
opera atmosphere.

There are no such artists sufficiently youthful to be had today, because
there is no opportunity given them anywhere to acquire the knowledge
necessary to acquaint themselves with the necessities of adequate light

operatic histrionic art. There is then only one way out of the dilemma and
that is to train an entire company of young artists with talent and voices.
I can not cite a finer example than the work done by the Players' Club
several years ago, when, under the direction of Reginald Travers and
Harry Wood Brown, a number of Gilbert and Sullivan operas were pre-
sented that were superior to the performances I have seen by so-called

professional companies of late. The success of these productions was
instantaneous, and they became the talk of the town. Without publicity

and hardly any newspaper comment, everyone become acquainted with the
excellence of these performances by word of mouth from those who
attended them. Unless this idea is followed so that specially fitted young
people are given roles suited to their temperament light opera in California

along the lines of the old Tivoli will be dead forever. But I have reason
to feel that someone will establish an organization on this basis sooner or
later, and I predict it will prove as great a success as the Tivoli Opera
House was.

Whether such light opera productions can be presented in the same
efficient manner for the same prices—25 and 50 cents—is another proposi-

tion. I think not. But it should not be impossible, with adequate seating

capacity, to give these productions at prices ranging from 50 cents to $1.50.

The public is willing to pay living prices, provided the management is

willing to give full artistic, scenic and dramatic value for the amount.
(To be continued)

combining to give it effective interpreta-
tion. Mr. Hadley conducted the program
with grace and spontaneity, keeping or-

chestra, chorus and soloists well togeth-
er and gaining the various effects for
which he was striving. It was an excel-

lent performance well worthy of unqual-
ified praise.

Preceding the selections from the
Grove Play was a formal concert pro-
gram the first number of which was a
symphonic ballad entitled Tom O'Shan-
ter by George W. Chadwick and inter-

preted for the first time in San Fran-
cisco. Alexander Saslavsky conducted
the work. Somehow, without intending
to be critical, we cannot forego the tem-
tation to remark on the fact that this
work really did not fit into the atmos-
phere of this concert. Both the semi-
classical character of the work and its

symphonic pretensions gave it a sombre
aspect. Then it required many more re-

hearsals than could be given it under
the circumstances and in addition it was
somewhat too lengthy, judged by the
subject of its title. Of course, Mr. Chad-
wick is one of America's most distin-
guished musicians and we have no fault
to find with his music, but personally we
would have liked to hear a selection
from Nino Marcelli's magnificent Grove
Play of last year, even though its uncom-
promisingly artistic spirit and musician-
ly severity was somewhat above the mus-
ical appreciation of those attending
these Grove Plays.
We always- admire Edward F. Schnei-

der's music and the Nocturne and Song
of Hamadryad, dedicated to and conduct-
ed by Alexander Saslavsky, reveals
Schneider in his finest mood. There is

poetry and sentiment in every phrase
this skillful musician pens, and the or-
chestra interpreted it most effectively,
while Charles F. Bulotti, always an artist
from the top of his head to the soles of
his feet, sang it with that velvety and
ringing voice that goes straight to the
hearts of his listeners.
The Prologue from Atonement of Pan

Henry Hadley's Grove Play of 1912, was
sung in memoriam of David Bispham
who sang at the Grove that year. It was
Interpreted by Henri Scott who was in
excellent voice and received hearty ap-
plause for the depth of emotion with
which he sang the phrases of this im-
pressive and vigorous composition.

HOLLYWOOD BOWL CONCERTS
(Continued from Pago 1, Col. 4)

last season) was able to render more
tlian twent.v-five compositions, many of
them of great interest, which had not
been heard here before or rarely and
only years ago. To cite only one in-

stance of Mr. Oberhoffer's faculty of
bringing symphonic music to the hearts
of thousands of people wrio never before
had listened to symphony music. At one
of the recent tas to program selections)

heavy concerts, the performances of the
third movement from the second sym-
phony by Brahms so deeply appealed to

the public, that the unusual happened,
the orchestra had to repeat it. The
cheers which arose rousingly that night
for example and, in a greater measure
still, last Saturday, may assure this mas-
ter of the baton that he has become one
of the favorites of Los Angeles music
lovers.

As for the work done by Mrs. Carter,
the musical godmother of Los Angeles,
these concerts are a living monument
for her work. Hers has been the labor
which again made the concerts possible.
Her efforts have truly become a matter
of musical and civic history. Los Angeles
through her has become a better city,

because it has become a more public
spirited, a more spiritual, a more beauty-
loving community. The mind and body-
racking labor, the many obstacles had to
be overcome, need not ne related her.?.

Ill various instances they are known.
The season has been a marvelous suc-
cess from the day when Mrs. Carter
opened the season ticket selling cam-
paign in May to her last appeal during
the closing concert when she reminded
the 20.000 people listening to her in
breathlessly hushed silence that they
should sponsor orchestra concerts in
winter as they did under the stars in
the Bowl, it was the deed of a heart
which heroically loves the people whose
lives are less full of the vision of the
beautiful. That tittle match which in
Mrs. Carter's hand lighted the flame to
consume the mortgage that fettered the
Bowl, will become the beacon light for
a wider art movement, in all the arts, for
a democratic art movemnt of, tor and
by the people toward more art and
greater American art.
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Schuberfs hapiiily solemn Unflnished Symphony

onened the farewell proKram. The sweet seriousness

of this music was peculiarly appropriate at an evening

which was to mean so much, both as a closing chapter

for an unparalelled season as it also served to open a

vista for a new era of democratic music making. As

during all of -Mr. Oberhoffer's symphonic readings there

was that intent listening of a vast multitude which

made these concerts a scene of unwont charnv. Then

the sparkling tone-pictures of the Nutcracker Suite by

Tschaikowsky, lending a bright touch to this farewell

concert.

As if nature were taking a definite part in the pro-

ceedings, the dark clouds which veiled the firmament

had been changd to while festive garlands and even

those had been drawn aside, the stars sparkled and a

friendly moon poured silvery beams when Mrs. .1. .J.

Carter ushered in the climax of the evening during

the intermission. With a tew words she introduced

Hugo Kirchholer, the popular community song leader,

who tor the second evening in succession made one ot

his characteristic pleas, serious and again humorous,

until in incredibly short time, amidst cheers from the

public more than $6,500 had been offered by music

lovers as their share towards the freeing of the Bowl

from debt. There was a spirit ot good-fellowship, of

community union, of giving, which was at once a glad

and sacred baptism ot the out-door theater to a greater

service of the people.

Not a little of cheering broke forth when "Hugo," as

he was familiarly called, announced that Elias Hecht

had given fifty dollars for the Chamber Music Society

from San Francisco: "Fifty dollars from San Fran-

cisco. San Francisco is helping Los Angeles." and a

round of applause went up which fired the hearts of

those present and donations poured in, faster almost

than they could be registered. It was a scene \vhich

defies description. l!ut to those who were fortunate

enough to attend it will be an unforgotten remem-

brance, as people betokened their love for music.

Triple cheers rang out for Mrs. Carter, Mr. Blanch-

ard. Conductor Oberhoffer, for the orchestra. Then the

match was lit which transformed the mortage into a

slowly burning flare, while the musicians broke into

a prolonged fanfare until the last shred of paper, the

last financial bondage ot the People's Bowl had been

obliterated. Late as the hour had grown the musical

program was shortened and with Herbert's American

Fantasy and the Star Spangled Banner sung by the

audience the second Bowl season had become a glor-

ious chapter of musical history.

Friday, the preceding night was a veritable prelude,

an "Auftakt" rather as it is called in German, to the

closing events. Space does not permit but a summary
of the happenings. As already mentioned. $8,500 in

round figures in donations flowed into the Bowl exche-
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quer after a heartwarming performance of the Rienzi

overture and Prelude and Love Death from Tristan

and Isolde by Wagner, the Midsummernight's Dream
Scherzo by Mendelsshon and Chabrier's Espana Rhaps-

ody.
Of particular interest was the Rainbow, Spring and

Rain Dance from Homer Grunn's Zuni Impressions.

Grunn needs no introduction to readers of these col-

umns. The composition originally written tor piano, is

scored in charming simplicity, in keeping with the

spirit ot the themes which the composer presents lit-

tle altered and which undergo sparing development in

the short work. It is one of the most melodious Indian

dance compositions available for orchestral programs.
One can well visualize the moving dance circles of the

Indians, how the procession advances, passes by. The
mood ot the work is less of accentuated rhythmic vir-

ility one is wont to associate with Indian music, rather

it finds expression in flowing lines pleasingly punctu-

ated by the dance rhythm. The work was greatly liked.

Conductor Oberhoffer gave it that loving attention with

which he always presents American works.

New also on the program was the grotesque, passion-

ate Infernal Dance of King Kastchei from the Firebird

Suite by Stravinsky, a fascinating work of almost bar-

barian wildness, of multiple rhythm, compelling in its

musical urge so that the extremes of harmonization
and violently colored orchestral effects do not seem
disturbing. It was brilliantly played.

Particular mention must be made ot an impressive
performance ot Tschaikowsky's Romeo and Juliet over-

ture-fantasy, which revealed an emotional genuineness
one rarely finds in presentations of this work. Apropos,
in trying to prepare myself for this concert I found data
pertaining to this work rarely mentioned by biographers
ot the composers. Their original mention in this coun-

try, as far as I can ascertain go back to Philip Hale,

the author of Boston Symphony program books, who
on the occasion ot a performance of this opus in 1903 in

his city, points out that this work is of distinctly auto-

biographical nature, at least as far as its subject ot un-

happy love is concerned. Tschaikowsky, according to

Hale, was passionately enamored with an opera singer

in Petrograd, a Mme. Josephine Desiree Artot. This
fondness was evidently mutual and lasted during the

winter of 1868-1S69. In the latter year however the diva
forsook the composer for the opera singer Joseph Pa-
dillo, whom she married. For years Tschaikowsky could

not mention tlie name ot his one grand passion without
deepest emotion, and it was in the same year, 1SG9 that

Romeo and Juliet was composed. The fact that for

nearly twenty years Tschaikowsky improved the score

would prove that the work was unusually dear to him.

The connection ot the composition with his own heart
experience is obvious.

Mine. Cornelia Rider Possart was the soloist of the
evening in the Scluimann A minor piano concerto. She
is a superb player of eloquent musicianship and ample
technical equipment. If the tempos were slower at times
than usual it mattered little as it enhanced in a meas-
ure the quality of phrasing and tonal values which
showed that the player possessed much more than mere
technic and could demonstrate it despite the accoustic
dilficulties piano playing encounters in the open. Mme.
Possart was greatly applauded and encored with Raft's

Rigaudon a brilliantly polyphonic work in eighteenth
century style.

Ulderico Marcelli, the noted composer, whose work at

the Graunian Metropolitan and ot late at the Egyptian
Theatre has done so much to bring the union of music
and screen to closer inter-relation, conducted his own
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Dance of the Burning Arrow from his Watercolors suite.
Mareelll wields the baton with incisiveness and sauvity
that characterizes his creative work. The short com-
position, virtuosely and in a degree niodernly scored,
is of fascinating exotic atmosphere, astonishingly elab-
orate in detail considering the briefness of the work,
which, I believed based on South-American Indian
themes, is enlivened by strikingly rythmic diversity.
Mr. Marcelli could acknowledge much spontaneous ap-
plause.

Harking back to Tuesday's concert I will mention
only the performance of the symphony No. 1 in E minor
by Sibelius, which already signifies the individuality
or rather national idiom of the composer. It is not as
powerful a work as the second symphony, yet it, too,

shows him as the "poet of nature". One senses that in
this symphony the composer is still under the influence
of his German teachers and the neo-classic school, but
the nationalist in him speaks poignantly. The orches-
tration too foreshadows his later so strikingly group-
wise use of instruments. The pertoi-mance was an un-
usual feat and once more, in view of short rehearsal
time (only one rehearsal was allowed for each pro-
gram) it pointed to the musical eminence, baton art,

and interpretative faculty of Emil Oberhoffer,

Mr. and Mrs. Oberhoffer left two days after the last
concert for their summer home at Savage. Minn., where
they will remain until the latter part of October. Then,
if Mrs. Oberhoffer's health permits they will proceed
to Europe, where the maestro may spend the winter
and possibly the summer season as guest conductor.
There is no doubt that his return to Los Angeles will,

however, be heartily welcomed by thousands to whom
he has become an apostle of the beautiful in music.

Mrs. J. J. Carter. I understand, will, as soon as the
administrative detail of the season is completed, go
east, part time as guest of Daniel Frohman. the noted
theatre man. Then she may listen in for a few months
of music in Europe. Suffice to say that she is planning
a greater third season at the Bowl next summer. One
of her plans is the erection of a great auditorium, so
that music can be heard there also when the atmos-
pheric conditions of winter and spring make outdoor
music impossible. Judging from what Mrs. Carter has
accomplished despite odds against her. the auditorium
will be built, and probably in not too far a future.

Clarence Eddy, dean of American organists, is here
for a few days before his return to San Francisco where
he will play recitals at the Bohemian Grove and the
Civic Auditorium. Apropos, what is the local chapter
of the American Guild of Organists doing to assure
Los Angeles of a concert by this master organist?
These recital dates fall on September 9 and 16. This
would leave the Los Angeles organists time enough to

arrange for an engagement of £jddy here during the
intervening week. The only way to arouse greater in-

terest in higher organ playing is by providing for the
public the opportunity of hearing interesting concerts
by internationally noted players. If they have not been
always attended as well as merited, then it is due to

two reasons. Repeatedly the advance campaign was in-

sufficient, and secondly, it is a matter of developing
public taste.

Incidentally, Mr. Eddy plays regularly compositions by
Los Angeles composers, including Frederick Groton,
Frank H. Colby, and Dr. Roland Diggle. Following his

second appearance in the Bay city the veteran organist
will return to the Chicago Musical College, where he
is the head of the organ department. Eddy is an inter-

nationally known organist. He has "opened" more or-

gans than any other of his colleagues. Many of his com-
positions and arrangements are much played and his

Method for the Organ, a monumental work of six vol-

umes, indeed the equivalent of a life-time work devoted
to the art and science of the organ, is a classic of its

kind.

Returning to the subject of American organ music,
Mr. Eddy also mentioned Felix Borowski, Chicago,
Cyril Jenkins. San Francisco. Chadwick and Foote of

Boston, and Heni-y Hadley of New York. He was great-

ly impressed with the music the latter wrote to this

summer's Bohemian Grove play. Semper Virens, con-

sidering it the best composition specially written for

these club productions.
Mr. Eddy was glad to hear of plans by the Civic

Music and Art Association toward a Municipal Temple
of Music and Art, housing also a great organ. He thinks
the installation of a great organ at the Bowl perfectly

feasible. Like the one in the Bohemian Grove near
San Francisco, it should be surrounded by a brick build-

ing which can be heated electrically to keep the tem-
perature even. When not used an iron curtan will close

in the front of the instrument.
I learn on good authority that F. W. Blanchard,

"father" of the Bowl, has conferred already with Mr.
Eddy regarding the erection of an organ at the Bowl.
Also that the latter considers the accoustics there per-

fect for organ music, especially if the instrument is

fuller voiced in proportion to outdoor conditions.

And finally, a bit of good news. Eddy's teaching con-

tract with the Chicago Musical College expires next
summer. Which makes it all the more possible that the

famous organist will then make Los Angeles his per-
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manent home, for he likes it, as well as his wife, Mrs.
Sara Hershay Eddy, who is well remembered her and
in San Francisco for her luscious contralto voice.

Los Angeles organists gave a luncheon in honor of
Mr. Eddy this Tuesday noon. As arrangements had to
be made on short notice owing to Mr. Eddy's brief so-
journ here, not as many members of the profession
could attest their admiration for Mr. Eddy with their
presence as they desired. There were about fifteen
prominent organists present, with Dr. Roland Diggle,
dean of the Local A. O. G. chapter as toastmaster. This
size of the gathering, however, added to the charm ot
the affair, which was brightened with humorous and
kindly chats from the guest of honor, Impressario L. E.
Behymer, and others. The method of how to interest
wider circles in serious organ recitals was brought up,
as the local A. O. G. chapter is making determined
efforts to find a wider concert field for their members.
Those present were Clarence Eddy. L. E. Behymer, Dr.
Roland Diggle, dean, Sibley Pease, secretary Los An-
geles Chapter A. O. G.. Frank H. Colby, editor Pacific
Coast Musician, Charles Wakefield Cadman, Dudley
Warner Fitch, successor to Ernest Douglas as choir-
master-organist at St. Paul's Pro Cathedral, Ernest
Douglas, Albert Tufts, Frederick Groton, Dean W. F.
Skeele. of the College of Music, U. S. C, Otto F. Hirs-
chler, Vernon C. Robinson, W. D. Wood, ot the Morton
Organ Company, and Stanley Williams of the Kimball
Organ Company, and the writer.

Nino Marcelli, brother of Ulderico Marcelli, spent a
few days here, before returning to San Diego where
he is the head of the City School Orchestra Depart-
ment. Mr. Marcelli's accomplishments in making school
orchestras perform classic symphonies to excellent
effect has been a matter of much recognition also in

Los Angeles music circles. His performance with one
of his orchestras during the Federated Music Club Con-
vention in Santa Ana a few months ago caused happy
suprise among the auflience. Nino Marcelli by the way
is one of the prize winners at the New York Stadium
Concert composition contest, where his Suite Aurocana,
based on the cerimonials of the Aurcania Indians uf
Chile won the first prize and good criticism from lead-
ing critics.

Calmon Luboviski was the artistic attraction during
the past week at the Grauman Metropolitan Theater
where his violin solos roused the large audiences to
enthusiastic applause. Mr. Luboviski's playing was
again characterized by lovely tone and technic of bril-

liant elegance.
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STEINWAY
The Instrument of the Immortals

When you buy a

STEINWAY, you

know that you will

never have to buy

another piano.

Sherman,Pay&Go.
Kearny and Sutter Sts.. San Francisco
Fourteenth and Clay Sts., Oakland

Sacramento - Stockton- Fresno - San Jose
Portland - Seattle - Tacoma - Spokane

MYNARD S. JONES
Vocal proble

Voi-al Dlnen
oughly diaen

A Siiinll Fc For Auditl4>n
»t 4737

Concert Grand Piano For Sale

$300
l>e apiireclnted. Addr

RENA LAZELLE
SOPRANO

Recitals, Opera, Oratorio, Concert
Head of Vocal Department, S. F. Conserva-
tory of Music. Member of Faculty Exten-
sion Department, University of California.

Address: 3435 Sacramento St.

Phone Fillmore 898
Teaching studio is open to visitors

at all times.

AUGUSTA HAYDEN
SOPRANO

Avnllable for Cuneerta and Kecltaln
Addrenn: 471 :i7«h Avenue

Tel. I-ae. «:i2

ARTISTIC STUDIO FOR RENT

Studio :um

WALLACE A. SABIN
OrKnnlat Temple E:maDD El. Fimt Chlireh of Chrlnl Sel-
entlat, Dlreetor l.orlnK Clnh. $. F., Wed., 1«17 California
St.. Phone Franklin 3003 1 Snt., Flmt Christian Science
Church. Phone Franklin 1307: Rea. Indio, 3142 Leirlatoa
Ave.. Berkeler. Phone Piedmont 24:!N.

LINCOLN S. BATCHELDER
PIANIST—ACCOMPANIST

Member University Extension Faculty
StuJiO! 1170 Sth Avenue Phone I'aclflc SS2.',

The College of the Holy Names
Lake Merrltt. Oakland

Complete Conservatory Course—Piano, Harp. Violin,
•Cello. \'oice. Connterpnint. Harmony. History

DURINI VOCAL STl DIG
DIRECTION OF MME. 1. II. I,IAN SLINKEV DCRIM

Italian Method—Voice Plaeenient—llrealhlne
Opera—Church—Or

M>7'2 Ellis St. Tel. West .-.II.'.

LILLIAN BIRMINGHAM
Contralto

SCOTT BEEBE
BASSO PROFINDO

Church—( oucert—Recital
i:ill Hilcnrd Avenue Herkeley 33

The larger the circulatio n of a Music Journal

the better fo the members of the profess ion and

student. If you he p us to add 3000 subscr ibers to

our list we w II he p you to increase your inconle.

Manning School of Music

DOUGLAS SOULE-Pianist
ADV.WCED PUPILS ACCEPTED

Will be absent In Europe for summer* resnmlnsj
teaching about Sept. 20tb. Residence Btudloi 150
MoDte ViMta Ave.. Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 706

Miss Elizabeth Westgate
Teacher of Piano. OrEan. Harmony. Oreanlst and Musical
Director of First Presbyterian Church. Alameda. Home
Studio: llir PARC STREET. Al.AMEDA. Telephone Ala-
meda 1.%.',. Thursdays. Merrlman School. 507 Eldorado Ave
Oakland. Telephone Piedmont 2770.

MR. and MRS. GIACOMO MINKOWSKI
JUST RETURNED FROM EUROPE

Studio: 40.-> Kohier & Chase Dide.. Tel. Kearny 5454

Dominican College School of Music
S.\N RAFAEL,, CALIFORNIA

Music Courses Thorough and ProKresslve
Public School Music. Accredited Diploma

PASMORE VOCAL STUDIOS
Suite 506 Kohler <£ Chase BldK.,

S. F.: 25.30 Colieice Ave., Berkeley. Residence 281 Alva-
rado Road. Berkeley.

MISS DOROTHEA MANSFELDT
Preparlnp Teacher for

MRS. OSC\H MANSr-ELDT. Pianist
207 Cherry St.. Bet. AVashlUKtnn * Clay Tel. Pac. 0.300

MRS. M. FOULKES
ACCOMPANIST

Voice. Instruments or Ensemble
Piione Hal. OSS 1721 PaclBc Ave., San Francis.'o

IRENE A. MILLIER
Sill.O PI.ANIST-ACCOMPANIST

nniclnl Pl.nnist Musicians' Choral Ensemble
Address: i7l( Oak Street Telephone Hemlock .551

PEARL HOSSACK WHITCOMB
Monday and Thursday

1005 Kohler & Chase BulldinK
Tel. Kearny 5454 Res. Phone Prospc

JOHANNA KRISTOFFY
PRIMA DOIVNA SOPRANO

Thorough Vocal and Dramatic Training

740 Pine St. Phone DouelnM 002'!

MUSIC PRINTING?
SCHOLZ, ERICKSON & CO., Inc.

521 Howard Street Phone Douglas

San Francisco

4273

KARL RACKLE
PIANIST—INSTRVCTOR

ResIdence Studio 1.1.10 Pine SI.—Tel. Prospect
DUO ART ROLLS

021S

MADAME WILSON-JONES

Phone Berk. 408a-W
I-
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

A TEDIOUS BUT NECESSARY TASK

During the last ten years or more Julius Gold
lias dedicated himself to the task of compiling a
' 'imprehensive and all-inclusive musical diction-

irv. While there have been a large number of

u (jrks published which purport to give us an
exhaustive collection of musical terms, words
and expressions the meaning of which, or rather
most of which, is obscure to everyone but him
who possesses that thoroughness of education
and that zeal for constant rc?;earch which onlv the

most enthusiastic and most intelligent scholar of

musical art fosters. Since the large majority of
us is only familiar with a very limited number of

musical expressions and words needful in the
proper reading and interpretation of music, and
equally so in the assimilation of important facts

in musical history, it is impossible for the average
-iearcher after musical truths to become thorough-
ly familiar with his subject unless he can occas-
ionally refer to a work so complete and so thor-
oughly compiled that no information he seeks
will be beyond his reach.

The writer has frequent occasion to consult
works of reference and musical dictionaries, and
he is ready to confess that he has not come across
one that does not occasionally fail to give him at

least certain information which at the moment
he wants very badly. The need of a musical dic-

tionary that is complete in every respect and that
deals with every angle of so-called musico-lexi-

graphic science is far greater than most of our
readers may realize. The lack of such a diction-

ary is to a certain extent, responsible for just so
much failure in the thoroughness of musical
education as there are words, terms, expressions
and explanations in reference to musical art miss-
ing from its pages. It is therefore an important
musical fact that Julius Gold, one of San Francis-
co's most intelligent, best informed and theoret-
ically best equipped musicians, has so far devoted
more than ten years to the compilation of a
musical dictionary that will fill every possible want
for information which those most eager to obtain
constantly accurate information are ever seeking.

To give a more comprehensive idea of Mr.
Gold's important work, we shall quote some of
his own explanations of his impending contribu-
tion to musical literature. .Says Mr. Gold : "The
primary interest of the lexicographer should be to
assemble and to interpret to the best of his light

ALL words that stand as symbols for objects,

ideas, 111- prnccsscs. It seems to me that coinpilers
nf music dictionaries have herctofcjrc busied
themselves far too conservatively with the ency-
clopaedic and technical features of their offerings
(often contradictory and misleading in historic
and scientific treatment), and have also consist-
ently ignored the philo-morphological details of
the subject In short, the making of a music dic-
tionary based on sound, scientific principles, ac-
cording to the lexicographer's art, has not as yet
to my knowledge been attempted, l^xisting dic-
tionaries are not consistently proportional to the
size nor to the idea of the subject.

"Words have their history, they venture forth
in groups or in families; and in form and sense
Ihey are apt to change as do all living, vital
things. The new dictionary, advanced lexico-
graphy maintains, must be an historical record of
words and phrases, and should exhibit the growth
of a language—it may be of any particular or
general sort—in its successive stages, so that if

one desires he may know when and where each
word, and each form and sense of it, are first

found in the language; if the word or sense of it

is obsolete, when it died ; and any other fact that
throws light upon its history. Consequently
each article in the dictionary should furnish an
orderly biography of the word of which it treats,
each word and sense being so dated that the exact
time of its appearance and. the duration of its

use may as nearly as possible lie determined And
furthermore, to quote an authority from whom T

have appropriated some of the design of my ob-
jective performance, extracts should be given ex-
.ictly and in the original spelling and capitaliza-
tion, accurately dated, and furnished with a pre-
cise reference to author, book, volume, page, and
edition. This, in principle, is the historical meth-
od

; as applied to musico-lexicographv it has so far
lieen given but scant consideration.

"Nor has efifort ever been made, except in a
desultory manner of the amateur, toward unify-
ing the principles of pronunciation of the large
body of words employed by the musician with
special reference to his art. For him the stand-
ard of pronunciation is or should be the usage
that generally prevails among the most cultured
societies of musicians and muisc lovers to whom
the musicians' vocabulary is vernacular. My
jilan is to produce a work dealing with the fact's

of music; a work the aim of which will be to give
a fairly complete collection of the words and
phrases employed in the progress of musical cul-
ture in all its ramifications ; a work that will indi-
cate the approved spelling, division, pronuncia-
tion, meaning and derivation of the terms used in
music, including historical and technical obser-
vations; that is, a work specially designed to
favor the scientific investigator in the field of
musical inquiry, and to af?ord the general reader
and writer a complete and trustworthy guide.
Dealing as I am with a large subject, much that
is of consequence must for one reason or another
escape the most diligent observation. This is

always a regrettable but inescapable condition."

The Pacific Coast Musical Review wishes Mr.
Gold every possible success in the attainment of
his worthy and valuable object. Naturally the
research and labor associated with the compila-
tion of a dictionary such as is outlined above re-

quires much time and concentration. It would
be a great thing if the University of California,
in connection with its mu.iic department, could
find a position for a musician of such vast musical
intellect as Mr. Gold, especially in the theory,
harmony and composition department. .Such a
position would be singularly suited to the com-
pilation of a work such as Mr. Gold has in mind,
for it would give him access to works of reference
in direct line with his duties which no other po-
sition, no matter how lucrative, could possibly
give him. A work, such as Mr. Gold proposes to
create, can not, from the very nature of things,
be an enterprise that would assume great financ-
ial remuneration, but would represent a labor of
love for the advancement and cultural progress
(jf the art of music. May Mr. Gold soon attain
the opportunity that will hasten him on his way
to the completion of this great work.

ON LOVE
BY ANIL DEER

of life.

a divine fragrance, wafted to us on tlie breeze
So many, many varieties of love, all partaking

of the infinite, yet containing essentially
liuman cliaractertistics. Parental love,
Ihe father's sheltering, protective; the
mother's sacrificinK. The child's for its
parents, respectful and grateful. Broth-
erly and sisterly love, critical but loyal.
A friend's, selective. That of lovers, tim-
id, hesitant, yet hopeful. Man and wife,
love on an etjual plane, based on human
liassion. evolving toward a higher goal,
lorbeanng, forgiving and understanding.

,

ot nature, embracing awe and wonder, all leadingtoward the love of loves, the love of the Highest Power
leverend, humble and adoring.
The love of ones art a mingling of the fragrance of

all into one mightly essence; an extract necessary toa true devotee of musical art. To possess parental loveone need not necessarily be a parent; a very high typeof this love exists in many childless men and women,
proofs of which we see ilaily in those devoting theii^

chimreS orot'her""
'''^ '"""""^^ ^"^ -^"-<' "' '»^

Toward one's art this parental, protective instinct is

L 'ii °'"=.!^''','>'' '?• ""-t "'"«' he protected and sbelter-

Itj "'i^'^''!
"' ^" descriptions and above all, onemust sacratice for it, willingly and gladly. .\s the par-ent from the child receives respect and gratitude sodoes art likewise demand these. Critical-oh yes? no"

of your art, but yourself in relations to it, and loyalhow could one help but be? Selective, surely for art

JLnv -^"^ ,"T y""' ^""^ f''^' ^'^^^ '"e path volun-

bnne^;,i ,T\'- ^"^l^^"*- ^ea. realization brings thosehopetul—that is a human trait.
As the love of husband and wife one must regard itfrom an equal hiatus, at times thrilled by its possession,

yet realizing it equally possesses, ever endeavoring tosmooth the rough edges and constantly striving toward
perfection. It too, resembling the love of nature, arous-
es awe and wonder. New vistas being revealed to the
seeing eye, new harmonies to the listening ear and the
feeling heart responding in attune to all.
Then that love, of which we speak in hushed and re-vering tones, that of the Supreme Being; of which we

are not truly capable, unless developed by sacrifice-
this, above all loves we need in our love of art. Wrap-
ped m this your art is protected as by a coat of mail,
though lite s arrows may be aimed your wav, impervious
to their darts safety is assured.

DE PACHIVIANN ARRIVES IN AMERICA

Vladimir De Pachmann, the world-famous piano vir-
tuoso, arrived in New York last week on the S S Ma-
jestic for a farewell tour of America. The veteran
pianist, who celebrated his seventy-fifth birthday last
July, has not been in this country tor twelve years His
first concert will be in Toronto on October 1st and his
second at New York City. Carnegie Hall, October 11th.
.VIr. De Pachmann was met at quarantine by a boatload
of newspaper reporters and photographers, and received
columns of attention in the Metropolitan press
He was acompanied by F. Pallotelli, his friend and

associate and a small staff of assistants. He carried
a Russian passport which was issued under the imperial
reign of the Romanoffs thirty years ago. As he will
have no other than this original passport the various
governments have humored him by accepting this origi-
nal document. De Pachmann went immediately from
the dock to his suite of rooms on the seventh floor of
the Hotel Majestic, astonishing every member of his
party by climbing the entire seven flights despite his
age. He will have nothing to do with elevators, regard-
ing them as a dangerous American invention

After resting a few days, De Pachmann will leave for
Cincinnati to inspect the Baldwin piano factories and
be measured for the instruments which he will use on
his forthcoming tour. His small stature requires that
all his pianos have their legs shortened. De Pachmann
will visit California early in 1924. Manager Selby C
Oppenheimer having engaged the Auditorium tor Feb-
ruary 7th for his only appearance in San Francisco.

PLANS FOR SYMPHONY SEASON MATURING

Arrangements are rapidly being completed for the
coming season of the San Francisco Symphony Orches-
tra, which will open with a regular symphony program
Friday afternoon, October in. in the Curran Theatre
The first concert in the Sunday Symphony Series will
be given on the afternoon of October 21, while the
Popular Concert Series will open Sunday afternoon
October 28, The arrangement of the three series will
be the same as in past seasons, that is. the regular
symphony concerts will be given every second Ftiday
the same programme being repeated the following Sun-
day, while on the alternate Sunday afternoons, the
Popular Concerts will be given.
Alfred Hertz, the musical director, returned last Mon-

day from a five months trip abroad and is now busily
engaged completing the personnel of the orchestra and
the arranging of programmes, announcement of which s
will be made at an early date. The assigning of season
seats has been somewhat delayed because of the late
arrival of the tickets and the consequent delay in the
long process of checking and sorting into season books
but It IS hoped that all orders can be filled and mailed
out by the end of the coming week.
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THE ORCHESTRA IN ITS RELATION TO
THE MOVING PICTURE

Moving Picture Orchestras as They Are and as

They Should Be

BY OSBORNE PUTNAM STEARNS

Late Conductor State Theatre Concert Orchestra, Bos-
ton, Mass., The Academy of Music Symphony Orches-
tra, New York, N. Y., Olympia Theatre Orchestra,
New York, N. Y., etc., etc.

(I'ontinucd fi'inii last issurl

It. is of course understood tliat rubato is to be employed
almost exclusively in moderate or slow tempi, as it

has little or no place in rapid, strongly rhythmic music.
Again, the more severe the form of the music, the less
vibration in tempo should there be in its rendition, for

in this type of music the expression is primarily intel-

lectual. But this latter type of music is little used in
the picture theatre, which uses, tor the greater part,

music in the "moderate or slow" tempi alluded to and
in general, music entirely amenable to rubato manipula-
tion—music, in fact, which demands its use.

The average manager does not realize the necessity
that his orchestra conductor have a large and varied
library. The main value of such a library lies in the
increased range of choice thereby afforded. A situation
on the screen might be encountei'ed calling tor a
scherzo number. In the small and limited library, the
conductor might have classified under this heading
some eight or ten numbers. In the large modern pic-

ture library there might be three or four hundred under
this heading alone. Consequently in striving to musi-
cally fit this particular situation, the conductor has a
greatly increased range of choice and consequently can
come much closer to bringing it out into its proper
atmosphere.

The properly kept, efficient orchestral library of the
picture conductor is his greatest bug-bear. Financially
it is a burden. Music of standard grade is. and has been
since the popularity of pictures became definitely estab-
lished, prohibitively high.

The conductor must own a tremendous number of
compositions expressing every possible mood, period,
and emotion, and if the conductor moves from an en-
gagement to head an orchestra of greater size, this

immediately means a proportionate increase through-
out the parts of his orchestrations. For example, if

his new orchestra comprises ten musicians more on
string than his old, this means that he must order five

duplicate string parts (two men to a music stand) for
every orchestration he owns. T o the owner of say,
five thousand orchestrations, this means at an absolute
minimum, figuring basically, at fifteen cents per string
part, the expenditure of $37.50.00 on the start of his new
engagement. Buying one extra piano part for a small
library of five thousand numbers (for each orchestra-
tion of course! means at least $1750.00 figuring an aver-
age price of thirty-five cents for each part. Some piano
parts, particularly in foreign editions, cost as high as
two and three dollars each. The writer has innumerable
foreign editions of standard works in his library which
cost twenty dollars and more apiece for parts and score.

No other compositions than these eight would be
used in the score. Every time a situation would turn
up on the screen that could be called pathetic, a theme
sheet in the score would indicate "repeat number
four." In this manner, each of the eight numbers would
be repeated on an average of five times, tor a forty-
number score. This of course is a ridiculous proceed-
ure. and all artistry, individuality and inspiration is

lost in the shuffle before the orchestra has finished its

first day's work. The eight numbers (on an average)
would almost without fail be taken from the catalog
of a publisher of mediocre, so-called "movie" music,
in which, rumor had it. the General Musical Director
was financially interested. The melodies and harmon-
ization of these numbers would always be sickening

—

so obvious that after being played two or three times
one never wished to hear them again. Think of play-
ing a score like this four times each day. for seven con-
secutive days! Think of it. musicians!

The orchestra in this particular house was of good
ability, and comprised men considerably above the
average in intelligence and education. At the end of the
second month three of the best men left the orchestra
"because they couldn't stand playing that rot." Others
left from time to time for the same reason, and it was
exceedingly difficult on that engagement, for specific
reasons, to secure good men. The manager, an intense-
ly low-browed individual who had spent most of his
managerial lite prior to taking this house in a small,
slum-district combination vaudeville theatre, was ap-
pealed to many times in vain. He would readily admit
that the best fitted part of the musical program was
that scored by the writer on the short-subject films,
but he would not change the established rule of the
management.

Finally becoming desperate from pressure brought
to bear by orchestra, friends and patrons alike, aside
from being nearly insane from conducting so much of
this silly ill-fitted music, the writer conceived the idea
of making substitutions, wherever possible after the
opening show, saying nothing about it to anybody. The
result was instantly noticeable. The orchestra perked
up, like an exhausted horse after receiving a drink of
water, and began to take an Interest In the programs.

(To be continued)

SPLENDOR OF HOLLYWOOD AIDA PRODUCTION

The purple splendor of I5gypt as portrayed in Verdi's
passionate opera Aida will take possession of the Holly-
wood Bowl on the September nights of 20th and 22.

Three great stars from the Metropolitan. Rethberg,
Kingston and D'Angelo will arrive in Los Angeles on
.Monday to sing Vei'di's superb music under the open
sky of California. Elizabeth Rethberg will sing "Aida."
Her soprano voice is high. true, warm and of a surprising
brightness, fioating above Verdi's orchestration with
unenforced ease. Mogan Kingston, who will take the
part of that strange appealing figure, Rhadames, is a
Welsh tenor with the peculiar poetical quality of that
Celtic people. D'.\ngelo, the leading basso of the Metro-
politan, is to be the King of Egypt, a part which offers

his voice great dramatic opportunities. A local singer,

Lawrence Tibbett. a brilliant baritone, who has just
signed his contract with the Metropolitan, will be heard
in the part of Amonasro. Viola Ellis, dramatic con-
tralto will sing the role of Amneris. a part that should
be suited to her magnificent vocal powers.

Besides this coterie of grand opera stars, there will

be a chorus of 500 trained voices, selected from the
best opera students under the direction of Claire Forbes
Crane. A gorgeous ballet of halt a hundred dancer?
under the direction of Ernest Belcher will add their
rhythm to the opera, which will be played by the picked
members of the Philharmonic Symphony conducted by
C'av. Fulgenzio Guerrieri.

Tlie background with its temples towering above
the hills will surpass Verdi's own original production at
Cairo, which dazzled the Khedive of Egypt. The Ten
tremendous sets have been three months in the making,
under the direction of the master, Perry Henry Irving's
famous director, who was brought over from England
tor this production.
Hundreds of camels, elephants, Arabian horses from

the Desert will with the mammoth cast of slaves, pris-

oners and brightly garbed populace of the East, create
a spectacle of unwonted splendor.

CAST
.\ida Elizabeth Rethberg
Amneris Viola Ellis

Rhadames Morgan Kingston
Amonasro Lawrence Tibbett
Ramfis Leslie Brigham
King of Egypt Louis D'Angelo
High Prietess Virgie Lee Mattoon
A Messenger Herbert Cargill
Conductor Cav. Fulgenzio Guerrieri
For this feast of ii^iiic and color. Los \ngeles is in-

debted to Mrs. A. B. Maecher of Los Angeles' civically

conscious citizens, who is spending a large fortune on
this event. The production is under the general direc-

tion of Aelxander Bevani. widely known impressario,
who has managed many successful operas in San Fran-
cisco and Los Angeles. •

Lillian Hodghead, pianist and member of the faculty
of the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, has com-
posed a dance especially for Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup
tor her dance recital next Friday evening, September
21st in the Colonial Ballroom of the Hotel St. Francis.

It is called Con Furore and is musical in rythmn and
lion of Alexander Bevani, widely known impressario,
to note that another San Franciscan added to the list

of composers to be reckoned with.

Ingeborg Lacour-Torrup's program for her dance re-

cital next Friday evening, September 21st in the Colon-
ial Ballroom o fthe Hotel St. Francis, under the manage-
ment of Alice Sickels, is one that runs the gamut of all

that is varied and beautiful in the realm of the dance.
Each of the dances are original creations of Mile. Torrup
and have never been given before by her in San Fran-
cisco. Especially interesting is the dance written for

Mile. Torrup by Lillian Hodghead, pianist of San Fran-
cisco and which is unique in its rhythm and form. A
modern group by Herwarth Walden will present a
particularly frenzied dance in the Sturmmarsch.
Hazel Nichols, pianist, and Edwin Horan, violinist,

will assist Mile. Torrup in the following program

:

Turkish March (Beethoven); Menuet (Beethoven);
Schoen Rosmarin (Kreisler) ; Tango (Herwarth Wal-
den); Sturmmarsch (Herwarth Walden); Melody
(Tschaikowsky) ; Waltz (Brahms); Hungarian Dance
(Brahms); Kujawiak (Wieniawski) ; Con Furore (Lil-

lian Hodghead); Elegie (Grieg); Waltz (Griegl ; Nor-
wegian Dance (Grieg); Hop Dance (Grieg); Folk Tune
(Grieg); Hailing (she—he) (Grieg); Prelude (Chopin);
Prelude (Rachmaninoff); Polish Dance (Scharwenka)

;

Jazz (Brougham).

LESLIE BRIGHAM, BASSO CANTANTE

Leslie Brigham, basso cantante of unusual vocal
qualitites and interpretative gifts, is the exception from
the rule which claims that the prophet is without an
audience in his own country. Mr. Brigham. although
one of our younger singer does not only possess audi-

ences, but also winning honors in Los Angeles.
Born in this city and endowed with a lovely voice

Mr. Brigham after a few years in the agricultural de-

partment of the government and following a fine war
record, finally gave way to his longing to make singing
his profession. Profitable voice building and coaching
in concert and oratorio with .lohn Smallman. operatic

studies with Alexander Bevani. have with musical study
trips abroad, given him exceptional faculties, which
together with a lovely voice he applies well. Besides

a number of concert engagements already booked. Mr.
Brigham will be heard as solo basso at the First Pres-

byterian Church and next week in the open-air produc-

tions of "Aida." when he will sing the part of Ramfis.

the High Priest.

Chamber Music Society

of San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO SERIES

SIX CONCERTS
Assisting Artists:

Horace Britt, Violoncellist
Ethel Leginska, Pianist

Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30th

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 20th
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 29th

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19th

Tuesday Evening, March 25th

ison Seat Sale—Six Concerts—$10.00,
$7.00, $4.00, at 708 Kohl Building,

or Sherman, Clay & Co.

MARIE HUGHES
MACQUARRIE

WARFIELD THEATRE ORCHESTRA

INGEBORG
LACOUR-TORRUP

In a Unique Program of

EXPRESSIONISTIC DANCES
Ballroom— St, Francis Hotel

"mPT T^AT"!? September 21

ri\.i. JlVil. 8:150clock

TICKETS—$1.00, $1.50, $2.00 (Tax Extra)

On Sale at Sherman, Clay & Co.

Management Alice Seckels

FULGENZIO GUERIERI, OPERATIC CONDUCTOR

Fulgenzio Guerieri, conductor of the great open-air

peformance of Aida, which is to be presented at the
Hollywood Bowl on Thursday and Saturday evenings
September 20th and 22nd. has gained for himself an en-

viable reputation both in Europe and in this country.
He has been associated with the leading operatic organi-

zations of the world and wherever he has had an oppor-
tunity to reveal his unquestionable proficiency he has
made a deep impression because of his thorough know-
ledge of operatic art and the absolute control he exer-

cises over his orchestra and the singers, Mr. Guerieri
is so completely en rapport with his work that he con-

ducts by heart and thus is enabled to keep undivided
track of all the musical intricacies that make up an
operatic performance.

His verve and vitality enliven every performance over
which he may preside and his enthusiasm usually is

transmitted to every performer. Mr. Guerieri is not
only aconductor of vast resources, but as a musician
he has received the finest kind of training and has had
the most advantageous experience wh:ch it is the good
fortune of a musician to obtain. He has composed a

musical fairy tale entitled Puccettino which has been
published by Ricordi and which has been successfully
produced at leadinng Italian theatres, He has also com-
posed a number of orchestral works and several Italian

and English songs.

Fulgenzio Guerieri was born in Fermo, Central Italy.

He studied violin in the Rossini Conservatory of Pesaro
with R. Frontali. composition with C. Pedrotti an<t

orchestration with Petrali. He has conducted opera in

Italy, Spain. South America, Holland, America. Culm
and Egypt. He has toured the United States and Cana-
da with the Lombardi Grand Opera Co., California Grand
Opei-a Co., Boston Opera Co., La Scala Opera Co.. and
the Scotti Opera Co.
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Rosa Gavito, popular Spanish piunist and soprano of

note has come to Los Angeles to make her home and
participate in musical affairs. She will be associated
in the capacity of teacher of piano with Mme. Sprotte
in the Southern California Music Company Building. As
a former pupil of the great BVench master Cortot and
the renowned Virgil. Miss Gavito undoubtedly will have
a large following and will prove her merit as the finish-

ed artist which the Press of Mexico City acclaims her.

Mildred Pray coming recently into prominence as an
accompanist, has made an enviable place for herself
because of her splendid technique, her fine interpreta-

tions and intelligent, sympathetic accompaniments.
Already acclaimed by the local press as a brilliant so-

loist and having won much favor in accompanying
several of the most noted artists of Southern California
during the past year. Miss Pray is planning for a busy
winter as co-artist or accompanist on club, concert, and
church programs.

Robert Bias, concert baritone, another newcomer to

our artistic Southern California, brings with him a per-

sonal recommendation from Yeatman Griffith the noted
master of the vocal art who conducted a master class

in this city during the summer. Mr. Bias not only sings
with great depth of feeling and musicianship, but is

accredited to be an instructor of merit and worth. Of
Mr. Bias' singing let us quote the daily press of recent
date. "His voice is of a warm appealing quality and un-
failingly true to pitch. His enunciation is perfect, his

phrasing excellent and his program was one that gave
scope not merely to his voice but to his versatility.

His French diction was especially fine."

Leona Neblett, violinist and teacher, has opened a

-school in the Southern California Music Company Build-

ing, which is the only school of its kind in Los Angeles.
Many years of study with several of the most prominent
masters in this country and possessing a large and
varied repertoire fits this able violinist for teaching
advanced pupils as well as beginners.

Max Swarthout. formerly associated with Millikin

University has been engaged to teach in the piano de-

partment of the Southern California University. Other
well recommended teachers who have lately been added
to the University Music School faculty are Bernice Hall
for the Children's Department. Miss Mable Culver,
piano department and Mr. B. J. Teazle teacher of brass
instruments.

Constance Balfour, one of California's most popular
sopranos, furinshed an excellent program of songs at

the Philharmonic Auditorium on September 5th for the
World Traders of Los Angeles. She was assisted by
Calmon Luboviski. well konw-n violinist, whose numbers
included beside the obligates to Mme. Balfour's songs

—

Romanza Andaluza by Sarasate and Tambourin Chinois
by Kreisler. As is the general custom these well loved
artists were received with storms of applause.

Henry Kantor, operatic tenor and one of Los Angeles'
most promising young singers, will give a recital Sep-
tember 22nd at Glendale under the auspices of the Tues-
day Afternoon Club. Sponsored by this far-famed or-

ganization whose very name stands for the "best at

any cost," there should be no doubt in the minds of the
public regarding the success of this coming event.
Mme. Jadwiga Zebrowska. prima donna soprano. Miss
Iva Hanners. lyric soprano, and Mr. Harry Nielson,
pianist of renown will assist Mr. Kantor in what por-

tends to be a really fine concert. Mr. Kantor possesses
a splendid voice, wihch combined with a gracious per-

sonality and pleasing style makes him much in demand
as a concert and recital performer.

Frances Ulrlc Cole, the seventeen-year old pianist,

pupil of Homer Grunn. has made a lasting impression
on Los Angeles audiences in recent recital-programs
including her own compositions. On September 11th.

Miss Cole left for New York City where she will enter
the Institute of Musical Arts of which Frank Damrosch is

the director, there to continue her studies in orchestr?.

tion and counterpoint—another great artist in the mak-
ing, of which California is justly proud.

CONCERT AT OAKLAND EBELL CLUB

A most enjoyable program was presented at the Ebell

Club, Oakland, on Tuesday, September U. by Miss Lela
Johnstone, mezzo soprano. San Francisco Grand Opera
Co,. Mrs. Marie Hughes-MacquaiTie. harpist and accom-
panist. Miss Rebecca Haight. cellist, and Miss Dorothy
Dunne, harpist, pupil of Mrs. Marie Hughes Macquarrie.
The artists particpating in this event acquitted them-
selves with much credit, exhibiting that taste and pro-

fiicency which never fails to make a lasting impression
upon the audience. Mrs. Macquarrie. who appeared in

sdlos as well as playing all the accompaniments, ha--^

been playing at the Warfield Theatre all summer w.th
iHcided success.
The complete program was as follows: Habenera

/Carmen) (Bizet), Plaisir D'Amour (Martini). A Toi
( Bemberg). Miss Lela .Johnstone; Minuet (Hasselmans),
Priere (Hasselmans), Miss Dorothy Dunne; Hynine A
Sainte Cecile (Gounod), Orientalle (Caesar Cui). Span-
ish Serenade (Glazounow). Miss Rebecca Ila-'ght; Spin-
ning Wheel Song (Zabel), Russian Theme (Arr. by E. F.

Cowan) Wieniawskii, Song of the Sea (Arr. by Annie
Louise David) (Ware). Mrs. Marie Hughes Mac(^uarrie;
When Two Who Loved Are Parted (Secchi). Deep River
(Old Negro Melody). (Burleigh). The Last Song (Tosti).

Miss Lela Johnstone; March Solenelle (Duet for two
harps), Gounod-Thomas). Mrs. Marie Hughes Macquarrie
and Miss Dorothy Dunne.

Hollywood Bowl- -:" Sept. 20 e:! Sept. 22, slL

Hollywood Opera Company Presents a
.MACXIMCICXT rk( iDL'l IK ).\ ( )! XI'.KIMS .\IA'S'I'1';KI'1I'J I-,

The Egyptian Opera

"A I DA"
$40,000 Production ^i'^^

^o"** famous
Metropolitan btars

RETHBERG KINGSTON
Prima Donna Soprano Dramatic Tenor

LAAADcontralto TlBBETTBan^one D ANGEfLO B-s^o

MATTOON^:^.»BRIGHAM«.XARGILU<o„.

CAV. FULGENZIO GUERRIERl, Conductor

Symphony Orchestra

of 75

Stage Band
of 25

Ballet of 50

Ernest Belcher

Chorus of 500, Direction Claire Forbes Crane

Entire Production Directed by Alexander Bevani

RESERVED SEATS NOW

$2.20 - $3.00 - $5.00 BOXES SI $100

On Sale al 11IKKI':1. MUSIC CO.. I',.\RKER [!K(_>S.; j.\R\'IS 6t I'RI.XZ. I'a.-a.lena: KR[-:SS

DRCC CO.. Ilollvwuud; E\'ER READY DRUG CO.. Ilollywucl; IICRCWK
MCSIC COMI'A'NV. GLEXDALE :VIUSIC COMP.WV
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 in

Yokohama in Sepleml>er»

1922, (exact date unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of Snn Francisco found in his

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

to

toI
AM a pia

It is my h

things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the

most minute variation in

its musical quality, but
the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

able instruments that ev

Knowing that one of them
1 have made it a point to see ihem in S
on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year 1 hi\e

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky ab hi^

piano tuner. During his three mortth^

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe ( on

cert Grand No. 10623 from their N^w
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it .id

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It w is a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battere<l

that the transportation companies re-

I have just passed

through an experience

with the two most remark-

came into ni> charge

ime from Kohlcr & Ch i-e.

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same tima No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of Countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in (|ueer conveyances of all kinds

—

and monlhs of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both iii'itruments ( arry many scars of bailie, but
musnalh lhe\ have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfed mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
pcrle< t as the first day Mr. Godowsky
louihed iheir keys. To me the power of
r«-,istjnce of the Knabe piano is almost
-upern.itural. I have travelled with many
irtists m all parts of the world; in Eu-
t(»p» I was familiar with the German
pi inos that are built like stodgy battle-

"liip-, but no piano in even ordinary
loiuinerilal tours has equalled this per-
hn IN nice. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company^nor do I

even know them except through the iii-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
edes to his piano tu

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Who, with rare consideration, roi

privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and aga
but as be himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has si

thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserve
I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to

Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to

unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to <

(be most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidenlnlly, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specially made), one from the Piew York
and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Fran

KOHLERCr*CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMPICO

MUNICIPAL SYMPHONY CONCERTS

The announcement that the San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra, Alfred Hertz, conductor, wil give a second
series of popular concerts under the direction of the
nuinicipality. has created great interest and the sale of
season seats has been progressing all week at Sherman,
Clay and Company's with a large and steady demand.
Chairman J. Emmet Hayden, of the Auditorium Commit-
tee of the Board of Supervisors, reports that everything
points to an even more successful season than last, when
standing room was often in demand. The dates have
been fixed for the evenings of Wednesday, Oct. 31, and
Tuesdays. Dec. 11. Jan. 15, Feb. 5 and March 11. at the
spacious Exposition Auditorium. Purchasers of season
seats secure tickets for five concerts at the price for
four, a bargain that the musical public seems to appre-
ciate.

CLARENCE EDDY AT AUDITORIUM

Clarence Eddy, whose reputation as an organist is

world-wide and who has no superior in America in his

line, will give a recital upon the great organ at the
Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at three
o'clock. Mr. Eddy has been prevailed upon by Supervis-
or J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Auditorium Com-
mittee of the Board of Supervisors, to delay his depart-
ure east in order to give San Franciscans another oppor-
tunity, the first in several years, to hear one of his
delightful programs.

Mr. Eddy is a great figure in the world of organists
and has been identified officially with every important
Exposition since the one at Vienna in 1873, including
those at Philadelphia in 1876, Paris in 1889. Chicago
in lSft3. Bufi'alo in 1901. St. Louis in 1904. Jamestown
in 1907 and San Francisco in 1915. when he gave more
than forty recitals at Festival Hall.

Mother Wismer, the well-known violinist, will be
the assisting artist, and he will play one of his numbers
witli the organ for accompaniment. In his other selec-

tions he will be accompanied on the piano by Charles
Hart. As is usual at these recitals there will be no
admission fee, and no reserved seats and everybody
will be welcome.

The program is as follows: "Hymn of Glory" (Dedi-
cated to the American Legion), Pietro A. Yon); Ave
Maria, No. 2., (M. Enrico Bossi): Fantasie on the Welsh
tune, 'Twogwyn" (New), (T. J. Morgan); Romance, op.

42. in A minor with Organ Accompaniment. (Max
Bruch), Hother Wismer; In a Monastery Garden (New)
(Albert W. Ketelby); Melody, (General Charles G.
Dawes) ; A Southern Fantasy. (New). (Ernest F.

Hawkes) ; Introducing the Suwanee River, My Old Ken-
tucky Home, Old Black Joe and My Maryland; Russian
Boatmen's Song, (Anon); Bohemesque (New), (William
Wolstenholme) ; (a) Slavonic Dance in G minor
(Dvorak-Kreisler). (b) The Hunt (Cardier). (c) Adagio,
op. 145 (Spohr), Hother Wismer; Dawn (New) (Cyril
Jenkins): The Lost Chord (By Request) (Arthur Sulli-

van); Marche Heroique (New) (Horace F. Watling).

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Ed 'tor.

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,
San Francisco.

1. What is the range o£ hearing of the human ear?
D. I.

The average ear can hear sounds from sixteen vibra-

tions per second to about thirty-eight thousand vibra-
tions per second, a range of eleven octaves and a minor
third, beginning an octave below the lowest C of the

P'ano and ending four octaves above the highest E flat.

Unusually keen ears can hear sounds above and below
this range, more or fewer according to the degree of

keeness.

2. Is Beethoven's opera "Fidelio" ever performed
now-a-days, or is it entirely obsolete? F. G. L.

"Fidelio" was performed last March at the Lexington
Opera House, New York, by a German Opera company;
so it cannot be called obsolete.

3. How do you pronounce "cecar la nota" and what
does it mean? N. E. M.

Pronounced chair-car la no-ta. It means literally feel

for the note; that is, slide or slur to a note in singing.

It designates a vocal effect of gliding from one note to

anotlier and anticipating the proper time of the second
note.

4. What is meant by language in reference to an
organ? S. E.

A piece of wood or metal placed horizontally in a flue

pipe at the top of the foot and just inside the mouth. II

leaves an air passage toward the front of the pipe. Its

purpose it to direct the air current against the upper
lip of the pipe and thus set the air within the pipe vi-

brating. It is also called languette and languid.

5. Who is called the "Father of German Music"?
A. Z. L.

Heinrich Scutz is usually honored with that title

though it is sometimes applied to others. He was
liorn in 1585, one hundred years before Bach, Introduced
into German music important new ideas, and composed
the first German opera, "Daphne."
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. WiHiam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Studio:
B02 KOHLER A CHASE BLDG.

San FrRoolsro Plionei Kearny 54M

For Chiirfh, Club nnil Home KnlertnlnnicnlN I SK HK\Ut\(is « ITII Ml SIC liy
1 Al.lKORMA\S CJIKTEU MUSICIAV. KHIIOIIA PEICKE. lltT InlrNt nuniberN'
THE CHILD NEXT noOH. OH! HENKV WHAT IS ITJ Eii.h 30 ..^ntl.. vii
T« I.VS, CO.MFORT. Eiu-b DO centH.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.
Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of CaKfornia, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

1004 Kohler

Representative of Lyon & Healy Harps

Telephone Douelaa 1«7S

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

I'apllft prepared for Oper

lew Addr

rlo. Church and

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

QonstanceAlexandre
Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension

Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-

shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their pubhc and

private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.

Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
^ilgKBAUen®

MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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California's Romantic Musical History

A Carefully Compiled Record, From the Most Reliable and Au-
thoritative Sources Regarding the Musical Activities of California
From 1849 to the Present Day—A Faithful Enumeration of Musical
Progress From the Days of the Pioneers to the Culmination of
Ambitious Aspirations.

BY ALFRED METZGER

(Continued from last week)

Really, both San Francisco and Los Angeles sin mid have an operatic

stock company of artistic proficiency. It would mean a great imjietus to

young students and would increase the earning capacity of deserving

artists immeasurably. Of course, in order to make such a stock company
a real success, it needs a home. And so far neither San Francisco nor Los
Angeles has any such home. Unless W. H. Leahy is willing to remodel
the Tivoli Opera House for such purpose in San Francisco, or \V. A.

Clark, Jr., is willing to fix up the Philharmonic Auditorium for the same
object, a new opera house will have to be built. And if it is being done
with the same dilatoriness that characterizes the building of the War
Memorial Opera House in San Francisco, I am afraid the resurrection of

light opera seasons in California will be delayed indefinitely.

With these thoughts I am about to close the introductory part of this

history. I shall proceed to enumerate the musical events and give an idea

of the musical life of California as best can be done from newspaper
files, supplemented by personal information gathered from those still sur-

viving from the older days. Instead of just quoting statistically, I shall

intersperse the various events with comments, to rob the history of any dry

and purely statistical monotony. There will be found humor and pathos,

romance and human interest, and above all there will be found a thorough
appreciation for the best in music from the mining camps up to the present

day. Popular music was far superior in the older days than it is today,

notwithstanding the desperate attempt of apologists to enumerate the

glories of jazz. In spite of the opinions of interested musicians and moving
])icture managers, the majority of the people do not want jazz in concert

form, and since they do not want it they are going to kill it sooner or later.

California, like all America, will gradually awaken to the beauties of good
music and once that is universally accomi)lishc(l the day of had music will
lie gone forever.

PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

The first concert of the Pacific Musical
Society tor the coming season, under
the able leadership of the new president,
Mrs. William Henry Banl<s. at the Fair-
mont Hotel on Monday evening. Septem-
ber 24, promises to be most interesting
and will give the members of the society
some idea of the forceful and ambitious
programs to be given during the ensuing
year.

Mrs. Banks is an untiring worker and
her term of office will set a standard
of high excellence tor the officers of the
years to come. The artists selected for
the opening concert will be Mrs. Lillian
Hottmeyer Heyer, the charming mezzo
soprano, and Edouard Deru, the Belgian
violinist. Both artists have appeared in
this city on previous occasions, this
being, however, their first appearance
before the Pacific Musical Society. The
accompanists for the evening will be
Mrs. Beatrice Anthony and Henrik Gjer-
drum, who are already established in this
community as able artists.

Orley See will present his violin En-
semble consisting of Miss Dorothy Hos-
pitaller, Miss Reva Patrick and Miss
Amy Culver, assisted by Nadine W. Shep-
ard at the piano in the Greek Theatre,
Berkeley, on Sunday afternoon Septem-
ber 16th, when the following program
will be given:

Rufung der Alpentee (Schumann),
Spharen Musik (Rubinstein). Rondo
(Walder), Violin Quartet; Sonata A major
(Handel). Reva Patrick; Menuet D major
(Mozart), Adagio. Concerto G minor
(Bruch). Gypsy Dance (Nachez), Miss
Dorothy Hospitaller; Concerto for Two
Violins and Piano (Bach). Andante, Al-

legro. Miss Patrick. Mr. See and Mrs.
Shepard.

The San Francisco Musical Club will
open the season 1923-24 at the Palace
Hotel on Thursday morning September
20th with a program devoted to compos-
ers o fthe 16th. 17th and 18th centuries.
Dorothy Goodsell Camm is the chairman
of the program committee and the works
selected as well as the interpretors are
as follows:

Antique Piano Solos, Girolamo Fresco-
baldi, 1583-1644—Gagliarda in G minor.
Passacaglia in B flat major. Fugue in G
minor; Francois Couperln, 1668-1733—La
Lutine, Les Petits Moulins a Vent, (The
Little Wind Mills); Francois Dandrieu,
1684-1740— (arranged by Godowsky), Le
Caquet; .Jean Philippe Rameau, 1683-
1764, (arranged by Godowsky)—Rigau-
don; Marion De Guerre Steward; Corelli,
Sonata in D major, Modesta Mortensen;
.lacopo Peri, invocazione di Orfeo; Ste-
fano Donandy, Se tra 1' erba; Stefano
Donandy, Quando tl rivedro; Pier Domen-
ico Paradies. Quel rusceletto; Miriam E.
Sellander, Rachel E. Ward at the piano;
Haydn, Trio in D major; Modesta Mor-
tensen, Violin, Dorothy Dukes Dimm,
Cello, Martha Dukes Parker, Piano.

ALCAZAR

There will he an extra celebration at
the Alcazar Sunday night September 16,

when the Duncan Sisters celebrate the
hundredth performance of "Topsy and
Eva," the comedy with music which has
been crowding that theatre for ten weeks.
The matinee will also mark the begin-
ning of the eleventh week of the pro-
duction, establishing a new record for
Thomas Wilkes' local theatre.
Prom all over Northern California,

amusement lovei's have come to witness
this unusual offering. The Alcazar has
been in receipt of mail and telephone
orders from almost every city and town
within l.'^O miles radius.

BOYS IN BOHEMIAN CONCERT

An interesting tact concerning the Bohemian Club cho-
rus, is that the beautiful soprano part is carried entirely
by boys of the Public Schools from ten to sixteen years.

The Ijoys were obtained through Miss Estelle Carpen-
ter, Director of Music of the Public Schools at the re-

quest of Mr. Joseph Redding. With the consent of the
Superintendent, Miss Carpenter secured the boys, and
obtained permission from the parents to allow the boys
to participate in the performance of the Grove Play.
After trying their voices she placed the boys in charge
of Mr. Edgar Reinhold the well-known Choir Master,
who has trained them for the past few months. The
difficult part covers a wide range and the voices soar
up to the highest tones with no effort and the whole
chorus is a wonderful production.

MADAME VOUGHT ENTERTAINS

On Saturday evening August 2.5, Madame Stella Ray-
mond-Vought, well-known musician, entertained in hon-
or of Duci de Kerekjarto, the violin virtuoso, a large
company of friends in her spacious studios at 545 Sut-
ter street. A very delightful program was given by a
coterie of artist friends of Madame Vought. Gregory
W. Golubeff. now in San Francisco, organizing a Rus-
sian Artists' Club and Paul Alexandroff-Gi-ey. baritone
of the Royal Opera of Russia, were also especially pre-
sented by the hostess. Artists pupils of Madame Vought.
who were heard in solo numbers on the program were
Doris Ashdown. soprano of Victoria. Lucille White, col-
oratura, and George Cochran, tenor. Others generously
contributing to the program were Miss Lois Adler, May-
hel Sherburne West. Marie Rambo. Princess Scheiia
Wuerkert, John and George Teele. Irwin Holton, Max-
umilliam L. Lorenzini, Heni-y Joseph, Alexander Kos-
loff and Sergie Mihaloff, Senor Sulivano and Miss Ruth
'Voung gave a delightful exhibition of Spanish Dancing
in Costume and little Virginia Pace, gracefully danced
to a composition composed and played by her mother.
Dancing and refreshments were enjoyed until a late
hour.

STRAUSS-MUCKLE RECITAL

The coming recital to be given by May Muckle and
Laurence Strauss in the Italian Room of the Hotel St.
Francis on Tuesday evening, October 9th under the
management of Alice Seckels will present a program
which will he vitally interesting to musicians. All
the compositions Mr. Strauss will sing are from living
composers and the French School will be represented
by Ravel Pierre Gi-ovlez, the English bv Arthur Bliss
and Arnold Bax.
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LOS ANGELES. Sept. 9.—Los Angeles is paying

tribute to The Wayfarer. Rather I sliould say it is ail-

iniring this super-spectaele pageant with its thousands

of participants. Tribute will, perhaps, be paid in the

course of this week's presentations tor the attendance

on the opening night, Saturday, in excess of 20,000 did

not rise to anticipation. Undoubtedly the 4.5.000 seats

will find their purchasers as word is passed along about

The Wayfarer.

This may not be the time to give a definite judgment

of the production, for a spectacle of that dimension,

no matter how well prepared, requires at least two and

three performances until the technical end of a per-

formance moves with the same momentum as the

spiritual import which this work, a combination of

oratorio, mystery play and pageant conveys so force-

fully. It is not too early, however, to pay respects to

Directors William Tyroler and Hugo Kirchhofer for

what most essentially would interest the reader of a

musical magazine, the singing of a colossal chorus,

which rises in tone quality with a grandeur comparable

only to a gigantic super-organ. To anticipate a more
detailed review, the music is largely taken from

Handel's Messiah, and has more than ever the classic

breadth and inherent dramatic torcefulness of this

oratorio which seems to continue its spell on the human
heart, an influence that marks the genius down through

the ages.

Smoothness, despite the difficulties that beset first

night performances, also marked the handling of the

large masses on the stage from the opening battle

scene down to the overwhelming March of the

Nations when an ensemble from three to four thousand

fill the huge stage, claimed to be the largest in the

world. .Montgomery Lynch, who mastered the intri-

cacies of the stage production, enhanced by an impos-

ing and highly eftective array of lighting paraphernalia,

achieved impressions of immense power, not with-

standing that he had to use practically raw material,

volunteer actors by the thousands.

As tor the colosseum itself, this far-flung cyclopic

arena with its crowning head colonnade, it is like a

monument for the ages and one wondered as to its

accoustic qualities. But from the moment when the

opening fanfares, like brilliant voices, sounded from

various sides of the stadium (its full seating capacity

offer 75,000 seats) doubt gave way to happy certainty.

Not only ensemble, btit solo voices carry well and the

lines of A. G. Kachel, in the part of the Wayfarer,

Katherin Bodkin as Understanding and Lola La Pere

as Angel, to mention only the leading actors, could be

heard in the wide expanse of tlie theater. Needless to

say at length, declamation under such far-flung outdoor

conditions does not make for finer nuancing of the

speaking i)art. One may incline to assume that the

Colosseum will lend itself well for massive choral per-

formances. It is of sufficient depth to encompass the

sound waves. Whether it is not too large, so as the

viewer can easily enjoy the detail of the scenic and
histrionic assets in a production, remains a matter of

conjecture, at least tor the present Planned on a very

large scale singular efforts such as vocal solo parts as

those on the stage blend into the whole of the pro-

duction. Especial mention, however, must be made of

Mr. Gibberson's singing of the Holy City and Mrs
Warner's solo. Open the Gates of the Temple. The
suggestion that even greater choral effects cotdd be

attained if the chorus were to face the audience instead

of being seated sideways should find attention, as it

sheds light on the prolilem of tone projection in a

place of such hugeness. (About seventy rows of seats

rise one after another around the sweeping oval of the

arena.)

Speaking for The Wayfarer it is a series of semi-

historic religious and symbolical situations or super-

sized episodes, interspersed with and accompanied by

music, mostly well known, also of semi-religious nature.

Lasting, powerful and often dramatic as this conception

of the author. Dr. .James E. Crowther is, it suffers from
one, strongly-felt handicap. The music and action are

not sufficiently synchronized. In most instances, music
and action alternate. The stage becomes a living

picture, and the very asset of the production, its

numerical impressiveness in the line of cast droops, so

to speak. This is neither the place to discuss the ef-

fect of analogous gestures by so large a cast and details

will in all likelihood be improved by Stage Director

Lynch and his staff. Altogether the work holds fully

the interest from the spectacular battlefield scene to

the inspiring climax, the March of the Nations with

Us thousands ot flags and floods of light poured by
twenty-five spotlights. There we»e moments of color

combinations which made one forget the limitations of

volunteer cast, but which afforded aspects as no brush

of a painter can produce it to like lieauty.

Charles Wakefield Cadraan has Just received the

proofs of his latest opus for piano, a suite entitled

From Hollywood. As the composer tells me the four
movements are entitled: Hollywood Boulevard in May,
To a Great Comedian (this is a bit ot intricate jazz.

FITZGERALD'S—for the Advancement of Music.

MAUDE FENLON BOLLMAN
Concert ^_/lrtiste Teacher

who is adding lustre to her fame by her delightful program of

songs entitled "A Song of Life." presented before leading clubs,

is another of the really notable artists exclusively using the
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"Perhaps I thought of Charlie Chaplin," Mr. Cadman
commented), Sycamore Nook (this is the name the

composer has given to his charming home, surrounded
by these trees in the Hollywood toothills). and Easter

Morning at the Hollywood Bowl (every Easter a musi-

cal sunrise celebration is held at the natural amphi-

theater. Here the composer employs religious and
patriotic themes polyphonicallyl.

Mr. Cadman, by the way, has been awarded the first

prize in a composition contest held recently by The
Etude, while the second prize went to Anna Priscilla

Risher, whose work is winning her growing recognition

so well deserved. I am wondering what she is doing
with that Spanish Fiesta Song which won the first

prize a tew weeks ago at the Fiesta of the Hollywood
Art Association? Miss Risher calls it Bl Camino Real.

I believe, the words ot the verses being her own. The
music cleverly interrelates the semi-religious mood of

the Padres, monasteric chime effects charmingly
modern, while interspersed is a dance melody in fan-

dango fashion. I was rather taken with the song, one of

the most pleasing and most artistic among lighter

songs, and I am hardly mistaken tor Conductor Emll
Eberhoffer very readily succumbed to its spell. It is

fully as appealing a song as the best one hears to the

accompanintent of the organ and infinitely more artistic

as Mr. Oberhoffer pointed out when the jury that eve-

ning unanimously preferred Miss Risher's song to all

the others. Set tor the organ, or orchestrated by one

ot our musical lions in the Pacific Coast theaters could

well score with it a hit and a scoop.

Frederick Kimball Stearns has paid beautiful tribute

to Mrs. J. .1. Carter, patron saint ot the Bowl, in a

letter published in Saturday Night. Mr. Stearns and
Editor S. T. Clover, I trust, will permit me to reprint

it here. Mr. Stearns, be it remembered, is the father of

the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, which he founded
He is also closely allied with the Bowl concerts, as

chairman of the advisory board. The letter reads:

".lust four months ago today, I wrote to the papers
regarding Mrs. Carter's earnest stand tor the Bowl and
the best of music as a purely community movement,
and I. believing thoroughly in her cause, pledged my
wholehearted interest and financial support in helping

along her grand and wholly gracious ideal of music
supreme for the masses. We surely recognize what a

great forward step for humanity a venture such as this

is. It helps to bring out the finer qualities of human
nature, the love ot the harmonious, the beautiful and
the true, and the gentle, kindly, reverent feelings that

are innate in all mankind, but which are too often

buried so deep under the debris ot materialism. One's
faith in Mrs. Carter and her mission has been over-

whelmingly justified, and now that the second season
of the wonderful open-air community concerts held in

the Hollywood Bowl, that great natural amphitheater
ot accoustical perfection, has drawn to a triumphal close,

a close marked by an unprecedented blaze ot enthu-

siasm and community spirit, it is only right that we
should pay our feeble tribute to the vivid and rare

personality to whom we owe this magnificent com-
munity movement. It is owing solely to the vision and
the tireless energy ot Artie Mason Carter that the

Bowl became the property ot the people, and that the

Bowl concerts became an actuality.

To me. her achievement is one ot the finest examples
I know of the working of spiritual law, which rules

that a vision steadily worked for with single-minded
purpose, will be, inevitably, materialized, no matter
what seemingly Insurmountable obstacles may stand in

the way. Her splendid and unselfish conception of "the

greatest movement for democracy in art ever launched
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in the world" is now assured, and the Hollywood Bowl
i.? destined to become internationally known as the
world's greatest open-air music center. The limitless
possibilities for improving the Bowl and its environ-
ment, while still retaining its Arcadian natural sim-
plicity, Mrs. Carter realizes to the full, and we know-
she is going on and on, following her dream; her re-
ward the gratitude and love of countless thousands
who are now seeing and recognizing what a tremend-
ously fine work she has done and is doing, and are
increasingly rallying to her support, in her stand for
true community brotherliness, and desire to bring the
finer things of life within the reach of

DAVOL SANDERS *^'n*„V.s^R
"''
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Musical Los Angeles and with it the West moved
a notable stride forward last Wednesday when the new
and exquisitely tasteful home of the Southern Cali-
fornia Music Company, at 80S-S12 South Broadway
opened its doors. It was a happy thought to reserve
this day for a friendly get-together between Frank J.

Hart, president of the firm and his officers and em-
ployes with many of the customers. Not an item of the
beautiful display, which includes practically everything
a man can think of in the line of musical instruments,
not a sheet of music was for sale. As one passed the
lovely grilled doors, of hand-wrought iron art, as grace-
ful as the lines and threads of old lace, one gazed into
what seemed more the reception hall of an Italian
castle of the Renaissance days, with its vaulted ceil-
ing and historic frescoes overhead allegorizing the
union of all the arts. Flowers and glad people and
strains of music everywhere, but this is anticipating.
Rather to look back a few years, say forty-three,

when the Southern California Music Company was
launched on its road of progress which includes half a
dozen stores today throughout the Southwest. About
a quarter of a century ago the firm established its well-
known headquarters on Broadway, at 332-334. which by
the way. will be retained to serve the uptown business
and its growing demands, while the new building, in
the heart of the fashionable business district is to be
known as headquarters.

One must agree with Alfred Mirovitch, the pianist,
it is one of the most beautiful, if not the most beautiful
of business buildings devoted to music. The spirit
of music, of harmony in everything is captivatingly e.\-

pressed in every detail of the eight-story edifice from
the wall paintings in the windows or the well-phrased
curves of the hallway ceilings to the interior decoration
of the piano rooms or the nook-like hiding places where
one listens within a delightful setting to records. Truly,
the building is the last word in architectural aesthetics
and efficiency as adapted to the demands of beauty and
requirements of practical exploitation of space with the
least expenditure of motion, .\gain to anticipate: On
the left side of the mezzanine floor spaciously built in

the manner of gallery as in one of the medieval homes
of feudality, one finds a department devoted entirely
to sheet music for orchestras and bands. There also is

the busy desk of John Apffel, head of the sheet music
department. Without leaving it, he can glance down on
the general sheet music department, the counters of
which are strung along the opposite walls of the main
floor.

But to return to the building. It was designed, en-
gineered, decorated and constructed by Meyer & Holler
of Los Angeles, who were also the decorators and de-

signers of all the electrical fixtures, cabinets and furni-

ture. The style chosen for the architecture and decor-
ation was Italian Renaissance, as it was felt that this

style offered a more natural and refined expression for

a building of this nature than any other style that
might be used. The main facade of the building is

dignified and restrained, yet of pleasing composition
and architectural character. The main entrance is

flanked by two very decorative display windows, em-
bellished with ornamental iron frames of Italian ara-

besque design. These display windows are a decided
departure from the ordinary type. They are treated,

not as windows, but as rooms in a fine home; the

architectural style being based on some of the finest

Italian Renaissance Palaces. This painted decoration

reaches the highest perfection of craftsmanship and is

a distinct innovation in the treatment of display

windows.

Two stories high the main sales room opens onto the

street level. The walls are of English Caen stone, the

soft, warm grey of which lends itself well as a back-

ground for mural paintings, rich tapestries and the

finely polished mahogany fixtures. In the center of this

hall-like apartment runs the wide oval of the phono-
graph record department, one continuous counter en-

shrining stacks of thousands of discs. To the left are

the record try-out rooms where parties of varying num-
bers can rest comfortably and listen to the music. The
gossamer-like shades of the antiquely finished walls,

they are covered with what is known as latin plaster,

are charming to behold. The coloring is like that of

batik, only held in softest nuances which gives to these

little rooms, with their cozy leaded-glass windows, pleas-

ing width. The chairs and upholstered benches, the

old-fashioned beams, painted in keeping with the style

of the entire building add a touch of artistry which
makes one dwell gladly within its sound-proof walls. A

tew little pictures, curtains, different in each, apropos
in every instance add a homelike touch. Despite the
warmth of the day these rooms were refreshingly cool,
and the reason is a simple one. Each room in the
entire building is connected with a ventilation system,
starting with a pump in the basement which presses
air through a water tank, where it is cooled. From
there it is distributed through airshafts enterting on
the floor of each apartment, where a fan in the ceiling
dispenses with the used-up air. There is another little
inconspicuous, but important contrivance in the ceiling,
which has the function of a tap, linked up with a
sprinkler system. This tap-like valve is sealed with
wax. In case of fire the wax would melt and set the
water system automatically in function. Such a little
tap can be found every eight feet on every floor, re-
spectively ceiling.

I have spoken of the unique combination of beauty
and the practical. I chanced to gratify my curiosity by
extending my wandering into the rear part of the
building, into the loading and shipping room. It is so
arranged that two trucks can enter this loading space
in front of an elevator, the latter built back sufficiently
far that the trucks literally are within the building and
loading or unloading is not interfering or interefered
with by street traffic.

Passing two rooms equipped with pianos where cus-
tomers may play over their sheet music. I am wander-
ing back to the mezzanine floor, with its lounge which
should soon become a popular place for keeping ap-
pointments. On the other end of the balcony is a
splendid display of string instruments. Next to it is
the phonograph department. Either by commodious
stairs or two rapid elevators one reaches the upper
floors, five of which are devoted to the business activi-
ties of the firm. The third and fourth floors are de-
voted to sales rooms housing band instruments, pianos
and organs. Each make of piano occupies its separate
room, none of which is too large so it a customer wishes
to test the tone quality of an instrument he will do it

under homelike accoustic conditions. These rooms, too,
are furnished most artistically in period style, as. for
instance, the Georgian room, the Italian room with its
magnificent stone fireplace and wall paintings, carved
beam ceiling. On the fifth floor is a large organ room,
also the executive offices. The three upper floors are
divided into forty-five studios the topmost including
also a recital hall, seating three hundred. A feature
of this room is the application of accoustic properties
which absorb sound sufficiently to prevent the slightest
echo.

As I was wending my way out of the crowd of con-
gratulants that surrounded Mr. Hart and his staff, I

could not help thinking of what such a building, de-
voted primarily to the commercial interests of music,
meant to the ideal progress of musical art. One may
well take it as a symbol of idealism, of practical ideal-
ism in music. It is by far more than a building devoted
to various musical departments. It has been designed,
beautified in a manner which will meet high taste. It is

a modem business home planned with fine regard for
antique style, in a fashion that emphasizes the spiritual
nature of music. It is distinctly a home of the arts
by the very appeal of its decorative element, never
over embellished, over laden as some of the fasionable
music houses in Europe. It is distinctive and dis-
tinguished, bespeaking one of the greatest of assets in
music, a unity of style within the keeping of its pur-
pose, and again "a thing of beauty" which should prove
to musicians and art lovers a "joy forever."

One year was occupied with the designing and erec-
tion of this home of music. It would seem unfair not to
mention the man whose knowledge of practical needs
and ever-artistic sense of the aesthetic has supervised
the realistic and ideal assets of the building- until they
formed a sympathetic balance. I am referring to F. L.
Grannis. whose ingenuity and vision has made the
building what it is. an edifice of which Los Angeles
will be proud. It is F. G. . Farquharson, secretary of
the Southern California Music Trades, who in paying
profound tribute to the accomplishment of Mr. Grannis,
referred to him as the man without an official position
within the ranks of Mr. Hart's aides, but who by the
high quality of his work might be caled "the Colonel
House of the Southern California Music Company.''

This account would hardly be complete without giv-

ing a brief account of the official family. As mentioned.
Frank J. Hart is president of the Southern California
Music Company and G. S. Marygold is its vice-president

and general manager. Messrs. Hart and Marygold are
among the best known men inthe world of music and,
as citizens of this commonwealth, they have earned the
thanks of the community for their earnest support of

every movement in the direction of civic betterment.

LANDONIA P. NAYLOR
Teacher of Piano

3875 WEST SIXTH STREET
Los Angeles, Calif.
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It is due to the unflagging efforts of President Hart

and Vice-President and General Manager Marygold tliat

tlie Soutliern California Music Company has been so

successful, until today the business of this concern is

one ot the largest in the West, with a following reach-

ing into Nevada, Utah and Arizona. These executive

heads are surrounded by an eflicient organization con-

sisting of: F. L. Grannis. Sales Promotion; W. M.

Hathaway. Manager Piano Department; VV. T. William-

son, Jr., Secretary ot the Company and Manager Musi-

cal Merchandise Department; Irving J. Westphal. Man-
ager Phonograph and Radio Departments; Ralph M.

Hovey. Treasurer; J. .J. Apffel. Manager Sheet Music

Department. M. C. Jonas. Advertising Manager. The
company has branch stores at 334 South Broadway,
this city, with H. J. Kitzele in charge; Long Beach,

T. P. Dii Bose, Manager; Riverside, conducted by R. G.

Smith, and San Diego, R. J. Morse, Manager.

While Los Angeles a.s a municipality is doing hardly

more for music than an occasional proclamation by the

mayor that this or that week be celebrated as music,

the Chamber of Commerce has been more definitely

and more actively lined up on behalf ot music. This

activity, while tor years championed by such men as

F. W. Blanchard for instance, has now been brought to

realization, and along a very definite line through

Ruth Antoinette Sabel, who about two years ago

formed the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Indus-

trial Bureau ot Music. Since then a number of cities

have followed our example. However what has been
accomplished, can be best understood perhaps in Miss

Sabel's own words:
"That business should conquer, as business, is to be

expected. That professional attainment, which adds

long training and experience to natural talents, should

succeed in the vocation chosen, to which unremitting

attention has been given in order to achieve public

success, is also taken as a matter of course. But when
an astonishing measure of public appreciation comes to

an organizaion that in its every-day life is of, by and

for business, then it must be plain that conquering

through what is an avocation, a thing taken up in the

off moment as industrial choruses, bands, and or-

chestras, and all those associated with them as co-

workers, is something that is unique in the varied and
picturesque story of American business enterprises.

The • socio-musical significance of the work of the

Bureau of Industrial Music, through its allied organiza-

tions, cannot be exaggerated. What it has been able

to do in the short eighteen months of its existence,

has received national recognition, and in every way
justifies the idea that here is a case wherein business

which easily succeeds as business adds a new element

to American life when It enters into fields of artistic

endeavor, supposedly denied the busy, workaday world,

and actually conquers through music. It is the belief of

innumerable captains of industry, that through musical
organizations are made the warp and woof of our na-

tional lite

"Music is an asset of very real and definite value to

the employer and an asset of even more definite value

to the worker. It has stepped down from its highbrow
pedestal as an exclusive pleasure for the cultured few
and has become a companion for all the people," Miss
Sabel tells.

"We have come to realize the utility ot music. Its

relation to industry is fast occupying the attention of

the heads of industrial plants, big and little, every
day. Those having several plants, and who have tested

the value of music in one establisment adopt it for all,

while the workers are finding that music brings a re-

freshing break into the monotony of the day's tasks

and are welcoming it in steadily increasing numbers.
This is true even of those who at first viewed it with
indifference and possibly in some cases with prejudice,

without knowing why. except that music was an inno-

vation and was introduced from the outside. The
changed attitude which has come about is due to the
direct benefits and pleasures which they derive from
it. Thus the idea has been spreading throughout the
country and will continue to spread, as do all ideas

which have been found practical and mutually helpful.

The constant development of machinery and the result-

ing many divisions of labor have unfortunately turned
most forms of manual work from art into a discipline.

The craftsman who takes pride and finds Joy in his skill

is rapidly disappearing, A large amount of the world's
work has ceased to be a creative effort and has become
a soulless drudgery. It has, therefore, become a vital

necessity to introduce into the life of industrial workers
a recreational program, centering about those things
which give every individual a chance, at least in a small
degree, to express himself. This is not only a matter
of human interest, but ot actual business importance,
because anything that makes for happiness and a con-

tented mind, automatically increases efficiency and
productive power.

"Today in Los Angeles, there are twenty-eight or-

ganizations actively fostering and carrying on a definite

music program. There are twenty-six other organiza-
tions considering the adoption of in mediate programs.
Los Angeles boasts eight industrial bands, the member-
ship of several of them numbering over fifty pieces.
It boasts a Los Angeles Choral Society, made up of all

the units of the individual industrial choruses.
."At the last Pageant of Progress, the largest massed
band in the United States performed under eight dif-

ferent leaders. In addition, a chorus of over 600 voices
sang side by side in an industrial music festival. A
pipe organ was installed as background and accompani-
ment for these voices. In these two groups were banded
together lawyers, doctors, tradesmen of all denomina-
tions, including even those whose lots have been cast
as the much needed ditch digger, plumber, elevator
man, and chocolate dipper. In addition to this program,
individual companies have staged formal concerts. The

Southern California Edison Company employes deserve
special mention as they have given innumerable band
concerts, and an operetta. The Broadway Department
Store Chorus presented very successfully, in the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium, a rendition ot Cowan's 'Rose
Maiden.' A very beautiful setting was used. The Bul-

lock Chorus presented Gounod's 'Gallia,' in an artistic

way. The County Choral Club have broadcasted many
concerts throughout the United (States, thus proving
again the extensive reach industrial music has. A city-

wide Christmas caroling program was adequately and
extensively carried out, reaching every factory district,

and every industrial section of the city. There have
been provided extensive opportunities for employes to

attend concerts given by noted soloists, and the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, free of charge.
"Two nights a week the auditorium of the Chamber

of Commerce is devoted to tlie cause of industrial

music, one night, the large chorus, composed of all

those from smaller companies not large enough to

justify the obligation which such a program entails.

Another night, a large orchestra, for the benefit of the

community, rehearses in this monument to commercial
interests.

"Through the activities ot this Bureau, all music will

be furnished for the great parade which will initiate

the second Music Week in Los Angeles. At the first

Music Week, held two years ago. one industrial band
participated. This year, there will be ten, as the re-

sult of the organized efforts of the Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce in this direction.

"Recently the State Federation ot Music Clubs has
created an industrial music department, which auto-

matically places the director of this bureau on the

state board. The National Federation of Music Clubs
also created an industrial music department, thereby

placing the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce in

charge not only of local development, but state and
national as well. This indicates the stand that Los
Angeles is taking, and it is reaching all other cities in

a concerted drive to awaken the spiritual and civic

nature of the industrial classes. It is creating a more
sincere American and citizen. The results have been
attained by the encouragement and sponsoring ot all

business men's clubs in Los Angeles, such as the

Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis, and Ad club.

"Industrial music is not an experiment, but a sub-

stantial asset to the activities ot the city of Los An-

geles," Miss Sabel summed up things in her contagious-

ly enthusiastic fashion. Her plans tor this season in-

cludes industrial choral concerts at Christmas. Easter
and a spring music festival. "This season, too," she

concluded, "we shall have a ticket fund which is do-

nated by the Chamber of Commerce.
"That money is used to sell tickets at ten cents to

music loving people who could not afford to purchase
even gallery tickets and take their whole family be-

sides paying carfare for several people. After all our

main object is to develop love tor music, a faculty

which lives in every human being, but it needs in many
instances guiding and in some instances a little finan-

cial help."

Sylvain Noack, concert master ot the Philharmonic
Orchestra, returned earlier from his vacation than he

planned to meet he wishes of his pupils, who evidently

missed their mentor. To all extent Mr. Noack will have
a very busy winter between chamber music work,
teaching, as soloist with tlie orchestra and in recital,

marking bowings for the orchestra concerts and one of

his own, self-imposed rules to keep himself as finely in

trim as to technic in tone, of which his appearance in

the Bowl under Emil Oberhoffer indicated I doubt

whether Mr. Noack played to better advantage at any
other time here. Nor have the Romanza and the third

movement of the Weiniawsky D minor concerto been
heard here with more poetic appeal. An opus as this,

while beautiful yet not belonging to the profounder
works of the literature, can be immade or elevated by
interpretation. Mr. Noack succeeded admirably in bring-

ing out a spiritual element in the concerto as few play-

ers reveal. There was lovely sweetness and singing

tone in Mr. Noack's playing of the Romanza, while the

sparkling last movement was done with consummate
brilliancy and a virility of musicanship which won him
prolonged ovations and encores. In tact, Mr. Noack had
repeated occasions for violin solos in the course of the

season, always achieving marked success, but the

vibrancy and clarity, as his tones sounded unimpaired
through the wide expanse ot the large amphitheater
were one ot the outstanding feats of the season.

Rehearsals for the Aida performances September 20

and 22 at the Bowl to be produced by Alexander Bevani
are making splendid progress. Chance took me to the

Music Art Studio Building the other evening while the

chorus rehearsed with Maestro Guerrieri wielding the

baton and Claire Forbes Crane at the p:ano. Not since

the days of the Chicago Grand Opera Company did 1

hear such good and well disciplined material in a

chorus. It that may be taken as a criterion tor the

entire performance, one will spend most enjoyable
hours at the Bowl. To be sure, Bevani is sparing no
efforts. In order to devote himself fully to the needs
ot the production he has cancelled his entire teaching
schedule until the performances have been given. Mr.
Bevani has contracted an ensemble of principals which
should greatly please the audiences.

Elizabeth Rethberg, not yet so well known in the
West, as she has only been in America one season, hav-
ing been brought to the Metropolitan last season
from Europe especially tor the role of "Aida," has been
hailed by the New York critics as the greatest exponent
of this difficult role in a generation. This will be her
first appearance in California.

Morgan Kingston, tenor of the Metropolitan, is too
well known here, from his operatic and and recital

engagements, to need any introduction. Lawrence
Tibbett, who is under contract to sing at the Metro-
politan this season, belongs to Los Angeles, and has
gained such eminence through his solo work here that

I'ritics are confident that his beautiful baritone voice
will win the New Yorkers. Viola Ellis, although a New
York artist, has had many appearances here and has
received recognition as one of America's best con-

traltos. Leslie Brigham, basso; Virgie Lee Matoon,
mezzo-soprano, and Edward Cargill complete the splen-

did cast. An orchestra ot seventy-five symphony mu-
sicians will be under the baton of Cav. Fulenzio Guer-
rieri, noted opera conductor.

Gamuteers and their friends (and who is not a friend

of a Gamuteer?) gathered last Wednesday in the ban-

quet hall of. as may be guessed, the Gamut Club, this

ever hospitable home of art-loving men and women.
It was the opening night of the season, and ladies'

night. The club rooms had never shone more radiantly,

thanks to the improvement which had been carried on
during the summer months, winning many congratu
lations for Manager Roy Dodd and Mrs. Dodd. who more
than ever made the club house appear a home of the

muses. Impresario L. E. Behymer was in his usual

good form as toastmaster and there was much cheer-

ing for the honor guests. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Frankel.

Clarence Eddy, Ellas Hecht, Mrs. Edith Wing Hughes,
Dr. and Mrs. Mabee, Mr. and Mrs. David Hamburger.
Musical and dramatic selections made for a happy
evening, thanks to the following artists: Jules Lepske,

Alfred Kastner, Earl Bright, Melba French Barr, Otto

Lederer, Esther Frickle Green. Lora May Lamport.
Melbourne MacDowell, Virginia Ainsworth, Jack
Weatherby.

Rehearsals for a series ot three excellent programs
have been begun by the Woman's Lyric Club with .1. B.

Poulin as conductor and Mrs. M. Hennion Robinson as

accompanist. Members and friends ot the chorus at-

tended a reception at the Gamut Club, the chorus head-

quarters, Mrs. W. F. Goodfellow. presiding and sound-

ing a high-spirited message that should prove an In-

spiration to the members for the season. So much may
be said already that the club again will offer a numbei
ot novelties, including American composers, as also

American artists as soloists.

MME. MELANIA ASTRO'S DISTINGUISHED VOICE

Mnie. Melania Astro, although one of comparative^
recent arrivals in the vocal world of Los Angeles hai

in a significantly short time repeated the splendid sue

cesses which have brought her studios in Paris. Milan

Berlin and New York to such favorable reputation.

Herself an accomplished mezzo soprano of Internationa

fame, Mme. Astro by way of experience and researcl

has established a method which has brought her teach

ing time greatly in demand. Her special course o

twenty-four lesons for teachers has attracted man:
professionals who are now studying with her here

This course offers comprehensive study -and exercise o

the important vocal principles, such as correct utillza:

tion ot breath reservoirs, correct control and use o

muscular support ot the body, correct use of the resona

tors in keeping within the laws of nature, the prope:

formation of vowels and modulation ot voice. How an*

when to apply these rules, so as not interfere wltli

the proper projection of the voice.

Early this season Mme. Astro will probably give '

practical demonstration ot her art ot singing when if
pearing in recital, either alone or together with he
artist-pupil Anita Prevost ot New York. Mme. Astr'

who has studied with such noted masters as Marches
Sbrilla. Bouhy. Mme. Argel Bellincioni. Marzani. Kepi

ner, Mallinger and Seehofer. the latter teacher of LU'.

Lehmann, to mention but a few master pedagoguei'
has crowned her studies with eminent success as soloi^

with the New York Symphony under Damrosch. Th
Pasquale Opera Company, singing also leading mezz
soprano roles and a wide concert repertoire in luani

European opera houses and music centers. But for thi

after-war disturbances Mme. Astro would have contlr

ued her executant and pedagogic work in Milan. Hov
ever, what has proven perhaps a disturbance, is no

leading to new successes for her in Los Angeles.

MME. PRINDELL MANAGER OF MUSIC SCHOOL

Another splendid achievement of Mme. Prindell, >

well known as a local impressario. and always a sponsi

of the best in music, is the fostering of the Keaumok
Louis School of Musical Arts by her able managemci
which opened September l.'ith for enrollment of pupl

in all branches ot the music arts. Keaumoku Loui

the founder and director of this new institution,

known from coast to coast and in his native Hawaii ;

a baritone who has toured successfully for several yea

in concert and recital. In keeping with his splend

career as an artist. Mr. Louis has adopted the hlKbc

standards for his new school and only those studen
who are conscientious workers, physically strong, ai

intelligent thinkers displaying talent will be acceptc

for the motto adopted by this school is "Progress."
Artistic pupils will be given the advantage of Mm

Prindell's years of experience as a successful manag
ot concert and recital, in being permitted to appear (

professional programs arranged under her person

supervision. There will be master classes for tcache

and artists in every branch of musical training as plan

voice, harp, violin—while competent teachers will cc

duct classes in liarmony, theory appreciation and h

tory of music. With such a list of teachers as Kathi

ine Jackson the celebrated harpist. Eunice Prossi

international violiniste, Mme. Grant the well knov

New York coach and teacher of voice, Helen Newcoml
teacher ot pipe organ, this school Is to be congratulate
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Ifs Easier

To Make
Friends
Than To
Keep Them

Some people attract friends easily and lose them
quickly. It's the same with typewriters. Some look

attractive, but they don't wear.

THE L. C. SMITH & BROS.
TYPEWRITER

binds its friends by chains of service. It gives last-

ing satisfaction and makes lasting friends.

Send for booklet.

L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.

Executive Offices SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Musical Review s

Resident Artists

Edition

Owing to the unusual work associated with the publication of the

Musical Blue Book of California, the Pacific Coast Musical Review
will not publish its anniversary edition this year. It will, however,
prepare a specially magnificent edition for its Twenty-fifth Anni-
versary, October 1, 1925.

Upon general request, we have decided to publish a special edition on
October 20th, the day between the two opening concerts of the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra. This edition, which will be larger

than the regular number, but not so large as the anniversary edition,

will be published in honor of the Musical Association of San Francisco
and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, and will be principally

devoted to the distinguished artists, composers and pedagogues resid-

ing in the cities around San Francisco Bay.

We shall also include ensemble organizations, choral societies and
church choirs. This edition will contain reference only to PROFES-
SIONAL ARTISTS OF WELL KNOWN REPUTATION. Later
we shall compile an edition devoted to the advanced students.

For further particulars concerning this edition, kindly address
ALFRED METZGER, EDITOR PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL
REVIEW, WHO WILL PERSONALLY COMPILE AND PUB-
LISH THIS EDITION, because of his personal interest in the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and the resident artists.

Pacitic Coast Musical Review

8o I Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 5454

YOU CAN EARN FOR YOUR-

SELF WITH THE ASSIS-

TANCE OF THE PACIFIC

COAST MUSICAL REVIEW
THE FOLLOWING
VALUABLE PRIZES

A KNABE GRAND PIANO WORTH $1,575.00

A SCHOLARSHIP WITH A LEADING
TEACHER OR MUSIC SCHOOL WORTH
FROM $100.00 to $500.00

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INCLUDING
PIANOS, VIOLINS, CELLOS, OR BAND
INSTRUMENTS, WORTH FROM $50 to $500.00

TALKING MACHINES, WORTH FROM
$50.00 to $300.00

SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH THE ANGLO-
CALIFORNIA TRUST CO. OF FROM

$50.00 to $500.00

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE GRAND OPERA
SEASON TO BE GIVEN IN SEPTEMBER UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO
OPERA ASSOCIATION FOR 1923, AND UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF GAETANO MEROLA AT
THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM,

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF ALFRED
HERTZ.

SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF SAN
FRANCISCO, FOUNDED BY ELIAS HECHT.
SEASON TICKETS FOR THE CONCERTS OF
DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS, UNDER THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF SELBY OPPENHEIMER.

NOTICE—ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY AS PRIZES WILL BE PURCHASED
FROM THE FOLLOWING MUSIC HOUSES:
WILEY B. ALLEN CO., BALDWIN PIANO CO.,

KOHLER & CHASE AND SHERMAN, CLAY & CO.

MAKE YOUR SUMMER MONTHS PAY AND START THE
NEW SEASON RIGHT BY PARTICIPATING IN THE
PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW'S SUBSCRIPTION
CONTEST.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRESS CONTEST
EDITOR, PACIFIC COAST MUSICAL REVIEW, 801

KOHLER & CHASE BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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OPERA TO HAVE LARGEST STAGE IN AMERICA

The largest grand opera stage in America—this is tlie

distinction that the San Francisco Opera season is to

have when this city opens its initial season of 'home

opera' September 2Gth at the Exposition Auditorium.

This is the outstanding accomplishment in the re-ar-

rangement of the auditorium effected under the direc-

tion of Gaetano Merola, producing director ot the San

Francisco Opera Association.

"The auditorium stage is to be extended 77 feet out

into the main seating arena," said Merola. "This brings

the footlights to within twenty-flve feet of the balcony,

and the stage is so designed that every balcony seat

will be equally as good as any other seat in the house

for both seeing and hearing the opera. The stage will

have a total area of approximately 7500 square feet,

ample, according to Merola, to afford the greatest possi-

ble flexibility ot staging arrangements. In creating

these changes in the auditorium the opera association

has paid the price of reducing the seating capacity of

the building by more than half.

"We were anxious first of all that San Francisco's

grand opera should be presented under the best possible

conditions." said Merola. "We wanted every one to both

see and hear the opera to the best advantage. The de-

velopment of the plans assures us that this objective

has now been attained."

Armando Agnini, stage director for the Metropolitan

who arrived here last week to assume charge of the

staging of the San Francisco season is elated over the

opportunity that the auditorium stage plan affords for

beautiful productions and unusual lighting effects. He
has actively assumed charge of his part in the opera

undertaking. With the opening of the season less than

two weeks off the management of the association ex-

pects to see the demand tor tickets now attain a new
high record. The sale is being conducted from Sher-

man, Clay & Co. The eight operas to be given and the

principals in each are:

Wednesday Evening, September 26, La Boheme— Mar-

tinelli, Gandolti, Didur, D'Angelo, Ananian, Mario,

Young.
Thursday Evening. September 27, Andrea Chenier

—

Gigli, De Luca, Didur, Paltrinieri, D'Angelo, Ananian,

Saroya, Fernada, .Johnstone, Lazelle.

Saturday Aftenioon, Seprtember 29. II Tabarro. Suor

Angelica, Gianni Schicchi-Tokatyan, De Luca, Dudur,

Paltrinieri. D'Angelo, Ananian, Saroya, Fernada, Epton,

Lazelle. Young.
Monday Evening, October 1, Meflstofele—Gigli, Didur,

Paltrinieri, Saroya, Fernada, Johnstone.
Tuesday Evening, October 2, Tosca—Martinelli, De

Luca, D'Angelo, Paltrinieri, Sananian, Saroya, John-

stone.
Thursday Evening, October 4, Romeo and Juliet

—

Gigli, De Luca, Didur, D'Angelo. Ananian, Paltrinieri,

Mario, Fernanda, Johnstone.
Saturday Afternoon, October 6. I'Pagliacci—Martinel-

li. Le Luca. Gandolfl. Paltrinieri. Mario; Gianni Schic-

chi—Tokatyan, De Luca, Paltrinieri, Ananian, D'Angelo,

Epton, Fernada.
Monday Evening. October 8, Rigoletto—Gigli, De Luca,

Didur, D'Angelo, Paltrinieri, Mario, Fernada.

is entirely to those inclined to the higher order of music.

A large number ot resident artists and musicians who
have been Interviewed have postponed decision as to

the nature and extent of their participation in this

Musical Blue Book of California. The time has now
come for them to act, and all who are to be numbered
among this contingent should immediately communicate
with the management. Comunication should be address-

ed to Musical Review Company, at either Suite 801

Kohler & Chase Building, San Francisco, or Suite 610,

80S South Broadway, Los Angeles.
If a representative of the Musical Blue Book of Cali-

fornia has not called upon you do not delay, but com-
municate at once with the management of either of the
above addresses. This is an herculean task, and it is

well nigh impossible to interview every interested per-

son. You can co-operate decidely by taking the initia-

tive, without waiting for the arrival of a representative
of the publication. Not only is the Musical Blue Book
of California to be a remarkable publication: it is also

througout a plea for the resident artists and musicians
of the State—a powerful exponent of their accomplish-
ments, past, present and future. It is your pleasure
to be represented in this volume and more—it is your
duty. DO IT NOW.

MUSICAL BLUE BOOK OF CALIFORNIA

Advices from our Southern California headquarters
at Los Angeles, where the activities on the Musical Blue
Book of California have been concentrated recently, un-

der the direction of our business manager, C. C. Emer-
son, are to the effect that as the work ot interviewing

the musicians and artists of Calitronia in behalf of this

enterprise proceeds the forthcoming volume assumes
greater proportions, in keeping with the splendid inter-

est and support accorded.
As originally planned this, the first state-wide ex-

pression of music in California, was a stupendous under-

taking, but as the musical public has gradually realized

the book's magnitude in importance to the resident mu-
sicians and artists ot the state, appreciation of the time,

money and effort being expended by the Musical Review
Company in compiling and publishing the volume has
been manifested to a high degree and assumed propor-

tions that call for other features to be added to the work.
With a proper understanding of the Musical Blue

Book of California on the part of the musical public

has come the patronage which asures its success. In

view ot the fact that so many attempts at this task

have failed, it has not been altogether easy to convince
the public that the Musical Review Company will short-

ly accomplish that which has never been witnessed
anywhere in the world, and produce a combined direc-

tory, biography and reference volume, for a State.

But the hardest part ot the work has been completed.
Thousands have been interviewed, and an enormous
registration has been secured. Many are yet to be call-

ed upon as the eleventh hour of the undertaking ap-

proaches. At this time more than tour hundred, includ-

ing leading artists, managers, pedogogues, composers,
musical colleges, music houses and musical organiza-
tions in general have placed the seal of approval upon
this publication by contracting for artist cards and
announcements, and hundreds of others have signified

their intention to become patrons of the Musical Blue
Book of California.

Any resident musician or artist of California has but
to understand the nature of the Musical Blue Book of
California to appreciate the fact that it is something
that has been long awaited in this state. It is not a
society book, it is not a "who's who in the musical
world," it is not a mere directory, it is not a mere bi-

ography. It is a state-wide expression in music, combin-
ing a directory, biography, classification and reference
text. Throughout it is a most democratic institution,

but that does not mean it is not exclusive. There are
numerous much-to-be-desired eliminations. The appeal

LOS ANGELES PERSONALS

Cornelia Rider-Possart, internationally famed concert
pianiste only recently returned from an extensive con-

cert tour in Holland and Germany. This forceful artist

appeared in Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, Weimar, and
many other cities, receiving worthy comment by the
press. It will long be remembered by those who heard
Mme. Rider-Possart play at the Hollywood Bowl this

summer as one ot the seasons musical treats. Before
leaving Los Angeles to begin another tour of this coun-
try and Europe Mme. Possart will be heard as soloist

with the Los Angeles Chamber Music Society, on No-
vember 9th.

Montgomery Lynch who is the musical director as

well as stage director ot the mammoth production of

The Wayfarer, has the distinction ot being director of

the Temple Chorus in Seattle. This chorus, composed
of one hundred and fifty selected voices, some having
been pupils of Mr. Lynch for years, produces oratorios,

cantatas, opera, recently performing the pageant "Ameri-
canus" which was written by Mr. Lynch for this organ-
ization. This versatile musician has been a singer for

many years, having appeared in concert as a boy so-

prano and later in grand opera, concert and oratorio.

With Mrs. Lynch, who by the way is conceded to be
one of the greatest women organists of the world, Mr.
Lynch directed The Wayfarer in Columbus, using the
$50,000 organ which was erected especially for this pro-

duction. Knowing of the past successes of this capable
producer. Los Angeles and vicinity are thrilled with
the magnitude and splendor with which this colossal
performance is being given at the Coliseum from Sep-
tember 8th to the 15th.

Viola Ellis whose lovely contralto voice has attracted
much attention in Los Angeles, will be heard in the role

of Amneris in the "Aida" production at the Hollywood
Bowl. September 20th and 22nd. Her appearance in an
operatic role will be looked forward to with pleasure
by the many admirers of her glorious voice.

Lawrence Tibbetts, baritone of distinction and widely
acclaimed for his artistry, deserves much credit for the
entertaining programs which were presented during the
Chautauqua Assembly at the Pacific Palisades this sum-
mer. It was through his untiring efforts that the best
talent available in Southern California was procured.
After a brief and well eai'ned rest in Red Rock Canyon
Mr. Tibbetts expects to leave tor New York City to pre-

pare tor his debut at the Metropolitan Opera House.

Clarence Eddy, dean of American organists and head
of the organ department of the Chicago Musical College
has been visiting friends in Los Angeles for a few days
before going to San Francisco where he will give re-

citals at the Bohemian Grove and the Civic Auditorium.
It is the desire of many local musicians to hear this re-

nowned master of the organ in recital on one of Los
Angeles' magnificent instruments before he leaves the
Coast to resume his duties in Chicago.

Dr. Frances A. Mangan, pianist, composer, and peda-
gogue, recently from Chicago, announces the opening
of the Euterpean Camerata Studios, a school of musical
arts, on September 5th in the Southern California Music
Company Building, Among Dr. Mangan's former teach-
ers are the world-tamed Mme. Careno, Dr. Ziegfeld. Dr.
Falk and Dr. Felix Borowski. An extensive course ot
instruction which will embrace all branches of music
education will be supervised by Dr. Mangan personally,
including repertoire, analysis, interpretation, coaching
for concert and accompanying. Dr. Mangan's school will

be a welcome addition to the Los Angeles Music colony.

Mme. Melani A«tro for many years a most successful
teacher ot the vocal art both in Europe and New York,
has opened her studio in the Southern California Music
Company's Building where she is enrolling pupils for
the ensuing year's work. Mme. Astro adds to a clear un-
derstanding of the voice, by way ot her own ability to

interpret song, many years of research work with the
leading masters of Europe. As evidence ot the sincere
interest she takes in her duties as a pedagogue. Mme.
Astro has offered complimentary scholarships to deserv-
ing and earnest students. Anita Prevost of New York,
a former pupil ot Mme. Astro, will arrive soon to com-
plete her studies with this distinguished teacher pre-
paratory to filling a European opera engagement.

News has just been given out by Manager Arthur ot
the West Coast Theaters Inc., that Adolf Tandler has
been appointed musical director at the Criterion The-
ater. This theater, heretofore known as the Kinema
Theater, now being rebuilt, will be known after Oct-
ober 1, as the Criterion. Mr. Tandler will haven an en-
semble of picked players and will give high-class pro-

grams. His many friends will be sincerely pleased to

have this charming artist again in their midst. They
will also be glad to know that Mr. Tandler's daughter,
now convalescing in a Swiss sanitarium, is progressing
well, so that Mrs. Tandler may soon join her husband
in their old home community.

Gladyce Garwick, young talented organist, pianist
and accompanist came recently to join the Los Ange-
les musical colony. She is a graduate of Drake Univer-
sity in Des Moines, Iowa, where she had considerable
experience. Miss Garwick is assisting at the piano for

The Wayfarer cast rehearsals and will play one of the
concert grand pianos in conjunction with the band of

one hundred pieces at the Coliseum from September 8th

to 15th.

Samuel Glass, manager-director ot the nationally

famed Orpheus Four, announces a busy season for this

popular quartette. It is always interesting to know
the personnel of any organization and especially one
composed ot such artists as H. M. Dudley, bass; V. A.

Campbell, baritone; P. E. Adams, tenor; and Sam Glass,

tenor. These men have traveled extensively, giving

pleasure to many thousands. The name of Orpheus Four
on a program always insures high class entertainment
and pure tonal harmony.

Fannie McKinney Hughey, originator ot the color

music series for children, and author ot several well-

known publications on music for children, has come to

California to demonstrate her work. She is now asso-

ciated with the Gordon School, 2065 Highland Avenue
in Hollywood, and Los Angeles is welcoming this most i

charming woman and brilliant educator as a great asset

to its musical world. She has been acclaimed in New
York and throughout the east as an epoch maker hi

musical education.

Abbie Norton Jamison, well-known teacher ot piano
and harmony, has just completed her summer piano
Normal Classes at the University ot Southern Califor-

nia. Her juvenile department is arousing much interest

and the joyous, playful, yet systematic method used in

her studio instills an enthusiastic love ot work which
produces exceptional results in her pupils. This busy
teacher has opened a studio in Santa Monica where she

will have a class in piano and harmony one day each
week.

Florence MIddaugh the charming and much beloved
contralto, spent two weeks in Denver with her parents
prior to September 1st when she left tor Carmel-by-the-
Sea in company with Miss Ruth Will Ebbs. Miss Mid-
daugh was a member ot the Palisades quartette which
had such a busy summer at Santa Monica, singing fif-

teen programs during the Chautauqua Assembly. On her

return, this noted singer and teacher will open her

new residence studio, the date to be announced later.

Southern California Music Company's building, the

new eight-story structure at 805-808 South Broadway
had its formal opening on September 5th. This building

described as the last word in architectural construction,

is devoted entirely to music. The lower floors are occu-

pied by sales and display rooms for various musical In-

struments and the executive offices, while the sixth,

seventh and eighth floors are given over to music stu-

dios. A large auditorium on the top floor will be used
for recitals and concerts. Music was furnished during
the hours of I'eception by Abe Lyman's .'Vmhassador Or-

chestra and other artists of note.

The Louise Gude Studios are planning an innovation i

in the form of Sunday afternoon musicals to be held '

in the recital hall of the Southern California Music
Company Building. These affairs will be introduced in

September by local artists of repute, largely represen-
tative of the above mentioned studios, and we pre-

dict the establishment of a splendid precedent in these

monthly musicals.

Frederick North, master of the ait of singing and
tamed tor his pupils who have made good in recital

and opera in this country and Europe, presented some
of his artistic pupils informally in a studio recital on

the evening of September 5th. Haygood Ardis, baritone,

and C. Howard Paxton, tenor participated on the pro-

gram.

Ellis Rhodes has recently accepted the position as

director ot music and tenor soloist in the Immanuel Pres-

byterian Church. He has been attending the Yeatman
Griffith master-class this summer, this, coupled with

the mention of some ot his former teachers. Herbert
Witherspoon. Issadore Lucktson. Emerich, Mule and
Vreda assures us that Mr. Rhodes is especially well

fitted for the place of prominence which he holds among
the foremost pedagogues in Southern California. During
the past two years Mr. Rhodes has been director ami
coach of the Orange County Choral Union which pro-

duced a number of operas and oratorios among which
were Robin Hood and Carmen and The Messiah. Prior

to coming to Southern California to make his home Mr.

Rhodes was vocal soloist with Ruth St. Denis on her

tours of this country.

Florence Minot, pupil and assistant of Contsance Bal-

four, appeared with marked success before the Sorop-
tomist Club recently.
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SAN FRANCISCO
i CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Reopens on TueNilay. Septemlier II

F:nr«ll \oh: Fillmore HIIS

JULIUS GOLD
VKH.IMST—TIIKORIST—TEACHKK

Telenhune Franklin 4S7:;

For TerniN AddresN K-l<{ lluMh Street

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.VRITO.M!; — V(

l.tI4 Leaven

'ICE CULTIKK
h .Mnie. Schoen-
lethoU

SAX FR.WCISCO

GRAND OPERA
Kipht :>laniiitoth l*ro(lueti«>nH

KxpoHllion Auditorium

Wednesdaylept". 26 to Oct. 8
( .N'on-Consecutlve Performances!
n UKLD-S GREATEST STARS

California Chorus of 150
Orchestra From Symphony

Ballet of 40

GAETASO MEROLA
General Director
REPERTOIRE

Wed. Eve Sept. 2«—La Boheme
(Puccini) — Martinelli. Gandolfi.
Didur. Mario, etc.

ThurH. Eve., Sept. 27—Andrea Che-
Dler (Giordano) — Gigli. DeLuca,
Didur. Saroya. Fernanda, etc.

Sat. Aft., Sept. 2»—XI Tabarro-Suor
.\neeIlea-Glnnni Schlcchl (Puc-
cini) — Tokatyan, DeLuca. Didur.
Saroya. Fernanda, etc.

Mon. Eve., Oct. 1—Meflstofele (Boito)
Gigli. Didur, Saroya, Fernanda,

TueH.' Eve., Oct. 2—Tosea (Puccini)—Martinelli, DeLuca, Saroya, etc.
Thurn. Eve., Oct. 4— Romeo and

Juliet (Gounod) in French—Gigli,
DeLuca, Didur, Mario, Fernanda,

Sat. Aft., Oct. II—I'PaellaccI (Leon-
cavallo)—Martinelli. DeLuca, Gan-
dolfi, Mario, etc.

and Gianni Schlcchl (Puccini) —
Tokatyan, Fernanda, etc.
Mon. Eve., Oct. X—RIeoletto (Verdi)
—Gigli, DeLuca, Didur, Mario,
Fernanda, etc.

.SEATS SOW OX SALE
At Sherman. Clay & Company

Scale of Prlcea
l^ntire Lower Floor »4.00
liress Circle (first five rows up-

Ktairs) Center Section 4.0I»
-^ide Section 3.00
Dalcony »1.00 to S.IMI

Government tax of 10% extra
Selbr r. Oppenbelmer

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY

rhnne Herkeley KimA.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

110.% Kohler & C'baae Bid. Tel. Sutter 73KT

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITIOX

Studio, e03-«O4 KOHLER & CH.4SE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

Madame Charles Poolter—Soprano
Voice Culture, Piano

Reiildenc
Oakla

LIzetta Kalova Violinist
AV-IIL.ABLE FOR CONCERTS

Studion: 114» Hl|);h Court, Berkeley;
Heine Bide.. San Franclaco

Telephone B KII42-J

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
irilE .SAN" I'R.WCISCO ll.WK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth, 1S6S.

One of the Oldest Banks In t:a1ifornla.
the Assets of which have never been increased
by thergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28

Deposits 82,455,685.28

Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800,000.00

Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and Zlst Streets

PARK-PRE^IDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7(h Ave.
HAIGHT STREET BRANCH HaiEhl and Belvedere Slreeis

WEST PORTAL BRANCH. West Portal Ave. and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (4'4)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN

LEILA B. GRAVES
I.VRIC SOPRANO—VtUCE CCLTl'RE
Available for Concerts and Recitals

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park lUJ

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
I'reparatory Teacher for

Mrs. Noah Brandt
211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore l.'i

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
PI\NO

Stndloi lOOS Kohler A Chaae Bide
Pbnne Kearnr 54.%4

Joseph George Jacobson

MR.I Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S4a

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU
Opera Comlque. Farln

Studio: :{107 Wniihlnetoo Street
Phone Flllronre 1)^7

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
CONTR.\LT<>

Teacher of SlnBlng. 32 Lorelta Ave, Pled-
mont. Tel. Piedmont :<»!. Mon., Kohler «
rhnwe Bldg.. s. F. Telephone Kearny .MM.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Noah Brandt, Plan

Mary Coonan McCrea HELEN COLBURN HEATH
TEACHER OF SINGING

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Anno nncea the opening; of her nenr Resl-
dence Studlo. Clark Apt«.. Apt. 26—13W
Hyde St., San Francisco. Phone Prospect

Kohler & Chase Bldg.

MME
Voice Cult
nnlldlnir.

ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

are. Suite "C» Kohler « Cbaae
Telephone Kearny M.%4.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MART'S CATHEDRAI^

PtsBO Department. HaiillB S«ho*l
Oivan >D4i Piano. Arrlllasa Mnalcal Colles*

Temple En
cert and Church Work. Vocal Inntmc-
tloD. 2H39 Clay St^ Phone Weat 48»0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER
ARTISTIC PIA>0 INSTRUCTION
Studio: 11H)9 Kohler & ChOKe Bldg.

Telephone Kearny MM
Ren. Tel. Bayvievr 4104

EVA GARCIA
CO.VCERT PIANIST. ACCOMP.ANIST

\\n TEACHER
Studio: 41»e Piedmont Ave. Tel. Pled. 27.10.

Residence; 41.'',2 Howe St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. .1492

MARY CARR MOORE SONGS
Iliveller In My Dreams ITnBorel Medium
SonB of a Faun (Fay A an Nordent Soprano

Pub. WESLEY « F.nSTER

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ

and 121 21at AtCh Tel Pae. 1284

RUTH DEGNAN
PUPIL OF GIACOMO AND MME.

MINKOWSKI
TEACHI5R OF VOICE

S42N Pine St. Tel. West 7013

SIGMUND ANKER
.\nnounceN the openlnis; of hlM new

RKSII>F,\Cr. \IOLI\ STl'DIO
Saturday. .Vu^UMt 11. 1023

:Ut2 fiough Street Near Cheatnol

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutte r Street Phone Douglas 268

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2.321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER

2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose .\v., Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Pacific 4219

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
J832 Jackson Street Phone West 457

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 1347

ANDRE FERRIER

1470 Washington S t. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave, Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 64B4

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore 1131

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

Res. Address, 2602 California S4.
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A Trelv Gresit

Artiste

Viola Ellis as

"Amneris" the Princess

in

"Aida"

A Trialy Great
lestreimiieet

Presented at

Hollywood Bowl,

Los Angeles

Sept. 20-22, 1923

A Trbute from a Leading Operatic Luminary!

'M'lOLA ELLIS, Dramatic Contralto, of New
4tJ York, engaged to sing "A m n e r i s," tlie

Egyptian Princess in \'er(Ii's I)eaiitifnl opera

"Aida," willingly shares honors with the STARR
PIANO—her faithful aide in all rehearsal work.

Says Miss Ellis: "I have used the ST.ARR
PIANO in all of my home study for this difficult

role of "Amneris." Its assistance was indi.spens-

able and the beauty of its deep, ringing tone ; it<

ease of action certainly endeared it to me as a

wonderful studio instrument for the professional

musician. 1 look forward to using the STARR
exclusively this winter in New York in prepara-

tion for further engagements in Operatic work.

It is truly a remarkable and splendid instru-

ment."

Miss Ellis has further expressed her artistic

commendation of Starr products, by consenting

to record her wonderful voice on CENNETT
Phonograph records during the coming winter in

our New York laboratories.

Insist that your dealer show you the STARR!

630 SOUTH HILL STREET
Los Angeles

SAN FRANCISCO

180 New Momiitgomery Street

PORTLAND BRANCH
22 Nortlh Temtlh Street
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MEROLA IS READY FOR GRAND OPERA SEASON L. A. PHILHARMONIC ANNOUNCES NEW SEASON

By the Time This Issue of the Pacific Coast Musical Review Is in the Opening Concerts to Take Place October 19th and 20th—Fourteen Pairs
Hands of Its Subscribers, Artists, Orchestra, Chorus and Stage of Regular Symphony Concerts and Twelve Popular Concerts to

Equipment Will Be Ready for Brilliant Opening of the Be Given in Los Angeles—Many Distinguished Soloists
Season—Financial and Artistic Success Assured to Appear During a Most Brilliant Season

BY ALFRED METZGER BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

San Francisco is ready to welcome the

debut of the San Francisco Opera Asso-
ciation at the Exposition Auditorium on
Wednesday evening September 26th.

Gaetano Merola, with that foresight and
thoroughness which has characterized

every enterprise he has been associated
with, is ready to begin. By the time this

paper will reach its readers around the

Bay cities practically all the disting-

uished artists, some of whom come di-

rectly from Europe, will be awaiting
their appearance and chorus, orchestra
and stage equipment will be ready to

complete the ensemble.

The enterprise ;;» of special interest

to resident artists inasmuch as it rep-

resents a step forward in the recogni-

tion of able and well equipped artists

who make their home among us. The
fact that such artists are placed on a par
with the visiting artists of distinction,

and are given the same opportunities
and the same dignified introduction, rep-

resents an invaluable progressive action

in the proper encouragement of artists

of merit, no matter where they may live.

It will be found that these resident art-

ists will make an excellent artistic show-
ing in the most distinguished company.
We shall now proceed to quote a few

statements made by Mr. Merola and in-

tended specially for a last moment re-

minder;

With the assembling of the Metropoli-
tan stars here, the joint rehearsals of

the chorus, the ballet, and the stars, the
pre-opera season of the San Francisco
Opera Association is rapidly drawing to

a close. The opening night is Wednes-
day, September 26, when the association
makes its debut with the presentation of

La Boheme. The working staff of Gae-
tano Merola. the director for the season,
is now complete. He has with him now
Wilfred Pelletfer and Giacomo Spadoni,
conductors of the Metropolitan, who will

also be the conductors of San Francisco's
season. Both have a wide reputation for

their accomplishments in their respec-

tive fields.

Armando Agnini, stage director of the
Metropolitan has also assumed full

charge of his phase of the opera produc-
tions. Agnini has made his reputation
through the artistic productions and
stage lighting effects of the Metropolitan.
Merola assures the public that Agnini
•will do as much for the eight operas to

be given here. Adamo Didur, Queena
Mario, and Bianca Saroya, Metropolitan
stars, have already arrived. Others are
scheduled to be here before the close
of the week. These, together with Fer-
nanda of the Chicago Grand Opera Com-
pany, Johnstone, Lazelle. Anna Young,
and Epton, are holding daily rehearsals
under the supervision of Merola.
Much comment has been made on the

work of the California chorus composed
of l.iO voices, which for the past five or

six months has been brought by Arturo
Casiglia. chorus master, from the ama-
teur stage to that of the professional.
Merola feels that the chorus work of this

group of California girls and young men
will be one of the impressive accomplish-
ments of the San Francisco Opera Asso-
ciation. The work on the stage and seat-

ing arrangements is going rapidly for-

ward. Merola reports. Much interest
has been aroused over his announcement
that the stage of the exposition auditor-
ium is to be extended so that the foot-

lights will be within twenty-five feet of
tli^" first row of the balcony.

Seats on the lower floor are to be
elevated and cushioned. This together
with the reduction of the area of the
first floor of the auditorium will do much
to improve the acoustics of the building
and add to the enjoyment of the produc-
tions. Owing to the great demand for
tickets, the management has announced
that two special Saturday night operas
will be given. These will be La Bolieme
on September 29th. and Mefistofele on
October 6th. Within the next few days,
Merola is expecting the arrival of Mar-
tinelli, De Lucca, and the rest of the
Metropolitan stars who are to have the
leading roles. These have been rehears-
ing their roles in the east and immed-

LOS ANGELES, September 17.—Or-
chestrally the Los Angeles music season
promises to be of more fascinating va-

riety and higher quality than in the past
year. Announcements made by the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra indeed promise con-
spicuous progress on the highway of art.

Conductor Walter Henry Rothwell has
returned from his vacation, and as I no-
ticed the other day during a brief chat
he is finely tanned. Carmel-by-the-Sea
evidently has lured him a good deal out-
of-doors. He is now busy making arrange-
ments for the season. There will be but
few changes in the personnel and these
may be mentioned to better advantage
in the course of the interview.

CH.4iHnER MUSIC SOCIKTV OF S.\!V FRAXCISCO

eft to Rlerbt—Walter Ferner. Louik Ford, LouIh Perninger

lately on arrival here will Jump into the
work of rehearsing with the chorus and
other principals.

The operas to be given, and the prin-

cipals in each are:

Wednesday Evening, September 26th,

La Boheme-^Martinelli, Gandolfi. Didur,

D'Angelo. Ananian, Mario. Young.

Thursday Evening. September 27th.

Andrea Chenier—Gigli. De Lucca. Didur.

Paltrinieri, D'Angelo. Ananian. Saroya,
Fernanda, Johnstone, Lazelle.

Saturday Afternoon, September 29th,

II Tabarro—Suor Angelica, Gianni Schi-

cchi-Tokatyan, De Lucca, Didur, Paltrin-

ieri, D'Angelo, Ananian, Saroya, Fernan-
do, Epton. Lazelle. Young.

Saturday Evening, September 29th. La
Boheme—Martinelli. Gandolfi, Didur. D'-

Angelo, Ananian, Mario, Young.

Monday Evening. October 1st, Mefisto-

fele—Gigli. Didur. Paltrinieri, Saroya,

Fernanda. Johnstone.

Tuesday Evening, October 2nd. Tosca
—Martinelli, De Lucca. D'Angelo, Pal-

trinieri. Ananian, Saroya, Johnstone.

tContinued on I iige 7. Col. 2i

lOllas Heeht

There have, however, been notable ac-

quisitions to the playing ensemble of the
orchestra. Alfred Brain, the new first

horn, is an Englishman, who has been
identified with the New York Philhar-
monic orchestra since coming to this

country. Alexander Roman, of the first

violin section, was formerly concert mas-
ter of the Imperial Orchestra of Mos-
cow and has been with the Eastman Or-

chestra, of Rochester, in this country.
Fritz Gaillard was formerly first chair

violoncellist with Mengelberg's Orches-
tra at Amsterdam. While Benjamine
Klatzkin, the new first trumpet, formerly
held a like position with the Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra.

Rehearsals will begin in the early part

of October with the opening dates set

for October 19-20. Friday afternoon and
Saturday evening. Mr. Rothwell is de-

bating with himself, so to speak, what
to offer as the opening concert. He men-
tioned Beethoven's Seventh Symphony
and possibly Till Eulenspiegel by Strauss

as two of the program numbers. Alto-

gether there will be fourteen pairs of

symphony concerts and twelve Sunday

afternoon concerts, besides school chil-

drens concerts and performances at San
Diego, Pasadena, Santa Barbara, River-
side, Redlands, Ontario, Claremont. Long
Beach. Anaheim, Orange, Santa Monica,
Santa Ana and other Southern Califor-
nia cities.

Solo engagements form a brilliant fea-
ture of the season. We will hear with the
orchestra: Claire Dux. soprano: Olga
Samaroff, pianist: Albert Spalding, violin-

ist; Sophie Braslau, contralto;. Sylvain
Noack. violinist; Pablo Casals, cellist;

Erno Dohnanyi, pianist ; Helen Tesch-
ner Tas. violinist; Rudolf Ganz. pianist:

and Joseph Schwarz. baritone. Rudolf
Ganz, who is now conductor of the St.

Louis symphony, and with success, will

also wield the baton. If I am not mis-
taken, he has studied directing with Mr.
Rothwell.
Perhaps Mr. Dohnanyi could be in-

duced to direct one of his own compo-
sitions. Both his D minor symphony and
on orchestral suite are ranked among the
worth while contemporary works. Which
reminds me to quote here from the fol-

der issue by the orchestra a partial list

of works from which programs for the
season 1923-24 will be chosen. This list

mentions:
Bach-Mahler—Suite : Beethoven—Sym-

phony No. 4: Beethoven—Ouverture No.
3 Leonore; Berlioz—Symphony, Harold
in Italy; Bizet—Suite No. 3, Roma;
Bleyle— Flagellantenzug ; Bloch—Trois
Poems Juifs; Brahms—Symphony No. 4
E Minor; Brahms—Variations on a
theme by Haydn: Bruneau—Preludes L'-

Ouragan: Carpenter—Adventures in a
Perambulator: Chausson—Le Tempete;
Debussy—La Mer; D'Indy—Istar; D'ln-

dy—Trilogie; Dukas—Polyeucte: Enes-
co—Rapsodie Roumaine; Glazounow

—

Symphony No. 6: Hadley—The Culprit
Fay: Liszt—Mazeppa; Mahler—Symph-
ony No. 1; Mozart-Haffner—Serenade;
Mozart—Concerto for Flute and Harp;
Rachmaninoff—Toteninsel; Rachmaninoff
—Symphony E Minor: Ravel—Ma Mere
L'oye : Rimsky-Korsakow—Ouverture on
Russian Themes; Florent Schmitt—Mus-
iques de Plein Air; Schubert—Rosamun-
de Ouverture; Schumann—Ouverture
Manfred: Sibelius—Symphony No. 1;

Sibelius—Pelleas and Melisande; Sme-
tana — Ouverture to Bartered Bride;
Strauss—Till Eulenspiegel; Strauss

—

Liebesscene aus, Feuersnot; Taneiew

—

Suite Op. 9; Wagner—Prelude to Parsi-
fal; Wagner—Feuerzauber from Die Wal-
kure; Wassilenko—Le Jardin de la Mort;
Spelman—Symphonic Poem. Christ and
Jhe Blind Man: Wagner—Bacchanaie
from Tannhauser (Paris Version); Cas-
ella—Italian Pantasie; Stravinsky—The
Firebird ; Stravinsky—Rag-Time ; Elliott

Schenk—Withered Garden, and Albert
Elkus—Symphonic Poem Greek Tragedy.

Apropos, as printed in the official syl-

labus by the orchestra management sev-
eral compositions listed, are marked as
not having been heard here before, which
is erroneous. But this only by the way,
as the list given is very interesting. Sur-
prising it is. however, that Mr. Rothwell
should ignore entirely the British com-
posers, especially the younger ones who
have won genuine recognition, such as
Bax. Hoist. Goossens. Vaughn Williams.
Also Elgar has been neglected, to men-
tion only one older English music maker.
The eastern orchestras have played their
works and one hopes to make their ac-

quaintance here. The folder referred to

(Continued on Page 7. Col. 2)
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TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

CALIFORNIA'S MUSICAL HISTORY

With tlie closing chapter of the musical his-

tory published in last week's issue of the Pacific

Coast Musical Review the introductory remarks
of the book were concluded. Owing to the

crowded condition of the paper resulting from
special numbers recjuired by our Los Angeles
office, certain important items concerning San
Francisco's musical activities had to be omitted.

In order to make room for these we shall omit
the installment of the Musical History this week
anil shall begin the actual enumeration of facts

anil anecdotes in the next issue. The first

chapter will relate to conditions in San Fran-
cisco during the year 1849. Some of our readers

inform us that we should publish a larger pa-

per, but this would be ruinous, unless we re-

ceived, as so often stated, the united support of

the profession to an e.xtent where a large edi-

tion of this paper is possible THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR. We continually solicit this sup-

])ort and we are gradually obtaining it.

ALFRED METZGER.

ALL READY FOR THE OPERA SEASON

Next Wednesday evening the San Francisco

' ipora Association, of which Gaetano Merola is

the general director, will have an opportunity

to show to the people of San Francisco what
can be done in the way of organizing, training,

preparing and presenting an operatic organiza-

tion of metropolitan calibre under capable sup-

ervision from artistic material of which a few
])rincipal artists are imported and the major
portion of the organization has been selected

from this city. Even the scenery stage ecjuip-

nient and seating arrangements have been de-

'i:..;ned and constructed by resident artisans. The
I'acific Coast Musical Review is not for a mo-
ment in doubt as to the result. It will unques-

tionably be a complete artistic and financial suc-

.'\nd .since it is so difficult to obtain universal

ap])roval, adequate appreciation and proper sup-

port when things are still in an embryonic

state, and since wdien success crowns an effort

dozens of people rush to the front seeking credit

for something which someone else had already

thought out for them, we feel inclined to bestow

credit upon the man who originally planned a

permanent opera organization for San Francis-

co, who at personal financial sacrifice proved

that his ideas are possible of execution, and who.

notwithstanding the rebuff received, again came

to the fore to continue his tremendous efforts in

behalf of San Francisco's operatic aspirations.
There may be some who either through envy, or
selfish motives or imaginary grievances may not
be willing to recognize in Mr. Merola the force
that has been responsible from the beginning for

the success of this great enterprise, but we feel

sure that these are in the small minoritv.

It is not our intention to ignore the dozens
of enthusiastic ladies and gentlemen who saw the
possibilities of this great undertaking and who
worked shoulder to shoulder with Mr. Merola
in the attainment of the highest results. The
names of every one of these associates of Mr.
Merola are found in the list of officers and mem-
bers of the San Francisco Opera Association.
But this article does not deal with co-operation
and with the efforts of the members of a body
of people sufficiently intelligent and artistically

sensitive to realize the great benefit their com-
munity is bound to derive from a permanent op-
eratic organization on a par with the leading
opera communities in the world. We are rather

constrained to restrict our attention to the one
mind and individual who first conceived the
idea, endeavored to bring it to fruitful results

against disheartening conditions and finally

through patience, perseverance, ability and hard,
tedious labor succeeded in seeing his dreams
come true.

That indi\idual is Gaetano Merola. Our con-
fidence in him was strengthened when we noted
the splendid productions of open-air opera at

Stanford University Stadium last summer. When
it was possible to attract thousands of people
thirty-two miles from this city and induce them
to suffer great inconveniences in the matter of

train schedules (early departure from home and
late arrival after the performance) without
arousing the impatience of the multitude, Mr.
Merola proved that he is a man of his word and
that he is competent to keep his promises no mat-
ter how e.xtravagant they might sound in the

beginning. And on the strength of this convic-

tion we supported him last Spring as being the

only one among several intending to give San
Francisco an opera season this fall whose plans
were feasible and whose word may be trusted.

And after the curtain will ring up at the E.xpo-

sition Auditorium next Wednesday evening, our
judgment will be fully vindicated. Of this we
feel certain.

For the first time in the history of music in

San Francisco our resident artists will receive

dignified recognition in large numbers. Walter
Oesterreicher, orchestra manager of the San
Francisco Symphony, assures us that every one
of the members of the large orchestra are select-

ed from members of the symphony orchestra.

The chorus consists mainly of young San Fran-

cisco vocalists, some of them well known in pro-

fessional circles, some of them trained just for

this purpose, but all of them possessing fine,

fresh, ringing voices and an enthusiasm that will

thrill the audience, for we have attended some
of the rehearsals and know how splendid they

sing. There will be several minor roles inter-

preted by some of our best equipped young art-

ists, and we feel certain that Mr. Merola will be

praised for his judgment in selection.

Much stress has been laid upon the fact that

resident artists are to receive recognition. And
no doubt many di-sgruntled persons will be dis-

satisfied with the results, because not more art-

ists have been selected from here. But such peo-

ple are unreasonable and selfish, looking upon
their own personal interests rather than upon
the musical welfare of the community at large.

Since the Pacific Coast Musical Review has be-

gun this campaign for the recognition of resident

artists much progress has been made in securing

more respect and more appreciation of our better

musicians. But none is so far reaching as this

opera season. For, our artists will be heard in

association with leading singers from the Metro-

politan Opera House, the greatest institution of

its kind in the world. The experience in study-

ing this repertoire of splendid works, and the

practical knowledge obtained in actually appear-

ing in a dignified and strictly professional per-

formance, and the advantage to be derived from
singing together with artists of distinction, can-
not be counted in dollars and cents. IF NOT
ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CHO-
RUS, OR INTERPRETORS OF MINOR
ROLES, WHO ARE NOT PROFESSION-
ALS, WERE TO RECEIVE ONE CENT OF
MONEY. THh:Y STILL WOULD UK IN-
DEBTED TfJ MR. MEROLA FOR THE
PRACTICAL l':XI'ERIENCE AND KNOWL-
EDIiE THEY OBTAINED. In luin.pe those
seeking honors on the operatic stage first have
to pay. then must sing for nothing ff)r a long
period either in the chorus or in minor roles and
only after proving themselves thoroughly com-
])etent do they begin to earn small remuneration.
The training the chorus and interpretors of mi-
nor roles received from Mr. Merola and his assis-

tants are worth far more than the ordinary sal-

aries |jaid for the services they will render.

SIX GREAT CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERTS

Chamber Music Society of San Francisco Inaugurates
Seacon 1923-24—Great Demand For Bookings

Throughout Pacific Coast

By ALFRED METZGER
The Chamber Music Society of San Prancisco will

begin the eighth season of its brilliant progressive suc-

cess on Tuesday evening. October, 30. It is gratifying
to linow that on ths occasion Horace Britt. the dis-

tinguished cello virtuoso and ensemble player, who
contributed so much to the artistic ensemble of tiie

organization during his residence in this city, will be
the guest artist The Chamber Muse Society of San
Francisco is identified with the community's proudest
musical achievements and thanl(s to its splendid artis-

tic successes away from home, in the East as well as
in Honolulu, it has attained the great satisfaction to

be the only organization ever achieving successes
abroad. -while at the same time calling San Francisco
its home.
Whenever we record a new season of the Chamber

Music Society of San Francisco we fee! obl'ged to refer

to Elias Hecht who. during many years of d scouraging
pioneer work, contributed much of his time and treasure
to the establishment of this institution which, side by
side with the symphony orchestra, is securing for this

city an artistic reputation throughout the musical
world. It has long been linown that San Francisco was
an opera-loving community, but among serious mu-
sicians the love for symphony and chamber music real-

ly stamps the mus'cal status of a city. And San Fran-
cisco is now counted among the music centers of the
country, thanks to such institutions as the symphony
and orchestra and the chamber music society.

The Pacific Coast Musical Review studiously refrains

from making comparisons, and for this reason we have
always spoken of the society's efforts upon the basis

that it has established for itself the right to be re-

garded from its own standpoint. But there is no ob-

jection to saying that among the ensemble organiza-

tions we know the Chamber Music Society of San
Francisco need not be ashamed to make itself heard.
Louis Persinger, director and first viol'n. Louis Ford,
second violin, Nathan Firestone, viola. Walter Ferner,
cello, and Elias Hecht. flutist, have reason to regard
their growth and recognition with pride and gratifica-

t'on which may well be shared by the music lovers of

San Francisco who have given their support and en-

couragement to these able musicians
The Chamber Music Society of San Francisco is a

striking example of the standard maintained by resi-

dent artists and of the contention of this paper that
we have among us just as able artists as those who
visit us occasionally. The fact that L. E. Behymer of

Los Angeles has become sufficiently enthusiastic to

include this organization among the bookings in ois

wide and splendid territory is further evidence that

resident artists are recognized the moment their repu-

tation is sufficiently established to demand serious at-

tention Within a short time we shall be enabled to

publish the programs as well as the list of guest artists

to be presented by the Chamber Music Society this

season, and it will be found that the six concerts Justify

sufficient patronage to crowd every event to the doors.

During last season the average attendance was more
than one thousand at each concert. This year it would
be a splendid thing if San Francisco could furnish 1500

people at each chamber music concert. This would,
indeed, make a stir in the musical world, and the so-

ciety is deserving of such triumph. Let San Francisco

which can send 10.000 people to a symphony concert
under the auspices of the city, overtop this record and
send 1500 people to every one of its six chamber music
concerts. It is something worth trying to do.

Aileen Feally, a well known young pianist, who has
established for herself a reputation in California, prior

to her departure for the East where she is continuing

her musical education, is meeting with well deserved

success. She is studying with Maria Carreras. who at

her debut in New York last season created somewhat
of a sensation among the staid music critics and mu-
sical public of the metropolis. Of course Mme Carreras

had already established tor herself a reputation as one
of the foremost piano virtuosi before this New York
debut, but nevertheless it is adding to her prestige

to have conquered the Gotham people.
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MARY GARDEN'S POPULARITY

Mary Garden is a level-headed, practital, all-around-

seeing woman witli a wonderful [oise. Notwithstand-

ing her sw ft rise to tame and the comet-like brilliancy

of her sweeping orbit across the operatic horizon she
never lost her spiritual balance, never became a victim

of that dread and much-to-be-apprehended disease at-

tacking certain successful prima donnas, the "swell-

head." Her phenomenal, well-n gh incredible success

as an immediately established prime favorite among
the tens upon tens of thousands she has appeared be-

fore, which might have turned the head of a singer

less oppulently talented and less philosophic, left her

as it found her—the charming, amiable, modest, good

natured being whose sp rit of camaraderie showed it-

self wherever she came into contact with congenial

people, whether socially powerful or not.

The ballet, chorus and stage- hands in all opera

houses adore her. and with very good reason. She gives

herself no airs, practices no condescensions Indeed,

she is kind, helpful and compan enable beyond bel et

She has a kind word tor every one, advice and sugges-

tion, tlie gift of an ornnment, a flower, some coveted

article of costume, and systematically, money, wherever

her luminous eyes (with a keenly attentive and alert

brain behind them) espied the need or the wish. In-

deed, she takes pa ns to interest herself in their in-

terests.

And so IMiss Garden, w'th a hint of the red-gold of

the sunset-tinted clouds in her hair, a Hebe-like creature

adored by swarming ii usic levers, duster.ng before the

footl gilts and crowdl.ig every opera house to its very

doors, is the Goddess as we.l, of a small army of ad-

mirers beh'nd tl-e cr mson, spieening curtams. the

coryphees, chorus men and women, and supernumer-

aries of tlie opera.

Miss Garden wil be heard in a single rec'tal in San
Francisco at the Audito-ium o.i Sunday afternoon Oc-

tober 21, under the m-nifement of Selby C. Oppen-

heinier She brings to the concert stage all the charm,

orignality and un que poise which has made her the

world's most popular operatic queen.

[Editorial Note—Lest some of our friends might sus-

pect us of otiier than professional interest in IMary

Garden we hasten to testify that the above sentiments

were contributed to this paper.]

ALICE SECKELS CONCERTS POPULAR

The Concerts "de lux" 'n the Alice Seckels Matinee

Series, now in their fourth year at the Ballroom of the

St. Francis Hotel, are attracting for the coming season,

even greater attention than ever before. From pres-

ent ind'cations. the limited capacity of the beautiful

ballroom will long before the first event of the series

be subscribed to its limit, and space for s'ngle events

will be difhcult to secure. Through the Selby C. Oppen-
heimer ofBce. which directs the bookings for this pop-

ular series. Miss Seckels has secured a far more at-

tractive list of artists for the coming season than has

so far been presented, each and every name in the list

of s'X celebr'ties to appear being one of international

fame. Starting with the only recital to be given in San
Francisco this season by Queena Mario, the popular star

of the New York Metropolitan and San Francisco Grand
Opera Companies, on Monday afternoon. October 22.

will come in rapid succession recitals by the eminent

Russian pian'st, .losef Lhevinne on Monday afternoon,

November 19; Elena Gerhardt, internationally famous
"lieder" singer on Monday afternoon. December 17;

The Griffes Group on Monday afternoon, January 14;

Renato Zarelli, the Metropolitan's famous baritone on

Monday afternoon. March 24; and Ferenc Vecsey, the

newest of the world's violinistic sensations on Mon-
day afternoon, April 14.

Subscriptions to the Seckels Series are now being re-

ceived by the management at Room 309 Foxcroft Build-

ing. 68 Post Street, or at Sherman, Clay and Company.

IVIUNICIPAL ORGAN RECITALS

Marshall W. Giselman. the young San Francisco

organist who has not been heard here for some time,

will hold the console of the great municipal organ at

the Exposition Auditorium this Sunday afternoon at 3

o'clock. Supervisor J Emmet Hayden, cha'rman of

the Auditorium Committee, announces that this wilt be

the final Sunday afternoon recital of the seasnn, as the

coming bookings at the Auditorium preclude a con-

tinuance of the popular affairs.

Giselman, who studied for eight years in London, has

a splendd command of the instrument and his playing

will be listened to with great interest by his many
friends and the public generally. He will be assisted

by Miss Violet Silver, violinist, whom he will accom-
pany on the organ.
As is usual, there will be no admission tee, no re-

served seats and the public will be welcome. The com-
plete program is as follows: Andante Cantabile
(Tschaikowsky) ; To the Evening Star, from Tann-
hauser (by request) (Wagner); Valse Triete (Sibelius);

Violin Solos (a) Orientale (by request) (Cui). (bi

Ober tass (Mazurka) (Wieniawski), Miss Violet Silver;

Prelude to Parsifal (Wagner); I'll Sing Thee Songs of

Araby (transcribed by Edwin Lemare) (Clay); Fin-

landia (Sibelius).

CHARLES HART
PIANIST-TEACHER
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SAN JOSE. Cai.. Sept. IS.—Starting October 12 with
the incomparable Matzenauer. the bright luminary of

the operatic stage, the San Jose Musical Association
offers a program of six super- attractions, to be pre-

sented in the Morris E. Dailey Memorial auditorium of

the Teachers' college this winter. The association,
headed by Dr. Charles M. Richards, president of the
Richards' Choral Club and leader of the well known
Elks' orchestra, is a non-profit organization, formed
with the object of furnishing music lovers of San Jose
and vicinity with the best the concert and operatic stage
have to offer. Season tickets are now on sale at Sher-
man. Clay and Company, where Miss Marian Ives, asso-
ciation business manager, is in charge. Miss Ives is

equipped with all information relative to the course.
Madame Matzenauer will be accompanied by Mr.

George Vause. who will also be heard in a piano group.
Mr. Vause accompanied Matzenauer on her tour of ^he
coast last season and received some highly compli-
mentary press notices in all of the large cities. He is

an assistant in the studio of Frank La Forge. The
other attractions of the course with their dates of pres-
entat'on. follow: Efrem Zimbalist, violinist. Novem-
ber 9; San Franc'sco Symphony Orchestra, January
17; San Francisco Chamber Music Society, February
14; Harold Bauer, pianist, March 21: and Reinald War-
renrath, baritone, April 27.

M'ss Marjory Marckres Fisher, violinist, is leaving
on October 9 for an indefinite stay in New York where
she will pursue her study under the direction of New
York's most famous masters. Miss Fisher plans to re-

main a time in Chicago where she will study with Cecil
Burleigh. Before leaving. Miss Fisher will present one of
her pupils, Miss Esther Talbot, in recital.

Walter Keller, master organist, will give a recital
Tuesday evening at the First Methodist Church, spon-
sored by the local chapter of the American Guild of
Organsts. This concert marks the opening of the
musical season in San Jose. In addition to selec-
tions from the older organ masters he will present some
of the newer compositions, featuring to some extent
the writings of American composers. In this connec-
tion it is said that there is a strong movement on foot
among the players of the day to perform the compo-
sitions of American composers, instructing the pub-
lic in the fact that Amer'can composers are writing
some of the best music of the present age.

Keller will play the always-young Prelude in B minor,
by Bach. Dudley Buck, the eminent American, will be
represented. A brilliant Toccata by Barnes will be
presented. Bartlett will also be represented by a num-
ber, and Keller will play one of his own compostions.
As a composer he has received wide recognition by
members of his own craft. Following is the program in
full: Allegretto Maestoso-Adagio (from Sonata I)

(Wrightson); Prelude in B Minor (Bach); Barcarolle
(Bollinger); On The Coast: Dash H-'gh, Roaring Surf
(Buck); Cradle Song (Bartlett); Morning (Keller);
Transcription on Onward Christian Soldiers (Whit-
ney) Contrasts (Brownie); Tocatta (Barnes).

The following members of the class of 1923 of the
Conservatory of the College of the Pacific have ac-
cepted positions for the coming year: Miss Helen Bar-
ber will be in Thornton; Miss Dorothy Bresse in Red-
wood City; Miss Mary King in Pittsburg; Miss Jean
Madsen in Salinas; Mss Eleanor Short also in Salinas;
Miss Ethel Rand in Downey; Miss Agnes Ward in Wat-
sonville; Miss Bonnylee Stewart in San Diego, and Mr.
Russell Bodley will be at the College of the Pacific.

Miss Esther Talbot, violin-'st and artist pupil of Miss
Marjorie Marckres Fisher, will be presented in recital
Thursday evening at the Centella M. E. Church. Miss
Talbot will give a program of viola and violin numbers,
assisted by her teacher, Miss Fisher, and M'ss Cath-
erine Scorsur, pianist. An interesting feature of the
recital will be the prominence given to the viola, a
beaut'ful instrument that is seldom heard on the con-
cert stage as a solo instrument, being associated almost
exclusively with ensemble work. Miss Talbot has been
making a special study of this instrument and will play
a group of viola solos as well as the viola part to a
Mozart Trio in which she will have the ass'stance of
Miss Fisher and M'ss Scorsur. A group of violin solos
will conclude the program which will also include piano
solos by Miss Scorsur. who was heard in recital a
few months ago. one of the features being the play-
ing of one of her own compositions. Miss Scorsur is

a pupil of Miss Maude Caldwell.

Juanita Tennyson, coloratura soprano, is leaving
early in October for New York to spend the winter
season in study. One of our mcst gifted singers, she
will be greatly missed. For several years Mrs. Tenny-
son has been the soloist at First Church of Christ Scien-
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t'st, San Jose. Perhaps the majority of San Joseans
know her best for her yearly participation in the Elks'
Christmas operas, on which occasions her beautiful
voice has contributed largely to the great success o:

these affairs. Before leaving for New York Mrs. Tenny^
son will be heard in concert a week from Friday. Sep.
tember 28. in the rose room of the St. James Hotel.
Her artistry and individual style have already won
distinguished place for her among California singers.
Mrs. Ida Sedgwick Pogson. pianist and accompanist,
will assist Mrs. Tennyson at her recital next week.

The Young Women's Christian Association is plan-
ning a series of concerts, the first of which is to be
of a sacred nature, given by John B. Seifert, lyric ten-
or, of the University of Oregon. Mr. Seifert come west
from Pittsburgh and became the teacher of voice in the
University of Oregon, where his ever increasing pop-
ularity has made him the leading soloist in the state.
This initial concert will be given in the First Presby-
terian Church on Sunday evening, September 23.

ART OF SINGING WITH MABEL RIEGELMAN

After having been approached a number of times by
ambitious students who were desirous to benefit
through the art and practical experience which Mabel
Riegelman has gained during the course of her success-
ful career, and during her studies with leading vocal
authorifes. and having, on account of her professional
duties and other activities, been unable to gratify the
wishes of 'these aspiring artists. Miss Riegelman has
finally been prevailed upon to arrange her professional
plans in a manner to permit her to devote herself ex-
clusvely to teaching during the ensuing season.
Every naturally endowed and experienced artist who

posesses. like Miss Riegelman, the gift to impart knowl-
edge, has something of value to offer that no one else
can give in exactly the same way. Every artist of
distinction has personal experiences which no other
art-st has been able to accumulate. The greater the
opportunity to study with world renowned authorities
and the wider the practical experience the more will
such artist be able to impart to those seeking her assis-
tance as a teacher.
During her wide and triumphant artistic experience

Miss R'egelman has acquired a thorough knowledge of
the art of Mozart singing, that is to say the foundation
of what is known as bel canto. She has been able to
thoroughly acquire fundamental knowledge of breath-
ing, phrasing, diction, tone production, and last but not
least. STYLE, and owing to her patience she is able
to transmit her knowledge to everyone with a natural
voice and with sufficient intelligence to grasp her ex-
planations. The opportunity to study with an artist
I-ke Miss Riegelman is only too rare to be dismissed
without being taken advantage of.

Virginia Reed has been added to the faculty of the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music as ass'stant to
M^ss Lacour-Torrup in the dance department. Miss
Reed has appeared professionally throughout the state
enjoying great success wherever she has performed.
She has been a pupil of Miss Torrup's and in her in-
struction will carry out Miss Torrup's ideas. Miss Reed
will also prepare the pupils for Miss Torrup's advanced

I
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Assisting Artists:
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Ethel Leginska, Pianist
Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30th

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 20th

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 29th
Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19th

Tuesday Evening, March 25th

Season Seat Sale—Six Concerts—$10.00,

$7.00, $4.00, at 708 Kohl Building,
or Sherman, Clay & Co.

STENGER VIOLINS

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES
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MOISEIVITSCH Friday Matinee, Nov. 9

"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee, Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec. 7

HEIFETZ Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

"1.0SI FAN TUTTE Friday Matinee, Feb. 1

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee, Feb. 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee, Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee, March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee, March 28
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PACIFIC MUSICAL SOCIETY

Mrs. William Henry Banks. President of the Pacific

Musical Society, announces the following program to be
given next Monday evening, September 24th at 8:30,

at the Fairmont Hotel Ball Room: Sonata in G major.
(Guillaume Lekeu), Edouard Deru. violinist. Beatrice
Anthony, pianist; Ah! Rendimi (Mitrame) (Rossi);

Lehn deine Wang an meine Wang (Jensen) ; Danish
Folk Song (August Enna) ; A Memory (Rudolph Ganz)

;

When your dear hands (La Forge), Lillian Hoffmeyer
Heyer, vocalist. Hendrik Gjerdrum at the piano; Aria
on the G string (Bach); Minuet (Mozart); Berceuse
(Faure); Tempo Martiale (Pugnani-Kreisler), Edouard
Deru, violinist, Beatrice Anthony at the piano. This
will be the opening concert of the season and the mem-
bers may expect a rare treat with each program, as

Mrs. Banks is devoting her entire time to the engaging
of artists whose work will appeal to tlie most critical

assemblage.

MARIE HUGHES
MACOUARRIE

WARFIELD THEATRE ORCHESTRA

MUNICIPAL SYMPHONY CONCERTS

Music lovers and the public generally are taking a

great interest in the second series of popular concerts
by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred

Hertz, conductor, to be given under the direction of

the City and County of San Francisco at the Expo-
sition Auditorium, on Wednesday evening, October
31, and Tuesday evenings, December 11, January 15.

February 5. and March 11. Vocal and instrumental
soloists of international reputation will appear at each
concert and Chairman J. Emmet Hayden of the Audi-

torium Committee of the Board of Supervisors, direct-

ing the affairs, announce that the demand tor season
seats is very large at Sherman. Clay and Company's.
Prices for a single concert, on account of the immense
seating capacity of the Auditorium, range from twenty-
five cents to one dollar, while for the season tickets

for the five concerts may be secured for the price of

four.

IDA SCOTT'S FORTNIGHTLY SERIES

Interest in The Fortnightlys, the series of atte

concerts under the management of Miss Ida Scott, con-

tinues to grow. Students of music are finding the an-

nouncement of the programs particularly engaging.

The plan to make a special feature of modern inter-

national compositions gives promise of the greatest

educational value. Many of the selections will be new
to San Franc'sco audiences, and, by following the con-

certs on their proper progression one will acquire a

splendid idea of comparative musical contrasts. This

feature, supplemented by lectures by Ray C. B. Brown,
Henry Eichheim and Louise Van Ogle, all acknowledged
musical authorities, will round out a un'que season.

Mr. Brown will speak on "Internationalism in Music";
Mr. Eichheim on "Oriental Music" and Louise Van Ogle
on "Modern Russian Music."
The first concert scheduled for October first will be,

very properly, an American program, with the Cham-
ber Music Society of San Francisco as interpreters.

The program will be made up of the following num-
bers: Theme and variation for flute and strings (Beach)
Deer Dance (SkiltonI: Serenade G major, for string

quartette (Sowerby); Quartette opus 23. C major, for

strings and piano (Footel with Louis Persinger at the

piano, and the Audeau Quartette (Domenico Bresica).

This last number will prove of spec'al interest to San
Franciscans as Mr. Brescia is a resident composer.

ELWYN CONCERT BUREAU SERIES

The Elwyn Concert Bureau announces a series of ten

concerts at the Curran Theatre for the current season.

The course will be known as the Elwyn Artist Series

and will alternate with Friday afternoons with the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra concerts, except the

openng attraction which will be a joint recital by Mme.
Margaret Matzenauer and Clarence Whitehill.

The other nine cardinal attractions will appear al-

ternate Friday matinees in the order named: Benno
Moiseivitsch. pianist, Mozart's Opera Comique Impres-

ario, Quartet of Victor Artists. Olive Kline soprano, El-

sie Baker, contralto, Lambert Murphy, tenor. Royal

|[Attractive Music Studio For Rent Mornings
605 Heine Building

408 STOCKTON ST., SAN FRANCISCO
Call or Phone Douglas 5013

Between 3 and 4

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACI NG—COAC HING

Studio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

Dadmun, baritone. Jascha Heifetz. violinist. Mozart's
Opera Comique "Cosi fan tutte", Moriz Rosenthal, pian-

ist. Maria Ivogun, coloratura soprano, Mario Chamlee,
leading tenor Metropolitan Opera House and Reinald
Werrenwrath. favorite baritone.

ALCAZAR THEATRE

The twelfth week of Topsy and Eva with the Duncan
Sisters in their star characterizations begins at the
Alcazar with the matinee September 23rd. and on that

night the UOth performance will be celebrated. Indi-

vidual hits are scored by nearly every member of the
superb cast supporting the Duncans in this entrancing
bit of musical comedy suggested by "Uncle Tom's Cab-
in." The Duncans contribute most of the fun but com-
edy roles are also in the hands of Netta Sunderland
and R. Burnett Pell. The dancing of Harriet Hoctor
has endeared her to all local theatre goers, and Basil

Ruysdael's rendit'on of "Uncle Tom" and his wonderful
voice has won for him new popularity in the West.

Topsy and Eva is in three acts with a dozen singing

and dancing numbers and the chorus of thirty has been
selected from young girls of the San Francisco Bay
District. Scenery and costumes have all been made
here, and will be used in New York.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 met No. 10623 ii.

Yokohama in September,

1922. (exact date unknown).

It came about this way. One morn-

ing early in the month, one Leon

Lang of San Francisco found in his

morning mail this telegram: "Ship

first steamer No. 10778 zinc-lined

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has etrange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even
he does not observe. He
will noticp instantly the

most minute variation in

its musiral quality, but
the mechanical and the

siruftural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

him.
I have just passed

through an experience

with the two most

er came into

came from Kohl
see them in Sn

able instruments that

Knowing that one of tl;

1 have made it a poini

on my way to New York en route fi

the Orient, where for the past year 1 h:

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months'

tour in South America (1 was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 from their New
York store. When we sailed for the

Orient, Mr. Godowsky considered it ad-

visable to add a second piano, knowing
the extreme difficulties of climate and
transportation. This one (No. 10778) was
shipped from San Francisco. It was a

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what
must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling ease was so badly battered

that the traDsportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same time No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
although they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same
hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold
of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic
punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through
all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways
of the Oriental do not believe that the history of
music records the equal of this unique lour, or the
ovations accorded this great artist in these music-
hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the
two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over
the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless
coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in
boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.
Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as
perfect mechanically and structurally, as
clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as
perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of
resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope I was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-
ships, but' no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-
furmunce. If I had made these two
Knabes I should feel very proud. Inci-
dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
to his piano tuner the

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or
another practically every great

pianist of our day.

Who, with rare consideration, com
privilege of telling his own story.

Godowsky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again

—

but as he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-
thing more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or
any other artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

I found him in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the
Orient because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the
unusual consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer
the most remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidentally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not specially made), one from the New York warerooms
and one from the Kohler & Chase store in San Fran

KOHLER* Cr *CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

KNABE AMPICO

REQUESTS FOR EXTRA SYMPHONY CONCERTS

In addition to its regular Curran Tlieatre series of
tliirty-four concerts, the San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, of which Alfred Hertz is the director, will give
almost an equal number of extra concerts in San Fran-
cisco and the bay region during the coming season.
In fact, Secretary-Manager A. W. Widenham reports
that more requests tor concerts have been received
than can possibly be granted. Arrangements are now
being made tor ten evening and three children's con-
certs in Oakland, four at the University of California
in Berkeley, one each in San Jose and Stanford Uni-
versity, and four children's concerts in San Francisco.
To these must be added the series of live evening Pop-
ular Concerts in the Exposition Auditorium given under
the auspices of the Auditorium Committee of the Board
of Supervisors.

The first concert of the season will be given in the
Curran Theatre Friday afternoon, October 19, and Mr.
Hertz is now busy studying his many new scores in
preparation for the first rehearsal on October 1. The
box office at Sherman, Clay and Company, where the
sale of season tickets is being held, is now flnishing
the filling of all ticket orders on hand, and reports that
requests tor seats are still being received in large num-
bers.

ELWYN-WOLFSOHN CONCERT BUREAUS

The Elwyn Concert Bureau, directly affiliated with
the Wolfsohn Mus'cal Bureau, New York, has recently
opened offices in the Phelan building. The Wolfsohn
Bureau is the oldest and largest organization of its

kind in Amerca, and the Elwyn Bureau's coast connec-
tion with western offices at Portland, Los Angeles and
San Francisco assures the west of direct services in
the distribution of Wolfsohn artists. It is truly an
imposing list includng Heifetz, Rosenthal, Ivogun, Mat-
zenauer, Whitehill, Moiseivitsch, Werrenrath. Cham-
lee, Dux, Spalding, Quartet of Victor Artists, Olive
Kline, Elsie Baker. Lambert Murphy, Royal Dadmun,
Scphie Braslau, Edward Johnson, Marie Tiffany, Olga
Samaroff, Hans Kindler, New York String Quartet,
and many others on the Wolfsohn list who will be heard
next

LICHENSTEIN'S SYMPHONY-LOGUES

That there has been a keen desire on the part of
music lovers for a clearer knowledge of the Symphony
is being proven by the insistent demand for tickets for
Victor Lichenstein's Series of Symphony Logues. These
talks on the programs preceding each Friday Symphony
concert, as given under the direction of Alfred Hertz,
will take place at eleven o'clock on the Friday mornings
of Symphony day at Sorosis Club and will last one
hour. Miss Seckels. under whose management the en-
lightening Series will be given, has had several people
remark that now they would secure a season ticket
for the San Francisco Symphony concerts' since they
would know after each lecture "what it was all about."
Miss Seckels feels that many who say they are "not
musical" or "don't understand music" will be reached
and given a new musical understanding through Mr.
Lichenstein's valuable and inspiring Symphonic talks.
No one better equipped to give these instructive morn-
ings could have been chosen than Victor Lichenstein
who has served in the capacity of music critic, official

lecturer of the St. Louis Symphony Society, and who
is himself a violinist a'nd conductor. The professional
musicians are availing themselves of these talks which
will cover the programs in a most interesting manner.

Tickets for the series are made purposely low to
attract students as well as the concert goer, and may
be obtained at the Symphony box office at Sherman,
Clay and Company or from Miss Seckels at her office

in the Foxcroft building, Douglas 7267.

LAWRENCE STRAUSS' SONG RECITAL

Lawrence Strauss, whose popularity in the field of
concert is ever on the increase, will present the first

song recital of the Season on Tuesday evening. October
9, in the Italian Room of tlie Hotel St. Francis under
Miss Seckel's management. He needs no introduction
to music lovers. Each season more attention is focused
on his activities and every appearance is looked for-

ward to with keen anticipation by a public in whose
esteem he is held and now firmly entrenched. His
programs are always scholarly and unhackneyed. He
will sing on this occasion several songs which have
never been sung in San Francisco. These are from the
pen of Grovlez, Milhaud, Bliss, Bax and Goosens. All
men with vital meaeages whose works are making a
profound impression.

In addition Mr. Strauss will present songs by Ravel,
Pierne. Richard Strauss, and a new song by our Cali-

fornian, Antonio De Grass', whose publications G.
Schirmer finds greatly in demand. Fold Song arrange-
ments by Cecil Sharpe and Negro melodies set by
Burleigh will round out a program which will be of in-

tense interest to musicians.

Miss Mukle will be welcomed by a large following,
for there is no more inspiring cellist before the pub-
lic. Miss Mukle will play a unmber of her own arrange-
ments of noted solo numbei-s, the Allegro Spiritoso
of Senaille and an unpublished Allemande by Lully.

Miss Mukel will give with Miss Ellen Edwards, Eng-
lish pianist the beautiful Suite in E of Valentlni which
is in four movements and for her playing of this in

Europe she has received glowing criticisms. Miss Mu-
kle is now playing at the famous Pittsfield Festival
and will leave shortly tor San Francisco.
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An Artist of Distinct Personality

MABEL RIEGELMAN
Opera and Concert Soprano

Announces that she has arranged her professional plans in a manner to permit her to devote the entire season to instruction in

THE ART OF SINGING ^^JclH^'

Those wishing to take advantage of this opportunity should address: Dorothy Brooks. Secretary, 485 California St.. San Francisco, California

CLARENCE EDDY'S UNEQUIVOCAL SUCCESS

Eminent American Organ Virtuoso, With Hotlier

Wismer as Assisting Artist, Gives Excellent

Program at Exposition Auditorium

By ALFRED METZGER
The readers of the Pacific Coast Musical Review

must know by ths t.me our attitude toward Clarence

Eddy, the distinguished organ virtuoso, who has gained

fame at home and abroad, and whose long residence in

San Francisco justifies us to consider him with the in-

terest due a fellow citizen. We have always regretted

that Mr. Eddy's sojourn among us was not taken more
advantage of by those in charge of our public musical

activities. And we are gratified to know that Emmet
Hayden. chairman of the Auditorium Committee of the

Board of Supervisors, and so intimately identified with

the interest taken in music by the present administra-

tion, has been far sighted and enterprising enough to

utilize Mr. Eddy's brief sojourn in our city this sum-
mer to have him preside at the municipal organ.

And the record audence of more than four thousand
people as well as the persistent enthusiasm and ap-

plause that punctuated the interpretation of the pro-

gram should make Mr. Hayden feel gratified to have
followed his inclination. We trust that next time Mr.

Eddy comes here he will be able to give a series of

concerts so that his genius may be admred by many
thousands of people more than heard him this time.

Technically as well as musically Mr. Eddy represents
the last word in organ virtuosity. He furthermore
understands the mood of his audiences, and is not
afraid to mingle with his regard for high art and classic-

ism a litle condescension to the taste of those v/ho are

inclined to enjoy the lighter phase of musical literature.

And thus his programs possess a breeziness and variety

wliich no other organ programs we come across possess
qute to that big extent.

Mr. Eddy furthermore inclines to introduce new works
by modern writers, and with a courtesy that represents
the essence of professional chivalry he accompanies the
introduction of the new works on his program with
complimentary remarks regarding the composers'
status in the musical world. It is a custom which
raises Mr. Eddy in the estimation of everyone for it

shows him to he an artist free from petty jealousy, free

from envy and willing to regard his colleagues from
the- standpoint of tolerance and admiration.

.\s usual Mr. Eddy played with an enthusiasm and a

love for his instrument which accentuates his virtu-

osity. As always his pedal work 'was brilliant and
smooth. His manipulation of the stops judicious and
artistic as well as tasteful. His phrasing was char-

acterized by musicianship and refinement of artistry

and his use of the organ emblematic of the bigness for

which the instrument stands as a king among semi-
mechanical expression. Whatever Mr. Eddy is not able

to extract from the organ simply does not exist in that
instrument.
Hother Wismer contributed a Romance by Max Bruch

and a group of short violin solos and delighted his

hearers with his seriousness of expression and the un-

questionable sincerity with which he interpreted this

musicianly work. Much enthusiasm rewarded Mr. Wis-
mer for his excellent artistry and he was obliged to

add to his programmed numbers. The entire program
was as follows: The Star Spangled Banner; Hymn of

Glory (Pietro A. Yon): Ave Maria No. 2 (M Enrico
Bossi); Fantasie on the Welsh tune—Twogwyn (New).
(T. J. Morgan). Violin Solo—Romance, Op. 42. in A
minor, with Organ Accompaniment (Max Bruch).
Hother Wismer: In a Monastery Garden (New) (Albert
W, Ketelby) : Melody (General Charles G. Dawes); A
Southern Fantasy (New) (Ernest F. Hawkes), (Dedi-
cated to Clarence Eddy), Introducing The Suanee River.
My Old Kentucky Home. Old Black Joe, Dixie, and My
Maryland: Russian Boatmen's Song (by request)
(Anon), (Arranged by Clarence Eddy): Bohemesque
(New) (William Wolstenholme) ; Violin Solos— (a)

Slavonic Dance in C minor (Dvorak-Kreisler), (b) The
Hunt (Cardier), (c) Adagio, Op. 145. Spohr), Hother
Wismer; Dawn (New) (Cyril .lenkins). The Lost Chord
(by request) (Arthur Sullivan), (Arranged by Clarence
Eddy); Marche Heroique (New) (Horace F. Watling).

GRAND OPERA
(Continued from Pari- 1. Col. 2)

Thursday Evening. October 4th. Ro-
meo and Juliet—Gigli. De Lucca. Didur,
D'Angelo. Ananian, Paltrinieri. Mario.
Fernanda, Johnstone.

LOS ANGELES SYMPHONY
CONCERTS

(Continued fiom Page 1. Col, 4)

makes especial mention of "American
composers particularly have been recog-
nized and encouraged by the rendition
of many compositions from their pens."
This is putting the case rather euphon-
iously. However we hope to hear more
yet, for instance from CJilbert, Schelling,
Chadwick. Hill, Foote, Kaun, Griffes,

MacDowell, Converse, Loeffler, Stillman
Kelly for instance, if suggestions in the
instance of above partial list be in order,
as most of them have been so far over-
looked entirely. I feel, that due acknowl-
edgement must be accorded to that most
generous of music patrons whose liber-

ality continues to make possible orches-
tra concerts on such magnificent scale.

LIAX govi.;rnmh\'i

abelln Curl I'lan

Alma Birmingham, the ambitious and unusually gifted
young pianist, formerly of San Francisco, now of Chi-

cago, has gone to Europe several months ago and is

now studying at the Conservatoire Araericaine, located

in the famous Fontainebleau Castle near Paris. She is

studying piano with Phillipe and Decreus and harmony
aild composition with Mme. Boulanger. In addition
to the studies Miss Birmingham has an opportunity to

hear all the distinguished French artists who appear
at the Conservatoire during the course of the season
and also to associate with some of the leading musical
minds of France. Miss Birmingham is paying her ex-

penses from amounts saved by her own successful ef-

forts as teacher and accompanist and is enjoying her
experiences very much. Prior to her departure Miss
B.rmingham had a very excellent class of students in

Chicago and acted as accompanist to several noted
artists, among them Louis Graveure. She certainly
could not have a better chance to complete her musical
education than is offered her at Fontainebleau.

Mrs. Lillian Birmingham sang with much success at

the President's Assembly in the new Canterbury Hotel
on Thursday evening, September 6. She interpreted a
group of old English songs in the costume of the re-

spective periods in a manner to arouse the enthusiastic

comments of her large and prominent audience. It was
the general concensus of opinion that Mrs. Birming-
ham was never in better voice than on this occasion

and that she sang with much vitality and judicious ex-

pression. She received an ovation. Reginald Travers
of the Players Club has asked Mrs. Birmingham to

participate in the prospective presentation of Gilbert

and Sullivan's Patience essaying the same role in which
she scored such a success at its previous performance.
Mrs. Birmingham, with Miss Imogen Peay as accom-
panist, contemplates a series of recitals during the en-

suing season for which a most artistic repertoire of old

and modern songs has been prepared.

Lincoln S. Batchelder, the talented young pianist and
accompanist, has resumed his numerous activities in

San Francisco, after a period of intensive study in

Chicago and New York with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lhevinne. While in Chicago Mr. Batchelder had the

advantage of receiving daily instruction from Mr.

Lhevinne and Mme. Cora Kieselbach who has studied

with Mr. Lhevinne for the past seven years. Mr.

Batchelder was chosen by Mr. Lhevinne to play in the

repertory classes and at the end of the summer session

was one of the three Lhevinne pupils selected to play

on the public master class program. After finishing the

course in Chicago Mr. Batchelder went on to New York
and continued his intensive study with Mrs. Lhevinne.

The Lhevinnes have taken an unusual interest in this

young artist finding him possessed not only of great

talent ,but with the power of concentration and capacity

for work which is required of every fine artist. Mr.

Batchelder's success has ben established in San Fran-

cisco by reason of his numerous artistic public ap-

pearances both as soloist and accompanist. This season

he will devote more time to public work than formerly,

consequently he has limited his teaching time consider-

ably having enlisted the services of two of the ad-

vanced students who are taking charge of his elemen-
tary pupils. Mr. Batchelder will appear as soloist on
the program of the Pacific Musical Society at the Fair-
mont Hotel on Thursday evening. October 11.

Christine Howells, who has been so successful during
her rapid rise to musical recognition, was married late

in June to Southall R. Pfund, a prominent attorney
of the firm of Pfund and Hutchinson. No doubt her
many friends will Join the Musical Review in extending
their best wishes to Mr. and Mrs. Pfund. The latter

will continue her musical activities and will be heard in

musical functions of both a private and public nature.

Edouard Deru, the distinguished Belgian violin vir-

tuoso, has joined the faculty of the Arrillaga Musical
College where he will preside over an artist class.

Mr. Deru's addition to San Francisco's musical colony
is of inestimable value and it is gratifying to know
that Mr. Arrillaga was farsighted enough to take ad-

vantage of this great opportunity.

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.

Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Ed-tor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.
1. Are middle C and one-lined C the same note?

—

B. L.
Yes.
2. What is meant by the "wonder chord?"—G. H.

The chord of the diminished seventh. This chord is

made up entirely of minor thirds and. like the chromatic
scale, may belong to any key. For this reason it is

extremely useful for modulating and has been styled

the "wonder chord" on account of its manifold utility.

3. What does D. C. S. R. mean?—M. A.

It is the abbreviation of da capo senza replica (from

the beginning without repetition) and denotes a return

to the beginning of a piece, taking it through the second
time, without observing the repeat marks D. C. alone

signifies the same thing, so S. R. is unnecessary.

4. What note does "His" indicate?—U. L. D.

The note B sharp.

5. What is meant by voicing a piano?—M. C.

Voicing is the process of softening or refining the

felt on the hammers at the point where they strike the

strings. If the felt is too hard, the tone becomes harsh
and shrill and can be mellowed by softening the felt.

This is done by picking it with a needle.

Note—There was a typographical error in the answer
to question No. 5 of last week's issue. It should be
Heinrich Schuetz.
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LOS .\NGELES, Sept. 16.—It's no longer sinjply

"Bee" as Manager Behymer's friends call this busy

collector of musical sweetness, but from now on it will

be "Cavaliere" Behymer. Which, by the way, has noth-

ing to do with cavalry and horses, for the only thing

the gentleman rides is the Pegasus, for which the Up-

litters' Club of Los .Angeles recently awarded him a

bronze statuette in reward of his verbal (not only

proverbial) gallantry in a poetic steeplechase. The
"Cavaliere" title came in connection with the bestowal

of the Order of the Crown which Enrico Plana, Consul

of Italy, a few days ago pinned on the impresario's

coat lapel in recognition of his services tor Italian

music and art in this country. This decoration and the

rank of cavaliere is conferred by the Italian govern-

ment on but tew foreigners. "Caval ere" Behymer stands

up well under the procedure, as the picture shows. He
holds the royal decree which says very nice things

about his musicnl act vites here during the past thirty-

odd years. To the right of Consul Plana, is Mme.
Isabella Curl Plana, gifted soprano who by strange in-

cident sang years ago under the Behymer manage-

ment before she toured Europe in concert and opera.

Behymer has indeed done much for Italian music

here. Visits of Mascagni's Orchestra. Ellery's Royal

Italian Band, Creatore's Band, Amelia Galli-Curci,

Tetrazzini, Leoncavallo, conducting his own organiza-

tion, his own compositions and those of his fellows of

Italy; the premieres of "La Boheme" and "Conchta,"

were outstanding events which brought about this

honor.
Concerts given by Italian singers and instrumental-

ists date back as far as the visits of the Del Conte

Opera and the Lombardi Opera companies with the

Metropolitan, which started as early as 1897 in the old

Los Angeles Theater and in Hazard's Pavilion.

One of the big events in Italian musical h'story in

this city was the bringing of the Metropolitan Opera

Company here in 1901, when Enrico Caruso sang the

part of Edgardo in "Lucia." with Mme. Sembrich in the

title role. The first distinguished Italian company of

note was brought from the City of Mexico to present

opera in the old Los Angeles Theater now the Lyceum.

This was the Del Conte Grand Opera Company of Milan,

Italy, which gave for the first time in America Puccini's

remarkable opera, "La Boheme." This was October

14. 1897.

Soon after this. Mr. Behymer brought to this city

tor the first time that veteran of the Italian operatic

stage, Mario Lombardi and his song birds, including

one of the greatest of all Carmens. Collamarinl, beside

Domenico Russo, Emelia Sostegni, Barducci Badarroco,

Politini and other well-known singers.

Apropos. Behymer also holds the insignia of an

Officer of the Academic Francaise which was granted

him by the French government following his manage-
ment of Sarah Bernhardt's tour and for his sponsorship

of noted French artists.

The Sohmcr Piano is built on an iileal-a family

ideal of tonal perfection. And this ideal-mjin-

tained for forty-eight years, has made the

Sohmer one of the world's greatest musical in-

ComflM Fumolim 0/ SuctewW Homes

Los Angeles

Exclusive SOHMER Representatives

Olhrr Pianos refn-sentcd liy liarkrr Brol/ie

imliide the I'oir, Estey and Drambacll

FITZGERALDS-Fot the Adoancemtnl of Mu.

"Uhe

KNABE
---a-aii the choice of a

leading school.
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CALIFORNIA
CHRISTIAN
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Los Angeles r-y, .SPSS^rlK^ ,n

BFrralMDpmiMUsiccQff
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DliAN ARTHUR BRAUE.N) of the California Christian Col-

lege says of the Knabe: "We chose the Knabe because we
believed it to be the most perfect product of the piano maker's

art. Our gratifying experience with it has sus.aiiieil this belief."

Armand Tokatyan, tenor of the Metropolitan Opera,

who will be heard next week dur ng the opera session

at San Francisco, delighted a capacity house at Sym-
phony Hall last Sunday evening. 1 heard Tokatyan s.ng

here about three years ago when 1 happened into the

studio suite of Ruysdal, Tyroler and Charles R. Baker.

Lvery one then agreed on the splendid qualities of h.s

voice, hard to judge to its full beauty owing to the

l.mited space of the room. Circumstances prevented

me from hearing more than the closing numbers of his

recital which, however, justify eastern reviewers when
they speak of combined good singing and good voice

to a rare extent His is an unusually brilliant tenor,

powerfully vibrant in his high notes which shine out

l.ke rays of high voltage, even and well sustained. In

fact this seems a criterion of his singing in all registers,

although the artist seemed to suffer from a slight cold.

He produces his vibrant, clear tones wth pleasing

ease, endows them with a warmth and musical feeling

that is appealing, natural and not a matter of contem-

plation. I understand thalt Tokatyan acts well, too,

so that San Franciscans should be well pleased with

him.

Mr. Tokatyan has a four-year contract with the Metro-

politan. There and at Ravinia Park his appearances in

leading roles during Anima All«gra, Cavalleria Rusti-

cana, -Mme. Butterfly, Romeo and ,Juliet, Tales of Hoff-

man, La Navarraise, Lucia de Lammermoor, etc

,

brought him generous acclaim. Next summer he will

be guest artist at the Opera Comique in Paris and at

Monte Carlo and may spend some time in Germanay,
as the Metropolitan Opera management intends to place

him in Wagnerian ensembles.

Before returning to New York he is to be heard at

the Maine Music Festival in Bangor when he will sing

the title role in Faust. "However I am looking more
than anything else forward to a visit to Egypt. My
father is living there and he is getting old. You see

we are Armenians and the fate of our country is break-

ing his heart," the young tenor (he is hardly more than

t'«venty-seven), remarked as his face saddened.

"We Armenians almost have given up hope. The big

powers are too much interested in obtaining commer-
cial concessions from the Turks. The League of Nations

has tailed to settle the Armenian quest on. We would

have been happy to be a mandate state under one of

the great Allies and establish self-government under
their supervision. Instead now half of Armenia is

under Soviet rule, the other going to pieces under the

pressure of the Turks. The United States could have
solved this question, merely by using their moral in-

fluence. I really doubt whether the government in

Washington realizes how great their moral and political

influence in Europe is. You know ray father was one
of the leaders of the Armenian emancipation move-
ment, against which Sultan Abdul Hamid retaliated with
massacres and wholesale arrests of all the independent
minds in Armenia. My father, too, was arrested. Hun-
dreds of Armenian men who took part in the move-
ment were drowned before the eyes of their fellow

prisoners in the Bosphorus but my father managed to

escape to Bulgaria. That was in 1835. Since then
4 000,000 people of our race have become vict nis of

the Turks," Tokatyan continued with a drastic hori-

zontal gesture of his hand across his throat.

.Mentioning of Bulgaria brought the subject to the

Balkan quest'on, the settlement of which is vital to

Armenians Bulgaria Mr Tokatyan judges from letters

written by countrymen living there will go to war at

the first opportune moment to regain an outlet to the
sea. She wishes to win back Saloniki which the Allies

took from her because of her becoming Germany's
ally- Of course, Rumania wants the same port, for her
ooly approach to the ocean is Varna on the Black Sea

L. E. Behymer
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whicli is now, with tlie Turlcs regaining power, becom-
ing ttie territorial water easily blocked in the Darda-
nelles Serbia and Jugo-Slavs also long for a port in
the j^egean Sea which makes them a third party covet-
ing Saloniki. As for the Greeks they have suffered
a setback of many years during the^r last defeats by
the Turks.

"I am really fearful of another Balkan war. Alto-
gether one does not have to visit Europe long to

realize that the boundaries will need readjustment.
Yes. I have had news regarding the situation in ICgypt.

You know I was brought up in an Italian school at
Cairo Taking everything into account it is for the
best of Egypt and the foreigners living there to retain
British supervision. If all the British troops were with-
drawn the fanatical fellahs, who are the Egypt'an
1 easantry and the Arabs would do what the Turks did
to us in Armenia, murder all the Christians. There arc
very many highly educated natives, men and women, in

Egypt, hut they could not prevent it. Moreover Egypt
w thin, that is to say rolitically, reminds me of Ireland
of a few years ago. Zaglul Pascha, the Egyptian De
Valera. is in the same rosition as the Irish leader
found himself, confronted by political differences with-
in his own party and the country at large."

Grace Wood Jess, the charming singer of old Ameri-
can and foreign folk songs in costume, may well antic'-

rate a more than successful concert tour this tall. The
following cities have been listed for return engage-
ments: Portland, Ore, Medford, Salem, Albany, Ta-
coma, Seattle, Everett, Bellingham and Vancouver from
where she will start on a tour through Canada

Hospitable as always the Zoellner Quartet and Mother
Zoellner played hosts at an informal garden party when
they occupied their summer home in the lovely Tujunga
fcothlls about ten miles from the city. Joseph Zoellner
senior has done wonders with the garden which is well

laid out, running up the slopes of a hillside whence one
can overlook the valley for miles in three directions.

He has built next to tlie comfortable house a little

studio of h"s own There is a pool, hence it was doubly
appropriate when the quartet rendered poetically

Goossens By the Tarn among other selections It was
an unforgettable music hour. The sun had just begun
to set and the evening ouiet, lights blinking in the dis-

tance, made listening in the open all the more de-

lightful. Then followed a feast in "help-yourself-style"

during which the ' hot dogs" tasted all the better,

seasoned by the tinge of the cool evening air and by
good fellowship.

Hans S. Linne. well remembered here as operatic
director, whose operetta. The Beautiful R'val, made a

hit in Berlin, has arrived in New York City, where the
work will be given this season.

Henri Schuiret. for a number of years organ's! at

the B'nai Brith Temrle, died Inst Saturday Mr. Schui-

net was one of the lesser known though distinguished

members of the profess'on. admired by his colleagues

for his thorough musicianship and artistic taste. He
was one of the type of art'sts who lived for their muse
and who eschewed the limelight. With Mr. Schuinet
passes one of the old French musicians, who have done
so much to further the growth of th"s city as a musical
community. His services at the Temple B'nai Brith

were widely admired Organists will be interested to

know that so far no anrointments have been made to

fill the vacancy created by the demise or Mr Schuinet.

It will be a matter of fascinating speculation who may
succeed Mr Schuinet as the B'nai Brith Congregation
has always adhered to high music standards.

Leon Goldwasser, well-known soio violinist and
chambermusic player, tells me that he is planning a

series of tr'o concerts with Mme. D'Aleria. a recent

newcomer, as pianist, and Max Amsterdam as cellist.

Goldwasser is a prominent member of the Prst v'olin

section of the orchestra. Amsterdam sits at the second
cello desk.

Speaking of 'cellist reminds me of Alfred Wallen-

stein who held leading 'cello positions here and in San
Franc'sco. He is sending greetings to his California

friends, whom be has to miss for another year owin?
to a very busv summer season. Wallenstein, who is

solo cellist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, was
featured nine times as soloist during the past season

bv Conductor Stock. Wallenstein also was first 'cellist

during the Ravinia Park opera season, besides filing

a considerable number of recital engagements His

family is living here and they, too, hope to have liini

with them ne> t summer.

John Smalltran. best known to Pacific Coast Musical

Rev'ew Readers, for hs excellent work as director of

the I OS Angeles Oratorio Society, as a recitalist and
teacher of enual success was uniquely honored as

director of music at the First Congregational Church
which since hs advent in this pos't'on boasted being

among the musically leading congregations Mr Small-

man has now been offered by the church a five-year

contract with an option which practically makes this

a permanent engagement in recognifon of his sue-

TN all languages
» and in all coun-
tries it means the
finest piano made

CTTTel.«BIRREL
448 COMPATSTY

Broodwi^y 9/ie Steinway House

cessful work. This happened at a dinner given him
last week by the seventy-five members of the choir.
Rev Dr. Carl S. Patton, presiding. A program was
given after the banquet by artist pupils of Mr. Small-
man. Mary Alice Whipple, soprano, gave a charming
read ng from Puccini's Boheme. Loren Robinson, basso,
showed himself a gifted Mozart singer with an aria
from the Magic Flute. To this were added vocal quartet
selections by Erma de .'Vlott, Helen Esterly, Eunice
Ross, and Rosalia Philii ps, Robert Alter contributed
charming 'cello solos. Mr. Smallman announced that
the chorus would be heard this year in secular pro-
grams of old and newer masters, including a capelli
works, also unaccompanied Russian choruses. Editorial-
ly speaking one can only heartily welcome plans for
concerts of such nature, Los -Angeles is practically
w thout opportunity to liear old Italian or English vocal
music, especially unaccompanied and such concerts
will meet a real need towards round ng out of a truly
metropolitan music life here.

As a compliment to the Mexican residents of Los
Angeles, the Civic Music and Art Association arranged
a band concert at the Plaza last Sunday evenng. This
was the closing event of the celebration of the anniver-
sary of the Mexican independence, and attended by a
large and much appreciative gathering.
"One of the main purposes of the Civic Music and

Art Association is to promote a better community spirit
between native born residents and those of foreign
birth," according to Ben F, Pearson, president of the
association. "Participation in the commun'ty lite by
the foreign-bom requires .American co-operation. This
band concert is the first step in the campaign of the
assoeiafon for the promotion of good will, of better
comradeship and community loyalty through the me-
dium of music '

Arrangements for the concert w^ere in the hands of
Henry C. .Niese, Vice Consul of the Argentine Republic
and chairman of the International Secfon of the as-

sociation, co.operating with Arthur M. Perry, chairman
of the Band and Orchestra section. The Park and
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;infi:, ronipoMl-
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Playground Departments ot the city are cooperating in

the matter o( the use o£ the Plaza and bandstand. . The
program was played by the hand of the Southern Cali-

fornia Edison Company. George Isbell, director. It

featured both American and Mexican patriotic airs.

Mrs. Grace Widney Mabee, president o( the Wa-Wan
Club is planning to inaugrate the club work of the

season with a luncheon reception at her home to

which officers ot the club and members ot the press are

invited. The afternoon will be devoted to sessions of

the various club committees. Under Mrs. Mabee's
leadership (she has been re-elected president several

times), the Wa-Wan Club has become one of the largst

and most active organizations in the southwest with a

h'ghly constructive program, including all the arts and
a junior club. Mrs. Mabee recently returned from an
extensive trip east which began with a visit to the

Biennial Convention at Asheville. where she delivered

a notable paper in her capacity as national chairman
on church music. Then she made numerous inquiries

and observations in important eastern cites regarding

church music conditions which should benefit as much
her federation work as the Los Angeles Association of

Church Musicians founded by her shortly before her

journey east. This year's Wa-Wan Club program, I

understand, will include a series of lectures on music
and the various arts.

Mrs J. J. Carter, "patron-saint" of the Bowl concerts,

spent a few days in Santa Barbara, as guest ot Mr. and
Mrs. Gabrilowitsch. and of Arthur Bliss, the English

composer, whose parents have bought a home at Monte-

cito. Early next month she will leave for the east and
Europe, to study the symphony situation, open-air mus c

problems and to spread the fame of the concerts "for

the people by the people" at the Bowl..

Arthur Bliss, by the way, writes that he will leave

shortly for New York as he is to present several ot his

orchestral, chamber music and vocal works in eastern

cities. It is to be hoped that he will be here when the

Los Angeles Chamber of Music Society presents his

Mme Noye, his Conversations and his Rout.

Wilfred Pelletier, assistant conductor ot the Metro-

politan Opera, who will be active under Gaetano Merola
during the San Francisco opera season, has been in

town for a tew days.

Sigmund Beel, the well known violinist, now of San
Francisco, also has been among our favored guests. His
many friends here were glad to see him again.

Gladys Sauls another new arrival from the East will

prove a real acquisition to our musical colony judging

by her former record. As a graduate in piano from
Columbia College, Columbia, South Carolina and a grad-

uate in voice of the Institute of Musical Art ot New
York, of which Dr. Frank Damrosch is dircetor, and
having studied with Mme. Theodore Teodt, the famous
teacher ot New York, and at Northwestern University,

this young musician has a solid musical foundation as

a concert artist and able teacher. While in New York,
Miss Sauls was soloist in the Brick Presbyterian Church
on Fifth Avenue and at the Dutch Reformed Church at

Yonkers. Under Mme. Prindell's efficient management
Miss Sauls most certainly will have a busy season of

concert and recital work.

Mrs. Henion Robinson returned September 4th from
La Jolla where she has been on a hunting trip. We are
told that her markmanship compares quite favorably
to her remarkable ability as an accompanist. The new
year's work of the Lyric Club for which Mrs. Robinson
is accompanist, begins September 11th. During the
summer master class held by Yeatman Griffith, Mrs.
Robinson devoted four days a week as accompanist in

the studio of this famous master of the vocal art. Mrs.
Robinson and Duci de Kerekjarto violin virtuoso gave
several joint recitals at Santa Barbara preceding the
latter's engagement at the Orpheum Theatre.

The Gamut Club was the scene of another delightful
Ladies Night program on September Bth. The program
included Ecustace, (Ganne), Pas de Amphores (Chami-
nade). Kammenoi Ostrow (Rubenstein). waltz from
The Sleeping Beauty (Tschaikowsky), played by the
Philharmonic Trio composed of Messrs. Jules Lepske,

violin, Alfred Kastner, harp and Earl Bright, violo cello.

Melba French Barr sang two songs by Charles Wake-
field Cadman in her own inimitable manner, Spring
Morning and Streams of Fate. Dramatic Potpourri by
Otto Lederer was all the name implied and much appre-
ciated by the audience. Esther Fricke Green rendered
the Macdowell Etude with precision and poise. It was
an outstanding feature on the program. Lora May Lam-
port always a favorite sang Spring by Stearn. A dra-
matic sketch Second Sight by Willard Mack closed the
program. Melbourne Macdowell took the part of the
doctor. Virginia Ainswortli his wife and Jack Weather-
by his friend. Honor guests which were invited includ-
ed Mme. Schumann-Heink, Bmil Oberhoffer, Clarence
Eddy, Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Tandler, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Frankel, Dr. and Mrs. Duffield, Dr. and Mrs. William
Mabee, members of the Wawan and Lyric Clubs.

Joseph Zoellner, Jr., of the Zoellner Conservatory
of Music announces a fine large registration of students
for this year, exceeding all expectations, wHh students
enrolled from many states far and near: Arizona, Mon-
tana, Wyoming. Utah, and Kansas. The Zoellner con-
cert series begins on Monday, October 22, and to all

who heard last year's year series this is a most wel-
come announcement of musical events of unusual, en-
tertaining and artistic merit.

AMERICAS POPULAR
BALLAD SUCCESSES

HEWORLD 15 WAITING FORTHESUNRIStB

I SMILE THRU YOUR TEARS

g^aiFWINTEIl COMES
! roses of picardy
[song of songs

r«the bells of st. marys
r^w some day you will miss me

CHAPPELL-HARMS.INC.

THE BERKELEY CALAMITY

The Musical Review in conjunction with every mem-
ber of the profession in California, sympathizes deeply
with the people of Berkeley in their dreadful calamity.
Among those sustaining losses were several well-known
musical people whose names we have not been able
to obtain so far However, we would like to hear from
all and extend the use of the columns of this paper to
them in case we can be of assistance. We understand
that Fred Maurer, whose home was situated in the vicin-

ity ot the burned zone, was spared any loss almost by a
miracle. We know that Mrs. Alma Schmidt-Kennedy
l.ved on Euclid avenue, but have not heard anything
regarding her. Scott Beebe, a basso, lost his home at
231] Hilgard avenue. Mr. Kirk, a baritone, also sus-
tained the loss of his home.

In the Examiner of this Friday morning we find the
following item: For the benefit of students and faculty
members of the University ot Califoma who lost every-
thing in the Berkeley fire, a benefit concert will be
given by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra on
Sunday afternoon. October 7, at 3 o'clock, in the Hearst
Greek Theater. Samuel J. Hume, director of the the-
ater, announced that arrangements had been completed
yesterday by which the entire proceeds would go to the
fire victims.

A. W. Widenham, manager of the orchestra; Alfred
Hertz, director; the directors ot the society, the Mu-
sicians' Union and the individual members of the or-

chestra all contributed their services with enthusiastic
generosity. The Symphony Orchestra found it an oc-

r expressing its appreciation ot Berkeley's

constantly increasing symphony audiences. There are

hundreds of students and many members of the faculty

who saved practically nothing from the fire but the

clothes they were wearing. The proceeds from the

concert w.ll be devoted to their immediate needs.

Louise Marie Lund, a contralto whose beautiful voice

and attractive personality combined to establish tor

herself a prominent position in California artists circles,

has after a series of genuine successes at leading

Italian opera houses, become associated with the Carl

Rosa Opera Company ot England and will appear with

that organization in leading contralto roles, at Covent
Garden during the season of 1924. She will sing prin-

cpal roles in Samson and Delilah, Trovatore, Aida.

Walkure, Lohengrin, Tristan and Isolde and other

standard operas. Last season Miss Lund sang with the

Royal Italian Opera Company in Cairo, Egypt. After

leaving San Francisco some time ago she continued her
studies in Milan where,, in the spring of 1921 she mar-

r ed Count Joseph Wahby Ramsis, Bey, a distinguished

member of the Egyptian aristocracy.

MUSICIANS' CLUB BEGINS SEASON

The Musicians' Club, of which Vincent de Arrillaga

is the president, began the season 19Z3-24 with a din-

ner at its headquarters on Sutter street last Saturday

evening- There was an excellent representation of the

members, practically one-third of the membership being

present. Modesto Aloo, associate professor of music

of the University of California, was the guest of honor

and in an interesting talk spoke ot the ambitions of

the music department of the University. A number
ot plans are in progress to improve and enlarge the

department for the purpose of creating a musical atmo-

sphere and create among the students a more serious

attitude toward the art. Parker Bailey, a young pianist,

formerly ot San Francisco and now of Cleveland. Ohio,

interpreted a piano sonata and another composition,

both his own works. He revealed unusual talent. He
has style, writes fluently, mingles modernity of expres-

sion with conventional form and indeed proves himself

thoroughly entitled to the respect and esteem of serious

musicians. He is worth watching. Mr. Bailey was
formerly a pupil of Pierre Douillet, a member of the

Musicians' Club. The dinner was a brilliant success

and members should watch out tor the announcement
of the next dinner in October. President Arrillaga will

have something specially interesting to tell them.

Margaret Mary O'Day, contralto, was soloist at the

Hotel Whitcomb's Sunday concert, September 15, and

as usual created a very excellent impression by reason

of the warmth of her voice and the intelligence ot her

phrasing. The complete program which was under the

muscal direction of Stanislas Bem was as follows.

March. Strauss (Mezzacapol ; Overture. Poet and
Peasant (F. Suppe). Waltz, Puszta Maiden (Roberts);

Vocal Solo. Mitrose (Oh rendi mi) (Rossini), Margaret
Mary O'Dea; Selection. The Only Girl (V. Herbert);

Suite, In New Orleans (Leo Rruck) : Vocal Solo (a)

Ave Marie (Gounod), (b) Old Folks at Home (Poster),

(c) Rachen (Mana-Zucca). (d) This Lullaby (Carrie

Jacobs Bond). Margaret Mary O'Dea; Andante from

the Fifth Symphony (Tschaikowsky); Vocal Solo, Sam-
son and Delilah (Saint Saens), Margaret Mary O'Dea;

Grand Opera Selection, Lohengrin (R. Wagner).

Kathryn Julye Meyers, an unusually gifted yoimg '.

pianist, was assisting artist at a recital given by
'^

Marjorie Treadwell. artist pupil of Hilda H. Heide, at J^

Sorosis Club Hall on Wednesday evening, September 5.

The program consisted principally of recitations whichl
were skillfully presented by Miss Treadwell, while Misal

Meyers played the accompaniments, or musical set-1

tings, and two groups of piano compositions. Both aal

accompanist and soloist Miss Meyers distingushedl

herself through her fluent technic and artistic phras-l

ing. Among the compositions were some of the youngl
pianist's own which showed gratifying talent in thef

direction of creative art and theoretical science Therel
is no doubt but that Miss Meyers lias been splendidlyl

trained and possesses the intelligence to grasp what

has been taught her.

I
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It's Easier

To Make
Friends
Tiian To
Keep Them

Some people attract friends easily and lose them
quickly. It's the same with typewriters. Some look

attractive, but they don't wear.

THE L. C. SMITH & BROS.
TYPEWRITER

binds its friends by chains of service. It gives last-

ing satisfaction and makes lasting friends.

Send for booklet.

L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.

Executive Offices SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Grand Opera
Get Tickets Now
WORLD'S LEADING ARTISTS
EIGHT BIG PRODUCTIONS
Exposition Auditorium

Sept. 26th to Oct 8th

Wed. Ev
Ma elli,

Thurs. ETe., Sept. 27 — ANDREA
CHENIERj Glgli, DeLuca, Didur,
Saroya, Fernanda, etc.

Sat. Aft., Sgpt. 29, Puccini's three
new operas—IL TABARRO-Si;OR
ANGEDICA-GIANNI SCHICCHI —
Tokatyan, DeLuca. Didur. Seroya,

nda.

Man
Gi
etc.

Toes. Eve, Oct. 2—^TOSCAi Martin-
elli, DeLuca, Saroya. etc.

Thura. Eve., Oct. 4—ROIHEO AND
JULIET (In French); Gigll. De-
Luca, Didur. Mario, Fernanda, etc.

Sat. Aft., Oct. —I'PAGLIACCIi Mar-
tinelll, LeLuca, Gandolfl, Mario,
etc., and GI,\NNI SCHICCHIj To-
Itatyan, Fernanda. DeLuca, etc.

Mon. Eve., Oct. 8 — RIGOLETTO:
Gigli, DeLuca. Didur. Mario, Fer-
nanda, etc.

GAETANO MEROI.A
General Director

Seats Now on Sale
at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s

SCALE OP PRICES
Entire Lower Floor. 9^.00; Dress
Circle (first five rows upstalrsl. Cen-
ter Section, t4.<m; Side Section. »».00!
Balcony, $1.00 to $3.00. Government
tax of 107o extra.

Manasrenient Selby C. Oppenhefnier

Extra Performance
Owing to the tremendous demand,
the management of the San Fran-
cisco Opera Association announces
two special Saturday night operas:

"LA BOHEME"
Saturday, Sept. 29th

"MEFISTOFELE"
Saturday, Oct. 6th

TICKETS NOW SELLING

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
DARITOMC — VOICE CLLTIIRE

.4atfaori«ed to Tea«h .Mme. Schoen-
Hene'M Method

iai4 LeavenTCorlh St. Phone Prospect 0233

ALMA SCHMIDT-KENNEDY
PI INiST

nerkeley.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMONY

Institute of .Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase BIdg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECI.VLIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, e03-««4 KOHI.ER & CHASE BLDG.
Phone Kearny 5454

Mtdtme Chales Poulter—Soprano

Oakland—TeL Oakland 20711

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
AVAII,.VULE FOR CO.^CERTS

HiBh Court, Berkeley;

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE S.AN FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOth. 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been increased
by'mergcrs or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

JUNE 30th, 1923
Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission nnd 21st Streets
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH Clement St. and 7th Ave.
HAICHT STREET BRANCH . . HsJBht and Belvedere Streets
WEST PORTAL BRANCH West Portal Ave, and Ulloa St.

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter {^Vi)
per cent per annum was declared. Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
VOICE—Gl'IT.VR

2438 Milvia St. Berkeley 770.-J

700 Kohler & Chase—Wednesday

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRANO—VOICE CULTURE
Available for Coneerta and Recitals

Studio: 150 Central Ave. TeL Park 1034

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Mrs. >oah Braudt
2211 Scott St. Telephone rillmore 1523

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware
Phone Kearny 54.%4

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

2>t»3 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore 348

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
Tuesday and

SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVATORY

rten Ueparlment

OF MUSIC

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON
C<)!VTR.\LTO

Teacher of SlnKlne. 32 Lorelta Ave., Pied-
mont. Tel. Piedmont 304. Man., Kohler &
Chase nidg.. S. F. Telephone Kearny .1.154.

Brandt's Conservatory of Music
2211 SCOTT ST., Bet. Clay « WashluKton

Mr. Noah Brandt, Violin
Mrs. Noah Brandt, Piano

Mary Coonan McCrea "^LEN COLBURN HEATH
TE.ACHER OP SINGING

ney UuUdinK, a-« Sutter St. "•"'•

4233. Res. Tel. Kearny 2340 "o".

Soloist, Temple
ind Church Work.
2,'.30 Clay St_ PI

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annonnceu the oponins of her new Resi-
dence StDdto, CInrk Aptw.. Apt. 2«— i:t8
Hyde St.. Snn Frnnelmoo. Phone Prospect
EtOSI. Fridays. DOS Ivnhlcr A: Chnse BIdg.
Kearny 5454.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voice CuHn re. Snite "C" Kohler * Chase
Rnlldlnir. 1relephnne Kearny .1454.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM,

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MIRV'S CATHEDKiU

Piano nepartment, Haailia School
Orvan and Ptano, ArrHlaca Mualcal Colics*

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIAMST, ACCOMPAIVIST

A\n TEACHKIl
Studio: 41ft6 Piedmont ive. Tel. Pied. 2750.

Residence: 41.'>3 Howe St.. Oakland
Tel. Pied. 341)2

MARY CARR MOORE- SONGS
Dweller In My DreaniN 4Ta);;orc> Medium
Song of a Fnun (Fay Van IVurdenI Soprano

Pub. WFSLEV \Vr':HSTIi:R
rf>» 47 th Avenne

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Viollnl.qt and Teacher. Head of Violin Dept.,

S. F. Cona. of Mnslc. 34.-!5 Sneramento
St., and 121 2lBt Ave., Tel Pac. 1284

San Francisco Conservatory of Music

SIGMUND ANKER
Announces tile opening of his new

RESIDENCIC VIOLIN STUDIO
Saturday, AuiirUNt 11. 11123

142 Goueh Street Near Chestnut

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
37fi Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26»

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Channing Way Berkeley, Cal.

IVIISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St. Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
U9 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vailejo St. Phone West 1895

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 4B7

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5464

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

4MI0. 178 Co

ADELE ULMAN
onwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

HOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny MH

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Snrure St TpI. Fillmore 11 »1

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tei. West 4737

Res. Address, 2602 California St.
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFFr MASTER COACH
Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Wrriiam Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

S<ndio:
802 KOHLER A CHASE BLDO.

San Frandjico PhoDet KearoT- MEM

For Church, Club and Home Entertainments USE READINGS WITH MUSIC by
CALIFORNIA'S GIFTED MUSICIAN, FRIEDA PEYCKE. Her lateM niunberKl
THE CHILD NEXT DOOR, OH! HENRY WHAT IS ITJ Each 30 cents. US
TWINS, COMFORT. Each 00 ccntn.

HENRY GROBE, 135-153 Kearny Street.
Representative for the Clayton F. Summy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal Is worth while ta

extend courtesies It should be worth
while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
For Concert Engraareaaenta
and Inatrnctlon Apply to
Secretary and Manager of
K. AttI, Room 1004 Kohler
& Chaae Bide., San Franclflco

Representative of Lyon A. Healy Harps

Telephone Douglaa 1678

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

PapilH prepared for Oper
Concert.
Kefw Addn

Oratorio, Church and

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

Qonstance <iAlexandre
. Mezzo Soprano

Pupils Accepted

Inquiries made at

801 Kohler & Chase Bldg.

Phone Kearny 64S4

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

"After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension
Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-
shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

VICTOR talking MACHINES
MASON a HAMLIN PIANOS

TALKINCl] Oakland— 1209 Washington Street
MACHIMEsPl San Jose— 199 South First
RCCOROSy sheet music
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SAN FRANCISCO TAKES PRIDE IN ITS OPERA GRAND OPERA SUCCESS IN HOLLYWOOD BOWL
Gaetano Merola Receives Immense Ovation For His Artistic Skill and

Executive Ability—Puccini's La Boheme Simply Could Not
Receive a More Artistic Interpretation—Society Has

Not Turned Out in Such Force For Years

BY ALFRED METZGER

Aida Given Spectacular Production by Brilliant Array of Artists, Including
Morgan Kingston and Bianca Saroya—Scenic Investure Designed
by Douglas Crane Creates Sensation— Alexander Bevani's

Herculean Task as Director-General—Guerieri Conducts

BY BRUNO DAVID USSHER

As predicted by the Pacific Coast Musi-

cal Review in last Saturday's issue the

debut of the San Francisco Opera Asso-

ciation proved in every way an artistic

and financial triumph and Gaetano Mer-
ola again demonstrated that he is a

man of his word. At the same time we
wish to emphasize the fact that our

judgment has been vindicated and that

our confidence in Mr. Merola has proved
absolutely merited. Like our defense of

symphony concerts, under the distin-

guished direction of Alfred Hertz, has
dovetailed with public opinion, so our
espousal of the cause of Merola has met
with public approval. And while it is

usually not our habit to begin a musical
dissertation with expressions of self grat-

ification, it is necessary, in view of the

attitude of certain members of the pro-

fession, to repeat that a music journal

is only then of value when its judgment
is backed by the musical public. And
during the twenty-two years of our act-

ivity in California we have yet to find

one instance when we did not fight and
work for the best interests of the musi-
cal public and the musical profession,

at times even against our own personal
inclinations.

And so there is no one in San Fi'an-

ciseo at present who feels happier over
the triumph of the San Francisco Opera
Association and director-general Gaetano
Merola than the writer who has the best
musical interests of San Francisco at

heart, and who is happiest when San
Francisco is enjoying the best in music
in a manner that equals the achieve-
ments of the greatest musical communi-
ties in the world. Barring just a bit of

uncertainty in the choral work at a place
where intricacies are plentiful we can-

not imagine a more complete and more
artistic performance of La Boheme then
the one that opened the auspicious opera
season now in progress at the Exposi-
tion Auditorium. The persistent, enthus-
iastic and whole-hearted ovation accord-

ed Mr. Merola at the close of the second
act was indeed well merited, and must
he cherished as an incident creditable

to San Francisco, a city that does not
liesitate to bestow recognition where it

is due.

We have but little space to speak at

length of the opening production. How-
ever, we can truthfully say that regard-
ing stage management, musical direction,

scenic investure, ensemble and individ-

ual artistic effort the presentation was
worthy of the highest praise. Giovanni
.Martinelli, as to purity and pliancy of

\()ice, elegance of phrasing and convinc-
inii: histrionic art proved to be the last

vMird in the effective interpretation of

I hi- role of Rodolto. We can not imagine
;t more ideal performance. Alfredo Gan-
dulfl, who essayed the part of Marcelio
i'.\eaU^<I a smooth, resonant, true and
splendidly placed baritone voice, acted
with fidelity to natural deportment and
sang with refinement of style. Adamo
Didur proved himself a consumate vocal
artist as well as actor giving the role
lit Colline every particle of artistic

strength and emphasis which the part

calls for. Louis d'.Angelo as Schaunard
completed the male quartet with his

ringing, colorful and flexible voice backed
by mastery of the vocal art.

The oftener one listenes to Queena
Mario the greater admiration one enter-

tains for her both as singer and actress.

We have heard many great artists essay
the role of Mimi, but we have heard

none that surpasses this young oper-
atic star. The possessor of a pure lyric
soprano of surpassing beauty and clari-

ty, the exponent of an interpretation
charged with intelligent phrasing and
tone, color and the successful disciple
of the art of repression, Queena Mario
represents our ideal as to what a genuine
operatic artist should consist of. If you
have not heard Queena Mario in the role
of Mimi. you have something truly great
to look forw^ard to.

We wish to pay our heartiest compli-
ments to .Anna Young. Here is a vocal
artist possessing a fine, flexible, velvety
voice which she uses with ease and dis-

(Continued on Page 3, Col, 2)

LOS ANGELES, Sept, 24,—Operatic
history was made here when Alexander
Bevani as producer and artistic director-
general, with Fulgenzio Guerrieri as
conductor, presented Verdi's opera
"Aida" on the open-air stage of the Holly-
wood Bowl, September 20 and 22, Thurs-
day and Saturday evening, "Vocally of

high calibre, the investiture, i, e., cos-

tuming and particularly scenery were of
magnificent quality, of truly impressive
grandeur and unforgettable atmospheric
effectiveness. The settings had been de-
signed by Douglas Crane, noted here for
his portraits, but it was the stagecraft
of Alexander Bevani, operatic veteran,
who conjured up pictures of fairy-

ANME I.Ol ISE D.4VID
The Di.slinfiruiNbpd .Imerioan Harp Virtunxa Who, Toeethrr With GahrU

rUe Wooiltvorth. Soprano, Will Give a Deaeflt Coneert (or the
Sufferers In the Berkeley Fire at Hotel Claremont,

Berkeley, on Monday Evening, October 8

like charm and overpowering colossal
strength, but of that later.

To give a summary of the production
before dwelling on detail: This presenta-
tion was epochal in two directions. First
it established on a high standard of artis-

tic reckoning the fact that opera pro-

duced in Los Angeles with a large ele-

ment of resident principals, locally

formed chorus, our own orchestra play-

ers, ballet and stage artisans, is possi-

ble. Secondly, the production demon-
strated the Hollywood Bowl as a most
desirable location acoustically and scen-
ically. Although most of the acts were
sung with practically no solid back-
ground that would act as a sounding
board, yet the voices traveled within
easy audibility into the far corners. This
was all the better demonstrated when
Bianca Saroya as a lovely Aida on various
occasions, sang with her back to the
audience, yet the tones were unimpaired.

If the business management, in charge
of Eugene Bradley Evans, and its various
branches of activity haa been of the
same quality as the artistic direction,

financial results would have been less

deplorable. This is proven beyond doubt
as the attendance on tlie first night was
disappointingly small. The very fact

that, despite repeated rainfall on the

day of the second performance the at-

tendance was comparatively good under
the circumstances, shows it was not lack
of public interest if the pecuniary out-

come of the production is far below the
expenditures. The cost of production is

reported to be above $50,000,

Plans have been announced for a third

performance at popular prices, Saturday
evening, the 29th. and it is to be hoped
that Mrs. A, B. Maescher, who is singly

financing the production, will find her-

self reimbursed for the outlay. I under-
stand that lack of foresight in organiza-

tion and unfamiliarity with the business

of operatic enterprises have proved a

severe handicap toward a more pro-

ductive prosecution both of the com-
mercial as well as of the artistic work
preceding the presentations. Those who
have the permanency of Los Angeles
produced opera at heart must view with
regret the inequality of team work be-

tween the artistic and commercial work-

ers of the Hollywood Opera Company,
Mrs. Maescher, who holds large lumber
interests here, being herself unfamiliar

with the needs of such an enterprise, in

fairness to her artistic director, con-

ductor, principals, chorus and technical

staff should have backed them, not mere-

ly with financial generosity, but with a
business executive whose exploitation

strategy would have assured the pro-

duction of the attendance it so richly

deserved. One can only hope that de-

spite this incongruity in arrangements
the popularly priced performance next

Saturday will make up for the present

losses.

The very fact that the business man-
agement now decides on a scale of

popular prices indicates its unfamiliarity

with operatic or theatrical enterprise as

such a mode of procedure is decidedly
unfair to the patrons who paid high prices

for the earlier presentations. The need
for a third performance further indicates

lack of foresight on the part of the busi-

ness management, as it would have
proved more profitable to give three or

more performances at relatively lower

(Continued on Page 11. Col, 1)
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Like jazz dancing, ragtime songs, coon shout-

ing and similar distortions of music, this vul-

garizing of good music is nothing more or less

than a fad. As is well known, fads, are transitory

only. At heart a community enjoys the best of

everything. It is logical to assume that people

prefer good music to bad music, good motion
pictures to bad motion pictures. The Rothschild

Enterprises are about to "jazzify" all their thea-

tres. Nothing better could be done for good
music. It will sicken the public of that kind of

jazz that is now practiced, because people will

become surfeited with it and finally become dis-

gusted with it. The American public is prone to

delight in changes. The moment jazz music is

overdone it becomes tiresome. The moment it

becomes tiresome the public will have no more of

it. Good music never becomes tiresome when
well interpreted. Jazz becomes monotonous
when heard too often.

Entered a* Hecond-elaaa mall : F. Poatofflce.

TWENTY-SECOND YEAR

STAYING QUALITIES OF JAZZ

In the San Francisco Chronicle of September

16, Ray C. B. Brow-n, the well-informed critic,

writes an interesting treatise headed : "Jazz

Comes to Stay, Despite Foes." At first glance

this looks as if Mr. Brown came to the defense

of jazz playing such as it is practiced in moving
picture theatres and in the dance hall. But careful

perusal of Mr. Brown's intelligent dissertation

immediately reveals the fact that the article does

not by any means refer to the distortion prac-

ticed on good music, but certain qualities which
are recognized as characteristic of American in-

dividuality as exemplified by certain rhythmic

and contrapuntal features usually associated with

jazz playing.

\\"e agree with Mr. Brown in most of his asser-

iiuns. Specially in the following: "From narrow
application to a style of musical expression

marked by distortion of rythms and transposi-

tions of emphasis, it has come to be a generic

word applicable to the whole movement of indi-

\ ichialistic revolt against canons. A more spec-

tacular entrance of a bit of popular speech into

the arena of artistic controversy is not on record."

The campaign against bad music in moving pic-

ture houses which the Musical Review is waging
on behalf of serious music lovers, and the musical
profession in general, has nothing to do with this

(diase of so-called jazz playng. We do not agree
with Mr. Brown that jazz is only a few years old.

1 1 is as old as syncopation, but has never been
known to the public at large. The negroes em-
ployed it as long ago as their "spirituels."

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Shortly after noon last Wednesday, when it

was too late to add any more pages to this

week's edition of the Pacific Coast Musical

Review, six advertisements, representing an
entire page, arrived from our Los Angeles office.

If we had the support that would enable us to

publish a sixteen or twenty-page weekly paper,

one page more or less would not make any differ-

ence, but when we are restricted to twelve pages
tlie reservation of such a page for advertisements

necessarily reduces the amount of reading mat-
ter. Ordinarily we would add more pages, but in

this instance it could not be done without delay-

ing publication. Therefore, our installment of

the Musical History and other articles, as well

as a number of news items, had to be omitted.

We shall make up for lost time ne.xt week, how-
ever, and trust that our readers will pardon us

the curtailment of our news columns this week.

MUNICIPAL SYMPHONY CONCERTS

Season seats are going with a lush for the second
series of five popular concerts, to be given by the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Alfred Hertz, conduc-
tor, at the Exposition Auditorium, under the direction

of the Auditorium Committee of the Board of Super-
visors. The dates are Wednesday evening, October 31,

and Tuesday evenings. December 11, January 15, Feb-
ruary 5, and March 11, and on account of the great ca-

pacity of the building it has again been found possible

to keep the prices at a most reasonable tigure, seats

ranging from twenty-fi\'e cents to one dollar, for a single

concert. .\s an inducement to season purchasers, Super-
visor J. Emmet Hayden, chairman of the Auditorium
Committee, announces that five concerts will be given
for the price of tour, with the result that the bo.\ office

at Sherman, Clay and Company's has been beseiged
with applications for some time. The season sale will

continue until Monday morning, October 22, when the

single sale will begin. Conductor Hertz is preparing
splendid programs and an eminent soloist will appear
at every concert.

ELWYN CONCERT ARTISTS SERIES

The Artists Series of the ElwjTi Concert Bureau which
will take place at the Curran Theatre during the season,

will begin Sunday afternoon October 14th with a joint

recital by Margaret Matzenauer and Clarence White-
hill. These two distinguished artists will feature Wag-
nerian duets from some of the great music dramas and
being both identified with the foremost productions of

Wagnerian opera, their ensemble singing should prove
of great interest to all music lovers. Mme. Matzenauer
left New York for the Pacific Coast last week and will

give her first concert in the far west in Portland, Ore.,

The Elwyn Concert Bureau has selected a number of

the greatest exponents of the art to appear before Cal-

ifornia audiences and this opening event is one of the

foremost attractions of the season.

The distorted jazz has come into vogue purely
.and simply as a means to energize dancing, and
t' i add to it certain rhythmic extravagances which
the old-time dance music did not e.xpress. Simul-
t.ineously with jazz came to the fore a quality of

dancing that can not be called decent. When pro-

hibition put a stop to this sort of dancing, at least

to a great extent, Jazz was transplanted into the
moving picture houses as a means to add zest to

the entertainment. With the change from the

dance hall to the moving picture house, in other
words, from the dance to the concert, jazz became
the means to distort good music into bad ex-

travagances. Each individual musician, through
the aid of a clever arranger, tried to twist what
were elegant and clear phrases into intricate and
unusual contrapuntal or rhythmic caricatures.

The novelty of the enterprise caused its passing
success.

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)

crimination. She refrained from "vulgarizing" the role

of Musetta. and invested it with a certain softening re-

finement which was also apparent in Queena Mario's in-

terpretation of Mimi. She sang with ease, acted with
grace and fitted in snuglj' even in such distinguished
company of experienced artists. She looked charming,
was tastefully gowned and indeed was entitled to the

warm recognition which her audience cheerfuly ac-

corded her.
Paolo Annanian. Jose Corral. A. Alibertini. and N'atale

Corossio rounded out as fine a cast cf La Boheme
as can be heard anywhere in the operatic world. The
orchestra was excellent, the chorus well trained and
good to look upon and one of the most gratifying inci-

dents of the production was the brevity of the inter-

missions which permitted the performance to end
shortly before 11 o'clock. Gaetano Merola, Armando
Agnini and Arturo Casiglia are entitled to our cougratu-
lations. We shall have much more to say about the
San Francisco Opera Association and its personelle
next week.

THE GRAND OPERA SEASON

San Francisco's reputation for achievement has been
sustained during the past week in one of the most bril-

liant operatic successes of record. During the second
_

week now at hand, sponsors of the San Francisco Opera
Association look forward confidently to the perma-
nent establishment of San Francisco as one of the three

American cities supporting its own organization.

Officers of the Opera Association and others respon-

sible for the success of the past week were recipients

of many congratulations during the week by the host of

music lovers who regard the achievement as a definite

step in the cultural advancement of San Francisco.

Much credit is being given to the exceptional work
if Gaetano Merola, director of the season, who. with

an able staff of the best executives in the operatic

world, organized and created a "home" season of grand
opera, second to none ever seen here.

The array of talent heard in the principal roles has
won especial commendation. These have included the

best that the Metropolitan could provide together with
one or two from the Chicago Grand Opera Company.
The season has been significant in that it has intro-

duced into the heart of music-loving San Francisco art-

ists never before heard here. These include the incom-
parable Beniamino Gigli. said to be one of the greatest

living tenors today—a man who has been given many
of Caruso's famous roles. Then there have been the rich

voices of Didur and De Luca—the latter noted for crea-

tion of the role of Gianni Schicchi, one of the new
operas in the famous Puccini Trilogy.

And among these strangers, but strangers no more,
San Francisco found again many of those already taken
to her heart, the adorable Queena Mario, lovely Saroya
and the incomparable Martinelli. There was also Fer-

nanda. San Francisco's own. I)ut now adopted by the

Chicago Grand Opera, Anna Young, Merle Epton, Lela
Johnstone and others who bear the stamp of "Cali-

fornia."

The second week promises an equally artistic series

of productions. As perfect as the opening and the suc-

ceeding nights of the first week have been, Merola
promises even a greater measure for the second and
last week.
The operas to he given during the coming week and

the casts of each are as follows:

Monday Evening—Mefistofele.

Mefistofele - Adamo Didur
Faust Beniamino Gigli

Wagner Giordano PaltrinieTl

Margherita Bianca Saroya
Elena
Marta Doria Fernanda
Pantalis
Tuesday Evening—Tosca.

Floria Tosca Bianca Saroya
Mario Cavaradossi Giovanni Martinelli

Barone Scarpia '- Giuseppe De Luca
Spoletta Giordano Paltrinieri

Angelotti Louis D'Angelo
II Sagrestano Paolo Ananian
Sciarrone Jose Corral

Un carceriere A. Alibertini

Un pastore Lela Johnstone
Thursday Evening—Romeo and Juliet.

Juliette Queena Mario
Stephano Anna Young
Gertrude Lela Johnstone
Romeo Beniamino Gigli

Mercutio Guiseppe De Luca
Tybalt Giordano Paltrinieri

Capulet Adamo Didur

Friar Lawrence Louis D'Angelo
Gregorio Paolo Ananian
Benvoglio G. Frediani

The Duke Albert Gillette

Saturday Afternoon—Gianni Schicchi. and I'Pagliacci.

Gianni Schicchi Giuseppe De Luca
Rinuccio Armando Tokatyan
Simone Adamo Didur

Paolo Ananian
Louis D'Angelo

Giordano Paltrinier
Albert Gillette

G. Frediani
Jose Corral
A. Alibertin
Merle Epton

Dona Fernanda
.Vnna Young
Rene Lazelle

Giovanni Martinelli
Giuseppe De Luca

Alfiedo Gandolfl
Giordano Paltrinieri

Queena Mario

Betto
Mai CO
Gherando
Dottore Spmelloecio
II Notaio
Pinellmo
Guccio
Lauietta
La Vecchia
Nella
La Oiesca
Canio
Tonio
Silvio

Beppe
Nedda

Saturday Evening—Mefistofele

Mefistofele
Faust -

Wagner
Margherita
Elena
Marta Doria Fernanda
Pantalis
Monday Evening—Rigoletto.

Duca di Mantua Beniamino Gigli

Rigoletto Giuseppe De Luca
Sparafucile Adamo Didur
Monterone Louis D'.\ngelo

MaruUo Paolo Ananian
Conte di Ceprano Albert Gillette

Gilda Queena Mario
Maddalena Doria Fernanda
Giovanna.. T. Monotti

Contessa di Ceprano Anita Olmsted
Cn paggio DuBlois Ferguson

\damo Didur
Beniamino Gigli

Giordano Paltrinieri
Bianca Saroya
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COLUMBIA THEATRE CONCERT SERIES

The announcement that Selby C. Oppenheimer had

arranged with J. J. Gottlob of the Columbia Theater to

present a special series of high class concert attrac-

tions in that popular and ideal playhouse during the

coming season has been generally greeted with much

enthusiasm by music lovers, and already the impresario

has received several hundred orders for season re-

servations. Oppenheimer has selected artists for these

events with special care, including only such singers

and Instrumentalists as will contribute toward making

the series the most important in point of celebrities.

The start will be made auspiciously on Sunday after-

noon Novemher 4, with the first appearance in the

West of the noted tenor, Tita Schipa, leading artist of

the Chicago Opera Company, and a recitalist of purest

gold. Of all the Italian tenors now before the public

Schipa stands supreme in concert. His superb intelli-

gence, coupled with his higher education serves him

with an intellect that stands him well in the harder

spheie of concert, and his repertoire is so extensive

that a dozen different programs of unusual interest and

beauty and importance are at his command. Schipa

will give a second recital on Sunday afternoon. Novem-

ber 11 of course, with an entire change of program

On November 18. Oppenheimer will present the ever-

popular Efieni Zimbalist. peer o£ violinist, an artist of

superb worth.

On November 25 the attraction will be .losef Llevinne,

the Russian pianist, an artist ranked among the first

half dozen of the world's very greatest. December 2 is

at present an open date, to be filled with a later an-

nouncement. A most interesting combniation of artists

will play on Sunday afternoon. December 9. Arthur

Ruhinstein. the eminent Russian pianist, of whom it Is

said that his repertoire is more extensive than any of

his confreres, and whose wonderful art is already known

and admired locally, will join forces in a sonata and

solo recital with Paul Kochanski. Russian violinist,

"par excellence." Oppenheimer knows the great art

of Kochanski and feels certain San Franciscans will

quickly rally to his genius. Beloved Anna Case, most

beautiful and popular of soprano recitalists comes on

December IC, being the last attraction of the series he-

lore the holiday season.

After the first of the year, the series will be con-

tinued with such sterling features stared as Emilio de

Gogorza. the baritone. The famous Isadora Duncan

dancers in special programs, in which they will he

joined by Max Rabinowitsch, Russian pianist, who will

be remembered here for his splendid work with Feodor

Chaliapin. Josef Schwarz. the European baritone,

Harold Bauer and Pablo Casals, famous pianist and

cellist in joint recital, Jeanne Gordon, Metropolitan

contralto, Ossip Gabrilowitsch. pianist and conductor,

and others. It is planned to present these recitals at

unusually popular prices of admission, and reservations

will now be accepted by Oppenheimer at his office in

the Foxcroft building, 68 Post street, calling for the

same seat for the entire season.

SCHIPA'S COMING VISIT

Musical history is made up of the activities of those

persons who have achieved success and won renown.

Their names stand out apart. Not every decade, even,

has added to the record. After one departs years fre-

quently elapse before another steps forward, but when

he does come he is welcomed with open arms. He
paves his way and sings himself into the hearts of

throngs that admire his style. Such an one is Tito

Schipa. With his delightful personality, his command-

ing presence and poise, in addition to his glorious voice,

he projects himself into the hearts of his audience.

Schipa is today one of the foremost lyric tenors of

the world. He has forged to the front so rapidly that

even here in the West, where he has never sung, his

talking machine records outsell those of many of his

confreres. Manager Selhy C. Oppenheimer has engaged

Schipa tor a concert in San Francisco and will present

him at the Columbia Theatre on Sunday afternoons,

November 4 and 11.

Josef Lhevinne, the eminent Russian-American pian-

ist, has been engaged for two special appearances in

San Francisco during November. On Monday after-

noon, November 19, he will play a program in the ball-

room of the St. Francis Hotel as a feature of the

Alice Seckels' matinee musicales series and on Sunday
afternoon November 25, Manager Selby C. Oppenheimer
will present him in recital at the Columbia Theatre.

Lhevinne is one of the few representatives of that

great virtuoso school of piano playing which came into

vogue in the latter days of Liszt and Rubinstein. The
piano then was not regarded as an orchestral instru-

ment: Liszt and Rubinstein were the first to bring to the

piano its present popularity. Today we are in an epoch

of pianists, their number is legion, hut some stand out

pre-eminently, and among these is Josef Lhevinne.

Those who hear Lhevinne understand why he is classed

among the world's greatest players and interpreters,

and likewise comprehend the sublimity of his art and
the magnitude of his genius.

I
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Announcement was made in San Jose early in Sep-

tember of the organization of a department for blind

students of music at The Institute of Music. A plan

has been perfected whereby sightless pupils may have
practically the same education in music as that given

to others. The wor'k will be carried on along the lines

followed by the state institution for the blind at Berke-

ley, but the organization of this course will permit

blind persons in Santa Clara valley to receive an edu-

cation in music without leaving their homes.
LeRoy V. Brant, director of the Institute, has pre-

sented Braille material to blind students in the past.

The work of Manual Alvernas. blind pianist, which has
been done entirely under his tuition, has excited very
favorable comment from musicians. Practically all

courses will be open to blind students that are followed

by sighted students. The courses are: piano. votEe,

violin, pipe organ, band instruments, viola, violoncello,

history of music, theory, and composition.

LAWRENCE STRAUSS CONCERT

A program of songs, all chosen from living com-
posers, many of which have not been heard in San
Francisco before, is the distinctive feature of Lawrence
Strauss' choice of numbers for his San Francisco re-

cital. Tuesday evening. October 9. when he appears in

recital with May Mukle. English 'cellist in the Italian

room of the Hotel St. Francis, under Alice Seckels'
management.

Gabriel Grovlez. whose ballot "Fete a' Robinson"
was an outstanding success of the New York season of
the Chicago Opera Company, will be represented by his

"Serenade": "Chant de Resignation" by Darius Milhaud,
the "post impressionist" and the best known of the
famous "Group de Six": a Greek folk song, "Le Reveil
de la Mariee" by Maurice Ravel: "Le Moulin" by
Gabriel Pierne and "Dream in the Twilight" and "De-
votion" by Richard Strauss will complete one group.

AMERICAS POPULAR

BALLAD SUCCESSES

HEWORLD 15 WAITING FORTHESONRKr

j
SMILE THRU YOUR TEARS

g^SIF WINTER cones

^n ROSES OF PICARDY
[SONG OF SONGS

JWTHE BELLS OF ST. MARYS
\gSsOME DAY YOU WILLMISS ME

Interesting numbers by Arthur Bliss, brilliant young
Englishman who will make his debut as guest con-

ductor with the Boston Symphony conducting his great-

ly discussed "Color Symphony" and whose talks at the
"University of California this summer w^ere illustrated

by Lawrence Strauss will be represented. A new song
by Antonio de Grassi and folk song arrangements by
iRavel. Cecil Sharp. Herbert Hughes and Burleigh will

round out a beautifully chosen program.
Miss Mukle will present Valentini's "Suite in E" with

Ellen Edwards. English pianist; "Allemande and Al-

legro Spiritoso" which Miss Mukle has arranged for

'cello, the "Chant elegiagne" (Florent Schniittl

;

"Melody" (Frank Bridge) and "La Tzigane" (Mas-
senet). Miss Mukle is an artist whose appearances are
always a delight.

BENEFIT CONCERT

The coming recital of GabriUe Woodworth, soprano,
and Annie Louise David, harpist, which will be given
at the Claremont Hotel. Berkeley, on Monday eve-
ning, October 8, has been converted by the artists into

a benefit concert for the Berkeley lire fund and the
proceeds will be devoted to that cause. Mme. Wood-
worth is well known here and abroad where she ap-
peared in opera with great success. She made her
debut in Italy the same week as Edward Johnson and
they are warm friends.

THE INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
LeRoy V. Brant, Director

Onem (numcn In .Ml nranchea of Mu»lc at
All Stneen of Advancement

SAN JOSE CALIFOniMIA

Kohler & Chase

2(nabp panoa
2Cnabp Antptro

SAN JOSE HEADQUARTERS
185 So. First Street

Hannah Fletcher Coykendall

studio—145 Han
SOPItANO

Avenue
3525-V

San Jose, Cnllt.

INOTBE DAME COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Sau Jose. Cal.

Confers Degrees. Awards Certllleates, Complete ColleKe
Conservatory and Academic Courses In I'lano. Violin.

Harp, 'Cello, Voice, Ilarniony. Counterpoint. Cunon and
Fueue and Science of Aluslc. For particulars Apply to

Sister Superior.

JOSE MUSIC COMPANY
Music, Violins,

le Rates
n Jose, California

Phone ai,'.3

WORCESTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ALLIANCE BUILDING

SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

Miss David is one of the foremost harpists of the

day and the leading American harpist and is well

known through her concert appearances and by reason

of her arrangements of literature for Harp. Interest-

ing songs with harp accompaniment and of voice, harp
and piano will be a delightful feature of the program.

Alice Seckels will act in the capacity of accompanist,

a role she has not assumed for some time as her

managerial activities have made such claim upon her

time.

SYMPHONY LECTURES

The illuminating talks on the programs and instru-

ments of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra which
will open October 19 at 11 a. m. at Sorosis Club will

be illustrated by artists of the orchestra on the par-

ticular instruments which will figure most fully in the

big work on the program of that day. Victor Lichen-

stein promises a delightful treat for music lovers; for

one hour spent at the Symphony-logue on the day of

each Friday Symphony concert will be found most
enlightening. Technical terms will be avoided except

in cases of absolute necessity and then they will be

translated with the greatest precision into the language
of the layman. Music needs repetition to make it more
clear just as a painting or an essay must be looked at

again and again to derive a fuller meaning., When one
attends the Symphony the moment it is heard it

vanishes and it may be another year before we again

are privileged to hear the work. These illustrated talks,

presented under Miss Seckels' management, are planned
to meet the insistent desire for a fuller knowledge of

the instruments and the programs of the San Francisco

Symphony Orchestra and have the endorsement of the

Musical Association of San Francisco. Tickets for the

series are within the reach of all and may be secured at

the Symphony box ofiice.

MARY GARDEN

Mary Garden has been called "the Sarah Bernhardt
of the operatic stage." The famous prima-donna. who
has been announced for a single concert event in the

Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, October 21. will face

a great throng of her admirers according to Manager
Selby C. Oppenheimer. who is responsible for present-

ing her in this city. When one mentions an interpreter

of the modern French music, whether it is operatic

music or song literature, there is not today a superior

to Mary Garden, especially in those roles and songs ,

which call for dramatic action. •

All who are familiar with the art of the late Sarah
Bernhardt will realize that a great portion of Mary V.

Garden's success is due to her great histrionic ability,

strong personal magnetism and. above all, a tremendous
amount of brains Inteligence was one of the greatest

assets of Bernhardt; it is one of Mary Garden's,

The Children's Chorus that is appearing with the

San Francisco Opera Company in "La Boheme" and
"Meflstofele" are all students of the San Francisco
Conservatory of Music. Many of the grown-ups in the

chorus also are students of the Conservatory, studying
'

under Miss Rena Lazelle, who is singing several roles

during the season.
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ANIL DEER
''SoulfuV

COLORATURA SOPRANO
Address:

ADOLPH KNAUER
79 Cenitral Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

IDA G. SCOTT ANNOUNCES THE OPENING PROGRAM OF THE "FORTNIGHTLYS'
**American Composers'*

BY THE CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO, COLONIAL BALLROOM. HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

MONDAY AFTERNOON, OCT. 1, AT 4:30

'0Q

V{zw Sottas by James (^.Ji^c Derm id
**TMA* %» /' THFV«HAII ITHO ,,

SHAOmyS FALL
HIGH MEDIUM LOW

CHARITY
HIGH MEDIUM LOW

THEY SHALL RUN
ANDNOTBEWEARir

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER. Inc. 235 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO. ILL.

Chamber Music Society

J of San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO SERIES

SIX CONCERTS
Assisting Artists;

Horace Britt. Violoncellist

Ethel Leginska, Pianist
Erno Dohnanyi, Pianist-Composer

SCOTTISH RITE HALL
Tuesday Evening, Oct. 30th

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 20th
Tuesday Evening, Jan. 8th

Tuesday Evening, Jan. 29th

Tuesday Evening, Feb. 19th

Tuesday Evening, March 2Sth

Season Seat Sale—Six Concerts—$10.00,

$7.00, $4.00, at 708 Kohl Building,
or Sherman, Clay & Co.

ELWYN ARTIST SERIES

CURRAN
MATZENAUER WHITEHI

Sunday Matinee, Oct. 14

MOISEIVITSCH Friday IVIatinee, Nov

LL

. 9

"IMPRESARIO" Friday Matinee, Nov. 23

Quartet of VICTOR ARTISTS Fri. Mat., Dec . 7

HEIFETZ Friday Matinee, Jan. 18

"COSI FAN TUTTE" Friday Matinee, Feb. 1 ||

ROSENTHAL Friday Matinee, Feb. 15

IVOGUN Friday Matinee, Feb. 29

CHAMLEE Friday Matinee, March 14

WERRENRATH Friday Matinee, March 28

SE.ASOST TICKETS ON SALE
SHER>I.\>I, CLAV & CO.

Season Prices^S. JIO. $12, $15. $18
10 per cent war tax

May Robison has had a very busy summer accom-
panying for Arthur Hubbard's master class in Los
Angeles and is leaving soon for San Diego to take a

well-earned two weeks' rest. Mr, Hubbard is a teacher
of wide experience and renown from Boston, having
trained such artists as Charles Hackett and Arthur
Hackett who are nationally famed singers.

Frank Moss
PIANIST

Residence Studio, 850 Geary Street, Apt. 8

Tel. Prospect 3071

A\'AILAELE FOR RECITALS
Management Ida G. Scott

Kohler & Chase Bldg,, Tel. Kearny 5454

haritone

CECIX

FAMNINCi
BEIt-TRAND - BK.OV/N
PCRSOML REPRESeNTATIVE
AEOLIAN HALL NEW YORK

MARIE HUGHES
MACQUARRIE

WARFIELD THEATRE

BEATRICE ANTHONY

ROSE FLORENCE
CONCERT—VOICE PLACI NG—COACH ING

Studio: 545 Sutter St. Telephone Kearny 3598

Direction Miss Alice Seckels
68 Post St., San Francisco, California

Annis Stockton Howell, well known and much admired
soprano will soon become the bride of Mr. Thomas Tylor
Robinson, a prominent young attorney of Los Angeles.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Davenport Howell announce
their daughter's approaching wedding for .N'ovember. to

occur at their residence 2384 West Twenty-first street.

As soloist at the Wilshire Christian Church and
soloist during the past summer at the Pacific Palisades
Chautauqua, Miss Howell has won much praise and
we welcome the opportunity to hear this young artist

in joint recital with the well known young composer.
Elinore Remick Warren in December at the Ebell Club
House.

Mme. Rose Florence will be heard In concert in the

Italian room of the Hotel St. Francis on Tuesday eve-

ning, October 16. Mme. Florence will present a pro-

gram, classic and modern, including Spanish and Rus-

sian songs in costume. Last season Mme. Florence's

Paris and New York recitals won for her a place among
the young singers of the day. The New York Herald
spoke of her as "possessing a mezzo-soprano flexible

and pure, and endowed by nature with a charm of per-

sonality refreshing in its naturalness. She communi-
cates feeling as naturally as if singing were a usual

manner of communication." Benjamin Moore will be
Mme. Florence's accompanist and he is always a wel-

come addition to any program. The concert is under
Alice Seckels' management.
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The Travels of No. 10778 and No. 10623
An Amazing Story of a Triumph Over Tremendous Odds

No. 10778 mel No. 10623 ii

Yokohama in September

1922, (exact date unknown)

It came about ibis way. Oi

iiig early in the month,

Lang of San Francisco found

morning mail ibis telegram;

first steamer No. 10778

box Godowsky Yokohama." A
terse and prosaic telegram, yet ro-

mance has strange beginnings.

Twenty-four hours later No. 10778

I
AM a piano tuner.

It is my business to

see and to know
things about the piano of

a concert artist that even

he does not observe. He
will notice instantly the

most minute variation in

its musical quality, but

the mechanical and the

structural elements be-

hind that quality, it is

my job to observe for

him.
I have just passed

through an experience

with the two most remark-

struments that ever came into my charge.

Knowing that one of them came from Kohler & Chase,

1 have made it a point to see them in- Sa

on my way to New York en route from

the Orient, where for the past year I have

been on tour with Mr. Godowsky as his

piano tuner. During his three months'

tour in South America (I was engaged in

Buenos Aires) we carried Knabe Con-

cert Grand No. 10623 fro ' "
"'

York store. When we s;

Orient, Mr. Godowsky con

visable to add a second p
the extreme difficulties

iled for the

iidered it ad-

ano, knowing
climate and

This {No. 10778) 'transportalio:

shipped from S;

wise decision, for at one time No. 10778

was lost in the snows of Manchuria for

two months, finally turning up after what

must have been untold vicissitudes, for

its traveling case was so badly battered

that the transportation companies re-

was below decks and westward

bound. At the same tima No.

10623 was under way from the west

coast of South America. Their

meeting was undemonstrative —
ahhough they were both from the

same town, had been brought up

together —tended by the same

hands, and sent into the world

with the same mission. But, at

Yokohama the real story begins

—

and let Mr. Jones tell it.

San Francisco, California, May 22, 1923.

fused to accept it. From the devastating Arctic cold

of the Manchurian steppes to the blistering heat of

the Javanese jungles, these two Knabes have been for

nearly a year subjected to every kind of climatic

punishment, including months in the sticky, saturat-

ing moisture of the tropics, invariably fatal to a

pianoforte. From Hawaii to the Philippines, through

all the cities of Japan, China, Java, even the Straits

Settlements, and many of the less frequented by-ways

of the Orient—I do not believe that the history of

music records the equal of this unique tour, or the

ovations accorded this great artist in these music-

hungry corners of the globe, or the equivalent of the

two pianos that supported him. Days of travel over

the roads of Java, the man-handling of countless

coolies, the punishment of oriental transportation in

boats, in trains, in queer conveyances of all kinds

—

and months of it. At times it was heart-breaking.

Both instruments carry many scars of battle, but
musically they have remained steadfast. Outside some

rust on the bass strings, they are today as

perfect mechanically and structurally, as

clear in tone, as beautiful, as rich, as

perfect as the first day Mr. Godowsky
touched their keys. To me the power of

resistance of the Knabe piano is almost
supernatural. I have travelled with many
artists in all parts of the world; in Eu-
rope 1 was familiar with the German
pianos that are built like stodgy battle-

ships, but' no piano in even ordinary
continental tours has equalled this per-

formance, if I had made these two
Knabes 1 should feel very proud. Inci-

dentally I am not in any way connected
with the Wm. Knabe Company—nor do I

even know them except through the in-

ternational reputation of their instru-

ment. Francis E. Jones,
London and Buenos Aires.

Leopold Godowsky
edes to his tuner the

GODOWSKY
Master of the masters at whose
feet have sat at one time or

another practically every great

pianist of our day.

rare eonsideratit

_ ,f telling his own story.

ky has paid his tribute to the Knabe time and again

—

s he himself said in an interview: "Mr. Jones has some-

more interesting to say about those two pianos than I or

ther artist has ever said. Let him tell it. He deserves it.

nd him' in Buenos Aires and carried him away to the

because of his unusual qualities." So, thanks to the

1 consideration of the great artist, we are able to offer

St remarkable piano story ever told.

Incidenlally, both of these instruments are stock pianos

(not sitecially made), one from the New York warerooms

and one from the Kohler £f Chase store in San Francisco

KOHLER Cr*CHASE
26 O'FARRELL STREET • SAN FRANCISCO
I4lh and Clay Street, ySSs. SACRAMENTOOAKLAND
KNABE

SAN JOSE
AMTICO

QUESTION COLUMN
Edited By Karl Rackle

Readers are invited to send in any question relating

to music and musicians. Give name and address.
Anonymous communications cannot be answered. No
names will be published. Address, Question Editor,

Pacific Coast Musical Review, Kohler & Chase Building,

San Francisco.

1. What is the nota cambiata?—D. L.

The changing note. This term like many other musi-
cal terms, is used with several meanings and its purport
in a particular case must be judged by the context in

which it occurs. It was applied originally to an ac-

cented passing note. Fux, in his "Gradus ad Parnas-
sum" signifies by the term a passage in which a dis-

sonant note, instead of resolving at once, descends a
third to another dissonant note and then rises a second
to its resolution.

2. What is concert pitch?—E, A. E.

A pitch wliich is higher than International Pitch. The
latter, first established in France and later adopted in

this country, is a definite pitch whose one-lined A has
435 vibrations per second. Concert pitch, on the other
hand, is not a definite pitch but varies with the choice
of different manufacturers to suit their respective in-

struments.
3. What is meant by the scale of a piano?—L. W.
The plan or drawing showing the specifications ac-

cording to which the instrument was made. A piano,

like a house, must be planned; each part must be
measured and co-ordinated with the other parts and it

is drawing such a plan that is spoken of as "drafting

the scale."

4. Which is the correct spelling, clarionet or clarinet?

—N. W.
Clarionet is the old spelling and is now out of use.

Clarnet is the spelling used at present and no doubt
represents the phonetic form of the word witli a short
and quick pronunciation,

5. What note is meant by C in alt?—B. O.

The octave beginning with the G above the fifth line

of the treble staff is called the alt (high) octave. C in

alt would therefore be the C in that octave; in other
words, the C on the second line above the treble staff.

HEALY TO TRAVEL WITH SISTINE CHOIR

Frank W. Healy, who is in New York arranging for

the coming concert tour of the Sistine Chapel Choir,

has broadcasted this information with a view to obviat-

ing or correcting any misunderstanding as to the or-

ganization's make-up:
Deriving its title from the Sistine Chapel at Rome,

the Choir is in the fifth century of its existence and has

the exclusive privilege of appearing at functions in

which the Pope participates. It comprises fifty-four

male voices; fourteen tenors, ten bassos; four adult

sopranos; four altos; twenty boy sopranos; a conduc-

tor and his assistant. As women have never been ad-

mitted to the Choir's membership the high parts hav-

ing been sung by male falsettos until Dom Lorfiizi

Perosi assumed the conductorship. the boys supiily

the quality of feminine voices and are trained in a

special school endowed by Pius X and situated with-

in the shadow of the Vatican. Perosi's policy has been
followed by his successor. Monsignor Antonio Rella,

who has held the office eight years and will conduct
the concerts in this country. He issues the final clirt

in all music matters at the Vatican.

To obtain enrollment in the Choir the applicant niiisf

not only be a thoroughly-trained musician with the vo-

cal ability essential to achieving distinction as a solo-

ist. but he must be acceptable to the entire existing

membership.
As only the Choir is allowed to sing when the rupc

officiates or presides at liturgical functions, Monsisinnv

Rella will leave thirty of its reserve or substitute mem-
bers to be ready for duty at the Vatican during his

twelve weeks' absence with the cream of the whole
organization. This is made necessary by the fact that

in the event of the death of a higher cardinal or the

Pope himself the requiem could only be sung by ni'iii-

hers of the Choir.
Starting from New York in mid-October, Healy «ill

accompany the Choir on its tour of the principal citiis

in this country and Canada and arrive at San Fiaii-

Cisco in time to give three concerts, December 7. .S. :».

in the Exposition Auditorium. He reporXs that tin-

advance demand for seats at tlie concert in New York
City, scheduled tor October 14, has been so heavy as to

induce him to book a return engagement there prior to

the Choir's departure for Rome. That a similar en-

couraging condition exists in San Fi'ancisco is shown
at Sherman, Clay and Company's ticket office, whiic

there has been a steady disposal of choice places tvpr

since the sale opened two weeks ago—three months

ahead of the Choir's arrival.

Otto T. Hirshler, pianist and organist of prominri

and an instructor in the music school of the Univt-rs

of Southern California, has opened a studio in i

Southern California Music Company building. For i

past two months Mr. Hirshler has labored untiringly

the accompanist for The Wayfarer chorus of 4000 voit

under the baton of Montgomery Lynch, the produc

from Seattle. During the rehearsals Mr. Hirshler p

sided at the pipe organ at Bovard Hall and during I

ten performances at the Coliseum he pla.ved one of (

three concert grand pianos which assisted the orches:

of one hundred pieces in accompanying this vast ii

duction.
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PIANIST
and

ACCOMPANIST

M
I

L
D
R
E
D

P
R
A
Y

A truly satisfying, assisting artist—a most

reliable and artistic accompanist, who is

greatly in demand. Miss Pray has appeared

with the Southland's greatest artists. Is

avaifable as co-artist or accompanist for

singers, violinists, 'cellists, etc. Appearing

for clubs, hotels, lodges, theatres, etc. For

particulars address exclusive manager—

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
804 Majestic Theatre

64293—872-414

G. Jolley Rosser
Soprano

A voice of rare beauty, combined with a captivating per-

sonality, wins the hosts of staunch supporters for this

artist. Available for clubs, hotels, theatres, receptions.

Thorough musicianship, with a fine discrimination for

showmanship, brings to an audience a refreshing pro-

gram that is diiTerent.

Address Exclusive Manager

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL

804 MAJESTIC THEATRE PHONES 64293--872-414

G
L
A
D
Y
S

S
A
U
L
S

Delightful Artist—
Soprano Teacher

Miss Sauls is a graduate of the Institute of IVIusi-

cal Arts, New Yorl< City; Dr. Franl< Damrosch,
Director; also Columbia College of Music, and
student of Northwestern University.

Has held such positions as soloist, Dutch Reform
Church, and a member of Brick Presbyterian;
concertized extensively in the East and South,
winning an enviable place for herself wherever
she has appeared.

Limited number of students in Piano, Voice and
Harmony; also open for engagements—Clubs,
Hotels, Churches and Schools.

For further particulars address

exclusive manager

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
804 Majestic Theatre

64293—872-414

ROBERT BIAS
CONCERT BARITONE

AND TEACHER OF TONE
PRODUCTION

Yeatman Griffeth, well known coach of New York City,
was so impressed with Mr. Bias' work that he wished
him to follow him to New York.
Wherever Robert Bias has appeared he has created a
tremendous impression, and in each instance requested
to return.

Mr. Bias will be available after October 15 for Concert,
Club, Church, School or Reception. For further particu-

lars address:

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL, Exclusive Manager

PHONES 64293—872-414 804 MAJESTIC THEATRE

Anthony Carlson
"THE GREAT BASSO"

A GIFTED MUSICAL INTERPRETER
A GENIUS IN VOCAL ART

le surprise of the evening was the magnificent singing of the
erican basso, Anthony Carlson. A Wotan as regards appear-
e; a Plancon bass voice: he carries the audience with him
only the great artist can. His English. German and French
"e equally commendable and the choice of his program
wed discrimination and taste."—London Daily Telegraph.

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS AND CLUBS

Idress Mr. Carlson's Exclusive American Manager

MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL
\ MAJESTIC THEATRE PHONES 64293—872-414

—

Keaumoku Louis
^^r "' ^^H^^^^^l HAWAIIAN BARITONE

Known from coast to coast as a most enjoyable artist

—

a satisfying one, meeting the varied and exacting de-

mands of the pubUc, becoming most popular—Versatile

programs to fit any occasion—Available for clubs, lodges,

hotels, etc.

^^^flH
Louis School of Musical Arts is open and will register

students in piano, voice, harp, violin, harmony, theory,

etc., etc.HiH For Particulars Address Personal Manager
MME. NEWCOMBE PRINDELL

PHONES 64293—872-414804 MAJESTIC THEATRE
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LOS ANGELES, Sept. 24.—E. B. Turpin, the teacher

and accompanist of Cecil Fanning of baritone fame,

passed through Los Angeles en route from his summer
home in Vancouver. B. C, to his lares and penates in

Dayton, Ohio. Turpin, by the way, he is not a relative

of Ben vpith the diverging eyes, but he, too, has a

splendid bump of humor. In fact, he is wittier than his

name cousin. Between telephoning for trunks that had
gone astray Mr. Turpin told me that Cecil Fanning's

one-act operatic libretto "Alglala" music by Francesco

de Leoni, is being published by Schirmer's.

" 'Alglala' is the outcome of a suggestion Fanning
received from Leoni. whose songs he sings. Leoni

asked him to write the book for an opera which he

would set to music If he liked it. To which Fanning
replied that he was not going to write a libretto on

approval, but it Leoni were to mail him a good will

check tor $200 he would do so. To cut the story short

Fanning wrote the libretto. It is partly verse, partly

prose, accordingly as arias and dialogue alterhate,

while touring in the southwest last spring," Mr. Turpin
related. To which must be added that Fanning has

written before good poems, also the lines for a song-

pageant, Sicilian Spring, which won the $500 prize

offered by the National Federation of Music Clubs last

year.

"Oh. the subject? It is based on an Indian legend

of the painted desert in Arizona. Alglala is an Indian

girl wooed by one of her own people and a white man.
E.xcept this all the characters are Indian. It lasts

about one hour and twenty minutes. Fanning submitted

it to the Civic Opera Company of Cleveland who were
so delighted that they accepted it tor three perform-

ances February 27. 28 and March 1. Mr. Fanning will

sing the part of the Indian lover. Quite unusual, is it

not, tor the librettist to sing one of the principal roles?

Apropos he will also appear in 'Cavalleria Rusticana,'

'Pagliacci' and the 'Secret of Suzanne.' Then the Cleve-

land people will take 'Alglala' on the road.

"By the way. Schirmer's are delighted with it. In

fact, it is the first opera they have accepted for about

ten years and they must think a good deal of it, else

they would not go to the expense of printing scores

and the orchestra material. The Cleveland management
has to pay them $800 performance rights. Schirmer's

also wrote Fanning that it is quite possible the Me-
tropolitan in New York might produce it. You see

Schirmer's have known o£ Fanning's literary work
through Harriet Ware's cantata Sir Olof which they
printed and for which he wrote the words.'' However, at

this stage of the conversation a rift in the cloud that

hovered over that Turpin trunks became visible, and.

their owner being a man of many acquaintances and
affairs and quick movements, had to leave.

P. W. Blanchard's many friends will be glad to hear
that his mishap at Hawaii was without serious conse-

quences. (Mr. Blanchard is one of the musical pioneers

of Los Angeles. He went to Honolulu to recuperate
from his work as chairman of the Hollywood Bowl
open-air symphony concerts,) To quote the Los Angeles
Times; F. W. Blanchard, president of the Municipal
Art Commission of Los Angeles, had a narrow escape
from death recently in the crater of Kilauea, Island

of Hawaii, it was learned today on his teturn to Hono-
lulu.

Mr. Blanchard left the volcano house on the edge of

the crater on foot for the pit of Halemaumau. the
"house of everlasting fire.' The crater, eight miles in

circumference, of shiny cracked lava enclosed with
abrupt bluffs five hundred feet high, has the fire pit in

the center.

A tropical rainstorm caused him to lose his way, and
soon his only light was the smoke and glare from the
fire pit, for the night came on very dark. He feared to

approach the edge of the fire pit, and the wind became
so strong he could not walk upright, so he crawled on
his stomach and his hands and knees. The rest of the
party reached the edge of the pit in an automobile, in

comfort, and it was some time before they missed
Mr. Blanchard.
Manager Phillips of the hotel organized a search

party, and Mr. Blanchard, exhausted, was found by a
Japanese and taken back to the hotel. His shoes and
clothing were torn to shreds by the sharp lava.
The volcano is unusually active the boiling lava rising

five feet a day.

Within a few days of the opening of the Criterion
Theater Adolph Tandler .conductor of the orchestra at
that theater, announces the artists of his organization.
Gounod Romandy is assistant concert master. The per-
sonnel of the orchestra, now includes, among the
violins. Jaime W. Overton, A. Briglio, Max Amsterdam,
Pyor Moore, principal. G. Gilliam, Phil Cohn. Edwin
Rotzier, viola; Ossip Giskin and Dwight Defty, cello;
Anthony Maggio, W. R. Schurig, bass; Bela Adams,
flute; H. Baldwin, clarinet; Felix Mitze, James Grubner,
French horn; J. B. Colling, trumpet; J, K. Wallace,
trombone; W. H. Seber. percussion instruments; Alfred
Korstner, harp; H. J. Tandler, piano.
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Bianca Saroya as Aida must be mentioned first. Her
clear, sweet soprano voice was heard to great advan-
tage in florid passages and lines of more lyric type.
Not that this singer's soprano is of inferior dramatic
calibre, but it lacked a certain quality of sonorousness
and color outdoor conditions require. However, it car-

ried well and the arias of the third and fourth act were
rarely sung more expressively. Miss Saroya's art is

marked hy fine musicanship and this means good phras-
ing. But for occasional shrillness and lack of color

in her tone when dramatically accented her singing
was always delightful. Miss Saroya sang the part at

short notice to substitute for Elizabeth Rethberg. Mor-
gan Kingston, the Metropolitan Opera tenor, sings
well, particularly in less emotional moments which call

for tones of middle and lower register. His high notes
are pale and he commits the error to force his voice,

occasionally with the result that it breaks. He, too,

was most appealing in the last two acts, but on the
whole a cool though routined Rhadames. Louis d'Angelo
is a basso of winsome mean. He sings and acts the
role of the King true to the tradition.

As indicated the work of our own singers was es-

pecially gratifying and here Lawrence Tibbett, who will

soon make his debut at the Metropolitan in New York,
takes again first place. His characterization of Amon-
asro was compelling and carried through with the ease
of an operatic old timer although this gifted Angeleno
sang the part for the first time. Tibbett's brilliant, yet
luscious baritone is well placed in its entire compass.
He uses it artistically as to production and phrasing
and always with fine forethought as a means to expres-
sion. Its vibrant timbre was well evident despite the
expanse of the open-air theater and gave an idea of the
coming greater wealth into which the voice of this

young artist (he is only twenty-six) yet charmingly
poised will mature. Tibbett's diction is excellent even
in Italian.

Warm praise is also due Viola Ellis who rendered
the part of Amneris vocally convincing, thanks to her
spontaneousness of feeling which won new sympathy
for this role. Hers is an opulent mezzo-soprano of

splendid range and carrying power, for which reason
she has no need to give way to the temptation of forcing
her tones in highly emotional episodes. Here is a finely

dependable artist who enters fully into her part, as was
touchingly manifested in the last act when she pleads
with Rhadames. Miss Ellis brings a statuesque bear-
ing to this part. Altogether one will anticipate with
pleasure her future appearances, several of which will

be with the San Carlo Opera Company, I undertsand.

Leslie Brigham, Los Angeles basso, revealed a voice
of brilliant quality, not fully routined, yet used im-
pressively. Brigham, too, possesses the essential quali-

ties of the artist, the gift for characterization, so that
his future work should win him wide success. He has
been coaching with Alexander Bevani. A very pleas-

ing voice is also that of Virgie Lee Mattoon, who sang
the role of High Priestess. One would have wished for

more softness of tone and a slightly moderated tempo.
Herbert Cargill (a pupil of Henri de Busscher) can not
be judged adequately as the part of the Messenger is

brief, so, even in this small role, he contributed atmo-
sphere to the ensemble.

Ensemble work, while not of first order on the open-
ing night, showed good improvement during the second
performance, which emphasizes the fact how much our
own singers will contribute in future operatic per-
formances. This is also true of the chorus and "supers."
costumed most effectively, offering a magic picture in

the great entrance scene of the second act. The
chorus sang well, indeed, thanks to the combined train-

ing of Conductor Guerrieri and Claire Forbes Crane.
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Ernest Belcher's three ballet intermezzi were danced
with that finish which is a criterion of his productions.

Finally and foremost, the conception of the settings
and their utilization, a stroke of genius on the part of
Douglas Crane, the portrait painter, who drew them, as
of Alexader Bevani whose creative imagination made
them a living part of ancient Thebes. These settings
were fundamentally different from convential scenery
both in their archeologicai ,or historical realism, as, also
because of the very nature of the construction,' the
latter most ably carried out by Joseph Perry, master-
hand of theatrical construction technic. These forty-
foot columns, of perhaps five feet diameter were three
dimensional, not merely pictures of pillars painted on
flat canvas, but plastic as it was the plan for the
original "Aida" production commissioned by Ismael
Pasha, splendor-loving Khedive of Egypt, who in 1S71
spent 1,000.000 francs on the premiere. Equally high
and proportionately broad were massive corner towers
flanking the gigantic stage. As the screen of lights,

which was used as a glaring curtain so to speak, pre-
venting the audience from observing preparation on
the stage, as no cloth curtain was used, died down, one
beheld a facade of eight immense columns of the
typical Egyptian reddish-brown decorated with the
characteristic designs of that race, red, blue and green
being used primarily. It was an overwhelming impres-
sion, these rising pillar, reaching up into the dome
of darkness of the night. Architecturally they repre-
sented an overpowering prologue, solemn, stern, in-

exorable, resplendent as the life and laws of Egypt
under which finally Aida and Rhadames meet their
doom.
Prom here on the work of Bevani set in. From this

"column theme" he developed a series of variations in

the various scenes, as a composer would build up a
composition on one powerful motif. Few back drops
were used. It was largely an ingenious display of

these columns, grouped variedly as the action grew,
lighting effects cleverly designed, if not always com-
pletely successful, added to the visual results. From
the first Temple scene, to the apartment of Amneris this

motif of columns was developed with due regard for

atmosphere. One missed somewhat the mystic note
in the Temple scene until the sweeping grandeur and
beauty of the entrance scene (second scene of the
second act) was reached, when sixteen columns formed
four coUonades with the flanking towers as a base and
the majestic Arch of Kamak through which a mass of

singers and actors entered, as focal point in the back
center. Though one might have .wished for two more
columns on each side of the arch, so as to avoid gaps
between the collonades and the arch, yet the im-
pression made by the scene was one of raptured de-

light It was a creation magnificent, enlivened by a

richly costumed cast.

From the music of dramatic climax to the powerful
anti-climax of the work Bevani accordingly chose his

setting. The lyric night atmosphere of the Nile scene
was lightened from the stern massiveness of the
colimins by their discrete use. Outlines of temple
building loomed in the back. The only fault one could
have found was misjudgment of perspective of the Nile

bed. Also in the closing temple scenes one had the

feeling that Bevani had perhaps not fully found the

realization of his vision, both in decorative and archi-

tectural regard owing to delays in construction of the

sets. Yet. there always remained an impressiveness
not achieved before at indoor performances.
The performance was epochal and a generous share

of the laurels must go to Maestro Fulgenzio Guerrieri.

musically the "man of the hour." who conducting with-

out score, working feverishly for weeks with chorus

and principals to almost utter physical exhaustion re-

vived the work musically in a fashion on par with Be-

vani's creation.

Since this was written word was received telephon-

ically from the office of the Hollywood Opera Company,
the organization presenting "Aida." announcing that a

performance at popular prices would be given Saturday
evening, the 29th. No written information has been
obtained, however, of this announcement.
This communication was followed by a telephone call

from Eugene Bradley Evans., business manager of the

production, to the effect, than inasmuch as he disap-

proved of presenting "such a magnificent show" at pop-

ular prices, he wished it to be known that he would not

have any connection with this third performance. Upon
inquiry Mr. Evans informed the writer that the expendi-

tures of the production amounted to $37,000, or some-
what more than he had anticipated, also that the deficit

was estimated at $15,000. Rumors have it that both

figures are proportionately larger.

Ticket prices ranged for last week's performances
from $2.00—for general admission up to $12.50 for box
seats, a scale of prices considered generally too high.

Admission fee for the popular performance, it is said,

will be one, two, and three dollars.

Members and guests of the Los Angeles Music Teach-
ers' Association spent an evening of good fellowship

yesterday at the Gamut Club Banquet Hall on the oc-

casion of their twelfth annual banquet and installation

of officers. Davol Sanders, presiding. Abbie Norton
Jamison, as toastmaster, sounded the keynote of the

association, that of idealism and service. All the speak-

ers, Davol Sanders, L. E. Behymer. A. M. Perry, Dean
W. F. Skeele, Max Swarthouse, Mrs. E. M. Bartlett,

.Adelaide Trowbridge. Alexander Stewart. E. Z. Meeker
touched on the spiritual opportunity of the musical pro-

fession. Homer Grunn and Mildred Marsh were heard
in piano compositions of their own.
New officers introduced were W. F. Skeele. president;

Mrs. Graham F. Putnam, vice-president: Barbara Mac-
Quade, corresponding secretary: Mrs. Gladys Lyttell. re-

A

cording secretary: L. H. Castle, treasurer: Mme. Alma^

Stetzler, chairman program committee; Mme. Edith L.
Clark, chairman hospitality committee; C. E. Pember-
ton. chairman finance committee: W. K. Hullinger, aud-
itor; Abbie Norton Jamison and Adelaide Trowbridge,
members of the board of directors.

Many-sided protests were voiced against the Music
Teachers' License ordinance, considered a discrimina-
tion against the private music teacher not in use in any
other American city. As Mrs. Jamison pointed out, ac-
tion in regard to the early abolition of this tax should
be taken soon by the association. As always she proved
a most gracious toastmistress. whose charming wit and
devotion to her ideals were happy features of the well
planned event, for the detailed arrangement of which
due thanks must go to Charles V. Draa, ever ready for a
labor of love, no matter how late the call or tedious
the task.

Calmon Luboviski. the brilliant violinist, will have
an exceedingly busy recital season this winter, as shown
by his October list of engagements: October 2. at San
Pedro Woman's Club with the Los Angeles Trio: Oct-
ober 3, recital with Knabe-Ampico at Throop Univers'ty
Chapel, Pasadena: October 5, in the afternoon, with
Los Angeles Trio at Pomona College: the evening of the
same date, recital with Knabe-Ampico at Westminister
Presbyterian Church of Highland Park: October U, with
Los Angeles Trio at San Bernardino: October 12. a re-
cital of his own at San Pedro: October 15, recital with
Fred Herman at the Fine Arts Building; October 19,
with the Los Angeles Trio at Whittier; October 25.
opening concert of the Los Angeles Trio local series
at the Fine Arts Building: October 26, recital with
Knabe-Ampico at Alhambra High Scliool.

In addition Mr. Luboviski is busy with a large num-
ber of gifted pupils. He has also founded a siring en-
semble, to be known as the Russian String Quartet,
consisting of himself at the first violin desk, Morris
Stolofl as second violinist, Josef Rosenfeld as viola and
Ossip Giskin as ceirst. The latter a recent arrival, was
first cellist of the Moscow Symphony and is an excell-
ent player of specific chamber music quality. The musi-
cal work of Mr. Stoloft and Mr. Rosenfeld is too fav-
orably known to require further comment. The Russian
String Quartet is holding daily rehearsals.

The Orpheus Four, that distinguished male quartette
of which Sam Glasse is manager, has a closely booked
season ahead. At present the quartette is singing at
Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre, meeting with the
usual success, and a few other dates include a program
for the Catholic Women's Club of Los Angeles on Oc-
tober 3. the Ebell Club of Pomona. November 9. and
later the Tuesday Afternoon Club of Glendale. the Wed-
nesday Afternoon Club of Alhambra. and the Baldwin
Park Women's Club.

Georgia Wright Kelsey presented a few of her pupils
at the graduation exercises of the Wallace Dramatic
School last Friday evening.

Melba French Barr has been confined to her home for
several weeks there to take an enforced rest after a
summer filled with singing engagements.

Raymond McFeeters, always a favorite, well received
by his audiences, is to be heard in an organ recital on
Sunday afternoon. September 30, at the Westminster
Presbyterian Church of Pasadena, where he playls
regularly. He will he assisted by Mrs. Earle A. Bust,
soprano, and Esther Tobler, violin'st. Several other
engagements, including a recital at Fillmore, September
24, at the Pasadena High School, September 25, with
Ted Novis, baritone and Mary Tyner, 'cellist; for the
South Pasadena Women's Improvement Association,
October 3, with the Arroyo Trio, prove this young
artist's popularity. Mr. McFeeters will leave in October
for a tour with Grace Wood-Jess to give several con-
certs in Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia.
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Plans of the Los Angeles Chamber Music Society, for

their second season have been carefully worked out

during the summer and an attractive series of concerts

is to be given. There will be, as last year, twelve con-

certs in all and they will be held at the Gamut Club
Theatre on Hope street. Friday nights, alternating with

the Philharmonic Orchestra concerts.

The programs will be art products in every sense
of the word. As this society has included several com-
binations in its personnel it is possible to give to the

programs a wide variety and to take in many of the

most important Chamber Music compositions.

A prospectus has been issued from the oflice of the

Society which includes a short, comprehensive treatise

on Chamber music. Groups of which this society is form-

ed include the best performers in the South as will be

seen by a glance at the names below. During the sea-

son several guest artists, both instrumental and vocal,

will appear, among those already engaged being: Ger-

trude Auld Thomas, soprano, Cornelia Rider Possart,

pianiste and Frank Woodmansee, pianist and Alfred

Kastner. harpist. Herewith is a list of the artists to

be heard:
Philharmonic Quartet: Sylvain Noack, first violin;

Henry Svedrofsky, second violin; Emile Ferir, viola and
Ilya Bronson, violoncello. L'Ensemble Moderne: Henri
De Buesscher, oboe; Emile Ferir, viola, and Blanche
Rogers Lott, piano. L'Ensemble Classique: Blanche
Rogers Lott. piano; Henry Svedrofsky, violin; Emile
Ferir, viola and Frits Gaillard, violoncello.

Besides these musicians, Pierre Perrier, clarinet, Al-

fred Bra'n, French horn. Andre Maquarre. flute and
Ernst Huber, double bass, will play as their instru-

ments are required by the repertoire. Madam Possart

will play the Schumann Piano Quintet and Mr.Frank
Woodmansee will be heard in the Saint-Saens Piano
Quintet. The London String Quartet and the Chamber
Music Society of San FYancisco will appear again as

guest artists of the Los Angeles Chamber Music So-

ciety. Both of these organizations made a deep im-

pression last year. Other attractions will be announced
at an early date.

Anthony E. Carlson of international fame as a basso

of distinction is now concertizing under the exclusive

management of Mme. Newcombe Prindell. His repu-

tation as a concert artist is indeed enviable for he is a

natural-born musical scholar with a lovely voice. He
has at his command a repertoire including no less than
twenty-seven complete programs of German, French,
English, and American song literature. This extensive
repertoire bespeaks a genius of intellect and vocal art

as well. And hearing Mr. Carlson in concert only once
is enough to convince one of his superior gift in in-

terpreting song. Not only in this country but in Eng-

land and Germany has this superb artist met with

successes in concert and teaching. His pupils are being

engaged frequently for club, church and drawing room
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recitals. On the fourth Saturday of each month Mr.
Carlson presents pupils on informal programs at his
spacious studio in tlie Majestic Theatre building.

Angelo Giuffrida, only one day a resident of Los An-
geles, hails from Xew York with a record filled with
achievements. He has opened his studio in the South-
ern Califorina Music Company building and announces
able instruction in piano, violin, and voice.

PERMANENT MASTER CLASS ESTABLISHED

One visit to the quiet residence-studio of the re-

nowned master of the piano, Alfred Mirovitch, to "listen

in" at a master class where were assembled some
fifteen talented pianists and teachers was evidence
enough of the superior qualifications as master and
artist with which Alfred Mirovitch is endowed.
As is the custom in .most master-classes only a few

students are permitted to perform at each class meet-
ing and each composition played is criticized by the
maestro in tonal, pedal and phrasing terms.
To hear such numbers as the ponderous Organ Con-

cert b.v Bach and the very difficult C Minor Theme with
Variations by Beethoven, played and discussed, brought
new appreciat'on of these numbers to all present;^
while the marvelous and intensely interesting Sunken
Cathedral by Debussy made a profound impression with
its ever changing harmonies, portraying the water en-

gulfed cathedral bells. Sublime, subdued yet colorful

in massive proportions was the rendering of this num-
ber by Mr. Mirovitch in illustration tor his class, and
very entertaining was his explanation of the orgin of

the harmonic effects of this noble composition which
was inspired in Mr. Debussy while listening to the

native musicians of Java who perform in certain quar-

ters of Paris with their quaint gongs of brass and two
stringed bamboo instruments tuned in quarter tones
and halt tones.

Returning to Mr. Mirovitch, who possessing genius of

musical inspiration and being a master of interpreta-

tion justly maintains an enviable reputation as an
artist of the superior rank His compositions are played

by the foremost pianists of the day and as a result of

til's summer's inspiration Schirmers will soon publish

an additional number of his intersting works.

Mr. Mirovitch has a love for the beautiful in art and
literature and as evidence of such the walls of his

studios are bedecked with rare and costly batiks and
pictures which the artist hmselt obtained in foreign

lands on his several tours of the world. With a fund

of good humor and with a forceful magnetic personality,

this splendid musician has acquired a host of friends

in this his home city, for he is another of the many
great personages who have come to Los Angeles to

help make this city famous as the home of world re-

nowned artists.

THE CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERTS

The annual series of Chamber Music Concerts given
in San Francisco by the Chamber Music Society have
attracted international attention and are to a certain
extent unique in the annals of America, Some years
ago when Ellas Hecht and his distinguished colleagues
started their chamber music concerts here the average
attendance at Chamber Music events was about 200.
Today, as a result of their work, the average attendance
is 1500, and constantly growing. This Is perhaps the
largest steady average attendance for chamber music
concerts in any city in America today. This has been
due to several reasons:

First—The splend'd performances and the up-to-date
programs of the organization. The latest novelties, as
well as the older and often forgotten classics, are given
due attention. In fact, many chamber music works now
regarded as standard and in the repertoire of the lead-
ing ensembles were given their initial American per-
formance by the Chamber Music Society in San Fran-
cisco.

Second—The plan for each season of engaging dis-

tinguished world famous musicans to appear in the
series as assisting artists, playing great chamber music
works with the organization. Among those who appear
in conjunction with the Chamber Music Society will be
found such artists as: London String Quartet, E.
Robert Schmitz, Erno Dohnanyi. Alfred Cortot, Myra
Hess, Elly Ney, Leopold Godowsky, Jacques Thibaud,
Artu r Schnabel, Harold Bauer, May Mukle, Ethel
Leginska, Arthur Rubinstein. Horace Britt, Emile
Ferir, Benno Moiseiwitch, and others.

Usually when a great artist visits a city en tour he
or she is heard in either a personal recital or as a so-

loist with a symphony orchestra. But in the case of
San Frandsco the public has the further opportunity
of hearing these artists in the great chamber music
works in conjunction with the Chamber Music Society,
thus getting to know them as great and authoritative
chamber music masters, as well as soloists of great
renown. No wonder the public flock to hear them in
this important branch of musical art, for which they
are justly acclaimed abroad. There is no other city in

the United States where there is a regular series of
such master performances, combinations of this kind in

other centers being usually merely sporadic or isolated
and few and far between. These super-chamber music
recitals in San Francisco are known throughout the
world.

Third—The prices at which these concerts have been
offered to the public by Mr. Hecht, the founder, are
such that they are within the reach of all. The prices
by the season are so arranged that any concert can he
heard for considerably less than the price one would
have to pay to hear any of the assisting artists individ-
ually.
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AIDA IN LOS ANGELES
Continue.! from Page 1, Col. -1)

rates than, as originally planned, only
two presentations for which small num-
ber the overhead is exorbitant. Finally,

the business management did not show
much appreciation of the dignity becom-
ing to an operatic performance, else the
odious, vulgar behavior of peanut, hot-

dog and ice-cream vendors, whose yells

rose before the last notes of an act had
died away and who continued even after

the music had begun. .Nor is the feeling

of many motorists, who had been charged
fifty cents for parking, too friendly to-

ward opera as an enterprise. This is not
petty crlTicism, but written in the hope
of finding opera at the Bowl managed
in keeping with the artiste level of the
production.
To answer an inquii-y in this connec-

tion, neither the Bowl concert manage-
ment of the summer orchestra season,
nor the Community Park and Art As-
^^ociation. have any connection with the
Hollywood Opera Company to whom the
writer expresses his sincerest well
wishes for the future not withstanding
the above views. Reliable information
reaches me also that the beginning of
Saturday night's performance had been
delayed by the action of the orchestra
players who refused to start unless pay-
ment was rendered in advance. This
prolonged altercation was kept up de-
spite previous financial promptness on
the part of the management and carried
on by the orchestra members with such
stentorian voices that it became audible
to the audience, although assurance was
expressed by the management that a
check for the orchestra services was
being sent out to the Bowl. Such an at-

titude condemns itself.

However, to speak of happier memo-
ries: Again, congratulations to Mr. Be-
vani, the artistic head. Conductor Guer-
rieri, Claire Forbes Crane, chorus mas-
ter, Ernest Belcher, director of ballet.
Joseph Perry, the technical director,
whose excellent craftsmanship created
the settings designed by Douglas Crane.
Well nigh nine months of labor have been
devoted by Mr. Bevani on this pro-
duction and. taking the total, it proved
a triumph for him. as to the newness
of the organization which was created
and largely trained by him.

KURT VON GRUDZINSKI
B.VRITO.VE _ VOKi; ClLTl HE

Authorized to Teach Miiie. Sihoen-
Rene'n .^lethuU

1314 Leaveintorth St. Phone Pro.spcct »2.-i.3

ALMA SCHMIDT.KENNEDY
PIA-MST

Berkeley.

MRS. ZAY RECTOR BEVITT
PIANO and HARMOIVr

Institute of Music of San Francisco,
Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 5454.

PIERRE DOUILLET, PIANO
NITALIA DOUILLET, VOICE

80.-. Kohler & Chnae Bid. Tel. Sntter 73«

DOMENICO BRESCIA
VOICE SPECIALIST— COMPOSITION

Studio, «03-«<)4 KOHLER * CHASE BLDO.
Phone Kearny ."WK^

Madame Charles Poulter-Soprano

Lizetta Kalova Violinist
.4V.\II,ABI,E EOR CO.VCERTS

Studios: 114!) HiBh Court, Ilerkeler:
Heine UldB., San Frnnoiseo

Telephone B 3U4a-J

The San Francisco Savings and Loan Society
(THE SAM FRANCISCO BANK)

SAVINGS COMMERCIAL
INCORPORATED FEBRUARY lOlh, 1868.

One of the Oldest Banks In California,
the Assets of which have never been Increased
by mergers or consolidations with other Banks.

Member Associated Savings Banks of San Francisco

526 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.
JUNE 30th, 1923

Assets $86,255,685.28
Deposits 82,455,685.28
Capital Actually Paid Up 1,000,000.00
Reserve and Contingent Funds 2,800.000.00
Employees' Pension Fund 414,917.52

MISSION BRANCH Mission and 2Isi Sir«-t.
PARK-PRESIDIO DISTRICT BRANCH ! iciement St and 7th AveHAIGHT STREET BRANCH Haiitht and Belvedere SireeriWEST PORTAL BRANCH West Wial Ave, and UlloL St!

A Dividend to Depositors of Four and One-quarter (^]/i)
per cent per annum was declared, Interest compounded
QUARTERLY instead of Semi-Annually as heretofore.

DAISY O'BRIEN
I'OICE—<i I ITA K

242S .Milvia St. Iltrk^ley T'O.'J

70« Kohler & Chase—AVedneNdar

LEILA B. GRAVES
LYRIC SOPRAXO—VOICE CULTLRE
Available for Concerts and RecltaU

Studio: 150 Central Ave. Tel. Park 1024

MISS WELCOME LEVY

Laura Wertheimber
Preparatory Teacher for

Sirs. Koah Brandt
2211 Scott St. Telephone Fillmore 1:

EDWIN HUTCHINGS

Evelyn Sresovich Ware

Joseph George Jacobson
PIANO

28133 Sacramento St. Phone Fillmore S48

ROSE RELDA CAILLEAU

SIGMUND BEEL
Maater Classe

Studio Building, ]

Tel. Proai
73 PoKt Str

MARY ALVERTA MORSE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Sinulni;; Studio. Tuesday and
Friday. Ivohler A Cha»e UldB.. S. F.; Re«l-
denee Studio, Kill Simla RoMa .\ve.. Oak-

SAN FRANcS'SsERVATORY
OF MUSIC

(Ada Clement MuhIc School)
H3S SatTamenio ?>l. I'hone Fillmore 89H

MRS. CARROLL NICHOLSON

Brandt's Conservatory of Music

Noah Brandt, Plan

Mary Coonan McCrea "^LEN COLBURN HEATH
TEACHER OF SINGING

Stndio 38 Gallney Building. 37« Sntter St.
Tei. DouKlaa 4233. Re». Tel. Kearny 2349

MRS. A. F. BRIDGE

ELSIE COOK HUGHES
Annoancen the opening of her new Resi-
dence Studio, Clark Apts.. Apt. 26—138
Hyde St.. San FranclHco. Phone Pronpect
0031. Fridays. »02 Kohler & Chase Bldg.
Kearny 54.V4.

MME. ISABELLE MARKS
CONTRALTO

Voiee Cnltnre. Suite "C" Kehler & Chaae
Building. Telephone Kearny M.'M.

ACHILLE L. ARTIGUES
GRADUATE OF SCHOLA CANTORUM.

PARIS
ORGANIST ST. MARY'S CATHGIDRAI/

Piano Departanent, Haailln Scko«l
OtVTBD< Piano. ArrlliaKa Moalcal Collesa

SololNt, Temple Emana Bl. Con.
eert and Cbitrefa \Vork. Vocal instruc-
tion. 2539 Clay St., Phone West 481)0.

MR. & MRS. GEO. KRUGER

EVA GARCIA
CONCERT PIANIST. ACCOMP.*NIST

*Nn TEACHER
Studio: 41»a Piedmont Are. Tei. Pied. 2730.

Renidence: 4I.',2 Hone St., Oakland
Tel. Pled. 34»2

MARY CARR MOORE SONGS
Dn-eller In My Dreainn (Tasorel Medium
Sons of a Faun I Fay Van Norden) Soprano

ARTUR ARGIEWICZ
Viollnlat and Teaeher, Head of Violin Dept.,
8. P. Cona. of Mnaie. 34.15 Sacramento

8t., and 121 21>t Ave, Tel Pae. 1284

San Francisco Conservatory of Music

TEACHERS' DIRECTORY

MISS EDITH CAUBU
3T6 Sutter Street Phone Douglas 26»

HENRIK GJERDRUM
2321 Jackson St. Phone Fillmore 3256

JANET ROWAN HALE
901 Powell St. Phone Kearny 2930

MISS MARION FRAZER
2027 California St. Tel. Fillmore 3827

J. B. ATWOOD
2111 Charming Way Berkeley, Cal.

MISS LORRAINE EWING
833 Ashbury St Phone Park 1974

MARGARET WHITE COXON
149 Rose Av.. Oakland Piedmont 1608-W

RUTH VIOLA DAVIS
515 Buena Vista Avenue—Park 341

LOUIS FELIX RAYNAUD
1841 Fulton St. Tel. Bayview 6008

DOROTHY PASMORE
1715 Vallejo St. Phone West 1«95

MACKENZIE GORDON
2832 Jackson Street Phone West 467

ANTOINE DE VALLY
2201 Scott St. Phone West 134T

ANDRE FERRIER

1470 Washington St. Tel. Franklin 3321

MME. M. TROMBONI
601-2 Kohler & Chase BIdg. Kearny 5454

JACK EDWARD HILLMAN
601 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Kearny 5454

ADELE ULMAN
178 Commonwealth Ave. Phone Pac. 33

JULIUS HAUG
798 Post St. Tel. Pros. 9269

MOTHER WISMER
3701 Clay Street Phone Pacific 4974

ARTHUR CONRADI
906 Kohler & Chase Bldg. Tel. Kearny 6464

SIR HENRY HEYMAN
432 Spruce St. Tel. Fillmore llJl

ANTONIN BLAHA
2315 Jackson St. Tel. West 4737

Res. Address, 2602 California St.

SIGMUND ANKER
3142 Gough Street Near Chestnut
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Joseph Greven PAUL STEINDORFF
r MASTER COACH

Voice Culture ;—Opera, Oratorio,

Concert and Church Singing in all

languages.

MRS. J. GREVEN
Piano and Harmony

3741 Sacramento St. Tel. Bayview 5278

MASTER COACH
ORATORIO—CONCERT—OPERA

In All Languages
5302 Broadway .... Oakland

Mrs. Williain Steinbach
VOICE CULTURE

Stadio:
902 KOHLER & CHASE BLDG.

San Franelaeo Phone: Kearny M54

For Church, Club and Home Entertainments USE READINCS WITH MUSI
CALIFORNIA'S GIFTED MUSICIAN. FRIEDA PEVCKE. Her lateKl nnml
THE CHILD NEXT DOOR, OH! HENRY WHAT IS IT{ Each 30 eent«.
TWINS, COMFORT. Each «0 eentn.

HENRY GROBE, 135-1S3 Kearny Street.

Representative for the Clayton F. Suminy Publications.

If you want to become known to the

musical public of California, advertise in

the Pacific Coast Musical Review.

If a Music Journal is worth while to

extend courtesies it should be worth

while to subscribe for.

Annie Louise David
HARP SOLOIST AND

TEACHER

Hotel Claremont Berkeley 9300

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS
UNTIL DECEMBER 1

Management Selby C. Oppenheimer
68 Post St., San Francisco

KAJETAN ATTL
SOLO HARPIST, SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

For Concert EngagrementB
and InHtrnrtlon Apply to
Secretary and Manaeer of
K. Alt], Room 1004 Kohler
A t^hase DIds.. San Francinco

Representative of Lyon &. Healy Harps

Telephone Douelaa 1678

GEORGE M. LIPSCHULTZ
SOLO VIOLINIST

Concert Engagements Accepted

LOEWS WARFIELD THEATRE

Musical Director

Residence Phone Prospect 8686

Theatre Phone Prospect 83

Pupils Accepted

MR. ANDREW BOGART
Teacher of Singing

Pupils prepared for Opera, Oratorio, Church and
Concert.
New Addresn—HEINE BLDG„ 40S STOCKTON ST.

DouElax »25(l

Leslie V. Harvey
Organist

Coliseum Theatre

ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Piano
Endorsed by Waa;er STvayne

Special Normal Course for Teachers, based on Swayi

Principlea
Stadlofl 807 Kohler A Cfaaae Bld^.

25181^ Etna St., Berkeler. Phone Berkeley 1319

SCHUMANN HEINK
STEINWAY PIANO VICTOR RECORDS

After October 1st Under the Management of S. Hurok, Inc., Aeolian Hall, New York

America's Greatest

Contribution to the Musical

Arts

PIANOS
It is impossible to convey in words an ade-

quate idea of the surpassing tonal quality of

the Mason & Hamlin Piano.

To say that the piano is made as well as possi-

ble, and priced afterward—that does not tell

the story. No description of the Tension

Resonator can adequately explain its impor-

tance in terms of tonal results. Even the mar-

shalled names of artists who have chosen the

Mason & Hamlin Piano for their public and
private use can only indirectly show its

excellence.

And yet, that which is difficult to put into

words is a very real thing. If you should play

the Mason & Hamlin Piano you would know.
Listening to it would tell more than a thou-

sand words, as a glance at the "Woman
Weighing Pearls" tells more of Vermeer's
artistry than page after page of description.

We invite you to play and hear this extraordi-

nary piano.

two entrances
135-153 Kearny & 217-225 Sutter Sts.

victor talking machines
'Wilg>^BAUeD@

MASON & HAMLIN PIANOS -

Oakland— 1209 Washington Street

San Jose— 199 South First

sheet music
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